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TO OUR READERS.

A letter was delivered at our office some few days since, beginning with an inquiry, but with

no other signature than our monogram,

" What an appropriate monogram

of Horticulture, Journalists of Hives,

to support the H, and the H holds up

that sister of mine, whose scribble

H always remind her of a broken gate

and concluding with this postscript :

—

that is ! It may be taken to mean Journalists

and Journalists of Hens. The J, too, seems

the J, just as co-Editors ought to do ; though

you sometimes insert, declares that that J and

fastened to a post."

Now, it so happened that the J was reading aloud the letter to the H, and when he had con-

cluded that sentence he stopped and said, " 'Maud's' sister wrote that. These ladies are both York-

shire—here 's the Leeds postmark."

But H, no doubt better satisfied with being compared to a gate than J was with his likeness

to a post, made a response neither negative nor affirmative, but evasive, for he said, "Read on."

So J read on as follows :—" Our cattle-yard has suffered dreadfully from the rinderpest ; but that

has nothing to do with the Journal writers, unless " Wiltshire Rector" takes his tithe in kind. And

Cousin Anne, who married Phelim O'Donoghuc, of Ballygarth House, in Sligo, can't settle to anything

for fear of the Fenians ; but I suppose they are no connections of the gentleman who writes about

Potatoes and Wine, though he is a Fenn. And then those dreadful failures—I suppose that they

wo'n't injure the Journal, unless J and H have shares in the Agra, the London Chatham & Dover,

and the Overend things. My sister says that she dares say they have, for men who write much

rarely have common sense ; and if J and H have had to do with those things, she thinks the Journal

may fail too. It would be a thousand pities, for I really believe it does a little good. Our curate

takes it, and I know laid out his flower garden from something drawn in it ; and we give our copy to

Harry Martin, who married our cook and settled in Craven, and he sends it to his brother in New

Zealand. Mrs. Martin wrote to her sister, our housemaid, the other day ; and I must make one

extract, because I know it will please J and H, to whom I beg, in conclusion, to say, no longer

jocularly, I wish many happy New Years. This is the extract :—
' Martin does what the Journal tells

him, and has just said, " I really do not know what I should have done without it. I should have

' gone ail wrong,' for I do not know any one who could have given me a word of advice." And his

brother's letter from New Zealand last month said, "The Journal does remind me of home so; and

,1 now Bay, as I often say when reading, God bless the Editors, and prosper their work."

" That will do for a Preface," said H ; but he and J must add that neither rinderpest, nor

Fenianisiu, nor ruined speculations have weakened the resources of the Journal. Its staff is unscathed

and strengthened; its circulation increased; and they hope that the J will continue to "support the

H," and the H to '•uphold the J," for many years to come.
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INDEX.

ABERGAVENNY Pot'LTBY SlIOW, 323

Acacia— longiflora, scale on, 451 ; not
flowering, 469

Acbimenes done blooming, 245
Acorns culamus, planting, 92

Adiautuui cuiu atum ill a sitting-

room, 42
Agrostis Btolonifera angustifolia, 815
Air. giving, 4Ky, 491

Aldborough Poultry Show, 174

Aldcrshot soldiers' garlens, 815
Ale and beer, difference, 245
Alexandra Park, 185
Allerton Poultry Show, 154
Alocasia maerorhiza decaying, 299
Aloyaia citriodora propagating, 110

Alpines, 207 ; early-blooming, 283
Alternanthernspathulatu and Bcssilis

III: ih-I. .(, 1, ;.' 'I

AlyBStim CUttingS, 163

Amaryllises, 16

American blight. 71
Among the Scottish braes, lochs, and
mountains. 118, 147, 159,219, 311

Anacharis alsinastrnm, clearing a
pond of, llo

Ancylogyne longiflora,27
Anemones, planting, 151

Anprwcum Chailluanuni, 27
Annuals tor spring blooming, 331
Anthoxanthum odoratum, 296
Ants, 187; destroying, 208; driving
away, 319 ; on Peach shoots, 332

Aphelandra Leopoldi culture, 84
Aphis, of what use V 319
Apples—can the graft be longer-lived
than the parent tree? 91; storing,

226; for dwarfs, 245 ; in Russia, 261

:

fowls eftting) 288; pruning, 300 ; list

of 354; for pigs, 360; propagating,
875; transparent, Ac. 393; for
bashes and pyramids. 413 ; for espa-
liers, 451 ; large old. 465

Apricot trees, culture in orchard-
honseB, 87 : mising (rom seed, 102 ;

pruning, 151 ; fruit late in ripening,
152; forming standard, 355; hardy
447 : for wall, 46;i

Arabis, Golden, culture, 283
Aralia trifoliate, 283
Araucaria imbneata, 272
Areca Baueri culture, 413
Artichokes, 233, 298
Arundo conspicua, 299
Ash, grafting, 375
Asparague — beds, dressing. 207 ;

transplanting old, 246; beds, 298;
forcing, 382, 411 ;

planting, 414 ; times.
of tirsl cutting, 424

Aspho-1 I

Asters, seeds, 226; seeding, 9.37; in
pots. 300

Aucuba seed, 34; hermaphrodite, ill,

447

Azaleas—Charmer, Vivid, 127; lions-
Sing, 215; thripu on, 451

Bantams — Postaks'S and Ratnor's
Game. 193,212; Game, 281; improv-
ing colour, 234 : breeding Duck-
wing, 363; with Dorkings, 380; esti-

mate of varii ties, 880
Barnslcy Poultry Show, 282
Basket plants for conservatory, 374

Battersea Park. 216
Baxter, Mr. W. 11.,.*

Beauty in fowls, who shall dee'dc
what is? 452

Bed, centre for ilowt r garden, 147

Bedding plants, white, 16 ; at the
Slough Nursery, 63 ;

in Now Jersey,
78; propagation of, 97, 143: annual,
254 ; wintering, 271 ; scarlet, '293

;

wintering in Irames, SOU; in win-
dows, 837; in cold frames, 48J

Bees—my apiary, 17 ; nadiring, regi-
cide, forming stocks from ion-

*^ demned, 18; swarm reeo%"ered. in a
chimney, sparroAs eating, driving,

^T swarms returning, 3G; superiority
"JJ of Ligurian, e cond twarcoe, '.aking

Bees— Continued.
honey from supers, S7 : diacrting
hives, artificial swarms, strengthen-
ing Ligurian Btock, preventing
swarming, value of second swarniF,
transferring. 38; d}ing of dysen-
terj*. Ligurians in Staffordshire, re-

gicides, 54 ; warning, unit ing, super-
stitions about. 55; ferocity of In-

dian, 56; size of hives, block, 75;
nniting weak stocks, removing a su-
per, green honcv, notes and queries,
76; the Egyptian, 75, 94,114,155,251.
305,438,841,358,416.458; painless ex-
tinction of drones, hiving a swarm m
a chimney, is the Ligurian more pro-
lific than the common? 95 ; uniting,
96; taking honey from frame hives,
larva? on hive-board, driving and
uniting, attaching combs to bars,
stupefying, keeping in Warwick-
shire, 113; removing snpers, driving,
Woodbury hives, putting in guide-
combs, sparrows eating, longevity
of, 115: LigTirian, prolificacy of,

&c, 134, 135; longevity. 135: n de-
throned queen, transferring, honey
harvest in Oxfordshire," hiving
Bwarm in a flue, proposed hive, 136 ;

price of Ligurian, 155: tnking
honey from side boxes and supi-rs,
B. & W.'s apiary in 1866. uniting,
156: appearance of Ligurians in an
apiary, winter protection for hives,
straightening combs, taking honey,
176; writing extraordinary, 192;
uniting and feeding, Ligunauised,
plurality of eggs, 193; a sorrowful
tale of, unproductive, 194 : cheap
supers, as regicides, in Huntingdon-
shire, fertile workers. 213: manage-
ment, unwelcome visitors, 233

;

righting, preventing swarming,
space between hive and cover, ants,
feeding, covering, 2:14; honey har-
vest, wooden-topped straw 'hives,
250: at the Crystal Palace, saving
condemned, 251; house for, 252;
keeping in Yorkshire. 269; saving
condemned. 270; cheap Ligurian
queens, empty black comb, 270;
w. igbt for stocks, storifled hives,
•1^1 : unwelcome visitors, loss of
swarms, in Stewarton hives, 288;
"P. A: W.'s" apinry in 1866,353;
difficulties of adding a Ligurian
queen, 3'J3 : invading-wasps, late
feeding, taming, 324 ; exchanging
queens, 342: "B. &W.'s" apiary in
IS S6; vagrant notes, S59; taking
comb from bar hive, a late swarm,
hybridisation, 380, 437, 496; hybri-
disation versus drones, in a small
apiary, 399: chilled brood, 400;
Stewarton hives, early breeding,
117 ; warmth needed, destroying
droncB,418; taking honey from bar
hives, 458; in North Lincolnshire.
457; winter of 1865-6, feeding. Egyp-
tian v. Italian, 458: Btingh I

serting a Hi ighbour's hive, regicide,
476; Stewarton hives, 496

Begonia fuchsioides, resting, 354
Belladonna Lilies notrloweriug, S94
"Benedicite," 4.84

Birds of prey in Essex, 54, 94, 113;
netting to exclude, 110

Birmingha u Columbarian Societr. S57
Birmingham Poultry Show, 404, 453,

471 : schedule, 2:if>."26.s: entrii
prlre list, 209; prize list defended,

Bitter Bash, 2~:> [337
Blandy, Mr. J. J., death of, 204
Bloomsbury Flower Show, 62
Blue Gum tree, 207
Boilers, lss, 374,451
Bolbophyllum reticnlatum, 276
Bones, dissolving, 186
Borders—note on heating, 144 ; manur-
ing fruit tree and Vine, 151

;
plants

for a north, 433 ; inside, 45'.» ; near a
flue, Xrl

Borecole, sowing, 149
Botanic (Royal) Society's Show, 25
Bottom heat, pipes for, 491
Bougainvillaea tplenuens, wintering,

815
Bouquets—Princess Hdcna's Iridal,

i2 ; Covent Garden, 41U
Itowlinp-green, rtnovoting, 314
BrachyBtelma Barheria?, 369
Brahma Pontras, 357 ; vnltore-hoekcd,

79, 131, 152, 173, 209, */66, 284 ; weak-
kneed, 96; Light, at the Birming-
ham Show, 232. 922 ; with powerless
legs, 322: 1 arly layers, 824: laying,
S60; cockerels, 880 ; breeding from
young, 4(0; as egg-producers, 455;
cocks at Biiniinghani, 476; Dark,
476

Breeding-in-ond-in. 458
Brighton Poultry- Show. 454. 458
l-,-i

: : : ... SUaVeOtCLB it ;, \ i , fall

ing, 16
Budding in spring, S;9
Bude Haven Poultry Show, 73
Bulbs—culture of early-blooming, 243;
planting, B86; done blooming. 354;
to bloom simultiiutouslv, 374

Bullfinch-ubthii.atif, 116; sick, 360,
400

Bury St. Edmunds Poultry Show,35

Cabbage—main eafly sowing, 109 ;

sowing Drumhead. 130
Cacti propagat'ng, 227
Caladiums—Bhading, 16; for exhibi-

tion, 52

Calceolarias—culture of herbaceous,
21,46,469; sowing, 91: propagating
by cuttings, ill; wintering, 228,854 ;

cuttings. 271
Caledonian (Foval) Horticultural
Society's Show, 200

Calycanthus oceidentalia fruiting,
315

Cambridge Poultry Show, 232
Camellias — repotting, 51 ; housing.
245; Bix Belf-coloured, 300: buds fall-

N . : pruning, S98
Campanula carpaiica as a bedder,

257
Canada—horticultural enterprise in,

85 ; East, garden ng in. 407

Canaries— treatment of young, 96:
mules breeding, 116; bald-headed,
476

Cannas, 230: nigricans withering, 111

;

roots, wintering, 300
Canker in Apple trees, 4:-;3

Cardoons, blanching, 151

l : ons, defined, 83; self-coloured,
71

Carrots failing, 319
< lart, a useful garden, 146
1 or-oil Plant culture, 427

Catai in Hamburgh s, 400
Cauliflower culture, 262
Cedar seedlings, 374
Celery—culture, 32, 129, 14:, 2C2 ; earth-

ing up, 224
.1 ragusina culture, 130; can-

didissima cuttings, 283
Cerastium tomentosum weedy, 171

Ci strum aurantiacum flowerh ss. 227
Chelmsford Poultry Show, 'JIM. S22
Cherries—Bohemian lilac:, Bigarreau,
27; guarding, 70: winter-pruning
Morello, lift: preserving on the
trees, 187 : for N.W. aspi it. 189; <»c-

i ber, 827; unfruitful, 354 ; Ludwig's
Bigarreau, 464

Chickens— dying. 38, 288: inflamed
vents in. 88: drooping, 56; blind,

56; rattling in throat, 56; cramped,
96: unable to Stand, 116; feeding,
136: cost of rearing for tabic, 156;
d< dining, 194: double-bodiwl, 28s

;

rearing artificially, 857
Chilopsis saligna, S15

aam Poultry Show, 464
Christa as carol, a prose, 477

Chrysanthemums — Sensation, 257;
buds, thinn ng, 283; and their
stakt s, 290 ; Stoke Newington Show,
367; propagating, 874; Salter'B, 387 ;

Korsvth'p, 888; reflexed, lor exhi-
bition, 438

Cider-making, 270
Cinerarias— culture, 88; bedding out.
92; winieiing, t54; flowering un-
seasonably, 469

Cirencester Poultry Shew, 73
Cistus seed Bowing, 413
CiesuB discolor, wintering, 469
Clay burned too hurd, 469
Cleansing operations, 853
Clematis dackmrmni culture, 130;
Bubella and Lanuginosa Candida.
276; manuring, 284

Clerodendrons, Thomsona? and T.
Balfourianun),318: pruning,469

Cleveland Poultry Show, 268
Climlerp for gieenhonse, 16; for a

fence, 228
Clitheruc Poultry Show, 133
Club, remedy for, ISO
Cochins, 252 ; hen injured, IP; white,
52,285: head swolltn, 56, 324: cross-
bred, 136; vulture hock in, 152, 173:
faces swolltn, tail and flight fea-
thers, 176; extra prizes for Buff, 209;
dark producing white chickens, 214;
extra prize for dark, 234: cock's
plumage, 342; cock's comb lopping,
418; Buff. 455; combB of, 476

Cockscombs, Fowing, 227
Cocoa-nut fibre reiuBe, 158, 337; uses.
215,237

CcelogT.ne eoirugato, 276
Coitus Vcrschanclti as a bedder, 825:
sowing, 470

Colaml sxian Society's Slow, 475
" Columbarium, The," 286
Combrelum micropetalun, 464
Concrete for Vine 1 order. 208
Conifers, 366: at Woodlands, 160; at
Linton Park, 291,308,330; planting.
355; from cuttings and seed, 3:5; at
Lill. t-d.n, 407

Conservatories —climbers for. 51, ISO :

plants for, 283; plants lor beds in,
319; temperatures, 337; warming ;i

Binall, 491
Continent, horticulture en, 121, 163,

259, 443

Convolvulus arvensis and scpium.
destroying, 150

Cordylino rubra culture, 413
Cossignia bcrbonica, 245
Cottage Garden Societies, hints to.

103
< ottingham Poultry Show, 1S1
Cotyledi n fascicularis, 276
Countrv scraps, 7, 64
Covent Garden Market, 16, 33, 51, 72,

SI. 109. 129, 150, 170, 188, 206, 236, 24 4.

264, 282, 21 9, 818,886, ::.
r
.3, 373, 392, 412.

iZl, 450, •!''-, 191 : prices, 227
Coverings ol straw, 448
Cows, Bretagne, 76; long dry, 418
Cramming rowls, 458
Cranberry culture. 394
< Iratsgus ] yracantha, 369, 404
Craven v\gricultural Society's Poultry
Show, 153

Creve Cosur fowls, 400: white, 5G
Crickets, destroying, 245
Crook Poultry Show, 282
Crops, swollen, 56
Croton hnmile, 279
( rystal Palace Show, 196
Cucumbers— culture. 69; thin-ended.
188; house, 26.".: seeding <<f, 276:
promoting seeding. 314, 815: grow-
ing for exhibition, 348; Maaiers's
Pmlitic. 447 ; with Vidch. 451

Cumberland Poultry Show, 475
Cuprtssus macroenrpa, 164
Currants — pruning, 151 ; preserving

fruit on the bushes, 187; Black.
unfruitful, 227 ; bushes protecting.
432

Cuttings, wintering, 2SS

ra
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VI

Cyclamens under north wall, 215
Cymbidium sinense, 310
CynoBurus cristatus, 167
Cypella crerulea, 464
Cyperua alternifolius variegatus
changing, 227 ; culture, 451

Cypripedium Schlimi'r, 464
Cytlsus not flowering, 469

Dacttlis glomerata culture, 283
Dahlia Caractacus, 227
Daisies—on a lawn, 33 ; managing va-
riegated, 374

Damson trees unfruitful, 300
Daphne indica, leaves rusted, 433
Daturas, pruning, 300
Delphinium — Belladonna, 257 ; Tri-
omphe de Pontoise, 464

Deodorising, 245
Deutzia crenata, double, not flower-
ing, 283

Dewsburv Ponltrv Show, 1P0, 212
Dinn_r-table decoration, 408, 439
Dipladcnia amabilis, 27o
Disinfectant, 252
Dorking Poultry Show, 240, 473

Dorkings, 856 : the story ofthy White
chickens, 228 ; deaf ears, 806 ; de-

fended, 320; not able to walk, 824;
lame from corns, 360; cross with
Cochin - China, 360 ; White, 380 ;

cock's spur, 400
Double-glazing, 45
Draccena—ferrea culture, 413; termi-

nalis flowering, 451
Drainage, 370
Driffield Poultry Show, 112
Drighlington and Adwalton Poultry
Show, 174

Drip—avoiding, 16 ; and double-glaz-
ing, 45

Dublin Poultry Show. 473
Ducks—profit from, 35 ; where water
is deficient, 38; Aylesbury, 116;
cost of rearing for table, 156 ; gullet
hanging down, 306 ; feeding, 360

Dumpies, 234

Earwigs, destroying, 34, 72
Earth closets, 469
Eccentricities of entries, 210
Edging plants, white, 16

Egg plant, nse of fruit, 151

Eggs—what forms the chick in? 56;
preserving, 76, 94, 116, 132, 250; not
hatching, 136; hatching, artificial,

323 ; produce of, 415, 455 ; age for Bit-

ting, 458
Elm trees, diseased, 181 ; visited by
hornets, 226

Entomological Society's Meetings, 8,

64, 163, 275, 425, 4S5
Epping Poultry Show, 74, manage-
ment of, Spanish fowls at, 96

Ericas, select list, 492

Eriobotrya japonica, 226, 236 ; in
France, 443

Eucalyptus globulus culture, 207
Eucharis grandiflora, 21

Eupatorium nervosum, 279
Evaporation and rainfall, 412
Evergreens —'propagation of, 171 ;

under Oaks, 171 ; for S.W. wall, 300

;

for west wall, 319; under trees, 354;
planting, 355 ; prnning,394

Everlasting flowers, list of, 491
Exhibition fowls, food for, 194

Eyjes, Mr., garden councillor to the
Fellows of the Royal Horticultural
Society, 167

Faunwokth Poultry Show, 303, 434,

458
Feet, to keep dry. *85
Fii-nancU'sia robuStaj 127
Fernery, shadinga hardy, 228
Ferns—raid after, ;» ; from spores, cul-
ture, 23 ; drying, 92; stove, green-
house, hardy, and tree for exhibi-
tion, 130; drying, 152; Mr. Smith's
collection, 204; liquid manure for,

217; list of hardy, 265; planting
Bracken, 336 ; raising from spores,
394; honse for, 4,11 ; caterpillars on,
452; culture ot exotic, 459 ; Tree, of
New Zealand, 463

Festuca duriuscula, 106; ovina, and
ovina tenuifolia. 126

Figs, 487 : chalk for, 92 ; unfruitful,
110: Brown Turl:iy, -.ji-.; ; culture on
walls, 203; second crop on standard,
240 ; aspect for, 285 ; shoots, pinch-
ing. 276

;
planting, 414

Filbertfe -keeping. 299
;
planting suck-

ers, 318 ; stubs, 451
Fine-foliaged plants, shading, 16
Fir trees, planting, 414
Flower-bed, device, 34
Flower gardens, plans, 222, 278 : men
required for, 245; circular-terraced,
300

Flower-pots, table of sizes, 469
Flowers, stove, for cutting, 284 ; early
spring, 433

Forcing-houBe, form of early, 237
Foreman's duties, 208
Forest tree sowing seeds, 393
Fowls— which to keep, 17. 34, 53.93,

111 ; how to fatten, 18 ; culture, suc-
cessful, 53; old and young, and
different breeds together, 92; loose
crop, 93; crossing, feeding, 116;

Fowls— Continued.
black producing white feathers,
176 ; plucking feathers, 234 ; dying
suddenly, 270: food required bv, for
a farmyard, 400; and fruit trees,
469

France, effects of rains, 333
Fraser*s nursery noticed, 98
Fritxinella from seed, 374
Fremontia californica, 127
Fruited plants for the dinner table,
439

Frniting-house slightly heated, 240
Fruit—trees, dwarf, in America, 58;
synonymes of, 60 ; hints on hybrid-
ising. 80; thinning and shortening
shoots, winter pruning, 63; raising
from seed, 100: pruning 111: and
fruits, 208; preserving fruit for
winter, 252: arr^nGine-, 277; plant-
ting, 281, 352; overgrowing a wall,
320; pinching shoots, 4G2

Fuchsias—insects on, 72: new, 83;
oorymbiflora and fulgens culture.
130 ; flower-buds dropping, 188

;

large. 217; insects on leaves, 265;
in cold frame, 818 ; in a room, 820;
resting, 469

Fuel, 336
Fumigation, 296
Furze-seed sowing, 836

Game Fowls. 18, 414,434, 436, 476, 492 •

points in, 230: characteristics, 246,
415 ; cock's bill broken, 252 ; Dark
Greys, Dark Birchens, Red and
Blue Duns, 267 ; classified, 321 : with
swollen head. S24; different va-
rieties, 356, 876, 390; tails and
breasts, 360

Gapes - worm, extracting, 75, 94 ; in
chickens, treatment for, 134

Garden — labour required for, 188

;

and fruit trees near the sea. 2t.S;

making on a gravelly soil, 820;
planting, 391

1
1

.i n 1 eners—and market gardeners, 14

;

eccentrio bills of, 203 ; education,
818; giving and exchanging plants,
40*; selling plants, 451

Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Insti-
tution, 78 ; anniversary, 5, 27

Gardening—liberality in, 13; notes,
123

Garston Vinevard,402
Gas tar, plants injured bv its fumes,
83

Gas, beating by, 418
Gazania splendens, propagation of,

148
Geraniums defined, 91; pratense and
Hvlvaticum, 202; wild, 274 ; hybridis-
ing, 275. .See Pelargonium,

i. ii inn's •• Pigeon Fancver,"878
Gladioli—at the Crystal Palace, 252;

list of, 288, 440; management of
[

seedlings, 299 : for pots, 300 ; Milton,
869 ; in I860, culture, 419

Glass, rough plate,300
Glazed garden structures, S19
Glazing —double, 240; without lop-
ping, 355

Gloxinias from leaves, 45
Glyph?ea Monteiroi, 369
Glyptostrobus pendulus. 276
Gnaphaliuru lanatum culture, 44
Gold fish in frozen pond, 451
Goodyera discolor culture, 4G9
Goole Poultry Show, 133
Gooseberries— prize at Northwieh.
102; National, Show, 120; pruning,
151 : of good flavour, 312 ; lists of,

347, 354 ; protecting bushes, 432
Gordius aquatious, 266
Gourd, large, St79

Grain, &c., poisoned, 82
Grapes—spotted, 16, 51; Black Ali-
cante, 92 ; shanking, cracldng, and
spotting, 110. 253, 300, 354,361 : scald-
ing. Ill: not colouring, 130, 300:
outdoor in New Zealand, 161; mil-
dewed, 184, 272 ; small, 189; rnd
Peaches growing in one house, 2ul

:

Caterpillar eating ripe, 207; not
ripening, 265; Fraukenthal; 282

;

uncoloured and spotted, 300 ; on
lined wall, 818; growing for profit,
354 ; without seeds, 385 ; wine from,
214, 324, 3*6 ; keeping, 393, 413 ; drop-
ping, 898; forcing for market, 421;
not keeping, 483

Grass edgings, 354
(irass.s for lawns, 106, 126, 167,204,
260, 296, 315

Greenfinch mule breeding, 194. 252
Greenhouse plants out of doors, 33

;

spindled, 227
Greenhouse — with a northern as-
pect, 110; plants for a London,
180) heating. 245,-800,374; from a sit-

ting-room, 332; ntilising an adjoin-
ing room, 332; heating bv a stove,
336 ; for wintering plants, 394

Grounds and lawns, forming, 179
Guano, old, 16; water preparation, 92
Guildford Poultry Show, 474
Guildhall Horticultural Show, 387

Halifax ant* Calder Vale Pocltbv
Show. 174, 211

Hamburghs, 438 ; wandering, 74 ; non-
ornamental, 375 ; catarrh in, 400 /"

Hanley Poultry Show, 471
Harvest, times of, 184
Hastings Poultry Show, 191; cups at,

Hatching — failures, 17 ; artificially,
398

Hay, rnarso, 418
Hays's constant stove, 412, 425
Heat saved v. heat used, 21
Heating—by hot water, 265; hypo-
caust, 361 ; ventilating, and shading,
423

Hedges, plant for low, 393 : cutting,
374

IK licouia humilis, 464
Helipterum cotula, 276
Henderson, Mr. Joseph, 429
Hens, masculine, 53 ; disordered, 38 :

crowing, 496
Hepatica, propagating, 470
Herbaceous plants to flower in July,
469

Hibiscus rosa-sinonsis, 469; Cooperi
wintering, 469

High breeding, its utility, 338
Hoe, an adjustable, h6
Hog cholera, coal as a euro for, 156
Hollyhocks, list of, 387
Home growths, Mr. Fenn's, 386
Honey, clarifying and keeping, 806 -

Hops, propagating, what they are, 245
Horticultural (Royal) Society— EoBe
Show, 4; Committees, &c., 23, 61,
83, 122. 162, 198, 239, 275. 312, 315, 866,
405, 444 ; weekly shows, 24, 41, 62,
106, 123. 163, 138, 275, 293, 312, 332,
348, 367, 387, 406, 425, 445, 465 ; pro-
posed country meeting, 167 ; garden
at Chiswick. Is2 ; at Kensington,
185, 261 ; medal awarded to, 223 ; ex-
hibitions in 1807, 241 ; one annual
show, 279; exhibition at Bury, 333,
Sol, 369, 409, 429, 447,467; examina-
tion of gardeners, 351, 369, 487 ; sal-
mon in the garden, 369 ; first country
exhibition, 384

Horticultural (Royal) Society of Ire-
land, 239

Horticulture on the Continent, 121,
163, 259, 443

Hot water, heating by, 265
Houdan fowls, 438
Hoya carnosa neglected, 1*1
Hungary, horticulture in, 81
Hullett, Mr.S65
Humea elegans, 800
Huntleya cerina. 221
Hyacinths—list of and culture, 177 ;

arranging in beds, 319; pots, 854;
plunging, 354

Hydrangeas, hortensis for out-door
decoration, 8; as hardy shrubs, 77

Ice-houses, constructing, 427
Mir Poultry Show, 154
Hex latifolia, 221
Incubation artificial, "98
Incubators. 134. 154,323, 377, 418,456;
Schmder's, 457

International Horticultural Exhibi-
tion, a foreigner's opinion of, 121

Ipswich Poultry Show. 250, 377, 418,
438

Ir.'smr Herbstii, 195, 369, 106 ; as a
bedder, 325

Ivy—remarks on its uses and manage-
ment. 138 ; on trees, 238; varieties
of, 2S4

Jasmine. Catatonias, 91
Johnstone Poultry Show, 73

Kembferia Rosr.''j.,\-; \, 221
Kale. Scotch, sowing and mode of
using, 149

Kalmia—bed, in pots, 393
Kalosanthes cocoinea in a window,

72
Kedghley Poultry Show, 211
Keteleeria Fortunei, 467
Keynes's Nursery, Salisbury, 294
KhlJi-an mode of heating, 220
Kidney Beans, protecting, 334; forc-

ing, 430
Kingswood Poultry Show, 17"

Kitchen-garden produce, exhibiting,
201

Kitchen range, hot air from, 463
Kleinia fulgens, 127

LabURNTM SEEDS POISONOUS. 171
La]KiL'rria msea, putting, 2'J5

Laurels—Colcliicah, 34; under trees
dying, 1S9

Lawns—management of. 00; grasses,
106, 126, 1'67, 20*260, 296..815; relay-

ing, 171; injured by coal ashes, 188 ;

machining, mowing, and weeding,
282 : manuring, 295 ; renovating, 394 ;

sweeping during fro.it, 451 ; weeds
on, 469

Laying, promoting, 400
Leaves, their functions, 369 ; collect-

ing for heating. 372
Leeds Ponltrv Show, 472, 493
Leicester Poultry Show, 303
Libocedrus chilensisin Yorkshire, 131

Lilacs in pots. 171
Lilium auratum, 257; culture, 183,

222, longiflorum done flowering, 354
Lily of the Valley in pots, 374

Lime-trees, avenue of, planting, 354

Lime as a manure, 393
Linnean Society, 33
Linnet, taming, 176
Littlecote, 486
Liquid manure, 451
Lobelia—nicotianaefolia, 27; prolong-
ingblooming, 71; Snowflake, 92, 164,
203, 221, 254 ; Progress, 464

Lolium perenne tenue, 260
Lomaria fluviatihs culture, 245
Long Sutton Poultry Show, 134, 304
Loquat, 226
Lycaste gigantea, 464

Magnolia, transplanting, 207;
grandiflora propagation, 354

Maidstone Gardeners' Association
256

Maize, variegated, 126, 144
Malays, 397; characteristics, 267 ; and

'• Y. B. A. Z.,-452
Manchester Botanic Garden and 1867
Show, 237

Manchester Poultry prize schedule,
250; Poultry Show, 396, 475

Mandevilla suavcolens culture, 394
Mangold Wurtzel for seed, 336
Manure—application of, 87; to beds
and borders. 354

Many things on a small scale, 65
Marsden, Kev. C, his garden at Gar-
grave, 105

Mealworms, breeding, 116
Meconopsis nepalensis, 27
Medjnilfa magnifica culture, 181
MedlarB, storing, 394 ; Japan, in
France, 443

Meigle Poultry Show, 19ft

Melons — distinguishing ripe, 84 ;

seeds, sprouting. 91 ; not setting, 92

;

cracking, 110, 172; destroying red
spider oh, 151 ; culture, 165, 206, 451

;

varieties, 166, 171; Boil for, 227;
leaves dying prematurelv. 337 ; with

. Vines, 451; the Banket, 461; Queen
Anne's Pocket, 255, 297, 319, 85-1, 373,

412, 450: culture of, 327, 866, 4(11;

preserving, 424, 476
Mice, 490
Microscopical Club, 223
Microscopes, 373
Middleton Poultry Show, 247, 263, 985
Mignonette—cultnre, 66 ; seed saving,
189 ; for spring flowering, 288

Mitchell's Nurseries, 220
Moore, John, a little more light on,
286

Morley Poultry Show, 24ft

Mottram Poultry Show, 175
Moss for protection, 392
Moulting, 18, 52
Mulberry, renovating, 189; Black, is

it a species? 443
Mushrooms—beds, 295, 449, 492; in-
fested by slugs, 15; in orchard-
house soil, 16; to make spawn,
ISO, 243; culture. 109, 186, 263, 834;
detecting poisonous, 259; troubles,
828 ; in the open air, 355 ; forcing,
372 ; house management, 489

Mussehia Wollastoni, 276
Myriophyllnm spicatum planting, 92
Myrtles, thrips on, 354

Nailing wall trees, 3'il

Nantwich Poultry Show prize list, 155,

475, 495
"' Nature's Guides for Gardeners," 121

Nectar nes— for spah-roofed hou-se,
171; fur S.E. aspect, 189; Victoria,
*_".n;

Nets, tanning, -1?."

Neville, Lady Dorothy, tropical fruits,

184
New Jersey, notes from, 78
Neu market races, 338
Newport Poultry Show, 494
New Sboreham Poultry Show, 397,

4:17, 493
New Y'ork, variations of temperature

in. 121
New Zealand— a day in the Domain,
48; sending birds and eggs thither;
56 ; gossip about Canterbury. 07

;

out-door Grapes in, 167

Nieremb'ergia Veitchii. 221; rivula-

ris, 369
Northampton Poultry Show. 249
North British Columbarian Show,
495

Notes on the way to the Holy Sepul-
chre. 4R, 106

Notice, 365
Nottingham Floral Fete, 161
Notylia bicolor, 369
Nuneham Park Gardens, 255
Nuphar lutea, sowing, 92
Nurserymen's catalogues, 480

Oak leaf, scales on, 244
Oakham Poultry Show, 436
Oenotheras, 72
Oils, mineral, as fuel, 851

Oleanders— repotting, 171 ; watering,
393

Onions—Potato, 44, 79; storing, 243;
fair, 279: pickling, 418

Orange trees—unfruitful, 16; flower-
ing, 72

Orchard-houses, a wor^ifor small, 6

:

trees in pots, 30 ; in America, 68

;

culture, 87, SO, 1W, m, 937 ; fruit, 99;
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leaves withered in, ion : i»t Raw-
bridgewortti, HI : red spider in, 152 :

Mr. Rorluck'H, 1UG; treoa tor, 433;

without winter eun, 481 ; frail trees
in, 191 ; houses "i Lancashire, 4ti

Orchard-- tret- 3 for, 892; Plum, and
Apple*, 405

nr.-hi'is spots on, 171; new, in New
Zealand. 860, 839 ; flowers, (onus of,

429 ; in 11 vinery, 151

Orchis maculata BUperba, 221

Orobanehe minor on a Geranium, 42

Oswestry 1'oultry Show, 286

Ozone, plants produce, 205

Paint of destructive quality, 317,

B98
Paisley Poultry Show, 416

Pampas Grass, 15; tr;tiit*planting, 413

Paris, -77, 829 ; International Exnibv
Hon of 1967, Motions) &o., 293

Farkinsonia aouleata,
Parks, surplus plants from given
away, 242

Parrot unwell, 104

Paraley, culture, 149

Partridges, scaring, 406
1'iissidora—laurifolia culture, 84S ; for

south aspect, 355
Paul's, Mr. \V.. di -j"..-nni t, 12 ; Waltham
Cross Nurseries, 124

Peaches l.-avi i perforated, blistered,

16,1 1 : mild, wed,5l,aS3 ; prnning,79;
hints on hybridising, 90j in orchard-
tii.use, red Bpider on, 152; raising
from seed, 100; for span -roofed
boosei 171; protecting from wasps,
171 ; stopping ooTs, 171 ; with
Vines. 9 d : iu pots under gla .

for s.i:. aspect, 189; house for, 227 ;

shoots mildewed, 283; on cast
aspect, 300; in pots under Vines,
300; Benson of I860, 388; Grosse
Mignonne 0, Boyal George, 394

\

on snii il cordons, 413 ;in pots, times
of ripening fruit, 128; roots, fundus
on, 133 ; in France, 114 : pruning, loi

' Peaoh-pruner, the Modern," 7o

Peacocks, value of, 56
Pear trees- blooming on this year's
shoots, 31 ; grubs on leaves, 71

;

insects on, 151 ; for N.W. aspect,
1S9 ; preserving fruit whole, 214 ; for

dwarfs, 245 j ai Gargrave, 272; list

of, 354; on wall for winter, for
bushes and pyramids, 413 ; culture.
460; culture and list of bush and
pyramidal. 442; for north-east wall
and espaliers, i.11

Peas — mildewed, 16; machine for
shelling, ::5; Mummy, 110; Laxton's
Earlv Proline, 120,138, 164, 134,236;
failed at Chiswick, 204 ; late. 329, 363,
406; Ne Plus Ultra, 414; early, 162

Pelargoninms — flowering seedling,
34; and Geranium denned, 91;
watering, wintering, propagating,
111; variegation and crossing, 117;
at Waltham Cross, 124: leaves
eaten, 151: pruning, 170, 171: stop-
ping, 171 ; wintering in a cellar, win-
tering cuttings, -JUT, 228; blue bed-
ding,240 ; propagatingMrs. Pollock,
846; hybridising, 275; manure for,

864; to flower in July, 469; scarlet
for edging, 469; list of, 413, 470;
wintering in a window, 470; St.
Fiacre, la6 ; Dr. Hogg, 369 ; Duchess
of Sutherland, 464; Favourite, 127:
Liberty, 369; Lord Lyon, 127: Lord
Palmerston, 146 ; Magenta Queen,
fid: Silver Gem, 221; Sylvia. 3C9;
Sophia L>umare*'i, 417, (83,. Bedding,
16, 57, 71 ; new, 83; propagation and
management, 97, 3U; old plants v.
cuttings, 864 ; time fur planting out,
364 ; soil for, 376. Nosegay, 119, 157.
Variegated, 59; sporting, 84: not
blooming, 171: losing variegation,
305: culture of, 404: list of, 462.
Zonale, 157: wanted. 8; select 119:
new, 261: culture, 343,381: soil for,
367 : list of, 462

Pentsumon JaiFravanus, 363
Perches, 118; size, &<..:: 1

Perennials, a few select, 16

Peristeria elata culture, 336
Pemettyamucronata, propagating, 39
Peterborough Poultry Show, 304 243
Pharmaceutical uses of British plants,
Pheasant cock. Silver, sitting, 134
Picea Niirdmanniana, large, ^11

Picotee defined. 33
Pigeons— weight of Runts ; points of
Barbs and Fan tails,,96 J

apoplectic,
116; preventing disease in, 136;
showing Turbits and Carriers, Dra-
gon rotten-feathered. 176; Belting
class at Halifax, 192; wry-beaked,
194 ; diarrhoea in, 2ai : dying, 324;
notes on fancy, 678

Pitra.Appbs for,29i
Pine Apples, bottom Heat for, 92
Finks—defined, 33; striking. 9J)
Pipes, hot-water, joints of, 133 ; paint-

ing, 499
Pippins and Apples, 4CG
Pit—flue-healing. 138 j bottom of, 266 :

floor ot, 375; heating from kitchen
lire, 87")

; not succeeding, 133
I'luislcr for trees, 412

Plantation, treea for, 320
Planting trees, 891 ;

an 1 shrubs, 28
Plants, .Irving specimen, 117

I'lum frees—leaves blighted, 16; form
ing, 161 ; stopping shoots, 171 ; for

N.W. aspect, 169; for dwarfs, 215;
orchard, 648, B68

I'.un ..uiuH, dwarf, 463

Poisoni d seeds, 12, 70

Polands, on b1 at blaok,88
r.-lvLinilins— seed sowing, 71; raising

from seed, 99
Polystachya pabflsoexiB,'fif7

Pond, stagnant. 245

Portugal Laurel, transplanting, 451

Potatoes, 186; dfeeaee, Its ottnse, B2J
culture of, 138: propagating varie-
gated, inn; boiling, 270; at Gar-
grave, 272j disease, 266) 291; for

Btpring in Julv, BOO-J growing i-:irh

kinds, 851; prolific, 88H, 423; lint of

good, 386; culture, experiments in,

J09: manuring for, 414: for light
Moil, ill ; descriptive notes on, 462:
planting early whole. 480; Hogg's
Coldstream, 463; Koval Ash-leaved,
481; Premier^ 483

Poultry—feeding, 38; medical report
on a vard for, 03 : results of keeping,
116; treatment for exhibition, 172:
fanciers, awake! 210; shows with-
out protection, 20m, 232: Protection
Society, 231; commencing, keeping,
234; arrangementB, 270; supply,
80l, :r20 ; ornamental and non-orna-
mental, 302; non-ornamental, 355,

895J house and yard, 800: keeping
in London, 377; snow in the south,
376; profitable. 487; shows pro-
tracted, 431; Club meeting. 470;
notes on, 471 : keeping profitably,

475 : show neglects, 493
"Poultry-Yard, The,"' 268
Powters with diseased mouths, 116
Primula sinensis, fllicifolia rubra
plena, 221 ; leaves yellow, 31S

Propagating-houBe, constructing, 874V;

utilising. I'd

Protection Society wanted, 175

Pruning— fruit trees, 89 ; summer, 110,

111 ; philosophy of, 273, 295
Pterie s.-rrulata, 393
Pudsey Poultry Show, 111
Pumpkins, King of, 279

Rabbits, scaring, 406
Radcliffe Poultry Show, 263
Radishes—select, [28; forcing, 411
Railway charges for poultry, 72, 154,

285; companies'responsibilit v. 285;
account, 302 : exorbitant on Pigeons,
302; misdoings, 322

Raphanus caudatus, 117, 238, 257;
sowing, 92; culture, 451

Raspberries—unfmitral, 228 ; pruning,
281; in wet soil, 413

Rats, to exclude from chickens, 476
Redbreast, an albino, 18
Red spider, 43, 82 ; on "Vines, 20
Reigate Rose Association, 27
Retaina, 254
Retinospora obtusa in Yorkshire, 181

Rhododendrons—Fortunei, 221 : plant-
in/ an -1 list ' if hardy, 855; manuring,
355; Nuttallii leggy, 413

Rhubarb, 15 ; forcing, 893, 411

Roofs, best angle for, 371

Room plants at St. Petersburg, 277
Rosarian's protest, 87
Rose water, to make, 96
Roses, 404 ; on their own roots, 1

:

plaster for budding, 3 ; prize for
fifty cut, 5, 34, 44, 60, 91 ; stocks for,

19;92; leaves eaten, 34; culture, 60,

187,218,283.; for pots, 71 : sent out in

1865, 79 ;
gardens of Lyons, 80 : graft-

ing, 86,179; buds not opening for ex-

hibition. 92; to bloom at Christmas,
110; pruning Blairii No. 2, 111;
select, 125 ; pruning standards with
large heads, ISO; forcing, 137, 393;
of 1865, 139 ; at Seend. HI ; for cover-
ing a wire fence, 151; of 18 6, 1

-

to destroy mildew, 172: grafting,
170; manures for. lsi, 387,892; list

of, 1x4 ; "Cultivation of in Pots]"
185: list of best, 202: new of 1866-6,

215; potting, not opening, 227:
good varieties, 238) BIO; bedding,
244,283; white Hybrid Perpetual,
246 : in Scotland, 254 : at Vitry,

258; Maiden's Blush as a stock.
296 ; transplanting, 299 : cbntinUoufe-
blooming, 800; the new. Sir., B45,

363; first pruning of budded. 936:
iron support for, 336 : blood manure
for, 337: stab lard, 375 -.mulching and
manuring, 406; renovating trained,
445; covering the stem; 451 ; Alba
tnutabilis,279: Austrian Briar; 483;
Mar- dial NieL 257, 183, 441; Mi-s
Margaret Dombrain, 127 : Mrs.
"Ward, 221 ; Mrs. John Berners, 276

Rouen drake, 380
Rubbish heaps, 273
Ruasian Emperor's garden, 426

SACCOLAPIT M AMTTI.LACF.rM, 127
Salmon in garden ponds, 333
Salsifv, boiling, 400
Salt—for mossy lawn, 259; as a ir_a-

nurc,393

Salt cat for Pigeons, 324
Salvia— argeiuea, 1 10 ; patina and
doeninea doI uovcriaf»28S

1. 1 nobiUsi 1-7

Sand, for cultural purposes, 39;
theory of Bllvor, 196; and iit* mas-
ters, 314

; sea, for bull.
. D I

SatyrfomavroBenm, 228-j [nanortad^C
Saunders, W. W., E»a., his unuual

in.
1 ting, 22

s.ivi.y. Bailor Dwarf Dim, 260
Bawduat t* >r plunging, 470
Scale—destroying brown, ISO; white,
413

Scaly substance on fowl's legs, 400
Schi/.oHtylis coccinea culture, 469
Scotland, among I

in braes, lochw, and
mountain* of, Us, 147. 159,219, 811

Sea coast, shrubs for. ill

Seaforthia elegans culture. 418
s,M-k.ilr, forcing, B71, 693, 411,413,424,
469; roots, 433

Seeds—law as to poisr)ned, 82 ; for a
garden, 266; supply of, 4K7 ; for an
acre oclcftohen garden, c. 1 !

Selling-elasMH fur poultry, 231
Sempervivitm Paiv;e, 127
Sensitive Plant when touched with

glass, 205
Shelter, trees for. 265
Sheltering tree-,
Shrubs for wet plot, 246
si. bold, death of Dr. Von, 351
Silk of North China mountains, 214
Silkworm management, 116

Siphooampylos tulgens, 464
Sire ravencus, 24

Sislun diseased, 116
Slate powder paint, 409
Slugs, 50

Snotters in poultry, 306
Soeiety of Arts examinations, 892, 432
Southampton Poultry Show, 339
South of England Poultry Show, 249
Sow Thistle, destroying, 149
Spanish fowls—excrescences on face,

ls : ehiekens. 194; inflated, B02;
cock's face red, 234 ; sitting, 234

;

dropsy in. 267
Spergula pilifera for a church yard, 208
Sphierogyne latifolia cankered, 289
Spring-flowering, planting for, 265;

lists of plants needed, 4SI
"Standard of Excellence," 301
Stephanotis fioribunda pruning, 16;

fruiting. 189
Stocks, sowing German and Interme-

diate, 183
Stoves—Hays's patent, 350; forgarden
structures, 390

Strawberries—estimate of kinds, 40:
some described, 51; sport, 89; lo-j

;

ground between plants, 92 ; for forc-
ing, 109, 101. 2801 393,431: runners,
130; at Seend, 111: fresh planta-
tions. 15o; collection to he made
at Cnisrwtck, 167 ; late varieties, 171,

208; manuring and planting, 181;
manuring, 208 ; large kinds, 226 ; for
succession, 965; on Vine-border,
265; in ground vineries, 310: earlv,
337 ;

growing for profit, 345, 420,

441 : market garden, 385; starting,
395; times of first picking, 424:
for market, 443, 482 ; suecessiomtl
bearing, 444: Alpines, for autumn,
300, 392 ; Capt. Cook. 420, 441 ; Comte
de Zans. 119; Dn Hogg, 1^0; Lord
Clyde. 59, 99; 120, 1H; St. Julien,
144; The Lady, 10G

Succulents for plant case, 354
Sulphur and time wash, 189; vapo-

rising, 318
Swansea Poultry Show. 190
Sweet Pea, Scarlet Invincible, 257
Swyunertun Park, 446

TACSOsrci Van-Volxemii, 127 ; ccl-
TfitE. 227

Tagetes signata pumila. 406
T.i\ istock Poultry Shaw, 54, 112
Teleianthera ficoidea versicolor cul-

ture, 1
Temperature observations, 22G
Thatching corn stacks, 964
Thermometers for self-ventilation,

480
Thome Poultry Show, 234
Thrips,82; on Vines, 20; destroyim.',

394, 113

Thujopsis dolabrata in Yorkshire, 131
Thunbergia fragrans, 31

ETingrith Gardens, note on, 125

Tobacco—duty free for garden pur-
poses, 7 ; drying, 151 ; gathering and
drying. 245

Toduiorden JJotanieal Society, 426
Toes of fowls united, 458
Tomatoes, 186
Tracheliuni cteruleum culture, 144
Transplanting small trees and shrubs,

4111

Trees — encroaching, 141 ; shrubs
under, 207; ot rapid growth, 337;
transplanting small. 401

Tritoma uvaria and Burche-Ui culture,

34; dividing, 245
Tritonia aurea. leaves eaten, f'l

BmiffleS and Truffle culture, lu

Tuberoses, Italian, second year, 265
Tulipa sylvrMtris. 99-, 126

Tulips, arranging m bedi, 319

Turkey- poult, white, 18; cock para-
lygod, 56

Turnips, 50; bid ting, 34; transplant-
ing. 128; culture, 1-0

Tying v.ull trcun, 391

1
1 1

j 1
.

1

i Show, 474
United States^ horticultural cntcr-
prise in, BS

I a pendula, 221
Urine, applying, 201
Uttoxeter Poultry Show, 134

Vanda Rensoni, 369
Vegetable UaiTOWS, 1-7

'V. [i table World, The," 428
Ventilation, 845
Verbenas select, 16; sporting. 85;
seedlings in pots, 71; propa
and managomeni for bedding, 14S;
outtinga, 147 ; introductiou IntAme*
rica, 221; wintering, 354

Veronicas, Ni w Zoalaud, 200
Victoria regia in the river Ut-rbice, 429
Vines—newly planted, 16 : borde-rsfor,

420, 421, 451, 400, top-dressing, 110,

manuring, l."d. proteotlxu, 189,

making, 208, 984, 2sj, 361, 375, 47«,

481, 491, renpvatingj 393, unboiled
bones for, 485, covering outside, 20*3,

997. Leave* of, 51 ; leaves i
atm

and Bpeelcedj root cut, 99: mtidew
on, 10, 92, lil, 245: for a pit, 172:

removing bark frum, 207 ; ex-
posing in winter, 227; cuttings
struck in March, leaves diseased,
inarched, cuttings for Cape of Good
Hop--. 227; roots outside, 244;
leaves crimsoned, 285 ; horse fleeh
in border, S$66; for greenhouse,
284; analysis of, 319: culture, 319:
plants in bouse, with, B65, Mi:
culture and varieties, 374 ; in a room,
375; exposing to frost. 375; in pots,
for a greenhpnse, 393; starting,
forcing, 995, 491; the largest known,
409: house for with plants, 412;
building house over, 41:!; planting,
Cucumbers and Melons with, 451:
planting, 469"; for ground vinery, 491

Vinery—destroying flies in, burning
sulphur in, 02; heating, 130. is*,

394 ; constructing, 197, 236, 244, 265,
319; late and early, .'OS: wasps in,

ating, 2S3 : how best to spend
£40 on, 336: planting,4hi : stove in-
side, 4'^5 ; arrangement, 470; old,
470; fire heat in, 492

Vineyards — of Germany, 48; under
glass, 261

Viola oornuta, 195, 226, 297, 277, 314,
327, 348, 381. 392, 405, 406,421; cul-
ture, 118, 130; cuttings, 184; the
true, 368; from Reed, 170; hit. a and
montana, 195, 244 ; hihernica, 393

;

uniflora, 406
Violets—The Czar, 257; compost for
Neapolitan, 351 ; for winter, 469

Vitry, an afternoon at, 258
Vulture hocks, 152, 131, 173, 189, 252

Wakf. field Poultry Snow, lid. 212
Walks, 225; clearing of weeds, 206;
management of, 282

Wall-case, ventilating, 207
Walls—heightening garden, 151 : fruit,

keeping wasps. &.c, from, 198; fruit

trees for, 227, 260; trees, root-prun-
ing old, 300; crowding, 354; prun-
ing, 413 ; shoots, pinched in, 433

Walnut propagation, 337
Walsall Poultry Show.465
Walton's hurserXfes\349
Warning, 210, 396, 492

Wasps, 187 ; destroying, 225 ; in
vinery, 266

Water—softening. 1G : from iron cis-

terns for plants, 318
Watering in dry weather, 110
Waterproofing cloth, 374
"Wayside Flora," 81

Weather in north of Ireland. 23
Weedy, 433; destroying, 149, 189; on
walks, 189 ; on a lawn. 819

Week, work for. 13, 31, 49, 68.88,107,
127. lis, It',-,, 1K5.205, 223, 242,201. 279,

297.:il5.333,351, 370,389,410, ISO, 447,

(67, i*T
;
Doings of the Last, 14, 32,

50, 69, 89, 108, 128, 149, 163, 1 I, » 6,

224, 243i 262, 280, 298,316,384,352,^71,
39Q, 411,431, 148, b B, 188

Weig. la rosea culture, 393
Wellingtonia gigantea, 33, 406; trans-
planting, 42 : planting, 60; large, 180

William^'- nursery, 312
Window gardening, 316,490
Wintering plants, 4ll
Winter garden, materials for, 433
Wir-worm in fowl's excrements, 476
Woburn Cottage durdenShow, 103

Wolverhampton Poultrv Show/339, 400
Woodbridge Poultrv hhow. 72. 176

is-,., ail, 321, 342,35&: evil doings of,

132 : m Cnariceryf
"895

WoodhoTO P'-ultry Show, 53

Woodlice. 187 ; destroying. 110, 228
W i tocb Poultry Sho* 267

Working Men's Flower Show, 253
Work, untimely, 263
Workmen for two aeres, 374

Yorkshire Pq^lthx Show, 173, 494
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Apple Trie, old, at Linton Park 466

Be^-kives, attaching combs to bars 113

„ woo den-topped 250

Cart, a uieful garden 146

Cynosunu cristatus 167

Dinner-table decoration 408

Festuca duriuscula 106

„ ovina 126

Flower-garden plans 147, 222, 278

Forcing-house 166

Glazing, double 210

Gordius aqaaticas 266
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Hoe, an adj ustable 86

Hyacinth-support 177

Incubator, Schroder's 453, 457

Littleeote 48f»
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Melons, house for 166

Orchids, forms of flowers 429

Planting Trees, various modes and their effects 28, 29

Poa nemoralis angnstifolia 204

Rafter for double-glazing 240

P.ose-support 338

Stove, Hays's Constant 350

Victoria regia in the River Eerbice 428
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WEEKLY CALENDAR.
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Acmadcnia totragona.
Acronychia Cunninghaml.
Actinotus heUanthi.
Adenandra foaffrana.

Adosmia uspallatcusis.

6 Sunday afteii Tuinity.
Adesniia viscosa.

Avernpo Temperature
Dear London.

Day.
74.1

75.9
70.4

76.2
73.8

78.9
73.8

Nicht.
511.5

r.u.3

50.0

61.3
51.0

49.8

49.7

Mean.
62.3

63.1

63.0

68.8

|62.4

61.8

Gl.H

Kain in
last

39 years.

Sun
Rises.

DayH.
17

13
16
17
20
19
17

h.

50 at 8

Sun
Sets.

m. h.

17af8
17 8

Moon.
Bisi I

Moon
Sets.

m. h.

BlaflO
18 11

48 11

morn.
17
53
35 1

m. h.

4fi at 9

57 10

after.

27 1

40 2
68 8
10 5

Moon's
Age.

Days
21
22

(
24
25
20
27

Clock
before
Snn.

Day
of

Year.

184
185
186
187
188
189
190

From observations taken near London during tho last thirty-nino years, tho average day temperature of the week is 74.9°
;
and its nigbt

tem^m*™*' ThT£e*Zt heat was 97% on the 5th.l852 ; and the lowest eold 38°, on tbe 9th, 1863. The greatest fall oS rain was

0.82 inch. "N.B.—The Calendar contains tho namos of plants flowering in the greenhouse.

LIHR,

NEW '

30TAP

UARl

ALTERNANTHERA SPATHULATA,
ALTERNANTHERA SESSILIS AMCENA,

AND TELEIANTHERA FICOIDEA VERSICOLOR.

AVING exhibited the above
plants at the International

Horticultural Exhibition at

South Kensington, I have
received so many letters in-

quiring as to their habit,

size, height, hardiness, where plants can be procured, &c,

that I fear all have not received the information sought

;

and as I still receive letters respecting them, the following

few remarks, I trust, will give the required information.

In the first place I received one plant of each of the

above last autumn from Mr. B. S. Williams, of the Victoria

Nursery, Holloway, and I was so pleased with their ap-

pearance that I determined at once to propagate a stock

of them. This I did, and I have bedded out about two

thousand. If I mistake not, these plants will prove one of

the greatest boons to the flower garden that have been

secured for some time, the Iresine excepted. My pre-

dictions respecting the Iresine give me every confidence.

I was the first to recommend it for flower-garden decora-

tion ; and although I have had many hard battles to light

in its favour, I believe I have come off a conqueror, and
if further proof is required with regard to its usefulness

and beauty, I may state that upwards of five thousand
plants of it are here bedded out this season.

Alternanthera SPATHULATA (Brazil).—This is of close

compact growth, and will be found a beautiful plant for

edgings or ribbon-borders. I have a plant of it 20 inches

in diameter, and only 5 inches in height. It is a delight-

ful little plant, and a free grower ; it has been bedded-out
about three weeks, and has withstood 5° of frost without
injury. Its colours vary with the situation in which it is

placed, being pink and green, maroon, &c. ; full exposure

to the sun will, I believe, be found most suitable to its

colouring.

Alternanthera sessilis amcsna (Brazil).—I have not

so large a stock of this as of spathulata ; it is of much
stiffer growth, and appears to spread close to the ground.

This is likewise suitable for edgings. The foliage is much
larger than that of spathulata, and the habit is entirely

different ; the plant does not exceed, with me at present,

5 inches in height, and could be pegged down almost flat.

It was planted out at the same time as the preceding,

and sustained no injury from frost.

Tei.eianthera ficoidea versicolor (India).—This is of

much taller growth than either of the above. My largest

plant is 2 feet in diameter and 1 foot in height. It differs

from the Alternantheras in colour, and is a plant that attracts

No. 275.—Vol. XI., New Sebies.

the attention of every one. The foliage is much larger and

rounder than that of the Alternantheras. and its habit

strong and upright. Its colours are pink and maroon in

some positions, but in this respect the plant varies much
in different situations. I believe all the three plants named
will hear the full sun, and grow freely either in a dry or

moist situation. The Telcianthcra was bedded-out with

the others, and received no injury from frost.

I have two circular beds planted as follows—viz., Alter-

nanthera spathulata in the first row, Alternanthera sessilis

amcena in the second, and Teleianthera ficoidea versicolor

in the centre, and if I am not mistaken these beds will

here be the gems of the season, notwithstanding the tens of

thousands of plants used in bedding and bordering at Osber-

ton. They are already very attractive, and much admired.

I trust that those who have a stock of tbe three plants

will advertise, it b.ing just the time for planting without

risk and to give them a fair trial, so that they may not,

like the Iresine, be condemned in consequence of mere

mismanagement and an unfavourable summer. All the

above are easily propagated, and are of rapid growth. For

the present I will not speculate upon which is the best, or

speak more fully of them, but I shall content myself by

merely introducing them to public notice, with a strong

recommendation to try them.

—

Edward Bennett, Gardener

tn /,'. S. Fuljiimlic, Esq., Usbrrtim Hatt.

ROSES ON THEIR OWN ROOTS.
The facts that the Dog Rose, or Briar, is very prolific

in suckers on light soils, and that the Roses upon it are

short-lived, have caused attention to be paid to those who
advocated the growing of Roses upon their own roots, and

we have such plants offered for sale by the dozen, hundred,

and thousand ; and so great is the demand that very often

when a person decides on having a group of Roses on their

own roots tbe variety required is " sold out."

Experience leads me to the conclusion that the days of

tin- Briar as a stock on many soils, and particularly on those

which are light, are numbered ; and though the Manetti

will make a vigorous plant in a very short time, yet even it

on light dry soils is not to live many days. I have had

Roses, both dwarfs and standards, on the Briar doing ex-

ceedingly well on cold. wet. heavy clay soil, where the Rose

on its own roots could not, did 'not, live, and the Manetti

on the same soil afforded a plant at first more vigorous

than the Briar, but not after the third year, neither it nor

the Briar trashing more than an occasional sucker. The
Manetti does better in a greater variety of soils than either

the Briar or Roses on their own roots, and for making a

plant soon it is vastly superior to either; but I cannot say

that it equals the Briar on heavy cold soils after the third

year, whilst on Light soils it may and does make a vigorous

plant, and affords a great show of bloom long before Roses

on their roots become what we may term established. After

the second year, however, it does not surpass them either in

plant or bloom, and would then poem to require removal,

as, after lifting, it makes a first-class growth, and no stock

seems to impart such a degree of vigour and to be attended

No. 927—Vol. XXXVI., Old Sebles.
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with such fine flowers as the Manetti in the second year alter

planting. The Dog Eose is productive of a greater amount of

,
bloom than the Manetti, so much so on light soils that the
Eoses worked on the former only make a few inches of growth
and then bloom, the strength of the Briar being expended on
the production of suckers, which come thicker and faster as
the Kose becomes weaker and the stock older. The Manetti, on
the other hand, gives larger blooms, owing to its being a better
feeder.

My object in making these remarks is to learn the experience
of others. My own is, 1st, That Eoses on the Briar do well
on strong cold soils, and are eligible for groups or otherwise

;

but on poor and light soils the Koses on it do not do well
either as standards or as dwarfs for groups, on account of their
tendency to produce suckers and their shortness of existence.

2nd, That the Manetti stock succeeds on either strong or
medium-textured soils, and makes a much better plant, and the
Eoses worked on it produce finer trusses and blooms, than those
either on the Briar or their own roots ; but on light soils it is

as short-lived as the Briar, though it grows vigorously for a few
years, and much more so than either the Briar or the Eose
on its own roots. 3rd, That the Kose on its own roots, though
it takes a longer time to make a plant than the Manetti, is

more desirable for groups than either the Briar or Manetti on
account of its compact growth, its freedom from suckers, and
the durability of the plants ; but this applies only to rather
light and warm soilst for on strong cold soils Eoses on their
own roots do not do well.

Now, Eoses on their own roots take some time to become
established, and they do not grow so freely for a while as when
worked on the Manetti stock, and they therefore require very
Eberal treatment, particularly where the soil is light and hot,
and this is the soil most suitable for most of the Tea-scented
and China Eoses. These varieties, as everybody knows, are not
so hardy as the Perpetuals, and are often destroyed or killed to
the ground by frost, and if they happen to be grafted or budded
on the Manetti or Briar very often the Eose is killed ; but if

cut off to the ground when on their own roots, they push from
the bottom. For groups, I find if Tea, China, and Bourbon
varieties, and indeed all Eoses, are to succeed on light soils, it

must be by growing them on their own roots, and for the three
classes named, a dry soil is particularly suitable, because it

does not induce strong late growths, and there is, consequently,
less danger of injury from frost. It is a well-known fact, that
plants on dry soils will withstand a greater amount of cold than
when grown on strong soil. For groups, where the soil is not
strong, all kinds of Eoses succeed best on their own roots,
and where the soil is light and hot it is the only eligible
mode of culture for the more tender classes, as Tea and China
Eoses.
The most suitable season for the propagation of the Eose by

cuttings is now at hand, and this should be done when the
blooming is past, and before the second growth takes place.
Shoots that have bloomed have the wood sufficiently ripe for
propagation, and so have those which have not done so, but
have formed the terminal bud. The moderately strong shoots
are best for cuttings. They should have three joints or buds,
and be cut transversely below the lowest one, removing the leaf
there, but leaving the others untouched. In taking a shoot for
a cutting, cut it about three eyes from the point at which it

has its rise on the shoot of last year, and avoid the two upper-
most eyes beneath the place where bloom was, as the shoots
from these joints or eyes are not generally so free in growth as
those situated lower down. The cuttings having been taken
off above the uppermost leaf by a slanting cut from the back
towards the leaf, and three-quarters of an inch above it, they
should be inserted singly in 60-sized pots. In preparing the cut-
ting-pans, a piece of broken pot should be placed over the hole,
and the pot half filled with crocks broken very small, and passed
through a sieve with a quarter-inch mesh ; fill up to the rim
with light loam, peat, and silver sand in equal parts, and in the
centre of each pot make a hole down to the crocks with a dibble
exceeding the cuttings in diameter as little as possible. Drop
a little .silver sand into the hole, say from a quarter to half an
inch, put in the cutting wish its base resting on the sand, and
till up round the cutting with silver sand, then give the pot a
sharp tap on the potting-bencb.

For the reception of the pots a frame placed on a gentle hot-
bed of 70°, and covered with from 4 to 6 inches of old tan or
sawdust should be in readiness, and in this the pots are to be
plunged to the rim. A gentle watering should next be given,
and then the lights may be put on. The frame must be kept '

close, and shaded from the sun, and the cuttings should be
gently sprinkled overhead every moin ug. In a fortnight they
will have callused, and new shoots v ill be forming ; these may
grow an inch or two, and then the cmtiugs should be transferred
to another hotbed, gradually withdrawing the shade, and ad-
mitting air daily, so as to have them well hardened off by the
end of ten days or a fortnight. They may then be potted into
44 -inch pots with the ball entire (crocks and all) in a compost
of rich turfy loam, and be again plunged in the bed, and kept
rather close for a few days, after which plunge the pots in coal
ashes in an open situation, and in September shift the plants
into six-inch pots, and plunge these to the rim in coal ashes in
a cold frame. If, however, the young plants have grown but
little, and the pots are not full of roots, let them remain in
4,j-inch pots for the winter. I find that cuttings of Tea, China,
and Bourbon Eoses struck in this manner early in summer,
make very nice pot plants for blooming in the following year.

This is the best of all modes of striking Eose cuttings that I

have tried, and answers equally well for Moss Eoses, only they
require more time to root, and must remain in the first hotbed
fully a week longer than Perpetuals. Provence Eoses also re-

quire more patience, so do the Damask Perpetuals.
Another mode of propagation by cuttings is, when the bloom

is just over, to prepaie and pot cuttings as above described, to

place them in a cold frame, and keep close and shaded from
blight sun, and sprinkled oveihead every morning. They must
remain in the frame until they have made shoots 2 inches long,

and should then be gradually hardened off, and shifted into

larger pots ; those 4J inches in diameter will be large enough.
If the varieties are Perpetuals, the plants will do plunged in

coal ashes in a dry, open, but sheltered situation, and will be
eligible for turning out in spring for groups in the flower

garden ; but if they belong to the Tea or China section, it will

be well to winter them in a frame, and afford protection during
severe weather. By this method the Moss Eoses do not strike

with such certainty as the Perpetuals, but root fairly, and so

will most of the Tea varieties.

I have tried placing the cuttings in a bed both with aDd
without heat, and covering them with a fiame kept close and
shaded, sprinkling them every day ; but, though the cuttings

rooted freely, the loss in potting consequent on the injury

done to the roots was a greater drawback than the labour

saved by not placing them in pots in the first instance. I lost

a great many after potting, but scarcely one when they were
placed in pots in the cutting state. I can only state my ex-

perience, and that is, do not pot them until the following

spring if you put the cuttings in a bed without pots, for the

roots are so very tender that the least touch will break them,
and they turn black and die off at the stem as if from some un-
known cause. I am certain that the cuttings do not like to be
disturbed so soon after the callosity is formed and the delicate

fibrils emitted.

Another method which I have tried, and shall now describe,

is to take cuttings of the well-ripened freth wood by the

middle or end of September, and plant them under a hand-
glass or in a frame with lights in a warm situation. The cut-

tings must have a sprinkling of water occasionally, also shade

from bright sun, but when the callosity is foimed, as it will be

in a month, give air, and continue to do so in mild humid
weather during the winter. In the following April, after

having been exposed to the atmosphere, they may be taken up
and potted, or planted out finally in the beds.

The essentials to success are to put in those cuttings only

that are taken from shoots which have flowered or foimed the

terminal bud or leaf, and this before the shoots have com-
menced a second growth ; to avoid deluging them with water,

and yet to keep the atmosphere moist and shaded, so as to pre-

serve the foliage fresh until the cuttings have rooted, or at

least until a callus has been formed ; to be very careful in pot-

ting so as not to injure the tender roots ; not to pot or disturb

the cuttings until they have rooted and are well hardened off;

and, lastly, not to keep the soil very wet after potting. Above
all, avoid putting in any spare shoots, sappy, gross, and but

partially ripened, for though these root freely, and seem to

nourish, their stems turn black and they perish at a time when
rapid growth is expected.

—

G. Abbey.

Testimonial to the Eev. S. Reynolds Hole.—At a dinner

held at Anderton's Hotel, Fleet Street, on Thuisday evening,

this gentleman was presented with a handsome silver urn in
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.acknowledgment of his exertions in connection with the
National Rose Show, which owes its origin to him. The Rov.
H. H. Donibrain occupied the chair.

ZONALE GERANIUMS WANTED.
NOTWITHSTANDING the many attacks that are made on the

reigninc fashion, it is seldom that they have any further effect

than that of encouraging what was intended to bo put down
;

and perhaps in some cases it is as well that it is so, for it is

not always that those who assume to be leaders of public taste

are oorrect in the views they take. As an instance of the

inutility of opposing public opinion, let us only look at bedding
plants, which from very small beginnings have assumed an im-
portance which no one ever dreamed of, and it is not too much
to affirm that their cultivation is still increasing, and probably
may do so for some time yet. This increase in their use has
not been effected without bringing certain classes of plants

more prominently forward than others ; and although some have
been driven from the field, or nearly so, others have succeeded
them. Thus the list, in spite of weedings and (as our worthy
coadjutor, " D." of Deal, says), hanging-days, is as numerous
as ever, more so, certainly, in the bewildering catalogues of

varieties, while the number of species adapted for bedding
purposes is fully equal to what it was a dozen years ago. There
is, however, a difference in the estimation in which certain

plants were held at that time and now ; some have fallen into

oblivion, or nearly so, while others are more patronised every

year. Of the latter class is that to which I would now more
particularly call the attention of the skilful hybridiser, as

something more is wanted than we now possess, and with that

I think it is in his power to furnish us.

Taking, therefore, Zonale Geraniums as a class of plants

which is every day more and more cultivated, the question to

be asked is, What further improvement is wanted ? Several
varieties seem to possess all that is really needed in their

respective tints as flowers, and the truss and foliage are alike

good, and, besides, every year dozens of otler kinds are added
to the list. Some of them are doubtless some little improve-
ment on others of a like kind before them, while many are not
so good. Now, would it be called a restrictive and unconsti-
tutional policy to shut up the present lists from further addi-
tions or.innovations within the circle that is well represented,
and only allow addition at such points a3 are of real value in
carrying out the object aimed at? To make this more plain
let us glance at what we now possess, and see where additions
can be well made ; and taking the class of Zonale bedding
Geraniums which are cultivated for their flowering qualities,

we have already almost every conceivable tint, from white up
to dark crimson, embracing many shades of flesh colour, pink,
salmon, rosy salmon, scarlet, and crimson. Many other in-

tervening colours or tints might be enumerated, but enough
have been named to show that our existing list is a tolerably
extensive one. Thus, those who keep pace with the fashion in
trying all or a great portion of the varieties sent out each year
by different cultivators will have accumulated a mass of varie-
ties pei'plexing by their names, and equally so by the resem-
blance which many of them bear to those grown before.
Now, good as many of the bedding Geraniums of the present

day undoubtedly are, I by no means affirm that further im-
provement is not wanted, and this, doubtless, is now and then
exhibited by some of the new varieties sent out ; still I cannot
but think that if unexplored channels were more sought after,

additions of more importance would be made to our lists.

Assuming that growers should pronounce themselves satisfied
with the flesh-coloured, pink, salmon, and scarlet sections, and
their intermediate tints, cannot a better representation of the
deep crimson or magenta class be furnished ? I do not pretend
to be well versed in the varieties said to possess these colours,
but the best in my own collection fall short of what I think is

wanted here, Magenta, Imperial Crimson, and Pink Pearl being
the nearest approach I have, and these evidently capable of
great improvement in habit, colour of bloom, and other quali-
ties. My object, therefore, now is to ask those who take so
much trouble year after year in producing new kinds to try to
obtain improvements in the deep crimson and magenta varie-
ties. Those of other col rare are plentiful enough, and indeed
there are many to spare, bat there seems no reason to doubt but
that the Zouale Geranium may be coaxed to produce flowers
of as bright a purple as the Dahlia ; and many other fancy
colours might also be obtained.

Now, the above advice to raisers of new varieties to pro-
secute their labours in the way directed, docs not ;

In. I.

novelties being sought for in other directions, Amongst tin;

many valuable acquisitions bequeathed to the world by the late
Mr. Beaton, there is one scarcely verifying its name,'" Indian
Yellow." Might I ask fcose who push their improvements to
the greatest extent that such can be carried, to try if by degrees
they cannot bring out in this Geranium a colour more resem-
bling that of a yellow Calceolaria? This I hardly expect will be
accomplished, but an approach to such a result may be effected.
A yellow Geranium would be something extraordinary, and it

deserves the notice of those intere ited in striking out net! paths,
and as the existing kinds, as stated above, may do pretty well
now without further amendment, I trust tin so hints may in-
duce some to direct their attention in the direction indicated;
improvements may likewise bo effected in other channels on
which but little attention has been bestowed, and the 16 being
equally important may be sought for at the same time. I
allude more especially to the Ivy-leaved kind?, which have not
by any means reached the position I expect they will hold some
day as ornaments of the parterre. A very indifferent gold-
edged one, with the old crimson, white, and pink-flowered
varieties, are all that I am acquainted with, and each is capable
of improvement. I hope some one will try his skill at hybrid-
ising this section with the Zonale, so as to give a more up-
right flower-stem, and a more robust habit. Could not Mr.
Wills, who has done so much with the "Verbena by hybridising
the hardy herbaceous one with the finer-flowered class, do
something with these Geraniums also ? They seem to deserve
notice ; and their adaptability to hot sunny situations where
there is scarcely soil enough for other plants to live, as in
vases, baskets, &-c, give them claims on our attention hitherto
not sufficiently recognised.

It would bo extending this paper too far were I to enu-
merate what is wanted in the variegated line. This, however,
seems likely to be pursued pretty well, and there promises
to be no lack of gold and silver-edged varieties, with the addi-
tion of zones of various colours. Of them it is not my purpose
here to speak, neither would I restrict those who aim at the
obtaining the colours required to be too particular as regards
the habit of the plant. Once supply the tint wanted, and other
qualities will follow. The task, however, is I expect only one
of time, its accomplishment will assuredly come, and as bed-
ding Geraniums form, unquestionably, the most important
feature in all gardens, it follows that any additional colour in
which this plant can array itself will make it the more ac-
ceptable. I trust the hints above given may not have been in
vain. I might have pursued the subject further, and might
even have asked if such classes of Geraniums as the old Shrub-
land Pet, a small Oak-leaved variety, could not be improved

;

but I find I am trespassing on other ground, and therefore
beat a retreat, trusting some one will endeavour to supply the
wants indicated.—J. Robson.

PLASTER FOR BUDDING ROSES
Pemups the following remarks on budding Roses may be of

use to some of your readers. I have adopted, with complete
success, a plan which has been new to all those to whom I
mentioned it, and by which much expenditure of time and
trouble is saved, and I think a great amount of certainty
obtained.

Instead of either bast or worsted I use some common ad-
hesive plaster. With this I can bud three Roses in the same
time that I can bud one with bast. The plaster adheres at
once exactly where it is required ; no tying is necessary, and
the operation can bs performed with great neatness and exact-
ness, as well as rapidity. The plaster I used was some com-
mon white adhesive plaster, bought at the chemist's (called

diachylon), and cut into narrow strips. I do not know whether
my plan is absolutely new, but it has been so to all those to
whom I have mentioned it, and I feel sure that your readers
who try it will find it thoroughly successful.
Another plan, which was shown to me by a lady, has proved

so useful to me, and is so little practised, that I think it worth
while to mention it also. It is that of budding any conve-
nient branch of a Briar, either in a hedge or elsewhere, and
when the bud has taken, cutting off the branch, and planting
it, with the bud on, like any ordinary Rose cutting. In this
way shapely plants, especially suited for pots, may be ob-
tained

; and the plan is very useful if you happen not to have
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sufficient stocks ready for your buds. I now seldom bud a
stock without inserting some additional buds higher up on the
branches, which I can afterwards cut off, and plant as cuttings.

I shall be glad to learn your opinion whether the plans which
I have thus suggested recommend themselves to professional

gardeners.

—

Amateur, Harrow-on-the-Hill.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
NATIONAL ROSE SHOW.—June 28th.

The very hot weather of the last few days had acted in two ways on
Roses. It had certainly hrought a vast number of flowers into bloom
which, but for it, would have been kept back, and so increased the
amount of stands exhibited ; but I am not sure that it tended to in-

crease the quality of the blooms, for cloudy weather with occasional
glimpses of sunshine is, I conceive, the best for Roses ; and it is

because this is the character of our weather generally that we possess
so much advantage over the French growers, A few days of their
tropical weather forces the Roses into bloom, and thus they rarely
attain the size and quality that we are in the habit of seeing. Now,
the flowers looked blase, like some fair maiden who, although
very charming indeed, shows the effect of the last night's dissipation,
and whom, while you cannot help admiring with the homage that
beauty always demands and obtains, yet you cannot but wish yon saw
fresher and more natural. The day, too, was very, very hot ; and
Roses which I saw put np well very soon began to show their eyes,
and those not of the most brilliant character. While saying this I
must at the same time add there were some really grand blooms,
and I think the amateurs, especially, were in great force. There were
some stands, indeed, which were the perfection of growth ; there were
Others which ought to have been put under the table.

The Class for eighteen new Hoses of 1864 and 1SG5 brought five
competitors—Messrs. Paul Ss Son, Fraser, Cant, Francis, and Keynes.
In Messrs. Paul & Son's collection were Alpaide de Rotalier, in good,
condition ; Centifolia rosea, too thin ; Rushton Radclyffe, fine, but
colour a little gone ; Alfred Colomb, magnificent flower, one of the
best, but here again the colour was a littie faded by the heat ; Duke
of Wellington, very bright scarlet, good shape, and excellent ; Mare-
chal Niel, very good ; Madame Victor Verdier, very fine ; Madame
Fillion, a beautiful flesh-coloured flower ; Madame Charles Verdier,
too flat; Princess Mary of Cambridge, good; Belle Normande, too
washy in colour ; Eugene Verdier, dark, inclined to show the eye.
In Mr. Fraser's stand were Marguerite Dombrain, a fine full Rose

;

Marechal Souchet, good ; King's Acre, too coarse ; Prince de Porcia,
very bright and good ; Pline, rough and thin ; Gabriel de Peyronny,
somewhat rough ; Alfred Colomb, very fine. In Mr. Cant's stand
were Josephine Beauharnais, a fine light-coloured flower ; Marguerite
Dombrain, good, and somewhat similar to the preceding ; Duke of Wel-
lington, very good ; Charles Rouillard, very fine ; and Marechal Niel.
Mr. Keynes's collection contained large flowers, but wanting a little

in refinement. There was a fine bloom of Xavier Olibo, which has,
however, an awkward way of twisting itself about, and not opening
freely

;
General Jacqueminot does the same, but, Xavier Olibo bein"

stiffer in petal than the General, this cause prevents it from opening
at all sometimes, otherwise it would be a magnificent dark flower.
Mr. Francis had amongst others Xavier Olibo, Souvenir de William
Wood, &c.
In the Class for twelve trusses of any new land Messrs. Paul it Son

had a stand of Marguerite de St.Amand, a splendid Rose, of a bright flesh
colour, and a decided acquisition. Mr. Keynes had Madame Moreau,
very large and bright, but too saueer-like to suit my taste, especially
for showing in this way. It will take a good place as a back row
flower, but it is not the style we want. Pierre Notting from Paul and
Son was good, but it had a tendency to show the eye, which detracted
from its merits. Mr. Cant had Marguerite de St. Amand, very good.
Awards—For eighteen new Roses of 1S6-1 and 1S65 : first, Messrs.

Paul & Son ; second, Mr. Fraser ; third, Mr. Keynes ; fourth, Mr.
Cant. For twelve of 1864 : first, withheld ; second, Messrs. Paul and
Son. For twelve trusses of any other new kind : first, Mr. Cant

;

second, Mr. Keynes ; third, Messrs. Paul & Son.
The stands for decoration were decidedly pretty, and most of them

in good taste. Mr. Soder, gardener to Osgood Haubury, Esq., Brent-
wood, bad an oval stand with Fern leaves ; springing from it was an
oval frame with a glass vase at the base, and surmounted with another
glass vase, all containing nice blooms of Roses. Miss Wint, of
Brighton, had a stand composed of five tapering glasses, the centre
one being tall, and glass stems coming from it to each of the smaller
ones. Mr. Hedge had a very pretty stand with some fine flowers, and
a beautiful Moss Rose bud on the top. Another stand, one of Mr.
March's pattern, was very handsomely set up with abundance of
Maiden-hair Fem interspersed through it. It will thus bo seen there
is a little deviation from Mr. March's original pattern, although
there is hardly one, I think, even now prettier than it, especially when,
tastefully set up.

Awards—For decorated baskets or vases of Roses : first, Mr. Marlow,
gardener to J. Wigan, Esq., Mm-tlake; second, Mr. Hedge ; third,
Mr. Soder. For bouquets : first, Mr. Chard; second, Messrs. Francis

;

third, Mr. Hedge.
I should have added that the Show generally was held in the large

conservatory, with a canvas awning stretched over it. It was, how-
ever, far too warm, and the Roses very soon felt the effect of the heat.
The stands for decoration were in the side arcade, where also were
some nice plants from Mr. Bull, and Pinks from Mr. Charles Turner,
of Slough. On the whole the Show was very successful, and some of
the best-known friends of the Rose were amongst the Judges.—D., Veal,

The general features of the Exhibition held at South Kensington,
on Thursday last, with which was incorporated the National Rose Show,
having been stated above, it remains for us to give the names of the
prizetakers and of the varieties which they exhibited.

In Class I., single trusses of seventy-two kinds, Messrs. Paul and
Son, and Mr. Cant, of Colchester, had each very fine exhibitions.

From the former came fine blooms of Xavier Olibo, Madame Boutin,
Olivier Delhomme, Marechal Niel, Gloire de Dijon, Devoniensis,
Madame Vidot, Mrs. William Paul, fine violet crimson with a fiery

centre
; John Hopper, Comtesse dc Chabrillant, Beauty of Walthani,

Princess Mary of Cambridge, Madame Boll, Alba rosea, Baron
Adolphe de Rothschild, Louise Magnan, Souvenir d'Elise, very large

and beautiful ; Rushton Radclyffe, Centifolia rosea, Louise de Savoie,

Prince do Porcia, fine scarlet; Comte de Nanteuil, La?lia, Baron
Gouella, and Louise de Savoie.
Mr. Cant had Marie Baumann, very large, rosy crimson ; Madame

Charles Wood, a fine crimson; Dae de Rohan, Xavier Olibo, Com-
tesse de Chabrillant, Madame Victor Verdier, Devoniensis, Niphetoa,

Marguerite de St. Amand, Victor Verdier, fine ; and with few exceptions

the whole of his blooms were remarkable for size. It may also be
remarked, that in these and some other stands the trusses were set np
with buds.

Mr. Keynes had fine blooms of Madame Sertot, white; Francois
Lacharme, John Hopper, Pierre Notting, Triomphe de Rennes, Gloire

de Dijon, Mdlle. Bonnaire, very prettily tinged with rose in the centre

;

Moiret, Duchesse de Caylus, and Marechal Niel.

Awards—Equal first, Messrs. Paul & Son, and Mr. Cant; second,

Mr. Keynes ; third, Messrs. Francis.

In Class II., forty-eight kinds, three trusses, there was a very fine

display, particularly in the stands of Mr. Turner, of Slough, and Mr.
Keynes. The varieties seen to best advantage were Olivier Delhomme,
Virginal, beautiful in colour; Coupe d'Hebe, Mrs. Rivers, John
Hopper, Gloire de Dijon, Souvenir d'un Ami, Charles Lefebvre,

Xavier Olibo, Le Rhone, rich crimson scarlet, Francois Lacharme,
Baron Gonella, Marguerite de St. Amand, Eugene Verdier, dark

violet purple ; Beauty of Waltham, Joseph Fiala, violet shaded crim-

son scarlet ; Duchesse de Caylus, bright rosy crimson, and very full

;

Denis Helye, Alba rosea, Madame Victor Verdier, Comtesse de Cha-
brillant, Dr. Andry, Madame Boll, Prince of Wales, rosy crimson

;

Maurice Bernardin, La Brillante, Madame Vidot, General Castillane,

Laurent Descourt, purplish scarlet, brighter in the centre, and many
others which it would be tedious to enumerate.

Awards—First, Mr. Turner ; second, Mr. Keynes ; third, Messrs.

Francis ; fourth, Messrs. Paul & Son.

Class III., was for twenty-four kinds, three trusses. Here Mr.
Cant took the lead with, among others, remarkably fine trusses of La
Brillante, very bright in colour ; John Hopper, Francois Lacharme,

Marie Baumann, very large and full ; Prince Camille de Rohan,

Mdlle. Bonnaire, and Madame Charles Wood. Messrs. Paul & Son,

who were second, had Princess Mary of Cambridge. La Ville de St.

Denis, and Queen Victoria, large, white, shaded with delicate rose

;

Mr. Turner, fine trusses of Maurice Bernardin, Senateur Vaisse, Jules

Margottin, Comtesse de Chabrillant, La Reine, Madame Knorr, Mar-

guerite de St. Amand, and La Tour de Crony, very large ; and Mr.

Keynes, Madame Charles Wood, Due de Rohan "pretty buds of Madame
Furtado, Victor Verdier, Madame Clemence Joigneaux, lilac rose ; and

Le Baron de Rothschild, deep crimson scarlet. Alfred Colomb, bright

rosy red, came from Messrs. J. & C. Lee.

Awards—First, Mr. Cant ; second, Messrs. Paul & Son ; third, Mr.
Turner ; fourth, Mr. Keynes. Commended, Messrs. Francis.

In Class IV., single trusses of twenty-four kinds, Mr. Turner bad a

fine bud of Devoniensis, Duchesse de Caylus, very fine ; Madame
Josephine Guyet, Madame Victor Verdier, Madame Furtado, Gloire

de Dijon, Devoniensis, Jules Margottin, and La Reine; and in other

stands were fine examples of several of the above, Senateur Vaisse,

William Griffiths, Marechal Niel, Madame Charles Wood, Charlea

Lefebvre, Victor Verdier, Le Rhone, Marguerite de St. Amand, Rubens,

Laelia, Marie Baumann, and Alphonse Damaizin.

Awards—First, Mr. Turner ; second, Mr. Cant ; third, Messrs.

Paul & Son ; fourth, Mr. Keynes.

In the Amateurs' classes, all for single trusses, there were many ex-

cellent stands, and but few that conld not be considered fair.

In Class V., forty-eight kinds, Mr. Hedge, Reed Hall, Colchester,

took the first honours with a set in which we remarked fine blooms of

Madame Charles Wood, a fine bud of La Boule d'Or, Francois La-

charme, Pierre Notting, Marie Baumann, Madame Villermoz, Souve-

nir d'Elise Vardou, William Griffiths, La Ville de St. Denis, Mathurin

Regnier, and Anna de Diesbach. He had also a fine truss of Cloth of

Gold, a variety which this year seems to be unusually fine, consisting

of five blooms. Mr. Ingle, gardenerto C. G. Round, Esq., Colchester,

had Eugene Desgaches, cream, tinged with rose ; Mrs. Rivers, Souve-

nir d'Elise, Devoniensis, George Paul, Lord Macaulay, very dark

crimson ; Madame Victor Verdier, Caroline de Sansal, and Maurice
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Bernardm. From Mr. Moffat, gardener to tho Hon. Mrs. Maynard,

Easton Lodge, Dnuniow, came Enipereur do Maroc, Devoniensis,

Beauty of Waltham, Gloire do Dijon, Madamo Boll, and Iinpcratrico

Eugenie, Email, white, tinged with blush. In the stands of other ex-

hibitors in the same class we noticed Joseph Fiala, Spotted Queen,

carnation-striped; Gloire de Santenay, L'Enfant Trouve, and Juno.

Awards— First, Mr. Hedge ; equal second, Mr. Moffat and Mr. Ingle

;

third, J. Hollingworth, Esq. ; fourth, Mr. Chard.

Class VI. was for thirty-six kinds. Hero wo noted Madame Bravy,

Prince Leon, Madame Masson, violet, to which colour it changes from

srimson ; Mrs. Rivers, and Beauty of Waltham from Mr. Inglo ; and

from Mr. Hedge and others, Souvenir d'Eliso Vardon, some 5 or

C inches across ; Cloth of Gold, Louise Magnan, Oriilamme de St.

Louis, bright crimson ; Anna de Diesbach, Charles Lawson, and Gene-

ral Jacqueminot. Andre Leroy, a fine-coloured flower, was Bhown by

Mr. "Wright, gardener to Mrs. Ramsden.
Awards—First, Mr. Ingle ; second, Mr. Hedgo ; equal third, Mr.

Chard and Mr. Marcharn ; fourth, Dr. Cooper.
' In Class VII., twenty-four kinds, the best exhibition was that of

Mr. R. B. Fostans, of Brentwood, who had fine blooms of Triomphe

de Caen, violet crimson, with a scarlet centre ;
Francois Lacharme,

Charles Lefebvre, John Hopper, L'Esmeralda, Frince Camillo do

Rohan, Enipereur de Maroc, Olivier Delhomme, and Madame Boll.

Mr. May, gardener to C. Worthington, Esq., Caversham Priory, also

exhibited Prince Camille de Rohan, Lord Macaulay, and others, in

very good condition ; and Mr. Dennis, Folkington, Madame Maurin,

and Bougere Tea Roses, the one white, the other fawn. There were

several other good exhibitions in the same class.

Awards—First, R. B. Postans, Esq. ; equal second, Mr. May and

Mr. Dennis ; equal third, Mr. Flester and the Rev. Canon Fisher

;

fourth, Rev. V. Knox Child.

In Class VII ., twelve kinds, the following were in fine condition

—

viz., Gloire de Dijon, John Hopper, Mario Baumanu, Charles Le-

febvre, Cloth of Gold, Madame Bravy, Scnateur Vaisse, Auguste Mie,

and Millie. Emain, a pretty white Perpetual.

Awards—First, Rev. V. Knox Child ; second, R. B. Postans, Esq.
;

third, Mr. Dennis ; fourth, Mr. Flester.

Class XII. was for the best twelve trusses of yellow Roses, consisting

of not less than six kinds ; and the only exhibitor was Mr. Hedge, to

whom was awarded a first prize for Narcisse, La Boule d'Or, poor ; Tri-

omphe de Rennes, Celine Forestier, and L'Enfant Trouve, a strong

sport of Elise Sanvage ; and Cloth of Gold.

In Class XIII., for the best collection of yellow Roses, Mr. Hedge
was again first with Cloth of Gold, L'Enfant Trouve, fine; Melanio
Oger, Narcisse, and Smith's Yellow. Messrs. Paul & Son were Becond
with Gloire de Dijon, Vicomtesse De Cazes, Lamarqae, Madame
Falcot, Madame William, Louise de Savoie, Marquise de Foucault,

and Auguste Vacher.
Tea-scented and Noisette Roses, though not snfficiently varied in

colour to make an effective display, are always welcome on account of

their fragrance. They chiefly consisted of La Boule d'Or, Triomphe
de Rennes, Gloire de Dijon, Gloire de Bordeaux, Madame Bravy, Sou-

venir d'Elise, Josephine Malton, Eugene Desgaches, Souvenir d'un

Ami, some fine examples of L'Enfant Trouve, Louise do Savoie,

Homer. Alba rosea, America, Niphetos, and Celine Forestier.

Awards—For twelve trusses (Amateurs) : first, Mr. Ingle ; second,

Mr. May ; third, Mr. Hedge. For twelve trusses (Nurserymen) ; first,

Messrs. Paul & Son ; second, Mr. Cant ; third, Mr. Keynes. For
twelve single blooms ; first, Mr. Cant ; second, Mr. Hedge ; third,

Mr. Keynes.
Of Moss Roses only one stand was shown, that being from Messrs.

Paul it Son, who were awarded a first prize. It contained Salet, the

Crested Moss, Bath White, Comtesso Murinais, and one or two others.

Pot Roses formed a very effective bank, the plants being in profuse

•bloom, though the flowers were not individually so attractive as earlier

in the season. President from Mr. Turner, and Marechal Niel from
Mr. Wm. Paul, were especially fine ; and Rushton Radclyffe, Pierre
Notting, and other recent varieties, were also well represented.

Awards—For twenty-four : first, Mr. Turner ; equul second, Messrs.

Paul & Sou and Mr. William Paul. For tweuty new Roses ; first,

Messrs. Paul & Son, second, Mr. W. Paul.
Miscellaneous subjects consisted of new Marantas, Bertolonia mar-

garitacea, Lilium auratum, Eranthemum argyroneurum, having the

foliage veined with white, and some other plants from Mr. Bull ; and
of fine Pinks from Mr. Turner and Mr. Bragg, of Slough, and Mr.
Hooper, Bath, who also exhibited Carnations, Pansies, and Phloxes.

Mr. Bird, gardener to the Hon. A. F. Ashley, Epping, exhibited

thirty-six varieties of Hunt's Sweet Williams ; and, as usual, from
Messrs. Barr & Sngden and Carter & Co., came Fern-cases, plant-

baskets, &c. The latter firm also exhibited variegated Maize, tricolor-

leaved Pelargoniums, and very large pods of Laxtou's Perfection Pea.
The handsome silver tea-urn, presented on the evening of the Show

to the Rev. S. Reynolds Hole, stood in the conservatory in the midst
of that exhibition of which he was the originator, and which, by his
influence and example, he has so largely contributed to raise to a
position worthy of England's national emblem—the Rose.

of the University New Park. We understand that he hopes
to bo able to form an arboretum thero, which will be a desirable

and useful addition to the Botanic Garden, whero there is not

sufficient space for one calculated to be of real use.

PRIZE FOR FIFTY CUT ROSES.
At a Rose show held here on Wednesday last, June 20th, an

objection was made to the first-prize collection of fifty cut

Roses, on the ground that fifty-one were shown for fifty. Two
fully open Roses were shown in the same truss, and this was
held by the objector to disqualify the collection. The Judges:

affirmed their decision, at least a majority of them ; but as this

is the first Rose show in Jersey, they would be glad to have
your opinion in the next issue of your valuable paper.

—

One op
the Judges.

[The additional Rose was a disqualification, for it is a sound
rule to insist upon the printed schedule being strictly com-
plied with. There is a reason here for such strictness, because)

when the competition is close tho award has to be decided by
points, and every bloom may add to the number.

—

Eds.]

Mr. W. H. Baxter, Curator of the Oxford Botanic Garden,
has, we are happy to learn, been appointed to the Curatorship

THE GARDENERS' ROYAE BENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION.

The twenty-third Anniversary Meeting was held at the London
Tavern on Wednesday last, the" 27th ult., Sir C. Wentworth Dilke,

Bart., in the chair. Among those present were Alderman Mechi,

Professor Bentley, the Rev. Joshua Dix, Dr. Hogg, Messrs. T. Bran-

dreth Gibbs, R. Wrench, G. Child, Bull, Edmonds, Gibson, J. & C.

Lee, W. Paul, Turner, Veitch, Williams, Cutbnsh, ic. After the)

usual loyal toasts had been given and enthusiastically responded to,

the Chairman in proposing the toast of the evening, " Success to the

Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institution," said that it was an Insti-

tution which ought to be supported by the public at large, as well as

by gardeners, but by neither was it supported as it should be. He
was one of those who thought that the occupation of a gardener was
that in which the most mind is required, and the least is obtained

from the master. He would like to see the working gardener on an
equality with the intelligent artisan, hut that was not the case now.

Take a bricklayer or a carpenter, the education required by either is

small, and bo, too, was their responsibility ; but the labour of a gar-

dener is great, his responsibility often heavy, and to properly carry

out his duties a considerable amount of education is required ; and

yet gentlemen having gardens, and good gardens too, want a perfect

man, and are prepared to pay him 20s. a-week ! Thus it was that

gardeners could not lay up much for their old age ; and thus, too, it

was that the Institution must also be dependant, to a considerable

extent, on the more wealthy classes for support. There was a rule

of the Institution—an extremely wise, extremely good, and extremely

prudent rule—that a man who had subscribed for fifteen years might

be admitted without an election ; but that period was a long time to

look forward to, and he hoped that increased funds would enable them

to reduce the time to twelve years, to ten years, or even less. Some
papers by Mr. D. Fish on gardeners' wages had lately appeared, and
though in these the disadvantages under which gardeners labour were

well stated, he diffe.ed from the writer in toto. The whole question

of wages was simply one of supply and demand, and in this case the

supply exceeded the demand. He donbted whether gardeners' wages

would ever materially rise, because a number of day labourers are

employed at 12s. per week, and these are continually forcing them-

selves upwards. Such men at 18s. per week are preferred to those at

30s. a-week, and so long as this continues to be the case wages must

be low. More especially at the present crisis did he think that much
advance was hopeless, for the expenses of many an establishment

would be cut down to the lowest figure. What was the effect of the

railway panic of 1847 ? Why, the amount of donations to the Insti-

tution fell to one-third of that subscribed in any previous year. The
Chairman then referring to tho International Horticultural Exhibi-

tion, said that about a year ago some of those present attended a
meeting for the purpose of inaugurating it, and he was asked to

take his part ; others had been asked to take the undertaking under

their wing, but the one had not the funds, and the other had not

the pluck ; but, said Sir Wentworth, " We (the Executive Committee),

found the funds, and we found the pluck." Besides that, they had

entertained their foreign visitors at the Guildhall, which the Corpo-

ration had lent for the purpose ; but mind, the Executive found the

dinner, and he believed their visitors had expressed their satisfaction

at the reception which had been given them. The undertaking, how-

ever, was not a light one. His friend on the left (Mr. C. Lee), said

that £9000 would pay the expenses; but he (the Chairman), said

£12,000 would not do it. The Exhibition was, therefore, a specula-

tion, and they entered into it, knowing that whatever might be the loss

the gain would not bo theirs ; but they had resolved from tho first,

that if they did meet with success tho Institution should profit by it.

The Exhibition had proved an entire success, £3000 profit having
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beeii netted, and of that sum the Committee had decided to give one-

third to the Institution. The Royal Horticultural Society had teen

asked to take one-third of the profits for their assistance and the use

of their garden, hut the offer was refused, and nothing but £300 down

in hard cash would do ; otherwise that Society would have had £1000

also. The Chairman then read a letter from Sir Daniel Cooper,

Bart., enclosing a cheque for £1000, and concluded by urging the

claims of the charity, and expressing a hope that those present would

raise the amount to £2000.

Mr. Brandreth T. Gibbs then proposed the health of the Chair-

man, and alluded to the services which he had rendered to the Insti-

tution, and his endeavours to forward the interests of horticulture.

The Chairman, in returning thanks, said that he did not know
whether they would look upon him as a public nuisance for troubling

them so often, but still he felt he must trouble them again, and tell

those present that they who gave so largely, as some had done that

night, even to the extent of £30, were real friends to this Society.

But there were other real friends, and these were those who subscribed

large sums from year to year (and no man contributes more than

twice to a charity in which he does not take an interest)—thesij weie

the great friends to whom the Society wonld have to look for its

principal support. If all would only put their shoulders to the wheel

they could make it a powerful institution in a short time, and some

there were who had determined to do so. As far as he was concerned,

he could only say that whenever he could asbist them, they might com-

mand his services. This year they had had for their Chairman one

who had a windfall to announce ; but next year they wonld have Sir

Robert Peel, and he hoped that they would give him the reception

which he deserved. He then proposed the health of the Treasurer,

Mr. Wrench.

Mr. Wrench, in returning thanks, remarked that on such occasions

it was customary to have only three figures to the subscription total,

but he was glad to see that on this occasion it had increased to four.

The Institution had since the last anniversary experienced the loss

of two of its Vice-Presidents, Sir Joseph Paxton and Dr. Lindley.

who had taken a warm interest in it, and if all would do the same its

benefits would be very much increased.

Mr. G. Godwin then proposed " Success to the Royal Horticul-

tural and Botanic Societies," coupled with the names of Dr. Hogg,

the Rev. Joshua Dix, and Professor Bentlcy.

Dr. Hogg, in returning thanks, said that he had lately been so

much accustomed to return thanks for the Secretaries of the Inter-

national Horticultural Exhibition, that he was afraid he should have

to do what history is said never to do—repeat himself. He re-

collected the first meeting of the originators of that Exhibition, and
he thought he might safely say that they were the half dozen " men of

pluck " who put down their £10 a-piece to start the undertaking ; but

that sum was a long way off £13,000 ; still, they persevered, and though

at times the Committee had had their misgivings, they had borne on

by a fixed resolution safely to the end.

The Rev. Joshua Drx, in responding, defended the Royal Horti-

cultural Society in regard to their having required £300 to be paid

for the use of "their grounds and other facilities, for, said he, had the

Council entered into any arrangement for contingent profits, they

would have been playing with money that did not belong to them. It

should be remembered that on the opening of the Exhibition, when
its financial success appeared somewhat doubtfnl, an appeal was made
to them for an extension of time in the use of the grounds, etc., and
what did the Council do ? They said, " We will waive all claims for

an additional sum of money; we will not accept it ; we grant you the

extension of privilege for nothing."
Professor Bentley said he very fully appreciated the very kind

manner in which the toast had been received. He had been connected

with the Royal Botanic Society for eighteen years, and all his life

with plants, but till last year he never knew the men personally who
were the great plant-growers of this country, and he had formed a

high estimation of their sterling qualities.

Mr. Cutler (the Secretary), then read a list of subscriptions put

down at the dinner to the amount of £260, after which his health was
proposed by the Chairman.

Mr. Alderman Mechi said he considered himself an old friend of

theirs, having occupied the chair in 1857. He might be accused of

having been a truant since then, but the truth was he had been taken

aip with the Agricultural Benevolent Society, and he was sure that

they would be glad to hear that it had £5000 a-year, and that there

•were at the present time one hundred recipients of its benefits. They
had all heard Sir C. W. Dilke, and they, as well as he, knew that he

•was a great advocate of horticulture. At the late Show there had
fceen £3000 profits, and £1000 had been given to the Gardeners' Bene-
volent Institution, but he did not see the reason why the whole £3000
should not have been given. He then proposed the " Nursery and
Seed Trade." coupled with the names of Mr. Veitch and Mr. Child.

Mr. Veitch returned thanks in a very effective speech, remarking
that the Committee of the International Horticultural Exhibition had
shown what England could do, and what its gardeners could do. He
loved horticulture because it was an intellectual pursuit, although not

such a money-making business as some in the city of London, and he
loved it for its own sake. With regard to the question of wages, it was
a thing to be bewailed that the carpenter and other mechanics shonld

he in a far better position than the generality of gardeners. Labourers,

it was true, helped to keep down wages, by trying to do everything and
often doing nothing well ; and he considered the best remedy for this

state of things, the best way to secure an increase of the gardener's
wages, would be to educate him, and then employers would find it to

their profit to employ the educated man. He, therefore, said, Let us
lovers of horticulture do all that we can, not only to increase our
numbers, but to raise the standard of education as well.

Mr. Child briefly returned thanks for himself and the seed trade.
" The Stewards," coupled with the name of Mr. Shaw, and " The

Ladies," weie then given.

Mr. John Gould VErrcu having returned thanks for the ladies,

the company broke up.

The room was decorated with a profusion of flowers contributed by
Messrs. Lee, Turner, Fraser, Williams, and others, and there was an
excellent dessert. The dinner-table ornaments were kindly lent gra-

tuitously by Messrs. Howell & James, of Regent Street.

A WORD ON BEHALF OF SMALL ORCHAED
HOUSES.

These useful structures have hardly met with a just criticism

at the hands of writers on the subject. Whilst admitting their

general inferiority to the larger houses, now so common, and
for which it is safe to predict a still greater development, it

would also be fair to state that in proper hands small orchard-

houses may be rendered eminently useful. From the very

fact of 'their small size they present considerations of value to

that numerous class whose means are limited, and who also

cannot devote much time to them. Space, too, in small

gardens is difficult to spare. We have here, then, three very

serious considerations—viz., time, space, and money, and these

leave us much to say in favour of small structures. Let us,

then, allow them their proper place in the public estimation.

One thing is certain—that by the amateur doubtful of his re-

sources they will always be selected. In large gardens they

are obviously out of place, except as Orangeries, or for re-

tarding a portion of the crop by placing them with a colder

exposure, which, by the way, is the right manner of retarding

any fruit.

If the small number of entries for the orchard- house trees

in pots, which were submitted to Messrs. Errors, Ewing, and
myself at the Great Show was a true indication that public

taste in this matter had endorsed that of some critics, all

question of large versus small houses would be needless ; but a

round of subsequent visits to friends and others possessing

them of all sizes enables me to state that orchard-houses never

were so nourishing. In one case an amateur, with the aid of

a rough workman or two, manages alone an immense house

250 feet long, and can show as good fruit as need be expected,

and pruning so equal as to be unsurpassed. He is about to

lengthen this house to 500 feet, and there is no reason why he

should fail with this lordly house, but, rather, there is every

chance of greater results. This case establishes what amateurs,

really in earnest, trusting to their common-sense principles,

and employing only the same amount of skill as is shown by

so many lady florists, can do with large orchard-houses.

In the second instance I was shown by an amateur of very

limited mi aus what can be effected by careful attention with

extremely small structures for growing fruit. In his small

garden, where every available space was carefully economised,

were two small span-roofed houses. The oldest of these, some

ten years old, was only 18 feet by 9. To the ridge was only

7 feet ; the sides were 4J feet high. This stood east and west.

The other house was 10 feet by 12, and had ventilating shutters

1 foot wide, all round, and others at the top, at each end. This

house stood north and south. The whole number of trees was

no less than eighty (chiefly pyramids in 13-inch pots), and con-

sisted of Peaches, Nectarines, Plums, Pears, and choice Apple

trees. By the different position of these houses, and by plung-

ing a portion of the Plums in the open ground during the last

week of June, a succession of fruit was secured, and more room

given to the Peaches to ripen. The crop looked fine, and the

foliage was without a stain, so that this amateur will probably

have more Peaches than can be found on many an extensive

wall, this evil year of blight, and bloodshed. Without these

houses what chance would he have had of choice fruit in a

small, unwalled garden ?

At Sawbridgeworth, also, where I stayed two days, were

houses 100 feet long, and but 7 feet high to the ridge, yet they

were full of fine pyramidal Apricot trees, well loaded. My first

house was but 30 feet long, and is still very early. It has de-

fects enough, no doubt, but it is always full of Peaches. The
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truth then seems to bo, that amateurs, by ordinary attention

to well-known rules, ought to manage small as well as large

orchard-houses, without much difference in trouble.

Peaches on tho open wall can this year be counted without

any difficulty, but in all tho orchard-houses I have seen there

is a good crop. This is a fact worth many words.—T. C.

Bb£haut, Richmond Llousc, Cucrwcy.

COUNTRY SCRAPS—No. 1.

It was in the little village of Boxted, Essex, that I first found

a fungus which I have never since met with. It was a damp
day in autumn that I was wending my way through a short

lane which ran near our own quiet church—certainly posses-

sing various characteristics of architecture, but neat and cleanly

within ; and I was pondering upon the still resting-place of

my young mother, who with her baby boy lay in that small

portion of ground known as " God's acre," awaiting the sum-

mons of the Master of the flowers there cut down and withered,

to awake to renewed life under the resuscitating beams of the

Sun of Righteousness. Thinking, too, I was of the glory and

happiness of those two souls who walked in holy communion
through those fields of light and love above ; and from the

contemplation of this heavenly region I came back to the reali-

sation of the fact that I must put aside my day dreams, and
olose my eyes to the magic mirror that was in the soul within

me and grapple again with the world, all motherless as I was;

and it is a hard world for a woman to fight her way in, and

sometimes the case is even harder where
° Men must work, but women must weep.**

To sit still and weep is destructive to mind aud body : there-

fore if it be but to sweep the house, rather work ; it will keep

the brain from wearing itself out before the body, which is the

most pitiable case in nature. But, as I was saying, I gave up
useless regrets, and being but a maiden in my teens, I was
not very likely to let " grief prey on my damask cheeks." No,

I rather held the motto that care killed a cat, and so betook

myself to the amusement of seeking in the dripping bank close

by for what I was always expecting and hoping to find—some-
thing unknown to the botanical world. What a grand day this

would have been for me to come upon the " philosopher's

stone." Had I been a man I should have attached myself to

some exploring expedition ; but Nature not favouring me in

this line, I more humbly enjoy my own quiet depredations in

our own English hedgerows. That day, however, I did find

something, and something which a subsequent letter from
Professor Henslow led me to believe was not so very common.
How my young heart bounded for joy when he requested that
" the young lady would kindly procure more specimens if any
were to be found, and send them to him packed carefully in a

box, as the Curator of the Ipswich Museum only possessed

two of these fungi, and possibly another year they might alto-

gether disappear from the spot where they were gathered."

He described the specimens as those of the Starry Puff-ball.

The part which contained the " puff," as we children called it,

he, I remember, designated as " the furnace." Of course my
hat was soon donned, and off I went with a small basket. I

found a few more plants in the same locality, but no more in

that lane, although I searched both sides of it. This fungus
is entirely concealed by the vegetation around, and therefore,

perhaps, is it found so rarely. Finding its haunt was amongst
rotten sticks and decayed leaves, I thought I would search a
bank beneath a large Hawthorn tree which stood near our
house, and which answered that description, and there, to my
infinite delight, I found quite a nest of my treasures. My
basket was soon filled. Perhaps I sent the Professor a dozen
and half of these fungi, keeping also some for ourselves. I

remember the peculiar appearance of these strange plants very
well : some of them had five and some four segments, like legs

descending from " the furnace," and meeting five or four (as

the case might be), other divisions ascending from the earthy-

looking foundation from which they rose. We kept some of

the specimens in a china saucer upon the cLi£foci';re in the
drawing-room, and they awoke the curiosity of all who saw
them, whether botanists or not. I dare say the Curator of the
Ipswich Museum no longer complains of a paucity of speci-

mens.
I have somewhere read that there is a peculiar narcotic pro-

perty in the fumes of the common Puff-ball when burnt, and
that it has been used on this account to take the honey from
hives without destroying the bees ; but whethor it is still so

used I am unablo to say. I havo seen farmers stooping to
secure some of the powder from theso fungi, using it as a
styptic to prevent the bleeding from a recent cut ; and I knew
a country gentleman who always kept a small stock in reserre

in the neighbourhood of his shaving chattels, to resort to in
that unlucky moment which comes alike to the strongest and
weakest-minded of our " lords," when putting that last dainty
touch in the matutinal beautifications which would havo been
"all well had it ended well," as old Shakspearo hath it, but
which, on the contrary, was productive of the keenest cut o£
all—a cut which wounded physiognomy and vanity at the same
time. Maternal Nature, however, comes to the aid of all her
suffering children ; and from the simple bosom of the earth

we may on all sides possess ourselves of the necessary curatives

if we only know where to seek them, and will not, as wo so
often do, " despise the day of small things." The humbla
cottager frequently knows more of the uses of the plants and
herbs around her than we who consider ourselves the more
enlightened portion of the community over dream of. They
may be called old wives' nostrums, but after all there is often

a medical virtue which would warrant further research. In
the wilder parts of Yorkshire tho gude dame seems often in
requisition with her homely medicaments, and marvellous tales

are told in the peculiar northern dialect of miraculous cures

thereby effected. The narratives, however, lose so much o£

their pith from the recapitulation in our southern tongue, that

I will not pretend to detail them.
Speaking of Yorkshire, although my visit there has been too

late in the season to aid me in making any fresh additions, to

my hortus siccus, still from friends living m the county I haya
gathered details of several plants which are, perhaps, rather

local, but which abound in some parts of that rich botanical

shire. The Narcissus biflorus, Pale Narcissus, is mentioned
by Henry Baines, Sub-Curator to the Y'orkshire Philosophical

Society (1810), as being found "in a field in which is a stona
quarry, on the left of the high road to Aske from Richmond

;

at Thornborough, near Thirsk ; near Rotherham ; near Hornsey
church ; near Ripon ; in meadows at Sowerby and Warley,
near Halifax." Certain it is that in a meadow a short distance

from York there are bulbs of this uncommon plant. In the

spring it throws up its pale and delicate flowers. My brother's

gardener was upon the point of removing the plants to his

newly laid out garden ; fortunately, to prevent this desecration,

the Rev. botanist appeared upon the spot, and forbade the
unhallowed act. My brother had his doubts whether the bulbs

might not have been thrown out with manure from soma
garden ; but upon consideration he withdrew this idea, as the

fields had for a long time been used only as pasture for cattle,

and there was no garden in their immediate vicinity.

Another plant which is not very common in the south of

England, although it has been found in Norfolk and Suffolk,

is the Giant Bellflower, Campanula latifolia. In Yorkshire it

finds many habitats. Some very fine specimens are to ba
found in a ditch in Clifton " ings." These " ings " are mea-
dows lying close to the river which runs through the old city,

and forms such a picturesque scene when viewed from one of

the bridges which span it. Tho Campanula latifolia is also

found near Fulford church, at Roche Abbey, and in many
other parts of this county. A crop which is quite unfamiliar

to my southern eye, and which was just beginning to cover

some fields, in which it wan pointed out to me, was that of

numerous healthy-looking Teazels. The appearance which
they present is that of a field of young Thistles. Of course

their well-doing is a matter of anxiety in the large cloth-making
districts in the north.—A Surgeon's Wife.

DUTY-FREE TOBACCO FOR GARDEN
PURPOSES.

The " Richmond Cavendish Company," to enable them to

prepare a cheap composition for fumigation and other garden
purposes, have applied to the trade and others interested in

horticulture to sign petitions to the Lords of the Treasury and
Commissioners of Customs, asking that Tobacco may be duty

free for such purposes. Such remission of duty would, of

course, promote the trade of the Company, but it would also be
advantageous to the gardening community, therefore we re-

commend the petitions to the support of our readers. The
following is a copy :

—

" To the Lords of the Treasury.
" We, the seedsmen, florists, nurserymen, market gardeners,
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and others, interested in horticultural pursuits, respectfully

submit to your Lordships, that we may be permitted to use
Tobacco in the form of pastiles, free of duty, for the purpose of
fumigation, in order to destroy the insect vermin which are so
injurious to plants and trees.

" Various preparations have been tried, but' it is well known,
that Tobacco is, of all other things, the most efficacious ; and
it would be extensively used if its high cost, owing to the duty
levied upon it, did not make it too expensive an article for

general application.

"In praying that this petition be granted, your petitioners

would most respectfully point out, that similar concessions
have been made in other cases, the use of rum in methylated
spirit, and of Tobacco, for sheepwash, having been granted
tinder circumstances of a similar character.

" The objection that the use of Tobacco, free of duty, for

horticultural purposes might prove injurious to the revenue,
could no doubt be met by imposing such restrictions on the
mode of preparing the Tobacco in bond, for the pastiles, as
would entirely prevent the possibility of its being employed for

any other than the purpose for which your petitioners respect-
fully ask permission to use it. The method we would propose
is to grind a proportion of two-thirds of Tobacco together with
one-third of common soot and fish oil ; or to add such other
ingredients as the chemist to the Government might suggest
for the more effectual destruction of the Tobacco.

" In the event of your Lordships kindly granting the prayer
of your petitioners, you will confer a favour of great value to a
large class of persons connected with horticultural pursuits in
this country, and a favour which will undoubtedly prove a
general benefit to the public.

" And your petitioners will over pray."

HYDRANGEA LTORTENSIS FOR OUT-DOOR
DECORATION.

Perhaps no plant has been more generally cultivated than

this variety of Hydrangea since its introduction by Sir J. Banks.

It is a very imposing plant when seen in its smallest form m
the Covent Garden style ; but when seen out of doors in au-

tumn, 7 feet high, in the form of a large shrub, with thousands

of monstrous flowers resting on fine broad green leaves, it pre-

sents the grandest subject that can be seen in our climate in

connection with the flower garden, or decorating the margin of

ornamental water, where it is most at home. The propagation

of this plant is so simple, and its culture in pots so well under-

stood, that I will not intrude with remarks on anything save

what relates to its out-door culture.

It is frequently asserted that the Hydrangea will only suc-

ceed in favourable localities near the sea. In the west of

England and south of Ireland it may be seen with large shrubs,

flowering freely without any protection ; but it may also be

seen thirty miles inland quite as fine by some attention to

culture. The Hydrangea hortensis is a wonderful plant to suit

situation ; it may be seen in monstrous cymes on a wall facing

south. On a north wall it will flower equally grand, although

not so abundantly ; under the branches of trees, on the edge of

a pond, or planted on a rock it will flower profusely. It must

not be inferred from this that good culture is not necessary

;

there is no common plant on which high culture will tell more

Strikingly.

In commencing with young plants, the practice here is to

grow them on a bed of loam and peat in a rough state
;
the

plants are planted on the surface, and mulched with rotted

dung and watered as frequently as circumstances will permit.

The plants are removed and protected in winter until the wood

assumes a shrubby character, when they are permanently

planted out, or kept in borders, and regularly transplanted to

suit requirements.

In a climate where frost would destroy the annual shoots

the plants may be taken up and put into any sort of shed with

straw, or any other thatch, to keep out frost. In this sort of

treatment it is important to maintain the vigour of the

plants, and to this end it is necessary, when the plants are

laid in, to pack firmly moist earth about the roots. No more

trouble will be required until the latter end of May, when the

plants may be put into summer quarters, when the weak

shoots should be freely thinned out, and the bods well watered.

The Hydrangea will flower but sparingly if planted deep.

Surface-feeding will produce the best result in flower, and

prevent the weakly shoots that are sure to come from deep

planting. Our practice here is to top-dress heavily the large

plants with rich pond mud about the end of May, and this

treatment has lengthened the continuation of bloom. Water
is the great element of success in cultivating the Hydrangea.
In many places where flowers are cultivated that element is

scarce, but in special cases deep pits may be dug and filled up
with peaty sods or other spongy materials : this has been done
hero with success. Some of the pits were dug out 6 feet deep,

the hole filled in with rough sods, on top of which was put
a layer of stiff clay, on which was put a layer of rotted dung,

and Hydrangeas planted over the surface-level. The object of

the pits is to secure uniform moisture. The plants are a large

size, and flower to admiration. I have tried with various

earths the changing of the flowers from pink to blue. I have
found the same result in pure clay, pure peat, and in the simple

bodies ; experience forbids me giving any decided opinion on
this matter. Some of the American varieties of Hydrangea
thrive well here, and are very beautiful hardy-flowering shrubs.

The Hydrangea japonica is no use out of doors.

—

Charles
M'Donald, Woodstock, Co. Kilkenny.—(Scottish Gardener.)

[The late Mr. Donald Beaton told us that " Cuttings of the

Hydrangea made in February may be made to flower blue or

pink at will. If the mother plant produced blue flowers in

the former seasons, and you force it in February, cut off your

cuttings as soon as they make three joints, and when they are

rooted place them in a rich, light compost, say one-half leaf

mould or very rotten dung, and the rest of any good garden

soil, they never fail to produce pink flowers ; whereas, if taken

from a pink-flowering parent, and after rooting you grow them
in strong yellow loam, with about a sixth part of iron filings

mixed with it instead of sand, nine out of ten of them will

produce blue flowers. I have proved this over and over again,

and have seen it in other hands, but I never could get an
August cutting to differ in colour from that of the parent plant.

The reason seems to be that the juices of the parent plant

have already, by a season's growth, formed the substance, or

the organised matter, as the physiologists call it, out of which

flowers are produced, so that no after-treatment is able to

counteract the effect ; whereas cuttings separated from a plant

at so early an age as when they only attain a few inches in

length, and are then made to grow in iron rust and loam other-

wise impregnated with iron, which is well known to favour the

production of blue flowers in the Hydrangea, the organised!

matter referred to is formed from juices impregnated with iron

oxide, and so produces blue flowers. The intensity of the blue

is, I believe, according to the perfect oxidation of the iron.

Chalk water never fails to counteract this effect of the oxide on
the flowers, as we have often proved here, so that, to give the

fairest chance to the experiment of getting blue Hydrangeas, I

would recommend the cuttings to be taken as early in the spring

as possible, to strike or root them in red sand, to grow them in

nothing but red loam and iron filings, according to the above
proportions, and never to water them hut with rain water;

but I am not sure whether rusty water from hot-water pipes

would not add to the success of the experiment ; at any rate

this rusty water is not injurious to these Hydrangeas. In
some parts of the country the natural soil will produce blue

Hydrangeas, and in such places it is difficult to meet with

pink ones ; and, what is singular enough, the Rhododendrons
will flourish in such soil, although apparently devoid of all

traces of vegetable matter. There is also a kind of peat earth

which invariably turns the pink to a blue Hydrangea, but all

the peat that we have access to here (Suffolk), does just the

contrary."]

ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY'S MEETING.
Tite Juno meeting of this Society was held on the 4th tilt., the

President, Sir John Lnbbock, F.R.S., &c, being hi the chair. Count

Mniszeck, of Paris, and Messrs. Salvin and Turner were elected mem-
bers of the Society. Amongst the donations received since the last

meeting were the "Transactions" of the Society of Natural Science

of Philadelphia, the Smithsonian Institute, the Stettin Society of En-

tomology, &c, including new Memoirs on the Coleoptera of North

America, by Dr. J. Leconte ; the " Genera des Coleopteres " of Duval,

and the work of the Rev. Hamlet Clark on the Phytophagous Beetles,

Part I.

Dr. Wallace, of Colchester, the author of the Society's prize essay

on the cultivation of the new Ailanthns Silkworm, just published,

communicated a note on the colours of the larvie of that species, and

some observations on the new Oak Silkworm, Saturnia Yama-mai,

from Japan. Professor Brayley forwarded some extracts from the

Report of Consul Zohrah on the trade of Bordiansk for 1365, trans-
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znittcd to the Foreign Office, anil recently presented to Parliament,
containing a notice of the ill effects produced by tho bite of a largo

black venomons species of Spider which appeared amongst tho Wheat
ut harvest time, and bad bitten more than three hundred persons, the

into boing followed by a hard white Bpot, which, when cauterised, pro-

duced a new wound ; ordinarily tho Spider fed upon Locusts. Mr.
McLachlan communicated a noto on tho cocoon of a species of Cad-
dice Fly (Limnephilus sp.), which, although originally formed by the

larva beneath the surfaco of tho water, had gradually been raised to

the height of 2 feet above it, causing the enclosed pupa to dry and
shrivel up, thus exhibiting a fault in the instinct of the larva not often

observed in the insoct tribes.

Mr. I'ascoo exhibited a number of minnto Beetles collected by the

Rov. G. Bostock, of Freemantle, in Western Australia, chiefly in

Ants' nests, several of which are of very great interest, belonging to

tho genera Articerns, Anthicns, PtinuB, and a new genus apparently
allied to r.iussus, of which he read descriptions.

Professor Westwood exhibited drawings and read descriptors of

some new Goliath Beetles from tropical Africa, chiefly from the collec-

tions of Count Muiszcck and J. Aspinall Turner, Esq. Mr. Staiuton

exhibited a specimon of a minute Moth, Gelechia leucomelanella,

which he had succeeded in rearing from galls found upon Gypsophila
Baxifraga at Mentone in the spring. Mr. C. A. Wilson, of Adelaide,

South Australia, communicated a further portion of his notes on tho

Buprestidw, ice., of Now South Wales.

RAIDS AFTER FERNS.—No. 5.

HAMPSHIRE.
" We go to town every year." Yes, in these days one can-

not aspire to anything like gentility without the above warranty.
One must go to town every year ; one must risk one's life in the

streets, be stifled in academies, buy " best bonnets " for flower

shows and fashionable churches, even supposing one be suffi-

ciently strong-minded to resist opera and ball. Yes, the sacri-

fice must be made, and the time to offer it on the world's altar

is just the very time when nightingales are making the woods
vocal with their song, when the trees are robing themselves in

fresh young leaves, and flower after flower peeps up in meadow
and copse from its wintry hiding-place. When Nature, in obe-

dience to her Maker, is busiest in decking out her pleasant
places for our gratification, we run away from her in thankless
indifference, and will not watch her movements or listen to her
pure voice.

I usually take my London life very much as I take a tonic

—

an occasional tea-spoonful in a very large dose of country ; and
how glad I am to turn away from the dreary round of noise,

and bustle, and sin that those great streets disclose none can
tell. Each station that places a barrier of so many miles be-

tween us is hailed with delight. I look out of the carriage
window and nod my head at my old companions of forest and
field, as if years instead of days had separated us.

From London, at her busiest and noisiest. I escaped into the
bright pure air of Hampshire, the noise of the roll of carriages

giving place to the gentle whisperings of the wind amongst
Beech and Fir, to which I listen in lazy enjoyment from a
hammock slung Indian fashion between trees. Presently I

hear the tramp of little feet and the sound of merry voices, to-

gether with sundry discordant bells and clappers, and a general
shout of " The bees ! the bees !

" A knowing twist of the ham-
mock, and I, too, armed with a watering-pot and a stick, am
serenading a fine swarm, till from a splendid Rose bush they
are safely hived in their straw dwelling-place, beneath the
friendly shade of a fine Ailanthus glandulosa.
What flower shows and morning concerts are to the town,

that are bees to a bee-keeping country. No other excitement is

needed. Always swarming, or going to swarm, always being
hived, or being lost and skirmished after, they are the one
thought uppermost in men's minds. Even places of worship are

not exempt from the prevailing epidemic, for hatless heads and
smock frocks peep mysteriously in at half-open doors, beckon-
ing to other smock frocks that rise and disappear with that pe-
culiar noise of clumsy stealthiness that is so dear to Hamp-
shire-loving ears ; and after church, mayhap, it is only " the
parson's bees as were a-swarming "—an event in which all the
community most heartily sympathise. Yet in the very teeth
of the bees I had my raid. A few minutes' walk, and I was in
Havant " Thicket," sacred at present to Ferns, wild flowers,

and adders.

There are a hundred paths leading into the mysterious fast-

nesses of Havant Thicket, each diverging into the other, till

the unwary traveller gets involved in a mesh of thread-like

ways that lead him into quags, and bogs, and adders' homes in

most uncomfortable fashion. A good hunt in the thicket, how-

ever, is worth all tho peril, for it is full of treasures. Here

and there I found a space covered with a very Hmall Myrtle-

like Willow, with dark shining leaf and woolly catkins, which

looked like a bog Myrtle, on which innumerable caterpillars

had spun their nests, trailing over the ground. In tho neigh-

bourhood this plant is called tho " Flowering Willow," and is

supposed to bo rare : I should (perhaps ignorantly) set it down
as tho Salix arbuscula. Near to tho Willow, growing in great

profusion, was the GeniBta anglica, its sharp thorns painfully

reminding one that it was anglica and not tinctoria, for which

I searched in vain.

Parasitical upon the shrubs wo found, but not frequently,

Orobanche rapum, while growing on every side were Listera

ovata, Orchis maculata, and Habenariabifolia, the latter scent-

ing my Fern-bag with its rich perfume. But not alone did

H. bifolia scent the bag, for wandering further into the thicket

one came on a large bed of Lilies of the Valley !—must I call

them Convallaria majalis ? Yes, I will, for I hold that if none

but. Latin names were in use for all plants the science of

botany would be greatly simplified, and bad memories would

not be hampered with two exertions instead of one. At any

rate, lying in their greenwood bed there the pure white

flowerets were ringing their bells to the wild bees' song, and

looking to my mind's eye so like a hundred things they most

surely were not, that I could but sit down on the branch of an

old tree and hold short speech with them before I dragged

them from their lurking-place into the rude gaze of the world.

Not far from the Lily-bed there was a pool bordered with My-
osotis palustris, while trailing over the Briars was the little

Lysimachia nemorum, the L. nummularia completely covering

the ground, though the blossoms were not yet opened. Of the

commoner wild flowers, every little nook, every sunny glade,

bore bright evidence. In some places the earth was rose

colour with Pedicularis ; in another blue with Polygala, while

every now and then our crushing feet caused the Mentha syl-

vestris and Thymus serpyllum to emit a strong and pleasant

odour.

And at last tho Ferns ! In days gone by I have often said,

" Oh, nothing grows in Havant Thicket but Pteris (only in

disdain I called it Bracken) ; but now I know better, and I look

forward to many a successful raid amongst the adders. First,

there was Lastrea montana, but as I only saw two plants of it

during several walks, I conclude that the soil or air of the

Thicket is not congenial to it. I wonder if I might here be

allowed to enter a trembling protest against this Fern being

placed amongst the Lastreas, with which it appears to me to

have little affinity, its usually naked clusters of round sori

pointing rather to Polypodium.
Abounding in the Thicket was Lastrea cristata var. spinu-

losa, while of Lastrea dilatata I saw but very little. L. cristata

spinulosa is always a trouble to me, and that in many ways.

If it be a simple'variety of L. cristata, having no pretensions

to rank amongst species, how is it that it is found growing in

profusion where its original parent has never been heard of ?

If I understand species aright, I shall not be satisfied till the

wandering habit of L. spinulosa can be explained. Perhaps I

may yet find L. cristata in Hampshire, or, perhaps, I may live

to see spinulosa in the family of L. dilatata.

In this particular raid I was charmed with the different

forms assumed by the Pteris aquilina. I found it in its variety

vera, and in many cases it was also considerably forked, assum-

ing the appearance of multifida. Of Filix-mas there were several

plants of a supposed variety, for which Mr. Wollaston is claim-

ing the honour of a separate place amongst species, under the

name of Lastrea propinqua. It differs considerably from the

normal form of Filix-mas, and has many varieties or sub-

varieties of its own.
Not far from the Thicket there is a beautiful hunting-ground

called the Holt, where noble Beech trees tower towards the

heavens, and the earth at their feet is covered with the white

blossoms of Asperula odorata ; where Digitalis of the tallest,

and Prim— (I must say)—roses, of the loveliest abound, and

there I found a very curious variety of Filix-mas, lax in

growth, pale.in colouring, and irregular in form of pinnule. I

have not yet had it named, for I have yet to prove that I am
the first who has noticed it.

Besides the Lastrea Filix-mas there are several good varieties

of Athyrium Filix-foemina growing in the Holt, and many a

beautiful wild plant, I may not stay to enumerate. Even
during the time bestowed on the Filices, the bees have swarmed

for the third time, kettledrums have sounded a retreat, and

the scattered forces are dispersed for ever.
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From Havant Thicket I passed on to Stoke's Bay, and as I sat
upon the beach watching the " Pearl " steaming up and down
the Bay, in sight of the fair Isle of Wight, I gathered close by
my side the handsome yellow Glaucium flavum, Sedum angli-
oum, Statice armeria, Hieracium pilosella, the silvery Poten-
tilla anserina, and many another little flower which gladdened
the sandy waste by its bright presence, while the neighbouring
eorn fields were brilliant with the deep blue of Centaurea
qyanus, and the fiery Papaver rhajas.

I noticed in the hedges Polystichum angulare, but I did not
make any particular search till I arrived in the neighbourhood
of the New Forest, where, in many a grassy lane and sheltered
hedge, I knew that I should be rewarded by finding Ferns of
many species, and, as I hoped, of many varieties. I remem-
bered how in days gone by, the adders and I had glided in and
out amongst Bracken and silvery Birch and Hornbeam, at-
tracted by the same sunbeams playing on our path, and each
darting away scared at the other's presence. I remembered
the tall Lastreas in the Embley Wood, and how I had sat
down there on a stile, puzzling with rueful face over different
aperies which to my untutored eyes would not seem distinct.
I remembered the deep blue of the undulating distance trans-
formed into liquid light as the rich gleams of tho setting sun
fell upon it

; the sheltered nooks, with the pretty cottage, and
the gleeful children playing about the doors ; the white bloom
of the " merry » trees. I called to mind the tall Osmundas
of the forest

; the green banks of Asplenium adiantum-ni-
grurn; the ditches of Blechnum spicant, together with the
fair waters of the Ehododendron-bordered lake, where for the
first time I had found the bright Narthecium ossifragum, and
over whose surface, when frozen, I had been many times
ignommiously skated in a chair. I knew the home of 'Lastrea
montana, and the lanes where Polystichum aculeatum would
leave no room for angulare. I had heard how Asplenium tri-
chomanes had gradually retreated from its old haunts to more
out-of-the way localities; so, armed with my trowel and my
bag, I had little else to do than to rush off to the different
spots, collect what I required, searching as I went for anything
new.

I found no Lastrea cristata var. spinulosa, but I did find a
handsome form of Lastrea, of which one of our best Fern
authorities writes—" This Lastrea is one that has puzzled me
a great deal, and I have often in the lake district gone up to
it believing it to be an Atlryrium, and then found out my mis-
take. Whether it is a species or a variety of propinqua (I think
certainly not of Filix-mas), I cannot yet determine. It is de-
lieiously hay-scented, which is different to the other forms."

Of Athyrium Filix-fcemina I found a beautiful varietv, in
form like odontomanes, but more delicately chiselled. I have
long cherished a hope that eventually what is now called the
Tariety odontomanes may be recognised as a species, and a
separate place in Ferndom be assigned to it.

Should my Athyrium prove worthy, I shall dedicnte it to
Miss Florence Nightingale, for it grew where her footsteps
must have often fallen as she walked to and fro on her errands
of mercy.

—

Febn-Hunthess.

NOTES on TRUFFLES and TRUFFLE CULTURE.
BY C. E. BROOME, ESQ.

The numerous varieties of Fungi that are exposed for sale
in the markets of France and Italy must induce a feeling of
surprise that so little attention has been paid to their culture
by the horticulturists both of Great Britain and the Continent.
The Mushroom is the only species at all commonly made use
of in this country ; the Blewitt may sometimes, indeed, be
seen in Covent Garden, hut it is a species far inferior in flavour
to many others of our Fungi, and it is certainly not the pro-
duce of our gardens. Truffles, which are frequently seen, and
so highly esteemed in continental markets as to command a
high price, are comparatively rarely to be met with in our own,
and even Covent Garden can boast but of one native kind, and
that an inferior one—viz., Tuber ;r;stivum. There are, how-
ever, various reasons for this neglect of Nature's benefits that
operate with us, that do not apply with equal force to our con-
tinental neighbours, such as distressing cases of poisoning from
the indiscriminate use of Fungi gathered by persons ignorant
of the qualities of the various species, a danger in great measure
guarded against abroad by the appointment of an official person
capable of determining the noxious or innocent nature of the
species brought for sale. What tends, however, still more, I

perhaps, to increase our objection to their use, is the natural
inaptitude of our countrymen to acquire the art of cookery,
which is a very important element in suiting these plants to
human digestion ; added to which, there is the difficulty of

adopting new customs, or changes of diet. Were a taste for

these productions, however, once established, we should soon
find numerous species brought forward as valuable additions
to our means of sustenance.

Notwithstanding that Truffles have been considered articles of
luxury, and have commanded a high price from the time of the
Romans down to the present, and that it has ever been the
aim of horticulturists to bring them into the number of re-

gular garden crops, they seem hitherto to have defied all efforts

to reclaim them, and to resemble, in their intractable disposi-

tion, the wild ass,
'

' whose house has been made the wilderness,

and the barren land his dwellings, who scorueth the multitude
of the city, and the range of the mountains is his pasture."
If this, then, be a correct representation of their character, it

is a question whether it would not be easier to cultivate them
by assisting Nature in her own way, than to restrict her within
our limits by forcing these denizens of the forest to occupy a
place in our kitchen gardens. It would seem, indeed, that the
amount of shade they demand is such as to be incompatible
with the requirements of a garden. But let us see what has
been done hitherto in the various endeavours made to grow
Truffles by the assistance of art. And here we cannot do
better than give the information with which the Messrs. Tu-
lasne present us in their beautiful work on Hypogasous Fungi.
They mention four species of Truffles exclusively in use in
France—viz., T. melanosporum, T. brumale, T. restivum, and
T. mesentericum, of which two, or perhaps three, occur in
Great Britain. Tuber icstivum is apparently the only species

to be met with in a recent state in our shops ; T. mesentericum
may at times occur, but it has not yet been noticed there.

T. brumale, if our plant is identical with Tulasne's, has
hitherto been found in England of too small a size to be worth
sending to market. In Italy there are other kinds, one of

which, T. maguatum, commands a higher price than any other;

and in the southern parts of Italy, Sicily, Syria, and Africa,

another species, Terfezia leonis, is of common use as an
article of food.

The true Truffles have rough seeds, which, seen under the

older and imperfect microscopes, resembled somewhat a Truffle

in miniature, and early writers concluded that the mature
plant was merely one of these seeds largely developed in all

directions. The Tulasnes have proved, however, by careful

observations that they germinate in the same way as do those

of most other Fungi—viz., by giving origin to delicate threads,

which spread in the surrounding soil, and that from such
threads the young Truffles arise, probably after some kind of

impregnation, which is as yet, notwithstanding the researches

of recent observers, involved in obscurity. The fact of the

existence of a mycelium in Truffles, resembling that of Mush-
rooms, must be taken into consideration in any attempt that

may be made to cultivate them.
The soils in which edible Truffles are found in France are

always calcareous or calcareous clays, which accords generally

with my own experience. Tuber mesentericum occurs, how-
ever, in ferruginous sands, as is also the case with another
species, Hydnotrya Tulasnei, which, or a closely allied kind, is

largely eaten in Bohemia, under the name of Czerwena Tar-

toffle. Messrs. Tulasne describe the soil of a Truffle district

near Loudun, Vienne, as composed of rolled fragments of cal-

careous matter, mixed with fine quartzose sauds, lying on a
thick bed of compact marly clay, which easily splits up into

thin layers. It contains, in 1000 parts, 500 of calcareous

matter, 325 of clay and iron, 150 of quartzose sand, and
25 parts, more or less, of vegetable mould. But they attribute

a still great influence in the production of these plants to the

presence of trees — a condition necessary perhaps to their

growth, in order to keep off the heat of the direct sun-rays.

Our authors testify, indeed, that this is not always indispens-

able ; and I have seen Truffles dug up on the bare sloping

sides of the Italian mountains.
Some persons have supposed that these Fungi are parasitia

ou the roots of trees. This the Tulasnes expressly deny, on
the strength of observations and inquiries instituted to that

end, and I can confirm them in this matter, and would remark
that the frequent presence of certain galls attached to the

small roots of Oaks, resembling young Truffles so strongly as

often to deceive me for a time, may have given origin to this

error.
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Some trees appear to be moro favourable to the production

of Truffles than others. Oak and Hornbeam are especially

mentioned; but, besides these, Chestnut, Birch, Box, and
Hazel are alluded to. I bavc generally found Tuber icstivum

under Beech trees, but also under Hazel ; Tuber maciosporum
under Oaks ; ami T. brumale under Oaks and Abele. Tbe men
who collect Truffles for Covent Garden obtain tbem chiefly

under Beeoh, and in mixed plantations of Fir and Beech. The
(Truffle-grounds of Franco are remarkable for the sterility of

the surfaoe, the cause of which has given rise to many conjec-

tures —viz., that Trullles exercise a pn judicial inlluence on all

plants in contact with or proximity to themselves, by appro-
priating their nutriment in a manner similar to the llhizoc-

tonia? ; but a more probable reason of this sterility is the fre-

quent digging to which the Truffle-grounds are subjected by
the collectors ; for, as Truffles are not truly parasitic, it would
attribute an inconceivable amount of influence to their myce-
lium to suppose them capable by its means of destroying all

the surrounding vegetation. And we may remark, that some
species occur in grassy places, as in the forest of Vincennes,
according to Tulasne ; and so with T. macrosporum and
T. brumale, as I find them. It seems to be a better explana-
tion of this sterility, so generally accompanying Truffles, that
they can only succeed well where they find a comparative free-

dom from other vegetable growth, arising from causes inde-
pendent of themselves, and that they are the result, and not
the cause, of this sterility.

In common with many other Fungi, Truffles do not bear to
be disturbed in their early stages ; so that the collectors are
careful in their researches after the summer species, as T. aosti-

vum and T. mesentericum, not to stir the ground more deeply
than is absolutely necessary, as by so doing they would destroy
the winter crop of the more valuable kinds, T. melanosporum
and T. brumale. Any disturbance of the soil in winter, when
the latter are mature, does no harm, but rather aids in their
culture, by rendering the mould more suitable for the germi-
nation of their spores and the growth of their mycelium.
From Messrs. Tulasne's observations it would seem that three
or four months suffice for the development of these plants

;

they state that they have met with Tuber mesentericum about
as large as grains of Millet in the beginning of October, which
must acquire their full size before the end of December ; for
about that time they find this species in its mature condition
alone. And it is supposed that the warm rains of August are
highly conducive to the fertility of the Truffle-ground, and
that the abundance or scantiness of the crop depends very
much on the nature of that period. These plants grow with-
out any special care or tendance ; but as they are not unfre-
quently found, both in France and Italy, on the borders of
corn fields, where they are ploughed up in the cultivation of
the land, it would seem that they succeed as well in ground
that has been stirred and manured as in that which has been
left to its natural condition.
Some notion may be obtained of the extent to which the

trade in Truffles is carried in France, when we read that in the
market of Apt alone 1600 kilogrammes (about 3500 lbs.), are
exposed for sale every week in the height of tho season, and
that the lowest estimate of the quantity sold during the winter
amounts to 15,000 kilogrammes (nearly 33.000 lbs, weight).
According to another account, the Department of Vaucluse
yields from 125,900 to 30,009 kilogrammes annuallv. The vast
quantity that must, therefore, be procured and sold in all the
French provinces where they grow, and the large revenue
arising theiefrom, should be a great inducement to the pro-
prietors of suitable localities to attempt their cultivation in
England.
Many trials have been made to subject these vegetables to a

regular system of culture, but hitherto without success. We
owe to the Count de Borch and to M. de Bornholz the chief
accounts of these attempts. They inform us that a compost
was prepared of pure m< ul I and vegetable soil, mixed with dry
leaves and Bawdust, in which, when properly moistened, mature
Truffles were placed in winter, either whole or in fragments,
and that after the lapse of some time small Truffles were found
in the compost. But the result was discouraging rather than
otherwise. The most successful plan consisted in sowing
acorns over a considerable extent of land of a calcareous
nature

; and when the young Oaks had attained the age of ten
or twelve years, Truffles were found in the intervals between
the trees. This process was carried on in the neighbourhood
of Loudun, where Truffle-beds had formerly existed, but where
they had loag ceased to be productive—a fact indicating the

aptitude of tho soil for tho purpose. In this case no attempt
was made to produce Truffles by placing ripe specimens in the
earth ; but they Sprang up of themselves, from spores probably
contained in tho soil. The young trees were left rather wide
apart, and were cut for tho first time about tho twelfth year
from the sowing, and afterwards at intervals of from seven to
nine years. Truffles were thus obtained for a poriod of from
twenty-five to thirty years, after which the plantations ceaBed
to be productive, owing, it was said, to tho ground being too
much shaded by the branches of tho young trees, a remedy for
which might have been found by thinning out the treos ; but
this would not be adopted till all the barren tracts culled
" galluches," had been planted. Tho brushwood, by being
thus thinned-out, would be converted into timber trees, and
the Truffle-grounds rendered permanent, like those of Toitou,
which are commonly situated under the shade of lofty trees.

It is the opinion of the Messrs. Tulasne that the regular culti-

vation of Truffles in gardens can never be so successful as this

so-called indirect culture at Loudun, &c. ; hut they think that
a satisfactory result might be obtained in suitable soils by
planting fragments of mature Truffles in wooded localities,

taking care that the other conditions of the spots selected
should be analogous to those of the regular Truffle-grounds

;

and they recommend a judicious thinning of the trees, and
clearing the surface from brushwood, &c, which prevents at
once tho beneficial effects of rain and of the direct sun-rays.
It is added that this species of industry has added much to the
value of certain districts of Loudun and Civray, which were
previously comparatively worthless, and has enriched many of
the proprietors, who now make periodical sowings of acorns,
thus bringing in a certain portion of wood as Truffle-grounds
each year. At Bonardeline, for instance, the annual return
from Truffles iu a plantation of less than half an acre, was
from £4 to £5. Another case is adduced in the arrondisse-
ment of Apt, where several proprietors have made plantations :

the trees are left about 5 or C yards apart ; and so soon as
their branches meet and shade the ground too much, they are
thinned-out.

The districts of England especially suited to produce Truffles
would thus appear to be situated on the great band of calcare-

ous beds which run diagonally across the island from the south-
eastern corner of Devonshire to the mouth of the Wash in
Norfolk, occupying all the country that lies to the south-east
of such a line, including the counties of Somerset, Dorset,
Wilts, Gloucester, Hampshire, Berkshire, Kent, Hertfordshire,
and parts of Northampton, Norfolk, and Lincoln ; and it is to
the proprietors of land in those districts that we must look for
any successful attempts to cultivate these Fungi.
A great proportion of the Truffles exposed for sale in Covent

Garden comes from Wiltshire and Hampshire, and the opinions
of those who make it their business to collect them coincide
completely with those of Messrs. Tulasne cited above. I have
been informed by one of these men, that whenever a plantation
of Beech, or Beech and Fir, is made on the chalk districts of
Salisbury Plain, after the lapse of a few years Truffles are pro-
duced ; and that these plantations continue productive for a
period of from ten to fifteen years, after which they cease to
be so. It has been observed that the species most available
for culinary purposes with us is Tuber a>stivum, a species con-
sidered in France as of far less value than T. melanosporum
and T. brumale ; and it might be worth while to obtain well-
matured specimens of these species from France, and dis-

tribute them while quite fresh in some locality producing our
indigenous kinds, to ascertain if we could not thus obtain a
superior race of Truffles. Tuber astivum is commonly worth
about 2s. Gd, per 1 lb. in Covent Garden, whilst in Italy
Tuber magnatum fetches from fifteen to seventeen francs, and
T. melanosporum almost as much. Should horticulturists be
tempted to try their skill in the artificial production of these
Fungi, they should bear in mind the conditions most suitable
to their nature as above recorded. They might succeed, for

instance, in producing them in Filbert-plantations or in gar-
dens thickly set with fruit trees ; and they should plant mature
specimens in well-trenched ground on a calcareous substratum,
and be careful not to stir the soil to any depth till the autumn
or winter of the following year, in order not to disturb th
mycelium ; and it would be well perhaps, in case they find a
successful result, not to take too largely of the crop the first

year or two, but to give them timo to establish themselves
thoroughly in the locality. It would seem, however, that,
when once established, deep stirrings of the soil would tend
rather to encourage than to check their increa-o, as giving the
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mycelium a lighter soil in which to vegetate, and preventing
the growth of roots of surrounding trees, &c, which might
deprive the Truffles of the requisite nutriment.

It might be as well to try the growth of Tuber macrosporum,
as it is an indigenous species, aDd might become a source of
profit, notwithstanding its garlic odour. Those who possess
woods or plantations of Beech in calcareous soils, which are
not already productive of Truffles, might succeed perhaps in
rendering them so by trenching patches of ground beneath the
trees, so as to clear away the brushwood, grass, and roots for a
considerable space, and planting ripe Truffles in the trenched
spaces, and then allowing time for them to produce their my-
celium. And when the roots of surrounding trees again en-
croach on the selected spots, they might be checked by deep
digging around their margins.

—

(Journal of the Royal Horti-
cultural •Society.)

DEJEUNER AT MR. WM. PAUL'S NURSERIES
AT WALTHAM CROSS.

On Tuesday last the Executive Committee of the International
Horticultural Exhibition recently held at South Kensington, paid a
complimentary and friendly visit of inspection to Mr. Wm. Paul's
nnrsery grounds at Waltham Cross. The gentlemen arrived per train
at 11.30—the down mail stopping specially at Waltham station for the
occasion. They walked direct from the platform to the nurseries, by a
private pathway adjoining the line, bordered with Roses ; and were
soon admiring the extensive and beautiful collection of flowers and
shrubs, which are to be found in vast profusion there. The Roses
first attracted attention, the entrance being lined with them, also the
edge of the grounds nearest to the radway. These are not only culti-
vated, but bred by Mr. TV. Paul. The Geraniums were next examined
with much interest : of these favourite flowers Mr. W. Paul has a new
race in Mr. Beaton's stock. While walking np the principal broadway
of greensward, the varieties of hardy ornnmental-foliaged trees with
their purple, silver, and gold leaves commanded much admiration.
These in gentlemen's gardens would pleasingly vary the monotony of
uniform green foliage : of such Mr. W. Paul has a large collection, we
were told the best in Europe. There are Oak leaves almost black,
Maple leaves almost white, Spanish Chestnuts of golden hue, and
almost every intervening shade of foliage. The fruit trees, espe-
cially some fine kinds of Pears, were also particularly noticed ; and the
visitors were busily engaged examining trees, shrubs, and flowers,
until they were called in to partake of a sumptuous breakfast, set out
in a conservatory in excellent style by Messrs. Ring & Brjmer, of Corn-
hill.

Mr. Wm. Paul presided : there were also present, Sir C. Wentworth
Dilke, Bart., M.P ; Professor Bentley (King's College) ; Sir D. Cooper,
Bart., (late Speaker of the Hous6 of Assembly, Sydney) ; R. Fortune,
Esq. (the Chinese and Japanese traveller) ; the Rev. Joshua Dix,
M.A. (Rector of Allhallows, London) ; the Rev. K. N. Brandon (In-
cumbent of Waltham Cross) ; the Rev. J. Paxton Hood ; Robert Hogg,
LL.D. ; Messrs. Thomas Moore, F.L.S., J. Smith, G. Gibson, Wm.
Bull, C. Edmonds, R. B. Knight, W. F. Siddall, W. A. Sadler,
H. Stormont, T. Rivers, J. Harding, G. Eyles, C. Lee, C. Turner,
W. Wakefield, Osborn, Williams, and others.

After the repast, thanks were returned, and
Sir C. Wentworth Dilke said, they onght not to separate without

drinking the health of their worthy host, Mr. Wm. Paul (hear, hear).
They were all deeply indebted to him for bis kindness in allowing
them to come and have the opportunity of looking over his extensive
establishment, and after the kindness with which they had been re-
ceived be was sure they would all heartily drink to " The health and
prosperity of their host and all connected with him " (cheers).

Mr. W. Paul briefly said he appreciated the honour Sir Wentworth
Dilke had done him, and he scarcely could find words to express his
gratification to those gentlemen who had done him the honour of
coming to Waltham Cross to see his establishment. He knew they
set a great value on time, and, therefore, would not say more than to
thank them for the kindness with which they had received Sir Went-
worth Dilke's proposition.

Mr. W. Paul soon after rose again and said, he had the honour of
proposing a toast which he was sure would be received with acclama-
tion. The International Horticultural Exhibition has been a grand
and complete success. If they looked for the causes which had con-
tributed to that success, they would find them many and various, but
those most vividly before him were the energy, judgment, and adminis-
trative skill displayed by the Chairman of the Executive Council (bear).
There were already written on his escutcheon the symbolic figures of
1851 and 1862

; and to these must now be added a symbol of lessmagni-
tnde, but not of less beauty, the Horticultural symbol, 1866. He had
never worked on a committee where such courtesy was shown by the
Chairman to the suggestions of every individual member, and where
there was such unanimity of purpose and such a spirit of fairness mani-
fest. Members of the Committee had no difficulty in having their
remarks listened to ; and the most abstruse suggestions were care-
fully canvassed to see if there was anything in them. He proposed

they should drink the health of the Chairman of tbo Executive Com-
mittee (cheers).

Sir C. W. Dilke returned thanks, and said the terms in which the

toast had been proposed, and the manner in which it had been
received were together far greater than were warranted by the small
services he had rendered. Had he been awaro of what Mr. Paul was
about to propose he would have suggested a removal into the gardens

;

but with reference to tbo recent Exhibition he bad done his best, and
he thought that was all any one could do. The Exhibition had been
produced by the gardening interests of the country, and all the Com-
mittee had to do was to keep it moving, and in a straightforward di-

rection. So many gentlemen had put their entire heart and soul in

the Exhibition that it could not help going on—it only required a little

guiding now and then. He felt pleased and prond at its success, and
as a Horticultural Exhibition it had never been surpassed. He thought

it possible that France might profit by what had been seen there, and
might, perhaps, equal them in future years. He thanked them for the

kind manner in which they had received the toast (cheers).

Mr. W. Paul proposed " the health of the Treasurer of the Exhi-
bition, Sir Daniel Cooper," and paid a high compliment to him for

the financial skill be had displayed. Success in finance, he said, was
only estimated by results. The original estimate of tbo Exhibition

was £13,000, but they did not shrink from the risk : they went on, and
now they had paid all their bills, and bad £3000 still in hand (cheers).

Sir D. Cooper, in acknowledging the toast, remarked that the suc-

cess of tbo Show bad fully verified the anticipations of those who
knew the interest folt in floral exhibitions. He bad been accustomed

to money affairs for many years : he had done the best he could for

the Exhibition, and was amply rewarded for all his exertions by the

kind thanks they had given him. He believed the Buccess of the

International Exhibition would do a great deal towards the promotion

of horticulture in this country (cheers).

Mr. W. Paul proposed "The health of the Secretaries of the Ex-
hibition, Dr. Hogg, Mr. Moore, and Dr. Masters." Their tasks had
not been light ; but their aid had been readily, cheerfully, and most
ably given.

Dr. Hogg said ho had not intended to rise, but Mr. Moore kept

making such signals to him, ho was obliged to get np and return thanks.

If he were to say tho duties had been light, he should only mislead

them ; but no one could tell them better than Mr. Moore how onerous

they were, for he had home the brunt of them all. It was a great

gratification to them to know the Exhibition had been successfnl ; and
he was sure that tho services the Secretaries had rendered had been

cheerfully given (cheers).

Mr. Moore also briefly returned thanks.

Mr. Paul proposed " The Healths of the Councils of the Royal

Horticultural and Botanic Societies." A member of the Council of

each Society was present, and they all knew the value of the efforts

made by these Societies for the promotion of horticulture. With
the toast he coupled the names of Professor Bentley and the Rev.

Joshua Dix.

The Rev. Joshua Drx returned thanks, and said, as a member of

the Council of tho Royal Horticultural Society, he felt ho was only

doing his duty in trying to promote the success of the Exhibition all

he possibly could. He hoped a better day was dawning upon the Hor-

ticultural Society, and that before long it would attain that proud

position in which it ought to be ; and if the representatives of the

Society wonld only be kind, gentle, and unanimous in their require-

ments, he saw no reason why it should not be one of the finest horti-

cultural societies in the world.

Professor Bentlet returned thanks on behalf of the Royal Botanic

Society.

Mr." Paul proposed " The Provincial Press," and the health of a

gentleman present connected with one of their papers—Mr. Pollard,

of the Herts Guardian.
Mr. Pollard returned thanks.

Sir D. Cooper said they had drunk the healths of the Chairman,

of the Treasurer, Secretaries, and others ; but there was one without

drinking which they ought not to separate. It was those who had

made the Exhibition successful—" The Visitors." It was clear that

this Exhibition of flowers had reached the hearts of the people, and it

was a fact that the Horticultural and Botanic Societies would not fail

to remember. It showed that the people could appreciate the beau-

tiful collections lately exhibited, and with the toast ho bogged to give

the name of Mr. Wakefield.

Mr. Wakefield, in reply, said the public were really tho parties

who had most gratification in the matter. The poor had paid their

shillings, the rich their higher entrance fees, and all had been amply

rewarded by viewing the beautiful and splendid collection gathered

together (cheers).

Sir C. W. Dilke said the gentleman who spoke last was a very valu-

able person—he represented the £15,000. When the project first started

some said they would all be ruined. But he knew something of the

class of persons who would come, and was not in tho least alarmed,

though he did not expect it would turn ont quite so successful as far

as £ s. d. was concerned : and there again he had to thank Mr. Wake-

field and the fifteen-thousand pounders (laughter). But they ought

not to forget after all a class to whose efforts they might chiefly attri-

bute tho success—he meant the Exhibitors. He therefore proposed

their healths, and coupled with the toast the name of Mr. Turner.
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Mr. Turner said lio thought Mr. Lee ought to return thanks. Mr.

Lee had done very much for the Exhibition, and deserved their thanks

;

for what ho himself had done ho had already been rewarded, in obtain-

ing a considerable number of prizes. The exhibitors had worked

Laud and hand together, and there had heen no jealousy, and that

was the chief reason of their great success (cheers).

Dr. Hoc.Cr said ho was sorry to trespass on their time, but there was

one other toast to propose. They had drunk the healths of the Com-
mittee, Treasurer, the ,£15,000 men, and others, but there was still

one to name, whose efforts would boar comparison with those of

any other; he meant Mr. Gibson, architect of the Exhibition (cheers).

He had brought an amount of talent and genius to bear on the design

for the Exhibition, such as he never knew brought to bear in any

similar manner before (cheers). But it was not merely the labour,

and skill, and genius which Mr. Gibson had given towards the work,

the time and trouble he had bestowed on it were such as he could not

express, and they could not imagine. He was there at all times and
in all weathers ; to him they were mainly indebted for its grand suc-

cess, and he felt it equally an honour as a pleasure to propose his

health (cheers).

Mr. Gibson was loudly cheered on rising. He said they had done
him too much honour, and he felt he was not deserving of it. It had
been a labour of love to him, and if ho had really contributed towards
the success of the Exhibition, the knowledge of that fact was a suffi-

cient reward (cheers). But he had valuable assistance in his son
and Mr. Eyles, and it was a happy hit the adapting their plan to the

requirements of the Show.
The Rev. J. Dix proposed " The health of Mrs. Paul " (loud cheer-

ing, amidst which Professor Bentley proposed to include Mr. Paul's

juvenile family).

Mr. Paul briefly returned thanks.
Mr. Fortune proposed " The health of the Building Committee

and Mr. Lee " (of Hammersmith).
Mr. Lee acknowledged the toast.

Sir C.W. Dilke at some length eloquently expressed his sense of the

obligations owing to Dr. Hooker for the very kind and valuable aid he
had rendered.

Mr. Smith, Curator of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, returned
thanks for Dr. Hooker, and said his humble efforts would always be
at their service in case of a similar exhibition.

W. A. Sadler, Esq., proposed " The Ladies," who had brought the
beauties of nature to vie with those of art at their recent exhibition
(cheers).

After a few humourous speeches the party broke up. — (Herts
Guardian.)

- LIBERALITY IN GARDENING.
In this art " it is the liberal hand which maketh rich."

Liberality in providing implements is the saving both of

time and labour. The more perfect his instruments, the more
profitable are they.

Liberality to the earth, in seed, culture, and compost, is the
source of its bounty. Thus it is in horticulture, as in every
part of creation, a wise and paternal Providence has insepa-
rably connected our duty and our happiness.

In raising domestic animals, the condition of man's success
is kindness and benevolence to them.

In cultivating the earth, the condition of man's success is

his industry upon it.

—

Josiah Quincy.

"WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Persevere in hoeing and forking up the surface of the soil
in every department, it is the groundwork of success. Broccoli,
let there be no delay in planting out a good breadth of White
and Purple Cape, also Cauliflowers and Grange's Early White
Broccoli, which if true is invaluable late in autumn. Trench
up and fill with these kinds of crops every space as the early
crops go off, not one vacant spot or corner should now be left

uncropped. Cauliflowers, break down the leaves over the most
forward, and afford a good supply of liquid manure. Cucum-
bers, see that these and Vegetable Marrows do not want for
liquid manure and water

;
peg down the bines as they advance,

and attend to stopping. Endive, a full sowing may now be
made for the main crop, and any beds already sown had
better be thinned out, and the thinnings transplanted. For
our own part we do not recommend early sowing, because we
consider Lettuces much superior for every purpose for which
Endive can be required at this season, and, therefore, never
sow until all danger of its running to seed is over. The Small
Green Curled is the hardiest for winter use, but for the autumn
crop the Large Green Curled is a splendid sort, planted in very
rich soil at 2 feet apart each way. This sort will not bear severe

frost, nor does it keep in store so well as tho Small Green
Curled, and, therefore, for all late purposes the latter should
only be sown. The Large-leaved Batavian is also a useful

variety. Where Chicory is in request for salads, now is the

proper timo to sow it. Herbs, take tho first opportunity as

soon as the various kinds are sufficiently advanced to cut a
portion for drying ; the best time is as soon as the blossoms
are expanded, because they are then the most aromatic. It is

hardly necessary to add that they must be cut when perfectly dry
and dried quickly in the shade. Lettuces, tie up for blanching,

and make successional sowings. Sow BadUhes and other salad-

ing for succession. Scarlet Runners, make the last sowing,

and give those advancing a little assistance in training them
up tho stakes. Thin, earth up, and stop advancing crops of

Dwarf Kidney Beam, and sow the latest successional crop.

Spinacli, keep up the sowings. Tomatoes, nail those that are

planted against walls, and stop their shoots where they are

growing strong.

FRUIT GARDEN.
The season being what is called a very growing one, increased

diligence must be exercised in keeping all young wood properly

nailed to the walls, to guard against the effect of high winds.

Gooseberries and Currants trained against north walls should

have the leaders nailed in, and ail side offshoots spurred down
to within a few joints of the base. Peaches, Nectarines, and,

indeed, wall trees in general, will be greatly benefited by occa-

sional strong syringings, whether infested with aphides or not,

because independently of washing away all filth, which of itself

is beneficial, it disturbs and routs out woodlice, earwigs, and
other vermin, which are sure to congregate amongst the shreds,

and at the back of the shoots, and which, if left undisturbed,

will tell a tale by-and-by. Strawberries are now abundantly

repaying those who have bestowed a reasonable amount of care

in their cultivation, without which no good results can ever

accrue. Let them be kept well gathered as they become ripe,

as if left on they retard the swelling and ripening of those re-

maining. Continue the thinning of Grapes, and keep the

growth judiciously stopped.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Cuttings of Roses (where they can be obtained), may now be

taken, and planted in a close, cold frame in a northern aspect.

In about a month they will have shown a disposition to strike

root, when they may be taken up carefully, potted, and plunged
in a slight bottom heat. Treated thus they make nice plants

in a short time, and if kept under slight protection during

winter, will fill their pots with roots, and be ready for planting

out next May. Now that the bedding-out stock is fairly cleared

off, and growing freely in its summer quarters, there will be
more space and time to attend to the propagation of favourite

hardy plants ; and no time should be lost in putting in a good
supply of cuttings of such as it may be thought desirable

to increase, for the propagation of the bedding-out stock for

next season will soon require attention. Sow Brompton and
Queen Stocks for spring flowering, selecting for them a piece of

light rich soil, and never letting the surface become dry until

the plants are well above ground, for there is no time to be lost

if these are to be had strong for blooming next May, and at

that season we have nothing more beautiful or half so fra-

grant as well-grown plants of the latter. Attend to the tying

up of Hollyhocks and Dahlias. Reduce occasionally some of

the blossoms in the bud state, on some of the very free-flower-

ing Perpetual Roses. It will cause them to keep longer in bloom.

Let gross shoots on fancy Roses be pinched when a few eyes

long, after the manner of fruit trees.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.
Contributions from the stove should still assist the ordinary

stock in maintaining the gaiety of the conservatory. The re-

moval of some of the larger specimens from the stove will

afford much useful space for the young and delicate portion of

the stock, which should now be shifted and otherwise encou-

raged. Where stove and greenhouse plants afford suitable

cuttings, propagation may still be pursued, as, generally speak-

ing, it can be practised with greater success in the early than in

the latter part of the year. It should be remembered that the

propagation of most plants is facilitated by the employment of

bottom heat and bell-glasses. It will be necessary frequently to

look over greenhouse plants plunged out of doors, to check the

havoc of worms and the robbery of weeds, and attend to their

security from the effects of high winds. The Camellias and
Azaleas for early flowering will have set their buds, and should

be removed to a sheltered shady situation out of doors ;
for if
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kept in heat they will be apt to make a second growth, which

mu6t be avoided, as it prevents their flowering so freely as would

otherwise be the case. Give every possible attention to plants

for autumn and early-winter flowering—as Lilium laneifolium,

Chrysanthemums, Salvia splendens, Globe Amaranths, tree

Carnations, Scarlet Geraniums, Cinerarias, Gesneras, Begonias,

Euphorbias, &c. Let these have plenty of pot-room, good rich

compost, a moist atmosphere, and plenty of space for the per-

fect development of their foliage, regulating the temperature

according to the nature of the plants, and they will make very

rapid progress. Selago distans is an exceedingly useful winter-

flowering plant, requiring merely a cold pit to grow it, and

flowering through a long season ; but we have nothing that

surpasses the Epacris, the winter-blooming Ericas, and the

Cytisuses. Among comparatively modern plants Sericographis

Ghiesbreghtiaua is really good for the decoration of the conser-

vatory in winter, as also the blue Conoclinium. and the singular-

looking Tbyrsacanthus rutilans is first-rate for a rather warm
house, but it is not generally found to answer for winter use

in the conservatory. The atmosphere of plant-houses can

hardly be kept too moist at this season, but it is easy to err

in the opposite direction : therefore sprinkle every available

surface frequently, and syringe growing stock lightly twice

a-day during bright weather. Avoid a too free use of shading,

and ventilate freely in order to secure compact growth. Her-

baceous Calceolarias which have done blocming should have

their flower-stems removed forthwith, and the plants should

afterwards be placed in a shady situation under the protection
|

of a frame. Take care that they are perfectly free from insects
;

and to keep the thrips, which is a deadly enemy, at bay, fu-

migate the frame about once a-lortnight with tobacco.

STOVE.

Many of the basket Orchids will soon he protruding their

roots through the moss or soil, and a little additional fibrous

peat or moss should he added in due time. Stove stock in

general will gain some more room by the removal of large

specimens into the conservatory or greenhouse. Let young
growing things be stopped in due time, and keep up a moist

yet free atmosphere.

TLANT-rlTS 0K FRAMES.

These will require abundance of air and the most careful

watering daily. Some of the delicate stock will at times re-

quire shading through the middle of the day, especially where
unplunged.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
Vert hot drying weather, preparatory, we expect, to another

thunder-storm ; but meantime, in the brightness of the sun

very trying to newly planted things, and causing many plants

pretty well established to hang their heads.

KITCHEN* GARDEN".

Delayed putting out Celery, but got the beds ready; and as

the large fine plants are as yet doing no harm to each other,

they will suffer little from transplanting with large balls. Pre-

pared ground for Winter Greens and Coleworts. but will wait for

duller weather before planting, more especially as there is so

much besides to do, and we would rather lessen the labour of

watering as much as possible. In fact, we are not so forward

as we would wish a good many of our readers to be, and have

been obliged to do mf.ny things by snatches, which it would
have been truer economy to have finished at once.

Here is one of the great differences between a gentleman's

gardener and an artisan. The former must often do merely a

portion of a job to serve its turn in the meantime, when the

finishing it off and letting other things wait would be the most
economical as respects labour ; but then in the jarring of in-

terests, and each interest calling out to be first served, the

wholly-finishing process would often interfere with the ques-

tion of supply and demand. This, too, is often forgotten

when comparisons are instituted between gentlemen's gardens

and market gardens. In the former a great supply of any one

thing at once is often tantamount to so much waste, and in-

duces at least a feeling of satiety. In the other case so long

as there is a market it signifies nothing, unless it be more ad-

vantageous that a great supply should come in at once, and the

ground be thus cleared for a future crop. The cultivating of

80 many acres, in acres of this and acres of that, and the culti-

vating the same number of acres in merely poles of this and
quarter rods of that, to come in in regular succession to each

other, presupposes a very different affair as respects even the
labour involved. In the first case, merely as abridging labour
and clearing the ground, there can be no question as to the
economy and profit when a suitable market is to be found.

As little question can there be of the advantage of the gentle-

man's-garden plan, where a constant supply, and not a glut at

any one time, is required. Possessors of gardens are apt to say
that they can purchase cheaper than they grow, and this is

very likely, and on the simple principles alluded to above ; but
they should recollect that in the country they could not so pur-

chase at all without considerable additional expense in the way
of carriage, and the further from the market the greater would
he the uncertainty of getting served with what they want, and
the greater certainty of being served with stale produce instead

of fresh. Every possessor of a garden ought, besides, clearly

to understand that it is very different as respects labour

alone to grow only one crop on an acre of ground, and in

a space of the same extent to grow a score or a hundred.
The freshness of the produce and the regular succession do
and ought to constitute the most valuable returns from a gentle-

man's gafden.

A correspondent tells us that some gentlemen far north,

when they go to London, visit Covent Garden two or three

times a-week, and send an account of all they see to their gar-

dener, with his couple of men, and wonder why they cannot have
such things, and as early. The articles referred to they give

no means for forcing, and yet those they had seen had either

been forced, or at a later period brought by steamer from the

north of Africa, the south of France, the Channel Islands, or

the south of Devonshire and Cornwall. It would be a good
thing if such observers would do more than observe, that they

would purchase at an early period, and the lesson might not be

quite forgotten. We recollect a case in point. What seemed
a basket of very early Cherries, was taken hold of, and was to be
made much of in the way of jogging up the county folks, where
the trees were scarcely out of bloom, and as there were ladies in

the case, the price for once was not allowed to be a matter of

moment. We were told in confidence afterwards, that instead of

a little basketful there was only one layer, and that each Cherry

cost nearly a shilling. The same person was " done for " with

a basket of nice Strawberries, which he presented to a lady,

but there was something like an appreciation of his gardener

which he had never felt before, when the bill f.r the nice basket

was handed in, and he paid 4s. M. per ounce for them. It

ought to be clearly understood, that no single garden can ever

equal Covent Garden, where are collected the produce of thou-

sands of gardens, and from great varieties of climate at homo
and abroad ; but a knowledge of Covent Garden prices, and
especially for early productions, would often do much good, and

make the country garden more valued, merely in an economical

point of view.

Had enough of ground trenched and dug to sow some more
Peas, Dwarf Kidney Beans, and Turnip Radishes, and used the

tops of Celery trenches for planting out Peas from semi-

circular drain tiles, after they were sufficiently high for the

pheasants not to meddle with them. These, when well watered

and staked, had the ridge covered over with old stubble and

short grass, to keep the heat and dryness out, for the groundis

now quite hot enough for Peas. The last sowings will consist

of such kinds as Dickson's Favourite, Maclean's Advancer, to

be followed by a few of Sangster's, and probably Tom Thumb,
under protection. Cauliflower stands the hot days rather

badly, though all crisp and erect enough in the morning ; and to

save watering placed some litter, long dung, and grass, all over

the quarter, to keep the fierce sun off the ground. If we have

a thunder shower by or before Sunday, the virtues of the mulch-

ing will increase the vigour of the plants. This mulching alone

enables the plants to stand well, even in the bright sun. When
the leaves hang wetted for two or three days, the flower or

head of young plants is apt to button prematurely, and either

a small or a scattered head, instead of a large close one, is the

consequence. If the bright weather continue we shall be

obliged to shade Lettuces even on sloping north banks. This

is a substitute for watering, and takes much less time.

Took the chance to have a general hoeing of weeds, the late

warm rains having caused them to grow with great rapidity.

Thinned before the ground became hard most of the spring-

sown Onions, and pricked out some as previously detailed. We
could not find time and opportunity to transplant in spring

the Onion's sown in autumn, and they are not so good in con-

sequence. We have uniformly found that such Onions as were

transplanted early in spring made better, larger, and firmer
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bulbs than those left in the ground without moving them,

partly owing, we beliovo, to the necka of tho bulbs getting too

doep. Seo last week as to transplanting.

TBDIT OAKDEN.

In addition to thinning fruit, watering, syringing, AVc, tho

obief work here has been gathering green Gooseberries for

jam whieh some prefer to that from ripe fruit, and protecting

by every moans in our power Cherries and Strawberries from

birds. Will any one tell us of a sure, and simple, and ex-

peditious mode for thinning by poison myriads of sparrows ?

We have a great dislike to have anything to do with tasteless

inodorous poisons—as arsenic, Ssc Wo tried a little mix

vomica boiled, and steeped a littlo Wheat in it, but according to

our preparation the sparrows only enjoyed tho feed. Of course,

we would have placed it where no domestic animal, pheasants,

&o., would be likely to get at it. We threw a handful of our

stuff near some Peas, and there a score of sparrows were at it

in two minutes. We should not like to use anything that

would not be quick in its results. There is something horrible

in the idea of keeping any living thing in torture. It is next

to impossible to fix net in such a manner that they cannot get

through it or under it. Pieces of white paper suspended from

strings will keep them away for a littlo, but all thoso contri-

vances only act until the birds become used to them. We once

had a very alarming guy that put himself into all sorts of

fierce positions, but though he awed for a short time as a

deterrent to evil doers, ere many days elapsed the sparrows in

their impudence used his head as a flirting rendezvous.

After such warm days gave the orchard-houses an extra syring-

ing of the cleanest water we could. We can scarcely obtain any
water that does not leave a sediment on the foliage when very

freely used. Threw a little whitening water over the glass of

the Peach-house, and over pits and frames, to prevent the sun

acting too powerfully. Thinned out shoots in Fig-pit, and
shortened those showing the second crop. The early Figs have
just the weather they like, if the fruit is protected by a thin

layer of leaves from the fierceness of the sun. Proceeded with

thinniug Grapes iu dull mornings, and here, too, left a good
shade of leaves between the glass and the bunch. A dense
shade would be prejudicial, but under a moderate shade the

berries swell and colour better than when almost exposed,to
the sun's rays. The finest shining blue-black we ever saw on
a Hamburgh, was a bunch against a wall, and to see it you had
to move aside the foliage iu front of it. On the open walls,

and even in some of the quarters, owing, we presume, to the

sudden heat, honeydew is appearing on fruit trees and bushes,

and is almost sure to be followed by insects if let alone.

Nothing is more effectual than a good slushing from the

engine with clear water, or water clear after having a little

quicklime dissolved iu it. The successions of heats and colds

have been sudden. Within a space of a few hours we have
had hoar frost and then a roasting heat, and these sudden
changes are hurtful to vegetable as well as animal life. In a
moderate degree, a considerable difference in temperature
gives a robustness to vegetable life. For instance : night

being the period of repose, provided the temperature changes
either way gradually, and there is no close moist ail to do the
mischief, many plants that require a high temperature to bring
them to perfection, will do much better in a temperature from
sunshine during the day of from 85° to 90', and allowed to

drop to from 55
3
to C0° at night, than if kept up artificially to

the exciting temperature of 70° in darkness.
Here we find we had forgotten to put two littlo matters in

their proper place. First, as respects the Riant and the different

kinds of small Iihuharb. As we sent in large Rhubarb for pre-
serving, and the weather, too, being hot, we thought we might
as well have a stewing of Rhubarb, as with its general accom-
paniments it is more palatable than the drupgist's rhubarb
take it how you will. Well, somehow the huge Rhubarb, grand
to look at, did not quite remind us of tho flavour of the
Rhubarb of old times, so another day we had a dish of the
small Rhubarb, the stalks about the size of our thumb, and
there seemed no comparison, the smaller being so much richer
in flavour, in colour, and so much firmer in texture. Long ago
we used to grow Buck's Early Scarlet, or early something.
Why, a pudding or a tart of that little old sort looked almost as
tempting as a dish of finely coloured Nectarines stewed as a
tart. This seemed to be one of the instances in which great in-

crease in bulk is anything but all gain, and is a sort of corro-
boration of the old proverb, whieh our six-foot men will be
slow to believe, that what is very valuable is generally held in
little room.

The other matter referred to a letter from a correspondent,

stating that his Mushroom-bed, bearing well, was sadly troubled

with slugs, snails, and little worms ; that ho had resolved to stop

them, and had waterod heavily with lime water, but that what
Mushrooms he had in crop woro becoming like 60 many pieces

of leather, and no more seemed to bo coming, and ho wants to

know what to do. Well, we fear he must make a new bed as

soon as he can. As a chance he might sweep the bed clean of

all the Mushrooms up, and if the bed be not very wet waUr
with clear water, to get the quicklime away from the spawn.

If that has not been much hurt with tho lime water, the Mush-
rooms will yet rise and come all right ; but if tho watering wag
heavy enough to soak whilst at all acrid tho spawn, tho bed will

do no more good. We do not think that calcareous soil, or mild

lime or chalk in the soil, would have the least prejudicial effect,

but quicklime is the bane of tho Mushroom, and all the fungus

tribe to which we ever applied it. We have seen fairy rings

that spread outwards and outwards for years, longer than the

recollections of the oldest inhabitants, arrested in their course

of taking fresh leases, by a plentiful dressing of quicklime.

It quickly arrests the spreading of some troublesome conferva

in pits and pots, and may be relied on as an antagonist, and
not the friend of the whole fungus family.

We have made a shallow bed for Mushrooms in a shed, which

is now nearly fit for spawning. Just as last year, part of a bed

that bore all last summer, and had been neglected in winter,

has been bearing again for two months, and is even now
covered, whilst the beds in tho house made of better stuff ia

winter are quite exhausted. We believe that in most cases

where failures occur, it is from mistaken kindness, or from too

great anxiety in preparing the materials. The most of this

bed in the shed was made of litter and stubble, with a casing

of several inches of droppings on the surface. The richer the

materials at this season, say nearly all droppings, the longer

must you wait before it will be fit for spawning. Now is a

good time to make spawn, the brick3 or cakes will dry so soon.

ORNAMENTAL DEPARTMENT.

See previous weeks as to syringing and watering. We hava

merely syringed the last-planted beds as yet, and do not wish

to water if we can help it, as there is plenty of routine to go

through without that. It is well to have a reserve-bed of

Asters, &c, which lift with nice balls. Even Chrysanthemums
may yet be planted out. Now is a good true to bud Roses.

Hollyhocks must be secured from the wind. Cuttings of

Pinks may now be inserted under a hand-light, and of many
other spring-flowering plants as previously alluded to. Many
bedding plants not used may now be potted and kept in re-

serve and for autumn blooming in-doors as wanted. Cinerarias

planted out need plenty of water, to enable them to throw up

strong suckers for potting ; seedlings need potting off and prick-

ing off, and so do lots of Primulas, of which one can hardly

have enough iu winter, as if kept in small pots they do so ad-

mirably for filling inside little vases, never suffering from

the moving. Cleaned Azaleas, potted Balsams, packed basket

Orchids, &c, and kept all plant-houses with stages and floors

sprinkled with water frequently to moderate the heat and dry-

ness.—R. F.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—Junk 30.

Cuerries are now coming in from open standards, from all the chief

fruit-growing districts, and wo have an excellent supply of Strawberries

and Gooseberries. Hothouse fruit is also abuudant, and prices are re-

ceding. The Potato trade is good for all first-class sorts. Arrivals from

the Continent are heavy: comprising Cherries, Apricots, Melons, and
two or three varieties of common Plums.

VEGETABLES.

Artichokes each
Asparagus bundle
Beans, Broftd.. bushel

Kidney 100
Beet, Red doz.
Broccoli bundle
Bras. Sprouts % sieve

C ibbage doz.
Capsicums 100
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery bundle
Cucumbers each

pickling doz.
Endive doz.
Fennel bnnch
Garlic lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish . . bundle

s. d. s. d
2 toO 4

6

4

4

2
3
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Apples % sieve to
Apricots doz. 4 6
Cherries lb. 6 1 6
Chestnuts bash.
Currants sieve 6 6

Black do.
Figs doz. 8 15
Filberts lb.

Cobs lOOlbs.
Gooseberries . . quart 4 6
Grapes, Hothouse, .lh. 8 6 6
Lemons 100 6 10

s. d. s.

Melons each 4 0to8
Nectarines doz. 10 20
Oranges 100 6 12
Peaches doz. 10
Pears (dessert) ..doz.

kitchen doz.
Pine Apples lb.

Plums H Sieve
Quinces .... J^ sieve
Raspberries lb.

Strawberries lb.

Walnuts bush. 14 20

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
•** We request that no one will write privately to the depart-

mental writers of the "Journal of Horticulture, Cottage
Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing they
are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. All

communications should therefore be addressed solely to

The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture, <&c, 171, Fleet
Street, London, E.G.

"We also request that correspondents will not mix up on the
same sheet questions relating to Gardening and those on
Poultry and Bee subjects, if they expect to get them an-
swered promptly and conveniently, but write them on
separate communications. Also never to send more than
two or three questions at once,

Ctneraria Seedling {Bertha).—The flowers were dried up as if they
had been put into an oven. Flowers should be sent in a box which can-
not be destroyed by the post-office punch, an d between layers of damp moss.

Peas Mildewed {Gregory).—The Peas are mildewed. Mulch over the
roots, and water plentifully every evening whilst dry hot weather lasts.

Work on Gardening {H. TF.).—"The Garden Manual" will suit you.
You can have it free by post from our office if you enclose twenty postage
stamps with your address.

Variety of Beech {Lady Kina). — It is the crested variety of the
common Beech, and is called by botanists Fagus sylvatica cristata.

Lady Downe's Grape dago).—The berries are very severely spotted,
•* the Spot " being the name by which gardeners distinguish the disease.
It is an ulceration caused, we believe, by the roots not being able to
supply sap sufficient to sustain the rapid development of the plant and
its fruit. Keeping the roots warmer and moister by means of weak
manure waterings, and the head of the plant cooler and drier, are the re-
medies suggested. The Euphorbia was smashed.
Amaryllises {J. S.).—The Amaryllis belladonna will only grow in au"

tnmn and winter, and there should be no attempt to make it grow now.
Formosi-ssima has a good deal of the same habit, but may be forced
into growth when rested. The other kinds, we presume, belong to Hip-
peastrum, and are more under control than A. belladonna. All that have
gone to rest leave alone, keeping the soil neither moist nor dry until they
begin to grow, then water and encourage. Those growing now encourage
with all the light po-ible and plenty of water, and refrain from watering
as the leaves get a little yellow. When they start after resting they will

show bloom. The greenhouse one to which yon allude we presume is the
Vallota purpurea

; that should never be quite dry.

Mushrooms in Orchard-house Soil {Orchard).—A few Mushrooms
would do no harm, but in such quantities as you mention they will injure
the roots of the fruit trees. You introduced the spawn in "the manure
from the brewery. The best plan is to strew the ground over with quick-
lime and water, or you may use lime water by putting a bushel of quick-
lime to a hogshead of water.

Stepuanotis floribunda Pruning (C M. Major),—The long twining
shoots ought not to be stopped but trained at their full length, and not
too closely together, bo that the wood may have the full benefit of light.

All pruning should be confined to cutting out the old weak shoots. The
main point to be attended to is to secure a good growth and thorough
exposure afterwards to light and air, with a diminished supply of water
at the root, and corresponding dryness of the atmosphere.

Orange Trees Unfruitful {Idem).—Your plan of stopping the Orange
trees is wrong, as they flower from the uppermost eyes of the shoots. If

you cease to stop them (for which there is no necessity unless the head
is thin), keep the heads thin so that light and air may be admitted to
every part, and grow the trees in a light airy house. We think that yours,
like ours, will produce a profusion of blossom and too many fruit by one-
half. Whilst growing keep the trees well watered and syringed, and in

winter do not overwater, keeping them just sufficiently moist to preserve
the foliage.

Mignonette Culture (A. S. W.).—We shall shortly give particulars of
its culture, both in pots and in the open ground.

Red Spider (M. D.).—We regret having overlooked your communica-
tion. We are making inquiries, and will publish an article on the subject
shortly.

Shading Caladiums and Fine-foliaged Plants (Dumbartonshire).—
Caladiums and nil plants, whether requiring shade or not, are best grown
near the glass, but not nearer than from 9 inches to 1 foot. On very
bright days they require partial shade from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m, as their
beauty is thus much prolonged ; but the more light a plant has the more
bright will be. the colour of the foliage of whatever shade that may be 1

and to some plants it is absolutely necessary to bring out the colour of
the leaves, as, for instance, in the case of Crotons, Dracasuas, Pandanus,
Yuccas, &c. Exposure to the full sun is injurious in the case of other
plants, for instance, variegated-leaved Begonias, Ferns, &c. Not knowing
what plants you possess we can only generalise ; but if you send as par-
ticulars we shall be happy to help you further.

Climber for Greenhouse (E. H.).—It is difficult to say which is the
best climber for a greenhouse. We give you the option of deciding, and
name three : Lapageria rosea, Mandevilla suaveolens, and Habrotnam-
nus elegans.

Plum Tree Leaves Blighted (TT. J.).—The blight on the sprigs of
the Plum tree is caused by a species of aphis, which you will find in the
curled portion of the leaves. Your best remedy will be to shorten the.
shoots to four leaves, and syringe the tree9 in the evening with water in
which soft soap has been dissolved at the rate of 2 ozs. to the gallon.
This, applied on alternate evenings with pure water, will soon clear the
trees. Treat the Apple and Cherry trees in the samo way.

Brugmansia suaveolens Leaves Falling {H.).—The old leaf sent is
exhausted by red spider, and the young leaf is also attacked. Forcibly
syringe the foliage on the under side with water twice a-day, morning and
evening, and every other evening employ water in which soft soap has
been dissolved at the rate of 1 oz. to the gallon, not stronger. Keep the
plant well watered at the root. Use the soap solution twice or thrice, or
until the spider disappears, then discontinue it, but still syringe morn*
ing and evening with water only.

Select Perennials {H. B.).—Agrostemma coronnria, rosy crimson,
2 feet; Lychnis Haageana superba, orange, 2 to 2{ feet; Tritoma uvaria
glaucescens, orange scarlet and yellow, 3 feet ; Spiraea filipendula plena,
white, and sweet, 2 feet; Tritonia aurea, orange yellow, 2J feet; Lythrum
roseum superbum, rose, 2 feet; Phlox, herbaceous in variety; Lilium
Brownii, white, 2$ to 3 feet; Geum coccineuni grandiflorum, 2\ feet,

crimson ; and Delphinium belladonna, sky blue, 3 feet. If your soil is

cold, then in place of Tritonia aurea have Oenothera Lamarckiana. All
are summer and autumn blooming.

Maeing Water Soft (Idem^.—We have found no plan better for soften-

ing hard water than exposing it for a few days to the atmosphere. Tho
water not only becomes less hard, but is aired and warmed, and is in
every way better for watering plants than water from a well or spring.

Avoiding Drip {Anti-drip).—We find this best prevented by double
glazing, which, though rather more expensive at first, effects a great
saving of fuel, so that it is a cheaper plan in the long run than or-

dinary glazing.

Vine Mildewed {Subscriber).— The leaf sent was severely infested
with Oidium, or Vine mildew, in its worst form. Dust the mildewed
leaves with flowers of sulphur, and in a few days syringe the sulphur off.

If the mildew reappear, thoroughly dust the parts afiected immediately
with flowers of Bulphur.

Select Geraniums for Bedding (E. H.).— Christine, pink; Helen
Lindsay, rosy pink; Stella, dark scarlet ; Spitfire, scarlet ; Tom Thumb,
scarlet ; Cybister, scarlet crimson ; Lord Palmerston, deep crimson

;

Attraction, bright scarlet ; Paul L'Abbe, salmon ; Madame Vaucher,
white; Woodwardiana, carmine ; and Scai-let Globe. Of variegated Gera-
niums, Golden Chain and Gold Leaf of tho gold-edged; Bijou, Alma,
and Shottesham Pet of the silver-edged sorts, Manglesi being one of the
oldest and most useful of that section ; and Argus and Mrs. Pollock of

the tricolor sorts. All are good bedders, but they are surpassed by others

for pot culture, of which we give names of a few: Blackheath Beauty,
salmon ; Rebecca, cherry ; Mrs. Wm. Paul, rosy pink ; Lord Chancellor,
salmon pink ; Tintoretti, rose suffused with pink ; Eclipse, scarlet

;

Herald of Spring, orange, tinted cerise ; and to these you may add the
preceding, except the first, they being attractive in pots. Variegated
for pots: all those named, and Burning Bush, Sunset, Culford Beauty,
Italia Unita, Mrs. Benyon, Red Rover, Honeycomb, and Fontainbleau.
If too many are named, select what is required according to the colour,

one or more of each.

Select Verbenas {Idem).—Purple King, purple ; Ariosto Improved,
mulberry; Firefly, scarlet; Magnifique, crimson; Geant des Batailles,

deep crimson; Melindres splendens, dazzling scarlet; Mrs. Holford,
white ; Crimson King, crimson ; Beauty of England, white ; Isa Eckford,
puce ; Celestial, blue ; and Garibaldi, purplish rose, white centre.

Best White Edging Plant (Idem). — Cerastium tomentosum is

usually prefered as a white edging plant, for it is so easy of manage-
ment, may be cut into any form, and is so dwarf, compact, and neat.

Old Exposed Guano (H. B.).~~The guano which has been in an open
box for two years would still do some good ; but it never was puro guano,
but mixed with a large quantity of sand.

White Bedding Plants {Idem).—There are no really good white-flowered
bedding plants except Verbenas, and of these Beauty of England, MrB.
Holford, and White Lady are the best. T© make up for this deficiency in

white-flowering plants, we have for edgings Cerastium tomentosum and
Biebersteini ; for rings of white in beds, or lines in borders, Centaurea
candidissiraa and C. ragusina, also Cineraria maritima and Gnaphalium
lanatum ; Salvia argentea for a back line or centre to a bed ; and Stachys
lanata for a silvery carpet under trees, or where few things would grow.

Newly-planted Vine iDelta).—We are inclined to think that your
Royal Vineyard Vine is not doing well in consequence of the early plant-

ing, and allowing four bunches upon it when, as we presume, it is a weak
Vine. Then your allowing it to produce two canes weakens it still fur-

ther, and yet we think it is doing fairly, and would have done well had
you cut it in closely to two eyes, and not allowed it to carry any fruit

this season. As a late Grape the Royal Vineyard, like many others, is

rather impatient of early forcing, and then, though not a bad setter, the
berries do not stone, and only attain about half their usual size. We have
had no complaints of this, nor of its being a weak grower.

Peach Leaves Perforated {Idem).—The Peach leaves sent are eaten

by some grub, which you may find on looking under the foliage towards

dusk. A good syringing on one evening with a solution of 2 ozs. of soft

soap to a gallon of water, andiwith clear water on the next, will do much
to keep the tree free of the grubs and other insect pests. Three
syringings of soap solution will be sufficient, but the syringings of water

cannot be too frequent so long as the days are hot.

Seedling Geranium (C.D'aeth).—The petals were all shed.but judging

from their colour and the horseshoe leaf, we do not think it differs from
many others.
Tumours on Leaves (B. P.)-—The swellings on the leaves forwarded

do not appear to have been caused by the punctures of a gall fly, but are

morbid growths arising from some derangement in the functions of the

leaves. We do not remember any query about a bee hive.
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apiarian friends, and that is, that I am trying the plan recom-

mended by one of the correspondents of The Journal of Hor-
ticulture of last year, and make half my stocks enter at the

top instead of the bottom of the hive, and during the summer
Season I find them work quite as well as before ; but I fancy

that the bottom boards require more frequent cleaning in the

Spring, and I have not as yet hit upon a plan of doing this with

facility, as I am obliged to screw the front of the top of my
hive on the ledge, and it is, therefore, not so easy to remove it

Us before. My reason for trying this plan was, that I found

my two tiers of hives inconveniently close for supering, but by
putting my lower tier under instead of above the inside ledge,

I have secured abundance of room between the two.

In my next I may Bay something of Friendly Unions, of

vhich there have been more than one instance in my apiary,

and of Hunger Swarms.

—

Sibert-on-the-Wold.

NADIRING.
I have closely followed the directions given in your Number

lor July 11th, 1865, respecting the management of Stewarton

hives. The bees were wintered in two boxes. On May 18th

they had taken possession of a super, and on May 26th had

nearly filled it. I, therefore, added a third breeding-box as a

nadir. This box they appear to me to have filled ; but it has

been, I fear, at the cost of the super, as that remains in very

much the same condition as on the 26th of May. Is there any

objection under these circumstances to my appropriating the

Stores of the nadir, or at all events Buch a portion of them as

does not contain brood comb? I should be much obliged also

by being informed whether the inactivity in the super is the

result of any mistake in the management.
I may add, that having read that the addition of a nadir

tended to quicken the work in a super, I added one to a small

Straw hive, and the result has been the same as with the Stew-

arton—viz., that no further progress has been made in the

Buper.—H.

[We doubt whether yon will find much honey in the nadir,

but see no objection to your appropriating what may be there,

if you wish to do so. It does not follow that the bees ceased

working in the super because you had added a nadir. We
should be more disposed to attribute the suspension of their

labours to the recent break in the honey harvest, and shall not

be surprised if you find the present glorious weather set them
as hard at work again as ever.]

REGICIDE.
On going into my apiary on the rooming of the 20th ult., I

found two or three bees coming out of the cap of a royal cell.

I thought it was so from (he size of it. I again went into my
garden, and found (about 12 o'clock) the enclosed queen on the

alighting-board dead, with about twenty or thirty bees around

her. I muBt tell you that for two or three nights before this,

I heard piping uoing on. The hive in question is one of Carr's

bar-aud-frame hives, and I am working a super upon it. It

has not swarmed, nor do I think it will, for they bave half

filled it with comb, and Fhoulcl have had a considerable quan-

tity of honey bad not the weather been 60 cold and wet here

(Denton) during the previous ten days. I wish to know if you
think her an old queen, and what will be the consequences.

—w. w. c.

[When the queen reached us we found her crushed perfectly

flat by the manipulations of the post-office officials, so that

we can do no more than hazard a guess as to her history. So

far as we can judge from the colour and appearance of her re-

mains, we are inclined to believe her to be the old queen which

has been slaughtered by a juvenile rival. Although this oc-

currence is somewhat unusual, it is by no means without pre-

cedent, and we should think it likely to be followed by the issue

of a swarm.]

FORMING STOCKS IN" AUTUMN FROM
CONDEMNED BEES.

I wish to increase my stock of bees, and beg to know your
opinion of the following method of doing so.

I would buy from a cottager the bees which he would other-

wise kill, and would myself superintend their being driven

from the full hive into an empty one. When I had brought
them home I would supply them with as much sugar and
water as they would take. Is it possible for bees so late in the
season, say August or September, to construct combs in which
to store up an artificial supply for the winter ?

I suppose it would be desirable to unite two stocks. A
cottager should let me have these (useless to bim), for 2s. 6d.,

and the bees might take 10 lbs. of sugar, value 6s. If success-
ful, would not this be the best, or rather the cheapest, method
of obtaining stocks ? I fear there is some difficulty in uniting
swarms.

—

One of your Constant Readers.

[We never find it necessary to pay for condemned bees, the
cottagers in our neighbourhood being only too glad to be
spared the trouble of applying brimstone. Even with this

advantage we estimate the cost of establishing a stock in the
autumn from condemned bees as being about equal to that of

a good swarm in spring. The inhabitants of at least two
hives (three are better), should be driven into one domicile,

and will require, say two dozen pounds of lump sugar con-
verted into syrup by the addition of water in the proportion
of two parts of the latter to three of the former by weight,

and boiled a minute or two, to enable them to form and store

a sufficient quantity of new comb to stand the winter.

There is rarely any difficulty in uniting swarms.]

An Albino Redbreast. —A few days ago I captured a pure
white Robin. It is a young bird about seven or eight week
old. It has pink eyes and beak, and feet of a delicate yellow

colour. Will some one inform me whether it is likely to moult
into its proper colour, and what is about the value of such a
bird ?—A. B. Bailey, Shooter's Hills, Longlon, Staffordshire.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Moulting (A. J.).—As a rule, fowls moult a? soon as laying pd<1 sitting

nre over—that is, about the end of July. The time to recommence laying

varies, but adult fowls seldom lay till the end of January. S'-me breeds

moult in less time than others; it lasts about two months. Spanish aro

longer about it.

Game Fowls (J. Maton).—The loss of one Bpnr by an accident is no de-

triment to ft Game cock in exhibition. There arc two Duckwings, the old

copper-saddled and the silver Duckwing. The hens of the former have
the Robin or salmon breast, and penerally a littlo blush on the wing, but

the latter must have none of it anywhere.

Cochin-China Hen Injured (A Header).—Tour hen is injured in the

back. It often happens at this time of year when the cocks are too nu-
merous. As you say she is about to sit, she has. of course, censed to lay,

or the same appearance would be presented if she were epp-hound. As
it is always necessary in such cases that the patients should be separated

from the others, you cannot do better than let her sit.

White Tcrkey Poult (W).—A White Turkey is not a rara avi*. but it

is very uncommon to breed them from coloured birds. You will have no
difficulty in obtaining a proper mate, as there is a distinct breed of them.
The present case may be a sport, or it may be Ihere has rt some time
been some white blood in one of the birds, and she hnB thrown back
to it.

Excrescences on Spanish Fowls' Faces [A. W.).— Most of the excres-

cences \ou name are the result of pecking. Hens pre very fond of peck-

ins the cocks' faces, but cocks and hens are now alike petting shabby.

It is an unnotimd hnbit, and often arises from diseased or disordered

body. A free supply of lettuce will cure most of these disorders ; we hav*
found it most advantageous.

Fattening Brahma Pootras, Turkeys, and Geese lldc-m).—Brnhmas
should be very well fed, but allowed liberty. Turkeys and Geeso
should be shut up ; an outhouse or even a large pipstye is good for either,

hut if Turkeys are put in it must be hurdled all round with hurdles

lengthwise, and leaning inwards. They must also heve perches. Good
ground onts m xed with new mi'k. and a little grease added, arevery good
food for the Brahmas Turkeys require the same nr bailee me 1, with a

little peamea! mixed, if with milk so much the better. They feed well

out of a pig-trough. Geese want oats, bran, gravel, grass, and soma
people give tallow chandler's greaves.

POULTRY MARKET.—July 2.

The excessive heat has caused very fresh poultry to make larger prices

than it would have done in cooler weather, but much was spoiled.

s. d. b. d s. d. b. d

Lar^e Fowls 4 to 4 6 Guinea Fowls Oto

Smaller do 3 0„S 6 Prrtridges p „

Fowls 0„0 Hnres 0„0
Chickens 2 0„2 G Rabbits 1 3„1 4

Green Geese 6 0„6 6 Wild do 8„0 9

Ducklings 2 6 „ 3 Pigeons b„0 .
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for the Roses worked on this stock for the open ground ; and
the advantages will he equally great in the case of Tea Roses
grown on the White Banksian Rose for pot-culture and in-door
sultivation.—J. Wills.

RED SPIDER AND THRIPS ON VINES.
I could not discern a single insect on the Vine leaf sent hy

~R. H. B. ;" but there were traces of red spider, and two or
three marks as if thrips had also been nibbling. He will easily

know the red spider, whether it has obtained the red colour or
not, by its quick movements and its rather round dimensions.
The thrips, whether of a blackish, brownish, or whitish colour,

according to its age, is two or three times the length of the
red spider, but no thicker in the body, and he must have quick
eyes to note the dimensions of the insect, as when he comes
near it, it is almost sure to jump beyond reach. This jumping
will at once enable him to guess what insect he has, or if he
has both.

"R. H. B.'s" Vines are quite forward enough, the berries
being nearly swelled to their full size, to enable him to use
strong measures ; but if the berries are not colouring I would
not hesitate under the circumstances to give the whole plant,

and especially the foliage, a good lashing with Gishurst, or with
softsoap water at the rate of from 1 to 2 ozs. to the gallon,
shading the house the day afterwards, keeping it rather close,

and then following for a week afterwards with good syringings,
about 4 o'clock r.M., with clear water at 120°. Moisture is the
aversion of the red spider ; a dry heat its greatest enjoyment.
Sulphur fumes are also a great annoyance, though I do not think
they kill the intruder so much as make him uncomfortable,
and cause him to be glad to shift his quarters. As for sulphur
itself, he cares no more for it than he would do for any other
dust, walking amongst it with the greatest seeming enjoyment
when it is scattered over a leaf. When the active principles
of the sulphur can be conveyed in water, or the fumes driven
off at a temperature not above 160°, the red spider seems to be
rendered very uncomfortable.
The washing with Gishurst, as an antagonist to the red

spider, depends very much for its efficacy on the sulphur sus-
pended. In the case of Gishurst, or softsoap water, if either

be boiled ten minutes and then allowed to settle, they mix
better with the -water, and no marks are left on the foliage.

Followed the day after with clean water, I do not think that
the slightest marks would be left on the berry. As easily ob-
tainable, no better remedy for many insects is to be found than
softsoap water. I have found that it quickly settles red spiders
which are alive, as well as other insects quite as difficult to
master. The mischief is, that wherever they find a lodging
they keep their place good for some time by successive genera-
tions. For destroying insects softsoap is far superior to bar
soap ; but I am not learned enough to know whether that is

owing to the potash it contains, instead of the soda, which
forms a part of the bar soap. The softsoap water seems to act,

to a certain extent, like glue water; but at the strength stated,
and referred to lately in " Doings of the Last Week," it leaves
no traces behind it, and does no harm to Peach trees nor
Vines. At that strength it would not be safe to syringe Cu-
cumbers or Melons, unless they were much shaded, until they
had had two or three syringings with clear water. I mention
this by way of a caution.
The mode of application is also of importance. People hear

of a remedy and straightway resort to it ; but they are either too
careless or fail to attend to some simple matters of detail,
and then they blame the plan instead of themselves.

This spring some shoots of Peaches, quite killed with Gis-
hurst, were sent to me. It had not only been applied hot, but
three times stronger than any directions of the inventor would
have warranted. A short time ago, a few Peach leaves, spotted
and disfigured, were sent with an angry note, the purport of
which was—" See what your soap water has done." As for
the water I can say nothing, nor of the strength, but from the
few leaves I could have collected as much as a quarter of an
c-unce of softsoap in its original state—how applied I know
not. If the softsoap had been previously boiled, and then
mixed with the warmed water, I make bold to say not a particle
of the soap in its original form would have been found on the
stems or leaves. Many of our best medicines are poisons
when taken in quantity.

While adverting to red spider, I may also allude to a case of
killing some shoots with strong lime sulphur water, a wash

which, as recommended by me, keeps down, if it does not
destroy, the intruder, and leaves no trace of its application on
the foliage of Peach or Vine, nor yet on the fruit when young

;

but which is injurious to such fruit, and especially the fruit of
Strawberries, after they begin to swell. The liquid had been
used far too strong. The strength which I advised, and which
never should be exceeded, and for all tender plants should be
much reduced, is as follows :—Take 1 lb. of sulphur and 1 lb.

of quicklime, mix together with a gallon of water, boil for ten
or more minutes, allow to settle until cool, then pour off the
bright liquid into a vessel that can be kept close ; earthenware
is best. Add one quartern, or a quarter of an English pint, of

this strong acrid liquor to six gallons of water, and stir and
use, and even then the milky liquid will smell more than a bed
of Onions when you walk through them. I know of no method
superior to this for communicating the acrid properties of

sulphur to water. At the above strength, though whitish in

appearance, the liquid will leave no mark or residuum on the
foliage ; it will also clear the leaves of Strawberry plants, but
it will injure the fruit if the latter has come to its second
swelling. A few quarts of such a powerful liquid will go a
long way, but if people, disregarding minutiffi, will use a quart
instead of a quartern, or gill, and do mischief, that is their

affair.

As involving a little more labour but making more certain

in the end, there is another remedy for red spider, and that is

to shorten and remove all laterals, and then sponge the leaves

with softsoap water at about 2 ozs. to the gallon. The red

spider chiefly congregates on the lower side of the leaves, and
a handy man will soon go over a small house and thus sponge
every leaf.

Much may be done with the hands and fingers ; in fact,

many insects might thus be destroyed in the time we are

getting other means and appliances ready. For instance, early

in the season green fly is apt to attack the buds of Straw-

berry plants just coming into bloom in houses. A good smoking
with tobacco will destroy all the insects that are alive, but as

we go along, examining as to watering, I much prefer that all

such should be squeezed between the thumb and fingers, the

heads being afterwards well washed with the syringe. By at-

tending to such matters at once, I have often passed through

many seasons and never required to give any smokings to

early Strawberries.

Even when it would not be advisable to wash the leaves

owing to the forwardness of the fruit, a damp atmosphere may
be maintained by damping the walls, floors, stages, &c, and
fumes of sulphur may be given off by daubing the walls with

sulphur paint made of sulphur and water, and better still with

sulphur and strong soap water. The heating pipes, or flues,

may also be well smeared, but the heat of either in such a

case should not exceed 100°.

For thrips, all such means as the above will also be so far

effectual in making the merry jumping fellow uncomfortable ;

but to destroy him tobacco smoke must be resorted to, and
that frequently, each time following within two or three days

of 'the other, as, if ever allowed to establish themselves, fresh

broods will be hatched for some time after the first colonies

have been destroyed. For moveable plants much infested, I

have found no plan better than immersing the head of the

plant in soap water, glue water, or tobacco water, allowing the

plant to stand in a shady place for a couple of days, and then

syringing it well with water at about 120
c

. After smoking a

house and keeping it as close as safety will permit the follow-

ing day, a good syringing with clean water would be advisable,

but if the Grapes are colouring it is best dispensed with.

Even with the hands a great deal may be done with this

insect in a small way. If on Vines, the insects usually exhaust

one leaf before they go to another, and most generally prefer

old leaves to younger ones. A good deal may be done in the

way of riddance by going over the vinery, and taking off quietly,

but quickly, every leaf so affected, rolling it up, and placing it

at once in a bag or the pocket, and then burning the proceeds.

When I had less to do I used to keep Cucumbers and Melons

clear of this destructive visitor by examining those grown on

trellises in a small house, and, whenever one showed on a leaf,

daubing him at once with thumb and finger wetted either with

clean, or, better still, with soap water. In such a case the eye

and the thumb must be quicker than the flea-like jump of the

intruder, or the art must be obtained, which can only be

learned by experience, of perceiving as it were by intuition

which way the little fellow will jump. A very little time thus

spent in a morning would go a good way towards keeping
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insects down, and save much troublo and expense in fumi-

gating, Ac. ; for in small places the oxpense of tobacco is a

serious item, and if the smoking is too long delayed it is too

ofton expense thrown away. Where the labour power is at

all near the mark, a groat deal can be done in keeping down
insects by moans of nimblo fingers, and the free use of the

syringe with clear water.

If " R. H. B.," however, has the thrips on his Vines, I

would advise him to pocket or bag carefully some of the worst

leaves ; to fumigato with shag tobacco the same evening ; to

keep the house shaded and as close as he can next day to be

safe ; to preserve a rather moist atmosphere by wetting the

walls, stages, paths, &c. ; and on the afternoon of the second

day to give a free lashing from the syringe all over the foliage.

For red spider wash or syringe as above stated, shut up close,

and on the next evening when the leaves are dry put on a fire,

and keep the heat specified above on the smeared pipes or

flue. Bear in mind this simple fact, that all smokings with
tobacco and other fumigations are most safe and effectual when
presented to a dry leaf. If damp the insects are 60 far sheltered

;

and how, wo know not exactly, the wetter the leaf the greater

the danger to vegetable vitality from such smokings.—B. F.

CULTURE OF HERBACEOUS CALCEOLARIAS.
In the first place, every endeavour should be made to secure

a packet of first-class seed from a well-proven source, as the bad
sorts require just the same space and attention as the good

;

besides, the pleasure in the end of having a superior to an in-

ferior quality of flowers will infinitely outbalance the extra

trouble and expense.

About the beginning of July, the seeds ought to be sown in

pans well drained, on the following compost, after being tho-

roughly incorporated—two-fourths rich fibry loam, one-fourth
leaf mould and old mushroom-bed dung, one-fourth silver or

river sand, the whole put through a fine riddle. 1" ill the pans
about half up with crocks, putting a thin layer of the fibry

portions of the riddlings over the crocks, the remaining half

fill with the soil, when slightly press and smooth the surface,

then scatter over the seeds, and finish with sifting a little soil

over, and give a sprinkling of water through a fine rose.

The pans may be placed in a shaded part of a pit or frame,
near the glass, where they can get a little bottom heat, or, better,

on the back shelf of a vinery, near the ventilators, where they
may have the advantage of both heat and air. If the Vine-rods
are insufficient to shade the pans with their leaves, pieces of

glass whitewashed above will be found necessary to cover them
until the plants have made some progress, and can stand ex-

posure.

Bemove daily the drops that will gather on the under surface

of the glass, so that they do not fall among the young plants,

and never permit the plants or soil to get dry or crusted, but
keep both slightly moist with water.

When the seedlings have made sufficient strength to be
handled, prick them in lines into boxes, and give a good shower
through a fine rose, that will lay the earth to their roots, and
return them to their old quarters, shading as before, until they
are on their feet again, when they may be removed to a cold
frame or pit ; place them near the glass, shading in strong sun-
shine, and giving sufficient air to harden them off by degrees
to the full exposure of air and light.

Continue to keep their foliage damp, and never allow them
to flag for want of water at the root, or with the sun, through-
out any stage of their growth, and in a short time they will be
prepared for a shift into pots 3 inches in diameter ; cut out their

balls carefully into squares, and place them individually into
the pots, using soil the same as recommended for the pans, only
more rough. The plants will not appear to suffer from the
shift, but will continue growing, which growth ought not to
have a check up to the time the flowers make their appearance.

If green fly pay them a visit, take advantage of them when
the foliage is dry, by giving a smart smoking with tobacco
paper, and administer a good lashing with the syringe after the
smoke has passed away.

In a short time, if all prospers, the roots will be through the
soil, when a larger shift will be requisite, which on no considera-
tion ought to be neglected, or put off till to-morrow—procrasti-
nation, or any other cause of prevention, will be found ruinous,
as nothing can be worse than allowing them to get pot-bound,
in which case the consequence will surely be stunted plants,
that will send up flower-stalks weak and premature ; whereas

a regular succession of shiftingsup to 10-inch pots, will produce
really good plants. About the beginning of November, prepare

a place in the greenhouse as near as possible to the glass

without endangering them to frost. Place them there for the

winter, after carefully washing and clearing the pots of weeds,

being careful not to break the leaves in the operation, and con-

tinue to treat, as regards watering, syringing overhead, and
potting, when needful, as the winter passes. As soon as the

plants are established in their last shift, give a good soaking of

liquid manuro, at the rate of 40 gallons of rain water to 1 lb.

gnano once a-week, up to the time the flowers begin to expand,
when it may be discontinued. Turn the plants every timeyeu
have occasion to water, that they may be well balanced with

the foliage, and, as soon as the flower-stalks are of sufficient

length, stake out, and finally stage to flower.—A. Keru (in

Scottish Gardener),

EUCHARIS GRANDIFLORA.
The large plants exhibited at the International Horticultural

Exhibition on the 22nd of May last are now throwing up a
greater number of flower-spikes than when shown, and will

be in full flower in the course of ten or twelve days. Their

having been removed from the stove to retard for the Inter-

national accounts for their not being in flower earlier. A
small plant now in full flower has never been subjected to

anything but stove temperature. I find one portion of the

bulbs rest of their own accord, while the others are growing
and flowering. They are supplied with a couple of large

watering-potsful of clear liquid manure every alternate day.

—

W. Howard, Gardener to James Howard, Esq., Bedford Hill,

Balliam.

HEAT SAVED veivsi-s HEAT USED.
In your Journal of June 12th I read a long article on fined

walls, and as this and its kindred subjects have long occupied

my attention, I hope Mr. G. Abbey will excuse my assuming
that his article was not what is called an exhaustive one, and
will permit me to assist him in his effort to ascertain why
flued walls are not, as a rule, successful. To see clearly, we
have all first to get rid of our prejudices ; in fact, try for a

season to forget what we know, and I am quite sure for a gar-

dener of the present day, who is expected to make either a

south wall or a flued wall successful, this is especially needful.

He must be able to forget and cease to sigh after the grand
houses in the nobleman's garden where he went as an improver,

before his mind will be open to believe that without all the

costly appliances now considered necessary, good fruit can be
grown at its usual season, and bring himself to take the pains

required. Is it not written, " Man shall earn his bread by the

sweat of his brow?" which means, I believe, by labour assisted

by steady thoughtful care, nay, even anxious care, for who has
not felt the cold moisture start on his forehead as he hurried,

fearing his forgetfulness had ruined all his hopes ? Then why
should it be considered, as it undoubtedly is, beneath a gar-

dener to waste his time in growing fruit if his master does not

supply him with a house so replete with appliances, that the

fruit produced will cost a fabulous sum per pound ? This cost

of production is quite lost sight of, and the simple means that

enabled the last generation to produce good crops are neglected,

in order that the time and attention may be devoted to what i.-

properly out of season. I mean, that if gardeners understood

the capabilities of the houses under their care they would by
forcing have had these crops out of hand, and thus been able

to devote their time and attention to the walls. Gardening
should be looked upon as a business, and gardens worked for a

profit, and then they will be carried on with economy and
spirit, which bring with them a certain amount of anxiety,

without which no business is healthy.

From whence come the fine Pears ? The answer is ready

—

from France ; but this does not explain my meaning. To
what system do we owe their production ? Those who have
not travelled much, or resided for a time in France, have

very little idea of the number of gentlemen with small in-

comes, who think they would lose their claim to be considered

gentlemen if they went into trade; but, fortunately for them,

selling the produce of the farm and the garden is not con-

sidered as being in trade ; and what better way of lengthening

out a small income than by means of a good kitchen garden?

So these educated men give their minds to the subject, and
not only make it pay, but find in it a healthy, pleasurable occu-
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pation. Was it not Sir Joseph Paxton who said, " That gar-

dening was the only hobby he knew which, if carried to ex-

cess, did no harm ?

"

In this country gentlemen consider their own time of too

much value to devote it to the study of gardening, and look

upon it as something beneath a gentleman ; it is, therefore,

left to the gardener, and he is often only intent on beating his

neighbours at the autumn show, and never thinks that the

summer is precious time, which should be economised by
having previously done all that he could. He, poor fellow,

has no hope that extra produce from the garden will improve
his position, and as all things act and re-act, it ends in his

being looked upon as one of the expenses of housekeeping
that must be, and he finds, accordingly, that his trade is one of

he worst paid.

Let me, then, encourage those who think it is worth their

while to say, "What man has done, man may do," for the

Bun's rays are as warm as ever, and if its heat is " saved," or,

here I may use a better term, economised—that is, made to

last as long as possible, it will be found that in sunny districts

as much heat can be obtained during the summer months as

is now "used" in the best heated structures. In Speechly's

day, which takes us back to a period when iron pipes were un-

used, the best example of a forcing-house was the Dutch—

a

flued wall 10 feet high, with a glass front 5 feet from the wall

at the bottom, and 3 feet from the wall at the top. The two
important points here are the nearly-straight glass front to

catch all the light, and the small area the flue was expected to

heat. Such a house, he says, will enable you to ripen the fruit

in May. As the season advances, he adds, your requirements
diminish, for the sun will be higher, and therefore the pitch

of the roof can be lower, enabling the house to be wider. He
also says there is now no longer a necessity for a .glass front,

and for walls ; oiled paper put on at night will do, and it will

also replace the glass on frames, which can then be used for a

better purpose. Miller goes over the same ground and gives

the same reasons. When gas was introduced it is related of a

shopman, that ho was so pleased as to say it was better than
daylight, and would save all the trouble of having windows

;

and now pipe heat is so convenient, that many gardeners act

as if they thought it was better than sun heat. It cer-

tainly is much more regular, and saves the constant care

over the ventilators required when the sun heat is permitted

to enter.

We still find a heated glass wall is the best forcing structure
;

it is not safe without heat, because it brings on the trees too

fast, and is not able to keep the late frosts out ; therefore, after

a heated glass wall, a sheeted-up wall is preferred. The Rev.
W. F. P.adclyffe, of Okeford Fitzpaine, is very successful with
his wall, he sheets the trees over every night, and leaves them
so covered en very cold days. By this treatment he not only

saves them from the late frosts, but how much radiation does

he retain ? Then, will glass walls without heat fail if they

have the same careful treatment to retain the heat otherwise

lost by radiation ? I think not, and when trees have been for-

warded by means of a flued wall, they should be protected by a

good sheet, not a mere net, and the thermometer should be

closely watched that this heat is not employed when it is not re-

quired. The thermometer should be considered by each gar-

dener as his best friend. Let those, then, who have such walls,

read what Mr. Radclyffe wrote for your pages, give no more heat
than is required, syringe with care, shut up early while the

sun heat is still in the wall, and I shall be very much sur-

prised if they do not find the thermometer indicate that a much
higher temperature has been retained than is required, and I

am sure they have no need to fear that the crop will end in

being ruined with red spider. I will go further than this, and
say I have a very strong belief that the attention of the garden-

ing world has been so taken up and occupied with the ad-

vantages cheap glass has conferred, that south walls have not
received their proper notice, and it will be found if due care is

taken to retard the trees as long as possible in the spring, so that

the snn may have attained some power before what I may call

the growth of the crop has commenced, that they will, if the

care I have previously advised be taken of them, ripen their

fruit as early as similar trees on the back wall of an unheated
orchard-house, and quite two weeks before those in any other

unheated glass structure. I some time since invited, through
your valuable Journal, our orchard-house authorities to join me
in trying experiments in this useful field of inquiry, and I hope
before the summer is over we may hear some good reports from

. some of them, meantime our thanks are duo to Mr. W. F. Rad-

clyffe, he has preserved his faith in good old plans that have
been called slow, and now serves to make mo, for one, wish I

bad not run any faster.

I send you what may interest some, the maxima and mi-
nima temperatures for each week during the summer at Storn-

oway, where Mr. Rivers says there is a successful unheated
orohard-house. It will show how little heat is required.

Mix

Min

April, May.

Week Week
ending I ending

15122 29 6 13 20 27

55 56 58 57

31 85 35 87

JUNE. July.

Week
ending

3 10 17124

6264

35 40

75 71

1144

Week
ending

118 16 22 29

65 65 62

39 48 41

August.

Week
ending

5 1219

iv, i;;

47',42

September.

Week
ending

2 9 16 28 30

64 62

8845 54 45

The highest Maximum 75% and the lowest Minimum SO 3
.

—G. H.

ENTERTAINMENT GIVEN BY MR. W. WILSON
SAUNDERS.

On Friday last Mr. W. Wilson Saunders, of Highfleld,

Reigate, gave his annual entertainment to the members of the

Entomological Society and to several others of his scientific

friends. The programme commenced with the mustering of

the visitors on the arrival of the 9.10 a.m. train from Charing
Cross, who, headed by Mr. Saunders, wended their way through

the town and along the road which leads across Reigate Com-
mon. Proceeding in that direction they passed Flanchford,

and describing a semicircle round the town they reached Sidlow

Bridge, where the party refreshed themselves by luncheon.

The weather being unsettled and varied by alternate thunder-

storms and sunshine, much of the pleasure that generally

attends these pleasant excursions was marred. On returning

to Reigate at 5 o'clock the party found a large addition to their

numbers of those who, prevented by the threatening aspect of

the weather, did not arrive till later in the day. But a very

important part of the day's performance was yet to be gone
through, for in the Town Hall Mr. Saunders had prepared a
most sumptuous and elegant entertainment, to which his

guests were all invited. Not fewer than 150 gentlemen sat

down to this entertainment under the presidency of Mr.

Saunders himself, supported on the right by Sir John Lubbock,

Bart., Mr. Bennett, of the British Museum, and Mr. George
Busk, Zoological Secretary of the Linnamn Society ; and on the

left by the Mayor of Reigate, Lieut.-Col. Scott, R.E., Secretary

of the Royal Horticultural Society, Professor Westwood, of

Oxford, and Mr. Currey, Botanical Secretary to the Linnaan
Society. After the loyal toasts, proposed by the Chairman, he

gave " The President of the Entomological Society," to which

Sir John Lubbock responded in a humorous and clever speech.

Mr. Saunders then gave " The Treasurer and Secretary," which

were duly responded to by those gentlemen. Then followed

" The Royal Society," the parent of all the scientific societies

of this country, to" which Mr. Busk replied ;
" The Linnffian

Society and Mr. Currey;" "The Royal Horticultural Society

and Colonel Scott and Dr. Hogg," to which those gentlemen

respectively responded ;
" The Authorities of the British

Museum and Mr. Bennett ; " " The Schools of Science and

Professor Westwood," &c.

All who were present united most cordially in doing justice to

the toast of Mr. Wilson Saunders' health, proposed in earnest

terms by Sir John Lubbock ; and with a warmth of feeling

which every individual could not but feel found a responsive

echo in his own breast.

About half-past eight o'clock the party separated, thanking

the generous and kind-hearted patron of all the sciences for a day

of infinite pleasure.

The BniDAi, Bouquet op the Princess Helena was by
special permission presented by Messrs. Veitch & Sons, of the

Royal Exotic Nursery, Chelsea. It was composed of Orange

Blossom, Myrtle, choice Orchideous flowers, Gardenias,

Stephanotis, &c, and elegantly trimmed with real Honiton

lace to match the dress. The Myrtle was sent from Osborne

by command of Her Majesty, and was taken from plants pro-

pagated from that used in the bridal bouquet of H.R.H. the

Crown Princess of Prussia.
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WEATHER IN NORTH OF IRELAND.
TniNKiNn that the weather we have hail lately in this " far

north" part of Her Majesty's dominions may be of somo
interest, I send the following observations made during tho

week ending Juno 29th.

I'll' rm. during llyarom. at
24 hours in shade. 12 o'clock noon.

Max. Min. Dry Bulb. Wot Bulb. Wind.
Juno 22nd.... 67 J

.. 47° 67° .. 62° S.W. Showery.

„ 28rd.... 78° .. 66° .... 78° .. 70° . . . . S. Cloudy.
24th.... 83" .. 4D° .... 81° .. 70° .... S.W. and tt> N. Cloav.

„ 25th.... 87° .. 49° .... 87° .. 75° .... N.E.E. Clear.

„ 26th.... 91° .. ob° .... 88° .. 74' .... S.E. Clear.

„ 27th.... 75° .. 54° .... 72° .. 66" .... N. Cloudy.

„ 28th.... 76° .. 48° .... 72° .. 64° .... N. Clear.

„ 29th 85° .. 61° 85° .. 72°.... S. Clear, but with
[heavy rain at night.—Aldan Goodman, The Palace Gardens, Londonderry.

CULTURE OF FERNS FROM THE SPORE.
This is easily accomplished with most of the families both

native and exotic. The following will be found a very effectual

mode of treatment for natives :

—

At the beginning of March, select a warm corner of the side

stage of the greenhouse
;
place in a board 2 feet square, then

break small a quantity of crocks, and cover the board to the

depth of half an inch, chop up very tine a little sphagnum moss,

and cover the crocks ; next sift through a fine sieve a quantity

of sandy peat, with a small proportion of fresh loam, then mix
np with a quantity of silver sand equal to both, press the moss
level, and lay this compost on an inch deep, and when done,

slightly smooth and press lightly over the surface, then give a

slight watering out of a fine rose, and when the water has sub-

sided, sprinkle on the spores pretty thick, and finish by putting

a hand-glass over all, first painting or whitewashing the glass

to cast off the sun's rays ; keep the glass close, excepting on
days of strong sunshine, when the glass ought to be raised a
little at one side up to the moment the plants make their appear-
ance, giving a sprinkling of water when the surface shows signs

of getting dry ; thus continue to keep the soil damp, but stag-

nant water must be avoided.

The plants, in the first stages of formation, will be recognised

in the minute cups that make their appearance on the beds,

and which will soon start up fronds. As soon as they can be
handled, remove the board off the stage, and place another in

its stead, which cover as recommended for the others, only
making the bed of earth double the thickness. Take the plants

singly out with a pointed stick, and prick into narrow rows on
the new bed

;
give a slight watering out of a fine rose, and re-

turn the glass as before ; keep shaded for a few days until the
plants have begun root-action. When air can be admitted by
degrees, in a few weeks the plants will be fit for pots, when all

danger is past.—A. Kerb (in Scottish Gardener).

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
July 3rd.

Floral Committee.—At this meeting Messrs. Backhouse, of York,
exhibited a very tine specimen of a new Dipladenia, D. amabilis, with
very large bright rosy flowers, a very superb variety, which was
awarded a first-class certificate ; also a good variety of Ladia purpurata.
Mr. Bartleman, Leyboorn Grange, received a first-class certificate for
a seedling hytrid Zonale Pelorgoninm, King of the Nosegays, with
large trusses of bright orange-scarlet flowers, which promises to be a
most nseful bedding plant. Mr. William Paul received a first-class

certificate for Zonale hybrid Nosegay Ninirod, trasses of bright
orange scarlet, very free flowering. Mr. W. Paul also exhibited
several other seedlings, which have been noticed before, Rebecca, St.

George, and Blue Bell, and a variegated form of Hibiscus syriacus.
From Mr. R. Burcham came a small collection of British plants found
on Hampstead Heath, two varieties of Drosera rotundifolia, and
Maianthemum bifolium, considered rather a rare plant. Messrs.
Osborn, Fulham, Bent six fine Heaths, which were awarded a special
certificate ; and Mr. Watson, St. Albans, received first-class certificates
for two seedling tricolor Zonale Pelargoniums—Miss Watson, a variety
quite eqnal to Mrs. Pollock, the colours perhaps brighter, and Mrs.
Dix, a compact-growing plant with medium foliage, with a dark almost
black zone, encircling a bright red inner zone. Mr. Watson likewise
exhibited Zonale tricolor Nosegay King of Nosegays, and Zonale En-
chantress, with dark zonate foliage. Mr. Brewer, gardener to — Terry-,
Esq., Fulliam, received a Bpecial certificate for a very handsome plant
of Liham auratum, bearing twelve lovely flowers. Mr. James Keeler,

gardener to John Todd, Ksq., sent two seedling Zonale Pelargoniums
—Delicatum, and Sambo, a very dark scarlet ; and Mr. Anderson,
gardener to T. Dawson, Ksq., Meadow Bank, exhibited some fine

specimens of cut Orchids, which were awarded a Bpecial certificate.

Mi..:- IS. I'l. ( i. II rin |i 1 si Hi in iivid II I'll I rhts:, ri I t itinitt' i '1 CabldiuiU
Napoleon III., a line variety with bright green foliage, mottled with
deep rosy markings and veins ; and they also exhibited cut specimens
of Allainanda Sehotti Ileudcrsoni, with fine, large, deep yellow flowers

;

doubts were expressed as to its being a distinct variety. From the
same firm camo also Orchis maculata superbu, and three most magni-
ficent spikes of seedling Zonale Pelargonium Duke of Edinburgh, with
pale yellowish leaves, marked with a bronzy zone ; also fine specimens
ol' Pelargoniums Italia Unita, Luey Grieve, Arc. Messrs. Stuart and
Mi'in. Kelso, had a seedling hybrid Statice Duchess, very much like

profusa ; and Messrs. Lee, Hammersmith, two seedling Kricas—viz.,

E. tricolor pulchella, a pale-coloured flower, but pretty, to which was
awarded a second-class certificate, and E. ampullacea oblata, a white
variety of no particular merit.
W. Wentworth Buller, Esq., sent some beautiful specimens of cut

Orchids, which were awarded a special certificate ; also, a plant of an
old and well-known Orchid, Proinenam stapelioides. Messrs. Veiteh,
as usual, contributed largely to the exhibition both novel and in-

teresting plants. First-class certificates were awarded to the follow-
ing:—Nepenthes lanata, a very curious Pitcher-plant; Nepenthes sp.,

from Borneo ; Lomaria dura, a valuable hardy greenhouse Fern
;

Loraaria eiliata, very beautiful and distinct; Davallia alpina, Davallia,
parvula

; Acalypha tricolor, a stove plant with dark yellow and red-
mottled leaves

; Niercmbergia sp., quite hardy, with pale flowers like

N. filicaulis ; and a cut specimen of Dipladenia arnabilis. A second-
class certificate was awarded for Pescatorea, or Huntleya, cerina ; and a
special certificate for a very handsome specimen of Blandfordia nobilis.

In the general collection we noticed a new Spha'rogyne ; Lomaria Belli,

which bad received a first-class certificate ; Lomaria zamuefolia, and
Lomaria Moritziaua, which it was requested should be sent again. A
collection of plants from the Society's gardens at South Kensington,
contained Orchids and a very fine specimen of the late-flowering
Rhododendron Jenkinsii, which was awarded a special certificate. A
very interesting though small collection of plants was sent from the Chis-
wick Gardens. Among them were a very tine Fern, Stenochlffina tenui-
folia

; cut specimens of Liriodendron tulipiferum, the Tulip tree ; also
two kinds of Horse-chestnut, ^Esculas indica and ,/Eseulus californica.

Fruit Committee.—Mr. C. Oldham, Honorary Secretary of the
Wrexham Floral and Horticultural Society, exhibited two seedling
Strawberries, Sir Watkin and Denbigh Seedling ; and from Mr.
Turner, Slough, came a fine large-fruited variety called Dr. Hogg, to
which a first-class certificate was awarded. Further mention of these
will be found beneath. From the Society's garden at Chiswick came
fruit of Sir Charles Napier, Reeves's Eclipse, La CouBtante, and
Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury ; also three early varieties of Cherries.
The only other fruit shown consisted of British Queen Straw-
berries from Mr. Keeler, Wood House. Dulwieh ; and Grosse Mignonne
Peaches from Mr. Merett, Battersea Rise.

Fortnightly Meeting.—Viscount Sandon, M.P., in the chair.
The awards of the Floral Committee having been announced, Dr.
Hogg made a few remarks on the subjects brought before the Fruit
Committee. Denbigh Seedling Strawberry, be said, was a large coarse-
looking variety with a peculiarly acid flavour, and Sir Watkin, a
seedling from Sir Harry impregnated with Black Prince, had a long
conical fruit, very similar to Williams's Black Roseberry. and black
firm flesh with an insipid flavour. With regard to Strawberry Dr.
Hogg, for which Mr. Turner had received a first-class certificate, it

was raised by Mr. Bradley, the gardener at Elton Manor, who was
also the raiser of Oscar, Sir- Joseph Paxton, and other varieties. The
fruit was described as being wedge-shaped, somewhat corrugated
longitudinally, of a pale red colour, with white flesh, aud a flavour
similar to^ that of the British Queen. Unlike that kind, however, it

was stated to colour regularly all over, and to be much more hardy
and a better bearer. With reference to the varieties from Chiswick,
Dr. Hogg said of Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury, that it is an abun-
dant bearer, having a high flavour perhaps unsurpassed by any other
kind. La Constante, raised by M. de Jonghe, of Brussels, bore
carriage better than, perhaps, any other kind, the flesh being firm
and solid, and the flavour was high. Eclipse, it was remarked, is of
all the varieties used for forcing that which possesses, perhaps, the
richest Pine flavour, but that this is not so good when the plants are
grown out of doors.

The Rev. M. J. Berkeley then offered some remarks on the subjects
exhibited. The Eriogonum shown at the previous meeting by Mr.
Thompson, of Ipswich, was first alluded to, and then the hardy trail-

ing Niercmbergia, exhibited by Messrs. Veiteh. This was stated to
have come from Tucuman, and its soft, lilac flowers were said to bear
considerable resemblance to those of N. filicaulis. Acalypha tricolor,
imported from the New Hebrides by the same firm, next came under
notice, and though very unlike moot Euphorbiaceous plants, it never-
theless belonged to the same natural order as these. Davallia alpina
and parvula. as well as Lomaria eiliata, were then adverted to, and
the latter, however unlike a Tree Fern as exhibited, was stated to be
in reality such. Stenochlwna tenuifolia, from the Society's garden,
was the next plant noticed, and it was mentioned that the pinna; have
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a marginal gland, or nerve, near the base on the tipper edge, and that

the veins form narrow costal areoles, from which parallel forked veins

run oat to the margin. Concerning --Eseulus indica and jEsculus cali-

forniea, both handsome Chestnuts, which come into bloom after all

others are over, notes were read from the " Botanical Magazine,"

vols, lxxxiv. and lxxxv., in which both are fignred. They form, it was

stated, hardy moderate-sized trees of considerable beauty ; but .ISsculns

indica was said to be somewhat difficult to cultivate. Mr. Berkeley then

made some remarks on a disease in some Grapes that had been sub-

mitted to his inspection. In these the stalks were more or less

withered, and the berries shrivelled like raisins, but without retaining

their sweetness. They exhibited spots of decay, and with respect to

these there was this peculiarity, that they had occurred at three diffe-

rent times, and that there was 'always a clearly-defined line between the

healthy and decomposed portions of the berry. The first spots of

decay had dried np, others had formed, and these had been succeeded

by a third set. This peculiar disease, as well as some others, is attri-

buted by Mr. Berkeley to a low state of vitality. As nil instance of

disease proceeding from a contrary condition of the plant, the gummy
exudations frequeutly seen on the bunches were mentioned, and Dr.

Hogg had drawn his attention to the fact that superabundant matter

ia frequently thrown off by the stigma, where it forms a globule, and

the pollen being thus prevented from acting on the stigma, the fmit

fails to set—a common cause of complaint with some varieties.

Mr. Batemau said that before he made any observations on the works

sf Nature he would direct attention to those of art, as exemplified by

specimens of the application of a process by which leaves, Feins, Sea-

weeds, etc., may be impressed on porcelain, a clever invention, which

we owe to Mr. Cox, of the Royal Polytechnic Institution, Regent

Street. By Mr. Cox's " Ceramic Petalocaust Process " as it is called,

the characteristic outlines and v< nation of Ferns, leaves, feathers. Sea-

weeds, and other natural objects are reproduced and indelibly burnt

iu upon the surface of every description of china, &c, at, it is said,

much less cost than by mere pictorial agency. By this process. Mr.

Bateman remarked, the inventor had done on imperishable porcelain

what Mr. Henry Bradbury had some years ago effected on perishable

paper in that grand work produced by Messrs. Bradbury & Evans

—

"Nature-printed Ferns." Here, then, we might have a fund of en-

joyment, for ladies might have their Fern sets or their Seaweed sets,

just as they now have their Fnchsia sets and their Rose sets. A
coloured plate of the beautiful Camoensia, discovered by Dr. Wel-

witsch in Africa, was next exhibited, and as it belongs to an order of

plants whose seeds are easily imported, a hope was expressed that it

might not be long before it was introduced into this country. Atten-

tion was then directed to a cone of Gunnera scabra, perhaps the

largest hardy herbaceous plant in our gardens. It was perfectly hardy

in the miserable climate of North Staffordshire, and on account of

the size and beauty of the leaves it was well worthy of cultivation by

those fond of fine-foliaged plants. That it was not so extensively

grown as it deserved, might be partly attributable to its being slow of

increase. Those who were curious to see it would find a plant of it in

the herbaceous garden at Kew. Blooms of the Tulip tree, together

with others of a fine variety of it. called Liriodendron tnlipiferum ob-

tnsilobuni, at present in great beauty in the Society's garden at Chis-

wick, then came under notice. A tine avenue of Tulip trees at Dres-

den having been mentioned, it was remarked that in its power of endur-

ing the smoky atmosphere of towns, the tree would probably be found

to be a rival to the Plane.

Orchids were the next subject to which Mr. Bateman directed atten-

tion. Among those from his own garden was Proinenrea citrina, one

pseudo-bulb of which had produced two ilowers of different colours,

one being bright yellow, the other pure white. He had never seen a

similar case among Orchids ; but be recollected Mr. Clowes once

showing him a Miltonia, from opposite sides of a pseudo-bulb of which

issued flowers of different sizes. It was, indeed, difficult to say where

the pranks of this curious race of plants might end. Cut specimens

were shown by W. W. Buller, Esq., and it was stated that at the next

meeting that gentleman would probably have something to say in re-

ference to the cultivation of Orchids and double-glazing. Among cut

flowers of Orchids from Mr. Anderson, gardener to T. Dawson, Esq..

Meadow Bank, Glasgow, was a beautiful variety of Dendrbbinm in the

way of densiilorurn, bieolor, or Grillithii. With respect to Cattleyas,

Mr. Anderson asked where C. Mossia^ ended and C. labiata began.

That question had been answered a year or two ago. C. quadricolor,

Wagneri, and Warneri, were all well-marked varieties of the one

species, which went all through the Isthmus of Panama, till in the

form of C. labiata it ended in Brazil. Pescatorea cerina, shown by

Messrs. Veitch. next occupied attention, and it was stated that though

a woodcut of it had been published some years ago by Dr. Lindlty. no
coloured plate of it had as yet appeared, but that one would shortly be

given in the " Botanical Magazine." The plant had been named in

compliment to M. Pescatore, one of the most enthusiastic lovers of

Orchids which the French empire ever produced, and rivalled only by

Consul Schiller among the Germans. In connection with Angraecum
caudatum, a cut specimen of which was shown to the meeting, Mr,

Bateman remarked that about this time lost year he had the honour of

naming an Angrscum after Capt. Grant, one of the discoverers of the

source of the Nile ; and he now had to direct attention to another,

named after the distinguished traveller M. du Chaillu, in commemora-
tion of his discoveries in West Africa, in the country of the hideous

gorilla. This species, which is figured in the " Botanical Magazine
'

of the present month, was said to rival the A. caudatum of Sierra

Leone. After the last meeting, Professor Owen, said Mr. Bateman.

had shown him a Cyrtanthus hearing umbels of glowing crimson

scarlet flowers, and a plant of it now exhibited still gave indications of

considerable beauty. This was said to have been sent to Professor

Owen by Mr. Bain, the discoverer of the strange Dicynodonts, or two-

fanned reptiles of South Africa, (fossils of the Trias period), and was

stated to have been found in the Karroos, or ravines of a mountain

range about 8110 miles north of Cape Town, and at an elevation of

10(t0 feet above the sea. Iu summer it succeeds out of doors in this

country, but in winter it requires the protection of a greenhouse. The

plant shown was presented to the Society, and Mr. Bateman moved

that a vote of thanks be given to Professor Owen.

Mr. Bateman next offered some remarks on Sirex juvencus, which

has been comparatively unnoticed for many years, though its attacks

are much more frequent than generally supposed, and a piece of a dead

Larch was furnished by G. C. Antrobus, Esq., of Eaton Hall.

Cheshire, as an example of the way in which this insect perforates

timber All races of trees, said Mr. Bateman, have their peculiar

insert pests, thus Larches. Pines, and Silver Firs are each attacked by

different enemies. All know how destructive Scolytus destructor is to

Elms, and that about this time of the year the Hylurgns pnuperda

bores up the centre of the vonug shoots of Pine trees, causing them to

snap off with the first gale of wind. These pests confine their depre-

dations to live trees : but Sirex juvencus is even more to be dreaded.

Curtis several years ago stated that the Sirices appear to be most de-

structive to dead tie. s and timber, which is not surprising when it is

atati d that the eggs are deposited by hundreds, and that the maggots

when full grown are about 1J inch in length. S. juvencus made its

appearance during July, August, and September m Fir groves in Nor-

folk Suffolk, Hants, and Yorkshire, aud specimens of it were shown to

Mr Curtis bv the Hon. Charles Harris, who detected it in Fir planta-

tions at Heron Court, the seat of Lord Malmesbnry. " With us,

said Mr Hams, " at the age of twenty the Fir trees die to a great ex-

tent The summer of 18'2.r> and 1826 was peculiarly destructive to

them, from its intense heat and drought, and I am certain that I never

saw anv trace of a Sirex except on dead trees. The smell of the tur-

i entine would fully account for this, and the only spot where we could

detect the Sirex in a standing plantation of shorter trees was on some

dead stumps that had evidently been overgrown." From this it

appears that the mischief arises from allowing dead trees to remain

standin" or lying about ; and timber ought to be well examined before

it is employed in building, " for," said Mr. Curtis, " I understand that

considerable numbers of the males have been taken flying about the

tower of York Minster, no doubt seeking the females which were issu-

in" from the timbers that supported the roof, and which would be of

course greatlv weakened bv tlie continued operations of the larva;, as

well as rendered more combustible by the multitude of passages and

the quantity of dust which they create." Singularly enough, said Mr.

Bateman Mr. Curtis's prediction as to fire was soon verified ;
for in

18-29, vei-v shortly after the above was written, 1 oik Minster was the

scene of "a conflagration. Mr. Batemau added that he had only be-

come acquainted with Sirex juvencus about this time last year, and it

was marvellous, he said, that after eluding exposure for nearly a

quarter of a centnrv its evil deeds should now be proclaimed. It was

also stated on the authority of Mr. A. Murray that the insect had

made its appearance with Mr. Thomson, of Banchory House, Aber-

deenshire. Mr. Buller said he had known this Sirex for years in

Devonshire, where it appeared to confine its operations to wood either

wholly dead or decaying. Palings and Larch posts were attacked by

it lr.it he had not seen it on live' trees. Mr. Bateman here remarked

that it seemed only to make its appearance after very hot summers,

but wbeu detected every possible means should he used to extirpate it.

Weekly Show, Juhi ltli.—ki this Meeting there was a good ex-

hibition of vegetables, and some excellent trays of Carnations and

Picoteos In the class for twelve Carnations, Mr. Hooper of Jme
Nursery, Bath, took the first prize, and Mr. Shaekell, of Oldhelcl

Nursery, Bath, the second ; thev were beautiful blooms, as were also

the twelve Picotees exhibited by the same gentlemen, by whom the prizes

were taken in the same e.rder. For the best basket of miscellaneous

cut flowers, Mr. Mclndoe, gardener to Coles Child. Esq., of Bromlev.

took the first prize, and Mr. Bartlett, of Hammersmith, the second.

In the collection of vegetables, Mr. Mclndoe was again first Mr.

Youn", gardener to R. Barclay, Esq.. of Highgate, second, and air.

Plester, of Elsenham Hall Gardens, Essex, was thud. In the mis-

cellaneous class, Mr. Butcher, gardener to A. Bond, Esq., took a first-

class certificate for a very fine specimen of Fulham Cabbage, and Mr

Youn" was similarly rewarded for a large specimen of the Enfield

Market, which is a mere form of the former. Two mentonous de-

signs of flower gardens were shown by Mr. Brown, of Sonthwood

Lane, Highgate, and Mr, Hill. Angel Kow, Highgate. The former

took his plan from that of the International Exhibition and both re-

ceived extra prizes. Mr. Ward, gardener to F. N. Miller, Esq..

Bishop Stortford. received a second prize for three handsome Pines ;

and Mr. Young, gardener to R. Barclay, Esq., extra prizes for a col-

lection of Caladiums. and one of Agaves ; also a first-class certificate

' for Leptopteris suierta, and one of the second class for Erica Pai-

' mentieriana rosea.
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ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY'S SHOW.
JCI.Y lilt.

The last Show oi the season tool; place on Wednesday last, and

though the weather was by do means favourable, there was a large

attendance of visitors, among whoni the fairer sex as nBUal greatly

predominated. Their pleasure, howover, in promenading the lawn

was greatly marred by the frequent eohl showers whieh made the tnrf

damp, and tho day throughout was vory nngeuial for that period

of the year whieh is usually the warmest. The plants did not appear

to be so numerous as at tho earlier exhibitions, nor did they on tho

whole exhibit that freshness and profusion of bloom whieh rendered

them so attractive in May; but fruit was shown in great abundance,

variety, and excellence, constituting, in fact, tho most important

featnre of the Show.
Stove and Greenhouse Plants.—Of these Mr. Peed, gardener to

Mis. Tredwell, Lower Norwood, exhibited a fine collection of ten, pro-

minent among whieh was a magnificent specimen of Ixora salicifolia,

a worked plant about 5 J feet high, and hearing in great profusion heads

of orange dowers from 7 to 8 inches in diameter. This was certainly

the finest plant of its hind that we remember ; and although somo
two or three years ago, Mr. Whithread exhibited a romarkablo speci-

men, we question whether it was equal to that shown by Mr. Peed.

Allamauda grandiflora and Oracophyllnm gracile from the same ex-

hibitor were also fine, and Rondeletia speciosa was likewise noticeable

in his collection. In that of Mr. Rhodes, Azalea Apollo was still in

very good bloom, and he had besides by far the finest Kalosanth in

the Show, a round-headed plant of coceinea, about a yard across, and
presenting a glowing mass of rich Bcarlet. Phrenocoma prolifera, a

large plant, with its rosy crimson everlasting Mowers quite as large as

a five-shilling piece ; a very good Ixora coceinea, and large plants of

Hedaroma fuchsioides, and Pimelea mirubilis, also came from Mr.
Rhodes ; and from Mr. Williams, a very fine specimen of Phamocoma
prolifera, 6 feet across and in profuse bloom, together with Bou-
gainvilliea glabra, Allamauda gramliliora, and Erythrina erista-galli,

whose showy red flowers are not usually seen at exhibitions. Mrs.

Glendinning & Sons sent Allamauda Aubletii in very good bloom,

but not so showy as A. grandiflora ; and inferior plants of it also

appeared in other collections ; also, a fine specimen of Yinca oculata ;

Mr. Baxendine, Guildford, had Rhyneospermum jasminoides and
Bignonia grandiflora, assorting well with an Allamauda near it,

though differing in being reddish orange instead of yellow. Mr. Kaile,

gardener to Earl Lovelace, had a vory good plant of Rhyneospermum
jasminoides ; and Mr. A. Ingram, gardener to J. J. Blaudy, Esq.,

Reading, the beautiful purplish violet Pleroma elegans, in fine bloom

;

Ralosanthes coceinea superba ; Clerodendron Thomsonie, full of

flower; and Statice profusa. Mr. Ward,, gardener to F. G. Wilkins,

Esq., Leyton, took, however, tho lead in the Amateurs' class for six,

with, among others, Allamanda grandiflora, small but in excellent

bloom ; Statice macrophylla, with a profusion of its purplish lilac

flowers in dense corymbs ; Stepbanotis floribunda, and Phtenocoma
prolifera Bamesii. Mr. Kemp had the showy scarlet Clerodendron
Krempferi ; and Mr. Wilkie, gardener to I. McHeury, Esq., a very

good specimen of Dracophyllum gracile.

Awards—For ten ; first. Mr. Peed ; second, Mr. J. Wheeler, gar-

dener to J. Philpott, • Esq. For eight (Nurserymen): first, Mr.
Rhodes; se.-ond, Mr. Williams ; third, Mr. Baxendine ; fourth, Mrs.
Glendinniug it Sous. For eight (Amateurs) : first, Mr. Kaile ; second,

Mr. G. Wheeler, gardener to Sir F. Goldsmid, Bart. For six ; first,

Mr. Ward ; second, Mr. A. Ingram ; third, Mr. Wilkie ; fourth, Mr.
Kemp.
Fine-foliaged Plants and Ferns were rather numerous, and

being judiciously placed in the bays between the flowering plants,

these were not overpowered, nor overpowering as they sometimes arc

by too much colour being impressed on the eye. Mr. Williams, Hol-
loway, had. in a set of ten, fino specimens of Cordyline indivisa, Cycas
circinalis, Draca-na lineata, Chamierops humilis, Cyathea dealbata,

and variegated Aloe-leaved Yucca, and in another collection Alocasia
Lowii in splendid condition, Drac.xna marginata, with the leaves

narrowly edged with red, a fine Latania borbonica, and Zaiuia pungens,

very thick in the trunk. Mr. Burley, Albert Nursery, Bayswater, also

sent various Palms and Alpinia nutans. Of Amateurs, Mr. Taylor,

gardener to J. Yates, Esq., Highgate, had a very fine specimen of

Sahal Blackburniana, Zarnia spiralis, Encephalartos latifrons, and
other Cycads, and a good plant of Littasa juncea. From Messrs.

Barnard, Gell, Glendinning, and Young, came the Date Palm, Rho-
palas, Spha?rogyne latifolia, Alocasia macrorhiza variegata, Dracienas,
Marantas, Pandanads, ono or two Caladiums ; Panicum sulcatum,
a broad-leaved Grass ; and Anthnrium cordifolium.

Awards—For ten (Nurserymen) : first, Mr. Williams ; second,

Messrs. Glendinning ; third, Mr. Burley. For ten (Amateurs) : first,

Mr. Taylor
;

second, Mr. Gell ; third, Mr. Y'oung. For six : first,

Mr. Taylor ; second, Mr. Barnard.
Exotic Ferns from Messrs. Taylor, Williams, Barnard, and Young,

comprised good specimens of Cyatheas, Cibotinms, Dicksonias, Wood-
wardia radicans, Todea africana, Pteris cretica albo-lineata and
argyrtea, Phlebodiuni aureum, Adiantum trapeziforrne and formosnm.

Awards— For twelve (Nurserymen) : first, Mr. Williams. For
twelve (Amateurs) : first, Mr. Taylor ; second, Mr. Barnard ; third,

Mr. Young.

Of British Ferns, tho best twelve came from Messrs. Ivory & Son,

of Working, and consisted of Lastrea Filix-mas Ingramii. Athyrium

Filix-fo:mina Granting tho crested variety of tho Royal Fern, Poly-

stichnm aculeatum acrocladon, and angulare grandiccps, Trieli, annuel

radicans, Asplcuium trichomnnes Moulei, very pretty; Scolopendriura

vulgaro .-rispum latum, Lastrea montana Nowelliana, Pseuduthyrium

flexile, Blechnum spicant crispum, and Adiantnm capillus-Veneris.

Collections, including various forms of the above genera, also caino

from Mr. Kaile and Mr. Kemp, gardi ner I.. Karl I'. B .

Heaths comprised line specimens of tho brilliant Parmenticriana

rosea, Savilleana, ventricosa Botlnvelliana and coceinea, lis,lor va-

rieties ; Aitoniana, Eassoniana, and Tunibulli, white ; obbata, Massoni

major, ampullacea major, eximia, nobilis, orange ; depressa, and
Caveudishii, the last two, howover, rather past their best.

Awards—For eight (Nurserymen) : first, Messrs. Jackson & Sons;

sec, ,n,l, Mr. Rhodes; third, Messrs. F. ,1" A. Smith. For eight

(Amateurs) : first, Mr. Peed ; second, Mr. Ward
;
equal third, Mr. A.

Ingram and Mr. J. Wheeler, gardener to J. Philpott, Esq.

Orchids were not numerously shown, nor were they in the same,

fine condition as at the first Show. Mr. Bulleu, gardener to A. Tumor,

Esq., Leicester, had Trichopilia crispa with certainly not less than

thirty fine blooms, a fino spocimen of Acrides odoratum majus,

Saccolabium Blumei majus with five Bpikes, Cattlcya Acklandiffl with

three blooms, C. superba, very brilliant in colour; Cypripediuni

Veitchii with four fine blooms, and a good example of C. barbatum

superbum ; Mr. Wiggins had Cattlcya Wagneri, Cypripediums

Hookeri and Stonei, Odontoglossum hastilabium, Acrides, and a,

Vanda ; and Mr. Williams scut, among others, a fine specimen of

Acrides odoratum majus, also Acrides Lobhi, Phala nopsis grandiflora,

and Cvpripedinm barbatum superbum. From other exhibitors camo

Phalamopsis Lnddcmauuinna, Cattlcya Mossia?, the old Broughtonia

Banguinea, Calanthe masuca, Ladia purpurata, Odontoglossum hasti-

labium and cordatum, the pretty Miltonia spcctabilis, and Vanda

Batemanni.
Awards—For ten : first, Mr. Bnllen ; second, withheld ;

third, Mr.

Peed. For six: first. Mr. Williams; second, Mr. Parker; third. Mr.

Rhodes. For six: first, Mr. Wiggins; second, G. Cooper, Esq;;

Old Kent Road ; third, Mr. Hill, gardener to R. Hauhury, Esq. ;

fourth, Mr. J. Wheeler ; fifth, Mr. Willcock, gardener to Dr. Pattison,

St. John's Wood.

Fuchsias.—Only three collections were shown, and of these the

best came from Mr. Broclrwell, Edmonton, whose plants were from

G to 7 feet high and well-grown and flowered. Among dark varieties

were good examples of Sir Colin Campbell, Lord of the Isles, and

Sensation ; among light sorts, Wiltshire Lass, Minnie Banks, Reino

Blanche, and Schiller ; and among kinds with white corollas, tho best

were Madame Comelissen and Conspicua.

Awards—For six : first, Mr. Broclrwell ; second, Mr. Weston, gar-

dener to D. Martineau, Esq., Clapham Park ; third, Mr. Filee, gar-

dener to J. Shutter, Esq.
Pelargoniums were inferior both in the size of the plants and

bloom to those exhibited at the previous Show, when Mr. Bailey's and

Mr. Turner's plants attracted such general admiration. Mr. Frascr,

however, on this occasion had good plants of Favourite, Pericles,

Beacon, Mdlle. Patti, Ilesdemona, Caractacns, Leander, and Maiden

Fair. Mr. Nye, gardener to G. Foster, Esq., had fine specimens of

Fairest of the Fair, Perdita, Mdlle. Patti, and International ;
also

Spotted Gem, Lord Clyde, and Pericles ; and Mr. Ward had Caracta-

eus, Lilacinum, Royal Albert, Desdemona, and Pericles. In tho

class for six varieties Mr. Wiggins, gardener to W. Beck, Esq., had

good plants of John Hoyle, Eurydice, Diana. Album formosnm, Exhi-

bition, and Isabel. Of Fancy varieties, Mr. Frascr had good examples

of Zoe, Undine, Bridesmaid, Helen, Hebe, and Acme. Of Scarlets,

the best came from Mr. Windsor, Walthamstow, who contributed Sir

Robert Peel and Prime Minister, scarlet ; Virgo Marie, white ;
Princess

and Eugenie Mczard, salmon ; and Highgate Rival, salmon scarlet,

all well grown.
Awards—For nine : first, Mr. I'raser. For nine (Amateurs) :

first,

Mr. Nye ; second, Mr. Ward ; third. Mr. Wiggins. For six Fancy :

first, Mr. Fraser. For six Scarlet: first, Mr. Windsor ; second, Mr.

Catlin; third, Mr. Hawes ; fourth, Mr. Logan. For varieties of

18G3-4 : first, Mr. Fraser ; second, Mr. Wiggins.

Roses.—Messrs. Paul & Sou exhibited some very good plants in

pots, among which Dnc do Rohan, Comte de Nanteuil, Duchesse do

Caylus, Leopold I., Comtesse de Chabrillant, and Madame Victor

Verdier, were particularly fiue ; and of cut blooms, fine stands were

shown by Messrs. Paul & Son, Ingle, Chard, J. Hollingworth, Turner,

and Mailow, containing in addition to the above-named varieties fine

examples of William Griffiths, Gloire de Santenay, Seuateur Vaisse,

Gloire de Dijon, Maurice Bernardin, Madamo Bravy, Souvenir de Mal-

maison, and others.

Awards—For fifty : first, Mr. Turner ; second, Messrs. Paul & Son ;

third, Mr. Fraser. For twenty-five: first, Mr. Ingle; second, Mr.

Chard ; third, Mr. Hollingworth. For twenty-four : first, Mr. Turner ;

second, Mr. Ingle ; third, Mr. Marlow.

New Plants anb Seedlings were numerously shown. Messr3.

Yeitch had first-class certificates for the true Peperomia arifolia.

Davallia parvula very pretty, Drosera capensis, Nepenthes lanata,

Maranta Lindenii, Lomaria Belli, recurva, and ciliata ;
Davallia

alpina ; a species of Adiantnm with copper-coloured young fronds
;
a
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pretty little Nierembergia, and Acalypha tricolor. To the same firm
second-class certificates were awarded for a Bornean Nepenthes, and a
handsome Sphasrogyne from Bolivia. Several of these are noticed in

another column. Messrs. Veitch also exhibited Retinospora obtusa
aurea, having foliage beautifully tinged with gold, Begonia Pearcei,

and Alternanthera spathulata. From Mr. Bull came also a numerous
collection, of which the following plants received first-class certificates

—viz., Maranta Lindenii, Pandanus latissimus, with rather broad pale
green leaves

; P. Porteanus, much more slender than the preceeding,
Rogiera gratissima, with small pale rose-coloured flowers slightly

scented ; Latania rubra, Adiantum velutinum, Peperomia argyraea, and
Athyrium Goringianum pictum, variegated with white after the manner
of Pteris argyrsa, but much more slightly marked. The same exhi-

bitor had second-class certificates for Cinchona nobilis, with handsome
leaves having a red midrib; a variegated Phajus grandifolius, Philo-
dendron bipinnatifidum, and Echeveria atropurpurea, with brownish
red leaves. First-class certificates were also awarded to Messrs.
"Waterer & Godfrey for Cupressus Lawsoniana argentca, a glaucous
variety of that fine species ; to Mr. R. Parker for Goodyera pubescens
intermedia, and Statice floribunda with purplish violet flowers ; and
to Messrs. Backhouse, York, for Dipladenia amabilis, noticed in our
Floral Committee report. Similar awards were made to Messrs.
Ivery & Son for Athyrium Filix-foeinina pnlcherrimum, to Messrs.
Jackson for Peperomia arifolia, to Mr. "Williams, Holloway, for

Lomaria rigida and an Adiantum, and to Messrs. E. G. Henderson for

Caladium Napoleon III. Second-class certificates were given to Mr.
Fraser, Lea Bridge, for Lilium anratum caudidum, of a purer white
than the common variety, and not spotted ; to Messrs. Ivery for a Poly-
stichnm ; and to Mr. Williams for Lindsnea cultrata. Among seedling
florists' flowers Mr. Watson had first-class certificates for Geraniums
Miss Watson and Mrs. Dix, both of which have been already noticed,

and a similar award was made to Mr. G. Smith, Hornsey Road, for

Nosegay Pelargonium La Grande, a fine scarlet ; also to Mr. Tirebuck,
Luton, for Emily Morland, a scarlet zonal. Messrs. F. & A. Smith,
who exhibited numerous zonal and tricolor-leaved varieties, received
certificates of the first-class for Sunbeam, bright scarlet, large trusses

;

Diadem and Charmer, orange scarlet ; and Glorious, deep scarlet

;

also certificates of the second class for Vandyke, Mrs. Charles Barry,
Conqueror, Magnificent, and Scarlet Dwarf. Mr. W. Paul again ex-

hibited sevoral varieties of the zonal and Nosegay sections, and had
certificates of the first-class for Nimrod, Waltham Gem, Rebecca, St.

George, and Sir Joseph Paxton ; and of the second class for Scarlet
Dwarf and Cardinal. Mr. Turner had a first-class certificate for In-
ternational and Lady Constance Grosvenor, the former a crimson
scarlet zonal variety, and the latter a fine scarlet. Verbenas
Auricula and Harry Law exhibited by Mr. Perry, of Castle Bromwich,
likewise received first-class certificates, and Messrs. Downie & Co's.

fine bedding Pansy Imperial Blue, a second-class one. Several showy
Clematises were shown by Mr. Townseud, Hornsey ; and a pretty white
Lobelia, called Miss Murphy, likely to be useful for bedding, shown
by Messrs. Dobson & Son, received a first-class certificate.

Miscellaneous.—Mr. Parker, Tooting, exhibited Yucca canalicu-

lata producing its creamy inflorescence, Acanthus montanus with
rather ornamental foliage, Spha^rogyne cinnamomea, and a showy
Amaryllis called marginata conspicua. Mrs. Glendinning & Sons
had Gesueras and Anrectochils ; and good stands of Pinks, Carnations,
and Picotees, came from Mr. Turner, Slough, Mr. Hooper, Bath,
and others. Annuals were also shown by Messrs. Hooper & Co., of

Covent Garden.

FRUIT.

The display of fruit, as already stated, was large in quantity and
excellent in quality. Nearly one hundred Pines were shown, and
upwards of two hundred bunches of Grapes, most of these, too, being

large and very well grown. The first prize for a collection was
awarded to Mr. Rawbone, gardener to C. Campbell, Esq., Ashbourne,
for a Queen Pine of 4£ lbs., three excellent bunches of Black Ham-
burgh Grapes weighing in all 7£ lbs., Golden Hamburghs, Trentham
Hybrid Melon, fine Royal George Peaches, Elruge Nectarines, and
Keens' Seedling Strawberries. Mr. Robinson, gardener to R. Benyon,
Esq., M.P., Reading, was second with a Queen Pine, Black and
Golden Hamburgh Grapes, Golden Perfection Melon, Grosse Mig-
nonne Peaches, Elruge Nectarines, Figs, Strawberries, and Cherries.

Mr. Turner was third with a Queen Pine, Buckland Sweetwater and
Black Hamburgh Grapes, a Melon, Violetto Hative Peaches, Elruge
Nectarines, and Dr. Hogg Strawberry ; and Mr. Miller, gardener to

Earl Cravan, Combe Abbey, was fourth with six fine Ripley Queen
Pines, Muscat and Black Hamburgh Grapes, Melons, Peaches, Nec-
tarines, and Strawberries. Mr. Turnbull, gardener to the Duke of

Marlborough, was fifth ; and Mr. Sage, gardener to Earl Brownlow,
Ashridge, sixth.

Pine Apples.—In collections of four fruit, not less than two kinds,

Mr. Hannan, gardenertoR. T. Crawshay, Esq., Cyfarthfa Castle, was
first with two fine Providence, weighing respectively 8 and 9 lbs., and
two good fruit of the Black Jamaica. Mr. Youug, gardener to Craw-
shay Bailey, Esq., Aberaman, was third with Providence weighing

7 lbs. 2 ozs., and 7 lbs. 6 oza. each, and well-ripened Queens of

4 lbs. 2 ozs., and 4 lbs. 6 ozs. ; and equal third prizes were awarded

to Mr. Miles, gardener to Lord Carrington, and Mr. Young, gardener

to W. H. Stone, Esq., M.P., Leigh Park, the former having Smooth-

leaved Cayennes weighing a little more than 5 lbs., a Prickly Cayenne

of 4 lbs. 6 ozs., and an Enville of 4$ lbs. ; whilst Mr. Young had
two excellent Queens, a Providence, and a Black Jamaica.
Of Providence Pines several large and handsome fruit were shown.

Mr. Hannan was first with a noble fruit of 10 lbs., and Mr. Young,
Aberaman, second, with one which, though not so heavy by 1\ lb., was
more handsome. Mr. Elstone, gardener to S. Lawrence, Esq., Clapham
Park, was third with one of 8£ lbs. ; and extra prizes were awarded
to Mr. Bailey, gardener to T. T. Drake, Esq., Shardeloes, for a fruit

weighing 8\ lbs. ; to Mr. Doville, gardener to Major Martin, for one
of 8 lbs. ; to Mr. Gell, gardener to Mrs. Beaufoy, South Lambeth ; to
Mr. Jones, gardener to Lady Mill ; and to Mr. Speed, gardener to Sir
E. Walker, Bart., Bury Hiil, Mansfield.
Among Queens by far the best was a well-ripened fruit of the ex-

traordinary weight of 7 lbs. 6 ozs., shown by Mr. Ward, gardener to

F. N. Miller, Esq., Bishop Stortford, and to which, of course, the
first prize was awarded. Mr. Brice, gardener to J. Lermitte, Esq., of

Finchley, was second with a finely ripened fruit weighing 5 lbs. 4 ozs.

;

and Mr. Young, Aberaman, third, with a fine fruit of 5 lbs. Mr.
Perkins, Stanmore ; Mr. Holliday, gardener to H. Walmsley, Esq.,
Acton ; Mr. Kemp ; Mr. Hannan ; and Mr. Coles, gardener to R. H.
Page, Esq., Beekenham ; and Mr. Drewitt, had also very good fruit

of this variety, which in several cases was shown of a heavier weight
than it has usually been seen of late years, when first prizes have
frequently been taken by fruits under 4 lbs. in weight. Special

mention must also be made of a dozen Queens weighing 63 lbs., ex-

hibited by Mr. Ward, all of which were handsome fruit and in beauti-

ful condition.

In the class for any variety no first prize was awarded ; the second
was given to Mr. R. Smith, gardener to H. Walker, Esq., Calderstone,

for a well-ripened Black Jamaica ; and the third to Mr. Gardiner,
gardener to E. P. Shirley, Esq., Eatiugton Park, Stratford-on-Avon,
fur a fruit of the same variety weighing 3$ lbs. Mr. Kemp, gardener

to E. Benthall, Esq., had a Black Antigua, for which an extra prize

was awarded.

Grapes made a splendid display, especially the Black Hamburghs.
In the class for three kinds Mr. Meredith had a wonderfully fine ex-

hibition, consisting of Black Hamburghs, remarkable both for size of

bunch and berry, their fine colour, and their beautiful bloom; Black
Prince, and Trentham Black also very fine. Mr. Meredith here walked

over the course, all the other competitors being a long way behind. No
second prize was awarded, but equal third prizes were given to Mr.
Osborn, Finchley, for well-ripened Buckland Sweetwater, good Muscats
but not ripe, and Black Hamburgh ; to Mr. Horwood, gardener to

G. H. Turnbull, Esq., Rookery Down, Kent, for Black Prince, small

Muscats, and Black Hamburghs ; to Mr. Tansley, gardener to A. Moss,

Esq., Chadwell Heath, for Muscat of Alexandria, Black Hamburghs,
and Canon Hall ; and to Mr. Sage, gardener to Earl Howe, Ather-

stone, for good bunches of Black Hamburgh. Black Prince, and Buck-

land Sweetwater. In the same class Mr. M. Henderson, gardener to

Sir G. Beaumont, Bart., Coleorton Hall, exhibited very good Black

Hamburgh and White Muscadine, and Mr. Turnbull, Blenheim, large

bunches of Black Prince, but not sufficiently ripe.

In the class for three bunches of Black Hamburghs, Mr. Meredith

and Mr. Clement, East Barnet, were placed equal first with large and
beautifully-coloured bunches, and in each case densely covered with

a beautiful bloom. Those from Mr. Meredith weighed collectively

10? lbs., and were very even in size of berry. Mr. Squires, gardener

toH. Ludlow, Esq., Heywood House, Westbury, was second with good

large-berried bunches but a little deficient in colour ; Mr. Osborn, and
Mr. Pople, West Moulsey, were equal third ; and Mr. Speed, Bury
Hill, fourth, with small but well-coloured bunches. Good exhibitions

in the same class also came from Mr. Wallis, gardener to J. Dixon,

Esq., Astle Park, Mr. Rawbone, and Mr. M. Henderson.

In baskets Mr. Meredith was again first with Black Hamburgh large

and finely coloured, Mr. Tansley being second with very good Canon

Hall ; and Mr. M. Henderson, Mr. Hannan, Mr. Pople, and Mr.

Osborn, had equal third prizes, all for Black Hamburgh, except Mr.

Osborn, who had Muscats.

In the class for Black Prince, or West's St. Peter's, the former

variety was almost exclusively shown. With it Mr. Turnbull, gardener

to the Duke of Marlborough, was first with large bunches, but not so

finely coloured as we have seen ; Mr. Sage, gardener to Earl Howe,

was second with good bunches of the same kind ; and others came

from Mr. Allen, gardener to E. Hopwood, Esq., Manchester, and Mr.

Goldsmith, gardener to Sir W. Farquhar, Bart., one of those from

the former being 16 inches in length, but it, as well as the two smaller

bunches on each side of it, were deficient in colour. Mr. Allport.

gardener to H. Aykroyd, Esq., had compact bunches of West's St.

Peter's beautifully coloured.

Muscats from "Mr. Turner, of Slough, were beautifully ripened,

being of a rich golden-amber colour, in respect to ripeness far before

all the other bunches. The second prize went to Mr. Pizzie, gardener

to F. Edwards, Esq., Pickeridge ; and the third to Mr. Clement, for

very good bunches, but not quite ripe.

In the class for any kind, Mr. Record, gardener to Colonel Loyd,

Hawkhurst, Kent, was first with Marchioness of Hastings, the threa

bunches weighing collectively 8 lbs. 3 ozs. ; and Mr. Lynn, gardener

to Lord Boston, Hedsor, second, with fine bunchos of Buckland Sweet-

water, but not sufficiently ripe. Good White Muscadines, from Mr.

M. Henderson, were third. The only other kinds which we noticed
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wore Rod F'rontignan ami Golden Hamburgh. In tho Miscollanoons

Class a prizo was also awarded to Mr. Meredith, fnr a buuch, or

rather series of bunches on a single stalk, weighing 7} lbs., and, not-

withstanding its largo size, perfection in colour and bloom.

Melons were shown to the numbor of about two score. In the

Grocn fleshed olass, the best were a Hybrid Cashmere, from Mr. Weir,

gardener to Mrs. Hodgson, Hampstuud ; and Combe Abbey Hybrid,

from Mr. Miller, gardener to Lord Craven. Golden 1'crfoction and
Conqneror of Europe, respectively from Mr. Ross, gardener to Col.

Eyre, Wolford Park; and Mr. Kenird, gardener to Col. I.oyd, wore

nlaced equal second. In the Scarlet- lb bed ehi ;, Mr. Weir was again

hrst with Improved Windsor Prize; and Scarlet Gem from Mr. Beoch,

gardener to T. Allcoek, Esq., Epsom, and Mr. Goldsmith, was second.

Peaches and Nectarines.—Of Royal Charlotte and Violette

Hativo Peaches, remarkably lino frnit were shown by Mr. Sawkins,

gardener to A. Smith. Esq., Bramfield ; and Royal George and finely-

coloured Galande Peaches came from Mr. Horwood. Mr. Miller,

gardener to Earl Craven, had fine Violette Hative Peaches and Nec-

tarines ; and Brugnon and Scarlet Noctarines from Mr. Allen, gardener

to Capt. Glogg, Withington Hall, were also good ; so too were the

Grossc Mignonne and Royal George Peaches from Mr. Beech. Royal
George Peaches and Elruge Nectarines were also shown in good per-

fection by Mr. Masters, gardener to the Earl of Macclesfield, and by

Mr. Sage, gardener to Eail Brownlow. In the class for four dishes,

Mr. Allen, gardener to Capt. Glegg, Withington Hall, had Bellegardc,

and Noblesse Peaches, and Scarlet and Brugnon Nectarines, the whole
of which were fine. Mr. Masters had good fruit of Royal George and
Early Grosse Mignonne Peaches, and Elruge and Violette Hative Nec-
tarines ; whilst Mr. Young, gardener to W. H. Stone, Esq., Messrs.

Jackson, of Kingston, and Mr. Turnbull had also good exhibitions.

Awards—For fonr dishes : first, Mr. Allen ; second. Mr. Masters

;

third, Mr. Young ; equal fourth, Mr. Tnrnbull and Messrs. Jackson.

For two dishes : first. Mr. Sawkius ; equal second, Mr. Miller and Mr.

Horwood ; equal third. Mr. Allen and Mr. Beech ; fourth, Mr. Masters,

Strawberries.—Mr. Widdowson, gardener to J. EC. Barnes, Esq..

Riekmansworth, furnished the best four dishes—viz.. Empress Eugenie,

Sir Charles Napier, President, and Oscar, all large and fine. Mr.
Turner, Slough, had Dr. Hogg, Leon de St. Lannier (a large corks-

comb-shaped fruit), Sir C. Napier, and Sir Joseph Paxton ; and Mr.
Mclndoe, gardener to Coles Child, Esq., Bromley, exhibited Comte de

Paris, Marguerite, Empress Eugenie, and President. Mr. Lydiard,

Batheastou, sent British Queen, Sir C. Napier, Sir J. Paxton, and
Comte de Paris. From Mr. Horwood. Cudham, came two line baskets-

ful of Kitley's Goliath ; and Mr. Bailey, Shardeloes, had a seedling

named Princess Mary, said to be very prolific, and to possess a well-

marked Pine flavour.

Awards—First, Mr. Widdowson ; second, Mr. Turner ; third, Mr.
Mclndoe ; fourth, Mr. Lydiard.

Miscellaneous.—Although classes were assigned to several other

fruits, the exhibitions in these were so few that they will be most con-

veniently noticed under this head. For Plums, Mr. Mclndoe, gar-

dener to Coles Child, Esq., Bromley, was first with a kind of Gage
called De Galopin, and Mr. Ingram, gardener to J. J. Blandy, Esq.,

second with Victoria. Of Figs, fine fruit of the Brown Turkey from
Mr. Miles, gardener to Lord Carrington, were first ; the same kind
from Mr. Robinson, gardener to R. Benyon, Esq., second ; and what
was called Bourjasotte blanche, from Mr. Blake, gardener to E. Green,
Esq., Ware, third. In Black Cherries, Mr. Turner was first with
Black Tartarian, large and beautifully ripened ; Mr. Hill, gardener
to R. Hanburv, Esq.. The Poles, second with fine fruit of the same
variety. Of White Cherries, the best were Bigarreau from Mr. Wid-
dowson and Mr. Turner, who were first and second, and Elton from
Mr. Hill, who took an equal second prize. Mr. Turner also exhibited

fine fruit of Black Eagle, Welder's and Knight's Early Black, Black
Tartarian, May Duke, Bigarrean, and Elton. From Mr. Henderson,
Coleorton Hall, came a box of very good Elrnge and Violette Hative
Nectarines ; and from Mr. Osborn, Finchley, Grosse Mignonne
Peaches. French Crab Apples were shown in excellent preservation
by Mr. Ross, Welford Park ; Raspberries by Mr. Marcham, Drayton
House, Ealing ; and Apples, Pears, Peaches, and other orchard-house
trees in pots by Mr. Fraser, Lea Bridge.

TrrE Reigate Rose Association's Show was held in the Public

Hall, Reigate, on June 30th. The centre of tho Hall was occupied

by two parallel tables containing the stands of the members for com-
petition, the sides by similar tables on which were placed many
beautiful plants to be presently noticed with the boxes of Roses
brought by nurserymen, not for competition, but kindly lent by them
to assist in rendering the Show effective. They came from Messrs.

Paul & Son, Cbeshnnt ; Mr. Mitchell, of Piltdown ; Messrs. Ivery
and Son, Dorking ; and Mr. John Cattell, Westerham. The table

along the end of the Hall was covered with bouquets, arranged chiefly

with Fern and other foliage, and suitable for dinner-table decoration.

These bouquets were exhibited by Mrs. Wilson Saunders and the
ladies of Reigate, Redhill, and the immediate neighbourhood, and for

taste and elegance fully merited the praise liberally bestowed upon
them. A Rose was shown which may, or may not, according as future

experiments shall prove, exercise some influence in Rose culture. It

is a Briar Rose from the Himalaya Mountains, exhibited by Mr. W. W.
Saunders, tho founder of the Association. A branch of it, about

4 feet in length, was one mass of white bloom, in bunches (corymbs),
of eight or ten together. It is quite new to this country, of beautiful

foliage and flowers, and of itself worthy of cultivation. It is also
perfectly hardy and of vigorous growth, hence tho probability of itg

being suitable for stocks. At six o'clock in the evening tho Show was
opened free to tho working men of the town and their families, who
availed thomselves of tho privilege in great numbers. The lively

interest shown by them during their inspection, proved that this re-

regulation of tho Committee was duly appreciated by them. The cut
flowers woro afterwards distributed among thoso present.—A. H. K.

PORTRAITS OF PLANTS, FLOWERS, AND
FRUITS.

Meoonopsis Nepalenbis (Nepalese Meconopsis).

—

Nat. ord.,

Papaveracea?. Linn., Polyandria Monogynia. Native of Nepaul
and Sikkim Himalaya, at elevations of 10-11,000 feet. Flower*
yellow, " stately, and beautiful." Introduced by Messrs. Back-
house, of Tork.

—

(Bot. Mag., t. 5585.)
Poltstachya pubescens (Hairy-stemmed Polystachya).

—

Nat.
ord., Orchidacere. Linn., Gynandria Monandria. Native of
Southern Africa. Flowers yellow, striped with crimson.

—

(Ibid., t. 5586.)
Lobelia nicotian.>efolia (Tobacco-leaved Lobelia).

—

Nat.
ord., Lobeliaceae. Linn., Peutandria Monogynia. Native of
the mountains of peninsular India and Ceylon. Flowers white,,

tinted with blue.—(Ibid., t. 5587.)
Ancylogyne lonqiflora (Long-flowered Ancylogyne).

—

Nat.
ord., Acanthaceie. Linn., Diandria Monogynia. Native of Guaya-
quil. Introduced by Messrs. Veitch & Sons. Flowers crim-
soned-purple.

—

(Ibid., t. 5588.)
Angr.ecum Chailluanum (Du Chaillu's Angracurn).

—

Nat.
ord., Orchidacese. Linn., Gynandria Monandria. Native of
Western Africa, sent by the well-abused M. du Chaillu, from
the Gaboon. Flowers white, tinged with green.

—

(Ibid., t. 5589.)
Bohemian Black Bigarreau.—This is " one of the largest

and finest of our Black Heart class of Cherries. It is a
variety that was introduced by Mr. Rivers, of Sawbridgeworth,
under the name of Bigarreau Radowesnitzer, a name the
correct pronunciation of which must in no small degree prove
a stumblingblock to English gardeners ; and we have there-
fore rendered it into English by calling it Bohemian Black
Bigarreau, in allusion to the country whence it is said to have
its origin. Whether we regard this variety as to its size,

flavour, or earliness, it is equally valuable. It ripens early in
July, and is of the largest size, of a roundish heart-shape,
very even aud regular in its outline ; skin shining, and jet

black. The characteristically short stalk is very stout, and
dark green. Flesh quite black, firm, but not so firm and
crackling as Bigarreaux generally are, but juicy, richly flavoured,
and delicious. We would recommend this to be grown in every
collection."

—

(Florist and Pomologist, v., 137.)

GARDENERS' BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION.
When at the dinner of this excellent Institution the other

evening one or two thoughts crossed my mind. First, a fifteen-

years annual payment of one guinea to entitle a subscriber to
be placed on the pension list without the expenses of an election
seems rather much ; I would make this ten years. Then I
would open a 10s. 6d. annual subscription for gardeners under
thirty years of age, and rule a twenty-years subscription to
entitle them to the same benefits. I believe this would produce
a good revenue, and associate the young gardeners with the
Institution, and secure their active influence and support.
Let me, in support of this argument, bring into view the fact that
the difference between an annual subscription of 10s. 6rf. and
21.?. is important to many young gardeners, whose remunera-
tion, never high, is very low in early life.

Further, when I compare thi3 with other benevolent institu-

tions I think that, considering the numbers and influence of
the gardening interest and its supporters, it does not receive
all the support that might be expected. This does not, in my
opinion, arise from any want of charitable feeling, but because
its claims are not forcibly and often enough put before the
public. Perhaps this has been left undone on the score of
expense ; but I believe that a judicious expenditure under this

head would pay. Why not map out the country, and have a
committee in every town ten miles distant, so that each com-
mittee might have a circle of ten miles diameter to work, can-
vassing every gardener and lover of gardening within it ? This
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would, of course, entail expenses of printing, posting, adver-

tising, &c. ; but to guard against injudicious expenditure of

the Society's funds a good commission might be allowed on
the subscriptions actually obtained. I believe men would be

found willing to undertake this small risk, and would in no
case withhold from the general fund more than was required to

cover expenses.

—

William Paul, Waltham Cross, N.

PLANTING ORNAMENTAL TREES AND
SHRUBS.

Planting is an operation too often very indifferently per-

formed, and the trees so frequently " stuck in " plainly testify

mismanagement by the tardiness of their after-growth. Dig-

ging a hole and putting a tree in it is one thing, planting a tree

is quite another. Of the latter I will now speak.

Trees of all kinds should be planted in prepared soil. The
Boil should be dug out to a depth of 2 feet, and that at

bottom ought to be loosened to a depth of at least 1 foot. The
openings so made should be larger than the ball, or extent of

the roots, and they should not be round nor square, but in the

shape of a cross, or of two rectangles placed across each other.

Two rectangles, each 12 feet by 6 feet, placed across each other

a
1

, right angles will be sufficient for moderate-sized trees, but

for larger trees three such, 16 feet long by 6 or 8 feet wide,

placed across each other, will not be too much. The space,

However, let it be what it may, should be such that the inner

radius will contain the roots without cramping them, and not

only that, but leave a foot clear of prepared earth for them
to ramify through before they come in contact with the firm or

poor soil.

It is usual to make the pits or holes round, but this has the

effect of introducing the growing fibres of the trees into the

poor soil all at once, and thus a check is given, which causes

many persons to inquire why the tree so planted should do well

for a year or two after planting, and then all at once come to a

standstill, and even retrograde. When a tree is planted in a

round or square hole it is much in the same position as if it

were planted in a pot or tub. The roots spread and take lip

all or most of the food contained in the circular or square pit,

and by this time the head shuts out the rain ; then the roots,

not having extended further than the head, derive little

benefit from rains, and, being introduced to the firm poor soil

all at once, they feel the loss of the prepared or loose soil, and
show that loss in the growths made. By planting, however, in

cross-shaped pits the roots will extend rapidly through the pre-

pared soil, and some of them coming in contact with the firm

and poor soil almost immediately this will be penetrated by

them ; and those in the arms of the cross being in good soil will

keep up a free growth until the others become established in

the firm soil. At the same time the roots being attracted by the

loose soil in the arms of the cross will be at a greater distance

from the stem, and, therefore, derive the benefit of rains

;

whereas were the trees planted in round pits the head would

exclude most of the rain, and the roots being deprived of that

moisture to a great extent, the growths would be poor in con-

sequence, and the necessity for artificial watering would be

much increased.

Fig. 1 will convey an idea of the advantages resulting from

planting in cross-shaped instead of circular or square pits.

Of these not the least is the dovetailing, so to speak, of the

roots in the prepared soil ; another consists in the moisture re-

tained gradually rendering penetrable to the roots a larger sur-

face of the hard ground at the sides of the hole. Besides, the

trees are more secure against winds, and the sides do not give

so great a check to the roots as those of a circular pit.

In preparing to plant, the earth taken out of the pits ought to

be mixed with a quantity of good, loamy, rich soil. If the soil

is poor, one-fourth of the worst should be taken from it, and

double its bulk of fresh soil ought to be well mixed with the

remaining portion, and the whole, or enough to fill the pit level

with the surface, will have to be returned to the pit. If the

soil taken out is good, all that is required will be to mix
with it one-fourth of fresh soil. Whatever the quantity of bad

soil, or stones separated from that taken out of the pits, the

remainder should be mixed with one-fourth more fresh soil

than the amount taken away. Compost suitable for mixing

with the soil in planting may be obtained in most places by

collecting ditch-cleanings, weeds, and rubbish of all kinds, and

its quality will be improved by mixing with it parings from the

sides of highways and road-scrapings, a large per-centage of

which in country districts consists of tree leaveB. Such heaps
turned over twice, and a cartload of fresh lime added to every
ten of compost at the last turning, form excellent top-dressings
for grass lands, besides being useful for giving trees a start at

the time of planting. There ought to bo such heaps of com-
post at hand, large or small, in every garden. From returning

Fig. 1.

the loosened soil taken out of the pit, together with that added

to it, the trees will stand on a knoll, and such knolls or mounds
should all be of the same height, as they will be if the fore-

going directions be adhered to. Before planting the tree the

soil in the cestre of the pit should be elevated about 9 inches

above the surface, and the cone thus formed should have the

top flattened to the extent of about 3 feet. If the root3 render

it necessary, it should be hollowed out with the bottom convex

rather than concave; for, when the bottom is concave the points

of the roots are apt to be turned upwards, whereas they should

incline from the stem of the plant downwards. In all cases the

hole must be large enough to admit the roots without cramping
or turning them from their natural position.

Fig. 2 shows a tree planted in a convex-bottomed opening,

with'the roots coming straight from the root-stem
; fig. 3, one

placed in a hole with the bottom concave, the points of all the

principal roots, from which the smaller roots take their rise,

pointing upwards ; whilst in fig. i we have a tree planted in a

raised mound, the top for about 2 feet from the stem of the

tree being hollowed out, or concave, for watering the tree after

planting. The opening so made, when the tree has heoome

established, or before dry weather sets in, is mulched with

stones or rough pieces of turf, either of which will lie open

and permit of the basin holding water, and at the same

time prevent rapid evaporation. The mode of staking the

tree is also shown, for it is necessary after planting to main-

tain the stem in an upright position, otherwise the wind may
force it from the perpendicular when the roots are emitting

fresh fibres, and thus destroy many of them ; besides, a tree

liable to be moved by the wind is sure to have its roots dis-
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placed and injured, and trees blown over a few times for want
of staking will soon be fit only for firewood.

J*.

The tree having been planted, watered, and the head ad-

jnsted by staking, the hill or cone should be sloped down all

round and turfed over, or sown with grass seeds, the turf taken

from the ground in the first instance, it is presumed, being

mixed with the soil as it was returned to the pit, where it will be

very beneficial in promoting growth. In planting trees and
shrubs they should not be placed lower in the soil than will

be sufficient to cover the uppermost roots with from 3 to

6 inches of soil ; in fact, the base or setting-on of the roots

should be nearly level with the surface, the roots radiating

from it at that point being spread out at a slight angle into

the soil.

Fig. 4.

By planting the trees on hills we seek to produce the same
effect as if the trees had sprung out of the earth naturally,

rising, as they invariably do, from an elevated base occasioned
by the rising and swelling of the collar. Though the mounds
may be rather high, they will sink down so as to be in a few
years only about half their original height ; ultimately every
tree so planted will rise out of a gently elevated base, and
this adds to the dignity of expression, without which no
tree can have a natural appearance, and that it must have
to look well. Imagine the shaft of a tree rising abruptly out
of a flat surface, and appearing no thicker at its base than it

is higher up ! There is no such thing in nature, yet such
trees are very common in pleasure-grounds in consequence of

neglect in not keeping the roots considerably higher than the
general surface at the time of planting. When a tree is

planted in a pit 2 feet or more deep, and after planting the
ground round it is trodden and watered, by the sinking of the
soil the tree will stand in a hollow after the lapse of a few
years. This hollow, especially in pleasure grounds, will be
filled up from time to time by the gardener, and the collar of
the tree, instead of being above the surface as it is naturally,
will be buried in firm soil to the depth of from 6 inches to
1 foot. This ruins the effect of all trees, greatly retards their
growth, causes or decreases the tendency to produce flowers

and fruit, brings on discaso at the collar, and occasions the
death of many kinds of Coniferrc. It is better to plunt high,
so that after the ground in which the tree is planted has be-

come consolidated the mound may requiro lowering by scrap-

ing away some soil from the collar, so as to leavo a portion of

the main roots bare, than to plant low and have to add soil

there, producing the objectionable appearanco referred to.

Fig. 5 represents the result of the proper mode of plant-

ing
; fig. 6, the result of planting a tree in loose soil and level

with the surrounding surface
; fig. 7, the result of the latter in

dressed ground, showing the collar buried in the soil, retarding

its growth, and bringing on premature decay.

Fig. 7.

When a clump of trees has to be planted it may be desirable

to trench the whole of the ground 2 feet deep, and in that

case they may be planted on the level, for the soil will settle

equally, and cannot cause the collar to settle deeper in the

earth than it was when first planted. The same remarks apply

to trees planted to form belts, and in plantations, though it is

desirable even then to plant on slightly elevated ridges, the

trees, of course, being planted on the apex of the ridge, and
the underwood in the furrows.

When trees and shrubs are planted with balls of earth ad-

hering to the roots it may not be desirable to plant them on a

raised cone, but instead of digging out a hole, and planting

them at such a depth as to permit of the ball being covered

with from 3 to 6 inches of soil, it may be as well to consider

whether doing so is not placing the collar lower than the general

surface. In all poor, dry, shallow soils, and very strong, heavy,

clay ground, it would be much the better to place the tree, with,

the ball on or but a few inches below the general surface, and
to place soil around, so as to form a cone, covering the ball

with from 3 to 6 inches of soil, and dished out at the top so as to

hold water. The sides of the cone so formed should be con-

cave rather than convex, so that the fresh soil may unite kindly

with the firm soil instead of cracking. Trees so planted will

thrive much better than those planted on the level. They look

much better, and grow more vigorously.

As to the best time for planting differences of opinion may
exist, but that, I think, is chiefly to be attributed to different

soils. Where the soil is light and dry the best time to plant

deciduous trees is in autumn, as early as the fall of the leaf

will allow ; but where the soil is cold, wet, and tenacious, I

have found that trees planted in March succeed better than
when planted in autumn, especially if the winter is unusually

wet. Spring, a little before they start into growth, is the most
suitable time to plant evergreen shrubs and trees. Planting

in their case may also be carried out in autumn, but not until

growth has been perfected, and as early as possible, and then,

if the soil is wet and cold, it is ten to one that they will not

form a single fibre.
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It is desirable to plant young trees in preference to those
which are large, though the latter are calculated to give effect
at once. Removing large trees is waste of money. There is

the preparing of the tree for removal, transporting it to its
destination, staking or otherwise fixing it when planted, mulch-
ing the ground around, watering afterwards, perhaps throughout
the summer, and all this costs as much as would prepare the
Boil, and plant twenty different species, including the purchase
of the trees. I grant that the effect of large trees is striking
and immediate; but even if they thrive, which is always a
matter of doubt, they bear no comparison with young trees
planted in prepared soil. Take the large tree, it lingers on
from the first, producing year after year a still more sickly and
feeble vegetation, until it finally decays ; but the young tree
even from the first season makes strong and vigorous shoots,
attaining yearly a still greater degree of perfection and beauty.
Yearly the young tree makes ample and visible return for the
care and trouble bestowed upon it, while a large tree often re-
mains a constant reproach to the transplanter. Every prac-
tical gardener knows that in almost all situations, if he be
allowed to prepare the soil properly and select trees suitable,
he can produce a tree in seven years fit for any purpose in
landscape scenery, quite equal in bulk to any transplantable
tree, and having the advantage of being firmly rooted in the
soil, and in circumstances to increase rapidly every year.

—

—G. Abbey.

ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES IN POTS.
Many failures are owing to the wood growing too strong, and

it, consequently, being imperfectly ripened, the fruit-buds are
apt to fall off immaturely. The best remedy for this is to lessen
water towards autumn, and to lift the pots out of the soil,
breaking any roots that pass through into the ground, and then
watering and syringing a little to prevent the leaves flagging.
This, and the pinching-in during summer, will ensure well-
ripened wood ; and strength for the swelling buds to neutral-
ise the roots lost by lifting the pots, can be communicated by
picking away with a stick some of the surface soil of the pots
and adding rich surface compost in the autumn. Fresh fibres
will form in that during the winter, and will much help the
swelling buds in the spring.
A correspondent, " Inquibeb," says the trees he has have

weak shoots, and the fruit shrivels. In this case weakness,
instead of strength of growth, has chiefly to be contended
against. I think it very likely that the burnt appearance at
the ends of the shoots is owing either to mildew or insects, or
to a weak, unhealthy condition of the plants. This condition
I have seen produced by giving the plants too much rank ma-
nure, either in the solid or liquid state. A man may be in-
jured as easily by eating too much rich food as by not having
enough of plain nourishing food to sustain the wear and tear
of life. Without knowing more of the treatment of your
plants than you tell, it is impossible to say what is the cause
of their present weakly condition ; but in default of that evi-
dence I would be inclined to say that your trees are suffering
from want of nourishment.

Fruit trees in pots, it must be recollected, have such little

space to root in, that they are almost wholly dependant on
what you do for them. If the pots are set on shelves, or
merely on the surface of the ground, they are still more de-
pendant than when partially plunged in the soil. Independently
of the roots that will find their way out of the pot in the latter
case, and which help the swelling fruit, the protecting of the
pot helps to keep the roots in a more equal state as respects
temperature and moisture. Even then, however, in bright
weather, they will want watering often, say once a-day, and in
duller weather every other day during the growing season.
Deficient watering is one cause of the trees in pots frequently
failing. I have alluded to the ripening of the wood in the
autumn. If the trees are lifted to help the ripening of wood,
water must be given afterwards to prevent anything like
shrivelling. Even in winter the roots, though they may be
rather dry, should not be dry. I have known buds and young
fruit fall in spring, because the roots had been too dry and in
operative in winter. Frequent dryness in summer will not
only cause the fruit to fall, but also render the trees unhealthy.
One of the pleasures of the culture of fruit trees in pots is the
almost constant demands they make on your attention. It is

a wise provision in nature, that we become most attached to
that which demands most of our care. When this somewhat
nursing attachment between us and our fruit trees in pots

ceases or languishes, it is about time to think of dissolving
the connection. Watering, therefore, must be an element of
pleasure to the amateur who wishes to succeed with fruit trees
in pots. Not only so, but in such limited space the water
must be richer than common pond or rain water. This rich-
ness is easily given by mulching or top-dressing.

I have alluded to top-dressing in autumn. By the time the
trees are showing bloom, as much soot or superphosphate as
can be held between the thumb and three fingers may be
strewed over the surface of each pot of 16 inches, or as much
guano as may be taken or held between the thumb and fore-
finger, and this may be repeated in a week, the watering wash-
ing it in gradually. As the season becomes warmer, however,
a mulching of rotten dung an inch or two deep may be packed
over the surface of the pot, and whilst some nourishment will
be obtained, the mulching as long as it remains will lessen
evaporation, and therefore save such frequent waterings. This
mulching may need repeating again during the summer, for
it soon wastes away in such circumstances. Even with this
mulching, clear manure waterings, weak rather than strong,
will be an advantage if given at every second or third water-
ing. For instance, a bushel of horse-droppings may be steeped
eight days in a thirty-sis-gallon barrel, half a bushel of sheep
or deer droppings, a peck of soot, and a little lime for clearing,

2 lbs. of superphosphate, and 1 lb. of guano ; the two last to
be used at once, the soot to stand twenty-four hours. About
half the quantity will do for the next brewing, as some virtues
will remain after the first watering. I am thus particular,
because over-rich waterings are as bad as weak ones, but in
an opposite way, Mulching the surface is one of the easiest
ways for giving manure waterings, especially when the water-
ing is done with a coarse rose, and when time can be spared,
it is also better for the plants, as more air is taken down with
the water from a rose to tha roots. Unless on fresh mulching,
however, it is seldom I use the rose, just on account of the
time it takes to let the water down. The spout is used instead,
though not so good.
Now, if, after reading this, you come to the conclusion that

your trees are suffering from poverty, I would advise the scrap-
ing off as much of the surface soil, and breaking the surface
with a pointed stick of what was left as would not hurt any of

the active fibres, then add a little, say an inch, of nice, fresh,

rough, mellow loam, and then top-dress with half-rotten dung,
say horse-droppings that had been thrown into a heap to heat
and destroy all the com that might be in them. Afterwards
water for a week with clear water, and then alternately with
weak manure water, or scatter a pinch of strong manure on
the mulching, to be washed through it, as previously stated.

If, as suspected, poverty is the cause, the trees will improve
under this regimen before the autumn, and lay the foundation
for future success, and thus you will bo doing the best what-
ever the ultimate destination of the trees.

I have presupposed that the roots are sufficiently drained,

for stagnant moisture will cause the appearances you describe,

as well as want of wate#and poverty. I also presuppose that

the tops of the trees are kept clean by frequent syringings after

the fruit has fairly set.

As you have such a nice house it would be a pity to take it

down again ; and as for the trees, I fear, if your description is

correct, that you will scarcely make a market of them " at

almost any price ;" but I see no reason why you should not suc-

ceed with them in pots if you give them the requisite, and that

is very constant, attention. Even the watering alone takes a

great deal of time and care. If the trees were planted out, they
would be more independent of your care, but they would also

be less under your control.

If the trees have suffered from poverty the above treatment

would be the best preparation for planting them out. The
best time for doing it would be as soon as the fruit was gathered,

and the best mode, if the trees were still to be grown as dwarf
bushes and standards, would be merely to break the outside of

the ball a little, so as to let the fibres out into the soil, and the

fresher the soil the better.

If, however, you have any reason to believe that the

trees have suffered from stagnant moisture, and the soil from
that cause has a sodden claggy appearance, or it has become of

an unhealthy character from a superabundance of rich water-

ings or dressings, it would be advisable to wait a little longer

until the leaves began to change colour, and then in a large

tub wash away all the old soil, and lay the roots out anew
in fresh loam, and keep the house rather close and the trees

syringed for a couple of weeks afterwards, and give a little
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shade if the weather iH bright, so as to insure the wood being

plump. Under such circumstances new roots will soon form,

and if the plants are not so very far gone you may bo as much
troubled next season with strong growth as you are now with
weak growth.

To keep the bushes, i-c, Bmall after planting-out, it will

require a good deal of judicious root-pruning. To make the
most of such a house for fruit with the least amount of labour

and care, I would fix a trellis on each side of the span, 15 inches

from tho glass. I would plant-out the best plants on each
side, and train to the trellis, and keep the others in pots until

the trellis was full. If there were still doubts as to your trees

being quite suitable for that trellis, you could obtain from six

to eight trained trees for tho trellis, three or four on each side,

and keep thoso you have in pots until tho covered trellis left

no room for them. Though I have lots of pots doing well, I am
convinced that for profit nothing beats tho trellis under the
glass. Even in lean-to's, with trees against tho back wall, and
some sort of trellis for some three-quarters of the width in

front, I am pretty certain that a trellis up the roof under the
glass would be the most profitable. Planting-out and keeping
as dwarfs in the house has also its advantages, and chiefly on
the score of augmented interest, and being placed more under
the control of a lady or gentleman amateur ; but on the score of

economy every way I do not think anything will surpass a
trellis at a uniform distance from the glass, which uniformity
alone gives a better security for all the fruit being equally well
flavoured. I shall be glad to hear further on the subject.—R. F.

NEW BOOK.
Wayside Flora ; or, Gleanings from Rock ami Field toica7-ds

Borne. By Nona Bell.uks. London : Smith, Elder, & Co.

We welcome this little volume, the contents of which we
need not praise, for they have, for the most part, been pub-
lished in our pages. They are worthy of a separate form, and
it is wishing a good wish when we say that we would not that
any civilised being could be found who did not enjoy what is

there written.

Pear Blooming on the Present Year's Wood.—I have a

large Jargonelle Pear with several blooms on the present year's

wood, some of which have set very freely. Some of the Apple

trees aro also showing bloom, but unfertile.—H. S.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

The weather is now very suitable for planting out good
breadths of Brussels Sprouts, Savoys, Curled Kale, and Broc-
colis of sorts. Where the ground is occupied by patches of

early or second early Potatoes, to he used in the course of the

month, it is a good plan to part the haulm between every
second row, and plant Knight's Protecting Broccoli or other

spring sorts to stand the winter. The increased space between
the rows gives room to earth them up to the neck, they grow
stiff and hardy, and are fit to withstand the frosts of our most
severe winters. Beans, top these and the tall varieties of Peas,

as they are growing very rampant this year from the wet
weather. Celery, ridge out for the main crop, also a trench
of Cardoons where they are looked for. Cauliflotcer, make
sowings in the middle of the month, also of Walcheren,
Snow's, and Grange's Broccoli for planting for late lifting, to

be packed in beds in the open air. As soon as frosty nights
are apprehended a spot is selected for laying them in, in

beds 4 or 5 feet wide, with alleys about 2 or 3 feet in width, to

retain the litter for covering in frosty nights. It is by far the
best way of keeping up through the winter a good supply of

fine white heads, devoid of the disagreeable smell and colour
they acquire when kept in sheds or sand. Endive, sow the
main crop, and plant out a few of the earliest Bowings. Leeks,
transplant ; they are better of being earthed up like Celery
to the depth of 6 inches. Cucumbers, peg down the shoots of

the pickling sorts, to keep them from being blown about by
the wind. Capsicums and Tomatoes, keep them nailed to the
waUs or wooden fences ; thin also or stop their shoots fre-

quently, as they require all the sun possible to produce good
crops of fruit in our climate. Lettuces, continue to sow ; also
Radishes and Salads of all sorts according to the consumption.
Potatoes, earth up the late sorts.

FRUIT OARDEN.
See that Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots are nailed, if not

already done, as the wind is sometimes very strong about this

time, and makes sad havoc with the shoots. Vines on the
open walls still requiro rubbing off the useless shoots, nailing

in thoBo that are useful, and thinning the Grapes. Currants
and Gooseberries requiro all the watery useless shoots to be
thinned out. It is a good plan for keeping Red Currants till

tho latest period for tarts, Ac, to select some of the best bushes
on a dry day, thin all the shoots from the fruit, drive a strong

stake in the middle of tho bush, and tio all the branches to

it, then wrap one or two good g arden mats round it. From
bushes treated in this way a supply may be kept up till No-
vember. Trained fruit-tree espaliers should have useless shoots

removed. Tho Elton and British Queen Strawberries are

colouring badly and rotting in shaded situations, owing to the

wet weather. The fruitstalks ought to be propped up with
forked sticks, to expose the fruit to as much sun and light as

possible.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Attend to the greenhouse plants now placed out of doors.

See that worms do not effect an entry into the pots and close

the drainage. Attend to the routine of tying, stopping, and
other details. Carnations and Picotees may now be layered,

and a stock of cuttings of Geraniums put in» Bulbs may be
taken up and stored away until the autumn, and their places

immediately occupied with flowers from the reserve stock.

Perpetual Roses will be benefited by an application of manure
water to insure a healthy second bloom. A better production

of bloom will be obtained by picking off excessive buds. Rus-
sian Violets may be separated, and fresh plantations made.
Mow and roll grass. Attend to walks, the weather at present

encouraging the growth of weeds. The present is a favourable

time for putting in cuttings of all the more showy herbaceous
plants, selecting for the purpose the small shoots not furnished
with bloom. A north border is a suitable place to strike them,
and a hand-glass will facilitate their rooting quickly. Go over
the beds frequently, and keep the young shoots of Verbenas,
Petunias, &c, nicely regulated and pegged down until the

ground be fairly covered, after which greater freedom of growth
may be permitted. On light dry soils two or three applica-

tions of weak manure water, given at intervals of a few days
and when the ground is moist, will greatly assist the plants to

cover the beds without loss of time.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.
The beauty of the most of the softwooded plants in the con-

servatory may be considerably prolonged by the use of weak
manure water, which should be given occasionally. Indeed,

such things as Achimenes, Clerodendrons, &c, may be had in

full beauty for several months if they are supplied with
manure water ; but care must be taken not to give it too strong,

especially at first. Keep the atmosphere as moist as possible,

but avoid damp at night by leaving sufficient air on to cause

a gentle circulation, and spare no attention that will keep the

plants clear of insects. Stock for autumn and winter flower-

ing will now require some care to bring it sufficiently forward
to be useful at the proper time. Chinese Primulas, especially

the double varieties, if at all backward, may now bo placed ill

a close frame and shaded from the sun, when they will be
found to make satisfactory progress. Cinerarias for early

flowering should also be potted and started at once, choosing

the strongest suckers for the purpose, and placing them in a
close shady frame until they have become rooted. They are

sometimes attacked by thrips, but if they are kept cool and
moist and smoked occasionally no danger need be apprehended
from this or other pests, and they will grow vigorously. Whilst
house-creepers are in an active growth, make it a rule to go
over them frequently, in order that they may not grow into a
confused state. The same may be said of creepers in pots,

which require attention for the same reason every few days.

Any shoots which have done flowering should be cut back, and
a crowded growth avoided. A number of hardwooded plants

which were cut back some weeks since, will now have recovered

themselves and be commencing a fresh growth. This is the

proper time to shift into larger pots any plants requiring it.

Carefully loosen the outside roots. After potting keep the

plants closer for a few days, and syringe them daily ; but avoid

giving any more water to the roots than is sufficient to pre-

serve the old ball moist. To prevent watering so quickly after

potting, let the roots of the plants be well moistened before

being potted.
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As many of the principal plants will now be in the conser-
vatory, advantage must be taken of their absence to encourage
the plants for winter blooming, especially such as Justicias,
Erantbemums, Begonias, Aphelandras, Euphorbias, &c, and
a batch of Achimenes picta and Gesnera zebrina must be
started for the same purpose. Rondeletia speciosa is an ex-

cellent winter plant when sufficient heat can be afforded, and
Torenia asiatica and Pentas carnea, especially the latter, are
very useful plants. Luculia gratissirna and Pinceana must be
placed in a sheltered corner in the open air to ripen the wood
and set the bloom ; never mind the leaves turning brown, they
will soon recover that when placed in heat again. Maintain
a moist growing temperature with plenty of air, and guard
against insects. So far as Orchids are concerned, those show-
ing indications of matured growth may be removed to the cool
end of the house for a few weeks, and afterwards placed in
quarters where the temperature and atmospheric moisture will

not interfere with the slow progress of the plant towards a
state of rest. Dendrobiums and others of that class should
be grown on till the shoots are of sufficient height. Remove
the first appearance of every form of weed or insect, aud keep
the sponge constantly at work, for much of the health and
vigour of plants depend upon this. See that no plants are
neglected in consequence of standing in corners or behind large
plants. Arrange and re-arrange frequently, for doing so tends
materially to promote the well-being of the plants, while it

heightens in a high degree the interest of the house.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

The thunderstorms and the rains which we expected have
come, and, if injurious to some things, have furnished a good
opportunity for turning over and filling with Winter Greens
every bit of unoccupied ground.

Planted out a good piece of Coleworts between Peas that will
soon be off. These we generally plant a foot apart in the rows,
and the rows are a foot apart. Planted out also a border of
the Early Ulm Savoy, a sweet little vegetable that comes in
early, and which does well a foot apart. These are as useful
in the autumn and early winter as the dwarf and larger Savoys
are at Christmas. Our manure for these, Brussels Sprouts and
Scotch Kale, has chiefly consisted of mowings, short and longer,
allowed to lie iu a heap until in strong heat and incipient
decomposition, and then trenched down in the bottom of the
trench. This manure gives assistance to the plants long be-
fore the roots reach it, and before that takes place it will
have lost its raukness. When we used to pride ourselves on
having large Celery fit for use in July, we took out deep
trenches, say 2 feet in depth and 4 feet in width, put in
18 inches of this hot grass and litter, trod it firmly, covered it

with G inches of soil, again trod it firmly, aud then put on
6 inches of rotten dung and soil. The heat from the decom-
posing grass pushed the Celery along, and it was becoming
sweet and mild and much reduced in bulk before the Celery
roots took hold of it. Where there is labour at command
there need be no standing still for bottom heat after such
mowings come in. When mixed with rather dry litter such a
mixture will afford heat a long time, until, in fact, the litter

has become decomposed ; and if there is from 12 to 15 inches
of sweet or more decomposed material above it, the rankness
will not hurt anything ; but of course, if either the roots or
leaves came in contact with that rankness directly it would be
very prejudicial.

We recollect when, from want of anything better, and wish-
ing to have all the benefit of the heating short grass in the
ground, we first used it as a heavy dressing for a piece |of
Cauliflowers

; the Cauliflowers grew wonderfully fast, but
owing to the trenching being carelessly performed—the ground
left level, some shoved in hills and dales—there being great
depressions over the trenches where an extra quantity of such
manure had been placed, and in those places where the mow-
ings had been left near the surface some plants suffered, looking
in bright sun as if the roots had been nibbled by wireworm.
We knew well enough what was the matter, and kept our own
council. Such fresh material should, for all fresh plant-
ations, be from 12 to 18 inches from the surface. When
people shall be less frightened to use such rank stuff the
mowings and sweepings might often be taken to a quarter in

the kitchen garden, and two wheelings instead of one might
be avoided.

Those who would be afraid to use such rich manures as
these grass mowings and sweepings make when in this rank
state, instead of allowing them to lie aud rot (and most of
their best properties thus escape into the atmosphere), should
have them covered over with earth or with part of the general
rubbish-heap, and then the latter will be greatly enriched
in its manurial properties. Even when used fresh, as manure,
or for giving heat to plants in frames, danger will be averted
if the materials do not come near the roots, and no steam
or vapour escape into the atmosphere of the space occu-
pied by the leaves. When used, therefore, for bottom or for

top heat, no crevice should be left to allow the sSrong steam to
pass upwards, for it will assuredly kill all that it can reach in
a close atmosphere.

Celery.—Took the opportunity to plant out several large
beds. We use the beds of any convenient size, as the width is

of but little importance where the earthing-up is done well.

This season our beds are i feet wide, with 3.
J -feet-wide spaces

between them, these ridges being cropped alternately with
Peas, staked, and with dwarf crops of Kidney Beans, &c, so
that there may be no difficulty in passing along the dwarf-
cropped ridge to water the two beds of Celery ; and then the
rows of Peas, with the stakes, give a shade to a certain extent.

When we used each ridge for Peas we had them wider, and the
beds also wider. These beds were taken out about 15 inches
deep, and the soil laid on the ridges on each side. Then in the
bed was placed about inches deep of half-rotten dung from
old hotbeds, aud that was dug-in and incorporated with the soil,

and then was added about 6 inches more of rotten leaf mould
aud hotbed dung, with a little soil chopped from the sides mixed
with it. In such beds we have often put four rows, but this

season we have only put three rows, the plants standing a foot

apart each way, and the outside rows being nearly a foot from
the side of the trench. Even such kinds as the Dwarf Incom-
parable require that space to form nice stubby plants, and
strong-growing kinds need more room. Where room is scarce

the beds may be from 6 to 8 feet wide, and then a bed will give

a large number of plants. When the plants are tied before

earthing-up, the mere width of tho bed does not interfere in

the least with their easy management.
So far as our experience goes, plants in wide beds are not

so apt to bolt, even when planted early, as those in trenches
from 9 to 12 inches wide, as the roots do not come so readily

against the firm sides of the trench. When merely some
3 or 4 inches of rotten manure are given to a trench a foot

wide or so, strong Celery plants would soon begin to feel like

a plant in a pot, which will ever have a tendency to throw up
a flower-stem as the roots become firm round the sides of the

pot. Plenty of water and doing away with the bit-by-bit

earthing-up of early Celery, are, however, the great preventives

against running-up flower-stalks. The whole theory of this

has already been explained. We must not say what the Celery

will be this season, but this we can say, that where such
simple details can be attended to, there need not be a single

run head of early Celery.

The planting, too, though trifling, is also of some importance.

A farmer friend used often to speak of a row which be once

had, and the perspiration into which he was thrown in carry-

ing the plants home. He had the plants with large balls of

roots, and in his rotten muck they did grow, and never suffered

from the moving.
We noticed in some of our beds a few plants flagging, which

they had no business to do with the balls with which they ought

to have been lifted from the pricked-out bed. The man had been
planting with a hand trowel, a very nice implement for ordinary

purposes, but not at all calculated for such fine plants with

large masses of fibrous roots in the rotten leaf mould. It could

only be done properly by making good trenches with the spade
;

for then the ball could be laid in at the proper depth, and the

fibres would not be crushed by the ball being squeezed into a

hole too small for it. This little matter is often neglected when
planting with a trowel. The hole should always be large enough
to permit of the fibres going out freely into the loose fresh-

turned soil.

Even when plunging plants in pots in a bed, where nicety

as to appearance and the welfare of the plants are considered,

the hole made should always be large enough ; it is in every

way better to throw a little material into the bottom of the

hole iu order to keep the pot to the right level, instead of at-

tempting to squeeze the pot down, for then it will not long
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maintain the samo level with tho others, and free drainage
will to a great extent bo prevonted. Of course in this trowel or

spado planting tho wholo process is intended to bo quite dif-

ferent from dibble planting. In the latter caso tho roots aro

generally few, and with but littlo earth about them. In thoir

case the firming of the earth about tho roots is the chief point,

and, as previously explained, this can only be well done with
one strolco of tho dibble inserted in an oblique direction to the
plant, and then brought sharply up to tho perpendicular. So
put in a plant will be more firm than if it had received half a
dii7.cn pottering strokes from tho dibble. Wo are always sus-

picious of the plants being hung—that is, the roots suspended
in an open space, when tho planter uses more than three

strokes of the dibble—one to make the hole, one to fasten the
plant, and a back stroke with the point to partially fill the hole

made by tho second stroke.

FRUIT DEPARTMENT.
Very much as described in previous weeks' notices. Pro-

tecting and gathering fruit, syringing orchard-houses, thinning
Grapes, lessening shade in earlier houses, and nipping out a

few bad berries inclined to damp from drip, and watering as

required. Peaches and Figs swelling to ripening want plenty
of water and plenty of air, as dryness at the root will arrest

free swelling, and a close atmosphere will cause Figs to damp
at the points, and Peaches to be deficient in flavour.

ORNAMENTAL DEPARTMENT.
Here we havo had much to do in mowing, clearing, etc., tho

rains making the grass grow too fast for the mowing machine.
Potting Cinerarias, Primulas, &c.

;
giving Epacrises a good

open placo in a pit to harden growth, regulating conservatory,

making up any faults in flower-beds, &c, but we have time to

allude to two things only this week.
First, placing greenliouse plants out of doors. "We do not

think there is any advantage in this if it could bo avoided. A
place a little shaded, but commanding either the morning or

afternoon sun for few hours, is generally best ; but if the
plants are inured to it by degrees, even Heaths, Epacris, Cy-
tisus, etc., will suffer little from a south exposure if the pots
are protected from tho sun's rays. A piece of mat or a turf

on the south side of tho pot would often be sufficient. Under
such circumstances, and as avoiding much extra attention in

summer, plunging the pot to within an inch of the rim, either
in ashes, or sand, or even earth, is a good plan, as there is no
chance ot the fibres being scorched, and the firmness of the
pot gives a security against high winds to the head of the plant

;

but in plunging thus in summer all valuable plants, and es-

pecially all those with hair-like fibres, the hole should be
large enough to permit of two bricks, or two tiles, or stones,

being set on their sides at the bottom of tho hole, with an
open space between them. The pot will stand on the bricks,

and the open free space will alike keep the worms away and
secure drainage.

A second matter to be borne in mind, both in-doors and out
of doors, is that all supports for plants, sticks, &c, are neces-
sary evils—evils, therefore to be hidden instead of exhibited.

All necessary supports should therefore be kept out of sight as
much- as possible. Young shoots of any shrub or tree with tho
bark on are, therefore, better than all clean-shaved sticks ; and
all plants grown to a stem in the pyramidal form may be se-

cured with one stake only, the subsidiary branches being kept
secure by a loop of small string, generally more inconspicu-
ous than matting. Even rather large Geraniums and Calceo-
larias may be made pretty secure by means of one stick in

time, and the other shoots hasped to it with a loop. One
would imagine at time3 that the stakes were the objects to be
looked at, instead of the plant, and one step in the right direc-

tion will be taken when even the one stake necessary for most
plants shall cease to be an object of attraction—be, in fact,

looked upon as a drawback, which it is necessary to conceal as
much as possible.—R. F.

Weixikgtonia.—In your Number for June 26th, Mr. Robson
asked for memoranda touching Wellingtonias. At Shotover
House, Oxon, there is a remarkably well-grown specimen. It

wrs planted in 1859, and had then attained a height of
G inches. In June, 18f>2, the circumference of the base (at

ground) was 9 inches, the height 4 feet 3 inches. In June,
1866, the dimensions of the same tree were as follows : height,

12.J feet ; circumference of branches, 37£ feet ; circumference
of trunk at 6 inches from the ground, 29 inches.—C. F. W.,
Forest Hill, Oxon.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—Jci.y 7.

Suppi.rES ot both home-grown nnd foreign fruit tiro well kept up, and
us the London season is now drawing to a close, tho more choice produc-
tions will rapidly decline in prieos. Pines arc in excess of tho demand,
and there are heavy arrivals from the West Indies. Soft fruit generally,
notwithstanding the rain of last week, has heeu food in hulk and appear-
nine, hut deficient in quality, flood Regent Potatoes can now he ob-
tained at prices ranging from 0». to On. per bushel.

Artichokes each
Asparagus bundle
Boans, Broad. . bushel

Kidney 100
Beet, lied doz.
Broccoli bundle
Brus. Sprouts l* sieve
Cabbage doz.
Capsicums 100
Carrots hunch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery bundle
Cucumbers each

pickling .... doz.
Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
Garlic T lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish .. bundle

Apples J£ sieve
Apricots doz.
Cherries lb.

Chestnuts bush.
Currants sieve

Black do.
Figs doz.
Filberts lb.

Cobs 100 lbs.

Goose berries ..quart
Grapes, Hothouse, .lb.

Lemons 100

VEGETABLES
B. d. s. d

2 too -1

I)

II

4
2
2

4

2

8

2
8
1 6

2

6
8
1

4

s. d. s.

OtoO
2 4

fi

8 15

4

8 6
6

6
6

10

Leeks bunch
Lettuce per score
Mushrooms .... pottle
MustdA Cress, punnet
Onions. . do/,, bunches
Parsley ' lieve

Parsnips doz.
Peas per quart
Potatoes bushel

Kidney do.
Radishes . . doz. bands
Rhubarb bundle
Savoys doz.
Sea-kale basket
Shallots lb.

Spinach bushel
Tomatoes per doz.
Turnips bunch
Vegetable Marrows dz.

Melons each
Nectarines doz. 6 12
Oranges 100 fi 12
Peaches doz. 10 15
Pears I dessert) ..doz.

kitchen doz.
Pine Apples lb. 4
Plnms 2

j sieve
Quinces .... J-i sieve
Raspberries lb.

Strawberries lb.

B.
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Prize for Fifty Roses.—The fifty-one Roses mentioned at page B

should have been disqualified. I advise the Jersey rosarians to word
their prize schedule thus :—" For fifty cut Roses in fifty distinct varieties."

There can then be no mistake. Fifty cut Roses may be mistaken for one
variety, or any number of varieties. They might add, in reference to

RoseB, fruits, or vegetables, that any greater or less number than is

specified will disqualify. Single blooms without buds count for a truss;

I advise them not to permit the addition of foliage, a common practice

in the country, but disallowed in London.—W. F. Radclyffe, Okeford
Fitzpaine.

Destroying Earwigs (TV. Hidlet).~A good plan is to place a little dry
moss in the bottom of a small flower-pot. and invert the latter on the top
of a peg or stick amongst the plants, and so high that one edge will rest

on the soil and the other be half an inch or so above it. The earwigs
will congregate in the moss, the traps should therefore be examined every
day or every other day, and the earwigs shaken into boilint* water. The
stems of Broad Beans cut into six-inch lengths, and laid horizontally
among the plants, are good traps, and so are the stems of Jerusalem Arti-

chokes, Sunflower, nnd Giant Cow Parsnip (Hcraeleum giganteum), when
cut into lengths of 6 to 8 inches. The best of all traps are of metal, and
they may be had of all nursery and seedsmen.

Tritoma tVARiA and Burchelli (Vynette).—They belong to the na-
tural order Liliacea? and sub-order Aloes?. The former was but little

grown until during the last few years, yet it was introduced from the
Cape of Good Hope in 1707. Good loam, enriched with one-third leaf

mould and well-reduced hotbed manure, suits it. If the soil is wet and
heavy it would be improved by the addition of one-fourth«harp sand.
All it requires is a mulching of leaf mould or littery manure three parts
reduced placed round the crown in autumn after blooming. The dead
foliage should not he cut off until spring, as if left it forms a protection to

the crown. If the weather prove dry during the throwing up of the spike
and flowering, copious supplies of liquid manure are beneficial. It stands
with us on a lawn unprotected, and every year produces from twenty to

thirty spikes of bloom in September. It is there even finer than in an
open border, where it has proved equally hardy. As a proof of its hardi-
ness we may state that it withstood without protection the severe winter
of 1860 and 1861 in an open border two hundred miles north of Glouces-
tershire. There is no difference as to treatment between T. uvaria and
T. Burchelli, but they are very distinct; the latter is more dwarf and
compact and very bright in colour.

Flower Device (R. W.).—You will find the information you seek as to
the arrangement of the colours in Vol. I., New Series, pages 131, 151, 191,

240, 299, 813, 833, 132, 172, 211, 212, 251. 271, 355, and 875. If you peruse
these carefully we think you will be able to hit off a design. We cannot
furnish such.

Distinguishing Ripe Melons fldem).—When a Melon is ripe it will

turn to a yellowish colour, and have a grateful odour. It should be cut
before it is dead ripe, and before the fruit pnrts from the footstalk. Cut
it with an inch of the footstalk attached. All the Melons will not be ripe
at one time ; they should not, therefore, be all cut at once.

Peach Tree Leaves Blistered (Old Soldier, Dublin).—The leaf sent
is now showing the effects of the late spring frosts. We consider that
the evil has been produced by a rupture of the sap-vessels from exposure
to cold. The only measures to adopt are to syringe the trees freely in
the evenings of hot days, to pick off the worst leaves, and, should the
foliage become covered with a white powder, or be attacked by mildew,
to dust it with flowers of sulphur. The fruit is now falling in conse-
quence of its not having stoned.

Rose Tree Leaves Eaten (C. F. W.).—You can do much to rid your
trees of the destroyers by spreading a white sheet under the heads, and
shaking them a little after dark. The marauders will fall on the sheet,

and may readily be destroyed. You may also make the leaves distasteful
to them by syringing every other night with water in which soft 6oap
has been dissolved at the rate of 2 ozs. to the gallon.

Thunbergia fragrans (B.J.).—It is quite true, as you say, that this is

not a *' new " plant, for it was cultivated at Kew in 1796, and a drawing of

it is in the " Botanical Magazine " published in 1817 ; but if a plant has
been lost, and reintroduced, nurserymen may be excused for represent-
ing it as a novelty.

Pelargonium (Jlf. B.).—Tho varieties of the strain of which you en-
closed a truss, are far too numerous and nearly resembling each other
for us to be able to tell its name.

Turnips Bolting (F,, Westmoreland),—We know of no better plan of
preventing their running to seed than thinning them well, and keeping
them properly supplied with water. Good rich soil, and thinning well,

with copious supplies of water, are the great points in securing crisp early
Turnips.

Aphelandra Leopoldi Culture (A Co7ista7it Reader).—It is not a
plant requiring much water, and should only be watered when the soil be-
comes dry, and then it should have a good watering. Itrequires the heat
of a stove, a light situation, and an average amount of air. A moist atmo-
sphere, but not so as to wet the foliage, is essential ; the plant should not
have too much pot room. A compost of two-thirds sandy peat and one*
third turfy loam, with a free admixture of sand, suits it ; very liberal

drainage is necessary.

Aucuba Seeds Germinating (Idem).—You may expect the seeds of the
Aucuba to vegetate by August if they were sown as soon as ripe, but if

not do not throw away the pots containing them, but keep them in a
greenhouse fully twelve months longer, and the soil moist.

Seedling Geraniums Flowering (Amateur of Ayr.).—If the seed be
sown in the spring in a gentle heat, and the seedlings be forwarded, they
will flower in autumn, but not well until the second year. The best plan
is to sow the seed early in the autumn, or as soon as ripe, the seedlings
to be hardened off before winter. They flower with certainty in the
following year.

Books on Gardening (Idem).—Thompson's " Gardener's Assistant,"
31*. Gd. ; Lindley's "Theory of Horticulture," 21s.: Loudon's "Ency-
clopaedia of Plants," £3 IS*. (Id. ; and Mcintosh's "Book of the Garden,"
£3. If these are too expensive, the following will suit you :—" The
Science and Practice of Gardening," 3s. ;

" Out-Door Gardening," Is. 6d.

;

" In-Door Gardening," Is. 6rf. ; and " The Garden Manual," Is. 6d. These
works are well suited for amateurs. They may each be had free by post
from our office for 2(2. extra.

Colchican Laurel (Colchican).—It is a variety of the common Laurel,
and called botanically Cerasus laurocerasus war. colchica. It was intro-

duced from Belgium in 1841, is very hardy, has long pointed leaves, and
might be planted whenever the common Laurel is desirable.

Illustrated Book on Moths (J. B., Durham).—There is no such book
at so low a price as 10s. Stainton'a Manual of British Moths and Butter-

flies contains woodcuts of many of the species, but they are not coloured.
It is an excellent book, and nearest the price you name.

Names of Plants (C. M.).—Crataegus crus-galli. (Alpha).—2, Alonsoa
acutifolia ; 8. Pilea muscosa. (H. B.).—A Crinum, uncertain which species

from the specimen received. (E. S. C).—Lastrea dilatata. (2*. £f.).

—

1, Orchis maculata; 2, Gymnadenia conopsea; 2, tialix repens.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the Week ending July 7th.

Date.
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are scarcely pretty enough for pets, and I imagine Mr. Rad-

elyffe to be fond of pets. Dorkings, with all their merits, the

ohief being as an articlo of food, have such a farm-yard look

about them, that they seem out of placo unless walking among
oorn ricks.

I now como to the variety I earnestly recommend to Mr.

Radclyffe—that is, Hamburghs. I sat down and talked over

their merits and domorits the other day with a parishioner of

mino, who has kept them several years. Ho assured me, and
he was a poor man who scarcely feeds high enough, that he has

had eggs regularly from before Christmas to this time. I can

vouch for tho truth of this, as, but for my poor neighbour's

Hamburghs, I should many a timo have lacked my Sunday egg,

a necessity with me after my second service. Then Ham-
burghs are very healthy, and never broody. Should Mr. Rad-
clyffe wish for chickens, which he perhaps will, though a se-

condary object, I would advise that he should follow my plan

—

keep a few Gamo hens with his Hamburghs. These laying fawn-

coloured eggs, and the Hamburghs white, there could be no
mistake, and Game hens are excellent sitters and mothers, and
are of a suitable size to bring up Hamburghs.

There is, however, yet another reason—the Hamburghs are

so very pretty, everybody admires them at once, everybody
gentle or simple, whether of the Adam or Eve variety. I see by
my " Clergy List " that Mr. Radclyffe is at least of my standing.

Well, he may have, then, a wife and family, and I assure him
from the tiniest child up to mamma, and down again from
mamma to the youngest domestic just from the village school,

all will expatiate on the beauty of the Hamburghs. Lady
visitors, for there are always lady visitors where there are

ladies, will at once approve. Or, I will suppose

—

" Whon thought is warm, and fancy flows,

What will not argument sometimes suppose ? "

—

that Mr. Radclyffe lives a bachelor, and, if so, I am sure ladies

come to see his roses, his peaches, and—himself. Now in
future he will like to tako them from flower garden to poul-
try yard, but if he have Cochins they, the ladies, will serve him
as they did me (alas ! 'tis true), and one and all exclaim with
that feminine shudder which draws back the corners of the
mouth, tightens the neck, and raises the shouldeis, " Oh 1

what horrors ! what frights !
" And this is not pleasant—it

humbles one, it reflects painfully upon one's judgment, for in
vain I tried to draw attention to the sensible-looking heads of

my Cochin hens, and the various beauties of that variety, but
'twas all in vain. Now it is, " What pets ! what darlings ! what
beauties ! "—and this is consolatory to an owner, the pretty
phrases sound so very prettily. Perhaps Mr. Radclyffe
will plead that he is wholly indifferent to praise or blame
from such a quarter, but that I doubt. However, leaving the
point unsettled, I beg to recommend Hamburghs ; there are the
two colours, silver and gold, and the four varieties to choose
from. I am glad to find that Mr. Radclyffe is about to become
a poultry fancier, and although some persons keeping fowls
may have " tricks worse than in horseracing," yet he will find
many kind, honest, genial hearts among poultry fanciers. Of
this let him take the word of one whose experience among
them has been extensive—viz., of

—

Wiltshire Rector.

PROFIT FROM DUCKS.
When I sent you a few lines respecting the profit to be ob-

tained from feeding Ducks I did not enter into any detailed
account of their management ; for although this result was
somewhat of a surprise to myself, I did not feel assured that
the communication was of sufficient interest to insure its in-

sertion in your columns. However, I willingly comply with
Mr. Beyton's request.

Outside my garden wall is a small strip of ground bounded
by a brook. By this land is a glazed shed 21 feet long by
9 wide, wherein the Ducks were kept, and the hen removed
when they were a fortnight old.

The shed is used to harden off bedding plants after their
removal from a vinery, and with this use the Ducks did not at
all interfere. The floor was covered with rotten dung from an
old Cucumber-bed. This proved useful for manure water, and
as a top-dressing for Peach trees in pots and dwarf fruit trees
generally.

_
The Ducks were fed at G, 9, 12, and 7 p.m. Grains were not

given until the Ducks were a month old, and were mixed with
a small quantity of Indian corn meal. At first they did not
eat all the grains purchased, for it was necessary to purchase

half a bushel at a timo ; but when they wore seven weeks old

they consumed exactly a bushel a-week.

When about five or six weeks old they looked miserable,

dirty, and with weak eyes ; but this was all changed directly

they were allowed to go into tho water daily. I may mention
that two of my neighbours who keep Ducks were so pleased

with tho appearance of mine, that they inquired the mode of

feeding, and I was strongly urged to send them to a poultry

exhibition which was held in the town at that time, to show
what Ducks could be brought to in eight weeks. Tho garden

refuse consisted of a bed of seventy lettuces which ran to seed.

After the daily cooking was finished some cabbage was gene-

rally boiled for the Ducks. Our household consists of nine,

and although not extravagant, there is much food which but

for the Ducks would have been wasted. I am aware that these

circumstances are unusually favourable ; still the result is so

remarkable, thoro must be somo other cause.

For some time past I have recommended my friends to feed

their poultry principally on grains, but till this year never had
the opportunity of testing this plan for myself. I believe it

is from the quantity of this food that the success is due. To
feed a Duck of a month old on barleymeal—an expensive,

highly fattening food—is probably a mistake : it should be

reserved for the last few days of his life. After my last letter

the weather became so hot that the glazed shed was unsafe

;

the Ducks were therefore obliged to be allowed to go into the

water all day. The effect was most marked. They no longer

cared to eat lettuce, and consumed much less food, seldom

coming home until supper time. The Ducks were kept in the

centre of a large town, but there was never any difficulty in

persuading them to return by a whistle at bedtime. Lastly,

at the time I wrote Ducks were selling at 7s. Gd. to 8s. a-couple

at the poulterers'.—B. A.

P.S.—I enclose my name.

BURY ST. EDMUNDS POULTRY SHOW.
Deprived as this Meeting was, in consequence of the cattle plague,

of the additional attraction of cattle, poultry formed no mean substi-

tute, and proved, perhaps, one of the most popular features of the whole

j

Show; nevertheless, many were the inducements held out to popular

favour, more especially by those who exhibit implements at such agri-

! cultural meetings. All of us admit that just at this season of the

year " Duck and green peas " form a very acceptable addition to our

! viands ; nor can we resist the digression of naming to our readers a

I curious machine which we witnessed in full operation, by which the

shelling of green peas is accomplished with a perfection and dexterity

none of ns could believe possible. The peas as gathered are poured

out into a hopper, and simply by the rapid turning of a handle that

requires a very small amount of muscular exertion, the shells are

voided from between two rollers, somewhat crushed, but the peas them-

selves are received into a large tin receptacle quite uninjured and ready

for boiling. So perfect is the whole arrangement, that on the most care-

ful inspection not a single pea could be found that was at all bruised ;

aiud even after the most vigilant search among the shells, not a pea as

large as a hempseed was found to have been passed over. A bushel of

peas may thus be easily shelled in from twelve to fifteen minutes.

Well might many of the bystanders exclaim, "Well, what next?"

But to the poultry especially. The Committee well deserve every

credit for their arrangements, as all the poultry were exhibited on one

Bingle tier. Kvery possible provision was made for the safety of the

birds themselves and the accommodation of the public, in case the

weather should prove unfavourable. Tho Abbey grounds, where the

Show took place, are not only extensive, but kept in a manner that

reflects credit on the managers of this subscription place of recreation.

That the poultry as a whole lacked that condition 60 all-important to

Buch meetings is admitted as inseparable from the time of year alone,

but still tho principal classes were well filled with first-rate birds.

Game fowls stood first on the prize schedule, and although there

was no lack of competitors, the struggle rested in every class of this

variety between those gTeat guns in Game fowls, Mr. Fletcher, of

Manchester, and Mr. Mathews, of Stowmarket. The competition

was necessarily close, Mr, Mathews taking three first prizes for Game,
the same number of second prizes, and a third prize as well. Mr.
Fletcher, with the limited entry of only four pens, took a first, second,

and third prize, besides the five-guinea silver cup for the best pen of

any variety of Game fowls exhibited. They were Duckwings. How
so experienced an exhibitor could send his fourth pen, containing an
admirable Red Pile cock with bright yellow legs, mated with a very

capital hen, but rejoicing in brilliant willow legs, can only be accounted

for from some error in packing, for to havo thus selected them is quite

out of the question. Though as single birds so good, they were, as a

pair, of course simply passed over. Considering the great difficulty of

exhibiting Game fowls just at this season, the Bury Show was wonder-

fully good. Tho fact is, that just prior to the annual moulting, any
effort to force Game cocks into first-rato condition at once produces
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the loss of feathers, and thus hastens the very trouble which owners are

bo scrupulous to avoid. In Grey Dorkings, Mr. Henry Lingwood's
birds showed to great advantage, being large boney specimens, the

chickens showing well, and promising to be a pen of which we shall

doubtless hear more on future occasions. This gentleman took two
silver five-guinea cups (one for the best general collection restricted

to the county alone), chiefly by the excellence of his Dorkings, both
Grey and White. Perhaps want of condition was more apparent in

the Cochin classes and the Bruhmas than in any others, many of the

best birds just now being ragged as colts after a winter in a strawyard.
The Hamhitrghs did not show to the advantage which they will when
they have assumed their new feathers. Of Polish fowls only one pen
was shown. The " Selling Class " was not well filled, nor could this

well be otherwise, when the entry was 6s. a-pen, and the sale price re-

stricted to 30s. So great an outlay, when the carriage is also deducted
from the receipts, will always prevent a full competition. Our ex-

periemce proves, that with a 3s. entry no class ever pays a Society

better than a " Selling Class," though dealers in poultry repudiate its

adoption as a spoil-trade. In the class for any variety of Bantams,
a pen of '* Rurnpless Bantams " were exhibited, one of the hens being
so very cleverly dubbed as to make what had been a flat comb assimi-

late pretty closely to its fellows, which were rosy-combed. The
artifice was at once detected, and disqualification ensued.
We never saw a better display of Aylesbury Ducklings, but the

Rouens were so thoroughly intolerable, that the prizes in the latter

class were withheld in tuto. The Turkey class was especially creditable
throughout, not a single specimen being other than excellent.

The Pigeon classes are, perhaps, most justly treated by saying as
little as possibly can be said against them. Blues and Blacks, Reds
and Blacks exhibited in pairs, was a general fault, no attention
being evidently given to matching them ; nevertheless here and there
was to be seen an excellent pen, but the Bury St. Edmunds Pigeon-
fanciers have evidently as yet not passed their novitiate. Altogether,
however, the Show was a capital one ; it was very well attended, and
the weather was favourable.

Game (Black-breasted and other Reds).— First, S. Matthew, Stow-
market. Second and Third, J. Fletcher, Stoneclough, near Manchester.
Highly Commended, S. Matthew.
Game (Duckwing and other Greys).—First and Silver Cup, J. Fletcher.

Second and Third, S. Matthew. Commended. S. Matthew.
Game i White and Piles).—First and Second, S. Matthew.
Dorkings (Coloured I.—Silver Cup, First, and Second. H. Lingwood,

Needknin Market. Third, T. Tathaui. Commended, J. Frost, Wickham
Market.
DoRKrNGS (White).—First, Second, and Commended, H. Lingwood.
Dorkings (Any colour).—Chickens.—First, H. Lingwood. Second, II.

Lingwood. Highly Commended, J. Frost; H. Lintrwood; F. Parlett,
Chelmsford; E. Leech. Commended, Dr. Campbell, Brentwood.
Cochin-China (Buff).— Silver Cup, First, and Second, H. Lingwood.

Third, Rev. C. Spencer, Attleborough. Highly Commended, Mrs. Burrell,
Ipswich. Commended, H. Payne.
Cochin-China (Any other colour).—First, Rev. C. H. Lucas fWhite).

Second, Mrs. Seamons, Hartwell, Aylesbury. Chickens.—First, H. Ling-
wood. Second, Rev. C. Spencer. Highly Commended, Rev. C. H. Lucas
(White); Mrs. Burrell Buff); Rev. M. R. Barnard (White); H. Lingwood.
Brahma Pootra.—First, J. Pickles, Bridge Royd (Dark Pencilled).

Second, J. Wright (Dark). Third, Mrs. Seamons. Commended, G. H.
Roberts (Dark).

Spanish. -First, R. Wright. Second, withheld. Third, R. B. Postans,
Brentwood, Essex.
Hamburgh (Golden-pencilled).—First, A. K. Wood, Eurnside, Kendal.

Second, C. Havers. Third, Mrs. Burrell.
Hamburgh (Silver-pencilled).—First, A. K. Wood. Second, withheld.

Third, T. J. Saltmarsh, Chelmsford.
Hamburgh (Golden-spangled).—First, A. K. Wood. Second, J. Wright,

Woodbridge.
HamburVhi (Silver-spaDpled).—First, A. K. Wood. Second, Rev. F.

Tearle. Third, Mrs. Bun-ell.
Polish (Any variety).—Second, Mrs. Burrell (Silver-spangled). First,

withheld.
Bantams (Game).—First, R.B. Postans. Second and Third, G.Manning,

Springfield.
Bantams fAnv other variety).—First and Second, Rev. F. Tearle (White,

clean-legged). Third, withheld.
Any other distinct Variety not Named.—First and Second, National

Poultry Company (Limited) (La Fleche, Houdan). Hiffb.lv Commended,
Mrs. Burrell (Silkies). Commended, Mrs. Burrell (Black Haniburghs).
Selling Class (Any variety).—First, Dr. Campbell. Second, National

Poultry Company (Limitedj (Creve Cceur).

SINGLE COCKS.
Game.—First and Second, S. Matthew.
Dorkings.—Second, H. Lingwood. Commended, Dr. Campbell ; F.

Parlett.
Cochin.—First, G. Manning. Second and Commended, H. Lingwood.
Spanish.—Prize, F. Crook.

Ducks (Aylesbury).—First and Second, Mrs. M. Seamons. Highly Com-
mended, Mrs. Burrell ; E. Leech. Commended, Miss Shaw.
Turkeys (Any colour)—First, W. Wright. Second, E. Leech. Highly

Commended, Miss Shaw.
Pigeons.— Carriers (Any colour).—Prize, H. A. Oakes. Highlv Com-

mended, R. Futter ; H. A. Oakes. Tumblers (Any colour).—Prize. R.Futter.
Any other Variety.—Prize, National Poultry Company (Limited) (Runts).
The Silver Cup value £5 for the best collection of Poultry, exhibited by

a resident of the county, was awarded to Mr. H. Lingwood, of Need ham
Market.
Edward Hewitt, Esq., of Eden Cottage, Sparkbrook, officiated as

Judge.

lost swarm recovered next day.
Is there any account on record of a swarm remaining sus-

pended in the open air during a night ? On the 21st of June
I missed a swarm from one of my hives, and did not discover
its whereabouts until 7.30 a.m. next day. I found it suspended
from the branch of an apple tree in my neighbour's garden in

a perfectly quiescent state. A considerable amount of rain
had fallen during the night, which may account for the very
torpid state the bees assumed. They were soon hived, and
are now working well.—C. F. W., Forest Hill, Oxon.

[Bees have not only remained suspended from a branch
during the night, but have even been known to build comb in

such a position.]

BEES SWARMTNG IN A CHIMNEY.
A few days ago I had a very fine first swarm from one of

my hives. The bees settled upon a bush near the hive, where
several previous swarms had located themselves. Some delay

occurred in hiving the swarm, owing to a difficulty in procuring
a hive, and in the meantime the precaution of covering the
bush with a white cloth was, unfortunately, neglected. Before
the swarm could be secured, the scorching rays of the sun drove
the bees from the bush, and they took refuge in a lofty chimnsy
at some considerable distance from my house. Ladders were
procured, and the bees were found clustered under a narrow ledge

in a corner of the chimney-pot. A hive, duly sweetened inside

with honey, was placed on the top of the pot, and covered with
a cloth tied round the pot, so that no bees could escape. In
the morning we found that not a bee had ascended into the
hive, and the swarm remained fixed in its former situation.

Hoping that it might go up during the day we left the hive on
the top of the chimney, opening the mouth, and placing a nar-

row board for the bees to enter and go out from the hive. At
night, however, matters remained in statu quo, and we resolved

to try to force the bees out of the chimney. We accordingly

fired pistols, burned brown paper, and adopted other expe-

dients of the same nature, but with no other result than to

bring down a few stragglers on to the hearth. At last we
lowered a square tin from the top of the chimney-pot, and
gently brushed the bees into it, then drew it up, and emptied
the bees into the hive. Having cleared all the bees out of the

chimney, and put a bunch of nettles in the place occupied by
them, we left the hive on the roof near the chimney to collect

the stragglers, intending to remove it on the following day. Next
morning there were a good many bees in the hive, but when we
came to remove it at night not one was to be found either in

the hive or in the chimney. Digusted with the treatment they
had received they had migrated, and nothing has been heard
of them since. Will you kindly tell me whether you can sug-

gest any other means than those which were adopted to remove
the swarm from the chimney ? I should mention that a

piece of comb, more than 6 inches square, was made by
the bees during the day they inhabited the chimney.—F.,

Westmoreland.

[Active measure should have been resorted to at once in-

stead of being deferred until the next day, and we know of

none that promise better results than those successfully re-

sorted to by " Squib " in a similar emergency, and which were
thus described by him in page 82 of our ninth volume :

—" A
rope with a light weight attached was let down very gently

from the top of the flue in which the bees had settled, and
when this made its appearance at the bottom of the chimney,
a bundle of fresh grass, well damped and as nearly as possible

the size of the flue, was attached to it, and the whole was then
drawn gently to the top of the chimney, upon which an empty
hive had been already properly placed ; into this the bees at

once ascended, and were removed to their destination without
further difficulty."]

SPARROWS EATING BEES—DRIVING-
SWARMS RETURNING.

Yocr correspondent " A Blackheath'ax," writes, June 26th,

that he has been troubled this year with sparrows feeding their

young with the bees. The same proceeding has come under
my notice this year, having observed it upwards of six week&
at my own hives. The sparrows having their nest in the roof

of the house, I have no chance of destroying their nests.
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Around this neighbourhood there are many bees kept, but I

cannot hear of any one else having to complain of the sparrows.

My employer has a dozen hives, and I have watched to see if

their bees get picked up, but I havo never seen them thus

attacked, nor were mine until this year.

My practice in driving bees is, after the bees have been
driven in the autumn, to unite them to other stocks, but I

kept one stock in a hive by itself, feeding it liberally through
the winter lust year, and it will well repay mo for my trouble,

it being now a strong colony, with bees hanging out at tho

hive, when I put on a small super and found the hive very

heavy.

The syrup I fed them with was made from 12 lbs. of sugar

without any honey in it.

Around here cottagers are still very fond of the match or

sulphur, and my employer kindly allowed me to go and drive

several hives for parties around here, to introduce the system
of driving instead of destroying ; but I find most of them did
not live through the winter, which I attribute to their not
being well and liberally fed.

Swarms have been very late around here, and many have
returned to their hives again after being hived. One of mine
has been hived twice and returned both times. A neighbour's
did the same, but stayed tho third time. Our rector had one
which swarmed, went back, and stayed the second time. He
had another the other day, and they have not come out again
as yet.—M., Sheldon, near Birmingham.

SUPERIORITY OF THE LIGURIAN BEE.
The readers of " our Journal " will, I think, be interested

in what I am doing with my new apian friends the Ligurians.

I am endeavouring to test their qualities by a simple expert-

mentum cruets, by the adoption of the old straw-hive system,

pure and genuine, and of course my experiments in this direc-

tion, in omnibus ceterisparibus, will settle certain criteria more
satisfactorily than the more scientific mode of propagation by
artificial swarming. I am hiving them, then, this season, by
the old method : stowing away the swarms as they make their

appearance, and am brought to these conclusions :

—

1st, As regards the localities which they select for swarming,
I see no difference in any respect whatever between the Ligu-
rian and common black bees. All mine have alighted favour-

ably for hiving, and that not more than a few yards from their

domiciles.

2nd, As regards their comparative good nature, my conclu-

sions are that they are far more energetic and irascible in
defending their queen than are common bees, and without a

bee dress and strong gloves it would be, in nine cases out of

ten, absolutely dangerous to attempt to hive them, if not im-
possible. When in their hives I do not perceive that they are

less harmless than their less aristocratic confreres.

3rd, They are prolific to a degree, and with a rapidity which
is perfectly astonishing, as the following results will show. I

began the present season with six Ligurian stocks, I think
pure :

—

1st, Swarmed May 27th, and threw out a large swarm of cast

and colt. June 8th.

2nd, Swarmed June 3rd ; cast June 15th. I expect every
moment a third swarm from this.

3rd, Swarmed also June 3rd ; cast June 19th ; colt. June 21st.

4th, Swarmed June 8th ; cast June 19th ; colt. June 21st.

5th, Swarmed June 9th ; cast June 20th ; colt. June 22nd.
6th, Swarmed June 23rd. This was my best and strongest

stock, but it had a large box beneath the hive, which accounts
for its being last.

Besides this, I have had two maiden swarms, and expect
another to-day (June 26th). The first maiden swarm came
after having been hived twenty days ; the second in twenty-
nine days. This surely shows that the Ligurians are as active
as they are prolific.

4th, This proves also that the old system cannot be adopted
with Ligurians without doubling at least the size of their
hives. To make my experiments absolutely and fairly compara-
tive, I used hives of the usual kind, in common use in my
neighbourhood. I daresay some will smile and think this a
bungling system of experimentation ; but at all events I have
got some facts worth having. About the honey harvest I can-
not speak with any certainty ; but when I ponder on their multi-
plication I cannot help thinking of " poor curates " with large
families and no prospect of preferment. Nous vcrrons. I began

tho soason with six hives. I have already, with these, twenty-
throe ! and have capped at least half-a-dozen more !

!

—

Willia}-
Law, Miirstun '1'ruxsel! Rectory, Theddingworth, Rugby.

1\S.—Since the above was written I havo had another second
swarm, and unless I had takon means to prevent it, should
havo had on Saturday last (30th June), two more maiden
swarms, and one of those from a cast, which came out on
8th of June. The account of the Ligurian department of my
apiary, therefore stands thus :— I began with six hives ; I have
now in full work, and with every prospect of making good
stocks, twenty-three hives, and had I not prevented two from
swarming, should have had twenty-five ! All this is the re-

sult simply of natural swarming, in which I have allowed the
bees to follow their own instincts. My experiments have been
carried out on the fairest principles I could adopt, and are
strictly comparative. I had no other object than simply to
ascertain for myself, and in my own way, whether the Ligu-
rian bee is really so superior to the common species as it has
been described to be, and I have no hesitation in saying that
the result is that I am so thoroughly convinced of their supe-
riority in every way, that I mean to keep no others.

[It may not be amiss to add that the above extraordinary
results have actually been achieved by two stocks which left

my apiary, one in the autumn of 1864, and the other during
the spring of 1865.—A Devonshire Bee-keeper.]

SECOND SWARMS—TAKING HONEY FROM
SUPERS—LIGURIANS

.

Being as yet but a novice in the management of bees. I am
anxious for information under the following circumstances. I
began this season with three good strong stock hives :

—

No. 1 is rather a small common straw hive, and it gave mo
on the 26th of May a very fine swarm.

No. 2 is also very strong, and in a large wooden hive, having
externally nearly the same appearance as Tegetmeier's hive, as
figured at page 13 of " Bee-keeping for the Many," but
arranged inside in the following manner :—The bottom or
main part of the hive is 13 J inches square inside by 11 inches
deep, fitted with eight bars from front to back of the hive, and
which, unfortunately, are fixed, and prevent my obtaining
artificial swarms. Above the bars half-inch strips of wood
are fixed, dividing the top into four equal squares, into
which fit four six-inch square moveable boxes or supers ; by
placing thin sheets of zinc or glass under the supers, com-
munication with the hive is cut off, and it can again be restored
at pleasure to any one or all of the supers by drawing out the
sheets of zinc or glass. From the half-inch spaces between
the bars affording such free access to the supers I never
have the least trouble in the bees taking to them. I may add
that the two sides of the bottom or main part of the hive are
furnished with a window about 5 inches square and covered
with a sliding shutter ; the supers also have each a small
window about 3 inches square, which is very convenient for

ascertaining the state of the supers, and also, in my case,

adds very greatly to the pleasure I have in watching the
progress and rejoicing in the prosperity of my industrious little

favourites. A moveable casing of half-inch wood forms the
roof and covers the supers, and in winter I keep it neatly
and warmly thatched with hay and straw down to below tho
floor-board, my object being to encourage early breeding.

This hive, No. 2, sent off a very strong swarm on June 6th,

and at the present time has the four supers well filled with
honey, and also a good quantity in the bottom or main part of

the hive.

No. 3 is a large-sized straw hive, and very strong (it is a

swarm from No. 1 of last year, and came off on May 19th).

This year No. 3 has given me, June 3rd, a strong swarm which
came off by 9 o'clock a.m.

Now as I have been anxious to increase the number of my
hives, I have expected second swarms from each, being so

strong, in about from nine to fourteen days from first swarms,
but up to this date I have had none, although for the last four

or five days each of the three hives has clustered outside en

masse, quite equal to anything I have seen preceding first

swarms, the inside of the hives also appearing much disturbed,

but as yet I have failed to hear tbe cry of a queen in any of

the three. The maximum temperature here in the shade has
been during the last eight days as follows:—June 21st, 70°,

67°, 78°, 83°, 87°, 91°, 75°, and to-day, June 28th, 76°. This
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svening very few beea are clustered outside of eith»r No. 1 or 3,

but all are still unusually noisy.

I am afraid that I have trespassed too much upon your
space, but perhaps others also may be benefited by the infor-

mation I seek upon the following points :

—

First, am I still likely to have second swarms, and, if before
the 7th of July, can I, by the help of a good season and judicious
feeding, hope to bring them safely through the winter ?

Second, when I take the honey from the supers in No. 2
should I allow communication to the supers during the winter

;

also, what is your opinion of my No. 2 hive?
Third, as I have been lately informed that the Ligurian bee

has been introduced into this district (the north of Ireland), and
are reported very favourably of, might I be able to preserve an
artificial swarm obtained—say at least before the middle of

July, and what would be a fair value for a swarm of Ligurians ?

I may add that I have this season put my swarms into hives
that allow of supering in future.

—

Alban Goodman.

[Second swarms are not likely to issue after so long an inter-

val, but, should they do so, their probable preservation through
the winter is only a question of a few pounds of sugar judi-

ciously administered. When a swarm issues early in the
morning we always suspect its being the second, and fear, there-
fore, that the prime swarm from No. 3 may have escaped you.
Communication with supers should be closed during winter.
Your hive No. 2 is not one that we should prefer. Mr. Wood-
bury, of Mount Radford, Exeter, sent the Ligurians to Ireland,
and you had therefore better write to him direct for informa-
tion concerning them.]

BEES DESERTING THEIR HIVES—ARTIFICIAL
SWARMS.

Some extraordinary instances of bees deserting their hives
have come to my knowledge this season, and I am quite unable
to account for the great difference observable in the conduct
of bees at different times under similar circumstances. A
cottager lost his only hive last autumn ; the bees gradually

dwindling down to zero. The hive had swarmed, and the young
queen was probably lost on her trip, or killed on her return

by her own subjects. The hive was, however, filled with comb,
and well stored with honey, and I told the owner that I would
stock it with bees if he sent it up to my house. About three
weeks ago I introduced a good second swarm into the hive, and
kept them in my own garden for about a fortnight, that the
young queen might stand a chance of mating with one of my
drones ; I then allowed the cottager to take the hive home in

the evening. The following day the bees came out en masse,

and after being hived five or six times in an empty hive, ulti-

mately went off altogether, and were lost. The hive contained
a good deal of brood, proving that the queen was all right

; yet
these bees, either with or without a queen, (as she might,
though it is improbable, have been killed in the removal),

completely abandoned their hive, though it was well furnished
with both brood and honey.
Again : another bee-keeper hived a prime swarm on the 2nd

of last month (June), the bees filled the hive with comb and
honey, and it also contained brood, yet they completely de-

serted the hive on one of the last days, leaving their brood and
stores behind.
The great heat is the only cause I can assign for such ex-

traordinary proceedings. On the other hand, I have several

times had queenless stocks which have guarded their stores and
retained possession of their hives until the bees have nearly
all died off from old age.

In forming swarms by driving it is no doubt a great advan-
tage to employ two stocks ; but I have been perfectly success-

ful, both this season and on former occasions, with only one
hive. Two-thirds, perhaps, of the bees were driven into an
empty hive at seven o'clock in the morning of a fine day, the
stock was replaced upon its old stand, and the swarm, after

it had been a short time in the empty hive, was knocked
out en masse, and induced to enter a unicomb hive in a different

part of the same garden, and nearly all the driven bees stuck
to their queen in the new domicile. I have made second
swarms in the same way, and find the driven bees adhere to

their new quarters nearly or quite as well as a natural swarm.
—J. E. B.

[The satisfactory adherence of the artificial swarm to its new
domicile was probably owing to the bees having been compelled

to run into it, a hint which was given some time ago by our
valued correspondent " R. S.," touching the removal of stocks
to short distances, and which, it appears, may also be very use-
ful in the formation of artificial swarms.]

OUR LETTER BOX.
Feeding Poultry (J. h.).—The result would seem to prove your system

is not far wrong
; and the falling off in the last few days may be accounted

for by the change in the weather, constant damp, and absence of sun.
These most affect the youngest, and they are the sufferers. We will
give you our free opinion of the dietary. Some years since we tried
the Mark Lane sweepings, but did not think they answered : there is too
much dirt in them, and the corn, with the exception of the maize, was of
the thinnest description. We approve the oatmeal, but would rather
give whole corn than coarse middlings. Everything seems provided that
can be necessary for poultry. Your adults and forward chickens, with a
grass run and farmyard, want no pampering, but it is impossible to feed
young chickens too well. To enable you to " do " them as they require,
it is well to remove them with the hens from the immediate neighbour-
hood of the old and older birds. A dry sheltered spot for the hen, and a
newly mown grass run for the chickens, are desirable. When chickens
are failing, cooked meat chopped very fine is desirable food.

Chests of Black Polands (E., Westmoreland).—The crest of your
chickens will come white, except just in front, if they are pure bred. We
could speak more positively if you had named their age.

Chickens Dying (W. S. P.).—The "attempt to swallow," that you
mention is generally the result of a disease called the " gapes," and is
caused by the presence of worms in the windpipe. The birds gape in the
vain effort to get rid of the intruders. From their position they are hard
to get at. There are divers cures and operations, but wherever the
disease appears some chickens always die. A hen's tail feather stripped
within an inch of its extremity and dipped in turpentine, put down the
windpipe, not the gullet, until it reaches the worms, kills them, and the
operation causes the bird to sneeze and throw them up. The operation
is a nice one, as a mistake is often made, and the feather put down the
gullet, which is useless. The best remedy we know is to give camphor
freely in pills about the size of a pea, and to give water strongly impreg-
nated with it, in fact, what our grandmothers used to call " camphor
julep." After a time the whole body of the bird is imbued with camphor,
and it kills the worms. It is thought, and we agree with it, that these
parasites are gained by drinking bad water. All fowls prefer drinking
from a puddle of dirty rain water to any vessel of clean spring water.
The opportunity should not, therefore, be afforded to them. Old birds
do not catch this disease. Chickens recover if they can outlive the
worms ; but as they never do so unassisted, it is well to feed liberally
on bread and ale in order to keep them up. There has, however, been a
disorder among chickens which has caused blindness and death in a few
hours, the eyes being closed by a thick gum. We have watched it closoly,
and it is not akin to roup. It is, however, very fatal ; but if taken early
and treated with beer and camphor, two-thirds of those attacked recover.

Ducks where Water is Deficient {Commercial).—Rouen Ducks are4

we believe, the best to suit you. Aylesburys are preferable if you have
hens under which to put the eggs, as they are non-sitters, as they lay
very many eggs, and fatten easily. Rouen and Aylesbury are the desir-
able breeds on account of their size.

Inflamed Vent in Chickens IJ. A. C).—We have seen no cases of
epidemic such as you mention. Redness and inflammation of the vent
almost always arise from a disordered stomach, when the evacuations
get slimy and sticky, and part always adheres to ,the vent, causing pain
and inflammation. Pea and beanmeal will cause this, and when the
vent gets entirely closed, death soon follows, every evacuation helps to
close the vent, just as each piece of mud helps to form a swallow's nest.
As it is impossible to treat a whole yard as you would a few cases, we
advise such food as would be likely to meet the case—ground oats mixed
slack, and given three times per day in moderate quantities, and as much
lettuce as you can give. The latter is the cure for it, and if the lettuces
have gone to seed and stalk so much the better. We know no more valu-
able poultry medicine than this last.

Hens Disordered (J. R.).—They are evidently very much out of order,
digestion impaired and egg-organs inflamed. Give each a dessert-spoon-
ful of castor oil ; feed on soft food only—mashed potatoes with a little

oatmeal added, and abundance of lettuce leaves. Let them have a heap
of coal ashes and limy rubbish to bask in.

Incubators (J. A. C).—If properly managed any one of those advertised
will hatch the eggs placed in it. The difficulty begins as soon as the
chickens are produced. Hatching is easier than rearing.

Strengthening a Ligurian Stock {A. T„ Jersey).—CombB of common
brood added to a Ligurian stock strengthen the colony, and although
the bees thus produced will not turn to Ligurians they will, owing to the
brief life of worker bees at this season, rapidly disappear without leaving
any permanent stain on the purity of the Italians.

Preventing Swarming [D. R., Rochdale).—Withdrawing slides and
thereby giving access to glasses cannot always be relied upon to prevent
swarming. The rise of temperature in the interior of a hive prior to

swarming is probably owing to the crowded state of its population.

Value of Second Swarms (D. Roes).—A second swarm is not con-
sidered so good as the first, nor is it so likely to survive the winter. The
price of swarms varies so much in different localities that it is difficult to
offer an opinion, but we have often purchased good first swarms for the
sum you mention.

Transferring Artificial Swarm from a Nucleus Box to a Wood-
bury Hive (A. B.).—An artificial swarm formed in a nucleus box on the

31st of May, may now be shifted into a full- sized hive, but it is well first to

ascertain that it possesses a fertile queen. We find the average time for

the production of a queen to be fourteen days from the formation of an
artificial swarm, and a similar period usually elapses befora sho com-
mences egg-laying.
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is, perhaps, deserving of all the praise that has been bestowed
on it when used for the class of plants for which it is suitable

;

but that its use can be recommended for all lands of plants is

by no means clear ; on the contrary, there is every reason to
believe that for some it is very improper. To make this ap-
pear more plainly, let us look at the character of the sands
which form the ingredients of the soils in which the various
plants cultivated in gardens flourish, and in doing so I shall
presuppose that all other pit sands are only suitable to the
plants for which each is fitted by its chemical constituents.

Without entering into detail as to the requirements of each
class of plants, we may roughly divide these into the two classes
most dissimilar in respect to the soil in which they thrive best,

and preferring, the one a calcareous, the other a peaty soil.

Both these classes of plants require an admixture of sand in
the medium in which they grow, and in general both soils are
furnished with it in greater or less amount. The sand, how-
ever, is not alike in both, that in each soil partaking to a cer-
tain extent of the other constituents of the mixture of which it

forms a part ; and .supposing it were possible to separate the
sand frorn the one soil and add it to the other, the result would
in all probability be unsatisfactory in consequence of the an-
tagonistic properties of the materials so mixed. Instances of
this kind are sometimes met with in other branches of industry
than horticulture. I remember once noticing a large heap of
mortar that had lain some time, and which showed beyond the
possibility of a doubt the indiscretion of mixing substances
together that had no affinity. A bright yellow sand, sharp
enough to entrap an unwary builder into' the belief that it

would make good mortar, had been mixed with lime in the
usual way, and not being all wanted, a large heap lay some
months, when, on its being examined, it was found that the
lime was all but gone. The sand had " eaten it up," as the
labourer truly enough said, and the reason was plain enough.
The sand was strongly impregnated with iron, and, instead of
uniting with the lime, the result was the destruction of the
latter as far as the mortar was concerned. Now, it is easy
io perceive that something of the kind must occur when sand
of an unsuitable [character forms a component part in a mix-
ture for cultural purposes ; and although neutral sands may
with propriety be mixed with either calcareous or peaty soil, all

sands used at the potting-bench are not neutral, like the river
sand previously alluded to, and the drift sand also, though less
pure perhaps. Supposing any one were tempted to use the pure
white sand, which is dug in such large quantities in some neigh-
bourhoods for the manufacture of glass, as an ingredient in
a compost for growing Heaths or Bhododendrons, assuredly
the result could not be satisfactory ; rather let a soil containing
iron be used, and the chances of a favour-able result will be
greater.

In advocating the use of sand charged with iron, where
American plants are grown, I by no means recommend a too
strong dose of it, for I have seen very fatal results follow the
planting of this class of plants in a sort of bog peat, too much
impregnated with that metal, but at the same time I have also
seen the evil effects of a silicious sand used for the same pur-
pose. A medium ought to be aimed at, and let the sand used
for American plants be only impregnated with a little iron,
but not at all so for other plants. The pleasing appearance of
nice white sand is a strong inducement to use it whenever sand
is wanted, and few people give themselves the trouble to find
out whether it is likely to suit the purpose they put it to or
not

;
but at the same time grey or yellow sand is equally useful,

and the latter is more likely to answer in the case of a peaty
soil. I would advise those who have the opportunity of using
the last two, to try them for growing Heaths, and for other
purposes where they are brought in contact with peaty soil,
while the fine white sand so extensively employed for domestic
use, may be tried with good effect among plants not requiring
peat.

All sand charged with poisonous matters should be avoided

;

a sort of greyish sandy material is found very extensively in
some mining districts, and is so poisonous that it kills all

plants on which it is laid, and is often used to throw on court-
yards or walks for the purpose of killing the weeds there. Such
a substance, of course, should never find its way into mixtures
intended for the culture of plants, and a sand, even though
containing a small proportion of anything deleterious, should
also be avoided.
Although sand generally serves to increase the fertility of

the ground, yet where it exists in too great a proportion, it has
the contrary effect. The reason of this appears to be its want

of adhesion, and the consequent too free access of air to the
roots, as well as the plants having to exist on such liquid food
as can be derived from external sources, and failing these
they suffer, just as plants cultivated in pots must in a great
measure depend on periodical waterings. Sand here becomes
an important agent, as it prevents the soil clogging, and allows
the superfluous water to pass off easily. This branch of the
subject, however, is only mentioned here to show the utility of
sand as an agent in the hands of the cultivator, and it is one to
which he has hitherto not paid so much attention as it deserves.
—J. Bobsoh.

STRAWBERRIES.
Owing to M. Tan Houtte having facetiously dubbed me

"the sole arbiter" of the fate of seedling Strawberries, of
course you will expect that annually I shall say something on
the subject. I must, however, though much gratified by his
estimate, decline to be more than the expresser of an honest
opinion. I cannot be answerable for what is put in my mouth.
My Strawberries of all kinds were removed here late in the

spring from Eushton ; and, considering this disadvantage, they
have done well. I here found these sorts, youthful and esta-
blished, and they have cropped finely—Bivers's Eliza, Trollope's
Victoria, Eugenie, and Eleanor. The following sorts I brought
with me :—Sir J. Paxton, Eciipse, Boyal Hautbois, Bivers's
Eliza, Old Pine, Scarlet Pine, Dr. Hogg, Mr. Eadclyffe, John
Powell, Bicton Pine, Eugfinie, Wonderful, Frogmore Late
Pine, and Cockscomb—a famous lot of good-constitutioned and
heavy cropping Strawberries, save one, the Old Pine. This
has been erroneously said to be the same as the Scarlet Pine,
which is more like the Bival Queen than any other. I fancy
the latter is a seedling from the Scarlet Pine. The Scarlet

Pine is a better setter than the Bival Queen, and is not subject,

as the Bival Queen is, to deformed, abortive, and cancerous
berries. The Scarlet Pine is the best flavoured Strawberry
here, or that I have ever tasted. I obtained my Scarlet Pines
from the late Mr. Nicholson, and the Old Pines from G. Sparkes,
Esq., of Bromley. They are not the same Strawberry.

Before I proceed to speak of tried Strawberries, I must
mention, that, allured by a touching picture, I bought late in

the spring twenty plants of " The Lady " (Underbill), which I

deprived of their flowers. They are growing strongly, and are
commencing to run. It is of no use to crop late spring-planted
Strawberries. Deprive them of their flowers and the plants
will gain strength at once, run quickly, and do much better the
following year. You cannot judge accurately of them till they
have a large volume of perpendicular and horizontal roots. I

gave 30s. and 3s. carriage for " The Lady "—a very cheap lot.

Before giving a list of Strawberries that can be recommended,
let me notice new Strawberries that I have sufficiently tried.

1. Dr. Hogg (Bradley).—This is Al in every respect. A
noble dish of it was furnished by Mr. Turner, of the Boyal
Nurseries, Slough, for the Hole testimonial dinner.* It is in

constitution a Queen, more regularly coloured. It is hardy,

fine-foliaged, a heavy cropper, and has grown well in my
chalky land at Eushton, and still better in my fine, sandy,

deep loam here. I beg to universally recommend it.

2. Mr. Eadclyffe.—Sent to me as Mr. Ingram's No. 10. This
is a splendid production from the Boyal Gardens, Frogmore. I

must hasten to acknowledge the high compliment paid to me.
I wrote to Mr. Ingram to ask what name he had determined

upon. I received a kind answer saying, that by my permission

he would call it Mr. Eadclyffe. I beg publicly to thank him
for the honour done to me. It is also in constitution a Queen,
hardy, fine Queen-foliaged, a good cropper, large, and Queen-
flavoured. Mr. Ingram's opinion of it is—" It is equal to the

Queen in all respects, but has a better constitution." I beg to

endorse this.

3. Cockscomb (Mr. Ingram).—This is a very valuable Straw-

berry. It is suitable for all classes. It is hardy, a fine grower,

an immense cropper, of huge size, and of excellent flavour in

the Queen line. No Strawberry removed here from Eushton
has borne more heavily than this, and the Boyal Hautbois,

which is a jewel

!

These three are all late Strawberries. They are sure to

* I attended the Hole testimonial dinner at Anderton's. The " tea-

urn " (by Garrard & Co.), presented by the Rose growers of England, to

the Rev. S. R. Hole, originator of the National Rose Show, was elegant.

I can hardly soy how much pleasure I felt on the occasion. Long may
this, in every respect noble specimen of the human race, live to enjoy
with his wife and family this graceful and weil-descrved tribute.
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retain their place in a good catalogue for many years, perhaps

for ever.

I now givo a list of honest, hardy, sure, and heavy-cropping

Strawberries, from which a person may select without fear.

Kuril/.—Sir J. Paxton and Eclipse.

Second Early.—Rivers's Eliza; Trollope's Victoria, a great

favourite at dessert; Empress Eugenie, a good friend, but

coarse aud not highly flavoured.

Later.—Scarlet Pino and John Powell, both first-rate;

Wonderful, and Bicton Pine, peculiar and valuable.

Very Late.—Frogmore Late Pine, a most noble sort; Dr.

Hogg," Mr. Radclyffe, and Cockscomb.
These are a noble lot, you cannot burn your fingers. In

tho celestial bodies there are different glories, so it is here.

I have now only to recommend the Royal Hautbois and the

old Red and White Alpines, which I began the season with,

and they are cropping heavily now. I am fond of them with-

out sugar, but with sugar and cream and a glass of sauterne

or sherry, they are the best of all. Hautbois and Alpine

Strawberries should be dead-ripe before picked.

If more mid-season Strawberries are wanted, perhaps Oscar

and President, which I have lately tasted in my clergyman's

garden (tho Rev. R. Price), aud thought excellent, would be good

further selections.—W. F. Radciatfe, Okeford l<'it:i>aine.

THE ROSE GARDENS OF LYONS.
I think there are very few persons who, looking at Lyons

for the first, or indeed for the twentieth time, would ever think

of it as a place celebrated for Roses. Its rivers are broad and
muddy ; its new part a poor imitation of Paris ; its older por-

tion full of the most abominable stenches that ever offended

the nose of a poor mortal ; and to one fresh from the lovely

scenes of Switzerland, its glare and its treeless appearance
detracted vastly from what I had heard and remembered of

its greatness. It was nearly thirty years since I had visited

it—when not a railway was constructed in France, when the

journey to Marseilles took up the best part of a week, and when
the pleasures of travelling were considerably lessened by the

confinement, dirt, and dust of a diligence. I remember then
it took forty-eight hours of continuous travelling to get from
Paris to Chalons-sur-Saone. We did it in five. But even
then I recollect Lyons did not strike me very much, yet in size

and importance it is the second city in France. Although so

celebrated for its silk and velvet, it does not give you the

idea of a great manufacturing place. The tall smoke-emitting
chimnies that are so plentiful at Manchester and in our manu-
facturing districts generally are not to be seen here, from the

fact that the weavers work in their own houses, and that hand-
looms and not machinery are employed.
Where, one would ask, can the Rose gardens be? Where

are the lovely spots where Senateur Vaisse, Charles Lefebvre,
Madame Falcot, and a host of the (Bose) world's most cele-

brated characters saw the light ? Where are the lovely nymphs
that watched these nascent beauties, where the chivalrous
tnights who proclaimed their peerlessness against all comers,
in what shady vale was their education carried out, I could
not for the life of me imagine. There is a wonderful deal of

"bosh" talked about the sunny south, and persons imagine
that the south of France must be the most charming place
imaginable. When that "vile north-easter" blows right
through one—when catarrhs are the rage, and gruel and hot
water in request—then one may draw a deep sigh, and wish
he were in the " sunny south." But there is a reverse to the
medal. Go there now, and what a different tale you would
have to tell. It is warm enough here, even though there is a
gentle breeze coming in from the Downs ; but there they have
perhaps the "mistral" blowing hot and scorching from the
south. Not a Rose is to be seen; they are all abime with the
fierce heat of a few days. You must try and sit with every
window and door closed, for the admission of air is only letting

in the atmosphere of a furnace. All this is unfavourable, one
would say, to Rose-growing ; but what about the soil ?—this
must be cool and deep. No such thing. What I saw was hot
and scorching enough, full of stones, and very unsuitable for

the growth of the queen of flowers ; and yet we do know that
from this place have come some of the very best of our Roses

;

and the names of Lacharme, Guillot pere et fils, Ducher, Lia-
baud, Damaizin, Gonod, &c, who are inhabitants of Lyons,
testify to the truth of this. In fact, those very conditions which
are adverse to the growth of the Rose ere favourable to the pro-

duction of new varieties. They have not to complain, as wo
too often have, of cold and wet summers, of seeds rutting in

their heps, and of expectations doomed to disappointment.

Tho seed sets early and ripens rapidly, and this is more e pe-

cially the case when the Roses are planted against a wall with

a south aspect. Ifenco they are able to excel us in the raising

of seedlings, especially amongst the Teas and Noisettes ; al-

though I have no hesitation in saying that we excel them in

the growth of our trees, and in the size and quality of our
blooms.
The chief object that I had in visiting Lyons was to find ont

the truthfulness of the statement made to me last autumn by
Lacharme—that he had a Perpetual Rose of a " true yellow"

colour. I felt quite confident, that if it were true it was such

a step as we had not of late years seen, and that, as I had been

appealed to about it, it would bo most desirable to obtain

correct information. While I was hesitating about extending

my journey from Paris to Lyons, I was solicited by one of our

most eminent introducers of novelties, Mr. Bull, of Chelsea, to

report on it, and whatever information I am able to give on
the point rosarians are indebted to him for it.

Despairing of finding my way to Lacharme's, which I knew to

be some distance off, and knowing from experience that names
well known to us may be little known even in their immedi-

ate localities, I secured the services of a "cocher," and, after

various inquiries, found far down on tho banks of the river,

and hard by ono of the numerous forts with which Lyons is

encircled, the place I was in quest of. It was an unpretending-

looking house, and the garden gave no indication of the great-

ness that was due to it ; neatness certainly was not its charac-

teristic. Lacharme was in one of his other gardens, and I had
to wait some little time before he made his appearance ;

when
he did he struck me at once as an honest and sensible man.
We sat down and had a little chat together ; I found there was
some kind of embarrassment about him when I told him that

I had come to Lyons on purpose to see his yellow Hybrid Per-

petual, «,nd I began to fear there was some screw loose.
_
I

would here remark that the French Eose-growers do not quite

understand our taste for yellow Roses, they do not themselves

seem to think much about them, and also do not see why we do

not admire their " ardoise" flowers, that indescribable slaty

colour appearing to have great charms for them ; and hence

the advent of a genuine yellow Perpetual would not see-in to

them so great a feat, but that there is connected with it the

commercial gain of a flower that would be sure to sell well in

England, England being their chief market at all times, and
now more especially, when this awful and wretched war is

desolating Germany, where they have been in the habit of

supplying many orders every year.

We walked on through his grounds, which were singularly

untidy, across to another garden, where, on a wall facing the

south, he has a large quantity of Teas and Noisettes planted,

and where he has matured most of the seed from whence he

has raised the Roses which have made his name famous. We
talked of and saw many of these Roses as we walked along, but

still I did not see the yellow Perpetual. I saw Alfred Colomb,

which I did not hesitate last year to pronounce, from the

blooms I saw of it, to be a fine Rose, and which both here and

in my own garden has merited the praise I gave it. Souvenir

de Dr. Jamain is also dark and rich in colour, but I am afraid

too small to suit our taste ; the petals are thick and firm, but

there are too few of them ; while Prudence Bresson, a great

flaunting flower, with petals of immense size and brilliancy of

colour, is more like a semi-double Preony than a Rose. Its

effect seen at a distance is very striking, but it will not do for

us. Charles Lefebvre and Souvenir de la Malmaison were there

in quantities, but the blooms were certainly not so fine as I

have seen them in England. At last we came to where the

yellow Rose was said to be, and great was my disappointment,

and, I believe, honestly that of Lacharme himself. The truth

is, he has been the raiser of many Hybrid Noisettes, such as

Louise Darzens, Charles Maynard, Madame Gustave Bonnet,

&c, and that it is in this class, which are not really Hybrid

Perpetuals, that he believed he had obtained what he announced.

I saw the plant not absolutely in flower, but with the buds

partly open, and it has no pretensions to being a yellow Rose.

It came last year with a good deal of yellow in it, and Lacharmo
was in hopes that this would be permanent. But alas ! this

year it has only shown a very faint tinge of yellow in the centre

of the flower— m peujaimatre, and it win not be sent out as a

yellow Rose. I am not at all sure that it may not be the

avant-coweur of a yellow Rose ; but even then, if of tins class,
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.'t would hardly be worth much, as they all partake too closely

of the Noisette character to be really valuable to us. White
Roses are scarce ; but we want something larger, of better
form, and hardier constitution than those which I have already
mentioned.

I believe Lacharme has had to stand a good deal of chaffing
about his yellow Rose, but I for one acquit him of all desire
to " do " us, and believe it is one of those disappointments to

which the raiser of seedlings is subjected. How often have I

ceen at my neighbour and friend, Mr. Banks's, seedling Fuchsias
of the most promising character, but of which, when I asked
the following year, I was told they turned out valueless ; and
so it is with the Rose. One and all, however, gave the credit

to Charles Lefebvre, as being the finest Rose out ; while of

yellow Roses I was asked, " What do you desire more than
Mareehal Niel ?" We had, after our tour round the gardens,
a quiet chat together about Roses and Rose-lovers, and I con-
fess I could not but regard with respect the man who has been
so good a raiser of Roses, and has contributed so much to our
enjoyment, as Francois Lacharme.—D., Deal.

POISONED SEEDS.
In your impression of the 3rd inst. Mr. Fish wishes to know

3f any tasteless poison can be procured for the purpose of
thinning the feathered depredators of his fruit, &c. As he
.has for years given me many valuable hints, may I offer him
one in return ?

The Act of 16th & 17th Tict., c. 113 (18G3), enacts (inter

alia), that any person who shall knowingly or wilfully sow,
east, set, lay, put, or place, or cause to he sown, Sec, any
.poisoned grain, seed, or meal (by 17th & 18th Vict., c. 115,
.extended to meat also), shall forfeit on summary conviction
£10; but this prohibition is not to extend to seed so
J1 dressed " for agricultural purposes only. Mr. Fish may
therefore steep in poison the seeds he actually sows, but he
must not scatter poisoned seed, See., about.

I shall conclude by merely stating that half the penalty
.goes to an informer, and that accessories informing are freed
from penalty.

—

Lex.

THE CULTURE OF ADIANTUM CUNEATUM
IN A SITTLNG-ROOM.

I have been asked to state what has been the treatment of
the Fern which gained the Gardeners' Chronicle, first prize
at the Horticultural Society's Show last June. It has been
very simple, my great aim having been to bear in mind what
was most natural to the plant. It has been usually grown
from June to December, in a Paxtonian basket suspended in a
.south-east window

; the soil being a compost of peat, fine sand,
.and cocoa-nut fibre. While in full growth (from about April
to the end of October), I have watered it very freely with a
very fine rose, completely deluging the plant, but always being
-careful afterwards to draw off the water from beneath, so as not
to rot the roots. When the fructification is over and the old
.fronds begin to die off, I remove them gradually until about
December, when I usually strip the plant of all old fronds,
this giving me room to train the young fronds as they come
up

; these I always train to hang over the basket—it is easier
to do it when the plant is clear, and plenty more fronds come
-on to fill up the middle.

During the winter months, from November to April, twice
a-week is usually sufficient for watering. This year when I
.found the plant was to be exhibited, I removed it from the
south-east aspect to a north-west one in the same room, and
'lowered the basket on a level with the window, for I found the
Jieight drew the fronds. About the beginning of May I again
put it in the south-east aspect, and on the 18th of June it had
attained the perfection in which it was exhibited ; but I must
add that the plant is much finer now than when it was shown,
And will be still finer in August, and that I believe the chief
element of success is the perfect drainage secured by the struc-
ture of the Paxtonian basket, which was provided for me by
Messrs. Barr & Sugden, King Street, Covent Garden.—C. D.,
Deal.

Obobanciie minor.—On the root of a scarlet Geranium in
-one of the beds in my garden is growing a plant of Orobanche

minor. Is not this rather an unusual position for it ? It
usually grows on Clover.—A. R., Bromley.

[It is a very unusual growth-place for the O. minor ; but it

is known to victimise other plants than Clover. Loefling
found it in Spain growing on the roots of Elms.]

TRANSPLANTING THE WELLLNGTONIA
GIGANTEA.

I read with much interest Mr. Robson's article in the Num-
ber of June 26th, on transplanting this Conifer. It interested
me more especially, because I had recently removed a good-
sized specimen, and I am sorry to say that I fear I shall lose it.

I purchased it from a nurseryman about four miles distant
from my own house. This was, I think, in March last, and
being an expensive tree, and about 7 or 8 feet high, I gave
directions to have it very carefully taken up. This was done,
and when it arrived at my garden it was immediately planted
on one side of the lawn, in the place prepared for its reception.
It was carefully watered daily by my gardener, and for a month
appeared to suffer little or nothing from the change, but soon
afterwards it showed symptoms of turning brown, and to-day
it looks like rusty old iron. It is living, but I am afraid it

will he a long time in recovering, even if it ultimately do so.

If Mr. Robson would give me any suggestions as to tho
proper mode of treating it now, he would confer a great favour
upon me. Mine is a very good specimen, and I should not
like to lose it without some effort to save it. Probably, if I
have eventually to replace it, the same result will follow.

—

T. M. Shuttleworth, Lancashire.

[This case so closely resembles others which have occurred
here, that the result may be attributed to the same cause.
Most likely the ti ee had stood two years or more in the place
it came from. This I believe to be the cause of most of the
failures in transplanting the Wellingtonia, for the season, in
this part of England at least, has been favourable for trans-
planted shrubs and trees, there having been no long periods of
drought. Perhaps if the tree had been screened in some way
from the sun and drying winds, and its top frequently syringed,
the juices might have been retained in the stem and branches

;

but I do not think watering at the root called for at any time
when there is moisture there. Most likely if the tree be ex-
amined a few green twigs will be found near the bottom, but
with their tips mostly dead ; and such, too, will be the case with
the whole of the top for a great part of its length. If this be so,

the tree will be disfigured for some years, but it may recover in
time, not by the present leader being restored to life, but by
one of the lower branches being converted into a leader. If

appearance for the time is of no moment, I would recommend
that one of these branches be tied up to the existing leader,

not cutting the latter out, kut simply tying up one of the most
likely branches to it—not rigidly tight at first, but, assuming
the branch to be horizontal, or, perhaps, slightly pendant, I

would raise it a little way at first, and a week or so afterwards

raise it somewhat further, until by degrees it had attained the
proper upright position. The 'Wellingtonia appears to furnish

itself with a fresh leader with as great ease as a deciduous

tree, and it would, doubtless, do this without coaxing, but if

a little management can accomplish the object sooner, it is

worth trying. I am by no means an advocate for much knife

work, and if the appearance of the dead part of the tree be
not thought too unsightly, I would let most of it remain for a
time ; at all events do not cut it back to the live wood, other-

wise this will die away in a great measure.
With regard to replacing the tree by another, that must

remain a question with yourself. If its unsightliness cannot
be endured, then remove it and plant another in September,

taking especial care that it shall be one that was transplanted

the autumn before. Most probably such plants will not appear

so fine as that which is now the subject of complaint, but there

is more likelihood of their affording a successful result. I

may observe, that in September, when the tree is transplanted,

if the weather be dry it will be advisable to afford shade for a

time, and to water over the top as well as at the root, and then

I have no doubt that the result will be satisfactory. If it be any
consolation to Mr. Shuttleworth to know that others have suf-

fered from transplanting the Wellingtonia, I may repeat what
was stated in the former article, that several fine trees of it

planted here last January have failed in a similar manner.

Some of these will be treated as described above, while half
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a dozen have been replaood by trees of leas sizo roraovod in

June, and these, though not in pots, havo not appeared to

suffer in tho least. However, being small they afford no
parallel to largo specimens, although they confirm in a cortain

degree tho view taken in my former article, that March is,

perhaps, the worst time for transplanting tho Welliugtonia.

—J. R.]

RED SPEDER.
Red sriDEn is, perhaps, the most destructive at all the in-

sects which tho horticulturist has to combat. TJeing small,

and confining its first attacks to the under side of the leaves,

it is not easy of recognition in its early stages of development

;

but in a very short time foliage attacked by it assumes a sickly,

yollowish appearanco on tho upper surfnco, and the parts im-

mediately over the spots where the insect is at work become
dotted with a number of minute whitish specks if tho leaves

aro those of the Peach or Fig tree, but if they are those of the

Vine the specks are of a yellowish hue. These specks or dots

increase ill size until the whole leaf acquires a yellow and
mature appearance, and its powers of exhalation and inhala-

tion being destroyed it falls off. The small specks or dots on
the upper surface of the leaves are the best evidence of the

presence of red spider, and if the under side of such leaves

he examined there will be observed between the principal

nerves a number of minute specks or dots. These, on being
touched with the point of a pin, will be seen to move about at

a rapid rate, and if observed with the aid of a lens they will

be found to be in constant motion, busy on that part of the

leaf which they have for greater security enveloped in a net-

work of the finest threads conceivable. If measures be not

taken to check the spread of the insect on its first appearance
it will rapidly wrap the leaf in a fine network, and will not

cease its work of destruction until the juices of the leaf have
been so completely exhausted that it becomes totally incapable

ol performing any of its functions, and falls off.

It is well to remember that the leaf of a Vine or other plant

may have every appearance of being attacked by red spider,

and yet that the insect may not be present ; for the upper sur-

face of a partly scorched leaf has much the same aspect as

one suffering from red spider, but instead of specks or dots,

scorched leaves usually exhibit blotches ; besides, in addition

to the dots on the upper surface, there are others correspond-
ing to them on the under surface, and when there are both,

and those on the under side move when touched, it is certain

that the leaves are not scorched, but infested with red spider.

Though the insect is termed the red spider, scarcely one
npon a leaf will be found of that colour, most of them being

of a grey, inclining to a reddish brown, and having whitish
heads and legs. The colour and size of the insects vary in

the case of different plants, for on some they are much brighter
in colour and larger than on others.

The red spider attacks a great variety of plants, but chiefly

those which have large glossy leaves and require a largo supply
of water ; and yet it does not exclusively confine itself to the
smooth-leaved plants, but is as partial to the Egg-plaut as to

the Violet or Strawberry. It appears to be constant in nothing
but in showing the same tokens of its presence, and in this

respect it varies but slightly, if at all. Not being an entomo-
logist, I must leave a full description of the insect to those
more qualified for the task ; and here I may observe that a text-

book on insects injurious to garden crops, published at a mode-
rate price, would be a boou to many, who, like myself, are
willing to learn and yet cannot obtain a work on the subject,

except at a cost totally disproportionate to their means.
Of red spider I am only acquainted with two kinds, or species.

1st, The small and very active one that attacks Vines, Melons,
and most cultivated plants grown under glass or in warm situ-

ations out-doors. 2nd, A comparatively large one, which I

have only found on the Gooseberry and Ivy. I have known
.the latter attack Gooseberry bushes with such severity as to

make them look as if they had been scorched. This is very
commonly the case on light gravelly soils.

Red spider destroys the vitality of the leaves, checks growth,
and when its attacks are severe altogether arrests it. It pre-
vents the flowers expanding or attaining their perfection, as
well as the swelling and maturation of the fruit, and impairs
the well-doing of the plant. It likewise, by stopping growth,
limits the action of the roots, converting a vigorous plant
into one which is sickly.

Tredisposing causes innumerable have been assigned for it3

attacks, but tho principal appear to be a dry atmosphero and
a high temperuturo, with too little air at night. Some enter-

tain tho opinion that no plant would bo attacked by insects if

it were healthy ; but I have not yet seen a plant, however
healthy to all appearance, that did not become infested with

some insect. The green aphis is equally partial to a strong

shoot of the Rose as to a weak, drawn shoot of the Pelargo-

nium, and it is tho samo with most insects ; come they do,

and whatever they attack is checked in growth, and more or

less reduced in health, vigour, and fertility. In whatever state

a plant may be attacked, whether weak or strong, the effects

are the same; it becomes impaired in health and vigour, and
when freed from insects it regains both. Surely this does not

show that constitutional ill health and impaired vigour are

essentials to insect attacks. I believe that they are not induced

so much by any peculiar condition of the plant as by the at-

mosphere being favourable to the development and increase

of the insects. Mako a plant as unhealthy as we may, it will

not be attacked by the insect peculiar to it until we also pro-

duce an atmosphere favourable to that insect.

That the red spider delights in and is encouraged by a dry

atmosphere none having experience of it will doubt, and it is

most abundant where the heat in houses is artificially derived

from flues Qr hot-water pipes. I can also affirm, from many
years' daily observations, that where there is a plentiful supply

of atmospheric moisture, a temperature from fire or natural

heat no more than tho plant requires, and thorough ventilation,

that the attacks of red spider are not grievous. Any one-

having experience in forcing Vines, Melons, &c, knows how
much more liable to the attacks of red spider are the crops

obtained by employing great artificial heat than those to which

less artificial heat and more air are given ; nor can those who
wash or syringe their Peach trees have failed to find how free

of red spider such trees are, whilst others not syringed are

literally eaten up if dry weather prevail. A dry atmosphere,

too high a temperature, especially at night, and insufficient

ventilation, are the conditions under which red spider presents

itself; but there are cases in which it will appear when none
of the conditions favourable to its existence are present. Still,

the fact of the insect existing may be taken as evidence that

the air is too dry, too hot, or imperfectly ventilated.

The great agent in the destruction of red spider is water,

which may not inaptly be termed its natural enemy. TVater

forcibly driven against foliage infested with red spider will free

it of the pest, and that is the best means to adopt in the case

of plants which will not be injured by its application ; syring-

ing with soft water is the best remedy as well as preventive

which I have tried. Whenever a plant shows unmistakeable

signs of the presence of red spider, it is well to syringe it

forcibly, directing the water against the under side of the

leaves, and this is best done in the evening at the time o£

shutting up the house, or, if the house is not closed, or the

plants are exposed, after the sun has declined in power. Bear
in mind that syringing once or twice is not of any great avail,

but it must be persisted in until the trees are cleared. The
only cases in which the use of water for the destruction of red

spider cannot be recommended, are when the trees or plants

are in flower, for then a dry atmosphere may be desirable for

the setting of the fruit, and when a tree is ripening its fruit

or wood then a free use of the syringe may not be advisable.

When syringing can be adopted it will be found the very best

means for the prevention and destruction of insect enemies.

It is conducive to health and vigour, frees the leaves of dust,

and lessens the evils of an artificial or dry atmosphere. It is

objected to syringing that it is not natural, and cannot be

otherwise than injurious, it being sufficient if the atmosphere

be kept moist by sprinkling the floors, walls, &c, and by the

evaporation of water from troughs upon the hot-water pipes.

Such may be the case, but I have failed to experience it, having

seen tho foliage of the Vine brown and ready to fall off by the

time the fruit was ripe, and Peaches shedding their leaves

before the wood was mature.
When the syringe cannot be used, then we must look else-

where for the means of destroying the red spider; and here I

would discriminate between plants which can, and others which

cannot, bear an application destructive to the insect. I may
instance the Vine and Melon as plants to which a solution

of soft soap at tho rate of 2 ozs. to the gallon cannot be safely

applied, and yet soft-soap water of this strength is effectual,

and not injurious to the foliage of most trees and plants, when
applied with a syringe so as to thoroughly wet every leaf on

both sjdes. Three applications on alternate evenings will be
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sufficient to destroy a whole generation of red spider. The
Vine, Melon, and Cucumber are the only plants which I have
found injured by it, for it stains the fruit of the first, and dis-
figures the foliage of the other two.

Should it not be desirable to syringe, or if plants are attacked
to which the soap solution wouid be injurious, a good remedy
is to make the floors, walls, &c, wet by syringing them with-
out wetting the foliage of the plants or trees—this should be
done on shutting up the house—half filling pots that will hold
1} peck with fresh unslacked lime, and then filling up with
water, and scattering on this 1 oz. of sulphur vivum. Two
pots will be sufficient for a house 30 feet long, 18 feet wide,
and of an average height, but if high three will be necessary.
The heat of the lime will cause rapid evaporation, and the
fumes of the sulphur are carried along with the water, and, un-
less sulphur be volatilised, it is worse than useless as a de-
stroyer of red spider. The plants should be syringed in the
morning, but in the case of Grapes colouring, fruit ripening, or
plants being in flower, doing so would prove disastrous. An
application of this kind should be made once a-week, or twice
if the attack is severe. This remedy, it should be remembered,
must not be used until the leaves have attained their full size
and become somewhat firm, otherwise they will be disfigured.
It is more effectual when a good S3'ringing follows, as the
insects, if not stifled, are so sick as to be easily washed off.

Another method, in which it is not absolutely necessary to
syringe the plants, consists in making the hot-water pipes so'hot
that the hand when placed on them cannot bear the heat more
than a minute, and, after closing the house, to coat them with
sulphur brought to the consistency of paint with water in which
soft soap has been dissolved at the rate of 4 ozs. to the gallon.
The paint thus formed should bo applied from end to end of
the pipes or flues, and be lightly syringed until the house is
full of steam, and unless the fumes" of the sulphur are strong
enough to drive the operator out of the house they will not de-
stroy red spider. This remedy, like the preceding, must not be
employed unless the foliage is somewhat mature, as in the case
of the fruit approaching maturity or becoming ripe. Two
applications will in most cases prove effectual.

The last remedy which I have to note is sprinkling the floors,
walls, Arc, morning and evening, with 4 ozs. of Peruvian guano
dissolved in a gallon of water, and especially at the time of
shutting up the house. The atmosphere is thus largely im-
pregnated with ammonia, and in such red spider cannot live.

Prevention is in all cases better than cure, and to this end a
dressing applied in winter to trees that are liable to be attacked
will be found effectual, coating not only the stems and branches
but the walls. This dressing may be made of soft soap at the
late of 4 ozs. to every gallon of water, with enough of this to
equal parts of flowers of sulphur and fresh lime to bring them
to the consistency of paint for the trees, and of whitewash for
the walls. The application should be repeated on the walls and
heated surface when the leaves attain their full size, and again
when the fruit commences to ripen. Its action depends on the
fumes of the sulphur being generated by artificial or sun heat,
and the soft soap causes the mixture to adhere ; the lime, too,
is a powerful remedy against spider, and its more formidable
rival mildew. By thus dressing the stems and branches the
eggs are destroyed.

Lastly, daily sprinkling the floors and every available surface,
from the time that growth commences, with soot water, made
by placing in a cask a peck of dry soot, and pouring over it

thirty gallons of water, will produce an atmosphere in which
red spider will rarely appear. Soot water, with the addition
of a peck of sheep's dung to thirty gallons of water, is ex-
cellent for filling evaporation-troughs, and so, too, is guano, at
the rate of 4 ozs. to the gallon of water. For syringing, the
soot water should be clear, and it will not injure the most
delicate foliage ; but guano water for syringing, should not
only be clear but strained, and not stronger than 1 oz. to the
gallon. Dressing with soot borders in which are trees or plants
liable to be attacked, is a very good preventive ; also watering
overhead with guano water in the evening ; but the best of all

preventives and remedies is to keep the plants moist, to give
plenty of air, and to maintain as cool an atmosphere as is con-
sistent with their healthy development.—G. Abbey.

Potato Onion.-—I have just dug up my crop of this variety.
The sets were small bulbs. These have now become large
bulbs, but, singular to say, there is but one Onion in the whole
crop which has divided itself, and that has separated only into

two.
_
The crop, therefore, differs from the common Onion only

in dying down earlier, and in not showing any flowers. The
soil was light and rich, the situation sheltered. I should be
glad to learn if any of your readers have ever found their
Potato Onions refuse to increase by the root.—G. S.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
At the SMurday Show of the 14th instant prizes were offered for

the best ccMction of six Carnations, and also for sis Picotees. In
the former Mr. Britton, of Corston, near Bath, was first ; Mr. E. F.
Kingston, Militia Barracks, Bath, second ; and Mr. Henry Grant,
Midford, near Bath, third. For Picotees, Mr. Britton was again first

;

Mr. Grant, second ; and Mr. Kingston, third. For the miscellaneous
collection of fruit, Mr. Richard Marchanj, gardener to E. Oates, Esq.,
of Hanwell, was first, and Mr. Young, gardener to R. Barclay, Esq.,
Highgate, second. There was a considerable variety of miscellaneous
subjects exhibited. Mr. Hooper, of Vine Nursery, Widconibe Hill,
Bath, obtained extra prizes for a beautiful collection of twenty-four
Carnations, twenty-four Picotees. twenty-four Cloves, twenty-four
Pinks, and twenty-four yellow Picotees. Mrs. Hooke, of Morville
Lodge, Fulham. obtained a second-class certificate for cut blooms of
Verbenas, and Mr. R. Marcham a first-class certificate for twenty-four
cut Roses. Mrs. Hooke also received a first-class certificate for a fine
plant of Lilium auratum, and Mr. Young was awarded an extra prize
for a collection of miscellaneous plants.

GNAPHALIUM lanatum.
I ForND this last season to be one of the most useful white-

foliaged plants we possess, more especially ;for groundwork,
where a distinct colour is required ; and it is furthermore most
manageable in all respects. The way I employed it was as
follows :—With some circular beds at this place I formed a star

pattern ; this I filled with Frogmore Scarlet ; for the rest of
the circle I used the Gnaphalium ; at the same time I had a
band all round. The arrangement, simple though it is, had a
charming effect. Much of this effect depends upon pinching
and pegging down, until a dense carpet is formed ; if allowed
to ramble naturally it presents an untidy appearance in such
a position and for such a purpose as I planted it. It may not
be quite hardy in some'localities, but with slight protection I
am inclined to believe it will withstand the cold of our ordinary
winters. Up to this date, January 14th, it remains out-doors
here, and is not much injured ; but to be safe, a few store pots
may be struck in autumn, and wintered under glass, which,
with a shift in spring, and placed in moderate heat, will pro-
duce cuttings enough in a short time, as it strikes freely.

—

J. E. (in Scottish Gardener).

FIFTY CUT ROSES.
I ah sorry to trouble you again with regard to the first-prize

collection of fifty cut Roses at the late Jersey Show. From
your answer I suspected that the point sent for your decision

had been misunderstood ; and my suspicion is now quite con-
firmed by the letter of the Rev. W. F. Radclyffo in your Number
of the 10th inst., which I have only just received. This mis-
apprehension seems to have arisen from my anxiety to be
concise and yet give the exact words of the objection. The
objector said, " There were fifty-one Roses." He should have
said, " There were fifty-one blooms." The collection in ques-
tion consisted of only fifty trusses, one of which had two fully

open blooms (he did not object to buds), and he meant to say
that one of these blooms should have been cut off, or, in other
words, that the prize was offered for single flowers, and not
for single trusses. Now, as the prize schedule did not specify

single flowers, the Judges decided that the class was open to
single trusses also, and therefore refused to disqualify the stand
in question.

This, then, is the question for your decision : If a prize were
offered for "fifty cut Roses, distinct kinds," would you dis-

qualify a stand of fifty trusses ? One is almost tempted to be
severe, and ask why the splendid truss of Cloth of Gold (noticed

in the same Number, page 4), did not obtain a disqualification

for Mr. Hedge instead of contributing towards his victory. Of
course the schedule in our case was in fault ; hut the Judges
were called upon to award the prizes as the schedule stood,-

au.l riot to amend it.
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I need hardly Bay that I am much obliged to Mr. Radclyilo

(or noticing my communication, though he is rathorhard upon
the Jersey rosarians ; and I cannot neglect the opportunity of

thanking him for tho very great pleasure and profit I have
derived from his excollont articles on the queen of flowers.
" Our Journal " is certainly never moro welcomo at our firosido

than when "Rushton RadclylTe" is to the foro in a raid
among tho Roses.—One of the Jddges.

[Thero was no misapprehension on our part, nor do wo
think thero was on the part of Mr. Radclyffe. As you put the
case now, wo could not suppose that any one fo# an instant

would havo a doubt. " Fifty trusses " ought not to be allowed
oven to bo exhibited for a prize offered for " fifty cut Roses."
What was intended by those who worded the schedulo is im-
material. " Cut Roses " mean single opened flowers, flower-

buds with them aro unobjectionable. The fifty-first Rose, in
the case, as it occurred, disqualified tho collection.—Eos.]

DRIP AND DOUBLE-GLAZING.
In answer to " D. Y. S." and other inquirers :

—

1st, There is no difficulty in explaining how a span-roofed
iiouse, 27 feet wide and 23 feet high, with the one end to the
prevailing wind, is, independently of heating, wanner than a

low house chiefly a lean-to, 12 feet wide and 12 feet high, as

the prevailing south wind would strike along the whole front

instead of partially on the sides, as in the other case. Again,
the great body of the air enclosed in the larger house renders
all sudden changes in the external atmosphere less perceptible.

This is a matter that has never received a sufficient amount of

attention. Without any heating, such buildings as tho large

conservatory at Kew, at Chatsworth, and even the huge Crystal
Palace, are less quickly heated and less quickly cooled than
smaller houses. Much has been done in maintaining a high
temperature in forcing-pits ; but even that was effected by
keeping in the heated air by covering the glass with some non-
conducting material at night, whenever the expense of fuel

was on object. Without that covering there was always danger
in cold nights whenever the fire went out, and that danger
would have been much diminished if the quantity of air en-
closed had been three or four times as great. The more air

that is enclosed under a similar plane of glass surface the more
regular and easily managed, as respects temperature, will be
the enclosed atmosphere. We can imagine that in a continued
frost a house 23 feet in height would come to he as cold as

one merely 12 feet in height, but it would be a considerable
time in falling so low in temperature ; and just because it is

ionger in cooling, so the larger building will be longer in heat-
ing. A large house, therefore, holds out greater inducements
to carelessness in air-giving and furnace-regulating than a small
one—a matter that should not be lost sight of by those ama-
teurs who must have their house for plants, and yet must he
away for the greater part of the day. A house containing only
a few feet of atmospheric air might have everything burned
up in it, whilst a house containing a double quantity of enclosed
air would suffer but little. In a house somewhat lofty, and a
little air given at the back early, a man may go to his business
in the changeable spring months with the certainty of finding
aU right when he returns in the afternoon.

2nd, Protecting low houses and pits, whilst securing an
equable temperature, also prevents the plants suffering from
drip. Drip is the result of the condensation of the moisture,
existing in the atmosphere of the house in a state of vapour,
coming in contact with the cold exposed glass as a condenser.
The more moisture in the enclosed atmosphere, and the greater
the difference between the inside and the outside temperature,
the more will this condensation of moisture take place. Every
lap in the glass encourages this condensed moisture to fall all

over the house. In single-glazing, the plane surface of Beard's
plan prevents the drip falling; the moisture trickles down
the plane of glass and gets outside the house. Other contri-
vances have been adopted for taking the condensed moisture
down the grooved sash-bars, and then returning it to tho house
over the heating apparatus, so as to keep the atmosphore duly
moist. Perhaps the most successful mode for keeping the
moisturo in the atmosphere of the house and preventing alike
condensation and the consequent drip, is double-glazing the
roof. In all such cases the outer glazing should be moveable
if the inner glass should be fixed. From i to 6 inches between
the inner and outer planes of glass would be a suitable distance.
We are not so sure of the plan answering thoroughly in some

kinds of fruit-houses, but for plant-houses it answers admir-
ably. Wo hope somo friends will tell where our correspondent
will soo tho plan in operation. On a large scalo he will see it

successfully practised by Mr. Bewloy, near Dublin, whoso place
has boon described twice at least in these pages. The moro
close—that is, freo from openings, the two planes of glass are,
the moro thoroughly will they prevent condensation and drip.
Tho double glass acta more perfectly in this respect than a
mat or a sheet thrown over a pit or frame, becauso a closely
enclosed body of air, whilst it does little to keep out light,
is one of tho best non-conductors of heat. As alluded to above
in tho case of forcing-houses, tho chief value of double-glazing
is the regularity of the temperature thus easily secured. If
the enclosed body of still air prevents tho lower or inside plane
of glass becoming cold, there can he no condensation, and no
consequent drip.

3rd, Much may be done in common houses with a high tem-
perature and a moist atmosphere, in preventing drip even in
cold nights, by leaving just a little air on, especially at the
highest point in the roof ; tho moistest air would thus escape,
and a little moro firing and evaporating-pans would be wanted.
—R. F.

PAMPAS GRASS—PROPAGATING GLOXINIAS
BY THE LEAVES.

The gardener did not cut tho Pampas Grass down early in
spring, and about 18 inches of the flag seems dead. If tho
dead part of tho flag were cut off, would the bottom green
part grow? It is a large bush, but has never yet flowered.
The gardener last winter tied it straight up a pole. Wonlo!
that injure it ? Can Gloxinias he propagated by their leaves ?

—A Subscriber.

[After what the winter of 18G0 and 1861 did with Pampas
Grass, we would cut none of it down in winter or spring.
Every decayed part might be removed in spring, but the old
leaves furnish a good protection. The tying-up of the leaves'

would increase the protection. Give your plant plenty of
water and rich top-dressings now, and we hope you will have
plenty of flower-stems in the autumn.
The Gloxinia propagates freely from the leaves. Tho easiest

way is to cut off a leaf with a good piece of the leafstalk, and
plant the latter in pots just as you would cuttings. The leaf
if thus kept in a shady moist place will soon form a tuber at
the base of the stalk. Another plan is to take the leaf, notch
it at tho back where all the smaller nervures meet the midrib,
fix the leaf by small pins flat on a damp surface, and small
tubers will form at all the notched parts. Another simple plan
is, to take a leaf, split it up at the midrib, and then cut outwards
to tho outside in strips—say one-quarter of an inch wide,
plant theso thickly in a pot, the part with the midrib being
lowest, and almost every one of these slips of leaves will form
a tuber at the base. It is thus easy to multiply any kind of
Gloxinia, or of fine-leaved Begonia, which may be propagated
in the same way. By these modes you do not obtain so large

a tuber as when you use a leaf for a single tuber instead of a
score or more. A moist, warm, shady place is necessary for

success when the leaves are thus cut up into shreds.]

DOUBLE-GLAZING.
TrrE very important subject of double-glazing is claiming a

good deal of attention just now, and deservedly so. It is not
our purpose to say one word about the desirability of a second
covering ; every gardener knows its value. To be able to main-
tain the proper amount of heat and moisture, with moderate
firing, is the point, as well as shielding us from the evils of
sudden depressions, which sometimes overtake us unawares.
Double-glazing is nothing new ; it has for many years been
practised in all northern continental countries for window and
other purposes. We aro not about to advocate tho applica-
tion of this principle to all garden structures—only to such as
are employed for early forcing, Cucumber and propagating-
houses, Pine and plant-stoves, &c.—in short wherever strong
heat is required. To these structures we think we can easily

prove that double-glazing would be by far the best and cheapest
mode. If we for a moment notice the many abortive attempts
that have been made, and are still being made, by anxious men to
cover the roofs of forcing-houses, whether by canvas, frigi domo,
or even " horsecloth material," and knowing, as we do, that
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almost all these attempts end in failure, if not in mischief, we
shall soon turn our thoughts to something else. Coverings

may be useful on still frosty nights, hut these are not the nights

when they are most needed. Only have one of those strong

gales which have been rather frequent this year, and where

is your covering ? most likely all in shreds, with perhaps not a

little glass broken to boot

!

Have any of your readers ever practised another plan, which
may be called " covering-in ?" This is to be applied inside the

glass ; have your frigi domo made the proper size of the roof

to be covered, and fitted with curtain rings, top and bottom, to

Blip along on wires fitted up on purpose—one along by the front

plate, another at the top of the house ; or, if a span, just below

the ridge. By means of lines and pulleys, this cloth could be

drawn forwards or backwards to one or both ends of a house with

a clear roof very easily, and being near the glass would no doubt

prevent a large amount of heat escaping, or prevent the cooling

action of the glass on the temperature of the house. In vineries

the iron work for supporting the Vines would be in the way
;

but if the practice were good, a piece could be made for each

sash ; there is plenty of room between the Vines and glass, as

Vines are generally trained up 16 or 18 inches below the glass.

But supposing this plan to answer, it would be an expensive

plan as all coverings are. Let us just look at the commercial

point, for we must be prepared to prove that our project " will

pay," or at all events to prove that one project is better and
eheaper than another. Well, take frigi domo, which is perhaps

the best and cheapest fabric we can employ for covering, either

outside or in ; the first cost of this is at least KM. per yard, or

something more than a penny a-foot, without binding, fitting,

or anything else, which will bring it up to at least a shilling

a-yard. How long will it last ? allowing for the sake of argument
that it answers its purpose ; will one season wear it out ? if not,

we will give two ; so here is a cost of Gd. per yard per year with

a very doubtful advantage.

Look now at glass—good sheet at 16s. per 100 feet—not quite

2d. per foot, or less than Is. 6<f. per yard. The work of glazing

and painting would doubtless double this amount, or perhaps

even a little more ; but if it did, we have something permanent,

and something which will answer its purpose. Coverings, as

we have just seen, abortive as they are, will in ten years cost at

least 5s. per yard. Take now your glazing and painting at a

good price, say 5d. per foot, or 3s. 'id. per yard—and this is

unfair, because the woodwork must be painted even if you have

no second glass ; but take it at 3s. 9<Z.—and at the end of ten

years it will be very little worse than when new ; a small per-

centage will cover the breakage in the ordinary course of events
;

and this comparison will prove the great expense of all endea-

vours at covering hothouses. We will now come to what we
think the best way of applying the principle of double-glazing

to garden structures, first premising that we do not mean to

say that it would be easily or cheaply applied to an old or sash-

made roof. That is a mode of construction which we do not

advocate ; we are quite aware that many of our best gardeners

approve of it, and consider that it has great advantages, but for

our own part we confess we cannot see these advantages ; we
see a heavier, more cumbrous, and more expensive roof, but cer-

tainly not advantages sufficient to compensate for these draw-

backs. But take a rafter-roof, either lean-to or span, the ribs

running from the front plate to the top, the glass placed on
these rafters without any framework whatever, and we have a

very simple affair. If your house is narrow, and the rafters

not more than 12 or 11 feet long, rafters of 4 inches by 2 would
be sufficient for double glass ; but if the rafters run from 17 to

20 feet, we would say 5 inches by 2 J , or 5£ inches by 3. Should
the roof be rather flat, it is a good plan to have every fourth

rafter at least 3 inches thick, for strength, as well as for another

reason which will appear as we proceed.

The ribs or rafters need not be closer than 18 or 21 inches,

made to take 20-inch squares is a very good size. We will now
take our rafter of 5{ inches by 2J, and show how it is to be

prepared for glazing. We would first, however, observe that in

sawing out, these rafters ought to be cut in pairs—that is, in

pieces of course the proper depth, but 3; inches wide ; then
every piece would make two rafters, just in the same way as

cutting out weather-board. Our two rafters would be 2{ inches

by half an inch each ; the quarter is allowed for working. On
the top of each rafter, after it is fixed on the roof, nail a

strip three-quarters of an inch thick and 1{ inch wide, thus

leaving half an inch on each side as a rabbet for the glass. Then
at 3 inches from the top edge of this rabbet nail on another

strip, If inch wide, half an inch at one side, and tapered off

to nothing at the other. This is the rabbet for the inner jacket

of glass. Every carpenter knows that strips nailed on as here
recommended must belaid on in good white lead; that properly

done, there is no fear of wet getting in. The rafters are cut

tapering for two reasons—first, to allow the same sized glass to-

be used for both coats, outer and inner ; also as the portion
below the glass is tapered off, the roof will look neat and light.

Grooves might be ploughed out in the sides of the rafters,

and the glass slipped in edge to edge; but it is very question-

able whether sheet-glass can thus be fitted sufficiently close ;

and, should an accident occur, how is a square to be replaced ?

With a rabbet, a portion of it could easily be taken out at one
side—the glass put in, the piece replaced, and the thing is

done.

These fixed roofs are sometimes ventilated by openings in

the back wall of lean-to's, and at the ends, or along the centre

of the ridge in spans ; but a very simple plan is to have
narrow lights along the top, 2£ feet wide, and 7 feet long.

These may work on pivots, or up and down on castors the
same as other lights. If they are made to run down, let the
castors come on the thickest, or three-inch rafters, where they
can le allowed a little more bite. However, there can be no
difficulty about the ventilation. We find the narrow lights

work very well on the top of the rafters.

Such are a few crude remarks on this important subject. We
believe this subject has an interesting future, and it is well to

see that the plan can be carried out at moderate expense.
Nothing has been said about the advantages to be gained as
compensation for increased expense ; these will occur to every
one ;—improved health of whatever is grown, saving of coals,

less labour, and less anxiety in the minds of those who have
the responsibility. I fully expect we shall soon see plenty of

double roofs.—A. Dawson, Iloud Ashlon (in Scottish Gardener).

HERBACEOUS CALCEOLARIAS.
I was much pleased to read in the last Number of the

Journal, page 21, so able and excellent a paper by Mr. Kerr,,

from the " Scottish Gardener," on the cultivation of herbaceous
Calceolarias. The first and most essential requisite to form a
fine collection, Mr. Kerr remarks, is to secure seed from a first-

rate strain. Now, as I had the great pleasure of seeing this

spring some of the best herbaceous Calceolarias ever exhibited,

grown by Mr. Bobert Neil], of Rivington, near Chorley, Lanca-
shire, I can most confidently recommend amateurs and others

at once to secure packets, now advertised, of this famous
seed. I can guarantee that no one will be disappointed, and
am certain that the flowers produced from this excellent strain

will give the greatest satisfaction. Out of specimens of some
twenty or more varieties that I examined there was not an
inferior flower among them ; form, colour, and texture were
all first rate. That Mr. Neill is anxious to establish his repu-

tation for his very excellent strain of this beautiful flower

there can he no doubt ; he has taken considerable pains to do
so, which fact will, I feel certain, ensure a supply of his

genuine seed.—J. D.

NOTES ON THE WAY TO THE HOLY
SEPULCHRE.—No. 3.

So wondrously is the history of the Holy Land interwoven

with that of the land of Egypt, that in writing of the one it

seems impossible to avoid the mention of the other. The
" going down into Egypt " is a natural prelude to the " coming
out " into Palestine. " A people come out of Egypt" was at

one time the distinctive appellation of the children of Israel

;

while of the Redeemer Himself it is written, " Out of Egypt
have I called my Son." Strangely typical is this sojourning

amidst the " flesh pots " of Egypt, before the journey in the

wilderness, with its hardly-repressed longings after past plea-

sures, leads us to the Promised Land at last.

I have nothing about wild flowers to tell in this chapter,

for but few plants spring up from the desert sand, and horti-

culture has at no time been in any great request—perhaps

from the scarcity of rain, for we read that showers are very

rare, excepting on the seacoast sometimes not happening twice

in the year ; or it may be, that where the cultivation of land

is both difficult and expensive it is expected to be remunera-

tive ; and so we read of Olives and Rice and corn, of fruit and
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vegetables, rather than of flowers. And yet I think that a few

notes gathered from the unchangeable features of this ancient

country may bo of interest, ever bearing in mind how inti-

mately it is mixed up with all the Sacred Writing*, and that

there Btill remains this great promise for tho land " whom tho

Lord of Hosts shall bless, saying, Blessed be Egypt my people."

More than three thousand years ago and Egypt had its history,

its civilisation, its arts and sciences, its priesthood, and its

kings. Its physical features and natural products are now
much what they were in those far-off times. The royal Nile,

tracing its majestic way, still sweeps through the length of

the land, and spreads fertility and blessings on every side,

although these gifts aro sometimes Badly changed into devas-

tation and misery, when tho capricious waters rise above their

ordinary elevation, carrying away both man and beast in their

relentless course.

The flax and fine linen of Egypt, so often mentioned in

Holy Writ, are represented now in the Cotton fields, towards

the cultivation of which tho alluvial deposits of the Nile,

together with its cleverly constructed canals and embankments,
are made subservient. When the Cotton is gathered crops of

Beans, Clover, and Barley take its place, artificial irrigation

making up for want of rain. " The peasantry," says Mr.

Wanklyn in a letter to the Secretary of the Cotton Supply

Association, " are most intelligent cultivators, and invariably

pursue the most productive systems. They have nothing to

learn in that way ; indeed, our English farmers might learn

a good deal from them in the careful cultivation of every avail-

able yard of land. The cleanness of the growing crops—not a

weed to be seen, and the manner in which they protect some of

their crops, by putting upright reeds along each row of seeds

to shelter the young plants from the winds, are worthy of notice."

This growing of Cotton has had a prejudicial effect on that

other production of the soil for which Egypt was even more
noted than for its flax. In days of old " there was corn in

Egypt;" but in 186S Mr. Wanklyn writes, " Much of the land
shows unmistakeable signs of exhaustion from being over-

cropped in Cotton. Other crops have been neglected ; and the

people are paying dearly for food which has been imported
for them, whereas they formerly exported large quantities of

cereals."

The race of Pharaohs and of taskmasters does not seem to

be extinct. From the remote days of the shepherd kings

down to this present hour, the government of Egypt has been
its curse. Burdens grievous to be borne have been laid on the

children of the soil as well as on strangers, and " all manner
of service in the field, wherein they made them serve, has been
with rigour." So heavy still are the taxes in money and in

produce, that we read that the poor farmer, or " fellah," is

often compelled to steal from his own crops sufficient for the

need of his half-starving family, which he carefully hides away
from the tax-gatherer's eye. Mr. Wanklyn speaks of £1 being
paid to the present Government for every acre of cultivated

land, and of the rent of land being £5 an acre.

Next in importance to the people, in whose ey*s the occu-

pation of a shepherd was an abomination, after the corn comes
the fish. When in the wilderness the children of Israel " re-

membered the fish which they did eat in Egypt freely ;" and
in the prophetic curse uttered by Isaiah against Egypt, a part
of it is that " The fishers also shall mourn," and " they shall

be broken in the purposes thereof, all that make sluices and
ponds for fish."

In the journal which was sent to me with the plants, the
habitats of which I have to describe, I find this passage, re-

ferring to a visit which the writer paid to examine some ex-
cavations recently made by a gentleman while preparing to

build a new house near Alexandria. " We found it well worth
a visit ; water-tanks and room-walls had been exhumed in very
perfect condition, but the gem of the place was the fish-tank,

about 12 feet square, and having in its sides, all round, jars

built into the cement for the fish to hide in." The exhumed
villa was of Roman architecture, and the prophecy of Isaiah was
uttered many hundred years before Egypt became a Roman
province. Yet centuries since the fish pond was filled up with
sand and earth, and now the ancient jars and the tank itself

have been destroyed, the purposes thereof having long ago been
rendered useless.

Even more unchangeable in their aspect than the great river
are the deserts of Egypt ; but with the desert the modern traveller

has but little to do : he looks at it from the windows of a railway
carriage, or, perhaps, he slowly walks by the side of the train,

tryiDg in vain to realise something of the horrors of the wilder-

ness. How often, when reading of the exodus of the children

of Israel, have I tried to picture to myself that " evil place,"

which " is no place of seed, or of FigH, or of Vines, or of Pomo-
granates," and where thero was " no water to drink," and " no
bread," in which they wero condemned to wander for so many
weary years.

Accustomed to tho fresh rich verdure of England, or to tho
more glowing beauty of the Continent, how can one who has
never travelled in the East guin with any degree of truth-

fulness an idea of the desert with its trackless wastes of glaring
sand?—of that "immense ocean of loose reddish sand, un-
limited to the eye, heaped up in enormous ridges running
parallel to each other from north to south, undulation after

undulation, each swelling 200 or 300 feet in average height,

with slant sides and rounded crests furrowed in every di-

rection by the capricious gales of the desert," where "in the

depths between, the traveller finds himself, as it were, im-
prisoned in a suffocating sand-pit, hemmed in by burning walls

on every side ; while at other times while labouring up tho

slope, he overlooks what seems a vast sea of fire, swelling

under a heavy monsoon wind, and ruffled by a cross blast into

little red hot waves," whore there is no " shelter nor rest for

eye or limb amid torrents of light and heat poured from above
on an answering glare reflected below." We cannot realise this,

and yet as we read', a faint reflection comes over us of that

longing with which the escaped Israelites turned back in

thought to the juicy fruits and vegetables, to the cool clay

water-pots of the land of their bondage. I know that the deserts

of Lower Egypt, and the " desert of the wandering." differ con-
siderably from those of central Arabia. The limits are more
circumscribed, and their features of barren desolation are not

marked in such vivid characters, they are more intersected

with vegetation, more fertilised by springs ;
but it seems to mo

that in realising one we are helped to realise the other.

Not far from Cairo, and from the ancient ruins of Memphis,
across the Nile, to the west, rising from a plain of sand, stand

the Pyramids of Gyzeh, mentioned by Herodotus as having
been built upwards of four hundred years before he visited

Egypt, or about nine hundred years before Christ. He also

states (on, I believe, the authority of the priests of Memphis),
that 100,000 men were twenty years building what is called the

Great Pyramid, which, covering a space of thirteen acres, rises,

or would rise if about 20 feet of its apex had not been destroyed,

to a height of about 480 feet.

All the Pyramids have square bases, and their sides face tho

cardinal points, rising in steps which gradually diminish in

size till they taper to a point, or rather would do so, if that

point were not broken off, and a flat form left in its stead.

These stupendous monuments, so silent, grand, and solitary,

add to the shores of the Nile another unchangeable feature.

They extend at irregular distances for more than sixty miles on
the west side of the Nile, without change, as we count change,

yet slowly and surely these silent witnesses to the mutability

of all earthly architecture, are passing away, and at the present

time I believe there is not one which is left in a state of perfect

preservation. Immutability or exemption from change seems
the one great "idea" of Egypt, exemplified in her laws, her

customs, and her architecture. The lives of thousands were

sacrificed again and again to show forth this idea—an idea,

containing within it elements at once the most puerile and the

most noble
;
puerile, indeed, when it sacrifices life and happi-

ness to earthly fame ; but noble beyond all words when allowed

to develope itself into its true shape—the immortality of the

soul.

Of the wild flowers of Egypt, I have only the few that I

mentioned in the last paper, as found growing by the seashore.
" There is little to interest the horticulturist in Egypt," writes

Mr. Wanklyn. " The much-talked-of Shoobra Gardens (the

gardens of Haleem Pasha), near Cairo, are vaunted solely because

they are the only thing of the kind in the country ; but ' they

are not what we should call gardens at home ' (as the intelligent

English gardener remarked to me), being more plantations of

trees, planted in a star-fish pattern, with cross paths, so that

there is a shady walk for all hours. The flowers were but the

common kinds of Roses, and flowering shrubs of ordinary

character."

In the centre of the garden at Shoobra there is a fountain

surrounded by an open building, with a marble floor, on which

couches are placed, and the whole description reads to rue green

and fresh, and luxuriously cool, especially after the description

* Palgrave's "Arabia."
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of the hot, dried-np Pyramids, and the hard-working Nile,
which is always being made to act contrary to its inclinations

;

now banked out, now let loose, now irrigating Cotton fields and
gardens according to fixed measure, and now worried by steam
engines into all sorts of uncomfortable positions. After all the
bustle and heat of agriculture and nature, methinks horticul-
tural taste was best shown in the Pasha's garden, by the quiet
repose of those shady walks, where the eye was not distracted
by brilliancy of colouring, nor the mind by the extraordinary
character of the shrubs.
Although wild flowers in Egypt may be few, there yet re-

main its fruits, and of these I find there are Mulberries,
Apricots, Peaches, and Plums, Grapes, Figs, Prickly Pears,
Pomegranates, Dates, Lemons, and Oranges, with, later in the
year, Bananas. Egypt has its Olives and its Vines. Its fields

produce Wheat, Barley, Beans, Vetches, Clover, Flax, Indian
Corn, Cotton, Sugar Cane, Bice, Tobacco ; while Water Melons,
Cucumbers, and Lettuces, grow side by side with the Leeks,
the Onions, and the Garlic, for which the thirsting Israelites
longed in that great and terrible wilderness, where their very
" souls felt dried away " within them.

—

Filix-fcehina.

A DAY IN THE DOMAIN, AUCKLAND. NEW
ZEALAND.

BY MBS. C. 31. ROSE.

A lovely morning in early summer, the sky blue and cloud-
less, and the pleasant sunlight just tinging each wave with
gold as they ripple gently on the bosom of the broad placid
bay.
Well provided with kits and baskets containing the needful

provision for our party, and trying in vain to restrain the
dancing footsteps of the children within the bounds of de-
corum, as we pass along the busier streets, we set forth upon
our pleasant excursion. Presently we have gained the Grafton
Boad, and here the children break bounds altogether, and pro-
gress as pleases them best for the remainder of the distance.
After duly admiring the delicious bit of sea view, which opens
to the leftacross Mechanics' Bay, we enter the shrubberies of
the Domain, and join a large number of pedestrians, all mak-
ing the best of their way to the scene of enjoyment, and with
the same object of pleasure in view. Up the winding paths,
through a sea of green foliage on all sides, catching a glimpse
occasionally of lovely flowering shrubs, some of which would
be treasures in any English greenhouse. You hear the mur-
muring of the stream far below j-ou on the right, and can
hardly fail to admire the lovely specimens of Fern and other
trees which overshadow it. Still onward glides the pleasant
track, now through green glades chequered with summer sun-
shine, and again through cool dells overhung with tall trees,
whose interlacing boughs make a welcome shade from the now
fast increasing heat. Soon you hear the sound of voices and
merry laughter, and in a few minutes you stand in the shadows
of that grove of trees so well known to the inhabitants of Auck-
land as the gathering place for the summer sports of their
juvenile population.

Surely this is the most suitable place in the world for a
summ er day's out-door amusement. Binocent and healthy re-
creation seems the rule in all directions, and taking possession
of one of the many benches which seem fixed under the trees
for the special use of the elders of the party, wo give ourselves
up to the complete enjoyment of the scene before us. A dozen
or two of strong swings, which seem extensively patronised, are
in active operation around ns, and close to each a group of
girls, each eagerly awaiting her turn at the much-loved ex-
ercise. Young faces decked with smiles everywhere meet the
eye, each seeming to be thoroughly imbued with the true spirit
of enjoyment.

La the open space outside sports of every description appear
to be going on, and thither, after resting for awhile, our party
bend their steps.

On the left, we perceive a group of young people dancing to
the music of an accordion, whilst, scattered over the grass in
every direction, various parties are busily pursuing games of
football, French and English, and the immemorial " kiss in the
ring." Good humour everywhere prevails, and the occasional
tumbles and mishaps apparently only add to the general fund
of amusement.

But our appetites warn us that the dinner-hour is near, and
a table-cloth spread on the grass under the trees does duty for

a more ostentatious board, and is soon covered with eatables of
various descriptions, which are doubly enjoyed in company
with the fresh air and the happy scene around us. How the
young people seem to relish the racing to and fro to the spring
for the water, which is our only beverage ! But, by-and-by,
they are off to their sports again, and we proceed to put in prac-
tice a plan we have formed for taking a quiet stroll through the
grounds, finishing with an inspection of the flower garden, not
forgetting to notice the stately swans, whose aquatic home is
just outside the entrance.
What an inestimable privilege the unrestricted enjoyment of

these grounds must be to the inhabitants of Auckland, and it

is a matter of surprise that they are not more eagerly frequented
by those who love beautiful scenery and a profusion of flowers.
There are few European capitals where such a place so close to
the city would not be almost inconveniently crowded on most
fine days in summer. Those who possess floral tastes will
find them fully gratified here in the garden ; memory is busy
as your old English favourites meet your eye, visions of the
green lanes and quaint old gardens of your childish home seem
to rise before you, and a sigh is involuntarily given to that
blest time of innocence when Violets and Primroses were more
highly prized than the richest jewels, and wild Strawberries a
more eagerly sought-for prize than any which life since those
days has brought us. Plants which yon remember carefully
tending as the delicate pets of your conservatory, are here
hardy trees flourishing in the open air, their gorgeous tints

and foreign-looking foliage reminding us at every step of the
lovely climate and fruitful soil of this the land of our adoption.
And now once more we are wending our way slowly to the
summit of the hill, wishing to see how the lovely panorama
there visible looks in the golden light of the coming sunset.

Before us lies Parnell, its white houses looking peaceful and
happy on its green hills sloping so gently to the water's edge ;

beyond that a broad expanse of the purple glittering sea, and
still further the outlines of blue hills blending with the sky in
the far distance. The spires of the different churches, the
residence of the bishop, and the many pretty villas peeping
from nests of green foliage, form a picture which will not easily

be forgotten, and truly rural and pleasant in its aspect, for tha
wooded expanse of the Domain here hides the busier streets

and suburbs of the city from view. To the right are the vil-

lages of Newmarket and Epsom, and the well-known outlines

of the hills beneath whose shadows they repose, whilst behind
us rises Mount Eden, grand in the savage beauty of its aspect

at this distance, and already growing dark with the purple
shades of the coming night. We choose a quiet path for our
homeward walk, not caring to have interrupted the pleasant

train of thought into which we had fallen, and we linger by
the way enjoying the beauty of the twilight which, though
brief, is lovely enough to remind us of that immortalised by
the poet as

" The purple twilight dim "

through which
11 The happy princess followed him."

But the moon rises suddenly over the dark tree tops, flooding

the scene with a brilliancy of light unknown in colder latitudes,

and, softened by the distance, we can catch the sound of the

well-known air played by the band of music returning with a

numerous body of the holiday-makers to the city. We have
reached the brow of the last hill, and before us gleam the lights

from the familiar streets of Auckland, and we have one more
day of happiness to add to the brighter side of our life account.

THE VINEYARDS OP GERMANY.
A VISIT TO THE CELEBRATED HOCK VINEYARDS—THE GREAT WTKE

YEAR OF 18G5—-PRICES AND QUALITY OF WINES, &C
The Bhine Gau, so called, extends from a point opposite the

city of Mayence, on the east bank of the Khine, and extends

down to Budesheim. It is generally, however, understood to

begin at Biebrich, the summer residence of the Duke of Nassau,

which is only about a couple of miles below where the river

Maine enters the Bhine. Near this are the great Hock vine-

yards, where that unrivalled wine known by the name of Hock
is produced. These vineyards front on the river Maine, and

are only distant about a dozen miles^from the city of Frank-

fort. For a distance of two or three miles on the bank of the

river, there is a narrow belt of laud, in some places not more
than 40 rods, and in others not over 80 rods in width, covered
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with tho Grape from which most of tlic Hook is made. These
lands have a gradual slope down to tho river, and a fine

southern exposure. Tho land3 aro of a good quality, and
havo been used for tho purpose of raising Grapes for more
than a century past.

Among tho most celebrated in this section for tho Hock
wines are tho graperies of Mr. 1'abstman, known as tho Victoria,

and ono belonging to tho city of Frankfort. Tho extent oj Mr.

Pabstman's I should think not over twenty acres, lying in a

body, but ho has many other little tracts near by, not contiguous

to each other, used also for this purpose.

Many other persons own little strips of land varying from
an acre to two or three acres each, lying in a square form, or in

the shapo of a parallelogram, also running down to the river

bank, devoted to the culture of the Grape. None of the owners
of those lands live upon them, but they and the labourers have
to come a distance of from two to five miles every day to work
them. The residence of tho owners or of tho workmen is gene-
rally at some village not far distant.

Several proprietors of vintages, owning a dozen or more acres

of these lands, have them cut up into as many pieces, not any
two of which adjoin each other. This small division, it seems,
came from the frequent partitions of estates among numerous
heirs, and you can always depend upon a German family being
large ! Some of these tracts are tilled by tho owners, while
others are let out to tenants, who either pay a fixed rent in cash
for the land, or deliver a certain quantity of wine.

It is said that there does not average more than one year in
five favourable to the production of wine, or known as good
wine years. Looking back for a period of about fifty years,
tho best for wines were 1811, 1822, 1834, 184G, 1857, 1858,
18B1, 18G2, and 18C5.
These wine lands are very valuable here, and are worth not

less than 2500 florins the acre. It is not uncommon for the
proprietors to expend on manure from 80 to 100 florins per year,
and even then they yield in some years a profit of from five to
ten per cent.

On the high rocky hills, below on the Rhine, or further up
tho Maine, where the Vine is also extensively grown, the lands
are not so good or valuable, nor are the wines there made as
good. A proper slope and exposure to the sun seems neces-
sary for the successful cultivation of the Vine, in order; to get
all the sun possible. I think in all my travels I never saw any
Grapes growing on level land. There is never too much sun-
shine in Germany, and all there is seems to be required for
the Grapes. The year 1865 is, however, an exception, and the
summer will compare favourably with America. During a part
of July, and even of September, the mercury has been for days
among the nineties, a fact which has not been before known in
the recollection of the oldest inhabitant. During the whole
month of September and up to the beginning of the second
week in October, not a drop of rain has fallen, and hardly a
cloud has been visible iu the horizon. It has during all this
time, from morning until night, been one continuous beautiful
sunshine. The barometer has stood for weeks at an average of
28 inches, and has hardly varied.
In July and part of August our summer would compare

favourably with the northern part of the United States. For
days and days in July and August the thermometer stood at
28°, which was up among the nineties by Fahrenheit's scale.
Generally speaking, when it was so hot in the daytime it was
cool and pleasant in the evening. The effect of so much sun-
shine and so much hot weather has been to make the Grapes
both rich and sweet. The quality will be very fine, but the
quantity very much less. It is reaily believed that the produec
of this year will not be equal to half of that of 18G3 or 1804,
which were unfavourable years, having been too wet and cold
during those summers.
The wine merchants, however, have a way of making both

ends meet, and they are honest enough to own to some very
harmless adulterations, such as mixing the sour wines pro-
duced in wet years with the sweet wines of warm seasons.
They allege, however, that with sufficient age, this mixture be-
comes very fine wine and very palatable.
The wines of 1865 will only bo able to be bought and drunk

by princes and " merchant princes."
The dark-skinned Grape generally ripens sooner than the

white, but it is not so sweet or fragrant, and, in consequence,
it is not so generally produced. The Burgundy Grape is said
only to flourish well in clay soils ; and from this Grape, which
is grown to a small extent in the Rhine Gau and the Palatinate,
is made the famous red wine known as Asmanhausen and In-

gelhoimer. Tho people of this country do not drink tho red
wine so much as the white.

The I luck vineyards do not contain, all told, more than 75 to
80 acres, and in ordinary and good years tho produce is not
over OOO " stuck," (a -tuck is about 1500 bottles), which Rives
ua a total of 900,000 bottles; yet we are assured by reliable

men engaged in the wine trade, that there arc sold every year at
tho auctions no less than CO00 stucka, all purporting to bo
genuiuo Hock.
The kinds of Grape mostly grown in these great vineyards are

the Reisling, Traminer, Gut Edelen, Roland Orleans, Clevern,
Fleisch, Oestreith. From the Reisling variety are made those
wines so celebrated and well-known throughout the world, such
as the Johannisberger, Steinberger, Catinet, Raunthaler, Berg,
Liebfraumilch, and Marcobrunner. Very good wines are also
made from the Traminer. The Fleisch is a red Grape; the
Clevern a reddish purple colour, but is moro grown in the
Palatinate than here. The Gut Edelen and Fleisch have very
thin skins, and are only used as table Grapes. The Reisling
never produces in quantity as much juice as any of the other
varieties, but it brings a much larger price. The Oestreith
seems to be the general favourite for ordinary wines, and
from this Grape is made most of tho sparkling Hock and
Moselle.

For the Johannisberger and other celebrated wines, in con-
sequence of the demand for them, the wine merchants are un-
able to fill tho orders ; so they obtain wines produced in other
localities, which assimilate to the taste of the respective wines,
and label them with these popular names. They are sometimes
nearly as good, though an experienced wine merchant will de-

tect the difference at once by the taste, as quickly as he discerns
the growth of one year from another.
At most of the hotels the label does not indicate what the

wines are, nor, in fact, can they afford them at the ridiculously

low prices marked, such as from 15 to 30 cents a-botttle.

Poor wine—that is, of a bad year, is even cheaper than vinegar.
This latter article ought to be cheap and good in a wine country,
but I am sorry to say it is not.

—

Frankfort (in Cincinnati
Gazette.)

WOEK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

.Take advantage of dry weather to eradicate weeds. Aspara-
gus, as the production of strong heads next spring will depend
mainly on the present summer culture, let the beds, after being
cleaned, be mulched with short grass or half-rotten manure.
Liquid manure, in which a portion of salt has been dissolved,
should then be applied freely for the next month or six weeks,
or the salt may be spread over the beds, so as to be washed in
by the rain3 and waterings. Artichokes (Globe), and Sea-kale
will be improved by similar treatment. Celery, the main crops
must now be put out without delay ; let the plants be well sup-
plied with pure wfiter, and shaded for a few days if necessary

;

the early crops should be liberally supplied with liquid manure,
and the soil about them frequently stirred with a fork, but by
no means make any attempt at moulding them tip, until they
have nearly attained the desired growth. Cauliflowers, water
freely. Carrots, make a small sowing, if they are in request for
drawing young ; sow also a few more Onions for the same pur-
pose. The Tripoli answers best. The autumn-sown Onions
transplanted in the spring are very fine this season, and will now
be attaining their full growth ; as soon as this is perceived, lay
the tops down with the back of a wooden rake for some time
previous to pulling. Cabbages, make another sowing for fl.nt.nTnr>

use. Lettuce, water this and Radishes, or other vegetables
which require being grown quickly to have them crisp and
tender. We need scarcely remark, that in all cases vegetables
will be improved in size by giving manure water, if it can be
procured for all purposes in sufficient quantities. Peas, con-
tinue to earth-up and stake. The last sowing may be now
made ; the Early Frame is recommended, but Knight's Dwarf
Marrows will also succeed, if the season prove fine. Potatoes,
the spaces between the rows to be deeply forked up and planted
with Brussels Sprouts, Kale, Coleworts, and other winter and
spring Greens ; they will not interfere with the well-doing
of the Potatoes, the lifting of which will be of great benefit to
the plants. Turnips, keep up good successional sowings ; a
large breadth may now be put in. Remember that charred
refuse suits them well, and that dry wood ashes sprinkled over
them when they are wet, is a good preventive against the fly.

Scarlet Runners, earth-up and stake, unless they are required
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dwarf, when the tops should be frequently picked out ; but it

is always best to stake them, if possible, both for neatness and
productiveness. Salads, look well to successions. Tomatoes,
keep them well thinned out and constantly nailed.

FRUIT GARDEN.
The principal operations here will consist in keeping the

young wood of wall fruit trees constantly nailed in. The laterals
from the young wood of Peaches and Nectarines may be spurred
down to the first joint, which spurs will often produce fruit,

but do not trust to these laterals for filling up the walls, as
they seldom become sufficiently matured to produce good fruit.

As many of our improved Pears for the dessert, as well as
some other fruits, cannot be produced in proper flavour with-
out an increase of warmth and light, more especially the latter,
they will, no doubt, continue to be grown by individuals who
esteem horticultural productions not by their mere marketable
value irrespective of flavour, but chiefly on account of the
latter quality. Limitation at the root, then, we would urge, as
we have done before, is the only sure foundation of a dwarfing
system, which ought to be, in varied degrees, the guiding prin-
ciple in all artificial training. As the weather has now set in
extremely hot, and is likely to continue so, we strongly advise
that all the superfluous breastwood be removed from Pears, or
at least pinched off. When the drought begins to affect the
root, and intense sunshine prevails overhead for several suc-
cessive days, a new habit becomes speedily induced in most
fruit trees—elaboration begins to reach or overtake absorption.
If the trees are very gross, we would advise the taking away as
many shoots entirely as will permit the solar rays to visit the
bud being organised for a future blossom ; the rest may be left
as safety valves to decoy away any undue amount of sap in a
temporary way, taking care, however, to pinch off their terminal
points. The process here recommended is applicable to nearly
all our fruit-bearing trees, and is scarcely more difficult than
pulling away tall weeds from a bed of Cucumbers, in order to
admit the sun's rays to the blossoms, for in such a point of
view may the buds of fruit trees in course of organisation be
regarded.

FLOWER GARDEN.
If the dry and hot weather continue much watering will be

necessary here. Even the ordinary herbaceous plants should
have a thorough soaking once or twice a-week. Indeed, it is
more necessary with these than with mass flowers, which have
now, of course, become well established. The amateur's in-
terest is kept up by the progressive development of the Carna-
tion and Picotee, which now reward all his care and attention
by the development of their beauties. The Tulip, Ranun-
culus, Auricula, and Polyanthus have passed away for the
season, and these especial favourites will for a time fill the
void. When the shoots are sufficiently long layering may be
commenced

; this is performed by cutting through the second
or third joint, and bringing the knife out on the lower side, so
as to make " a tongue." The small portion of stem beyond
the joint is cut back to it, and when pegged* down in the soil,
which should be fine, the layer will there emit roots. The
amateur after a few trials will be enabled to perform this ope-
ration with facility.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.
Watering in a frequent and methodical way is now a matter

of great importance in these structures ; indeed, without a
proper application of this needful element all other appliances
will be of little value. It will be necessary to keep pans of
water beneath some pot-bound and needy plants. Nerium
splendens, when well grown, thrives admirably thus treated.
Let all stock for flowering through the dreary winter months
receive every attention; grown quickly with frequent stop-
pings, it will be necessary to have the plants somewhat pot-
bound by the end of August and cooled down for a few weeks.

COLD PITS.
The stock here will now be growing freely, and should be

frequently examined individually to see that all is going right,
for plants when growing rapidly very speedily suffer through
any neglect in watering or from the attacks of insects. Ex-
amine young specimens that were potted early in the season,
and shift at once such as require more pot room, so as to have
the pots moderately well filled with roots before winter, in
which state they are more easily carried through the winter
thaD when either over or under-potted. Leschenaultias should
be carefully examined for green fly, and smoked at once if at
ail infested, and the flowers should be regularly picked off

young plants of these as they appear. Chorozemas, Bossiams,
&c, must also be frequently examined for red spider, and
should be laid on their sides on a clean mat and thoroughly
washed with the syringe, repeating this as often as may be
necessary to thoroughly eradicate the pest. Young specimens
of valuable hardwooded plants should be carefully trained,
keeping the shoots nicely tied out or pegged down in order
to secure close, compact foundations, upon which future suc-
cess very largely depends.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
kitchen garden.

The heavy rains had beaten the ground like iron among crops

newly sown and planted, and much time has been taken up
in forking and hoeing the ground, to let the air in, and to pre-

vent cracking. A few weeks ago we adverted to the importance
of a rather firm surface, in order that the ground might become
well heated by the sun's rays ; but now there is no lack of heat

in the soil, and a loose surface is best in every way for the

generality of plants, admitting more air to the roots, and keep-

ing out the excessive heat. The drenching rains brought with
them whole armies of slugs and snails, that did not show their

presence in the dry weather, and dusting with soot, lime, and
wood ashes became the order of the day ; and not second in im-
portance was a stirring of the surface, first because the slug

does not like to be disturbed, and, secondly, because no lady in

silk slippers loves more than he a smooth surface. We found
the leaves in a piece of fresh-planted Cauliflower well perforated

afresh every morning, and yet at our ordinary time of rising

(from five to six o'clock) we could not find a trace of a single

slug, though the slimy marks of where they had been were con-

spicuous enough. The ground had been beaten so hard and
smooth by the rains, that they had managed to hide themselves
beneath the clods of the nearest rough ground before the sun
had gained much power. The running the hoe and the points
of a fork through such baked ground, aud a dusting of soot

and lime, make their journeyings anything but pleasant. But-
tered or greased young Cabbage leaves, or better still, where
they can be obtained, a handful of brewers' grains are great

attractions ; but considerable experience leads us to the opinion,

that if the ground be well stirred and kept rough at the surface

all such troublesome fellows will in dug ground bid you good-

bye. The most troublesome of all when they take possession

are those with longish bodies, black on the top, and yellowish

beneath. Soot, lime, ashes, or anything but salt, seems thrown
away on their tough skins ; but fortunately they have great

love for a smooth surface, and after heavy dews or warrn rains

if found anywhere they will be most plentiful on smooth gravel

walks, and the best plan is to pick them up, and put them in a

pot in powdered salt. That soon settles them.
Sowed main crops of late Lettuce, Cauliflower, a little Cab-

bage, and a good piece of Endive, and planted out from previous

sowings, choosing chiefly shady positions at present. The
north side of a bank is also a good place for sowing Turnips at

present. They feel the effects of the heats of autumn less,

and eat milder than when fully exposed to the sun. There
are many fine Turnips, and some yellow ones, as the Maltese,

that can scarcely be surpassed for flavour ; but of all Turnips
for main table supply commend us to the American Stone or

American Red-top. This Turnip is of a purplish colour at top,

the lower part is white ; but it is all white inside, and so firm,

juicy, and sweet, that every cook we know prefers it when it

can be obtained to anything else. We have eaten a bit raw
with our knife, aud thought it much sweeter than many a

Melon we have tasted when judging, that looked well and sent

out a rich odour, but of which the taste was such that some-
thing in the liquid way was sadly wanted to take it away.
Wherever many Melons have to be tasted there ought to be a
bottle of wine near at hand. For the main features of the

kitchen garden, see notices of previous weeks.

One thing we ought to mention, as a mere act of justice to

ourselves and others. We have stated the difficulties we have
had to surmount with game, and the attendant evils in the

shape of out-of-the-way armies of birds of all kinds ; these we
would find little or no fault with in moderation, as indepen-

dently of their beauty, their harmony, &c, we do believe that

they do us good when they are kept within their proper limits,

but they become little better than a plague when they would
clear off all the produce, and look for more. We are not the

less obliged to the correspondent who uses red lead mixed witli
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his seed, to keep the birds at bay, though wo ourselves have

also used it successfully, and, perhaps, too much so, as we have

reason to believe that it killed many birds, as well as kept them
away. We havo no evidence as respects pheasants, but we
would be afraid to use it for Peas, if we thought it would injure

these birds. If it merely kept them away we would be glad,

and would use it largely if similarly circumstanced next year,

as though wo havo long planted out early Peas with advantage,

wo find that when forced to plant out successional crops they

do not thrive like those sown without considerable trouble and
labour. In our own case we found it was of no use sowing Peas

before May. After that the pheasants did not seem to care

about digging them out. Before that nothing, we believe, but

small wire netting would have kept them away, and all com-
mon netting would be next to useless, if there was a chance of

the pheasants being hung in the netting. Would some corre-

spondent tell us if the red lead would be sufficient to keep
pheasants from eating the Peas when sown ? If they do eat

them we expect that they will suffer for it, and that is not what
we want.

FRUIT OARPEN.
Much the same as in previous weeks. Look back and notice

what was said as to covering the ground for Strawberries to

keep them clean. With such wet weather and the heavy crops

the rains helped to produce, nothing could have been worse
than the grass we largely used, instead of straw or litter. In
fine, dry weather it would have been all well. Took off lots

of runners, and put into small pots at once to avoid layering.

Other departments much the same as previously stated. Figs
have been plentiful and fine from the heat.

ORNAMENTAL DEPARTMENT.
Mowed, rolled, and hoed flower-beds, as weeds were coming

tip plentifully. Totted and repotted, and commenced fresh

arranging verandahs and conservatories. The beds in the

flower garden will give little trouble, we thins, this season.

—

R. F.

TRADE CATALOGUE RECEIVED.
Henry Cannell, Fuchsia Nursery, Station Road, Woolwich.

—

Autumn Catalogue of Fuchsias, Verbenas, Petunias, <£c.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—July 14.

Sctplies abundant, demand falling off. and we have again to report
large arrivals of West Indian Pines and other foreign produce. English
Pines are also very plentiful, and in little request at present.

VEGETABLES.

Artichokes each
Asparagus bundlo
Beans, Broad. . bushel

Kidney . . % sieve
Beet, Red doz.
Broccoli bundlo
Brus. Sprouts \ ii \ e

Cabbage doz.
Capsicums 100
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery bundle
Cucumbers each

pickling doz.
Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
Garlic lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish . . bundle

Apples Vj sieve
Apricots doz.
Cherries lb.

Chestnuts bush.
Currants sieve

Black do.
Figs doz.
Filberts lb.

Cobs 100 lbs.

Gooseberries . . quart
Grapes, Hothouse, .lb.

Lemons 100

s. d. s.

a too
6
5

S
2
1

1

4
2

4

d
| , s. d. s. d

4
j

Leeks bunch 8to0

5

8
1 6

2

8

2
3

1
3

2 G

8 Lettuce per score
Mushrooms .... pottlo

Mustd.A Cress, punnet
Onions. . doz. bunches
Parsley

3-ii sieve
Parsnips doz.
Peas per quart
Potatoes bushel

Kidney do.
Radishes . . doz. hands
Rhubarb bundlo
Savoys doz.
Sea-kale basket
Shallots lb.

Spinach bushel
Tomatoes per doz.
Turnips bunch

4 Vegetable Marrows dz.

FRUIT.

1

4

6

1
1

2 6 7
8 10

6
4

8

9 6
3

1

8

8
4

6
1

s. d. s. d
OtoO

4
o n

o o
5

1 G

6

8 15

4
2

6
5

Melons each 4
Nectarines doz. 6

s. d. R. d
OtoS

12
Oranges 100 6 12
Peaches doz. 10 15
Pears (dessert) . . doz.

kitchen doz.
Pino Apples lb. 8 GO
Plums % sieve
Quinces y. sieve
Raspberries lb.

Strawberries lb. 6 1

6 10 1 Walnuts bush. 14 20

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
>,• We request that no one will write privately to the depart-

mental writers of the "Journal of Horticulture, Cottage
Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing they
are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. All I

communications should therefore be addressed solely to

The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture, etc., 171, Fleet

Street, London, E.C.
Wo also request that correspondents will not mix up on the

same sheet questions relating to Gardening and those on
Poultry and Bee subjects, if they expect to get them an-

swered promptly and conveniently, but write them on
separate communications. Also never to send more than

tvjo or three questions at once..

N.B.—Many questions must remain unanswered until next

week.

Fuchsias M. H.).—There are far too many varieties nearly alike, and
especially of the strains like the specimens sent, for us to be able to

name them.

Climbeb Fon Conservatory (.7. J. J.).—We think Eomarea multiflora,

a handsome climber, with deep yellow flowers spotted with crimson,

would answer your purpose. Tacsonia mollissima will not do out oi

doors, nor on the back of the conservatory if at all shaded by plants in

front.

Repottlno Camellia (Idem).—It will not only be advisable, but abso-

lutely necessary to repot a Camellia, tho pot of which is very heavy, and
almost black with moss, for this shows tho drainage to bo bad, and the

soil sour. After turning the plant out of the pot, pick away tho old soil

without disturbing or breaking the very tender fibres, remove tho old

drainage, afford a clean pot, and drain well. Use for potting a com-
post of two-thirds turfy loam, chopped with a spade, and one-third sandy

peat, adding ono-sixth of silver sand. Do not shift into too largo a pot,

but one which will hold the roots without cramping.

Strawberries (Mallow). — Tho following, extracted from " Hogg's
Fruit Manual," are the descriptions you ask for:—"Sir Harry.—Fruit
very large, roundish, irregular, frequently cockscomb-shaped. Seeds
large, and deeply embedded. Skin dark crimson, becoming almost black

when fully ripe. Flesh dark red, not very firm, but tender, very juicy,

and richly flavoured." "Old Pine (Black Pine; Carolina; Scarlet fine).

—Fruit medium-sized, ovate, even and regular, and with a glossy neck.

Seeds prominent. Skin doep red. Flesh pale red. very firm and solid,

with a fine sprightly and very rich Pine flavour. After all there are very

few that equal, far less surpass, the Old Pine in flavour, but it is not a
good bearer." "British Queen (Myatt's British Queen).—Fruit large,

sometimes very large, roundish, flattened, and cockscomb-shaped, the

smaller fruit ovate or conical. Skin pale red, colouring unequally, being

frequently white or greenish-white at the apex. Flesh white, firm, juicy,

and with a remarkably rich and exquisite flavour. The great fault of this

variety is that the plant is so very tender ; it will not succeed in all soils

and situations, and it is generally an indifferent hearer." " Frogmore
Late Pine.— Fruit very large, conical, and cockscomb-shaped, with a
glossy neck like the Old Pine. Seeds not deeply embedded. Skin glossy,

bright red, becoming dark red, and almost black when ripe. Flesh

tender and very juicy, red throughout, richly flavoured, and a good deal

of the Pine aroma when well ripened. This is a late variety, and an
abundant bearer, coming in with the Elton, but much less acid than that

variety." " Oscar.—Fruit large, ovate, and angular, sometimes flattened

and wedge-shaped. Seeds rather large and deeply embedded, which
give tho surface a coarse appearance. Skin dark shining red, becoming
almost black when fully ripe. Flesh red throughout, very firm and solid,

juicy, and richlv flavoured. An excellent variety for a general crop,

coming in a few'days after Black Prince ; a most abundant bearer, and,

from its firmness, bears carriage well." " Rifleman (Ingram's).—Fruit

very large, ovate or cockscomb-shaped, and corrugated. Skin bright

salmon-coloured. Seeds prominent. Flesh solid, white, linn, juicy,

richly flavoured. The plant is of vigorous habit of growth, and is an
abundant bearer." " Wonderful (Jeyes' Wonderful ; Mvatt's Prolific).—

Fruit large, conical, frequently cockscomb-shaped, and fingered. Skin

pale red. and whitish at the apex. Seeds numerous and prominent.

Flesh white, tender, melting, juicy, and sweet, briskly flavoured, and
with a fine aroma. A very excellent fruit, which forces well." " La Con-

stante.—Fruit large, conical, and regularly formed. Seeds not deeply

embedded. Skin of a brilliant lively crimson. Flesh white, with a rosy

tinge, firm, juicy, richly flavoured, and with a fine piquancy. A first-rata

Straw lurry, and an abundant bearer. When forced it bears abundantly,

and preserves its flavour well." The Geranium seedlings from Malta

will probably not be of any value.

Vime Leaves (Fit«).—We could not find a single red spider on the

leaves, but there were marks that led us to tho conclusion that either red

spider or thrips had been present, but in very small numbers. The
traces of mildew were even less apparent. If you are convinced that it

exists, which wo are not, plenty of air, and sulphur on the walls, stages,

4c, will be vour best help. There are traces of warts on the leaves, and
scalded spo'ts, and the best remedy for both is more air, and that given

early enough to prevent the moisture in the house being turned into hot

vapour. Last week you would see what was said about thrips and red

spider, and both may be easily discerned. At present we think yon
chieflv want more air and that given, especially at the back, before the

sun strikes the house. You must, however, judge for yourself, for leaves

sent in a letter seldom have the insect?, which might have molested them
at homo.

Milbew on Peach Leaves (G. F.).—The white down along the mid-

rib on the under side of your leaves is a parasitical fungus. Dust under

tho leaves with flowers of sulphur, allow the sulphur to remain on tho

leaves for two or three days, and then syringe. If needed repeat the

application of the sulphur. Do you mulch the surface of the earth in the

pots, water freely, and admit air abundantly day and night ? This treat-

ment is all-essential for successful culture of fruit trees in orchard-

houses during this hot dry weather.

Grapes Spotted (.4 Constant Suiieriber).—" The spot." as gardeners

call the ulcer which has attacked your Muscat of Alexandria O rapes, is

caused by want of root-action. Remove the soil from over the roots,

replace it, not more than 6 inches deep, by a compost of one-third

decayed stable dung, and two thirds light soil. Water the roots freely

with tepid water every second day ; and admit air night and day during

this hot weather.
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Caladiitms (Miss ff.t.—For exhibition, in addition to Caladium argy-
lites, Chantinii, bicolor magnifica, and Wiphtii, Caladiumg Brogxu&rti,
Belleymei, Baraquinii, niirabile, and Leopoldi, are desirable.

Strawberries (JTf. C).—The post-office officials had smashed the
paper box into one mass, and we could hardly discern your initials.

Fruits must be enclosed in a wooden or tin box, and kept separate from
each other by freshly gathered leaves.

Names of Fruit (J. H.}.—The contents of both boxes were British
Queen Strawberry. Its characters are piven in the previous page. It is

a. variety which any nurseryman ought to be able to supply true. Yon
will find in another column remarks by the Itev. W. F. Hadolyffe on
the subject of Strawberries.

Names of Plants (IT. B., Staffordshire).-
Fumitory.

-Fumaria officinalis, common

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the Week ending July 14th.

Date.
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which ho invites the Editors to dinner. I should he moat

hanpy, if you will pay a visit to Bedford, to show you my
Cochins, and also to have some for dinner—hut no " Wiltshire

Bhctoii."—E. Clarke, Ivy Uuiue, Bedford.

[We beg " WiLTsmiiE Rector" to remember that this is

warm weather—extremely hot, in fact—we further beg him to

remember that no lady will endure detraction of her pets
;
and,

lastly, we bog him to remember the proverb of this lady's

county, " Men's minds, crooked as Crawley Brook," bo his

judgment may bo atwist. Thus remembering, ho will reply

mildly—and ask permission to accompany us to the dinner at

Ivy House—and when asked to return thanks after tho repast,

he"will not uso tho formula—
" For Cochins loppy, dry. and tough,

I'm thankful—but I 'vo bad enough."]

FOWLS YOU SHOULD KEEP.
Mahcti 3rd.—Sat thirteen eggs, hatched twelve, reared nine

;

cat killed three.

June Oth.—Sat fifteen eggs, hatched thirteen ; twelve living.

Both these sittings were from the same Dorking hen, the old

rooster's particular favourite.

I never yet to my knowledge had a hen eat her eggs. I am
very careful in supplying my fowls with plenty of green meat,

builder's rubbish, and clean pump water daily. I do not now
give meat or bone3 to pick. I make my hens' nests in a

secluded corner of an outhouse as follows :—I make a slight

hollow in the ground, take some rather stiff earth, and beat it

into the hollow with the fist until firm and smooth. I then

placo clean straw, regulating the quantity according to the time

of year, very little being used with the June sitting. I lift my
sitting hen off at tho same time every morning, provide her

with a dust bath, clean water, and food (whole barley or fig

dust), and before she is allowed to return to her nest I place

her on the wet grass, so that her feet and under feathers may
he slightly damped : this plan I prefer to sprinkling the eggs.

The best layers which I have ever had came from some
eggs purchased at a farmhouse, where they told me Cochins,

Spanish, and Dorkings had been allowed to run together.

I submit that as distinct breeds Dorkings and Brahmas are

very profitable, but a cross between these two would give a

still better return. My egg return for the last six months gives

the following :—January, 65 ; February, 68 ; March, 77 ; April,

(!2 ; May, 73 ; June, 58. Stock, 4 Dorkings and 2 Brahmas.
Dorking cock.—J. M. S.

WOODHORN AND NEWBIGGIN POULTRY
SHOW.

The first Exhibition of the Woodhorn and Newbiggin Poultry and
Pigeon Show was held in a large marquee erected on a choice site at

Newbiggm-by-the-Sea, on Saturday, the 7th inst. Although it is only

about six or seven weeks since the idea of holding a poultry show
at the above place was first mooted, yet all parties interested in its suc-

cess bestirred themselves most energetically, and we are glad to say

their efforts were well rewarded. The gentry and inhabitants of tho

district supported it in a most substantial manner. The Committee
have no doubt that they will be enabled to double the money valuo of

the prizes at the next show, as well as to offer silver cups for certain

classes. Many of the birds shown had taken prizes at tho Bath and
West of England Show recently held at Salisbury, and at others of

the principal shows in the kingdom. A magnificent pair of Buff
Cocliin-Chinas and a pen of Game Bantams from Mr. Edward Fearon,

of Whitehaven, arrived, we are sorry to say, too late for competition.

The total number of entries was 117, one only of which was for

Pigeons. The following is a list of the prizetakers :—

•

Game (Duckwing).—First, H. Rogers, Bedlington Colliery. Second,
P. Wilkinson, Bedlington.
Game 'Black-breasted and other Reds).—First, G. Joisce, Bedlington.

Second, H. Rogers.
Game (Any other variety).—First. J. Achincloss, Barrington Colliery.

Second, J. Muter, Newbiggm-by-the-Sea. Hen.—First, H. Rogers. Se-
cond, R. Wailes, Netherton Colli, ry.

Hambuiiohs (Golden-pencilled).—First, A. K. Wood, Bomeside, Kendal.
Second, J. Smith, Netherton.
Hamf.uughs (Silver-pencilled).—First, A. K. Wood. Second, J. Sim,

Cramlington.
Hamburohs (Golden-spangled).—First, J. Achincloss. Second, J. Sim.
Haaibuhghs (Silver-spangled).—First, A. Ii. Wood. Second, J. Martin,

Cowpcn Colliery.

Dorkinos (Coloured).—First, Miss Wilson, Woodhorn. Second, J.
Graham, Durham. Chickens.—First and Second, J. Graham.
Dorki.no Hen (Any variety).—First, Miss Wilson. Second, J.Graham.

Dorkinos (Whito).—First, F. E. Sebofiold, Morpeth. Second, G.

Joisce. _
Si ani.-ui (Black).—First, J. Taylor, Ncwliiggin-by-tho-Soa. Second, J.

Stalker, Sleekburn Colliery- Chickem.—First, M. Gibson, Woodhorn.

Brahma Pootras.—First, Mrs. Ulirisp, Hawkhill. Second, J. O'Leary,

High Trewitt, Rothbury.
Babn-door Fowl.— First, R. Burn, Nowbiggin-by-tho-Sea. Second,

Mrs. Shanks, Nowbiggin-by-the-Sea.
Any other variety not mentioned EXCErT Bantams.— Prize, T.

Finlay, Newhiggin-by-the-Sea. >

Game Bantams i Blaik-lnvasU'd and other lied).—First, T. C. nam-
son, Hull. Second, W. Davison, Bebside Colliery. Highly Commended,
Miss S. F. Wilson, Woodhorn; G. Dowie, Netherton.

Game (Any other variety).—First, Miss Wilson. Second, J. Sim.

Bantams (Any other variety).—First, T. C. Harrison. Second, Miss

S. F. Wilson. ' _ ,
,

Guinea Fowl.—First, T. C. Harrison. Seeond, G. Johnson, Barnngtoa

Colliery. _ _,. _ .

Peacocks.—First, Mrs. Parker, Newcastle Second, O. Richardson,

Newbiggin-by-the-Sea.
Turkeys.—First, Miss Wilson. Second, Miss S. F. Wilson.

Geese.—First, J. Angus, jun., Morpeth. Second, Miss Wilson.

Docks (Aylesbury).—First, J. Maughan, Newbiggin-by-tho-Sea. Se-

cond, J. Taylor. „ _ , „,_
Ducks (Rouen).—First, Mrs. Wilson, Woodhorn. Second, J. O Leary.

Ducks (Any other variety).—First, R. S. Bainbridge, Woodhorn Grange.

Second, T. C. Harrison.
Jacobins.—Prize, J. Willis, Woodhorn.

Mr. W. Trotter, of South Acornb, Bywolls, Stocksfiold, officiated as

Judge.

A MASCULINE HEN.
The following is my brother's account of a mule bird which

is stuffed, and stands in his hall at Hyde, Bere Regis, Bland-

ford, Dorset.—W. F. Radclyffe.
" All I can remember about the mule bird is, that she is half

Bantam, and was kept for twelve years to breed Pheasants up.

About the ninth year we observed a couple of tail feathers

curled like a cock's long tail feathers, and some appearance of

the cock's hackle about the neck, and on the rump. Next year

her plumage became more decidedly like a cock's. She put on

two more curled feathers in the tail, and the hackle on the neck

and rump were more decided. She did not lay after the first

appearance of the male plumage. She crowed something like a

cock ; and the labourers, to whom she was well known, say they

saw her exhibit other masculine propensities. Spurs appeared

about the commencement of the change. On opening her

body the whole of the ovaries were found to he completely ossi-

fied. The man who stuffed her showed her to a member of the

British Museum, who heard my statement, which he said was

quite correet. Up to that time no one believed the stuffer, but

thought that it was a cock bird. However, this person said,

' Look at her comb, and there can be no doubt.' I would give

her to any public institution. If living she would be thirty

years old. The bird died in moulting at twelve years old."—

C. J. Radclyffe.

P.S.—I beg ju my brother's name to put tho destination of

the bird for a i>ublic institution—South Kensington Museum
for choice—into the hands of the Editors of The Journal of

Horticulture.—W. F. Radclyffe.

SUCCESSFUL FOWL CULTURE.
Seeing the long catalogue of "Failures in Hatching" in

your Number for July 3rd, I thought an experience of some-

what different character might serve to encourage my more un-

fortunate brother amateurs still to persevere.

My adult stock consisted at the beginning of the season of

three Brahma, two Cochin, and two Game hens about nine

months old, two Game and two cross-bred hens two years old,

one Brahma cock one year old, one ditto nine months old.

From February 10th to June 23rd I set 153 eggs under

eleven hens, hatched ninety chickens, and lost sixty-three eggs

as follows :—Six stolen, five chicks dead in shell, fifty-two bad.

Of these last, forty-four were purchased eggs obtained from noted

breeders who regularly advertise in the Journal ;
eighty-nine

eggs were from my own fowls, of which only fourteen were bad;

the loss has been in the purchased eggs. How is it that they

so often turn out bad ? Is it owing to the birds moving fre-

quently from show to show ? If so, is there no remedy for this

disappointment and loss ?

My chickens are all well. I always attend to them myself

the first thing in the morning, and give them generally baiiey-

meal made stiff, in which I always put a little of Day's Game
paste, taking care to wash out the pans and give them fresh
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water. The result is, that they are all thriving, and I have
not had one case of gapes this season.
I am convinced that poultry properly attended to is not

only a pleasure to keep, but a source of no small profit,
though, by-the-by, I do not think I shall purchase so many
eggs next year. I have a small orchard, about half an acre,
which I divided in two parts, keeping one exclusively for
chickens.

—

An Eighteen-months Amateur, S. Devon.

NOTES ON BIRDS OF PREY IN ESSEX.—No. 1.

A Royal Eagle was shot about twenty years ago in Takeley
Forest, and I remember one being shot at Waltham Abbey, in
the marshes.

Tlte Osprey or Fishing Eagle.—A very fine one once lived
for two or three years about Latton and Nettleswell. I have
sometimes been very near to it. I do not know what became
of it at last. One has since been shot at Pishiobury.

Kites formerly existed at Great Parndon ; they used to breed
in Parndon woods, but they are all destroyed.
The Moor Buzzard.—There used to be a tract of boggy ground,

with several woods, extending from Latton Mill to Burnt Mill,
and I have there seen this rare bird twice or thrice, but have
not known it to continue there.

Common Buzzards were so frequent that I have seen them
alight on the barn at the place where I lived, and they were
almost continually to be seen sailing over the meadows. They
used to breed in Latton and Nettleswell woods. Not one now
remains.

Goss Hawks used to breed in Hyde Hall wood.
The Sparrow Hawk.—This active and interesting bird is now

very seldom seen; but at one time it was frequent. If the
farmers execrate the sparrows they should preserve this Hawk,
as its food consists almost exclusively of sparrows.

The Lanner.—I once sawthis large Hawk in Hyde Hall wood,
and I have seen it both in Harlow and Latton Park woods, but
it has always been very rare.

The Peregrine Falcon.—This has been shot in Stanstead
Marsh and in Gilston Park, and I have seen it in Epping
Forest.

The Kestrel, or Hovering Hawk.—This beautiful and inter-
esting little bird used to enliven the country by its pretty hover-
ing and its plaintive note ; but it is now nearly exterminated
by the game-keepers, although it does not meddle with any kind
of game. No bird is of greater service to the farmer, for if

mice are not exclusively its food they are very nearly so. It
enters barns and other outbuildings, where not too pubiic, in the
same manner as owls ; and wherever this bird's nest used to be
found (generally in the old nest of a crow or magpie), it was
invariably lined with the skins of mice. In spite, however, of
all its services and its beauty, it has gone—been destroyed by
the keepers.

The Hobby.—This small Hawk was more rare than either of
the preceding, and appeared to prey mostly on the larger in-
sects, as it was generally seen hawking round trees or dart-
ing very rapidly along. It also kept itself more secluded in
woods.
The Merlin, the smallest of the native Hawks, is very rare,

and is said to be migratory, arriving in this country in October ;

but a nest with two young ones was once taken in Ongar Park
Wood, and I had the care of one of the young birds for some
months. One, a few years since, chased a sparrow into a
greenhouse, at Sheering, and was caught, and of course was
killed by the ignorant fellow who caught it.

The above are all the species of the Falcon tribe with which
I am acquainted.—D. S. French.

[The foregoing are a portion of a few pages of MS. (we wish
they were many more), written by an old man long resident on
the western borders of Essex, who, though slightly educated,
was a good botanist and ornithologist. They are the mere
records of his own observations, yet are very interesting, and
are all that remain of their author's writings. He has recently
died.]

Tavistock Poultry Show.—The Committee have done wisely
to alter their first proposal—namely, that exhibitors were to
find their own pens. The Committee will find the pens,
charging Gd. for each ; but there are no entry-fees. The Com-
mittee will be obliged by the loan of ornamental poultry or
birds not intended for competition.

BEES DYING OF DYSENTERY.
All the bees in one of my hives are dying, and I should be

very much obliged if you could tell me what to do with them.
It is a May swarm which was taken in a straw hive, and which
I afterwards chloroformed and put into an Ayrshire wooden
hive. The weather was very wet at the time, and the hive got
wet and mouldy inside. I brought them into the house, took
out the slides, put a piece of gauze on the top so as to venti-
late them, and gave them some barley sugar. After a couple
of days the bees seemed all right, and I put the hive out again.
This was between three and four weeks ago. They are now
dying by hundreds, and the rest seem to be listlessly hanging
together doing nothing. Yesterday I removed them to a clean
floor-board, taking away all the dead, and to-day the floor-board
is again covered with dead, also the ground in front of the hive.
Where each one dies there is a large drop of stuff the colour of
yellow ochre, some of which I enclose in a leaf.

Can you suggest any reason for their dying, or anything to

do with them 'I Can there be anything poisonous in the ordinary
barley sugar sold in shops ? I was surprised also to see a lot of
earwigs in the hive. How is it the bees allow them ?—G. Thur-
low, Buckland, near Dover.

[Your bees appear to be suffering from dysentery arising pro-
bably in the first instance from the injurious effects of chloro-
form, and aggravated by their being subsequently fed whilst
confined to their hive. There is nothing poisonous in ordinary
barley sugar. If the present glorious weather fails to ame-
liorate the disease, we should very much fear that it is incurable.
Have you made trial of the remedy to which you referred, and
of which you spoke so favourably in page 282 of our eighth
volume?]

LIGURIANS IN STAFFORDSHIRE—BEES AS
REGICIDES.

All the young Ligurian queens I reared last season (nine in

number) lived safely through the winter, and in every instance,

although several must have been rendered fertile by black

drones, all their progeny are beautifully-marked Italians. I

saw the original queen this morning, and she still seems to be
in full vigour, and has filled her hive with a vast deal of brood.

Dr. Bevan observes that storified hives seldom swarm. My
experience is, that with Italian bees, they almost invariably

swarm, in spite of every precaution.

I have this season adopted the plan recommended by "A
Renfrewshire Bee-keeper"—i.e., a super with guide combs
has first been placed over the stock, and in a few days (after

the bees have fairly entered, and commenced to work), a

nadir has been placed under the stock hive. A second shallow

super was in due course placed over the first super, and in a

few days a second nadir under the stock, and finally a third

addition was made to the super ; but in spite of all this accom-
modation, before the first super was completed a vast swarm
issued forth on Sunday last (June 24th), and out of four hives

similarly treated only one has abstained from swarming.
A curious case of swarming occurred the day before yesterday

(June 2fi). A fortnight ago I made a swarm by removing the
queen and a large portion of the bees from a frame hive, and
putting them into an ordinary cottager's hive furnished with
ernpty comb. A frame containing two or three nearly mature
royal cells was inserted into the stock, and one of these duly

produced a queen, and I considered the hive secure from swarm-
ing, having removed all the native royal cells a day or two after

the Italian cells had been introduced.

On the 26th of June, however, the hive swarmed at about
10 a.m., the bees remained quiet after being hived until about
4 o'clock, when they seemed to have lost their queen. (I had
in the meantime examined the stock carefully, and failed to

find either queen or tenanted royal cell, and did not think they
had a queen). I turned up the hive in which the swarm had
been hived, and soon espied a deadly knot of regicides. I took
them out and pulled off the assailants one by one, until I had
released the queen ; but as she was a very small one, and was
a good deal misshapen about the abdomen (the result, I be-

lieve, of the murderous attack she had experienced), I at once
crushed her, and allowed the bees to return home ; this they
did almost at once, showing that no second queen had accom-
panied the swarm. I believe the queen was impregnated ; she
was nine or ten days old.

Yesterday (June 27th) I found that a swarm had issued from
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a nucleus, and wishing to obtain the young queen, only just

matured, (or another hive, and at the same time compel the

swarm to return home, I turned up tho hivo in which the

swarm was, but after looking about for sonio timo, as the queen
did not turn up, I began to examine the mass in detail, and
observing a rather dense cluster near the centre, rolled it out,

and found, as I expected, that the young queen was incarcerated,

exactly as in the previous instance. I removed her assailants

one by one, and was glad to find the queen uninjured, and I

succeeded in introducing her to another nucleus, which had
either destroyed or lo3t its own queen some time before. The
bees soon returned home, proving that they had not a more
favoured monarch left with them. I have lost several young
queens this season, but only one in 1865.

How is it possible to account for this apparent perversion of

instinct ? Tho weather is fine, and honey most abundant, and
yet my bees have in several instances destroyed young queens
which they themselves have reared and tended.—J. E. B.

APIARIANS BEWARE !

Tite foes of your favourites are increasing. Sparrows as

well as tomtits are arrayed against you, and last, though not
least, the cuckoo. The parish schoolmaster of Lochmaben
has had a whole hive of bees destroyed in little more than one
day by a cuckoo, which was encouraged to visit his garden ; and
two or three other hives in the vicinity have been ruined by
the same enemy, so I am assured. That eminent naturalist

Sir William Jardine believes tho cuckoo will eat bees, and has
sent an account of the above-mentioned facts to the " Science
Gossip Journal." Now, without calling in question the veracity

of any person, I beg to state as my opinion, that neither the
sparrow nor the cuckoo is an enemy of the bee. I imagine tho
Lochmaben hives perished by famine, and that the dying bees
were simply appropriated as legitimate food by the cuckoo.
Sparrows abound in my apiary, and though they may occasion-
ally destroy a bee, their chief employment consists in catching
flies that torment the hives.

If " A Bi.ACKnEATH'AN " will take the trouble of opening the
stomachs of the progeny of apicidal sparrows, I am convinced
he will desist from the war of extermination which he has
begun to wage on a class of birds that do much good and little

injury in the garden.—R. S.

UNITING BEES—MANY QUESTIONS.
Will you inform me as to the course I ought to have

pursued with my bees? On Saturday, the 7th inst., those in
a Neighbour's hive swarmed for a second time, not having
taken to the supers put on. I tried to unite the swarm with
a first swarm from a common straw hive, and which was in a
ten-bar hive (they swarmed exactly two weeks before the others)

;

but the bees in the bar hive have killed all the others.
The mode in which we endeavoured to unite the swarms was

as follows :—On Saturday night, about a quarter to ten o'clock
(as recommended in the " Bee Manual "), an hour and a half
after sunset, we took the new swarm, and, having spread a
cloth on the ground, knocked the bees out on the cloth, and
then began looking for the queen, but as we could not find her,
we took the bar hive, and leaving its floor-board behind, put it

on the top of the bees on the cloth. We then left thera to
rise into the hive, and join the other bees ; and this we expected
they would do. The bar hive has three bars full of comb, and
partly sealed. Then in the morning, about a quarter to four
o'clock, we returned the bar hive to the floor-board and to the
stand, but when we came to look at the cloth there seemed to
be as many bees under where the hive had stood as the night
before ; so we put them on the floor-board, and fastened the
hive down ; but all the day (Sunday) the inmates were carrying
out bees either dead or alive, and the ground was covered with
the dead and dying. I forgot to state that we found the queen
in the morning, after we had removed most of the bees to
the floor-board.

Did I pursue the right course in looking for the queen ? and
would the union have been all right if I had found her on the
Saturday evening? If not, what reason do you assign for the
bees killing the new swarm? We have the queen under a
glass, will it be of any use to keep her ? Should covers to
hives be of a light or a dark colour? Why did not the bees in
the Neighbour's hive take to the supers ? Do you think, as I
imagine, that we put on the supers rather too early ? The bees,

however, went up into them, and filled them, but did no work ;

but when the bees swarmed the first time they left them quite
empty, and I found a little bit of comb at the bottom of each
glass, of which thero wero three. Are Ligurian queens de-
sirable ? Could I take tho honey from two common straw
hives, and put the bees in a bar hive, adding to them a swarm
which came off to-day and another which I expect soon ? and
when would be the right timo to do so ? I do not like killing
the bees to take the honey. Would it bo well to add any more
bees to the swarm in tho bar hivo: a second swarm, or one lot
of the old bees—that is, a swarm of last year ? One of the
straw hives has swarmed twice, and the other once, and this
is the one that I expect will again. I have three or four
time3 had to straighten the eomb on the bars, how is this
to be obviated, for the bees do not seem to care about build-
ing straight ? Of course when I see to it I am attacked ac-
cordingly. I weighed the bar hive before I tried to unite the
swarm, and it had gained nothing, so that I conclude the
inmates must have killed all the new comers. Is it necessary
in catching a swarm of bees to smear the insido of the hiva
with syrup of some sort ? Have the Neighbour's cottage hives
enough ventilation, for the top only ventilates tho supers?
Do bees dislike large glass windows in the sides of their hives,
with a door to keep the light out ? How far do bees generally
go to fetch honey ? Does taking out tho bars to look at them
injure the young bees ? and how long does it take to hatch out
brood ? Will this year's swarms have any young bees before
autumn ? Is there more than one sort of common bee ? I do
not mean drones but workers, for some hives seem to havo
larger bees than others.—G. J.

P.S.—Do any drones go off with second and third swarms ?

[We can scarcely tell why the attempted union turned out
so complete a failure. Another time and under apparently
precisely similar circumstances you may be equally successful.
The use of a little smoke, and sprinkling both lots of bees with
syrup scented by the addition of a little peppermint water
would render future success more probable. The queen of a
second swarm not being fertilised would be of little use to an
expert, to you she is of no value whatever. A light colour is

the best for hive covers. If the supers had been furnished with
some pieces of clean comb the bees would have been more likely

to have taken to them. We have no doubt as to the superiority
of Ligurian queens. The best time for driving the bees and
taking the honey from your two common hives would be three
weeks after the issue of the first swarm in each case, as all the
brood from the old queen (with the exception, perhaps, of a few
drones) would then be hatched out, whilst the young queen
would scarcely have commenced egg-laying. If the inhabi-
tants of the two hives do not form a sufficient population, yon
may add a swarm, or perhaps we should rather say, add them
to a swarm, as the best way wonld probably be to drive them at
once from their own hives up into that containing tho swarm.
We always superintend tho formation of combs ourselves by
examining them occasionally whilst in progress, and correcting

irregularities as they arise. We should not at this time at-

tempt to add more bees to the hive which has evinced so de-
cided a disinclination to fraternise with the reinforcement yon
have already offered to it. Smearing tho inside of hives with
honey or syrup of any kind is, we believe, quite unnecessary.
Extra ventilation when necessary may be given to storified

hives by wedging up the supers about the eighth of an inch, as
well as by raising the front of the hive itself a little from its

floor-board. Large windows are great evils in bee-hives from
their tendency to promote the condensation of internal mois-
ture. We believe from a mile to a mile and a half to be about
the limit of the profitable flight of the bee. Workers mature
in about twenty-one days, and a hive containing a swarm of

this season will be left in the autumn almost entirely in the
possession of young bees bred since it was tenanted. There is

but one kind of hive bee indigenous in this country ; any
variation in the size of workers is, therefore, accidental. Drones
generally accompany both second and third swarms.]

SUrERSTITIONS ABOUT BEES.
Some time ago a man brought a second swarm of bees to

my employer's apiary. When about to leave them he tapped
the hive and said, "Bees ! bees ! I have brought you to work
for a new master ; be industrious." I asked him if he thought

the bees could understand him, and he said he always did it

;
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also, that it is the custom when any one of their owner's
family dies to tell them, or else they would die too.

I langhed at his notions, thinking it was an exceptional case,
when next day another man told me much the same tale. I
asked him for a proof of his theory, for although he had told
his bees his father was dead, they all died.
He said that if the bees settled on dead wood it was a sign

of some one in the house dying ; and that it brought bad luck
to sell the bees unless for gold ; but his father sometimes ex-
changed his bees for a small pig.
To Mrs. A , an aged matron, I said, " You have more

sense, I hope, than to think there is anything in telling the
bees if one of your family die ? " " Why, I should expect them
all to die," she replied, " if I did not do so."

_

Another man had two casts, and I recommended for them
liberal feeding. " Oh, he said, a small bit of lump sugar as
large as his finger nail would last them two or three days,"
so he backed his own opinion, and gave them the " small bit."
His bees went to sleep in the winter, and he looked for their
waking again, but to no purpose—they were dead.—M.

P-S-—A super in my employer's apiary, 6 inches in circum-
ference, has brood comb in it this season. I have never seen
Buch a oase before. The hive is a flat-topped straw hive.

FEROCITY OF INDIAN BEES.
The following instance of the ferocity of the large Indian

honey bee, Apis dorsata, is related in a recent number of
"Kind Words :"

—

"Having failed to observe some nests of bee3 in the clump
of shady trees under which our camp was pitched, they were
disturbed by the smoke of a fire our servants had made to
cook by, and at once turned out bv swarms, attacking men and
animals, especially our horses that were picketed in a row
close to our tent. These poor beasts began to kick and plunge
fearfully, so, thinking to give them a chance of escape, I ran
towards them and cut their head and heel-ropes with my large
hunting knife, getting well stung while so doing. But the
horses, being now free, instead of at once running away as we
had hoped they would do, began to fight with each other in the
most fearful manner, being all, no doubt, perfectly maddened
by the stings of the bees (myriads of which were flying about),
they reared, bit, and kicked each other most desperately, till
at last, becoming entangled in the loose ropes by which they
had been tethered, all five horses were rolling on the ground
together, making a terrible noise and dust. The bees now
attacked me so badlyithat I was obliged to leave the horses
and run for it, which I did, followed by a swarm of bees, until

\l I
'"PPecl me up, when they punished me fearfully,

although I had a soldier's great-coat on at the time. One of
our goats passed me crying piteously, with a swarm of bees
about it. This poor goat died then and there from the stints
after going a few yards further. We had next to catch the
horses. These poor animals were much swollen all over their
bodies for these wild bees are very large, and stung far worse
than the common English bee. When one nest is disturbed
the other swarms in the neighbourhood seem to also turn out
to their assistance.

_
" On a very large tree, not far from this spot, we counted

eighteen bees' nests, each about 2 feet long by about 15 inches
broad. Up this tree were the marks of bears' claws distinctly
visible for bears are in the habit, at night, of climbing uPafter the honey, of which they are very fond. The blu-eli-
declared they had seen one, by moonlight, seated along a
branch clawing down these nests with both paws, and greedily
swallowing bees, wax, honey, and all, seeming quite proof
against their stings. It was very usual to find marks of where
bears had climbed trees on which were bees' nests, so this
account seems likely enough to be true.

" The bees had disabled me, robbed me of my sight for a
time, and laid me on my back with fever."

OUR LETTER BOX.
j£rir' imJ"r S0ITy some ot the following answers have beendelayed, having been accidentally misplaced ]
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Native hunters.

Chickens Drooping (if. A. J?.).—Eemove your chickens to fresh
ground, provide them with heaps of dust or road grit, and mix n little
black sulphur with it. Feed them for a short time on stimulating food,
till they get over their troublous time. Growing the crown and tail
feathers are the " children's diseases " of chickens.
White Creve Ccedrs (X Y. Z.).—We have not seen any white Creve

Cceur fowls, nor do we know of any. We therefore consider those yon
name a freak of nature. We are not surprised at it. There seems to be
a tendency in all black animals to throw white produce at times—Spanish
fowls for instance. As we sit writing we can see two hens with as much
white as black in their plumage. The young of the Silver-Grey Rabbits
are born black, yet in almost every litter there is a white one. All
breeders of black poultry know how common these freaks are. Black
Cochins " went out " because no one could obtain a really black cock. A
close examination of any cock of a black breed will almost always result
in the discovery of red, yellow, or white feathers. Iu the case of the
Creve Ccenr this circumstance is not so remarkable, as, although white
feathers are not desirable, they are not disqualifications.

Swollen Crops (Old Subscriber but Younq Poultry Woman).— It is diffi-
cult to give the cause of the " hanging craw." It is common to all breeds
of fowls. We have Spanish, Dorking, Creve Cceur, and Brahma with it.
It is not by any means desirable, but neither does it detract from their
utility. It shows only at this time of year, when the plumage has become
old and scanty. The treatment is to feed sparingly, and to confine the
birds where they can bo kept from all water, except a little, which is
absolutely necessary, three times per day, when they should be allowed
to drink a little, but the water should not bo left within their reach.

Chickens with Drooping Wings and Blind ( W. T.).—Your chickens
have been suffering from that which wo must call the epidemic of the
season. Our chickens have had the same, but it has not been fatal. We
have washed the heads, eyes, and nostrils with vinegar and water, and we
have given camphor internally, and have put it in their water. We have
not lost one in twenty, andmany cases which we thought hopeless, and put
away in what wo term our hopeless ward, have entirely recovered. The
chickens that are visited with this complaint, seem to grow only in the
head, which becomes, or appears to be, too large for the body ; the beak
appears long and sharp, and the eyes large, but after a time they go on
and almost recover the lost ground.

Imparting a Taint (if. 11. B.).—\ Cochin-China cock cannot taint a
Cochin-China hen from his having been with hens of another kind.
Gapes (A. J. P., Si/JcrtsuvM}.—Your chickens seem to have the gapes.

Treat them as directed for that disease in our last week's Number.
Rattling in the Throat or Chickens (Cochin).—If it arises from

excess of mucus, as it probably does, a diet of soft food only, with bread
soaked in ale once daily, and abundance of lettuce leaves, will remove
the annoyance.

Turkey Cock Paralysed (W. H. P..).—The bird must be well and
thoroughly purged. He must be kept clean, and when the evacuations
become natural—that is, white and green, vou mav then resort to stimu-
lants—bread steeped in strong ale, and camphor both iu the food and
water.
Value of Peacocks (J. M. J.).—Peacocks have varied much in value

of late. At present, as they will be moulting, they are worth little—
perhaps about las. each. They will be worth more in the winter. Hen3
are not saleable at present. Chicks ar« too voung to sell at a fortnight
old. When a little older they are table poultry. Write to Baily, 113, Mount
Street, Grosvenor Square. If your Pea Fowls are not of the common sort
they are at any time saleable. Baily will buy them.

I se of the White and Yolk in Fop.ming the Chicken (J. S. I*.).
—Both are essential for the formation of the chick, and the process of
the formation is thus epitomised in '• The Poultry Book," fir.,t edition.
" The yolk is lighter than the albumen, and hence it always floats to that
part of the egg which is uppermost ; and the lightest part of the yolk is
that ..ccupied with the cicatricula. From this circumstance the germ is
always near the warmth of the old birds. To keep the germ from coming
in contact with tho sheU, and to prevent its being bruised, there is, on
each side, a tough, spiral, and highly elastic filament, which is attached,
at one extremity, to the membrane covering the yolk : it then passes
through the white, and is fastened at the other to the membrane of the
albumen. These are called chalazes. These cords allow a layer of albu-
men to lie between the germ and the shell. During incubation, the al-
bumen disappears before the yolk. The reason of this is very interesting.
About four days after incubation has commenced an admixture takes
place between the two. In the hen to the thirteenth day, in aquatic
birds a few days longer, a part of the albumen lies at the bottom of the
shell, in a gelatinous thick state. This is opposite to the chick, and more
or less attached to the yolk. About the fourth day of incubation the
yolk changes colour, becomes paler, and alters in shape. If the contents
of the shell be examined carefully, by being turned out. a white circular
line will be found at the lower part of the yolk. The space within this
circle becomes pale, thin, and undulated, and it is finally ruptured.
Through this opening the white enters, and mixes with the yolk. The
dense albumen spoken of before closes up the opening as a" valve, by
which mgress alone is allowed. This may be best seen about the four-
teenth day. Afterwards the epening gets smaller and smaller, as the al-
bumen decreases, and is finally closed. Around this "penii:',' is arranged
a wreath of blood-vessels."
Sending Blackbirds and Threshes to New Zealand (John Stuart).

—Take the young birds from the nest when they are tolerably feathered,
but not so old but that they will open their mouths to be fed. Make a
paste of ground oats with water, add a little sharps to prevent its being
sticky, also a little cheese mashed up. This food can be made fresh
every day, and will do to rear them on, and to feed them with during the
voyage. A dozen pairs would require a cage 6 feet long bv 3 feet high,
and IS inches wide ; but if the birds were kept very clean and allowed to
wash their feathers, they would do with less room. The perches should
not cross each other, nor overhang. A little fine gravel for them to peck
at occasionally would be useful, as well as a few grocer's currants for the
Blackbirds. Cochin and Brahma eggs if taken a long vovago should be
packed quite fresh in air-tight jars. Wool, I should think", would be the
best packing, as it would resist the changes of temperature, as the egg3
should not be allowed to get too hot nor too cold. The box should be
hung up in a cabin, not put into the hold. We do not know what has
been the result of any trials of hatching after so long a voyage. Perhaps
some correspondent may be able to inform us.—B. P. Brent.
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possessing only the natural tints. The varieties from which the
pollen was taken were all planted out in the trial-ground at

Chiswick last summer, and received the highest awards of the
Floral Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society. Their
names are Circlet, Gaiety, President Lincoln, and Beauty of

Oulton. The last-named is certainly the finest bedding Pelar-

gonium which I have ever raised before the present season,
and I predict for it a long and brilliant future. It is in the
present season in this cold, wet, and smoky climate even more
beautiful than it was at Oulton Park or at Chiswick last year.

Its habit is everything that can be desired ; it is remarkably
free in growth, is very easily kept through the winter months,
and can be propagated very rapidly. As an instance of this I

may state that I only sent six small plants of it to Chiswick
last year, and that there, under the able superintendance of

Mr. Barron, upwards of two hundred fine plants have been
obtained from them.* It can be propagated all through the
winter months if the cuttings are placed in a nice airy tempe-
rature. The ease with which varieties of this section can be
propagated and kept through the winter months gives them
a great advantage over the Tricolor section, of which Mrs.
Pollock is the type. A large bed of Mrs. Pollock in the flower
garden here bears no comparison in point of beauty with
Beauty of Oulton, although both varieties are so distinct in
character that they may be planted side by side with good
effect. I should not venture to say so much in praise of one
of my own production, but that I feel sure that what I have
stated will be borne out by others when they shall have seen
the effect which Beauty of Oulton will produce in this and
future seasons.

There is also another section which will prove an important
addition for the decoration of the flower garden. One of the
best of these varieties—namely, General Longstreet, is of fine

habit, and has bright golden leaves and large compact trusses
of deep scarlet flowers. This is a great improvement on the
well-known Golden Fleece and Cloth of Gold. By crossing
Stella with pollen taken from General Longstreet I have ob-
tained a beautiful golden Stella, with a habit more compact
than Stella, and the truss rather closer to the foliage, which
I consider is an advantage. The only fault I find with Stella

is that the fine trusses of bloom are too high above the
foliage, too much of the flower-stalk being seen between the
flowers and the leaves. The next variety operated on was
Christine

; pollen taken from General Longstreet was used
in this instance, by which means I have obtained a golden
Christine.

_
The plant is of exactly the same habit as the

old Christine, but has beautiful yellow foliage, and rosy
pink flowers, the latter forming a nice contrast with the yellow
leaves.

Pollen from General Longstreet was also used for fertilising

some blooms of the very dwarf and compact bedding Geranium
known as Little David, and the result in the first season was a
plant the very counterpart of that variety in habit and profusion
of bloom. In the following year this was crossed with pollen
taken from Christine, and a beautiful dwarf plant was obtained,
having nice golden foliage and pink flowers the exact colour of

Christine, and borne in great profusion well above the foliage.

The plant does not grow more than from 4 to 6 inches high. Two
great novelties in this section have just unfolded their beauti-
ful petals to my admiring gaze—they are a golden Cybister
and a golden Spread Eagle ; in the former the flowers are of
wonderful substance, and the truss promises to be very large
and compact, whilst the foliage is also very beautiful, having a
dark zone on a yellow ground.

I must here thank Mr. Robson for the valuable suggestions
which he has made, and I shall use every endeavour to supply
the wants which he points out. He is quite right ; there is

certainly a very wide field yet left for the hybridiser, although
Ave appear to have brought the Pelargonium to the highest
state of perfection. I had already contemplated the possibility
of an advance in the Ivy-leaf section, and I cannot perceive
why gold, silver, and tricolor-leaved varieties should not be
-produced in this as well as the Zonale class. With that object
in view I shall at once procure the materials for a start, and
•hope to report a favourable progress next season.

Whilst writing on bedding plants I would direct Mr. Robson's
attention to Viola cornuta. Each season with me its beauty
and usefulness increase, and it is at present magnificent. No

* I have heard from a reliable source that the finest lot of bedding
Geraniums for health and beauty ever seen, have been grown at Chiswick
Ihis spring.

amount of rain or sunshine appears to impair its beauty. If

Mr. Robson does not already possess it he must lose no time
in procuring it.—J. Wills.

DWARF FRUIT TREES and ORCHARD-HOUSES
IN AMERICA.

Dwarf or quince-rooted Pear trees have been propagated
and sold to an immense extent in the United States, but until
we received the instructions of Mr. Rivers's " Miniature Fruit
Garden " the results obtained from such trees were generally
very unsatisfactory. Large pyramids, grown on Quince roots,

in rich soil, without summer pruning, were either barren for

many years, or, if fruitful, soon became sickly. It was literally

growing standard trees, in point of size, on Quince roots. We
now understand that a dwarf tree should be kept in size a
dwarf tree by summer pruning, and should be maintained in
vigour by high culture.

The effect of the Quince root upon a Pear tree is evidently
something like the process of "ringing" upon a branch. It

checks the return flow of sap to the roots by the difference in

the texture of the Quince and Pear wood ; and hence, while it

makes the tops of the trees grow luxuriantly, and produces
larger and finer fruit, it in reality checks root-growth, and
enfeebles the tree. I feel assured that the roots of a dwarf
Pear tree on Quince roots do not grow so freely as the roots of

a Quince tree on its own stock. Hence it is evident that dwarf
bush culture for dwarf Pear trees is far preferable to large
pyramids on Quince roots. Millions upon millions of Quince-
rooted Pear trees have been planted in the United States
within the last fifteen or twenty years ; but very few, so far as
I know, have produced any profitable results, except such as

have subsequently rooted from the Pear stock. Large numbers
of dwarf trees are still in existence, however, which are sup-
posed to be still on Quince roots—trees of very large size, pro-

lific and healthy, and upwards of thirty years old ; but these
are mostly in small private gardens, in rich soil, and well pro-
tected from cold winds and other adverse influences.

The chief points in dwarf Pear culture seem to be to ascer-

tain what Pears will thrive best and produce fruit of the
highest quality on Quince roots in a given soil and locality,

and then to plant closely, and keep the trees down to the
" miniature " bush form and size, cultivate well, thin the fruit,

and seek to obtain fine specimens only. This I understand to

be the Rivers method of dwarf Tear culture, a system which
is very rapidly making its way in America. English editions

of the " Miniature Fruit Garden " have been imported here
for many years, and may be found in the hands of all our
most intelligent cultivators ; and quite recently an American
edition has been published.

I have an orchard containing upwards of 20,000 dwarf Pear
trees, which were formerly pruned on the old ] lyramidal system,

but which I have now brought under the system of bush cul-

ture, by summer pinching and pruning, with the most grati-

fying results. My trees are planted in rows 5 feet apart, and
from 2 J to 5 feet apart in the rows. We cultivate the spaces

in one direction with the plough and horse-hoe, or horse-culti-

vator, and keep the other spaces clean with the hand-hoe.
No grass is permitted to grow in the entire orchard. The
plantation was commenced about eight years ago, and the

larger portion of the trees is just now coming into bearing.

We have but little difficulty in ripening wood or fruit in the

climate of Philadelphia, which is quite as warm in summer as

the south of France. Indeed, we have intensely hot, bright,

dry summers, and suffer more from excess of sunlight than

from want of it. Our atmosphere is also too dry to grow cer-

tain Pears in perfection. Many Pears are attacked with black

spots (fungus), and crack so as to become worthless. Trans-

planting and root-pruning are here hazardous operations, while

mulching is exceedingly useful. We are much troubled with

the quince-borer (Saperda bivittata), with the bark louse or

scale (Coccus), and with the cureulio or plum weevil, which last

insect punctures and disfigures the Pears very much, but does

not cause them to drop. The borer and the cureulio, I believe,

you do not have in England. The summer pear blight or fire

blight (not the American blight), which prevails to a fearful

extent in the more northern parts of the United States, is not

so prevalent here, though cases do now and then occur. The
root blight in dwarf trees, I think arises from want of proper

or healthful root-growth. A great many Pear treeB never make
a healthy union with the Quince.
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Orchard-houses havo been erected very extensively upon tho

Rivers plan in tho middle and northorn States of America

;

bnt tho results havo not been very satisfactory in a majority

of instances—not because this method of cultivating fruit will

not succeed here, but because it is not so much required by
the exigencies of our climate, and because fruit is so abundant
and cheap, and the orchard-house is too expensive for us.

Only a heated or forced orchard-house is of any value so far as

the sale of fruit is concerned. In a cold or unheated house, the

trees aro apt to bo over-stimulated by the hot bright sunshine

in February and March, and chilled and frosted in April. Be-

sides, we cannot ripen Peaches and Nectarines in our orchard-

houses until very late, unless we remove the pots into tho open
air as soon as tho fruit begins to colour. We lose time and
flavour by keeping the pots in tho house till the fruit is fully

ripened.

The orchard-houso is highly useful as an appendage to a

gentleman's garden to grow Plums, Nectarines, and Apricots,

which can only bo had with certainty and in perfection under

the protection of glass, on account of tho ravages of tho cur-

culio (or plum beetle), which out of doors ruins all these

fruits. Even Peaches do not escape injury from this cause,

and Cherries are here totally destroyed by this insect. Very
free ventilation is not quite so much required in orchard-houses

here as in England, as our atmosphere is usually so very dry; on
the contrary, wet paths and evaporating-troughs to maintain

a high degree of moisture are more needed.

The cordon plan of pruning on single stems, and on the

branches of bush trees, is beginning to be practised in the

United States, and is gaining favour very rapidly. It is a

curious fact that the plan of making cordons by summer pinch-

ing was invented in the United States by Captain Austin, of

Boston, and put into actual practice on a large scale sixteen

or eighteen years ago. The trees were grown with rive or six

cordon branches rising from the main stem, the central shoot

or leader being cut out at a distance of 3 or 4 feet from the

ground. Captain Austin called his method the wine-glass

pattern. He now has trees fully and precisely grown upon
the cordon plan sixteen or eighteen years old ; indeed, I think
they have been fruiting for nearly that length of time. He
certainly commenced the system long before anything had
been published on the subject in France, and an account of it

appeared in " Hovey's Magazine " at Boston as an original dis-

covery several years ago.

The curate's vinery, or ground vinery, is now much talked

about, and I have introduced half a dozen of them into my
garden on trial this season. We are apprehensive that they
will not answer without much modification in management, on
account of our intensely hot snnshino in summer.
Thus it will be perceived that we are under many obligations

to the author of the " Miniature Fruit Garden " and the
" Orchard-House " for useful hints on fruit-culture, which are

now being applied on a large scale, and soon will be univer-
sally, I think, in America. Large orchards and fruit-houses

are now managed on the Rivers plans ; the Rivers books are

being republished in America ; and hundreds of cultivators,

I am sure, like myself, watch with eagerness for the genial and
instructive articles from the Rivers pen in The Journal op
Horticulture, which is taken by many of the leading culti-

vators in America, and by all tho principal horticultural so-

cieties in the United States.—J. S. Houghton, Philadelphia,
U.S., America.

LORD CLYDE STRAWBERRY.
In M. Van Houtte's catalogue. No. 108, page 97, the above

Strawberry, as raised by Mr. Dean, of Shipley, was recom-
mended upon the authority of Mr. Radclyffe as being " the
most valuable Strawberry ever known," uniting three eminent
qualities—" exquisite flavour, large-sized fruit, and exceedingly
prolific." I am sorry to find that this kind is nothing else

than the old Chinese Strawberry, in France commonly called

Ananas, or Ananas de la Halle, a sort long ago rejected as not
worthy of cultivation, producing a prodigious number of leaves,

and runners in any quantity, but scarcely any fruit. I pro-
cured plants from parties who had them from M. Van Houtte,
as well as from Mr. Dean, and they both turned out alike.

I think the horticultural world has never witnessed a greater
mystification.

—

Ferdinand Gloede, Lr^ Sabltms, s, ine et Marne.

[What Mr. Radclyffe said of the Strawberry is contained
in this paragraph of our Journal, published July 5th, 1865 :

—

" As regards Lord Clyde, I had only two plants of it, and being
under a hot south wall, tho blooms happened to come out
early, and were destroyed by a very severe frost. I was amused
at M. Van Houtto's very Mattering notice of me in his catalogue.

He says of me, ' Ho is the most experienced and best judge of

Strawberries in England.' 'He is tho most caustic and pic-

turesque writer, sparing no one ; neither in prose nor in verse.'
' Till this great judgo says, " To bo or not to be," raisers are
in a state of the greatest anxiety.' I can only say that ' from
the sublime to the ridiculous thero is but a step.' What I

said of Lord Clydo and John Powell was this :—
' They were

the best novelties here, and were rich and good.' " We happen
to know that Mr. Radclyffe did not find Lord Clyde answer,
but that he still cultivates John Powell."!

VARIEGATED GERANIUMS.
Mr. J. Wills, of Huntroyde, sent a paper on the raising of

variegated Geraniums to the Botanical Congress. In that
paper he maintains chance impregnation as being the cause of

sports in seedling Geraniums, but this theory is so opposed
to my own experience that I wish to call attention to the
subject. Any fact in connection with tho hybridisation of

plants is so interesting, that I hope those who observe such
will report them.

If I understand Mr. Wills's paper, ho intends to say, that if

two variegated Geraniums—say Mrs. Pollock and Sunset, to

name two well-known varieties—be crossed and all other pollen

excluded, the result will be seedlings variegated and halfway
between the two parents, but that if other pollen have access

to the flowers tho result will be some green, and some partly

green and partly variegated ; also, that if extraordinary pre-

cautions be not taken the latter result is inevitable, the air

being charged with pollen ; and lastly, that however performed
and whatever precautions may have been taken, the result is

not satisfactory if much electricity happens to be in the at-

mosphere at the time. What a convenient thing electricity is !

Too much or too little will account for anything. Do your
crops fail ? aro they unexpectedly good ? are they diseased ?

do your seedlings sport ? do your single flowers produce double
flowers ? or your double flowers turn single ?—the ca use is

too much or too little electricity in the atmosphere.
Well, I shall not attempt to disprove the theory that the

strange chemical change, if it be chemical, which has turned
our dark bronze Zonale Geraniums into pink, crimson, and
scarlet, is dependant, or not dependant, on a deficiency of

electricity, but proceed to examine the pollen question.

According to Mr. Wills the air of a house in which Gera-
niums are growing is so impregnated with pollen that he uses

the expression—" I am sure the house was very much charged
with pollen." How was he sure ? Could he see it, or smell

it ? How did he appreciate its presence ? If tho air of a

house in which Geraniums are growing be so loaded with dif-

fused pollen, almost every bloom in the house ought to pro-

duce seed. Is this the case? The old Rose Christine, Ren-
datler, and many others will seed anywhere, but as they seed

freely when grown alone it is manifest they are self-impregnated.

I have in one of my houses two shelves at the south end,

each holding about twenty plants of the best variegated Gera-
niums. One lot has been carefully fertilised every morning,
and every plant is full of seed ; the others have been left un-

touched, and though the kinds are the same as those seeding

freely, there is not one pod of seed formed on the twenty

plants. Diffused pollen has not been very active in my case.

Having had one house 100 feet long and 21 feet wide full of

seedling Geraniums this year, besides some hundreds more
which it would not hold, I have had some experience, you will

say, in this matter, but I have failed to reduce to a certainty

the breeding of fancy varieties, though very well satisfied with

the result.

It appears to me that after crossing to the best of your judg-

ment your chances are in proportion to the number proved,

whether new fruit or flowers be your object. Of course, the

raiser of a dozen seedlings may obtain a better variety than he
who grows thousands ; but victory generally follows the strong

battalions.

When Mrs. Pollock was first sent out I crossed it with

Woodwardiana, the produce were all green Zonales ; one of

them with bright orange scarlet flowers I called after a neigh-

bour, William Underwood, and sold at 18s. per dozen. Though
this was raised three years ago, and one of about a dozen seed-
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lings it is superior to every kind now flowering here, and I have
such a number of varieties that they are quite bewildering. In
breeding for tricoloured foliage, I find that some seedlings
come up quite white and die, some are variegated from the
first, and some which are quite green for six months become
variegated afterwards, whilst a large proportion are perma-
nently green.—J. R. Peaeson, Chihuell.

WELLLNGTONIA GIGANTEA PLANTING.
The Wellingtonia is a tree that will mark an era in the

history of our planting and woodlands. Mr. Robson, with his
usual practical attention and discernment, has drawn attention
(see page 467), to the planting of this tree, and other matters
which deserve the'attention of the planter. Mr. Robson has
left little for me to say, further than to confirm what he has
so well stated regarding the risk of transplanting large Welling-
tonias.

Seeing that a few years will bring the smallest healthy plant
of this mammoth tree to a size to gratify the eye, and give new
effect to the landscape, it is little to be regretted that large
plants do not remove successfully. About four years ago I assisted
a gentleman in laying out a piece of pleasure ground, in which
Welliugtonias were to be a feature. Contrary to my advice
large plants were purchased ; at least one-third of the plants
died, and last autumn the best of the survivors had not made
more than 2 feet of new growth.

In June, 18C3, four seedling Welliugtonias were planted at
Woodstock Park (Ireland) ; their height at the time of planting
ranged from 10 to 16 inches, and they had an abundance of
roots, having been transferred from the seed-pot to turf sods on
an open border, and twice transplanted. On the 0th of July,
1866, the respective heights of the four trees were as follows

:

—No. 1, 10 feet 2 inches ; No. 2, 9 feet 3 inches ; No. 3, 10 feet
11 inches

; No. 4, 8 feet 3 inches. The average spread of the
branches was 7 feet, and the circumference of the stem of the
best tree at 6 inches from the ground, was 1 foot 7 inches.
The trees referred to are growing on a stiff clay slate, which

was dug out of a cut from 6 to 10 feet below the surface level,
and carted to where the trees grow, in order to widen the
ground to correspond with an avenue line. This I state with
the object of showing that the Wellingtonia will thrive on the
worst of tree soil if allowed depth.

The Wellingtonia, like its rival in style of growth, the Cryp-
tomeria japonica, will only be a scrub on dry ground. The
tissues of the Wellingtonia, as may readily be inferred from its
nature, are immensely large, and it rapidly forms gigantic
roots. Some of the best roots of the best tree here, which
was killed by fungus two years ago, were upwards of 6 inches
in diameter. Such tissues and roots are important considera-
tions in transplanting young trees, much more those of large
size.

I have frequently observed that, when the Wellingtonia was
in the height of its growth, a few cold days would cause the
young shoots to shrink, and in a short time afterwards they
appeared as if blighted.

—

Chas. McDonald.

SYNONYMES OF FRUITS.
Youe correspondent " Feuit Geowee" should buy that ex-

cellent work " Hogg's Fruit Manual." The author could not
well recommend it. Its usefulness, however, should be made
known. The descriptions of various fruits are truthful, so far
as I know anything about them. One great use of the book is
the statement of the various synonymes under which the same
fruit tree has been sold.

Grosse Mignonne Peach : the synonymes of this are Avant,
Early Purple Avant, Early Vineyard, Forster's Early, French
Mignonne, Grimwood's Royal George, Johnson's Early Purple
Avant, Neil's Early Purple, Pauley's Early Purple, Ronald's
Galande, Royal Kensington, Royal Sovereign, Smooth-leaved
Royal George, Superb Royal, Grosse Mignonne Veloutee, Grosse
Mignonne Ordinaire, Hative de Ferrieres, Mignonne Veloutee.
Royal George Peach : this has seven synonymes. Bellegarde,

which is the same as the French Galande (the Violette Hative
being the same as the English Galande), has five synonymes.
I beg to make a remark here. We began with " Grosse," and
this excellent and most laborious book will show you the
"gross" frauds to which you will be subject without such a
guide.

Neotariues : the Early Newington has five synonymes,
Elruge has five synonymes, Violette Hative has nine syno-
nymes. The last two are two of the best Nectarines. There
are many other Peaches and Nectarines which have synonymes.
It is not necessary to go through an elaborate work of -114
pages, written on kinds of fruit by such an acknowledged au-
thority, but I can conscientiously recommend it, and advise all
who wish good fruit-information, and who do not wish to be
imposed upon, at once to procure it.—W. F. Radclyjte, Oke-
ford Fitzpaine.

ROSE CULTUPvE.
Although strictly an amateur, and having my time much

occupied, I venture to express my surprise that Mr. Abbey
should speak of " the Dog Rose or Briar " in a way that will
lead a novice to think all Briars are alike, and that one experi-
ment with one sort, or with any one variety of Rose worked
upon it in a given soil, is conclusive.

Of course there are good and bad—that is, weak and strong,
or clean and scrubby Briars, but there are more than this

:

there are varieties of Briars, some much more thorny than
others, and I think some discrimination can be used in select-

ing suitable stocks for Roses of peculiar habit or character.
An amateur can choose his stocks for grafting or budding one
by one, and if the nurseryman cannot do this he could sort
them into distinct parcels and plant them in distinct " pieces,"
and then use them with discrimination. The colour of the
bark will show a red stock from a white stock ; and, again, the
thorns more or less thickly crowding the stem will enable the
grafter to judge which to take for very thorny Roses, such as
Madame Domage.

I grow all varieties, except Tea-scented China, with success
on the Dog Rose in light soil not very favourable to Roses—at
least I have good plants ranging in age from ten to fourteen
years. Suckers will destroy them speedily if not removed ; and
for this reason, and for another potent reason in light soil,

keeping them at home, with the ground necessarily much en-
riched—the plants must be lifted, and wisely root-pruned as
well as head-pruned annually or biennially with a bold hand ;

and if any amateur on light soil lose heart at enjoying only
partial success by adopting this treatment, I confidently say,
Persevere. This custom of lifting will generally retard the date
of blooming, as pruning the heads cannot be done until the
head shows healthy signs of life. To this there may be one
exception, and that is Noisettes; they may be "fixtures" if

root-pruned and refreshed with turfy loam and well-rotted dung
every.year. If the plan above recommended is faithfully followed
on open soil in open situations, there can be no possible question
of success, but in proportion to the neglect of it so will be the
proportion of failure.

As to the Manetti stock it is my firm belief that its value is

for the nurseryman, and not for the amateur ; not only ama-
teurs themselves, but their gardeners—seventy-five per cent of

them—will allow the Manetti thief to rob the Rose, the suckers
so artfully intertwine themselves with the foliage and shoots of

the graft.

On their own roots many valuable sorts both Hybrid Per-
petuals, Bourbons, and Teas, will thrive, and will not thrive in
any other way ; and these are what are called " weak," "dwarf,"
and " robust." For Hybrid Perpetuals I will instance Cardinal
Patrizzi ; for Bourbon (an old and good Rose), Julie de Fon-
tenelle ; and for Tea, Louise de Savoie—but, with me, while
these will do well, General Washington (H.P.) is inferior on
its own roots, and my belief is that many sorts of strong-grow-
ing Hybrid Perpetuals and Bourbons, when established on their

own roots, rapidly degenerate in quality and character—that is

to say, in size and perfection of form. It is the former treat-

ment on the Briar which affords the best opportunity of pre-
serving the merits of every esteemed Rose. Without the curb,

combined with good living, the best of us are sure to run to

waste.

—

Chakles Ellis.

FIFTY CUT ROSES.
I daeesay the framers of the Jersey schedule meant trusses

with buds and numbers of expanded Roses ; still, they did not

so word it. Perhaps the following would put an end to mis-

apprehension in future :
—" Fifty trusses, with buds or any

number of expanded Roses. A single bloom to count for a
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trass." I am not aware of being hard on tho Jersey rosarians
;

but if what I Bald has given that impression, I beg to apolo-

gise—W. E. Radciatfe.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
July 17th.

Flouai. T'immittki:.—Mr. Bull exhibited a very fine collection of

plants, including Ferns, Palms, fco. A first-class certificate was

awarded to bim for Latania rubra, a fine Palm, and ouo of the second

class for EohevBria atropurpurea. This plant will bo found useful to

contrast with other species of Eehevcria used for margins to flower-

beds. Among the collection was a variegated Athyrium—Goriugiauuin

pictnni, but the plant was too young to show its true character or

beauty as a variegated Fern. This Fern was exhibited iu great

beauty by Mr. Standish, Royal Nursoi-ies, Ascot, at tbe International

Horticultural Exhibition. Tho plants exhibited this day were evi-

dently seedlings. From Mr. Bull came also small plants of Pandanus
Porteauus, which it was requested should bo sent again, Cinchona

nobilis, Philodendron bipinnatifiduui, Cycas plumosa, & very singular

plant, aud Auiorphophallus grandis ; but some doubts were raised as

to tbe identity of this species with A. nivosus, a doubt which is to bo

Settled at tin; next meeting. A special certificate was awarded to Mr.
Bull for this interesting collection.

Messrs. Veitch exhibited some fine specimens of many beautiful

plants, aud among tbem Rhododendrons Princess Royal and Princess

Alice, the white Lapageria, and a new Anthurium called regale ; but

the plants being too young for any decision to be arrived at as to their

merits, it was requested that they should be sent again. Messrs.

Veitch also exhibited Cattleya quadricolor, a pale variety of C. Mosaiaa

;

Nepenthes ampullacea vittata major, a very curious form of this in-

teresting family ; Oucidium barbatum ; Pandanus Linmei, Disa gran-

diilora, and several other interesting plants. First-class certificates

were awarded to the same firm for a handsome-foliaged plant, Aphe-
landra species ; Polvstichum sp., a very handsome greenhouse plant,

and nearly hardy ; Loniaria-Lechlerii from Chili ; Nierembergia rivu-

laris, a beautiful white- flowering plant, much larger than the usual

form of Nierembergia, half-hardv, and which, treated as a bedding-out

plant, will be found very useful. Second-class certificates were

awarded for Maranta sp., and Pteridophyllum zeylanicum, an elegant

ornamental-foliaged plant.

Mr. Wm. Paul sent four seedling Zonale Nosegay Pelargoniums—viz.,

Dr. Hogg, Scarlet Dwarf, Walthani Scarlet, and Lilaeinum, but not ap-

parently in a condition for being satisfactorily adjudicated upon. There
are so many good Nosegays, and so much alike, that it requires some-
thing quite new in colour to surpass them, or in many cases to equal them.
The large bold truss of Stella and La Grande, or the King of the Nosegays,
must be the models of perfection in this class of flowers. Plants pro-

ducing thin and lax trusses, however bright in colour, are not desirable

or useful for bedding-purposes, for which alone Nosegays can be used.

Mi-. F. Grill, Blandford, sent seven seedling Verbenas, not one of them
sufficiently distinct from those in cultivation ; and Mr. Booth, a cut

specimen of Philadelphus Stewarti, a late -flowering Syringa. Mr.
Sherratt, gardener to James Bateman, Esq., had a first-class certificate

for a cnt spike of Grammatophyllum Ellisii, of which mention will be
found further on. Mr. John Maun, Brentwood, sent a collection of

thirty-two seedling Zonale, Nosegay, aud other Pelargoniums. Two
were selected by the Committee as promising varieties to be seen

again. They were Guardsman, a bright orange scarlet Nosegay, and
Dwarf Queen of Whites, a very pure white. Mr. Trotman also exhi-

bited a seedling Nosegay Pelargonium called Fire King ; and Mr.
George Macintosh, Hammersmith, seedling Nosegay Pelargonium
Lady Palmerston ; likewise dwarf compact plants of Pyrethruin par-

thenium, the result of severe cultivation.

Messrs. Osborn, Fulham, were awarded a special certificate for six

small bnt beautiful specimens of Heaths ; and Messrs. Leo, Hammer-
smith, contributed Amaranthus elegantissimus, very similar to Ama-
ranthus bicolor. Mr. Green, gardener to W. Wilson Saunders, Esq.,

received a special certificate for au interesting group of plants, and
some cut specimens of Orchids were sent from E. Wright, Esq., of

Birmingham. C. J. Perry, Esq., of the same place, exhibited five

seedling Verbenas, of which Henry Law received a second-class certi-

ficate : it is of a deep cherry colour with a dark centre. A special

certificate was also awarded Mr. Perry for his beautiful collection of

cut Verbenas. Messrs. E. G. Henderson, Wellington Road, received

a first-class certificate for a novel Pelargonium called Grande odo-
ratum. This award was made from the probability tbat the plant
will prove the parent of a new section of Pelargoniums, having high-

coloured and well-formed flowers, with scented foliage ; the leaves
in form resemble those of the Oak-leaved and Fair Helen section,

and have their peculiar and agreeable scent. The plants produced
large trusses of tolerably well-shaped flowers, capable of much im-
provement. This property has long been desired, and was parti-

cularly alluded to by W. Wilson Sauuders in bis interesting lecture

given last year on the Pelargonium and Cape Geraniums. Messrs.
Henderson also exhibited Lady Cullum, one of the tricoloured sec-

tion of Zoaales, perhaps the best yet sent out by that firm, and which
received a first-class certificate in 1864 ; a specimen of the double

Pelargonium Gloiro do Nancy, alluded to in a recent report ; and
Desfontainea spinosa, a beautiful greenhouse shrub. A collection of

variegated Zonale Pelargoniums was went from the Chi wide gardens,

and a nice little collection of Palms from South Kensington, as well

as a collection of Orchids, anion;; which were Grobya Ainherstio?,

rather rare, and a Stanhopes . M> its. Veitch exhibited cot -.pi-cimens

of that beautiful and showy hardy climber Mutisia decnrrens, and its

bright Btarry.orange flowers were much admired. This plant is very

ornamental for covering a wall, making shoots rapidly, aud displaying

an abundance of its superb flowers.

1' i:rn Committee.—Mr. Tillery, gardener to the Duke of Port-

land, Welbeck, sent a small collection of fruit consisting of large and
finely- ripened Bellegardr Peaches, I'liu:" Nectarines, Bigarreau Na-
poleon Cherries, aud Sir Charles Napier and Empn si I lugt aie straw-

berries. From Messrs. Backhouse, York, came a seedling Strawberry

with small, acid, dark-crimson berries ; and from the Society's garden

at Chiswick eighteen sorts of Lancashire Gooseberries. Mr. Gill,

Dorset Nursery, Blandford, exhibited a variegated Cabbage, which no
one, we should imagine, would prefer to a green-leaved one either for

appearance on the ground or at table ; and Messrs. Stuart & Mein, of

Kelso, pods of Raphanus caudatus, or Long-podded Radish.

Fortnightly Meeting.—W. W. Saunders, Esq., F.R.S., in tho

chair. The Chairman said that before proceeding with the regular

business of the meeting, the pleasing duty devolved upon him of pre-

senting Mi-. Bull, of Chelsea, with a gold medal of the value of £25,
called the Prince Consort's medal, which was instituted as a reward to

the person gaining the greatest number of marks at tho Saturday

Shows. Although several competitors had obtained a large number of

marks, Mr. Bull was tho winner by a very considerable majority ; the

Society was also indebted to him for his numerous contributions or*

new plants at the Tuesday Meetings.

Mr. Bull said "My duty to-day is one of the most agreeable and
pleasing character. It is to return thanks for the presentation of this

extremely handsome medal, a medal that I shall pri2e more than any
award I have ever received, aud for the reason that it has been pre-

sented to me somewhat publicly by the Council of the Royal Horticul-

tural Society, a Society that has done more to benefit horticulture, done
more to increase a taste aud love for it, and extend a knowledge of it,

than any other agency extant. It is now many years ago that the

Society instituted flower shows at Chiswick, and it is not too much to

say that those shows first gave thousands the knowledge, not only of

different classes of plants, but of tho perfection and beauty to which

they could be brought. That naturally increased and extended the

taste and love for flowers and plants, but tbe Society did not stop there

—it sent its collectors abroad to ransack forest and jungle, mountain

and vale, to search for novelties and find floral treasures wherewith to

gratify the taste it had created. In addition to that, the Society dis-

tributed a Journal among tho Fellows, which gave practical informa-

tion on most subjects relating to horticulture. These things are of

the past, but what of the present ? Why ! the Society is still leading

and creating a taste for horticulture. Chiswick shows were good, so

they have been copied, until we have large flower shows too frequently,

for they are nearly all thrust into two months of the year, until their

number, frequency, and similarity have become almost satiating. The
Horticultural Society seeing this, has re-organised its Tuesday Shows
and Scientific Meetings. These meetings, as most of you know, are

not new ; the Society formerly held them under the guidance of that

eminent botanist, Dr. Lindley, whose portrait hangs above me ; in the

interest of horticulture the Council have thought it best to revive them,

and now they are attaining an importance, and are watched with an
interest, that must be beneficial both to horticulture and the Society.

These Tuesday Shows extend throughout the year, and by and through

them, fruit and flowers for every season will be brought before the

Fellows and the public, and hence the culture of fruit and flowers will

be encouraged and horticulture benefited accordingly. Looking at all

these things, I cannot as a horticulturist be otherwise than pleased at

receiving this handsome medal from the Society. But there is another

reason why I shall be proud of this medal, and that is, that the Society

has associated with it the name of one of whom all England is proud,

one who was always associated with art and science, who was himself

not only fond of horticulture, but was also President of this Society, as

indeed he was connected with everything that tended to the progress

or benefit of mankind; aud horticulture has a powerful tendency to

that benefit, for it affords an innocent, instructive, and enjoyable

occupation to those who have leisure time, a health-giving relaxation

to those whose energies are taxed to the utmost in this age of severe;

competition ; and it exercises an elevating, humanising influence for

good on the artisan and mechanic. Associated, then, with the name of

that great and good man, the Prince Consort, this medal to me will

be a charming souvenir of his memory.
'

The Rev. Joshua Dix having read the awards of the Floral Com-
mittee, remarked that the bedding plants at Chiswick are now in great

beauty, especially the Scarlet Pelargoniums, in addition to which there

is a fine collection of ornamental-foliagcd plaAts.

Dr. Hogg said that the Fruit Committee had made no awards, in

fact tbe only subject of any novelty was a Strawberry from Messrs.

Backhouse, a hybrid between the Elton and Fragaria lucida, and that

was of moTe interest in horticulture than to connoisseurs, because it

might serve as the basis of future hybridisation. There was a small
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collection of fruit from Mr. Tillery, comprising fine Peaches and
Nectarines, and Bigarreau Napoleon Cherry, a variety which, from
its very large size, its handsome appearance, and its excellent flavour,

is one of the most desirable and useful of Cherries. He would supple-
ment the observations made by Mr. Dix respecting the garden at

Chiswick by stating, that in addition to the bedding and fine-foliaged

plants there is there an extensive collection of Strawberries and Goose-
berries, fruit of which might be tasted by Fellows on application to

Mr. Barron, and among other subjects which might be named the
Vines in the large conservatory and pits are just now of great interest.

The Rev. M. J. Berkeley said, that before proceeding to review the
subjects exhibited on the present occasion, he had to state that the

Nierembergia sent by Messrs. Veitch to the last meeting had on ex-

amination proved to be entirely new, and accordingly it had been named
N. Veitchii. On the same occasion he had regretted that N. rivnlaris

was not before the meeting, for although it had been figured in Miers'
Illustrations of South American Plants, it was new to gardens.
He might, however, mention, that it possesses this peculiarity, that at

«yery node there are one or two glandular spots which throw out
roots, so that the plant may in this way be increased indefinitely.

Acalypha tricolor, shown at the last meeting, and supposed by Messrs.
Veitch to bo a native of the New Hebrides, appeared to be a variety
of the Indian Caturus hispida of Linnams. The next plant referred
to was Cassia floribunda, and Mr. Berkeley regretted its not being
before the meeting, for it did not appear to be sufficiently known in
this country

; but at Paris, where it goes by a variety of names, it is

a favourite bedding plant. It is a native of Mexico, whence it was
introduced into this country in 1M18, and requires to be kept in a stove
in winter. Mr. Berkeley then remarked that there were two plants
exhibited under what were evidently wrong names ; one was called
a Dioscorea, though it was utterly impossible that it could belong to
that genus, and the other a Pter'idophyllum, though it was certainly
not a Fninariaceous plant. The pretty orange fruit of Momordica
charantia then came under notice, as well as the use made of
M. balsaniina in curing wounds. For this purpose the fruit is cnt
open before it is ripe, put into oil, and exposed to the smi until the oil

becomes red. when the latter may be applied to the wound which it

is desired to heal. Of Athyrium Goringianum pictum, from Mr. Bull,
it was remarked that though small in its present state the fronds
would attain a much greater length, and that the variegation would
then be more marked. An jEehmea, from Belize, exhibited by Mr.
Wilson Saunders, was then compared with JLchmea Mertensii, figured
some years ago in the " Botanical Magazine," and to which it was
stated to bear considerable resemblance, but to differ in the flowers,
being yellow instead of red, and not so closely set in the spike. Mr.
Berkeley, in concluding his remarks, observed that the Pelargoniums
at Chiswick were grown in small beds side by side so as to afford great
facilities for comparison, and though the relative merits of the varie-
ties had been marked by the Floral Committee, people conld judge
for themselves.

The Chairman here observed with respect to Pelargoniums, that he
wished to call attention to those with sweet-scented leaves. He had
cultivated Pelargoniums for many years, and had always been grieved
to see that every effort had been directed towards obtaining fine
flowers, but in securing this object the scent of the leaves had been
in a great measure lost. He yet hoped, however, to see fine flowers
combined with sweet-scented foliage and good habit.

Mr. Bateman apologised for the absence of Mr. W. Wentworth
Buller who was to have made some remarks on Orchid cnlture and
double-glazing, but unfortunately he had been called to the country.
Before saying anything about the Orchids, he (Mr. Bateman)
wished to direct attention to a plant of climbing habit with most bril-
liant-coloured flowers, Mutisia decurrens, introduced some years
ago by Messrs. Veitch, from the Chilian Andes, through their collector,
Mr. Pearce, and figured in the " Botanical Magazine " in 1861. It
was there stated to have stood the severe winter of 18C0-61 unharmed
in the open air at Exeter, but he was happy to be able to inform the
meeting that when he left his garden in Cheshire, than which a worse
climate could hardly be found, it was in flower on a wall where it had
never received any protection whatever. The brilliant orange flowers
glittered like gas) jets, and he considered it the most beautiful haidy
plant introduced for several years. Passing on now to the Orchids,
Mr. Anderson, of Meadow Bank, Glasgow, had sent one or two
Orchids, and amongst them Cattleya citrina, remarkable for two things,
the length of its vernacular name, the other its habit of growing in a
downward instead of an upward direction. Another flower sent by
Mr. Anderson was Anguloa eburnea, a plant with singularly formed
white flowers, which, he might mention, had attracted the attention of
the Princess Alexandra last year more than any other Orchid. The
next plant which he would notice was Grobya Amherstia1

, which was
figured in the " Botanical Magazine" in 1835, and had now, after an
interval of thirty years, produced its sombre-coloured flowers. He
now came to a plant with a very long name, Grammatophyllum
Ellisii. Its generic appellation was given in consequence of the
leaves appearing to bear certain characters or letters, and old Runi-
phius even went so far as to name certain of these. Some of them
were said to resemble Hebrew characters, others Samaritan, and
others again to be more nearly approaching the Roman letters. The
specific name was that of its discoverer, the Rev. William Ellis, whose
work on Madagascar and his missionary labours in that island

were well known. The plant was figured in the " Botanical Maga-
zine " in 1859, but there was every reason to believe that it had sub-
sequently been lost till a year or two ago, when fresh specimens came
into the hands of Messrs. Veitch. One of these Mr. Bateman said

he had secured ; it grew vigorously, and about three weeks ago
showed flower, but he was sorry he could not bring the plant to Lon-
don with him, and he had, therefore, to content himself with cutting

off the spike and placing it on a young specimen which Messrs. Veitch

had kindly lent him for the purpose. After remarking that though
Madagascar is so near to Africa its flora, at least as far as Orchids are

concerned, is very distinct from that of the mainland, Mr. Bateman
drew attention to that splendid terrestrial Orchid, Disa grandiflora,

which Mr. Leach, of Clapham, was the first to flower, and has con-

tinued to be most successful in cultivating. Having thus touched at

the Cape, Mr. Batemau said he next came to central Africa, a part of

the world which had always been fruitful in monsters, and, holding

up an Angrscum, he observed that though M. Du Chaillu had no
found that, he was fortunate enough to import another, which had been

figured and described in the " Botanical Magazine " of this month
under the name of Angraecum Chailluanum. Mr. Bateman then in-

troduced M. Dn Chaillu to the meeting, and invited him to offer some
remarks on African Orchids.

M. Du Chailln said that he felt some diffidence in speaking of

Orchids, not having made botany his study, although he had been a
collector of objects of natural history of every description, and
among them large numbers of plants. Unfortunately, however, on
his return from his last expedition he had lost on the voyage most of

those which he had collected. Orchids, he said, are chiefly found in

equatorial Africa near the coast, and become more scarce in the

interior. There they chiefly exist on hardwooded trees growing on
the banks of streams, and in the dry season, which lasts for three

months, they are shrivelled up ; but when the rains, which last for

nine months, set in, they grow luxuriantly and flower profusely, scent-

ing the air with a delightful fragrance. The species are few in num-
ber, but when they do occur they grow in large masses and have a
striking effect. Many of the Ferns in the same region are also very

beautiful.

The Rev. Mr. Ellis having been called upon to make some obser-

vations on the flora of Madagascar, said that whilst in that island it

was his custom to send out natives to collect plants in those parts of

the interior which he could not visit himself. He then described the

zones into which the vegetation of Madagascar is distributed, and the

locality in which he found the Grammatophyllum named after him.

It was growing in the fork of a large tree by the bank of a river, and
had an amazing quantity of short, white, fleshy roots ; and he had
always found that it succeeded best when afforded plenty of water and

air. With regard to other Orchids, he did not think that collectors

would find any superior to Angrrecum sesquipedale, which occurred

in the lowest and hottest districts, selecting for its habitation trees on
the borders of the forest, and growing on the driest parts of the branches

and trunks, and where it would not be much shaded by foliage, thus

indicating that it requires plenty of air and light. Mr. Ellis then

adverted to a charming Ana:ctochil, with lilac flowers and green and

silvery-marked foliage, and stated that many very beautiful Ferns also

exist in Madagascar, some of which would no doubt prove valuable

acquisitions.

On the motion of the Chairman a vote of thanks was unanimously

accorded to M. Du Chaillu and Mr. Ellis.

The meeting was so numerously attended that it was only with diffi-

culty that the Council-room served to contain the audience. Several

new members were elected, and one Society, the Keevil District Floral

and Horticultural Society, was admitted into union.

Weekly Show, July 21sf.— In the class for six Hollyhocks in

spikes, Mr. W. Chater, of Saffron Walden, showed some excellent

specimens,, which received the first prize, and the same gentleman took

first prize in the class for twenty-four cut blooms. In the class for the

best collection of vegetables there was a keen competition, which resulted

in Mr. Hill, Angel Row, Highgate, being first. Mr. B. Porter, gar-

dener to Hon. A. F. Ashley, Copt Hall, Essex, second; and Mr.

Young, gardener to R. Barclay, Esq., Highgate, third. For the best

six Liliums. Mr. Cutbush received a second prize, there being no com-

petition. In the miscellaneous class Messrs. Cutbush received a se-

cond-class certificate for a cut bloom of Phlox, and extra prizes for six

miscellaneous plants and six Heaths.

BLOOMSBURY FLOWER SHOW,
The annual Exhibition of window plants belonging to the working

classes of the parish of St. George, Bloomsbury, was held on Tuesday

last, the 17th inst., in the gardens behind the Foundling Hospital,

and was very well attended.

The competitors were as usual divided into several classes, children,

servants, and adults severally competing among themselves. There

was no marked improvement over former years ; nor should we expect

to find it, as the exhibitors have not much chance of adding to then-

stock of either gardening knowledge or appliances. With two excep-

tions the classes were well filled, ami the competition was as a rule

very close. We were glad to see that in spite of the very small number

of plants exhibited in the class for ragged schools no diminution was
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made in tlio prize list. Those who aro in any doubt as to the plants

which will best stand London air may learn much at theie exhibitions.

To jade,.' from what came under our notico on Tuesday last, we should

say that no plant nourishes mora than the Flench Marigold, of which

wo saw several boxes filled with most healthy plants. It is worthy of

mention, that in the class for sonants Susan Hyde has carried off the

first prize for Fuchsias in four consecutive years with the same plant.

Leaving out of consideration tho class for plants which had not beem

kopt in the possession of tho exhibitors, thero scarcely seemed to be as

many plants on the tables as in provious years ; hut there was certainly

a loss number of those unhappy specimens which only servo to set

off their more flourishing neighbours.

Tho prizes were distributed by Lord Shaftesbury in the evening.

We think this ceremony would he less tedious if his Lordship presented

tho first prizes only. As at present arranged, tho patience of those

Mho aro anxious to hear tho speeches is most sorely tried. The
weather was most favourable, and all who were present seomed tho-

roughly to enjoy the gardens and music.

BEDDING PLANTS AT THE ROYAL NURSERIES,
SLOUGH.

Every one who has been in the habit of attending the London
shows knows the magnificent Azaleas which Mr. Turner ex-

hibits—masses of bloom which are wonderful even to us, and
which strike foreigners with amazement ; but the Azalea season

is over, the plants have been divested of their gay attire, and
they are now going to rest preparatory to a fresh campaign

;

the visitor, therefore, must not, and, if a i>ractical man, will not,

expect to feast his eyes on their beauties. Auriculas, too,

-another flower with which Mr. Turner holds a leading position,

are likewise over ; Dahlias not commenced, and those gorgeous

specimens of show Pelargoniums and charming Fancies are

also at rest, or just beginning to start. What, then, is there

to be seen at the Royal Nurseries ? is a question which will

naturally be asked ; but it admits of a very simple answer—The
bedding plants ; and it is with respect to these and not the
general features of the nursery (although there is much in it

to interest), that we propose giving a few notes.

At the present time certainly no plant is more popular or
more extensively planted for flower garden decoration than the
Pelargonium, and within the last few years the improvements
which have been effected in the size and colours of its flowers

have been so great as to throw most of the old varieties far into

the shade. Not a year passes in which dozens at least of new
kinds are not brought before the public, all with the character
of being more or less an advance on existing sorts ; and indeed
many of them are so to a slight extent, though not equal to

others which appear contemporaneously, whilst others again
are really striking improvements. Owing to this continual
succession of novelties the difficulty of selection is very great

;

and it is rendered all the more so, because, to judge of the
value of a plant for bedding-purposes, it is not sufficient to see

a single plant in a pot, but its effect in a mass must be looked
to. The opportunities of doing this are rare, hence varieties

totally unsuitable in habit, or only fit for pot-culture, are often
planted, and disappointment is the result. Mr. Turner, how-
ever, both for his own information and that of his customers,
has this year planted a very extensive collection of the newest
and best bedding Pelargoniums, and that, too, in the case of

the great majority of the varieties' in such numbers that their

value for flower garden decoration can be judged with a con-
siderable degree of certainty. The collection, then, in a utili-

tarian point of view, is well worthy of inspection, and it is

equally so on account of its ornamental effect.

Am ong Nosegay Pelargoniums, Dowager Duchess of Suther-
land, raised by Mr. Fleming, of Cliveden, and which has on
more than one occasion been noticed in these pages in terms
of high commendation, was remarkable for its magnificent
trusses of magenta rose-coloured flowers, having a scarlet shade
on the upper petals. The habit is vigorous, the leaves faintly

zonate, the trusses much larger than those of either Stella or
Cybister, and when bedded-out the plant is very showy and
effective. Even in pots, though Nosegays are not generally
considered eligible for that mode of culture, owing to the large
size of its trusses and their profusion, this variety has a fine
effect. Last year it received a first-cla3s certificate from the
Floral Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society, and at a
meeting held in June last a superb specimen of it, exhibited
by Mr. Turner, excited much admiration. Altogether it is of
first-class merit. Of other varieties of the same class, Cybister
was producing immense trusses ; and of its prototype Stella,

wluch is numerously planted, it would be superfluous to speak,

its value for bodding being now so generally recognised,

lilack Dwarf is very good, so is International, which is more
of a crimson shade, and Surpasse Stella, a fine orange salmon,
has trusses quito as largo as Stella. Amy Hogg is produoing
trusses of remarkable sizo, and the colour is most beautiful,

and Orange Nosegay is also remarkably fine. Other kinds,

particularly good wero Black Dwarf ; Waltham Seedling, inter-

mediate between tho latter and Cybistor ; CounteBS of Sefton,

a plain-leaved kind with beautiful soft rose-coloured flowers,

very bright and effective, especially when viewed at a distance

;

and Multillora, bright scarlet, very dwarf and freoblooming.

Of Zonale varieties not being Nosegays the most remarkable

wore Mrs. William Paul, rosy pink, white eyo, very dwarf and
free-flowering ; Rose Rendatler, producing fine large globular

trusses ; Madame Barre, deep pink, with plain foliage, and the

habit of Tom Thumb, apparently a desirable free-flowering

kind for small beds. Souvenir de Brassevillo is a very attrac-

tive soft salmon rose, either for pots or beds ; and Wilton
Seedling is a large, soft, rose-coloured flower, and the plant is

free-flowering and more dwarf than Beauty of Suresnes ; the

leaves are of a light green and faintly zonate. Among salmon
varieties the most noticeable were Emile Licau, deep salmon

;

La Prophete, very dwarf and upright, deep salmon, bordered

with white ; Madame Rougiere, pale salmon, shading off to

white, very free ; Mathilde Moret, distinct salmon centre edged1

with white ; St. Fiacre, salmon, of a very free rather dwarf

habit ; Madame Rudersdorff, very compact in habit, salmon,

edged with white, and more deeply than in Madame Rougiere.

Various shades of scarlet were best represented in Roi
d'ltalie, Herald of Spring, Prince Imperial, a dwarf free-flower-

ing brilliant orange scarlet, with dark-zoned leaves ; Monsieur

Mangenet, clear orange scarlet, dark-zoned foliage ; Lucius,

immense globular trusses of rosy scarlet, darkly zonate

foliage ; La Peyrouse, very large trusses, and apparently a con-

tinuous bloomer, plain foliage; Mr. G. Natehet, a first-rate

dwarf orange scarlet, with large globular heads and zonate

foliage ; Monsieur Thiers, dwarf, with darkly-zoned leaves, and
the individual flowers large; Sobieski, of similar habit, but

deeper in colour ; La Niagra, orange scarlet, large trusses borne

high above the foliage, suitable for the centres of chunps

;

Prime Minister, very dwarf, producing large trusses of bright

scarlet flowers with a white eye, very attractive ; Magnet, very

small and compact, with small plain foliage, and small trusses

of orange scarlet flowers, but freely produced ; Clipper, a first-

rate sort, with large trusses of bright scarlet flowers, indi-

vidually large, and of fine form ; Victoria de Puebla, very large,

globular, stiff trusses of salmon scarlet flowers, freely produced ;

and Dr. Lindley, with very large scarlet flowers of fine form

and substance, but not produced in large trusses. Especial

mention must also be made of Nosegay Lady Constance

Grosvenor, a most brilliant scarlet, brighter than Cybister,

having dark-zoned leaves, and closely covering the ground as

if pegged down. Beauty of Oulton, noticed in another page,

was very fine, both in flowers and foliage, and will doubtless

become a general favourite ; and Duchess (Paul) was also no-

ticeable for its large globular heads and free-flowering.

Of white kinds the best were Bull's Purity, pure white,

vigorous, and a free bloomer ; Madame Werle, with a delicate

pink centre shading off to white ; Snowball, very dwarf ; and
Marie Virgo, a very free bloomer, with the trusses thrown well

above the foliage, which is deeply zoned.

Verbenas are also grown in considerable numbers, and among
these we noticed King of Lilacs, with fine trusses of pale lilac

flowers ; Champion, the colour of Gcaut des Batailles, but with

a white eye ; and La Grande Boule de Neige, a very fine white,

forming an excellent companion as regards height to Purple

King. A dwarf Tropreolum called Slough Pet, a light orange

scarlet, with small foliage, and flowering very profusely, made
an excellent line near the margin of a large bed, and would be

very effective in parks and other large places.

Although the bedding plants are the principal object to which

we wished to direct attention, a few remarks on the other

features of the nursery may be made. Mr. Turner's home
ground at Slough altogether amounts to twenty acres, and his

nurseries at Salt Hill and Uxbridge to as much more. In

various parts of the ground, and especially near the entrance,

are several fine specimens of Araucaria imbricata, Wellingtons

gigantea, and Picea Nordmanniaua ; and of the latter, as well

as of Picea nobilis, we observed fine quarters of seedling plants

in the best of health, and of a size fit for planting. Picea

Nordmauniana and nobilis are somewhat of a speciality with
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Mr. Turner. He grows them to the extent of several thousands,

and, in common with the other Conifers, much labour is spent

upon them in transplanting every year. Of Roses Mr. Turner
has about four acres, occupied by plants remarkable for the

health of their foliage and the size of the wood. Besides the

standards and dwarfs, there is an extensive stock of pot Roses
plunged in the quarters. The Rose-quarters, notwithstanding

the hot dry weather, are in excellent bloom, and the following

Hybrid Perpetuals were especially fine—viz., Charles Lefebvre,

Leopold I., Marguerite de St. Amand, Madame Victor Verdier,

Maurice Bernardin, Duchesse de Caylus, La Duchesse de Moray,
Dr. Andry, Due de Rohan, Pierre Notting, and Mdlle. Bonnaire.
Among Teas we noticed the beautiful Alba rosea, which is very

free-flowering out of doors, Madame Villennoz, Narcisse, and
Homer, an edged Rose, very useful for cutting for bouquets.

Jean d'Arc seemed a nice free-flowering garden variety. Near
the Rose ground was a space enclosed by hedges, in which were
about 1700 pots of Carnations and Picotees.

In the houses, as already mentioned, the Pelargoniums were
either cut down or ripening off, and several large houses were
filled with such plants ; others contained the large show speci-

mens of Azaleas completing their growth ; and in other houses
were some four hundred Aehimenes, several pots of Lilium
auratum, and a number of Gloxinias. In a range of pits

there was a number of bouquet Dahlias, and as these are be-

coming great favourites we asked Mr. Turner which he con-
sidered the best and most useful, when he named the follow-

ing :—Burning Coal, deep yellow, with intense scarlet tip ; Dr.
Schwebes, rich scarlet ; Glow-worm, bright red, fine ; King of

Purples, dark purplish maroon ; Little Arthur, crimson, good
bedder ; Little Love, puce, shaded rose ; Little Mistress, violet

purple ; Multiflora, light blush, tipped with violet purple

;

North Light, bright scarlet, fine ; Prince of Liliputians, ma-
roon ; Progress, pale peach ; Shadow, rosy crimson.

Turning from the houses again into the principal walk, by
the side of which is a very effective ribbon border, planted with
Lobelia Paxtoniana in the front row, then Aurea floribunda

Calceolaria, Stella Geranium, and Double White Pj-rethrurn

alternately with Perilla nankinensis, we passed on to the
ground where there is an extensive stock of Apples, Pears,
Peaches, and Nectarines, with strong, solid, short-jointed wood.
Here were several rows of Premier Pea, remarkable for its ex-

treme productiveness. It is a late, green, wrinkled Marrow
growing 4 feet high, as already stated an extraordinary bearer,

producing on an average seven peas in a pod, sweet, and of

excellent flavour. Although said to bo nearly allied to Mac-
lean's Proline, certainly the two as grown at Slough from seed
sown the same day were very different both in height and
productiveness.

ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY'S MEETING.
The July meeting of this Society was held on the 2nd inst.. the

Presdient, Sir John Lubbock, Bart., F.R.S., being in the chair. The
Hon. T. I). Grey, M.P., and C. Ward, Esq., of Halifax, were elected

members. A number of valuable entomological works recently pub-
lished by the Society were upon the table.

Mr. Stainton exhibited a head of Typha latifolia, showing the man-
ner in which the caterpillars of the small Moth, Laverna phragmi-
tella, feed within it ; also specimens of a Gelechia, closely allied to

G. leucomelanella, which he had succeeded in rearing from galls

found upon Gypsophila saxifraga, Mentone, in the spring. The
occurrence of galls formed by Lepidopterous insects, the iarvaa of

which reside within them in the same manner as the CynipidtE, is very

rare. Mr. F. Bond exhibited the rare Sesia philanthiformis, Dian-
thsecia cresia, and several species of Phycita, one of which appeared
to be undescribed. all from the Isle of Man, collected by Messrs.

Hopley and Greening ; also some bred specimens of Papilio Machaon,
remarkable for their gigantic size.

Mr. Edwin Shepherd also exhibited a specimen of Dianthfeeia

cassia, supposed to have been taken in Yorkshire by Mr. Bentley. Mi-.

Edward Saunders exhibited a collection of Mexican Butterflies, re-

cently formed by Mr. Bouchard, amongst which was a remarkable
specimen of an Euterpe, in which the colours of the different sexes

were shown by the opposite wings, the right side being white and the

left yellow, with the ordinary dark markings.
Mr. Pascoe called attention to a paper by Mr. Albert Muller, in the

" Zoologist," and read an extract from Von Tschudi's " Thierleben der

Alpenwelt," relative to the action of insects settling or falling upon
the Bnow at considerable altitudes in Alpine situations, and upon the

manner in which they then sink into it, in consequence of the radiation

of heat from their bodies, as stated by Mr. Pascoe in a former com-
munication to the Society. Professor Brayley considered this to be

the true cause of the phenomenon, and that it did not result from the

presence of an increased amount of oxygen in the melting snow, as

had been asserted by some writers. Professor Westwood instanced
similar results produced by t'jc falling of hive bees on snow in this
country.

The President read a series of extracts from M. Balbiani's recently
published memoir on the microscopical anatomy and physiology of
Aphides, in which, from the structure of the cells of the ovarian tubes
and other curious particulars, the author was disposed to consider
that the common Plant Lice are truly hermaphrodites, by which the
production from a Bingle Aphis of eggs and young for many gene-
rations, might be accounted for. It was, however, suggested that
the production of decided male and female Aphides with fully de-
veloped wings at fixed periods of the year, seemed to militate against
such a theory.

Mr. Stainton gave an account of an epidemic which had broken out
on the Rye in the neighbourhood of St. Etienne, caused, as was be-
lieved, by the attacks of the caterpillars of a small Moth, Ochsen-
heimeria taurella, which gnaws through the stems below the ear, and
not by its feeding on the flowers of this cereal, as had been erroneously
stated. Some notes were read on the caterpillars of the two Butter-
flies, Charaxes Jasius and Melitffia provencialis, found in the south of
Franco by tho Kev. L. Timing The former is becoming very rare,
in consequenco of the Arbutus unedo, on which the larvre feed, being
gradually rooted up for fuel by the peasants, especially near Hyeres-
Mr. Stevens exhibited specimens of two species of the remarkable
Cornuted Beetles, Luronocephalus, from North India and China, and
the Secretary communicated a note from the Kortk China Herald on
the large trado in Chinese insect-wax, in which it was stated that as
much as 5000 cwt. was annually exported from one port in the north
of that country.

COUNTRY SCRAPS.—No. 2.

Again, amongst the Yorkshire flora is found the Tulipa
sylvestris. Smith says of it, that its favourite habitats are old
chalk-pits, but that it is not common, and he mentions as
localities, " chalk-pit at Carrow Abbey ; near Norwich ; near
Bury ; at Whipsnade, Herefordshire ; at Melbury, near Shaftes-
bury ; and on Muswell Hill, Middlesex ; also in a field near Hamil-
ton, Scotland ; and near Brechin." He describes the flower as
" somewhat drooping, sweet-scented, bright yellow, externally

greenish. Linnaius and Haller thought this plant had escaped
from gardens in Sweden and Switzerland. It is, however, per-

fectly wild at present, and extremely abundant in many old

chalk-pits, though the bulbs run so far into the ground that

they rarely flower. Nothing can be more distinct as a species."

Thus far writes Smith of the plant in question, he does not
mention its Yorkshire home, which I find is " between Hex-
thorpe and Sprotborough broats." (Yorkshire again ! What
can the word mean? Is it a dene or a marsh?) "Broats,"
yes that is the word, and I think we must invoke some York-
shiremen to enlighten us as to its meaning.
The foregoing difficulty reminds me of one equally unre-

solvable, which occurred to me in a walk through York some
years ago. Passing an ironmonger's shop displayed in large

letters upon a printed card, was

—

"A Fog to Let." A " fog"

to let! Whatever is a " fog? " The usual acceptation of the

term I understand, but taking it in that sense, I think there

would be few demands for such a thing. Well, I pondered and

pondered, and no nearer did I arrive at any satisfactory con-

clusion, so I determined to let the weighty matter stand over

until I returned to my brother's. What a hearty laugh greeted

me as I asked for a solution to my query. " Was it a dogcart

or a mangle ? " "A dogcart ! or a mangle ! Why, don't yon

know what a fog is?" "No, I have not the remotest idea,

but something evidently connected with ironmongery." Another

laugh was all the response for some minutes, and then came

the long-anticipated revelation. A "fog" was the second crop,

or "after-grass," as it was sometimes termed, which sprang

up after the first had been cut and made into hay.

I must confess a great ignorance of Yorkshire words, I am
only acquainted with the native hospitality, and tables groan-

ing under the weight of mysterious pies, and cakes of all sorts,

the names of which I also in my confirmed simplicity eschew.

I know that the mention of the various Ferns which beautify

the hills and dales there causes me very often to covet their

possession, and I am ashamed to say it was just after coming

from a missionary meeting the other evening, and whilst sit-

ting at supper near a Yorkshire clergyman, that he innocently

enough aroused the covetous nature which dwelt within me
by giving me the details of an excursion which he and his

family had lately made into one of the wilder spots in his own

grand county. It was, I believe, at a distance of some miles

beyond Bolton, that they came upon a complete mass of Poly-

podium phegopteris and P. dryopteris intermingled, all grow-
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ing amongst tho wildest rocks, which yet were apparently

covered with verdure ; there, too, grew in rioh bosses tho Ruta
muraria, and another Earn of rather a larger growth, and
which he described as consisting of a frond divided into three

portions. " Not being great at Ferns," he said, ho could not

venture upon names, but he thought this one was called the

Ivy Fern. My great pet, the Crystopteris fragilis, also reigned

thero in its pristine beauty, and by its side Asplenium viride

and trichoinanes. AH the above rioted together in one small

spot, and probably had remained for years in undisturbed

luxuriance and solitude until the fatal day when the clergy-

man and his boys ransacked the place.

I find that both the Beech and Oak Ferns are rather common
in this county, and that in a wood near Whitby they grow in

large patches upon some fallen trees. Oh ! these hilly countries,

with their brave northern breezes, are the true homes of chief-

tains, and of border lore, and of Ferns and Heather. Many a
tradition of the rough times lang syne may be heard when
weary with our excursions we sit down awhile, and enter into

a chat with tho glide wife, who, with her knitting in her
hand, welcomes us to her cottage door ; and not only must wo
seek these traditions amongst the lowly, for they are engraved
on the heart of the high-born border lady also, whose cradle

song was a recital of the valiant deeds done by her ancestors,

and whose childish hours by the dim firelight were beguiled

by details of ancient struggles for life and glory, and it is her
woman's pride that she

" Lives in a mountain land,
Where a flight without wings is at her command."

With the poet she sings

—

" Above, tho king eagle's realm wo share ;

Below, the haunts of the shy brown hare

:

Thousand fields with their bikes a-shine,
Far hamlet and town, and the ocean line,—
Beechen valley, and Bilberry dell,

And glen where tho echoes and fairies dwell,
With heaps aud bosses,
Of Plume Fern and Mosses,

Scarlet Rowan, and slight Bluebell.
The Plume Fern grows by the waterfall,
Where the Ash sprays tremble, one and all,

And coul air murmurs, and wild birds call.

But 1 love our southern lands, I think, the best—the feminine
habits, quiet pride, and gentle bearing of the women ; and in

strolling our long summer evenings, through the woodland
paths, when nought but the nightingale's love song is heard,
then there is more that speaks to the heart of purity, and love,

and heaven, than the dark Pines and aurora borealis of the
north.—A Surgeon's Wife.

SOME OF MANY THINGS ON A SMALL SCALE.
My garden altogether is about two acres, and I have in one

block a small Mushroom-house with the bed 12 feet long, and
the furnace at one end, which is fed outside, and well covered
inside the house with brickwork and sand—two pipes heat this

house ; then I have a small place 12 feet by 9, which I dignify by
the name of the vinery. There I have Muscat Hamburgh Grapes
just colouring, and I train Brown Turkey Figs against the back
wall, and the trees bear abundantly, though many of the fruit are

rather deficient in flavour. This house is heated by two four-

inch pipes round the front, one end, and the back, with troughs
on the pipes ; and there is a small cistern, fed by the flow, and
emptying into the return, so that the water constantly circulates

and gives a handy supply of warm water when required. This
cistern is placed in the division wall which separates " the
vinery " from the adjoining house, and thus supplies both ; this

adjoining house I call the Fig-house ; it is of the same size as

the vinery, and is planted with the White Marseilles at the
back, and the floor is divided by a narrow path into two
borders, where other Fig trees are planted, and seem doing well.

There is a border outside in which are the roots of two Vines
which I am training across the house, one stem from each, which
will not, I think, unduly shade the Figs. In front of this, 9 feet

distant, I have a Cucumber-house 17 feet by 7, with a four-

inch pipe in front, three ditto under bed, and one ditto at back,
which flows into a large cistern emptying into the return, and
creating abundance of steam. All the pipes are, besides,

troughed, and I can fill the troughs under the bed at pleasure.

Near this house stands the orchard-house, 42 feet by 14, with a
four-inch pipe, troughed, running round the front 30 feet of it

;

I only use this pipe in hard frost daring the blooming period.

The trees are in 15-inch pots.

I have been thus particular in my description that you may
see I am fond of a garden, and not likely lightly to wish to
give up any part of it. Tho whole of theso buildings are on
my own plan ; tho furnace in tho Mushroom-house heats them
all, or any portion of them at pleasure. It has been my custom
to work my garden by employing lads out of the village. I
teach them all I can, and at about eighteen years of ago procure
them better situations. I have had two at a time, aud tho under
one is able to become the head when tho older one leaves me.
I begin with 4s. per week, and raise their wages to 12 s. or 1 ;;.,.

;

I take the boys at about fourteen years of age. I also employ
a clever labourer for the heavy work when required. I am tho
parson of the parish.

Now as to the orchard-house trees. They are greatly improved
since I wrote laBt, and I see no disease on the new leaves. I have
thirty-two Peaches and Nectarines, and I think perhaps twenty
dozen fruit will stand. One end of the house is filled with
Plums and Cherries, and the other one is a blank. This is my
third season. The trees are most carefully and regularly tended.
In the autumn we take out tho soil 4 inches wide and inches
deep, and replace with new soil enriched with manure. We
top-dress in summer with horse-droppings and malt dust.
We syringe well every evening (I tried it in the morning also
but the leaves got scorched), we water according to the weather,
we pinch in the shoots, we move the pots during tho summer
to break the fibres rooting through the holes, we carefully

watch for insects, dressing when required with soft soap and
quassia, we give air early and abundantly all round the house

;

but each year the first growth of leaves become as it were burnt
at the tip, the burn gradually extending upwards till half tho
leaf is gone, and comes off in your hand like tinder. This is tho
case with almost all my Peach trees—Plums quite as bad as
Peaches ; some of the Vines and Figs which are in borders, some
in inside and some in outside borders, are affected too. What can
be the cause ? I thought, perhaps too much water. I thought
that perhaps we had not rammed the new soil enough, as tho
water certainly passes very quickly through the pots. I can
detect no insect at all. The water is chiefly rain water, as I have
close to my house a large brick tank, but when rain water fails I
supply the tank with hard water by a flexible tube from tho
kitchen pump. This, however, seldom is required in the early
summer, and that is the time when the mischief appears. I

have sent the leaves to various persons, and can get no cure
prescribed. I dislike to see the foliage damaged, and to be unablo
to apply a remedy. I am, however, glad to say that the weak
wood seems strengthening. I cannot help doubting—first,

whether it is well to be so often breaking off the fibres which
root through the pots into the border ; second, whether the in-

cessant pinching of the shoots as advised by Mr. Rivers is well

—it seems to snub the trees and fairly tire out their good
humour. I am inclined to let the shoots grow longer, and not
shorten more than two or three times at most in the summer,
for I suppose growth of shoots promotes action at the roots. My
Cucumbers are good, I have cut nearly two hundred ; not being
able to sow the seed till April 21, as my alterations were not
finished till that day. My Melons are good, I have thirty-five

in one four-light frame, each about 18 inches round, and theso
were very late-sown also.

—

Inqcieek.
[The arrangements, so far as the description goes, seem to

be handy and economical. In the vinery the want of flavour

in some of the Figs against the back wall is owing to the shade,
and if the Vines are allowed to monopolise the whole of the roof

the Figs would first be flavourless and then cease to produce
altogether. To keep these Figs in good order the Vine stems
should not be less than 3J to 4 feet apart, and spaces should be
kept open for the light to reach the Figs. We knew a vinery
where the Figs did well against the back wall, but the Vines
obtained the mastery, and by degrees the Figs became barren,

except a little piece close to the ridge, where they managed to

get light. The same remark applies to the Fig-house. One
Vine trained lengthwise about the middle of the house will do
no harm, but, if several stems are taken, the Fig trees wiU
suffer. Because the tree flourishes as respects growth in com-
parative shade, many people think that it will fruit also in

rather dense shade, but they will ere long have such an idea

dissipated. In fact, Figs require quite as much direct light on
the foliage as any other fruit-bearing plant, but, provided tho

foliage has thus plenty of sunshine, the fruit will be best when
shaded by their own leaves.

2nd, Your arrangement of the water-cistem with the hot-

water pipes passing through it is very good. Partly through our
recommendation such cisterns or tanks are found in scores of
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places, and yet we have still nothing of the kind, and feel a
difficulty often in obtaining the necessary amount of warm
water. Advising and practising are, therefore, frequently dif-
ferent things. We know of no plan so good for obtaining
moderately heated water. A boiler, large copper, or kettle, is

also useful for securing very hot water when desirable. We
would often boil manure water made from different kinds of
droppings if we could, and thus avoid taking the eggs and larvae
of insects into our soil.

All the other arrangements, and the modes of management
seem very satisfactory.

3rd, After carefully reading your treatment of the orchard
trees in pots, we have no doubt that weakness is the chief evil
with which they are affected, and that weakness might be the
result of using too large pots at first for the size of the plants,
and too little or too much nourishment, or an unsuitable soil

in the first case. To make sure of the soil, as soon as the fruit
is gathered, we would advise turning some of the plants out and
examining the roots, giving fresh loam, if necessary. There
is also just a possibility that the droppings you use for mulch-
ing may be rather fresh. If used fresh, and from high-fed
horses, the water that passes through them at first will be
rather strong

; but we can lay no great stress on this, in such a
case of experienced gardening, and where other subjects are
thriving so well. We think you have alluded to some things
in the treatment that will at least tend to promote weakness,
and render the plants less able to withstand the sun's rays in
spring and early summer, such as

—

1st, The cutting off the fibres so often that come through the
holes in the pots. We would advise never doing this except in
the autumn, to help the ripening of the wood. We would never
touch them during the summer. Hence the advantage of pots
standing on soil, or at least partly in the soil. These fibres
encourage growth, and the swelling of the fruit.

2nd, There may be something in the soil being so loose. It
cannot be made too firm, with the help of a round stick to beat
it firm.

3rd, You can hardly in autumn, if the trees are growing
well, take away 6 inches of the surface soil without taking
away and injuring the surface fibres, and this should be avoided.
If you can pick out the soil carefully from among a few fibres,
and put fresh soil among them, and water so that they suffer
no check, all well ; but when much depth can be removed
with safety, we would almost be inclined to fresh pot at once.
If the fibres are near the surface and healthy, be content with
from 1 to 2 inches of fresh compost.

4th, In such a condition of your trees you are quite right as
to the_ early and continuous stopping. Let the shoots be
6 or 8 inches long before nipping them, and do it seldom until
the trees have gained strength.

5th, After cutting the roots through the holes in the pots in
the autumn, top-dressing, watering, &c, do you leave the pots
exposed to what weather may come in winter, mild or frosty,
with only the glass protection over them ? If so, here may be
some cause of your disappointment. Pots plunged with a
little litter on the surface, will be safe from the severest frost.
Plants in pots however hardy, with the pots exposed to severe
frost, will have the roots injured, if the soil is not drier than it

ought to be, to be safe. If the pots were exposed all the winter,
this might render the roots less able to meet the wants of the
expanding leaves early in the season. If protected, of course
the idea goes for nothing.

Lastly. Be tho real cause what it may, as the scorching
seems to take place only in spring and early summer, and
you give air early and plentifully, 'if you have no openings at
the ridge we would have some made, as the syringing in the
morning ought not to blister the leaves if there is plenty of
air and the glass is free from burning spots. That it is toler-
ably so we infer from the fact that the points of the leaves
wither up and the blisters are not made in the body of the
leaf, leaving the inference that in hot sun the plants have more
demands on them than they can meet. We would, then, for a
season or two lessen these demands in the early summer months
by slightly shading the house. This may be done by many
means. One of the simplest and the best, so far as economy
is concerned, is spattering the glass with whitened water, say
a piece of whitening as large as a good-sized marble powdered
and dissolved in a pail of water, and thrown neatly on with
the syringe. This done in the early sunny days might enable
the plants ere long to meet all the demands upon them without
flinching. These large squares of glass in orchard-houses try
plants at all weakly much more than the old houses.—R. F.]

MIGNONETTE CULTURE.
I mat be excused recurrence to the cultivation of this plant

when I say I write in order to meet the wishes of many corre-
spondents. I am the more diffident, as at page 430, Vol. V.,
New Series, I gave my then experience ; and in Vol. IV., page
272, our able and experienced coadjutor, Mr. Fish, goes fully

into the subject. It is not that I have anything to add to the
one article or differ from the other, but solely from the number
of inquiries, that am I induced to take up the subject.

For some time I have striven to obtain a hardy Mignonette
having the fragrance of Reseda odorata, but my attempts have
hitheito proved unsuccessful, for neither our own species
(R. lutea) from the chalk, nor its near neighbour from the
Mediterranean (Palestine)—viz., R. mediterranea, a large flower-

ing annual, will hybridise with the Egyptian species (R. odorata).

Question, Is there any known hybrid between an annual or
biennial and a perennial ?

The out-door culture of Mignonette is that of a hardy annual.
Like many it does the best from self-sown seed, and in some
instances is the reverse of certain from sown seed. Ground
that at any time has been occupied with Mignonette will for

many years annually produce a number of plants ; but in one
or two instances seed has almost entirely failed on ground
newly broken up, and though there were few plants in the first

year, in the second their number was by no means small.
Mignonette thrives best in a rich, loamy, well-drained soil,

and does fairly in most soils and situations. It succeeds best
when sown not very early, and when the soil is in good working
order. The ground should be well worked, enriched by a
dressing of leaf mould or well-rotted manure, pulverised, and
raked fine. The seed should be scattered thickly andievenly, for

it is much easier to thin than to transplant this plant. The
end of March is sufficiently early to sow on light and dry soils,

but the seed will vegetate more freely if it be not sown so soon,
the plants coming up when self-sown chiefly during May. On
strong soils it does best when sown from the beginning of
April to the middle of May, and that is the time during which
the seed is most sure to vegetate. The seeds being sown, they
should be thinly covered with light fine soil to the depth of

about a quarter of an inch. Should the weather prove dry, a
gentle watering occasionally will do much to secure speedy
germination, and the healthy growth of the young plants.

When sufficiently large to handle, the plants should be thinned
to 3 inches apart, which is a good distance for plants in lines ;

but for clumps it is not well to leave more than five of the
strongest, and for beds they should not be left nearer than
6 inches apart every way. The size of plant and flower are
dependant on the goodness of the ground and room afforded

the plants. An open situation is the only suitable one, and
beyond a good watering during dry weather, nothing more is

needed for the growth of Mignonette out of doors.
Its culture in boxes is the same as that in the open ground,

only the box should have holes at the bottom, and a drainage
of crocks or the sittings of the compost to one-fourth the

depth, the remaining space to be filled with a compost of

good turfy loam two-thirds, and one-third leaf soil. A gentle

rapping of the box on the potting-bench or floor will settle

the soil sufficiently to allow of the seeds being sown and covered

with soil, leaving space below the edges for watering. The box
being placed in a warm situation, the seed may be sown in

March, and if the soil be kept moist the plants will come up
well. In their early stages the plants are impatient of much
watering, and it is only after they attain a good size, have
been thinned, and fill the box with their roots, that a good
supply of water is necessary, and then weak liquid manure
may be given at every alternate watering. To have fine plants

it is necessary to thin them well. To have fine.healthy plants,

successionar- sowings may be made up to the end of May or the

beginning of June.
In Pots.—For plants to bloom early, or in autumn and

through the winter, small and clean pots should be selected,

and those known as GO'S are the right size. These being

drained, and filled to within half an inch of the rim with a

compost of turfy loam, leaf mould, and sandy peat in equal

parts, with a free admixture of silver sand, and the surface

being made smooth, scatter half-a-dozen good plump seeds

thereon, and cover with a quarter of an inch of fine soil. The
back of a Cucumber or hotbed-frame is the best position for the

pots, and there the plants will soon appear, the soil being kept

moist. When the plants come up the pots should be brought as

near the glass as practicable, and give air plentifully to keep
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the plants still ; when they are half an inch or so in height

make choico of the two strongest and cut the others away

just helow the surface, and hy the time theso havo grown an

inch in height tho weaker one should be cut away.

When the pots are full of roots, but before these become

matted, shift the plants into 4{-inch pots, and plunge the latter

in a mild heat and near the glass, and on sido shoots appearing

pinch out their points at the second leaf, placing a small stake

by the leader or centre shoot, which is not to be stopped until

it shows for bloom, then its point must be taken out ; and all

the side Bhoots as they appear should bo closely pinched-iu

to one joint, being careful in removing tho centre from them

not to remove the leaf along with it. The stake should be put

in at at a distance from the stem, say 1{ inch, for as the

plant grows a stouter stake will be required, and it is desirable

to have it in the same hole, so that the roots may not be in-

jured in thrusting it in. The stem is to be neatly and loosely

tied to the stake, and when this becomes too short it should be

replaced by a longer one. If the centre show for flower take

out its point, and the strongest and best placed shoot proceed-

ing from the stopping should be trained in its place. This

may require to be done repeatedly before a stem 20 inches or

2 feet high can be obtained, and until the height of stem re-

quired be atttained no flowers should be allowed to remain on

any part of the plant, but all should be pinched out so soon

as they show. The leader not being pinched, or only to prevent

flowering, and the side shoots closely pinched, the centre

shoot will grow up, and when it is as high as you wish, pinch

it, as well as the side shoots, whenever they show for flower,

and this is to be continued until the plant becomes well fur-

nished.
The pots being pretty well filled with roots, the plants may

be potted into 8-inch pots, or, if strong, 12-inch pots will not

be too large, as this is the last shift; but if the plants are

extra strong, and extra-sized specimens be desired, a 15-inch

pot may be employed. At this potting the soil should be

chopped and broken with a spade, but not sifted, as it is de-

sirable to have it free and open. It may consist of two-thirds

turfy yellow or hazel loam, and one-third leaf mould, and still

further to guard against moisture becoming stagnant, add one

part each of lumps of peat of the size of a hazel up to that of

a walnut, and charcoal of the same size, the whole well mixed.

The pots should be cleaned and efficiently drained, that being

of primary importance. The plants should be well watered

prior to potting, so that the soil may be moist at the time of

potting, and yet it should not be very wet. In potting, as the

soil is rough, it should be pressed tight, the centre of the pot

kept rather high—that is, the collar kept at least on a level

with the rim of the pot, and the surface covered with half an
inch or so of fine soil. The soil being in nice condition as

to moisture, and a nice mild hotbed at command in which the

pots can be three-parts plunged, the roots will soon extend
themselves to the fresh soil, and take firm hold of that. The
plants will do best in a cold pit and elevated on an inverted pot,

as then the water drains away freely, and they can be brought
the nearer to the glass. They cannot have too much air, and
a gentle syringing morning and evening is beneficial, they

being kept well supplied with water ; but anything like delug-

ing them is injurious. As a rule, they should not be watered
so long as the soil remains moist.

I am averse to any training of the head by means of sticks,

wires, See., and would much rather see a smaller specimen than
one displaying more ingenuity in the arrangement of stakes and
wires than is shown in that of the head without them, it re-

quiring no little care and judgment (as the shoots are so very

brittle, and liable to part from the stem whence they take

their rise), in the disposal of the shoots, so as to produce a

good and evenly-balanced head, and it is a result that only
skill and practice can secure ; but if the requisite care and
judgment cannot be exercised, then a stout stake should be put
in in the place of the old stake, and it should be as high as

the plant is required to be. A stake half an inch in diameter
is not too thick. I then burn a small hole through the stake

on a level with the rim of the pot, and another immediately
above it in the opposite direction, and through these holes

push wires that reach 6 inches beyond the rim of the pot, and
a wire fastened to the points of these will form a circle, and
two or three more inwards from that will furnish means for

fastening the shoots. Six inches higher up the stake I repeat
the same proceeding, only the circle is C inches less in diameter,

and in this way proceed until the top of tho plant is reached
within 6 inches, lessening the diameter of the circles 6 inches

for every 6 inches of height. This is tho way to form pyra-

mids ; and if we wish for a stem the process is the same, only

we put the first wires where the head begins. The shoots will

require training and tying, and, perhaps, stopping, in addition

to nipping off the flower-buds to make them branch ; but I

usually find the stopping consequent on the removing of the

flower-buds sufficient.

The removal of the flower-buds should be strenuously per-

sisted in until the head is formed, and afterwards no truss

should be allowed to pod, but on the blooms seeding they

should be removed, and this is the secret of keeping the plants

healthy and profuse-blooming. The poU being full of roots,

weak liquid manure will bo of advantage once or twice a-week,

and it may be given whilst the plants are in bloom, but not in

dull damp weather. Until the pots are full of roots water
should be given rather sparingly, and at all times with care,

for a deluging of water is a certain forerunner of a stagnant

soil, the sequel being a sickly plant. The plants should, how-
ever, have the soil kept moist.

A light and airy situation and plenty of room, ensuring

light equally on all sides, is desirable, and a temperature of

from 45° to 50° suits the plants in winter, allowing a rise

from sun, advantage being taken of that to admit more air,

and of this they can hardly have too much to prevent damping.

Of the kinds I prefer the large-flowering, it being of stronger

habit and bolder in truss, but what is gained in strength and
largeness of truss is lost in the greater profusion of its less

vigorous compeer's blooms and its dense habit, and in this

respect I think the two kinds are in their claims nearly if

not quite equal, but that is a matter of taste. The two kinds

are the same in their requirements, but the common variety

is the easier managed.
As to keeping the plants from year to year, I do not care

about doing so, as they are only to be kept with care, that con-

sisting in top-dressing in spring, and for a time stopping and
thinning the shoots, not permitting any to flower during the

summer, and keeping the flowers well thinned even during the

flowering season, if the blooms are expected to bo at all large,

not suffering any to seed. It is better to raise plants annuaUy,
or sow the seed in spring, and grow plants on for blooming in

winter and spring. They are stronger and better in every way
than older plants.—G. Abbey.

GOSSIP ABOUT CANTERBURY, NEW ZEALAND.
A fine specimen of the Pomegranate fruit has been seen in

Christ Church, from Governor's Bay, which shows the great

advantage which the inhabitants of the Peninsula have over

those on the plains in climate. Glycine sinensis is doing very

well here ; but Fortune's white variety has, to the best of my
knowledge, not arrived in New Zealand yet. The leaves of

Ailauthus, or Lady Dorothy Nevill's Silkworm tree, in a very

vigorous state of health, are killed by a late severe frost. I

do not know whence our Acclimatisation Society intends to

obtain the silkworms for us. Brugmansia Knightii flowers and
grows well out of doors here. Walnut trees have begun to

bear fruit well at about nine years old. From acorns sown about

ten years ago the young trees are bearing heavy crops. Syca-

mores of the same age are full of keys. Green Peas have been
in season with me from November 13th to April loth, a pretty

good spell for Green Peas to be in season. The natives of

Poverty Bay are said to have manufactured from Peaches,

Plums, and other fruits, a species of rum or arrack, which has

a highly intoxicating effect. We have now growing in one of

our nurseries a variegated Draca?na, or, in New Zealand phrase,

a variegated Cabbage tree, found on Mount Sinclair. A new
Grass has been discovered, as yet unknown to our New Zealand
botanists. It is described as a beautiful species, somewhat
resembling the ordinary Arundo conspicua, or " Toi toi," but
larger. It is said to be somewhat rare. Japan Lilies flower

very beautifully during our autumn months. Evergreens of

all kinds make a second growth after our hot summer weather
is over. Junipers and Arbor Vita;s now Beed very freely with

us, and the Cupressus as well. Double Petunias flower some-

times i inches across, and are of all shades and colours. Double
Zinnias and double Clarkias have now become very plentiful

in our gardens.

It is contemplated to form a new horticultural garden here.

Application has been made by a deputation to our Government
for a piece of ground for that purpose, and the Secretary of

Public Works told them the terms on which the Society could
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hold a part of the Government domain, and that no title could

be given the Society to the ground, but that it would be leased

to them at a peppercorn rental for three years, subject to re-

newal at the pleasure of Government. Some of the members
objected to these terms, thinking that the next Government
might be less willing to encourage the Society than the present.

I am afraid this scheme cannot be carried out for the present,

public attention being drawn so much towards the gold fields ;

in fact, nothing else is talked about here with the exception of

politics.

Tjlinm lancifolium punctatum flowers and does well in this

country. Onions grow to a very large size here. One this

season weighed 1 lb. 9 ozs., and its dimensions were 15J inches

by 13. Roses bloom very freely a second time in the autumn,
particularly the Bourbon section. They make a second growth

after our hot summer months. This autumn, also, we have a

good show of Chrysanthemums, particularly with Fortune's

Pompon varieties, some of them form quite a bush, and pro-

duce thousands of flowers. The different kinds of Thorns
have begun to fruit with us as well as the Mountain Ash.

Pinus Pinaster, now from 15 to 20 feet high, very full of cones

and some of them shedding their seeds on the ground, may be

seen here and there about Christ Church. This was the first

Pinus planted in Canterbury. Grafted Rose Acacia on Cob-

bett's Acacia (Robinia pseud-Acacia), as standards, are doing

well and flower beautifully the first season. We have now
growing here for the first time this season seedlings of Catalpa,

thousands of Tews, Judas Tree, Celtis orientalis, different

vareities of the Plane Tree, from imported plants, all flourish-

ing and doing well.

The other day, April 10th, I read an advertisement in one of

our newspapers under this head—" Notice to Landscape Gar-

deners. Tenders are invited for laying out a garden according

to plan and specification to be 6een at a certain seed shop in

the town. Sealed tenders to be addressed to the owner before

such a date." This is a novel way in doing business in garden-

ing matters.

On April 7th, heavy clouds during the day indicated rain,

and in the afternoon flashes of lightning were observed. In

the evening several showers of hail fell, accompanied with rain.

Towards morning the temperature lowered considerably, and a

sharp frost was experienced, which left evidence of its severity

upon Dahlias and tender annuals in exposed gardens—a timely

warning for us to protect without delay. On April 17th, we
were visited by a very violent gale from the south-west. It bad
been gradually rising for some time, and increased in intensity

j

about li.30 r.M. By five it had reached a terrific height. The

stem of a fine specimen of Pinaster Fir. about 20 feet high,

and very full of young cones, was split in two, and one-half of

the tree now lies prostrate on the ground, and much other
j

damage has been done to forest trees in particular. It denuded

the trees of all their leaves, with their usual autumnal tints.

I always notice when we read of bad weather in England, we
come in for our share here sooner or later afterwards. The
wind blew the squares of glass out of my frames, and sent them
flying all over the place to a very great distance.

Welliugtonia gigantea, Cedrus deodara, and Cupressus ma-
crocarpa are becoming great favourites here, for they grow very

fast and soon fonn handsome plants. We now have seedlings

of Cedar of Lebanon doing well for the first time this season.

We arc only 21 feet above the level of the sea on the plains.

Our provincial geologist with his staff returned to Christ

Church on the night of April 19th, from the head waters of

the Rakaia, after an absence of six weeks. He has brought a

very extensive herbarium of the alpine flora, containing many
interesting undescribed species ; also, a box of beautiful alpine

plants'in a living state for the purpose of acclimatisation, along

with many alpine birds hitherto unknown. He mentions the

scenery to be as magnificent and stupendous as any in the

world.

Letters have been received here from Dr. Mueller, of Mel-

bourne, stating that our Pittosporas are such lovely, hardy,

and quick-growing plants, that thousands of them are wanted

for the cemeteries, town churches, and schools of Victoria. He
states that seeds of them will be accepted with the utmost grati-

tude, also that they have not a single plant of our Aralia Shal-

fiiira (?) Our Dicksonia squarrosa he states is very common in

Victoria, but they have no Cyathea dealbata.

Our botanical news from the west coast gold fields is of a

very cheering nature. One part of the country on the road

from Christ Church woidd well repay the botanist for the

trouble of a visit, the specimens of vegetable life being many

of them quite new, and also remarkable for beauty of foliage

and blossom. Amongst them were seen Ranunculus nivalis

(sometimes called R. Lyalli), distinguished for its circular con-

cave leaves, at least 9 inches in diameter, supported in the
centre by a strong stalk resembling in form that of the English
meadow Buttercup, and for its large handsome blossoms of

snowy whiteness. Veronicas are in great profusion. There is

also a Gentian with pure white flowers, and many other shrubs
and herbaceous plants of a very ornamental and interesting

appearance. Amongst other plants are Fagus Cunninghamii,
purpuracea, and antarctica ; Capodetes serrata (?) ; Astelia ner-

vosa ; C'elmisia eoriacea, spectabilis, petiolata, and longifolia

;

Dracophyllum Traversii ; Olearia Greyii ; three species of

Orchids ; Clematis hexasepala, and the yellow-flowering Senecio

Lyalli. The most beautiful of all and in great profusion,

clothing the sides of the hills with bright scarlet blossoms,

are Metrosidaros lucida and other varieties of the " Rata," or

native Myrtle. Ferns are in great variety, and beauty on the

west side of the range, especially Leptopteris snperba, one of

the rarest and handsomest of the New Zealand Ferns. The
maximum temperature in the shade at Hokitika, on March 28th,

was 67.0° ; the min. 39.0° ; range, 28.0°. Tamarix gallica we
have doing very well with ns now. Our winter is coming in

very dry with cold, clear, frosty nights, and at the present time

a few of those " golden showers," which Loudon describes as

so favourable to agriculture and horticulture would be accept-

able.

What I have been writing will show the attention which

Canterbury is paying to gardening, that we have a good many
gardeners at any rate, and I firmly believe that New Zealand

is more calculated to make a happy home for gardeners than

any other colony.

—

William Swale, May lith, 1866.

[We wish that others of our readers in others of our colonies

would send similar useful and interesting " gossip."

—

Eds.]

WORK FOE THE WEEK.
HITCHES GARDEN.

Ply the fork incessantly amongst the growing crops of

Cauliflowers, Broccoli, and' Winter Greens, and continue to

manure and trench-up every piece of ground as it becomes

vacant, in order to plant it with late crops of a similar charac-

ter. Broccoli, by dint of good management and a knowledge

of the kinds, it is possible in these days to supply a family

with Broccoli or Cauliflowers all the year round. The most

difficult period, perhaps, is the month of January. Many new

kinds have come into notice of late, and many old kinds have

been revived with new names. The following, if they can be

obtained true, we would particularly recommend :—The Cauli-

flower, the Cape Broccoli, Grange's Impregnated (now sold

under new names), the Branching or Sprouting, Knight's Pro-

tecting, Melville's Superior Late White, Somers's Particularly

Late White, Snow's Winter White, and Walcheren. Somers's

Particularly Late White is so very late, that it continues the

spring Broccoli until early Cauliflowers come in. Brussels

Sprouts are the hardiest and most prolific of Greens, and de-

serve attention even in an agricultural point of view. Too

many can scarcely be put out at this season, and they may be

planted very closely together. Cabbage, reserve and prepare a

patch of ground for the sowings to stand the winter.
_

The soil

should be of a light sandy nature, and not too rich, as it

encourages a luxuriant growth, which is apt to make them

tender. Celery, prepare trenches for the late crops, water the

growing crops, and stir the soil about them. Endive, plant

out finally the strongest from the early sowings, and sow more

for late crops. Lettuce, sow more, and keep up a good suc-

cession of Radishes and salads. Onions, pull up the crops of

winter Onions, lay them in rows turned to the sun, and fre-

quently turn them until the stalks are withered, when they will

be fit for storing. As they are liable to decay if bruised, they

shoidd he carefully handled, and not thrown about like so many

stones. Let them be very dry when stored, and be spread out

thir.lv, not laid in heaps. Shallots and Garlic should also be

taken up and dried for storing. Peas, the late-sown should

have attention paid to watering and staking. Spinach, a good

breadth sown now in rich ground will afford many successive

pickings in the autumn, and tend materially to save the winter

beds from being picked before they become strong.

FKUIT GARDEN.

Attend to previous directions in regard to thinning and
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stopping the young shoots of all trained fruit trees, and now
make tho final thinning of Peaches and Nectarines, of courso

leaving the heaviest crop on the most vigorous trees and

strongest branches. As a general rule no two fruit should bo

left together. Plums of tho large kinds, as well as tho finer

sorts of Pears, should also be thinned if the crop is too heavy.

Young Peach and Apricot trees, when making over-vigorous

leaders, should have tho points of the branches shortened to

BnOOUragB them to make other shoots less vigorous and of a

fruitful diameter. This will obviate tho necessity of shorten-

ing them back at the winter pruning. Layer the runners of

Strawberries intended for pot culture, as well as those required

for making new plantations. All spare- runners may be cut

away, and keep the plants free from weeds. Thin and stop

shoots of Figs as soon as they have mado a growth of about

6 inches, and remove all useless shoots from Vines. Keep the

iruit close to the wall and shaded by the foliage from the sun.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Tho various Roses should now receive constant attention, as

to good staking, disbudding stopping, top-dressing or liquid-

manuring, and budding. As to the latter operation, the prin-

ciple of ripening the wood should be kept in view. The excit-

able kinds should be budded directly, and on stocks with a

strong root-action, and those buds which push in a month or

so after the process should by no means be suffered to bloom,
but have their tops pinched off when they have produced four

or five good leaves. They wiU then solidify their growth before

winter. Proceed with the propagation of favourite sorts which
it may be desirable to increase either by budding or cuttings.

The Hybrid Perpetuals, Teas, Chinas, and Bourbons are gene-
raRy preferred on their own roots, and firm short-jointed shoots

of these root freely at this season ; but to insure success they
should be afforded a slight bottom heat, be carefully shaded, and
not kept too warm until they emit roots. They will, however,
root under a hand-glass on a shady border. Remove suckers.

Cut back the shoots of the autumn-flowering varieties to the
most promising eye as soon as all the bloom buds are expanded
and begin to fade. Take up Ranunculuses as soon as the leaves
turn yellow, and allow the roots to dry in the shade. Cover
the blooms of Carnations and Picotees as they expand, placing
cardboard collars beneath them. As soon as the Pink pipings
root, prick them out in good soil. Look to Dahlias ; when they
have attained a good size they should have tho side shoots
properly thinned out, leaving three or four of the best and
strongest shoots. Examine the fastenings carefully; if they
have become too tight and are cutting the stem, remove and
re-tie them with a stronger material, allowing plenty of room
to admit of the stem increasing in size. See that the pots on
the top of the stakes are gone over every morning, and all the
earwigs that are found, destroyed. These insects, in common
with others, are very numerous this season, therefore the
greater the necessity for lessening their number.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.
Now that many of the Camellias, Azaleas, and other plants

have been removed to their summer quarters out of doors, paint-
ing or other repairs required by any of the plant-houses wiR
bo more conveniently done than at any other season. When
houses are painted sufficiently often to keep the paint always
good, which is the cheapest method in the end, there will be
no difficulty in getting the wood dry ; but when the wood is

aRowed to become nearly bare before repainting is thought of,

the house should be kept dry inside, covering the outside with
some waterproof material in the case of showers, and allowing
a week or ten days of bright warm weather to thoroughly dry
the wood before the work is commenced. This is trying
weather for hardwooded pot plants, and those who do not' pay
strict attention to them now will probably not find it worth
their while a few weeks hence. Above all things see that they
are not suffering from the wont of water, especially on that
side of the pot on which the sun's rays strike, and keep a
sharp look-out for insects. The red spider wiU soon play havoc
among Chorozetnas if not closely watched, as also the mildew
on such plants as C. Henchmanni and angustifolia. To guard
against both pests on these and many other plants, it is a good
plan to lay them on their sides, and, after giving them a thorough
good watering with a syringe and clean water, to dust the under
side of the leaves with sulphur. This, after remaining on a
week or ten days, may be washed off again, and will generally
ckan the mildewed plants for the season. A good watering
wiR aUo be beneficial to most pot plants at the present time.
We do not mean a mere sprinkling, but a thorough good wash-

ing to each plant separately. On hot dry days give the plants

in tho evening a sprinkling, and also the ground on which they
stand. Pimolca spectabilis, and other kinds which havo done
blooming, must have the branches liberally shortened-in, and
be set in a cool, shady place to break, as must also tho different

kinds of Polygalas. Aotus gracillima must bo cut down close

to tho pot ; and Leschenaultias, which are becoming shabby,

must have all the flowers and flower-buds removed, and be
placed in a cool place to start again. Take care that they are

clear of insects, and sprinkle them once or twice a-day in warm
weather. Loso no time in bringing tho potting of specimens
to a close, and be careful with tho plants afterwards until they
begin to show signs of growth.

STOVE.

If there are sickly or bad-rooted specimens hero ^hoy must
he frequently examined for red spider, otherwise they will be-

come a nursery for this pest, from which it will soon spread to

adjoining plants. See that young growing stock is not allowed
to suffer for want of pot room, and attend carefully to water-

ing, giving manure water to all plants in free growth that enjoy

it. Gardenias, &a., which have been removed to the conser-

vatory while in bloom, should be replaced in heat as soon as

their beauty is over, in order to allow of their growth being
ripened before tho dull, cloudy days set in. Encourage the

progress of the young stock for winter blooming, maintaining
a moist and comparatively high temperature.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OP THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Planted out Coleworts and Ulrn Savoy in a dull day. These
will do very well 12 or 1-1 inches apart. This little Savoy is

useful in the autumn, and takes but little room. Sowed Tur-
nips and Radishes in shade, on the north side of banks, anal

planted out Lettuces, Endive, &c, and Cauliflower that had
been previously pricked out, lifting with balls, and planting in

a trench. We were disappointed on examining a piece of Cau-
liflowers to-day, which on passing along we had frequently ad-

mired on account of their dwarf appearance, the huge leaves

resting on [the ground. As some of the leaves had a greyish

appearance, we gave the plants a watering from the house-

sewage tank, and then we found that our healthy, fine-looking,

dwarf specimens might as well have been on the rubbish -heap,

as the centres had all been nipped out, either by pheasants,

partridges, wood pigeons, or some similar fraternity. This had
been done long before the flower had formed, and if the whole
piece had been so treated, we should have been at a loss for a
succession.

The chief work in the kitchen garden has been hoeing and
loosening the ground among all growing crops ; for the late

rains, and the subsequent bright sun had left a hard surface,

which would soon have evaporated the moisture, and cracked

our stiff soil into fissures. It is amazing where such armies

of weeds could come from, for where a fortnight or three weeks
ago a smaR one could not be seen, the ground became covered

with a mass of rampant intruders, and if let alone would soon

have been beyond the reach of the hoe, and weeding by hand
must not be thought of in these days, if it can possibly be
prevented.

Gave good waterings to ridge and Gherkin Cucumbers, Ve-

getable Marrows, &c, and some sewago water to crops ol

Greens, Savoys, &c, and threw a little salt among Sea-kale,

and Asparagus rows. Cucumber* in beds that were becoming
exhausted, were cleared off, and the places well cleared and sup-

plied with fresh soil and fresh plants. We have seen nothing

of the Cucumber disease this season, but it is provoking that

even now we cannot tell either what brought it, or what took

it away. When it does make its appearanco there seems
nothing so effectual for keeping it in check as frequent changes

of crop and fresh rather poor soil ; but after having been B

little troubled with it for years, we are as much in ignorance

about it as ever. It seldom made its appearance with us until

late in summer, the early Cucumbers being free from it, and
just as people with a little box began to have Cucumbers in

plenty, with us they began to be scarce. Last season we only

had some traces of it late, and we hope this year we shall have

none at all ; but it is yet too early to speak with certainty.

When once it takes possession of a plant great care may pre-

vent its progress, but we never could make such a plant

thoroughly healthy again. The best plan is to take what it

will give, until you have fresh plants to take its place.
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If rain do not come in a day or two, we shall be obliged to
water, much against our will, as the moisture which comes from
the clouds is more refreshing than anything we can give in that
line, at least, on a large scale; for a small space might be
watered in an evening, when it would be out of place to attempt
so treating a large garden, unless arrangements were made ac-
cordingly. In general, garden labourers require the evening
to look after their own gardens.

FRUIT DEPARTMENT.
A main feature of the week has been securing fruit, as Straw-

berries and Raspberries for preserving. The glut of the former
is now over, and the fruit will be smaller in consequence. "We
could keep none except what were netted. Raspberries we
kept pretty closely picked as they ripened, and used many
modes for keeping intruders away. Cuthill's Black Prince
Strawberry makes a beautiful preserve ; it is so much firmer
than the old small scarlets that were so much admired. What
has been procured latest will be the best. What was gathered
soon after the heavy rains would need more boiling.
Every year there come in our way many wondrously eco-

nomical plans for preserving small fruits. We scarcely ever
found out the economy of using less sugar than a pound
in weight to a pound of fruit, or a similar amount of sugar to
a pint of juice. If much less is used you must diminish the
quantity by boiling longer than the regular twenty minutes, or
you run the risk of mouldiness, or wasting away, after you
have put your preserves into dishes. Some time ago a lady,
who baked her sugar and baked hor fruit before squeezing and
boiling all right enough, attacked us very triumphantly on our
scepticism, and boasted how she used hardly more than half
of the pound of sugar, and that her preserves always kept well.
On requesting to see a dish some six weeks after making, even
then the triumph of economy was considerably lessened, as
the vessels that were filled were not more than half filled when
thus examined.

Cherries, that in ordinary weather and securely netted would
have lasted some time, will have to be used ere long, as the ex-
cessive heat is causing them to be inclined to shrivel, and in
some cases ants are attacking them. Some blackbirds get
their feet entangled in flying against the netting kept well out
from the wall, but they will often cause the net to rebound to
the wall, pick the best Cherries through the meshes, and got
off with flying colours. To be safe from them the net should
be scarcely of one-half-inch mesh. Even then, if the net be
close to the trees, or can be made to go close, they will sit on
the net and take what they like through it. Generally they
can calculate with mathematical precision the force with which
it is necessary for them to strike a distended net, so as to go
with their bodies close to the trees ; but several times we have
found, and especially when the net is tightened with rain, that
they have so miscalculated as to be sent back stunned, if not
killed, from the blow of the net. Net 1 inch or more in the
mesh, is of no use for keeping out many of the smaller birds.
We were obliged to "Lex" for what he states at page 42.

The law against poisoning seed constitutes one of our diffi-

culties, and, like many laws, might have a coach and four
driven through it in defiance of informers ; but it is always a
serious affair to break a law, and it is more serious still to
have anything to do with poisons if it can be avoided. Notwith-
standing all this, poisons, or at least barytes, or plaster of
Paris, will no doubt be used to lessen the number of rats and
mice

;
but even for gardening-purposes we should much rather

use something to keep such vermin and birds from seeds than
anything that would kill them if they partook of it. Why,
according to the law, we presume, if we used arsenic, or phos-
phorus, or nux vomica, &c, on bread or meat, and put it in the
holes and runs of rats, we are liable to a ten-pound penalty,
Would it be the same if we used barytes, or plaster of Paris,
nicely mixed up with ground suet, oatmeal, &c. ? because to a
rat, a mouse, a bird, even a tomtit, we suspect the plaster of
Paris would be almost as fatal as arsenic, though they would
require to take it in larger quantities, and we do not think the
latter is yet classed in the category of poisons.

But, without joking, we think it is very much the same as
O'Connell driving a coach and six through an Act of Parlia-
ment, this law forbidding the poisoning of anything that can
be exposed, and allowing to agriculturists—and gardeners too,
we presume—the poisoning of seeds that are just placed under
the surface of the ground—that is, sown or pretended to be
sown. We recollect in making some remarks on that very
useful book, useful for what it contains and the more so for its

cheapness—"The Science and Practice of Gardening," rather

insisting on darkness aiding germination, such darkness as a
covering of earth gives ; but then, as many things if other-

wise favourably situated would germinate without being buried
at all under an earth cover to promote comparative darkness,
what would become of the law if we sowed our seed, well

poisoned, on the surface, more especially if we could summon:
into court the authority of one of our conductors, that darkness,
and therefore covering, was not essential to germination ?

It will be seen that we are alluding to this matter in a kindly
spirit, as one reason why we feared to use red lead with our
sown Peas was the dread that the birds who eat them, and
especially the pheasants, might be injured; and we hope that
some correspondent of more experience will yet help us in

this matter, as what is wanted is something to repel rather

than to destroy ; for if the red lead encrusted on Peas would kill

the pheasants, we would be as unwilling to use it as we would
be to use a net of a mesh sufficient to let their head through
and hang them in the process of trying to get it back again.

We are sure many beside ourselves will be thankful to " Lex "

for his sound information, as we country folk may very easily

and somewhat innocently become entangled in the meshes of

the law, from which we should all try to keep clear, as, even
in a good cause and a heavy loss, the first loss is often better

than a later success when law has been appealed to.

Of course, we are perfectly well aware that if a gentleman
chooses to turn his pleasure grounds and his kitchen garden
into a game preserve, and consequently into a preserve for

much more than game, he has a perfect right to do so ; and if

aU the produce of the garden is thus consumed, the gardener
has no right to grumble so long as the employer is satisfied ; but
he has a right to complain when such a state of things exists

that no nest of birds of any sort must be touched, no sound
of the gun must ever be heard within his bounds, and yet

orders should be given for produce as if none of the natural

eaters-up of that produce were present to render so far nuga-
tory his labours. Where the shoe pinches with many of us
blue aprons is simply here—that whilst all these devourers

are to be allowed to take what they like without let or hin-

drance, the gardener is expected to supply a large establish-

ment as if he had nothing but the routine of the seasons to

oppose him. We have received so many thanks for mere fair

statements, that it is no credit to us to state a self-evident

truth—that from the same piece of ground you cannot obtain

the same results for an employer's table with the free ad-

mission of game and their attendant vermin as without it, for

wherever game is thus encouraged in the garden premises you
will also encourage all sorts of birds, mice, rats, &c.

Gave a good watering to some late Cheiries, as the Florence,

now swelling, and securely netted from the birds. To give an
idea of their rapacity we may mention that on some young
trees of May Duke not netted the fruit was all taken almost

before it began to take its second swelling—in fact, when quite

hard and colourless. Nothing relieves us from the constant

next-to-uuavailing contest but a good continuous rain, which,

in the shape of slugs, worms, &c, brings other food near to

them. We must here mention that we have never been less

troubled with these marauders, showing, as mentioned last

week, that in moderation birds are friends rather than enemies ;

but wherever pleasure gardens abut on the fruit and kitchen

gardens, birds will be sure to be too numerous if left to them-

selves. We felt it rather annoying this spring to walk round

some of the villages and find the Pear and Plum trees one

mass of healthy bloom, after seeing the ground at home
covered with the remains of bloom-buds, and hardly a blossom

left, though if not interfered with they, too, would have been a

mass of bloom.
In our case Plums and Tears, and even Apricots and Peaches,

suffered chiefly from birds. By the time that Apple and
Cherry trees began to swell their buds the birds must have

been able to attack something else, for they interfered less

with them. The clearing off the frnit-buds has made our dwarf

standard Pear pyramids, See., grow with greater vigour, and
during the week an operation has been begun which we would

have wished to have done sooner—namely, shortening back

most of the shoots within a few inches of their base, leaving a

few merely shortened at the point to continue the growth, and

prevent the smaller buds being tempted to lengthen into wood-

buds. For several years we have had little trouble with these

dwarf trees, as the heavy crops prevented a too vigorous growth,

but the birds in pretty well demolishing the fruit-buds gave too

great a stimulus to mere growth, which must thus be counter-

acted to prepare for the fruit-buds, which we hope may have
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a better fortune next year. Some fine Thorns aro now looking

rather luxuriant after being despoiled by birds in a similar

way ; but it will require a year or two before they aro loaded

with blossom as they used to be.

On the open wall the shoots of Apricots and reaches havo

been thinned and laid in to the wall, as perfect blossom next

year depends to a great extent on the wood being well ripened

and indurated this season. We have known Fig treei grow-

ing somewhat naturally against a wall—allowed pretty well to

hang as they grew—ripen excellent fruit ; and, in fact, Mr.

Tillyard, late of Bentley Priory, was the only one that for

sufficient reasons used to succeed by this mode, and better than

by a closer mode of training ; but in our climate generally,

noither Apricots nor Peaches will succeed by this rough natural

rnodo of growth out of doors. Beneath glass it is different.
_

In orchard-houses went over the pits and walls, still thinning

fruit, nipping off laterals, and giving water and top-dressing as

required. A little soot thrown over the ground before watering

helps the plants, and keeps a little ammonia in the atmo-

sphore some time afterwards. For a similar purpose, threw
somo soot, also some superphosphate, over vinery borders, to

be washed in by the rains, and if this weather continue will

water with manure water. Superphosphate wo have proved to

be best for present action. Ground or split bones about 1 inch

in size we think the best for continuous action, and if these are

placed beneath the surface, and kept moderately moist, they

will dissolve and give out their properties gradually, and be

moro lasting.

Watered trees or rather bushes in Fig-pit, which have borne
splendidly. What a pity the Fig is such a bad carrier. The
lover of Figs ought to be near his Fig tree. A late employer
could manage a little basket of Figs comfortably. We never
could manage more than one at a time, and with long intervals

between the times, and then we would not have cared for the

one, unless it was soft all over, cracked in from three or six

places, and the rich juice oozing out of the cracks like so many
rich honeydrops. Now will any one tell us how to send such
a luscious Fig from thirty to forty miles? For ourselves,

we have packed them when they showed one crack or a little

more, with the conviction that they would only have one merit
instead of the half dozen. We have been told that they im-
proved on the journey when so gathered, and so they might

;

but still the conviction on our mind is strong, that if you wish
to eat Figs worthy of the name, and as luscious as they can be
had in Italy, or even out of doors in Devonshire, then we would
say, Live near your Fig tree. We know of no mode of sending
them to a distance in their truly luscious state, except by hand.
The railway porter is no respecter of niceties, and a thundering
crash from the van makes something like jelly of the ripe Fig.

Those that will pack and carry in the usual way, are too unripe
to let people know what a good Fig is. For ourselves, like

Vegetable Marrows, we could not eat them more than once or
twice in a season.

ORNAMENTAL DEPARTMENT.

Here we may say that we continued the fresh-arranging of

houses, as in last week's notices, proceeded with potting, and
were obliged to water Calceolarias in the flower garden, which
were beginning to feel the effects of the hot sun ; but as yet

not more than a dozen plants have succumbed out of thou-
sands. In addition to mowing, edging, etc., did much to loosen
the surface of all the beds, as far as we could.—R. F.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET—July 21.

The markets continue to bo heavily supplied, and there is very little

alteration in the description of goods usually met with at this time of

year. Continental supplies are more limited as regards vegetables, but

compriso an abundance of Plums, Ac.

Apples % sieve
Apricots doz.
Cherries lb.

Chestnuts bush.
Currants sieve

Black do.
Figs doz.
Filberts lb.

Cobs 100 lbs.

Gooseberries . . quart
Grapos, Hothouse, .lb.

Lemons 100

p.
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Kaloranthes coccinea Culture in a Window (Amateur Gardener),
—The best time to propagate is the present. Select shoots without
flowers, cut them below a joint, remove the leaves for a couple of inches,
or half the length of the cuttings, and insert these down to the leaves in
small pots filled with a compost of peat, loam, and sand in equal parts.

They will root freely in a window, only do not over-water. The only
danger to be guarded against in wintering them is having the soil wet.
They should be kept as dry as possible without allowing the shoots to

,

shrivel, and must be secure from frost. They do well in a compost of
j

turfy loam, peat, and leaf mould in equal parts, with the addition of one I

part of small crocks and a like quantity of sand to keep the soil porous.
!

Your plant will not require potting this year if the soil is sweet, but if

this has sunk down in the pot you may repot now. Cut the plant back i

after blooming, and when it has made shoots 2 or 3 inches long repot.

Destroying Earwigs {67. C).—If you procure a number of earwig-
traps, which may be had of any nurseryman, and elevate them on sticks,

|

yon will soon considerably thin the earwigs; and if you place sticks
wherever you can, and hang on them any old cloth, the earwigs will con-
gregate there, and may lie destroyed in great numbers. You may still

further thin their ranks by adopting the means described at page 34.

Orange Trees Flowering (Amateur).—Your trees now showing flower
will be strengthened considerably by removing the blossoms, but retain-
ing the shoots, as the season is now advanced. We should advise the
syringing to be done in the evening. It is not uncommon for the Peach
to bloom on the wood of the current year, but we do not remember seeing
it so early in the season. Our correspondent has "a Peach bush in a
small orchard-house with fruit on it more than half grown, and it has
produced two blossoms on a shoot of the present year."

Fuchsias Infested with Thrips and Ked Spider (Old Cumviock).—
The leaves sent are infested with thrips and red spider, caused by
the plants having too little moisture and too high a temperature. Your

I

best plan of destroying them will be to syringe the plants with a solution
of 2 ozs. of softsoap to the gallon of water. Take them out of the house,
lay the pots on their sides, syringe that side of the plant, and, turning
them, thoroughly wet every part. Repeating this washing several times
will clear the plants. The leaves which have been severely attacked will,

however, fall off.

(Enothera (W.H. JB.).—Your plant was probably CEnothera giandiflora,

which was at one time rare, but now plentiful enough in CE. Lamarckiana,
which is the same, and supposed to be new, though introduced so long
ago as 1778. It can be obtained of most nurserymen. If a dwarf-growing
plant is required it might be CE. macrocarpa (missouriensis). It can be
had of all nurserymen.

Names of Fruits (J. F.).—No. 1, BUttner's Black Heart; 2, Corone

;

S, Black Tartarian. (67. B.).—Purple-fruited Egg-Plant, Solanum me-
longena fructu oblongo violaceo.

Names of Plants (Mrs. Grant).—We do not recognise the leaves, send
it again when in flower. (2*. S.).—1, Anagallis arvensis; 2, Polygala vul-

garis ; 3, Erica tetralix ; 4, Hypericum humifusum ; 5, "Veronica becca-
bunga ; 6, Nasturtium palustre. (A. B.).—1, Symphoricarpns vacemosus ;

2, Hoteia japonica; 3, Santolina chamrecyparissus; 4, Stipa pennata;
5, Saxifraga ajugiefolia. (Grassmcre).—A Kalmia, but without the leaves
we cannot say what species, i E. J.).— 1 and 2, the fronds are too young;
3, Sedum reflexuni. (TV. W.).~1, Chelidonium majus; 2, Geranium
striatum ; 3. Leycesteria formosa ; 4, Anomatheca cruenta. (Brook).—
1, Pteris longifolia; 2, Adiantum formosum ; 4, A. tenerum ; 5, Pterin
cretica albo-lineata ; 6, 7, 8, Selaginellas. but the specimens insufficient.

(R. T. Wheeler).—Tetragonolobus purpureus. (H. L., Leed*).—The sub-
terranean Fungi forwarded were specimens of Melanogaster ambiguus,
usually found under Fir trees. Can you send us other specimens, or
give full particulars? (E. S. C).—Your Fern was named in our Number
published July 10th. It was Lastrea dilatata.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the Week ending July 21st.

Date.
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ing of managers in London, that somo united plan may be

adopted. Will some of tho Toultry Club officials undertako

this ? If they will, I dare say it could bo arranged for copies

of these memorials to be presented at the same time by them.

I will in tho course of a fortnight send you tho statement of

the expenses hitherto incurred.—JosErn Hinton (Y. 13. A. Z.),

fiSntong near Bath.

CIRENCESTER FOULTRY EXHIBITION.
Tun Show ivas hold on Wednesday last in a spacious marquee ad-

joining the now Corn Exchange, wh'ere :i very successful horticultural

exhibition was being carried ou. Thanks to tho excellent manage
ment ami unwearied exertions of Mr. Wilfred Bowly, tin- inde-

futiuiahle Secretary, the Poultry Show was a most ileciilc.l Mr, •-., _

2lll> pens wt ri' entered, ami nearly every part of England and Ireland

:lls.» contributed^

The Spanish wore not very well represented. Mr. Heath, of Calne,

carried on' the tirst prize with only moderate birds. Dorkings were

fully up t;> Ihe mark in numbers, hut the condition was far from "ond,

they showed iininistakeahlo marks of early moulting. A local exhibitor

was first, Miss Milwurd and Mr. Fowler close following. In Buff

the well-known names of Boyle, of Dublin, and Cattell, of

Birmingham were first and seeoud. In Cochins of any other variety

Mr. Fowler, el' Aylesbury, obtained the first prize with a very fine pen
of birds. Mr. Stephens, of Walsall, being second; the hen in his pen
was too dark. This was a good class. The cream of the Show was
the Brahma class. These birds have been gradually and deservedly

rising in favour. Mr. Fowler was first in the class for old birds, and
first for single cocks, Mr. Boyle, of Dublin, with his well-known pen
being second, and Mr. Zurhorst, of Dublin, and Mr. lliuton, of Bath,

bein close behind him. Messrs. Pares and Pigeon were the winners
in Light Brahraas. The Game classes afforded easy winning to the

Rev. G. S. Cruwys. The Hamburghs were tolerably good. Mr. Wood,
.it Ki inlal, and Mr. Boyle, of Dublin, were amongst the successful

competitors. Polands were not shown in numbers, but were good. In
the Any variety class the National Poultry Company showed con-

spicuously. La Fleche were excellent. Bantams in the Game classes

were also excellent; Mr. Manning winning with a beautiful pen, and
Mr. Fowler winniugin the single cock class.

The Ducks were a capital show. In Aylesburys Mr. I^owler was
triumphant. Itouenswere excellent. Mr. Hulbert, of Perrott s Brook,
was first with some good young birds, and in the general class the com-
petition was very keen. Altogether the Show was well managed, and
we hope it augurs well for the future prosperity of the Cirencester

Poultry Exhibition.

Bs wish.—First, A. Heath, Calne. Second, T. Ace, Swansea. Com*
mended. J. -Tenner, L -wes, Sussex.
Dorkisos.— First, J. Lane, jun., Cirencester. Second, Miss J. Mil-

ward, Newton St. Loe, Bristol. Highly Commended, J. K. Fowler, t're-

Dendal Farm. Aylesbury. Commended, J. Rolt, jun., Cirencester.
Cochin-china (Cinnamon and Buff).—First, R. W. Boyle, Bray, Co.

Wlcklow, Ireland. Second, J. Cattell, Bristol Road, Birmingham.
Highly Commended, Miss J. Milward.

COl lux-l'iiiNA (Any other variety).—First, J. .K. Fowler. Second, J.
Stephens, Wal-:iU. Highly Commended, C. Bulpin, Riverside, Bridg-
water, Somerset. Commended, F. W. Zurhorst, Donnybrook, Dubliu

;

J. Stephens.
Brahma Pootra (Dark).—First, J. K. Fowler. Second. R. W. Boyle.

Highly Commended, J. Hinton, Hinton, near Bath; E. Pigeon, Lymp-
Btone, footer; IT. Tardley, Market Hall, Birmingham; J. K. Fowler.
Commended. 0. Daubenv. Combe Down, Bath.
Brahma Pootra (Liirht).—First, J. Pares, Guildford. Second, E.

Piseon. Commended, Mrs. Dowdeswell, Lcehlade.
Game (Black-breasted and other Reds i.—First and Second, Rev. G. S.

CrnwyB, Cruwys Mnrehard. Tiverton. Hitjhly Commended, .1. Mason, St.
Clements, Worcester; G. Hanks, Malmesbury. Commended, S. Dupe,
EvercreeCh, Bath.

1
1

v mi, l Any other variety).—First, S. Dupe. Second, Rev. G. S. Cruwvs.
Hishly Commended, Rev. (i. S. Cruwys. Commended, Rev. \V. T. Mcllor,
Colwiek Rectory. Nottingham.
Hamrurohs (Gold or Silver-pencilled).—First, A. K. Wood, Enrnside,

Kendal, Westmoreland. Second, R. W. Boyle.
Hambcroiis (Gold or Silver-spangled).—First, A. K. Wood. Second,

Mrs. Pettat, Ashe Rectory, Overton, Hants. Highly Commended, D.
Ruck. Cirencester; Mrs. Dawson, Cirencester. Commended, J. S. Maggs,
Tetbury ; R. Hurman, Cowley, Oxford.
Polands.—First, T. P. Edwards, Lyndhurst, Hants. Second, Mrs.

Pettat. Highly Commended, Mrs. Blay, Gregory's Bank, Worcester.
Commended. .7. Hinton.
Ant other Variety.—First, National Poultry Company, Bromley. Kent

(La Fleche). Second, J. Hinton (Malays). Highly Commended, National
Poultry Company i Hondanl; T. W. Zurhorst (Sultans) ; J. Burrows, Sid-
dinsrton (Silkies) ; R. H. Nicholas, Malpas, Newport, Monmouth (Black
Hamburghs)

; E. Polhill, Jlil'ord, Salisbury (Indian Game). Commended,
E. Pigeon (La Fleche) ; H. Howell, Driffield.
Bantams (Game).—First. G. Manning, Springfield, Essex. Second,

T. C. Phair, Southsea, Portsmouth. Highly Commended, J. K. Fowler
;

R.Tate, Green Road, Leeds; R. T. Toder, Little Carlton, Newark; J.
Stephens. Commended, Mrs. Pettat.
Bantams (Any other variety).—First and Second, Rev. G. S. Cruwys.

"Jighly Commended, Mrs. H. Freke, Highworth ; J. 0. Harrison, Beverley
Bom, Hull . e. Pigeon ; Mrs. Pettat.

a" j
s 'Ay'esbury).—First and Second, J. K. Fowler. Highly Com-

mended, lUtlonal Poultry Company. Commended, J. Skinner, Newport,
Monmnuthshi.o. e

'

Ducks (Rouen).—First, G. N. Hulbert, Perrott'a Brook. Second, J. K.
Fowler. iie-Uv Commended, Q. N'. tXnlbert; <;. Hanks.
DUCES [Any other variety).— First, T. U. .lessop. Second, T. C. Harri-

son. Ilie|il> (' iriiineieleil. .1. E, Powler. < 'urn mended, Miss J. Milward ;

F. G. Phillips, The Palaoe, Chippenham,
Skt.i.ino Class (Any varietvi. First, .1. Skinner (Silver-spangled

Hamburghs). s ml, W. I:., vie il'.ntl' r.,el Third, il. Hanks (Grey
Dorkings). Highly Commended. I:. EL Nioholas (Black Hamburghs).
Commeudod, T.Rogers, Walsall (Gold-spangled Hamburghs).

SWT'.Kl'STAKI'.s FOE SIN'lil.i: OOOKB.
Gun-.—First, S. Dupo. Second, Ear. Q. S. Cruwys. Commended, T.

Porter, Baunton, Cirencester.
Spanish. Prize, -T. Stephens.
Dorking.—Prize, W. R. Pe leey, Cholworth, Tetbury.
CornrN-.CiiiN'A. -Prize, -T. Stephens.
Brahma Pootra.—First, J. K. Fowler. Second, F. W. Zurhorst. Highly

Commended, J. Hinton ;
F.. Pigeon.

Hamburgh—Prize, A. K. Wood.
Poland.—Prize, J. Ilinton.

Bantam (Game).— Prize, J. K. Fowler. Highly Commended, J.

Skinner.

The Judge was Mr. G. S. Sainsbnry, of Devizes.

JOHNSTONE AGRICULTURAL AND POULTRY
EXHIBITION —.Ii -i.y 18.

Owing to the visitation of rinderpest all agricultural shows of the

present season have suffered exceedingly, and not a few have this year

been much assisted by the poultry department. The Show was re-

markably well attended, and the" truly indefatigable Secretary, Mr.
Raid, displayed, as usual, his willing attention to every inquirer.

The Bpamsli was a good class, and the three principal pens of this

breed were very close rivals. The Hamburgh classes were far better

than we anticipated, as the late period of the season especially affects

these varieties. The class for Any other variety of fowls was capital

;

it is rarely that so good a class of Polands is found at any show ; the

White-crested were the victors.

The Rouen and Aylesbury Ducks were good, but the competition was
very limited. The same may be said respecting the Turkeys.

Spanish.—First, J. Sharp, Jshnstone. Seoond, G. McMerrick, Houston-
Third, K. Taylor, Kilbarchan. Highly Commended, G. Neilson, Mil-

liken Park.
Scotch Greys.— First, A. Grant, Kilbarchan. Second, J. Wylie,

Kilbarchan. Third, M. Blair, Johnstone.
CocBTN-CHrNA (Any variety). — First, W. Blackwood, Johnstone.

Second, J. Meiklejohn, Thorn. Third, W. R. Menzies, Pollockshaws.
Dorkings.—First and Second, J. Burns, Craigsend.
Hamburghs (Golden-spangled). — First, W. Ritche, Busly. Second,

W. R. Menzies. Third, G. McMuxch.
Hamburghs (Silver-spangled).—First and Second, W. R. Menzies.

Hamburghs (Golden-pencilled).—First and Second, W. R. Menzies.

Hamburghs (Silver-pencilled). — First, W. R. Menzies. Second, J.

Sharp.
Game.—First, W. A. Menzies. Second, J. Sharp.
1;antams (Any variety).—First, A. Grant. Second, J. Sharp. Third,

W. Wylie.
Ant other Distinct Variety not Named.—First and Second, W. R.

Menzies. Third, W. Reid, Johnstone.
Ducks (Aylesbury).—First, J. Burns. Second, W. McKeggro, Bowfield.

Ducks (Rouen).—First, A. Grant. Second, J. Sharp.
Turkeys (Any colour).—First, J. Burns. Second, W. Blackwood.

Hugh Donald, Esq., Johnstone, and William Hare, Esq., Port

Glasgow, officiated as Judges.

BUDE HAVEN POULTRY SHOW.
This took place on Thursday the 19th hist., when the following

prizes were awarded :

—

Dorkings (Coloured).—First and Second, Rov. A. C. Thyunc. Third
and Fourth, Rev. G. C. Guille. Cock.—First, J. Banbury. Second, Rev.

G. C. Guille. Chickens.—First, Rev. G. C. Guille. Second, Rev. A. C.

Thynne.
Dorkinos (White).—First, J. H. Reed. Second, W. Piekard.

Spanish;—First, — Sluman. Second, J. H. Reed. Third, W. Leach.

Chicken*.—First, G. Sleemarr. Second, J. H. Reed.
Minorcas.—Prize, T. Martyu.
Game.—First, H. M. Bazely. Second, W. H. Coham. Third, A. West.

Chickens.—First, H. M. Bazely. Second, S. T. Pickard.
Cochin-China.—First and Second, F. Phillips.

Erahmas.—First, H. D.irch. Second, E. Hockin.
Malays.—First and Second, H. Daren;
Cornish.—First, D. Maynard. Second, J. Galsworthy.
Hamburgh (Golden-pencilled). — First and Second, J. F. Delmar.

Chickens.—Prize, Rev. S. N. Kingdon.
Hamburgh (Golden-spangled).— First and Second, J. F. Delmar.

Chickens.—First, S. L. Lucas: Second, T. Ashton.
Ha.mki.-rgh (silver-pencilled!.—First and Second, J. Walter. Chicken.

—Prize S. N. Kingdon.
Hamburgh (Silver-spangled).—First and Second, S. L.Lucas. Cliickcns.

—First, S. L. Lucas. Second, T. Ashton.
Polands (Golden-spangled).—First and Second, F. Gloyne.
Polands,,—First, W. L. Trewin. Second, Miss Rowe.
Barndoor.—First, H. Francis. Second, R. Avery. Third, J. Moore.

Fourth, T. Mill. Fifth, H. Francis.
Bantams (Golden-laced).—Prize, W. H. Coham.
Bantams (White).—Prize, L. Fry.
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Bantams (Black, Ac.).—First, H. M. Bazley. Second, R. Highani.
Guinea Fowls.—First, S. L. Lucas. Second, T. Phillipps.
Docks (Aylesbury}.—First, J. Bines. Second, W. Bines. Ducklings.

—First, J. Bines. Second, J. Davey.
Duck (Common 1.—First, J. Cotton. Second, J. Piper. Third, S. T.

Pickard. Fourth. Mrs. E. S. Trickey. Ducklings.—First and Second, F.
Gloyne. Third, S. Brown.
Ducks (Rouen).—Prize, Rev. G. C. Guille.
Geese.—First, J. Woodley. Second, Rev. G. C. Guille.
Turkeys.—First, Rev. G. C. Guille. Second, Miss Gorle.
Pigeons (Common).—First and Second, J. Cotton. Tbird, W. Brock.

Carriers.—Prize, Rev. J. R. Whyte. Powtcrs.—Prize, J. M. Braund.
Fantails.—Prize, J. M. Braund. Trumpeters.—Prize, J. M. Braund.
Tumblers.—Prize, Mrs. Bazley. Nuns.—Prize, Rev. J. R. Whyte:
Rabbits (Longest Ear).—Prize, Master Veale. Common.—First, Master

J. Edgcumbe. Second, Master R. Francis.
Extra Prizes (Any pure Breed).—Prize, T. Wood. Single Cock.—First,

A. West. Second, H. Dnrch. Third, J. F. Delmar.
Extra Prizes given by William Maskcll. Esq.—Cock and two Hens.—

First, J. Davey. Second J. Stanbury. Ducks.—Prize, J, Davey.

EPPING EXHIBITION OF POULTRY AND
• PIGEONS.—July 17th.

This Show though limited as to the number of the entries, was one
of a very superior land as regarded the greater proportion of the
birds exhibited. The weather proved as satisfactory as any well-
wisher of the Society could desire, and the ground on which the Show
was held was well chosen. The pens were the well-known ones of
Mr. Cooke, of Colchester, and every specimen was placed in a single
row, so that the arrangement for the exhibition of the birds was all

that could be desired. The members of the acting Committee were
entire novices at the management of a poultry exhibition, and for this
simple reason they deserve the greater credit for bringing everything
to so satisfactory a conclusion. The weather, too, was fortunately
most propitious, and as a poultry show was a novelty at Epping-, the
attendance was far beyond what was generally anticipated. Every
pen was placed under cover, and protection was also provided for all

visitors had the weather necessitated it, but happily, as just stated,
the day was extremely tine.

The Grey Dorking class was one of the best filled in the whole Show,
and Mr. Lingwood

1

s triumph was not without severe competition. A
pen of most excellent birds in this class were thrown out altogether by
one hen proving to be ruptured. It should be always borne in mind
that ruptured hens are as inadmissible for competition for prizes as
they are utterly useless for stock purposes. The class for White
Dorkings was at a very low ebb as to entries, but the prize birds were
excellent. In the Spanish class only one pen was exhibited, and to it

a second prize was awarded. The birds had, no doubt, some time
jback been of great merit, but age had laid a heavy haud upon them

;

the cock was long past his best, and the coarse corrugations of the face
rendered him almost sightless. In Game fowls, as might readily be
^anticipated, Mr. Mathews, of Stowmarket, proved the lion of the day.
Most of the birds in this gentleman's collection were very good indeed,
l>ut it is simply impossible just at the present period of the year to
exhibit them in the height of condition on which, in Game fowls par-
ticularly, so much depends. In Cochins, the Buffs exhibited by Mr.
Lingwood, of Needham Market, and the White ones belonging to Mr.
Znrhorst, of Donnybrook, Dublin, were most praiseworthy. Mr. Pickles
again stood first with his excellent pen of Dark Brahman. In Ham-
burgihs, the Show was confined to but few, but the excellent pens of
these beautiful varieties, sent by Mr. Wood, of Kendal, proved most
attractive, as Hamburgh fowls seem but little known in Essex. The
Game Bantam classes were a failure as to excellence, although a good
show was anticipated. Among the Bantams were shown a trio of as
superior Booted Bantams as we have seen for a long series of years.
In the Variety class La Flcche and Malays were the prize-winners,
both being pens of first-rate birds.

A single pen of Geese and of Turlceys were all that were entered,
both being very good indeed. The Geese belonged to Mrs. Seamons,
of Aylesbury, which insured something decidedly superior ; but it was
in Aylesbury Ducks that this lady far out-distanced all competitors,
surprising the many visitors who for the first time witnessed the pro-
ducts of her yard, by the good quality and size of these. The Rouens
were so bad that every prize was withheld, the truth being rather, that
not a single Rouen Duck was exhibited, and those Ducks that were
sent might better have remaiued at their homesteads.

Although four different classes were allotted to single cocks of as
many varieties, only one Buff Cochin was entered ; he was an excel-

lent bird, but, of course, had nothing to compete against, although
journeying from the yard of Mr. Znrhorst, of Donnybrook, Dublin, to

look out for a rival. As a "sweepstakes" bird under such rale, if

rigidly enforced, can only win by any possibility his own entry-money
back again, the Judges suggested an extra prize from the general funds,
which will, no doubt, be allowed by the Committee, and the bird itself

well deserved it.

No entry was made in any of the classes devoted to Pheasants ; and
.the small collection of Figev)is

t
with the exception of two or three pens,

was not equal to what m\ght have been hoped for in an exhibition
held within seventeen' miles of London. The Siberian Ice Pigeons
ere well shown, and very good specimens. As extra stock, Mrs.

Rothwell, of E2>ping, exhibited two capital pens of Japanese Bantams,
a light-colonred pen and a dark one, of both of which the Judges
spoke in highly commendatory terms.
Some very good Canaries were shown, but few in numbers. As a

kind of tail-piece to the Show, Mr. Edward Milinan, of Theydon
Grove, sent a recently-caught Barn Owl. He seemed an object of
great interest to the more juvenile visitors, but his violet efforts to
escape proved beyond question that his comforts were but little in-
creased by their uproarious plaudits.

The Show was concluded satisfactorily to all parties, and no doubt
will become an annual institution.

Dorkings (Coloured).—First, H. Lingwood, Barking, Needham Market,
SuffoLk. Second, F. Parlett, St. John's Road, Chelmsford. Chickens.—
Extra Prize, W. H. Walker, Shenfield, Brentwood.
Dorkings (White or Silver-Grey).—First, Miss Arkwright, Mark Hall,

Harlow. Second, W. H. Walker.
Spanish (Black).—First withheld. Second, R. B. Postans, Brentwood.
Game (Black-breasted and other Reds).—First and Second, S. Mathew,

Chilton House, Stowmarket. Highly Commended, J. Jeken, Eltham, Kent.
Game (Any other colour).—First and Second, S. Mathew (Duckwing

Game, Piles.)

Cochin-China (Buff).—First, H. Lingwood. Second, J. Thompson,
Writtle.
Cochin-china (Any other colour).—First, F. W. Zurhurst, DonnybrookT

Dublin (White). Second, Rev. M. R. Barnard, MargarettingVicarage,In-
gatestone (White).
Brahmas (Dark or Light).—First, J. H. Pickles. Second, E. Sheerman,

Chelmsford (Brahma Pootra). Highly Commended, Mrs. M. Seamons,
Hartwell, Aylesbury, Bucks.
Hamburghs (Silver-pencilled).—First, A. K. Wood, Burneside, Kendal,

Westmoreland. Second, T. J. Saltmarsh, Mildmay Road, Chelmsford.
Hamburghs (Gold-pencilled).—First, C. Havers, The Beacons, Ingate-

stone. Second, A. K. Wood.
Hamburghs (Gold-Bpangled).—Prize, A. K. Wood.
Hamburgh (Silver-spangled).—Prize, A. K> Wood.
Game Bantams (Black-breasted and other Reds).—First, R. B. Postans.

Second, Rev. G. Rayner, Kelvedon Hatch Rectory, near Brentwood.
Game Bantams (Any other colour).—Prize, G. Manning, Springfield

(Duckwing).
Bantams (Black or White).—Prize, J. R. Jessop, Beverley Road, Hull.
Bantams (Any other variety).—Prize, G. Griggs, Oatlands, near Rom-

ford (Cuckoo).
Any other Distinct Variety.—First, F. W. Zurhost (La Fleche). Se-

cond, J. Hinton, Hinton, near Bath (Malay).
Turkeys (Any colour).—Prize, W. Wright, Fulbourn, Cambridgeshire.
Geese (Any colour).—Prize, Mrs. M. Seamons, Hartwell, Aylesbury,

Bucks.
Ducks (White).—First and Second, Mrs. M. Seamons. Highly Com-

mended, W. Tippler, Roxwell ; E. W. Green, Bury St. Edmunds.
Cochin-China Cock (Any colour).—Prize and Extra Prize, F. W. Zur-

host (Buff).

Pigeons.—Carriers (Any colour).—First and Second, E. Dames, Chig-
well (Black and Light). Any other variety.—First and Second, F. Broemel,
Lewisham (Siberian Ice and Russian Porcelain Pigeons).
Canaries.— Cock. — First, G. Hall, Romford. Second, R. Counter,

Romford. Hen.—First, R. Counter. Second, G. Hall. Mules—Prize,
R. Counter.
Rabbits (Lop-eared).—Buck.—First, G. Hall. Second, E. Lawrence,

South Weald, Brentwood. Commended, E. Lawrence. Doc—First,

E. B. Barnard, Fair Green, Sawbridgeworth. Second, E. Lawrence.
Highly Commended, Rev. H. Foster, Theydon Gernon Rectory.

Mr. Tegetmeier, of Muswell Hill, London, and Mr. Hewitt, of

Sparkbrook, Birmingham, officiated as the Arbitrators.

HAMBURGHS WANDERING.
Seeing that " Wiltshire Eectok " recommends Ham-

burghs to an inquiring friend, I should like to know whether

he finds in them the one fault which I do—namely, a strong

propensity to lay away from home, in which case, as they do
not sit, undiscovered eggs accumulate to an undesirable extent.

I once found fifty-six, all laid by one hen. I have, however, a

good deal of wild shrubbery adjoining the poultry-house.

—

A Wiltshire Farmer.

[I would observe that the tendency to lay away from home
which some fowls manifest, among them some Hamburghs,
which " A Wiltshire Farmer " rightly terms their " one

fault," may be much checked by making the birds very tame.

This may be easily done by feeding the fowls near to the house,

going among them with dinner-plate scrapings, and other

niceties. If you enter some yards the fowls fly from yon

like wild birds ; in others, where they are tame, they walk fear-

lessly around you as domesticated birds ought. Again, if fowls

are allowed to roost anywhere, it is no wonder if they lay any-

where. I think the tendency to lay away from home exists in

all those varieties of fowls which love to wander ; in fact, they

are more like wild birds. I have in former years been much
troubled with Game hens laying in hedges, but they were in-

variably those which I had not bred, and were always to the

last shy of company.
I think that " A Wiltshire Farmer " has hit upon the -iuef

cause of his trouble, when he says, " I have, howeve'. a good

deal of wild shrubbery adjoiningthe poultry-hon^-'' His satis-
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faction must bo, that if ho loses some eggs it is only some out

of very many laid, and tho egg-collecting boy must be told to

koop bis eyos about him. A brooder of Hamburghs of many

yoars duration tells me that only a few of her's bad this fault,

one hen out of several, which it was best to kill. I will add

that I always recommend Dorkings as the best birds for the

farmer, though Hamburghs are charming pets for amateurs

who livo in the country.—Wiltshire Rector. 1

EXTRACTING THE GAPES WORM.
I have seen the remedy recommended for gapes by " G. W.,

Cardiff," in The Journal of Horticulture for Juno 12th.

How is it possiblo to introduce the gut into the windpipe ? It

seems to ho the throat of the chicken it, or a feather, goes into,

and how can the difference be known and made ? I have been

told by a medical man that it is very difficult to introduce any-

thing into the windpipe.—F. P.

[The medical man is right, it is difficult to introduce any-

thing into the windpipe, but by no means impossible or inju-

rious. We are always cautious bow we attempt it with any-

thing as hard as gut, but we work freely with a feather, as

danger is impossible. If it have the effect of a crumb going the

wrong way so much the better, the coughing will get rid of

some of the worms. When the bird breathes, the feather can

be introduced. You may not succeed the first or second time,

Imt you will at last. We dip a feather in turpentine.]

THE EGYPTIAN BEE.—Part I.

ITS MANAGEMENT IN EGYPT, AND ITS INTRODUCTION INTO

GERMANY.
*' In conclusion the author enters npQn the question of the acclima-

tisation of new forms of bees. For Europe he thinks the most valuable

form would be the Egyptian, partly on account of their beauty, and
partly because of their unwillingness to use their stings, which appears

to he common to all African bees, and is also one of the recommenda-
tions of the Italian bee."

—

Annah and Magazine of Natural History

for May, 1863.

Some time before the appearance of Mr. Dallas's epitomised

translation of Dr. Gerstiicker's paper on " The Geographical

Distribution and Varieties of the Honey Bee," from which the

above extract is taken, I had become aware of the value attri-

buted by the learned German to the Egyptian race of honey
bees (Apis fasciata), and had taken steps for obtaining it by
sending an order to a distinguished mercantile firm in that

oountry, to whom I had obtained an introduction, for three

colonies of bees, accompanying my order with full instructions

for packing and transporting them to England. This order

was, however, never executed, for reasons which I could not at

the time comprehend, but which the following narrative ex-

plains clearly enough, and the whole affair remained in abey-
ance until last year, when I learned that the Berlin Acclimati-

sation Society had token the matter in hand, with what success

Herr Vogel, the distinguished German apiarian who has acted
for the Society, shall relate for himself.—A Devonshire Bee-
keeper.

"We believe that Egypt was included in the range of the
creation of tho bee, since, on account of the obscurity and in-

sufficient knowledge we possess of the ancient history of this

country, we can neither prove that our favourite insect spread
by degrees voluntarily into it, nor that it was man who intro-

duced the bee into the valley of the Nile.
" The historical fact that the ancient Egyptians were a culti-

vated people gives us reason enough to suppose that tho bee
was domesticated in Egypt in the earliest times. Although we
do not find it reckoned among the animals that were consi-

dered sacred, yet different antiquarians are of opinion that the
mythical sacredness of the bee was likewise intimated in the
name of Apis, by which name the sacred bull of the Egyptians
was called, as the name of the sacred bull is identical with the
later Latin denomination of the bee. It would be overhasty to
infer from tho biblical account that because the old patriarch
Jacob amongst other presents also sent honey to "the man"
in Egypt, that the bee did not exist in Egypt at that time,
and that therefore Jacob wished to make a valuable present of

lioney to Joseph. According to the opinion of biblical com-
mentators the honey (D'basch), mentioned in Gen. liii, 11,
was not the honey of bees, but a kind of succcdaneum, a thick-
ened grape jnvie, which was afterwards also taken from Pales-

tine into Egypt, which was poorer in honey. It is still at tho

presont day called Dibs.
" Tho ancient Egyptians used tho Nilo to obtain rich har-

vests, and the ancient Egyptian bee-keepers understood also

how to use the river for profiting from the plants through their

bees by carrying on an extensive wander-bee-keeping on the great

river. As Upper Egypt is hotter than Lower Egypt, and tho

country thero is sooner freod from the inundation, the honey-

yielding piants also develope themselves earlier. In Lower and
Middle Egypt tho beo-hives having been previously numbered,

were piled in a pyramidal form on boats specially constructed

for this purpose, and were taken up tho Nile with tho wander-

ing bee-house.
" When the chief gathering in Upper Egypt was over, they

were shipped a few miles lower down the stream, and a halt

was again made so long as the bees found plenty of food. In
the beginning of February tho stocks arrived in Lower Egypt,

where they were again delivered to their owners. The bee-

keepers of Upper Egypt who had accompanied them, after

their hives had profited by the pasture near the sea, went

home again with their heavy stocks up the stream, in April._

" The civilisation of Egypt fading by degrees, and becoming

worn-out and effete, ultimately expired under the rule of the

fanatical Mahometans. With the vanishing culture, bee-keeping

in Egypt, old and extensive as it was, sunk too; at least,

modern travellers no longer see anything of wander-bee-keep-

ing on the Nile. A change has taken place in Egypt also in

modern times. At present it is only those Arabs (Fellahs) who
are settled and carry on agriculture and a few Copts who keep

bees, whilst the Bedouins living on the borders of the desert

keep none at all. From the small number of inhabitants in

the country (about three millions), we may judge of the very

small number of bee-keepers there. Bees are most extensively

cidtivated in Upper Egypt. They are kept there in moveable

earthenware vessels, and it is said that these vessels are imme-
diately walled in. In Middle and Lower Egypt there are but

few apiaries. An architect named Kindler travelled in the

neighbourhood of Cairo for some time without discovering one

apiary. Besides earthenware vessels, the bee-dwellings here

also consist of clay cylinders. Straw hives do not seem to he

in use, and when the word Wrbe (straw hives), is used in ac-

counts of travels in Egypt, when speaking of bee-keeping in

that country, it probably means bee-hives only.

" I only know the Egyptian cylinders by sight. They are

made of the Nile mud, from which material also the poor

people in that country construct their miserable cottages. Such

a cylinder is about 15 inches diameter inside, by 3 feet long,

and has, therefore, about the same internal dimensions as a

large Dzierzon hive. It is lfc to 2 inches in thickness. The
hive is closed at both ends by means of circular discs made
of the same material; and the entrance, which is but small,

is made in one of these discs. Cross sticks are not employed.

The cylinders lie in a horizontal position, and are placed,

like draining tiles, under the shade of a tree. The stock

which was introduced into Germany stood in Egypt until its

removal under the large tree in the English churchyard at

Cairo. The hive of the imported stock was a cylinder, only

about one-third of the size of the usual hives, made so small

purposely for transportation. February is the swarming season

in Upper, and March in Lower, Egypt. The imported stock is a

small second swarm, which issued in the latter end of March.

An artificial increase of stocks is not known. Bee-caps are

unknown. The Egyptian bee-keepers always approach their

bees with their faces unprotected, hive the swarms, and de-

prive the bees of honey according as they have gathered. The

Egyptian clover, Trifolium alexandrinum, is the favourite plant

of the bee.
(To he continued.)

SIZE OF HIVES—BLACK BEES.
I have a prime swarm hived June 10th, which has to-day,

(July 12th), as late as six o'clock, clustered on and underneath

the alighting-board of a frame hive (mentioned below as ob-

long). It has been very warm here. How can I stop this in

future ? As I can make my own hives I followed the direc-

tions given in the "Bee-keeper's Manual" for frame hives,

and was afterwards told they were too large for this part

(North Cheshire) ; so I then made my next hive to consist of

eight frames of the same size as the previous one instead of

ten, thus making it a parallelogram. Will this matter ?

Why are all bees not Ligurians called black bees? Mine
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are brown. Are they a different species and superior to the
others ? What would yon estimate the weight of honey a

Woodbury hive should hold ?—A. M.
[The mere shape of your hives is of no importance ; but

whoever told you that the ten-frame Woodbury hive was too
large for your locality was mistaken, as is proved by the bees
of the swarm clustering outside your eight-frame hive. Ad-
ditional room had better be given to them by putting on a
good-sized super. The so-called black bees are really a dark
brown, and yours do not differ from others in that respect.

The common bee is quite as dark as any nigger we have ever
seen.

We scarcely understand your last question. A Woodbury
hive, like all others, should contain sufficient honey to enable
its inhabitants to stand the winter, say 13 or 20 lbs. If com-
pletely filled, it may contain nearly 50 lbs.]

UNITING WEAK STOCKS.
Last autumn I purchased twanty-four hives of bees, in com-

mon straw hives. Twelve of them I selected to take and twelve
to keep, the latter were second and third swarms, and very
light. I fumigated the twelve strong ones, and united the bees
to the weak lot, six out of the twelve of which had not 1 lb. of

honey each. These I fed all winter with syrup made of 3 lbs.

of white sugar with 1 lb. of water, and gave it at the top of the
hives in glass bottles, with black net tied over the mouths of

the bottles.

I was obliged to winter the bives at the back of a south wall,

where the sun never shone on them at all through the winter,

and so damp was the place that the bottom boards were nearly
always mouldy, but I cleaned them and dried them before a fire

as often as I conveniently could. I likewise cleaned the covers,

and dried them.
Early in spring, when the bees began to stir, I looked into

all the hives, and to my dismay found the inside of the hives
very wet, and the straw rotten ; the combs also were mouldy,
except where the bees had clustered. On the 80th of March I

cut all the mouldy comb away, and made a quantity of barley-

sugar, and fed the bees with it. I afterwards found that two
stocks out of the twelve were queenless, so I united them to

the weakest stocks.

I then took a small allotment garden, in which I erected a
bee house, and placed my stocks in it. Since then they have
done remarkably well as far as working and thriving goes, but
they hung out, and would not swarm ; so, on the 21st of last

month, I drove them into empty straw hives. I then knocked
them out of the straw hives on to the ground, and put a Wood-
bury bar and frame hive easily over them. In this way I drove
seven hives, some of which went back, but I drove them again
the next day ; then I drove two of them again in about a fort-

night afterwards, and another swarmed of its own accord.
My stock of colonies is now twenty—ten old stocks and ten

swarms, all doing well except one old stock, which is queenless.
Into this I should like to put a pure Ligurian queen. Can you
inform me where I could obtain one, and what her cost would
be ?

—

Israel Todd.

[Write to T. W. Woodbury, Esq., Mount Radford, Exeter.
Perhaps he can assist you in obtaining a pure Ligurian queen.]

CONSEQUENCES OF REMOVING A SUPER-
GREEN HONEY.

I took a large straw super from a stock hive full of honey on
the 14th inst., and replaced it at once by a glass super covered
from the light. There was a good deal of brood comb in the
super, and I thought I saw a queen, but she was so draggled
with honey that 1 could hardly be sure. The comb was very
soft from the heat. Since Saturday a massacre has been going
on, and there are hundreds, probably thousands, of dead and
dying lying in front of the hive. Have I done anything wrong?
Shall I leave the glass super on ? The hive was a] very strong
one, and had never swarmed. The honey is of a pale green,
and in some parts turbid.—W. D. A., Hampstead.

[We do not see anything wrong in your proceeding, unless it

should turn out, as appears probable, that by spilling some of

the contents of the super you have attracted robbers, and thus
induced an attack by the bees of other hives, which has resulted

in the death of thousands as you describe. On the other hand,
it is just possible that one of those singular internecine wars
has broken out within the hive itself which sometimes, although
rarely, follow disturbances among bees, and for which it is

difficult satisfactorily to account. It can do no harm to leave

the super on for the present, but it should be removed when
the honey season is over. Green honey is a phenomenon with
which we are entirely unacquainted, but which must result

from some peculiarity in the pasturage.]

NOTES AND QUERIES.
I kept five stocks through the winter, and they all com-

menced working well in the spring. Two of them were swarms
two years ago, and each of them threw off two swarms last

season ; another was a top swarm last year, another a second
swarm, and the last was two hives driven together. All at

once, however, the driven hive and the two old hives seemed to

fall off and to dwindle away. Can you tell the cause of it ?

There was not a drone among the bees in one hive which I de-

stroyed. Do you think it was on account of their not having
any drones that the bees did not breed ?

The top swarm threw off a top swarm on June 20th, and a
second on June 23rd. Between the first and second swarms
the bees dragged four queens out, and, after the second, other

five queens. How do you account for so many queens, and the
second swarm so soon after the first ? We had a hive three

years ago that cast three swarms within eight days, and
dragged eight queens out between them.—A Constant Reader.

[We are unable satisfactorily to account for the fact that

without apparent disease stocks sometimes seem to dwindle in

spring, until at last, as in your case, so few workers remain
that breeding languishes if it does not entirely cease. It is

certain that the absence of drones has nothing whatever to do
with it, whilst we have often proved that in these cases the

breeding powers of the queens themselves are not always de-

fective, since, when the population of their hives has once been
sufficiently recruited, they have frequently shown themselves

equal to the task, not only of maintaining, but of rapidly in-

creasing it. Swarms follow at short intervals when several

young queens mature nearly at the same time, but we can give

no reason for the fact that some stocks form many more royal

cells than others.]

OUR LETTER BOX.
Preserving Eggs for Winter Use (Harriet).—Somo preserve eggs

by coating them with butter, or with anything that will render them air-

tight. Our own way is to keep them in lime, and we can put them on
the breakfast table in December as breakfast, and almost aa new-laid,

eggs. Take a large common breadpan ; fill the bottom with lime slaked to

such consistence that eggs being stuck in it will retain their position.

When the bottom is filled with them as closely as can be, but without
touching each other, pour lime in a liquid state over them till tbc.v are

covered, and a smooth surface is presented. As soon as this is the case,

and you have eggs enough to form another layer, follow t-fie same process

until the pan is full. You must, of course, suit the si^e of your pan to

the number of eggs you are likely to have. When they are likely to come
slowly it is better to have a deep vessel, as they should be put in fresh,

and it takes some time in autumn to obtain a large number. The appear-

ance of a drop of blood in the yolk of the egg and the dropped egg are all

unimportant. They merely remind us that the end of the laying season

is at hand.

Brahma Pootras Vct/ture-hocked (J. AM.—So far from being neces-

sary that Brahmas should be vulture-hocked to be successful at a poultry

show, it is a very great disadvantage ; and if they are shown against

birds that are not so disfigured it becomes a disqualification. Neither

Cochins nor Brahmas should have vulture hocks.—B.

Bretagne Cows (Jumcs H.).—You had better call on Mr. Baker, Half-

Moon Passage, Gracechurch Street. He sells this variety. If the price

do not suit you, we recommend you to inquire in Ireland for one of

tin- Kerry cows. They are not more than from 8 feet 2 inches to

3 feet 6 inches high.

POULTRY MARKET—July 21.

We are gradually drifting into autumn trade, but everything has been
out of joint through the unusual heat. A few fresh goods have made
very large prices, while many consignments have been thrown away.

Should the weather keep moderately cool, low prices only will be realised

s. d. s. d 8. d. s. d
Large Fowls S 6 to 4 Guinea Fowls OtoO
Smaller do 2 0„ 2 6 Partridges 0„0
Fowls 0„0 Hares 0„»0
Chickens 1 9„2 ;

Rabbits 1 £ » J
>

Goslings 0„0 0; Wild do £?"„ 2
Ducklings 0„ u Pigeons ° o„u »
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changed or modified by the water that is artificially supplied.

I have known Cape Heaths and similar plants languish and
fall into ill health, and now and then some of them die, from
being snpplied with spring water from a ohalk well ; and I ex-

pect that it must hare been something of this kind that pre-

vented tha Hydrangea flowering blue when grown in peat

soil by our late worthy writer, Mr. Beaton, or, if not this, that

some other neutralising agency had been at work. This, how-
ever, like many other matters connected with the culture of

this remarkable plant, deserves to be further inquired into, and
the result given to the world.—J. Bobsoh.

NOTES FROM NEW JERSEY, U.S.

It was extremely cold weather when last I wrote to you

—

colder, it is believed, than ever before felt in our part of New
Jersey. The thermometer registered 20* below zero. One
would suppose that when the cold became 'so severe as this,

two or three degrees more or less would hardly make much
difference ; but as a cold of 18° below zero kills the fruit-buds

of the Peach, the difference was to us between Peaches or no
Peaches. In our garden, where last season we had bushels,

not one is now (July 7th) to be seen.

We thought that so cold a winter would bring as compensa-
tion an early spring ; but it was not so. There was a good
deal of frost in May, and towards the end of that month one
cold night killed not only many tender garden plants, but,

sweeping through the low grounds in the woods, blackened the

new growth of even hardy forest trees and shrubs. The young
shoots of the Chestnut tree and Kalmia latifolia especially

suffered, although the wood of the latter when ripened is so

hardy as to endure 35° below zero, a temperature not very un-

usual in the winters of some New England States. It seems
strange that the young wood of such hardy subjects should be

as tender as hothouse plants.

After the 1st of June, with us there is but little danger of

frost, and all bedding plants may be safely put out. The sun
by this time is powerful, warming the ground well by day

;

and the nights being still a little cool in the early part of the

month, plants are by night in a sort of natural hotbed, which
starts the roots at once into vigorous growth. After the middle

of the month the heat increases so rapidly that about the 1st of

July we generally reach the maximum of our summer heat.

The following observations, made in a neighbouring town, will

show wh it this maximum is :

—

Tuesday, June 19th .

.

Wedne-d y, June 20th
Thursday, June 21st .

.

Friday, June 22nd
Saturday, June 23rd .

.

Monday, June 25th ..

Tuesday, June 26th .

.

Wednesday, June 27th
Thursday, June 28th .

.

Friday, June 29th
Saturday, June 30th .

.

Monday, July 2nd
Tuesday, July 3rd . . .

.

7 A.M.
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I would suggest to tho Editors the advisability of presenting

us with an article on the origin, tho working, and tho benefits

to bo derived from the Gardeners' Royal Benovolont Institution,

and I am cortain that by so doing they would oblige a great

number of their readers.—P. Dixon.

ROSES SENT OUT IN 1866.

It is not possiblo to form a correct estimato of the merits of

a Roso till it has undergone a period of trial which shall

embrace a sufficient time to determino the most important

points connected with it. These are : the flower—its colour,

shape, and size—and the constitution of the plant—its habit,

foliage, and blooming qualities ; hence, if we see only the

flower, we have but one half, and that the loast half, of the in-

formation which we seek, and it is not till we have the living

plant under our notice for a complete season that we can judge

fairly of its merits or otherwise. In taking down the names of

Hew Roses as seen for the first time at the great exhibitions

these circumstances should be borne in mind, particularly by

those who intend to purchase, in order to prevent after-dis-

appointment. I have known many instances of this : such

Roses as Madame Furtado, Irnpfratrice Eugenie, Le Rhone,

Louis XIV., H. Laurentius, and Francois Lacharme, are well -at-

tested examples, all of them being, when perfectly grown,

among the most beautiful of Roses, and sure to attract atten-

tion ; but it is only in favoured situations that they will grow,

owing to defect in constitution.

The Roses received from France, with others raised by English

growers, and sent out in the spring of 1865, were in number
only a little short of one hundred varieties, and have now been

among us sufficiently long to enable us to state something de-

finitely about them. In the schedules of the Rose shows, they

are for the present year considered new, but I have not cha-

racterised them as such from there having been more than half

as many sent out since—that is, in the spring of the present

year. Of the latter I can add nothing to what has been already

stated by our respected correspondents, Mr. Radclyffe and
" D., Deal." My evidence, too, on the former must be con-

sidered rather as corroborative than otherwise of the sound
judgment arrived at, and correct information furnished, by those

gentlemen in their interesting articles. It is derived from
plants growing in my own garden on the Manetti stock, and in

a very light soil, from others in the garden of a valued friend,

Mr. W. T. Sargant, Brooke Lodge, Redhill, both on the Dog
Rose and Manetti, in strong clayey loam, and as seen in large

quantities in the nursery of Mr. William Paul, at Waltham
Cross, which I recently had the pleasure of inspecting.

So far as yet proved, the Roses of 1865 show a somewhat
greater proportion of the whole number to be good than for

several years previously. It would be rash to say that they
are equally good, which is not the case, but they are of sufficient

excellence to secure a place in the rosery for some time to

come, and some of them show marked improvement over older

varieties.

I subjoin a list, not, indeed, assumed to be complete, but all

of them contained in it can safely be recommended, and to use
Mr. Radclyffe's expression, "people will not burn their fingers

with them."

Abbe Berleze
Achille Gonod
Belle Normande
Cbarles Margottin
Charles Wood
Dr. Andry
Duchesse de Caylus
Duke of Wellington
Elizabeth Vigneron
Glory of Waltham
General d'Hautpouit
Jean Roseukranz
Madame Versckaffelt

Madame Charles Verdier
Madame Elise Vilmorin
Madame Moreau
Mdlle. Amelie Halphen
Merechal Niel
Marguerite de St. Amand
Rushton Radclyffe
Semiramis
Triomphe des Francais
Xavier Olibo
Beauty of Westerham
King's Acre

To particularise a few of the above.
Bell? Normaiutc is a very vigorous grower, with flowers like

Duchesse d'Orleans. I do not, however, think it is better than
our old favourite.

Charles Wood will supplant Louis XIV., being vigorous in
habit, with larger flowers, and equally good in colour.

Duchesse de Caylus is probably the best in the list; a most
lovely carmine Rose, of perfect form.
Duke of Wellington will be welcomed as quite distinct from

any other of the scarlet crimson tribe, which are now so nu-
merous, and must be weeded out.

Dr. Andry and General d'Hautpault are two of M. Eugene
Verdier's seedlings, both very fine in form and colour.

Elizabeth Vigneron is a fino Rose, both for the show-box, and

for garden decoration. It was magnificent last autumn.

Glory 'of Waltham fully merits its name. It is without doubt

the grandest climbing Rose known.
Mdlle. Amelie Ilalplien is another carmine Rose of great

beauty.
Marechal Niel ie tho " sensation " Rose of the year. Last

winter was not sufficiently severe to test its hardiness, but the

frequency of its appearance in tho show-boxeB seems to indicate

a free-blooming quality.

Madame Charles Verdier is a very large and full Rose ; it

may be pronounced good, with the qualifying remark that its

form is not pleasing.

Marguerite de St. Amand is one of the best. As a light Rose

it may be put down as " a decided acquisition."

Rushton Radclyffe is a fino full Rose, and when quite open

globular and imbricated—that is, the petals overlap like the

tiles on a house. The reBpccted name with which it is asso-

ciated also gives it a claim to consideration.

Xavier Olibo requires further trial before I can speak con-

fidently of it. There ib room to hope that it will prove a

valuable addition to our dark Roses.

Beauty of Westerham and King's Acre, as English seedlings,

should be favourably noticed as instances of the efforts of our

own growers. The powerful fragrance of the first is a very

strong point in its favour.

To speak of the nursery at Waltham Cross and not to notice

the bedding Pelargoniums would be an almost unpardonable

negligence. The gorgeous beds now in full bloom, in contrast

with the well-arranged clumps of hardy shrubs and other

plants, for which this nursery is also famous, are very remark-

able. It is not difficult to imagine how anxious the lovers of

the bedding-out system, and they are legion, must be to possess

this beautiful strain of colour as seen in Rebecca, St. George,

Salmon Nosegay, &c., which must, indeed, be seen to be ap-

preciated.

—

Adolphub H. Kent.

PEACH-TREE PRUNING.
" The Modern Peach-Praner," by the Rev. Thomas Brehaut,

has been already printed in separate articles in The Journal

of Horticulture. I have now perused it in its collected form,

which has enabled me more easily to compare its several parts ;

and I advise all Peach-pruners to obtain the volume, consisting

of 178 pages. Its contents are as follows : The first part is

introductory, containing the History of the Peach, the Theory

of Vegetation, Phenomena Connected with Growth, Soils and

Manures, Aspects and Shelters, Transplanting, and Useful

Maxims. The second part is on Long Pruning, containing

five sections. The third part is on Close Pruning, containing

five sections ; and in my opinion the grand secret lies in these

five sections. A mixture of spurring and pinching to 6 or

8 inches is the system that I have always pursued, and I have

found it answer. My ten trees, planted here so late as April

this year, are so pruned, and they will bear well next season.

I showed them yesterday to my old friends Mr. and Mrs.

Farquharson, who approved of the plan.

The fourth part, containing four sections, relates to Orchard-

house Pruning and Training, and to Variations from Seed, by

Mr. Rivers. The Appendix is also by Mr. Rivers, and con-

tains three sections :—On Diseases and Insects, a list of choice

Peaches and Nectarines for the open wall, and another list for

orchard-houses.

The work is a very valuable one, and should be in the hands

of all those persons who profess to prune Peach trees. Long

pruning may suit the more genial climate of France, but short

pruning, or rather short pinching and spurring, is best adapted

to England. I conclude by thanking Mr. Brfhaut and also

Mr. Rivers.—W. F. Radclyffe, Okeford Fitzpaine.

Potato Onion.—Tour correspondent, " G. S.," in the Num-

ber for the 17th inst., wishes to know if any of your readers

has, like himself, found their Potato Onions refn«; to increase

in number. Small bulbs vihcu planted always grow large, and

rarely ever split ; but good-sized bulbs always divide into from

two to seven bulbs, or even more. I often wonder that Potato

Onions are not more grown, as by deep culture, with plenty of

manure and watering well with weak manure water during the
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wowing season, a heavier crop may be obtained from them
than from any other Onion which I have tried* We always
selected our Onions for showing from them, and were generally
successful. Their only fault is their not keeping late in the
spring. We always grow James's Longkeeping, ox some similar
kind, for late use.—W. C.

HINTS ON HYBRIDISING FRUITS.
Having been occupied for many years in hybridising plants,

and being very fond of it, I at length turned my attention to
fruits : I commenced with Grapes.
My object was to make the Muscat easier to cultivate, and

increase the size of the Frontignan ; also to make the large
Coarse kinds of a better flavour, and to improve the early ones.

I began, in the first instance, with the Muscat of Alexandria,
one of the most difficult Grapes to cultivate', and the Tro-
?Gren Muscat, a remarkably free grower, but a long time in
coming to maturity. It is a most delicious Grape, though not
so highly musked as the former. I expected to obtain Grapes
less difficult to cultivate, and was partly right; but I was
rather astonished at the final results. It should be premised
that the Troveren is a round Grape ; the Muscat of Alexan-
dria an oval one. The latter I made the female parent ; and
out of thirty seedlings no two were alike. The first three that
fruited were black, one being a large early Grape, in shape an
oval, with a fruitstalk like a piece of wire ; it was of a very
fine flavour, with the slightest possible taste of Muscat, and
hung well. This was a great success and well worth all my
trouble. The other two were late ones, with large round
berries, but nothing else remarkable about them. In the fol-
lowing year I fruited ten or twelve more from the same lot.
One of these was of a beautiful white or golden colour, and
ripened quite as soon as the Hamburgh ; its fine vinous
flavour was exquisite, mingled as it was with a Muscat taste
about half as strong as that of its parents. This also had very
Stiff fruitstalks, and kept a very long time. Another, and this
astonished me more than anything else, was a perfect minia-
ture of the Muscat of Alexandria, perfectly oval, and with the
strongest Muscat flavour that I ever tasted, but it was no
larger than a Red Currant ! I have not as yet discovered any-
thing very remarkable among the others. The next experi-
ment I tried was with General Marmora (no doubt a white
seedling variety of the Hamburgh) orossed by Burchardt's
Amber Cluster [Early 'White Malvasia]. My object was to ob-
tain a very early Grape ; and in this I succeeded beyond my
expectations, as I got a very fine white transparent Grape
like the Amber Cluster, but as large as the Hamburgh, and
fully five weeks earlier than that kind. This of course is a
great gain, and what has been much wanted, as the Sweet-
water Grapes are very bad setters, and the Muscadine is too
small for table use. The next crosses were between Blano de
Saumur and Chasselas Musque, and Chasselas MusquG and the
Citronelle. From these two crosses I have obtained the most
delicious kinds that ever came under my notice, more so even
than the old Frontignan and Chasselas Mueque. Two of them
are sweet-scented, smelling, when the sun shines on them,
like Orange-blossom. Nothing I have ever seen can compare
with them in flavour and productiveness ; their size, too, is
very large, some of them being as large again as the Fron-
tignan.

Two other most remarkable crosses are Chasselas Musquo
fertilised by the Long Noir Durant, a large oval black Grape,
on a very large bunch, but of an inferior flavour. This cross
produced Grapes of various colours, black, pink, and grizzly,
but all quite round. The next time I made Long Noir Durant
the female parent

; and, curiously enough, the result was al-
most identical with the former, there not being an oval berry
obtained. A very slight Muscat taste is observablo in a few ;

but m the greater number it is not observable at all.
These are the results from about 500 seedlings that I have

raised and 400 sorts that I have fruited ; I have some more yet
to fruit, such as the Canon Hall crossed by the Japanese one.

As the result of my experience, I am convinced that no one
can tell, m raising a lot of seedling Grapes, what they will be
likely to gei, they vary so much.

I next directed my attention to Peaches.
My object was to obtain Reaches with Nectarine flavour, and

I am glad to say I have succeeded. The Nectarines I made
the female plants were the Violette Hative, I'itmaston Orange,
audthe Stanwwk, crossed with the Noblesse and Barringtan

Peaches. Although the Violette Hative Nectarine had a gmall
flower, still, when crossed with the large-flowering Peaches,
eight out of twelve were large-flowered ; and out of fifteen kinds
fruited this summer only one was a Nectarine, the others
were all Peaches, most of them with the Nectarine flavour.

Two of them were especially delicious, having a beautiful Nec-
tarine flavour, melting like a Peach, but full-coloured like the
former fruit. The stones that produced the seedlings were
sown in the beginning of February 186:-! ; the greater part of

them flowered in February 1864 ; but the fruit fell off. I now
have one planted out in my Peach-house that will have next
June ten or twelve dozen Peaches on it. It is 10 feet high,
about the same width, and covered with fine-blooming wood.

—

John Standish, Royal Nursery, Ascot, Berks (in Journal of the
Royal Horticultural Society).

THE ROSE GARDENS OF LYONS.
Under the guidance of Mademoiselle Josephine Lacharme—

not exactly the fair nymph whom one would imagine ought to

wait upon the queen of flowers, but a jolly good- tempered and
communicative maiden, who gave me on our way the history of
her brothers and sisters, who all seemed well to do—I found
my way to Damaizin's, through fortifications and past fosses

and glacis, which give one the idea in France that either her
children are very rebellious and want very much keeping
down, or else that she has very naughty neighbours who are
continually on the watch to plunder her ; and then into dusty
roads ankle deep in white dust, which after a good storm will

be converted into deliciously tenacious mud, to find, alas

!

that Damaizin was not at home, and that Madame Damaizin.
could not give me any information on the subject of the new
Roses. I saw enough, however, to enable me to say that big
garden is very neatly kept, and in this respect very different

from Lacharme's.
On again through the dust and heat of a broiling day I toiled

to Ducher's, for there were no Jiaares to be had here, and I

had sent home mine. Here, however, I was more fortunate

;

Ducher was at home, and on my mentioning my name I was
cheerfully recognised, and shown over his grounds. These
are not large, and I forgot to ask him whether he had grounds
elsewhere, but there were some good Roses to be seen.
He at once said, " Ah ! I will show you a beautiful Rose, I

suppose called after your daughter;" and there truly was a
grand bloom of Mademoiselle Marguerite, which he pronounced!
to be one of the very best Roses of this year. He has several

seedlings to be let out this year, and one of them, of which X
shall have the name (having only the number now) , I consider to-

be the be6t Rose I saw abroad. He has striven to avoid the blood
of General Jacqueminot, and has succeeded in obtaining some
good Roses. One is a seedling of La Reine, another a seedling

from William Jesse like Baronne Provost in shape, and the

one already alluded to a seedling of William Jesse and Madame
Domage, very good shape, free-flowering, aad bright in colour,

a distinct and good Rose. He showed me a plant with the very

darkest foliage I ever saw, I think, in a Hybrid Perpetual, but

the flower was white ! and opened but indifferently.

I had yet another journey to make to Guillot fils, so weU
known to all Rose-growers by name, and Ducher accorapanied

me there. Generally speaking this is not a good plan tc- adopt,

for there is a reluctance in a French Rose-grower to shew you
his novelties before another ; but as M. Guillot had been pre-

pared for my visit, I did not mind this, and I found that when
we arrived there Ducher left me to go round the garden alone

with the proprietor. M. Guillot has given us many good
Roses, and as he bad written to me strongly in favour of a new
Tea Rose of his, I was anxious to see it. It wiR be, I believe,

a valuable acquisition. It is a very beautiful flower, of a bright

yellow colour, the eentre sometimes peach, tho habit of tJ«s

plant vigorous, and the flowers freely produced. It is *J be

called, I believe, Boutou d'Or. He has another yel^w not so

good, and a fine-looking seedling of Gineral Jaoqueminot of

imbricated form ; this mav psove to bo » b'°°<l Rose. There

was also a Rose of which fhooe great things, but it is not to

be let out till 1867, a Hybrid" Tea—Tea and Hybrid China I

believe, or Perpetual—the colour a bright rose, and the flowers

large. I hope to make a farther acquaintance with this

flower. .ToRnphins Beanharnai3-, one of Guillot's flowers of this,

year, is beautiful. President Mas I do not consider much;
arid Pline is quits a second-rate floweu, and coar.se. While

waiting here, and refreshing mjB9lf.wifci,a glass, olt Bordeaux*
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which I found very good after a heating morning's walk, Go-

nod, who is favourably known to us as the raiser of Madame
Korean, came in and promised, as I was now anxious to get

back to Lyons, where I had left my better hall, to bring to tho

hotel blooms of his new Hoses. This he did in tho evening,

and amongst them ho had n tine flower in the way of Virginal,

only somewhat larger; another was in tho way of Madame
Fillion, a light pink, and very promising.

It will thus bo seen that 1 do not consider that anything

Very remarkablo is coming to us from Lyons this autumn.
When the lists are out, and I can comparo tho numbers with

tho names given to them by the raisers, I shall hope to say

something more positive; but I can only repeat now that I do

not think I have seen any new Rose abroad equal to Ward's
seedling, Mrs. Ward. Since then he has sent me a box of

blooms of anothor variety, Mrs. John Bemers, which also pro

mises well. It is an imbricated flower, of good size and bright

colour, and very vigorous.

Tired as I was with my morning work, it did not prevent mo
from taking a broiling walk up to tho church of Notre Dame
des Fourvii"'res, whence, in favourable weather, Mont Blanc,

although a hundred miles distant, can be seen ; but the day
was too fine, the boat causing a haze which obscured the view.

After dinner we started off for Paris by night train, and it was
not surprising, I think, that I felt considerably tired the next

day. I enjoyed, however, amazingly my walk amongst tho

Roso gardens of Lyons, and was glad to bring home any scrap

of information that may be useful to the Rose-growers of

England.—D., Deal.

HORTICULTURE IN HUNGARY.
Soke observations from an eye-witness of the condition of

horticulture in one of the most beautiful countries of the south-

east of Europe, can scarcely be unacceptable, whou it is con-

sidered how very little, comparatively, is known of a country
which contains no less than 6155 geographical square miles.

My residence for three years was at Sziid, in the neighbour-

hood of Schemnitz ; but I have had frequent opportunities of

visiting other parts of tho country, to which my observations

equally apply.

As the vegetables more commonly in use, including To-
matoes/are supplied almost entirely by field cultivation, the
kitchen garden is by no means the prominent object which it

is in England. The vineyards supply the finer kinds of fruit

—

as Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots, Medlars, and Figs; while
different kinds of Gourds are planted along the boundaries,
forming a loose kind of enclosure. Some of these are cultivated

merely as food for cattle ; others are used as Vegetable Mar-
rows, amongst which is a very superior one known under tho
name of Spargel-Klirbiss (or Asparagus Pumpkin), while others

are a favourite food when baked. Cucurbita melanoaperma is

amongst the kinds which are cultivated ; but it does not appear
that they have, at least north of the Danube, any variety of

Cucurbita moschata, which almost supersedes the Vegetable
Marrow where the heat is sufficient.

The commoner kinds of fruit, as Cherries, Mulberries, Wal-
nuts, Strawberries, and Raspberries, grow cu the mountains,
on tho roadside, or by every ditch or waste piece of ground ; so
that even in bad years the proprietor has a constant supply
without any pains, and in good years he merely gathers the
best, and lets every one, after he is served, take what he pleases.
In fact, travellers, or, indeed, every passer-by, help themselves
for the most part without any let or hindrance. The orchard
is almost exclusively devoted to the cultivation of Plums (which
•are grown in enormous quantities), for drying, a process which
is performed on hurdles in a low-heated oven. The varieties,
however, in cultivation are very inferior to those which yield
the better kinds of French Plums of commerce. A few Pears
and Apples are grown, but of very inferior quality. Wall fruit
is unknown. It cannot be expected, therefore, that much at-
tention should bo devoted to the kitchen garden, though a few
hotbeds, as in England, are made for the rearing of Brinjals,
and ether plants which require to be brought forward artificially.
The better kinds of Melons and Cucumbers are grown on the
open ground in the garden, while the large coarser kinds and
Water Melons .'which are of excellent quality), are consigned to
the field. Cabbages, Carrots, the different kinds of Kidney
Beans, some of which are of very superior quality, and a few
other vegetables, have garden culture. A very small kind of
Pulse, knowc under *to name e£ Rice Beans, used frequency

for soup, and bolonging apparently to the genus Dolichos, with
one or two other sub-tropical varieties, is an object of cul-
tivation. Fruit trees, with tho exception of a few Apricots and
Plums, arc for tho most part excluded ; as regards those beyond
the palo, scarcely anything is dono in the way of pruning be-
yond choppiii;' off Que dead or usolcss branches, which takes
placo in April.

Tho flower garden is of far more importance, and is in general
large, and laid out in beds of various shapes, in tho midst of a
lawn, which is, however, not kept clo6e-shaved as in England,
but is mowed three times only in the year, as the proprietor
depends on tho grass plots for the maintenance of his cows in
summer, tho meadows being devoted to the production of hay
for the winter food of tho sheep. It is mowed by tho cowherds,
who carry it away on a curiously-shaped cart drawn by two
donkeys : the cart is made without a piece of iron or a single
nail. The paths are made of silt, which is brought from the
larger rivers, and the beds separated from the grass by a very
prettily worked edging of wickerwork, tho bark of the Osierg
having first been carefully removed. The flowers aro of much
the same sorts as those cultivated in England, though, from the
severity of tho winter, some perennials which succeed with ua
do not admit of out-door cultivation. Numerous white chairs
and tables are scattered everywhere, which, with the wicker-
work of tho borders, give the ground a gay appearance.

What, however, strikes an English eye the most is the entire
absence, in most Hungarian gardens, of anything like ever-
greens

; for there are no Yews, no Cedars, no Firs, no Holly
trees, nor anything that is green in winter ; in consequence of
which there is a comparative want of contrast in summer, and
an appearance of utter desolation in winter. In summer the
foliage is afforded chiefly by Acacia3, Gleditschias, Poplars, and
occasionally Oaks.
The garden is cultivated by peasant girls under tho superin-

tendence of the gardener, who are paid 2d. a-day. They always
go about without shoes or stockings, as the only time when the
Hungarian peasants wear shoes, which are considered a luxury,
is when they are at church, or when the snow is on the ground.
As was formerly the case almost universally in Scotland, tho
boots or shoes are carried in the hand, and put on only when
they arrive at the church-door.
The tool3 generally used in a Hungarian garden are very

large heart-shaped hoes and wooden rakes. A spade is very
seldom seen. The wheelbarrow holds no more than a bushel,
and is made entirely without iron, the wheel consisting of a
disk of board, and the spindle of a piece of juniper or other
tough wood.
Tho most prominent feature on entering a Hungarian gentle-

man's garden is the hothouses, which, though not as magni-
ficent as they aro frequently in our own gardens, are on an ex-
tensive scale, adapted to the exigencies of the climate. They
are of three different kinds : 1, the Szaporfto Haz (the slip or
propagating-house) ; 2, the Hajto Haz (the forcing-house) ;

3, the Hideg Haz (or cool-house, answering to our greenhouso
or orangery).

The Szaporito H;iz is a neat structure with four stone walls
and a sloping roof of glass, the front wall being 4 fee' high, and
the back wall 7 feet. It is heated by means of a flue, which
goes round the house from the furnace to the chimney. The
flue is enclosed in a wall or bricks about 3' feet high, in which
there are four doors for the insertion of pans of water, which
are placed on the top of the flue. Deal boards, which have
numerous holes pierced in them, are nailed to the two walls

over the flue, and on these the mould is placed, the holes in tho
boards being first filled up with moss, so as to prevent the soil

falling through, and at the same time to admit the steam which
arises from the pans. Cuttings inserted in the mould, which
are either uncovered or protected by bell-glasses, grow, when
treated in this manner, with astonishing rapidity, and aro soon
ready for potting-off.

The Hajto Haz is built in the same manner as the propagat-
ing-house, but has simply a flue. Into this the cuttings are re-

moved as soon as they are potted, and arranged on stages. The
furnace is heated with wood, of which only a small quantity is

necessary. It is in this house that Rose-grafting is conducted,

the stocks being got forward in it by the beginning of February.

The top is then sawn off horizontally, a slit made in the out

surface, and the graft inserted, and secured by a cement made
of resin, wax, and Venice turpentine. When treated in this

way, scarcely a single graft fails, and tho trees bloom well in

the summer. This method is found to answer far better than
budding, which is not suited to the climate.
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The Hideg HAz, or orangery, is a very large room, heated by
a flue iu the soil, and glazed in front after the old English
fashion. The chimney is composed of a number of large

quadrate pieces made of clay, each succeeding piece fitting into

that beneath, and decreasing from tho base upwards. The
whole, which is iu the inside of tho house, is painted green, and
has not a bad effect. The plants are beautifully arranged, and
the whole forms a sort of winter garden. The Orange and
Lemon trees are dispersed iu pleasing groups together with the
shrubs, and the flowers iu variously-shaped beds ; but instead of

having the wiekerwork edging which is seen out of doors, they

are surrounded by beautiful minerals from the mines, which
often contain a good deal of gold and silver.

The expense, of course, varies according to the wealth of the
Magyar ; but, as a general rule, it may be reckoned that it

amounts to about £f>0 a-year ; and many of the nobles do not
think it derogatory to their dignity, though extremely proud of

their pure descent, to diminish the expense by tho sale of the
plants.'

—

Miles Berkeley, Esq. (iu the Journal of the Royal
Horticultural Society).

RED SPTDER AND THRIPS.
I have just read Mr. Abbey's intelligent and interesting paper

on red spider, and concur with him in most of his observations.

as every practical gardener must. Still, everyday experience

inclines me to differ from him as to the predisposing causes of

parasitical diseases and insects, and of red spider in particular,

believing contrary to Mr. Abbey's opinion, that the disease is in

almost every ease due to certain conditions of health, and that

its existence iu some eases is so strictly dependant upon those

conditions, that unless they are present actual contact will not

produce it. Mr. Abbey considers the principal causes of red

spider to be a dry atmosphere and a high temperature , with

too little air at night, and that ill health does not predispose

to the insect unless these conditions are present—conditions,

I will just observe here, sufficient in themselves to produce ill

health and thereby induce disease. But I will state facts, and
let your readers judge.

The worst case of red spider and thrips I ever saw was in

an aquatic-house. The centre of the house was occupied by a

tank devoted to the growths of aquatics. The water in the

tank was heated by pipes passing through and in contact

with it, so that the atmosphere of the house was continually

charged with vapour, and to such an extent at night that the

leaves of the plants dropped with the weight of the condensed

moisture, yet on no occasion did I ever see Caladimus,

Crotons, and other plants suffer so severely from red spider

and thrips. Owing to the aquatic occupants of the tank the

house could not be shaded sufficiently, perhaps, but otherwise

the plants referred to received every attention. The ventilation

was sufficient, and the temperature was not too high for the

inmates. So much for a moist atmosphere as an antidote for

red spider.

Again, our Melon and Cucumber-house here is separated from

a Pine-stove by a partition, and the two coniinunicate with each

other by an open doorway. Dwarf Kidney Beans were grown
on the back kerb of the Pine-stove all the winter, and were at

no time free from red spider and thrips. The Melon-house

was also occupied by Kidney Beans before the Melons and
Cucumbers were planted, so that then was no doubt about the

presence of the enemy, and trusting to our own notions of

warfare in the matter, the house was only slushed down with

cold water, more for the sake of cleaning the glass than any-

thing else. The bed was made up. and the Melons and Cucum-
bers were planted about the middle of January ; and although

there was constant traffic between them and the Kidney Beans

by the men on duty, they remained perfectly clean, and the

Melons ripened-off an excellent crop, whilst preserving their

leaves perfectly green, by the end of May. The Cucumbers
and Melons were grown in large pots, drained so that they

could not be over-watered, and plunged in the hotbed, and the

only means taken to cheek red spider was supplying them with

abunJance of water at the root, and occasional strong doses of

liquid inquire. The weather was cold and the tiring hard, yet

the Melons wore rarely ever syringed overhead all the time.

The vigour of the plants, as indicated by their dark glossy

green haves, was kept up entirely through "the roots.

The third case is even more remarkable. In a range of new
vineries here, part of the old Vines are retained. They are

not unfruitful nor unhealthy, and are in general remarkably free

from red spider ; but having decided upon lifting their roots

and renewing the border, we lifted about one-third of them
last autumn. The operation, of course, checked them for this

season, and they broke weakly at starting, and were attacked
by red spider almost as soon as the berries were set, and it

has only been kept in check by the free use of sulphur on the

leaves ; while those that were not lifted, the same sort in tho

same house, have remained almost entirely free from the insect

to the present time, and except mulching the border, nothing
whatever has been done to them to check it. It is our third

vinery, anil the Vines are now ripeuiug-off their crop.

I will just record another instance, connected with green fly.

We force annually a long pit of early Potatoes. Owing to the

proximity and position of the border, rather too much bottom
heat is communicated at one end of the pit during hard tiring;

the Potatoes are, consequently, injuriously affected by the

extra stimulus, and in cold dull weather become drawn and
weak. This was the case last spring, and the stems of the

Potatoes for two or three lights from the boiler end, were at-

tacked again and again by green fly, in spite of smoking and
other preventive measures. The pit was planted halfway along

with the same variety, but the insect progressed only so far as

the Potatoes were weak and affected by the extia heat, being

most numerous next the furnace, gradually disappearing as the

distance from it increased, and eventually disappearing to some
extent from the affected plants also as the weather improved

and less fire heat became necessary, clearly proving that im-

paired vigour was the cause of the attack, so far as circum-

stances could enable any one to judge.

I could state many more such instances, but these are suffi-

cient to prove that the occurrence of the insects, if not al-

together dependant upon, is at least greatly influenced by,

certain conditions of health.

I agree with Mr. Abbey, that water may be said to be the

natural enemy of red spider, but I attribute the presence of the

insect more to the want of moisture in the soil than in the at-

mosphere, and not so much to the mere absence of water as to the

absence of that medium through which plants can alone absorb

their food. We know that among human beings and animals

poverty predisposes to disease, and it is not carrying analogy

too far to suppose that plants are similarly affected. I never

yet saw a perfect cure effected by any of the usual external

"processes and applications, and I look upon all such as merely

temporary expedients, and believe that the maintenance of

vigorous health is the only sure way of guarding against such

parasites.—J. Simpson-, Worthy.

• Note by the Rev, H, -
t

. Berkeley.—I have iu my possession a

ae o! the plants in the garden oi :\ Magyar of some property,

witla the prioes attached, as iu a nurseryman's list.

POISONED GRAIN. &o.

Mr.. Fish, referring to my letter at page 42. expresses a doubt

whether in laving poisoned stuff for rats. to., he may not be

rendering himself liable to the £10 penalty tmder the Act.

I did not wish to trespass on your space, and therefore only

gave a general sketch of the Act : bnt, in order to satisfy Mr.

Fish, allow me to state that in the Grain Act the tine is only

imposed for sowing, casting, to., "in or upon any ground or

other exposed situation :" and iu the Meat Act poisoned flesh

may be placed in any dwelling-house, building, or enclosed

garden, or drains connected therewith (provided the same have

gratings oven, or in ricks, to destroy vermin, and also on land ;

but in the last oasa notice must be posted up to that effect, and

written notice given at the nearest police station thereof.

The objects of these Acts are evident—viz., to preserve game

and small birds. You must not scatter poisoned seed in an

enclosed garden, because birds could fly over and eat it
;
but

poisoned meat few birds would touch.

\s to the questiem of whether you are sowing '-protested

seed, or merelv covering poisoned seed to try and evade the

\n that would depend on circumstances— ,-. ".if I sow valu-

able flower seeds iu a bed, and then intermix then, with

poisoned Peas or corn, the inference would be, as the fact is,

that I am trying to tempt the birds with my Peas and save my
flower seeds: but if I sow poisoned (red-leaded, to.). Peas in

my usual vegetable department, my real motive is difficult to

guess.

—

Lex.

Stbawberbx Sror.1.—We have received from Dr. H. Thomas

a unique sport of the Strawberry. The berry.
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very irregular in form, is ripe, and from the side grows a

flower-stalk an inch long, calyx, and stamens, but no petals or

pistils. On dissection, it was evident that the flower-stalk was
emitted from the .skin of the berry.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
July 24tii.

Floiui, Committee.—Tho Floral Committed visited the Society's

gardens at Chiswick to inspect and report upon the trial plant-; of tip-

present season. The Committee met in largo numbers, ami proceeded

to examine tho Zonalo Pelargoniums which had received awards on

former occasions. Those persons acquainted with the extensivo col-

lection of these plants cultivated in the gardens will know what nume-
rous varieties are there to bo seen. Upon tho principle of reducing

the numbers, avoiding similarity of varieties, and selecting only tho

very best and most distinct in each class, tho Committeo set to tho

work, and decided to remove from the collection several kinds which
had previously received awards, but winch arc now surpassed by

better kinds. Some fifty-eight or sixty sorts were struck off the

list, not for bad qualities, but on account of their inferiority to the new
varieties of the past and present year. First-class certificates were

awarded to tho following varieties which had received 6econd-class

certificates—viz., Harry Hieover, Rod Riding Hood, and Rev. J. Dix.

The laBt-named, which is a seedling from tho Society's garden, was
much admired for tho profusion and brilliancy of its deep scarlet

flowers and its compact habit.

First-class certificates were awarded for the following new varietios

of 18tiG:—Orange Nosegay, ^"altham Seedling, Marie Mrzard, Bril-

lant Snperbe, Variegated Stella Nom ;iy .Smith, Hornsey Road),
Madame Bane, Miss Parfait, Madeline ; second-class for Violet Hill

Nosegay.
hi : class certificates were awarded to the following Fuchsias:

—

Roderick Dim, Knoch Arden, Father Ignatius, Lady Heytesbury,
and Conspicua, all very heantiful binds. Firat-clafla certificates were
also awarded to striped Verbenas :—Mr. Wood, Madame Hermann
Stenger, Oireglia, and Ada ; and a second-class certificate for At-

traction.

Very many of this year's novelties were not in a condition for ex-

amination, the Committee will consequently soon meet again to report

npon them. The collection of Zonale Pelargoniums in pots, exhibited
in the old Rose-house, was much commended and admired. Much
credit is due to the gardener who has the care of them, for they were
well grown, and afforded good examples of those varieties which will

not endure exposure to the sun and wind. The improved aspect of

the gardens was generally approved of, especially the walk from the

entrance leading to the vinery. The circular beds of fine-foliaged

plants, continued on each side of the gravel walk from the Zonale
Pelargoniums, were highly commended, and will doubtless prove very
attractive and useful to such of the Fellows as have not much know-
ledge of plants. They can here at one view see and select what plants
are most suitable for decorative purposes oat of doors, when in-

termingled with the gay and vivid colours of tho usual bedding-out
plants. The Hollyhocks were very fine, and will soon be in per-
fection. The whole appearance of the lloral department of the garden
was most satisfactory.

A large party of the Fruit and Floral Committees, after the business
of the day, dined together under the old iron tent, with its innumerable
iron ribs, and thus finished a very pleasant and satisfactory day. The
services of Mr. Barron, the present Superintendent of the gardens,
were duly acknowledged, and the Committee dispersed.

PLANTS INJURED BY FUMES OF GAS TAR.
I built a small span-roofed house, for a succession-house,

40 feet long and 10 wide, with a walk through the centre, and
a tank on each side, using on the outside of the tanks and on
the sides of the house a coating of gas tar. I commenced fill-

ing the house with Hoses, Spiraas, Grape Vines, &c.—plants
to get stock from. The plants being dormant, of course I
could not see at first if the gas was hurting them or not, for as
soon as the heat began to rise the gas began to make its

appearance very plainly. On the plants commencing to grow,
it killed the young shoots as fast as they grew, and in fact,
killed a great many large plants, both root and branch. The
Rose and Grapo Vine leaves would turn black, become contracted,
and then fall off.

It being apparent that I must either shut up the house or
control the gas, I went to work and boarded up the tanks, at
the same time washing the ends of the house with thick water-
lime, and I have at last, after a great deal of trouble and

fcy, succeeded in being able to grow plants tolerably well.
Some few years since, the President of the Rochester Gas

Company being informed by a friend that - ta .- a good
thing to keep off the bugs from the Squash and Cucumber

plants, resolved to try some. A few days afterwards, on being
questioned as to the result, he said that it was the best thing that

ho had over seen, for it had killed tho bugs, but at tho same
time it had killed tho plants likewise.—J. Ciiaiclton [American
Gardener's Monthly.)

THE CINERARIA.
Tnis is ono of tho most useful plants wo have for conserva-

tory decoration, both in winter and spring ; in fact, it seems to

be almost indispensable for that purpose, for there are very
few places to bo met with where it is not grown—from the

humblest amateurs who possess but a small greenhouse, to the

castle or palace gardens ; and where cut flowers are required
in abundance, it is invaluable.

It is very probable that what I have to advance upon tho sub-

ject is but an old tale to some of your more experienced readers ;

but there are numerous instances to be met with which evince

that the proper treatment is not universally understood, and
this, I think, will bo sufficient apology for my intruding with
an old subject.

Although the Cineraria can be had in flower from December
up till May, yet the latter period seems to bo its natural season

for flowering ; at no time is it to be seen in such perfection as

then. The usual method of propagating is from seed, or by
cuttings, or suckers that come up from the roots of tho old

plants. Most people use the former method when tho aim is

simply for conservatory decoration or for cut flowers ; it is the

most expeditious way, and perhaps answers tho purpose equally

as well ; but care must be taken that the seed is saved from
good varieties, as the tendency in nine cases out of ten is to

degenerate. The expense of a packet of seed from some party

who is well known to keep a good strain is trifling compared
with the advantage gained thereby ; and where it is not practi-

cable to obtain seed from good named varieties, this is the

safest resource for having good flowers. In order to have them
in flower about April or May, the seed should be sown the first

or second week in August in pans, using a compost of equal

parts loam, leaf mould, and sand. The following method I have
used with never-failing success :—I use seed-pans, but ordinary

pots will do equally as well ; but if pots are used, they should

be filled with crocks to within 3 or 4 inches of the top, then a

layer of sphagnum, then fill up to the rim with the compost,

spreading the surface evenly but loosely ; sow the seed on this ;

then with a round flat board, or the bottom of a flower-pot,

press the soil gently down, and water with a fine rose—no cover-

ing is necessary ; then place them under a north wall and put

a hand-glass over them, and in about a week or ten days the

seeds will germinate. As soon as the plants are large enough to

handle, prick them off into boxes or shallow pans, about lj inch

between each plant : the soil used should be rather light, leal

mould and sand forming a predominant proportion. They
should then be placed in a cold frame, and kept close and
shaded for about a week ; after that plenty of air should be given,

but the shading should be retained during hot sunshine in the

middle of the day. When they have well filled the boxes, put

them into 60-sized pots ; compost for this and succeeding shifts,

two parts nice February loam, one part leaf mould, one part

well-decomposed cowdung, and one part clean river sand. One
of the principal points that must be attended to, to have good

plants, is never to allow them to get too pot-bound until such

time as they are in their flowering pots—eight or nine-inch pots

are generally large enough for this. If they are allowed to get

too pot-bound in small pots, it causes them to throw up their

flowering shoots before the plant has had sufficient nourishment

to attain to a good strong crown ; the consequence is a weak head
of bloom. I always like to see a good strong crown, with plenty

of large leaves at the bottom, before they begin to throw up their

flowering shoots ; if this is obtained, a good head of bloom is,

with proper attention, sure to follow. They should be allowed

to remain in the cold frames or pits as long as there is no danger

from the approach of frost, be kept close to the glass, but not to

touch it, and a free circulation of air allowed to pass through

them night and day. They should likewise have plenty of space

to stand in, but so as not to touch one another—better grow

half the quantity than have them too crowded. The fame rules

should be attended to when tho plants are hoimed in the winter

time. Plenty of air should be given on all favourable i locations,

but avoiding cold cutting winds. The atmosphere of tho house

should be kept as dry and sweet as possible ;
and when it is

necessary to use fire heat to exclude damps, it should be applied
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in the morning, and allowed to go out at night, and give plenty
of air all day. As a rule, the less fire that is used the better

—it should never be applied but for the purpose already men-
tioned, and to exclude frost. They will make considerable
progress during the winter time ; and towards the beginning of

February, if not already done, they should have their final shift.

All the young suckers they throw up should be removed, as

they only tend to crowd the leaves too much, and they rarely

flower at the same time that the niaiu plant does. Tying out the
side shoots should likewise be attended to to make nice uniform
specimens. As soon as they begin to flower they may be removed
to the conservatory, and kept cool and shaded to prolong their

flowering.

The same routine applies to the cuttings as to the seedling
plants, except that they should be struck towards the end of

August, either in pans, or else singly in small pots, and as soon
as they are well rooted pot on as recommended above.
One of the most important parts of the process I have omitted

to refer to, which, if neglected, farewell to all hopes of obtain-
ing good specimens (but the same applies to all other plants as
well)—viz., watering. I do not know of any special rule to lay
down for watering Cinerarias that does not hold good with mostly
all other plants ; to do this judiciously is only learned by prac-

tice. It must be given with caution during the winter time.
A pretty safo rule at all times is to let the ball get pretty dry,

but not so dry as to make the leaves flag, then water well so as

to soak it through. Weak liquid manure may be given once or
twice a-week after the plants get well rooted in their flowering

pots.

Red spider and green fly are sometimes very troublesome.
When the former pest gets itself established it is a pretty sure
sign of bad cultivation. It is only with poor stunted plants
that ever it gets much ahead. I have never seen it attack any
plants that have been grown on, as described above, except where
grown with other plants that had been affected. The best way
to get rid of it is by dusting them over with sulphur. As soon
as the latter pest makes the least appearance, the house ought
to be fumigated immediately with tobacco paper.

Although I have confined the above remarks to plants to

flower about April or May, it will be seen that the same general
routine will do for earlier sowings. To have them in about
Christmas the seed should be sown early in June. The best
place to grow these in is a frame behind a north wall, where
they only get the sun in the morning and evening. They like

a cool moist placo to grow in, and are very impatient of too
much sun heat at this time of the year. The cooler they can
be kept, the better will they grow. When the plants are done
flowering, all the seedlings—except such as may have turned
out to be first-rate varieties—should be thrown away, but those
that are worth keeping should be put into a frame, and kept
rather dry till such time as they have ripened their wood. Then
cut then down and well water the balls, and plant then out
on a Bhady border to throw up suckers for fresh cuttings.

—

E. H'Intosh (in Scuttish Gardener).

VARIEGATED PELARGONIUMS.
tin. J. R. Peahson, of Chilwell, has been kind enough to

offer some criticisms on the subject of my paper on the sport-

ing of Pelargoniums, &c. ; and as he has only seen an abstract

of the paper presented to the Botanical Congress, I venture to

ask if you will kindly publish, in eatenso, the paper, of which I

enclose a copy.

After Mr. Pearson has carefully read it through, he will see

that he has not confined himself to the subject he commenced
writing on. If he will kindly favour us with his views more
fully on the subject, I shall be very glad to reply to the queries

he has laid such stress on with regard to seeing and smelling

the pollen, and also with regard to the effects of electricity on
plants. Mr. Pearson appears to treat these matters very in-

differently. Does he do so from a scientific point of view ? or

is it because he has not entered into the subject with sufficient

minuteness to enable him to judge the effect produced by
electricity on plants whilst they are undergoing the process of

fertilisation ?—J. Wills.

[ON THE SPORTING OF PELARGONIUMS AND OTHEE
PLANTS.

BY J. WILLS, HUNTROYDE GARDENS, BURNLEY.

This is a subject pregnant -with a vast amount of interest to many
who have watched this curious phenomenon in plants year after year.

Huoue, I believe, has as yet been able to fathom this wonderful freak

of Nature, and any facts bearing on this extraordinary phenomenon
would no doubt have a tendency in some slight degree to clear away
some Bmall portion of the mysteries that surround it. It is one of the
wonderful provisions of Nature, to man almost unaccountable—a pro-
vision, nevertheless, by which many curious forms of plants are pro-
duced which could not be obtained in any other way.

I have for many years watched the growth and development oi
plants from seed with great interest, and the producing of new forms
has been to me a never-failing source of pleasure. I will, therefore,
describe some of these curious phenomena, as witnessed by me ; at
the same time I do not wish it to be understood that the opinions 1

may have formed thereon are correct, my principal object being to
open up the subject, so that it may be brought under the notice oi
others more competent to deal with it.

The tendency to sport hi the Pelargonium is highly developed in
the following kinds—namely, Flower of the Day, Brilliant, and,
lastly, Mrs. Pollock. The former was distributed to the puhlic some
fourteen or fifteen years ago by the Messrs. J. & C. Lee, and from
the very first year of its appearance np to the present time, I have
noticed green sports frequently breaking out from it. This goes to
prove that the variety called Flower of the Day was originally a sport,

and was not produced direct from seed, and has a tendency to prove
what I have before stated, to the effect that the more delicate kinds of

variegated plants cannot be perpetuated by seeds, but must be in-

creased by propagating the sports as they occur. This constant habit
of sporting in the plant above mentioned shows, in my opinion, that
the original parent was a green variety, probably Cerise Unique.
The same propensity to sport is often seen in Brilliant ; and, lastly,

Mrs. Pollock will often produce sports of a' dark green colour, with a
deep bronze zone, showing that it was originally only a common plain
Horseshoe land : but here, if I am wrong in the opinion I have
formed, Mr. Grieves, with whom this most valuable plant originated,

will no doubt correct me.

Having mentioned three kinds of Pelargonium that are very much
given to sporting, I will now state what i think may be considered
one of the causes which bring this curious phenomenon about.

Three years ago some Pelargonium plants were placed in a httle

house used for hybridising-purposes. This house was properly con-

structed, and placed in a position where it was not fully exposed to

the direct rays of the sun, and where it had the advantage, when
necessary, of the heat from a tire at the back of a wall, which formed
the back of the house. My object in placing the bouse in this aspect

was to obviate the necessity for giving air as much as possible whilst

the plants were undergoing the process of fertilisation, and every care

was taken to prevent any distribution of pollen in the house ; but after

all my care, I found, during the following spring, after the seeds were
sown and had in due course produced plants, that some adverse

agency bad been at work, and that I must have overlooked or neg-

lected some important point, for the greater portion of the plants had
come quite contrary to what I had anticipated ; for instead of being,

as I expected they would have been from the parents used, beautifully

variegated, the majority of them produced plants with green or dark

zoned foliage, with here and there a sport breaking out from the side

of the stem. On looking about for the cause, I came to the conclusion

that the small perforated zinc ventilators, which were put in different

parts of the house for admitting air and excluding all kinds of insects,

had not been covered over so as to prevent a current of air from
passing in whilst the work of fertilisation was going on, and that

pollen from some other plants that were standing near must have been

dispersed by the ah, and that particles of it must have come in con-

tact with the flowers just at the time I had been fertilising them.

This struck me as being the probable cause of the seedling plants

sporting so constantly as they did. The following year, for the pur-

pose of testing the ,ruth of "this idea, I subjected the same plants to

precisely the same treatment, and was sure the bouse was very much
charged with pollen at the time I fertilised the plants, for a strong

breeze was blowing at the time, and thei-o was a good deal of ripe

pollen on other plants standing in the vicinity of those I had been

operating on ; and as soon as the seeds had germinated and the plants

were sufficiently developed, it was evident that the same phenomena

had occurred again. The same thing has occurred a^aiu this year, in

precisely the same way, and under the same conditions ; whilst of

plants o'f the same kinds that had been fertilised, and of which every

care had been taken to prevent any pollen coming in contact with

them after they had been fertilised, none produced plants in accord-

ance with the parents used, and no sports in any instance have oc-

curred.

One of the plants operated on was a sport I obtained from Mrs.

Pollock, and referred to in a previous letter, labelled No. 1- The

plant, No. 3, referred to in the same letter, is the produce ol a plant

that had been subjected to the influence of the mixed pollen.

The above facts have led me to the conclusion that a plant, if mixed'

pollen be used in fertilising it, will produce sports, more or less, as the

case mav be, and according to the state of the air at the time fertilisa-

tion is taking place. If the air is very much charged with electricity,

there will be a greater pcr-ceutage of plants with a tendency to sport

;

hut if there be little or no electricity at the time, seedlings like the

female parent will predominate.

With regard to the production of variegated plants, my opinion is

I that the more delicate kinds are not perpetuated from seed, but by
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propagating the sports. Tho small eeeffluuj plants of almost are!}

kind of variolated plan! are so extremely detitsate in textan, that they

perish in a few days after the goods have geTrtdnated, I have noticed

this in thousands of instances with small seedling variegated Pelar-

goniums ; none of these, or any other small BeetLUnc viun -tihd plants,

have, any of the primary colours into which a ray of light from the sun

may be decomposed : hence their quirk decay.
It frequently happens that our side of the seedling plant will come

Tariegated, whilst the Opposite part will be ipiite gseftO, mid in most
instances the validation breaks out in that part of the sf in of the

plant just at or a little abovo the position of the seed leaves, tithe

vaxiegated portion of the plant is not too delicate, I have found by
pinching the green part gradually away, the variegated portion will

predominate us the plant grOWB, and in a short time will a0Btiitt6 the

mastery over the green portion. This operation, however, must lie

performed very gradually, by pinching or cutting away portions of the

green leaves hy il.'"ivi's ; the plant may then he perpetuated, and the

work of propagation may he commenced as soon as the plant has sufh-

riont strength to beai decapitating.

To further illnsira-te the difficulty of perpetnafing variegated plants

from seed, 1 may mention that three years ago I found a plant of the

common (inmiul^el iSeneeio vulgaris,), beautifully variegated. I at

once took means to prevent the birds from taking the seeds, and the

plant from suffering any injury. I also iieipiently watched, so that I

might secure all the seed, thinking I should he able to perpetuate it,

and by fertilising the double
1

garden varieties with it in the following

year, should be able to produce a new and very handsome varisgsrted

bedding plant ; hut I was doomed to disappointment. In the spring

following, the seeds were sown, and tended with every care, and I

believe nearly every seed grew, but not one lived more than three

days after their appearance above the surface of the soil. Another
variegated form appeared tho same year—namely, a plant of the com-
mon Celery (Apium graveolens), became also beautifully variegated ;

the seed was carefully preserved till the following year, when it was
sown, and produced plants, tho leaves of which were as white as milk.

These lived till they had made the second pair of leaves, when they

also died. Another case wa3 that of a variegated Verbena. The
plants from this also died. I could name many other instances which
have come under ray notice, but, I think, the above will be deemed
Sufficient for my present purpose. •

I will now describe my experience with another class of plants that
I have watched very minutely for many years past, to show its extra-

ordinary sportive . aaraoter, not in the foliage, but in the flower.

The Verbena has been long and deservedly looked upon as one of

the most useful plants in cultivation for flower-garden decoration.

The plant being an especial favourite with me, I have for many years
been trying a series of experiments in cross-breeding and hybridising
it, and four years ago I succeeded in producing a hybrid—the variety

now known, by the name of Velvet Cushion. This was, I believe, the
first hybrid Verbena ever produced. It was obtained by crossing the

old Verbena venosa with the garden varieties. For two years I could
not get any seed from the plant ; but other garden varieties that had
been fertilised with the pollen from Velvet Cushion seeded very freely,

and produced from 10 to ] 5 per cent, of plants of a similar suffruticose

habit, with flowers of the same shape and substance, and of various
shades of colour. Last year, for the first time, I gathered seeds from
plants of Velvet Cushion growing in the open ground. There were
other plants of the ordinary kinds of Verbena, such as Purple King,
&c, growing near them. These seeds have produced hut very few of

the Cushion varieties. Some are exactly like Purple King both in

habit and colour, the only difference at present perceptible is the
elongation of the truss ; some have produced scarlet flowers, others
plum, pink, and, in fact, nearly every shade of colour to be found in
the Verbena. This I attribute to the Macroglossa stellafarum, which
was very plentiful last summer. It seemed particularly fond of hover-
ing over and sipping the sweets from Velvet Cushion. I have fre-

quently seen as many as from ten to fifteen at one timo on a small
bed.

Plants of Velvet Cushion, carefully fertilised, have this spring pro-
duced some extraordinary forms, some with flowers of immense size,

others with small neat habits and liliputian flowers. These are from
Velvet Cushion fertilised with the pollen of Maonetti Princess Vic-
toria, a most valuable plant !' - bedutng-purp'oses, which I obtained,
two years ago. bv crossing V< -iwt Cushion with the pollen of Maonetti
L'lmpcratriee Elizabeth. The beautiful Scarlet Cushion was pro-
duced at the same time by crossing Velvet Cushion with the pollen of
Foxhnnter. Velvet Cushion has produced more than fifteen distinct
forms of the Verbena this season, of an intermediate section between
the Cushion varieties and the Maoii' ttis. Specimens of most of them
I hope shortly to place before the Floral Committee of the Royal
Horticultural Society. Then,, again, the plants of the common kinds
have produced the most out-of-the-way shades of colour, different
from those which they have ever done before with me.

^
The produce of some crimson flowers have been shades of blue,

violet, manve, pink, rose, lilac, purple, &e. One plant in particular
has produced almost every known shade of colour. This wasa beauti-
ful striped variety I raised last year, and as it was a flower of great

Eromise, I fertilised it with pollen from a variety of the best flowers I

ad, Three of the florets on each truss were fertilised with the same
kind of pollen, and care was taken that a clean brush was used for

every sort of pollen. My idea waR, that it would produce striped flowers

in great abundance ; but in this I have hi > n d< I
> i.ed, f«>r not a single

striped flower has it produced, whilst flowers of tho other varieties,

fertilised with the pollen of the striped one, have produced many very
fine stripe.-.

There is no plant I over heard of so sportive and changeable in tho
character of its flowers, nor any plant I ever l.inw bo capable oj under-
going transformations aR the Verbena. One of the most extraordinary
iiislanees is the following:—A flower of the Princess Victoria

|
-Maonetti)

was fertilised with the pollen taken from Scarlet Cushion, with tho

view of producing a scarlet Maonetti, instead of which it has produced
a plant with foliage very similar to Purple King, and a flower as large
as I'l.vhunter, and nearly of the same colour.

Having given a true statement of these curious phenomena, I must
now bring my paper to a close, hoping that the subject may be resumed
by some ono who has had longer experience, and who may have more
minutely followed up a similar serioBof cross-breeding than I could do,

having so many other varied duties to perform in connection with the

garden. This also must bo my apology for any defects in this paper,

and for the hurried manner in which it has beon written.]

HORTICULTURAL ENTERPRISE IN THE
UNITED STATES AND CANADA.

No one can even glance through the columns of the rnral

journals published in tho United States without being struck
with the evidence they furnish as to the activity of mind and
business energy which are being put forth in the department
of horticulture. Floral novelties, new fruit seedlings or hybrids,

ornamental shrubs, for which distant parts of the earth have
been ransacked, rare seeds, and choice bulbs never before heard
of, are constantly pressing into notice ; and while, of course,

many of them are mere pretenders to excellence, and trumpeted
forth for money-making purposes, it cannot be gainsayed that

we have obtained some very valuable horticultural acquisitions

from our neighbours across the lines. In Strawberries and
Grapes alone American horticulturists have greatly distin-

guished themselves. Of the former, it is only necessary to

name Wilson's Albany Seedling, a treasure of untold value to

the gardeners, professional and amateur, of this continent.

A little acid, it has, nevertheless, qualities which place it im-
measurably in advance of all competitors thus far. Yet this

magnificent berry will doubtless, ere long, be surpassed by
some of the seedlings which enthusiastic horticulturists are

testing in their grounds. Of Grapes, we have several most
valuable varieties. The originator of the Concord, Mr. Bull,

of Concord, Mass., has lived to see his Vine planted by millions

from Maine to Minnesota. Dr. Grant, of Now York, and Mr.
Bogers, of Salem, Mass., have also achieved important triumphs
in Grape seedlings and hybrids. The Grape for America has,

however, yet to be produced—if, indeed, our fellow-country-

man, Mr. Arnold, of Paris, has not already accomplished what
so many have long been aiming at—the combination of the

luscious flavour of a glass-grown Grape with the hardiness of

an out-door Vine. Hon. M. P. Wilder, of Boston, Mass.—very
high authority—in a letter that we have seen, expresses the
opinion that Mr. Arnold's will prove the Grape of this conti-

nent, and that posterity will " cherish the name and bless the

memory " of its originator. To all which we heartily respond,

"So may it be!" When it is considered that thousands of

seedlings must be grown and tested ere a single variety worth
anything is obtained, and also that the process of hybridising

is a very slow and difficult one, some idea will be formed of

the amount of thought and labour necessary to the production
of any real acquisition to our horticultural treasures. While
our American neighbours are busily engaged in the search for

novelties and improvements in the regions of floral and shrub
beauty, they are especially diligent in the realm of fruit. They
have produced Apples, Pears, Peaches, Plums, and Cherries
that leave nothing further to be desired. In the department
of small fruits they have been very assiduous, and have suc-

ceeded in obtaining a Gooseberry that defies the mildew, that

bane of imported Gooseberries ; some valuable Blackberries,

the Kochelle and Kittatiuny, the former a great success in the
Midland States, and the latter hardy enough for the most
northerly situations. It is questionable if any country be
better supplied with fruit in variety and succession than is the

United States at the present time.
These brilliant successes would not have been achieved but

for the existence, in pretty considerable development, of horti-

cultural tastes among the people. There lias been a healthy

demand for everything really valuable, whether it be for orna-

ment or use.
k
Eminently a practical people, the Americans
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are, nevertheless, an Eesthetic people. They are often extra-

vagant in their outlays for matters of taste, ornament, and
display. They cultivate the beautiful in dress, furniture, and
the surroundings of their homes. Were there not a demand
for the expensive novelties we see continually advertised in
their agricultural and horticultural journals, they would not
be offered. A seed of the Victoria regia for one dollar—a fine

Lily bulb newly from Japan for eight dollars,—a Yeddo Grape
Vine, also from Japan, for ten dollars, a new Gladiolus bulb or

Dahlia tuber at three or five dollars, a new species of Spruce
seed three dollars per ounce, are specimens of advertisements
by no means rarely to be found in the journals referred to.

The large scale on which some things are raised and sold can-
not fail to attract attention. Grape cuttings are sold by the
million. Cranberry vines by the barrel, and a nursery of two,
or three hundred acres in extent is not uncommon. As for the
sale of such common nursery articles as Apple, Pear, Plum,
and Cherry trees, they are past enumeration.

Is the rage for these things excessive and reprehensible?
We are not prepared to say that it is. Of all extravagance
that can possibly be committed, surely there is none bo ex-

cusable as that which is expended on the beautiful and useful
things of nature. Condemn, if you please, costly dressing,
flashy jewellery, splendid equipage, expensive cookery, and
lavish architecture, but respect the eagerness to collect and
plant about one's house the lovely and valuable creations of

God,—the flowers and fruits that declare His glory and show
forth His handiwork.
We, in Canada, need no checking in this direction, but rather

urging. We have thousands of rural homes that have not a
beautiful thing in all their surroundings, except the landscape
and the sky. Many a farm has no fruit on it except a few
Strawberries on the edge of the woods, a straggling patch or
two of Raspberries in the fence corners, or mayhap a few
Huckleberry bushes in some neglected spot. Our nurserymen
are very poorly encouraged. Any travelling irresponsible

peddler of fruit trees is patronised before well-known persons
who have a stake in the country and a character to maintain

;

and we have plenty of farmers who have yet to buy and plant
their first fruit tree. Matters are improving somewhat, but
we are very far behindhand in all matters of taste and refine-

ment. There are, we are glad to know, many attractive country
homes in various parts of Canada, and some neighbourhoods
are fast acquiring a reputation for the culture of fruits, flowers,

and rural beauty in general. But these are exceptions. We
hope they will, ere long, become the rule. For natural advan-
tages, we have a land that cannot be surpassed. Let us enrich
and adorn it with fruits and flowers, with shrubs and trees.

Much may be done at but little cost. The taste once exercised
will improve, and busyiDg itself to multiply the delights of

home, will enjoy them with an ever-increasing relish.

—

(Canada
Farmer.)

GRAFTING ROSES.
Although a little behindhand, perhaps, at least as regards

season, it may be interesting to some of your readers to know
my system of grafting Roses. The process is so very simple,

that it may described in two or three words. I merely bind

with a piece of indian-rubber band, and fasten the end with a

bit of thread, that done the operation is complete. This is

not only simple, but it is a cleanly and most expeditious

method of grafting. I do not hesitate to say that an expert

hand could work off two or three for one he could do in the

usual way. There can be no mistake as to its being a success-

ful mode of grafting, which the following facts, I think, will

show.
About the beginning of March I selected a few of the best

shoots I could find of two or three new varieties which I had

received from the nursery about a month or so before. They
had been knocked about a good deal, and even the best of the

shoots looked anything but promising. Having, however, a

few Manetti stocks by me, I thought I would give them a trial.

I therefore grafted them in the way above mentioned, and
potted them in four-inch pots, after which I placed them in a

frame having a little bottom heat. They soon began to show
signs of life, and towards the end of April they were fit for

planting out. One or two of them are now nearly as large as

the originals, and will soon be in flower. I grafted them in

different ways—viz., whip with tongue, plain splice, and cleft,

and with each was equally successful.

This is not all. On the 4th of May I had a small cutting

given me of a variety I had not grown. The plant from which
it was taken had been shifted late and had not as yet made
any growth. I put the cutting into my pocket with the full

intention of placing some damp moss round it as soon as I

left the garden, as I was at the time a long way from home ;

but, notwithstanding my good intention, I forgot all about it

until I reached home in the following evening at a late hour.
When I drew it from my pocket it had very much the appear-
ance of having been baked in an oven, it was so completely
shrivelled up. Thinking there might be a probability of its

reviving, I put it into a tumbler with a little water and allowed
it to remain until the Monday morning, when it again ap-
peared quite plump and fresh. I had certainly little or no
hope of being able to make anything of it, but as an experi-

ment it was worth trying, I thought. I therefore looked out
a suitable stock, and grafted it at about G inches from the
ground in the way before described, and it is now also growing
nicely. The stock which I used on this occasion is the same
as that mentioned by me about two or three years ago, and 1

take this opportunity of stating, that in some respects it is

superior to the Manetti ; it is eligible for working above ground,
which the Manetti is not ; it also produces a more vigorous
growth. Like the Manetti it gives no trouble whatever with
suckers, will grow almost anywhere, and live through our
severest winters.

I have been a little particular in relating the above circum-
stance, in order to show that a nice-headed standard is ob-
tainable in one season instead of two, which, in the ordinary
way, is at present required, and that with very little trouble,

for the operation can be performed almost as quickly as that
of budding.
My system may be objected to on the ground of expense,

but i think from the price at which rings are at present sold,

indian-rubber grafting bands could be produced at a very trifling

cost ; and of this I feel certain, that if once introduced we would
one and all, professional and amateur, for the smaller kinds of

plants at all events, wash our hands and say good-bye to pitch
and plaster.

I am here reminded of another sort of plaster—viz., that

recommended for budding by "Amateur," at page 3. I have
not yet given it a trial, not having any of it by me, but I have
tried many other things, and find that nothing answers the
purpose so well as narrow tape.

The use of red lead mentioned at page 451 of the last

volume is not new; it appeared in the columns of this
Journal, if I mistake not, about three or four years ago. I

have used it regularly since, and I take this opportunity of
testifying to its efficacy as a preservative for sown seeds.

—

Loch Ness.

ADJUSTABLE HOE.

Among the advantages possessed over the common hoe are

mentioned the following :—1st. Time is saved in selecting a

hoe with the blade to hang rightly ; this blade being adjustable,

can be set at any angle, with the handle to suit the height of

the person using it ; 2nd, This can be easily and quickly done
by a little wrench, found neatly and conveniently screwed into

the end of the handle ; also, the handle can be shortened or

lengthened 2J inches when desirable, the joint being secured

by teeth which are out of sight when the hoe is in working
position, estimated to be as strong as any part of the hoe.

3rd, The inner side of the blade may be groimd as the outer

side, and when it is worn out a new one can be placed in the

same handle at a small expense ; also, different sized and
shaped blades may be obtained. 4th, By setting the blade at

a proper angle the hoe becomes converted into a light shovel

or spade, and becomes useful for cutting turf-borders ; also,
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by setting it at a right angle it becomes useful for lifting the

dirt from the bottom of post holes. 5th, It is conveniently

packed for transportation.

ORCHARD-HOUSE CULTURE.
Some few weeks since a neighbour pointed out to me an

article on orchard-house culture, and, if I remember correctly,

advising those who thought of erecting small orchard-houses

not to do so. In common with some neighbours I have many
small orchard-houses, which have now been in work some ten

or twelve years. I call them small because they are low, being

7 feet high in the centre, 4 feet at the sides, and from 10 to

12 and 14 feet wide. These houses are full of Peach, Nec-

tarine, and Apricot trees, all in full health and vigour ; I may
add, as usual, for they have never yet failed in doing well. The
only precaution necessary to ensure a crop of fruit is to place

a pan of charcoal in each house when the trees are in full

bloom, or while the fruit is young, if our spring frosts are

severe, as such low structures are not spring-frost-proof like

houses with lofty rooofs.

I am particularly struck this season by one of these low
houses full of Apricot trees, three years old, all pyramids, in

11 -inch pots, in which they have been two seasons. They
have been pinched-in closely during the summer, and all are

perfect in shape.

Every tree—there are upwards of 150—is studded with fine

fruit, from eight to twelve on each, to which number they have
been thinned. In the whole of my long experience I have
never seen anything in fruit culture more beautiful than this

assemblage of pyramidal Apricot trees. Their management
has been rather peculiar, but most simple. I have, in a paper,

which will be published in the " Proceedings " of the Inter-

national Botanical Congress, given a full account of the Apricot

culture here, which will, I trust, one day be in jour columns

;

I shall, therefore, forbear troubling you with it.

With regard to the management of orchard-house trees,

about which I read so many peculiar opinions, it is so simple,

so invariably successful here, that I cannot help feeling my
eyes open widely with surprise when I read about failures.

It is an oft-told tale, but repetition will, I hope, be pardoned
by your readers. I can only state that any amateur who will

call into exercise gardening sense will succeed. We will make
the orchard-house year to commence about the end of October,

it may be extended to the middle of November.
1. The trees of all kinds, except Apricots, should be top-

dressed by taking out the soil and the mass of inert fibrous

roots to 4 and 5 inches in depth ; the former for 13 and
15-inch pots, the latter for 18-inch pots. In removing the
mass of earth and fibrous roots, the rootlets, from the size of

a bent of grass upwards, should be left. The top-dressing,

which should be tender tenacious loam and rotten manure,
should be rammed down with a stout blunt stick, and the com-
post be raised slightly above the rim of the pot, so as to form
a concave surface, the tree in the centre. A week after the
top-dressing, the custom here is to give about two gallons of

water to each tree. Some refuse hay is placed on the surface
and around the pot to protect the roots from frost, and all is

safe for the winter. In muggy, wet weather the house may be
open night and day, closing it against storms of wind ; in
frosty weather it may be closed.

2. Early in March, when the buds begin to swell, the trees
should have water, say two or three quarts, or a gallon, accord-
ing to the size of the pot and dryness of the earth in the pots

;

this should be given once a-week, or so, according to the state
of the weather.

3. About the end of May, when the fruit is swelling, place
on the soil of the pot a rich surface-dressing. This may be
the (here) never-failing malt dust and horse-droppings—the
latter gathered from the roads—saturated with liquid manure,
but not allowed to ferment. This dressing should be above the
rim of the pot, being made into the shape of a circular bolster,
something like a life-preserver. The concavity retains water,
which at once makes its way to the stem of the tree in the
centre, and then radiates to all the roots. Horse-droppings
alone, or thoroughly decomposed manure, chopped and satu-
rated with liquid manure, make a good surface-dressing. No
lumps of raw farmyard dung will do.

4. In June, and again in July, the surface-dressing must be
renewed, as it will have subsided.

5. The shoots of Peach and Nectarine trees should be

pinched-in to two and three full-sized leaveH almost daily till

the end of July. If the house is large, and large trees are

wished for, they may be pinched in to five and six full- sized

leaves.

6. The trees will be kept in full health by syringing them
every morning during June, July, and August, between 7 and
8, and immediately opening all the ventilators, and again syring-

ing them between 5 and (i in the evening, closing the venti-

lators. The latter evening operation should be discontinued

in cool, rainy weather. In sultry weather in August the ven-
tilators should be open night and day. The flavour of the
fruit is improved by this practice.

7. Aphides of all kinds are killed with the most simple of

all decoctions—4 ozs. of quassia chips boiled ten minutes in a

gallon of water, to which, while cooling, 4 ozs. of soft soap are

added, and mixed. None of those offensive paints, such as

clay, sulphur, &c, are used ; they hide the buds and disfigure

the trees. In winter, when the brown Peach aphis makes its

appearance on the young shoots of Peach trees, the insects are

killed by the above, and in spring the green aphis is destroyed

by the same.
By these few simple rules, which have been adhered to here

for many years, orchard-house trees have been kept in vigorous

health and fruitfulness. Why should not every lover of fruit-

tree culture do likewise ? I must add that my pots stand on a

surface made solid by constant use ; the trees make but very
few fibres below, and do not require lifting to break off the

roots ; the surface-dressing seems to be the great attraction.

None of my numerous houses has any roof ventilation; it

leads to expense, and is not required.

If any of your readers wish to verify my statements they
have only to make their way to the Harlow Station, Great
Eastern Railway, whence it is a pleasant walk to the Sawbridge-
worth Nurseries.—T. R.

A ROSARIAN'S PROTEST.
I have a grievance. I used to know the faces of all my

friends at a moment's glance, but times are sadly changed. I

suppose I am growing old and my sight is failing ; and that is

the reason why I cannot tell, when I am at a public assembly,

whether I am in the presence of Monsieur le Comte de Nanteuil

or the Hero of Vitry, or who is presenting me Tea—Madame
Bravy or Miss Rosea Alba. As to recollecting the names of all

the generals, foreigners, and great men, with their decorations

and their scarlet, crimson, and red coats, or telling them one
from another when apart—that I find perfectly impossible,

though I have been moving in the very first circles for the last

twenty years, and flattered myself I knew every one worth
snowing.

Another matter is that I do not approve of the ladies'

manners or their style of dress. They stand staring you out

of countenance with their great eyes. Mdlle. Bonnaire com-
plained that she was completely elbowed out of the assembly
at Kensington the other day by a lot of course individuals who
had no refinement about them. As for me, I have nearly

determined to retire from public society, and to have my own
private coteries instead, assembling there only the most aris-

tocratic, elegant, and distinguished of the upper ten thousand.

Perhaps another day I may tell you who my company are.

In the meantime I must request you to treat this communica-
tion as strictly

—

Sub Rosa.

THE APPLICATION OF MANURE.
The amount of manure at disposal is generally a question of

no little significance to the gardener, and I think we may safely

affii-m that the manner in which it is applied ought to be a
consideration, second only to that of its possession. Although
we live in the days of high farming and gardening, we have fre-

quent evidence that not a little ignorance exists on this point,

not in the field alone, but in the garden also. People reason
falsely upon this, as upon many other things, thinking that

because a little is beneficial, a great deal must be even more so.

Manure is often applied in a way in which not only a great

waste of the material itself is entailed, but in which it ex-

ercises a positively injurious action upon the very objects it

was intended to benefit. It is a custom with some gardeners

—

not so frequent now as in times past perhaps—when planting

some sorts of trees and shrubs, to bury a large quantity of raw
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manure directly beneath, and in contact with the roots of the
plants, thinking thereby to induce a luxuriant and vigorous
growth ; but nothing could be more opposed to reason, and we
question very much if the advocates of suck a system of
manuring could give a rational explanation of their practice, or
make it appear otherwise than contrary to the principles of
good gardening. I refer more particularly to the system as
applied to hardwooded plants. To certain classes of vege-
tables, such as Celery and others of a gross-feeding habit,
manure, even in an unadulterated state, may be beneficial ; but
to such things as Gooseberries, Raspberries, or Roses, that
delight in a cool substantial soil, such a practice cannot be
advisable. Nevertheless, the custom prevails, and has even
been recommended by some, but recent experience, on our
own account, would certainly teach us to dispense with such
advice.

On entering my present situation here, about fifteen months
ago, one thing that particularly struck my observation in the
kitchen garden was the peculiarly stunted appearance of a
quarter of young Gooseberries. On examining them I found
that little or no growth had been made during the season.
What growth there was had evidently been made late in
Slimmer or autumn, but was at the time I examined them
(November) quite dead. As far as I could ascertain, they had
been planted about three years, and I could clearly perceive
that from the time they had been first pruned and planted, no
progress whatever had been made. I further learned that the
ground had been previously prepared for Asparagus, which had
failed, and that a large barrowful of old Mushroom dung had
been buried beneath each Gooseberry plant at planting. For
reasons which it is unnecessary to explain, it was deemed ex-
pedient to let them stand over till the following autumn, but
not anticipating great results, and unwilling to lose the ground,
a row of Sea-kale was sown between the rows of Gooseberries
in spring, which grew amazingly, the plants averaging from
5{ to 6 feet across from point to point of the leaves. The
Gooseberries, however, made no growth at all, with the excep-
tion of a few unhealthy leaves, until late in August and Sep-
tember, when a number of them made a few weak shoots that
could not have ripened properly, and would most likely have
perished in winter as formerly, 'had the plants been allowed to
remain. I took up several, and on examining them found the
roots white with fungi, covering the stem up to the surface of
the ground. The roots in nearly every case were quite dead at
the extremities and for some way up ; when touched they fell

away in the hand—soft and brittle. From the living portion
of them, near the stem, a number of young roots were just
pushing, which accounted for their late growth, and which
would certainly have perished like the others, thereby depriv-
ing the plants of the power to start into growth the following
season until late, as they were now doing. The soil about the
roots was thoroughly run with spawn, which had the true
Mushroom smell, and the old Mushroom dung could be turned
out in solid lumps, complete masses of spawn. Later in
fcitumn we took the whole of the plants up ; and, although
anxious to be economical, we could select only about three
dozen tit to plant again, out of about ten dozen ; the remainder
had to be made up from the nursery.
We have had similar experience with Roses. It was decided

to make some alteration in a part of the rosery here, as much
as anything else for the sake of the Roses, which were in a
very unsatisfactory state. They had been taken up and re-
planted some three or four years ago, and on taking them up
this autumn the greater part of them were in a plight quite
similar to the Gooseberries, though not so bad. It was evident
that a large proportion of rough half-decayed leaf mould had
been put to their roots when planted, for in lifting them it

turned out in large fungoid flakes. The roots were all more or
less affected, some very much; so, had time permitted, I
would have washed the whole of them ; but wishing to take the
advantage of the mild weather in November, I had to content
myself with trenching the border over deeply, and mixing some
well-rotted manure with the soil, adding a quantity of fresh
loam to the roots of the plants as I went on. Except in the
case of some Chinas, in no instance could I discover that they
had benefited by the leaf mould in the form it had been ap-
plied. Most of the plants seemed struggling for existence

;

whilst some of the strong-growing varieties had pushed through
into the stiff loamy subsoil beneath, in some cases to a great dis
tanee. I ought to state that the natural soil here is well adapted
for Roses—as indicated by their luxuriant growth and abun-
dant bloom in other parts of the garden—being a strong loam

upon a cool dry bottom. It is certain that the character and
mode of applying the manure had a good deal to do with the
evil. If well-rotted cowdung had been used instead it is not
likely there would have been any evil effects, from fungi at
least ; but I think it will be admitted that, to apply manure of
any description in the manner described is not advisabhe. It
appears to me to be like feeding a human being upon bu cher's
meat alone. The parallel is only a fair one, and I believe the
majority of people would object to such a diet. The laws that
regulate the health and well-being of plants are just as nicely
balanced as in the case of human beings, and cannot be vio-
lated with impunity ; and to bear this in mind and act upon it

is the chief secret of success.—J. Simpson (in Scottish Gardener).

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN HARDEN.

The weather lately has been favourable for the destruction of

weeds ; see that they are not allowed to seed amongst Potatoes
or Asparagus, where, from the luxuriance that surrounds them,
they are apt to escape detection till they have shed their seeds.

Attention in proper time to such a matter does not entail a

tenth part of the labour that neglect will ultimately occasion.

As there is every appearance of a change to rain, finish plant-

ing out Broccoli and Winter Greens as speedily as ground can
be obtained, for unless the autumn should prove very favour-

able, those planted after this time will not attain much size.

Endive, let it be planted in very rich soil. Onions, provide
ground for the winter crop. Lettuce, maintain a succession,

and attend to other small Salads. Parsley, see to securing a
good supply for winter use, as it is always largely in demand.
A good bed should be planted in some convenient place for

protecting it during severe weather in winter. The soil should

be of a light texture, deep, and thoroughly drained as a preven-

tive against damp in winter. Sjnnaclt, select a piece of light

open ground, and prepare it for Winter Spinach by giving a
heavy dressing of manure and trenching or digging it deeply.

This crop should be sown at once, and in drills in beds, allow-

ing wide alleys so as to be able to gather the crop without
treading on the ground.

FECIT flAKDEN.

The tendency to excessive luxuriance exhibited by espalier

trees renders the operations of disbudding, stopping, and
shortening shoots more particularly essential. The whole
principle of pinching is merely this—in the first place, to pinch
all young shoots not necessary for the framework of the tree

;

secondly, to stop those shoots which threaten to overgrow their

neighbours, by which means a due equilibrium of the branches

will be maintained ; and, finally, having commenced a system
of repression, continue it in regard to lateral shoots, which are

developed by this system of stopping. While, according to the

plan usually pursued, every encouragement is afforded to the

powerful development of roots by the application of soil, a ne-

cessary limitation of wood destroys the balance of force between
the two. Root-pruning is thus obviously suggested, and may,
in the proper season, be practised with advantage. If atten-

tion has been paid to pinching the shoots according to pre-

vious directions, there will at this time probably be found on
the branches which have undergone the operation a little tuft

of three or four or even more lateral shoots. It is a good time

now to look to the young spray : in some cases the chief shoot

may be shortened back to the last lateral, allowing it to become
the leader, and if that should take a development stronger than
is advisable, it must again be pinched. More cases of this kind
are offered by the Peach than any other fruit tree. The prin-

ciple holds good with all of them. The practice above alluded

to, if regularly pursued for several seasons, will yearly become
less troublesome ; for the tree will become accustomed to such
treatment, and gradually acquire the desired habit. Keep the

Vines carefully tacked in, and the laterals constantly stopped.

Let the free-growing shoots of Plums be regularly laid in, as

they are apt to become awkward in training if left too long.

Strawberry-runners should be procured from new plantations

without delay. Those who cannot spare ground for a new
plantation may prick thein out in prepared beds about 6 inches

apart, and remove them with balls in October or in the early

part of February.
FLOWER GARDEN.

Plants of a weakly habit of growth may be assisted in dry

weather by an occasional watering with manure water, hut for

those that grow too strongly there is no help except thinning
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out and pegging down tho shoots. In shortening hack shoots

that incline to extend beyond the edgings of tho beds, avoid the

least appearance of formality by thinning out tho under shoots

and keeping all parts of the bed of equal depth and thickness,

or allowing the plants to die away, as it were, at the edges

according to the arrangement. Climbors on walls must be at-

tended to as they advance in growth, keeping tho young shoots

neatly laid in, to). The climbing Roses will also require to be

gone ovor occasionally for tho purpose of cutting oil decayed

blooms ; ami any weakly old wood should bo cut out at the same
time, to allow of laying in tho strong young shoots, which will

bloom much tiner next season than the old wood would do.

As tho seed-pods of Tansies ripen they should be gathered and
dried in a shady place. Pinks planted out iu store-heds will

only require attention as far as regards keeping them clean. If,

unfortunatoly, wireworms should make an attack upon them,

it will be advisable to place pieces of Potato between tho lows,

immediately below the surface of the soil, and in thu vicinity

of those where the last were destroyed. Thin out Dahlias, par-

ticularly tho branches of those varieties which usually flower

weakly, and remove all buds which exhibit malformations ; tie

the lateral branches to the side sticks, going over the stock fre-

quently. A small amount of attention now will often save a

great amount of damage.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.
Specimens that have matured their season's growth should

now bo more sparingly supplied with water at the root in order

to promote the ripening of the wood. Orange trees and other

plants known to be liable to attacks of red spider must be

frequently examined for this pest, and well washed with the

engine immediately it is perceived, taking care not to bruise or

injure the loaves, and placing the affected plants so that every

leaf may be reached. Go over the twiners frequently, and
keep tho shoots nicely regulated, cutting them out where
necessary to prevent their being too thick, and shortening any
that hang down so low as to interfere with other things.

STOVE.

As plants should now or soon be ripening their young wood,
they want as much light and moderate sunshine as possible.

In the case of Orchids this is especially necessary, in order that

the young leaves and pseudo-bulbs may be thoroughly matured.

Plants in this condition, or nearly so, should be removed forth-

with to a cool house, and care taken not to induce them at

present to push again, as a fresh start would interfere with

their flowering next year. Dendrobium nobile and others of

that class sufficiently advanced in growth should also be moved
to a house where they could have a moderate and steady tem-
perature, abundance of air, and little water till their stems are

ripe and their flower-buds formed. Those Orchids which are

still in a growing state should be placed in the most favourable

positions, and encouraged by a nice growing temperature while

the weather continues favourable for ripening and hardening

any growths which they may yet make. Afterwards let them
be put gradually to rest.

COLD PITS.

The stock here will probably require re-arrangement at this

time, as some of the specimens, having completed their season's

growth, will be better in a shady situation out of doors, and
their removal will admit of giving more space to those left.

Young growing stock, and late-flowering plants that have yet

to make their season's growth, should receive the most careful

attention, as, if well treated, they will make rapid and vigorous

growth at this season, and nothing in the way of good soil,

careful potting, or proper accommodation will compensate for

the want of this. Indeed, there is no possibility of securing

free growth from hardwooded plants in bright hot weather,

except by moderate shading, and maintaining a moist atmo-
sphere by sprinkling the plants overhead morning and evening

;

and air must be given liberally to keep the wood strong, avoid-

ing as much as possible exposure to drying winds. Any of the
specimens which require more pot room should be shifted as

soon as possible, taking care to have the ball moist, and keep-
ing them rather olose and the atmosphere moister than usual
for a fortnight after potting. Let the young shoots be tied

before they begin to fall about and crowd and injure each
other. Cut down Pelargoniums as soon as the wood is pro-

perly hardened, and keep them very sparingly supplied with

water at the root until they start into growth, hut sprinkle

them overhead frequently, which will cause them to break
more strongly. Continue to pot Cinerarias as strong suckers

can be obtained, placing them in a close part of the cold frame

until they become established in thoir pots ; but avoid placing
them in heat, where they speedily become a prey to insects
and mildew, and never do any good.—AV. Kkank.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Much the same as last week—loosening the soil, fresh plant-

ing vegetables, staking late Peas, and watering Peas, Cauli-

flowers, Coleworts, Celery, Arc. Tho continued drought and
heat seem to bo telling a little on tho Onions, causing some
of the plants to look mildewed. Netted young plants and seed-

beds of Lettuces, Cauliflower, Radishes, ifcc, to keep tho birds

from them. Sowed seeds of Spinach. That which was sown
before the beating rains does not seem to come away kindly ;

and Spinach, independently of its use in the kitchen, is ex-

cellent for packing with other vegetables, to keep them firm,

when they are sent to a distance.

FI'.UIT GARDEN.
Proceeded with thinning nnJ shortening the shouts qf fruit

trees, whether against walls, or on low standards and pyramids.
As a general rule, the sooner tho shoots are shortened at the
points the better, as the sap and vigour are thrown more back-

ward to swell the buds nearer the base of the shoot. It is a
good plan to do this with Apples, Pears, Plums, &c, when the
shoots are about inches long, merely nipping out the points,

and leaving a few to remain unstopped to carry on the flow of

sap. In most places the work must be rather roughly done,
especially if the stopping has been too long neglected. Then
breaking off the shoots over the knife, leaving them from 3 to

6 inches long according to circumstances, is a very quick and
expeditious plan, and until the next month it is as well even
then to leave a few shoots unstopped. By nipping out early

the points of the best-placed shoots, and taking others away
within a few buds of their base, more light and air play on the
shoots stopped ; and in Apples, Pears, and Plums, somo fine

fruit- buds are thus often obtained on the base of the shoot of

the present summer's growth, which would have been nothing
but wood-buds if the shoots had been left unstopped.

It is best every way to do most of the necessary pruning in
summer instead of winter. The summer pruning regulates the
powers of the plants, and directs these powers into the most
useful channels, so as to give fruit instead of a superabundance
of wood-buds. Every shortening and limitation of the number
of shoots now, and at an earlier period, tells upon the root-

action, and the diminished vigour at tho roots is followed again
by a better-ripened condition of the wood. Only make sure that

the roots shall not ]>enetrate too deeply into unhealthy, unsuit-

able soil, in which the trees will be encouraged to greater expan-
sion in growth thanfruitfulness, and root-pruning may be pretty

well dispensed with, if duly stopping and regulating the shoots

in summer be attended to. All this summer pinching and
stopping tells upon the buds of autumn and the crops of the

following year. Winter pruning is only a makeshift, rendered
necessary by neglect, either arising from carelessness, or, too

often, from the force of circumstances. It exercises little in-

fluence on the tree for the succeeding year. Supposing that it

has made too much and too vigorous growth, and we prune in
never so closely in winter, the natural result will just be, from
the energies stored up in the roots, another equally luxuriant

crop of strong shoots in summer ; and those again would so re-

ciprocally act on the roots, that to keep up this luxuriance they

would be induced to strike down so deeply in seareh of moisture

and food, that the restoration of a fertile condition would have

to be accomplished by cutting the roots, or elevating them
nearer to the air and sunlight. A diminution in growth and

luxuriance, the result of summer pinching and pruning, will

help to keep the roots near the surface, especially when this is

aided by surface-mulching, and surface-watering, and the re-

movingof the mulching in bright weather, that the sun may
act on the soil.

Hard cutting and pruning in winter are chiefly useful when
it is deemed necessary to give a fresh start to the tree ; and

then if the roots are not too much beyond control, or in el

damp soil, much may be done by selecting the young shoots

that push, and then nipping, shortening, and regulating them

to induce them to form fruit-buds. Nice compact fruitful trees

are thus often made out of those which seem to have grown

beyond all control, and aro either barren, or produce poor, ill-

flavoured fruit. In nice young trees the thumb and finger, or
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a small knife, must be used in summer instead of the saw or
the chisel in winter.

Strawberry Plants.—The season of Strawberry-gathering will
with us be much shorter than usual, owing to the great heat
succeeding the drenching rains. Planted-out the most of those
we had forced. We had filled some frames with plants which
did us excellent service after we had removed most of the
plants from the houses. From these we obtained some good
runners. The plants, having been turned out in good stuff,

became very strong when bearing, and afterwards, and though
it is contrary to our usual practice, we thought we would try
an experiment with them. We cut off all the leaves except a
few small ones in the centre, gave the plants a good watering
to encourage them to grow afresh, and when they have formed
a few more squat healthy leaves we intend taking them up and
potting them in large pots, being pretty fully convinced that
such plants will ripen their buds earlier than those taken from
runners of the present season. We have done so in a few cases
with plants that had been forced in pots, and found that they
usually produced very plentifully and early, but did not gene-
rally yield individually such fine fruit as was obtained from
younger plants. The dry, warm weather has made the run-
ners of some kinds come later than usual. Our favourite
mode of preparing them is to layer the runners in small pots,
with a stone or pebble over them to keep them in their places,
and when rooted to take them up and shift into larger pots ; but
this season, to save time, we have taken up many runners as
soon as formed, with a piece of the string attached, and at
once potted them in small pots and set them where we could
keep them close, and a little shaded either with glass or calico,

&c, and they are rooting nicely. We did this chiefly to avoid
the trouble of watering these where they were growing
naturally.

Orchard-houses.—These required frequent syringing to keep
them right in the hot weather. Moisture, and plenty of it

where the moisture will not be stagnant, is now an important
agent in assisting the swelling of the fruit and the perfecting
of the wood of such trees as Cherries, from which the fruit

has been gathered. Having nothing else handy we sprinkled
all the ground thinly with soot, and watered well with house
sewage; but we gave it to no plants in pots, as some time
back, when owing to dearth of water we were obliged to use
sewage water or none, some of the plants in pots suffered
from it. Notwithstanding the drawbacks in the shape of
economy as respects watering, we are not surprised that many
people with little room so much admire the pot system. What
can be more beautiful than a compact Cherry in bloom ? and
again, wheutloaded like so many ropes of Onions with its ruby
fruit ? and then all the care in watering, &c, seems to be for-

gotten. We would here make one suggestion to an " Old
Grumbler," and that is, as his trees become older he must
not stop and pinch the shoots quite so much. When every
little bit of a shoot bristles with fruit-buds, and the clusters
seem larger every day, then it would be kindness to let the
shoots grow for a few inches, and even that growth will keep
the fruit-buds more secure, for if you keep stopping-in closely
you may induce these fine clusters of buds in self-defence to
elongate into wood-buds and young shoots.
Judging from our own experience we would advise all having

orchard-houses to go over them regularly now, not merely for
arranging the shoots, cutting-in laterals, Sea., but for well
thinning the fruit. The evil with most of us is that as the
fruit comes so thickly, though we remove bushels of young
fruit, we are apt to leave hundreds too many. The thinning
is generally a serious thing in these orchard-houses, even with-
out any help but the glass and sun heat.
We will clear the Peach-house this week, a tree of the Wal-

hurton Admirable having prolonged the gathering fully a fort-
night or three weeks after the others were gathered—a matter
of importance in small families. As a rule, Peach-houses ought
either to be small, or, if large, should be planted with a suc-
cession of kinds, as a much greater quantity of Peaches at an
earlier period than can be used is next to a loss, unless they are
made a marketable commodity.

Gave a good soaking to Fig trees bearing abundantly. The
fruit to be packed should be gathered at mid-day as soon as
they begin to crack. Those to be used at home may hang
until they are much riper, and then they are good for those
who love anything sweet and luscious. We had long been in
the habit, as respects pruning and training, of letting them
have a good deal of their own way, and we were farther con-
firmed in this by n. visit to Mr. Tillyard, at Bentley Priory,

some time ago. The Fig trees were doing first-rate, bat bore
no marks of much pruning or training.

ORNAMENTAL DEPARTMENT.

What with the rains and the heat, lawns have been no
sinecure, but have required much extra work in cutting, rolling,

ifcc, and fresh-laid portions and turfed-down beds have been
especially troublesome, as they grew much faster than the
older turf near them, telling every one, if not kept down, of the
changes, whilst the beauty of a lawn greatly consists in looking
all of a piece. At times, when we could not overtake the
cutting so as to keep all green and short, we have secured a
uniform green, by switching off with the daisy knife all plants
of Bents, Plantain, and other things that appeared above the
green level, and a man that can sail or swing the knife above
the green herbage, will go over a large space in a little time.
The sun soon puts all such cuttings out of sight, and a few
hours' work even on a large lawn soon makes a great difference

in the appearance. True, it is a makeshift, but provided an
effect is produced, people now-a-days do not examine too closely

into how the effect is produced. We admire colouring in flowers,

from whatever source they come. We can revel in the bright

orange of the Buttercup in the meadow, and we can become quite

romantic on seeing boys and girls gathering their pinafore3

full of the starry Daisy, as we did in the times long ago. We
have stood wondering if anything would make a more charming
little yellow flower-bed than the Lotus corniculatus, so abun-
dant in some pastures and lawns ; but then to enjoy the sense
of the beautiful, in unison with our advanced ideas of taste,

there must be a place for everything, and everything in its

place. Just as we would consider the furniture quite suitable

for a working man's cottage not exactly in character amid the
surroundings of an elegant drawing-room ; so the flowers that

deck and beautify the meadow would do nothing but detract

from the rich green of the lawn. Where the lawn is too large

to be kept uniformly green, then prudence and good taste alike

recommend that there should be less ambition as to extent,

and more striving to keep what is attempted to be kept, in good
condition. Everything that rises naturally above the green

surface of a lawn so far destroys its beauty. A green level

should be its only characteristic.

Hollyhocks will now want securing, and they will be benefited

by frequent syringings with clear soot water, which in hot

weather will keep off attacks of thrips and other insects. A
good watering with manure water at the roots will also assist

in producing noble spikes, if that be the object. Removing
some of the side shoots will also contribute towards the attain-

ment of this result, and these may be struck in a shady place,

with or without the assistance of hand-glasses. This is the

best plan for securing huge single spikes, but not in our opinion

showing off the majestic plant to advantage. It never looks

better than when towering in grandeur, with numbers of sub-

sidiary flower-shoots coming from the main stem, and attend-

ing the main central spike ; but that would not do for a flower

show.
Dahlias growing freely will need staking. We like best grow-

ing to a single stem, securing to a single stake, and fastening

up the subsidiary shoots, doing it so loosely that little of the

stake or tying is to be seen. These, too, if the weather do not

change, will need watering at the root and overhead. A good

syringing in an evening with clear soot water is one of the

best means of keeping away the attacks of thrips, which, if

once they obtain a lodging, will spoil the blooms much for that

season.

Carnations aiid Picotees grown in pots or beds will now want
securing, well watering, syringing, and cleaning ; and if per-

fection is desired the flower-buds should be tied to prevent the

calyx bursting at the bottom. For out-of-door work no stakes

are comparable to a wire twisted in corkscrew fashion. Instead

of tying, all that is necessary is to place the stems in the twists,

and they will be held securely. Fine masses of the commoner
kinds are grand in flower gardens, where they can be free from

the devastations of rabbits and hares, and grass mice, which,

especially in winter, will make sad work with the best col-

lections.

Pinks will now be in a good condition for striking. The

taking off and making the cuttings used to be a nice job for the

shed. The days of progress are now on us, and we take

off the cutting, technically piping, and make it with one sharp

pull, taking hold of the shoot to steady it with the left hand,

catching the cutting at the second joint with the right hand,

and giving a brisk pull, when it comes out of the socket of the
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joint, with a cleaner baso in general than any the sharpest

knife could give it. These are at once inserted in sandy soil

under a hand-light, shaded at first from tho sun. Sometimos a

little film may bo left at the baso of the cutting thus made,

which may be removed with a sharp knife, but that will sel-

dom be necessary. This mode has also the advantage of not

spoiling much the appearance of tho old plants, nor yet of in-

juring them much for dense flowering in tho following season.

Tho young plants struck now will produce tho best flowers next

season, but not in quantity like older ones.

Cinerarias.—Pricked off and potted off seedlings, and turned

out a lot of plants done flowering after cutting them down, in

order to obtain strong rooted suckers from them by-and-by.

Theso will far surpass for blooming and health old plants

grown on by any mode.
Calceolarias.—Now is a good time for sowing herbaceous

and semi-herbaceous kinds for next season's blooming. The
best mode is as follows :—Select a cool, shady place, either

under hand-lights or a frame. Tako six-inch pots, drain well,

and fill to within 1} inch of the rim with rough loamy soil

having sand in it, then have half an inch of finer sandy matter
containing a little leaf mould or peat ; water well, and let the

pots stand for twenty-four hours, then level the surface, and
scatter the fine seeds evenly over it. Cover with just a sprink-

ling of silver sand, and press again. Set the pots in their

place, but thinly, and cover each with a square of glass, and
keep the cinders or ashes, &c, on which the pots are set, damp.
This will be better than watering the pots, as the first watering
will generally give moisture enough to bring the seedlings up,

and then it is better to sail or dip the pots when dryish than
to water overhead. As the seedlings appear the squares of

glass should be raised on one side, and ultimately removed,
and ere long the little things will want pricking off.

Flower-beds.—Much against our will we were forced to water
most of these, and especially the Calceolarias, as they were
heavy with bloom. We tried to make the hoe and surface-

stirring do instead of the watering-pot, and they did wonders
;

but a few Calceolarias showed signs of distress, and we thought
it prudent to water. Scarlet Geraniums stood well. On Tues-
day morning we had a heavy drizzling dew, which may end,
despite the stationary condition of the barometer, in a heavy
rain, which would now be acceptable to many things, though
it might retard late haymaking. The day after watering we
went over most of the beds with the hoe, where access could
be obtained, to leave the surface rough again, alike to keep in

mouture and to allow it to penetrate into the ground without
running off, if it did come to us from the heavens. This is

especially necessary in raised beds and borders. This watering
may be a small matter where nothing more is required than
fixing a hose to a supply-pipe, but it is a great labour where
water is scarce, and where all that is used must be carted,

wheeled, or carried. Much time and labour are often lost in

gardens from the size of gates and doors preventing the access

of carts, water-barrows, &c, and even where water could be
brought, from the false economy of not conveying it in pipes
where most wanted. Where water must be carried, the labour
is vastly increased.

Placed Pelargoniums done flowering full in the sun, and will

give little water that the wood may be well hardened before
cutting them down. Fresh arranged verandahs and conserva-
tory. Potted Primulas, Geraniums, Balsams, &c, and attended
to plants much as described in previous weeks' notices.—R. F.

VEGETABLES.

Artichokoa each
Asparagus .... bundlo
Roans, Broad. . bushel

Kidnoy . . hi Biove
Beet, Kod doz.
Broccoli bundlo
Brus. Sprouts % siove
Cabbage doz.
Capsicums 100
Carrots buuch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery bundle
Cucumbers each

pickling doz.
Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
Garlic lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish . . bundle

8. d.

2t

5
2
a o
1 o

1

4
I)

4

B.
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Pbize for Model Garden {Exhibitor). —You sny that the prizes
offered were "No. 56, Desifm or Model," "No. 57, Model Garden," and a
miniature garden was exhibited with beds, sand for gravel, zinc painted
«*reen lor box, &c. There can be no doubt that it ought to have been ex-
hibited in Class 57. That was especially for a model garden. Class 56
was for a design or model of any other kind.

Drying Ferns, &c. (E. T. W.).—No tools are required. Spread be-
tween sheets of thick blotting paper the specimens in their natural posi-
tion, placing every pinna or leaf flat and separate, and put on the top of
the blotting paper a flat board and a weight of seven pounds or there-
abouts. It is best to have a quire of blotting paper.

Guano Water—Rose Buds not Opening {Agnes).—The guano should
be allowed to dissolve at least twelve hours before it is applied, and
being well stirred up, should be strained to free it of lumps. If you were
to give your Roses a plentiful supply of water, we think that they would
open the buds freely. The evil is probably caused by the dryness of the
soil and atmosphere.

NUPHAR LfTEA SOWING

—

MtRIOPIIYI-LUM SPICATOM AND AOOBUB CALA-
MUS Planting {Peterborough}.—Now, or immediately after they arc ripe,

is a good time to sow seeds of Nuphar lutea, casting them into a pond
with a foot or so of water over a muddy bottom. You may tie a small
stone to the lower end of the Myriophylluni spicatum, and throw it into
a depth of 9 inches or a foot of water. Acorns calamus may have a large
stone tied to the root, and be cast into a foot or 18 inches deep of water
over a muddy bottom. Now is a good time.

Raphanus caudatcs {S. WA.—U is a native of Java, and seed of this,
the Long-tailed Radish, should be sown in a gentle heat, and when the
seedlings are up and of a tolerable size, plant thrni out in the open air in
good rich soil. It requires abundance of water during dry weather, and
the ground about it should be frequently stirred. Sou will find full par-
ticulars at page 181, Vol. X., New Series. (Dfl Eoix). Smvyour single
seed in an eight-inch flower-pot filled with light rich soil, burying the
seed just the depth you would a common Radish seed. It needs no pro-
tection at this season.

Vine Leaves Eaten—Leaves Specked (E. W.).—From your descrip-
tion of the leaves we should attribute their skeleton-like appearance to
the ravages of some caterpillar, which you may discover upon close ex-
amination of the foliage ; or it may be caused by some beetle, or even
-earwigs, and that you may ascertain by placing a white sheet beneath
the Vines after dark, and shaking the Vines will cause the insects to fall

upon the sheet. The specks, which we presume are in the shape of ex-
crescences on the wood, leafstalks, and bunches, are natural, and pecu-
liar to the Vine, and we do not consider that they eat into either the
wood or the footstalks of the leaves and berries, but form d part of it.

They are not injurious.

Root of Vine Cut {Idem).—The large root you cnt from 6 to R feet
from the collar will not destroy the Vine if,"as you sny, it was not more
than 3 inches in circumference, and did not bleed from the end left. Tbc
Vine would only be weakened by the root being cut, and by bleeding
from the part detached. We cannot help thinking that a Vine forty years
old must have had more roots than this ; but if there were not, and the
Toot which was cut had all the fibres lower than the cut, then it is not
improbable that the part attached had not more eap stored up within it

than sufficient to cause the bafts to break weakly, and the shoots to fall

off. It is for you to tell whether the Vine is dead or not ; if alive it is pro-
bable that the few dormant eyes which are hard may break.

Vines Mildewed (Idem).—The berries are mildewed, and the remedy
is to dust the parts affected with flowers of sulphur. The small red
Bpecks on the footstalks of the berries are too large for red spider, and
are in reality a part of the stalk itself—natural. We do not recommend
the fumigation of vineries, except for the purpose of exterminating in-
sects, and then smoking is only available for thrips.

Flies in Vinery (Idem).—Make some beer very sweet with treacle, and
with it quarter fill a soda-water bottle. Tie a piece of string round the
neck of the bottle, and suspend it in the vinery from the roof. The flics

will enter the bottle and drown themselves.

Bottom Heat for Pines (An Amateur),—We have no doubt that you
•will have sufficient bottom heat from the hot-water pipes, provided the
roots are not raised too far from the pavement above the pipes. In verv
severe weather yon might scarcely have enough of top heat without a
little protection. For ordinary occasions it would be ample.

Ground between Strawberry Plants {Inquirer).—The ground be-
tween the plants, made hard by treading, may be pointed over with a fork
to the depth of a couplo of inches, but not more ; for Strawberries like a
firm soil, and hoeing or digging the surface deeply is to be avoided, as it

injures the roots. We cannot give the names of the best Pelargoniums
to be selected from a collection of fifty unless you state the names.

Potato Disease (R. Whitehorn).—1he cause of the Potato murrain has
not been successfully explained even by the wisest of vegetable physiolo-
gists. To electricity, manures, inclement seasons, and other circum-
stances have been assigned the origin of the disease, but the Potato had
been exposed to them all for centuries, yet the disease only appeared re-
cently. We do not discern any novelty iu your suggestions.

Burning Sulphur in a Vinery {Inquirer).—Of course such a proceed-
ing would, as you describe, destroy the leaves, the Grapes, and the young
shoots. Often in this Journal have wc warned amateurs against such a
destructive proceeding. By burning sulphur it is converted into sul-
phurous acid, which is alike destructive of animal and vegetable life.

Dusting the leaves with flowers of sulphur, and painting the hot-water
pipes with a mixture of sulphur, water, and clay arc the best modes of
employing sulphur against red spider.

Chalk in Soil for Fig Trees {A Grouper of Figs).—A little chalk in
the soil of your Fig-house will do no harm, and, though we would rather
apply rough lime rubbish, rough chalk will do very well. However, wc
have had and seen fine Figs innothing but good loam, with top-dressings.
In your proposed border 2 feet deep, on concrete, we would manage as
follows :—Have from 6 to 9 inches of open rubble above the concrete, and
then you enn use water freely, and the 15 inches of soil will he ample for
the Figs. The Castle Kennedy Fig is a very good one.

Black Alicante Grape (.1 Combo/fit Reader).—'The large oval berries
were fertilised; the small berries were not fertilised, and tin- tauses the
difference in the size. Your Grape is Black Morroco, rather a shy setter,
and should be assisted at the time of blooming.

Roses for Exhibition (J. S.).—High-coloured Roses are :—Charles
Lefebvrc, Senateur Vaisse, Due de Rohan, Maurice Bernardin, Prince
Camille tie Rohan, very dark; Emperenr de Maroc, not large, but fine
form, and very dark; or Pierre Notting, dark crimson. Light-coloured
Roses are : Comtesse Cecile de Chabrillant, pink ; Aeidalie, white ; Gloiie
de Dijon, yellow ; Triomphe de Renues, yellow ; Baronne Gouella
(Bourbon), dove pink ; Souvenir de la llalniaison, blush; Duehesae d'Or-
leans, lavender blush ; Soeur des Angos or Caroline de Sansal, blush.

Melons not Setting {T. F. B.).—The Melons do not set in consequence
of the soil being too dry. If you water them well without malting the
surface wet, and give them more air, we think the flowers and embryo
fruit will not turn yellow. Keep the plants healthfully moist at the root,
and admit abundance of air. and they will set fruit freely if care be taken
to fertilise the blossoms. To name a plant from its leaf is hazardous.
The leaf sent is that of some Coleus, probably Coleus VerschafFelti.

Zonale (North Ridinn).—When thus spelt it is pronounced Zo-n;'i-le.

Many persons prefer spelling it Zonal, and then it is pronounced Zu-nal.

Cinerarias for Bedding-out (/rfewl.-Wc have used Cinerarias as
bedding plants, but they do not make a good bed, except, perhaps,
for late blooming. The time to sow the seed for this purpose is the
middle of February; then grow the plants in a gentle heat, and harden
them off for planting-out in the beginning of June.

Lobelia Snowflake (Idem).—This Lobelia is with us as good and as
useful as Lobelia speciosa, only it is white instead of blue. Lobelias are
more free in growth from seed, but they do not flower so soon nor so
freely as plants from cuttings.
Rose Stocks (Devonieneis).—You can only procure the Rose stocks,

Shanghai and Fortune's White Banksian, spoken of by Mr. "Will*, by buying
plants of each and raising stocks from cuttings of them.

Names of Plants (T. W.).—Common Henbane, Hyoscyamus niger.
(TV. West).—It is the Lesser Dodder (Cuscuta epithymum), a pomatte,
which attaches itself to the Vetch and other plants. [H. Hirtwistle).—
Pernettya mucronata. {W. ~D. A.).—Hydrangea quercifolia. <F. M. C.).—
1, Onoclea sensibilis, N. America; 2, Nephrodium molle, Tropics.
(Aquatic).—The water-weed you send is a species of Enteromorpha. The
only way to get rid of it is to persevere in clearing it out as often as
possible. We remember a similar case where a large piece of water was
infested with the same weed, which was eventually destroyed in the
manner mentioned.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the Week ending Jul

Date.
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together in the gallery, heads were stooped down out of sight'

while important consultations were held, and at last it was
sung; and when tin singers sat down they looked at each
other and smiled, while a little buzz went through tho congre-

gation, and almost broke out into open applause. In the same
way our clorgyman had cortain texts and sermons for certain

seasons. We hoard just before Lent about the sower. We had
appropriate texts for harvest, for summer, for the new year,

and they wcro well pressed home ; but people got used to them,
and as old John Tico passed farmer Eagle coming out of church,

he would say, " Tho old sermon, niaister, again ; a body would
snppose parson thought we forgot the time of year. I 've heard
ihat sermon a matter of forty times. Whero shall us begin
to-morrow, in horse-plat or eight acres ?

"

Just in the samo way wo have certain subjects for certain

periods—they come, like the seasons, in course. Wo doubt
whether those who heard the sermons remembered all of thorn,

and so wo judge from the queries we receive that part at least

of our previous homilies are forgotten. We will take them as

they come.
iNorjiuur..—"Tho cock chickens are so forward that they will

not run peaceably with the old birds : which should be con-
fined ? " The young ones ; you may catch up twenty that have
been running together, and put them in one pen ; let them be
well fed, and they will grow faster then than when at liberty.

A pen for such should be 20 feet long by 10 broad.
" ' F. A. 9.' wishes to break up all his pens now (he has

three different breeds), and to let his birds run together : how
is he to manage it ? " If there is room for them, put all your
birds to roost in one large house, catch them at night, and put
them on the perches. It often prevents righting. There is

neither risk nor injury in their running together till after the
moulting season. You will have no eggs now that you require
the birds to sit. If you wish to sit very early ones be careful to

put your different breeds back in their pens in October; but if

you are not intending to breed before January, it will do perfectly

well if you put the birds back in November. This will give
time for your pens not only to sweeten but to freshen ; and
your long-pent-up birds will find when at liberty the helps
necessary for forming their new plumage, and they will gain
the strength to make them profitable occupants of their sepa-
rate dwellings when the time arrives for their being again con-
fined. These rests to the birds are like the alternations of
night and day to mankind—they afford the opportunity for the
reparative process to go on. Now, the surface of the pens and
roosting-houses should be taken off and given to the gardener,
and all water well lime-whited, and the run dug up and left

rough, doors and windows left open. In fact, all should be
done that can sweeten and renovate. It is the season of rest
for fowls and their owners. May both enjoy it and turn it to
the best account.

MEDICAL REPORT ON A POULTRY-YARD.
My stock for the past nine months (I only began last October),

has been one cock and sis hens.
Case 1st. About two months ago one hen was taken ill, and

after four or five days died. Soon afterwards another died, and
now some chickens six weeks old are dying one after the other.
The symptoms are—soft crop, which at first sight seems very
full of food, but on handling is found to he full of fluid only

;

loss of appetite, and after death a running of fluid from the
mouth.

In the ease of the first hen, I put her in a coop on some
grass, gave her water only three times a-day, fed her on bread
soaked in beer, or rather put' it before her, for she would eat
nothing, and as she was no better after five days, I one evening
gave her a dessert-spoonful of castor oil. This seemed to finish
her, for the next morning about ten o'clock she died, and the
oil with the other fluid ran from the mouth after death.
My poultry are in an enclosed yard 26 feet by 16 feet,

Consist of common farmyard fowls, all but the cock and one
hen, and are twelve months old. They are fed as follows

—

Noon, barley as much as they like to eat, then taken away
;

morning and night, pollard (Is. id. per bushel), mixed some-
times with mashed potatoes, as much as they can eat, then re-
moved. Some lettuce is continually by them, clean spring
water is given every day, and there is a sand-heap to bask in.

Case 2nd. As Brahma Pootras are so much recommended in
these pages for confined yards, I in April bought a. cock and hen
nine months old, expecting by this time to have had a good

stock of Brahma chickens. As soon as thirteen eggs were
laid I put them under a hen. I had seven chickens, three dead
in the shell, and three eggs bad. Tho next Bitting was eight
Brahma and five common eggs. The common eggs all hatched,
hut only two of tho Brahmas ; the others were bud. The next
sitting was thirteen Brahma eggs, and not a single chicken ;

was hatched. The eggs when cooked for the other fowls had
some of them the yolk quite distinct from the white, and in some
it was rather mixed up together, but all smelt verybadly. The
next sitting was six Brahma and five common oggs. The latter

all produced birds. The Brahmas were all unproductive. Some
were clouded, and some had the yolk and white quite distinct.

To-day nine eggs should have hatched, seven common eggg,

and two Brahmas. All the former have produced birds ; the
two Brahmas were unproductive. You will perceive that out of

forty-two Brahma eggs, only nine hatched, and those nine were
from eggs laid during the first three weeks I had the hen, while
all the common eggs produced birds. The extraordinary thing
is, that all the hens (six) are with one- cock, there being only
one in the yard, and I have noticed that he attends to the
Brahma quite as much as to any of the common hens. I
notice nothing wrong in the hen, only she has dropped a soft

egg about now and theu.—J. E. Beyton.

[Loose crop is a very common complaint, but we have never
heard of its being almost general in a yard. When cases like

this occur, we endeavour to find the cause in the food or treat-

ment. Y'ou say at " noon as much barley as they like, and
then taken away." We suppose from this that the barley is given
in a trough or some other vessel ; this is incompatible with
health, and would go far to account for sickness of any kind.
Fowls learn to look for the daily advent of the corn-box. As
soon as it is put down they rush eagerly at it, and eat all they
can, a mouthful at a time. This i3 unnatural : a fowl should
pick a grain, and not a mouthful at a time. The fowl, knowing
that tho food will soon be taken away, and stimulated by the
presence of the others, gobbles down as much as possible, over-
fills the crop, and then has what in the human being would be
called "a pain at the chest." By instinct the bird has recourse
to water to wash it down, but it can only pass to the gizzard as
that empties itself of the food previously in it. In the mean-
time it swells, and causes distension of the crop. We believe

that from the daily recurrence of this, there is a loss of diges-

tive powers ; that the gizzard has become large, weak, and
flaccid, unable to dispose of the food daily put in it. Appetite
ceases, and thirst increases, the fowl drinks to the last, and
dies. You must have a larger space for the chickens, that you
mention is not large enough for the number you have. Give
your fowls a feed of slaked meal very early in the morning,
thrown about in small pieces, so long as they will run after it.

Give them whole corn at midday, but scatter it broadcast over
the ground. Feed again with meal in the evening. While
they are suffering from pendent crops let them have water fre-

quently, but not always by them. As soon as the cause is re-

moved they will return to health, and may be treated accord-

ingly. Continue the dust-heap and the lettuces. It would seem
that the longer the Brahma hen remains with you, the worse
her eggs are. Were tho forty-two eggs .laid continuously, or
was there the intervention of a broody time ?]

FOWLS YOU SHOULD KEEP
Is reference to " Fowls You Should Keep," in your Journal of

the 17th, may I give my experience ? The monthly return of

eggs obtained by " J. M. S." from six hens appears very small.
Three hens of the La Elsohe breed have produced for me as

follows :—May, 47 ; June, 54 ; and July to the 23rd, 28. One
of the three hens has just brought off a hatch of chickens, and
another has been sitting for the past ten days. I regret I can-
not carry my statistics as regards these three hens further
back, but the hens were only imported in April, and commenced
laying at once. I have also had good fortune with Houdan
and Crewe Cceurs ; but of the three breeds I confess to a lean-

ing towards the stately and handsome La Fleohe.
I should have mentioned that my three hens and a cock are

in a run, about 8 feet square, in the suburbs of London, and
that all the French fowls appear wonderfully tolerant of con-

finement. Were I not afraid of occupying too much space, I

would give you the results of my hatching-experience, but will

content myself with remarking that chicks hatched in my incu-

bator run about with and appear quite as strong and well-to-do

as those hatched at the same time under hens.—S. W., F.Z.S.
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EXTRACTING THE GAPES WORM.
I noticed in your Number of July 24th remarks upon ex-

tracting the gapes worm. This is a frequent disease in America,
and carries off numbers of young chickens.
The plan I adopted was to take the top, say 4 inches down,

of a quill feather, and strip off all the feathers except for three-
quarters of an inch at the end where cut. The remaining part
I cut with scissors about one-half the length, running the finger
down to spread it and give it a barb-like appearance. Of the
sharp part of the stem where cut I dip just the tip in sealing-
wax to prevent its injuring the windpipe. I then anoint the
feather with spirits of turpentine or coal oil, thrust it down
the windpipe, twist it round, and then withdraw it. This
barbed part brings the red gapes worms up with it. I never
experienced any difficulty in doing this, and in most instances
effected the cure.

—

James Spbatt.

ON PRESERVING EGGS.
At a late meeting of the Farmers' Institute in New York, a

note was received from Mr. W. M. Brown, of Indiana, inquir-
ing whether there is any way to pack eggs so as to keep them
good from spring until the winter months ? Upon this question
the following discussion took place. The name of the first

speaker is not given :

—

There are various modes of keeping eggs, none of which are
quite successful. Sometimes eggs packed in water saturated
with lime keep perfectly well, and sometimes they do not.
Some persons say they can keep them in water saturated with
salt, others keep them packed in fine dry salt, others in char-
coal dust. If packed in sand and kept in a very cool cellar,
they will remain through the year. They should always be
packed small end up. The best way to preserve eggs is to
tore them in one of Professor Nyce's preservatories.

Professor Smith, Columbia College, said that the common
way of preserving eggs in the north of Europe, and which
appeared to bo more effectual than any other mode he had ever
seen, was this :—The eggs are placed in a barrel, keg, earthen
jar, or any other suitable vessel, and then melted tallow, only
just warm enough to flow, is poured in, filling the interstices,
and thus hermetically sealing the eggs from the air, which
appears to be all that is necessary for their perfect preservation.
When wanted for use they are easily obtained by warming the
open end of the vessel to soften the tallow.

Mr. Solon Robinson said he thought lard or oil would answer
the purpose ; it would be more convenient. He had heard
molasses recommended, and did not see why it would not
answer perfectly.

Mr. Carpenter said he had found no difficulty in preserving
eggs in fine dry salt. He packs them endwise, and about once
a-mpnth reverses the ends of the casks, or rather box with
straight sides, so that a board and cloth or paper fits down
and holds the contents in their place when reversed.

Professor Tillman gave it as his opinion that anything which
would exclude air would preserve eggs. Recent experiments
in France have developed the fact that varnishing the shell
destroys the value of the egg for incubation.
Mr. E. Williams said he had seen eggs perfectly preserved

by packing in meal.—(Canada Fanner.)

years ago in Birchanger Wood, near Bishop Stortford, and as
it was only wounded, an attempt was being made to keep it

alive.

Wood Owl.—This is a strong and fierce bird, of a dusky
colour, with different shades of brown. It was so common
that when a boy I always had one or two of them tame. They
used to breed within a hundred yards of the house, and were
great destroyers of rats. It was pleasing when walking on a
fine night to hear the solemn notes of these birds responding
to each other at a distance ; but they are all destroyed, I be-
lieve, not one of them now remains.
Brown Owl.—Smaller than the preceding, of a lighter colour,

and not so often seen, as it did not frequent out-buildings, but
kept more to woods and other retired situations. Like the last

it is now gone.

Bam Owl.—This beautiful and useful bird is now like the
others nearly extinct. Its food consisted of mice, which it de-

stroyed both in barns and fields ; it used to begin its hunt
about an hour before sunset, and continued it till daylight,

thus rendering great service. Like the Kestrel Hawk, it touched
no sort of Game, but it is so often destroyed by ignorant people
that I fear we shall soon have to deplore its loss altogether.

The Little Seoj>s Owl is said to have been seen here, but I

believe it to be a mistake.—D. S. French.

NOTES ON BIRDS OF PREY IN ESSEX.—No. 2.

Great Homed Owl.—A very fine specimen of this noble bird
was once shot in Mark Bushes, Latton, by Mr. Paine, keeper
to Colonel Burgoyne, of Mark's Hall. The Colonel had it
stuffed and placed in the front hall.

Long-eared Owl.—This is a very beautiful and rare bird.
During the severe winter of 1860-61, three of them were shot
in this neighbourhood—one at Sawbridgeworth, one at Harlow,
and one at North Weald. This last I saw. It is an extremely
rare visitor in this district, and the birds shot were probably
driven southward by the intense cold.

Short-eared Owl.—This is still more rare than the preceding.
Some years ago one was shot at Sheering Hall, but so far as I
am aware, this was the only instance of its appearance. I may
here remark, that Sheering Hall is situated in a vale by the
river Pincey, which, until of late years, was densely wooded. It
was, therefore, sometimes the resort of rare birds.

Tengmalms Owl.—Very rare. I saw one that was shot some '

THE EGYPTIAN BEE.—Part H.
ITS INTRODUCTION INTO AND ACCLIMATISATION IN GERMANY.

(Continued from page 75.)

" Of animals hostile to bees which exist in Egypt," con-
tinues Herr Vogel, " only hornets and wasps are known to
me. At a certain time in summer a boy must always be sta-

tioned near the bee-hives, in order to drive away the hornets,
or else these animals would rob all the honey from the stocks.

He who knows how rich Egypt is in troublesome insects may
form an idea what a pest the hornets especially are for the
bees and their keepers during the hot season in Egypt. If

robbing a stock by wasps has once commenced, it is difficult to

afford help. It is, therefore, the chief task of the watchman
to ward off the first attacks of these enemies.

" As but a few Fellahs and Copts keep bees, it requires a good
deal of time to find out an apiary. A European who does not
know the Arabian language can discover an apiary mostly only

by chance. Moreover, the Fellahs are so intolerant as often

to throw great difficulties in the way of discoveries of this kind
in Egypt, which difficulties cannot often be overcome, and
travellers are frequently attacked by robbers. In Manzur a
Copt keeps bees, who is said to be the Egyptian master of bee-

keeping. Herr Hammersehmidt, a photographer, went to this

man in 1863, to buy a stock for the Berlin Acclimatisation

Society ; the gloomy, distrustful, and very superstitious Egyp-
tian did not, however, give a decided answer. Not even a dead
bee, which was to be sent to Berlin as a sample, could Mr.
Hammersehmidt obtain from him. For 15 to 20 this. (£2 5s. to

£3) only was he willing to part with a dead bee. Herr Ham-
mersehmidt fortunately succeeded, in 1864, in finding out a

small apiary in Old Cairo. The proprietor, a Fellah, who had
been brought up in a European family, gave a bee as a sample,
and parted with a small swarm for a considerable sum of money,
he also made the hive for transportation, and had the box for

packing it in made by his son, who was a joiner. This Fellah

was only induced to sell the swarm by Mr. Hammersehmidt,
who is a perfect master of the Arabian language, remarking to

him that his name would not only be mentioned in Europe,
but become immortal. This alone had the desired effect.

The Fellah would not hive the swarm in a wooden hive, being
of opinion the bees were not accustomed to wooden hives, and
would die in it. He, however, is not quite an unpractical bee-

keeper. In order to compel the bees to make combs parallel

to the diameter of the cylinder, he puts old combs on a small

forked stick, which is exactly as long as the cylinder is high
inside, and fixes them in the hive which is to be stocked. The
bees fasten the inserted combs to the surface at the top of the

cylinder and to the twig, and after they have been loosened at

the top the Fellah can take them out with the stick, and also

insert them again. The Fellahs have also partially moveable
combs. The new combs which the bees make in the cylinder

they make parallel to the inserted ones, and the excision of

honeycombs is thereby much facilitated.
" The Egyptian bee, which is distinguished from all other

known varieties by its small size and light pubescence, is
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spread over tlio wholo of Egypt. As the valley of the Nile is

rather isolated in apiarian respects, this species cannot inter-

mingle with other varieties, and therefore maintains its purity

intact. This has been proved by singlo bees collected from

different parts of the country. Arabia, in nature African, has

likewise the Egyptian form of honey bee, which is proved by

the specimen in the Berlin entomological collection, which was

brought by Ehrenberg from Arabia Felix. The Syrian bee

differs only from tho Egyptian in being somewhat larger, and

having a hairy yellow corselet ; it is in other respects so much
like the Egyptian variety that it may be considered as belong-

ing to it. Even at the present day the Syrian form of tho

Egyptian bee exists in Palestine in hollow trees and clefts of

rock, and it was from this bee that honey was obtained by

Samson. Besides the Northern and Italian hybridouB bees,

and the so-called Grecian or Hymettus bee, bees are frequently

found in Asia Minor, which by their light-coloured corselet-

plate and small size again approach the Egyptian bee. The
Egyptian form of the species with dark hairy crown of the

head, goes through the Himalayas as far as China, and was

called by Fabricius Apis cerana.«
" As the subtropical zone is the home of the Egyptian bee, it

was feared that this variety, which exists only in hot countries,

would soon perish in the climate of Germany. A friend of

mine informed me in 1864, that he had heard of the Egyptian

bee having been introduced into England years ago, and that

it had died there on account of the climate. + I can readily

believe that the acclimatisation of the Egyptian bee has been
attempted in England, and that it soon became extinct there

;

but, judging from the nature of the northern and Italian bee, I

do not believe that it perished on account of the climate. Any
effect of the Egyptian climate upon a being reared in Germany
could only be imagined if the so-called cellular or preformation

theory were true. According to the imitative or epigenese

theory, which rests r.pon the development of all being from
the bud or germ, it is quite natural to suppose that the germs
of propagation, like the germs of the other organs of the

animal body, should be formed and develope themselves in time,

so that the influence of the Egyptian climate upon beings de-

veloped in Germany cannot be supposed. From the beginning
I inferred that if the Egyptian bee could not at once bear our
climate, it was doubtful whether it would ever become ac-

customed to it. If Apis fasciata, in order to be kept with
profit, must be compelled to alter its nature, the acclimatisa-

tion of the insect would become impossible ; for the native

nature of the bee is, according to our experience, unalterable,

whilst its inborn impulses are unchangeable, the Creator not
enabling it to develope new instincts. The belief that bees in

the West Indies leave off storing honey because they find food

there uninterruptedly during the whole year i3 founded in

mistake. Such a change in the nature of the insect cannot
be imagined, as it is in direct opposition to the immutable laws
which govern the nature of the bee. Horses may be broken
in, dogs may be trained, nay, even lions, &c, may be tamed,
but the nature of the bee neither man nor climate can alter.

The latter can only regulate its instinct in every country of

the earth in accordance with the variation of the seasons."

(To be continued.)

PAINLESS EXTINCTION OF DRONES.
Ir is a common opinion that the massacre of the drones in a

hive is a cruel and, I may almost say, unnatural proceeding.
As the time has arrived when the destruction commences some
of your readers may be interested in observing whether the
drones suffer a painful death. I am inclined to think not, but
that the body is sucked by the bees, so that the drone dies from
exhaustion, whilst part of the store he has consumed is returned
to the hive. I am strengthened in this opinion by the fact,

that the attack is always made on a particular spot behind the

• The name "Egyptian bee" is, strictly speaking, incorrect, because
this bee is also met with in Arabia ; but the species being thus styled
in works on natural history, having been domesticated and cultivated in
Egypt from the earliest times, and finally introduced into Germany from
that country, we do not seek to change it. The un-German name. Apis
fasoiata Ifascio, nvi, atum, are, to wind or bind bands around), was given
t '

-t by tin' French naturalist Latrielle (1838), because he considered it a
Bpecies of that genus. The Latin name no doubt signifies that this bee
appears to be adorned with reddish-yellow and white bands.

This appears to be a mistake, as I believe no such attempt at that re-
ferred to was ever made.—A Devonshire Bee-keeper.

wings, and that dronoa recently killed are lighter than liva

bees.

—

Henby Huones, Loughborough.

[We are unable to endorse your theory of the " painless
extinction " of drones. Numbers, doubtless, polish of exhaus-
tion, or are worried to death, few, if any, being actually stung

;

but this exhaustion seems to be the result of starvation, the
unfortunate males being rigidly denied access to the stores of
tho hive some time before active hostilities are commenced.
The attack which you notice as being made behind tho wing is

the mode in which a worker always endeavours to seize a
hostile bee, and has, probably, this advantage, that it often
enables her either to disable her adversary by dislocating the
wing, or to inflict a fatal wound by curving her body and
piercing with her sting the vulnerable parts underneath the
abdomen.]

HIVING A SWARM SETTLED IN A CHIMNEY.
Will you inform me what is the best method of hiving a

swarm of bees which settled in a chimney leading from a flue ?

They cannot be reached by anything from beneath. They
have been there about two months.—W. P.

[We must again confess ourselves puzzled, and shall be
olliged to any of our correspondents who may be able to

advise " W. P." in his difficulty. Why have the bees been
permitted to remain in the chimney for so long a time as two
months ?]

IS THE LIGURIAN BEE REALLY MORE
PROLIFIC THAN THE COMMON BEE?

Mr. Law's account of his Ligurian bees proves them to have
been in his case certainly " prolific to a degree," but as the

article is headed " Superiority of the Ligurian Bee," I must
put in a claim to equal merit on this point for my old black

friends, and I think I am justified in doing so by the following

facts which occurred in my apiary this season.

I had, from a stock two years old, a remarkably fine swarm
on the 27th of May, which, by the way, appears to have been a

great swarming day in England, as well as here. This was
followed in six days afterwards (the 2nd of June) by a very re-

spectable second swarm ; and this again in six days, the 8th of

June, by without exception the largest and finest swarm I ever

hived. The bees came away from the hive exactly at three

o'clock in the afternoon, and I never remember to have seen
the air in such a state of commotion, or to have heard such
joyous music discoursed by my little favourites. For ten

minutes at least I was quite uncertain where their final desti-

nation would be, when suddenly her majesty came down from
her honeymoon flight, as I suppose, and rested on a currant bush
by my side, and to my gratification she was instantaneously

surrounded by her faithful subjects. The productive powers of

the parent hive were, however, yet far from being exhausted,

for on the 15th of June, for the fourth time, a gallant army
sallied forth, all, like their predecessors, to be taken prisoners

without striking a blow. These last I joined to No. 2.

Thus in less than three weeks I obtained from one hive three

magnificent stocks. All of these have since not only filled the

bodies o£ their hives, but are working merrily in glass supers,

and two of them have, to my great disappointment, within the

last few days thrown virgin swarms (very fine ones), but too

late, I fear, to set up housekeeping arrangements for them-
selves this season, so I have obtained furnished lodgings for

them with some kind neighbours. I do not, however, know
that I am justified in using the term " kind," for I regret to

say that in almost every case of uniting which I have attempted

—

and I have carried out my operations to the letter, as directed

by all the best authorities—I have, like " G. J.," in your Num-
ber 277, be?n horrified by the number of dead and dying on
the white cloth ; in fact, tho dreaded "needle gun " could not

carry on the work of destruction with greater rabidity, or more
fatal effect than the stings of these little rascals, when their

territory is invaded at night. I have not tried peppermint

;

has it the effect of soothing their ire?

Although I think the facts I have stated above show that

with proper management the black bee is sufficiently pro-

ductive to satisfy the most exacting bee-master, still I am very

anxious to introduce the Ligurian bee into this neighbourhood,

and as many of my friends are equally so, any hints as to the

best mode of procedure would be most acceptable. The prices
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charged for Ligurians by most London and other English bee-

keepers are most exorbitant, and they do not guarantee their

safe arrival in Ireland.

One of my stocks (one of the best as I hoped), has behaved
in a most extraordinary manner this year. I put on a bar
super box in May, and they went up in crowds at once, and
worked splendidly until about the 10th of June ; about that
time they appeared to me to be in statu quo, and remained so
till the end of the month. On taking off the box to examine
the cause, I found the passages between them clogged with
drones, and the bees have never since resumed work or

swarmed, although they appear at the entrance to be working
most vigorously. What is the cause ?

—

Squib, Co. Kildare.

I read with great interest the account of the results obtained
at Marston Trussel Rectory, communicated in your Journal of

the 10th iust. I wish to supplement it with a statement of

the results realised in an apiary in this neighbourhood, where
the treatment was far from being scientific, and where the
common bee (Apis mellifica), alone is kept. The proprietrix,

for it is a female, the sister of a farmer, who interests herself
in the bee department, had only four hives this spring. They
were in ordinary straw skeps. and in fair condition. No. 1

cast three swarms, of which the top swarm cast other two

;

No. 2 cast three, of which, however, one was lost, and the top
swarm cast a virgin ; No. 3 cast three swarms ; No. 4 cast two,
making in all, along with the old stocks, eighteen. The swarms
were all large. One of the virgins I obtained to people an
observatory hive ; and the other, which I visited to-day, was
very large, so much so that a more commodious skep had to

be procured for it than tho one in which it was first housed.
If in the case of Marston Trussel six hives swelled out to
twenty-three, which might have been increased to twenty-five,
in the case I am describing four became eighteen, giving the
advantage in favour of the black bee. I may add that other
Swarms are still expected.

—

Presbyter.

[It seems to us that no satisfactory conclusion can be arrived
at by the comparison of results obtained in different places,

where the season, pasturage, and mode of management may be
alike dissimilar. An impartial observer keeping both varieties

in the same locality, at the same time, and under precisely
similar circumstances, would in our opinion he the best, if not
the only, evidence that could be offered as being at ail decisive
on the point.]

UNITING BEES.
A tolerably large swarm came from one of my supered bar

and frame hives, and I wished to unite it to a weak Btock in

another bar and frame hive. The following is the plan I

adopted :—Having secured the swarm in a common straw hive,
I placed it at 7 p.m. over the bar and frame hive, and opened
the side slits in the adapter to allow the smell of the stock to

rise up to the swarm. I also somewhat freely sprinkled both
stock and swarm, as well as I could, with honey and water.
I went to them about an hour afterwards, and all appeared
quiet. Next morning the swarm was in its hive. I then placed
a glass super over the stock, and resting the swarm on its top
edge, gave the hive containing the swarm a smart blow or two.
All the bees were now inside the super, and I gave them a
second sprinkling of honey and water. Now began a fight

which continued until every bee (of the intended swarm, I pre-
sume), was killed and cast out of the stock on the ground in
front. Not a single bee is to be seen in the super. Query,
Do the bees that sting other bees to death themselves also
die, as they do when they sting human beings ? If not, why
not?
An immense number of bees have been hanging on and

about a stock upon which there is a large bell super. Think-
ing it might be fit to remove I took it off the other day, but
found very little honey and a good deal of brood-comb. I re-

placed it, and still the bees are hanging by thousands about
the hive, doing nothing else. The same is the case with one
of my Stewarton hives, although the top box was put on more
than a week ago, and is filled with bees as idle apparently
as those are that are hanging in a great bunch beneath anil

around the alighting-board. I suppose I must put up with
their idleness.

Books say that bees will not attack people at work at a dis-

tance from the apiary. My experience and that of my children
and gardener is just the opposite of this. They attack us

when we are some distance from the apiary, and pursue ns
relentlessly.—T. R. Draie, Fittleworfli Vicarage.

[The union might have been more successful had yon re-
moved the adapter, and knocked out the swarm on the top of
the exposed frames. This is, in point of fact, the mode we
ourselves adopt, previously deepening the hive at the top by
the addition of a square wooden frame of suitable diameter
and about 1{ inch deep, upon which we place the crown-board
as quickly as possible after knocking out the cluster of bees.
We use, also, a little smoke and peppermint-scented syrup,
but, with all these precautions, are not exempt from occasional
failures. Bees that sting other bees do not always perish, be-
cause the membranes and soft integuments of the bee are so
delicate and fragile as to permit of the sting being withdrawn
without injury. When, however, as sometimes happens, that
weapon penetrates the head or any part of the horny armour of
the bee it remains immoveably fixed, and the result is fatal to
both combatants. The honey harvest may possibly be on the
wane in your locality, as it is in ours, and this would account
for the apparent inactivity of your bees. If, however, honey
is still plentiful, adequate ventilation and sufficient room
being afforded, they will speedily resume their wonted industry.
Bees do not usually annoy persons at a distance from their
hives. There can be no doubt, however, that their dispositions
vary considerably, and yours seem to be unusually irascible.]

OUR LETTER BOX.
Weak-kneed Brahma Pootra (J. E. C. S. D.).—\t is uncommon for

a Brnhma cock of the age you mention to become weak at the knees;
that complaint belongs to youth and old age, and unless there is some-
thing very wrong with him he ought speedily to recover. We think your
stimulants should be preceded by opening medicine, and advise yon to
give castor oil. a table-spoonful

; you may give two doses at two days'
interval, and a third three days afterwards. Then feed on bread and ale,
cooked meat chopped fine, and chopped egg, with ground oats slaked with
milk. He should be put in a place by himself. Tho cross you speak of
is not so good as that between a Brahma and Dorking.

Pigeons (P. B.).— Runts to bo good should weigh 41 lbs. per pair.
Barbs are best with pearl eyes, but often have gravel eyes. White Barbs
mostly have dark eyes. Fantails may have from twenty to forty feathers
in the tail, but I think one with twenty feathers and good carriage is pre-
ferable to one of bad carriage, though it may have double that number
of feathers.—B. P. Brent.

Treatment of Young Canaries (Sick Bird).— Your yonng Canaries
" becoming puffy and dropping from the porch,'' seem to die from in-
fiammation of the intestines. It may arise from bad food, or from sad-
den changes of temperature. Let them have tho same soft food to eat as
that with which they were fed by the old ones, be careful to avoid pun-
gcHt rape or exciting hemp. Young birds are too often hung in tho hot
sun, and then suddenly removed to the cool shade, which acts injuriously
on their susceptible organisation. Fresh air, wholesome food, exercise
and the use of the bath, are the best promoters of robust health. See
that the Canary seed is good and not damaged.—B. P. Brent.

Epptng Poultry Show (W. Tippler).—When we stated the truth that
the Committee were novices in the management of a poultry show, that
is an ad m sible excuse for their shortcomings in respect to catalogues,
labels, &:* . &c. The Committee will be more adroit nest year. Our re-

porter totally differs with you as to the Rouen Ducks.

Spanish Fowls at the Epping Show.—Your reporter of the Epping
Poultry Show says that ago had laid a heavy hand on my Spanish fowls,

that the cock was long past his best, and that the heavy corrugations of

tho face rendered him almost sightless. Permit me, as the owner of these
birds, to say that they were nil hatched last year, and that the cock can
see perfectly on both sides.—R. B. Postans.

Chickens Cramped (W. B.l.—The cold and rain suddenly coming after

the high temperature of the air we have had is the probable cause.

Crush the wheat and barley, and give them a mash of oatmeal and ale

once daily. Lettuce leaves will also be beneficial.

Rabbits (Rabbit).—If you enclose seven postage stamps with your
direction, and order " The Rabbit Book," yon will have it sent to you free

by post froiu our office. It contains full particulars on all the subjects

ou mention, with portraits of the different breeds, &c.

Market for Honey (S. Thorn/.).—Write to Messrs. Fortuum & Mason,
Piccadilly, and to Messrs. Neighbour & Sons, Regent Street, stating what
you have to sell.

Rose Water (A. R.).—Three quarts of water to 4 lbs. of leaves.. Let
the leaves soak in the water for twenty-four hours before distilling.

POULTRY MARKET.—July 30.

The trade is fast disappearing, all London is getting oat of town, and

the demand lessens every day.

s. d. s. d !
8. d. S. d

Large Fowls 2 6 to 3 Guinea Fowls to

Smaller do 2 „ 2 6 Partridgos „ 8

Fowls „ Hares n „
Chickens 1 6„ 1 9 Rabbits 1 4„ 1 5
Geese 5 0„5 B Wild do 8 „ 9
Ducklings 2 0„ 2 6 Pigeons 8„ 9
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water to keep the stems from shrivelling and the leaves from
flagging.

In March, if the weather is mild, the plants will hegin to

grow, and should be watered more freely ; and during sunny
days and mild showery weather, it will he very beneficial

to place the boxes outside under a wall for a few hours in

the day, returning them to a place of safety at night. This
mode of treatment is to be continued until the middle of

April, when a bed should bo made of dung and leaves to a

height of from 2 to 2J feet, and covered with 4. inches of turfy

loam two-thirds, and leaf mould one-third, the frame having
previously been placed on the bed. In a few days the leaves

and dung will have heated sufficiently to warm the soil through.

If the heat be more than the hand can bear, the plants must
not be put in until it has declined to a gentle heat of 70° or 75°.

Then the plants are to be taken out of the boxes, and planted

in the bed, cutting all roots to within 1 inch, or 1J inch from
the place whence they take their rise. The plants may be

put in 3 inches apart every way. A frame of two lights, G feet

wide, 7 feet long, will hold upwards of six hundred plants. After

planting they are to have a good watering, but not a soaking,

and the lights should be put on, and kept close, and if shaded
for a few hours during the hottest part of the day, the cuttings

will quickly form roots, and commence growing. Their points,

if not previously taken off, are to be removed at once, which will

cause them to become stiff and branching. A sprinkling of

water early in the afternoon will be of advantage, but heavy
waterings are to be avoided. None should be given at the root

until the soil evidently requires moisture ; then afford enough
to moisten the mass.
When the plants have made shoots an inch or two in length,

gradually admit air; in fact, admit it plentifully, and by the

middle of May if all has gone well, strong vigorous plants will

be the result. The frame may now be removed and placed on
a bed of leaves and litter, as in the former case, the bed being
covered with soil as before. When the bed is no more than
warm turn out in it any plants of the variegated kinds which
there may be in boxes, treating them in precisely the same
manner as the first, and with the mild bottom heat they will

speedily emit roots plentifully, and grow rapidly. By the be-

ginning of June they will be sufficiently advanced for harden-
ing off, by admitting more air gradually until the lights can be
entirely withdrawn. On the removal of the frame, sticks

should be bent over the plants so that on frosty nights mats
can be thrown over them, and in severe nights it will be neces-

sary to cover the frame with mats to protect the plants from
frost.

The frame, then, will be of no service whatever to the Gera-
niums until spring, and even then it may be used for the
raising of half-hardy annuals, the plants being retained in the

boxes up to the time of planting out, the points of the shoots

being taken out in March. The supply of water should be

increased as growth may render necessary ; as a rule, no water
should be supplied until the soil requires it. After March,
however, keep the soil moist, but not saturated. After the

middle of May the plants may be kept outside day and night
in a warm situation, protection being at hand to cover them on
frosty nights. The plants in this case may be planted out
from the boxes towards the end of May, taking them up with
all the root practicable, and a good watering being given they
will soon become established. In this case the frame will be
dispensed with so far as the Pelargoniums are concerned, and
that is all the better, as it may then be used for other purposes.
The plants, however, will not fill the beds so soon, whilst

those transplanted from the boxes into good soil on a mild
hotbed may be removed with balls of earth at their roots, and
will make a good show by the beginning of July.

I have omitted to mention, that a box ii feet 6 inches long,

and 7; inches wide, will hold five rows of cuttings, and twenty-
eight in each row, or 140 cuttings in all. The boxes can be

' of any length and width desired. The dimensions pre-

viously stated are the sizes used by myself ; not that I winter
my Wants in windows, fori am favoured with glass, but I

took the pattern from some boxes that were made and used in
the manner already described, being in length the exact width
of the windows. I manage to squeeze 150 cuttings into each
box, and this year, owing to want of room, they were planted
out direct from the boxes, and have done well.

I do not think it necessary to say anything as to putting in

the cuttings in pots, for these take up much room, and the
plants are no better, if so good, as those inserted in boxes.
The varieties which I would recommend are Stella, Tom

Thumb, LittleDavid.andCrystalPalace Scarlet, of the scarlets;

pink, Christine ; white, Madame Yaucher ; and Bijou, as a
silver-edged Geranium. There is scarcely a dwelling in which
a boxful of each of these, and in many cases twice that quan-
tity, could not be wintered. I may add that any injury to the
window-board may be prevented by placing the box on a piece
of zinc.

The earlier the cuttings are put in after this appears the
better. The wintering of old plants will be treated of in
another article.—G. Abbey.

VISITS TO GARDENS PUBLIC AND PRIVATE.
Mil. Fraser's, Lea Bridge Nursery.

There is unquestionably a vast deal of difference between
the north and south of London. Go five miles away from
the General Post-office on the south side, and you feel you are

still in London ; suburbs are there which contain a good deal

of the " urbe," but very little of the " rus ;" bricks and mortar
predominate over trees and shrubs, and you involuntarily ask,
" Where does London end ?" But go the same distance on the
north side, and you are among hedgerows and meadows, and
quaint old country houses, unknown on the south side, and,

despite railways, you feed that the people there enjoy a vast

deal more quiet than they do elsewhere. So I felt, at least, as

on a warm day in July I committed myself to the tender

mercies of the Great Eastern, and finding myself safe at the

Lea Bridge Station, walked along the road that leads to Epping
Forest. There was plenty of life ; there were pleasure parties

making their way to that favourite resort ; there were vans
full of Sunday-school children from the crowded city, making
their way to scenes of which they had been dreaming for the

last six months, and which will afford them matter of talk

for the next six ; but with all this there was a quietness one
in vain looks for at the same distance along any of the lines

that go south out of London. It seemed the very place for a

nursery; and I felt sure that the fame which Mr. Fraser's

nursery has so long enjoyed would prove not to be undeserved.

The soil was good, and the situation all that could be wished.

In their general features all large nurseries must be some-
what alike. Each proprietor has some speciality, for which he
has made his name famous ; but in their general features

—

their fruit and forest trees, their bedding and greenhouse

plants, there is great similarity. Mr. Fraser has of late years

been distinguished for his new Roses, Pelargoniums, Azaleas,

and greenhouse plants ; but of the last he has no longer

the large stock of magnificent plants that he used to have.

Finding it impossible to grow everything, and seeing that the

sale of new plants, was more profitable than keeping up a

laige number of unwieldy specimens, he this spring disposed

of them by auction, and has since turned his attention more
to the production of larger numbers of smaller plants. July

is not the month for greenhouses, and therefore my observa-

tions were confined to plants out of doors, notably to the Roses.

These were still in fine bloom, and most of the varieties of the

present and former years were to be seen amongst them. I

noticed as very good JosGphine Beauharnais, of which I have
already spoken ; Mademoiselle Marguerite Doinbrain, this had
all been cut away, as the foreman considered it one of the very

best of the year, and had therefore determined to propagate as

much as possible of it ; Prince de Porcia, a very bright-looking

and excellent flower ; Alba Mutabilis, pretty and distinct

;

Alfred Colomb, excellent ; and Jean Cherpin, very good and rich

flowers. Of those of the previous year there were fine ex-

amples of Marie Boissue, a Rose I had not seen before, light-

coloured and good ; Semiramis, another light-coloured Rose,

very much like Rosa Mundi ; Duke of Wellington, a beautifully

rich-coloured flower, but somewhat uncertain, I fear; Docteur

Andry, a beautifully-shaped and good Rose ; Marguerite de

St. Amand, alovely Rose, and when well grown a most valuable

addition to any collection ; Madame Elise Yilmorin, somewhat
rough, but a very showy Rose in a garden, though hardly fit

fdr an exhibition stand ; Madame Charles Yerdier, a beautiful

light-coloured Rose. I have not found it very vigorous with

me, but it seemed to be so here. Of the older Roses there

was a very large collection, and Mr. Fraser had that very day

been performing the disagreeable but necessary process of con-

signing to the dunghestp a large number, which are now only

cumberers of the ground, however much they may have been

esteemed formerly. All the plants appeared in excellent con-

dition, and free from that horrid black spot which has so
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greatly injured my own plants, and which I havo never seen so

virulent an it has been thiB year.

I have rarely seen better beds of Gladiolus than Mr. Fraser

has this year. They were in apparently the most healthy con-

dition : and as the surface of the ground was neatly covered

with cocoa-nut fibre it kept them cool, and at the same time
Rave a great appearance of neatness to the beds. It does seem
very strange that so little encouragement is given to this fine

autumnal Bowel about London. I was looking through the list

of prizes offered by the Royal Horticultural Society at their

Saturday shows, where they seem to be desirous of bringing to-

gether everything they c:m
; and although Asters, Dahlias, &c,

were included, the Gladiolus is left out. It is a great matter
of complaint that provincial towns should be so far beyond
the metropolis in their appreciation of this noble flower, the

varieties of which aro each year increasing in beauty and in

those properties which a florist delights in.

In common with most of our leading nurserymen Mr. Fraser

has a largo selection of Zonale and Nosegay Pelargoniums.

In one large bed he has a large number of the newer sorts

arranged for comparison. Amongst the most conspicuous were
Leonidas, Julius Ciesar, Marie Rendatler, Diadem, Madame
Werle, Emile Lican, Chieftain, Commissioner, The Clipper,

and Excellent. I hope to have an opportunity later in the

season of entering on the merits of this class of flowers, now
so popular, when 1 have had the opportunity of noting them
in other places as well, and making comparisons with those in

my own garden and Mr. Banks's. Their name is legion, and
we must weed. Let me say here, however, that by far the

best bedding Geranium of the scarlet class is one sent out

some three years ago by Mr. Bull, of Chelsea, called Editor.

I have used it this year as a back-row flower in a border, and
in brilliancy and profusion of bloom it far exceeds Attraction,

Crystal Palace Scarlet. &e. Its habit is sufficiently dwarf, and
it has been greatly admired by all who have seen it. The leaf

is plain, or with the very faintest trace of zone possible, and
thus, as Mr. Robson will tell us, it is better for effect than if it

were zoned.

There were some very beautiful things amongst the foreign

introductions, especially amongst Pentstemons and Delphini-
ums. Amongst the former I was particularly pleased with
Maitre Guorin, Paul Racouchot, Laurence, George Bruant,
Richard Lenoir, Charles Klein ; and amongst the latter with
Triomphe de Pontoise and Henri Jacotot. The main fault to

be found with the rentstemon as a garden flower is that the
bees seem to revel in it from the abundance of pollen, and in

coming out again dust all the centre of the flower, so as to

make it look dirty.

Lapageria rosea is here in great beauty, and was, when I saw
it, producing its seeds very freely. Mr. Fraser has for some
years been able regularly to save a large quantity of seed.

Each pod produces about fifty seeds, and when sown they come
up as regularly all over the pan as if they had been cuttings

inserted ; and as the pods were hanging all over the roof, there
must be thousands of seed6 there now. I saw also large quan-
tities of nice plants of Clianthus Dampieri. Azaleas and Vines
looked remarkably well. The ground was very well kept—no
easy matter in such a summer as this has been.

It would be tedious to enumerate all that I saw at this well-

known nursery. Suffice it to say that it is well worth a visit

by all who care to see a well-ordered nursery, and one where
at all times novelties of some sort will be sure to be seen, and
where they will always, I venture to say, receive the most
courteous attention from Mr. Fra6er.— D., Deal.

P.S.—Since the above was written I have received the Crystal
Palace schedule for the autumn show, and am glad to find

that the authorities, as usual, have been the first to anticipate
the wishes of the floral public by greatly increasing their

prizes for Gladiolus.—D.

Tin.ir-A sylvestris.—" A Surgeon's Wife," quoting (page 64)
Smith's account of Tulipa sylvestris, and adding from some
private source of information its Yorkshire home " between
Hexthorpe and Sprotborough broats," asks some Yorkshire-
man to enlighten her as to the meaning of the word. This I

can easily do, as I live on the spot. The fact is, she has mis-
read or mis-heard the word. There is no such word in the
Yorkshire tongue, that I know of, as " broats," but in the
meadows between Hexthorpe and Sprotborough boat there are
many wild Tulips. The 6pot called Sprotborough boat, or
boats, is where the old ferry was across the river Don, but now

no longer a ferry, but a handsome bridge, the munificent gift

of Sir Joseph Copley to tlio neighbourhood.— A Yorkshire
Incumbent, between Hezthorpe and Sprotborough boat.

LORD CLYDE STRAWBERRY.
In the Number of July 24th, Mr. Gloedo states lliat Lord

Clyde Strawberry is " nothing else than the old Chinese, in
France commonly called Ananas." Now, as I believe I know
as much about Strawberries as Mr. (Iloede, and that my opinion
stands as high as his, I unhesitatingly say that he is wrong,
and that Lord Clyde is a much superior Strawberry, and was
one of a batch of seedlings raised from a cross between Sir
Harry and Carolina Superba. I grew it for three years before
sending it out, and I still grow it. Unfortunately runners
from some barren plants were mixed with those from fruiting

plants, and so, many barren plants are in existence ; for at that
time I was not a firm believer in the opinion that all such
plants should be rooted out, but I am now fully persuaded that
they should be, and every barren plant throughout my collec-

tion has been destroyed this summer.
I sent a strong plant or two to Rushton, and asked the Rev.

W. F. Radclvffe to grow it, and give me his opinion of Lord
Clyde, and 1 was favoured with two letters; and although I

have not his permission to publish them, I am sure he will

only be too glad that I should have the opportunity of putting
myself right before the public, and I therefore enclose the
letters for your perusal, also one from Dr. Hogg. You will see
that Mr. Radclyffe speaks very highly of Lord Clyde, and his
opinion and the advice of friends led me to send it out.

M. Van Hontte. in my opinion, was wrong in stating that
Mr. Radclyffe had described it as "the most valuable Straw-
berry ever known," as he never did so. That M. Van Houtte
should regard Mr. Radclyffe's opinion with respect is simply to

do that which all are in the habit of doing who know Mr. Rad-
clyffe personally or by reputation ; and who does not?
Every Strawberry-grower knows that some sorts will not

do everywhere. Look at La Constante, for instance. I have
repeatedly seen this struggling for an existence and making
but very few runners. The other day I met with it at Gar-
grave in most luxuriant growth, and loaded with fruit. In
the same garden Lord Clyde was promising well—a good-sized
handsome fruit. There also was Marguerite in fine trim ; whilst
in another garden a few days previously I saw three rows of it,

and two-thirds of the plants barren.

—

William Dean, Shipley,
Yorkshire.

SOWING POLYANTHUS SEEDS.
For the benefit of a correspondent in the Journal of the

'24th ult., I may state that if Primrose or Polyanthus seed be

sown immediately in a warm stove, and the seedlings cultivated

till large enough to plant out, most of the plants will flower

next April. It is curious that the Polyanthus, an indigenous
British plant, will flourish in a close warm house for months,
nay, I believe all the year round— I mean, of course, as to leaf

growth. Mr. Beaton found that it was the same with Cycla-

mens, which are now cultivated thus on a large scale. Of
course skill must be exercised in order to obtain a successful

result.

Sow in pans, soaking the soil first with water
;
place them

in a shaded part of the house, cover them with a pane of glass,

and prick-off the seedlings as soon as possible into other pans
;

when the young plants have made four or rive good leaves,

harden-off at the back of a north wall for a week or ten days,

and plant out in time to secure growth in the open air before

winter.

I have sown Primrose seed in July, and flowered a few of

the stronger plants in October of the same year. Of eourse

this, like other go-ahead systems, requires attention to many
little points of good gardening, which would take too much spate

to detail here.—R. T. C.

ORCHARD HOUSE ERUIT.
ORCHARD-Housr: fruit is now grown so extensively, that means

might easily be taken to decide a vexed question—namely,

whether Peaches grown in orchard-houses are superior or in-

ferior to those grown on walls. The Royal Horticultural So-

ciety might offer a small prize for the best three Noblesse
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Peaches, to be judged by flavour only, size and colour being
disregarded. The prize to be open only to fruit grown in one
or other of the two following ways :—1st, In pots in a glass

structure, without ever having been exposed to the direct rays

of the sun in the open air. 2ndly, Grown on a wall without a
glass screen at any period of their growth.—G. S.

ON RAISING PEACHES, NECTARINES, AND
OTHER FRUITS FROM SEED.

[The following paper was one of those presented by Mr.
Rivers to the Botanical Congress, and will doubtless be read
with much interest by horticulturists generally, and especially

by those who are making experiments in the amelioration of

races by seed.]

It is now some forty odd years since I entertained a peculiar

theory that my old varieties of fruit had formed themselves
into species, and would reproduce themselves from seed. I

was well aware of the then existiug practice of T. A. Knight
in cross-breeding, and also the theory of Van lions. I suppose
I wished to be original, and to make myself famous, and so I

commenced operations by taking the Golden Pippin, and, ig-

noring tho works of the bees and the winds, in conveying
foreign pollen to the blossoms of fruit trees, unless carefully

protected by fine gauze or some other light material, I gathered
gome fine fruit from a Golden Pippin tree of great age, and
sowed their pips. In the course of a few years the young
trees raised from them bore fruit. Alas ! for my theory : they
gave me Apples, but not Golden Pippins—no, not one. Some,
it is true, were Apples of a yellowish tinge, but very unlike in

size, shape, and flavour, to what I hoped. Some pips of the
Ribston Pippin, sown the same year as the above, in due time
produced trees, and the trees fruit ; but in this instance the
children were still further removed from the likeness of the
parent, for they were Apples of all shapes and sizes, and not
one bearing any resemblance to our favourite Apple, the Rib-
ston Pippin. In carrying out my idea, I soon after this sowed
pips taken from the Autumn Bergamot Pear, the fruit gathered
from a very old tree, its age estimated at 300 years ; now, as

this sort is supposed to have been in cultivation in England
ever since the time of the Roman occupation, I looked forward
with some hope as to what kind of Pears my seedlings would
produce. I was to a certain extent gratified, for my seedling
Autumn Bergamot Pears were all Bergamots— i.e., they had
the peculiar flattened shape in whicli we recognise that variety.

One, in particular, was most remarkable : it was a monstrous
Bergamot, with the true shape and russet coat of its parent;
its flavour, however, was not up to the mark, and although
gratified to find an adherence to race according with my theory,

I did not gain that which I hoped for—a hardy, free-bearing,

improved variety. I may, however, except one raised from the

same source a few years afterwards. This at first was dry and
poor in flavour, but has annually improved in quality, so that
from its hardiness and fertility it may be considered worthy of

cultivation. Although disappointed with my experiments with
Apples, I was a little comforted by the adherence to race in my
Bergamot Pears, and I continued my experiments by sowing
Green Gage Plums, the opportunity happening in this wise :

—

Before our country was gridironed with railways, there used to

be occasionally what is called a glut in the markets of perish-

able fruits, such as Plums, which could not be sent to long
distances on account of their ripeness, and the supply being
too large for the London consumption, many hundreds of

bushels were often destroyed. Taking advantage of one of

these gluts I once bought in Covent Garden a great number of

bushels of Green Gage Plums, at Is. Qd. per bushel ; the stones
of these were sown, and produced many thousands of trees. I
watched these young trees for some years with much interest

;

the greater part of them had the habit of their parent, and
were to all appearance Green Gage Plum trees ; some of them
were, however, remarkable for their small leaves and spines,

being more like Sloes (Primus spinosa) than Plums. It seemed
to me as if the Green Gage had returned to its normal state,

that of a small green wild Plum. In process of time a great
number of these seedlings bore fruit ; all that did so gave
green fruit, but not one among them a superior sort worthy of

a name. This adherence to race gave me much satisfaction ;

still I must acknowledge that since I sowed the large quantity
of stones just mentioned, I have found a few only have pro-

duced a tree bearing purple Plums, thus showing that the ad-

herence to race was not to be depended upon. Still clinging
to my original idea, that an improved variety of a favourite
kind of fruit, with all its good qualities but with a thorough
adaptation to our climate, might be raised, I took in hand
another very old kind of Plum, which has been cultivated in
the Touraiue for many ages, and probably rivals the Green
Gage as to the period of its production from seed. This is

still well known as the Precoce de Tours. The trees of this

variety, from the fruit of which I hoped to have raised an im-
proved race, were very large, having been planted by my grand-
father, and stood so isolated that I hoped to raise seedlings

from them, unstained by any other variety. They caught my
attention from the curious fact that they bore a fair crop only
about once in five years, their blossoms being delicate and
generally suffering much from our spring frosts. It is now
many, many years since I selected some fruit from these trees,

and sowed their stones. In the eourse of time the trees

raised from them bore fruit, and, to my great delight, they
were like their parent in colour and shape, varying only in

size. One among them realised the idea I had so long enter-

tained, that of reproducing the parent fruit with a constitution

adapted to our climate. This was named the Early Prolific

Plum, and is neither more nor less than the Precoce de Tours,
vigorous in habit and abundantly prolific. I felt, and still feel,

amply rewarded for my alfnost obstinate adherence to a some-
what speculative theory, and for many years of careful culture.

I must not leave this remarkable variety of Plum without
mentioning that I have lived to raise from my first seedlings

three generations, none of them departing from the original

parent in shape and colour, hut varying much in quality. One
among them, the exact form and size of its great-grand-parent,

bids fair to be of much value ; for, whereas the Early Prolific,

and other seedlings from the same source, ripened in 1865
about July 28th, this, although the tree stood on the north side

of a hedge, in a shady place, ripened its fruit on July 14th

;

so that by continuing to breed from one race, generation after

generation, I have raised the earliest Plum known.
So attractive to me has this race of Plums been, owing to its

singular and rigid adherence to race, that it seems now, in my
old age, to have been the greater portion of a life's pleasant

study, still incomplete ; for young trees of the fourth and fifth

generation of the original trees of Precoce de Tours exist here,

and are likely, ere long, to bear fruit. At the earliest period

of my essays in raising seedlings from old varieties of fruit, I

sowed stones of the Noblesse Peach, and planted the young
trees they produced against a wall ; in the course of eight or

ten years they all bore fruit; all were so like their parent as

not to be distinguished from it.

Soon after the introduction of orchard-houses my attention

was attracted by the facility with which young trees of Peaches
and Nectarines could be made to bear fruit in pots. I at once
determined to raise large numbers of trees from stones, and to

carefully record the origin of each tree. My old instinct again

came to the surface, and I fixed upon some of our most ancient

varieties, intending to breed from generation to generation.

Nearly, if not quite the first variety I took in baud was the

White Nectarine, for I considered it as belonging to one of the
oldest of all races of Nectarines, a white Nectarine being men-
tioned in the " Paradisus Terrestris" of Parkinson, upwards of

two hundred years since ; traditionally, it came from Asia, and
probably from Northern Syria, the habitat of another kind of

Nectarine equally distinct in character, the Stanwick. My first

family of seedlings from the White Nectarine seemed, when the

young trees blossomed, marvellously alike, and I began to look

forward to another generation before I should find much
change. I was now, however, agreeably disappointed, for

among my little family of quasi-White Nectarine trees, I ob-

served a large white Peach, which, although a Peach in appear-

ance, had the racy brisk flavour of its parent. This remark-
able production aroused my attention, and from the first fruit

it produced, the stones were taken and sown ; several of the

trees raised from them bore fruit when four years old ; the

greater number of them proved to be white Nectarines, thus

returning to tho nature of their grand-parent the White Nec-
tarine. Much, however, to my gratification, two of them pro-

duced Peaches ; one about the size of the Noblesse Peach, and
of the same colour, but ripening so early, that in 1864, when
its first fruit was presented to me on July 14th, quite ripe,

I could scarcely believe it to be true, as the Red Nutmeg Peaoh
was at that time quite hard ; in 1865, its fruit ripened July

18th, and I then felt satisfied it was the earliest large Peach
known. The other Peach which made its appearance among
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tho third generation from tho Neotarinn, as above mentioned,

proved to bo a large palo-coloured variety, ripening in tho

middle of September.
Roth theso kinds of Peaches retain tho flavour of tho race,

being remarkably piquant aud agreeable when well ripened.

From the experience thus gained, I feel convinced that to

the Whito Nectarine we owe those pale-skinned Peaches, tho

Noblesse, tho Malta, aud the White Magdalene, all remarkable

for their brisk flavour, and equally so for retaining in the trees

the peculiar character of tho White Nectarine, producing largo

pale flowers irregular in their shape.

My next essay, to " breed in and in," so as to establish a race

of Peaches, was with that largo handsome but, in England,

worthless clingstone Peach, the Pavio do Postpone. The first

generation gave me ouo Peach, producing largo flowers like its

parent, but with a melting rich flesh perfectly its converse.

This was named Princess of Wales. Another seedling of this

generation proved to be a small-flowered sort, its fruit of

medium size, skin pale yellow, and flesh so sweet (without tho

usual Ritter Almond flavour of most Peaches), as to be too lus-

cious. Hero was at once a wide departure from the type in

all respects, except the size of the flowers in Princess of Wales.

Not at all "put out" by the vagaries of the first generation,

and still hoping to raise a Peach as largo as the Tavie do Pom-
pone, with tender flesh, and, like that, a good keeper, so that

in a well-managed fruit-room good Peaches might be preserved

till November, I selected somo fine fruit of the Princess of

Wales, sowed the stones, and waited patiently. One of the

first of this third generation produced, in September, 18G5, such

late Peaches as never before gladdened my eyes. One fruit

measured 12 inches in circumference, its flesh melting, but

firm and rich. This I felt to be a great triumph, and as he was
then happily with us, I named it Lord Palmerston.

That well-known Nectarine, the Pitmaston Orange, next
attracted my attention. Mr. Williams, of Pitmaston, always

stated that this was raised from the Elruge Nectarine, a variety

so diametrically opposite in flowers and fruit, that I felt a

strong wish to try and reproduce its parent, by going through
two or three generations of seedlings. The first generation

consisted of somo twelve or eighteen seedlings from the Pit-

maston Nectarine, the parent tree growing in a pot in my
orchard-house. I ought, perhaps, to have said that all my
seedlings have been raised from fruit taken from my orchard-

house trees, upwards of one hundred varieties growing in a

housS 100 feet long and 24 feet wide. All the trees of this

generation, except one, gave orange Nectarines, like their

parent ; the trees also produced those large brilliant flowers

peculiar to this sort. All, except one, I have said, and this to

mo was a remarkable exception, it was a large crimson Peach,
tho tree producing small deep red flowers instead of those

large brilliant ones borne by its brethren. I felt doubts, and
concluded that a Peach stone must have been by accident

planted with the Nectarine stones. To try and solve my doubts,

I at once determined to take particular notice of this Peach, to

sow its stones, and to watch carefully what they would bring.

Out of about twenty trees raised from them, the greater part

bore Peaches like their parent, the trees also producing small
flowers ; but, to my great satisfaction, two of them bore orange
Nectarines like their grand-parent, and the trees have the same
large flowers ; but the most remarkable fact in this experiment
was, that two trees bore white-fleshed Nectarines, a little red
at the stone, like the Elruge Nectarine, their great grand-parent,
and the trees, like that variety, gave small flowers. Now, here
was a strange and most interesting event in pomology. A
white-fleshed Nectarine, the Elruge, with Mr. Williams, had
produced a seedling with orange-coloured flesh (the Pitmaston),
that had in its turn produced here a large white-fleshed Peach,
and stones from that Peach have produced trees with the
characters of four generations—viz., the Elruge Nectarine,
the Pitmaston Orange Nectarine, the Peach (a child of [the

latter), and again the Pitmaston Orange Nectarine.
The Psalmist might well exclaim, " How wonderful are Thy

works !" The horticulturist who thinks and works—they are
too often far apart, that thinking and working—must feel those
few words always uppermost, always rising. I must not leave
that fertile source of interest, the Pitmaston Orange Nectarine,
without adverting to one more curious fact. I have said that

the greater portion of my first generation of seedlings from it

were like the parent ; there was one, however, which ripened
ten days later, and had transparent flesh, bo that it was named
the Pine Apple Nectarine. I' was interested in this sort, feeling

that it was inclined to leave the characters of the type. I, there-

fore, raised a number of seedlings from it : they are young,
being only four years old. Yet, one among them bore some
fruit last year (1865), of a most remarkable character—a Peach
of the largest size, with its skin green and beautifully marbled
with red ; its flesh of a pale lemon colour, melting, and much
like a Nectarine in flavour. This peculiar Peach ripened Sep-
tember 8oth, 18G5, and was at once dedicated to Lady Pal-
merston.

There is a very old kind of Nectarine, known to pomologists
as Fairchild's Early, a small yellow-fleshed sort, not larger than
an Orleans Plum. Now, although this sort has been La cul-

tivation for 150 years, yet no gardener seems ever to havo
thought of improving it by raising seedlings from it. As it is

tho earliest of all Nectarines, and as a good, very early Nec-
tarino is still lacking, I turned to it with much interest, and
hoped to improve it in size and earliness, so as to create a new
variety worthy of cultivation. My first generation consisted of

some ten or twelve young trees ; they all boro fruit in due
course ; and were all like the parent in leaves, flowers, and fruit.

The latter varied slightly in size, but on the whole they were
neither more nor less than reproductions of the parent. I con-
fess to some littlo disappointment, but, encouraged by the
facility of inducing young trees to come into bearing in a com-
paratively short period, by cultivating them in pots in my
orchard-house, I selected some fruit from the seedling trees,

sowed their stones, and again looked forward to tho result. In
18(15 I was, as far as regards curiosity, greatly rewarded, for no
two trees of this second generation produced fruit exactly alike.

Some gave orange-coloured Peaches, one or two remarkably
rich in flavour; some orange Nectarines, as large as the Pit-

maston, but quite different in flavour ; and, most strange of all,

some gave Peaches of medium size, with rosy cheeks and flesh

white and melting, like that of the Noblesse Peach. I failed in

my object in obtaining a very early kind of Nectariue, but at

once some stones were selected, and trees of the third generation
of Fairehild's Early Nectarine are now in. full growth. One
very remarkable fact attended this experiment : the trees, when
in blossom in 1SG5, were all like their grand-parent, so that I
was quite unprepared for the curious transformations I have
above described. The following singular changes have taken
place here. The Raman Nectarine, a variety which has been
under cultivation in England for 200 years, has produced from
seed a nice bright red melting Peach. George the Fourth
Peach, an American sort, in the first generation gave a late

green Nectarine. It is well known that American Peaches in
their own country, seldom or never produce Nectarines ; it is,

:
doubtless, owing to the trees being confined in a house, and
standing very near together, that such remarkable changes have

! taken place here.

Among other curious gains that hare occurred—too many to

!
mention in detail—I may mention that a stone of Hunt's

I Tawny Nectarine has produced an early Peach, full-sized, and
j

of the most delicious flavour, but without any yellow tinge in
its flesh. This has the true Nectarine flavour, which I may
add is very common to Peaches raised from Nectarines. The
Royal George and Shanghai Peaches have produced melting
Peaches, with deep yellow flesh. The Early York, from which
a great number of seedling trees were raised, reproduced itself

with but little variation, with one exception, which is a tree

with round glands, consequently not liable to mildew. Its

fruit is of the most exquisite flavour, and as early as its parent.
The Hardwicke Nectarine, which has large flowers, has pro-

duced from its seed a Peach of the most decided Nectarine
flavour ; moreover, the tree gives small flowers.

I must, however, desist from giving a further record of other
strange transformations ; they have been too numerous for a
paper on the subject, occurring, as they have done, among up-
wards of 250 seedling Peaches and Nectarines. I feel, how-
ever, constrained to mention one more curious fact. I have
had some fine bearing trees of seedling Stanwick Nectarines,
differing but slightly from their parent, for this sort adheres
rigidly to its race for two or three generations ; they were
growing in a house in which were some trees of the Elruge
Nectarine. Some stones of the latter were sown, and, as nearly
as possible, the sort was reproduced, but they were Elruge Nec-
tarines with the Stanwick flavour. This is not a solitary in-

stance of a new kind of fruit imparting some of its qualities to

|

fruits raised from seed, without artificial impregnation. The
I
bees, always very busy in orchard-houses, fertilise numerous

,

flowers ; hence the great variety in Peaches and Nectarines
. raised from the stones of trees growing in them. I must not
I omit to mention one more curious fact. The Ealgowan Nee-
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tarine, a sort highly esteemed, lias produced from seed a Peach,
rather small, hut of the most delicious Nectarine-like flavour.

Apricots raised from the stones of trees grown in orchard-
houses have not given, and cannot ha expected to give, the im-
mense variety that Peaches and Nectarines produce ; still, out
of some scores of seedlings no two can he found exactly alike.

The only beneficial variation that can he hoped for is in the
time of ripening, so as to havo varieties earlier and later than
we have at present ; for no Apricot can he of much higher ex-

cellence than the variety known as the Peach Apricot.
Some progress has, however, been made ; a seedling tree

from the Red Masculine, ono of the oldest and earliest va-
rieties known, has given fruit larger and equally early, and a
seedling tree from that curious, delicate-growing small Apricot,
the Musch Musch,, lias given fruit much larger than its parent,
and so full of delicious fragrant juice as to be, if possible, more
grateful than the Peach Apricot. The Saint Ambroise, a va-
riety rather early, has produced a seedling, the fruit on which
ripened fully a monlh later than any other kind ; and, to con-
clude, the Large Red or Gros Rouge has given a seedling tree,

the fruit of which ripened a full month before that prodnced
by the parent tree. There is, therefore, some hope that in time
a new race of Apricots may be produced, differing in quality
and season from those at present under cultivation.

It will, I think, be seen by those who venture to read this

paper, that my original and rather eccentric idea—that old va-
rieties of fruits would reproduce themselves in an improved
form if successive generations were raised from seed—has, to a
great extent, been realised. My prevailing feeling is that of
surprise that European, and more particularly English cul-
tivators, have suffered many ages to pass without carrying out
that which I have attempted ; the idea seems to me so simple,
and of such great interest. If all that I have done had been
attempted a century ago, what progress would havo been made
in fruit culture ! 1 ought, perhaps, to state, that in this paper,
fearful of fatiguing the reader, I have given but a mere abstract
of my experiments. A time may come, if life is spared, when
I shall give more fully all that I have learned. I have a vague
suspicion that our tender kinds of fruit, that blossom very early
in spring, may be improved in hardiness by close attention to

the form of the petals. Early in May of this year (I860) we
had here 5° of frost ; the weather was dry, and no injury
seemed to have been done to the blossoms of some Cherry
trees which I had under close observation, the germs were
green, and the petals uninjured. I observed, however, that the
extreme points of the pistils were killed from the petals being
thrown back, fully expanded, so as to leave them exposed. The
germs swelled, and I quite expected the fruit would come to
perfection. Instead of this, however, all that were marked
dropped oft shortly afterwards. I confess to being disappointed
in this, for I had calculated that complete fertilisation had
taken place, and that no injury from a slight frost could then
injure the fruit.

While making observations on these blossoms my attention
was drawn to others, the petals of which were incurved, so as
to prefect the pistils ; this slight protection preserved them
from injury, and the fruit set healthily, and remained on the
trees, swelling gradually, and bidding fair to ripen properly.
On observing this I could not help theorising, and asking
myself the question, Would it not be possible, by careful at-

tention fur a scries of years, to originate varieties of fruits

from seed, giving blossoms with large incurved petals, so as
fully to protect the parts of fructification? The idea may be
in the clouds, but when one reflects on the licence which
Nature gives us in allowing us to assist her by our art, we ought
not to think it impossible.

I have devoted many, many years to the raising of seedling
fruits—have, as a matter of course, met with many disappoint-
ments, but also much gratification

; there is, as I have found,
much pleasure in watcbiLg, from year to year, the chtraoter of

a seedling
; it is true that, after much promise, there is often

a failure, hut with me it has always acted as an incitement to

try again. At this moment I have hundreds of seedlings of

all kinds of fruits ; some from fertilised flowers, showing in-

teresting features of cross-breeding ; and many others raised
from old and esteemed varieties, with my old hope partly
fulfilled—that new varieties, with all the excellent qualities of

the old, may and will be originated and, as it were acclimatised,
like the Early Prolific Plum and its descendants, which are
neither more, nor less than hardy varieties of the Precoce de
Tours. It is, I fear, too true, that neither a Peach, Nectarine,
nor Apricot will ever be originated with blossoms fully capable

of resisting our spring frosts, for even the common Sloe of our
hedges succumbs to them ; but it is quite probable that Peach
trees, bearing fruit equal in quality to our old favourite, the

Grosse Mignonne Peach, will be produced of a more hardy
nature than the old sort ; in fact, I have more than one
proof of this here ; to obtain this result, only the most robust-

growing seedlings from old varieties should be retained. Again,

much improvement will yet take place in raising early and late

varieties. I have reason to believe, from what I see daily, that

large and rich-flavoured Cherries may he on our tables from
early in June till the end of August ; Plums from July till far

in November; and Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots in

orchard-houses, from early in July till late in autumn. I may
|
be accused of enthusiasm, but I look to the future for new
races of fruits, with qualities far superior to the old, and the
trees of so hardy a nature as to resist some of the unfavourable

j

tendencies of our climate. I have formed this opinion on the

solid basis of close observation during a lifetime devoted to

the culture of fruit trees in all stages of their growth.
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Strawberry SeoRT.—It may be an interesting addition to

the fact communicated by Dr. H. Thomas, of Chester (page 82),

to state that in June last I gathered from the open ground a

ripe Eleanor Strawberry of perfect form, from the side of which

a minute but perfect plant had grown, apparently emitted from

the skin of the berry. I deposited this curiosity on the dining

table, intending to examine it more closely, aud then to plant

the whole, and watch the ultimate development of my little

foundling. But alas ! our servant, on serving breakfast, inad-
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vertently threw it on the floor, where it was Crushed, find my
hopes vanished.

—

Febothahd Gloede, Lcs Sahlong, Seine et

Manic.

ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES.
Home years ago the leaves in my orchard-house rotted at

tfieir tips, just as those of " Inqoiber " (page 65). Like him,

I showed them to the best living authorities, but could obtain

no information. This compelled me to observe and experiment

for myself, and the conclusion I came to was that after the

morning syringing a drop remained on the tips of those leaves

which hung down
; that this drop killed and rutted the tip ;

and that when the tip died, the remainder of the leaf was sure

to die back. Having arrived at this conclusion, I left off morn-
ing syringing, and substituted for it a good damping of tho

floor and borders of the house, repeating the same at midday
during very hot weather. Since then the foliage has been all

that can be desired, and there is even less red spider than
before. If any one should object that all orchard-house autho-

rities are unanimous as to the necessity of early morning
syringing (provided air be given at the same time), and that no

one has ever suffered from it except " Inquirer " and myself,

I frankly own that I cannot answer the objection, but simply
record my own experience.—G. S.

WOBURN COTTAGE GARDEN SOCIETY'S SHOW,
AND COTTAGE GARDEN SOCIETIES IS GESEBAL.

Is these times the gardening and tho general press show no
want of attention to exhibitions, whether international, metro-

politan, or provincial, that have for their main objects tho

advancement of horticulture, and the gratifying, instructing,

and elevating the minds of the visitors. Notwithstanding the

efforts which have been made through the pages of this Jour-

nal, and the shows for working men held in the most densely

inhabited parts of the metropolis, there has not, however, as

yet been, even among our philanthropists, a due recognition of

the love of gardening, the love of flowers for their own sake,

the love of the beautiful in all its forms, as among the

quietest, most unobtrusive, and yet most successful means of

refining the manners, improving the morals, and enlightening

the intellects of the labouring classes.

I wish every success to the village lecture and the powerful

arguments of the orator against idleness, filth, and immorality
;

but I have even stronger faith in the power of the silent under-

mining of prejudices by the every-moment sermon preached
by a beautiful well-tended plant in a window—in the influence

exerted upon heart and mind, when the idea gains firm hold

that a flower-border near the door is better in every way than a

nauseous dungheap or an ugly cesspool, both invaluable when
kept in their proper place—at the greatest possible distance

from the living-rooms, but when near at hand becoming the

most fertile sources of uucleanliness and disease. Only let

such simple facts and elements of improvement be duly appre-

ciated, and then our real exhibitions of cottage garden produce
when attempted will not be on such a small scale as they
generally are—held in some retired place, and with the humblest
attendant circumstances, prompting thus to little curiosity,

and, from the small number of the visitors, exerting but little

influence ; and then, too, as in the ease of some of our pro-

vincial societies, when the encouragement of cottage gardening
forms a prominent part of the prospectus, wo should not find

the good productions of the cottager huddled into a corner, or

placed in some little room by themselves, where very probably
they are unnoticed by the great portion of the visitors. It

should never be forgotten that a man's self-respect, without
which there can be no true manliness of character, is greatly

promoted by the consciousness that ho is respected, and his

doings noticed and approved of by others, and especially if

those others are in a higher social position.

I had the pleasure of spending the greater part of tho 25th
of July at the Woburn cottage-garden fete, tho tents being
pitched in a large meadow close to Woburn, and the above
forming either the second or third return of the annual treat.

After making due allowance for the importance of having the
Duke of Bedford aa Patron ; Lord Charles James Fox Russell
as President ; seven clergymen and three esquires as Vioe-

Presidents ; Rev. J. F. Cumberlfggi as Chairman of the follow-

ing Committee—Messrs. Kinns, McKay, Wilson, Lowin, Ward,

Spragne, Sanders, (lilby, Manning, Woodcraft, Clarke, and
Chapman—two tho well-known managers of Woburn and Tin-

grith Gardens, and the rest chiefly heads of departments at

Woburn, and merchants and tradesmen in the town and neigh-

bourhood, all constituting a rare combination of patronage

with working energy;—but after making allowance for all this,

it seemed to me that the great success of the fete chiefly de-

pended on the following circumstances and arrangements :

—

First, That though there was a separate class for amateurs

and gentlemen's gardeners, and though many fine things were
thus shown for competition, and chiefly not for competition,

greatly enhancing by their beauty and variety the interest of

the Show as a whole, you were never allowed to lose sight of

the fact that the encouragement of superior cottage gardening

was the main object contemplated in the meantime, whatever

the Society may aspire to in the future. Right or wrong, the

fact remains, that many who will not themselves exhibit, and
who will not allow their gardeners to exhibit, nor give the

smallest encouragement in this direction, will yet heartily co-

operate in stirring up competition and emulation among the

holders of cottage gardens.

A second element of success may he found in the largo area

from which the Committee of Management attracted the ma-
terials for competition. As already hinted at, I have no great

faith in the continuance of good results when such a Show is

confined to a single parish or a limited district, for in this

case something like heart-burning and narrow-minded envy
are apt to steal in and take the place of a noble generous

rivalry. That man is no stauder-still, but is progressing in

that which is good and true, who can thoroughly rejoice that

others can do betterthanhe. A wide area does much to shut out

a cankering envious spirit. I can form little idea of the space

thus influenced by the Society, but along with Woburn nearly

thirty parishes were represented on the exhibition tables on
the 25th ult. Judging from the number of clergymen who are

Vice-Presidents, &c, I should imagine that almost every clergy-

man in these parishes would be a supporter of the Society. A
goodly number of these gentlemen at the fete did give a tone

and character to the assemblage. I am not aware of n.ny reason

why there should not be more parishes represented, if the

seventh rule of the Society is complied with—namely, " Every

parish in the Society shall subscribe not less than £1 before

any of the cottagers in that parish shall be allowed to com-

pete." To encourage such subscriptions, it is stated in the

eighth rule, that a free ticket will be given for every 2s. 6rt.

subscribed.

As an evidence on the one hand of how well the Exhibition

was managed, and on the other of the anxiety to have the dif-

ferent parishes represented on the winning cards, only one

complaint was heard of, and that from those whom all would

have been anxious to please—viz., That in the hurry to finish

arrangements it had been forgotten to write on the winning

cards the parishes of the successful competitors. This was all

down in the Secretary's book, and would, no doubt, appear in

the certified list, but then it did not appear to the mingled

throng of nobility, clergy, gentry, and peasantry who crowded

the tents.

A third cause of success is to be found in the large-hearted

liberal resolves of the Managing Committee, that this little

garden Society, besides affording an unusual pleasure to work-

ing men, should offer attractions to the higher classes to join

them. For this purpose a cricket match was arranged be-

tween gentlemen of the north and south of the county, to be

played on the cricket ground in the park. Different games
and races, with prizes, were appointed for the evening, and
two bauds were engaged—viz., a Militia band in the grounds

of the Abbey in the forenoon, and the band of the Coldstream

Guards, under the conductorship of Mr. F. Godfrey, in the

Exhibition grounds in the afternoon.

Lastly, Perhaps one of the chief elements of success was

the kind permission of the Duke of Bedford, that the cards which

gave admission to visitors to the Exhibition ground should

on that day be an open sesame to the splendid I'ark, the rides,

and diversified scenery of the picturesque Evergreens, and the

charming pleasure grounds, the beautiful flower-beds, the

lovely conservatories, and tho classic sculpture-gallery close to

the Abbey.
Through the kindness of Mr. McKay I had a peep of all

this, so interesting, in the morning, and greatly delighted I

was ; but this delight of the morning seemed to wane and to

lessen amid the very same scenes in the afternoon, until it

began to rest upon the memory, like an indistinct vision of
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the lovely beauty which must have existed in Eden when there
were no Adam and no Eve to appreciate that beauty.
Well might poets sing of " the flowers, the beautiful flowers,"

flowers, the stars of earth, even as the stars above us are flowers
of the sky ; but flowers are never so lovely as when associated
with the sweet flower-stars of humanity, whose mission it has
been to shine rays of comfort and of joy into many a heart
and many a home. My memories of Woburn are, and must
be, varied ; but not the least pleasant will be associated with
the buoyant life and animation of that beautiful afternoon,
when the groups of flowers seemed all the more beautiful
when blended and contrasted with groups of admiring ladies
and gentlemen ; when shrubs and evergreens seemed of a
richer hue, as they sent back the rich colours of the varied
dresses of the ladies ; when the closely-shaven turf seemed in-

stinct with life, as it rebounded to the elastic step of joyous
youth

; when the calm, unruffled lake became a polished mirror
reflecting the happy groups scattered along its banks. Ah

!

there is a happiness in having the power and the will to help
to make others happy.
With such visions imprinted on my eyes, and the grand music

of the Guards ringing in my ears, I left the grounds of the
Exhibition, as trains, like " time and tide," will wait for no one.
I have since learned that besides those who were content with
the fine park, <fcc, 2600 went through the gates of the grounds
and conservatories, and upwards of 4000 attended the Show,
and no damage or anything done that could form a cause of
grievance or complaint. In walking round I heard several
gentlemen comparing such good behaviour with the sad con-
trasts that were exhibited in London on the previous days.
Among crowds there will always be a few of the fast ; but as a
rule the working classes are proud to be trusted, and, their
honour appealed to, will not abuse such confidence. In the
plant-houses and grounds a few men were stationed, as a matter
of prudence, but there was no seen or felt superintendence. To
the visitors on that day the enjoyment of these beautiful gar-
dens was entirely unrestricted, and the privilege was received
as a boon, and acknowledged as such by happy faces and quiet
orderly demeanour.

Of the particulars of this Show I will not speak, for I scarcely
took a single note, and could not get near enough to read the
names and the addresses of the successful competitors, and it

would be invidious to mention only a few. I must bo content
with stating that there were between 800 and 900 entries, and
some of these, as in the case of collections and baskets, con-
tained a number of separate articles ; that the hardy fruit and
vegetables were on the whole good, and, as I understand, an ad-
vance on those of last year ; but, on the whole, the Woburn
exhibitors will have to make some progress in vegetables
before they rival those that used to be shown at Northampton,
Towcester, and Daventry. In one box were some very fine
Grapes, and there were good Grapes and Melons in other
classes. Our cottage friends must excuse me for saying that
their nosegays and flowers would be all the better if more taste
and care were exercised in the arrangement. In other classes
there were some nice arrangements of cut flowers, in which
most of the best of Beaton's Geraniums were shown, also the
same varieties grown in pots, and of them all I should be
inclined to select Donald Beaton as the best in its class. There
were also some pretty designs worked out with flowers, and
there was a large design in fruit, 8 or more feet in lengtb, by
about 4 feet in breadth, representing the arms and motto of the
Bedford family, very nicely done with black, red, and white
Currants. Considering the time that such a work must have
taken in fixing the berries, it is a matter of regret that the fruit

picture should be of such a short existence. Among the plants
brought by amateurs and gentlemen's gardeners, the most con-
spicuous were Fuchsias, Caladiums, and Ferns. Of the last

two there were good collections. In one place the tables were
not over-full, as some nurserymen who had promised their aid
were unable to send Eoses and other subjects, owing to the hot
dry weather. Mr. Woods, of the Nurseries, Hockliffe, had a
very nice general collection of plants in a young state, and they
seemed to attract much attention. Among these were several
plants of a seedling Petunia, which, if it keep true, will be
valuable for pot culture and flower garden decoration. On
seeing it at a distance, I took it for a nice striped Phlox. The
flowers are striped with about equal bands of crimson and
white. The individual flower when expanded is larger than
a shilling, and less than a florin, and the leaves are quite
as small as the old Petunia phcenicea. Its compact growth,
and the small size of the pretty flowers and foliage, if they

continue so, will be great recommendations for out-door
culture.

Instead of dwelling on such generalities, it may be more
important to notice a few matters worthy to be considered,
adopted, or improved upon by other cottage garden societies.

1. Even at the gates of the pleasure grounds there were
tables where necessary refreshments could be obtained, and in
the Exhibition grounds were spacious tents, well filled in the
afternoon by those who loved the " cheering cup ;" but no in-
toxicating liquors were permitted. I understood that all the
Committee of Management had to do with the purveyor was
that the supplies should be good, and charged for at a uniform,
merely remunerating, price.

2. The classes of competitors were clearly defined, and any
differences in this respect were settled by the decision of the
Committee. Thus, Class A was reserved entirely for common
labourers, whose articles were marked with yellow papers ;

Class B was confined to mechanics, jobbing gardeners, and men
employed in noblemen's and gentlemen's gardens, who were
furnished with blue papers ; and Class C was confined entirely
to amateurs and gentlemen's gardeners, and these were fur-
nished with white papers. These papers, a specimen of which,
taken from a cheque-book, is annexed, the counterfoil remain-
ing in the hands of the Secretary, contain the No. of the ex-
hibitor, the class in which he exhibits, the No. which repre-
sents the article exhibited, and the signature of the exhibitor,
to the effect that the article was grown by himself, according to
Rule 2, which also states that an exhibitor can only take one
prize in a class. One of these papers so signed is placed on
every article exhibited. I will refer to this again presently.

EXHIBITOR'S
number. (1J

EXHIBITOR'S
(1) NUMBER. 1SG6.—Class A.

Woburn,

No.

Kind,

Name,

Residence,

1866. WOBURN COTTAGE GARDEN SOCIETY.

exhibitor's certificate.

No. 10.
I hereby certify that the

exhibited by me are my own property, and were
grown by me in my own Garden, according
to Rule 2.

Signed, Job Smith.

3. The prizes offered were numerous—an excellent plan for

securing a great number of competitors. I have found great
difficulty at times in judging, when out of some twenty articles,

and with little difference between them in point of merit, only
two prizes were offered ; and if the Judges could scarcely

satisfy themselves, we maybe sure that many exhibitors would
be disheartened, especially when no extra prizes were given.
" Extras " were given pretty freely at Wobum, but the number
of prizes rendered them less necessary, except in particular

cases. Thus we find that in Class A, for Scarlet Runners,
dishes of fifty, eight prizes were offered, ranging from 5s. to Is.,

for Broad Beans there were eight, for Cabbages the same, for

Long Red Carrots six prizes, and for Short Red Carrots six, a
good distinction ; for Potato Onions there were five prizes,

autumn-sown three, and spring-sown eight prizes, ranging
from 6s. to 2s., and the same principle was maintained through-

out with Peas, Potatoes, and everything else. For a basket

of vegetables of not less than six sorts, ten prizes were offered,

ranging from 15s. to 2s. In the other Classes, B and C, the
same principle was maintained, but fewer prizes were offered.

4. Prizes are promptly paid at six o'clock in the evening of

exhibition, according to the sixth rule. This is a matter of
great importance, especially to working men who come from a
distance. It saves them time and labour, and is well worthy
the attention of many societies who aim at similar objects.

5. Amid so many hundred entries this prompt payment,
could not be effected but for systematic arrangements, and the
admirable mode by which all the results can be easily seen in

the books kept by Mr. Gilby, of Woburn. Thus, the attested

paper above referred to must be obtained from Mr. Gilby at

least two days before the exhibition, and all articles must be
on the ground by nine o'clock on the morning of exhibition.

These papers, fixed to the articles, enable the Committee to

arrange all according to class, the colour showing at once

where they should go, and thus in common circumstances the

subjects would be fit for judging. To meet prejudices, however,

each paper is put in an envelope, gummed up, and merely

marked outside with the letter of the class, Asa, and there is no
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occasion to open any except those to which prizes are awarded.

Meanwhile, I presume, Mr. Gilby lias his book niado up from

the counterfoil, and finishos it as the list of prizes is given in,

when all appears at a glance. I wish I had the room to show
all the oohtmna, but tho following will give a clear idea of the

plan:

—

m

3a 2
•JJ3 3
3|«
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fine and handsome kind, and Beurre Superfin. Governor
Wood Bigarreau Cherry is a very fine sort, and as free as the
May Duke.
The flower gardening, although on a small scale here, is very

pretty and effective. Two of the plants used were particularly

good—viz., Calceolaria Bijou, a capital dark kind, and Scrophu-
laria nodosa variegata, a bed of which is enough to convince any
one that it is a most valuable hardy bedding plant. Against
the Vicarage the beautiful Clematises Jaekmanni, lanuginosa,
rubro-violacea, and Helene, were blooming freely, and what
grand climbers they are !

—

William Dean, Shipley.

GRASSES FOR LAWNS.
The rich and continuous verdure of our] lawns is the ad-

miration of foreigners who visit this eountry, and is chiefly

attributable to our climate. The beauty of a lawn consists in

the evenness of its surface and its deep green colour at all

seasons ; and it is the object of this communication to Bhow
how these results may be secured both in gardens and pleasure
grounds, where the grass is regularly mown, and in parks grazed
by deer, sheep, or cattle. Though Grasses are a numerous
family, very few indeed are of any utility to the horticulturist,

and of such I shall notice only the best and those desirable for

particular purposes.

Festuca dcricsccla (Hard Fescue Grass).—This valuable

perennial Grass is thus described in a former volume:—"Roots
fibrous, and sometimes throwing c.'.t short lateral shoots. Stem
about 2 feet high, erect, leafy, round, streaked, smooth. Lower
leaves long, very slender, stiff, pointed, bristle-shaped from
their sides being pressed together, and streaked ; upper leaves

broader and flat ; edges and keels of all roughish, and all milky
green. Leaf-sheaths close, smooth. Stipules very short, cloven.

Flower-head an oblong unilateral paniole, much spreading when
in flower, its branches being at an acute angle, pointing up-

wards from the stem, rough. Spikelets more or less red, at

first cylindrical, but becoming flattened as the glumes expand.

Calyx sharp-pointed. Florets from four to seven in number,
keeled, flattened, generally smooth, the uppermost often im-

perfect ; the outer valve tipped with a straight rough awn

shorter than the valve ; inner valve roughish at the marginal
ribs, slightly cloven at the point. StigmaB cylindrical. An-
thers purple, cleft at the ends."

This Fescue Grass will thrive almost anywhere, except on
bleak hills, and is not particular as to soil, though it succeeds
best on sandy rich loam. It grows remarkably well in the
shade, retaining its verdure throughout the most severe winter,
and few Grasses, if any, endure drought so well. For sheltered
hills and valleys, except where very wet, it is well adapted, and
it is valuable for lawns which are shaded, especially those on a
dry subsoil which are so liable to become brown in summer

;

for after its flowering season (June), it grows quickly notwith-
standing the heat and drought which then usually prevail.

—

G. Abbey.
(To be continued.)

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Weekly Show, August ith.—In Class 1. Messrs. Cutbush & Son,,

of Highgate, took the first prize for six handsome plants of Hydran-
gea, and in the class for six miscellaneous plants they were equally
successful. In the class for the best collection of fruit thero were two
meritorious exhibitions. That of Messrs. Lane & Son, of Berkhamp-
stead, which received the first prize, consisted of well-grown bunches
of the following Grape9 :—Trebbiano, Black Prince, Foster's Seedling,

Alicante, Chavoush, White Frontignan, Frankenthal, Bueklaud Sweet-
water, and some excellent dishes of Cherries. Mr. R. Marcham, gar-

dener to E. Oates, Esq., Bydorp House, Hanwell,was second. In the
Miscellaneous Class Messrs. Cutbush received an extra prize for six.

handsome Fuchsias. From the garden of the Society at Chiswick
there were collections of Hollyhocks, Stocks, and Salpiglossis, the
latter consisting of many beautiful varieties. There was also a large

number of Zonale Polargoninms in pots, exhibiting the finest va-

rieties of these beautiful flowers in state of great perfection. There
were also fruit of the Cucumber Huntingdonia, a handsome variety.

"THE LADY" STRAWBERRY.
We have received from Mr. Richard Underbill, of Birming-

ham, fruit of the seedling Strawberry he has recently intro-

duced under the name of " The Lady." It is what may be
called a good-sized Strawberry, not so large a8 the very large

specimens sometimes seen, but as large as we find in an ordi-

nary crop of fruit. The skin is pale, with a salmon or rosy
tint, much like the colour of a Hautbois, none of the fruit

being entirely red. The flesh is solid, of a rich cream colour,

with a very rich flavour and powerful aroma.

NOTES ON THE WAY TO THE HOLY
SEPULCHRE —No. 4.

THE PROMISED LAND.
" And the Lord said unto Abram. after that Lot was separated

from him, Lift up now thine eyes, and look from the place

where thou art [Bethel], northward, and southward, and east-

ward, and westward : for all the land which thou seest, to thee
will I give it, and to thy seed for ever."

This was Abraham's title to the Promised Land, the land
flowing with milk and honey ; and in these words was con-

tained the second or earthly part of that blessing which the

Creator of the whole world bestowed on him who, amidst the

idolatry of the surrounding nations, acknowledged and wor-
shipped the one true God.
Within the strict limits of the Promised Laud is the ancient

port of Joppa, or Jaffa, as it is now called, to which, we read'

in Chronicles, that Hurarn King of Tyre sent " Cedar trees,

Fir trees, and Algum trees out of Lebanon in floats by sea"
for the building of the first temple at Jerusalem ; and towards
the building of the second temple, we find in Ezra that " they
gave meat, and drink, and oil unto them of Zidon, and to them
of Tyre, to bring Cedar trees from Lebanon to the sea of

Joppa." It was from this port that Jonah took ship when ha
fled from the presence of the Lord ; and it is by this reef-

guarded entrance that I am about to enter the Holy Land, and
linger in spirit for a time amidst its sacred scenes, examining
by the way its natural features and productions.

Directly the traveller lands he at once feels that he is in the
East. Swarthy half-naked Arabs surround him. There is an
immediate oall for backshish ; and if his visit be in the spring

he will probably see on all sides crowds of pilgrims on theii'

way either to or fro the holy sepulchre.
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The town of Joppa itself is built on a hill ; the narrow

Jtreets composing it are steep, and in some cases ascended by

steps, with arches supporting other houses thrown across.

There are still houses " by the seaside ;" and ono of these is

shown as that once inhabited by Simon the tanner, who re-

ceived and lodged St. Peter, and from whose friendly doors the

Apostle went forth—journeying by the valley of Sharon—to
Cresarea, to be the means of bringing the house of Cornelius,

the Gentile centurion, into the Church of Christ. Joppa is

also further endeared to us aB being the house where Tabitha

dwelt that " Dorcas " whose good works and almsdeeds have

been a pattern for all Christian women.
The plain of Sharon—so often mentioned in the Bible as a

place on which Nature has lavished the " excellency " of her

choicest gifts, and as " a fold of flocks "— begins in the vicinity

of Cresarea, and extends, for about thirty miles in length and

ten in breadth, as far south as Joppa and Lydda. The tract

immediately along the shore is low, and in some parts marshy

;

the interior part, along the base of the hills, is everywhere

fertile and cultivated. The wood scattered in the plain is

deciduous Oak, which in the north rises into trees, but in the

south these are only shrubs. Besides the Oak there is the

Arbutus, with here and there plantations of Olives and Carob

trees. White Clover springs spontaneously from the soil.

Flocks of goats are dotted about, browsing in the valleys or on

the hillsides, giving a civilised homely look to the scene. The
wild flowers that have been noticed are Asphodels and Lilies,

scarlet Anemones, Lavender, a pink Phlox, blue Iris, a small

red Tulip, and white Asters. The Cistus roseus (L.), grows so

abundantly that it has been supposed to represent the " Rose

of Sharon " spoken of in the Song of Solomon ; but amongst
the Syrian plants sent to me there is a lovely species of a

small white Rose, which seems to me a fitter emblem.
Kitto, in his " Physical History of Palestine," mentions, on

the testimony of others, that the Fig tree and Sycamore flourish

at Jaffa ; that in the gardens there are the Peach tree and the

Terebinth, as well as the Orange ; and that a small quantity

of Cannabis vulgaris is cultivated, which the Moslems reduce

to powder, and make with it a narcotic confection, which has

the same effect upon them as opium. The leaf of this plant

is also smoked—a curious way of evadiug that " drinking of

the shameful," by which title they class (according to Pal-

grave), smoking tobacco as the second deadly sin.

The other Jaffa plants mentioned in Kitto are Hyoscyamus
aureus, Parietaria officinalis, Lycium spinosum, " of which the

Latin monks believe the thorny crown of Christ to have been
made," a species of Spurge in the hedges, Papaver rha>as,

and Malva vulgaris. Kitto also states that the Heath is cut

at Jaffa and burnt, and the ashes used in the manufacture of

soap. The Water Melons of Jaffa have been greatly celebrated,

and the Oranges are said to be the best on the Mediterranean.

Can we picture to ourselves this city on a hill, at whose feet

on one side the blue waves of the Great Sea rage and swell, or

lie down in passive beauty ? From the " house tops " the

eye can glance away from the water over the fertile valley

which spreads before you. For two or three miles there is, as

it were, a belt of Date Palms (which in this locality rarely

ripen their fruit to perfection), and Orange groves scenting the

air with the rich perfume of their blossoms. People of fair

complexion—the women wearing high pattens on their naked
feet—are wandering here and there ; and, added to the sweet
breath of flowers, there is the music of many birds.

The route from Jaffa to Ramleh, a village situated not far

from Lydda on the way to Jerusalem, is for the most part a

lovely one. Pleasant sandy lanes, with hedges of Briar, from
which depend wreaths of Bindweed, lead through groves of

Oranges, Lemons, Pomegranates, Almonds, and Vines, with
many a wild flower intermingled, amongst which the most
noticeable is a beautiful species of Salvia. The road then
emerges into open undulating plains, which extend for about
fifteen miles to the foot of the " hill country." These plains

are well and cleanly cultivated with grain, amongst which,
near Ramleh, maybe found the Amaryllis orientalis, "with
its round terminal head thick set with florets." In the same
neighbourhood, I read, the Anemone alpina grows abundantly,
and the Cyclamen hedera?folium " attains a size and bright-

ness of colour beyond its wont in Europe." While gathering
the flowers there may be heard the full joyous song of the
skylark as she wings her quivering flight towards heaven ; and
the cry of the plover will denote that one of the many pools
of water abounding in the plain is at hand. There are also

felds of Cucumbers and Vegetable Marrows. A few disreput-

able-looking villages are scattered in the distance, but ftie

route avoiding these continues by the plain till it reaches

Ramleh (Arimothea), where travellers are received and hospi-

tably entertained at the Franciscan convent ; and there, from

its terrace in the still evening's light, they may look out on a

fair eastern view. Beneath them lie gardens surrounded with

hedges of Prickly Pear ; tall Palm trees rise in the distance,

while the heaven's above are alight with stars. From amongst

these perhaps they will single out ono more brilliant than the

rest, that their dreams may be of those " wiso men," who,

like themselves, had left their homes that they might worship

Him, whose birth a star proclaimed, at the manger of Beth-

lehem.
After a two-hours ride from Ramleh the route enters a defile

of the mountains, which you are told is that " highway " by

which the kine bore the "ark when turned loose with it by the

Philistines of Ekron.
At the foot of the bleak-looking hills the traveller halts and

rests for a time under the friendly shadow of some wild Fig

trees, and by the wayside he may gather a lovely species of

Geranium and the Peganum harmala ; there, too, he may find

Erythraea centaurium, the pretty pink blossoms of which,

although a little smaller than our English Centaury, will

carry him back to the hedgerows of England. Besides these

there is the Nepeta curviflora, which grows in the neighbour-

hood of Jerusalem.

After the rest there comes a dreary ride of several hours

over bleak hills, clothed with stunted shrubs and trees, having

the look of rough coppice wood on a stony Westmoreland

hill, with here and there pasturage for a few sheep and goats,

the latter guarded by children in scant eastern costume, con-

sisting of a sack tied at the waist, with two holes for the legs,

and a shirt of white, blue, or snuff colour, with a loose strip of

coloured calico which they throw over the head or round the

body at pleasure, the girls drawing it over the face at the ap-

proach of strangers. TheBe children offer jars of milk to the

passing pilgrimB, a courtesy for which they expect, and demand
a little loudly, too, a small return in coppers.

As you gain the last hill top you come suddenly on the view

of Jerusalem. It is a difficult task to approach the " City of

God " with a mind at unity with itself, so conflicting are the.

sentiments that overpower you. The eighteen hundred years

which have passed away since the "veil of the temple was
rent in the midst," is as a watch in the night

;
yon seem to be

standing midway between the old and the new dispensations—

between the living and the dead. Among the pilgrims you meet

there will be Jew as well as Christian, both drawn by love to

the " Holy'City," both watching and waiting for a fuller mani-
1

testation of the same Messiah ; but one has the firm step and

j

glistening eye of faith, and the other the weary watchfulness

I of hope deferred, never to be realised on earth till the end.

; And mingled with all these thoughts there is the " to-day "—
• the knowledge of what !> ; the ruin of many a goodly building
I partially built over ; villas and gardens springing up as they

|
spring up around a modern city; vegetation struggling to

assert its repairing power ;
young plantations of Olives, Al-

monds, Peach, and Apricot trees. The traveller longs to note

it all, but he feels bewildered and oppressed, and all the while

the beast beneath him carries him onward, even to the " gates

of Jerusalem," and he is awakened from his overpowering

thoughts of the ancient glory and present degradation of the

city of David to find himself isolated amidst a crowd of Jew
and Moslem, to both of whom he is but " a Christian dog."

Before the gate there is a band of lepers, shunned and avoided

alike by all
;
yet not quite by all, for gliding here and there in

gentle ministration to the loathsome mass of misery he sees a

calm, fair woman, wearing on her bosom the badge of the

Crucified—the shadow of a glory greater than that surround-

ing Solomon's Temple seems to be cast before her steps—there

is a voice in the air proclaiming to the leprous in mind and

body, " I will, be thou clean ;" but he passes on, and then it

is—Jerusalem.

—

Filix-fu:mina.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Vacant ground, or that which can be cleared of early crops,

may be still planted with winter GreenB, first giving it a good

dressing of manure and a good deep digging. Stir the surface

of the soil among growing crops. Broccoli, move the earth

amongst them and winter stuff, and, if earth must be laid
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against the stems, let it be done right and left with a fork,
keeping the work before you to avoid treading on the surface.
If there is any spare ground left, plant out the latest sown
Miller's Dwarf Russian. It is advisable that Broccolis intended
to stand through the winter should never be planted too thickly,
as it is apt to make them much more tender than when there
is a good circulation of air to render them robust and hardy.
Cabbage, there should be no delay in making the main sow-
ings for spring supply. Bailey's Improved is an excellent
variety, to which may be added the Nonpareil, Yanack, East
Ham, and London Market. The first sowings may be pricked
out into nursery-beds. It is always better to do so in pre-
ference to leaving them in the seed-bed, as it makes them
stocky and well-rooted, and consequently better able to bear
the winter. Celery, see that the surface soil is well stirred
about it, and afford copious applications of liquid manure with
a small portion of salt dissolved in it. Lettuce, prepare a piece
of ground to be sown immediately with the Bath variety, also
for winter Onions and Winter Spinach. Peas, the rows that
have had crops planted between them must now be entirely re-
moved and the ground well forked up. Liberal waterings twice
or thrice a-week in dry weather will be required by Peas, Cauli-
flowers, Spinach, Artichokes, Lettuce, &c, rendering them not
only better in quality, but making them last longer in per-
fection.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Follow up the system of stopping and shortening, as recom-

mended last week. The shoots of Pears may be headed back
to three or four eyes. In regulating shoots, remember tli.it it

is important that each should enjoy a due exposure to the in-
fluence of the sim. Stop and thin Raspberry suckers, and
make new plantations of Strawberries.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Let nothing be allowed to grow out of place, but attend to

the wants of growing plants by giving them their proper
supports and training at this season. The next matter re-
quiring consideration will be the propagation of stock for
another year. In commencing with Pelargoniums employed
for bedding-purposes, raised beds of sandy soil will serve to
strike the Scarlets and their allies, while the Fancies and other
kinds with a delicate habit, will be better in pots, or, where
large quantities are required, in a frame under glass. Under
any circumstances they will require protection from heavy
rains. There is a class, of which Sidonia is one, which strike's
with difficulty by cuttings of the shoots, and is best pro-
pagated by root-cuttings. Prepare cuttings of the thickest
roots about lj inch in length ; these should be inserted in
shallow pans and plunged in a frame. The oldest plants should
be selected for the purpose. Herbaceous plants and hardy
bulbs, now in full beauty, should be kept in order by tying up
loose growths and keeping the ground free from weeds. No-
velties should have their colours and time of flowering marked
down as a guide for future arrangements. Finish the propaga-
tion of any choice plants not yet in. and continue the layering
of Cloves, Carnations, mule Pinks, &c, of which there is 'rarely
an overstock. The cuttings of Laurels and other loose-grow-
ing shrubs should be proceeded with as time permits. Au-
tumn-flowering Roses will be much strengthened and flower
better during the next two months, if partially pruned and well
soaked with manure water.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.
Camellias in general will now have formed their flower-buds

;

when such is the case it is advisable to water them freely with
liquid manure. We prefer this period, too, for shifting them,
doing so the moment that we can be sure that the blossom-bud
is fixed. A very frequent stopping or pinching of the growing
shoots of stocks for next year's purposes will now be necessary.
Great advantage is derived from giving plants some kind of
rest after blooming, to restore their exhausted energies, and to
enable them to make a vigorous start when the new growth
commences. At this season greenhouse plants done blooming
should have a comparatively cool temperature, and no structure
presents so many advantages for the purpose as a house with
a north aspect. We may state further, that for growing
delicate-leaved plants through the summer, houses having a
north or north-east aspect are preferable, while for the pur-
poses of retarding plants or preserving them in bloom they are
indispensable. Such plants, therefore, as Epacrises, Lescbe-
maultias, Piraeleas, Aphelexis, and others of similar habit,
which have been kept for late bloom and are now over, should
foe placed in a house of the above description, or in deep frames
with the sashes turned towards the north, having first picked

off the old remaining blooms ; here, by gentle syringing once
or twice daily, the plants may remain till a new' growth com-
mences, when any pruning they may require maybe performed,
and they may afterwards be placed in more favourable posi-
tions for ripening their wood. The pot Roses should have all

exhausted blossoms cut constantly away, and those for winter
blooming should be examined as to whether they require shift-
ing. In such cases some of the old balls should be loosened,
and the head slightly reduced. The Teas are admirably adapted
for pot culture ; and for these we prefer mixing a little heath
soil with the compost, which should be exceedingly rich, and
consist of nearly one-half of the chopped turf of a rich loam.
A good sprinkling of pounded charcoal and sparkling sand
should be used. Of Heaths, plants of depressa and other
shy-blooming kinds which have made their growth should be
placed in the full sun to set the bloom, taking the precaution,
however, to protect the roots by double-pottiug the plants.
Young stock in pits or frames must be exposed to the dews
every evening, and in dull weather they may be exposed
throughout the day also. Repot, stake, and stop Chrysanthe-
mums and other winter-blooming plants, and look to the Pelar-
goniums cut down last week, and also the Calceolarias ; cut
down the late-blooming ones if the wood is ripe. Pinks and
Violets will require watering in dry weather, and a dusting of
sulphur wi'! do the latter no harm. Attention must now be
paid to late -/rowing plants in the borders of the conservatory,
for while in active growth they require a good deal of water,
and insects are more troublesome than in the case of plants at
rest. Give Luculias especially plenty of water at the root,

and an occasional supply of clear weak manure water to old
plants which may not be growing freely, until they have made
sufficient wood to ensure a good display of flower. Manure
water must not be given to young specimens in vigorous
health, as in that case it would only induce too gross a growth
—a condition in which they seldom flower profusely. In order
to secure fine heads of bloom from this plant it should be
allowed a few weeks of comparative rest after the middle of

the month, keeping the roots rather dry, and exposing the
plants as freely to air as can be done without injury to the
foliage or the health of their neighbours. Brugmansia san-

guinea is also a useful plant for winter and early-spring flower-

ing, when managed so as to have it pruned, rested, and started

into growth about this time. Young and vigorous plants,

however, frequently require to be watered rather sparingly at

this period to prevent their making a second growth. Cine-
rarias for early flowering should now be growing freely, and
should be shifted when necessary, for if they are to form large

specimens for flowering in winter they must not be permitted
to sustain any check. Remove suckers whenever they can be
obtained, and pot them for spring-flowering.

STOVE.

Watch closely for insects in this house, and follow former
directions as to moisture and air. Those Ixoras which have
done blooming must be cut boldly in, and started gently to

make a new growth. Attend closely to the winter-blooming
plants, taking care to have such growths matured as require

ripening to produce bloom.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

On the 28th ult. we had a beautiful rain, repeated again on
the 1st of August. These rains have wonderfully changed the
appearance of the country, and yet come so gently as to do no
injury to the advancing crops in the fields, and but little even
in the flower garden, except washing off bushels of Calceolaria

blooms, giving that, however, to the plants which would en-

courage them to produce multitudes of fresh blossoms. We
were fortunate enough to get most of the hard-baked ground
stirred amongst the advancing crops, and to water some, such
as Peas and Cauliflowers, a few days before the rains, and then,

when the dull days and the rains came, the plants seemed to

grow before our eyes.

There has been no little discussion, and many a witty re-

mark has been levelled at us, in consequence of our advancing
lately the somewhat astounding principle that it is good to

water in a dull day, and when plants are very dry it is

better still to water before rain was expected. We have not a
doubt as to the wisdom of the proceeding ; but in any case,

something will be gained if the matter is thought and reasoned

out. We want the plants out of doors to have the benefit of the
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water wo are compelled to give to the soil. Wo have no notion

of watering the Boil well, if it oan be avoided, in a bright bud,

with the certainty that the sun will soon exhale that moisture

to soften the atmosphere for the general benefit. If so obliged

to water, wo try to keep the water as much as possible to its

destined purpose, just on the same principle that wo use

dampors for our furnaces, having no BUOh large-hearted bene-

volence as would induce us to send all tho possible heat up the

chimney to make the air a shade warmer for some surrounding

villages. The Celery watered before the rain is also thanking

us by its appearance now. The little Dwarf Incomparable

seems much greener in colour than the others, though all seem

healthy, luxuriant, and firm in texture. We will merely earth-

up what wo want early.

Cabbages.—Sowed on the 29th nit. what wo intend for the

main early crop, and will sow again about tho 8th or 10th.

Wo were unfortunate in our first lot this season, and had more
run heads than in all the years of our practice put together.

Fortunately those in the next lot were pretty early, though even

they had a few runaways, whilst for years we have had the

Matchless and others level all over, and not a bolted plant. What
is worst is, that plants of the latter description are of little or

no use afterwards. If you cut them over inches from tho

ground you will obtain nothing but a fresh crop of bolters. If

you cut over close to the ground there is just a chance that

you may have several young Cabbages from the base, and only

a chance, for most of the young sprouts will come showing the

flower-stalk at their points. In fact, when the flower-producing

tendency is formed in a Cabbage plant, hardly any manage-
ment will alter it so as to produce young Cabbages instead of

shoots with flowers. The great advantage of an early unbolted

crop of Cabbages is, that when the first Cabbage is cut the

same stump will produce several nice crops of young Cabbages

afterwards before the end of autumn, and a rare picking of

young sprouts throughout the winter. Planted out lots of Cole-

worts to succeed those now beginning to heart, giving them
about 1 foot square. Such young Coleworts, just when they

begin to heart a little, and well boiled, are a dish for a prince.

Took the opportunity of further thinning the later Onions,

Carrots, and Turnips, and planted out more Endive and Let-

tuces. Bright airy weather, we hope, will keep off all traces of

the Potato disease. Regulated and thinned Cucumber plants

in frames and ridges, and sowed for late crops.

FKUIT GARDEN.
Continued much of the work of shortening and pruning re-

ferred to iast week, and commenced potting Strawberries for

forcing next season. If we have nice plants in small pots or

otherwise, we generally transfer them now singly to six-inch

pots, what are called 32's. As there are some inquiries about

the treatment adopted, we will state the heads of it :—First,

A hard bottom full in the sun for the pots to stand on, with just

a sprinkling of saud to permit of the pots standing level, and
keeping a little moisture about the base of the pots. Secondly,

The pots are thoroughly scrubbed inside and outside before using

them. (Washing pots and cleaning sheds made the bulk of the

work on the wettish day of Wednesday.) Thirdly, The pots

are pretty well drained, a little moss hud over the crocks, and
a little foot sprinkled on the moss ; the soot and the hard
bottom, independently of the nourishment from the former,

being chiefly intended for keeping worms at a distance, which
result is also assisted by well watering the ground at times
with lime water. However we may value the worms in some
cases, we have no desire to let them into our Strawberry pots,

as there they are sure to do injury by stopping drainage and
doing away with the firmness of the soil against the roots.

Fourthly, The soil we use is a rather stiff fresh loam with
about a sixth part of fine leaf mould and spent Mushroom-bed
dung. Such soil, and pressed, is placed deep enough over the

drainage for the young plant to stand with the base of its bud
about one-quarter of an inch below the rim of the pot, as it

will be sure to fink a very little afterwards ; and then, the
roots being properly looked after, the soil is packed in and firrnlj-

beaten with a stick, so that at the top the soil will be smooth
and half an inch below the rim. Fifth, These pot plants are

watered with clear water until the roots begin to reach the
sides of the pot, are shaded iu bright sun if the leaves offer to

flag, for we never like- to see a single leaf distressed, have all

the sun possible as soon as they can bear it, frequent manure
waterings as they become strong, and less water and all the

light possible towards the end of autumn. Of course, all

runners should be removed as they appear. Cuthill's Black
Prince for early gathering we generally grow in 4J or 5-inch

pots, commonly called 48's and 4()'s, and we grow a good many
plants of Keens' Seedling for early work in tho same size, as

the smallnoss of tho pots and the rapidity with which they

are filled with roots enable us all tho sooner to have the buds

matured and rested beforo starting them into growth. After

March and April we take up and forco young plants, which

we will now prick out in rich borders, (i or 7 inches apart ; but

for all early forcing tho plants must have their pots tilled with

roots, .and their buds be well ripened in the previous autumn.
Sitting from Birds.-—The other day we had another proof

that nets if not perfectly secure are no defence for what is be-

neath them, but rather a temptation to the curiosity of tho

birds to find out what you have thus protected, and if there.is

a possible flaw they will find it out and enter. A piece of a

border of Gooseberries had a rough frame thrown over it,

and then a net or a series of nets over that, well secured at tho

sides, and everywhere as we thought. Next morning, between

five and six, on going to the place wo might have fancied our-

selves at a large roosting-place for domestic fowls, as more
than a score of blackbirds flew and screeched and screamed to

get out. Hera is where the blackbird loses his wisdom. Had
the birds only kept quiet they might have had it all their own
way. With several men round the net and one among the bushes

inside, more than half the marauders escaped. It became
difficult to find them at last, as they crouched so still and quiet

by the stems of the bushes. It was considered very singular

that not a single thrush or other bird was in company with

the blackbirds. The beautiful cock birds with their greater

daring managed to escape. The nets were again carefully

gone over, every little hole patched, and the sides thoroughly

secured, and for two days no more have found their way inside

;

but in the morning and evening, and several times during the

day, numbers run up and down outside the netting, fly against

it.'act as if they considered themselves very ill-used, and gene-

rally go off with such a scream of defiance as seems to say,

We will serve you out for keeping us out ! A good many
solitary thrushes and blackbirds have hung themselves in nets ;

but this is only the third instance that has come under our

own observation, that when blackbirds thieve in company they

will have no other interlopers to share the booty with them.

Have any of our readers observed a similar phenomenon ?

ORNAMENTAL DEPARTMENT.
Out of doors we have chiefly been employed in mowing,

sweeping, and rolling grass, and regulating beds that were not

fastened when planted. Cerastium edgings will also need fresh

trimming, as the heat and wet have caused them to grow beyond

bounds. In sheds and houses much time has been taken up
in potting and cleaning, dipping Stanhopeas to give moisture

enough to swell their expanding buds, potting Ferns, top-

dressing, and surface-stirring the soil of plants in pots. Roses

should now be budded without delay, cuttings inserted, and

many out-door plants attended to. Proceeded with collecting

seed, making cuttings, drying bulbs, staking Hollyhocks, thin-

ning shoots of Dahlias, and general watering ; but all these

matters, have been definitely alluded to of late.—R. F.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—August 4
In addition to former quotations, we may mention that the earlier

varieties of Apples and Pears are both coming iuto the market in consi-

derable quantities, and find a ready sale ; we have, also, at the auction

sales large consignments of the same fruits from France and Spain in

tolerably Rood condition. Strawberries arc now nearly over, the only

sorts coming in being Mvatt's Eleanor and Elton. Hothouse fruit is

quite suflicient for the demand; Peaches and Nectarines are in rather

better request ; and of Apricots there is a short supply.

VEGETABLES.

Artichokes each
Asparagus bundle
Beans, Broad., bushel

Kidney . . J£ sieve
Beet, Red doz.
Broccoli bundle
Brus. Sprouts 3li sieve
Cabbage doz.
Capsicums 100
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery bundle
Cucumbers each

pickling .... doz.
Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
Garlic lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish . . bundle

R.
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Variovs IBiu).—1, The Scarlet Goranlums in pots, placed on the lawn

una Intended tor the same purpose next year, ire would merely noose

before frost, keep them rather dry all winter, give any little pruning they

wanted In wring, and i,,p .l>. --, in the same pets after serum the drain-

ace was ill olear. We have a few line plants which have hren about

eventei i
roars in the same pots, 2, Tho best time to take outUngs of

i' oiookl i whon yonoan obtain them—all the summer and autumn

and then in the spring months. The host time to lake tin' plants out ol

tin ground is as early as yon can do so. say by the im.H i oetoher.

8 Geranium and Calceolaria cuttings : You .-an take the first as oon a

von like. Woprofer the latter in October j but you em malic them now

if youkeep thorn in the i lost place yon can Mini, under a frame or a

hand-light. No bottom heat. I, Tho Fancy Geraniums done blooming

will be I est sei in an open place out of doors, and m dry weather wet

the ground on which they stand instead ol watering the plants much.

When the wood is well hardened prune back, but not so much as the

othor kinds, and whenmaking gr iwth shift into similar-sized, or smaller-

sized pots. 5, You may sow Dutoh Clover and tho finei lawn seeds now, in

fact, any time when damp. 6, i'ou may prune Laurels and Laurustinus

any time before winter.

ciN-.-i hiobkmxs Withering (A Oomtant Subteriber). Jour plant

Would have A bettor if you had cut it down last autumn orwinter.and

had all the growth .if this season. As it is unsightly, you had better take

it up, cot it, place it in the reserve garden, keep it from frost in winter,

.ami iu winter or early in the spring cut it down to the ground.

Pruning Bi.airii No. 2 Rose—Arranciinii Plants in a Stove (An

TrUh Subteriber).—At to Hlairii No. 2, out out all the smaller shoots, lay

in a suitablo number of this season's shoots, stop them In autumn, and

you will have plenty of flowering short side shoots next season. The

plants in the body of your house would look well from your proposed

balcony; it will shade the plants below it, but that would do for plants

likin" 'shade as Ferns. Would vmi not oMaiu room more easily by

some kind of a stage 1 Tho abovo considered, however, we have no fault

with the balcony.
Fm •i'i-Tiii-.K PBUriua (8. Jf. £.).—Wo quite approvo of your observa-

tion with reference to tho pruning of pyramid fruit trees, that "it l]

to be an unnecessary expenditure of sap and loss of time to wait until

the end of August and then cut back to eight lOBVOS." OUl principle is

to prevent the development of nil urois««ory wood, and economise as

much as possible the vi ir of the tree forthe production of fruit-bearing

spurs and the inerease of the fruit. Wo therefore advise th it pil

he regularly practised during the whole of tho summer, and performed so

closely that it shall not cause those buds which are desired to f -no

fruiting spurs to be for 1 Into leaf hearing shoots. The three-feot-long

shoots should never be permitted.

Selections of Geraniums (Amateur).—A list such ns you suggest

shall appear shortly. Ficns ropens is a stove evergreen.

Gbapes SoAiDiHO (Woodford).—This is caused by excessive heat of

the sun and the want of Buffloiont ventilation. Give all the air you can.

Name of Plant (S. C'.).—Acanthus spinosus.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the Week ending August 4th.
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59"
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59.78

Wind.

N.W.
N.W.
W.
s.

w.
w.
w.

Rain in

inches.
General Remarks.

.12

.00

.13

.08

.04

.00

.00

Overcast ; very fine ; rain ; cold westerly wind.

Light clouds and cold wind ;
partially clouded ;

only 7 above free/

Cold rain ; cloudy and showery : rain at night. [ing at night.

Fine, but cold and damp ; very lino ; overcast ; rain.

Rain ; cloudy ; overcast.

Densely nncl uniformly overcast : cloudy.

Fine but windy ; boisterous ; somo white clouds in deep blue sky.

POULTRY, BEE, and HOUSEHOLD CHRONICLE.

FOWLS TO BE KEPT.
Before deciding on the breed of poultry to be kept, it is

necessary to take into consideration that which is required

from tie fowls, and also the conveniences possessed by the

intended owner, and the nature of the soil on which they are

to be kept. Unless these matters be well weighed, it is use-

less to ask which are the best layers, or which breed is most
profitable.

Where poultry-keeping is a hobby or a fancy, the breed that

is preferred will be kept, as emolument is not sought; but

where a return is looked for, and a balance-sheet thought of, it

is well to prepare for the profit by using such means as may
seem likely to secure it. The first that suggests itself is,

Where is tho market, or what is the made of sale, and which
is in the greater request—eggs or poultry ? Some people break

off here ; they cannot bear the idea of selling poultry—it seems

infra dip. We think them wrong, but there is an escape for

these. The poultry man or maid will do all the trading, merely
carrying out the instructions of the master or mistress. We
know an instance of a lady worth many thousands who has a

large milk trade at her house on her own terms. She charges

more for her milk, and buyers have to fetch it, yet she sells

all, and others who carry round cannot sell. She never ap-

pears in it, the dairymaid does everything. We know another

who supplies a whole neighbourhood with eggs and poultry,

the dairymaid mannges all. This must, then, be considered

—

whether it is intended to sell in this way, or whether there are

conveniences for sending a basket of chickens to market. Dif-

ferent markets have different habits. In some poultry is a

trade, in others it is an exception ; but it is certain that

wherever good poultry is taken it will create a demand, if none
exist, provided the place where the market is held be a

populous one. There is, however, a demand everywhere for

eggs, and at very remunerative prices during the winter months.
Then there is always the last resource of the Loudon market.

With much experience of markets, we prefer local ones ; there

are many drawbacks in connection with the metropolitan—car-

riage, commission, baskets, sending to the station ; all these

take from the return.

Having satisfied yourself cf the requirements of the place in

the way of contribution to the food stock, next study the place

itself. If there is a demand for table poultry, and you have a

tolerable range—above all, if you have a farmyard, even a small

one, keep Dorkings, none will pay you better. If your space

is limited, and you have no farmyard, keep either Brahmas or

Cochins. If the demand is for egg3 rather than fowls, keep

Spanish, Creve Coeur, or La Fleche. Chooso a light soil if

you can.

We have always preferred pure to cross-bred fowls. We
think them more profitable, much handsomer, and we always

know what we are about to breed ; but if crosses are resorted

to, even by those who manage them most skilfully, there is

always doubt. We should not advise the plan of any one who

would for market purposes cross a Dorking with a Brahma

Pootra. The rich deep breast of the former would be dimi-

nished, and a large-boned, yellow leg substituted. The best

cross is, perhaps, between the Dorking and the Game. There

is nothing in it that offends ; but while strength of constitution

is gained, the placidity of temper that is so valuable in a bird

intended to be fattened is entirely lost, and the cross between

the Game and Dorking must be killed at least a month younger

than the pure Dorking. We said, however, that by keeping

pure birds we knew what we were breeding. A cross is generally

adopted in order to develope in one breed some quality that

excels in another, and then the cross is bred out. Thus, Game

cock and Dorking hens, to give more strength of constitution

to the latter. Second year, son to mother; third, son to

daughter: fourth, son to grand-daughter, and then all appear

pure Dorkings. Nothing may appear for years to indicate any

mixture, and then a dozen years afterwards a friend to whom
you have given somo of your celebrated " Dorkings," writes

you that he has bred pure Game cocks from them. This is the

history of all crosses.

TUDSEY POULTRY SHOW.
(From a Correspondent.)

The third annual Show of Poultry and Pigeons took place on

Saturday, the 28th nit., in the extensrru grounds belonging to the

Prince of Wales Cricket Clul). Unfortunately tho weather was any-

thing but favourable, as it rained all day, bnt the ponltry were pretty

well protected, and the Pigeons wore shown in a spacious tent.

The pens of poultry wero exceedingly good in quality, but in some

classes the entries were very few. It cannot be said that a single

unhealthy bird was sent, and not ono bad pen, excepting the birds
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shown by Mr. Broemel, under the name of " Compeine Ham-
burghs," and accompanied with two pairs of Pigeons with which that
gentleman won the first and second prizes in the " Any other class,"

the former being in the worst condition and feather, while the latter

were exquisitely beautiful, and fairly entitled to the position they took.

Spanish beaded the list, and the cup was awarded to a nice pen.
Cochins and Brahmas were very good. A remarkably fine pen of

Golden Polanda stood well for the cup. A very fine pen of Black
Bantams took the medal for Bantams.
Rouen Ducks were exceedingly good, and some very pretty Brown

Calls and Teal were also shown.
The prize for the best pen of Pigeons in the Show was given to Mr.

Beldon, for a fine pair of Red Powters, and so good were all the

classes, that it could not have been considered a mistake had the extra

prize been awarded to any one of the first-prize pens.

The following prizes were awarded :

—

Spanish (Black).—Cup, H. Greenwood, Woodhall Hills. Second, H.
Beldon, Bingley.
Cochin-China (Any variety).—First, H. Firtb, Dudley Hill. Second,

H. Beldon.
Brahma Pootra.—First, J. H. Pickles, Todmorden. Second, R. Tate,

Leeds.
Game (Black-breasted or other Red).—First, H. Beanland, Dudley Hill.

Second, J. Hodgson, Bowling.
Game (Any other variety).—First, H. Beldon. Second, J. Fell & Sons,

Adwalton.
Game Cock (Any colour).—First, J. Mason, Worcester. Second, J.

Hodgson.
Hamburghs (Golden-spangled).—First, H. Beldon. Second, R. Tate.
Hamburghs (Silver-spangled).—First and Second, H. Beldon.
Hamburghs (Golden-pencilled).—First and Second, H. Beldon.
Hamburghs (Silver-pencilled).—First and Second, H. Beldon.
Hamburgh (Any other variety).—First, H. Beldon. Second, J. Coulson,

Stanningley.
Polanb (Any variety).—First and Second, H. Beldon.
Game Bantams.—First and Second, R. Tate.
Bantams (Black and White).—Medal and Second, Master C. H. Hutton,

Pudsey.
Bantams (Any other variety).—First, S. & R. Ashtou, Rotherham. Se-

cond, T. C. Harrison, Hull.
Ducks (Rouen).—First and Second, J. Wade, Adwalton.
Ducks (Aylesbury or White).—First, E. Leech, Rochdale. Second, M.

Ferrand, Dalton.
Ducks (Any other variety;.—First, T. C. Harrison. Second, Master

C. H. Hutton.
Any other variety of Poultry or Ornamental Fowl.—First, J. S.

Hedley, Rochdale. Second, Master C. H. Hutton.
Pigeons.—Powters,—Timepiece, H. Beldon. Second. E. Brown, Sheffield.

Carriers.—First and Second, H. Yardley, Birmingham. Dragons.—First,
H. Ynrdley. Second, C. Cowburn. Anttct rps.—First, H. Yardley. Second,
R. Allison, Knostrop. Barbs.—Firtt, G. Hewitt, Bradford. Second, H,
Yardley. Owls.—First, C. D. E. Rovds, Rochdale. Second. J. H. Pickles.
Tia-biU.—First, G. Hewitt. Second, H. Yardley. Archangels.—First. H.
Yardley. Second, C. Cole, Bowling. Tumblers (Short-faced).—First,
CD. E. Royds. Second, E. Brown. Tumbh rs (Long-faced).—First, C. D. E.
Royds. Second, C. Cole. Fantails.— First and Second, II. Yardley.
Trumpeters.—First, C. D. E. Royds. Second, J. Hartley, Bingley. Any
other variety of Pigeons Turtle or other Do^ei.—First and Second, F. Broe-
mel, Kent.

The Judges were Wm. Cannan, Esq., Bradford; and James Dixon,
Esq., Bradford.

DRIFFIELD AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY'S
TOULTRY SHOW.

The annual Exhibition of poultry in connection with the above
Society was held on Friday, July '27th. There were upwards of 260
entries, and many very good specimens were shown ; but we were
sorry to find that in many cases good onus remained unnoticed, which
we think would not have been the case had Mr. Hewitt been able to

keep his appointment, but unfortunately circumstances prevented him
from attending.

There were several curious additions to the Show sent by two ladies

in the neighbourhood. One was a Stork ; and the other a cage con-

taining a pair of Sparrow Hawks, a "ouple of chickens, and several

small birds, all apparently living together in perfect harmony.
We must mention a case of attempted deception which came to

light, and very properly excited the indignation of the Judge. It

appears that in this case an exhibitor bad a good Dorking cock, bat

no hens fit to mate with him: so be borrowed a pair of hens, and
with these made up a pen which obtained the first prize. After the

judging was over the borrowed hens were removed, and the man's own
inferior hens substituted in their place. Then a ticket was attached

to the pen, offering them for sale at a low figure (31 Is.), with the white

ribbon still fastened on the pen. Thus, any person who wished to

purchase Dorkings would be tempted to buy these, thinking he was
buying the birds which had been honoured with the first prize. The
Judge, on this being reported to him, at once disqualified the pen and
rejudged the class, giving the first prize to the pen which stood second,

and the second to a commended pen ; and we are informed the party

was given into custody for impioperly removing birds from the Show
contrary to the rules.

Unfortunately the day was very unfavourable, the win falling all

the time ; and many of the poor birds, being without any shelter,

were soaked to the skin. In consequence of the weather, the attendance

of visitors was very limited, and only about £106 was taken at the gate,

being something less than one-third' of the usual amount. The follow-
ing is a list of the awards :

—

Dorkings.—First, disqualified. Second, M. Hunter, York. Chickens.—
Prize, F. Key, Beverley.
Spanish.—First. H. Beldon, Bingley. Second, G. Holmes, Driffield.

Chickens.—Prize, H. Beldon.
Game (Black-breasted and other Reds).—First, W. Charter, Driffield.

Second, 3. Smith, Driffield. Chickens,—Prize, R. Hardy, Lockington.
Game (Duckwinc or other Greys).—First, W. Boyes. Beverley. Second,

W. Laycup, Driffield. Chickens.—Prize, O. A. Young, Driffield.
Game (Any other variety).— First, W. Charter. Second, S. Bielby,

Beverley. Chickens.—Prize, W. Charter.
Cochin-China.—First, T. H. Barker, Hovingham. Second, H. Merkin,

Driffield. Chickens.—Prize, T. H. Barker.
Polands—First. H. Beldon. Second, Mrs. Proctor, Hull.
Hamburghs (Golden-spangled).—First, G. Sutton, York. Second, R.

Tate, Leeds.
Hamburghs (Silver-spangled).—First, H. Beldon. Second, T. Holmes,

Driffield. Chickens.—Prize, H. Beldon.
Hamburghs (Golden-pencilled).—First, G. Holmes, Second, H. Beldon.

Chickens.—Prize, H. Beldon.
Hamburghs i Silver-pencilled).—First, H. Beldon. Second, G. Holmes.

Ciickens.—Prize, H. Beldon.
Any other Pure and Distinct Breed not Previously Classed.—

First and Second, R. Loft, Woodmansey (Sultans). Chickens.—Prize, R.
Loft (Sultans).
Farmyard Cross.—First, W. Charter. Second, G. Robinson, Froding-

ham.
Bantams (Black nud White).— First, Miss Mosey, Driffield (Black).

Second, J. R. Jessop, Hull (White).
Bantams (Any other variety). — First, R. Wilson, Norton, Malton.

Second, G. Brown, Driffield.

Geese.—First, Mrs. O. A. Younp, Driffield. Second, Mrs. Nicholson,
Little Driffield. Goslings.—Prize, Mrs. Mosey, Skerne.
Turkeys.— First, W. Charter. Second, Mrs. Dawson, Poundsworth,

Driffield. Poults.—Prize, Mrs. O. A.Young.
Guinea Fowl.—Prize, Mrs. O. A. Young.
Ducks (Aylesbury .— First, G. R. Young, Driffield. Second, M.

Harrison, Warter. Ducklings.—Prize, E. H. Clements. Wetwang.
Ducss (Rouen).—First, Mrs. Jordan, Eastburn. Second, R. Morris,

Driffield. Ducklings.— Prize, Mrs. J. S. Jordan.
Ducks (Any other variety).—First and Second, J. R. Jessop (Teal and

Cnrolina). Ducklings.—Prize, Mrs. Jordan.
Pigeons.— Croppers.—Prize, W. Ness. West-Lutton. Carriers.—Prize,

J. R. Jessop. Trumpeters.—Prize, F. Key, Beverley. Jacobins.—Prize,

H. Topbam. Bainton. Fantails.— Prize. R. Wilson. Barbs.—Prize, B.
Leason, Driffield. Nuns. — Prize, J. Marshall, Driffield. Any other
etniety.—Prize, W. Leason, Driffield.

Rabbits.— First, W. H. Young (Lop-eared). Second, J. R. Jessop
(Himalayan).

SINGLE COCK CLASS.
Dorkings.—Prize, J. Hatfield, Cottingham.
Spanish.—Prize, R. Tate, Leeds.
Game (Black-breasted and other Reds).—Prize, H. M. Julian, Hull.
Game (Duekwing or other Greys).—Prize, T. Laycup, Driffield.

Game (Any other variety).—Prize. W. Charter,
Cochin-China.—Prize, J. Hatfield.
Polands.—Prize, H. Beldon.
Hamburghs (Golden-spangled).—Prize, J. Hatfield.
Hamburghs (Silver-spangled).—Prize, H. Beldon.
Hamburghs Golden-pencilled).—Prize, G. Holmes.
Hamburghs (Silver-pencilled).—Prize, W. Wollis, Driffield.

Any other Pure and Distinct Breed not Previously Classed.—
Prize, R. Loft (Sultans).
Farmyard Cross.—Prize, W. Charter.
Bantams (Black and White).—Prize, J. R. Jessop (Black).
Bantams (Any other variety).—Prize, G. Blakey, Driffield.

The Judge was B. Baxter, Esq., Elslack Hall, Skipton, assisted by
E. Kiley,Esq., South Dalton.

TAVISTOCK POULTRY SHOW.
This was held on the 1st inst., and proved highly successful. Pre-

viously the display of poultry had been confined within the narrowest
limits, but a wonderful expansion has taken place ; and though the

prizes offered were comparatively small in amount, the competition was
keen, and the number of entries very large. The Exhibition was pretty

strong in Game fowls. There was also a very good show of Cochinst

and some excellent specimens of Hamburghs, though the number of the

latter was small.

/ ,' ons were not in very great force, hut what were there were good.

Dorkings (Any variety).—First,— Phillips, Calstock. Second and Third,
— Reed, Calstock. Chickens.—First and Second, — Phillips.

Game (Any variety!.—First, Second, and Third,— Collacott, Tavistock.
Cochins (Any variety).—First, — Phillips. Second, — Bryant, junr.

Third, Rev. J. Wollocombe, Stowford. Chickens.—First and Second, Rev.
J. Wollocombe.
H.\Mi;uRGns (Any varietv).—First, M. Bawden, Tavistock. Second,

— Hodge, Tavistock. Third, S. J. C Blancbard, Tavistock. Chickens.—
First, — BotteriU, Grimstone. Second, — Williams, Tavistock.
Brahmas (Any variety). — First, G. Spencer, Tavistock. Second,
— Kingsland, Plympton. Chickens,—Prize,— Kingsland,junr., Tavistock.
Spanish (Any variety).—First and Second, — Reed, Calstock.
Minorcas (Any variety).—Prize, — Polcaze, Hayle. Chickens.—First
— Sowden, Mary Tavy. .Second, — Lang, Tavistock.
Bantams (Any variety).—First, C V. Bridgman, junr., Tavistock. Se-

cond, Miss Perry, Liddon Fnnu, Brentor.
Any other Pure Breeds.—First, — Bolt, Gunnislake (Polands). Se-

cond. — Phillips (Polands). Third, lire. Maddock, Whitchurch (Guinea
Fowls).
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Decks (Any variety).—First, C. Willosford, Tavistock. Socond,— Now-
berry, Prince Town.
Pigeons.—First, — Merrifield, junr. Tavistock. Second,— Williams,

Tavistock. Third, J. Brawn, Tavistock.
Rabbits.—First, — Morriflold, jun. Second,— liakcr, Tavistock. Third,

Rev. J. Wollocoinbo.
CAGE BIRDS.

Canaries (Yellow Belgian). -First and Second, S. J. C. Blanchard,

Tavistock. Third, — Rook, Plvmonth.
Canarles (Other Yellow).—First, J. Brawn. Second, T. Bottcrill, Grim-

stone.
Canaries (Mottled or Fancy).—Prize, — Davy, Tavistock.

Mules.—First, \Y. Williams. Second, J. Trnscott.

Goldfinch.—First,— Stanburv, Tavistock. Second, S. J. C. Blanchard.

Thrush. —First, J. Acton, Tavistock. Second, — Pellow, South
Sydenham.
Blackbirds.—Prize, — Hicks, Tavistock.

Best Collection of Cage Birds.—First, T. Bottorill. Sec ond, J.

Brawn.

Judges.—Messrs. E. Cornelius, J. Stannes, and J. Doel, Union
Street, Plymouth.

NOTES ON BIRDS OF PREY EST ESSEX—No. ".

The Shrikes or Butcher Birds form a connecting link be-

tween the Birds of Prey and the Pies. But three species are

found in this country, aud one of them is migratory. Their

food consists chiefly of the larger insects, mice, and sometimes
small birds. They take their name from the fact, that though

their beaks are very strong, yet their talons not being strong

enough to hold their prey, as with the Hawks, they hang it on
a thorn and thus tear it to pieces.

Tlie Blue Shrike, or Greater Butcher Bird, is very rare, I never

saw but two.

The Woodchat is about the size of the Song Thrush, in

colour brown, with a very bright orange spot on the top of the

head. It is so very rare that I never saw but one, and that

was at Gilston, on a Christmas eve ; it was perched on a thorn

by the side of the river, and allowed me to approach very near
to it.

The Bed Shrike, or Lesser Butcher Bird.—This is somewhat
smaller, is migratory, arriving here about the middle of May.
The male is smaller than the female, and is a beautiful bird

for its size. At times it is very noisy. One, which a little boy
said he had found by itself, was once brought to me, and it was
easily brought up. I had a large wicker cage made for it and
it lived with me for nearly four years. All the anecdotes which
I could relate of this pleasing intelligent bird would fill a

small volume. It was so tame that it used frequently to be
allowed to go about the house, and when it pleased would
return to its cage of its own accord. It was very fond of mice,

and when one was given to it it would hang the mouse on the

hook provided for the purpose in the cage, and thus tear it to

pieces. Like Owls, it would cast up the indigestible parts of

its food ; it was as true as a dog could be in giving notice of the
approach of a stranger to the door, and knew my step when I

came home, expressing its joy by its voice and gesticulations.

It was ill for a week before it died, and when I saw it lying

dead, my wife telling me at the same instant " he is dead "

—

"Down my cheek a tear unbidden stole."

Birds of this species used to be frequent, but have become
very rare. It is now the middle of June, and I have not seen
one of them. This completes the list of all the rapacious birds
v^hich I have known in this district.—D. S. French.

TAKING HONEY FROM FRAME HIVES.
Please state in your next the proper time and manner of

taking honey from frame hives, with and without supers.

—

Amateur.

[Supers should be removed when filled, or in any case as
soon as the honey season is over, which of course varies in
different localities. They are taken from frame hives in the
usual way. If the stock hive can spare them the two side
combs may be removed in October, and the bees will probably
winter just as well without them, as they are very apt to be-
come mouldy if left in the hive. Great care and judgment
should, however, always be exercised in depriving a stock hive
of any portion of its stores.]

out of the hivo by the bees. Of what is this proceeding in-

dicative ?— F., Westmoreland.

[Such a wholesale expulsion of larvx indicates a suddon and
considerable fall of temperature within the hive.]

Larv;e on Hive-board.—Yesterday morning I found the
entrance of one of my hives, containing my first swarm this

year, strewn with larva?, which had apparently been dragged

DRIVING AND UNITING BEES— ATTACHING
COMBS TO BARS.

I have two hives of last year, as well as a swarm, from which
I wish to take the honey and put tho bees into an empty bar
hive. What would bo the right time at which to perform the

requisite operations, and at what hour of the day ? Will you
also inform me how I am to manage, as I am quite inexperi-

enced ? Of course I shall have to feed tho bees throughout the

winter. I also thought of taking a bar of honey from another
hive, inserting it in the empty hive, and putting in an empty
one instead. Should this be done before the union is effected

or afterwards ?

What is the best way of stupefying bees ? and is it injurious

to do so? likewise is it needful? I shall by feeding make up
the weight of both hives to about 20 lbs., exclusive of the weight

of the hive. That will be heavy enough, I suppose? The bees

in one of my hives have begun to kill the drones, but none of

the others.

If I attach pieces of comb to the bars will the bees put in

them the food I give ?—G. J.

g? [The operation may be performed as soon as the honey
season is over. The bees should be expelled by driving during

the forenoon of a fine day, as described in page 59 of the fifth

edition of " Bee-keeping for the Many," and we should drive

the inhabitants of two stocks into the same straw skep, leaving

the third to be added afterwards, or to be formed into a second
colony in conjunction with another condemned stock from
some neighbouring apiary.

The bees having been expelled, the combs should be cut out,

and sufficient brood-comb will probably be found to admit
of a piece being at-

tached to every bar,
• which may bo done
by means of slips

of wood and bind-

ing-wire, as repre-

sented in the an-

nexed sketch. The
hive being thus fur-

nished, the bees may
be inducted into it by being knocked out of the straw skep on
a cloth spread on a table or on the ground, and the hive placed

on them, supported on two sticks about an inch in diameter,

laid on the cloth some 8 or 9 inches apart. As soob as the

bees have ascended, the hive should be put in its place, and
the combs will be so rapidly fixed by them as to permit of the re-

moval of all artificial supports at the end of forty-eight hours.

This having been effected, copious feeding by means of an
inverted pickle-bottle filled regularly every evening (or morning
and evening, if you wish for more rapid progress), should com-
mence and be continued until the combs are extended and the

hive reaches the desired weight, which should not be less than

20 lbs. nett in October, and proportionally more if feeding be

concluded earlier in the autumn. We believe that stupefaction

injures bees. It is certainly wholly unnecessary. Any combs
which you attach to the bars will either be stored with food or

filled with eggs by the queen, whose breeding powers will be

much stimulated by the process of feeding.]

BEE-KEEPING IN WARWICKSHIRE.
I am glad to be able to .say that my Ligurian stock, recently

obtained from Mr. Woodbury, ha3 prospered. I succeeded in

getting an artificial swarm into a second frame hive, and as I

only took one brood-comb from the Ligurians they hardly felt

the loss. I used a very strong stock of black bees by removing,

as recommended by him. The swarm soon became strong,

and went to work vigorously, and I hope have raised them-
selves an Italian queen. I feared that the original Ligurians

would have thrown a natural swarm this month (July), they

were so strong, and I could not obtain another bar-and-frame

hive, so I was at a loss how to prevent them ; but I gave them
a large bell-glass which they are now filling, and they also

hang in a large cluster at the entrance.
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The hive of black bees which I used to help in making the

artificial swarm was a last year's swarm, and early this last

spring I cut a hole in the top of the hive (a common straw one),

and fixed on a board, and they have yielded me three glasses

of splendid honeycomb, weighing from 6J to 9 lbs. each. I

have also had two large glasses well filled, each from a this

year's swarm.
One of my stocks threw a small second swarm on the 9th

of July, and as they had been filling a glass I was anxious
to make them go back to their quarters again, but could not

succeed in catching the queen, though I had them on the

ground on a tablecloth, and turned them over while kneeling

over them for fifteen or twenty minutes, and also put them
backwards and forwards into a hive several times. At last

they all clustered again, and I hived them in a large bell-glass,

and last week I sent them to a flower show three miles away.
As they had half filled their glass, and were not numerous
enough to hide their white new-made combs, they looked very

well, and, together with four glasses of well-filled honeycomb,
formed a very pretty group, which was much admired and
gained the first prize.

I intend selling all my black bees (six stocks), this autumn,
and starting next spring with only the two stocks of Ligurians,

and letting them swarm naturally, using straw hives, as the

bar-and-frame hives are expensive and difficult to procure. I

hope that any one who tries bee-keeping may feel as well

satisfied and as much interested as myself.—S. B.

THE EGYPTIAN BEE—Part III.

ITS ACCLIMATISATION IN TUE NORTH OF GERMANT.

(Continued from papr 94.)

Herb Vocel next discusses whether the Egyptian bee is

more sensitive in rough weather during summer than the
northern and Italian varieties. In reference to this question

he says—" Although the average annual temperature of a
country or place is all that is generally stated with regard to its

climate, it is not sufficient merely to quote the medium annual
temperature of Egypt and North Germany, in order to judge of

the probability of the successful acclimatisation of the Egyp-
tian bee, but a statement of the average temperature of shorter

spaces of times becomes necessary. We will, therefore, com-
pare the temperature of Egypt and North Germany for the first

five months in the year, according to Reaumur's thermometer.

January. Feb. March. April. Mav.
Cairo (30° N. lat.) 16.60 10.72 14.48 20.40 20.56

Berlin (50° 20' N. lat., and
31° east long.) 10.92 13.94 15.04 14.43 11.75

" Between the temperature of the winter months at Cairo,

arid the summer months of Berlin we find a difference of but

a few degrees. In Cairo the thermomeler in winter sometimes

falls as low as 3° below zero of Reaumur, but only for a short

time. The chief harvest time of the Egyptian bee in its own
country is during the coldest months of the year, from January

to March. In May the harvest is finished in the lowlands, and
many districts in Egypt then look like a dead desert. The
Schaiuki districts only, which in consequence of artificial

watering give three harvests annually, furnish occasionally

some pasture for the bees. In districts in Germany which are

poor in honey, the chief gathering takes place in May, June,

and July, and these months have the same temperature as the

Egyptian winter. The Egyptian bee is, therefore, quite at

home in our summer—as happy as ' the little fish at the

bottom of the sea.'*

"At from 10° to 12' of Reaumur (55° to 60° Fahrenheit), the

Egyptian bees are in full flight, at which temperature our

native bees generally only begin to take wing. When the bees

of an Egyptian stock begin to fly, it is not only a few single

bees that fly out for some time, but the whole stock is im-

mediately in full flight. The Egyptians always rush forth

from the entrance like ants from a hole made in their nest.

During mild days in November the Egyptians carried in pollen

and honey, and came home in full flight, whilst only a few

single bees of the other species were to be seen. I never saw
Egyptians chilled. A German or Italian bee is very soon

overtaken by an Egyptian bee in a race ; the quickness of the

children of the Nile, is, however, most apparent in the queens.

A fertile German or Italian queen walks but slowly and heavily

on a comb, whilst an Egyptian one runs as quickly from one

" Wie'g Fischleiu auf tfeni Grund."

—

Qitthe.

side of the comb to the other as the comb can be turned round.
Great activity, quickness, and agility are the general charac-
teristics of the natives of warm countries, and by this ob-
servation in natural history, the above-mentioned peculiarity

of the Egyptian bee may be explained.
" During the hot season in Egypt the thermometer stands at

26° to 30° R. (92° to 100° F.), in Upper Egypt, even in the shade,
30° to 34° R. (100° to 110° F.). Cairo has an average tempera-
ture of 22.96° R. in June, 23.92° in July, 23.92° in August,
and 20.96° in September. One might suppose, therefore, that

the Egyptian bee would continue to fly out and to work in

Germany even in the greatest heat, because it mu9t have been
accustomed to as great a heat in its native country. Such,
however, is not the case. The Egyptian, like the northern
and Italian bees, cease working when the temperature of the
interior of the hive has reached about 30° R. (100 F.), and like

them they remain inactive, some on the combs and inner walls

of the hive, and some outside the entrance. If the bees were
by their activity still more to increase the temperature of the

interior of the hive, the waxen combs must soften and fall

down. The inactivity of the bee, therefore, during very great

heat in the interior of the hive is evidently an effect of in-

stinct. In Egypt, also, the bee is inactive in the hot season,

for the country is then bare of flowers.
" The Egyptian Bee in the Winter of Germany.—In

Egypt the bee is able almost every day to hum joyfully

through the air ; but Germany has a winter in which the

temperature not unfrequently falls to 20° or more below zero

of Reaumur, and the cold keeps the bee imprisoned in its

hive. Already before the actual introduction of the Egyptian

bee, the question has been mooted whether the hive bee of

Egypt could survive our severe winters. From the begin-

ning I believed the Egyptian bee capable of wintering here, and
I supported my opinion by the following passage from ' The
Acclimatisation Journal,' for 1864, page 40 :—

' The genus

Apis has a very peculiar nature

—

i.e., all the species, including

the different varieties, of Apis have a similar and unchangeable

nature and manner of living." Let us consider, then, that the

genus Apis lives in permanently organised societies, and in

this forms an exception among the class of insects. Humble
bees' and wasps' societies are dissolved in autumn ; the fertile

females only hybernate during winter and survive till spring.

Our ants also certainly live in lasting communities, but at about
1° R., they likewise hybernate, and the genus Termes, which

belongs to warm climates, is not to be compared with the bee.

The bee does not hybernate, it only passes into a state of rest

in winter, which state is evidently conditional upon the want

of that degree of warmth which is necessary for its activity.

Anv organic cause for the winter's rest of our bee does not

exist, as it prospers equally well between the tropics without

any rest in winter. The specific or personal temperature of an

individual bee is very low indeed, yet the whole society in the

hive produces a higher temperature, which may be felt. Ac-

cording to experience, the production and supply of animal

warmth is intimately connected with the process of breathing

and nutriment. The bee possesses a trachean system like no

other insect known to Leuckart (vide Von Berlepsch, ' The

Bee and Bee-keeping,' page 188). The more severely the bee

is attacked by cold in winter, the more food it consumes, and

the more it accelerates its breathing, until by actual roaring it

produces that degree of warmth necessary for its existence.

The extremity of the abdomens of those bees which hang on

the outside of the cluster often come very near to the hoar frost

in the" hive, whilst in the heart of the cluster there are from
9° to 12° of warmth.* It is universally acknowledged, that the

lethargy into which our bee falls in winter, is contrary to

its nature. Likewise it cannot be disputed that the winter of

Germany is contrary to the nature of the Egyptian bee
; it

will, however, survive our winter just as well and just as badly

as our northern bee, if it be kept in hives which afford shelter

against too great cold. The genus Apis belongs to the cosmo-

polites among animals, and is able to prosper in countries the

seasons of which have an extreme climate.
" Dr. Buory also states from experience, in ' The Acclima-

tisation Journal,' (1863, pp. 295, &c), that a transplantation

of animals from warmer to colder countries is more frequently

successful than unsuccessful.
" The Egyptian stocks are quiet in winter. During only the

most severe cold (3rd and 4th of January), they caused a low

humming to be heard, just like the German and Italian stocks.

• 53° to 59° Fahrenheit.
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It may also well bo supposed that the trachcan system of the

Egyptian bee will be strengthened by a greater activity during
our winter. On the 16th of this month (Junuary, 1865), the

bees of an Egyptian stock were flying quite strongly at 4° in

the shade, aud 9° B. in the sun, betwen 10 and 11 o'clock in

the momiug. No bee got chilled, and no sigu of dysentery

could bo perceived. I could not suppress my curiosity, and
opened an Egyptian stock. When I merely looked over the

floor of the hive I was greatly delighted, for but a few dead bees

lay there. The stock was perfectly healthy, and the queen, with

her abdomen full of eggs, paraded the combs as if in summer. In
two hundred to three hundred cells, eggs and larva; were found.

To-day (January '28th), at noon some bees were seen at the

entrances of all the stocks, and in the Egyptian stocks also

there is as yet no trace of dysentery. These observations speak

strongly for a fortunate- wintering of the Egyptian bee."

I may here add, that Herr Vogel'a favourable anticipations

were completely verified. His Egyptian protegees passed the

ordeal of the German winter of 1864-5 unscathed, and were in-

troduced into my apiary rather late the following summer, with
what result will in due course be related by—A Devonshire
Bee-keeper.

(To bo continued.)

REMOVING SUPERS—DRIVING—WOODBURY
HIVES.

I mil eight stocks of bees in an old straw hive, and one, or

rather two, swarms which I put together in a Stewarton hive,

where they are working away most beautifully and peaceably.

The super is now nearly filled with honey, but the cells are not

yet sealed-up. How soon may I take that away? and am I to

put on another on taking that off ? The hive is now three

boxes in height. I notice a good number of, I think, young
bees out the last few days on the landing-board, and I fear

putting a fourth box under the brood one lest it may prevent
storing going on in the super; and though the bees are out, I

thiuk it is not through want of room, but excess of heat.

I would wish much to avoid destroying the bees for their
honey, and as I purpose next year working the Woodbury hive,

would you say, drive the bees to be deprived into the old straw
hive, feeding them during the winter, putting all the swarms
from the stocks into Woodbury hives next year ; or should I

drive into Woodbury hives ? If I should do the latter, I can
have them made at onee.

I never drove a hive in my life, but hope to learn ; so if I

drive a quantity equal to a good swarm (and if there is brood
in the hive, the nurses will, I understand, stop to mind that),

will not the little colony he so weak as to be at the mercy of

their stronger neighbours, honey, not swarms, being my object

now ? I am particularly anxious to know the system of driving
theoretically before I practise it.

I do not know the meaning or use of the adapting-board in
the Woodbury hive, and I would wish to understand its use
before having any hives of that description made ; and though
they may be difficult for a beginner to manage at first, do you
not consider it the best hive for all practical purposes ?

—

John
J. Surni, Uathcouney.

[We doubt whether the bees will, so late in the season, seal

over the cells which still remain open in the super ; but you
must form your own opinion on this, and also as to whether
the honey harvest is over in your locality. If it be so, and we
should deem it probable, the super had better be removed at

once, and temporary room may be given to the bees, should
they require it, by nadiring. In driving a stock of bees do not
attempt half measures, but drive all or none. In your case
we should drive the inhabitants of two adjoining common
stocks one after the other as rapidly as possible into an empty
straw hive, then cut out the combs and fit such of them as
contain brood into the Woodbury frames, temporarily securing
them with zinc clips, binding-wire, slips of wood, &c, as in-

genuity may suggest. It will go hard if out of two hives you
cannot furnish at least six, and perhaps eight or ten, frames
with worker combs (drone combs should, of course, be rejected),

containing more or less brood as well as some honey, and yet
contrive to retain the lion's share of the latter for yourself.
Having thus, either wholly or partially, furnished their new
habitation, the bees may be inducted into it by being kmeked
out on the top of the bars (the crown-board being removed
for that purpose), or on a cloth spread on the ground and the
hive placed over them, resting on a couple of sticks about an

inch in diameter, and laid down on tho cloth 8 or 9 inches
asunder. As soon as the bees have ascended they should be
put in the place previously occupied by the old hives. At the
expiration of forty-eight hours all artificial support may bo
removed from the combs, and the stock should then be fed up
to a sufficient weight to stand the winter. The adapting-board
of tho Woodbury hive must bo substituted for tho crown-board
whenever a super is put on. We believe it to bo the best hive
for any bee-keeper who aspires to become also a bee-master.]

BARS OF WOODBURY HIVES—PUTTING IN
GUIDE-COMBS.

Why should the bars in Woodbury hives be made to separate
from the frames ? Would they not 1)3 better if fixed to them ?

I think they would. What are they left loose for ? and should
guide-comb be attached to every bar before putting in a swarm ?

Would rubbing the bars with beeswax be sufficient, as guide-
combs cannot always be had? I am making a number of

Woodbury hives for my apiary.— S. H.

[Mr. Woodbury, in the description of his frame hive, which
appeared in page 73 of our third volume, states that he has
found the power of separating his bars from their frames very
advantageous, in enabling him to use frames in stock hives and
bars in supers without forfeiting the advantages arising from
the unlimited interchangeability of every comb in every super
in the apiary ; and we may add, that we know other scientific

apiarians who, having commenced with the ordinary frame,
have, in order to obtain these advantages, afterwards adopted
what Mr. Woodbury has styled his " compound bar-frame." Use
as many guide-combs extending to as nearly the entire length
of the bars as you can procure. These may, however, be eked
out by being alternated either with the ribbed Woodbury bar
or with flat bars, to which are attached strips of artificial comb.
Rubbing the bars with beeswax is of little or no use.]

SPARROWS EATING LIVE BEES—LONGEVITY
OF BEES.

Notwithstanding the doubts of one of your late correspon-

dents, I have had again, for the third time, to make a raid upon
the sparrows' nests round my dwelling, to prevent their young
being fed with living bees from my apiary. So determined,
however, were they at this work, that in a day or two after-

wards I detected one cock bird over and over again flying up
at the hives like a flycatcher, and carrying off bees returning

to their homes heavily laden, and with them he was feeding in

a neigbouring bush two young birds, sufficiently fledged to have
escaped from the nest. He at last brought them down close

to the hives, so as to save himself the trouble of a flight to and
fro, and set to work in a most determined manner. This was
too much for my philosophy, so calling my gardener we had
only to wait about five minutes, when back he came again,

and he was then and there shot, in flagrante delicto, and I only

hope that his two children will learn a salutary lesson from
their parent's fate. Another couple detected in the same act

shared a similar fate, since which I have not been troubled.

I cannot help thinking that a bee-eating sparrow is like a man-
eating tiger in India, which, having once tasted a forbidden

food easily obtainable, can only have the fatal propensity de-

stroyed by death.

With regard to the life of the working bee, particularly

during the working season—say from April till August, I think

it is very short, rarely exceeding two months. In proof of this

a singular circumstance happened to one of my hives contain-

ing Ligurian bees, obtained in May from Mr. Woodbury, which
I will here relate. On the 1st of June I had a prime swarm
from an ordinary stock of black bees, which had hardly settled

in an adjoining hedge, when my only Ligurian hive unex-

pectedly threw a swarm, which at once joined the other. A^ I

was absent at the time in the City, my gardener was afraid to

hive them together, irrespective of the chance of being stung,

as they were evidently in a state of great excitement. On my
return home, I after some difficulty got them into a large hive,

having first captured the Ligurian queen, whose person dm
the operation I could not mistake from the large size and

golden colour of her body. I then determined to return t!

united swarm to the original Ligurian stock, which I did

during the evening (a process which I have always performed
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satisfactorily without any fighting, many times during succes-

sive years, simply by giving three puffs of tobacco smoke to

each swarm to be united, and so making them all smell foully

lor the time). I, of course, put on a large straw top, otherwise

they could not then all have found room, and looked forward

to at least 50 lbs. of honey from this immensely strong hive.

Ab it was, however, they now managed by dint of squeezing to

keep nearly all in the centre box, and though I had guide combs
in the super, they did not extend them, evidently bent on not

remaining. I looked out the next afternoon and evening to see

which queen was turned out dead, as I have almost always

found one on the ground in this plight within twenty-four

hours, but could see nothing of her. On the 9th of June at

eleven o'clock, the whole united mass swarmed again, and such

a swarm I never had in all my experience. They tried to settle

on two or three shrubs and trees, but all the boughs gave way,

and the whole mass kept falling to the ground ; at last they

went into a hedge, which sustained them, and they were hived

in a large straw cover ready at hand.

On examination I found that the Ligurian and common bees

were so intermingled, both in the swarm, and the stock from
whence they came, that it was impossible to state which was
Ligurian and which not. Now, also came the question, Which
has the Ligurian queen ? I thought this a good opportunity to

test the respective ages of each sort of bee, should it so happen
that the old Ligurian queen remained in the stock, and the

common queen with the swarm, or vice versa. I therefore put

the combined swarm into a Stewarton hive, and on the next

stand to the Ligurian, so as to afford the greatest facility in

watching. At first I noticed that the swarm was pretty equally

divided between Ligurian and common bees, perhaps, if any-

thing, the former being in the majority. As regards the stock,

I should say the Ligurians were as five to three, a decided ma-
jority. Both worked well, and considering the comparatively

empty state of the stock hive immediately after swarming, it

was wonderful how rapidly the latter increased again in numbers.

Within three weeks I began to notice in the stock that the com-
mon bees were dwindling away, although in the swarm they

were still about equal. Within the month the stock became
five to one in favour of the Ligurian, and the swarm then

began to show three or four to one in favour of the common
bee, and I could easily see in the swarm numbers of the young
black bees daily coming out on the alighting-board. In a

similar way I could see in the stock the young Ligurians.

This at once showed to me that the old Ligurian queen had
remained in the stock hive, whilst the old common queen had
led out the swarm. Within five or six weeks the relative pro-

portions rapidly became twenty to one in favour of the Ligurians

in the stock and ten to one in favour of the black bees in the

swarm, and so on, until last Saturday (July 28), I could not

detect a single black bee in the Ligurian stock, and only six

Ligurian bees in the swarm, after half an hour's close watching

at the entrances in the middle of a fine working day, when the

bees were out in great numbers. I may add that the six

Ligurians which I saw were almost worn out, their wings

being ragged, and their bodies showing that peculiar dark look

indicative of old age.

Both stock and swarm are very strong in bees, the latter

having filled a super of about 20 lbs. of honey, which I shall

shortly take off. What has become of the Ligurian in the one

case and the common bees in the other ? It is quite clear that

they have all died off, and their places been supplied by young
bees ; for there is no diminution of numbers, but rather the

reverse in both cases. It also follows, of course, that if the

Ligurians in the one case, and the black bees in the other,

have gradually and visibly died away, their contemporaries in

each case, pari passu, must have perished too; the result is,

therefore, that at all events during the working season, the

whole hive is renewed within two months !

Another fact is also proved—that the duration of life of the

Ligurian and common bee is about the same. Now, it does

not follow that the age of the bee is always limited to two
months ; on the contrary, during the late autumnal and winter

months, when little or no hatching of eggs can take place, I

expect that the bee may live four or five months, as there is

then little or no wear and tear, and their flights are limited to

the neighbourhood of the hive ; but it is quite evident that

during the working months the mortality is immense, and only

•replaced by the great fecundity of the queen bee.

From the little experience which I have had of the Ligurian

bee, I should say that the queens of this sort are decidedly

more prolific than those of the common bee, as the increase of

population in the stocks of the black bee which have swarmed
is not nearly so large as that of my Ligurian stock. The
latter also seem to carry into the hive twice the quantity of

farina on their legs as compared with the other sort—a sure

sign of extensive breeding.

Allow me to add that, as a whole, I consider this season to

have been a bad one for honey. Our main resource here is

the Limes, which, although well flowered, soon withered, owing

to the excessive heat of the direct rays of the sun. The white

clover is now their last resource, but it is not so abundant as

last year.—A Blackheath'an.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Feeding Fowls—Preserving Eggs in Lime (J. R. B.).—Nothing can

be so injurious to fowls as feeding from a trough. Their own excrements,
if they are healthy, will not be picked up to an injurious extent : any-
thing else is beneficial. We believe that food thrown down, mixed with

earth, is better than clean corn. Fowls have no teeth. Our feeding will

be cheaper than the trough, which is extravagant. The lime should in

the first place be mixed stiff enough to cause an egg to stand upright in

it. When poured over them it should, when dried, form a perfect crust.

Lime water would be useless.

Aylesbury Decks (Aylesbury).—Ducks begin to lay at eight months
old. Except in case of accidents, to which they are liable, drakes begin

to be useful at the same nge, and are good for three or four years. We
have known a drake perfectly useful at six years old. We cannot define
" pulse."

Game Chickens Unable to Stand (J. B.).—The first symptoms yon
describe are those of great weakness, and may arise from insufficient or

improper feeding, or from overgrowth. It is more frequently met within
cocks than pullets. Cochins and Spanish are subject to few if any ail-

ments. If all your birds are kept precisely under the same circumstances

as to food, liberty, nature and construction of roosting place or house,

then there is only one conclusion to arrive at—it is hereditary in the

strain of the cock, although he himself suffers not from it. He must be
changed. As these svinptoms mav, however, be caused by cramp, which
does not interfere with the appetite, and which may arise from a wooden,
stone, or brick flooring, if such exist, remove either the flooring or the

birds, and you will, we believe, find the cure. The best treatment for

those affected is to feed them solely and plentifully on stale bread soaked

in strong old ale.

Crystal Palace Poultry Show (if. B.).—The shows at the Crystal

Palace have been discontinued for some years. We have not heard of

any intention to resume them.

Poultry Results— Crossing Fowls (Two-years Subscriber).— Your
result is a very good one. Five hens in ninety-one days laid 249 eggs.

Our- opinion is, that it is in every way better and more profitable to keep

pure than cross-bred birds. Such a cross as yon mention, Cochin and
Spanish, must be a mistake. The Cochin could not improve the breast of

the Spanish. One is a broody hen, the other never sits ; one lays a large

white egg, the other a small brown one; one has a blue, the other a

yellow leg. The object of a cross is to develope some particular point or

quality in a bird, by obtaining a cross from one that possesses it or them
iu a large degree. Thus, if a particular strain of Game is losing its

courage, ferocity, hardness of feather and bone, a cross is at once
sought with the "Malay, because it possesses all these qualities. Grey
Dorkings would seem to do well with you, better than any of your

crosses. If you mean to cross, never put sitters and non-sitters together.

Game and Dorking make a much better cross than Game and Cochin.

Pigeon Apoplectic (Jero).—Tour Fantail cock seems to be suffering

from apoplexy. Do notlethim have any hempseed. Give him a pill con-

taining one grain of calomel ; repeat the dose for two or three successive

nights, and then purge him with castor oil.—B. P. B.

Powters with Foul Breath (Amateur)*—H you examine the mouths
of vour Powters you will probably find cheesy-looking lumps, which
contain matter causing the disagreeable odour you refer to. Remove
the matter by scraping it away with a small wooden spathula, and rub

the place thoroughly with caustic. Give your birds freedom, and put

flowers of sulphur in their water.

Bullfinch Asthmatic (Tolchard).—Your Bullfinch appears to be asth-

matic. Do not give it any hemp or rapeseed. Let it have bread and

milk, and lettuce, chickweed, and groundsel ; also put some Spanish

liquorice in its water. Do not cut the tongue.—B. P. B.

Sisktn (Miss Bagha).—We suspect you have fed your Siskin on food

that was too stimulating, snch as hempseed and rapeseed. Confino the

birds more to canary and millet, giving them occasionally a little maw-
seed and plenty of green food. Keep a piece of sulphur in their water.

Breeding Mealworms (E. S. C.).—Mealworms are the young of the

common black beetle (not cockroaches, which are often called black

beetles). If some of them are put in a tub with some meal they will lay

eggs, and these will hatch into the much-coveted mealworms for fee ding

cage birds. Almost any miller or baker can provide some for stock, but

they do not like acknowledging them.—B. P. B.

Mule Canaries Breeding.—Some time since I wrote to you respect-

in" Canary Mules breeding. I have now five young birds from a cock

Canary and a Greenfinch hen Mule, very strong. The hen is again sit-

ting on five eggs.—W. B. H.

Silkworms (J. S., Torquay).— Your management of the Silkworm

hitherto has been perfectly correct. Whenever the grubs show a dis-

position to spin, put them into a small bag of paper made by twisting it

in the form of a grocer's sugar-paper, and fix these against a wall or up-

right board with pins. In due course the moth will come out, and, after

laying its eggs, die. The eggs are to be preserved all the winter, and

then In the following summer they will be hatched, when you have Dut

1 to repeat the process which you have gone through this season.
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few subjects each season, and to seize upon every circumstance
tending to secure isolation. For instance, the plants to be
experimented upon should be brought into flower as early in
the season as possible, and only one or two worked upon at

a time. There are several great advantages in this. When
there is not too much to think about, the operator, as well as
the plant, is in a beneficial state of isolation. When the real
growing and flowering season of the year comes on at a later
period, and multitudes of plants are bursting ungovernably into
flower all around us—when no hand however quick, or eye
however vigilant, can stamp out the general outburst of foreign
pollen influences—when the mind is distracted and confused
with the desire to take advantage of the profusion of subjects,

without the leisure to attend to them all properly—no very
accurate results can be expected. A temporary occupation of

the mind elsewhere, or a short absence from home, may vitiate

the labour of weeks, and, in fact, often does so.

Small plants of Geranium in their first shift from the cut-

ting-pan seed very kindly in a little heat in the spring, and
more especially on the first blossoms of the first truss produced.
Moreover, in this case the flowers are often antherless, which
is a great and real advantage, provided we have the desired
pollen at hand.
The hybridist should never be without a hand-magnifying

glass, with which he can often at once set his mind at rest with
regard to accidental or insect-borne importations of pollen.
After all, there are strange and inexplicable occurrences met
with occasionally in the matter, and so the internal evidence
borne by .a truly intermediate seelding is all that, at any rate,

the practical man can with any certainty look to.

In the matter of variegated produce from variegated plants
my own experience is but small. A Candytuft in my garden
produced several generations of variegated plants ; they were,
however, distorted unhealthy things. I have met with others,
but cannot at this moment call them to mind. Mr. Wills's
instances were very interesting to me. They confirm the
general disposition to lose constitution in proportion to the
accession of albinism.

The splendid great scarlet Geranium, known by several
superb and imperial names, now rarely seen except against the
back wall of some old conservatory, is very shy to seed, but I

should greatly like to see it made use of as a breeder. I seeded
it in the open air late in autumn two years ago. Six plants
came up, one rather better than the parent, and one more
stocky : these I have kept ; the rest were not so good as the old
plant. Its pollen seems good, and is plentiful.

In conclusion, I beg Mr. Wills not to consider these remarks
as conceived in a spirit of criticism, but as provoking and look-

ing for a system of friendly scientific discussion and mutual
enlightenment, which I could wish to see far more cultivated

in the pages of yours and other high-class journals.—G.

.AMONG THE SCOTTISH BRAES, LOCHS, AND
MOUNTAINS.—No. 1.

I snr.iN-K from talking in a railway carriage, for I'm deaf,

and my hearing-horn brings in such a mingling of words and
tramroad rattle as almost to cause a brain-concussion. So I

sit in a corner well supplied with periodicals ; and when
weariness of eyes compels I close them, shut myself up, and
shut out my companions. Whilst journeying hither I was
quite successful in so excluding until Carlisle was reached, and
then an elderly man with ruddy cheeks and bright brisk eyes

• came among us. He would talk, and would joke ; and I hated
him, until the following testified that he was " as weighty as
witty." He nudged me, made me listen—and I omit my in-

terlocutories from the summary—" You've The Cottage Gar-
dener there. I've just written to them about a bit of land
I have, for I should like to know whether it's just as much as
it was in Edward the First's time. I have a copy of the oldest

deed about it, which says, 'Continet s acras in campis Don-
•castria.' We make it out twelve acres. The Cottage Gar-
dener people say that what an acre was in those days no one
has told, but that in the British Museum MSS. it is stated in

the fourteenth century, ' A plough can commonly plough one
acre per day, and sometimes more.' Well, they used oxen
then, and now a pair of those beasts can plough one of out-

acres ; so I suppose my foregoers cribbed somewhat out of the
waste. Then the Cottage Gardener's people go on to talk

about land measure and forty rods making a furlong ; but at

•our school I found a different measure, for there one rod made

an alter! That ' furlong,' what a curious corruption that is !

By the ' Statutum dc admetmtrationc terrarum ' it was fixed to
be forty pertica or perches of 16i feet each, and it waB called
quarantena or Forty -lung ; so there's the parentage of our
Fur-long."

Carlisle, however, must not be passed from without other
notices ; and first, as most appropriate to these pages and to
the credit of the old city, let me record that the fruit and
vegetable market, though held, as it should not be, in the open
air, is well supplied. I never saw such a series of quart basins
full of Raspberries

; such large Black Currants, a fruit I would
gladly see elevated into bunches more numerously berried

;

nor six and thiity carts in a row filled with Potatoes, and their
contents retailing from scales, with which each was furnished,
suspended from an iron bracket fixed to the cart's side.

Then there are the ruins of the Castle—the first English
prison of Mary Queen of the Scots. Whether she was more
sinning than sinned against is as doubtful as it is now whether
she was beautiful or the very reverse, after seeing her many
portraits in the National Collection at South Kensington.
Even if she was so superlatively bad as some maintain, still

she was unconvicted when at Carlisle, and yet she had no
other place for exercise there than the wall-engirthed space
still designated " The Lady's Walk." There were no castle

gardens in those days ; and she might well say for a more sor-

rowful reason than that, " Would I were among the Heather !"

However, here lies (I am now in the cathedral aisle), he
who, even after having two wives, has left as his testimony,
" It is a happy world after all." Yes, beneath this slab rests

William Paley, whose "Natural Theology," "Evidences of

Christianity," and " Hora? Paulina?," still stand forth uncon-
quered wrestlers for the truth when the showy unsubstantial
shadows of German theology have long since ceased to deceive.

He has touched slightly in his published writings, and more,
I have heard, in manuscripts still imprinted, upon the plants of

the ancient world ; but the researches were but shallow in his

days, aud every year now brings light to us from previously

unthought-of sources. Who ever suspected, a few mouths
since, that the bricks of Egypt's pyramids would reveal to us
some of the plauts of the days of the Pharaohs ? Yet true it

is that they have made that revelation. Professor Unger has
just shown, in a communication to the Vienna Imperial Aca-
demy of Sciences, that those bricks contain evidence of the
plants existing at the time of their making. He has examined
a brick from the Pyramid of Dashour, which was constructed
between 3400 and 3300 r.c, consequently at the lowest calcu-

lation it is more than 5000 years old. In that brick he found
the forms of plants so perfectly preserved that he had no diffi-

culty in identifying them. Besides two sorts of grain, Wheat
and Barley, he found the Teff (Eragrostis abyssinica) ; the
Field Pea (Pisum arvense) ; common Flax (Linum usitatissi-

mum) ; wild Radish (Raphauus raphanistrum) ; Corn Chry-
santhemum (Chrysanthemum segetum) ; Wartwort (Euphorbia
helioscopia) ; Nettle-leaved Goosefoot (Chenopodium murale)

;

Bearded Hare's-ear (Bupleurum aristatum) ; and the common
Vetch (Vicia sativa). The presence of chopped straw confirms
the account of the brick-making mentioned in the Book of

Exodus aud Herodotus.
So there are "sermons in bricks" as well as "in stones,"

and, as certainly, "good in everything;" and not the least of

that " good " is to be met with at Carlisle's " County Hotel."

No traveller can leave that hostelry without regret, and none
the less if he is to be " over the Border," as I shall be when
I next write.—G.

VIOLA CORNUTA.
Would Mr. Wills say what is to be done with young plants

of Viola cornuta raised in pots, and now 2 or 3 inches high ?

They are healthy, but I see no signs of flowering. They were
up early in spring, and kept in the greenhouse till the hot
weather, when I placed the pots in the open air. Will they
bloom this season, and what am I to do with the plants in

autumn?—M. K., Bristol.

[You have kept the plants too long in the greenhouse ; if

you had planted them out threo months ago they would have
been in beautiful bloom now ; lose no time in planting them
out. As the plants have stood so long in pots the roots must
be carefully disentangled. Turn the plants out 6 or 8 inches

apart in good soil, and you will soon have plenty of bloom on
them, if you have the best variety. There are three dis-
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tinct varieties of Viola cornuta; two of them are worthless,

being mere weeds in comparison with that which I had the

pleasure of bringing into public notice. I find that I have
not said a word too much in its praise ; last week I saw it

in great perfection at the Denbies, near Dorking. I sent

my friend Mr. Drowett a few small plants of it last autumn.
In the spring he placed them in heat, where they grew very

freoly, and, to judge from the quantity Mr. Drowett has planted

out, it is as easily propagated as a Lobelia. Mr. Drewett con-

siders it one of the very best beddiug plants at present in cul

tivation ; ho tells me it is a great favourite with his employer,

and that all who have scon it pronounce it to be a decided ac-

quisition. Here, although we have had constant rains, with

very high winds, for the last ten days, the plant looks as bright

and beautiful as ever. It had the same appearance during the

dry weather which prevailed during the first fortnight of July.
" M. K." should take cuttings about the first week in October,

and prick them out on a piece of good ground. Having first

made the surface of the soil smooth and even, he should spread

a thin layer of sand over it ; and then the cuttings, which
should be from 2J to 3 inches long, may be pricked in at

about 2 inches apart. In doing this caro should be taken to

make the soil firm about the base of the cutting. After all the

cuttings have been put in, give the bed a good watering. This
will settle the sand around the cuttings, and hold them firm in

the soil. Afterwards they may be left to take their chance,

and in spring they will be nice plants ready for planting out

in their permanent quarters, where they will soon gladden the

eye with innumerable beautiful mauve-coloured flowers. If the

position chosen for the cutting-bed is a little sheltered from
cold cutting winds, the plants will grow much earlier.

—

J. Wills.]

ZONALE AND NOSEGAY PELARGONIUMS.
At the season in which bedding-out plants may be considered

at their prime, a few remarks on one of the most decorative

and useful—the scarlet or Zonale Pelargonium, may not be

out of place, more especially as the question is so frequently

asked, Which are the best and most distinct sorts, which most
fit for pot culture, and which for bedding-out purposes ?

Two very interesting articles on this plant appeared in the

Journal of July 24th, by Mr. J. Wills and Mr. J. Pearson ; one
article headed, " Bedding-out Pelargoniums," the other, "Va-
riegated Geraniums." Now, it is evident that both these

writers are discussing the same plant but using different names,
in the use of which one or the other must be wrong. Beyond
all doubt it must be allowed that there is a wide botanical

distinction, and this distinction should settle the name. Pe-
largonium is the proper and only name for the plant in ques-

tion, the Geranium being entirely distinct in many ways,

which I need not dwell upon to explain. If the section of

which I am now writing were spoken of as Zonale or Nosegay
Pelargoniums, as the case may be, no difficulty could arise in

understanding what was meant. Many of the readers of the

Journal will remember the time (not many years since), when
it was the careless habit of gardeners and others to call, or

rather misname, the Tropreolum as Nasturtium, there being
quite as great a botanical difference between these plants as

between the Pelargonium and Geranium. However, time and
good taste have corrected this error, and we find the proper
name, Tropreolum, the more commonly used.

In making the following remarks on the Zonale section of

Pelargoniums I shall subdivide them, and speak of them as

Zonales with plain or zoned foliage, variegated Zonales, and
Nosegays : by doing this I think no misunderstanding can arise.

In selecting the following varieties. I would by no means wish
it to be understood that I condemn all others ; there may be
many equally good, though I am certain not better.

Among the scarlets with plain or zoned foliage for bed-
ding-out purposes, I can strongly recommend Faust, Punch,
Clipper, Achilles, Brilliancy, Monsieur G. Natchet, Trentham
Scarlet ; St. George and Red Dragon, two of the darkest shades
of scarlet ; Red Riding Hood, and Adonis, the last two con-
spicuous for the white centre of the flower, with very dark-
zoned foliage.

In the shades of lighter scarlets, approaching salmon and
rosy tints, I recommend Volcano, Excellent, Roi d'ltahe,

Provost, Lucius, Persian, and Herald of Spring.

In the rose-coloured section, I recommend Hector and
Rebecca.
Of the white-flowering varieties, I would name Purity,

Madame Vaueher, Mario MCzard, and Murie Virgo. There is

bat little difference among those varieties. Purity an 1 Mario
Virgo throw their trusses rather higher above the foliage than
the others.

In the shaded white and salmon section, I would select

Amrlina Griseau, Eugenie Mfizard, Auricula, Christabel, and
Monsieur Bane as distinct. The varieties in this section are
endless and a great similarity prevails. Nunc of them are
suited for bedding purposes, but grown us put plants, especially

in the spring, they are most exquisite.

In the bright pinl; section, which is renrescnted so well by
the old favourite Christine, I would notice Beaute de Suresnes,
Rose Rendatler, Pinl: Perfection, Mrs. Win. Paul, and Madame
Burn'.

Among the variegated section of the Tricolors, Mrs. IMlock,
Sunset, Lucy Grievo, Lady Culham, and Sophia Cusack are,

perhaps, the best ; but there are many others coming forward
which will take a high position.

In the white and cream-edged section, I would choose Italia

Unita, Flower of Spring, Queen of Queens, Argus, Alma, Day-
break, Brillant Superbe, Mountain of Snow, Silver Chain, and
Venus; and in the golden-foliaged section, Beauty (Wills),

Beauty of Oulton, Luna, Golden Fleece, Golden Chain, and
General Longstreet. It should be remembered that soil much
influences the colour of the foliage of this section, and what
suits one variety does not another.
And now a word for the Nosegay Pelargoniums which prove-

so useful for bedding purposes, both for the effect of massing
colour and profuseness of flower. The varieties of Nosegays
are endless, but they may be reduced to a few if their chief

qualifications be attended to—that is, the compactness and size

of the truss of flowers. All varieties producing lax or spread-
ing trusses should be discarded, and such flowers be selected

as Stella, Cybister, Lord Palmerston, La Grande, Amy H igg,

Dowager Duchess of Sutherland, Waltham Seedling, Ornc-
ment des Massifs, and Black Dwarf. These represent many
shades of colour.

The above list comprises sorts which flower freely and are

suited for out-of-doors service ; excepting the section alluded
to, the white and salmon varieties, all of them make first-rate

pot plants, and are useful for general purposes. A much longer

list could be furnished, but I feel that it would only cause
greater difficulty to persons making their own selection.

There are many excellent varieties suitable for pot culture

which have been omitted.

The Zonale varieties of the present year have not been
noticed, but before the season shall have passed, when they
have undergone their ordeal, I purpose adverting to them.

Should any amateur within easy distance of the Royal Horti-
cultural Sjciety's Gardens at Clnswiek feel disposed to prove
the merits of the above selection, a visit to the trial-beds and
the greenhouse containing specimens of Zonales as pot plants,

would amply repay the trouble and increase the taste for Zonale
Pelargonium cultivation under glass. The easy culture, the

brilliancy of the flowers, and the variety of the foliage must
gain the approval of all lovers of flowers.—J. D.

COMTE DE ZYANS STRAWBERRY.
Permit me to draw the attention of Strawberry growers to-

the above variety. As it is without doubt one of the most pro-

ductive sorts ever raised, and as the best planting season is at

hand, cultivators will do well to give it a trial, particularly

those who grow for sale. About a year ago I planted a piece

of ground with equal quantities of Sir Harry, Wonderful,
Empress, Eliza (Rivers), and Comte de Zyaus, all of which
are great bearers, but I shall not be saying too much m praise

of Comte de Zyans when I state thac it produced twice as

heavy a crop as any of the others (all of which, however, did

remarkably well, particularly Empress and Wonderful), its

noble fruit lying in heaps on each side of the rows. Such a

sigh', I never saw. The fruit is large, of a light, lively red

colour, and very fair-flavoured; the plant continues in bearing

a long time, and, if kept well supplied with water, the last fruit

will be nearly as large as the first—a most desirable property.

The reason I am induced to write this in its favour is from
the fact that the variety appears to he so little known, for I

have not seen it advertised in any trade catalogue except in

that of Mrs. Nicholson, of Eaglescliffe, from whom my plants

were obtained. I trust that some of your readers who are not

acquainted with it will give it a fair trial, and let us know the
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result, in the pages of your paper. For market gardeners it is

a first-rate sort, and if they will only give it a trial I am con-

fident that they will never have reason to regret so doing.

Does Mr. Eadclyffe know anything of it ? If not, I shall be
most happy to send him some plants, if they would be accepted.

—W. Laurenson.

LAXTON'S EARLY PROLIFIC PEA.
Having procured a sealed packet of Peas under the name of

Laxton's, I find three very distinct varieties, and they are
numbered in the samples sent, 1 to 3 respectively, and I shall

feel greatly obliged if you will inform me through the medium
of your valuable Journal, which of the enclosed pods I am to
consider Laxton's.

I am sorry to say it is not the first time that I have been
victimised, or, to say the least, disappointed in purchasing " the
best l'ea in cultivation, '' and I would respectfully advise Tea
growers to be shy of such a very specious term. Some three
years ago I procured Sutton's Ringleader, Carter's First Crop,
Dickson's First and Best, and Carpenter's Express, which I
sowed side by side with Songster's No. 1, and the result was,
that I found Sutton's and Carter';; alike, with the exception
that Carter's had some " strangers " amongst them very like

Sangster's, whilst Dickson's First and Best, and Carpenter's
Express, were too much like Sangster's to be pronounced
varieties.

I often see you refer to Hogg's " Fruit Manual " for infor-
mation respecting fruit. Now, about three years ago there was
a Peach sent out under the name of Stirling Castle, which is

not noticed there. Is it worthless, or why is it not mentioned ?—An Ahatece.

[The curved pods are Laxton's, which appear to have been
mixed with Early Frame. Stirling Castle Peach is a good, but
not a remarkably fine variety.]

Er.oji the very flattering account sent out I have been in-

duced to try a quart of Laxton's Pea, and I must confess
that I have been disappointed in it, both as to flavour as
well as yield. My Teas had an excellent situation, and they
had, moreover, plenty of room—viz., G feet asunder.

—

John
Marsland.

STRAWBERRY LORD CLYDE.
In the last Number of the Journal of Horticulture, page 09,

I see a reply of Mr. Yv
T

. Dean to my inquiry as to Lord Clyde
Strawberry.

I am of the opinion, which I am sure is shared by manv. that
a father is not always a very impartial judge of his own children,
therefore I should have preferred the opinion of other parties
than Mr. Dean as to the merits of this Strawberry. In the
meantime I firmly adhere to my belief, that it is nothing else
than the old Chinese, and I propose to stud plants to the
Boyal Horticultural Society, with a request to have them
tried at Chiswick, as I should like to clear up the question
thoroughly.

As to Mr. Dean's pretending to know as much about Straw-
berries as I do, I beg leave to doubt it very much, unless Mr.
Dean should have spent half his lifetime amongst Strawberries,
and grown all the sorts existing, as I did.—Feklinand Gloede,
Les Sablons, Seine et Manic.

THE NATIONAL GOOSEBERRY SHOW.
This wa3 held at the Sir John Falstaff Inn, Market Place,

Manchester, on Saturday, the 4th inst. The Gooseberries
exhibited, although lighter than in the last two seasons, were
in good condition, and tolerably well coloured. There was a
severe competition among the growers from the principal Goose-
berry districts for Dr. Hogg's prize, which terminated in favour
of Mr. John Torkington, of the George Inn, Wilinslow, Cheshire,
who carried off the prize for a fine specimen of Plough Boy,
the most beautiful Gooseberry in cultivation; but he was
pressed closely by Mr. Thomas Pilkington, of Scaresbrick, Lan-
cashire, with a fine berry of Talfourd.

Of the seedlings there were but few worthy of notice, owing
.to the severe weather which occurred throughout May having

rusted the rinds, and so much damaged the fruit that but few
sound berries are to be met with this season.

PREMIUM riUZE, £2, OFFERED BY DE. ROBERT HOGG, FOR THE LARGEST
BERRY OF ANY COLOUR. dvfts. gT3

J. Torkington lied Plough Boy 24 17

STEWARDS' FIRST PRIZES, 18s. EACH.
T. Pilkington Rod Tall'ourd 24 4
F. Jameson Yellow Drill 22 17
M. Torkiiigton Green Shiner 21 9
J. Bower White Antagonist 23 6

STEWARDS' SECOND PRIZES.

G. Wilkinson Red Clayton 23
W. Bidgway Yellow Leveller 21
T. Laneeloy Green Stockwell 21
li. Bindley' White King of Trumps . 22

STEWARDS' TU1RD PRIZES.

J. Downs lied Plough Boy 2:'.

M. Aiusworth Yellow Candidate 21

J. licisliaw Given Green London .. 2D
H. Garside White Freedom 18

RED CLASS.
Torkington First

. Xoikhigton Second
Pilkington Third
Lanceley Fourth
Henshaw Fifth
Pilkington Sixth
Bidgway Seventh
LanceU-y Eighth
Wilkinson Ninth
Wilkinson Tenth

J.

M,
T.

T.
J.

T.
W
T.
(i.

G.

YELLOW CLASS.

J . Torkington First

W. 1 lil.'.v. ;i

,

Second
T. PilHngton Third
T. Lanceley Fourth
E. Poulson Filth

T. Lanceley Sixth

T. Pilkington Seventh
M. Ainsworth Eighth
\V. Ridgway Ninth
G. Wilkinson Tenth

London 25
Plough Boy 23
Slaughterman .. 23
Beauty 22
Wonderful 21

Lord Liverpool . . 21
Clayton 21

Conquering Hero 20
Seedling 20
Masterpiece .... 20

Ringer 23

Leveller 22

Wasp 21

Cramp 21
Garibaldi 20
Mount Pleasant . 20

Drill 19

Hue and Cry 18

Catheruia 18

Leader 18

GREEN CLASS.

J. Torkington First

F. Jameson Second
T. l'iikiue,tou Third
J. Torkinglou Fourth
H. Garside Fifth

T. I'ilkiugtou Sixth

T. Lanceley Seventh
E. Poulson Eighth
M. Ainsworth Ninth
T. Lanceley Tenth

WHITE.
J. Torkington First

T. Lanceley Second
J. Henshaw Third
T. Pilkington Fourth
T. Pilkington Fifth
M. Ainsworth Sixth

T. Lanceley Seventh
E. Poulsou Eighth
E. Poulson Ninth
M. Aius-woith Tenth

Shiner 23

Stockwell 21
Green London .

.

20
Surprise 20
Loudon City .... 19

Souter Johnny .

.

19

Plunder 19

Birchin Lime ... 18

Gretna Green ... 17

Matchless 18

Antagonist 23

Suowdrop 20
Overseer 20
Careless 20
Hero of the Nile. 20
Queen of the West 18
Elizabeth 19

Lady Leicester .

.

18

Snowdrift 18

Peto 17

RED SEEDLINGS.
G. Wilkinson First

E. Poulson Second
B. Bradley Third
H. Lee Fourth

Unnamed .

.

England. ...

Loid Derby
Joe

E. Poulson First .

J. Taylor Second
S. Allcock Third .

W. Saunders Fourth

GREEN SEEDLINGS.

5
23
8

13

21
o

15
20

IS
21
17
8

21
12
9

20
13
13

10
14
15
11
8
6
15
21
17
17

15
11
11
5

23
13
1
3
23
7

12
11
5
4
4
23
20
14
4

19

20 13
19 2:s

19 18
17 18

YELLOW SEEDLINGS.
T. Laneeloy First Unuamed 20 19

B. Bradley Second Conservative .... 17 14

J. Henshaw Third Bough Robin 16 12
E. Poulson Fourth Annie 10 8

Unnamed 17 4
John Taylor 15 18
Smithtield Lane . 15 8
Unnamed 11 21

WHITE SEEDLINGS.
J. Taylor First Look-after-me . . 17 6
W. Saunders Second Unnamed 16 22
G. Scerratt Third Jesse 16 20
F. Soars Fourth Miss Soars 13 7
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VARIATIONS OF TEMPERATURE IN NEW
YORK.

So far tin's has been a season of more than usually remark-
able variation* in temperature, the thermometer on the 8th of

January in New York, ami its vicinity, marking as low as 20°

below zero.

As far as can bo ascertained, in the absenoo of any official

record, this is the lowest temperature thai has occurred for

fifty years. As experience has proved that the Pouch buds can

only Btand 10' below zero, all anticipations (.fa heavy crop this

season are at an end. Many cases of individual Buffering

occurred, amongst others one poor woman was frozen to death

in bod.

This extremely low temperature was a severe test of the dif-

ferent systems of heating for greenhouses, &C, and many a

gardener had a rough time of it, attending to his fires; for

British readers must remember that gardeners here cannot ob-

tain the efficient stall of assistants that they can at home, but

in a case of emergency must put the shoulder to the wheel
themselves, and not merely be contented with seeing that the

thermometers in the early forcing-houses or plant-stoves are at

the regulation figure.

After a rather late spring, summer set in in earnest, and for

the first three weeks in July the thermometer stood above 9Q°

every day, rising on the 17th and ISth to 104° in the shade,

this being the highest figure ever recorded as occurring brio.

Workmen left their daily toil, business men forsook their daily

avocations, hundreds were struck down by the sun, and many
were prostrated who were not in the sun at all. Vegetation
did not suffer much, except grass lawns, and a mark has been
left on them that will not be erased this season.— David
Foulis, New York.

HORTICULTURE ON THE CONTINENT.
Ose of our greatest critics, Bayle, was accustomed to declare

that the art of successful abridgement was very difficult of

attainment. In the face, however, of this formidable axiom, I

shall endeavour, in the interest of horticultural progress, and
for the sake of such readers as may not habitually read con-

tinental reviews, to give a resume of horticultural news accord-

ing to their latest stage of development abroad. For obvious

reasons these notices will not extend beyond certain branches

of the subject, but in these there exists an abundance of

material.

Very naturally, up to this period, the International Horti-

cultural Exhibition has chiefly occupied the attention of foreign

critics and correspondents, who, while they have rendered fair

justice to the brilliant success of the show, take the liberty of

criticising some of the arrangements. As one of these criti-

cisms which I recently perused evidently contains the ideas

of a practical man, and is written in a kindly spirit, it is

valuable. After admiring the great tent our critic finds him-
self bewildered at the first aspect of the whole scene. A pro-

fusion of brilliant colours, hardly less showy foliage, culti-

vation in perfection throughout, and this in the ease of plants

only known to Parisians in solitary specimens !—But soon a
sensation of uniformity in the arrangement is felt. Each
object, studiously placed so as to secure its own immediate
effect, is not so grouped and massed as to form an artistical

whole ; no ensemble, no effective stand-points, no striking per-

spectives—everything sacrificed to detail, and decentralised

thereby. Small plants are brought near the line of vision of

the spectator. Those which are seen to best advantage from
below are elevated on coarse unadorned benches. "On the

line " are those objects which best endure scrutiny. All this

is a mere elementary trace, and resembles a nurseryman's
display rather than that of a great exhibition which is to be
a model for country shows. Such a plan may be eminently
favourable for the individual specimen, but it has no artistical

feature, nor beautiful grouping of masses. These, as was said

previously, are the remarks of a very intelligent correspon-
dent, and should be received as improving and by no means
unfriendly criticism.

From general remarks our foreign observer passes to detail,

in which he is too prolific for me to follow him in a mere sum-
mary like this. He begins with the Rose. The Rose is a tra-

ditional French glory. Nearly every variety in cultivation is

of French origin ; fortunately we have, says he, this consola-
tion, for our neighbours have indeed given us a lesson. Ima-

gine huge pyramids, literal constellations of enormous and
splendid blooms ! Though grown under glass, they are far
different from the discoloured specimens we often see in 1

lie distinguishes the names of Mr. C. Turner and Mr. W. Paul
as the best growers. In Pelargonium ,hi a; , we envy not our
neighbours' success

;
many charming and popular novelties

adorn our houses; it is the perfect culture shown by Mr. Turner
which leaves nothing to be desired. This is described at
length as a model for French amateurs. " What lull we
say of the marvellous Azaleas and plants of unheated houses?
The marvels of Amsterdam and Brussels pale before them.
This is one of the classical powers of English gardening. We
cannot hope to rival them. Our culture! is inferior to theirs,

so that even plants bought in England degenerate with us."
This he ascribes as due in part to the qualities of the water
and the soil. Ce loam bienfai mt is the secret. Then follows

a list of choice plants, and the names of many of our leading
nurserymen are given. Mr. Baines's Alocasia mctallica is es-

pecially noted
; also the Palms of Madame Legrelle d'Hanis, of

Antwerp, Messrs. Lee's magnificent Cibotium princeps and
superb Alocasias, and Messrs. Veitch's Anthuriums are re-

marked as the ne plus ultra of splendid culture. They are
minutely described, and strongly recommended. Caladiums
shown by Messrs. Henderson, Veitch, Wattenhach, and Bleu
are highly praised. The last is a distinguished French ama-
teur, our critic says. Few Palms, the best shown by the Duke
of Northumberland. I must, however, leave these sections
to glance at a very popular one just now, and which our friend
rather depreciates, the newest variegated and bronze golden
bedding Pelargoniums. " It is a mania just now," he says,
" amateurs fight for novelties." Pretty, no doubt, but rather
" exaggerated," and a " little frivolous." " Except Mistriss
Pollock, Sophia Cusak, and Lucy Grieve, the rest are not worth
much. The fashion will pass—as it came." This, however,
hardly corresponds with the opinions of other foreign nursery-
men who were seen making similar wild guesses at the some-
what outre names they saw, and well they might. As a rule,

Frenchmen take too little pains as to English nomenclature,
and the Exhibition favourites will, no doubt, appear in strange
guise on the continent. This is hardly fair to the grower, but
unavoidable at present.

Tropical fruit trees are described— the palm for flavour
being awarded to the Mangosteen ; then the evergreen shrubs
—so beautiful, shown by Messrs. Veitch, Standish, and Jack-
man. Then Mr. Salter's magnificent Funkias, Arabis, &c,
are described, the contents of the Orchid tent minutely gone
into, and the names of successful English and Belgian com-
petitors given ; among the former Messrs. Veitch and Bull, and
among the latter Messrs. Verschaffelt and Linden are conspi-
cuous. Ample justice is done to this important part of the
subject, and the number and beauty of the novelties which were
exhibited are considered to form the most striking part of the
whole show, in the eyes of foreigners at least. This is what we
like to know.
Our friend admires Messrs. Ivery's Ferns, and especially Mr.

Turner's Tulips. In England, yellow is not a proscribed
colour. Then, Mr. Henderson's plants and his able disposition
of them are praised, afterwards Mr. Standish's Rhododendrons,
Mr. Noble's plants, Mr. Brand's enormous Eucharis grandi-

flora, Messrs. Carter's New Striped Japanese Maize, so su-

perior, it is added, to that grown in France ; Amaranthus
hybridus, shown by Mr. Knight, of Pontchartraiu, near Paris ;

Mr. Turner's splendid lot of Lilium auratum ; Mr. Areitch's

wonderful Maranta tubispatha ; M. Pfersdorff's Cacti ; Mr.
Foljambe's Alternanthera ; Col. Miles's Adiantum ; and Messrs.
Backhouse's Ferns, of irreproachable culture, are noted. It

would be tedious to say more than this.

After this we come to the sections of fruit, &c. " Here,"
says our critic, " we are surprised not to meet the master of

orchard-house cultivation, Mr. Rivers ; we have thus lost

some superb productions;" but this could hardly be, as
orchard-house trees in pots (unless forced) were then far from
looking at their best. England, long so superior in forced fruits

has now, it is said, rivals such as Gontier and Lambertye,
who will make her look to her laurels. The forced fruits are

considered superb, but less in number than was to be expected.
Messrs. Lane's Vines in pots are much praised, as also Mr.
Turner's specimens of Peaches, Figs, &c. " Not a Chasselas
de Fontainbleau !" says our friend, in wonder. Then, how-

|
ever, comes the rather surprising assertion, " Our superiority

I

in the training and pruning of trees is known and appreciated
1 in England. The names of Messrs. Jamin &Durand, of Bourg-
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la-Reine, near Paris, prove this, as taking the two first prizes."

It might have also been added that, in this section they were

the only exhibitors, as " your own correspondent " ought to

know, having been one of the Judges.

As to vegetables, there was the same indifference as in

France, and this although the Executive Committee had en-

deavoured to secure competition by a handsome list of prizes.

" We are not alone in deploring this resistance of a class to

whom these shows cannot but be beneficial." What says Covent

Garden ? Rhubarb, however, is cited as shown in the greatest

perfection ; a Cucumber, modestly called the " Invincible ;

"

and the new Radish, very curious, but we wait to taste it be-

fore deciding.
" Du reste," nothing remarkable in the implements and ma-

chines. Garden plans very inferior indeed. "Why did not

some French competitors come over and give a lesson on the

drawing and composition of gardens, and show that, if in

England the tradition of the fine old parks seems compro-

mised, it is to be found in France more in honour than ever?"

Thus our critic ends as he began, by praising our great show

in every detail, but considers it wanting in that exquisite and
artistical grace which Parisians can alone contribute. Of course,

we have all much to learn, but we have hardly anything to

acquire in some important things, which is more than all

can say.

The weather, as with us, lias been very unfavourable on the

continent. The warm and dry days of the end of June have

been succeeded by cold and wet in July. Vegetation has been

extremely perturbed. The Oidium, which it was hoped would

not re-appear, has become prevalent. Sulphur is still in

favour as a remedy. Numerous provincial horticultural ex-

hibitions are announced. At Troyes there will be one from

the 3rd to the 10th of September. A musical mass, a banquet

(to which ladies will be admitted), a Venetian fete in the

public gardens, are a part of the programme. At Limoges
another show will take place on the 13th of this month. The
Pomological Society of Fiance will hold its eleventh session at

Melun, on the 14th of September. Other exhibitions are at

Orleans on the 12th of August ; on the 15th at Bourg ; from

the 29th of September to the 3rd of October, at Paris.—T. C.

Bkehaut, Richmond House, Guernsey.

ROYAL HORTICULTTP.AL SOCIETY.
August 7th.

Floral Committee.—This meeting was one of the best of the

season, although, perhaps, the attendance of the Fellows was not so

numerous. The exhibition of plants and flowers was excellent. Mr.

C. Turner sent four seedling Nosegay Pelargoniums—viz., Lady Con-

stance Grosvenor, a bright scarlet, which was awarded a first-class

certificate ; Dnchess of Sutherland, a very showy variety, which had

been awarded a first-class ; International, and Countess of Sefton,

good in colour, but deficient in trass. Mr. Tirebnck had fifteen seed-

ling Zonalc Pelargoniums; out of them, a Nosegay called Felix, with

large pale pink trusses, was awarded a second-class certificate. Messrs.

F. & A. Smith, of Dulwich, exhibited thirteen Zonale Nosegay Pelar-

goniums, many of them of high character, but too much resembling

well-known varieties. Sunbeam, a bright orange scarlet, and King of

the Nosegays, were considered the best among them. From Messrs.

Smith came also a small collection of Balsams, hut not equal to those

which we have seen exhibited by this firm ; likewise Lomaria fluviatilis,

an old and well-known Fern.

Mr. Parker, Tooting, exhibited some interesting plants. First-class

certificates were awarded for Pleopeltis inenrvata, a handsome Fcru

from Java ; Nothoehlauia cretacea, a pretty Silver Fein ; and Good-

vera pnhescens intermedia. A special certificate was awarded Mr.

Parker for his collection. Messrs. Veitch received first-class certifi-

cates for a curious and rare Orchid—Acineta species, Gvmnostadmim
species, Trichomanes concinnum, and second-class certificates for

Bolbophyllum reticulatum and Ionopsis panieulata. A special certi-

ficate was awarded for the collection, in which were the white Lapa-

geria, Rothmannia species, Notylia hicolor, a very small and minute-

flowering Orchid : Vanda Roxburghii var., a Mel. stoma, and a cut col-

lection of Gladioli, one box containing G. brenchleyeusis, and the

other named varieties.

Mr. James Hedges, gardener to E. 'Wright, Esq., received a special

certificate for cut specimens of Renanthera Lowii and Vanda Batemanii.

Mr. Melville, Dalmeny Park, sent four seedling Tropaxdums, like

manvother seedlings which are raised every year ; and Mr. John Wills,

Huntroyde, nine seedling Zonale Pelargoniums, not sufficiently dis-

tinct, also a collectiou of his hybrid seedling Verbenas, which must

be seen planted out before their merits are decided upon. From Mr.

Bracher came eight seedling Verbenas of no merit, and from Mr.

Sberratt, gardener to James Bute-man, Esq., Ccelogyne corrngata, to

which was awarded a second-class certificate, and Mr. Sherratt also

received a special certificate for a fine collection of cut Orchids.

Mr. Bull obtained first-class certificates for Brownea princeps

(erecta?) and Brownea grandiceps, both plants with very handsome
foliage, and second-class certificates for Broussonetia papyrifera, a
beautifully variegated shrub, and Tradescantia vittata. Messrs.

Jackson, Kingston, were awarded a first-class certificate for Erica

Marnockiana, a very fine variety. Mr. Gulliford, Bedford Square,

exhibited a Cactus, covered with the cochineal insect ; and Mr. G.
Smith, Hornsey Road, two seedling Zonale Pelargoniums—Chancellor,

a bright scarlet, a good flower, but too like many others ; and Alex-

andra, white-variegated Zonale, not better than Mountain of Light

or Silver Chain. Messrs. Cuthnsh, Highgate, had a first-class certi-

ficate for Lilium auratum splendidum, one of the best varieties yet

seen hi this country ; the broad dull red in place of the usual orange

bands made the flower, which is of excellent form, very conspicuous.

Mr. Cbater, Saffron Walden, exhibited eight seedling Hollyhocks,

two of which received first-class certificates—speciosa, a pale huff suf-

fused with crimson ; and Frederick Cbater, a pale yellow ; and a second-

class certificate was awarded for Edward Speed, the flower of a diffi-

cult colour to describe, a pale purplish grey. Messrs. Henderson,

Wellington Road, received a first-class certificate for Pelargonium
Christine Nosegay ; and a special certificate for their collection of

plants. Among them were tricolor Pelargonium Lady Harriet Bliss,

Hedychinm thyrsiforme variegatum ; Caladium pictum, Alphonse

Karr", paicile ; and Curcuma flava. Messrs. Carter sent tine plants of

variegated Maize, Lobelia Attraction, bine and white, very like

Paxtonii ; also, LoheUa Beauty of Ravensbonrne, dwarf compact plant,

with pale lilac flowers ; a second-class certificate was awarded it. Mr.

Henderson, Thornton Heath Nursery, sent a long shoot of the Climb-

ing Devoniensis Rose, with a fine terminal cluster of flowers. A first-

class certificate was awarded this beautiful Rose. Mr. Barron, Elvas-

ton, exhibited Abies Douglasii brevifolia, which was awarded a first-

class certificate ; also, Abies Douglasii variegata. W. W. Bnller,

Esq., received a special certificate for a collection of cut Orchids.

Mr. Eckford, Coleshill, Bucks, sent twelve seedling Verbenas, very

good flowers, but not differing from many others. From the Society's

gardens, Kensington, came Xanthosoma violaeea, in flower ; and from

Chiswick, a collection of plants, comprising, among others, that good

old plant Trachelium cserulenm, some named Petunias, and several

very promising seedlings.

Fruit Committee.—Mr. Carmicbael, gardener to His Royal High-

ness the Prince of Wales, Sandringham, received a special certificate

for a remarkably handsome Enville Pine Apple weighing 73 lbs.,

doubtless the forerunner of many other fine productions from the

same garden. J'rom Mr. Keynes, Salisbury, came two Grapes, the

one a pretty white seedling," and the other the Strawberry Grape,

having a stronglv marked Strawberry flavour; from Mr. Mathison,

Addington, a seedling Black Grape ; and from Mr. Cox, Madresfield

Court, Great Malvern, an oval-berried Black Grape, the result of a

cross between the Alicante and Muscat of Alexandria. This was

stated to possess a fine flavour, but neither to it nor the other seed-

lings was any award made. Mr. Ingram, Huntingdon Nurseries,

exhibited Easter Beunv Pears, much shrivelled ; Mr. Mcludoe, a

seedling Gooseberry called Goldfinder ; and Mr. Cooling, Bath, two

dishes of Apples, aiid a useful-looking white Potato. Edgcott Second

Early Kidney Potato, a very clean-skinned variety, was shown by Mr.

Neale, gardener to R. A. C.utwright, Esq., Edgcott House. This and

the other Potatoes were referred to Dr. Hogg for trial when cooked.

Mr. Melville, gardener to the Earl of Roseberry, Dalmeny Park, ex-

hibited the Long-podded Radish with large pods 3U inches or more in

length. These, like the pods of the common Radish, are said to be

very good when pickled.

Fortniohtlv Meeting.—J. Bateman, Esq., F.E.S., in the chair.

The awards of the Committee having been announced, the Rev. M.

J. Berkeley proceeded to remark on the subjects exhibited. The

jEehinea shown at the last meeting by Mr. Wilsou Saunders, and

which differed in some respects fromM . Mertensii, had been compared

with specimens in the herbarium at Kew, but the only species at all

approaching it was .E. pvramidalis, of which it was probably only a

variety In a collectiou of frnits from the garden of the Viceroy of

E"ypt, shown in the end of 1864, was the plant (Cannabis sativa),

from which is made the hashish used in the East as a narcotic, like

opium. From this Mr. Berkelev said he took twelve seeds ; hut all the

plants raised from these were eaten off by slugs, with the exception of

one which proved to be variegated. From it be bad this year suc-

ceeded in raising six plants, and as it is perfectly hardy and mora

dwarf and bushy than the common Hemp, he thought it would prove

a handsome plant for shrubbery-borders. Pleopeltis mcurvata and

Nothochlama cretacea next came under notice, and of the latter it

was remarked that the fronds were finely powdered with silvery dust.

Rhopalas were also noticed as being handsome plants for drawing-

room decoration. Attention was next directed to n Rothmannia, ex-

hibited by Messrs. Veitch ; to Jussia-a ligustrifoha, a marsh plant

nearly related to the Evening Primrose ; and to Brownea princeps

and grandiceps. Of the last, Mr. Bateman remarked that it is an

extremely handsome plant of the same natural order as the Jonesia

asoca and Amberstia nobdis, having large beads of flowers and long

gracefully drooping leaves. The finest specimen of it which he ever
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saw was iu the pardon of Sir Hugh Williams, at Bodelwyddan. The
cochiiieul insert was the noxt subject referred to, an Opuntia bearing
that insect ha\ing been exhibited by Mr. (iiilliford, and some details

were given as to the mode of collecting the insects and preparing the

valuable dye which they yield. The variegated Rroussonetia papyri-

fera was then referred to as a handsome variegated plant, equally hardy
with the plain-Ieavod sort, and tho use made by tho Japanese of the
inner bark of the latter in producing a bibulous"paper, was mentioned,
as well as the fact of a tough cloth being manufactured from it by the

natives of the South Hoa Islands. The other plants noticed were
Tracht'lium Cfflrulenm, Ac-eua novavzealandire, nearly allied to Burnet,
and an Odontoglossuni from Maraquita, remarkable as a botanical

curiosity. Attention was also directed to a Hollyhock spike, in which
several shoots had become united, as sometimes happens with Aspara-
gus,, and it was remarked that tho upper blooms were fair, though
they would not pass muster with a florist, whilst of the lower flowers

ovory oue had developed florets.

Mr. Batcmau said that though there were numerous novelties among
the Orchids exhibited, they all laboured under the difficult; which
other new Orchids experienced—that of not being in a condition to

exhibit their beauties to the best advantage. The first to which he would
allude was Vanda Bensonii, named after Lieut. -Col. Benson, Deputy
Adjutant-General of Rangoon, an enthusiastic collector of plants.

As exhibited, it had miserable foliage and only a few flowers ; but
native specimens showed that it had not only fine foliage, but produced
fourteen or fifteen flowers in a spike. There was also a remarkable
Bolbophyllum, from Borneo, exhibited by Messrs. Veitch, having
beautifully netted leaves, and an Aciueta, from Central America, with
large clusters of yellow flowers, and very distinct from any species
at present known ; also, from his own garden, Cudogyne corrugata,
so called from the wrinkled appearance of its p3eudo-bulbs. Among
the most remarkable of the old kinds was Laelia crispa, in beautiful
bloom. This, which was first ranged under the genus Cattleya, had
kept him waiting twenty-five years, but he had at length been rewarded
by its flowering. Some varieties wero obstinate in doing so, and
others were the reverse, and he could now congratulate the members
of the Society on having a free-flowering variety for distribution.

From Mr. Bull there came an example of Peristeria elata, or tho
Dove plant, known also in Panama as El Spirito Santo, in conse-
quence of the singular resemblance of the column of the flower to a
dove. The plant first flowered in England with Mr. Harrison, of
Liverpool, in the year iu which the Liverpool and Manchester Rail-
way was opened, and very few persons who had a love for plants did
not avail themselves of that opportunity of going to Liverpool to see
this beautiful plant and the rest of Mr. Harrison's wonderful collec-

tion of Orchids. He hardly knew any plant giving a more perfect
representation of an animal form than the Peristeria, for the resem-
blance between it and the beautiful silvery wings of a dove might
almost be said to be perfect. Of Oncidinm Lanceanum there was
also an example, and coming from Surinam it required a high tem-
perature. He remembered having sent to Demerara, now nearly thirty
years ago, a collector, who, having come across this plant on a tree

bending over the Essequibo river, and knowing that Henchman, another
collector, employed by Messrs. Low, was but a day and a half behind
him, stripped the tree of all the plants that he possibly could take and
buried the rest, so that the other collector might not secure the same
prize as himself. He would leave it to others to say whether or no
anch a course was right, and though it would admit of some discussion,
he would not pretend to defend it ; but this he knew, that the proceed-
ing of Colley was very advantageous to him (Mr. Bateman), for ho
was enabled to make exchanges on tho most advantageous terms, bis
plants being worth ten guineas instead of two. Poor Colley (for that
was the collector's name), died two or three years ago, and he might
mention that his widow, a very respectable person, still lives at 22,
Hereford Street, Lisson Grove, Paddington, though in by no means
good circumstances, and, as she is an excellent ct>isim'r/r

t
some. of

those present might be disposed to employ her. Among other Orchids
for distribution was a handsome spike of Phala'nopsis grandiflora, the
queen of bridal Orchids, furnished by W. Wentworth Buller, Esq.,
of Strete Raleigh, who informed him that the plant from which it was
cut had not been out of bloom for two years, and in that time had pro-
duced no less than thirty-two spikes, as many as five having been
in flower at one time. In connection with Notylia bicolor, an in-

significant-looking Orchid, Mr. Bateman remarked, that Mr. Wilson
Saunders was about to publish a work called " The Refuge," in which
all small Orchids which could not make their way in the world by
their gay flowers, would have justice done to them. With reference
to Allamanda Schottii Hendersoni, of which Mr. Bull had sent cut
blooms for distribution, Mr. Bateman cautioned those who might
obtain them to be careful, for he knew that if the petals of Allamanda
cathartica were put into the mouth they caused pain for a consider-
able time afterwards. Attention was then directed to a cut specimen
of Renanthera Lowii, between 7 and 8 feet in length, and bearing
thirty-two blooms, shown by E. Wright, Esq., of Birmingham. It

was remarked that this magnificent Orchid is a native of Borneo,
where it was discovered by Mr. Low, jun., and on its first introduction
named Vanda Lowii. This Renanthera was remarkable for the great
length of its spikes, and he might mention that, fine as the specimen
before the meeting was, he had seen one a year or two ago at Mr.
Rucker's, at Wandsworth, which very much surpassed it, for it had no

less than twelvo racemes equally long with that exhibited, which by

reoSOB of their gr*mt length were festooned across the path, producing

a most striking effect. A peculiarity which he might mention was,

that tho two or three flowers nearest the base of tho shoot were in

this species different from tho rest, being thick, fleshy, and of a

tawny colour. Granadillas were tho next subject to which Mr. Bate-

man alluded, and of these he had brought some (fruit of Passirlora

ednlis), from his own garden, that the visitors might taste—a privilege

which he seldom enjoyed himself, so fond of them wero his family.

The proper way to eat the fruit was like an egg, with or without

sugar, according to taste. With reference to Passirlora macrocarpa

Bplendens, Mr. Bateman said he had received a letter from Mr.
Hullett, who had offered it for sale at a very long price, giving the

testimony of the correspondent from whom ho had received the seeds

as to the enormous size of the fruit, but Mr. Bateman recommended
intending buyers to wait till they had seen fruit of 14 or 15 lbs.

weight, which, no doubt, would be honoured by the Fruit Committee
with a " double first class." After noticing a collection of Goose-

berries from tho Chiswick Gardens, and a hardy Rubus, not in con-

dition, bnt said to be excellent for game preserves, and to have fruit

partaking of tho qualities of the Raspberry and the Blackberry, Mr.

Bateman passed on to a Grape having a flavour somewhat resembling

that of the Strawberry, but partaking of the foxy taste of most of the

native American Grapes. He might add that America had been known
to the Greeulanders long before the discovery of Columbus, aud from

the ahundance of its wild Vines, it had received from them the name
of Vineland or Winelaud.

Six new Fellows were elected, and the Loughborough Horticultural

Society, Sherborne Floricultuval and Horticultural Society, and Tam-
worth General Horticultural Society were admitted into union.

Weekly Show, August 11M.—For tho best collection of miscella-

neous plants exhibited* by nurserymen, Messrs. Cutbush, of Highgate,

received the first prize. In the class for the best collection of vege-

tables, the first prize was awarded to a very meritorious exhibition,

consisting of vegetables and herbs, from Mr. Hill, Angel Row, High-

gate ; the second to Mr. Plester, gardener to Mrs. Rush, Elseuhara

Hall ; and the third to Mr. Whiting, of the Deepdene. In the Mis-

cellaneous Class Messrs. Cutbush received an extra prize for a col-

lection of twelve plants; and Mr. Tonkin, gardener to S. T. Keke-

wicb, Esq., Peamore, near Exeter, for an excellent specimen of Smooth-

leaved Cayenne Pine.

GARDENING NOTES.
The importance of gathering all ripe fruit before the morn-

ing sun has reached it cannot be too widely known. The
Melon, especially, is scarcely fit to eat if gathered warm, and the

flavour of Figs and wall fruit generally is affected to a marked

degree by the condition of the fruit at the time of its removal

from the tree. I believe vegetables also come under the

rule.

In passing lately through Paris, I had again the opportunity

of noticing the diligent care with which the flower-beds and

grass plats are tended in the public gardens, and in the Bois.

The bedding plants are surrounded with a thick mulching of

rotten manure, which is well watered twice or thrice a-day.

The grass parterres are also well watered for hours together

during sunshine, by hose perforated with innumerable small

holes, which spread a gentle dew in all directions. These

hose are set on " travellers," so that they can be easily moved
from place to place. They water a tract of 100 yards in length

by about 10 in breadth at once, and without any trouble be-

yond the first placing in position.

Large trees are transplanted in Paris, and having been sur-

rounded by haybands, have a funnel placed at the top of the

stem to receive water, so as to keep the haybands constantly

wet to prevent the tree from languishing.

In the gardens of the Tuileries, and in those round the Louvre,

a pretty effect is given to the flower-beds by an earth border

between the grass-bed and the flowers. This is formed of

finely-sifted earth, and being slightly damped it keeps its place,

and, moreover, prevents washings round the grass borders.

In planting, weeding, &c, over soft ground, it strikes me
that it would be weU for the workman to wear a kind of snow

shoe, to save the ground from being trampled hard. Such

shoes would be easily attached to the foot, and any handy man
could readily make them. They would save much time and

trouble in lieu of shifting boards, &c, and, being pointed in

front, might be easily slipped beneath the leaves of growing

plants without doing injury.

A pretty effect may be produced on lawns, &c, if, at the time

of laying the turf, planks be first put down a few inches below

the surface, arranged in various patterns (stars, letters, crests,
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&c), and the turf then laid above them. "When the snow has
fallen in winter, and begins to melt, it will be found to remain
for a long time over these places, and exhibit the various
devices which have been executed there, without any ill-effect
being produced at other times. To those who are not in the
secret it will be a source of delighted wonder. Cinders or other
non-conducting substances may be used instead of planks.—D.

MR. WILLIAM PAUL'S NURSERIES, WALTHAM
CROSS.

These nurseries are at all seasons well worthy of a visit,
and particularly just now; for apart from the high order and
keeping which they everywhere manifest, they present several
features of special interest. Foremost among these are the
bedding Pelargoniums ; then there are Roses by thousands

;

extensive collections of hardy ornamental shrubs, both ever-
green and deciduous, now in full beauty ; and for those who
contemplate stocking their fruit gardens, Apples, Pears, Peaches,
Nectarines, Plums, and Cherries of every useful size and form.
To the traveller by rail the most convenient mode of access

is from the platform of Waltham station (Great Eastern Rail-
way), whence a walk leads directly into the nurseries, and is
continued for a quarter of a mile parallel to the railway. One
side of this walk is planted with trees selected for the beauty
of their fuliage, and the other chiefly with Hollyhocks, now
presenting noble spikes of bloom. Pursuing this walk for a
short distance, and then turning to the left, we enter a broad
grass walk a third of a mile in length, leading to the offices and
glass houses. This walk is kept closely cut with a mowing
machine, and having beds of choice evergreen shrubs on each
side, it forms a most agreeable promenade in summer, whilst
for traffic in winter and when the grass is damp there are
parallel gravel walks. By this arrangement, which is worthy
of imitation elsewhere, comfort in walking is secured in all
weathers. For a considerable distance on each side of this
broad grass walk the beds are extremely gay with the finest
of the bedding Pelargoniums, but before referring further to
these we will take a glance through th6 houses.
The first two houses contained Tea Roses, which, though no

longer exhibiting that profusion of bloom which they did
earlier in the season, were still very interesting and pretty.
Marechal Niel, which has this year established its reputation
as one of the finest of all the Tea Roses, figuring in most of
the winning stands, and exciting universal admiration, was
still in great beauty. Souvenir d'un Ami, Gloire de Dijon,
Madame Falcot, beautiful in the bud state, and Nina were
also in very good bloom ; as well as Noisettes Celine Forestier,
Desprez a fleur jaune, a very hardy and vigorous kind, and
Cloth of Gold. The next house contained a good stock of
Vines for fruiting in pots, consisting of Black Hamburgh,
Muscat of Alexandria, Royal Muscadine, and Foster's White
Seedling, all with strong wood. Four other houses were
occupied with a large stock of Vines, chiefly for planting out,
consisting of Muscats, Black Hamburgh, Euckland Sweet-
water, Foster's White Seedling, Royal Vineyard, Chasselas de
Falloux, Barbarossa, Lady Downe's, Trentham Black, West's
St._ Peter's, Tokn,y, and several other varieties in excellent con-
dition. In No. 4 house there was a number of standard Pelar-
goniums, among which were Mrs. Pollock, Sunset, Waltham
Pet, Madame Vaucher, and Dr. Lindley, a large-flowered light
scarlet with a white eye. There was also a plant of Pillar of
Beauty, a strong-growing variety well adapted for the pillars
and back walls of conservatories, and a profuse and continuous
bloomer. Here, too, there were several of the new Nosegay
varieties, as Blue Bell, deep rosy lilac with a slight bluish
tinge, and a large white blotch in the upper petals ; and Mrs.
William Paul, now pretty well known as a fine rosy pink
variety. No. 5 contained a number of the new Roses in eight-
inch pots, and large specimen Teas for show purposes ; and
the next house Pelargoniums again. Among these were
Bride, a pretty variety for pot culture, with white flowers,
having a red circle at the base of the petals ; a fine specimen,
plant of Wood Nymph, about 2J feet through, and bearing
about four score trusses

; and Waltham Gem, a promising
golden-leaved variety of compact habit. The Camellia-house
had been cleared of its regular inmates, which had been placed
out of doors under tiffany, and was occupied with Primulas for
seed, of which great care is taken in preserving a fine strain,
and a lot of the long-podded Radish.

In other houses and pits were Roses of the Tea, Noisette,

Bourbon, and Hybrid Perpetual classes to the number ofseveral
thousands, and among other varieties was an extra strong
stock of Marechal Niel, Madame Bravy, Alba rosea, now in
great demand

; Madame Goubault, Madame Falcot, and Mr.
Paul's new Hybrid Perpetuals Black Prince, Dr. Lindley, and
Lady Suffield. Various span-roofed pits were filled with new
Japanese shrubs, such as the Raphiolepis ovata, which this
spring has shown to be beautiful not only in its leaf but in its
flower, and, withal, delightfully fragrant ; Skimmia japonica ;

variegated Euonymus, and two beautifully variegated Privets—viz., Ligustrum ovalifolium aureo-maculatum and L. sinense
variegatum, the latter exhibiting a great breadth of yellow
markings, and, doubtless, hardy enough for good situatious.
The new Aucubas, too, were, of course, represented in great
number as well as variety, and there were some seedlings not
yet brought before the public ; one was particularly worthy of
notice, the foliage being broadly edged with white, and if this
character remain permanent, as there seems to be no reason to
doubt, it will prove a striking novelty. Another seedling was
also noticeable as having leaves scarcely distinguishable from
those of a Laurel. Medio-picta, latimaculata, and other kinds
shown this year and last at the various metropolitan exhi-
bitions, were being propagated in numbers, as from their bold
variegation the demand for them will doubtless be great.
Before quitting the part of the nursery where the houses are
situated, we just glanced into some north pits, where, among
other subjects, is a collection of Ivies. Of these, marmorata,
nana was noticeable as a beautiful, small-leaved, marbled
variety ; rhombea, as having elegant foliage with a regular
silver margin ; and japonica as a small-leaved, bright-looking,
white-variegated sort. Algeriensis variegata, and maculata, are
also handsome varieties.

We now come to the bedding Pelargoniums, which, being
massed on each side of the grass walk, and most of the varie-
ties being represented in considerable numbers, have a brilliant

effect. The majority of them are of the Nosegay race, and
either of Mr. Beaton's raising or seedlings which have sprung
from his stock, of which it will be remembered Mr. W.
Paul purchased the whole. First comes a bed of Rebecca,
which must rank as one of the finest bedding varieties which
we possess. Its flowers are broad-petalled, of a peculiarly soft

rosy carmine, with some scarlet in the upper petals. The
habit is very dwarf and compact, the leaves distinctly zonate,
and the trusses stiff, bearing the flowers well above the foliage,

but not too high. In addition to these good properties it has
that of being very free-flowering ; and, as a further proof of its

merits, it may be remarked that it has been awarded a first-

class certificate by the Floral Committee of the Royal Horti-
cultural Society. St. George is another fine variety with plain
leaves and scarlet flowers, with a chestnut shade, in large

trusses ; and Waltham Seedling, a very free-flowering dark
crimson, with slight horseshoe leaves. Phcenix, intense scarlet,

has a larger truss than the well-known Punch, and appears to

be a very continuous bloomer; whilst Salmon Nosegay, also

plain-leaved, is likewise remarkably free, and may be regarded
as a valuable addition to the salmon-coloured varieties. In
Sir Joseph Paxton we have a totally distinct shade of colour,,

more nearly approaching an orange than we have hitherto

met with, and a great improvement on Orange Nosegay, the
truss and flowers being twice the size ; and in Naiad there is

another new colour—a beautiful rosy purple with a play of

scarlet in the upper petals. The flowers, indeed, are rather

small, but it is a charming variety. Cardinal, though perhaps
better for pot culture than bedding, is remarkable for its fine-

shape and habit, and deep scarlet colour ; and Prince of Orange,,

which, like the preceding, has plain foliage, is a very free-

flowering orange scarlet. Nimrod is another fine orange scar-

let, with finely formed petals and very large trusses. The
leaves are marked with a dark horseshoe, and the habit is

excellent, the trusses being thrown just above the foliage.

Monte Rosa is a pretty rosy pink, with a tinge of magenta in

the lower petals, and of scarlet in the upper ones ; Lord Chan-
cellor, salmon pink, with very dark zonate foliage, and forming
a compact bed in profuse bloom, and Alexandra, a sport of

Magenta Queen, were also very noticeable. The last is of a

beautiful magenta crimson, very free-flowering and effective.

Besides the above, all of which have been already before the
public, there were several seedlings which will not come out

until next spring. One of these, called Dr. Hogg, is broader

in the petals than Amy Hogg, of a deeper rose, and has more-

scarlet in the top petals, whilst the trusses are equally nume-
rous and fine. Beauty of Waltham, carmine and scarlet, is a.
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very free bloomer ; and Crimson Queen, though not large in

the truss, is of a much deeper colour than Stella and Cybister.

Scarlet Dwarf, as its name implies, is of dwarf compact habit,

and has soft rosy carmine flowers with a tinge of magenta in

the lower petals, and of scarlet in the upper ones. Enchantress,

magenta crimson tiugod with scarlet in tho upper petals, is a

bright-looking variety ; and Village Maid, an effective deep

pink flower, conspicuously blotched with white at the base of

the two upper petals. The plant is dwarf and of excellent

habit, and has darkly zonate foliage. There were several un-

named seedlings of great promise, especially one or two very

dark scarlets, another with pink flowers, and Que with very

broad petals approaching a true orango colour : but of theso

and many more we shall doubtless hear in due time.

The Waltham Cross Nurseries are so far-famed for their

Roses, that it is scarcely necessary to remark that these con-

stitute another leading feature, although at the time of our
visit hot weather, succeeded by heavy rain, had, to some extent,

marred their beauty and considerably diminished the number
of blooms on the plants. Still there were acres of Roses, of

varieties so numerous as to be perfectly bewildering. Through
Mr. William Paul's kindness, however, we are enabled to give

the following selection of varieties that will not disappoint the

grower :

—

Hybrid PerpetuaU.—Alpaide de Rotalier, Alphonse Damaizin,
Auguste Riviere, Baron Adolphe de Rothschild, Beauty of

Waltham, Centifolia Rosea, Charles Lefebvre, Charles Mar-
gottin, Comtesse de Chabrillant, Dr. Andry, Due de Rohan,
JHichesse de Caylus, Elizabeth Vigneron, Francois Lacharme,
General d'Hautpoult, Glory of Waltham, Jean Rosenkrantz,
John Hopper, John Keynes, Lrclia, Lord Herbert, Lord Ma-
•caulay, Madame Alfred de Rougemont, Madame Emile Boyau,
Madame Rousset, Madame Victor Verdier, Marguerite de St.

Amand, Maurice Bernardin, Olivier Delhomme, Pierre Not-
ting, Prince Eugene Beauharnais, Princess of Wales, Semira-
mis, Senateur Vaisse, Triomphe de la Terre des Roses,
Triomphe des Francais, Victor Verdier, William Bull.

Bourbon.—Souvenir de Malmaison.
Noisette.—Airnee Vibert, Celine Forestier, Lamarque, Sol-

faterre.

Tea.—Alba Rosea, Belle do Bordeaux, Gloire de Dijon, Homer,
Madame Falcot, Madame Villermoz, Marechal Niel, Narcisse,

Rubens, Souvenir d'un Ami.
Of new Roses, Mr. Paul recommends the following:—Alfred

Colomb, Aurore Boreale, Black Prince, Charles Rouillard,

Comte Alphonse de Sqrenye, Dr. Lindley, Fanny Petzold,
Fisher Holmes, Gloire de D»cher, Hippolyte Flandrin, Jean
Cherpin, Jean Lambert, John Grier, Josephine Beauharnais,
Jules Cesar, Lady Suflield, Madame Fillion, Mdlle. Marguerite
Dombrain, Marcella, Prince de Portia, and William Rollisson.

Of Hollyhocks there is also a fine collection, comprising
every shade from white to black running through yellow fawn,
puce, and crimson. Several of the kinds, however, had not
come fully into bloom. The finest of those which had done so

were Shrubland Gem, yellow ; Red Gauntlet, fiery red, a very
close spike ; In Memoriam, claret ; Argentea, silvery white

;

Black Prinoe ; Beauty of Walden, rosy pink ; Beauty of Wal-
tham, blush, very fine ; George Keith, red, very line ; Electm,
eulphur yellow ; Mrs. Chater, rose ; and Lady in White, white,
very fine.

We now come to the shrubs, of which the collection is very
extensive and interesting. Of Hollies there were no less

than one hundred sorts, among which that called Waltham-
ensis, with deep golden variegation, is free-growing and very
effective. Indeed hardy ornamental trees with golden, silver,

and purple leaves, constitute a prominent feature ; these
colours freely introduced amidst the preponderating masses
of green are very effective, and lead one to ask how it is

that our landscape gardeners do not use them more frequently
in modern planting. To see them as they may be seen here
would at once set at rest any doubt that might be enter-
tained as to their effect. H they could but be shown at our
exhibitions as the greenhouse and stove plants of this character
have so long been, they would, no doubt, become popular,
and soon enter largely into the composition of English tree-
scenery. Foremost among the gold-leaved kinds were the
variegated Spanish Chestnut (Castanea vesca variegata), the
leaves as large as the ordinary Spanish Chestnut, and broadly
margined with bright gold. There were no less than three
variegated varieties of Dogwood (Cornus), all beautiful ; a new
variegated Beech (Fagus), of more rapid and elegant growth
•than the old variety, the gold margin of the leaf broader and

brighter ; an Ash (Fraxinus aueuh.-efolia), the large and grace-

ful leaves well blotched with gold; several varieties of Privet,

the evergreen sorts broadly edged with gold, and very hand-
some; variegated Turkey Oak (Quercus cerris variegata), the

ited Weigelae and Weeping Mountain Elm, To single
out these as a few of the most striking may suffice to create an
interost in these hitherto neglected plants, for which we augur
in no distant future a full recognition and use. Among the
silver-leaved trees the Acer negundo variegatum is the most
conspicuous ; the Shepherdia, Hippophaii, Populus argentea,
and Tilia argentea are also distinct, and of great merit. Among
purple-leaved trees the Purple Beech

I
of which there is a very

large-leaved and dark-coloured variety here), the purple Nut,
and purple Berberis were the most striking ; but there was a
great variety of trees of this colour, as well as of the gold and
silver hues. Passing from colour to form, the Catalpa, the Pau-
lownia, and the Magnolias appear to be still pre-eminent for

the sizo of the entire leaf ; and for divided leaves, the Aralia
spinosa, Alnus imperialis aspleniifolia, Juglans laciniata, Kbl-
reuteria paniculata, Rhus typhina, and Acer platanoides laci-

niatum take foremost rank. There were also varieties of Oak,
Acacia, and Elm as pyramidal in form as the Lombardy Poplar.
Of trees which produce so fine an effect in the landscape in
autumn by the changes of the colour in the leaves it is too
soon to speak ; they were, however, in abundance—scarlet

Oaks, Liquidambars, Ginko trees, and others, as yet in their
summer dress of bright green, but which we know will on
the arrival of autumn stand forth arrayed in scarlet and gold.

Beautiful trees ! we would have you abound in our woods and
plantations, and believe you will do so at no distant date.

The stock of fruit trees is another feature deserving special
attention ; and to give an idea of how extensive it is, we may
mention that it comprises five thousand standard Apple trees,

and between two and three thousand Pear trees, not to speak
of large quarters of fine healthy pyramids three and four years
old, and of trees for espaliers, walls, and bush culture. There
are, besides, Peaches, Plums, and Cherries for orchard-house
planting, and ready trained of various sizes for walls, and, it is

worthy of remark, exhibiting a healthy vigour without over-
luxuriance.

A NOTE ON TINGRITH GARDENS, NEAR
WOBURN.

In a late volume I described at some length this beautiful
residence of the Misses Trevor, whose fine taste, love of the
beautiful, and kindness of heart are seen in everything con-
nected with their establishment, and in the arrangements of
the pretty cottages and well-kept gardens in the village of
Tingrith. I never meet there my old friend Mr. Manning
without one or other of us reverting to a forenoon many years
ago, when, after tramping from London to Woburn, seeing all
about the gardens, and staying over-night in the neighbourhood,
I walked across to Southall (Mr. S. Whitebread's), the next
day, and took Tingrith and Flitwich on my way, just when the
late Mr. Brooks was in the height of his enthusiasm about his
interesting arboretum ; for be it known to all and sundry that
young men in these far-off times had limbs, and could use
them, and made no great matter of twenty or forty miles or
more at a stretch. Well, the simple fact that fixed that fore-
noon so firmly on my memory was the somewhat bold invita-
tion from our late, then burly, friend, the gardener at Tingrith,
Mr. Phillips, to go round all the place, and if I found a weed
above 1 inch in height he would give me half-a-crown for it

;

and I soon saw little chance of making half-crowns from such
an investigation. On visiting Tingrith on my way to Woburn
Show Mr. Manning playfully told me I must not look for the
half-crowns

; but if I had I fear I should not have obtained
enough to have paid my travelling expenses.
The Grapes, Peaches, and plants in the houses were, if pos-

sible, better than usual, the out-door crops good, and flower-
borders, walks, &c, without a vestige of a weed, or a mark to
tell that there had been storms of wind, hail, and rain. The
fine lawn, however, stretching from the windows of tho
living-rooms (which open into the beautiful conservatory),
and backed by its masses of Rhododendrons, when I first saw
it on the memorable forenoon was being rolled early to scatter
the dew, so that it would sooner be fit for ladies walking
over it with thin-soled shoes ; and that lawn, merely as an
object to look at, seemed to me the other day to be the most
interesting feature about the place. So well cut, so well rolled,

so springy and elastic, like a thick Turkey carpet, bo green from
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the recent showers, so free from Plantains and other weeds was

it, that I could not help wishing that many who are am-
bitious to have large lawns round their residences, but who
either cannot or will not keep them in first-rate order, could

see this little gem of a grass carpet, to be convinced that hah"

an acre so nicely kept will be more satisfactory than half a

dozen or a score of acres which can only be kept in the roughest

possible way. Something would be done for gardening, and a

great deal for the comfort of gardeners, were proprietors suffi-

ciently aware of the trouble, labour, and expense of keeping a

large lawn as it ought to be—labour, which often interferes with

other matters being sufficiently attended to.

Connected with this small flower-garden lawn there were

three changes, and I think improvements, so far as I recollect

since my last visit. First, a piece of rockwork and fernery, that

bristled out from the evergreen shrubbery, had been removed

and transferred to a miniature glen, where, amid the spray of

a fountain, and just enough and not too much shade from

embowering trees, the rapid growth of some fine specimen

Ferns, and the general health and luxuriance, showed that the

plants have there found a .suitable home.
Second, with the exception of two round beds near the man-

sion, about 10 feet in diameter, and nicely filled, thus—centre

of scarlet Verbena, broad baud of Ceiastium, and broad band
outside of blue Lobelia—the flower-beds are all small, chiefly

confined to groups nearer the sides than the middle of the

lawn, the beds crammed with plants, and showing a dense

mass of bloom ; and though, perhaps, scarcely exceeding 2 or

2J feet across, I would not have wished them larger or higher

above the lawn ; so much of ease, room, light and shade, and
contrast and blending of colour, were thus secured, and yet

from the front of the house, and still more from the windows
I presume, each bed could be seen distinctly. The lawn

furnished a fine example of what may be accomplished with

comparatively few flowers when these are grouped so as to

secure alike individuality of interest and breadth, instead of

contractedness of view. Calceolarias have been almost entirely

excluded, and their place supplied with yellow-leaved Gera-

niums ; the former having proved rather uncertain for several

years, and no satisfactory reason can be given further than

they have become tired of the place ; but I can recollect when
they used to thrive admirably.

Third, the most striking feature, however, was the long

waved ribbon-border which occupied the site of the old rock-

work, &c, in front of the shrubbery, and which with that

shrubbery formed a grand side background to the lawn. The
beds referred to, however pretty, were lost in the dazzling

splendour of this nice border. It was thus planted :—Two rows

of strong plants of Stella Geranium next the evergreen shrub-

bery, one row of strong plants of the white-leaved Centaurea,

two rows thickly planted of Mrs. Pollock Geranium, and two

rows of Lobelia speciosa next the grass verge that separated

the border from the winding walk. Perhaps a string of Ceras-

tium next the grass might have improved the appearance, but

as it was it was very dazzling, and owed, no doubt, a good

portion of its effect to the rich green background of the shrubs,

the size and vigour of the individual plants, and the unbroken

lines, as there did not appear to be a single vacancy in the

rows.—R. Fish.

PELARGONIUM ST. FIACRE.
As a bedding plant, of the whole of the Zonale Pelargoniums,

this is, in my opinion, the most useful. It is not, however,

till this season that I have grown it as a bedder. Its compact

habit, and the profusion of its beautiful salmon-coloured

flowers, are great recommendations, and it is of so hardy a

character as to be uninjured by winds or rain—a quality much
wanted in many other varieties. I wish I could see after a

heavy rain my beds of Madame Vaucher, Francois Pesbois,

Christine, and many others, in the same perfect condition as

St. Fiacre. I think that this variety must ere long find its

way into every modern flower garden. Too much cannot be

said in its favour.

—

Charles Edwards, Bristol.

Tuupa sylvestris.—I beg to thank " A Yorkshire Incum-
bent " for informing us (page 93), that Tulipa sylvestris is still

to be found in the meadows between Hexthorpe and Sprot-

borough. Two years since, I was informed that in making one

of the new Hues of railway a quantity of ballast was laid on the

spot where Tulipa sylvestris grew, and by so doing it was com-
pletely destroyed. Had I known that it was still to be found
there I should have visited the spot during the last flowering

season. "A Surgeon's Wife " appears to have been misled

by the information contained in Baines's "Flora of Yorkshire ;"

it reads thus—" In a field between Hexthorpe and Sprotboro'

broats, on the banks of the river Don ; covering a considerable

space, but flowering only sparingly." In Miall and Carrington's
" Flora of the West Riding," another Yorkshire station for

this interesting flower is given on the authority of the Rev.

G. Pinder; but this is open to doubt, as it is not now to be
found there, and it is not easily eradicated, as the bulbs run so

very far into the ground.

—

Rustic Robin.

GRASSES FOR LAWNS.
(Continued from page 106).

Festuca ovina (Sheep's Fescue Grass).—This Grass, repre-

sented beneath, forms a dense carpet of dark glaucous green,

and is much in request, and highly prized for lawns and bowling-

greens. It constitutes the principal vegetation on some hills,

especially those which are dry and steep. Though dwarf it

roots deeply, and is, therefore, remarkable for remaining green
during the hot summer months and the most severe winters.
Festuca ovina tenuitolia (Fine-leaved Fescue Grass), is

of a more slender growth than the preceding, which it much
resembles, and is possessed of all its excellent properties. It

is to be preferred to it for lawns, where it forms a finer turf,

especially on dry gravelly soils. It is admirably adapted for

lawns, bowling-greens, and parks, as it is always green, summer
and winter.—G. Abbey.

(To be continued.)

VARIEGATED MAIZE.
I observed in your Journal a few weeks ago a complaint that

the new ornamental-foliaged plant, the variegated Maize, pro-

duced from seed plants devoid of any variegation. My own
experience does not accord with this. Out of a packet of seed
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which I purchased from Messrs. Cartor & Co., of Holborn, I

had eight plants, and all of them have been beautifully varie-

gated. They grew rapidly, and soon made handsome plants.

Few plants could exceed them in beauty and gracefulness

when they were 2 feet high ; but since that titno I have been
much disappointed with them. The lower leaves turn yellow

and brown, grow ragged, and give to the plant a shabby appear-
ance. I have ono plant with a tine head of flower upon it.

Nothing can exceed the beauty of its upper part. Its leaves are

long, and of good breadth ; they are beautifully variegated, and
hang gracefully, but the four lower leaves are dead and yellow,

tho tips of four more are dead and ragged, and the effect of the

plant is spoilt.

My object in writing is to elicit information, whether other
growers of this promising addition to our easily-grown varie-

gated plants have found the same defect in it.—A Yorkshire
Clergyman.

PORTRAITS OF TLANTS, FLOWERS, AND
FRUITS.

Kleinia fulgens (Brilliant-flowered Kleinia).

—

Nat. ord.,

Compositte. Linn., Syngenesia eecroalis. Native of Port Natal.

A succulent plant. Flowers scarlet.

—

(But. Mag., t. 5590.)
Fkemontia californica (Californian Fremontia).

—

Nat. ord.,

Malvaceie. Linn., Pentandria Monogynia. A hardy Califor-

nian shrub, introduced by Messrs. Veitch, " undoubtedly the
choicest early-flowering shrub introduced of late years."
Blooms in June ; flowers yellow.

—

(Ibid., t. 55'J1.)

Fernandesia robusta (Stout Fernandesia).— Nat. ord.,

Orchidacese. Linn., Gynandria Monogynia. Native of Gua-
temala. Flowers yellow, lip spotted and barred with crimson.
—(Ibid., t. 5592.)
Sempervivum Paivje (Baron Paiva's Houseleek).

—

Nat. ord.,

Crassulacere. Linn., Dodecandria Dodeeagynia. Native of

Gomera, one of the Canary Islands. Flowers green.

—

(Ibid.,

t. 5593.)
Sanchezia nobilis (Brilliant-flowered Sanchezia). — Nat.

ord., Acanthaceai. Linn., Diandria Monogynia. Introduced
from Ecuador by Messrs. Veitch. A most beautiful plant

;

bracts bright crimson, and corollas yellow.

—

(Ibid., t. 5594.)
Saccolabicm ampullaceum (Bottle-lipped Saccolabium).

—

Nat. ord., Orchidacea:. Linn., Gynandria Monogynia. Native
of Sylhet, Sikkim, and other parts of India. Flowers rosy
lilac—(Ibid., t. 5595.)

Pelargoniums.—Lord Lyon, very large, upper petals bright
rosy crimson with a dark blotch ; lower petals rosy pink, slightly

veined; throat pure white. Favourite, upper petals crimson
maroon, with a narrow fiery crimson edge ; lower petals deep
rosy crimson with a dark spot towards the base ; white throat,
Both were raised by Mr. Hovle, and in the hands of Mr. Turner,
of Slough.—(Floral Man., pi. 301.)

Rose.—Miss Margaret Dumbraiu, a seedling from La Reine,
with large, globular, bright rosy pink flowers, very full.

—

(Ibid.,

pi. 302.)

Azaleas.—Charmer, flowers large, and of good form and sub-
stance, deep amaranth, spotted in the upper petals with a
darker shade. Vivid, fine form, brilliant magenta.

Tacsonia Van-Volxemii. — " This charming creeper is a
native of New Grenada, where it is cultivated in gardens under
the name of Courouba. It found its way into Europe a few
years since through M. Van Volxem, a Belgian traveller, after
whom it has been named by M. Funck ; but it has remained
comparatively little known in this country till the beginning of
the present year." Mr. R. T. Pince, of Exeter, who first mvited
attention to it, thus describes his method of treatment :

—

' Tacsonia Van-Volxemii is undoubtedly one of the finest
conservatory climbers ever introduced, second only to the
justly and universally admired Lapageria rosea. The healthi-
ness, vigour, and rapidity of its growth combine to make it

highly desirable for producing immediate effect in conserva-
tory decoration. The flowers, which are of a rich rosy crimson
colour (fully 5 inches in diameter), are freely produced from
the axil of each leaf, and are gracefully suspended on long
slender footstalks a foot in length, so peculiarly slender and
thread-like that the flowers hang, as it were, clear and detached
from the foliage, and have the appearance of brilliantly-co-
loured parachutes suspended in the air. Our plant was put
into our show-house (the temperature of which is only that of
an average conservatory, air being freely admitted, and the
thermometer frequently falling as low as 3S° to i0° in winter),
in the middle of April, 1865, and by the end of January it had

covered the ornamental rafter which spans the house, had been
clothed with flowers all through tho summer, and was still

adorned with them. Tho foliage is also remarkably good, and
free from that coarseness which detracts much from other
Tacsonias.

" Our plant is growing in a mixture of rough peat, loam,
and coarse sand, with abundance of drainage, and plenty of

pieces of broken brickbats, crocks, sandstone, and old lime
rubble, mixed in with the soil. Occasional syringing and
copious supplies of water to tho roots during summer and
autumn promote luxuriant growth. It may be requisite now
and then to cut back vigorous shoots which have flowered, in

order to bring up fresh flowering-stems. From the pendent
position of the flowers, it is obvious that this beautiful climber

can be seen to better advantage trained to a rafter or the roof of

the conservatory, than if put against a wall. I have alluded to

its comparative hardiness, in support of which, and in addition

to the general lowness of the temperature of our show-house, I

may say, in conclusion, that we had a plant of it growing lux-

uriantly on an eastern wall out of doors, during the summer
and autumn of 1805."

—

(Florist and Pomologist, v., 161.)

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Pay due attention to thinning out and surface-stirring among
all advancing crops

;
gather and store seeds of such choice

vegetables as it may be considered advisable to preserve ; but
anything very extensive in this way ought never to be attempted
in gardens exclusively devoted to the purpose of cultivating

vegetables for families having any pretence to taste, as in most
cases disappointment and inferior qualities will be the result.

Any one at all conversant with the nature of kitchen-garden
produce is well aware how much the qualities of vegetables
become deteriorated when grown, seeded, and reproduced upon
the same ground year after year; prudence and economy would,
therefore, suggest that seed-saving should be left to those who
make it both a business and a study. Broccoli, transplant
Grange's, Snow's, and Walcheren, and the last spring Broccoli
for lifting, to be packed in beds for the winter. Brussels
Sprouts, these, together with Savoys and Curled Kale, may still

be planted, and every spare bit of ground filled. Cabbage, sow
seed. There are so many fine varieties that it is difficult to

make a selection; Shilling's Queen, Sprotborough, and Atkins's
Matchless are good sorts for standing severe winters, and not
running to seed. All, however, are not suitable to every soil.

This, however, is the general season for sowing, and it is quite
certain that if any plant is to be transplanted prior to, and is

to stand the winter, it ought to be grown rapidly, and acquire
strength early. Cauliflower, from the 10th to the 20th of this

month is the best time to sow this and Walcheren Broccoli for

the spring crop. Du-arf Kidney Beam, a few more may be
tried for the last supply. Lettuce, sow ; also Endive, Chicory,
Winter Spinach, Welsh and Deptford Ouions for drawing young
throughout the winter. Peas, top Marrows as soon as they
reach the height of their stakes. Dig down exhausted planta-
tions of Strawberries, and let the ground be filled with winter
stuff if there is not already sufficient of this planted ; make a
further sowing of Turnips if these are likely to be scarce before
the winter is over. Attend to cutting and drying herbs as they
become ready, and do not allow Shallots to remain in the
ground after the tops die down, as in the event of a continuance
of wet weather they will make fresh roots, which prevent their
keeping.

FRUIT GARDEN.
No superfluous shoots ought to be kept on Peaches, Necta-

rines, and Apricots after this month, so that the wood for the
ensuing year maybe well ripened. Pears, Plums, and Cherries
on the walls and espaliers are amenable to the same laws. Pro-
tect fruit from birds and wasps. The Alpine Strawberry ought to

be encouraged this month by trimming off runners and placing
slates under the fruit. About the end of the month is a good
time to plant a bed of Hautbois Strawberry, if planted earlier

the plants sometimes blossom in the autumn. A good breadth
of the Grove End Strawberry ought likewise to be planted for

preserving-purposes, first making the ground rich with dung.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Attend to the gathering and saving of choice perennial and

biennial flower-seeds ; these should be watched daily, and col-

lected as they ripen. We do not advise this operation to be
carried on to a great extent, aB the returns would not be ade-
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quate to the expense and trouble of collecting and cleaning.
We merely allude to those showy species and varieties, some
of which every flower gardener possesses and cultivates, and
which, not being easily procurable from the seedsman, it is

desirable we should endeavour to preserve. Take the oppor-
tunity of fine days for collecting; tie up in bundles, and label
correctly. Seeds of plants which have burst their seed-vessels
should be gathered in pans

; place them in the seed-room
till a wet day occurs, when the seeds can be rubbed out. Pro-
pagation of stock for next season must now be commenced
and carried on with expedition, so as to secure strong, well-
established plants before winter, and without the necessity of
keeping them so close and warm as to induce weakly and watery
growth. Hollyhocks are general favourites, but they do not
afford cuttings freely, and are in general not over-plentiful in
most places ; these should, therefore, be examined often in
search of any cuttings which they may afford, as those rooted
about this time will make strong plants for next season. Attend
to the tying-np of these and Dahlias. Sow Ten-week and
Intermediate Stocks for spring flowering ; transplant Brompton
and Queen Stocks, and if the situations in which they are to
flower are not at liberty, prick them out in nursery-beds, allow-
ing them plenty of room to prevent weakly growth. Keep
gravel walks perfectly clean and smooth by weeding, sweeping,
and rolling as may be necessary. Keep climbers on walls
within due limits. Continue to remove dead flowers from
Roses, and give plenty of manure water to the autumn-bloom-
ing varieties. Plant-out rooted cuttings of Pansies in nursery-
beds in a shady situation, keeping them well watered, if the
weather proves dry, until they become established. Finish
budding Roses at once, if not already done, and also let border
Carnations, Picotees, and Cloves be layered without further
loss of time.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.
It will he much to the advantage of the inmates of plant-

houses, to reduce the shading after this time, to enable the
plants to ripen their summer's growth, allowing more air to
keep down the temperature, and so check any tendency to a
second growth, which may show itself, and which can only
take place at the expense of next season's bloom. Brugmansias,
Clerodendrons, and other large soft-leaved plants should be
frequently washed to keep down red spider, and be well sup-
plied with liquid manure to keep them in a vigorous state of
growth, which adds so much to their beauty. Remove Achi-
menes, Gloxinias, Tuberoses, and plants of the same habit from
the conservatory when on the wane, and replenish from the re-
serve-houses to keep up the display. Epacrises, winter-flowering
Heaths, and other plants requiring to have the wood ripened
early may now be placed in a sunny exposure. As the wood is
already formed, nothing remains but to get it well ripened

;

and although water must be given equal to the demandsof the
plant, a dry and warm atmosphere are essential to the per-
fect ripening of the wood, and consequent formation of flower-
buds. Should the weather prove unfit for out-of-door work,
it would be advisable to take the opportunity thus afforded to
effect any arraugements necessary internally. It would be a
favourable moment for carefully regulating conservatory climb-
ers, and thoroughly cleansing "the house, at the same time a
fresh arrangement of the plants might be carried out, and
some necessary potting performed. It is injudicious to defer
this last operation, when at all necessary, until late in the au-
tumn. Plants out of doors must be frequently examined, and
carefully secured against all chances of injury from ungenial
weather. Continue a system of stopping and training with
young plants intended for specimens. Give a shift to Chinese
Primulas, Cinerarias, and Chrysanthemums. Salvias and other
autumn-flowering plants should be placed in their blooming-
pots. Passifloras, and, in fact, most conservatory climbers,
will be growing fast, and will require frequent training. Thin
out weak and overstrong shoots, and reserve only sufficient to
produce the desired effect ; the blooms will be considerably
£ner, and the plants themselves more capable of producing
well-matured wood when these little attentions are performed
regularly.

STOVE.
Such of the inmates here as are intended for the decoration

of the conservatory in autumn and early winter, should be care-
fully looked over, shifting all that are "likely to want more pot
room without unnecessary loss of time, so as to have the pots
well filled with roots before the flowering season. Also, keep
the shoots tied out rather thinly, and expose the plants to as
much sunshine as they will bear without scorching their foliage,

in order to promote sturdy growth. Give clear liquid manure
to young growing specimens, and repot any of those that are
intended to have another shift this season, so as to have the pots
well filled with roots before winter. Maintain a moist growing
atmosphere, and ply the syringe vigorously upon any plant at
all infested with red spider. Various stove climbers, as Com-
bretums, Quisqualis, Allamandas, Sea., will bloom for a con-
siderable period, if the shoots on which the flowers are borne
are slightly cut in when the blooms decay.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Heavy rains have been succeeded by rather rough stormy
winds, and as these have been followed by a fair amount of

sunshine, the ground was speedily dried for general operations
;

and when it was too wet a good opportunity was afforded for

bringing up arrears of shed work, washing pots, preparing
sticks, grinding scythes, &c, though the latter should seldom
be necessary with a good scythe and a man who wields the
sharpening stone properly.

Potatoes.—Seized the opportunity of the dryness to take np
most of the early Potatoes in the garden before they were sub-
jected to more wet, as continued wet and a close moist atmo-
sphere are almost sure to bring on the disease, and also because
the ground was wanted for succession crops of winter Greens,
&c. The Potatoes on sloping banks and in free open situations

produced wonderfully heavy crops, and at present show no
signs of disease ; but those on flat ground, and more confined
by bushes or rows of staked Peas, ifcc, every 10 feet or so, and
which had received no earthing-up, did show signs of the old

malady. Although some of our correspondents are impressed
with the inutility of earthiug-up the Potato under any circum-
stances, our own experience and observation would lead us to

the conclusion that in somewhat stiff land it is better to plant

rather shallow and earth-up the stems in a flattish ridge, to

save the tubers from greening by exposure, and also in wet
summers and autumns in order to insure the extra water run-

ning away from the tubers instead of resting about them.
The grand remedies against disease are, however, fresh soil

and free exposure, which cannot be easily obtained in closely

cropped small kitchen gardens. The most puzzling fact of all

is when, by due preparation of the soil in kitchen gardens, you
obtain something like marvellous crops, as we had last season,

and, just as in this, not a trace of the disease in sloping banks
and open spaces ; and yet, after housing the tubers quite dry
and in thin layers in a cool dry place, ere two months have
passed a third of the tubers are affected by the disease where
one could not be found so affected at lifting-time. There is

hardly a seeming evil but is attended earlier or later with a

countervailing advantage ; and the importance of fresh soil

and an airy position for Potatoes may lead to the existence in

new places of much smaller kitchen gardens, where only the

earliest Potatoes shall be grown, and the main crops of these,

Turnips, and Carrots, shall be obtained from open fields

passing through the regular rotation of crops. Carrots and
Turnips will thus be produced sweeter for the table than they

can be obtained in old kitchen gardens, however attentive you
may be to give them fresh soil by trenching and rotation of

cropping.

Turnips, A'C.—Thinned some sowings entirely of Radishes,

and in other late sowings thinned the Turnips. Sowed a good
piece only 15 inches apart in the rows, instead of 2 feet,

as in the general crops, as the heads will not be expected to be
so large, and just scattered a sprinkling of Radishes between
them. A correspondent the other day was doubtful what kinds

of Radishes to grow, there seemed to be such a variety in the seed

lists, and asked what we thought of the long white and blackish

winter sorts ; to which we merely reply that we think just

enough of them not to grow them, though we would not under-

value them, as tastes differ, and a single Radish is quite enough
for us for a twelvemonth. Of long sorts we use the Long
Scarlet and the Early Frame, and of Turnip-rooted kinds the

White and the Red ; but our Red this season is more of a dark
crimson, and on biting it we do not think it is so tender as the

Red Turnip-rooted. The White Turnip Radish when young

—

that is, little more in diameter than the size of a sixpence, is

generally very sweet and nice, and it looks well on the table.

Of all Turnips, the sweetest to our fancy is the American
Stone, or the American Red Top, from the purplish appear-

ance of the top of the tuber, but which is of a clear white
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inside, to meet the prejudices of the artistes of the kitchen.

One great advantage of this Turnip is, that if jour rows are

thick, and you wish a succession from the thinnings, you may
transplant them as securely as you would a lot of Lettuces, or a

bed of Swede Turnips. At present we have several pieces of this

Turnip where our bedding plants grow temporarily in the spring,

and if there ia any difference between them and those left from
sowing in the usual manner, it is in the more equal appearance
of the plants, the better form of the tubers, and, if possible,

their milder and sweeter taste. The fact of their standing
transplanting so well may often be turned to profitable account,

and so out it must come, as a secret too valuable to be kept.

Many crops as well as Turnips like fresh soil, but in their case

it must be rich, the manure sweet, and the plants grown quickly

and pulled young, to have the produce first-rate at table.

Cli ared off Peas that were becoming exhausted. In general
we like to sow single rows a good distance apart, with other
crops between, but for two or three of the earliest crops it is

often well to have a few rows about 4 feet apart, so that the
space may ho cleared at once, and planted with Broccoli and
winter Greens. Have been busy filling such ground, and that

from which such Potatoes have been raised, with Greens, and
the later crops of Cauliflower, giving the latter less room than
the plants would require when planted earlier in the season.

Where the ground was poor, enriched it by trenching down
rotten short grass and compost from the rubbish-heap. Planted
out also more Coloworts, allowing no ground to remain empty,
but just managing that the crops may be removed at one time,
or nearly so, to suit succession crops in the spring.

The first-sown Cabbages are just through the ground, will

scatter some wood ashes over them. Will sow a few more
by the end of the week, and a little Cauliflower for the earliest

next spring, and will sow again towards the end of the month,
and in September, for successions. Made a sowing of Onions,
to be repeated about the middle of the month, and again in the
first week of September, the two first, chiefly for drawing when
young, and the last for transplanting to bulb in spring. Sowed
Spinach for autumn use, and will sow in the middle of the
month, and again in the beginning of September, for winter
and spring gatherings.

Celery.—Since a heavy hail shower this has been consider-
ably spotted on the foliage, and the larger, finer plants seemed
to have a yellowish tinge, of which the younger plants are free

;

and as they seemed damp enough, scattered a little soot over
the foliage and soil, and will leave the rains to clear it away, or
if they do not come soon enough, will sprinkle them over-
head with water from a rose. We like to see this crop pre-
senting a very dark, instead of a light green appearance. Those
seem the least dark that were large plants when turned out,
and the younger ones are making up to them in strength very
fast. The first were thinned out of a bed, a part being left

standing to come in early, and, therefore, the roots of those re-

moved were a little curtailed, and, as we think we noticed at
the time, they were planted with a trowel instead of a spade,
to give full spreading room for the roots. The next in size
were lifted with large balls from a border, and holes or trenches
were made sufficiently large with the spade, so that the roots
might spread out at once without any curtailment. We men-
tion this latter matter, because the advantages of pricking out
Celery in rich stuff on a hard bottom, are chiefly that the
plants may be easily watered in the young state, and that the
roots may be lifted in balls, and transplanted to the trench, so
as to be affected by the moving as little as possible. Y>'e must
find a place for some later Celery, for as yet we have scarcely
three successions. The end of this and the next month are
the great months for Celery-growing. Unless partially shaded
it grows but little in bright weather in July. By using a little

soot water in watering, we have scarcely ever been troubled
with the grub in the leaves, and if it do come, in answer to
several correspondents, we would say there is no cure but to
squeeze them and kill them, and make the leaves distasteful to
the insects that deposit the eggs beneath the cuticle of the leaf.

FRUIT GAKDEX.

Went on regulating trees and potting Strawberries very much
as stated last week. We regret now that we did not turn out
more of our forced Strawberries early ; but we could not find
time. Those turned early out of pots into a border havo sup-
plied us with nice and pretty regular gatherings after the latest

Strawberries were over; but to have them thus early, the
forced plants must be turned out not later than May, if earlier

all the better. As soon as we can find time we shall plant out

many runners in a rich piece of ground, and the earliest kinds
will do for forcing next season, and others will come in for
making fresh plantations of well-established plants, so that
the ground destined for bearing Strawberries next season may
still be cropped this winter. These are some of the moves
which many must adopt whero much has to be obtained from
littlo room.

Orchard-houses,—The first would have been in if we had
liked ; but finding the fruit would be more valued later, we
have given more air, even at the risk of causing a temporary
check. Top-dressed all trees in pots the other day with a mix-
ture of old Mushroom dung, hotbed dung, and a little soot
mixed with it. These top-dressings tend to diminish the fre-

quency of watering, and the waterings take down the nourish-
ment of this mulching with them. As Sir. Rivers states, it is

most amazing how soon this mulching disappears. Whether
it is eaten up by the plants, or the water, or the air, it would
be difficult to say ; but the great point, whenever it disappears
and the surface soil of the pot looks you in the face, is to re-

new the mulching. Other matters very much as in previous
weeks' notices.

OHNAMENTAL DEPARTMENT.
In addition to what was alluded to last week, havo been

chiefly engaged in potting, and preparing for taking cuttings

for the flower garden, regulating the same, and fixing after the
winds and rains, and were we to go much into detail, it would
be very much of a repetition of the excellent directions of Mr.
Keane at page 108. If we can find time we want to divide and
remove Violets, &c, and the sprinkling the Neapolitan Violets

with a little sulphur from a dredge-box or a good-sized pepper-
castor, will hell-) to keep them free of red spider. Syringing
them with the sulphur and lime liquid is also good for the
purpose. Whatever means are used, they should be perfectly

healthy before winter. The wind has given us a deal of work
in the flower garden. As for the beautiful Verbenas, we sup-
pose we must give them up here, as every night they are
cropped like a carpet by rabbits and other four-footed in-

truders. The few flowers of to-day are gone before the morrow
comes. Verbenas will never succeed until Rabbits are caught,
or sent out and kept out.—R. F.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—August 11.

There is little alteration to be noticed here this week. Some fair
samples of Pears from tbo continent have come to hand, and include
Jargonelles and Beurrc il'Ainanlis, varying in price from la. to 3a. per
doz. All other articles are quite suilicient for the demand.

FRUIT.

Apples Yz sieve
Apricots doz.
Cherries lb.

Chestnuts bush.
Currants sieve

Black do.
Figs doz.
Filberts lb.

Cobs lOOlbs.
Gooseberries .. quart
Grapes, Hothouse.. lb.

Lemons 100

2
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
•.» We request that no one will write privately to the depart-

mental writers of the "Journal of Horticulture, Cottage
Gardener, and Country Gentleman." Ey so doing they
are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. All
communications should therefore be addressed solely to
The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture, etc., 171, Fleet
Street, London, E.G.

Twelve Stove Ferns for Exhibition (A Constant Reader).—Gymno-
gramma Wetenhalliana. G. peruviana argyrophylla. Davallia aculeata,
Goniophlebium appendiculatum, Neottopteris australasica, Adiantum
macrophylluni, A.cuneatutn, Aspleniuuirachirhizon, Drynaria musmfolia,
Blechnurn corcovadense, Xothochhena trichomanoides, Loncbltis Ghies-
breghtii.

Twelve Greenhouse Ferns for Exhibition (Idem).— Gleichenia
spelnncte, G. llabellata, Acrophorus hispidus, Leptopteris superba, Mohria
thunfroga, Cheilanthes lendigera or elcgans, Aspleniuin caudatum,
Balantium culcita, Didymochhena truncatula, Asplenium dimorphuni
(diversifolia), Pteris scaberula, and Nephrodiuni molle corymbiferum.
Hardy Ferns for Exhibition (Idem).—Asplenium inarinum trapc-

ziforme, Blechnurn spicant ramosum, Athyriuni Filix-fceniina plumosuin,
A. Filix-fceniina depauperatum, Lastrea Filix-mas cristata, Osmunda
regahs cristata, Woodsia ilvensis, Polystichum angulare plumosum,
P. angulare proliferum Wollastoni, Scolopendrium vulgare ramosum
majus, S. vulgare supra-liiieatum, and Asplenium refractum.
Tree Ferns for Exhibition [Idem).— Cyathea dealbata, Dicksonia

antarctica, Cyathea Smitbii, Dicksonia squarrosa, AlBopbila excelsa, and
Cibotium priuceps, which last is the only one requiring a stove tem-
perature.

Vines Mildewed (F. B. ami R. ir.).—The leaf sent was attacked with
Oidium or Vine mildew. The leaves and stems should be dusted with
flowers of sulphur, admitting air plentifully.

Sowing Drumhead Cabbage (Idem).—To come in next July the seed
should be sown in the second week in August.
Fuchsia Blooms Dropping (Homo).—We suspect you give too much

water and too little air.

Double Cineraria (P.J. Turlon).—Tour Cineraria is only semidouble.
Save the seed and sow it, and you may raise one that is perfectly double
The hardy Ferns that will suit you are Diplasium thelypteroides, Lastrea
cristata, Lastrea marginalis, Osmunda regalis, Onoclea sensibilis, Stru-
thiopteris germanica.

Fuchsia corymbiflora and fulgens Culture [C. H. D.).—Both re-
quire the same description of soil—viz., two-thirds turfy loam and one-
third leaf mould, with a free admixture of sand. Do not overpot, and
avoid cutting in hard, as that and too much pot room only tend to
produce foliage. The leaves and flowers drop from an insufficient
supply of water and air. Whilst growing the plants should have plenty of
water, air, and light, and then they flower as freelv as other Fuchs'ias.
Generally their culture is not different from that' of ordinary plants.
Alter flowering, well ripen off.

Plants for a London House-top Greenhouse ( ).—We fear
that the atmosphere will be too dry for Ferns, but some of the commoner
ones might be tried, and such plants as Fuchsias, Myrtles, and Balsams in
summer, and Chrysanthemums in autumn. Some of the bedding Pelar-
goniums would also do, but we would not recommend the greenhouse kinds.
In winter and spring bulbs of all sorts might be had, with Cinerarias if
you have the menus of heating, or rather of keeping out frost, but we would
not advise Camellias or Azaleas. Salvias, however, would do. Few Ferns
succeed well in sitting-rooms till the summer be well advanced, when,
their foliage being hardened, they suffer less from the dry atmosphere.
Common Adiantums, Athyriums, andPolypodiums, look as well as any, so
will Scolopendriums, and there being several varieties of the last possess-
ing much beauty they may with advantage bo tried.

Scorching of Fruit-tree Leaves.—" W. W.," Mount House, Boston
Spa, Yorkshire, would like to correspond with " Inquirer" who wants to
learn the cause of his fruit-tree leaves being scorched in his greenhouse,
and the means of preventing the evil.

Grafting Roses.— WiU "Loch Ness" kindly explain whether he
grafted the Manetti stocks and immediately took them up from the open
ground, and then potted them V Will he also state where the indian-
rubber bands are to be procured, their width and length, and how they
are fastened at the end with a bit of thread ? " Loch Ness " also alludes
to another kind of stock than the Manetti, mentioned by him two orthree
years since.—M. D.

Viola cornuta (IT. M. IT.).—There are three varieties of Viola cornuta.
Apply to the Messrs. E. G. Henderson, of St. John's Wood, London, for
W ills s variety. Six plants will be enough to enable yon to propagate a
stock lor next spring. As soon as the plants arrive, divide and plant
them out in some rich soil. Any time in October take up a few of the
strongest plnnts, pot them in 48-sized pots, place them in a cold frame,
and, as they grow, pinch out the tops of the shoots. Instead of throw-
ing these away, if they are an inch or so long, and you have a small
Cucumber-frame at liberty, prick them out in it, and they will strike
sometime during the winter, but if you make use of the tops in this way
cut them out with a sharp knife instead of pinching them out. Any timem March place the plants you have potted in a gentle hotbed or in any
structure where there is a genial atmosphere. Tho plants will grow very
freely, and may be propagated with care from the young free-growing
shoots. By managing Violacornuta as recommended above, you will have
three chances of raising a stock. If you fail with vour plants in heat,
those left in the open ground will be safe. If you be successful in all
three instances (and there is no reason why you should not), you may
by next May multiply your six plants by hundreds.
Strawberry Runners (E. AT.).—The rnnners which you have layered

in pots should be detached from the parent as soon as the roots show
themselves at the bottom of the pots. Plant at once in the bed prepared
for them. Strawberries require a rich and deeply stirred soil, and prefer
one that is strong. They do fairly but not so well on sandy as clayey

Destroying Brown Scale (Preetonian).—The insect on tho Deutzia
sent is brown scale. Immerse the plants for a minute in a tub containing
a solution of soft soap at the rate of 4 ozs. to the gallon of water heated
to 120% let them stand until dry, and then syringe with water at a tempe-
rature of 140°. Lay the pots on their sides, and turn them so as to tho-
roughly wet every part. Repeat the operation at intervals of three weeks
until the plants are clear.

Grapes not Colouring (Idem).—We fear you have too heavy a crop,
and do not give air enough. If the temperature you name is that of tho
night it is too high by 5 ; and tho syringing of the walls, floors, fib., in
tho afternoons should now be discontinued. Leave a little air on at
night. (CliftonientU).—We have little doubt that tho Vines have been
allowed to bear too heavy a crop, and that too much liquid manure has
been given.

Rhodanthe, &c. (William Hay).—\t you show the flowers in tho day
you will show them open, but if in the night you must show them closed.

Standard Roses with Large Heads (Aones).—The size of the heads is

an advantage ; and we do not know what you can do to them beyond
cutting back the long straggling shoots to six leaves now ; and at the end
of March or beginniug of April the very weak and dead shoots may be
removed, thinning the others if too numerous and cloBe together, and
shortening tho long shoots to four or five buds.

Propagating Variegated Pelargoniums i Idem).—It is much better

to take cuttings of the gold and silver-leaved kinds now than to wait till

later in the season. We prefer taking up old plants and striking cuttings
from them in a gentle heat in spring. Cuttings of the scarlets may be
taken from this time to the middle of September, the earlier tho better.

Club (T. D.).—We would recommend a dressing of gas lime at the rate

of twelve bushels an acre as the most likely remedy for this disease,

which, as you are doubtless aware, is of frequent occurrence in all old
garden ground.

Clematis Jackmanni (Hortewh).—This will grow in any good garden
soil, and any situation. It is readily propagated by cuttings in a cool

frame.

Propagating Centaurea ragusina (Idem).—If plants are taken up,
and divided in July or August, or even cuttings are taken off at that time,
every bit will strike, if ordinary care be taken to prevent damping; and
one of these little bits struck will have a better chance to pass through
the winter than old plants taken out of the ground, however carefully

managed. Small bits will also strike freely in 6pring in a little dryish

heat. It is a good plan where there are 6ome old plants to top them in

February, and then in March they will throw out a lot of shoots 2 or
3 inches long, which strike freely round the sides of a pot. Tho great

secret of success is to divide or strike early, so as to have the plants well

rooted and established before winter. Young plants do best for edgings.

If kept dryish they will stand plenty of air and cold in winter, if frost be
excluded.

Strawberry Dr. Hogg (J. T. S.).—This will prove one of the most
valuable Strawberries iu cultivation. It is a British Queen as late as the

Elton and Frogmore Late Pine, but it is a far more robust grower than
the British Queen, and the fruit colours perfectly, while it possesses the

true Queen flavour. This variety, therefore, prolongs the Queen race to
the latest period of the season.

Climbers for a Conservatory (G. H. C).—

W

T
o would do as you pro-

pose. For climbers in front, and to go up the roof, we would have Man-
devilla suaveolens, Bignonia chirere, Passiflora crcrulea, and Habrotham-
nus elegans, and these we would plant in elegant boxes some 18 inches

square. On the floor we would have from three to five largish vases, with

their pediment resting ou a wooden one, painted and sanded to resemble

stone, with an opening on one side from which to remove a tin vessel

that would catch all the water from waterings. Such vases filled with

flowers, and with little creepers hanging over the sides, would look very

nice, and if there were more room smaller vases or tazzas might bo used.

In such a drawing-room conservatory wc would not have a single red

clay pot.

Making Mushroom Spawn (Amateur).—If you have had a small gather-

ing in seven weeks that by no means shows that the spawn has been bad.

There may yet be plentiful gatherings ; but it is just possible there may
not, even though your beds have been well managed. You will find

minute directions for making Mushroom spawn at page 209, Vol. IX.,

New Series, or No. 233, September 12, 1865, which may be thus sum-
marised in answer to your queries. No better time for making the

spawn can be fixed on than the end of August and the month of Septem-

ber. Take, as materials, a barrow load of cowdung, rather stiff, and two

barrow-loads of horse-droppings, with a little short straw with them, and
half a barrow-load of fibry loam. Mix these up into a stiff mortar-like

substance until it is pretty well incorporated and looks like grafting-clay.

Then make a frame either of iron or wood, say half-inch boards if the

latter, and in four pieces—that is, two sides and two ends, enclosing a

space of 9 inches loug, 4£ inches wide, and 1J inch deep. Then obtain

aflat clean board, and a" bucket of water, dip the frame in the water,

place it on your board, fill it with the prepared dung, strike level with

a spade or trowel, and turn out the brick on boards, to dry on its flat

side. In a couple of days make two holes in the brick, but not going

through it—say three-quarters of an inch in diameter, turn the bricks

until they are tolerably dry, then into each hole push a piece of

good spawn, and draw a little cowdung or clay over it to prevent its fall-

ing out. Next make up a slight hotbed of litter, on which build these

bricks in open honeycomb or pigeon-hole fashion, and cover over with

litter, so that these spawned bricks shall have a temperature of from 80°

to 85\ and not more. As the spawn runs, the bricks must be examined,

and, as soon as thev are filled with the gossamer-like white spawn threads,

removed, and kept "in a dry place until wanted for use. Some bricks or

pieces will be ready to remove before others.

Heating a Vinery (J. H. Bilston).—Your arrangements will keep you

safe, but you will not be able to keep up a high temperature in very cold

weather. In your forcing part adding another flow pipe would be economy
in the end, and we would be inclined to say the same of tho cooler house.

A flow and return would prevent the neoessity of having the pipes too

hot, and you will save fuel by having more piping. Some £3 or so saved

now will insure a future loss. The saddle boiler we would recommend
would be 24 inches long, 19 inches wide, and 16 or 17 inches in height.
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Tnujovsrs nor.uirtATi, RKTrNosponA onTirflA, and Ltbooidrus rttn.i-

kn.is IN Youkshiiik (T. HU. Wo fear tlmt tho last-named will succumb
to very severe winters tiki' that of lHoO-tSl, which wo knnw it 1ms done in

more favoured parts of England ; still wo would try it. Retlnospora
obtusn we believe to he hardier, nml it Rooms to irrow very freely in places
whore it has been tried. Thujopsis dolabratn is less free in growth, but
may, nevertheless, i.o quit., hnrdy. Wo would expect the Reunospora to
be the best of the three, and the one most likely to become a line trio.

A dry soil, inducing an early ripening of the wood, has much to do with
the flncecss of the plant, s e Conifers, snrli 11s tin- Wollingtonia, con-
tinue their growth very lute in tho season, nml when suddenly caught.

with ei id weatherthey sofferln consequence. We would bo disposed to

try tho speefos which yon mention, sheltering them a little the first

Vfintcr. ns it often happens newly planted trees or shrubs do not then
mature tin? growth of Ihat season, although they may do so afterwards.

Liurs atouotm (li. if.).—Your Lilinin auratum is going to rest

Cease watering it, and keep it in a dry cool framo.

Mkdinit.la aontfioa Culture (M'. i/. WX—We would support tho
head of bloom on such n young subject to bo grown as a specimen plant,
and 30 that it would incline gracefully ; but we would not keep it long, but

cut It off, that tho bnds from tho axils of tho loavos might burst into

shoots and bo encouraged. Stop when 2 or !! inches long, and let the

plant receive plenty of boat and moisturo to encourage growth. More
light, air, and loss moisture next summer will cause tho flower-shoots to

show, and they would do so sooner if the growing influences were not kept

up. It flourishes in pout and loam, and may have occasional manure
waterings, and especially when tho bloom shows.

Is'astk of Fuuit (John M. Millrr).- -Your (irapo is Rod Chasselas. Wo
had &d. to pay for carriage, which ploaso remit.

Names of Plants (A. It. C.).—Teucrium fruticosum ; Rtnehvs lanata.

( .-f. T. N.i. Specimens very bad. 1, Hleehnuni oeeidontiile (?) ; '2, Doodia
can.bite : 8, iiisutlici.iit for identification ; 4, Platyloma hastata (?) ;

!",, l'o-

lypodiuni phymatOdeS : li, I'olystichum sp. ; 7, Cheilanthes birta. (M. D.).

I snd '2, Athyrium Filix to uiina var.j :i, I'tiris iiijnilina: 4, Pteris longi-

folia var. serrata. ( K. J.).- -Hyperioum inontnnuni. (Eduiyn),— Pteris

erotica; Adiantum peibitmn. (K.T. W.).—Onoclea sensibilis J Indlgoiera
di rn. (J. P. G.).— Statiee limonium. (A Beader)r—Vxom the small

portion you have sout, your plant appears to bo a white variety of

Myosotis palustris.

I>IETE0ROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the Week ending August 11th.

POULTRY, BEE, and HOUSEHOLD CHRONICLE.

VULTURE HOCK IN BRAHMAS.
Beixo one of those curious people who desire to know the

reason "why," lam now anxious to know why the vulture
hock is objected to in Brabmas. There must be, I suppose,
some ground beyond the mere fancy of the period against it,

and as the season advances it becomes important to know
what is the objection ; for without some real ground for op-
posing it, it seems hard to make it a disadvantage, and, perhaps,
cause the whole class to suffer in the long run.

I believe it is right to say, that there is no cause without its

effect, and I presume, therefore, the simple converse to be also
true. What is the cause, then, of the vulture bock ? Is it a
sign of impure breeding anywhere ? If so, why are vulture-
hocked birds even admitted at exhibitions ? Cochins are suf-

fering now, I believe, under the same ban ; but if it can be
alleged to come from them, it may surely with equal right be
argued that the Cochins have taken it from the Brabmas, as
the actual source cannot be discovered, and that it is, there-
fore, perhaps a legitimate appendage (I speak, of course, as
an amateur in search of knowledge, rather^than laying down
facts). Again, If it is a sign of cross-breeding, why does not
the plumage otherwise suffer? and I think it will be admitted
to be quite as correct in marking, &c, as the plumage of birds
without the brand. Some of our best breeders prefer vulture
hocks, I believe, so they can hardly be a sign of degeneracy.
Why, then, are vulture-hocked birds to be at a disadvantage
in exhibitions ? If they are admitted, supposing no valid
argument can be brought against them, surely they ought to
be on an equal footing with the rest ; or else, some real ground
of objection being proved, let them be absolutely forbidden, and

j

breeders will then know what they are about. In another
j

year, a3 it stands at present, perhaps nothing else may be
I

approved of

!

As I may be taken to be interested in the advancement of
the vulture hock, I can candidly say, beyond wishing to know,
as I said before, " the reason why " it does not matter to me in
the least. The subject, however, appears to me to deserve a
thorough investigation—that is, if poultry breeding is im-
portant, which far be it from me to deny. I tremble at the
crushing my presumption may bring upon me, but if you
deem this letter worthy of publication, I hope I shall do
Bruhmas and Brahma fanciers a good turn.—A Questioning
Brahma.

[The above was sent to a well-known poultry Judge, and this

is his reply :
—" The birds originally imported had no vulture

hocks, and those that have the appendage are a later introduc-

tion. The same is true of Cochins. There was an attempt

at the second London show to admit the vulture hocks, and

the question you ask about the Brahmas was put by all those

who had vulture-bocked birds. Evidence was at once collected

from all those who were the first importers and the largest

breeders, and in no instance were the vulture hocks imported

or bred from imported birds. That which is intended for ex-

hibition should come as nearly as possible to the admitted

standard of the breed, and I think that, in all breeds, has

been safe in the hands of the gentlemen who for many years

have awarded the principal prizes. The proof of it is, there

has been little or no alteration in their requirements in any

breed. If the objection to the vulture hocks were new, or only

just published, then those who possess vulture-hocked birds

might justly complain, and ask why they were excluded from

competition ; but they have always been excluded. Doubtless

they arose from the freak of some amateur, or they were the

result of a distant cross, and the unhappy owner of it, instead

of ' stamping it out,' perpetuated it. I have tried to explain

why they are disqualified, I want to ask, Why they were ever

produced ? "]

Some months have elapsed since any article upon this sub-

ject appeared in the pages of " our Journal ;" and as the

points involved in the late controversy affect a large number of

breeders besides myself, I feel urged to resume the subject,

especially as the season has now arrived when a selection of

young birds for future exhibitions must be judiciously made.

When " Y. B. A. Z.," in the commencement of last spring,

challenged " one of our most able judges," (whose name I do

not happen to know), to justify bis objection to the vulture-

hock covering upon our birds, it was hoped that the challenge

would be accepted ; but it was not, so that at present we are

all at sea upon the matter. And I would respectfully inquire

whether the awkward position in which we are thereby placed

ought not to receive the considerate attention of the Judge who
first opened the controversy by affirming, what has since been

palpably disproved—that the vulture hock is a recent intro-

duction. The silence he has thought proper to maintain may
be regarded as a tacit admission that he was in error ;

or it

may signify something else, and which we hope is not intended,

as it would tend to irritate rather than appease. Between

exhibitors and the judges there ought to exist the most friendly

feeling upon poultry matters ; but if there is secret distrust

entertained on the one hand, and an erratic if not arbitrary

judgment displayed on the other, the result must sooner or
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later prove extremely prejudicial to the interests of onr poultry
shows. In sending our pens for competition we should possess
the firmest persuasion that the standard by which they will

be tried is that which has been set up in former years—that
which is recognised and fully approved of by exhibitors them-
selves, and that no deviation from it will in any wise be made.
If defeated, we can then patiently endure it, because we know
that the rules of judging have been strictly and impartially
carried out. If, however, on a sudden a judge shall be pleased
to make such alterations in the standard as shall strike at

some of the finest characteristics of a class, convert that which
was formerly deemed essential and ornamental into a glaring
defect, and sweep from the proud and high position it has long
held that very type of perfection in a class which till late never
contested for a prize but to win it, and which never appeared
at an exhibition but to be most admired ;—what remains for
exhibitors but to protest against such an abuse of delegated
power, and to take effectual steps to prevent the recurrence of

such a prodigious wrong ? If what is accepted as perfection in
a cla?s one year may, through fickleness and caprice, be repro-
bated the next, what reliance can breeders possibly repose
even upon the most promising specimens they are rearing?
and what faith can they have in the judges themselves when
their opinions are so fitful and contradictory?
By allowing the question to remain an open one nothing

but confusion and mischief must ensue. It is highly detri-

mental to the whole class of Brahma fowls ; it creates suspicion
where it did not exist, and feeds the flame where it has been
already kindled ; it unsettles breeders ; it disheartens many

;

it misleads persons who are providing themselves with stock
;

it makes a wrong impression abroad, and works injuriously
every way. If not brought to a speedy termination, it will
require no prophet's eye to foresee the consequences that v. ill

spring out of it in a considerable diminution of entries for our
annual shows. If we are at the expense and hazard of sending
a few pens to an exhibition, we ought certainly to know before-
hand what specimens should be sent ; and if objections are
taken to any particular marking which have not heretofore
been taken, and which are not taken by other judges of equal
ability in judging, are we not entitled to inquire upon what
ground those objections are raised? and does not common
courtesy demand that an explanatory answer should be given ?

I have been at the trouble of writing to several eminent
hreeders of Brahmas upon the subject of the vulture hocks,
and I find that most of them are decidedly in favour of it, not
merely on account of the feathering itself, which they con-
sider ornamental, but because the birds thus marked almost
invariably carry the heaviest fluff, and have the shortest, best-
feathered legs. The feathering we are contending for is not a
long, stiffly set mass of feathers, reaching nearly to the ground,
which may be deemed unsightly, and which I have never ob-
served in birds of the larger growth, but a moderately curved
frill, from 1 to 1} inch round the joint, of soft and flexible

texture, and this, a popular writer on Brahmas affirms, " should
appear." To the inquiries I have made only one gentleman
has objected ; and when I pressed him for his reason, to my
great surprise and infinite amusement he sincerely remarked,
that " the vulture hock was a sign of weakness in the leg joint,

and therefore it was a defect.'' A greater blunder was never
made. Birds of stouter frame, of larger limb, with bones
stronger, thicker, more firmly set, and knit together with more
powerful joints, are not to be found among the Brahma species

;

and if our opponents have no better reason for supporting
their opposition than this, I would advise them at once to give
up the contest, or for ever hold their peace. This was, however,
the only person that I have found object to our specimens.
Among those who approve is a lady, whose treatise on poultry
many have read and admired. She remarks. " It is hard upon
us, this change of fashion in Brahmas. To be abundantly
feathered there must be a tendency to vulture hocks."

So strong and general a predilection existing in favour of

our birds, is it not much to be deplored that any gentleman
holding the office of a judge should come down with a pounc-
ing veto upon them at the annual shows? It is, however, a
satisfaction to know that other judges are unbiased by the pre-

judice we are combating, as was evident from their award of

prizes at the last West of England Show to birds that were
more or less vulture-hocked. But Birmingham is looming in
the distance, and whether a broad line of demarcation between
the covered and uncovered hock joint will be drawn at Bingley
Hall, is a question in which all exhibitors, like myself, are con-
cerned. We insist that it should not be drawn for the abun-

dant reasons which have been brought forward in the course
of this controversy ; but if arbitrary rule should be allowed to
over-ride popular opiuion and calm remonstrance, we have no
alternative but to keep our pens at home. I sincerely trust

that the grievance which has so frequently been complained of,

will, upon sober reflection, be speedily removed. It is in tho
power of the unknown but able Judge to do it.

The breeding season is now over : thousands of beautiful
Brahma chickens, full of young life, are heard at early morn,
chirping their cheerful notes as they rapidly and eagerly snatch
up the grain scattered over their green runs ; and when we
visit the older broods at noonday—pretty creatures ! there
they are, stretching their fine large limbs on sunny bank, or
beneath the shady covering of the hawthorn hush. Day by day
they are gaining size, and strength, and plumage ; their good
points are coming more and more prominently into view,

amply repaying us iu promises for the future for all the ex-

pense, care, and anxiety we have sustained in rearing them ;

and now from this and that goodly group the most admired
and likeliest to win many a laurel in the hard-fought battle

are about to be selected, and all that we demand for them is

fair play and nothing more. Let them be permitted to enter

the lists without any distinction being made between the
vuitured and naked hock, and our end is gained, our ambition
is gratified. The pen of controversy will then be allowed to

return to its resting-place; our confidence in the decision of

judges will be restored ; our co-operation with existing poultry
committees will be heartily rendered ; the aloe of contention

will be exchanged for the olive branch of peace; a good under-
standing will exist ; a fresh stimulus to friendly and honour-
able emulation will be imparted; and, forgetting the past, we
shall rejoice in the harmony which has been established, and
render all honour to the judge, the sentence from whose lips

has conferred such a boon upon a large number of the pro-

scribed and oppressed offspring of the Brahma tribe.

—

Jusiuli.

[We have always admired the vulture-hocked Cochins, and we
know that some of the earliest bred by Mr. Sturgeon were so

feathered. We also know, from our own experience, that some
of the finest birds are vulture-hocked. " Jcsiitia " says the

same of Brahma Pootras. Such being the ease, why not have
separate classes—vulture-hocked, and not-vulture-hocked ?

—

Eds.]

EVIL DOINGS OP THE SUFFOLK OF.

AYOODERIDGE POULTRY SOCIETY.
The above Association, under the presidency of the Right

Hon. Lord Rendlesham, and under the patronage of Lord
Henniker, Sir Fitzroy Kelly, and a large number of the clergy

and gentry of Suffolk, is earning a notoriety which is not to be
desired. Although the Show was held on the 21th of May last,

the prize money and silver cups have not yet been delivered,

and every application by letter, of which there have been a vast-

number, is left unanswered. In one instance, and probably in

many others, a pen of birds has not been returned to the owner,
and he is not able to obtain any answer to his applications as to-

what has become of his property. In my own case I can neither

obtain my prize money nor an answer to my letters.

Were there any difficulty or failure iu the results of the

Show, in a money point of view, no one would have been more
ready than myself to meet the Committee, either by a total

abandonment of my claims, or by receiving a composition ;

but when the letters of gentlemen are left unanswered, and
the names of others who patronise the Show are indirectly in-

volved in the evil doings of the officials, any consideration of

the kind, even if needed, is entirely out of the question.

I do not suppose that these remarks will be very intelligible

to those for whom they are intended ; but there is a method of

addressing these people which is not beyond their compre-
hension, and which I shall adopt—namely, by process in the
County Court.

—

Egomet.

PRESERVING EGGS.
In the Number for July 21th, some hints are given as to a

mode of preserving eggs in lime. The plan is undoubtedly
very good, and I have myself practised it successfully for

several years, but I found some difficulty in taking the eggs out
of the lime without breaking them. For the last two years-

I have adopted another plan. I take a deep earthenware jar,

' slake the lime in it, and as soon as the lime has settled, I sink
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the top of an old hamper, to rest on the pediment. I then drop

the eggs into the clear lime water above, tho top of the hampi c

preventing them from sinldng into the 111110. I found that this

plan answered jusi as well as Chat which is described at page 70,

and 1 bad only two bad eggs in five hundred.—A New Sub-

eCBIBBIt.

GOOLE POULTRY SHOW.
This was held on August 2nd, and for n firsl meetio

j
« is patro-

nised by a large company, for, although the weather was very on-

fju-ounii Le, Hi. iv could not have been fewer than two thousand persons

present in Has aft ruoon.

There was a Rood show of birds, but. as is often, the case at this

:. of the lota were out of feather from mi which

tended to lessen the richness of their appearance. \ '• headed

the List, and 1!"' prize for this class was won by a superior pen of Mr.

a well-known exhibitor. Tho /' I

1

which came
in \i under the Judge's notice was very moderate, and also the

Cochins
t
and the prizes were generally "won by medium birds. The

pen which won the dome prize (a cup, value 63 3s.), was one of the

great attractions of the Show, and the spectators by hundreds loiti d

about the pens as if loth to leave them to gaze upon inferior birds.

Tho three classes of Hamburghs were all of great merit, and called

forth tli-- praises of the Judge. The >"-
I I • la is was also first-rate.

The /. were only moderately good, and scarcely received a

notice from the visitors.

Tin- Pifft ons were all of superior merit and attracted much attention.

The following are the awards of tho Jud , G 0. Hatfield, Esq.,

Braithwaite Hall, Doncaster :—
[SH.—First, H. Beldon, Goitstock, Bingley. Second, J. Hatfield.

Cottinghom.
1

'

First, J. Hatfield. Second, W. Daw ion, Hopton, Mirfield.

Gam 1 and other Reds.J—First, II. Beldon. Second, F.

iwle.

Gash: (Duckwings and any other variety).—First, T. Chantry, Goole.
Second, r. Soles.

G (Any variety).—Silver cup, F. Sales.
J! vii 1 eon (Golden-spangled).—First, J. W. Cannnn, Bradford. Se-

cond, H. Beldon.
BUJfBUBGB [Silver-spangled).—First and Second, H. Beldon.

1 Ki.ii (Golden-pencilled).—First, S. Smith, Northowram. Second,
H. Beldon.
Hamburgh (Silver-pencilled).—First and Second. H. Beldon.
Polish (Any variety).—First and Second, H. Beldon.
Any other pure or distinct Breed not previously Classed.—First,

H. Beldon. Second, W. Glen tworth, Goole. Extra Second, H. Beldon.
G-ake Bantams.—First, W. Clayton, Howden. Second, W. Chester,

Old Goole.
Bantams (Any other variety).—First, J. E. Jessop, Hull. Second, J.

"W. Cannan..
Any Y akixty.--First, H. Beldon. Second. R. Newbitt, Epworth.
Gajie Bantams (Any variety).—Pi'ize, J. W. Cannan.
Geese.—Prize, O. A. Young, Driffield.

Turkeys —Prize, F. W. Porter, Goole.
Guinea Fowls.—Prize, O. A. Young.
Docks.—First, E. P. Porter. Second, J. R. Jessop.
Pigeons.—Carriers.—First, S. Robson, Brotherton, South ililford. Se-

cond, J. Thackray, York. Croppers.—First, J. Thackray. Second, S.

Smelt, Beverley. Tumblers.—First, (x. Snelling, Hull. Second, Messrs.
Grant «

r
; Tomlinson, Thorne. Barb*.—First, Messrs. Grant ATonilin^on.

Second. 0. Cussons, Hull. Jacobins.—First, H. Beldon. Second, C. Hay-
croft, Thome. Trumpeters^-Fixst, J. Thackray. Second, H. Beldon.
TvrbiU.—First, H. Beldon. Second, S. Smelt. FantaiU.—Firsi, J. Thack-
ray. Second, C. Cussons. Any other variety.—First, S. Robson. Second,
-J. Thackray (Swallows).

CLITHEROE POULTRY SHOW.
This Exhibition was held in connection with the annual meeting of

the Agricultural Association, on Saturday, A.ugUBt 1th, and tin '. fit,

both in the number and quality of the birds exhibited, has far ex-

ceeded the expectations of the Committee when they issued their

amended and more liberal prize list. In the twenty classes into which
the schedule was divided, 2od pens were entered, and most of them
contained tirst-rate birds from different exhibitors in all parts of the

kingdom. Both Judge and exhibitors expressed their entire satis-

faction with the arrangements, both for their convenience and for the
well-being of the specimens. The condition of the birds was excellent,

and far beyond what could be expected at this advanced season, more
particularly as poultry-breeders generally have fonud that the moulting
season has begun fully a month earlier than usual. Had the S] o

been held at a more favourable time, the number of entries would, no
donbt, have been considerably larger.

The (iurne fowls were very good. The cup for the best pen of

Game in the Exhibition was awarded to Brown Beds belonging to

Mr. Brierley, of Middleton. To this gentleman were allotted also

the cup and second prize in the Single Game Cock class, the first-

prize bird, a Black Red, being considered by the Judge, Mr. Tee-
bay, the best Black Bed he ever saw. Messrs. Fletcher, Julian,
Westall, aud Fell exhibited very fine specimens. The clip for coloured
Dorkings went to Mr. Lingwood, of Barking. The cock, a very hand-
some bird, was not mated equally. The class generally was very good,
md besides the three prizes, five pens were highly commended. In

tins class, as in tho Spanish, the third
i

was awarded to a very

one pen of chickens. ' 'ocJdns were mo i ' but much out of con-

dition. The cap was awarded to a pen of Partridge-colooj

. . Mr. James, Barby-Lonfldale, which wi I at the price

put upon them, 610 LOs., directly the Show opened Bomi rolendid

specimens of White Cochins "ere sent by Mr. Zurhorst, of Dublin,

and this class was tbe best in the Cochin variety. Brahma • were very

good. The cup was given to the well-known pen so long exhibited by

Mr. Boyle, now the property of Mr. Fickle., ol Todmorden. The
i i la was our of tie be it in the Exhibition. The enp went to

Boulter. The i of the best we hive seen

lately, and bad be been accompanii d by the ben in the second-prize

pen, a pen would bavo been made which could scarcely have I an

surpassed, if i jualled. a very 1 pi o of chickens r lived the third

Very good pen were i iibited by Messrs. Thresh and Beldon.

i in Mr. Thresh's pen attracting the attention of all Spanish

admirers by the extreme beauty and quality of her face. Hoi

formed a very good class. The cup ws [iven to a pen of liolden-

I, belonging to Mr. Newton, of Silsden, mar Leeds. Very

excellent pens were si at by Messrs. Wood, Walker, Smith, Beldon,

and Pickles. The gem of the Exhibition was the " Any other variety

class." Mr. Teebay assured the Committee that he had never judged

i 00 I a " " fcy class " in his life. On referring to the prize

list tho names of many pens which ] r.U e 1 n prizetakers elsewhere,

will be noticed. 6 I ams were very poor, and several pens

were empty. The Any other variety of Bantams were tirst-rate. Tho
cup for Bantams was awarded to Mr. E. Button, of Fudsey, whose pen

of Black Bantams was much admired.

Turlceys, Get . and Di I n re very good, Mrs. Seamons, of Ayles-

bury, as usual taking the cup for tho best pen of Dncks, with very

fine specimens of Aylesbury.

Game (Black and other Reds).—Cup, C. W. Brierley, Middleton. Se-

cond, W. Westall, Baxenden (Brown). Third. 3. Fletcher, Sioneclough,

Manchester(Black). Highly Commended, J. Robins in, Garstang (Black).

Commended, W. James, Bolton Gatchead, Cumberland (Black); M. W.
Stobart, Middleton-one-row, Darlington (Black).

Game (Anv other variety).—First, J. Fletcher tDuckwing). Second, H.

M. Julian, White Friargat'e, Hull (Duckwing). Third, J. Fell, Adwalton,

Leeds (Duokwing).
Dorkings (Coloured).—Cup. H. Lingwood, Barking, Needham Market.

Second, J. Hill, Burton-on-Trent. Third, D. Parsons, Cuerden, Preston.

Highly Commended, J. Robinson; W. Moorhouse, R?ed,near Wnalley;

D. Parsons ; W. Whittaker.
Cochins (Cinnamon and Buff).—First, E. Smith, Middleton. Second,

J. Cunningham, Blackburn, (Cinnamon). Third, J. Nelson, Heaton
Mersey, Manchester (Buff). Highly Commended, Messrs. Bowman and

Fearon, Whitehaven (Buff;. Commended, W. J. Mellor, Colwick Rectory.

Nottingham (Buff).

Cochins (Brown and Partridge).—Cup, W. A. G. James, Kirby Lonsdale

(Partridge). Secondand Third,.). Wood, Woodbank, Heywood (Partridge).

Cochins (White!.—First and Third, F. W. Zurhorst, Donnybrook,

Dublin. Second, W. Dawson, Hopton, Mirfield. Highly Commended, E.

Smith. , - _ -

Brahma Pootras—Cup and Second, J. H. Pickles, Bridgeroyde, Tod-

morden .Dark). Third, T. Pomfret, Hoghton Lane, Preston (Dark).

Highly Commended. G. H. Roberts, Penwortham, Preston, (Dark); W.
Hargreaves, Bacup (Dark). Commended. G. H. Roberts (Dark)

Spanish (Black).—Cup, Messrs. Lurch & Boulter. Sheffield. Second,

E. Jones, Clifton, Bristol. Third, J. Newton, Silsden, Leeds. Highly

Commended, H. Beldon. Goitstock, Bingley ; J. Thresh, Bradford. Com-
mended, E. Draper. Northampton.
Hamburghs (Golden-pencilled).—First, A. K.Wood, Burneside,KendaI.

Second, S. Smith, Northowram, Halifax. Third, H. Beldon. Highly

Commended, W. Bee, Goosnargh. Commended, J. Bowe, Carlisle; T.

Wareing, Preston.
Hambobghb I Silver-pencilled).—First, H. Beldon. Second, J. Walter,

Hay-a-park, Enaresborough. Third. II. Pickles, jun., Earby, Skipton.

Hameibgiis (Golden-spangled).—Cup. J. Newton, Silsden, Leeds. Se-

cond. J. Walker. Third, A. K. Wood. Highly Commended, J. W. Cannan,

Bradford; R. Tate, Leeds. Commended, T. Wareing, Preston; A. K.

T i- I l( 1(1.

Hamburghs (Silver-spangled).—First and Second, A. K. Wood. Third,

J. Altham, Baxenden. Highly Commended, H. Beldon. Commended,
A. K. Wood. „ , , _ „
Game Bantams.—First J. W. Cannan, Bradford. Second, J. Walker.

Third, R. & E. Toder, Little Carlton, Newark (Black Beds). Highly Com-
meuded, H. Smalley, Stanhill, Accriugton.
Bantams (Anv other variety).—Cur. E. Hutton, Pudsey, Leeds (Black).

Second, F. L. Rov, jun., Newthorne, Kelso. Third, J. W. Cannan (Black).

Highly Commended, Captain Dwyer, Burnley (White) ; F. L. Roy, jun.,

Any other Variety.—First. H. Beldon (Polands). Second, National

Poultry Company, Bromley, Kent (La Flcche). Third. Mrs. A. Whittaker,

Vicarage, Whallev. Highly Commended, H. Carter, Fppertbong, Holm-
ck Polands); F. W. Zurhorst (Sultans and La Flcche) j M. Leno,

Dunstable (Houdan) ; National Poultry Company (Houdan and Crcve

Cceurs ; J. Robinson (Black Hamburghs). Commended, H. Beldon

Is); H. Savile, RntTord Abbey, Ollerton (White Japanese Silkies).

TfRKEVS.—First, J. Cunningham, Blackburn. Second. S. H. Stott,

Rochdale. Hichly Commended, E. Leech, Rochdale; J. Wilson, Wood-

borne, Morpeth. m
Geese.—First, Mrs. M. Seamons. Aylesbury. Second, S. H. Stott 1 1 on.

louse). Highly Commended, E. Leech; H. Savile (Sebastopol White);

C. W. Brierley; E. Hutton (Egyptian). Commended, B. Baxter, Skipton

(Grey Toulouse).
Docks (Aylesbury).—Cap and Third, Mrs. M. Seamons. Second, E.

Leech. ,

Decks (Ronen).—First, J. Nelson, Heaton Mersey, Manchester. Second,

T. Wareing, Preston. Third, J. Robinson. Commended, C. P. Ackers,

Bickershaw, Wigan. . __ „ ,_. . .,,

Decks (Any other variety).— First, T. C. Harrison, Hull (Pintail).
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Second, E. Hutton (Brown Call). Third, T. Wakefield, Newton-le-Willows
(Brown Call). Highly Commended, R. Tate (Grey Call); D. Parsons,
Cnerden (Call).

SINGLE COCKS.
Game.—Cup and Second, C. W. Brierley (Black Red). Third, N. Grim-

Shaw, High Field, Burnley. Highly Commended, .1. S. Butler, Poulton-
le-Fylde; J. Fletcher (Black Red). Commended, R. Greenall, junr., Rib-
chester.
Game Bantams.—First, H. Smaller, Accrington (Black Red). Second,

T. Wareing. Third, C. W. Brierley. Commended, S. H. Scott (Duckwing) •

J. Percival, Birmingham (Pile).

UTTOXETER POULTRY SHOW.
This took place on Friday last. The following is the prize list :

—

Spanish.—First, S. Mills, jun., Walsall. Second, A. O. Worthington,
Burton-on-Trent. Highly Commended, W. Tarns, Hilderstone, near
Stone.
Dorking (Any rariety).—First, Mrs. F. S. Arkwright, Derby. Second,

Lady Bagot, Blithfield. Highly Commended, Hon. H. W. Fitzwilliam,
Wentworth Woodhouse. Rotherham. Chickens.—First, Mrs. F. S. Ark-
wright. Second, Lady Bagot (Silver-Grer).
Cochin-China.—First, S. Mills. Second, E. Daniel, Cheadle. Com-

mended. Mrs. P. Wolferston, Tamwortb. Chickens.—First. W. S. Bag-
shaw, Uttoxeter. Second, F. E. Richardson, Bramshall. Highly Com-
mended, Mrs. P. Wolferston. Commended. S. C. Hamerton. Warwick.
Game (Black or Brown-breasted Reds).—Prize, G. Bagnall, Cheadle.
Game (Any other variety). — Prize. G. Bagnall. Chickens.— First,— Beck, Uttoxeter. Second, G. Bagnall.
Hamburgh (Golden-pencilled).—First. Hon. H. W. Fitzwilliam. Se-

eend, A. K. Wood, Burnside, Kendal. Cldckens.—First, A. O. Worthing-
ton, Second, F. D. Mort, Moss Pit House, near Stafford. Highly Com-
mended, E. Bell.
Hamburgh (Golden-spangled).—First, E. Frnner. Leek. Second, H.

Bagshaw. Highly Commended, J. Atkins, jun., Walsall ; A. K. Wood.
Commended, W. Tatton, Leek. Chickc ns.—Prize, T. May.
Hamburgh (Silver-pencilled).—First, A. K. Wood. Second, E. Bell,

Burton-on-Trent. Highly Commended, H. Richardson, Roycrofts.
Hamburgh (Silver-spangled).—Prize, A. K. Wood.
Brahma Pootra.—First. A. O. Worthington. Second, T. Greatrex,

Walsall. Highly Commended, Mrs. P. Wolferston.
Bantams (Any variety).—First and Second, R. Charlesworth, Man-

chester.
Ducks (Aylesbury).—Prize. H. Chawner, jun., Houndhill.
Ducks (Rouen).—First, C. Whitaker, Uttoxeter. Second, H. Chawner,

Jan.
Geese.—First, F. E. Richardson. Second, G. Walker, Sandon. Highly

Commended, W. A. Rawlins, Uttoxeter. Commended, Mrs. P. Wolferston.
Turkeys (Cambridge).—First, F. E. Richardson. Second, W. Bagnall.

Highly Commended, F. E. Richardson.
Guinea Fowls.—First, H. Chawner, jun. Second. W. A. Rawlins.
Extra Class.—First, E. S. Wolferston, Tamworth. Highly Com-

mended, F. E. Richardson (Black East Indian Ducks).

SWEEPSTAKES FOR SINGLE COCKS.
Spanish.—Prize, E. T. Holden. Walsall.
Cochin-China (Buff).—Prize, F. E. Richardson.

INCUBATORS.
It would be a great sendee to the poultry world if, through

your Journal, any one having used artificial incubators duriug
this season would give an impartial account of the results

thereby obtained, and especially as to the strength of the
chickens, and how many reared artificially; also the cost of

the heat, and the difficulty or otherwise of keeping up the
proper temperature.

I keep Spanish fowls, and this year bought several sittings

of eggs from noted breeders, and I found, as I anticipated,

that the hens broke far too many eggs. If artificial incubation
is a real success this would be avoided.

My idea is to hatch artificially, and then place the chickens
when pretty strong under hens which have been sitting—say
on pot eggs.

I, like many more, would certainly use an incubator if I were
satisfied that with a fair share of care the results would be
satisfactory ; but before purchasing I should very much like to

have, through your Journal, some of the results from gentlemen
who have tried the various inventions.—A Spanish. Breeder.

Long Sutton Poultry Show.—It will be seen from our
advertising columns that this is to take place on the 10th of

October. The prizes are liberal, and include eight silver cups
of the value of £5 each.

Gapes in Chickens.—I have seen this disease treated as

follows by American housewives. The horny tip or scale at

the end of the tongue is plucked off by the thumb-nail, and a
wing feather, pulled from the chicken, is thru6t as a seton
through the skin of the neck, and so remains until it wears off.

-D.J.

COCK PHEASANT SITTING.
A friend of mine has a cock Silver Pheasant two years

old, and one Silver hen one year old ; they have been running
with some Game fowls, and a nest was made in the shrubbery,
and seven eggs laid, which were scattered about several feet
from the nest for fourteen or twenty days in the hot sun. To
his great surprise one day he saw the cock Pheasant collecting
the eggs to the nest. The cock bird sat on them, and on Wed-
nesday, July 25th, brought off three chickens, all doing well.
No doubt more eggs would have been hatched, had they not
been exposed so long in the sun. The father is as proud as
any father of a family. Is this a common occurrence with
Silver Pheasants ?

—

Affection.

[Tour account is most interesting. We once met with a
similar case. For a long time it was denied that a Silver hen
would lay good eggs the first season, but two of ours did so
last year.]

LIGURIAN BEES.
" Is the Ligurian really more prolific than the common bee ?"

Such is the inquiry of one of your correspondents in a recent
Number. The question is fair and natural, and I have no
doubt is often reiterated by many of your readers. That the
Ligurian bee is said to possess this and other qualities which
render it superior to the common species, is evident from the
reported results of its cultivation by scientific apiarians both
in Germany and England. Admitting this, however, the
question still recurs, Can the deductions of scientific observers
be depended upon by those who aim chiefly at practical results,

and keep bees only for profit ? Undoubtedly so, or science and
empiricism would become synonymous. True science takes
cognisance of all circumstances, and investigates without pre-

judice or partiality. The establishment of a theory is one
thing, that of fact and proof another. In theories it is very
easy for a man to impose upon himself ; in comparative ex-

periments, fairly and honestly conducted, with the exercise of

ordinary observing and reasoning faculties, conclusions in
time become irresistible, and proof rests upon an irrefragable

basis.

The experiments alluded to in my former letter were under-
taken neither to disparage our old friend the black bee, nor to

exalt the asserted superior qualities of the Ligurian, but
simply to ascertain for myself, and in my own way, whether
there is any difference between them, and if so, in what that

difference consists. My experiments were conducted on the
< ' rts paribus principle (without which I should not have been
satisfied with results), and I made them as fairly and as fully

comparative as I could. I was influenced by no prejudice, and
my aim was simply the satisfactory establishment or disproof

of an asserted fact. With the results, as given in a former
Number of this Journal, your readers are already acquainted.

I will briefly recapitulate my statistics of progress, and append
one or two additional facts of an interesting character, which
place in a still stronger light the fecundity of the Ligurian bee.

I began the season with six stocks, two of them so light at

midwinter that I never expected them to survive until the

floral season. However, I watched them carefully, and when
the increase of temperature awoke them into activity, I gave

them a liberal supply of strong syrup slightly salted. Under
this treatment they rallied, but their numbers had diminished
to such an extent that I never expected them to swarm ; each
of these, however, has thrown off three swarms. For brevity's

sake I will call my six stock hives A B C D E F.

Date of First Swarm. Second Stcarm. Third Sicaruu

[1 suspect that the third swarms
. ,..„ r.±i , . t.,„„ Q.i. from these hires, which were
A. Mar 2itb, A A.. June Hth

. ,. „. „„ , ., „• . . .„„.
r> t "~Q...q i. „ imi - both strong, t.i.tk tli^ht verr
is. June 3rd J une 15th ...

.

, • r,. j" uuo mhi early in the morning and
\ were lost.

C. June 3rd, C C .. June 19th .... June 21st.

D..Tune8th June 19th June 21st.

E. June 9th June 20th June 22nd.
F. June 23rd June 30th July 7th.

MAIDEN SWARMS.
C C.June 23rd July 9th July 10th.

A A. June 25th July 8th

The results, then, are these :—My six stocks have yielded

me, without taking into account the two third swarms which I

am fully convinced were lost, twenty-one swarms, aud leave

me in possession at the end of the season of twenty-seven

stocks altogether. I have occasionally, although rarely, had
from first-rate stocks of the common bee three swarms, and a
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maiden one from the first of these ; but maiden second and
third swarms are ontirely new to me. So far as I can judge,

and I endeavour to observe as accurately as I can, what in this

respect seems exceptional in the case of common bees, is

normal in tbo case of Ligurians.

I may observe, in passing, that I had kept the black species

for many years, and last season my hives yielded me about

5 cwt. of honey. I have a gardener who can hive the bees and
attend to the apiary during my absence, but, as a rule, they are

under my sole management, and I mostly manage to be at

home in the busy soason. I like to work as well as to observe
;

bnt, alas !
" The rector's bees," as my poor people say, " gene-

rally swarm on a Sabbath," and twice on the same Sunday (im-

mediately before and after morning service), have I experienced

what I should call, on other days, the pleasurable excitement

of hiving two large swarms. However, I have never lost a

single swarm from the unsabbatical habits of my little busy

workers, and, with the exercise of a little watchfulness, hope I

never shall. Some of my neighbours are less fortunate, for

twice during the last mouth have my services been interrupted,

and my congregation perturbed, by the intrusion of a swarm of

bees just before morning prayer. Fortunately, however, beyond
the droning which was very distinctly sustained during the

whole service, and a nervous movement occasionally amongst
tfie occupants of one or two seats near the window, through
which the imprisoned bees were vainly struggling to escape,

when some stray intruders threatened too dangerous a proximity,

onr quiet village worship was conducted the same as usual.

These swarms effected their entrance into the roof of the north
aisle through a small opening, which could only have been
discovered by a previous reconnoitre. I am convinced by this,

and several other analogous facts which have come under my
observation during the last three or four years, that swarming
is nothing more than a general muster of emigrants previous

to their departure in one compact phalanx, to a new habitation

fixed upon, and made ready, when necessary, at least some
days before their leaving the old hive.

One remark on the letter of your correspondent from Kil-

cbvre. There is something so unusual in the size of his third

swarm, which came out on the 8th of June, that I am inclined

to ask him whether he is quite sure that no considerable

portion of this returned to the parent hive during the process

of swarming ? This, with me, has not unfrequently happened,
both with second and third swarms, and on two occasions this

summer I have had the latter leave their hive and return to it

no fewer than three times in one day.

I daresay many of your readers are aware that after-swarms
are sometimes, perhaps more frequently than not, headed by
three or four queens. With my Ligurians this has been almost
invariably the case this summer, and the knowledge of this

fact has enabled me to capture several queens, and to place

them at the head of swarms of the purity of which I might
have been in some doubt. Sometimes I have had three or

lour clusters enclosing as many queens, and in this case
nothing is easier than to treat them as the heads of distinct

establishments, and hive them separately. As a rule, how-
ever, there is but one cluster, and around this an experienced
eye will detect, often—for instance, on the leaves of the tree on
which the swarm may have alighted—thirty or forty bees con-
gregated together', indisposed, apparently, to increase their

numbers, and yet disinclined to separate and join the main
body. Careful examination of these little nuclei will almost
invariably disclose a queen, and nothing is easier than, with
the aid of a wine-glass and a piece of stiff cardboard, to

capture her and her body-guard. It requires very little dex-
terity to accomplish this feat, and in this simple manner I one
morning secured three queens. One of these, of remarkable
size and beauty, I utilised in this way, keeping her and about
a dozen of her companions on the red currant leaf on which
they settled, for three or four days in a wine-glass with a piece
of honeycomb, until the opportunity arrived.

At last this was presented by the departure of a third swarm,
the largest I ever saw, from a hive in a rather exposed situ-

ation. The morning was windy and occasionally showery, and
altogether most unpropitious. The bees no sooner took wing
than they were scattered on the ground and trees around, on
an area of some three or four hundred square yards. The
queen, as I expected, did not accompany them, and now was
the time for my experiment. I waited until the scattered bees
began to grow impatient and unsettled, and some few of them
attempted to take flight homewards. I placed my imprisoned
queen and her companions on a kind of extemporised stand

made of small branches of currant tree, in the upper part of a
common straw hive ; held it immediately over some trees on
which the greater portion of the bees had alighted, and, one by
one, shook these sharply so as to induce the bees to take wing.
They did so, and in rising at once discovered tho queen. Then
arose the call-hum which the anxious apiarian under such cir-

cumstances is delighted to hear, and tho whole swarm rose up,
ouo by one, acknowledging the sovereignty of their alien
queen. I was determined to increase their numbers as I knew
that the hive was populous, aud the whole of the bees that could
well bo spared had not come out. So as soon as tho swarm
had quietly settled in its new abode, I removed tho old stock
from the stand and replaced it with the new swarm, taking
the former into a room lighted with only ono small window
which was closed ; on gently tapping the hive, still attached to

its bottom board, the bees became irate, and immediately
rushed out of the hive to the narrow light. Repeating this

operation at intervals of two or three minutes, and opening
the window to set its bewildered occupants at liberty before
resuming the tapping process, I managed to collect in the new
hive one of the largest swarms I ever possessed, the liberated

bees at once returning to the old familiar spot. I kept the
new hive where I had placed it, and removed the other to a
station at a considerable distance. Both hives are doing well,

and with their present teeming population bid fair to make
first-rate stocks.

I must conclude this discursive paper with an account of a
calamity which happened to one of my heaviest hives last

Sunday morning (July 29th). Just as I had entered my dress-

ing-room, word was sent up to me by my gardener that one of

my hives had fallen over in consequence of the ground being
saturated with rain, and that the combs were all broken, and
the honey and bees mixed together in one homogeneous
mass ? What was to be done ? And all this ou a Sunday
morning too ! I remembered that one of my hives had been
placed near a new wall, erected in the dry weather, and that the
earth had not been well rammed around the foundations. One
of the legs of my stand had sunk in this, and the " centre of

gravity " soon found its way over " the base." To save the
stock was impossible, and to approach it, dangerous. And
now came the question, How can I take the honey? The

[

thought struck me in a moment, that the only immediately
available plan was to pick up the hive and plunge it and tho
whole of its contents into a vessel of water, deep enough to

cover all, and to leave things in statu quo until my clerical

duties were completed. The idea proved eminently practical,

and after breaking up the combs and washing them in the
water, the debris of these and their constructors were separated
from the syrup by means of a strainer, leaving me to ascertain
the value of this by means of a saccharometer. It happened
fortunately, that we were just on the point of commencing our
annual brewing of elder-flower wine ; the required quantities of

sugar and water were duly added, and the wine is now made
anil on the point of being stored away in the barrel for winter
use.

—

William Law, Marston Trussel Rectory.

Is my communication at page 115, there is a mistake in the
date of the first swarming from the two stocks, which, if un-
corrected, would lead to the erroneous notion that the queens of

two united swarms could remain peaceably together for more
than a week. Both the swarms alluded to took place on the
7th of June (not 1st), their union to tho original Ligurian
stock being effected that night, and the huge swarm coming out
again on the 9th, at 11 a.m., so that these two queens were in

the same hive only thirty-six hours. It was, doubtless, their
proximity to one another becoming known then that occasioned
the second issue.

I can also fully bear my testimony as to the greater fecun-
dity of the Ligurian queen to that of the common bee. The
bees of the only Ligurian stock I possess still (8th of August),
keep up their numbers, and maintain their activity to a much
greater extent than any of the best of my other stocks, and
during the last three weeks of very indifferent weather have
worked vigorously, although I am afraid to little purpose, so

far as honey-collecting is concerned ; but the number of foragers

returning with pellets of farina on their legs is still most re-

markable.
My advice to all owners of hives this year is. Bo cautious in

depriving them of honey, for the season has been scarcely an
average, or you will lose them during the ensuing winter.

—

A Blaceheath'an.
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A DETHRONED QUEEN.
TnE old qneen in my six-frame observatory hive has been

quietly dethroned, and a youthful sovereign welcomed as her
successor ; and as the proceedings were carried on of the bees'
own free will, without any intermeddling on my part, I will
narrate what came under my observation ; and when I state
that for nine days the aged and youthful queens, without any
manifestations of antipathy, paced the combs, I think even close
observers may find somewhat to interest them in the details.

I observed on the 14th of July a sealed queen cell in the above-
mentioned hive ; it struck me at the time as a rather singular
circumstance, no swarms being contemplated, as a large amount
of space in the hive remained unoccupied by comb or bees.
As the royal brood approached maturity I looked for symptoms
of antipathy on the part of the queen, but no excitement was
manifested either by her or her attendants. On the 21st the
cell was opened, and as I watched the queen performing the
functions of the hive, and an examination of the exterior of

the hive failing to reveal a discarded princess, I presumed the
effort to raised another queen had been abortive. On the 22nd,
however, I was surprised to see a beautiful young queen at-

tended by a delighted and attentive circle, and upon the same
comb my old queen also surrounded by a portion of her subjects.
This state of affairs of course afforded a fine opportunity for in-

stalling a youthful sovereign in lieu of the three-years-old queen,
but as the interest in watching the hive would be diminished
I left them entirely to their own devices. Affairs remained
in much the same position during the next two or three days,
when marked inattention was evident towards the old queen,
indeed one or two discontented bees even pulled her by a leg or
wing ; and this soon was followed by an entire disregard of her
presence as she wandered uneasily from place to place, not on
the comb so much as over and through the clustering bees ; at
the same time an increased, na}-, energetic attention was paid
the youthful queen, who, I had reasons to believe, had made a
trip and safely returned to her hive. This was verified on the
29th, as she was then laying. I need not say how anxiously I
looked for a battle royal, but in this was disappointed, for
although I saw the two queens in close proximity they mani-
fested no enmity towards one another. Upon the 29th the old
queen was brought out, but whether she had been encased, or
whether the two had met in deadly embrace I cannot say. These
two queens having lived together for nine days, and the remark-
able instinct and forethought in the bees in raising a young
queen to take the place of the old one, and then quietly dis-

posing of her, has been, perhaps, as interesting a circumstance
in the economy of the bee as ever came under my observation
during a period of bee-keeping of about twenty-three years.

—

Geokge Fox, Kingsbridge.

TRANSFERRING BEES.
Four years ago a swarm of bees settled on a fence in my

garden. I was wholly unprepared for such an unexpected
visit, and had to put them in a large box 17 inches in length,

12 inches in height, by 10 in width. They have swarmed but
twice in the four years, and they are now so numerous that
they cannot find room in the box, and, after filling a glass

super, have taken possession of. a space between the top of the
box and a sack suspended 6 inches above it for the purpose of

shade and to prevent the dashing rains heating into the entrance.
I know very little about bees, but enough to be aware that

some better accommodation ought to be afforded. I have,
therefore, had a new box hive made for them, but am wholly
ignorant as to how and when I ought to set about getting them
into it. I have two acres of clover just coming into flower close to

the hive, and were they in their new quarters, this, I think, would
enable them to make some provision for the winter.—H. S.

[It is too late in the season for bees to make provision for

the winter if left unassisted in an empty hive, although it is

quite possible to transfer them to a new domicile filled with
either bars or frames, one or the other of which, however, is

indispensable. Should you determine on doing this, our re-

p'ies to " G. J." and John J. Smith, in pages 113 and 115, may
perhaps sufficiently enlighten you. If not, write us again,
stnting upon what points you require information, and we will

endeavour to supply it.]

The Honey Harvest in Oxfordshire.—A correspondent,

who writes from the neighbourhood of Banbury, informs us

that " It has been an unusually favourable summer for bees
in Oxfordshire—a more abundant blossom of Dutch clover in
the pastures than has been known for many years. Many
hives have attained heavy weights."

Hiving Bees Settled in a Flue.—Your correspondent
"W. P." (page 95), will find the bees which have settled in
the chimney may be hived as follows. Place a prepared hive
securely at the top of the flue, and surround it with a thick
blanket, so as to close every aperture, then fix a bell at the
bottom of the flue (all this must be done at night when the
bees are resting within), and set it ringing. The bees will
wake up with the din, and rise gradually into the hive. This
will be traced by the buzzing. When they have all risen, stop
the bell, and they will settle in the hive. After giving them
time to become comfortable, the hive may be carefully re-
moved to its stand, which should be as remote as possible from
the flue.—D. J.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Eggs not Hatching—DoRnrNG'sToEsfEboracHin).—You arc singularly

unfortunate, but the same might not hnppen again in twenty years. Wo
can give no guess at the cause of failure in hatching, but we know four-
clawed chickens will sometimes come; not, however, so frequently as
formerly. You are right in thinking the five toes indispensable. The
birds you have hatched are useless for stock or exhibition, unless you
use them only for tho table. It is more than likely these four-toed birds
would breed five-toed chickens ; but it is running a risk to use them.

Cross-bred Cochins (Idem).—The crosses of Cochin fowls are legion
in number, and curious in description. Thus, the cross between the
White and Buff is said to have produced the Blacks that were in vogue
some years ago ; but although the pullets were black the cocks had white
feathers, and the under feathers were nil white. We ourselves, from
good and apparently pure Buffs, have bred the Emu fowls, covered with
buff hair instead of feathers. Many of tho Buffs are heavily crossed
with the original Silver Cinnamon Cochins of Dorsetshire. They sported
sometimes, and produced white birds with yellow stripes and spots.
This would account for the White. The pencilling* of the hackle aud
the dark tail would easily come from the Dorking. The first is common,
almost general, in Dorking hens, and tho last a desideratum in the cocks.
Both are imperative in the Silver-Grey class. Dorkings are so mixed in
colour, that any can be had from them, and indeed may be expected.

Hamburghs running with a Game Cock (Silver-spangled).—If you
take away the cock you will breed pure chickens.

Prevention of Disease in Pigeons (Senwife).
—"We have heard of

no disease among Pigeons. Have the lofts or houses thoroughly cleaned
and lime-whited. Let the birds have pure water frequently changed, and
rock salt always within reach. Change their food.

Feeding Chickens (P. H. G.).—For the first fortnight chickens are best
kept upon alternate feedings of Indian meal, bread-crumbs, and eggs
boiled hard, chopped fine, and mixed with a little crushed hempsecd.
The Indian meal should be only so far moistened as still to remain
crumbly. After the first fortnight, and until large enough to feed with
the older fowls, give them daily, in addition, a feed or two of either braised
wheat, or bruised grits. From the very first days of their life continue,
without fail, to give them daily fresh green food. Cabbage and lettuce
leaves, and mowings of grass are best. Remember, above all things, that
a little food given often—every two hours is not too frequently—is the
chief rule for chicken-rearing.

Bee Hive (G. Sinclair).—The identical hive is figured, and its manage-
ment (also identical), described in the third, fourth, fifth, and sixth
editions of Taylor's Manual, under the name of the " Improved White's
Hive." So also is the mode of working two common hives side by side
in the exact manner figured and described by you, with the exception of
B alight point of detail, in which we think Mr. Taylor has the advantage.
This latter is also figured and described in "A Short and Simple Letter
to Cottagers, from a Bee-preserver," (by the Rev. W. C. Cotton I, which is

published at a cheap rate by the Society for Promoting Christian Know-
ledge, and which we should fancy would meet your views with regard to

a cottager's bee-book. The practical objections to the "transposing
system " are the instinct which leads the qun n to depict 1 1

*
i

»

the entrance, causing the added box to become the main if not the only
seat of breeding; so that if it be taken away the whole, or nearly the
whole, of the brood is destroyed, and comparatively little honey obtained,
and that much contaminated by pollen, &e. ; whilst if the original hive
be removed it is filled with old comb, the contents of which are of little

value, and the remaining box or hive is liable to contain so large a pro-

portion of drone-comb that the colony can never again become x^osperous.

Canary Mules Breeding.—We have a communication for "W. B. II.'

'

which we will forward if he will send his address.

POULTRY MARKET.—August 13/1

Trade is almost extinct, and there is not sale for all the poultry that

comes to market.
s. d. s. d. s. d

Largo Fowls 2 to 2
smaller do 1 9 „ 2
1

owll „
Chickens 1 3 „ 1

Geese 5 G „ 6
Ducklings 1 9„ 2 1 Pigeons.

6- Guinea Fowl3 to
i. Partridges „
(l Hares n „
fi I Rabbits 1 4 „ 1 5
u Wild do H

8 .
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Day
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Month
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working on so that the highest temperature may be attained

hy one or two o'clock in the afternoon. On the tempera-
tures above named allow a rise of 5° on dull days, of 10° on
those which are cloudy with clear intervals, and of 15' on
sunny days. The art of forcing Roses is to afford them abun-
dance of air and plenty of heat by day, and a comparatively
low night temperature, shutting up in good time after admit-
ting air early, so as to let in, catch, and retain as much sun heat
and fresh air as possible. By day the temperature from fare

heat shoidd not exceed 70°. The sprinkling overhead may
take place from '.) to 10 a.m., and again at the time of shutting

up the house ; but in dull, foggy weather only the morning
syringing will he necessary.

Keep the plants as far from the heating apparatus as possible,

and above all avoid cold currents of air. Let the waterings be

copious after growth has become active ; but, on the one hand,
do not over-water, and on the other afford a supply as soon as

the state of the soil shows that water is necessary ; at the
.same time the soil should never be allowed to become so dry
as to affect the foliage. When the buds are formed the pots
should be gradually withdrawn from the hotbed, partly to pre-

vent the roots striking into the fermenting materials, and
partly to avoid a check when the bloom is nearer expansion.

They may after this be set on a hard bottom, as flags, boards,

or slates, and have liquid manure once or twice a-week ; but
not strong. It may consist of 1 lb. of guano dissolved in

twenty gallons of soft water.

"When the blooms are about half expanded, or hardly so

much, the plants should be removed to a cooler house, from
15 to 50 by night. I have never observed any check result

from doing this, and the colour of the flowers is rendered deeper
and brighter, and their perfume more powerful, whilst the
blooming period is likewise prolonged. When the buds are

far advanced towards expansion syringing should be discon-

tinued, and the paths sprinkled instead; also afford the plants

ample room, abundance of air when the weather permits, and
all the light possible. After blooming they should be gradually

hardened off, and m it placed out of doors until danger from frost

is past.

To keep up a succession of bloom a number of plants should
be pruned a month later than the first lot, say the first in the
first week in October, the second in November, and the third in

1 ember, introducing them into the forcing-house in Novem-
ber, December, and January respectively, and onwards up to

March; but of these successions I shall say more hereafter,

as I propose to treat of them as not established a year in pots,

though they are as well if not better in that way, cither for

eaily or later-forced bloom.
The most suitable classes for early forcing are the Provence,

which I value most of all, probably from having commenced
forcing Roses with it, '.he Hybrid Perpetuals, and the Teas.

—

O. Abbey.
E i be continued.

LAXTON S EARLY PROLIFIC PEA.
[ pebi eite in your Journal for August 14th, page lit), that I

am not the only one who is disappointed in this Pea. Some
time before ordering my seeds I received a veiy flattering

account of it, so much so, that I determined to try a quart,

notwithstanding the high price at which it was sold ; and I ob-
tained it, with other soits named below, from Messrs. Veitch,

of Chelsea. There can be no mistake about its being the right

sort, as it was under Messrs. Carter's seal. I was very much
disappointed with it, for my other sorts have been extra good.
These were Sutton's Ringleader, first crop June 1st ; second
nop, Eley's Essex Rival, a very fine Pea ; third, Dickson's
Favourite, an enormous cropper, many of the pods having
eleven aud twelve tine peas in the pod ; fourth, Veitch's
Perfection, which was perfection indeed both in crop and
flavour ; in fact, all points considered, it was the best Pea
grown here this season, which is saying much, as I have tried

about fifteen sorts this year. Laxton's Early was sown to come
in after Dickson's Favourite—namely, in the last week in June,
and the first in July, a season at which I think all sorts of

Peas ought to do well, having the month of May to grow in,

and June to bloom and fill out their pods. When fit to gather
it was not equal to Princess Royal growing by its side, and one
or two others which came in soon afterwards, so that I think it

better to leave these high-priced articles alone, and keep to

others which are cheaper, and equally good. The soil here is a

clay loam resting on brick clay ; in lighter soils the result
might be very different, as I have found many varieties which
succeed well in one kind of soil do very badly in another. The
late Peas here this season are very inferior, on account of dry
weather, and the very rough winds which we have had, along
with great changes in the temperature.—J. May.

IVY.
Ivr is a truly British plant, and seems interwoven with our

history from its earliest periods. Less honoured than the
Oak, and less gloomy in its associations than the Yew, it is

more immediately connected with our homes than either of
these. Its adaptability to all situations and to the climate of
all parts of the country is likewise a great recommendation to
favour. In one place we see it covering the ground with a
dense carpet, in another ascending the loftiest tree, and in
both maintaining itself against all intruders ; it frequently
mantles our dwellings, and, by the natural armour which it

affords, those no longer tenanted are to a great extent preserved
from the attacks of time. To it the venerable appearance of

many a ruin is as much due as to the masonry ; to it many
a rocky eminence owes much of its beauty ; and an old tree

acquires a new interest when its trunk and limbs become
clothed in the evergreen drapery of the ivy. I must now pro-

ceed to the details of its culture and uses, and endeavour to

name a few of the many purposes for which it may be em-
ployed.

As regards culture, the Ivy is by no means particular, for it

will live—nay, thrive, in situations unfavourable to most plants,

and differing widely from each other ; but in general it suc-

ceeds best in a dry soil containing plenty of stones. I may
here observe, by way of parenthesis, that the utility of stones in

land is not sufficiently recognised. Ivy thrives amongst such
materials, but it is often enough found growing freely on clayey

soils ; and, in fact, it is common to plant it in any situation

where it is wanted without any preparation whatever. Shade,
however, seems to encourage its growth, and it will usually do
better against the north than the south side of a house. Moist
shady woods also not unfrequently abound in Ivy. I believe

that it is likewise plentiful in soils containing a good propor-

tion of calcareous matter. It will, however, do well in some
soils of an opposite nature ; and, indeed, it is so obedient to

the requirements of the cultivator that it may be made to suc-

ceed almost anywhere, and that with a very small space for its

roots to run in. It will, in fact, struggle for a living in ground
closely matted with the roots of plants.

The propagation of the Ivy is exceedingly easy and rapid.

Seed is abundantly produced, and it germinates freely enough
—too much so in some cases. Plants may also be raised in

abundance from cuttings, or rather slips, put into the ground
almost at any time, but certainly the autumn is the best period

for doing so ; while if valuable kind; be trained over the ground
and pegged down, roots will be emitted at each joint. In this

ca=e. if the shoots be cut through some time before the plants

are removed, the latter will be much improved in strength.

These modes will generally be sufficient to increase this plant

to any reasonable extent. Autumn I believe to be the best

time to plant Ivy. but I have met with good success by plant-

ing in May, while March is perhaps the worst period ; but

plants in pots may be turned out at any time, and where only

a few are to be planted it is best to obtain such, as they become
more speedily established, and commence growing sooner.

The variegated Ivies would be the better of fresh accessions,

for those which we now have certainly fall short of what I ex-

pect we shall hereafter possess. The best gold, silver-edged,

or blotched Ivy, does not come up to varieties of the Holly

similarly variegated, there being a want of clearness in the

colouring of all that I have seen yet, which places them much
below the standard, or what ought to be the standard. I hope
that when we shall have Ivies as good in colour as the Hollies

referred to, our Golden and Silver Chain Geraniums will be
less wanted in the parterre. There are, besides, other forms of

Ivy, differing considerably from the common or wild variety

;

one with heart-shaped leaves is much admired, though not

moro so than that called Hedera helix maculata. There are

many other varieties, some having almost a Willow leaf, while

others with palmate foliage vary much in the obtuseness

or acuteness of the leaf. Stnrdiness of growth is another

feature not common in every variety, and some kinds seem
to lose the creeping character entirely, and form evergreen
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bushes of great beauty ; one plant not far from where I am
now writing is upwards of twenty years old, healthy, and
vigorous, and although it has scarcely ever been touched with

the knife, is now not more than 4 feet high, but as much
through. The Ivies, however, are naturally climbers, and as

such they are generally planted. The varieties are often the

result of sports, and have a strong tendency to return to

the normal state, especially some of the variegated kinds.

Nearly all the variations in size of leaf and habit of growth
may often be seon in woods where the common wild Ivy,

with small leaves of a grey colour, having shining veins of

white, may be met with along with others of larger and
greener foliage in every gradation up to the robust Irish Ivy,

which, I may remark, is the most useful kind we have, and
that most generally cultivated. I am not positive that it is

the best climber, but its rapid growth, and its property of

forming fresh leaves when cut-in, render it suitable to most
places where it is subjected to some degree of management.
Even this Ivy presents a difference in its foliage, leaves

broadly palmate being met with at one time, while others

almost lanceolate or ovate are formed higher up the plant, and
the climbing shoot becomes a short, dense, bushy-headed one
when it can find nothing to cling to, or where the plant is

stunted in its growth, as may be seen where an aged tree is

covered with Ivy, and the laterals thrown out can find nowhere
else to travel. The Ivies form picturesque, I may almost say
grotesque objects, where they cover a curious-headed pollard,

and the most symmetrically-trained pyramidal or conical

Azalea has more than its equal in some large Fir trees that I

have seen covered with this plant.

With regard to trimming the Ivy. I by no means agree
with some instructions lately given in this paper as to the
proper time for doing so in the south and more favoured parts

of England, though the ci.se may be different in the north,
where the plant is less robust. The plan we adopt here is to

cut-in closely the Ivy covering dwelling-houses in the beginning
of August, very often scarcely leaving a leaf, and yet the whole
plant is again densely covered with foliage five or six weeks
afterwards ; and the season being then too far gone, the growth
is confined to leaves, which, with us become firm and esta-

blished before winter, so as to sustain no injury from frosts.

Thus. the Ivy looks trim and neat up to the following June,
when the summer shoots begin to elongate. It will be seen
that there is with this plan a period of fully eight or nine
months in which the plant looks as trim and uniform as the
wall against which it chugs, while the remainder of the time
may be divided about equally between the period of the shoots
growing in early summer and that of the formation of foliage

in the latter part of the season. Now, let us see what are the
effects of cutting Ivy in March. The formation of fresh foliage

or shoots will then take about the same time as in the former
case, while the period during which the Ivy forms a close carpet
is very short indeed. Shoots of some length are formed, and
these, remaining uushortened until the following March, are
'.ften in the way when a trim and symmetrical appearance ought
to prevail. Observe, I by no means advise the trimming of
Ivy in August when there is a danger of the leaves not being
produced sufficiently early to withstand the autumn and winter
frosts ; but when the operation can be performed at that time
with safety, let it be done then.
As to the propriety of covering a dwelling-house with Ivy,

there are various opinions, many contending that appearance
is the only recommendation it lias ; but to trees it is very in-

jurious ; many an Oak has been strangled in its embraces, and
Pinuses suffer still more. Within a very few yards of where I

write, a Spruce Fir upwards of 70 feet high has been for some
years struggling for an existence, which is gradually drawing to

a close. A few small patches of green on the tips of some
of its branches are all the signs of life which it exhibits.
The tree may survive one more year, while the mantle of Ivy
triumphantly takes possession of the whole of the trunk ; the
Ivy branches, dense as Box, protrude in all directions, forming
an elongated cone of greater symmetry than ever the Spruce
did in its best days. The Ivy has not taken possession of
any of the dead branches, although many of them are from
4 to G inches in diameter at their base ; but the creeper appa-
rently disdains to trust them as supports, and confines itself to

the trunk. This support, however, will also have an end, for

we have lost several trees, which had become quite denuded of
branches, and only presented a beautifully tapering Ivy-covered
spire. The trunk of the tree, when deprived of its vitality,

can no longer resist decay, and when it becomes too weak to

withstand a high wind, its load brings tin whole down. Even
Spruce and Larch trees containing from 50 to 100 or more
cubic feet of timber, are not proof against the elements, and the
downfall of the structure is only a matter of time. Sometimes
such pillars will be blown down by the root, and Bometimi .;

broken off in the middle. One which suffered in the latter

way was about 18 inches in diameter at tin place where broken,
and was not far advanced in decay. Sucdi casualties cannot
well be prevented except by bracing up the dead stem, like the
mast of a ship, but doing so would mar the effect.—J. RoBSON.

THE ROSES OF 1865.

I am sure Mr. Kent is a kind-hearted man. I but oner

the pleasure of meeting him, and so he seemed—just the sort

of man one would like to see governor of a gaol or director of

a reformatory. You would be quite certain that the people
would be well looked after, their little foibles overlooked, and
every extenuating circumstance possible brought forward in

their favour ; for so he seems to have acted in his opinions of

the new Roses of 1865. He has passed over defects which
will be fatal to some and damaging to others. He has kept
others which may linger for a year or two in the lists, and
then will disappear, save in the collections of those who care

more for variety of sorts than for quality ; and he has exhi-

bited that amiability which rather inclines one to say a good
word on behalf of what is really good but not super-excellent.
" Ah, poor thing ! he (or she) has his faults, but with all that

he is a good fellow ! " Now, on the other hand, a critic must
be of sterner stuff, something between a relieving officer and
a Yankee skipper—two of the hardest and corniest speci-

mens of human nature I know. He must be on the look-

out for defects, and not for beauties. He must have a large

stock of "buts" in his vocabulary, and he must be prepared
to use them. It is the misfortune of such that they miss much
pleasure ; although, perhaps, their appreciation of excellence

is more enjoyable to them than to others, yet is their enjoy-

ment continually marred by seeing what others 6ee not, and
by having magnifying-glasses on for every defect. One goes
into raptures over a new flower, and while he is having his

enjoyment, you, alas .' see a wrongness of shape, a deficiency

of colour which has escaped the other. I have said all this,

inasmuch as my judgment on the Roses of 1866 differs mate-
rially from that of Mr. Kent ; and I hope he will pardon me
for saying I think he is too lenient. I may be the opposite,

but I shall endeavour to clear myself from such a charge by
giving my reasons.

There were sent out by the French raisers in 1865 .'

purposely omit English Roses), or rather in the autumn oi

1864, nine Bourbons, two Teas, seventy-five Hybrid 1'erpetuals,

two Hybrid Noisettes, and four Perpetual Moss—in all ninety-
two ! Of these Mr. Kent has selected twenty-one, but this

selection must be, I think, still further reduced. First, How-
ever, let us see what each raiser contributed. I pass by the
Bourbons, not one of which has made, I fancy, any permanent
claim on our sympathy. The same may be said of the Per-
petual Mosses ; while one of the Teas, glorious Marfichal Niel,

has established himself facile prineeps of all the Roses of the
last three years—the greatest acquisition we have had since

Charles Lefebvre. Of the Hybrid Perpetuals I therefore speak,
and the following is, I believe, a correct statement of the num-
ber s sent out by each raiser.

Charles Verdier 2 Portemer 2
Eugene Verdier 7 Touvais 3
Margottin 2 Trcmillard 5
Marest 1 < Iger R
Levcque 2 Dueller 3
Lacharme 2 Morean 4
Guillot pt-rc 4 Foutaine -1

Guillot fils 3 Damaizin 2
Gonod a Peruet 3
Guiuoisseau 1 Baumaim 1

I>efaim 1 Jauiaiu 1

Liabaud 1

There are besides some thirteen or fourteen from growers
whose names sometimes are not given, and others are un-
known to us. Taking Mr. Kent's list I find he has selected of

Guillot fils, 1; Gonod, 2; Oger, 1; Margottin, 2; Portemer, 2
;

Eugene Verdier. 4 ; Charles Verdier, 2 ; Levcque, 1 ; Jamain, 1

;

Lacharme, 2 ; Pernet, 1 ; and on referring to my critique on
these when the catalogue appeared, I named the following

as likely to be the favourites :—Rushton Radclyffe (Eugene
Verdier), Souvenir de AVm. Wood (Eugene Verdier), Due dc
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Wellington (Charles Verdier), Diichesse de Caylus (Charles

Verdier), Duchesse de Medina Cceli (Marest), Madame Charles

Verdier (Lacharme), Marguerite de St. Aniand (Jainain),

Jean Rosenkiantz (Porteruer), Triomphe de la Terro des Roses
(Guillot pure), Xavier Olibo (Lacharme), Madame Moreau
(Gonod), Charles Wood (Portemer), and Souvenir de Bernardin
St. Pierre (Guillot fils), and I believe that the best varieties of

the year are now, after we have had the opportunity of testing

them, with one or two exceptions, to be found in this list,

which was drawn up partly from observation, and partly from
supposition ; for the following I believe to be the best of the

list :—Duchesse de Caylus, Dr. Andry, Marguerite de St. Amand,
and, pei haps, Due de Wellington; in the second rank, some
treading very closely on these, I would place Bushton Radclyffe,

Madame Moreau, Madame Arnelie Halphen, M. Boncenno,
and Xavier Olibo ; all the others are pretty good in some sort

of way, but not coming up to my ideas of acquisitions. There
are several of them which I dure say will be prized by exhibitors

for some time to come, but judging them by the standard of

excellence that I would set up as that to which I would have all

raisers aspire, I will now give my reasons for discarding them,
and also why I place those I have named.

Ducli, .'xi' if,- Caylus is the premier H.P. of the year, lovely in

colour, a beautiful soft carmine rose, and, as Mr. Kent justly

says, perfect in form.

Marguerite de St. Amand.—Any one who had the opportunity

of seeing Mr. Cant's stand of this at the National Rose Show,
can have no doubt as to the position in which I have placed it.

It is a light rose-coloured flower of large size, and good shape,

nothing coarse about it.

Due de Wellington.—Brilliant in colour, splendid in petal,

hut I have noticed that it has not been much shown. Whether
this implies any delicacy of constitution I know not, as I have
never had it.

It will thus be seen that Charles Verdier has two of the
Al varieties (and as he only sent out two, this says much),
Eugene Verdier one, and Jamain one.

Of those which I have placed in the second rank,
Dr. Andry is a fine flower of good shape and brilliant in

colour. A friend to whom I gave a plant says he thinks it

and Charles Lefcbvre the best two Roses he ever had. I do
not go quite so far as this, but think it a fine Rose.

Rushton Radclyffe is a fine full Rose, of the Francois La-
charme and Madame Furtado type. It was said by some to be
delicate, but Mr. Radclyffe says no, and I have seen it very
vigorous ; but I fear it will not do everywhere, and so I put it

as second-rate.

Madame Moreau.—Undoubtedly a fine showy Rose, as Mr.
Keynes's stand of it testified, but it is one of those fiat, saucer-

like flowers which we do not want.
Madame Amelie Halphen.—A very delicately-coloured pretty

flower, hut I fancy not quite full enough. Too apt to show the

eye.

Monsieur Boncenne.—A very dark and gcod-shaped Rose, in

colour something like Prince Camille de Rohan, but a better-

shaped flower. I should have put it in the first class if I

were quite sure that it was full enough, a fact I rather doubt.

Xavier olibo.—Very near being one of the best. The petal is

large and thick, the colour glorious, hut it has an ugly cleft-

way of opening its bud, and the consequence is that few of

the flowers open well.

Abbf Berleze is pretty, and would be admired by some.
Belle Normande is too washy in colour. Charles AVood is a

fine dark colour, but we have many like it ; the same may be
said of General d'Hautpoult. Jean Rosenkrantz is a good
colour, but not lemarkable. Madame Charles Verdier is not
good in shape. Madame Elise Viimorin is brilliant enough in

colour, but rough. Chailes Margottin is a very showy Rose,
but it wants form. Semiraniis and Triomphe des Francais
are good enough, but we ha7e others quite " as good as they."
And so our list is pruned. Ah! what patience and disappoint-

ment our English Rose-growers musi experience, to propagate a
lot of worthless varieties, and then to have to throw them away !

and unless more attention is paid to the antecedents of raisers,

and less to high-flown descriptions, it will always be fo. I

know what it is from seeing my friend and neighbour Mr. Banks
over his seedling Fuchsias ; he consigns to destruction literally

thousands eveiy year, of which many persons would consider a
large number quite good enough to send out. He, however,
has a high standard, and where another would overlook a
trifling defect of shape, or colour, or habit, or inconstancy,
he ruthlessly consigns them to destruction. Some of the French

raisers act thus ; hut others send out their flowers, and leave
us to discover that while in many points the description held
good, there was one little point omitted which altered the
whole character.—D., Deal.

ORCHARD-HOUSE CULTURE.
Two or three weeks ago a letter appeared in your Journal

from a correspondent who described himself as the parson of

a parish, in which ho gave your readers the benefit of his ex-

perience as regards orchard-house culture. His letter was
interesting to me, partly I suppose on the principle that " birds
of a feather flock together " (for I, also, am a country parson),

and also because the system which he described so nearly re-

sembled that which I have myself pursued, that I felt I could
endorse nearly all his statements. Now, as my orchard-house
is pronounced a decided success in this part of the country,
perhaps a few words from me may be acceptable to some df

your readers, and I shall be glad indeed if any observations of

mine prove useful to those who have lately invested their

money in orchard-houses. First of all, let me just say that I

attribute my success to the implicit obedience which I have
paid to the directions furnished by those Arcades umbo, Mr.
Bivers and the Rev. T. Brehaut, and I most strongly urge
others to do the same, as I am quite sure that the reason why
some of my neighbours have met with comparative failure, is

because they have not paid sufficient attention to the valuable
information contained in such books as " The Orchard-House,"
aud '• Cordon-Training of Fruit Trees," but have left their

trees to the tender mercies of their gardeners, the ignorance
of some of whom is often the measure of their prejudice and
presumption.

It is now four years since I built a cheap orchard-house,

over ground which I had carefully prepared for the purpose.

Spade iu hand I set to work, eniployiug myself during my
leisure hours in excavating a trench 45 feet long, 14 feet broad,

and 4 feet deep, placing all the good soil outside, and harrowing
that which was bad or indifferent to fill up a hollow in my field.

It was splendid exercise—perhaps I should say hard work

—

this digging, sine otio (as Mr. Brehaut has it), but not so hard as I

remember it was tugging at the end of an oar in the University

race between Westminster Bridge aud Putney—dear me ! I do
not like to think how many years ago. It was with no little

pleasure I assure you that I at length surveyed the result of

my labour—a tidy hole as some one called it ; but it would not
do to stand long gazing on vacancy, so I soon commenced the
work of paving the bottom with large pieces of clunch stones,

brickbats, and anything else that would serve as drainage,

overlaying these with a quantity of cinder ashes, which I

rammed down hard and smooth. I then threw in all the old

faggots I could find, plenty of leaves and gaiden refuse, and
next shovelled in the good soil, mixing it with bones and dung,

giving it also a copious urenching with the contents of a tank,

which is the receptacle of the liquor which is drained from my
scullery— capital stuff for Strawberries, I may mention, but
likely, I should think, to stink in the nostrils of inspectors of

nuisances. My friends the farmers were very good to me, carting

in, free of expense, I know not how many loads of splendid

virgin fibrous mould.
Against the back wall of my house are trained Peach and

Nectarine trees on the triple cordon plan invented by the Rev.

T. Biehaut, which I beg highly to lecommend, as elegant, pro-

ductive, and having the advantage of making available every

inch of the wall. A foot and a half from the wall is a path

2J feet wide, having an ornamental edging. The remaining

space is filled with pyramidal trees in pots, Apricots, Peaches,

and Nectarines, all paragons of perfection, as in consequence

of regular syringing, the application of Gishurst compound
in the winter, and early fumigation in the spring, I have not

been in the least degree troubled w.th either aphides or red

spider. Beneath each rafter and round each pillar is trained

a Grape Vine, each having on the average eight large well-

thinned bunches of either Muscat or Black Hamburgh Grapes,

which alone would repay me for the original expense of my
house. Half the number of my potted trees (which were re-

tain! d uueer glass until June), are planted outside ; from them
I have already gathered ripe fruit of exquisite flavour and
colour. I have a pump inside my house, supplied by the rainfall

from the glass, and which, although I have drawn rather heavily

upon its resources, has not yet failed me. I have twenty zinc

pails arranged on one side of the path, in which the water is
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exposed to the heat of the sun hefore I use it for either water-

ing or syringing. I believe this to beim excellent plan. I will

not add to tho length of this communication by obtruding any

hints of mine on the subject of orchard-houso culture. Suttieo

it to say, that I go by book as closely as I can. I must frankly

own, indeed, that my trees will not invariably grow in lich i

manner as to square with Mr. Proliant's theory, where he lays

down that each spur should be furnished with two shoots, one
for wood and one for fruit, yet I regard that formula a>.' the

embodiment of a very important principle, and I follow it as

nearly as my judgment enables mo and Nature seems to permit.

There are two mistakes against which I should like just to

warn beginners, and say. crede experto,—do not ram the

earth into your pots when it ia at all wet, especially if it be of

a clayey nature; and, secondly, do not be in too groat a hurry
to pinch-in your young shoots. Experience has taught me to

rectify these two radical errors, and I can only say, but not in

a vaunting spirit, that success has crowned my efforts. Patience

and observation have enabled me to overcome many difficulties,

and I can thankfully add that my orchard-house has been to

me a source of unmixed happiness, giving me delightful occu-

pation during my leisure moments all the year round, and
affording me a never-failing source of interest and pleasure.

I feel my mind refreshed as I walk along my orchard-house

and view my thriving cordon trees, my graceful pyramids, my
splendid bunches of Grapes, my luscious Figs, and I think of

that scriptural picture which is presented to us of almost per-

fect human happiness and contentment, where we read that

Judah and Israel dwelt safely, every man under his Vine and
under his Fig tree, all the days of Solomon. Once I was one
of Izaak Walton's enthusiastic disciples; but, alas ! streams

are polluted now, and I care not to issue forth, rod in hand,

when so many common sewers are permitted to disgorge their

unsavoury contents into every noble river and babbling brook

;

but I have that at home which makes ample compensation for

the loss of piscatory pleasures, and am inclined to think that

if any relics of primaeval Paradise still linger upon this much-
abused earth of ours, they are still to be found within the pre-

cincts of a garden—in the simple cultivation of fruit and
flowers—still to be traced in the glory of the gaily ornamented
parterre, in the perfume of the sweetly-scented conservatory,

and in the beauty of the spring blossoms and autumnal pro-

duce, even of the more humble, but no less enjoyable, orchard-

house.—A Constant Reader.

ENCROACHIN< ! TREES.
The trees (Elm and Ash), of a neighbour's plantation are

placed so close to my garden as to do me great mischief by
overhanging, and the roots running under the fence into my
borders. As I believe this grievance is not an uncommon one,

I address you, in the hope that you will say what remedy I

may legally have in my power to adopt. The overhanging
branches were pruned at my request three or four years ago,

when I was asked to lop off any offending branch thenceforth
;

but the trees have now grown so large and overhanging from
the very top that no pruning, and, I believe, nothing short of

removal, can be of any permanent advantage.—A Subscbebeb.

"We do not think that you eoidd compel your neighbour to

remove the trees, and even if he were willing to do so, perhaps
you would hesitate from urging him to take that course, if

they are ornamental, or shelter his grounds. Tho remedy,
however, is in your own hands, for you have permission to

remove the offending branches ; and such permission is much
better than compelling the owner to lop them off, which he
could be compelled to do, for no branches have a right to hang
beyond the boundary of their owner's ground. As to the in-

vading roots, they may be effectually repelled. Close to your
boundary have a trench dug 2 feet wide and sufficiently deep
to be below the roots, cutting through all that penetrate your
soil. Fill the trench with stones rammed in hard without
any earth admixed, and the roots will not attempt to trespass

again/

The Saw-eiudgewoeth ORCHAim-HorsEs. — Those of our
readers who are interested in orchard-house cultivation should

seize on opportunity to visit Messrs. Rivera's extensive esta-

blishment at Sawbridgeworth, which now offers great attrac-

tions, particularly to such as are fond of fruit-tree culture.

The new Peaches and Nectarines which Mr. Rivers ho

ceeded in raising, and which will supersede all the old varieties,

are of themselves a study; and the profusion of fruit with
which they and the Apricots in pots are laden cannot fail to

astonish even those who have no practical knowledge of the
subject.

ROSES AND STRAWBERRIES AT SEEND,
WILTS.

The Rose is not only an Englishman's national emblem, but
also his favourite (lower; lie is proud of it e be B( it en-
twined with the Thistle and the Shamrock, and hi' thinks that

the best portion of tho device is his ; he grudges not the Scotch-

man his Thistle, nor the Irishman his Shamrock; and as to

tl e Welshman's national vegetable—well, he would rather have
nothing to do with that. But the Englishman is not only
proud of the Rose, he loves it. Watch the crowd in Cheap el.

,

and men of business though they be, they have their favourite

flower, and that flower is the Rose ; and dear, round-faced,

smoek-froeked Hodge—smoek-frocked at church on Good Friday
and Ash Wednesday, but in good broadcloth (black usually,

with an eye to a good appearanco at buryings), on a Sunday

—

well, does not he cram his button-hole with Cabbage Roses?
(Fancy a Scotchman with a Thistle in his coat!) And, more
than that, does he not tell his Mary, as lie pours bucket after

bucket of milk into her cheese-tub, "that her cheeks be like

two full-blowed Roses?" Well, of course he does, the Rose
being his ideal of beauty. We all love the Rose. In babyhood
we did. when with chubby plucking fingers we littered our little

carriage floor with petals of Damask and China, Roses. Child-

hood succeeded babyhood ; still we loved the Rose, and prized
most of all that Maiden's Blush in our little garden. Youth
next. Ah! then we gathered carefully the choicest half-opened
buds, and gave them with such a look and meaning to our .

But no more ; these reflections will not do. Ah !

" That was tbc time of RO! I

We plucked them as wc pa i t;

'

But putting aside the poetry of life connected with the Rose,
it is certain that each year the love of Roses is on the increase.

This we owe to raisers of Hybrid Perpetuals. Blessings on
tin man who brings out a good Rose which will bloom from
.Tune to December. That is the Rose for popularity. It needs
no wrapping up in lavender in the winter, no potting and
repotting, no taking up, &c. No, there all winter long it stands
in the garden uninjured, and for half the year is an object of

beauty.

One miserable, rainy day last February I received a hearty
word-of-mouth invitation from Mr. Ambrose Awdey, the head
of one of our oldest, happily most numerous, and most re-

spected Wiltshire families, to bo present at his annual Rose
and Strawberry gathering, held on his ancestral acres at Seend.
Now, knowing Mr. Awdey to be one of our best and most en-
thusiastic rosarians, and that his Strawberries made people
open their eyes and their mouths too, I accepted the invitation

readily and gladly. I often thought about the treat in store,

laid my head back in my study chair on windy days—my
horror—and said I shall enjoy myself then. I sniffed at the
treat at a distance, as an alderman may be supposed to sniff at

turtle soup when a mile off. I longed for the time to come,
intending to give myself up to enjoyment like a very child.

At long-last the Rose time came round, and with it a note
fixing the day of the Rose and Strawberry festival. There had
been a good deal of '-am those first four days of July, but why
should it he wet on the 5th '.' Besides, the word Seend means
sand, so the roads will not be very bad if there be rain.

On reaching Seend by rail, I ascend from the station, and
climb a steep hill and soon enter the village, seeing a break
before me full of ladies (flowers on their way to the flowers).

Then I enter the village street ; a pretty clean-looking village

it is, with a sufficient number of good houses near enough
together to make a charming band of country neighbours

—

who would drop in to tea with each other after an after-

walk, and have pleasant parochial chats about the school
and the poor, " how nervous the governess is about the coming
of that terrible government inspector, and they intend to give

her an hour's help each day;" and then the poor, iiow

Martha Smith needs beef tea, and Molly Dull wants an outfit

foi In- daughter, who is going to her first place of service."

I In fact, I liked the look of Seend, and almost coveted the
i arson's place.

Having reached my host's house we had n. light lunch, only
a standing lunch— cake, and wine, and biscuits, and Straw-
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berries, for we are to dine at half-past three. Luncheon over,

ire formed little parties and started out whither I knew not,

for I was an utter stranger. As usual, the young folks managed
to get together—the old story over again ; and the married
Indies they got together, doubtless talking about their children's

colds, measles, and education. Then the husbands they got
together, save the very young ones or the hen-pecked, and felt

almost bachelors again.

Led by my host, who welcomed me as warmly as he had
invited me, I saunter up the village a little way, and enter a
walled garden about half an acre in extent. On the left hand I

inspect a well-built on hard-house, full of healthy little trees, and
Vines, and larger wall trees. This pretty house is on what was
a mere garden wall three years ago. " This house," said Mr.
Awdey, " I owe to The Journal of Horticulture." Passing
on I come to a ground vinery; "This, too," said Mr. A.,

"I owe to Tin-: Journal op Horticulture." Looking round
me I noticed the thorough cultivation of the garden. There is

a great difference between half gardening and whole gardening
—the soil made to produce something, or the soil made to
produce as much as possible, and grow everything as well as
possible. I said. "What a soil you have!" "Ah, yes; but
I carted six and thirty loads of maiden mould here a little

time back," was the reply. Perhaps being in the frnit garden
is the place to speak of the Strawberries cultivated by Mr.
Awdey, although, as I shall presently state, they are grown
chiefly with the Roses. The varieties Mr. Awdey cultivates

are Eclipse, Oscar, Sir Harry, Sir C. Napier, Carolina Superba,
and Eleanor; but of their size and flavour by-and-by. Walk-
ing around the walled garden I observed that net frames were
fai fcened in front of the fruit tree? ; this is a neater and better
plan than mere nets of string.

Coming out into a lane we reached the church, crossed the
|

churchyard, dip] 1 down the grassy slope, now and then look-
ing at the fine view before us, and took a path across the fields

to the right. Well, where are we going? I had imagined a
house, shrubberies and Rose garden adjoining; but I was now

{

Leaving all human habitations behind me, and going among
|

the rich pastures iu the valley below the Wiltshire Downs.
Further on I find in a field Roses surrounding a piece of grass
used for croquet, just outside a boarded enclosure. Here I

prepare to stop, but no
;

I am told that these Roses are but a
few, chiefly transplanted dormant buds of last year's budding.
I am led to the corner of the wooden enclosure, a suspiciously '

little door is opened, and my breath is almost gone ; for slightly '

to alter the word- of Kirke White

—

" Such :i >iu,'lit as 1 saw there. I ne'er hud seen before :

But such i sight as I saw there, 1 hope to see once more."

Now, good reader, just imagine a two-acre field right out in
the country, boarded in with 10-feet high boards, precluding, I

therefore, all sight of what was inside while you were on the I

level ground. A door opens and you enter, and behold Felicite
|

Perpetue Roses, those darling cream white flowers, covering
j

or rather lining the whole inside of the boards, thus giving a
j

frame of pearly whiteness to the picture. Then within, beds
I

of Roses some 16 yards square, in each bed Roses of the
same height, and each row of the same colour. Imagine wide
borders all round, separated by paths of the original turf of the i

field, for this Rose garden was a few years since but a field
j

where cows grazed: theu grass paths between each bed; while !

overhead arches, Rose-covered, united border with bed, and beds
with each other. Then at your feet on each side of you were
marvellously-grown Strawberries in vast abundance. I walked
up the middle path to the other end of this Rose field, then
turning round I surveyed the scene. Before me at that end
lay a carpet of dwarf Roses, grown on the Mauetti, then beds
of half-standards, then higher ; but I was struck with the rich
colour of the scene before me, begirt in such good taste with a
belt of white. No flower was there but the Rose ; but what a
bedding plant it makes in good hands and good soil ! The
Roses in the beds were sometimes in lines, at other times
planted quincunx, and the rich brown pasture mould looked
not unsightly between the stems. Now, to say what Roses were
there would be simply to write out the first good Rose catalogue
that came to hand. Mr. Awdey had within and outside the
enclosure about four thousand plants. Inside none but the
best Perpetuals ; outside were groups of the best of the old
summer Roses, and extensive young plantations of the novelties
of the Rose world, which having successfully passed their no-
vitiate outside, will be hereafter admitted to the Rose garden
proper. Every known beautiful Rose suited for out-door

growth was before me. Hundreds of Charles Lefebvres, and
Senatetrr VaisBes, and Comtesse de Chabrillants, the three un-
rivalled ones

; bold Eugene Appert, its leaf almost a flower, so
beautiful is it ; delicate Auguste Mie ; more delicate Made-
moiselle de Bonnaire ; Madame Boll, that fine woman ; that
gorgeous velvety monarch, Louis XIV.: John Hopper, the
best of recent English (Rose) gentlemen. But how can I men-
tion the dukes and duchesses, the generals and lords, the
madames, princes, and emperors, the tender souvenirs ?—why,
all were there ! Hybrid—no, higli-bred Perpetuals, princes of

the Bourbon line, Chinese mandarins, and ladies very fine

indeed, and smelling, as of course they ought, of tea. Hundreds
of the best, dozens of the second best, all varieties of colour,
all varieties of leaf, and habit, and growth—truly it was a
fairy scene.

Then came the attack upon the Strawberries, though we were
warned not to judge of their size, as the best had been gathered
for dinner.

Round and round I go—outside to see the novelties, or to
look at the old favourite summer Roses. In the middle of the
garden I had noticed something that seemed a combination of

skeleton pump without a handle and a camera, the whole made
of wood and painted green ; but where was the photographer '.'

Why was the camera always looking straight at the summer
house ? By the way, how- indifferent to appearance must a pho-
tographer be. See one with his head under his velvet focussing
his picture : behold the human form greatly degraded—a sort

of two-legged head-wrapped-up animal, given to inelegant
postures. But, to return. I asked what the green machine
might be, and was told that it was a revolving gun, which went
by clockwork, had a pendulum, and when loaded and wound
up fired every half hour during the four-and-twenty, and that

it was invented by a Wiltshire man. Now, query, Do not the
blackbirds become used to the firing at stated intervals ? For
instance, Do they not enjoy twenty-five minutes' thieving of

the Strawberries, flyover the wall, and then, the firing over,

enjoy twenty-five minutes more, and so on ? Wandering among
the Roses, Mr. Awdey attracted my attention to his favourites,

and remarked, " He not only read, but looked for the papers of

'D., DcaV"
A bell sounded on the hill, and we strolled up to a tent where

dinner was provided, and sat down—forty happy souls, to re-

fresh our bodies. A capital dinner a la Busse, and, oh, the
dishes of Strawberries! Mr. Awdey stated, " that during the
whole season the fruit on aU his six varieties had been re-

markably fine, many of the berries weighing an ounce each."
I wandered from Oscar to Sir Harry, which I think I liked

best ; then to Sir Charles Napier, until Eleanor's charms
attracted me ; nor could I think of passing by Carolina
Superba, nor wholly neglect Eclipse. Certainly the old rule,

the larger the berry the poorer the flavour, no longer holds
good. I have not yet tasted The Lady ; but what can beat Sir

Harry ? We had a pleasant merry dinner under the tent,

laughing at rain, for though one shower fell, who cared a bit

about it ?

After dinner we went back to the Roses, and soon Mr. Awdey
gave the word " Gather bouquets for the ladies!" Then out
came knives and scissors, and the ladies were most civil and
fascinating to those who gathered for them. They were—who
would not be ?—greedy for Roses ; they opened their parasols,

yea, and umbrellas, which, inverted, became Rose-baskets of

large dimensions, while our host looked on laughing, and bade
them take more. A walk back to the tent followed, where
we sipped our tea, looking down upon the beautiful Rose
garden, which shone like a rich-coloured gem among the
green fields, and no one could imagine a single Rose had been
gathered.

Seend possesses a lovely view ; there it lay before us, the
rich broad valley, then the rising woods of Earlstoke, backed
by the Downs ; to the right, far away, was Rood Ashton, to the

left, hut distant, Roundaway Down. A wide, wide view filled

our eyes.

After tea there came the gradual dropping-off of guests

;

timid ladies eyed their boot soles, fearing damp ; loving fathers

hastened away their daughters ; the most determined croquet

players had to give up ; the party grew smaller and smaller iu

spite of our host's hospitable entreaties, for many of his guests

had far to go to reach their homes.
I must add, in conclusion, that Mr. Awdey had budded the

greater number of his Roses with his own hand, and, like all

Rose-lovers, he loved them more and more. He afforded us
all a great treat ; his love of Roses was no selfish love, for he
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made it tho means of making a large party happy. May be for

many, many years have all the success and all the pleasure

which ho si) richly deserves.—Wiltshibe KEcron.

BEDDING PLANTS.
(Continued from pai/e 98.)

VEKBSNiS,—In August take cuttings from the strongest and
shortest-jointed shoots, such as start from near the collar, and

do not appear disposed to flower. They should" be from 2 to

:; inches in length, and have two, or at most three, good joints,

in addition to the growing point. The cutting is to be taken

off below the lowest joint, and not too closely, as at or a little

beneath the joint there may be a root or roots iu course of

being protruded, and such may be distinguished upon close ex-

amination. To cut off this portion of the stem is to jeopardise

the rooting of tho cutting, though the latter may strike if cut

quite up 'to the joint, and cutting off the lower part of the

shoot midway between the joints is to leave a portion of stem

likely to rot ; therefore, take off the cutting from the point

beneath the joint' at which it begins to swell upwards. Trim
off the leaves from the lowest joint, and from the one next

above it if that part is required for insertion in the soil. The
cutting should be of such a length that, when inserted, two-

thirds of it shall be in tho soil.

I shall now suppose that the cuttings are ready for insertion

cither in pans or iu the frame, there to remain permanently
during the winter, but the adoption of either system iu pre-

ference to the other is a question which those for whom these

notes are written must determine for themselves. If the means
are limited to a two-light frame, then I would recommeud the

division of the frame into two parts by a partition of wood im-

mediately under the bar on which the lights are supported and
slide. This division will, of course, be of three-quarter-inch

Baltic timber, or red deal boards, tougued and grooved, and fit-

ting exactly in the manner of an end with this difference, that it

is to fit within the frame. A strip of wood, three-quarter-inch

by half-inch, nailed to the sides back and front vertically under
the sliding bar, will allow of the division being secured there.

The two-light box being thus divided into two parts, either

can be opened or shut independently of the other. The half

of this frame I propose to fill with Verbena and Gazania cut-

tings, aud 1 would choose for it a warm, sheltered, dry situa-

tion, open to the south, but protected from the north aud east.

The soil where it is to stand is to be taken out to the depth of

a foot, and 1 foot b' inches wider than the frame every way,
giving the bottom an inclination from the centre to the sides.

Iu the place thus dug out spread brickbats or rubble to the

depth of 9 inches, then an inch or two of gravel or of the rubble

made finer, aud on this set the frame so as to face the south.

A couple of iuches of the sittings of the compost may now be

spread over the gravel or fine rubble, then 3 inches of turfy

light loam two-thirds, and leaf mould one-third, the whole
chopped and made fine with a spade, and finally sifted through
a riddle with half-inch meshes. On the surface place an inch
i if river sand, and, after making it level, gently pat it down with
the back of a spade.
The cuttings may now be inserted in lines 1\- inch apart, and

the same distance asunder in the row, putting them in with a

dibble just up to the lowest leaves, and pressing the sand gently

around them. Two-thirds of the light may in this way be
occupied with Verbenas, and the remaining one-third with
Gazanias, the cuttings of which are to be taken in the same
manner, preferring those which come from the collar, aud, in-

stead of cutting, slip them from the plant. They are best

when 3 inches long. Cut them transversely below the lowest

joint, which may only need a little trimming, remove the leaf

from that and the joint next above it, and if the cutting have
no more than another joint and the growing point it is a good
specimen of the proper kind. These are to be inserted in lines

2 inches apart aud 3 from the Verbenas, allowing 1! inch from
cutting to cutting in the lines. Put them in in precisely the
same manner as the Verbenas—that is, up to the leaves, and
close the sand about them. The cuttings having been inserted,

give the whole a good watering, but only to settle the sand
about them, put on the light, and oover with a mat if the day
be sunny.
The cuttings will never flag, or if they do they will recover

by the next morning. They should then be shaded from sun,
aud kept close during the day, admitting a little air at night

by tilting tho frame or light half an inch or so at back. So
long as the sand remains moist do not water, but if it show

signs of dryness sprinkle the plants overhead in the morning

through the rose of a watering-pot. Continue the shading,

and, when the cuttings exhibit signs of growth, gradually re-

duce the shade, ami admit air during the day as well as at

night by tilting the light at back ; but if the cuttings I!

diminish the amount of air, and continue to shade until they

become well rooted, which will be in three weeks. They are

then to have air dav and night, and, after they have been thus

gradually hardened' off, at the end of a month the light may be

drawn down, and only replaced during heavy rains, remember-

ing that the object of doing so is to keep the wet from the soil,

and not to deprive the cuttings of air, which must iu this case

be given by tilting the glass at back. Afford all the air pos-

sible, using the light for no other purpose than protection from

wet and frost. A gentle shower will be of advantage at times,

but anything tending to make the soil wet, or causing it to be-

come green, is to be avoided, at the same time it must be kept

sufficiently moist.

When the weather becomes foggy, aud the ground wet, do

not scruple to give air, but keep on the light, admitting air day

and night all the same, and this until absolutely obliged to

close the frame on account of frost. The other light, respect-

ing which I have as yet been silent, is intended for Calceo-

larias, which I shall treat of in due time. When frosts occur,

the sides of the frame are to be banked up with coal ashes,

commencing about a yard from the frame, and carrying the

ashes up to the top o'f the sides so that the lights may just

slide up and down. This may be done early in November, aud

will not only tend to prevent the frost penetrating by the sides

of the frame, but will keep the ground from being frozen so

near it as would otherwise be the case, and thus give the plants

the benefit of the heat of the earth.

During frost protect the frame with a single thickness of

mats thrown over the lights, with two thicknesses if the weather

become more severe ; and if the frost is very sharp, in addition

to the mats cover with dry short straw or litter, not only the

lights, but the ground for a distance of 2 or 3 feet from the

frame. This covering may be from 6 to 9 inches in thickness,

and need not be removed so long as the ground remains frozen,

nor then until a thaw commences. The covering, with the ex-

ception of a single mat, which may remain on a day or so,

should then be removed, and air admitted by tilting the lights

at back, gradually increasing the amount, aud also exposing

to light, so that the plants may bear full exposure to both in the

course of a week or so. (I here employ the word lights, for these

remarks on protection relate to the whole frame, Verbenas

and Calceolarias requiring the same treatment as regards pro-

tection from frost in winter, aud exposure to light and air after

a continuance of frosty weather.; If the frost at night thaws

during the dav, the covering is to be removed daily, and air

afforded, taking care that it shall not be frosty ;
put on the

covering at night, and remove it in the morning after it has

thawed, not otherwise. Whilst the weather is so cold that the

plants cannot make growth, the covering may remain, for the

want of air and light will not harm them ; but when the weather

becomes mild the plants if left uncovered will grow though in

darkness, and the shoots so made are more susceptible of injury

than those formed with light and air. It is, therefore, neces-

sary to remove the covering as soon after frost as consistent

with the safety of the plants, and that is when the covering

becomes thawe'd. This is the best guide I know. To sum up,

give air whenever the weather is mild, protect from wet as well

as from frost, admit air in wet weather, and have protecting

materials always iu readiness to throw over the lights when
necessary, and I may add that the drier the plants are kept the

better they will resist frost.

Beyond'protection and giving air, the plants will not require

any further attention until April, excepting stirring the sand

between them, and picking off any mouldy or decayed leaves.

Early in April a bed may be made of the litter used for pro-

tection, mixed with tree leaves and a little fresh litter; raise

the bed to a height of 2 feet or so, and cover it with 3 or -1 inches

of turfy loam and leaf mould, two parts of the former to one of

the latter. When the bed becomes warmed through take up

the Verbenas and Gazanias from the frame, plant them in the

bed 3 inches apart every way, and give a gentle watering. An
excellent protection may be formed of four 11-inch boards

1 inch thick— i.e., two for the ends and two for the sides, nailed

to a piece of wood (2 inches square) at the corner, and a few

slater's laths (3 inches by half an inch), placed like the rafters of
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a roof at 1 foot apart, and tacked to the edges of the boards. A
covering of one thickness of mats should he put on by day for

a few days, and of two or more thicknesses at night, as the
weather may prove frosty ; but after the plants havo become
thoroughly established expose them in all mild weather, merely
protecting at night from frost. Due attention should be paid
to watering, never supplying more than is sufficient to ieep
the soil moist, and when water is given in the morning, a
sprinkling now and then overhead will do good.
The plants having been stopped lor cuttings in April, or if

these are not wanted then, merely stopped if they seem dis-

posed to become lanky (and this may be done from the middle
of March up to the middle or end of Aprill, they will by the
middle of May be strong and bushy, and will lift with good
balls. The first showery weather after this they are to be
planted out finally in the beds or borders. These should be
prepared for the reception of the plants by being deeply dug,
and have a liberal dressing of leaf mould, or well-rotted
manure worked in.

As to dealing with the pit and frame of " A Young Ama-
teur," what to do in the matter of wintering Verbenas is not
clear. For my part I should elect to retain the frame for

Calceolarias, and divide the pit into two by a 4.j -inch brick wall,

carrying it up to the rafter, or bar supporting the lights. One
half, or two lights, I would fill to within 15 inches of the glass

with any kind of rubble, and then place 3 or 4 inches of the
rougher portion of the soil, and an inch of sand over all, pre-

paring and putting in the cuttings as in the former case, and
treating them in precisely the same manner. The only ob-
jection to this plan is that the rubble renders the bed a per-

manency, whereas it may be desirable after the bedding plants
are cleared out to make up a bed for Cucumbers or Melons, or

for forwarding half-hardy annuals and other plants for bedding-
out. In that case the Verbena and Gazania cuttings may be
inserted in well-drained pots, with an inch of the sittings of the
compost placed over the drainage, and the pots filled to within
an inch of the rim with a compost of two-thirds light turfy

loam, and one-third leaf mould ; afterwards fill to the rim with
sand. A six-inch pot will hold a dozen cuttings. After the
cuttings have been put in set the pots on coal ashes in a cold

frame, watering gently to settle the sand about the cuttings.

Keep close, and shaded from bright sun, and sprinkle the cut-

tings overhead occasionally in the morning, admitting a little

air at night. The sand in which the cuttings are inserted

should be kept moist, but never very wet, avoiding extremes
as much as possible, and in this manner proceed until they
show signs of rooting, which may be known by their commenc-
ing to grow, and withstanding sun without flagging. Give all

the air practicable after that, protecting only from heavy rains,

and keep the soil sufficiently moist.

Although I have detailed the treatment of Verbena and
Gazania cuttings in pots, I would recommend them to be
struck without pots in beds. I would devote two lights to them,
and the other two to bedding Pelargoniums, which I presume
to be struck either in pots or boxes, and wintered in these in

the pit. Of their management there I shall treat when I come
to the wintering of old plants'.

Of Verbenas, I may state that Gcant des Batailles, crimson,
with a dark centre; Defiance, scarlet; and Boule de Neige,
white, winter well. Purple King ; Lord Raglan, cerise scarlet,

lemon eye; Ariosto Improved, mulberry; and Blue King, do
fairly; but none excel Imperatrice Elizabeth, and Velvet
Cushion, magenta. Cherry Ripe, a charming rosy pink, like-

wise does well. Of Gazanias I care for none except G. spleu-

dens.
Should thrips or green fly make their appearance, cover the

frame or pit with mats, and on a calm evening, when the

foliage of the plants is dry, fill the frame with tobacco smoke,
and on the next night but one repeat the fumigation. When-
ever mildew is discovered, dust the leaves and shoots with
flowers of sulphur.—G. Arbey.

(To be continued.)

CULTURE OF TRACHELIUM CjERULEUM.
I have just now a good plant of the somewhat-neglected

Trachelium ereruleum. When a year or two ago I saw it grow-
ing in a window of a friend's house in London, I was so much
struck with it that I begged some seed, and have grown a plant
or two every season since, as it has now become not only with
myself but with my employers an established favourite.

The seed should be sown in June. This will admit of having
good strong plants in i-t-pots to stand the winter. In spring give
them a good shift into 21 or 10-sized pots, keep them as cool and
as near the glass as possible, and pinch back constantly till the
end of May, by which time the plants will have two or three
dozen blooming stems. As it is properly an autumn-flowering
plant, the plants would be better plunged in ashes out of doors
till tho bloom is about to expand, when they may be carefully

tied out, and removed to the conservatory, verandah, or any
sheltered nook where they are not exposed to the rain. The
large masses of cerulean blue, often 6 inches across, which each
stem will produce, will make each plant a handsome specimen,
and will well repay the small amount of labour they have cost.

—A. D., Jluybiislt (in i".< i

,'
' <i ,..' /'. ,:< /<»;/V).

St. Jclien Strawberry.—For the sake of Strawberry lovers,

I wish you would recommend a seedling sent out by Messrs.
Rivers, of Sawbridgeworth, named St. Julien. It is a very
fine, beautifully-formed, dark-coloured fruit, most prolific, and
for flavour' one of the best I ever tasted. I have had a wonder-
ful crop this year off beds made last March, and I intend to

recommend it strongly to my friends.—A Subscribed.

VARIEGATED MAIZE.
In- answer to "A Yorkshire Clergyman" respecting the

Variegated Maize, I am sorry to say that I have been equally

disappointed. My employer obtained from a respectable Lon-
don house a shilling packet of seed, which contained only four

seeds ; only one grew, and the plant is now about 4 feet high,

but in just same state as "Yorkshire Clergyman " describes,

the bottom leaves being dead and the tips of the others dying.

I also obtained a shilling packet of seed from Messrs. Carter

and Co. ; it contained eight seeds. These produced six plants,

which grew rapidly, but one has since died ; they are not so

forward as the plant first referred to, but I find they are going

in the same way.
I may mention that my plants are in some large ornamental

pots, and have leaves about 30 inches long, from 2 to 2$ inches

wide, and beautifully variegated. If anything could be done
to preserve the leaves, by placing three plants so as to form
a triangle in a pot or in a clump in the borders, this Maize
would be a great ornament to our gardens and conservatories.

The soil which I used was loam, leaf mould, and a little drift

sand. The plants have never been allowed to suffer for want of

water or pot room. The plant raised from the first packet is

under glass, the rest out of doors. I hope others will report

their experience.—S. Taylor, Barbourne Terrace, Worceeter.

NOTE ON BORDER-HEATINCK
[The following paper by the Rev. W. Kingsley, of South

Kilvington, appeared in the third Number of the " Journal

of the Royal Horticultural Society," recently published. This
contains, besides, a continuation of Professor Schultz-Schult-

zenstein's dissertation on the nutritive constituents of water

;

a note on the cultivation of Amherstia nobilis, by Mr. Taplin
;

a report on Peach and Nectarine trees at Chatsworth, by Mr.
R. Thompson ; articles on a disease in Celery, on two species

of Rudgea, and on Asplenium ebenoides, a supposed hybrid

Fern from Philadelphia, by the Rev. M. J. Berkeley ; observa-

tions on certain species and varieties of Crata'gus and Pyrus

as ornamental plants, by Mr. T. K. Shortt ; hints on hybrid-

ising fruits, by Mr. Standish; and a short note on the horti-

culture of Hungary, by Miles Berkeley, Esq. Both of the two

last papers have already appeared as extracts in our pages.]

TnE border which I have the means of heating is about

120 feet long and 10 feet wide, and is at the foot of a south wall

12 feet high, with a cross wall at each end. Four pipes run the

entire length, and are in the midst of a mass of drain-tiles, which
are at right angles to these hot-water pipes, and lie in lines

sloping upwards towards the wall, with rise enough to secure

the flow of the water, and the circulation of the hot air ; upon
the drain-tiles there is a layer of coke. The result gives me
a temperature about that of a very gentle hotbed. I do not

think I should construct the bed in the same way again ; but I

had been doing a good deal of draining, and the defective tiles

were good enough for this purpose. My fruit-trees are in pots,

some as large as 2 feet across, but most of them 15 inches.

The pots stand upon the coke, or very little above it. In winter

they are covered with earth and dry litter, so as so keep the

frost off completely ; but in the mild weather they are little
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more than half buried, and in the heat of Rummer are raised to

the surface to let the sun give them as much heat as possible,

and at the samo timo to allow the roots during the summer
months to pass out of the bottoms of tho pots into the ground.
The way in which I have applied the heat is, as far as I can,

to encourage the growth of roots in winter, and to give a tem-
perature to them, when the fruit is setting, above what we get

•from tho sun in this climate, and then again, when tho heat
begins to fail in early autumn, to give warmth to ripen the
wood and get the trees put to rest early, by their having heat

and no water. Perhaps it will be best to state how the trees

are heated throughout one year. During tho sharp frosts of

winter tho hot water is kept going night and day, and I have
heat enough to thaw any snow that falls, but I do not raise the

temperature of the ground so high as this, but only enough to

prevent the roots being so much checked in their growth as to

destroy the young spongioles. Whenever the weather is mild
the lire is not lighted ; and by the end of February there is

rarely any occasion for artificial heat. As soon, however, as

the trees are in full blossom, tho tire is again lighted and the

heat steadily increased, and kept up till the sun warms tho

ground thoroughly ; at this period the fire is lighted early in

the morning and allowed to go out at night, and so gradually

till artificial heat ceases about the middle of June, or later if

the season be cold ; and if a few cold days come, I give heat
again during the day. During the blossoming-season the trees

have a wide piece of netting over them. The trees now will

have got a very great advance upon those in the open ground
so far as the ripening of the fruit is concerned, but they do not
open their blossoms more than a vory few days before them.

Then again about the end of August I give heat during the

day, and, according to the nature of the fruit, give water or

withhold it, as I would encourage growth or ripen the wood.
In the latter case it is necessary to cover the pots with slates

or wood, to keep the rain off. My rule is to withhold water

and give heat as soon as ever the fruit is ripe. When the ter-

minal buds are fully developed, the pots are lifted and the pro-

truding roots cut off ; the soil taken out halfway down, and the

roots so far cut within a few inches of the stem ; fresh soil is

put iu, a little water given to the tree, which is placed on the

hot border again for about a couple of weeks, and then kept

dry till the leaves fall and for some time after. The root-

pruning is going on from the end of September to the end of

October (I believe it should always be performed before the

leaves fall) ; and by giving water and heat the trees do not flag

for more than a day, and heal their wounds at once. No doubt
much has to be learned here, and it will require many seasons

to find out the best treatment. My object is to get the trees to

cast their leaves very soon after the wood is mature, and to

stop the long herbaceous growth that our damp autumns pro-

duce. I need hardly mention that close summer pinching is

practised, so that very little winter pruning is needed. The
dry heat soon sends the leaves off, and a long rest is given to

the trees during the autumn. Some are placed under glass to

ripen their fruit ; and all would be, if I had sufficient extent of

it ; for as tho trees are merely resting, a small space accommo-
dates a great number, as they may be packed close together,

and, the pots being dry, no mildew need be feared, as they

have at this time plenty of air. Finally, as soon as the rains

of autumn aro over and the cold weather sets in, the hardy
trees are again put into the hot border.

As may be expected, the flavour of the fruit is first-rate, and
the additional length given to our summers allows many kinds

to come to perfection that otherwise we cannot ripen. A
month or six weeks is certainly thus added. We have plenty

of bight from our long days in summer ; but, excepting for

July and part of August, we have no heat iu the ground, and
during our long cold and wet autumns the rootlets of our trees

rot and die, and they have to grow again before the trees have
'strength to swell their fruit. I tried three trees of Beurre
Superfin last year, all grafted at the same time and equal in

vigour—one in the open ground, one in the orchard-house, and
one with root heat and no glass. The Pears from the open
border wore about the size of Walnuts, those from the orchard-
house fair-sized and good, but those from the hot border were
larger and finer than I have ever seen iu the south of England

:

and it must be remembered that the season was one especially

favourable for the open border, the trees in which had not been
disturbed for three years, and were kept well mulched during
the hot weather.

I first began the system of bottom heat by plunging Straw-
berry plants in an open hotbed and planting them out after

giving them a rest in the autumn ; and the result induced mo
to try the plan on a larger scalo with very various kinds of

fruit. One very useful application of tho hot border is for

grafting young trees : the stocks potted early in the autumn
and treated like the other trees during tho autumn and winter
and early spring are quite vigorous enough then for grafting,

and they push strongly and get no checks, and so there is no
trouble in keeping back tho scions till the stocks are roady.

Last year I put a row of Potatoes just over one of tho
hot-water pipes, at the same time that the ordinary crop was
planted. Some time afterwards my man (who is not learned in

gardening, though thoroughly trustworthy and interested in bis

work), came to me and said, " The taties on the hot pipes are
not thriving like those in the grand." I asked him what made
him think so ; and then it came out that he was judging by tho
tops. However, in a few days more the ground over those in

heat swelled and broke up like mole-hills, and we had in the
beginning of Juno the best Potatoes I have had at any time
since I came here six years ago.

I am now making preparations for giving bottom heat with
glass overhead, and I shall be very glad to work out any
systematic experiments on the use of heat without glass, glass

without heat, and heat and glass united ; but I am sure that

unless our experiments are based upon some principle to begin
with, they will never be of value for making correct induc-
tions : and so I shall be glad to give some time to experiments
of a scientific kind in order to obtain results that, as an indivi-

dual, I should never live long enough to see, but which by the
united efforts of many may be arrived at in a very few seasons.

So please do not think that in the account I am giving you, I

suppose my system to be anything more than an experiment,
or that I should consider it otherwise than a hasty induction
to declare from it that the principles which for the sake of

clearness I have stated, are in anywise proved to be correct.

CELERY CULTURE.
Eight-and -twenty years ago my father grew the best Celery

in the county. For nearly twenty years it was grown on the
same spot. His system had something peculiar in it, and to a
great extent had to be adopted through the force of circum-
stances. The soil of his garden was a uniform depth of 3 feet

of light sandy loam, where Pcai-s were either cracked or gritty,

Cauliflowers always clubbed, Carrots worm-eaten, and the
main crop of these was always grown on some distant part of

the home farm ; but Apples were healthy, fruitful, and their
skins shining and glossy. We never since saw snch Hawthorn-
dens, Oslins, or Golden Pippins ; and the Raspberry quarter, in
a moist rather shady corner, was a perfect labyrinth of tall

strong canes. Below the 3 feet of soil lay a fine clear yellow
sand, upon which we used to speculate in our budding geo-

logical fancy whether it reached through to the other side of

the earth ; but our convictions on that point are now a little

more matured. Just outside the wall stood a green rocky emi-
nence commanding a view of the whole garden, on the top sf

which used to stand two venerablo umbrella-looking Scotch
Firs. That will ever be a green spot in our memory, recalling

reminiscences of struggles then unfelt, of a large family on
scanty fare, scanty clothing, on a gardener's very scanty wages.

It was a very dry hungry soil, and but for its depth, readily

became parched. In summer the Celery required great quan-
tities of water, often repeated, and far to carry; and being
scarce of both water and labour, my father economised both
by adopting the following system :—The Melon ground stood
in an open part of the garden, on a declivity to the south, with
the river Doveron running near the lower end. Large quanj
tities of stable manure were annually used for Melon, Cucum-
ber, and other beds, in ranges running from east to west. The
Celery trench, about 5 feet wide and 18 inches deep, lay

parallel to the dung-beds at the lower side. The surrounding
ground was quite hard from long treading, so were the bottom
and sides of the trench. The Celery trench was part and
parcel of the Melon ground, and was annually in the spring
cleared out ; the soil which was used for earthing-up was laid

to one side ; the wasted manure in which the Celery had grown
the previous year was wheeled away, and the trench was re-

charged with a quantity of the old dung from the Melon-beds.
The Celery, raised in boxes in one of the frames, was pricked

out at once in rows across the trench, where it had to remain,
the earliest being for some time protected and encouraged by
having a few sashes from the frames laid across the trench

;
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the Celery, therefore, did not suffer from the usual check of

removal at a later period of its growth ; the later plantings had
no protection at all save a little shading for a day or two.

The Melon and Cucumber-beds stood on a basement slightly

hollowed out of the surface of the ground, in order to have a

level bottom to build upon, and to keep the surrounding ground
clean and dry. Quantities of liquor, assisted by rains drained
from the beds in spring and summer, and were conducted in

underground channels to tanks sunk in the ground by the side

of the Celery trench, and the overflow from them was directed

into the trench itself. From these tanks the Celery was often

watered throughout the summer, and this was a great auxiliary

to the dung in the trench as a cool liquid manure, and saved

carrying so much water from a distance.

The Celery was gradually earthed-up throughout the summer
and autumn as it grew. This process was not left until late in

the season, and the plants then earthed-up at twice or thrice

as is often done, the fine clean sandy soil offering no resist-

ance to its growth and swelling. It lay close and soft about

the heads, and the Celery consequently dug out clean and
perfectly blanched, and never suffered from slug and worms,
as is usual and almost unavoidable in heavy clay soils. It,

moreover, kept exceedingly well in winter, the soil from its

texture never becoming saturated with wet. It will thus be
seen that the manure the first season did service as a heating

material, the second it grew the Celery, and the third was
removed to the quarters much diminished in bulk. The Sea-

kale, Rhubarb, and Asparagus plots were also adjoining the

Melon-ground for convenience of the manure, and occupied
the same ground as long as the Celery did the trench.

My father still grows Celery by deputy, but very far from the

old spot. Since then we have seen it grown in many ways, in

many different soils, in places widely distant. The largest

Celery we ever had a hand in growing, though not the best

flavoured, was grown on the moist west coast, in a soil 80 per
cent. peat. Plenty of pure cowdung not at all rotten was mixed
in the peat soil, and the Celery otherwise grown on the so-

called Scotch system. The loose dry peat was excellent for

earthing-up, and the operation could be done with the greatest

facility. Under this treatment we were convinced that any
variety whatever would become transformed into a " Giant," a

"Mammoth," "Champion," "Leviathan," "Defiance," or
" Nonsuch." It has never since been our fortune to have to

deal with soil so accommodating as the two kinds mentioned.

Alas ! a gardener has always something to learn or unlearn

with every change of place and circumstances.

Among all the varied items of advice so liberally dealt to

young gardeners, we have never seen recommended the advan-

tage of serving part of his novitiate in gardens of which the

soils are of the most opposite nature. A gardener reared upon

a warm sandy soil would find his dates sadly wide of the mark
when coming to deal with a cold retentive clay. Celery on the

clay is a difficulty, especially in the earthing-up, aggravated if

the garden is new. In Lancashire I have seen it wrapped in

straw ropes before earthing, which met the end in view very

well, but was a tedious and untidy process. I have also seen

a drain-tile slipped down over each plant after the first or

second earthing, when the finer soil was used up, and nothing

but the stiff lumps of clay was available to finish the process ;

this is also a lame resource ; an improvement might be made
on it by having the tiles cut longitudinally, and bringing them
together round the stalks of the Celery. We have also seen

pieces of thin old turf placed round the Celery, but no sub-

stitute approaches the peat or the sandy loam.

For some years we have had to deal with a stiff retentive

;lay, but on the drier east coast still there is the difficulty of

rotting in winter to be overcome, as well as the mechanical
difficulty of earthing-up. We have tried various plans and
found single lines the best ; the ground is trenched if possible,

but always ridged high in winter. In spiing we throw out the

Celery ridges, 5 feet apart. These ridges are not more than
8 or 9 inches deep and 11 inches broad, which are filled up
with the rotten dung, and a sprinkling of the firm soil thrown
over it, so that when the Celery is planted out it is about level

with the surface. The Celery having been prepared by being

pricked out in rotten dung on a hard surface, is lifted and
drawn asunder with good balls. The roots are spread on the

surface of the dnng in the ridges, and finally covered over with

leaf mould, and well watered, and earthed-up in the usual

way ; but long before the final earthing the excavation between
the rows has become much deeper than the roots of the Celery,

and the ridge of soil has assumed a high sharp wedge-shape,

tapering to a point, to shoot off the rain which the clay does
effectually, the only drawback being that the soil falls a good
deal after hard frosts.

When we have grown Celery in deep ridges, either singly or
on the wide-ridge plan, we never found it grow kindly early
in the season, and it was always long in making a start, and
patches of plants would provokingly lag behind, causing a sad
bungle in the casting-up. We are satisfied this was caused by
the coldness of the clay bottom, communicated by the manure
in the trench. Since we have adopted the surface-planting, it

grows to perfection ; strong and equal, even though it might be
supposed to require more water, which it does not. It is re-

markable that we have had a considerable deal more Celery
" run " in cold wet seasons than in dry ones. Notwithstand-
ing the heat and drought of the last two years, we have scarcely
had a " run " head of Celery, and it has grown amazingly,
though not so liberally supplied with water as could have been
wished. We think that worms at the root of Celery, especially

that early planted, so as to encourage healthy, quick growth,
is the most effectual preventive of "running," and surface-

planting best secures that condition. We advise all whose soil

is cold or stiff to plant high ; the extra labour spent in autumn
on earthing-up is saved in busy spring.

—

(Scottish Gardener.)

A USEFUL GARDEN CART.
Among the numerous implements and machines in use in

gardens of considerable extent, there is none, perhaps, more in

request at the present season than a garden cart. Of this re-

quisite there are many forms, and yet few, if any, fully answer
the purpose for which they are intended ; but, that improve-
ment is not difficult, I think I shall be able to prove, by laying

before the readers of this Journal a drawing and description of

a cart which I have in use here.

In the construction of a cart of this kind, due regard must
be paid to the width of the paths, doorways, and gates of the

establishment, and wheels arc entirely dispensed with, an iron

garden roller being substituted. To this roller shafts are at-

tached, having iron supports made fast by an iron spindle

passing through the centre of the roller, and kept in their

places by a nut screwed on each side, as at a. The body of the

cart is made fast to the shafts by a spindle passing through an
iron eye at the end of each shaft and corresponding eyes on

the body, at 6. On each side, as at c, there is a fastening,

which admits of the body being tilted. It is necessary to

remark that the size of the body must be regulated according
to the size of the roller used, for if made too large it will be
liable to over-balance itself when loaded ; the diameter of the
roller in this instance is 1 foot 6 inches, carrying a body 2 feet

6 inches wide by 3 feet 6 inches long at the bottom, and 3 feet

6 inches wide, by 4 feet 6 inches in length nt the top. The
end, d, is made to take out, and by taking out the keys at c, the
body can be tilted, and so unloaded with ease.

The qualities that recommend this cart are its simplicity of

construction and neatness, and from having a roller instead of

wheels it can be taken to any part of the garden or lawn with-
out doing damage. When the cart is not required, the body can
be easily taken off, and the rest used as an ordinary garden
roller.

—

Thomas Recokd, Gardener to Lieut.-Col. Loyd.

LORD PALMERSTON PELARGONIUM.
As a pot plant this is one of the best with which I am ac-

quainted, and I can with the greatest confidence recommend it

to any one who has vases under cover to fill. For greenhouse
decoration, as a specimen, it is a telling plant, being dwarf in

habit, a very free bloomer, and having very large trusses of a
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bright crimson colour. I have in a six-inch pot a plant with
twenty good trusses of bloom on it, several of which are from
4 to 5 inchos in diameter. On looking down upon it the foliage

is almost totally excluded from view by the bloom. As a bedder
it is also good, but like most of its kindred race the Nosegays,
it requires a sheltered place, as its large heads of bloom are not
capable of withstanding such rough weather as we have ex-

perienced this summer. As a suitablo companion to the

above, I may name Magenta Qneen, which though not such a
telling pot plant as Lord l'almerston, is deserving a place in

every Mower garden, on account of its colour combined with a
good truss of bloom. Out of somo fifty varieties grown here
theso two stand first for pot culture.

I quite agree with Mr. Robson, that there is plenty of room
for improvement in many varieties of bedding Pelargoniums,
particularly in those of the Ivy-leaved section.—J. May.

AMONG THE SCOTTISH BRAES, LOCHS, AND MOUNTAINS.—No. 2.

"Over the Border!" What a cluster of romantic associa-

tions in all past times are summoned up by those three words !

Feudal affrays, raids, moss troopers, romantic marriages—all,

happily, now civilised away. " Gretna Green," the first rail-

way station, has ceased to be a refuge for impetuous lovers,

the law has rendered it no longer Hymen's Zoar ; but had law
left it unnoticed, the electric telegraph would have outstripped
the fugitives. The hand pauses over naming that power which
now is rendering the world neighbours. I was at Inellan the
other day, a seedling watering-place scarcely known except by
those on and about the Clyde, yjt the electric telegraph has
extended its wires thither. The Glasgow citizens have gar-

dened villas there, and on the day the Atlantic cable brought
America's reply to England's congratulation, the Inellan wire
conveyed an order from Glasgow for the despatch of Carrots
and other " garden stuff!"

That " garden stuff," from Kale up to Roses, is of the best
our islands produce. The
thorough Englishman of

our southern counties, and
who never travelled north
of the Humber, thinks that

Scotland's climate is too in-

clement for any cultivated

plant to thrive in if less

robust than Scotch Curlies

and Oats. No conclusion is

more erroneous. Let that

southerner be landed on
Dunoon Pier—let him walk
along the shore eastward for

two miles until he reaches
the extremo end of Holy
Loch ; let him walk west-
ward for four miles until

he reaches Inellan, and I
will undertake to guaran-
tee that he will confess he
never before looked upon
such a six-miles unbroken
succession of handsome
well-gardened villas. Not
only are the gardens good,
but the gardening such as
might be expected from
attentive readers of The
Journal of Horticulture.

In those gardens a few
days since I saw fine spe-
cimens of Arauearia im-
bricata, large bushes of
Fuchsia Riccartonii, and
Hydrangeas that have endured many winters unprotected and
uninjured. Dahlias, some of the finest I ever saw, were in full
vigour and full bloom on the 3rd inst.
The villas and their gardens towards Inellan are at the base

of a mountain whose side is deeply wooded, and good taste
has made good use of this natural advantage, by the intro-
duction of paths up the wooded ascent, and the display of the

1, Purple Orach, 1 foot high.
2, 2, Golden-edged Geranium, 9 ins.

3, 3, Yellow Calceolaria, 6 inches.
4, 4, Lobelia epeciosa, 4 inches.

falls of the mountain streams. The gardens before the villas
are mostly lawns well garnished by flower-beds, though one
gentleman preferring the usefid to the ornamental, has con-
verted his front garden into one large Potato-bed ! This stern
utilitarian, however, is alone in his stoicism, for all the other
gardens evince, more or less, a just appreciation of the
beautiful.

I had seen near London one central bod which to me was
novel, and as here I saw its counterpart its introduction may
he now permitted. The effect is excellent. Here it is sur-
rounded by turf, but near London by gravel ; and the gravel,
I think, was tho best contrasting surrounding.
At the foot of the first mountain on the Inellan Road is a

combination, forming a little district, of what is comfortable
and beautiful both in nature and art rarely to be met with.
There is there a cluster of villas looking from the moun-
tain side over tho west bay of Dunoon ; there is a moun-

tain stream dashing over
the rocks, and winding its

course among the well-ar-

ranged, well-attended gar-

dens ; a lofty one arched
bridge takes you over that
stream, among the villas,

and to the foot of a road
winding up higher through
the garden of " the par-

sonage." In that garden

—

and from it " God's acre "

is not separated—stands

a small church, its walls

trimly clad with Ivy and
Cotoneaster. All is so

beautiful : there is such
a union between the house
of God and the houses of

men—it seems to so look

down over them all, and
they so seem to look up to

it—that the words uttered

on another mount seemed
to be evoked as I stood by
that sanctuary, "It is good

for us to be here." Every-

thing was ih such exquisite

keeping—not a weed, not

a faded flower, not a thing

to offend the eye—I recall it

all, and there's not a repul-

sive remembrance. There
three brothers lie ; and I feel

that to pass to their side,

and to have " In memoriam " inscribed as it is to them, would be

like passing from one home to another. My old landlady, one of

the Covenanter Hamiltons, told me—but erroneously—"It is a

Puseyite place, and one Perry is minister." Without urging

them to change their doctrinesor their ritual, I heartily wish the

disciples of Knox in Mr. Perry's vicinity would emulate his good

taste and neatness both in externals and internals.—G.

5, r>, Cinerariamaritiina, 2 inches.
Centre, turf, 8 feet in diameter.

Each circle about 6 inches
broad.

THE SELECTION OF
As the store plants of Verbenas turned out a failure last

winter with many, I venture to urge the importance of having
them well established in the store pots before winter. Here
(in the west of Scotland), I find that the 1st of September is
the latest period to which we can safely delay putting in the
cuttings. I generally begin to do so about the middle of

VERBENA CUTTINGS.
August, by which time cuttings may be obtained without in

the least disturbing the beds. I select shoots at least '6 inches

in length, without flower-buds, if possible, and with prominent
eyes at every joint ; for without eyes they never make good
plants, and to this cause I attribute the failures which occur in

many cases. On examining the shoots previous to taking them
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from the plants, many will be found eyeless, or blind, and such
should be carefully avoided.

Feur-inch pots are the most suitable size for store plants

;

crock in the usual way, half nil them with rotten dung, and
then with about three parts finely sifted leaf mould to two
parts river sand. Plunge the pots to the rims in leaf mould on
an old hotbed, water sparingly through a fine rose, and afford
a little shade in bright s.unny weather. I find that Verbena
cuttings thus treated strike freely, and can be kept satisfac-
torily through the winter.—James'Beid.

LORD CLYDE STRAWBERRY.
1 am quite willing to have Lord Clyde Strawberry tested

against the Old Chinese, but I must decline accepting the test
from plants of Lord Clyde sent by Mr. Gloede. I will either
send plants, or have plants sent from some other source, with
a guarantee that they are the true Lord Clyde.

I have been intimately acquainted with Strawberries for
nearly thirty years, and, therefore, think I have spent about
" half a lifetime " amongst them, as Mr. Gloede says he has.—William Dean, Shipley.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Continue to plant out winter and spring vegetables wherever
there is room. The culture of growing crops should be attended
to when the state of the ground and weather will permit.
Broccoli, the principal spring crop of Walcheren and of Ciuli-
Aowers should be sown. Sow thinly in an open place, and not
in too rich soil, otherwise the plants will become gross, and
less capable of withstanding the winter. Cabbage, another
sowing of the different kinds may be made for spring planting,
and likewise of the hardy Cos and Cabbage Lettuces, selecting
a similar spot for the seed-beds to that recommended for Cauli-
flower. Celery, plant out. Onions, the main crops must now
be pulled up and the roots exposed to the sun ; this is the
more necessary, because as soon as the bulbs have attained
their full growth they will in a very short time begin to decay
at the root or else strike root again into the earth, which is
injurii us to their keeping. Potatoes, taking up must now be
vigorously prosecuted as fast as they become ready. Parsley,
thin out and cut down a portion of the spring-sown, that a
fresh growth may be made before winter ; a part of the thin-
nings should be potted in 12-inch pots for removing to frames
la winter. Mushrooms, as soon as a sufficient quantity of
droppings is ready proceed to make a bed, if not alreadv done.
Tomatoes, to be kept thinned out, the shoots fastened" to the
wall, and the fruit well exposed. Turnips, it is not yet too
late to sow for winter and spring use, for which purpose the
ground where Potatoes have been growing is very suitable.
Slutllots, take up, and also Garlic for drying.

FRUIT GARDEN.
The value of the Strawberry as a summer fruit renders its

successful cultivation a matter of some importance, the more
especially as it comes within the reach of the humblest pos-
sessor of a garden. The present is the best season for making
new beds. Strawberries thrive best 1 in a deep rich loam and
in an open situation. The land should have been previously
trenched 2 feet deep and well manured, for Strawberry roots
penetrate to a great depth. Select runners which have been
layered into small pots for the purpose, or the strongest which
have taken root from the older beds. If large fruit is an object
a good space should bo allowed them, say 2* or 3 feet between
the rows for the large-leaved kinds, and IS inches between the
plants. A somewhat less distance between the rows will suffice
for the dwarfer-growing kinds : and where economy of space
is an object see that an open situation is selected, for Straw-
berries never do well in close confined places, though there is
a general opinion that they will grow anywhere. Water them
during dry weather till they become well established. Pears
and Apples, both on walls and espaliers, will now require to
have the second growth spurred in, and the leaders nailed or
tied in, as they require it. Keep the lateral growth of Vines
removed, and the shoots spread out as openly as possible;
they will need all the influence of the sun to attain anything
like maturity. Figs must have the principal shoots nailed in,
and the remainder taken off ; suckers of the same must be
constantly removed. All stone fruits should be gathered as

soon as perfectly ripe, as they seldom improve much by being
allowed to become too ripe, and they will keep a day or two
longer in a cool place than on the walls.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Cuttings of choice herbaceous plants, Carnations, Ticotees,

etc., put in early should be pricked out or potted immediately
they are struck, to become established. Early-struck Pansies
may be planted for autumn blooming. Young seedling Wall-
flowers, Brompton Stocks, Sweet Williams, and other biennials
should either be planted out into reserve-beds or whore they
are to flower. This year's beauty should assist to suggest
next year's improvement in the distribution of the masses in
the flower garden. Attention should be given to the effect, dura-
tion of bloom, habit, and colour of the different plants, and
another arrangement planned for a future season. The pro-
pagation of scarlet Pelargoniums, Verbenas for stock plants,
and Calceolarias should commence. China Roses should be
put in, and budded Roses examined, bandages removed, and
failures replaced. Mark the best Hollyhocks for seed. We
are glad to see that this magnificent flower is meeting with the
attention its beauty well entitles it to. At this season many
florists divide and repot their Auriculas and Polyanthuses.
We consider it a good time for the operation, so that both
young and old plants may become established before winter.
Hollyhocks, Dahlias, and herbaceous plants must be made safe

from the effects of high winds by securely fastening them to

their supports. The like attention should be paid to climbing
plants against walls and trellises, standard Roses, &c. Plants
blown about by the wind give an appearance of negligence,

which should by all means be avoided. Remove daily dead
leaves, decaying blooms, and litter of all sorts, and frequently
sweep and mow grass, that all may look clean and well-kept.

Gravel walks should be frequently rolled during heavy rains
to keep them firm. The general pruning of evergreen shrubs
should now take place, reducing straggling growths within
proper limits, but to avoid giving them anything of a formal
character. The object is to assist, not deform nature. By
this the general characteristics of each plant will be as much
as possible preserved.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORT.
Should heavy rains continue to fall it will be necessary to

remove to glass shelters of some kind the more delicate-rooted

plants, and unless the weather be fine all the more valuable

greenhouse plants out of doors will require housing. In our last

calendar we advised shading of all kinds to be reduced in order

to afford assistance in ripening the summer growth by an
increased amount of light. We need scarcely point out that

an abundance of air night and day should accompany the

above ; and, as an additional means of effecting a slow but
progressive and effectual ripening of the summer wood, the

atmospheric moisture of plant-houses should be gradually

reduced as heat and the length of the days decline, so that

an increasing dryness of the atmosphere may coincide with

the ripening of the wood. We wish to lay particular stress

at this season on the importance of well-matured wood to

plants intended to bloom in perfection ; while they will be
found to bear the vicissitudes of winter with impunity com-
pared with plants whose wood is soft and imperfectly ripened.

The supply of water will much depend on the state of growth
and habit of the plant. It should, however, be remembered
that many plants are now actively forming roots, and will

require water liberally, especially when subjected to a some-

what drier medium to grow in. The stock of hardy shrubs in

pots for next season's foreing, if the growth is perfected, may
be laid on their sides facing south, this will assist to ripen

their wood and prevent their making autumn shoots. After a

short time remove them to the shade of a north wall for the

winter. No time should be lost in completing any repairs that

may bo required by houses devoted to the growth of plants.

Continue to keep the conservatory gay with plants iu bloom.

Carefully tie-out the different varieties of Lilium lancifolium

before they come into flower ; two other good autumn-flowering

plants should likewise have similar attention—viz., Crowea
saligna and Plumbago capensis. these are invaluable at this sea-

son. Attend to the proper regulation of climbers, and give weak
liquid manure to plants in bloom, to maintain them in vigorous

health, and to assist the late flower-buds to open. Finish the

potting of Chrysanthemums, and stake them securely as they

advance. The stock of autumn and winter-flowering plants

should not be stopped after this, but have every encourage-

ment to ripen their wood early, that no difficulty may arise in.
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inducing them to bloom at Hie timo wanted. Daphnes, Oranges
of different; kinds. Myrtles, and Gardenias intended for forcing,

should be removed to a cool airy bouso to rest.

STOVE.

Many of the hardwooded spring-flowering specimens -when

kept growing late in tbe autumn, when there is not sufficient

sunshine to properly ripen the wood, seldom flower strongly :

therefore give every enoouragement to such as havo not made
their growth, and use tho shading very sparingly after this

time. Tho twiners here will now he in their glory; keep them
well supplied with water at tho root, and give frequent at-

tention to regulating tho shouts and disposing the blooms in

the most effective manner. The Allamandas are fine plants

for pot-culture, hut to have them in perfection they must be

planted out in tho border of tbe stove, and trained to the

pillars or back wall, whero they flower magnificently during a

great part of the year. The brilliant Clerodendron splendens,

the Combretums, Echites splendens, and StephanotiB flori-

hunda, do splendidly when treated in tbe same manner, and
trained near tbe glass.—W. Kea>:e.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

For the sake of the harvest wo hope that a slowly rising

barometer will be attended with more settled weather. The
extreme changes from slight frosts in the morning to a close

moist atmosphere almost resembling that of tropical climes
will soon tell on the corn crops, and has already affected Po-
tatoes unfavourably in man}- places. Had we plenty of ground
to devote to Potatoes we would have a fresh field every year;
and either plant on raised beds, as in many parts of Ireland,

or in rows far enough apart and sufficiently raised for the
water not to lodge about them. Most raised beds will be moist
enough from the absorption of moisture from beneath, and then
there would be a better chance of escape from the heavy autumn
rains. In crowded gardens the only security will be found in

planting early kinds and taking them up before the autumn
rains come. As alluded to last week, we find that some fine

samples of ours, clear and without a spot, are showing some
specks of tbe disease after being housed dry and in the best

order. This is most unaccountable.
Sowed more Cabbage seed, and Cauliflower for tbe main crop

next season. In the case of those who have early light soil it

will be time enough to make this sowing in the first week in
September, or later. It is also a good time to sow a little

Savoy seed and Scotch Kale, or Borecole, if these are wanted
early next season. In England Scotch Kales are little used
until they have been a little frosted ; but in many parts in the
north they are sown largely about the middle of August, and
planted out and kept in beds like young Cabbages ; and then
in the spring, long before the Cabbages come in, tbe larger
leaves are cut half in two, taking away the more tender part,

and they boil beautifully tender either in broths or soups, or as
a separate dish. We attain much the same object in England
by sowing in spring and not cutting before winter, and all

through the next spring we obtain a large quantity of nice
stubby side shoots, so that tbe plants may well be called
" cut and come again." The Tall Curled Scotch Borecole is

the best for this continuous supply. The Scotch Cabbaging
and a variety sent out by Mr. Veitch are the best dwarfs, yield-

ing amazingly, and affording very late gatherings before they
begin to run to seed. We instanced the other week the simple
but important fact, that if a Cabbage plaut runs to flower-stalk
instead of forming a head, cut how you may, all the young
shoots are almost sure to run to flower-stalks ; and the con-
verse of this holds so equally true that when we first grew the
Cabbaging Colewort we thought so much of it, and were so
doubtful of obtaining it true from seed, that we grew it several
years by slipping off the side shoots in spring before they
began to show signs of starting for bloom, and planting them

;

and though they looked a little welted at first, they soon rooted
and made excellent plants. The same wiil hold good in all

the Cabbage tribe we have tried, but it must be done before the
flowering or fruiting tendency has been regularly developed.
When that has taken place it requires an extra amount of
trouble and care to make a plant out of a flowering shoot.
Hence in making cuttings of flowering plants we avoid tbe
flower-stalks, and select firm side shoots, that we may first lay
the foundation of the necessary amount of growth to carry the
flowering process to completion.

Sowed also more Lettuces and Onions, the latter wo will sow
again in about a fortnight, and they will be generally the best
for transplanting in spring; also sowed the first crop of

Winter Spinach, to be followed by another sowing in a week
or a fortnight.

rianted out more Cauliflower on a raised bank, young Cole-
worts on a tree border, under i bade, not so good as in an open
place; also Lettuces and Endive. Made up beds of I'm Igy

where there were some blanks. Make a point of always having
fresh ground for this, as otherwise it is apt to go off. ft is

difficult to account for failures at times ; we sowed two pieces

of ground in rows, each piece being as much alike as possible,

and only a walk between them, and both pieces were treated

exactly alike, as far as we could see, receiving about the same
amount of seed out of the same packet, and yet one piece will

bear almost any nmount of thinning, and the other will require

to be helped. We have a small row in an orchard-house, just

coining through the ground, which will be found invaluable in

bad weather in winter. Those who have no such convenience
should now place some good plants in large pots or boxes, so

as to afford protection in winter. To be without Parsley in

winter is rather more uncomfortable than being without Mint
in the height of the Pea season. Forward Parsley should now
be cut well down to make it bushy before winter.

Celery.—We stated lately that some of the beds were ac-

quiring a lighter hue in the foliage than we liked, and we may
here note that the dusting of soot all over them, which has
now been mostly cleared off by the rains, has made the foliage

of a black green again. We would like to give them a good
soaking, even after these showers, with strong house-sewage,

as it generally does wonders, when the plants are thoroughly
established, but at present we are afraid to have anything to do
with it, in case the men should be injuriously affected in this

j

muggy weather, and with the dread enemy Cholera hovering

I around us. As respects this sewage, two things are required

from our scientific friends—a cheap disinfectant, and safe for a

common labourer to apply ; and, secondly, an assurance that

when the odour is removed, the danger of affecting the human
system will also be removed when tbe sewage is used.

Sow Thistle.—This has been a troublesome visitant to us
this year, and generally in this neighbourhood, and is mostly
confined to the variety of Sonchus oleraceus, having plain

leaves serrated at the edge. In some places it looks as if it had
been sown, but we know too well what even a single plant will

do if left undisturbed to mature its seeds, and to scatter them
by the wind, the fine down giving to each seed the wings with
which it can fly. We have noticed that in the present season,

this and the common field Thistle, far more difficult to extirpate,

are more prevalent than usual by the sides of some highways.

It would be a wise act if our Legislature were to compel the
surveyor of highways, or those holding lands adjoining, to at

least cut every Thistle before it bloomed, if not take it up by
the roots, in the case of the common Thistle. Even in the
ease of the Sow Thistle, if a single flower-head should have
changed its yellow blossom for the head of down, it would be
v i c policy to go and pick all these heads off before attempting

to cut up or pull up the plant, as the very act of pulling or

cutting, will be sure to spread the seeds, and the first brisk

wind will do so without our aid. As to pulling up this Sow
Thistle, it is next to impossible in most soils, the stems are

so brittle, and the roots are so strong ; and as to cutting the

plants over at the surface of the ground, or a little below it,

that is only a temporary relief, as they will send up numerous
shoots from the collar ; but if cut 1 or 2 inches below the

surface there will be little more trouble, as from the annua!
character of the plant, the fleshy roots will soon decay, if

there is no reciprocal action from leaves and stems above
ground. If the annual character of tho plant is kept in mind,
there will be no necessity for grubbing up the roots with a fork

or mattock, as in the case of the common Thistle. But how-
ever cut or grubbed, just as in the case of the common Ground-
sel, it is never advisable to leave large plants on the ground
when so cut up, or to remove them to that general receptacle,

called the rubbish-heap, hut which may be made one of the

best adjuncts to the garden, as then from the juice contained

in the succulent stems, the seeds will often be perfected and
scattered. It is better in every way to remove such plants to

the burning or charring heap, where the excessive heat will

destroy all seeds even when imperfectly formed.

Upon the cvi Initio, what-good '.' principle, a very favourite

topic with our utilitarian philosophers, but which may be
carried too far when everything is ignored for which in their
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wisdom they can perceive no utility, a great deal eannot be
said for the Sow Thistle ; and yet there may be something
advanced in its favour. On the principle that observing and
working are in themselves blessings to mankind, then for keep-
ing the eye of the cultivator open and his hands active, the
weed has its use

; and besides that, swine like it, and other
domestic animals, and rabbits are especially fond of it ; also,
when its young shoots and leaves are nicely boiled it forms,
in our estimation, a better substitute for garden greens than
even the blood-cooling shoots of young Nettles. Then there
may be circumstances in which a piece of this ugly weed might
be useful, could we by canvas or fine wire protection prevent
its seeds being dispersed over the neighbourhood, just as if we
had a large collection of the feathered race, we would most
likely appropriate a piece of our garden thus dulv enclosed to I

prevent the egress of the winged seeds, to growing Groundsel
for the sole delectation of our birds. All such fancies, how-
ever, should ever be kept subordinate to the general advan- I

tage. The good considerate man would not, and the incon-
siderate man should not, be allowed to ride a favourite hobbv
so as to injure his neighbours or do mischief to the whole com-
munity. The man who carried and sowed the seed of the
common Thistle in Australia, where it had never previously
been seen, might have had plentv of enthusiasm for the rugged
emblem of old Scotland, but he could have formed little idea of
the extra toil and labour he was securing for all future cnlti- I

vators in that land.

Calystegia, or Convolvulus, sepium.—Having said thus much
on the Sow Thistle, we may notice that this plant, the Bind-
weed or Bearbind of our gardens—producing now where it

only partly had its own way its luxuriant twining shoots
and green foliage, and its large milk-white flowers—is one of
the worst weeds that can find its way into any garden where
the soil is at all stiff and moist, as in these circumstances it

especially delights. We can see its prettv flowers where we do
not want to see them, and this result has been assisted by the
rapid growth during the moist weather, when the hoe was
apt to Le let alone. The long white roots, which if let alone
would soon net a piece of ground, are meddled with by but few
animals, except pigs, and are difficult to eradicate, as almost
every inch will send up a shoot, and that will soon be followed
by the extension of the roots and numerous other shoots.
Digging out these roots at every change of cropping is all very
well, only it is difficult to take all out and not leave a little
bit behind. The simplest plan of eradicating this beautiful
but dreadful pest, is a continuous use of the hoe, and cutting up
every shoot before it attains more than 2 or 3 inches in length.
Where the labour power will permit of that being regularly
done, the plants will die out, as even the long, white, flesh'v
roots will decay, if no shoots from them are allowed to be seen
above ground. When permitted to grow so as to show a single
flower, it would require continual cutting-iu a future year to
paralyse the energy of the roots.
The Small Bindweed (Convolvulus arvensis), which produces

according to the variety its white or pinkish flowers on the
small trailing shoots, may have its roots destroyed in the same
way, or by cutting off the crowns and placing a good pinch of
salt upon them. The roots of this, like the Bearbind, are diffi-

cult to eradicate, as the smallest piece left in the ground will
grow

;
but, as in the former case, if no shoots are allowed in

summer, the roots having no outlet for their juices, and no
fresh matter added, will at length die of starvation. There
are few plants that would not be killed in time by a similar
process, but the action must be continuous.

FKtTIT GARDEN.

_
Regulated trees as previously described. Went on with pot-

ting Strawberries in the manner stated the other week, the wet
intervals giving a good opportunity for washing pots well pre-
viously to using them, for we have less faith in a dirtv pot
than in almost any other dirty thing; and one reason why
some of our window gardeners fail is that they use the same
pot over and over again before thoroughly scrubbing it inside
and outside. Sometimes in the spring, when pots are used
frequently, being filled as soon as emptied, we content our-
selves with washing the inside merely ; but in all cases where
the plants are to remain some time" in the pots, these pots
should be well washed inside and outside, and be well dried
before using.

Went over the orchard-houses, exposing the fruit more to
the light, and even lessening the number of those most crowded,
as it is better to do this late than never. As the fruit would
come in too soon for us, we have shaded one part of a house a

little, though aware that it will not improve the colour or the
flavour ; but we most likely will have the glass exposed enough
before the fruit ripens. We find that as a general rule in these
cold, merely glass-covered houses, there is always a danger oi

leaving too much fruit, as it generally sets so thickly. As soon
as we can find time, we will plant out a good many runners of

Strawberriei rather thickly—say from 4 to 6 inches apart, and
these will come in well for forcing late, and making fresh plan-

tations in spring, if it be desirable to do so. As soon after this

as possible, we will clear away the runners from all Strawberry
plants we intend to remain, and dig, or rather trench down all

those we intend to remove, filling the space with winter stuff,

late Celery, Sea., so as to secure the advantages of a rotation of

crops. We will also break up where there are a few blanks, a

border of Cuthill's Black Prince, and plant some more, as

though its dark colour when thoroughly ripe may be a draw-
back in the estimation of some, its great bearing qualities, and
the firmness of its substance, render it one of the best for pre-

serving-purposes we know. This we are given to understand,

that many who make much jam, will have no other sort so long

as Black Prince is to be had. In our opinion it is far before

the old Scarlets, (trove End, &c. ; but every one to his fancy.

In our rather stiff soil we thus generally manage planta-

tions of Strawberries. Trench the ground well, incorporating

with the lower 12 or 18 inches about 3 or 4 inches, or more, of

what we can lay hold of in the way of manure. When the

ground is dryish on the top, we point-in a layer of 2 or 3 inches

of rotten hotbed manure, generally consisting of leaves and
litter at first. We then turn out plants in rows 2 feet apart,

and, according to kinds, from 12 to 15 or 18 inches apart iu

the row, making the ground firm about the plants, and then

to prevent cracking, either pointing the surface somewhat
roughly with the point of a fork, or throwing a little rotten

dung over it. From that time, besides cleaning the plants,

merely breaking the surface of the soil, ami placing a little

manure between the rows in winter, allowing all the leaves

to remain on during that season, and dressing them a little

in the spring, the plants have no more of the spade until,

two or three years after planting, they are transferred to the

bottom of a trench. Except plants that have been forced, we
plant none in the summer or autumn, as from scarcity of

ground that would deprive us of a winter crop ; but we plaut

early in spring, lifting with good balls those runners that wo
prick out now. Of course, to save labour, we would rather

plant out in the autumn. By planting in spring we can make
more sure of every plant being fruitful, and after all that has

been said and done, we think it worth while to select young
plants as much as possible from fruitful parents. At any rate,

we once had a patch of fine-looking Keens' Seedling that in

three succeeding years never showed a bloom, and the runners

from them were equally barren. We wish now that some
experiments had been made to render these fine-looking barren

plants fruitful.

If the ground is light and sandy, it would be well after

trenching for Strawberries, to roll it well before planting in a

dry day, and then give a mulching of rotten dung. The only-

way to* make light soil support a Strawberry crop equal to one

with more loam aud consistence in it, is to make it as firm as

possible, but so that the surface may not be cracked or fissured.

ORNAMENTAL DEPARTMENT.
Of this more anon. Much the same as to keeping lawns and

walks right, looking over flower-beds, regulating them when
necessary, preparing for cuttings, planting Violets, potting and

attending to greenhouse plants, regulating climbers, so that

the sun may have more free access to the plants as the days

become shorter, &c.—R. F.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—August 18.

Apples % sieve

Apricots doz.
Cherries lb.

Chestnuts bush.
Currants sieve

Black do.
Figs doz.
Filberts lb.

Cobs 100 lbs.

Gooseberries . . quart
Grapes, Hothouse, .lb.

Lemons 100

d
OtoS

FRUIT.

. d
Melons each
Nectarines doz.

d. s. d

4
Oranges 100 12
Peaches doz. 10
Pears (dessert) . . doz. 1

kitchen doz.

4 Pine Apples lb. 8

9 Plums H sieve 7
Quinces $£ sieve

6 Raspberries lb. 6
5 Strawberries lb. S

10 Walnuts bush. 6

8
20
18 O
8

5

9
1

8
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Red Spider on Orchard-house Peach Trees—Apiucots Late in
Ripening (A. B. C).—You must continue to svrinpe your Pench trees in
the morning; the flavour of the fruit mny suffer a. little, but better that
than allow the trees to be weakened by red spider. Your ventilation
must be deficient, or perhaps your orchard-house is in a confined posi-
tion, for our trees treated as detailed in page 87 are perfectly free. You
may safely syringe the trees after the fruit is gathered with the decoc-
tion of quassia chips, 4 ozs. to the gallon, boiled ten minutes, adding to
it while cooling 4 ozs. of soft soap. This will injure neither leaves nor
buds. You should have kept that part of your house in which are the
Apricot trees warm as soon as the fruit commenced to swell towards
ripening. The trees would have remained healthy, and the fruit would
have ripened early. Apricots are easily retarded by abundant ventilation,
while Peaches and Nectarines often ripen freely with it in sunny weather.
All the ventilators may be open in October and November, except in
stormy weather, when the entrance of a violent gale may do mischief.

Victoria Nectarine (J. W. G.).~Yonr own surmise is a correct one.
There is no doubt but that the ungenial weather of the present summer
has been unfavourable to the ripening of all fruits that prefer and require
a warm and bright season ; and the Victoria Nectarine is one of those.

Drying Fbrns (E. B.).—Gather the fronds when they are perfectly
dry, and spread them out neatly on sheets of paper—old newspapers
will do very well

; pile them one over the other, and cover with a piece
of board, on which put as much weight ns will keep them perfectly flat.

Change the papers, or dry them once a-day, and in a few days the fronds
will be quite dry.
Names of Plants (Larhenalia).—We cannot do anything with the

plants unless you attach numbers to them. Thanks for the returns of
rainfall, but we must decline them till the end of the year, when we shall
be pleased to publish the observations for the year. The two Number-
which you name will be sent free by post for eight penny stamps.
\Rodolph).—1, Stachys sylvatica; 2, Epilobium hirsutum ; S, Verbascum
nigrum; 4, Senecio sylvaticus. (Erica).—1, Erica einerea; 2, Erica
cinerea covered with Cuscuta europa;a ; 3, Cnlluna vulgaris; 5, Erica
vagans. {J. B.).~l. Adiantum capillus-Veneris ; 2, Adiantum cuneatum

;

?,. Pellcea adiantifolia ; 4, Platyloma rotnndifolia ; 5, Nothochlrcna rufa
;

G, Pleopeltis nuda(?); 7, Onychium japonicum; fl, Pellsea ternifolia

;

10, Aspidium molle ; 11, Davallia elegans; 13, Platycerium alcicorne.
(H. T. II'.).—1, Lysimachia vulgaris ; 2, Kerria japonic* fl. pleno.
i.s. .i. V. i.—Probably Lastrea puuctulata. (Hiipcricvw).—The "Violet,

V. cornuta, is not a native plant.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the Week ending August lBth.

Date.
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should never have been excluded from tho prize list, except at

the two or three shows I mention '.'

Many years ago, in my early Brahma days, I asked the judge

of an exhibition why ho had not awarded a prize in a single

cock Brahma class, where a friend of mine and I were the

only exhibitors, llo replied, tho one bird was poorly feathered,

and the other (mine) lint a peitcomb, which lie considered in-

correct. Where is that judge's opinion now? Does anyone
hold it ? Is tho hock a parallel case ?

Our Editors' note to " Jcstitia's " letter, which appears in

the same Number, I cannot quite pass over. No one can
accuse me of slighting my favourite breed ; through the bygone
years of evil report and scandal that attached to their origin,

their good qualities made them my favourites ; I will not desert

them now, when I so constantly read that at such an exhibition

the Brahma class, which I have lived to see added to almost
every meeting of importance, was without exception the class

of the show. With the greatest deference to our Editors'

opinion, I do not see how Brahmas can expect two classes

(according to hock feathers). Funds would not permit it, and
at many exhibitions they are already divided into dark and
light. If granted to Brahmas, why rot to Cochins ? Rather, I

would say, let the " Judge " give up his opinion ; he may still

hold it, but there is no reason that he should judge by it. Let
him award the prizes irrespective of moderate vulture hock,

and I am quite sure our coverel-hock birds will beat their

naked brethren out of the field.

One more word to my brother exhibitors. I am one of those
who think that with the general run of honourable judges
that we have, exhibitors should know who are to be the judges

of the exhibition to which they send their specimens. It would
then rest with them to decide whether they would send their

specimens to bo certainlj' defeated, thus throwing away their

entrance money, increasing railway revenue, but receiving no
kind feeling in return, and injuring their specimens. By
watching the names of the judges wheie they show, they will

find out the fancies of each and act accordingly. They can
enter their specimens with the reservation that the entrance is

only to be paid if Mr. So-aud-So do not award the honours.
—Y. B. A. Z.

As the originator of the discussion on the vulture hock in

Cochins and Brahmas, which was carried on in your Journal
last spring, may I bo permitted to make a few remarks on the
same subject on the occasion of its revival ? I wrote in the first

instance as an inquirer, not prepared to find that opinions so

diametrically opposed to one another existed on a question
which surely ought to be decided either one way or the other.

Consequently, I was prepared to give the subject an impartial
consideration. I will now venture to lay before you, with all

deference to those more experienced breeders and exhibitors,

who have far more right to be heard than I can claim, the
results at which I arrived. I will endeavour to state these as
briefly as possible. They may be summed up as follows :

—

1st, A want of agreement among Judges.
2nd, The want of a better understanding between Judges and

exhibitors, for which the former are to blame.
3rd, A want of a clear and unmistakeable definition of the

" vulture hock."
Respecting the first of these, I have gathered from the corre-

spondence that it exists. I need say no more. Respecting the
second, I say advisedly, that " the former are to blame." No
impartial critic, weighing well the correspondence in your pages,
could arrive at any other conclusion than that, while on the
part of breeders and exhibitors there was every wish to state

not merely their opinions, but also their reasons, at once as
distinctly and as courteously as possible, on the part of judges
no corresponding courtesy was shown. If I remember rightly,

a few brief words of reply from one judge, based, as was shown
by succeeding correspondents, on a mistake, but, nevertheless,
repeated, apparently by the same judge, in your last week's
impression, formed the only notice taken by that body of the
discussion. This treatment speaks for itself, and, therefore,

on my second conclusion also I need say no more, but will at

once go on to make a few remarks on my third conclusion

—

viz., that we need a clear and unmistakeable definition of the
vulture hock. Here, too, I feel sure that judges and exhibitors
ought to be agreed, though from the silence of the former we
might almost argue that they are of a different opinion. Is it

possible, that for the sake of exercising a little arbitrary power,
with the love of which one has been accustomed to associate a
certain amount of narrow-mindedness, those judges (for, of

course, I allude only to them), who are sworn enemies of the
vulture hock, keep us in the dark as to which birds they con-
sider and which they do not consider to bo thus disqualified?

It appears to me ihat this question would be best settled by
a certain amount of compromise. I have gathered that exhi-
bitors are agreed that there are at all events two different de-
velopments which go by the name of tho vulture hock. These
are— 1st, the vulture hock 'proper, where stiff, straight quill
feathors project from the hock ; 2nd, the vulture lioch simulative
(if I may be allowed the expression), where the soft fluffy

feathers of the leg—which I hope wo are all agreed cannot be
too abundant—owing to their very luxuriance project a littlo

beyond the hock, sometimes curving towards it, sometimes
assuming a more pointed appearance. Now, the compromise
which I have to suggest is as follows : Let judges give us some
assurance that they will restrict their definition of the vulture
hock to the first of these—the vulture hock proper; and I feel

sure that breeders in general would he willing for them to go
even beyond the dictum of the Poultry Club, and consider it

not only an objection, but also an absolute disqualification, on
the distinct understanding that what I have termed the vulture
hock simulative be regarded not only as no disqualification, but
on the contrary as an exuberance of beauty.

I could not but regret to find that one whom you describe as
an able judge bases his condemnation on the fact that the
originally imported Cochins were not vulture-hocked. Have
the imported birds been always the best specimens of their
kind ? On the contrary, have not careful breeding and match-
ing developed in almost every imported breed qualities nascent
only in the originals ? Does not the case of wild flowers under
cultivation, in their tendency to become double, form a fair
parallel ? If so, why should we in our greenhouses and gardens
rejoice over it, hut in our poultry yards condemn it ?

I will now, lest you should think that I have exceeded all
bounds in the length of these remarks, leave the suggestions
which I have thrown out for the consideration of others ; ven-
turing only in conclusion most respectfully to invite the judges
of poultry to declare their opinions on the subject, as well as
to seek to arrive among themselves at some consistent and
unanimous opinion, thereby securing at once tho increased
confidence and the sincere gratitude of every breeder and ex-
hibitor.

—

Clep.icus.

CRAVEN AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY'S TOULTRY
SHOW.

The twelfth annual meeting of this Society was held at Skipton ou
Friday tho 17th inst.

The display of poultry was good, and the number of entries large t

hut from the advanced state of moulting in which the adult birds at
present are, these were extremely ditheult to judge. The great attrac-
tion of the Show was the chickens of this year, in almost every
class of which there were some most beautiful specimens. The
Pigeons were also numerous, and of excellent quality. The following
prizes were awarded :

—

Dorking (Any colour).—First, H. Beldnn, Goitstock,Bingley. Second,
J. Pindar, Clitheroe. Commended, T. Briden, Etirby. Chickens.— First,
A. Fentou, Rochdale. Second, J. Stott, Healey, near Rochdale. Com-
mended, H. Beldon.
Spanish (Black).—First, H. Beld »n. Second, J. Tbresb, Bradford.

Commended. J. Newton. Silsden. Chickens.—First, J. Pinder. Second,
J. Newton. Commended, H. Beldon ; II. Pickles, jun., Enrby.
liAME-First, H. Beldon. Second, J. D. Newsome, Batley. Chickens.

—First, J. Carlisle, Earby. Second, W. Turner, Earby. Commended,
J. D. Newsome.
Cochin-China.—First, H. Beldon. Second, C. Sidgwick, Keiffhlev.

Cliickens.—First, A. Fenton. Second, C. Sidgwick. Commended, J.
Stott.

Hamburgh (Golden-pencilled).—First, H. Pickles, jun. Second, S. Smith,
Northowram, Halifax. Commended, H. Beldon. Chickens.—First, S.
Smith. Second, H. Beldon.
Hamburgh or Chittepratt (Silver-pencilled).—First, H. Pickles, jun.

Second, H. Beldon. Chickens.—First, H. Beldon. Second, W. Bairstow,
Fearn Cliffe, Bingley. Commended, H. Picklen, jun.
Hamburgh (Golden-spangled .—First, W. Throup, Silsden. Second,

J. W. Cannan, Bradford. Commended, H. Pickles, jun. Chickens.—
First, J, W. Cannan. Second, W. Throup.
Hamburgh (Silver-spangled).—First, H. Pickles, jun. Second, H. Bel-

don. (hir/.t'iis.—First, H. Beldon. Second, J. Preston, Allcrton, Brad-
ford. Commended, H. Pickles, jun.
Haitburgh (Black 1 .—First, H. Beldon. Second, C. Sidgwick. Chickens.

—First and Second, C. Sidgwick. Coumended, H. Beldon.
Poland.—First and Second, H. Beldon. Chickens*—First, H. Beldon.

Second, P. Unsworth. Lowton, near Golbornc, Lancashire.
Game Bantam.—First and Second, J. W. Caiman. Chickens.—First,

J. D. Newsome. Second, J. W. Cnnnau.
Bantam (Any colour).—First, E. Hutton, PudBey. Second, J. W. Caa-

nnn. Chicken*.— First, H. Beldon. Second, E. Hutton.
Any other Variety.—First, H. Beldon. Second, W. Culshaw, Skip-
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ion. Chickens.—First, E. Leech, Rochdale. Second, J. Hargreaves,
Skipton.
Geehe (White).—First, B. Baxter, Elslack Hall. Second, P. Rhodes,

Bingley. Commended, J. Tattersall, Emlisav.
Gerse (Grey Toulouse).—First, W. E. Musson. Second, B. Baxter.

Commended, E. Leech.
Ducks (Aylesbury).—First and Second, E. Leech.
Ducks (Rouen).—First, H. Beldon. Second, E. Leech.
Ducks (Any other variety).—First, E. Hutton. Second, J. Hargreaves.
Turkeys.—First, E. Leech. Second, P. Rhodes. Commended, J. B.

Beckwith, Winterburn "Wood.

PIGEONS.
Carrier.—Cock.—First and Second, E. Horner, Hnrewood, Leeds.

Commended, C. Cole, Bowling. Hen.—First, H. Smith, Skipton. Second,
E. Horner.
Powter.— Coefc.— First, J. Thompson, Bingley. Second, C. Cole.

Hen.—First, E. Horner. Second, J. Thompson. Commended, C.Cole;
H. Beldon.
Tumblers (Almond).—First, J. Fielding, jun., Rochdale. Second, J.

Thompson.
Owls.—First and Second, J. Fielding, jun.
Barbs.—First, J. Fielding, jun. Second, J. Thompson.
jAcoBrNS.—First, J. Hawley, Bingley. Second, E. Horner. Com-

mended, J. Thompson.
Tumblers (Mottled).—First and Second, E. Horner.
Bald Pates.—First, J. Fielding, jun. Second, A. & C. Smith, Silsden.
Fantails.—First, E. Horner. Second, F. Horner, jun.
Dragons.—First and Second, J.Pnrker.
Antwerps.—First, E. Hutton. Second, H. Fishwick, Gargrave. Com-

mended, J. "Whittaui, Carlton.
Any other variety.— First, J. Thompson (Nuns). Second, J.

Fielding, jun. Third, E. Horner. Commended, H. Beldon.

Judges.—Mr. James Heywood, Bow Lee, Middleton, Manchester
;

and Mr. R. Teebay, Fullwood, Preston.

S. & H. Wade. Second, H. Mitchell, Denholme. Commended, J. Booth.
Fantails.—First and Second, R. Dodge, Sheffield. Commended, S. Bot-
tomley, Allerton. Barbs.—First, A. Virr, Girlington. Second, J. Thomp-
son. Dragons.—First, J. Parker. Second, J. Thompson. Commended,
H. Beldon. Carriers,—First, R. Dodge. Second, H. Stanhope, Eecles-
hill. Any Va/rMty.—-First, R. Dodge. Second, H. Beldon.
Rabbits (Common).—First, J. Moor. Second, W. A. Booth.

Judge.—Mr. R. Teebay, Fullwood, Preston.

ALLERTON POULTRY SHOW.
The second annual Show of the Allerton (near Bradford) Agricul- i

tnral Society took place on the 14th inst. The weather was exceed-

ingly favourable, and the Show was well attended.

In poultry there were about 160 pens, and some of them were very

good. Through an oversight on the part of exhibitor- generally,

the class in winch the best prizes -were offered—viz.. Single Game
Cocks, was overlooked, and there were but sufficient entries to carry off

the prizes. Some very good Spanisli were shown, and one of the best

Buff Cochin cocks that has been seen during the present season. Ham-
burglis were very shabby in moult, but Game were shown in much
better feather and condition. Black, with the exception of the first-

prize pen, consisting of handsome birds, were not good. In chickens

there were some excellent Hamburghs. Game chickens were good in

quality, but wanting in feather.

Of Ducks, there were some very large well-matched pens of Rouen,

and very diminutive Brown Call and Black East Indians divided the

honours in the " other variety " class.

The cup for the best pen was awarded to an excellent pen of Golden
Polands.
The Pigeons were good throughout, especially the Powters, Owls,

and Dragons.

Single Game Cock.—First, J. Settle, Manniugham. Second, L. Robert-

Bhaw, Allerton. Third, R. Bottomlev, Shelf.

Spanish (Black).—First and Second, H. Beldon, Goitstock, Bingley.
Commended, J. Thresh, Bradford. Chickens.—First, J. Thresh. Second,
H. Beldon.
Cochin-China.—First, H. Beldon. Second, W. Bentley, Green Side,

Allerton. Commended. H. Beldon. Chickens.—First, C. Sidgwick. Second,
H. Beldon. Commended, H. TV. Hlingworth, Idle.

Hamburghs (Silver-pencilled).—First, H. Beldon. Second, J. Preston,
Allerton. Chickens.—First, H. Beldon. Second, R. Longbottom, Bingley.
Hamburghs (Golden-pheasant).—First, H. Beldon. Second, J. Preston.

Chicken.*:.—First, H. Carter, Holmtirtb. Second, J. Preston.
Hamburghs (Golden-pencilled).—First, H. Beldon. Second, J. Preston.

Chickens.^-First, F. Holliugs, Horton. Second, H. Beldon.
Hamburghs

i
Silver-pheasant).—First and Second, H. Beldon. Chickens.

—First, H. Beldon. Second, J. Preston. Commended, J. Preston.
Game (Black Pheasant).—First, H. Beldon. Second, C. Sidgwick,

Keighley. Chickens.—First, C, Sidgwick. Second, J. Preston.
Poland (Any variety).—First, H. Beldon. Second, H. Carter, Upper

Thong, Holmtirth. Commended, H. Beldon. Chickens.—First, H. Beldon.
Second, H. Bowker, Keighley.
Dorking.—First, H. Beldon. Second, B. Wilkinson, Bradford. Chickens.

—First, H. Beldon. Second, C. Sidgwick.
Game (Red).—First, J. Spencer, Queensbury. Second, H. Beldon.

Chickens.—First, W. Bentley, Allerton. Second, G. Hargreaves, Shipley.

Game (Any variety).—First, H. Snowden, Horton. Second, H. Beldon.
Chickens.—First, W. Spence, Haworth. Second, W. Bentley.
Bantams (Any variety.—First, E. Hutton. Pudsey, near Leeds. Second,

J. Leach, Allerton. Commended, J. Blamires, Horton. Chickens.—First,
J. Blamires. Second, J. Preston.
Any Variety not Previously Mentioned.—First, H. Beldon. Second,

W. Spence.
Ducks (Rouen).—First, W. Bentlev. Second, H. Beldon. Commended,

T. Shackleton, Bradford : E. Leech, Rochdale ; W. Bentley.
Ducks (Aylesbury).—First, E. Leech. Second, J. Preston.

Ducks (Any variety).—First, E. Hutton. Second, H. Beldon. Com-
mended, VV. Greetham, Allerton ; W. Bentley.
Geese (Any variety 1 .—First, E. Leech. Second, A. Booth, Allerton.

Pigeons.—Croppers.—First, H. Beldon. Second, H. Snowden. Tumblers
(Short-faced).—First, H. Beldon. Second, J. Thompson, Bingley. Owls.

—First, S. & J. Wade, Ovenden. Second, J. Thompson. Turbits.—First,

IDLE POULTRY SHOW.
This took place on Saturday the 11th inst., and the weather being

fine there was a large attendance of visitors. The entries for poultry
were not very numerous, but some good specimens were sent by Mesurs.
Jowett and Illingworth, who were the principal exhibitors. The former
gentleman won the extra prize, a silver medal, for the best pen in the
held.

There were also some good Pigeons shown.
The following are the awards :

—

Game.—First, Second, Third, and Medal, — Jowett. Chickens.—First
and Second, — Jowett. Third, — Illingworth.
Spanish.—Prize, — Jowett. Chickens.—First and Third, — Johnson.

Second, — Scott.
Dorkings.—Prize. W. Westwood. Chickens,—Prize, W. Westwood.
Cochins.—First, — Wilson. Second, — Halliday. Third, J. Ward.

Chickens.—First,— Illingworth, Second, — Brothertou. Third, — Hal-
liday.

Hamburghs (Silver-spangled).

—

Chickens.—First and Second,— Wright.
Third, — Jowett.
Hamburgh (Golden-spangled).—Chickens.—First, Second, and Third,— Illingworth.
Hamburghs (Silver-pencilled).—First, H. Pickles. Second, W.Sugden.

Chickens.—First, — Garnet. Second, W. Sugden. Third, — Scott.
Hamburghs (Golden-pencilled).—First,— WestwoodL Second,— Jowett

Chickens.—Prize, — Johnson.
BAHTAM8 (Any variety).—First and Second, — Jowett. Chickens.—

First, — Baxter. Second,— Watkiuson. Third, — Woodhead.
Any other Variety.—First, J. Cordingley. Second, — Wratkinson.
Ducks.—First and Second, — Jowett. Ducklings.—First and Second,

— Jowett.

The Judges who officiated were, Mr. Thos. Dodd, Wakefield, and Mr.
R. Tate, Leeds.

RAILWAY CHARGES.
It is impossible to give, as I promised, the statement of ex-

penses incurred in this matter for a few weeks. I am sorry,

however, to be obliged to add, that so far our efforts have been

perfectly fruitless, railway directors considering that the matter

does not need alteration. I do not say that this is altogether

final, as I trust we may yet do something. Meanwhile, it

seems absolutely necessary that exhibitions themselves should

individually bring the subject before the directors, and that

they should lessen the weight as much as possible by making
the pens complete with a single hen instead of two.—Y.B. A. Z.

INCUBATORS.
As the inventor and introducer of an incubator, I should

like to make a few remarks in reply to " A Spanish Breeder"
in last week's Journal, as to the success of incubators and the

management of the chicks when out of the shell. That a good

incubator is of very great value to a poultry-breeder none will

dispute ; but it is a source of great annoyance if at the end of the

three weeks he cannot bring any chicks out of the shell. That

artificial incubation is a real success there is no doubt ; but it

is a question whether with us in England it has ever been a

source of much profit in a commercial point of view. An
incubator never was, and I question much whether one ever

can be, made that will answer as well as the natural mode of

hatching. The time at which the value of a good incubator

shows itself is when eggs cannot be hatched by the natural

means. Incubators are invaluable when, poultry being required

for exhibition, it is important that the eggs should be hatched

as early in the year as possible ; and perhaps no breeder would

at such a time "mind sacrificing 40 or 50 per cent, of the eggs

if he could hatch and bring up the remainder.

I am quite willing to work my incubator against any intro-

duced, and shall have no objection to sending "A Spanish

Breeder" one for trial and report of success in your Journal.

Incubators require very nice attention, and to be successful

with them the eggs must be kept at a heat of 103° (range 98° to

105°) ; if lower than 98°, development is not going on ;
if higher

than 105°, there is danger of the chicks being killed. I have

not been able to determine what low temperature will perish
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eggs whilst hatching ; hut I have found tlint from 110' to 112"

for a short time will kill at least 75 per cent, of them.
With regard to the keeping up of the proper temperature, I

may soy there is little difficulty in this. I recommend gas to

be used where it can he had, as a small rlame the si/.o of an
ordinary candle is sufficient to keep my incuhator at work,

and if the rlame be kept clear of the bottom of the boiler, there

is no dirt attending its use. I have used gas for the last few

months, and with the burner I employ have not found it

necessary to touch the tap of the gas during the whole time,

and my result has been most satisfactory. Oil is more trouble

and expense; but if the right temperature is maintained the

result is of course the same.
With regard to the strength of the chickens hatched and

reared artificially, I can assure "A Spanish Breeder" they
are equally strong and healthy as those hatched and reared

naturally, and there is no reason why they should not be so ; in-

deed, I find they thrive better and grow faster without a mother
if they are looked after, well fed, and kept warm. The reason

of this is obvious ; they have not to wander about with the

old hen, but being confined to a small space can go about and
rest at will, and on wet and the colder days can be kept in the

artificial mother. There is no difficulty in bringing up chickens

withont a hen, as some people suppose. I find it a good plan

to hatch some Ducks, to come out at the same time as the

chicks, and these teach them to peck, and in a week they are

able to take care of and cater for themselves.

—

John Brindley.

PRICE OF LIGURIAN BEES.
I observe that some correspondents complain that the price

of the6e bees is high, not taking into consideration the cost of

importing them from either Italy or Switzerland. I imported

four hives ; two only survived the journey, and the whole cost

of carriage consequently fell on these hives. Some queens
which I obtained from Mr. Hermann cost me nearly 40.<. each.

As many of these bees, however, are sold along with their

hives, the price is not so much higher than that of the common
black bees. In this county (Durham), they ask from 35s. to

40s. for a common skep hive of black bees, and from 25s, to

30,i". for a swarm.
I am glad to find that " A Devonshire Bee-keeper " has the

Egyptian bees, aud hope he will be successful with them.

—

J. H. A.

THE EGYPTIAN BEE.—Pabt IV.

HOW I OBTAINED AND INTRODUCED IT INTO MY APIARY.

(Continued from page 115.)

• As soon as I had ascertained the fact that the Egyptian bee
had actually reached Germany, I lost no time in putting my-
self in communication with Herr Yogel. to whom the Berlin

Acclimatisation Society had deputed the task of multiplying

and dissemiuating these interesting strangers, and in due
coturse received the following two letters from him, the first

being dated the 2nd July| 1865 :

—

" Mr. Woodbury,—I am very much honoured by the charge
given me of sending you a fertile aegyptian queen bee. .

" It may be permitted to me to inform you previously that

I will despatch a very fine queen bee with its necessary com-
panions on the 15th of July.

" The transport will be the happiest if the queen bee has
OBly few companions. Therefore, having received this letter,

I propose to you depriving a few populous bee-hive of its

mother bee, and destroying after nine days all mother-cells.

This bee-hive resting, deprived of its mother bee, you may
make rise of it to strengthen the new comers.
" You wish being informed if the aegyptian bee (Apis fasciata)

coupled itself with the northern and Italian ! Apis fasciata is a
constant stereotype variety of Apis mellifica. Its temper is

very lively, and its voice higher than that of Apis mellifica.

Therefore the virgin queen bees of the aegyptian race flying out
choose regularly aegyptian males. It will be also easier to keep
this race genuine than the Italian bee (Apis ligustica).—Your
affectionate, addicted bee-friend—P. W. Yogel."
The second letter was dated the 15th July, but did not reach

me until the 28th, and an examination of the Prussian post-mark
showed that it was not posted in Germany until the 25th. It

heralded the approach of an Egyptian queen in the following
terms :

—

" Mr.. Woodbury !—You receive adjoined a fertile aegyptian

mother bee. The aegyptian are covered with fair hair, and
have a yellowish shield on the breast-plate.

" Is winter coming on, I advise to put the aegyptian bee-hive
into a quite dark room where they cannot freeze to death ; in
such room tho bee-races winter generally the best.

" If the queen bee arrives dead, against all my expectations,
it may be permitted to me to send you another which is not
to be paid.—Your affectionate, devoted bee-friend—F. W.
Yooei.."

The result of this correspondence was, that on the 30th of July
I received a somewhat weighty deal box, 12 inches long by
!M wide, and 8} inches deep, which, in addition to my address,
was ornamented with sundry printed labels, one of which
declared it to be " aus Zechin," and another " par Ostende."
There was also in one comer a rough pen-and-ink sketch of a
driuking-glass, meant, I suppose, to convey the intimation to

railway porters and all whom it might concern, that the con-
tents of the box were of a like brittle character, and under
this cartoon, for the edification of German as well as of

English readers, appeared in three lines, thus

—

i' 5rIT SOP.GFALT !

with cares!
' aegyptian bee

The two first lines being likewise repeated on the three remain-
ing sides of the rather large label which concealed fully two-
thirds of the box cover.

On applying my ear to the wire cloth which covered an aper-

ture for ventilation, I was somewhat concerned at finding all

within as still as death, nor could I by tapping the sides of

the box elicit the slightest response from the little prisoners,

whose answering hum is usually so prompt and ready under
such circumstances. It was therefore with no littlo trepida-

tion and misgivmg that I sought for tools and set to work to

prise off the well-secured cover, which, like the box itself, was
made of wood nearly an inch in thickness, the latter being dove-

tailed together, and of such strength as might well have fitted it

for the conveyance of bullion from the Antipodes, instead of

merely the safe custody of a few hundred bees. On raising

the lid a small cluster adhered to it, having apparently re-

moved themselves as far as possible from a large square piece

of dark-coloured honeycomb, out of all proportion to their

wants, a portion of the contents of which having escaped had
so clogged and soiled the unfortunate little prisoners, that few
indeed were able to use their wings. On separating and care-

fully examining this cluster, I found it to consist of worker
bees so similar to Ligurians that I could not at that time detect

the slightest difference, two or three small but very handsome
drones, the whole being in a sad plight, and what seemed to

me to be a diminutive Ligurian queen in nearly as bad a case

as the rest. This certainly appeared extremely small change
for my outlay, and it was with no very pleasant feelings or

agreeable anticipations that I proceeded to make the necessary

attempt at placing my forlorn Serairamis at the head of a small

lot of Italians, which having themselves failed in the attempt
to raise a queen, appeared more likely than any others to

tender their allegiance to an alien monarch. I, of course, took

the precaution of presenting to them this aspirant to the

vacant throne in a queen-cage, through the bars of which her

future subjects were at liberty to make her acquaintance, and
well was it that I did so, for dire was the onslaught made upon
her bedraggled attendants which I added to the Ligurians at

the same time. "Italian Unity!" or whatever maybe its

apian equivalent, was at once vociferously buzzed forth, and
perseveriugly and relentlessly reiterated, as one by one the

unhappy Egyptians were dragged out, until their expulsion was
at last as absolutely complete as that of their fellow-Africans,

the Moors, from Spain by the warlike Ferdinand and Isabella

of Castile.

This was in truth an unpromising commencement, but I

could do nothing to calm the strife which continued nearly

until the sun went down, and it was with gloomy forebodings

that I witnessed the massacre—contest it could not be called

—

aud beheld the ground in front of the hive strewn with dead

and dying bees. Still I hoped that the animosity of the vin-

dictive Italians might be satiated with the slaughter of her

worker attendants, and that they might yet tender their alle-

giance to the captive Semiramis, whose dynasty might by their

means be perpetuated in Kreat Britain : nor were my favourable

anticipations entirely vain. On examining the interior of the

hive the next morning, I found the hostile demonstrations

of the fiei v Italians so far moderated and subdued as to induce
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me to set the imprisoned monarch at liberty. Eemaining un-
molested, and being followed only by admiring and caressing

antenna? in this her first royal progress in her new domain, I

was encouraged to hope for the best, and successive examina-
tions during the same and following days proving to my satis-

faction that she indeed reigned in the affections of her alien

though adopted children, I set myself by the careful selec-

tion and gradual addition of ripe brood-combs, so to increase
the population of the hive as to admit of the propagation of Apis
fasciata before the season, already so far advanced as to make
success improbable, should be so far passed away as to render
it entirely hopeless.—A Devonshire Bee-keeper.

(To be continued.)

TAKING HONEY FROM SIDE BOXES AND
SUPERS.

On the 11th of this month it appeared to me that the bees
in a Nutt's hive were abstracting the honey out of a side box,
which never had been quite filled, though "the comb was quite
finished. I took it, and found no honey in it ; none has been
taken from it this year. The stock has thrown out one if not
two swarms (possibly even three), in spite of all precautions.
How am I to know when to take the side boxes in future?
When should I have taken this ? I have two or three stocks
in straw hives which must be taken. They are reasonably
heavy, but the bees are still busy bringing in pollen. Of what
is this a proof ? Ought I to leave the stock as long as the bees
seem to work, or, honey being my object, ought I to take them
at once?

—

Hampshire Sector. •

[It is very probable that the bees commenced breaking in
upon the contents of the side box when the first swarm issued,
and that they have been diminishing ever since. We can,
however, lay down no positive rule as to the proper time for
taking either side boxes or supers. Of course, when once com-
pletely filled they are best removed as soon as possible ; but
you must endeavour to form your own opinion as to the time
at which the weight of a partially-filled box reaches its pro-
bable maximum, when it should at once be appropriated. Bees
bringing in pollen freely is a sign of prosperity and of the
existence of brood, hut it does not show that the store of honey
is increasing. Weigh your stocks towards autumn, and take
them when they reach the culminating point. We find that
the honey harvest is over in our locality whenever the fine
weather breaks up in July.]

year, if all is well, I shall hope to multiply my Italian stock
from her brood more largely.

It is time I should give some account of this year's proceed-
ings in my apiary, so I will make a beginning by stating how
many stocks survived the winter. This will be" seen by the
following schedule of stock hives, corrected from page 81 in
your former volume. It represents the condition of my apiary
in April last :

—

E. & W.'s APIARY IN 18

In a communication to " our Journal " in January last I

mentioned that I had received in the autumn a young'ltalian
queen from my friend Mr. Woodbury, who had suspicions, as
well as myself, that I had hitherto been unfortunate in possess-
ing only a hybrid queen of that race. With much care, but
little difficulty, after uniting the populations of two stocks and
destroying their queens, the young stranger was successfully
introduced to the united bees, and located in my bee-house in
place of A. By careful feeding this united stock survived the
winter in good health ; but the queen not breeding till late in
the spring, the population, which had been large, became so
reduced in number that I despaired, even so late as April, of
its recovery. However, the queen proved to be all I could
desire, and not only filled the box (one of the largest in my
apiary i, which was only one-third full of comb when the queen
was put into it in autumn, but the bees also worked in a super,
giving me about 6 lbs. of pure honeycomb.

Being absent from home during July, and this stock (A),

being too backward to operate upon before, it was left to its

own devices till the 3rd of August, when the queen and entire
population were driven and shifted into D's box, whose queen
and population had been previously driven into an empty hive.

A's box was subsequently given to the bees of D after the
destruction of their queen, the bees of both hives remaining
in their former places, but having exchanged hives. I have
some doubts, however, whether the bees in D will manage to
rear a queen, as there was no brood apparently in the hive,
except such as was quite recently hatched. I shall be quite
content if I can rear one queen to head this stock this au-
tumn. Mr. Woodbury will be glad to learn that the bees are
beautifully marked, and the queen a first-rate breeder. Another

A.
Pure Italian queen.
Born 18C5. Weak.
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Month
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Enchantress.— Purple and crimson shaded, scarlet blotch
on upper petals, very smooth and glowing ; trusses plentiful,

and thrown well above the foliage ; habit fine ; leaves plain.

Fairy Queen.—Rosy red ; trasses fair size, and abundant

;

flowers large and smooth ; leaves slightly zonate.
Glory of Waltham.—Intense scarlet, trusses large and com-

pact, resting immediately on the top of the foliage ; leaves
plain, pale green. The finest of Nosegay Pelargoniums.

Indian Yellow.—Orange scarlet, with a strong glow of yellow
;

trusses of fair size, and very abundant ; leaves darkly zonate.
Le Grand.—Crimson scarlet, shaded with purple ; of large

size and great substance.
Lilacinum.—Lilac ; trasses large and compact, and rising well

above the foliage ; leaves plain ; habit dwarf and close.

Madame Bane.—Bright rosy pink, white eye ; leaves plain.

Naiad.—Purple, crimson blotch ; leaves plain. Very distinct

and beautiful.

Orange Nosegay

.

—Bright orange ; trusses fair size, and very
abundant ; leaves plain. Very effective.

Purple Queen.—Reddish purple ; trasses very abundant

;

leaves slightly zonate ; habit very dwarf. Suited for edgings.
Saint George.— Chestnut, shaded with blackish scarlet

;

trusses very large and compact ; flower-stalks stiff, and rising

nicely above the foliage ; leaves plain. One of the best.

Salmon Nosegay

.

—Salmon ; trasses and flowers large, smooth,
and abundant ; leaves plain. One of the best and most
effective.

Stella.—Bright crimson ; trusses large and abundant ; leaves
zonate.

Sir Joseph Pdxton.—Bright orange ; trusses large and abun-
dant ; leaves zonate. Very effective.

Tillage Maid.—Bright deep pink, with a large white blotch
on upper petals, the colours clearly defined, not running into
each other ; habit dwarf and compact ; leaves darkly zonate.
Very beautiful.

Waltham Nosegay.—Carmine and scarlet shaded ; trasses
and flowers large, smooth, and compact, rising well above the
foliage ; leaves plain ; habit first-rate. One of the most
effective.

Waltham Seedling.—Dark crimson ; trusses large and abun-
dant ; leaves zonate. Very effective.

Wood Nymph.—Pale reddish pink; leaves pale green, slightly

zonate. Distinct and pleasing.

2, I now come to speak of the " Zonales," which are gene-
rally best under glass ; and although the Nosegays are alike

beautiful, and sometimes more beautiful under glass, we can-
not say that the Zonales as a rule are equally beautiful in

the open ground. These Zonales, like the Nosegays and their

allies, possess one great advantage over the fancy, French, and
Other Pelargoniums, which it will be well to bear in mind

—

namely, that they may be had in bloom at any season, or,

indeed, all the year round, if kept under glass ; whereas the
others are only a month, or at most six weeks, in condition.

And here I am glad to find that I am in unison with the " one-
idea " men. I acknowledge form as one important and de-

sirable quality, and only object to it when it is used to ignore
other qualities equally, and for special purposes more, important
than itself.

Of varieties best suited for decoration under glass, the follow-

ing are the best according to my judgment :

—

Bcaute. de Suresne.—Deep rosy pink, white eye ; trusses
large ; form fine ; leaves zonate.

Blue Bell.—Very soft, bluish lilac; colour new, and lovely;

truss large ; form fine ; leaves zonate.

Bride.—White, with large crimson eye; of fine shape, and
great substance ; leaves zonate. One of the best of the light-

coloured varieties for out of doors.

Cardinal.— Full scarlet; truss large; form fine; leaves
plain.

Charles Eouillard.—White, shaded with salmon ; flowers
good shape ; truss compact ; leaves darkly zonate. Good out
of doors.

Clipper.—Scarlet ; flowers very large ; form fine ; habit good

;

leaves zonate. One of the best.

Dame Blanche.—White, slightly tinged with pink; leaves
darkly zonate. Very pretty and distinct.

Dr. Lindley.—Scarlet ; trass and form fine ; habit good. One
of the best for in-doors, forming a beautiful round-headed
standard.

Duchess.—Reddish cerise ; truss very large and fine ; habit
close and compact

; leaves slightly zonate. One of the best.

Firefly.— Scarlet, shaded with blackish crimson ; trasses fair

size, and abundant ; habit good ; leaves zonate. Good also
out of doors.

Governor.—Scarlet ; flowers large
;
good shape and trass ;

leaves plain.

Lord Chancellor.—Reddish salmon ; trusses good size, very
abundant ; leaves darkly zonate, contrasting well with the
flowers. Quite first-rate, both in and out of doors.
Lucius.—Yellowish orange ; flowers large, splendid truss ;

leaves zonate. One of the best.

Ma Gloire.—White, centre red ; leaves darkly zonate.
Madame We.rle.—Flowers white, centre red, colours clearly

defined ; flowers large
;
good shape ; leaves zonate.

Madeline.—Salmon red ; flowers large ; leaves darkly zonate.
Mnrimac.—Rosy salmon ; leaves zonate. Good either in or

out of doors.

Model.—Deep orange scarlet ; perfect shape ; trasses fair

size ; leaves plain. The finest of all orange scarlets.

Mr. G. Natchet.—Light scarlet ; leaves darkly zonate. Ona
of the best.

Mrs. Wm. Paul.—Soft rosy peach; flowers very large ; form
fine ; habit dwarf and compact ; leaves slightly zonate. One
of the best.

Nimrod.—Orange ; fine form ; trass lar;e and fine ; leaves

zonate. One of the best for either in or out of doors.

Nora.—Salmon rose; flowers large; good shape; leaves

zonate.

Princess Liclitenstein.—Salmon pink; perfect shape; good
both in and out of doors ; leaves darkly zonate.

Jiebeeea.—Cherry colour ; fine form and habit ; blooms
abundantly. One of the best for either in or out of doors.

Striking.—Salmon shaded with orange ; flowers large and of

good form ; leaves darkly zonate.

Virgo Marie.—Pure white ; flowers good shape, the best of

the whites ; leaves zonate.

Of the double-flowering kinds, I have found Ranunculiflora
plenissima and Gloire de Nancy the best, but cannot recom-
mend either for out of doors.

I have purposely avoided entering on the cultivation of this

plant, as it is so simple and so generally understood, that I

feared trespassing needlessly on your valuable space. I may
just remark, however, that a light soil, not too rich, appears to

me the most suitable, and when grown in pots the plants
should have plenty of pot room.

—

William Paul, Paul's Nur-
series, Waltham Cross, N.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.
Ook late lamented friend Mr. Beaton, when he brought the

various uses to which the cocoa-nut fibre refuse could be
successfully applied into public notice, conferred a great boon
on the lovers of floriculture and horticulture, and no doubt at

the same time was the means of placing a good round sum to

the credit of the Patent Cocoa-nut Fibre Company ; for that

which was fast becoming a nuisance to them was made a fruit-

ful source of income by his so strongly recommending its

application for the various purposes of plant and fruit-growing.

Many readers of the Journal can remember with gratitude the

good effects it brought about in connection with plant-growing.

Now that we have lost him, it is pleasant sometimes to refer

back through the long files of Journals that have since been
published. Those who had the pleasure of knowing him per-

sonally can almost fancy he is present with them whilst they

are perusing his practical articles, which are written so clearly

that those who ran may read ; and amcugst the numerous
suggestions conceived by his fertile brain even the most learned

of the present day may find assistance, which will help to

unravel many a knotty subject, and relieve and help them out

of many difficulties which may beset them.
It will be remembered that Mr. Beaton strongly recommended

the use of the cocoa-nut refuse for plunging plants in. I have
used it with great success for Pine-growing this season. It is

much superior to spent bark for plunging I'ines in, for the

following reasons :

—

1st, It does not breed any fungus.

2nd, Where there are sufficient pipes for bottom heat it

will always retain a regular and uniform temperature about

the roots of the plants. This is a most important point. One
of the greatest evils the Pine-grower has to contend with in

using tan for his plunging material is the sudden check to

which the plants are subjected when the beds are renewed.

The roots have perhaps for some time been growing in a tern-
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perature of 80 ; when the bed is renewed the temperature will

be perhaps as low as 65° for a week or ten days, then all at

once there is a rapid rise, and it frequently happens that the

roots arc subjected to a scorching temperature of 96° or more.
These sudden changes must be very injurious to tho growth of

the plant, and are often the cause of its fruiting prematurely.
Another valuable property which the cooia-mil refuse pos-

sesses is its durability. Plants may be potted into their fruit-

ing pots, ami there will bo no necessity for removing them
again till after the fruit has been cut. This saves the leaves

from being broken, and preserves the plant from many dangers

to whicli it is often subjected by removal, especially where
proper care is not taken in performing the operation. My
l'ine-pils were prepared as follows : After the hot-water pipes

were fixed some clay was put in layers inches thick, each

layer being carefully rammed down. The whole of the space

below the pipes was tilled up in this way ; then 1 foot of

broken bricks, stones, &c, was put in around and above the

pipes. In putting in this brick rubbish care was taken to

place it so that the heat from the pipes might bo regularly

distributed over the bottom of the bed. The refuse was then

sifted, and tho fibre was placed over the drainage to prevent

the finer refuse from trickling through ; 2 J feet of the refuse

was put in, and the plants nicely plunged. They are now full

of health and beauty, and have the appearance of enjoying

themselves to the fullest extent.

As the refuse will last several years, it will in the end be
found cheaper than tan, even to those who like myself had to

send to London for it, for there is in the first instance a great

saving of labour, and it often happens that the spent bark has
to be brought from a long distance, in which case the cartage

amounts to a considerable item. Then, again, the plants look

so neat and comfortable, and there is not that rough unsightly

appearance which is produced by the tan.

The following quantities of piping should be placed in the

bottom of the pits for bottom heat, as no heat is generated by
the refuse itself. For a pit 5 feet wide, two four-inch pipes,

and for a pit 10 or 12 feet wide four pipes should bo used.

These should bo placed at equal distances over the bottom. If

the pit is 12 feet wide let the pipes be put 3 feet apart, and in-

stead of having two flows and two returns, let there be only

one flow and one return, this will cause the heat to be more
evenly distributed.

The prices of the cocoa-nut refuse delivered at any of the

railway stations or booking-offices in London, bags included,

are as follows :—Ten bags for lis. ; twenty for 27s. ; thirty

for 40s. ; forty for 50s. ; fifty for 00s. ; sixty for 70s., and so

on. The larger the quantity taken, the lower the price in

proportion. I received sixty bags, the railway charge was
about £:i 10s.-, so that I obtained for about £0 10s. nearly

three tons of the refuse, enough to fill three large pits, several

frames, and for plunging plants in, besides a reserve for mixing
with soil for plant-growing, i-c. I have been particular in

naming quantities, price, &c, so that any one wishing to try

it for the purpose of Pine-growing, may know the quantity to

apply for.

—

3. Will^.

THE ROSES OF 186)6.

As a natural sequence to my notes on the Roses of 1805 I

wish to say a few words on those of the present year, but before

doing so must allude to a " mull " made in my former paper.

The description of Dr. Andry should have followed immediately
on that of Due de Wellington, and then the paper would have
read correctly. As it is, there is a discrepancy between the

statement in a former paragraph, that I considered Dr. Andry
a first-class Rose, and this arrangement, which makes it a

second-class one. With regard to the Roses of the present

season, I do not think that one is as yet capable of speaking

very decidedly on them all. Some have unmistakeably held

good their claim on the attention and kind offices of all rosa-

rians ; others have as unmistakeably proved their worthless-

ness, and of these few only would I speak in very decided

terms. I had the opportunity last season of seeing some of

them abroad, and gave my judgment then—a judgment which
I am glad to say has been confirmed by Rose-growers at home
and abroad. Others I spoke well of on the strength of the

raiser's character; but here I have been disappointed, so that

there is no infallible rule.

For these reasons it will be obvious that I cannot give so

complete a resume as of those of 1805, and must claim for

myself the privilege of altering my opinion when the blooming
season next year shall have given me a greater opportunity
of seeing them.
AWa Mutabilis (Eugene Verdieij.—A very pleasing tender

tint of rose, changing to a deeper colour when expanded. I
am inclined to think this will be a useful Rose.

Alfred Cnlnmh (LacliarmeJ.—A magnificent high-coloured
flower, very full and well formed, certainly A 1

.

Exposition de Tirie (Granger).—I have seen this very fine,
and it is likely to bo among the first, or, if not, at the top of
the second class.

Mademoiselle Marguerite Dombrain (Engine Yerdier).—An-
other first-class Rose, large, globular, lively colour, and dis-

tinct. How Mr. Heale could have said it was too like La
Heine I know not. In colour it is intermediate between it and
Comte de Nanteuil.

Prince de Porcia (Eugene Verdier).—A very beautiful flower.

I saw it at Mr. Eraser's, and it was certainly very fine.

Tfiaeric Biborel (Damaizin).—I have only seen this once,
but it was then very beautiful and well shaped.

Hippuh/tc Flandrin (Damaizin).—A beautiful flower, exqui-
site in shape, and lively in colour. I think this will be a first-

class Rose if its constitution is good.

Jean Cherpin (Liabaud).—I have seen this in one or two
places, and in very beautiful condition ; the colour very bril-

liant, and the flowers large, but not coarse.

Josephine de Beaunarhais (Guillot fils).—Unquestionably a
good Rose. I should say decidedly Al, were I quite sure that

it is sufficiently distinct from its parent Louise Peyronny. I
think it is, but wait for further acquaintance with it.

Madame Fillion (Gonod).—I saw this at Lyons very pretty,

but have not to the best of my recollection seen it here.

GUiire de Duclier (Ducher).—Not a flower that will be a
favourite one here ; its colour is against it.

Pline (Guillot fils).—A coarse flower, rough in outline, and
not distinct in colour. Will be discarded.

Prudence Besson (Lachanne).—A huge flaunting flower, far

more like a Pinony than a Rose, with immense petals of a bright

rosy pink colour, but so few in number that the flower is

worthless.

Souvenir de. Dr. Jamain (Lacharme).—This has the very
opposite fault to the preceding one—it is too small. The
colour is admirable, but it will never make a show Rose.

President Mas (Guillot fils).—A coarse flower, and somewhat
dingy in colour, not unlike Eoula de Nanteuil, but not so

good.

In addition to these I have heard Fisher Holmes and
Jean Lambert highly spoken of ; but at present my judgment
goes thus far—Alfred Colomb, Marguerite Dombrain, and
Hippolyte Flandrin are first-class Roses ; Alba Mutabilis,

Exposition de Brie, Prince de Porcia, Frederic Biborel,

Josephine de Beauharnais, and Jean Cherpin come next, and
some of them have a good chance of getting promotion ; while

there are some others whose fate, as far as my opinion goes, iff

as yet undecided.—D., Deal.

AMONG THE SCOTTISH BRAES, LOCHS, AND
MOUNTAINS.—No 3.

Dunoon Castle crowns the summit of a grass-clad conical

hill, still justifying its Gaelic designation, compoimdedof Ban,

an eminence, and aiue, green. Small are the fragments of the

castle now remaining, and as I rested upon them the thought

recurred which had often arisen before when visiting similar

ruins of similar residences of the olden times—how effec-

tually they forbade a dependance upon vegetables for sus-

tenance. At first, this may seem a trivial reflection—but if

the reflection be pursued it explains and illustrates some of the

manners of the feudal ages. The animal diet—the flesh and

fish constituting the prominent dishes of every meal—were

forced upon the residents of such fortressed dwellings. They
dared not depend upon provisions to be grown without the

walls, and to have included a sufficient space within the walls

would have rendered these far too extended for defence by the

lord's ordinary retainers—and to increase the garrison would

be to increase the difficulty of provisioning it. Corn and pre-

served meats sufficient for many months could be stored in a

castle's vaults, hence those foods of necessity were adopted as

the prevailing diet. It would have been inconvenient and

risking additional privation to foster a taste for food so liable
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to be cut off as that produced by a garden, and hence gardening
was among the neglected arts of the feudal ages—the ages of
perpetually recurring wars—not merely the wars of nation
against nation, but of baron against baron. Dunoon had its

full share of these internecine broils. In 1333 John Baliol
drove from it its rightful lords—the Lamonts ; and his garrison,
in its turn, was soon massacred by the aid of Colin Campbell,
of Lochawe, founder of the Argyll family, but this stronghold
was not restored to the Lamonts. In due course, the Earl of
Argyll, two centuries later, was expelled from it by the Earl of
Lennox. However, it was restored to the Argylls, and their
atrocious hatred of the Lamonts culminated in 1C4G. They
waged a war of extermination against the Lamonts, and nearly
two hundred of them, their followers, and their children, are
known to have been massacred. The Lamonts who held the
strongholds of Toward and Escoy, near Dunoon, were captured
and brought hither, and thirty-six gentlemen of the clan were
hung upon one tree. The Marquis of Argyll was indicted for
the crime, and there is scarcely ground for doubting that he
was cognizant of the intended slaughter. Some of the con-
cluding sentences of this head of the indictment are as
follows :

—

" The Lord from Heaven did declare his wrath against the
same by striking the tree whereon the said Lamonts were
hanged in the month of June ; it being a level fresh-growing
Ash-tree at the kirk-yard of Dunoon, among many other free-
growing trees with leaves. The Lord struck the tree imme-
diately thereafter, so the whole leaves fell from it, and the tree
withered."

It is recorded that the Argylls never afterwards inhabited
the castle, and it gradually was deserted and allowed to become
a ruin.*

I could linger over other passages in this castle's history,
and could detail some of the doings of Mary Queen of Scots
when, in 15G3, visiting here her sister, Lady Jane Stewart

;

but I pass on, cross the mountain at the back of Bullwood—rich
in bog plants, follow the mountain stream, the banks of which
are clothed with many Ferns, ramble on to Sandbank, where,
for a time, Sir William Hooker resided while Professor at
Glasgow University, and, homing by the shore of the East Bay,
will now jot down a few notes about the plants found in this
vicinity.

The neighbouring sea and the comparatively small elevation
of the mountains here banish from them the rarer alpine
plants which are found within a few miles on the more inland
and loftier mountains, yet there are some plants of not
common occurrence. The Bitter Cress (Cardamine impatiens),
is found in the neighbouring glens ; Scurvy Grass (Cochlearia
officinalis), on the beach ; that gem of native plants, the Sun-
dew (Drosera anglica), in the bogs of the mountains ; the
Homed Poppy (Glaucium luteum), on the higher portion of the
beach between the 'West Bay and Toward Point ; and in the
same locality grows the Oyster Plant (Mertensia maritima),
deriving its popular name from the flavour of its leaves when
eaten whilst fresh.

In the boggy localities is also found the Sweet Gale or Bog
Myrtle (Myrica gale), distinguishable even by the non-botanical
by the spicy fragrance of its leaves when bruised. This and
the elasticity of its spray cause it to be selected for many a
highland bed. It abounds in districts once exclusively peopled
ly the Campbells, and hence it was adopted as the badge of
Jlieir clan.

On the drier soils, resting on the rock, are several of the
Orchidacen?—the Early Pnrple (Orchis mascula), the Spotted
(Orchis maeulata), the Butterfly (Habenaria bifolia) ; and in the
boggy places may be detected the Marsh Orchis (Malaxis
paludosa).

In the boggy localities, also, is found the Portugese Butter-
wort (Pinguicula lnsitanica), so called because first discovered in
Portugal, but since found native in places on our western coasts,
though not, I believe, either on our eastern coasts or inland.
The Yellow Mountain Saxifrage (Saxifraga aizoides), is found

here; and the Great Bilberry (Vaccinium uliginosum), the
large fruit of which is eatable, and its leaves mingled with the
Alpine Club Moss are used for dying woollens yellow by the
Icelanders. Lastly, I may mention that ally of the Grasses the

* I am indebted for this extract to a local guide about to be published
bv Mr. .John Colegate, Bookseller, Dunoon, of some of the proofs of which
lie allowed me to have the perusal. Mr. Colegate is also agent for the
letting of lodgings—that is, he is what is termed north of the Tweed a
"House Factor;" and I advise Ms aid to be obtained by those about to
Visit Dunoon.

Sea Wrack (Zostera marina), used for stuffing the skins of birds
in the Hebrides and Orkneys. It is not uncommon near the
shore here.—G.

THE CONIFERS AT WOODLANDS, REDHLLL,
SURREY.

There are two chief points in connection with the Coni-
ferous tribe that are obviously distinct, but not necessarily
antagonistic. These are, utility in an economic sense, as the
various appliances of their timber, fruit, secretions, and, in a
horticultural sense, their ornamental qualities and effective

appearance in the landscape, whether singly or in groups. Of
the first it is not my object to take especial cognizance further
than to remark, that excepting in the case of a few well-known
kinds, a correct appreciation of the real value of the timber
furnished by many of them is as yet confined to comparatively
few, and that many years must elapse before the valuable
timber of some of the Conifers, now rarely planted for any
other purpose than for improving the appearance of parks and
kept grounds, or, as we should say, for specimens, will be
brought into more general use.

This is at present naturally the case. Commercially speak-
ing, it would not answer to send for timber many thousands of

miles away, where labour is also scarce, even if it were known
to be superior, when a substitute could be obtained at a compara-
tively trifling cost although inferior in quality. There are two
well-known instances of this, the Douglas Fir (Abies Douglasii),

and the Himalayan Cedar (Cedrus deodara). The durability

of the latter under certain circumstances is shown by unim-
peachable testimony, and important applications of the latter

have been the subject of frequent remark, and it is not many
years since some interesting and conclusive experiments by
Mr. Wilson Saunders, showed the comparative strength of these
and other woods to surpass those hitherto in general use.

Both species have been in England several years ; they are

found to adapt themselves to the climate and soil perfectly

;

and both have begun to produce seed annually, but whether of

sufficient maturity to produce seedling plants has not yet come
to my knowledge. Evidence on this point would be useful. In
the case of the Douglas Fir it is certainly much to be hoped
that the seed may germinate, as the enormous distance and the
situation of its native home (North California, British Colum-
bia, and the north-west of North America generally, now in

the course of being colonised), must offer almost insurmount-
able obstacles to its importation in quantity. There is no
reason, then, why the Douglas Fir and Deodar should not be
extensively planted in this country, and good service is being
rendered by several of our most eminent nurserymen in rais-

ing large quantities of both from imported seed.

In their relation to horticulture, the selection and planting

of Conifers for ornamental purposes is one of the most im-
portant considerations in laying out new grounds and the im-
provement of others. The diversity of form, foliage, habit,

and adaptability to situation is so extensive that no garden of

any pretension can be without some kinds, and even in the

smallest, if we do not find some specimens of compact or fas-

tigiate growth we feel that there is something wanted to render

it complete, however well it may be managed in other respects.

Like other subjects, the planting and selection of Conifers is

often carried to an injudicious extent, either from deficiency of

knowledge of their habits and requirements or from the par-

donable desire to possess specimens. Thus we occasionally

find them too much crowded, a vigorous and large-growing tree

put where a smaller or more compact kind would be suitable,

or the contrast of foliage not sufficiently studied to produce

striking or pleasing effect, but something indescribably jarring

to our sense of the beautiful which we shoidd wish to see

altered. Notwithstanding that much has already been written

about Conifers, practical suggestions for planting and arranging

specimens might form the subject of more than one useful

and interesting article.

At Woodlands all the requisite conditions for securing good

specimens combined with good effect have on the whule been
satisfactorily complied with. The soil is light, with a large

proportion of sand. The situation is favourable, and partially

sheltered by high deciduous trees, which materially assist in

breaking the force of high winds. The specimens from their

size would at first sight appear a little too close together, but

they are sufficiently far apart to admit a free circulation of air

—an indispensable requisite to secure good and healthy plants.
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Contact will always produce some deformity, or render the

part that suffers it more or less unsightly. The specimens
named beneath maybe ranked among the best, certainly in the

county of Surrey, regards their thriving and beautiful ap-

pearance, and inferior to few that have ever come under my
notice. By the kindness of Mr. Singleton, the gardener, I am
enabled to givo tho dimensions of tho plant fxom actual mea-
surement.

WtllingUmia gigantea.—Height, 18 feet. Spread of branches,

45 feet in oircumference. Trunk at base, 5 foet ; at 4 feet

from tho ground, 9J feet. Age, about 12 years. A perfect

Specimen, symmetrical and compact.
tnsapo.—Height, 21 J feet. Spread of branches,

60 feet in circumference. Trunk at base, 2* feet ; at 4 feet

from tho ground, 2 feet 2 inches.

7 ' nja awed.—Height, 4 feet inches. Circumference,

10} feet.

Cupra M torulosa.—Height, 22.4 feet. Spread of branches,

27 feet in circumference. Trunk at base, 3 feet it inches ; at

•1 feet from the ground, 2 feet 3 inches.

Thujopsis borealis.— Height, 8} feet. Spread of branches,
It',

1

, feet in circumference.

Picea l Ibies) cephakmica.—Height, 23} feet. Spread of

branches, 40 feet in circumference. Trunk at base, 2.J feet; at

4 feet from tho ground, 1 foot 9 inches.

Cupressus macrocarpa.—Height, 3.3 feet. Spread of branches,

64 feet in circumference. Trunk at base, 4} feet.

Cedrus deodara.—Height, 28 feet. Spread of branches, 60 feet

in circumference. Trunk at base, 4} feet ; at 4 feet from the
ground, 2 feet 9 inches.

Tkuja gigantea.—Height, 17 feet. Spread of branches,

18 feet in circumference. Trunk at base, 2 feet.

Abies Douglasii.—Height, 35 feet. Spread of branches, 60
to 64 feet in circumference. Trunk at base, 2 feet 9 inches

;

at 1 feet from the ground, 2} feet. This tree has produced
abundance of cones.

Picea (Abies) Nordmariniana,.—Height, 10} feet. Spread of

branches, 22 feet in circumference. Trunk at base, 1 foot ; at

4 feet from the ground, 9 inches.

Pici'n (Abies) nobilis.—Height, 9 feat. Spread of branches,
18 feet in circumference. Trunk at base, 1 foot.

Pirms excelsa.—Height, 28 feet. Spread of branches, 38 feet

in circumference. Trunk at base, 3 feet ; at 4 feet from tho
ground, 2 feet.

Pimts insignia.—Height, 30 feet. Spread of branches, 00 feet

in circumference. Trunk at base, 3 feet ; at 4 feet from the
ground, 2 feet 2 inches.

Cupressus Uhdeana.—Height, 24 feet. Spread of branches,
37 feet in circumference.

Cryptomeria japonica.—Height, 21 feet. Spread of branches,
54 feet in circumference. Trunk at base, 3 feet ; at 4 feet from
the ground, 2 feet 2 inches. A truly magnificent specimen of

this noble tree.

A bies morinda.—Height, 82 feet. Spread of branches, 30 feet

in circumference. Trunk at base, 1{ feet ; at 4 feet from the
gronnd, 1} foot.

The above details of these fine Conifers will give a much
more correct idea of what they really are than any particular
description of each, which would exhaust my vocabulary of

euphonious adjectives. They were planted by the late W.
Headland, Esq., whose taste for Conifers and Roses was well
known in the horticultural world. They are now the property
of F. W. Costar, Esq. Occasional notice of some of them has
been made in these pages and elsewhere by anonymous corre-
spondents in a very indistinct manner, and without reference
to Mr. Singleton, the gardener, under whose care they have
been for many years, and of whom it is not too much to say
that he is one of those earnest, intelligent, hard-working gar-
deners whom we are always glad to meet. The grounds at

Woodlands are fully in keeping with the beautiful trees that
adorn them. The rosery, flower garden, and the various
houses, all bear testimony to the excellent management under
which they are placed.

While writing of Conifers, I have to record a remarkable
Bport which has occurred in the nursery of Mr. Cattell, at
Westerham, whose general stock of these plants is scarcely
surpassed anywhere. It is from a plant of tho diminutive
Abies Clanbrasiliana, whose leader has grown with a vigour
quite contrary to the habit of it, and which proves to be the
common Spruce (Abies excelsa), thus showing that A. excelsa
and A. Clanbrasiliana are not separate species, but simply va-
rieties of the same.

—

Adolphus H. Kest.

NOTTINGHAM FLORAL FF.TE.
Contemporaneously with the meeting of (he British Association

fur the Advancement of Science, a floral fete uas held on Thursday
last, at Nottingham, and continued open till Saturday night. Tho
-put. chosen for the Exhibition was afield in tin Pari Valley, about
• i\ acres is extent, alone the sides of which numerous tents, some of

: \< ry considerable dimensions, were , n oted, whilst tho central
area was left open to the promenadars and tho military bands. < >f these
there were several in attendance, including thai of the Grenadier
Guards from London. In a horticultural point of view the gathering
was most successful, for not only were the subjects exhibited extremely
numerous, but thoy were also very creditable to the growers ; the at-
tendance of visitors was also very large, amountim on On first day,
we believe, to about 5000, and the weather having been fine through-
nut, there seems to be no reason to doubt that the re nits of tho Fete
in a pecuniary point of view will lie most gratifying to the promoters.

Stove and greenhouse plants constituted a leading feature, though
it is rather late in the season to seo flowerin pechw us of these in
the same perfection as we aro accustomed to meet with them at the
metropolitan summer shows ; but fine-foliiigcd plants were both numer-
ous and in excellent condition. In a collection of sixteen, from Mr.
B. S. Williams, of Holloway, to whom was awarded a iirst prize in
its class, were very good specimens of Adlamanda Schottii, Bougain-
villiea glabra, Statice HoLfordi, Dipladenia splendcns, and Vallota
purpurea, together with variegated Yuccas, Croton angustifolium,
Aloeasia macrorhiza variegata, variegated New Zealand Flax, and
Gymnostachyum Verscbaffelti. A similar award was made to Lord
Middleton for a like collection, containing among other plants a Tery
good Anthurium magnificum and Aloeasia zebruia, Culadium argy-
rites, Cissus discolor, and Cyperus alteruifolius variegatus. Capt.
Farmer had Achimenes, Lantanas, flowering Begonias, Fuchsias,
Lilmin lancifolium, a good specimen of the variegated Coba^a seandens,
which is not so much grown as it deserves to be, being very useful
as a conservatory climber, and as a pyramidally-trained variegated pot
plant ; and W. C. Boden, Esij, ltuddington Hall, had Lantanas, the
pale blue Plumbago capensis, good Achimenes, Vinca rosea, Stepha-
notis rioribunda, Asclepias curassavica and Allamanda Schottii. Of
this last there was a single specimen with magnificent blooms, from
Mr. Williams, of Holloway, who also had a first prize for Erica Mar-
noclriana in fine bloom.
Of plants shown exclusively for their foliage many fine collections

were exhibited, those from Mr. Williams, Lord Middleton, Lord Bel-
per, E. J. Lowe, Esq., J. W. Taylor, Esq., Stoko Newington, and Mr.
Bullen, gardener to A. Turner, Esq., Leicester, being especially worthy
of note. Among such plants were several fine specimens of Cyano-
phyllnm magnificum, variegated Crotous, Pandanus utilis and javani-
cus variegatus, Caladiums, Anthurium magnificum, Aloeasia metallica,
Lowh, and zebrina, one or two handsome plants of Sphnerogyne lati-

folia ; also, Cissus discolor, variegated Ananassa sativa, Coleas Ver-
scbaffelti and nigricans, Cordyline indivisa, Dracamas, Marantas,
Rhopalas, Theophrasta imperialis, Cycas revoluta, Pothos argyrrea ;

Livistonia Jenkinsii, Latania borboniea, and other Palms, to-
gether with several fine specimens of tree Ferns. Good collections

of smaller plants came from Messrs. Small, of Hkeston, and Messrs.
Wood <fc Ingram, of Huntingdon. Among single specimens we re-

marked a noble plant of Livistonia Jenkinsii, from Mr. "Williams, a
fine example of Cissus discolor from tho same, Caladinm Chantini
from Lord Middleton, and Aloeasia metallica from Mr. Bullen. Of
Cakidiums, Messr3. Cooling, of Mile Ash Nurseries, Derby, Messrs-
Small & Son, and Lord Middleton exhibited well-grown plants of

Wightii, Chantini, po'cile, bicolor splendens, and mirabile.
The central group in the large tent, in which the flowering and fine-

foliaged plants were chiefly shown, comprised a fine specimen of Dick-
sonia antarctica from Mr. Williams, a large Calatlium esculentum
from Lord Belper, Kingston Hall, and other tall plants with orna-
mental foliage, and was surrounded with well-grown fine-leaved

mias shown by Capt. Smith, Lord Middleton, Mr. Bodeu, Mr.
Wildman, and Capt. Mundell ; there were also some very good exotic
Ferns from the first- named, and Mr. Boden, including excellent

examples of Adiantum cuueatum and formosum, Blechnum cor-

covadense, and occidentale. ifcc.

Orchids were poorly represented as regards numbers. Mr. Williams,
Holloway, and Mr. Bullen, gardener to A. Turner, Esq., of Bow
Bridge, Leicester, were the principal exhibitors, and their names are
sufficient guarantee that the specimens shown were of no mean ex-
cellence. Mr. Williams, who was first for twelve, had Miltonia spec-

tabilis with fourteen fine blooms, Odontoglossum grande with about a
dozen large flowers, Saccolabinm Blumei majus with a fine spike,

Ae'rides suavissimum, Vanda suavis, a very good Phalamopsis rosea,
L'attleva crispa, and Lselia elegans in very good bloom, Calanthe rna-
suca. Dendrobium formosum, and the showy Epideudrum vitellinnm.

Mr. Bullen had the next best collection, the star of which was a mag-
nificent Cattleya crispa literally a mass of bloom, Rollisson's variety of

the same, C. Acldandia^, Dendroohilum filifbrme with several of its

peudnlous greenish yellow racemes ; Miltonia Regnelli, Saccolabinm
Blumei majus, and Ae'rides suavissimum in good bloom, and Epiden-
druui cochleatum majus, the last, however, not a very effective plant
in a collection owing to the dusky colour of its blooms. Mr. Williams
took the first prize for a specimen Orchid with Kaccolabium Blumei
majus having a beautiful spike of bloom nearly 2 feet in length, Mr.
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Bullen being second with Cattleya crispa superba, and in all the other
classes Mr. Williams was the only exhibitor, showing, besides plants
already mentioned, good examples of Vanda tricolor. Aeridea nobile,
Saccolahium Dayii, Lycaste Slrinneri, and Cattleya Harrisonia?.

Ferns, both British and Exotic, have rarely, if ever, been brought
together in such numbers. The main body" of them was placed in
two tents extending altogether nearly 300 feet in length, and however
fine they were, we cannot but think they would have excited much
greater interest had they been broken up by masses of other plants

;

as it was, the eye became weary of them, and that this was the effect
oo most of the visitors, the fact that the Fern-tent was less crowded
than the other parts of the Exhibition may be taken as a proof. In
addition to the long tent, there was another of good size wholly filled
with a most extensive and remarkably tine collection contributed by
the Rev. C. Padley, of Beaconfield, Plymouth. This excited much
interest, and, apart from its merit as a collection, the way in which it

was arranged and labelled was worthy of all commendation, for not
only could every plant be seen with ease, but each was distinctly
named. For this purpose cards specially printed in gold and colours
were employed ; and the stages of the tent, it may be added, were
covered with crimson cloth. Messrs. Edwards & Son, of the Moss
Spring Nursery, Nuthall, Mr. Cooling, Messrs. Small, and E. J. Lowe,
Esq., had also excellent collections of British Ferns, comprising nume-
rous varieties. Messrs. Edwards took a first prize for their collection.
Among Exotic Ferns Mr. "Williams, of Holloway, had several fine

examples^ of Marattia elegans, Thamnopteris australasica, Cyathea
niedullaris, Todea africana, Nothochlama sinuata with fronds _' feet

in length, Platycerinm grande, and Cibotiums. Lord Helper Lad,
besides a large plant of Gymnogramina ochracea and Nephrolepis
exaltata and davallioides, a remarkably fine specimen of Adiantum
tenernm, and Mr. Lowe a beautiful example of Adiantum enneatum
about 4 feet across ; A. forniosum, Lygodium scandens, and some
others were also very good. J. W. Taylor, Esq., of Stoke Xcwington,
also exhibited fine examples of exotic species, of which we remarked
Alsophila Cooperi, Gleichtnia dicarpa and spelunca? ; Cibotium prin-
ceps, Cyatheas, and other tree Ferns. From the same gentleman
came also several very fine pans of Lycopods.

Small collections of medicinal and economic plants came from Mr.
Williams and Lord Middleton, and comprised the plants affoi ling
Cotton, Indian-rubber, Ginger, Teas, Loquat, Cinnamon, Camphor,
the Date Palm, the Croton Oil plant, Sago Palm, Marsilea macropus,
&c. Mi-. Barron, of the Elvaston Nurseries, near Derby, filled a
circular tent 66 feet in diameter with a fine collection of evergreens,
conspicuous among which were Picea Nordmanniana showing the
silvery character of its foliage, handsome specimens of Cupressus nut-
katensis, Torreya nucifera, Abies Alcoquiana, Euryas, Enonymus,
Elseagnus, Holly-leaved Osmanthus, and various other Japanese
plants. Mr. Barron also exhibited Ketiuosporas and other Conifers in
great numbers, and a remarkably fine Golden Holly, and a large Picea
pinsapo, in two of his transplanting machines, showing the mode in
which plants are slung in these and transported in safety and good
condition to a distance. Mr. Frettinghani, Stapleford Nursery, exhi-
bited a similar collection, in which were several remarkably fine varie-
gated Hollies ; Cryptonieria japonica, Thuja aurca, and various other
Conifers in fine condition. These plants filled a tent adjoining that
occupied by Mi-. Barron, and their ensemble from the number of the
variegated Hollies was much more lively than that usually presented
by collections of shrubs.

Fuchsias were in considerable force, and were generally in good
bloom, though, as a rule, those grown in the pyramidal form were too
tall as compared to their breadth at base, and were not so well fur-
nished as those seen at the London shows. Mr. R. J. Beard was first

for eight ; Mr. H. Farmer for four ; Capt. Mundell, Messrs. Wood
and Ingram, Capt. Smith, and others also exhibited plants in good
bloom. Among the best were Rose of Castile, Little Bo-peep, Con-
spicua, Sensation, Schiller, Excellent, British Sailor, and Guiding
Star.

Of Pelargoniums, the Duke of Newcastle, Clumber, exhibited large
plants in iron vases of Stella, C'vbister, and Minimum Nosegay, in
tine bloom; aud of Mrs. Pollock," Cloth of Gold, Bijou, aud Flower !

of the Day among variegated kinds. From Messrs. Small, Ilkeston, I

who had a first prize, we noticed good plants of Amelina Griseau,
Clipper, and Eleanor. Messrs. Wood & Ingram. Messrs. Smith of
Dulwieh. aud Mr. Jabez Chater, Gonville- Nurseries. Cambridge, ex-
hibited interesting collections of tricolor and variegated kinds.
Among other tiowering plants were Verbenas, Petunias, and Bal-

sams in good bloom, the last shown by Lord Middleton, Liliuni lanci-
folium from Mr. Williams and Messrs. Small, and some other subjects.

Cat flowers comprised stands of beautiful cut Roses from the Rev.
S. Reynolds Hole, aud the Rev. Mr. Pocliin. Messrs. Paul & Son, of
Cheshunt, also exhibited a numerous collection, besides taking first

prizes for twenty-four and twelve blooms. A number of sood bouquets
were also shown. Hollyhocks from Mr. W. Chater, of Saffron Walden,
and Mr. Jabez Chater, of Cambridge, comprised many fine spikes as
well as blooms : among which were examples of Rev. j. Dix, Rev. E.
Hawke, Mrs. B. Cochrane, Annie Chater, Attraction, and several
seedlings. Dahlias were also well represented in stands from Mr.
Draycott, Messrs. Wood & Ingram, Rev. R. Pochin, and Mr. T. Paget,
and included fine blooms of Charlotte Dorkng, Charles Turner, Bob
Ridley, Lord Derby, Lord Palnierston, George Wheeler, Volunteer,

Lilac Queen, Leah, &c. Several fine stands of Gladioli were exhi-
bited by Messrs. Paul & Son and Mr. Johnson ; and there were nume-
rous exhibitions of German Asters, and some good Zinnias from Mr.
Chater, of Cambridge.
A pretty floral monogram by P. Jeffcock, Esq., attracted much

attention ; and the first prize for dinner-table decorations was awarded
to Capt. Farmer for a looking-glass set ronnd with Scarlet Geraniums
and Ferns, on which was set a silver epergne with Grapes and Vine
leaves at the base, and Ferns, Orchids, and Liliums in the top dish.
The second prize went to Capt. Smith for a tasteful arrangement in
one of March's stands.

Fruit was not nearly so well represented in quantity as could have
been anticipated, but some of it was above the average in point of
quality. The first-prize collection came from Mr. Westland, Lord
Belpcr's gardener, and comprised several lands of Grapes, '• Pines
Melons, Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots, Figs, Cherries, Apples, Pears,
Gooseberries, Currants, and Alpine Strawberries. Mr. Dixon, who
took the second prize, had fine bunches of Black Prince and Trentham
Black Grapes, very good Chasselas Mnsqnc, Brown Sugarloaf and
Ripley Queen Pines, two Melons, Peaches, Apricots, Cherries, Goose-
berries, Mulberries, and Pears. A collection from the Duke of New-
castle's garden was third. Grapes comprised very good well-ripened
bunches of Black Hamburgh from Lord Belper, Messrs. Dixon, Gre-
gory, and Paget, those from the first-named being by far the finest.

Mr. Paget had Muscat of Alexandria very good, the Duke of New-
castle White Frontignan ; Mr. Newton, Royal Muscadine ; and among
other kinds we noticed good bunches of Red and White Frontignan,
Trebbiano, and Muscat Hamburgh. Several good Pines, consisting of
Providences, Queens, Cayenne, and Envilles, were shown ; some fine

Peaches and Nectarines came from Mr. Tillcry, Welbeck ; and there
were also good dishes of Apples. Plums, Currauts, and other fruits.

There were, besides, some very fine fruiting orchard-house trees; but
so crowded was the tent in which these and the rest of the fruit were,
that after sundry ineffectual efforts, the attempt to get near them had
to be given up.

There was also a small show of vegetables, of which the Potatoes
were particularly good ; the other articles were of fair quality.

The span-roofed glass house in which the Orchids were exhibited was
erected by Mr. Messenger, of Loughborough, and was efficiently ven-
tilated by a contrivance opening the whole of the upright sashes up-
wards aud outwards. He also exhibited a ground vinery, and bis
tubular boilers and valves. From Messrs. Barr & Sugden, came a
number of elegant Fem-eases, drawing-room plant-stands, flower-vases,

etc. ; and Messrs. Edwards had some very good samples of similar

articles.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
August 21st.

Floral Committee.—Mr. A. Bartlenian exhibited a seedling Nose-
gay Pelargonium, with large, bright pink trasses ; a very promising
flower, but being a yearling plant no award could be made. Mr.
Tbos. Cripps, Tunbridge Wells, brought several very interesting plants.

Among them were seven varieties of seedling Clematis, hybrids from
C. lanuginosa, which have the great recommendation of continuing
some weeks in flower. These seedlings were very beautiful. Two of

them received first-class certificates—viz.. Lady Caroline Nevill, a
delicate lavender with dark stripe ; and tunbridgonsis, reddish purple,

with a blue stripe in the centre of each petal. The other flowers

were very good, and will find a place in every collection. First-class

certificates were also awarded to Mr. Cripps for Forsythia viridissima

variegata, Pteris serrulata polydactyla, a very distinct form; and a
second-class certificate for Hydrangea japonica eleganti.^sima variegata,

with golden variegation. Among other plants were Euonymus japo-

niens latifolius, Ancuba japonica maculata fcemina, and Grisellinia

macrophylla from New Zealand. Messrs. E. G. Henderson exhibited

Verbena Blue Sbadc and King of the Scarlets, bedding varieties

—

their merits most be tested when planted out ; Verbena Harlequin ; a
bvbrid Fncbsia, Day Dream, one of the Globe section, having small

compact flowers ; Fuchsia Vainqueur de Puebla, a double white free-

ilowering sort, but with ragged flowers ; Coleus aureus marginatns,

not sufficiently distinct ; and Petunia Joseph Haudrecby, with varie-

gated foliage. Mr. Win. Paul sent a collection of variegated shrubs,

many of which had been seen before, and had received awards

—

Weigela rosea marginata var., Sedum atropurpureuni, Ligustruni

japonicum niacnlatuni or ovalifolium, Euonymus japoniens aureo-

variegatus, Euonymus macropbyllus ; also a nice collection of some of

his best Nosegay Pelargoniums, among which the great favourite Amy
Hogg, Dr. Hogg, and St. George were very much admired. A special

certificate was awarded for the whole collection of plants and Nose-

gay Pelargoniums. To Mr. James Keeler, gardener to T. Todd, Esq.,

Duhvich, a first-class certificate was awarded for seedling Zonale
Pelargonium Sambo, a very bright scarlet, with large and compact
trusses of flowers ; and Mr. Bull received a first-class certificate for

Dioscorea discolor vittata, Adiantum velutinum, and Yucca hystrix ;

ami a second-class certificate for Pentstemon Sceptre, a pnr]dish

crimson, the lower lobe of the flower marked with large, distinct, dark

spots.

Messrs. Low sent plants of Oncidium omentum, which it was re-

quested should be sent again. From Mr. J. Collier, Bethnal Green,
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came Zpnale seedling Pelargonium Boh. :i good flower, but too murii

Like many others ; and from Mr. I.! Hopkin i) Brentford, seedling

Dahlias Lord Enfield, Ariel, ami Aumi. Mi, Standisli's Beedling

Gladioli cnnch admired, and were very beautiful ; many of them
hud received awards. Two seedlings wn-c fleeted for first-class cer-

tificates—viz,, Dr. Hogg, a splendid fierj crimson, with a purple dame,

and Basil, a large weU-fonneo. white and pink striped flower, one of the

tui' rt seedlings yet raised. A, special certificate was awarded for the

ton. Mr. Todman seat a seedling Verbena, Kin ;oi ' Redder .

:i fiurk crimson : two bo\cs of the cut blooms i»f this Beedling were al o

sent. A econd-class certificate was awarded it as a useful bedding

variety. Mr. Green, gardener fcoW.'W. Saunders, Esq., received a

special : for a collection of Peperoxaias. To Jlr. Andes on

gardener to T. Dawson, .Esq., a [" eul <
<

i uiie:Ue was awarded for a

die ition of cut spikes of beautiful I >rchid i. -Mr. Simms, gardener to,

E. Dance, Esq., brought a very pretty seedling Zonale Pelargonium
Salmon Bang ; being a yearling plantno award was made. Mr. George
Rawlins had a very dark seedling Dahlia called John shubb.'ii, whichre-
ceived a Becond-class certificate. From Mr. Tillery, Welbeck, came
seedling Gladiolus Fanny. Messrs. Veitch si nt two beautiful Orchitis,

to one of which, Cattlaya Manglesii, a beautiful hybrid between
C. Earrifloniffl and C. Mossife, a first-class certificate was awarded
Mr. Job vena, gardener to F. E. Williams, Esq., Solihull, sent

Uing Glotuoli—Mrs. "Williams, Wyley Williams, and Ex-
hibitor; to the latter, a dark red with a white throat, a second-class

ate was awarded. Mr. Eekford, Coleshill, a^ain brought a
line collection of seedling Verbenas ; two of them, Earl of Radnor, a

Light scarlet, pale lemon centre, ami Fanny Martin, received sucond-

class certificates. Mr. Keynes, of Salisbury, exhibited among seedling
Dahlias a Fancy named Butterfly, of a dark brownish hue, which
was award id a first-class certificate ; and Clara Simon, a light flower

tipped with purple, which received a first-class certificate. We may
many of the seedlings exhibited on this occasion to be sent

again, for it :s early to decide on the merits of seedling Dahlias ; they
may and will produce much better flowers than at present.

Fruit Committee.—A special certificate trdedto Mr. Bell,

gardener to the Duke of Wellington, Strathfieldsaye, for a fruit of

Charlotte K ithschild Pine Apple of peculiarly excellent flavour. Mr.
Bell also i xhibited Anson's Pine, a variety of inferior merit. A
Ripley Queen weighing b* lbs. t) ozs., was likewise shown by Mr. Holli-

day, gardener to W. B. Walmsley, E so;., The Elms, Acton ; it was,
however, almost destitute of a crown, a circumstance which detracted
much from its appearance. Several Beedling Grapes were shown by
Mr. James, gardener to the Earl of Dartmouth, Patshull ; one of

them was the result of a cross between the Black Prince and Black
Foontignan, and another between Morocco and Chasselas Musquc.
The Committee, however, did not consider them worthy of an award.
From Messrs. Osborn, Fulhain, came fruit of Podophyllum erapdi and
Gaultheria shallon; and from the Rev. A. Rawson, of Bromley, the
Lawton Blackberry, very juicy, but not equal in flavour to the
common Blackberry.

Fortnightly Meeting..—G. F. Wilson, Esq., F.B.S., in the chair.

After the election of members and the announcement of the awards,
the Rev. M. J. Berkeley direckJ attention to a Bramble shown at the
previous meeting by Mr. Bateman. Tins, he said, was nearly allied

to the common Raspberry (Rubus ideusl, and evidently a "form ot

R. Btrigosns. Other nearly related species were R. occidentalis and
Cuneiforms, having the under sides of their leaves white. Referring
then to the Lawton Blackberry, he said the fruit was large, and held
in lagh. repute in Canada and the United States ; and though to our
taste its flavour is somewhat vapid, it is there, owing to the heat of the
summer, very acceptable from its juiciness. He might mention, in

connection with the Blackberry, that the jelly had been prescribed for

gout by a physician in Northamptonshire, and it doubtless owed its

to the circumstance of its contaiu .,
; a tall quantity of citrate

of potash, which is used as a remedy for that painful disorder. Mr.
Rivers, it was added, had been making some experiments with the view
of improving the fruit of the Blackberry, and Mr. Berkeley hoped
that the produce of some of the cross-bred plants would be shown at
the next meeting. Rubus gircon,dianus raised from seeds imported
from the Amoor River, and shown at a recent meeting, proved to be
the It. reflexus of Ker, figured in the "Botanical Register " in 1820;
and this fact would serve to show how cautious we ought to be in adopt-
ing trade names. Mr. Berkeley then remarked that, though not be-
fore the meeting, male catkins of Picea pinsapo had been produced at

the Marquis of Hnutly's, Orton Longville, near Peterborough.
Orchids then came under review, and attention was especially directed
to an unnamed Oncidium, of which a magnificent branch was furnished
by Mr. Anderson, gardener to T. Dawson, ]. .. Mi idow Bank, near
Glasgow, from wliom there also came a portion of a spike of Oncidium
leucochiluni bearing no fewer than 242 blossoms. Ladia Wallisu, and
the facility with which Cattleyas hybridise, were then remarked upon,
as also Adiautum velutinum, from Mr. Bull. With regard to Podo-
phyllum emodi, Mr. Berkeley expressed his surprise that the large
red fruit should have proved perfectly insipid, seeing that the May
Apple or Wild Lemon of the Americans (P. peltaturn), is one of the
most intensely acid fruits known. Among economic plants of interest,

there was Maranta aruudinacea, from the tubers of which the Arrow-
root of commerce is obtained, but there are several other plants which

afford a starch to which that name is applied. Thus the Portland Ar-
rowroot is obtained from our common Arum, which is very poisonous,

but by repeated washings is rendered innocuous. It ought also be

mentioned that in to23, when there was a great scarcity of food in tho

West of Scotland, a great number of people lived on the fecula of the
roots of Typha latiioha. The Bice-plant, Venue's Flytrap (Dionaea

muscipula), and Apooynnm aqdro itBmifofium, also came under notice,

as well as the Dahlia Fanny Start, which was exhibited in three forms
—viz., in its normal condition, or tipped with while

;
half tipped with

while, and half crimson ; and lastly, crino ion ' ntirely.

The Middle boron hand the Glamorganshire Horticultural Societies

were admitted into union.

Weekly Show, August 254ft.—On this occa I were offered

for the best collection of vegetables; and Mr. Earley, gardener to F.
Pryor, Esq., Digswell, and Mr. Hill, Ange] Row, 11 n replaced

equal first; the former also received an extra prize for a basket of

flowers, and a first-class certificate for a neatly arranged hand-bouquet.
To Mrs. Hooke, Morville Lodge, Fulhatn, were awarded first-class

certificates for three specimens of Lilitun auratnm and for six Fuchsias,

also a second-class one for Gladiolus. Mr. Standish received an extra

prize for a collection of Gladiolus ; and a similar award was made to

Mr. Bartlett, of Hammersmith, for Lilinin auratum and Asters.

ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY'S MEETING.
The August meeting of this Society was held on the 6th inst., Pro-

fessor Westwood, Vice-President, being in the chair. On the motion
of Mr. Pascoe, seconded by Mr. Stevens, a vote of thanks was unani-

mously passed to W. W. Saunders, Esq., for the kind and liberal

entertainment given by him to the members of the Society at Eeigate,

as already recorded in our pages.

Mr. Samuel Stevens exhibited portions of two collections of insects

recently sent by Mr. Edwin Reed from Bahia in Brazil, and by Mr.
Gerrard from Madagascar. Amongst the former were some interest-

ing CieindelidaS and Ca rabid© ; and among the latter a new and hand-
some Buprestis, and several species of the very rare genus Pogono-
stoma (Psilocera, Gory), also specimens of a new Cetonia from Sierra

Leone.
Mr. MacLachlan exhibited a remarkable specimen of Cabera pusaria,

a white Moth, but which had the wings entirely of a slaty colour—it

had been captured by Mr. D'Orvillo; also an extensive series of the

cases formed by the lame of different species of Caddice Flies (Tri-

choptera), which he had received from Bavaria and the neighbourhood

of Basle, one of which was remarkable for being formed of tubular

vegetable stems fastened together longitudinally, the insect residing

in the central tube ; another was formed entirely of minute particles

of sand ; also specimens of the galls formed by Aphides of the genus

Eriosoma on Elm trees, within which the Flies are developed in con-

siderable numbers, but some of the galls were observed to be partly

tilled with fluid. He also noticed the capture of Sisyra Dalii, a very

rare species of HemerobiittiB, at Eeigate.

Mr. Bond exhibited several rare British Moths, including Scopula

basistrigalis, a new species recently described by Dr. Knaggs ; also

Sericoris Euphorbiana and Catoptria mierpgrammana, taken at Folke-

stone by Mr. Meek.
Mr- Jansen exhibited various rare Beetles collected in the New

Forest by Mr. C. Turner, including Vellerius dilatatus found in the

burrows made by the caterpillars of the Goat Moth. Professor West-

wood stated that the late Professor Henslow had reared this rare

Staphylinus from Hornets' nests, in which its larva is parasitic. He
also made some remarks on the structure of the singular blind Ant
Beetle from Australia, Ectrephes formicarum, described at the list

meeting of the Society by Mr. Pascoe ; and on the rearing of the new
Chinese Silkworm, Bonibyx Cynthia.

A communication was also read on the recent plague of Locusts in

Algeria.

HORTICULTURE ON THE CONTINENT.
Ooit neighbours are occupied with their approaching Exhibi-

tion in 1867, and the horticultural journals give us details re-

specting the annexe to tho building devoted to plants and fruits.

The Show will last from the 1st of April to the 31st of October.

A garden of more than 50,000 square yards, in the Champ de

liars, is specially devoted to horticultural objects. There will

be fourteen sections. No object exhibited can be withdrawn

during the fortnight destined to its section. Expenses to be

paid by exhibitors ; but the railways reduce the ordinary tariff

by one-half. Applications to indicate clearly the objects and

their condition, also the space required, &c. In France one

cannot be too minute, let it be remembered by intending ex-

hibitors. The following is a sketch of the sections :

—

First section, open 1st of April, 1S67 :—Camellias, Conifers,

vegetables, Ericas, forced fruits, and vegetables.

Second section, open 15th of April :—Rhododendron arbo-

reum, forced fruits, Hyacinths, and greenhouse plants.
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Third section, open 1st of May:—Orchids, Azalea indica,

Tulips, ornamental plants.

Fourth section, open 15th of May :—Azaleas indica and
pontica, Rhododendrons, Orchids.

Fifth section, open 1st of June :—Orchids, Roses, Pelargo-

niums, &c.

Sixth section, open 15th of June :—Pelargoniums, Roses,

Orchids, fruit in season.

Seventh section, open 1st of July :—Palms, hothouse plants,

fruits.

Eighth section, open 15th of July :—Aroida?, fruits.

Ninth section, open 1st of August :—Plants with coloured

foliage, Gladioli, Fuchsias, fruits.

Tenth section, open 15th of August:—Plants, Ferns, and
fruits.

Eleventh section, open 1st of September:—Dahlias, plants,

and fruits.

Twelfth section, open 15th of September:—Dahlias, plants,

and fruits.

Thirteenth section, open 1st of October :—Fruits and plants

(open).

Fourteenth section, open 15th of October:—Fruit trees

trained (open).

Exotic plants will be placed for the first two days of their

sections in the interior of the " Crystal Palace " in the central

portion. They will afterwards be replaced in the houses speci-

ally devoted to them. There will be a mixed jury, composed

of twenty-four members. The prizes will be classed as first,

second, third, and honourable mention. Prizes to the value

of 250,000 francs (£10,000), will be given ; 100 golden medals,

each valued at 1000 francs (£10) ; 1000 silver medals ; 3000

medals of bronze ; 5000 " mentions honorables." This is the

present intention of the Committee of Management.
An important show of Roses at Brie-Comte-Robert has been

held. Roses are too well described in this Journal to be de-

scanted on here ; but, as one review says, a tout seinneur tout

honneur, let us not omit to " mention honourably " the Rose

raised by M. Desmazures, and called the Countess of Jaucourt,

which was that most approved of at the show. It is a Rose of

a full size, opening well, and of a tender rose-came, and belong-

ing to the hybrides remontantes, which we translate, rather

unhappily, " Hybrid Perpetuals." Is not the French term far

more explicit ?

M. Andre
1

Leroy, the well-known nurseryman at Angers,

writes that he has obtained a second series of summer blooms

from the Wistaria chinensis. " The Wistaria," he says, " some-

times at Angers shows a few summer blooms, but these do not

form, strictly speaking, a second series. Let us treat it as a

plaiite remontant?, and, to obtain the desired result, we must
develope those portions of the plant which give summer flowers

—that is, those short spray-like shoots whose eyes, closely

placed, are surrounded with leaves. Generally under those

shoots which have flowered there springs a vigorous shoot,

sometimes several yards in length, which only produces

leaves. These useless shoots should be suppressed, unless re-

quired for training. By closely pinching in these gross shoots

(would not we imagine that Peach shoots were here spoken

of ?) the sap will be concentrated at the base of the leaves,

modifying the eyes, which generally become transformed into

flowers. We thus obtain a second show of blooms during the

summer months." M. Leroy always had in his gardens showy

plants of the Erythrina crista-galli, but the severity of the

winter destroyed them. The same thing occurs in the Channel

Islands, except in some peculiar cases. In France, generally,

this plant is cultivated in the orangeries. M. Leroy recom-

mends, as insuring success, the planting it out in a warm and

very well-drained border, and, early in November, to cut it

down, and cover it over with a hand-glass well piled round with

sand, the upper portion being left exposed. During the severe

frosts (he is speaking of the climate of mid-France), of Decem-

ber, January, and February, the glass is completely covered

over with stable-litter. Whenever the sun shines this is par-

tially removed, but afterwards replaced. In March the litter is

taken away, the sand alone remaining, and in April or May,

when the young shoots appear, the other defences are removed.

The shoots soon reach 6 feet, and in the course of five or six

years each plant readily bears twenty-five or thirty shoots.

1200 to 1500 flowers may be looked for on these, lasting all

July and August.

M. Riviere, head gardener of the Luxembourg at Paris, highly

recommends the following simple plan of propagating the com-

mon Fig. In December some of the branches of the tree were

buried under 18 inches of earth. They remained thus till

early in May, when they were dug up, and the extremities were
cut into portions of 6 or 8 inches long, and were then inserted

in a prepared border. These portions, placed at intervals of
10 inches, were then completely covered over by a layer of earth)

of about 2 inches, and slightly watered. Early in June the
buds broke, and pushed so freely that in four months they
were 3 feet high and well rooted. These young trees withstood
any amount of drought.

At a meeting of the Committee of the Imperial Horticultural

Society, during the examination of a fine collection of Scotch
Hollyhocks, shown by M. Loise, of Paris, an animated dis-

cussion ensued as to the origin of the name, which in French
is Rose tremiire. Marshal Vaillant, of strategical memory,
and the energetic defender of the canine race, when lately

menaced in France—" What ! will you kill the dog of the regi-

ment?"—hazarded the guess that Ruse tr&miire wad derived

from Rose d'outre mcr, they having been thought to have come
from Damascus (like the Plum), in some horticultural crusader's

baggage. M. Brongniart (a difficult word in English indeed),

thinks, on the contrary, that the word is derived from Rose-

de trois mois. Both of these suppositions are, doubtless, in-

genious. M. Margottin is surprised that English cultivators

change the names of French plants into English ones. M. Loise

replies, that we are perfectly justified in so doing, as our cul-

tivation and our numerous seedlings create quite new races. A
box of locusts, from Algeria, is pronounced to be Acridiums

migratorium and peregrinum. They are supposed to be identi-

cal with those which ravaged Egypt in the days of Moses, and
they are certainly the same as do so much mischief in Provence.

If it be any consolation to our hortiuclturists, our neigh-

bours complain as feelingly of the plague of insects this year

as we do, and the remedies suggested are equally numerous.

Of these, your correspondent, having seriously injured his

own trees in experimenting with salt and soft soap, thinks

that petroleum might form a component part of some remedy.

—T. C. Biieuiut.

LOBELIA SNOWFLAKE.
Although this was sent out last spring, no opinion has as

yet been given of it. Hearing such flattering accounts of it,

and emanating from such a respectable firm as Messrs. Lee, I

bought a sealed packet, but unlike many of your correspon-

dents who could not make it grow, to use Mr. Lee's own words,

it came up "as thick as the hair on a cat's back." It received

great care and attention as regards pricking-out, Sea., as it was

destined to make a row in a ribbon-border ; but I would con-

gratulate those correspondents who failed in raising plants, for

it has proved a total failure here. In habit it is upright, it

produces a few dirty white blooms, and half the plants are dead

and dying. I hope some of your correspondents will give their

experience of it.

—

Thomas Drabble, fftntkorpe, Newark,

LAXTON'S PROLIFIC EARLY LONG-rOD PEA.

After having grown the above valuable addition to our

second early Peas, we have formed a different opinion of its

merits altogether from that expressed by " Ax Amateur " and

Mr. J. Marsland at page 120. With us it has fully sustained

the high character given to it at the time it was sent out. The

pods are remarkably large and well filled, and of a very dark

green colour ; it is also a very abundant bearer. The flavour

is equal to any other Pea coming in at the same time. What

we have grown was from a sealed packet, and there was no-

mixture of Early Frame or any other variety among them.—

JosErn E. Olive::, Ellington Park Gardens.

The above Pea was sown at the same time as Maclean's

Advancer, and was ready for gathering about a week after that

fine sort, and notwithstanding the very flattering account 1

heard of it, I must say it very far exceeded my expectation, and

was the admiration of all who saw it. Its height was 5 feet,

and it was one mass of pods from bottom to top, the pods con-

taining on an average from nine to twelve Peas. The soil here

is gravelly, resting on gravel.—T. Drabble, I! inthorpe, Newark

The letters of an " Amateur " and Mr. J. Marsland. in The

Journal or Horticulture for August 14th. respecting " .Lax-

ton's Prolific Early Long-pod Pea," rather astonish us, as

our own trials and those of numbers of our correspondents,.
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who have sent us testimonials in its favour, give very different

results. We havo ourselves Laxton's Prolific Long-pod Pen
growing on our seed farms in Essex, raised from seed reserved

from the same hulk as supplied to all our customers last

season, and wo aro in a position to prove, that not only were
there very few rogues in the whole crop, but that the Tea is in

every respect equal to our advertised statements of last season
—viz., that " for a second early Pea, and a Pea for early sow-
ing in autumn, there is no Pea of a similar class in cultivation

to equal it."
1 We cannot hut think that "Amateur" is not

what he signs himself, and that he was not in a position to

continually inspect the Pea for himself, as we have done at

our farms, otherwise wo feel sure his opinion of Laxton's
Prolific Early Long-pod Pea would be different. We may
add, orders are coming in so fast that we aro afraid the
demand will be, as last year, far in excess of our stock.

—

James Carter & Co.

of England ; I would recommend the large-fruited Cypress
where the Pinus insignis has succumbed.

—

Charles McDonald
(in Scuttisli Gardener).

CUPRESSUS MACROCARPA.
Tite great Californian Cypress is one of the most ornamental

trees we possess, and although only introduced about twenty
years ago, it is already quite a tree in this country.

Since the introduction of the Silver Fir there is no hardy
tree to compare with this Cypress in giving such a decided
change to park adornment, and to warm the winter landscape.

Over the United Kingdom this tree is perfectly hardy, of rapid
growth, noble aspect, and robust constitution. Hartweg, by
whom it was introduced to Chiswiek, says it formed one of the
noblest trees he had ever seen. Hartweg had for seven years
previous to that dato travelled over the great Conifera regions

of South and North America, had seen the lofty elegant Picea

religiosa, and many equally beautiful trees, and when he gave
such decided merit to C. inaerocarpa it was believed that it

would be a rare acquisition. The magnificent trees to be seen

over the country confirm Mr. Hartweg's first impression.
About the name of the above tree there is some confusion.

Some who pretend to know insist that there is a proper dis-

tinction between C. inaerocarpa and C. Lambertiana. I may
as well say at once that I do not know the difference, if any.

I have grown the tree under the respective names, and the

trees were purchased from a nursery at the top of the list for

extent and correct knowledge of such plants, but I failed to

discover'any tangible difference. Plants grown from seed and
from cuttings of the same tree show a marked difference in a

young state, but this apparent difference disappears after the

growth of a few years. In this way nothing could be more
distinct than the Funereal Cypress.

In regard to C. macrocarpa, thero seems no reason why a
synonyme should be retained, as the tree is botanically described

nnder the above name, and Hartweg does not refer to any other
•Variety ; and he knew well what trees grew in Upper California.

Of the first plants distributed by the Horticultural Society
of London two are growing at Woodstock, and are both very
fine specimens ; both plants were removed and transplanted
five years ago ; the height of the best specimen is now over
40 feet : the stem at 1 foot from the ground is 4; feet in cir-

cumference. It would be impossible to imagine anything more
perfect as a tree. Its cheerful green seems to warm the land-
scape as far as the eye can see it.

The Cypress tribe have not hitherto occupied much at-

tention in landscape or park planting. Although the Cypress
figures in the history of Rome and Greece, this family have
only found a place in small gardens and dressed grounds, where
trees proper are not admissible. The species of Cypress of which
I write will rank with large trees, and it should be planted

everywhere in masses where dense habit and cheerful green
are desirable. What glorious picture and grouping will arise

from the judicious planting of Cupressus Uhdeana, C. macro-
carpa, and the upright Cypress. After this style I have planted
the margin of a wood, which iu a few years will add a new
feature to the picturesque wood of this fine park.
On limestone gravel C. macrocarpa is the only Conifer that

I have seen thriving well. It is complained by some planters
that this tree will not stand on exposed situations. This is

true, and it is the last tree that I would think of planting on
very exposed ground, nor will it succeed on very dry ground;
but there is no ornamental tree that I find more accommo-
dating in soils suited for tree planting.

Mr. Cramb has told iu the " Scottish Gardener" that Pinus
insignis must bo cut off the list of hardy trees in most parts

CULTIVATION OF THE MELON.
(Concluded from Vol. VlMl.,page 68.)

The accompanying figure is the section of a house that may
be built at a small cost, and there is no horticultural purpose
for which it might not be employed with advantage. It has no
front lights, yet the glass comes so low as to give light to every

part. A house of this description would cost very little more
than an ordinary pit with brick walls, and could be converted

into a greenhouse or store-house for bedding plants in winter,

or a forcing-house for flowering plants or vegetables. A very

good use for such a house would be to fill it with Vines in pots,

starting them in the beginning of December, so as to ripen

the Grapes in May, and the house might then be planted with

Melons, to fruit in September and October. The house is re-

presented with four four-inch hot-water pipes for top heat, and
two for bottom heat, so that it might be used as a forcing-

house in winter ; but if for plants merely requiring protection

from frost, two of the top pipes might be dispensed with

—

namely, those situated in the path (under which there is a drain),

and if it were not desirable to have Melons at an early season,

those under the beds, for bottom heat, would not be required.

The house would then he exceedingly well adapted for preserv-

ing bedding plants, and very useful for Melons, after being

cleared of its winter occupants.

The house having been cleared hy the last week in May, it is

prepared for the reception of the Melons, which I shall presume
to have been raised elsewhere, and to consist of two descriptions

of plants—viz., one stopped and trained with a single stem to

run on a rafter and wires 9 inches from the glass, and others

stopped at the second rough leaf, and trained to run over the sur-

face of the beds. The border, if it consists of strong rich loam
approaching clay, could not be better suited for the .Melon, and

it will only be necessary to dig out a hole 10 inches deep under

the centre of each light, or 3 feet from centre to centre, and
exactly in the centre of the beds, and fill it with rich turfy loam.

Beneath each of the rafters, which are wired the same as for

Vines, a pit is likewise made, and filled with rich soil forming

a cone with a flattened top on which the Melons are to be

planted, one plant in each pit so prepared, and watered well at

the time. Should the soil be light and poor, that of the beds

should be wholly taken out, and replaced with 10 or 12 inches

of strong, rich loam. The stronger the soil the more abundant

and finer will be the fruit.

After planting the house should be kept close, admitting no
air until the thermometer indicates a temperature of 80°, then

only a little, and if the temperature rise to 00° all the better;

only shut up by the time the temperature sinks to 85°. The
atmosphere should be kept moist hy syringing, between 4 and
3 p.m., and not later than 6 P.M., every available surface except

the foliage, with liquid manure, which will cause the atmo-

sphere to be sensibly charged with ammonia. Unless the

operator is experienced in applying manure water, soot water

is a more safe liquid. A peck of soot will make thirty gallons

of the most deadly poison to red spider, and a fertiliser baring

but few equals, and so will guano water made at the strength of

1 oz. of guano to four gallons of water. The plants should also

be kept well watered, taking care not to saturate the soil, and

may be supplied with liquid manure after the fruit is set and

swelling. The atmosphere should be kept rather drier when
the flowers are setting, and the quantity both of atmospheric

moisture, and water at the root, should be reduced as the fruit

approaches maturity. The labour involved in frequent water-

ing: maybe lessened by mulching the surface with short littery

manure or cocoa-nut refuse, so as not to render the operation

necessary oftener than once a-week.

There "will be a plant to each rafter at 3 feet apart, one be-

tween each of these in the centre of the bed, also at 3 feet apart

;

and these producing three and four fruit, averaging 2 lbs.

weight each, the produce, will far exceed that obtained in the

ordinary mode of culture. The plants on the rafters should

be confined to a foot wide—that is. G inches on each side of

the centre wire, and this is ample for a Melon plant trained

with one stem. If allowed to sprawl over the whole of the

roof it is of little use expecting fruit from the plant? in the

beds, as they will be deprived of light to such an extent that

they cannot do much good. On the other hand, the plants on
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the rafters will afford those beneath them an agreeable shade

and the latter will produce larger fruit, though not so well fla-

voured. In certain cold seasons the heat of the sun may not

be sufficient to maintain a proper temperature within the

house, a little artificial heat must then be given, and in cer-

tain cold districts a little of such heat may at all times be

required ; but in most seasons and localities Melons of good
size and flavour may be obtained in unheated houses, by
husbanding the sun heat, and providing a structure having
a large surface of glass as compared with that of the wood.

My attention was first directed to the cultivation of the
Melon in unheated houses from finding a plant spring up
almost spontaneously in a frame used for an early crop. It

had no heat whatever beyond that of the sun, and very little

attention, yet it grew so as to fill two lights, and produced
four fruits weighing upwards of 2 lbs. each. The kind was the
Egyptian, which when well grown may be taken as a standard
of excellence for a green-fleshed Melon. Since then I have
grown Melons in cool structures heated by catching the sun's
rays, and I do not hesitate to say that Melons can be grown in

cold frames if the plants are strong and planted out in good
time. Let the fruit be set in July, or by the middle of August,
and then a crop quite equal if not superior to such as are ob-
tained in heated structures will be the result. Abercrombie
speaks of growing Melons in paper frames, and I know them to

have been grown in England with the simple protection of a
hand-glass ; but though the climate of England is no colder
than it was formerly, it is certain that we now grow kinds
totally unsuited for such treatment. To grow Melons success-
fully, with certainty, and to the highest degree of perfection,
they require artificial heat, except in the hot summer months,
and then care must be taken to husband the sun heat as much
as practicable.

The properties of a Melon I think should be—1st, it should
not weigh less than 1 lb. 2nd, it should be netted regularly
all over, and the more so the better. 3rd, the rind should be
free from furrows, or be perfectly spherical or elliptical without
any indentations, though flattened at the two ends. -1th, the
flesh should be thick, and be eatable quite to the rind, and be
melting, sweet, and piquant. 5th, the core should be small,
and easily divided from the flesh. 6th, the seeds should be
few, and not mingled with the flesh. In constitution the plant
should be hardy, vigorous, and productive. In judging a
Melon the points may be—flavour six, appearance two, thick-
ness of flesh two, core small and seeds not mingling with the
flesh two, or twelve points to constitute a good Melon. No
fruit under 1} lb. to be eligible for a prize, nor size above
that to be taken into consideration, unless the fruits be equal
as regards flavour, when, of course, all points being equal, pre-

ference would be given to a large Melon. It is very rarely, in-

deed, that a large Melon is equal in flavour to one not half the

Eize.

Varieties.—I have found the following thebest of the scarlet-

fleshed class :

—

Scarlet Gem.—A standard of excellence, being of a fair size,

finely netted, spherical in shape, and of the finest flavour. It

is early and prolific. Plant hardy, and though small in foliage

& free grower.
Cantaloupe.—Of this the variety known as the Early Royal

is the best. Lawrence's variety is very fine. These are chiefly

desirable on account of their earliness. The fruit is spherical

and much ribbed, too much so to be handsome.
Binncll's Scarlet flesh.—The fruit is elliptical, much ribbed,

very prolific. The plant is of slender growth, though by no
means tender. It is a fine variety for preserving, and very

good for dessert.

Princess Alire. —Much resembling Scarlet Gem, spherical

finely netted, flesh thick, and not so firm as that of Scarlet

Gem, melting and excellent.

Prince Imperial.—Simply a red-fleshed Beechwood, elliptical.

Queen Victoria.—A scarlet-fleshed Bromham Hall, fine,

spherical.

Lady Sefioni—Fine.

Empress Eugenie. — Finely netted, and good flavoured,

spherical.

Scarlet Perfection.—Large and much ribbed, juicy and rich,

but would be finer without the ribs.

MounsdetCs Moretm Hall.— Of fine flavour, and good shape.

I have not grown this variety, but I think it very desirable.

Of green-fleshed kinds :

—

Gulden Perfection.—Elliptical, beautifully netted, and very

handsome, flavour good.

Egyptian.—Spherical, ribbed, netted, and fine flavoured.

One of the best in that respect.

Bromham Hall.—Fruit handsome, and most excellent.

Treutham Hybrid. — Egg-shaped, smooth skin, delicious

flavour.

Meredith's Hybrid Cashmere.—Handsome, and of the most
delicious flavour-. To my thinking the finest Melon in cul-

tivation.

(Irion.—Early and fine, large fruit.

Beechwood.—An old, but excellent-flavoured Melon.
Trentliam Cocoa-nut.—Fine.

I have had experience with upwards of a hundred varieties

of Melons, but have not found any to equal those named.
Diseases.—The plant going off at the collar is the most

serious. It is occasioned by the collar not being sufficiently

high to cause the water to drain from, not to it, by wetting that

part in watering, and by keeping it covered with leaves, and,

therefore, deprived of light and air. The preventives are to

plant on a cone so that the water may drain from the collar, to

keep the stem clear of side branches and foliage for a space of

at least 6 inches from the root-stem, and not to wet that part

in watering. When once this disease has commenced there is

I no remedy, it is a disease that cannot be arrested, though it

may be kept partly in check by clearing the leaves away that

shade the part, and rubbing it with quicklime until it becomes
dry. Quicklime may then be placed against the stem so as to

cover the part affected, removing the lime every four or five

days, and, after rubbing the decayed part away until it becomes
dry, placing fresh lime around it. This will keep in check the

fungus which accompanies the decay, but beyond this it is

certain that no application can arrest for any considerable

period a decay which has taken firm hold of an annual plant,

though by adopting remedial measures it may be retarded long

enough fcr the fruit to arrive at perfection.

Melons are also liable to a kind of gangrene or gout. It con-

sists of an exudation from the stems, and is of a bright brown
colour, for though white at first it afterwards changes colour

just as the juices of a cut branch turn brown or red on ex-

posure to the atmosphere. This disease is chiefly brought on
by growing the plants in very rich soil, and after allowing a

large expansion of foliage reducing it all at once veiy much.
This causes the stems to be gorged with the food absorbed by
the roots, which the leaves are unable to elaborate, hence the

vessels become ruptured and the sap bursts through the skin

of the stem, occasionally splitting it open between the joints.

This disease never, to my knowledge, attacks plants grown in

moderately rich soil, when the head is kept in due proportion

to the root, and all prunings are confined to stopping the

shoots by pinching out their points, and thinning out the shoots

proportionately with their increase in another part. When
grown in rich soil it is not unusual to find the plants gan-

grened along the stems, for then the amount of nutriment taken

up by the roots being mors than the plant can assimilate it

finds' a way of escape through the stems. The fruit formed is

generally large if the plant lives to perfect it (the plant fre-

quently dies when the fruit is about three-parts swelled), the

flesh is hard, the flavour poor, and most of the seeds abortive.

To avoid gangrene grow the plants on a more natural principle,

do not use the same soil twice, and encourage no more growths

than are necessary for obtaining and perfecting a crop of fruit.
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Cracking of the fruit is a very common occurrence, anil

arises from the atmosphere not being kept sufficiently moist

whilst the fruit is swelling. The fruit in most liable to crack

in kinds which have the juices highly concentrated, as in the

case of all highly-flavoured Melons—Scarlet Gem for instance.

It is hardly possible to grow fruit of that kind to any con-

siderable size if the swelling take placo during very bright

weather, without a slight shade to break the forco of the sun's

rays from 10 a.m to :i p.m. The shading also diminishes the

amount of evaporation, and prevents the concentration of the

juices of the plant in the fruit being carried to such an extent

as to cause the rind to become hard and incapable of ex-

pansion. Without a moist atmosphere, and slight shade

during intense sun heat, the rind of some Melons becomes
quite hard, and the fruit would, indeed, be perfect sweetmeats

did not our climate change suddenly from a dry hot state to

one of moisture and cloud. As it is, however, after a Melon has
been acted on for three weeks or a month by a powerful sun
and dry atmosphere its rind becomes quite firm ; then the

weather changes from being extremely dry to extremely wet,

from a state tending to the maturity of fruit to one of growth
;

the plant starts into fresh growth, and more sap is impelled

into the fruit, but the rind is incapable of expansion, and
the sap so fills the interior of the fruit as to cause the rind to

crack. I know of no mode of preventing this result except by
swelling the fruit in a moist atmosphere, and after the full

size has been attained to maintain the soil and air in a dry

state.—G. Abbey.

GRASSES FOR LAWNS.
(Continuedfrom page 12C.)

Cynosurus cristatus (Crested Dog's-tail Grass).—This Grass,

of which the accompanying is representation, is thus described

in a former volume. " The roots are tufted, with long im-
branched fibres. Stems several, varying in height from 12 to

flat, smooth on both Bides, edge scarcely rough, with long,

smooth, streaked sheaths. Abrupt or ragged-ended and rather

short stipules. The head, or spike of flowers, about 2 inches

long, erect, stiff, straight and narrow, green ; florets all turning
to one side, sometimes purple, with a wavy rough stalk (rachi3).

Floral leaves divided deeply into awl-shaped segments. Husks
or glumes usually containing three florets. Smaller valve of

the blossom ending in two points ; larger valve ending in a
short awn. Anthers prominent, pendulous, purple. Stigmas
white, feathered, Seed longish, oval, pointed, reddish yellow,

covered with the valves of the corolla."

The Crested Dog's-tail Grass is a perennial, and succeeds

well on dry gravelly soils and in hilly situations. It is valu-

able for parks and lawns on account of its dwarf slender

growth ; and is likewise admirably adapted for bowling-greens,

for it bears treading well, and is not liable to become brown in

summer. It is one of the best of all Grasses for resisting dry

weather.— G. Abbey.
(To be continued.)

GLEANINGS.

18 inches, unbranched, very stiff, hard, round, smooth, with
three or four joints, most leafy in the lower part, remaining
brown, withered, and wiry with their dry, empty spikes through
the latter part of summer. Leaves[bright green, short, narrow,

The Council of the Royal Horticultural Society have arranged
that Mr. Eyle3, the Superintendent of the garden at South
Kensington, shall give to Fellows of the Society his advice

and assistance in the laying out and management of their

gardens, at the rate of one guinea per visit, with travelling

expenses. Such a boon as this is will, we have no doubt, be
greatly valued by the Fellows, who will now have an oppor-

tunity, at a trifling cost, of securing the services of one who
has for many years had unexampled opportunities of carrying

out some of the most extensive horticultural works in this

country. We believe Mr. Eyles was a pupil of Sir Joseph
Paxton at Chatsworth, and accompanied him to the Crystal

Palace at Sydenham, whence, after several years' engagement,
he was appointed to carry out the works of the South Kensing-
ton Garden, according to the design of Mr. Nesfield.

It has been determined that the Royal Horticultural

Society shall hold an annual autumnal Show in the provinces,

in co-operation with the Royal Agricultural Society, and that

the attempt will be made next year at Bury St. Edmunds,
provided the necessary encouragement from the district can be
held out to the Society. We have always been of opinion
that the Society should be to a certain extent migratory, and
exercise the same national influence in horticulture as the

Royal Agricultural does in agriculture. There is no reason at

all why, with a twelvemonth's previous intimation, the Society

should not be able to make as large and as good an exhibition

in the provinces as is made in London ; and there are many
classes of subjects which could be exhibited in fine condition

at these autumnal shows which are never seen at the metro-
politan exhibitions. We have had of late years metropolitan

exhibitions ad nauseam ; let us see if we cannot vary the order

of things, and encourage the cultivation of a large number c-f

plants which have hitherto been left to themselves, but which,
if taken in hand, and the same care bestowed on them as has
been given to the earlier-flowering kinds, will amply repay any
attention that has been given them. We might instance the

Zonale Pelargoniums, which have now become exhibition

plants. The metropolitan shows are all too early to see them
in perfection ; and were they grown as we know some of our
best gardeners can grow them, what a gorgeous exhibition they
would make

!

It is intended to make a complete collection of all the

known varieties of Strawberries in the Royal Horticultural

Society's garden at Chiswick this autumn. There are already

nearly all the old varieties in the existing collection; and the

Council would be obliged if the raisers or possessors of new
varieties would be so good as to forward a few plants of each, so

that a correct comparison of their various merits may be made.

Out-door Grapes in C.vxTERErr.Y, New Zealaxd.—The hardy

varieties of wine Grapes are beginning to thrive and bear fruit

with us now that we are beginning to get more shelter for them
in our gardens. The two varieties which I have fruited this

season in my garden are first, the Black Cluster or Black Bur-

gundy. It is a first-rate wine Grape ; succeeds on the open

wall in England, and out of doors here. I consider it a very

excellent out-door Grape for this climate on account of its

hardiness ; it is also with us a very excellent cropper. The
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leaves become of a beautiful bright scarlet every autumn before
they fall off, and in Australia are sometimes used for colouring
white wines. The second variety is the White Muscadine or
White Grape from Tenerifie. This is at no time a high-fla-

voured Grape. It ripens very early in England out of doors,
and may be said to do the same here. It is in consequence of
its hardiness, productiveness, and certainty of a crop, more
grown than any other Grape.—W. Swale.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

The clearance of all crops as soon as they are exhausted,
and the destruction of weeds, conduce not only to improve the
appearance of a garden, but are actually, with reference to the
soil, a work of economical importance. In regard to prescribed
periods of sowing, it is advisable to study both the soil and
locality of a garden, that its advantages and inconveniences
may be understood. There are localities where it is necessary
to deviate considerably from ordinary practice to meet their pecu-
liarities. Cabbage, it is a gooB time to sow for spring use, also

the Deptford Onion and Cauliflower. Endive, the late planting
must be made forthwith ; this planting will be eligible to move
with balls of earth into frames in November, the soil must be
very rich. Green Kale, let a good breadth of this and Cole-
worts be got out on well-prepared ground, also the residue of

the stock of Brussels Sprouts and Savoys may be usefully
employed to fill up vacancies. Lettuce, a rich border should
now be make ready, and planted with Bath or Brown Cos, these
will furnish a supply in the open ground until Christmas, pro-
vided they are protected. This is also an excellent time to

make a sowing of the Brown or Bath Cos and Hammersmith,
to remain where sown through the winter. The beds should bo
elevated considerably, the higher the better, and the seed
scattered broadcast rather thinly. Tomatoes, if they are over-
luxuriant, cut away a portion of the roots. Turnips, the sowing
must not bo neglected.

FRUIT GARDEN.
The preservation of wall fruit from birds and insects should

occupy attention. The beanstalk earwig-traps should be fre-

quently examined. Worsted or other small-mesh netting may
be employed with advantage to protect Green Gage or other
Plums, the scarcity of which fruit this season invites such pre-
cautions. Look carefully over Peach and Nectarine trees, and
remove nails that are too close to the swelling fruit. In stopping
and arranging the wood lei only as much as can conveniently be
laid in be allowed to remain, and let that convenience be quali-

fied by due consideration for the perfection of the fruit and the
proper ripening of the wood, which only the influences of sun
and air can accomplish. It is also an error in another respect
to retain a large amount of wood, to be removed inevitably in

the winter pruning; an undue excitement and extension is

given to the roots, which, by a superabundant supply of sap,

induce in the spring the growth of rank and unmanageable
wood. The only effectual method of curing a gross habit of

growth is root-pruning, or keeping the roots within proper
limits by means of shallow, well-drained borders. Should it

be found that the shoots after stopping incline to start into
growth, it will bo advisable as soon as the fruit is gathered to

open a trench at a moderate distance from the stem of the
tree, cutting the stronger roots. This will be of the greatest
service in checking growth, and will probably do more towards
seeming ripe wood than anything else that could be adopted.
•Get Strawberry plantations intended to stand for next season
trimmed as soon as convenient, cutting off and clearing away
the runners, so as to afford the leaves plenty of room. Look
•carefully over varieties of Pears ripening, and gather those
that are fit, for if allowed to hang after they are ripe birds are
sure to find and attack the fruit before it is fit for gather-
ing, so that the crop will probably be spoiled unless it can be
netted up. Where Currant trees are covered with mats, which,
by-the by, are very inferior to close nets for this purpose and
much more expensive, the trees should be uncovered occasion-
ally on fine, dry days, so as to expose the fruit thoroughly to

the air in order to prevent its being injured by damp, to.

FLOWER GABDEH.
Mowing will not be so frequently required as heretofore,

once a-fortnight ur three weeks will be sufficient. Sweeping
will now be in greater requisition, as the sere and yellow leaf

as beginning to fall from the trees and shrubs ; the lawn and
walks should be gone over every morning. The roller, too,

should not be forgotten. Attend to the destruction of weeds,
by hoeing and hand-picking. Tie up climbers, dress the edges
of beds by pegging and tying ; if encircled with basket-work, pay
the greater attention to order and good keeping. The propa-
gation of stock for next year's decoration must be actively pro-
ceeded with. Large evergreens intended for autumn removal
should now be prepared for the purpose. A trench should be
dug round the tree nearly to the depth of the lowest roots

;

the advantages attending an early preparation of this kind are
manifest. Decay of some of the earlier flowers will now
begin to leave blanks, which will not be easily filled up unless
a stock of large plants in pots has been provided. In mixed
beds some of the late kinds of Phloxes, Asters, &c., may oc-

casionally be untied and made to occupy three or more sticks

in order to fill the blanks. Petunias and other plants of gross
habit should have a pruning betimes to keep them within
bounds. A few Crocuses, Snowdrops, to., may be planted
soon to obtain an early bloom.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.
The usual quantity for a season's supply of the kinds of soil

used in potting should be laid in as soon as convenient, and
before the ground is sodden with the autumn rains, for even
turfy soil should not be carted and stacked-up when saturated

with water. The soil should be neatly put up in narrow ridges,

so as to be safe from wet, and exposed as much as possible to

the action of the air; and as success in plant-growing very
much depends upon having suitable soil for potting, no trouble

or expense that may be necessary to procure this should be
spared where well-grown specimens are expected. Loam of

moderately good quality may be obtained in most neighbour-
hoods ; but good peat is not to be had in many localities. This
is absolutely necessary, however, for the growth of choice hard-

wooded plants, and should be procured at the proper season,

bo as to have it in a fit state for use when wanted. Stove

plants flowering in the conservatory will require attention to

prevent their being injured by damp, especially Achimenes
and Clerodendrons, which should be gone over every day in

cloudy weather, carefully picking off decayed flowers, &c.

Camellias may be grafted : the operation may be performed
with the greatest success by pursuing the French method,
which is merely inserting that portion of wood which includes a

bud and leaf, cut longitudinally, into a corresponding cleft in

the stock. The grafted subjects should be plunged in bottom
heat, and kept covered with hand-glasses for at least a month.
The tender Rhododendrons may be increased in the same way.
Pelargoniums which have been cut down and have commenced
to grow, may be shaken out of their pots and repotted in others

of smaller size. Give attention to the Chinese Primulas, and
sow Mignonette for blooming late in the season. Shift Chry-

santhemums, and regularly attend to stopping and watering, a

little manure water will be found useful. Prick out and pot

seedling Cinerarias for early blooming.
STOVE.

Continue former directions in this house as to heat and
moisture ; and by giving plenty of air endeavour to get your

Ixoras and similar plants to make strong luxuriant shoots,

which, if properly ripened, are sure to produce fine heads of

bloom. Successions of Brugmansias, Clerodendrons, Euphor-
bias, Poinsettias, &c, should receive a last shift, in order that

they may produce a rich display in the conservatory. A batch

of such plants as Thunbergias, Ipomceas, Jasmines, Stepha-

notis, Passifloras, &c, should be trained up ornamental trel-

lises without delay.

COLD PITS.

Young stock intended to flower next season should be ex-

posed to the midday sun in order to ripen the wood, taking

care not to do this so rashly as to injure the foliage. This,

however, will only be proper in the case of such things as have

already made plenty of young wood ; but it is advisable after

this season to be anticipating the approach of winter, and to

use every possible means to forward the growth of valuable

hardwooded plants, in order to have it somewhat firm and able

to resist damp, to., as soon as possible, and this is especially

necessary where the plants have to be wintered in these struc-

tures.—W. Kease.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GAEDEN.

Celery.—Earthed up a piece of the earliest to be fit for use

in a fortnight or three weeks. The general crops though

healthy and of a dark green after the slight dusting with soot,
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have not mounted up as wo would wish, ami on closo examina-

tion wo found that all tho rains wo have had were not quite

sufficient for it, and therefore ventured on a good soaking of

houso sowage, which we have no doubt will make the plants

larger, for at present they are thick and stocky enough. The
beauty of the White Incomparable is that so httlo earthing up
is necessary, for if the plants aro from 15 to 1m inches in

height you can have from 12 to 15 inches lit for table, and
Celery seldom appears thero moro than a foot in length, if

plants of tall sorts should be banked up a couple of feet or

more.
Peas.—Ran the fork slightly along the sides of rows of lato

Teas, and gave them likewise a soaking of sewago water. The
more luxuriant tho tops the drier wero they at bottom, as tho

stems and foliage throw the water past them, and no more
fruitful source of mildew is to be found than a moist dripping

atmosphere, as we have lately had, with anything like extra

dryness at the roots. Treated tho latest Broad Beans in the

same way. Tho later Kidney Beans were growing too strong

to need such help, hut gave a watering to Scarlet Runners
bearing heavily.

Cabbages.—Gave a watering with sewago to the first Cole-

worts, just beginning to heart nicely, also to succession crops,

and planted out more in rather a shady place, which will be

useful after Christmas, if the weather is at all mild. We would
have given a soaking to an old piece of spring Cabbages if we
could, as it is now a thicket of young Cabbages, which will he
very useful. Threw some wood ashes and a little soot among
the Cabbages sown for the first crop next spring, as having
come up rather thickly the continuous drizzle threatens to

cause some of them to lose their legs. Will prick out as soon as

they aro a little larger. Sowed also for a succession crop, and
covered with net a foot above the ground, alike to keep birds

and rabbits from the seed and young plants.

Cauliflower.—Sowed for the main crop, the first for hand-
lights is just above the ground. Planted out a good space on
sloping banks with young plants, which will come in well with
a little protection if the weather he favourable, and a few may
be lifted and protected in sheds and under glass. Gave a good
sewage watering to a piece just beginning to show their heads.

All Cauliflowers for pickling should be had before this time, as

henceforth they are apt to come more open and with scarcely

such a bright white colour, though the crop in general may be
very good.

Watered, also, the late-planted Broccoli, Greens, &c, and
as soon as we can get at them, will plant a few Greens between
Gooseberry bushes, See., where they often come in serviceable

in spring.

Weeds.—Of all seasons, this is No. 1. Even such things as

Chickweed, which in the kitchen garden wo had scarcely

noticed for years, seemed to threaten to overrun borders of

Strawberries, and quarters of Greens, growing with a rapidity

quite unexampled. There is nothing for it but a free use of

the Dutch hoe, before the weeds grow large, as when weeding
must be resorted to, there is no end to the labour. We hear
similar complaiuts from all quarters. We shall only be relieved

from this extra labour by a course of fine, dry, bright weather,
which we have every hope we shall have before long. We have
heard of a kitchen garden being left to itself for one year,

allowed, in fact, not to lie fallow, but to bo untouched—left to

produce and perfect just what it pleased—and been told that

thirty years of extra labour would not mend the mischief.
We have this season seen one large cottage garden that was
passing its second season in a state of nature, and the masses
of Chickweed, Groundsel, and Thistles, were in themselves
a sight. Enough of seed would there get imbedded in the
ground to give work for at least one generation of occupiers,
and to furnish a supply of all the winged kinds for miles round.
We can thus have plenty of weeds from tho winds, and our
own neglect.

Mushrooms.—We have not yet been able to make any spawn ;

but no better time than the present can be selected, as we may
expect, however made, that the spawn will now dry quickly.
Directions and references were given the other week to a corre-
spondent. It may simplify matters to say that we have often
made spawn of horse-droppings alone, with just enough of

water and soil, to get it wrought into a stiff dough-heap. We
have oftener made it of horse-droppings and enough of fresh

cowdung to enable all to be beaten into a tough heap. Road drift,

soil, cut straw, &c, may be added at pleasure, only it may be
noticed that tho spawn runs rather more quickly when the
material is not so very compact. We have never had it better

than when made solely of frosh horse-droppings, and fresh cow-
dung.
Our first piece or bed in tho opon shed has been producing

nicely for some timo past. The part in tho shed made last, in

the previous autumn, gave us a line return in summer, after

beds in the Mushroom-house, from the heat, gave over bear-

ing. We have several times before had a supply from these
beds in the shed, after we thought they had done bearing,

partly owing, no doubt, to the beds standing on the cool ground.
These beds in the shed have always been shallow, not more
than about 15 inches thick, and were formed of no finer ma-
terials than stubble, litter, &c, with 2 or :i inches mostly of

droppings on the surface, in which tho spawn is inserted. Of
course, we like droppings, with a little litter best, but in these

shed-beds they seem to produce longer in proportion to the

lower portion of the bed being of a moro open, less rich ma-
terial. Wo have never done so well in summer with beds
made on the ground in the Mushroom-house, as in this open
shed, partly owing to the attacks of woodlico in the house in

summer, and partly owing to tho air that is given coming more
in draughts than in the open shed, which is open to the front

all the way, and the force of the wind, and the afternoon sun,

broken by hurdles set along, with branches or a little straw in

them, and the shade of trees near at hand. There is plenty of

air, therefore, over the bed, and yet little or no keen draught.

A second larger piece has been spawned and earthed-down,

and as soon as we can, we will remove the piece that has pro-

duced late, and have a third larger piece in the thatched shed.

We have seen none out of doors in the pastures this season,

and it is best to be independent of them.
As soon as we can get all the old beds cleared out of the

Mushroom-house we will shut it up, and smoke it with burning
sulphur, and a little turpentine probably, to kill everything in
it that we possibly can, merely as a preventive to being troubled

with woodlice, snails, slugs, &c ; but this will not prevent

us taking in those pests with the manure which we use for

the beds. Hence we seldom are much troubled with these

gentry in winter, but do what we will, trap, kill, and slay, we
never are quite free of them after the warm spring months in

the house, whilst they trouble us little in summer in our
outside shed-beds.

Of late so much of the details of Mushroom culture have
been given that we have let it alone, so as not to be wearisome

;

but as some correspondents complain that still they do not
succeed, we would again mention the simple elements of success.

1st, The spawn must be good, which you will know from the

smell, and being well filled with whitish threads not much
larger than the finest cotton or gossamer. 2nd, The material

of the bed should be in a medium between wet and dry, rather

inclining to dry. If rather dry, a moist coating may be put
over the bed before the earth is put on. If the dung is so wet
that by hard squeezing you could make the least juice exude,

and you cannot make it drier, then each piece of spawn should

be wrapped in a handful of short dry litter. 3rd, The heat of

the bed when the spawn is inserted should never be greater than
that of new milk, and never warmer afterwards. The bed may-

range from 75° to 85°. The atmosphere round it, of the house,

&c, should not be higher than from 55° to 62°, if under 60°

all the better. If we are rather afraid of the bed getting hot we
insert the spawn near the surface. By doing so when the

heat declines all right, this enables us to place an inch more
of good material over the bed before placing the earth on.

4th, We have used all kinds of earths, light and stiff, and with

good results ; but we prefer stiflish loam put on rather wet
than dry, beaten well down with a mallet, and the surface

made smooth, then watered, and a clean spade drawn over it

lightly, so as to leave a smooth hard surface. The hard sur-

face is chiefly useful for enabling us to sweep the surface of

the bed with a hair broom. The thickness of our soil when
beaten ranges from 1 to 1J inch. We put on the soil as soon as

the heat of the bed begins gradually to fall after spawning, as,

from the compactness of tho soil, there is no chance of the
temperature rising afterwards, except by the healthy increase

of heat promoted by the working of the spawn, which as it

works will always raise the temperature.

In most old works there are very definite directions given aa

to boring holes in Mushroom-beds to make them cool enough

before spawning them. In shallow beds, as our's have neces-

sarily been, ranging from 12 inches in-doors to 15 or 18 out-

side,' we looked upon the boring as a waste of material, as the

air so promoted decomposition. We prefer using layers at

different times, and dispensing with holes by making the sur-
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face firm so as to exclude the air as much as possible, and
thus save our material. It requires a little time to get an
assistant to believe that a bed thus firmly made will cool

sooner so as to be fit for spawn, and also keep a more regular
heat than a bed left looser, or with holes left iu it for the air

and its oxygen to increase heat in the first place by a more
rapid decomposition.
And lastly, for a continuous supply and with limited ma-

terial, wc like small shallow beds in succession, and to be
earthed-up as soon after spawning, as watching the trial sticks

makes it out to be safe. The closeness of the earth will

prevent extra heating afterwards. By this succession-plan,
the spawn works in the bed for support, and works upwards
through the soil at the same time. In our young days we
helped to make some fine beds, and with such fine prepared
material as we have since sighed for in vain, and we have
since attributed the small success afterwards partly to the
dryness of the place, the dryness of the material, and to the
fact, that iu order to have all the beds made before autumn,
several of them would be spawned for months before they
were earthed-up. We have known cases of beds being full of

spawn in such cases, and yet from dryness the spawn had
no power to come through the soil in the shape of Mush-
rooms. We have for many years been forced to spawn and
earth-up as we go, and the necessity of thus making the
spawn work down in the bed and up in the earth has had
no bad result, so far as securing regular crops is concerned.
In houses where a generally moist atmosphere can be main-
tained in winter, it is of little consequence whether the beds
are covered with a little hay, or not, though the Mushrooms
will come rather quicker with such a sprinkling; but earlier

and later in the house, and in summer in sheds out of doors,
such a covering is most useful, not only for securing a more
uniform temperature, but also with the help of a slight syring-
ing at times, securing that muggy rather close atmosphere,
without keen draughts, in which all the fungus family so much
delight.

FRUIT GARDEN.

Very much the same as last week. Strawberries should now
be cleaned as soon as possible, and plants for forcing potted
without delay. Many Apples threaten to be so much smaller
than usual, that if we had time we would water dwarf standards ;

but for most sorts there will yet be a couple of months good
swelling time. Gave a good watering to trees in orchard-
house where the fruit are swelling fast and ripening. Were
forced to fork over the surface to let the moisture go deep
enough. The dropping off of fruit before they are ripe is

more owing to dryness at the roots than is generally imagined.
Where mulching is not resorted to, heavy waterings will be
wanted after stoning for stone fruit in-doors, but too much
must not be given at one time, or the extra stimulus will

throw the fruit off. Removed a good portion of the laterals from
Vines, and stopped and regulated late Melons. Watered Figs
in-doors and out of doors.

ORNAMENTAL DEPARTMENT.

Much time has been taken up securing Hollyhocks, Dahlias,
and tall herbaceous plants, among which some high winds had
revelled. Grouped flower-beds have suffered but little from the
winds owing to being bushed with twigs, but their lustre was
rather dimmed by the continuous rains. Even Calceolarias have
had only a promise of waterings this season. If the hoped-for
dry weather come, we should like to mulch them with spent
Mushroom dung. As yet they have done well. We have put
in a portion of cuttings for next year's supply, but we have so

entered into the mimitia?, and other friends are now giving the
results of their experience, that an article on the subject would
be next to superfluous just now. Tansies, and many other
herbaceous plants may still be propagated by cuttings iu a

shady place, and more especially if hand-lights can be used,
with air left on at night. All the China, Perpetual, and
Noisette Roses may also be struck in a cool, close place, and a

little heat given as soon as the base is swelled. Planted out
and divided lot3 of single and double Violets, and regulated
Neapolitan in a pit for free winter blooming. A little sulphur
i3 no bad thing for keeping mildew at a distance. Potted
Cinerarias

;
pricked off and repotted Chinese Primulas. We

will not trouble with Calceolaria cuttings until the end of

October, if no frost threaten. Azaleas and Camellias set out

of doors must have the pots defended from fierce sun. All

the large Cactus tribe set out of doors, to have the stems well

ripened by roasting against a fence, should have the pots pro-

tected from heavy rains. Lilacs, Deutzias, Prunus, Roses, &c,
intended for forcing should now have all the 3un possible, and
water be gradually withheld, so that the tops may not suffer.

Sweet Gardenias should now be kept rather dry and cool under
glass, and then when set to work after the shortest day, or before

it in moist heat, they will quickly swell and open their sweet
blossoms. All the more tender greenhouse plants, as Croweas,
Epacris, and even Heaths, should now, if not under glass, be
protected from heavy rains, and also from frequent drizzling

showers, as that helps much to bring on mildew. In fact,

where room is abundant. Camellias, Azaleas, and such as the
the above in pots, will do better if always sheltered by glass

in houses or pits, and shade, air, &c, given according to the
requirements of the plants. Pelargoniums should now be
pruned-in, cuttings inserted, and the first pruned back shaken
out of their pots and repotted. Seeds of Pelargoniums may
now be sown. In potting fancy Pelargoniums, the soil should
bo lighter, and the pots smaller, than for the larger florists'

kinds. In both cases the pots should be thoroughly cleaned and
well dried before using them, and the soil should be mellow,

neither wet nor dry. Looked over climbers in the greenhouse,
lessening their bulk, to give more light to the plants below,

and but for expected bright weather would lessen the whiten-
ing shading, which saves watering, and enables a moist atmo-
sphere to be kept up with greater ease. Did the same as re-

spects the stove, thinned out the Passifloras, &C, consider-

ably, and soaked Stanhopeas in baskets, in bloom, and out o£

bloom and coming into bloom. Potted and top-dressed Ges-

neras ; Balsams, and many other softwooded plants now coming
into bloom will be better of rich top-dressings of rotten dung.

The roots are thus kept more equal as respects moisture and
temperature, and that is a great means for keeping off spider

and green fly.—R. F.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—An, cst 25.

The market i- tolerably well supplied with both fruit and vegetables,

there being plenty of Poaches from Jersey, and these keep the price of

English fruit down. Green Gage and other Plums are scarce and com-

mand good prices. Pears consist of Beunv d'Amanlis, Bon Chretien, and

Jargonelle.

FEtlT.

Apples .

Apricots doz.
Cherries lb.

Chestnuts bush.
Currant3 siev

Black do.
Figs doz.
Filberts lb.

Cobs lOOlbs.
Gooseberries ..quart ll

Grapes, Hothouse. .11'. 3
Lemons 100

s. d. a. d I
B. d. B. d

2 0to3 ! Melon? each 2 6to5
2 4 Nectarines doz. 4 8
II 4 1 Oranges 100 12 20

Peaches doz. 6 15

6 Pears (dessert) . . doz. 1

8 kitchen doz.

3 Pine Apples lb. 3
ii :i Plums % sieve 7
ll li Quinces )- sieve

i Raspberries lb.

!» Strawberries lb.

i
Walnuts bush.

i i;

6

4
O

6 10

6
(5

6

ii

D
3

5

9

8

VEGETABLES.

Artichokes each
Asparagus bundle
Beans, Broad. . bushel

Kidney . .

!

ieve

Beet, Red doz.
Broccoli bundle
Brus. Sprouts '^ - . B

Cabbage doz.
Capsicums lull

Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery bundle
Cucumbers each

pickling doz.
Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
Garlic lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish . . bundle

s. d. s. d
2 toO 4

fi

2
2
1
(I

1

4
2
2

4

2

2
II ll

ii

i; n

3

3
2 G

Leeks bunch
Lettuce per score
Mushrooms .... pottle

Mustd.A Cress, punnet
Onions. . doz. bunches
Parsley ': sieve

Parsnips doz.

Peas per guart
i'li

i bushel
Kidney do.

is .'. doz. binds
Rhubarb bundle

doz.

Sea-kale basket
Shallots lb.

Spinach bushel
Tomatoes per doz.

Turnips bunch
Vegetable Marrows dz.

s. d. s. (I

ll 8 too
10 16
16 2 6

2
4
2

!)

9
2
3

6
4

8
2
2

4
9

6

1

1

6
3
O

6

3

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED.

F. A- A. Dickson & Sons, 106, Eastgate Street, Chester.—

i 'atalogue of Select Dutch Flower Boots.

William Paul, Waltham Cross, London, N.

—

Select List of

Hyacinths, Early Tulips, Crocuses, &c.

James Carter & Co., 237, 238, and 261, High Holborn, London,

W.C.—Gardener's and Farmefi ' '.cum. Part IV.—Dutch
and Cape Bulbs.
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
••« We request that no one will write privately to the depart-

mental writers of the '* Journal of Horticulture, Cuttn.v

Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing they

are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. All

communications should therefore be addressed tolely bo

The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture, <0c.
t
171, Fleet

Street, London, E.C.
Late Strawberries (P. J. AVir/ >«).—The best late Strawberries are

Frogmoro Late Pino, Elton, ami the new erne palled Dr. Hogg ; the last is

te at either of the former,and lias the flavour of British Queen The
Sop will grow in any common garden BoiL It Likes manure. There is

no bettor evergreen coTering for the roof of your fernery than Ivy, and it

gTOwa as fast as any evergreen elimber.

Orchard-hodse Trees (C.?,).-As soon as the fruit is gathered, cut
off the roots that have penetrated into the border, but not before,

Vine Mildew [Rev. W. Oibbsns).—Tour Vino is attacked with the
Oulitim. Lose no time in dusting every leaf and bunch of fruit with
.lowers of sulphur. Even now it may be too late.

Sycamore Leaves Spotted (K. A'.).—The spots aro not the effect of a
fungus, but the puncture of an insect. We have examined them care-
fully by the micri scope, and there is no fungoid appearance.

Comte DS Zyans Strawbebbx.—We have received several letters ask-
ing where the above variety may be obtained, and we beg to refer the
v, titers to our advertising columns.

SfBLOXl —Iu addition to Bromham Hall, Trentham Hybrid,
irlet Gem, yon might have Orion and Scarlet Perfection, if you

can give no linings to your Melon-pit, it is not easy to give a regular heat
to it by a dung-bed inside ; but much may be done by using for the
bottom of the bed dung hot and working, but not sweet or much Jecayed,
and for the upper half dung well sweetened and wrought, and therefore
more decomposed. The lower half will, therefore, naturally getrather
dry. About half-way down the upper or sweet layer set some small drain-
pipes standing upright above the soil, and as the heat lessens pour some
warm water through them, which will thus gain access to the less reduced
manure at the bottom, and cause it to ferment afresh. As to the soil
sinking too far from the glass on such a bed, this can be guarded by
training the plants over a simple trellis formed of wood, and wire, or even

Ltxacs in Pots (Ipswich),—Alter the leaves have (alien choose the most
dwarf and best furnished, plants having number ol flower-buds, which
may be distinguished by their being larger and more prominent than tho

wood-buds, Take the plants up with good b die of earth, and pi toe them
in puts .,) 9ufficien1 size to contain them, but not largerthan in net

t<> admit a tolerable balL A pot 12 or 15 inches In diameter will in m >st

-uitu i.nt. The pots should !" efficient drained, and the soil

maj >e any moderately light rich loam. Alter potting give a rood water-

ing, and plunge the pots in eoni ashes in a warm .
I situation.

The plants may be placed iu your greenhouse shortly after Chri tm I .

and if well exposed to the Light they win flower in due season; but

want fln-m to bloom tarlv, von may in the middle of November place

them for a fortnight in a house with a temperature of from U , and
then transfer them to a heat ol 55 : II sprinkled overhead morniu [and
evening, and properly supplied with water, they will come into fine bloom
in about six weeks.

Protecting Peaches prom Wasps (Jf. -S. J?.).—The bi

against these is to cover the trees with hexagon netting. We are at a
lOSS to know how you aro to destroy or prevent woo.J] Ihc fruit

without at the same time having recourse to means that would injure the

trees and crop at this season ; but under similar ciroumsl inces

scooped out the inside of Potatoes, and placed them in the forks of tho

branches with the holes nest the wall. The w llice find their way into

the hollows of the Potatoes, and may be picked out with a pointed stick

and thrown into a pail of boiling water. This considerably thin

ranks and saves the fruit, as they are equally, if not more, partial to the

Potatoes as to tho Peaches.

Relaying a Lawn- [5. A.).—You should now dig up the tap-rooted and
other perennial weeds, as Dandelion. Plantain, Cock's-foot Grass, Bents,

and Ranunculus, but if you cannot do this without destroying the lawn,

we should take up as many as we possibly could without making it un-
sightly. Be content with the largest, and in February have the ground
trenched deeply without bringing up too much of the ab iil, and if the

Burface is uneven take advantage of the opportunity to level it. The
ground should lie until the first dry weather in April, and should then be
well raked or harrowed if possible, making it very fine, and freeing

it of stones. As soon afterwards as there is a prospect oi rain, sow whilst

the ground is dry, lightly rake the seeds in, and roll well the same day,

and do not roll again until the seedlings are fairly above ground. If yoa
were to have the ground dug now you might sow th i to the
middle of September, ornittiii-: the Clovers, and it would become green
before winter, but unless your situation is I tvourable, many of the better

cord strained tight, training the Melon at fil Jt to one stem, and fastening \ kinds of Grasses would perish in winter. No one would think of sowing
that with such full play to the trellis that the sinking of the earth will do
no harm. More anon.

Strawberries (A Butt to be Laughed at).—We never dig among our
strawberries. See last week's Journal. In your case we would trench
the whole of your Strawberries down, and get young plants from a place
where you know good crops are produced. That would be the quickest
way for your securing a crop, for it is justpossible, and likely even, that
you have a barren lot that might with difficulty be rendered fruitful.
Even then, with new plants, do not manure too highly.

Asters Diseased lHarry).—We can assign no reason for the Aster
leaves being so affected, unless they have been watered overhead with
strong manure, sewage, or other water that might suit the roots, but will
not suit the foliage.

Viola cobkdta (DevonieTisis).—Your specimen of Viola cornuta was so
much crushed that it was impossible to tell whether it was the right
variety or not. Send a specimen in a small box, I shall then be able to
decide.—J. Wills.

Onions and Shallots (Sfrasbur?).—We have no knowledge of tho
prices that are given to growers, and these depend very much on the
quality. Ascertain the name of some salesman in the metropolitan
markets, and write to him. You may apply to Mr. John Black, of Covent
Garden.

Laburnum Peeds (J. K. Currie).—They are decidedly poisonous, being
violently purgative and emetic, and should never be left within the
reach of children or cattle.

Propagation of Evergreens (Al Fresco).—Cryptomerias, Thujopsis,
Thujas, and Wellingtonias are propagated freely by cuttings. Now is the
time to take them off. Put them in pans or pots of silver sand, and place
them in a cool frame, shading them well. Let them remain all the
winter, protected from frost, and in spring plunge them in a gentle hot-
bed, when they will very soon strike root. We shall see about the Vines
for yon andsend over cuttings. Can you send a sucker of the Ailanthns ?

we should much like to see it. Judging from the leaf it will be a pretty
thing;. We have no recollection of ever seeing the former letter you
allude to.

On the Variegation ant> Crossing of Pelargoniums.—I am ex-
ceeding pleased with the remarks vour correspondent. " C." has made on
the above subject. He has so well and so kindly handled the subject, that
it is quite evident his only object is to bring out the opinions of others
who may have noticed different facts which may help to elucidate this
mysterious phenomenon. I shall again refer to the subject in a future
paper; in the meantime I beg " C." to accept my thanks for the kind
and able way in which he has taken my paper in hand, and shall be glad
if he will favour me with his name and address.—J. Wills.
Evergreen Shrubs under an Oak Tree (Felixstowe).—The following

would answer well :—Berberis Darwinii, repens, and aouifolinm. Coto-
neaster microphylla would also do, likewise Ancubas, which, however,
may grow too tall. Skimmia japonica would probably succeed ; and no
plants would bo better than the Periwinkles, or Vincas, and sinalldeaved
Ivies with plain and variegated leaves.

Peaches for Span-roofed House [A Subscriber),—We would recom-
mend you to get some of those new sorts raised by Mr. Rivers, which are
infinitely superior in flavour to the old sorts. Peaches'.—Early Albert,
Early Silver, and Noblesse. Nectarines.—Balgowan and Victoria,

Select Roses [S. J.).—See "D." of Peal's paper in this Numb. r.

Repotting an Oleander (C. .If. Major).—This plant does all tho better
when the roots reach the sides of the pot, and unless your plants in tubs
are in bad health, we advise you to take away as much soil as von can
around the sides, and replace it with fresh. The best time to shift them
is iu April and Slay, or just before they begin to grow.

Gras3 seeds in February." The beginning of April is sufficiently early. If

your lawn consists of little else but weeds, then we would recommend
you to dig up the whole in autumn, fork out tho worst Grasses and tap-

rooted weeds, and. after placing them in a heap, to sprinkle over them one
bushel of salt and a like quantity of lime to every cartload. At the end
of a year, if turned once or twice, they will, when mixed with an equal

quantity of manure, form an excellent compost for dressing the lawn in

the autumn after sowing. During the autumn the ground may be forked

over, and all weeds picked out, and in December it may be trenched, iu

which condition it may remain until the first dry weather in March. It

may then be levelled, and treated as above directed. Allow the Grass to

grow until the end of June or beginning of July, afterwards cut it every

three weeks until the middle of Septei . then give a top-dressing of

rich compost, and roll well, as you will do after the Grass is first cut.

Stopping the Shoots of Peach and Plum Trees (A fines).—Stop those

of the Peach at tho third leaf, and those of the Plum at the fourth, and
then at every leaf afterwards throughout the season, except the leaders,

which are required to cover the wall, and should be trained in at their

full length. The side shoots or laterals upon the Peach leaders are to ba
kept closely stopped to one joint. Upon the shoots of both trees you wilt

find a number of short stubby shoots that do not grow more than 1 or at

most 3 inches ; these are to be left entire, but if they grow longer stop

them.
Cutting-back Pelargoniums (Idem).—Your plants which are now irr

full bloom may, when the bloom is going off, have a diminished supply of
water, be kept dry for a fortnight or three weeks, and then be cut back.
Thev will not Mower so early as plants cut-in sooner, but they will, never-

theless, bloom well in June. The young plants, oi which the wood is

very soft and tender, should be rested for a time by keeping them dry at

the roots, and should then be cut back. They will break strongly and*

make tine plants for summer bloom.

Stopping Geraniums [Idem).—The cuttings put in now may bo
pinched back when they have struck to three joints, and when they have
made three joints again thev may have the point taken out, and this pro-

cess may be repeated until" the middle of April, when it should be dis-

continued. It does not interfere with the summer's bloom.

Oerastium tomentosum Choked with Weeds (Idem).—We would
advise your leaving the border of this Cerastium until autumn, and then
taking up the best and freest from weeds (which from what you state, we
think must be of a perennial nature), plant it with the ball adneringin
some sheltered situation, and in light drv soil. This will set the border

at libertv so that it may be cleared of the weeds, and in the end of March
or early "in April it may be replanted with the Cerastium. Put in small

pieces of the latter in lines b inches apart, and 3 inches from plant to

plant. It will cover the ground by the middle or end of June, but will not

flower to any extent, though, as a" silvery-t'oliaged plant of low growth, it

will be very ornamental.

Variegated Geraniums not Bloominc {Idem).—They do not usually

flower so freely as the plain-leaved varieties, and the circumstance of

yours having only a flower at the top, is due to there being no side shoots.

Yon may remedy this by stopping the plants in spring so as to make
them bushy when planted out. Flower of the Day is not a shy bloomer,

but as regards its foliage it is inferior to most of the kinds now in cul-

tivation.

Spot on Orchids [Constant Render).—The spot on the leaf of lyoux

Aerides oJoratum is caused In the first instance by some parasite, which
is becoming very general in collections. We arc unable to 3Uggesi a

remedy, and should feel obliged if those having kn ieevu
would favour us with their experience. Willi ms's "Orchid Guide'

would suit you ; that and Appleby's • Orchid Mann il You
can have the latter, post free, from our B&ce I E thirty-two postage

stamps.
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Rose Mildew (An Original Subscriber).—To rid your trees of this pest,
dissolve Gishurst compound in the proportion of 2 ozs. to the gallon of
water, and apply it with a syringe.

Melons Cracking (W.H. £.).—The cause of this is the rind becoming
hard before the growth has been completed, and generally from a defi-

ciency of water whilst the fruit is swelling ; then the soil or atmosphere
becoming moister the fruit swells, and the rind being incapable of resist-

ing the internal pressure cracks to make way for the increased growth of
the fruit. We know of no remedy except keeping the soil well supplied
with water and the atmosphere moist, affording also slight shade from
bright sun from the time when the fruit is fairly set and swelling until
it has attained its full size and become netted over, when the supply of
water should be lessened, and the atmosphere kept as dry as possible
until the fruit is ripe. If you allow the soil and atmosphere to become
so dry as to check the growth of the fruit, and after the rind has become
hard give moisture, some kinds of Melons crack. Melons require as
much water when swelling as a Cucumber, and when ripening a very dry
atmosphere.

Gladiolus Failure (J. G.).—We conclude that your plants go off in
that mysterious manner which has caused dismay to most cultivators of
Gladioli, and is now familiarly known as "rust." Your mode of culture
is good, and we do not know in what way it can be improved on.

Heating Small Greenhouse (T. L. M.).—The sanitary piping will
answer the purpose equally as well as a flue, and we should by all means
recommend you to use one large nine-inch in preference to two smaller
ones, as it will be less liable to foul and be easier cleaned.

Vines for a Pit (A Two-years Subscriber).—In your pit you may plant
two Vines as you propose, and train one 2 feet from the bottom across

the lights, and the other half way between that and the top. You may
make a border for them outside, and at one end of the pit only ; and if
you could so contrive it that the Vines conld have an inside as well as
an outside border all the better ; plant them inside. For one Vine we
would recommend Black Hamburgh, and forthe other White Frontignan.
Plant next March. It is not desirable, nor indeed prudent, to turn out
the Vines, for we apprehend that you will not heat your pit more than
will be sufficient to keep out frost, and that will not injure the Vines;
but if you maintain a higher temperature than 40' it is well to turn them
out, and in that case you must plant them outside.

Names of Fruit (H. J. C.).—No. 1, Royal George Peach ; 2, Galande ;

3, GFro'sse Mignonne. You should always send leaves with Peaches and!
Nectarines. The piece of a tree is Liquidambar styraciflna. The seedling
Apple is worth keeping for the present. Send it again when ripe.

Names of Plants (AnfjUem).— Tour Fern is Asplenium trichomaneg
incisum. Be good enough to inform us where you found the plant
(Shanbnlly)—Francoa ramosa. (D. Davis).—1 and 2, Varieties of Sco-
lopendrium officinamm ; 3, Phymatodes, too imperfect; 4, Nephrodinm
molle ; 5, Campyloneuron lanceolatum (?) ; 6, Polystichum aculeatum.
(B. T. M.).—Francoa sonchifolia. (Ardchaple).—Adiantum formosnm.
(Miss E. Jarret).—The whole of your specimens were unnumbered—Adi-
antum coneinuum, A. macrophylliun, A. diaphanum ; others incomplete.
(R. H. A.).—I, Blechnum sp. (?) ; 2, Adiantum formosum ; 3, A.cuneatum ;

4, Pteris longifolia var. serrulata; 5, Polypodium vulgarevar. cambricum;
6, Lastrea deeurrens ; 7, Phymatodes vulgaris ; 8, Doodia media : 0, As-
plenium obtusum ; 10, Peihea adiimtifolia ; 11, Davallia cannruusis

;

12, Scolopendrium officinarum; 13, Asplenium bulbiferum; 14, Thamno-
pteris australis.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the Week ending August 25th.

Date.
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and placed near a fire till dry. It must not bo at liberty any

more till after the show. Wo have known Poland exhibitors

who for days before a competition confined all topknots with

indian -rubber bands in order to keep them clean. Fowls should

be sent to shows with clean logs. They should be liberally fed

on soft food before they start, and should be packed in round

baskets that will allow them to stand upright without injury or

inconvenience to their combs. Many Spanish cocks have lost

prizes by being put in baskets that would not allow the bird to

stand up without pressing the comb down. The bottoms of

all baskets should bo covered with straw, and if it can be

arranged, fowls should travel by night. On this latter point

we are of opinion that whore fowls are received during the

whole day previous to an exhibition, those which are sent by

a night train, and arrive early in the morning, are tenfold

gainers by their few hours of extra confinement, owing to the

care and comfort bestowed on their unpacking and feeding while

there are few birds to attend to compared to the hurry of the

evening, when all arrive en masse.

VULTURE HOCK IN COCHINS AND BRAHMAS.
Hating a slight remembrance of some conversation with a

friend about vulture-hocked Brahmas, I take the blame, if any
exist, of answering the charge (which seems to have impressed

itself so strongly upon the mind of your correspondent
" Justitia," " that the vulture hock was a sign of weakness
in the leg-joint." " Justitia " is troubled with a bad memory,
or he would remember some other points in the statements he
only partially announces. The reply I gave was not definite,

and the point alluded to was a portion of a question put, to

which I received no reply—viz., as " to whether vulture hocks,

like a cat-hocked horse, were not a sign of, or resulting from,

weakness in the leg-joints." As my words have been so far

misconstrued, I will venture to give my own opinion upon the

subject, and reply to " Justitia " at the same time.

"Justitia" alludes to the so-called challenge of "T.B.A.Z."
not being replied to. I considered the subject discussed and
proved against the vulture hock, and that it was actually of

recent introduction. I have not observed judges make altera-

tion in tho acknowledged standard of excellence in poultry

;

they could not do so. The question is not " an open one,"

it has been definitively settled : it, therefore, should not "un-
settle breeders;" if it do so it is their own fault, as the conse-

quences are known beforehand. I never met with breeders

who admired vulture hocks. The lady alluded to truly says,
" There must be a tendency to vulture hocks." This is a long

way from actually being so. It is not one judge but all who
exclaim against them. The Birmingham judges will, I have no
doubt, act according to the acknowledged standard, and not
merely to suit the few who happen to breed vulture hocks, and
have thereby become attached to them. The rule to disallow

them is old, to allow them would be new. If by agitation the
rule could be set aside, then birds of both kinds might be
shown, but for my part I do not see any good reason for doing so.

In conclusion, I beg to say I have a friend who has kept
Brahmas from the earliest importation, and he quite agrees
with the remarks made by the judge who replies to " Justitia,"

that vulture hocks are a new introduction. As far as my own
experience is concerned, I have always found vulture hocks
most frequent amongst leggy birds, and whether you look at

them sideways or in front, they appear knock-kneed and weak,
and continually desiring to sit down.

It is well known that Dorkings have been crossed with
Cochins to give them stamina, and birds have actually been
exhibited with feather stubs still peeping through the scales of

the legs—perhaps our friend "Justitia" would have awarded
such birds a high premium ; I should not, because they are
evidently a fresh importation, and should be treated only as

a cross deserves.

I think it would be much more correct to make a fresh class
for White Brahmas than for vulture-hocked, since most of last

year's winning birds were without any pencilling in the neck
hackles, and the preference was given invariably to size, and
not to markings, as it should be according to rules.—F. C.

as tho grumblings of " disappointed exhibitors," how can they

expect any redress ? Though I am not at present a breeder of

either Cochins or Brahmas, yet my opinion would load mo to

advocate the whole vulture, hock.—B. P. Buent.

Witt should one judge rule against all fanciers? Why do
not the Brahma fanciers demand a poll ? I do not quite agree
with " Clbricus," for I think exhibitors are most to blame, and
while they are content to have their just complaints set down

KLNGSWOOD TOULTRY SHOW.
My only association, until yesterday, August 2'2nd, with Kingswood,

near Bristol, was the preaching of YVhitolicld to the colliers, some of

whom came with brickbats and fool's cap to injure and insult the

preacher, but stayed with tears on their blackened cheeks beseeching

his forgiveness, und praying his further instruction. I shell now, in

addition, connect Kingswood with the sight of a Tery pretty flower

show, and a spirited first attempt at a poultry show. Kingswood is

not an easy place to reach from Wiltshire, tit least now that railways

have made must places so easy of access, and we have come to think a

few miles of hilly road terrible to face. I determined to go on to

Bristol rather than stop at Keynskani, being afraid of not obtaining a
conveyance there.

Entering Bristol station I noticed amid the smoke, dirt, and black-

ness, a bright little garden amid the great breadth of railway lines

crossing and recrossing each other. It belonged to a pointsman, who
had also decorated his black sentry-box with creepers. The garden

was a perfect little gem, though only a few feet square. Pointing oat

this specimen of gardening under difficulties to a surgeon, my vis-a-vU

in the carriage, I said, " That's a good sign." u Yes," he replied,

" I never knew a drunkard who took pains with his garden." I found

that Kingswood was four miles from Bristol, and " four such miles
!"

siud tho cabman. Once started, 1 thread the narrowest and dirtiest of

streets, the abodes of tho lowest class—streets ripe and ready for tho

cholera—the adults begrimed, the little children like half-washed

chimney-sweeps. Onwards and always upwards we go. I was early

and quite alone on the road. After the thickly crowded streets are

passed, blackened cottages succeed, everything has a collier look.

Whitefiehl, a great orator, but no organiser, had left no enduring

mark upon Kingswood. Not so quiet John Wesley ; Westeran chapels

and " Wesley Buildings " are there. Still upwards I climb and reach

Kingswood village, which had put out its llags for a gala day. Small

flags peep out at bedroom windows, larger ones float over our heads,

little collier boys cheer me—no, my horse, as I pass along. Turning

down a lane I at length get into the pure country, and stopping at a

gate enter a park in which the Show is held. It proves to be the park

of Mr. Budgett, the son, I believe, of the Mr. Budgett whose memoirs

under the title " The Successful Merchant," have found their way
into many homes. He was one who rose to wealth by industry, and
better still, set a good example by his princely liberality and Christian

kindness.

I arrived early, imagining that the Show would be opened at twelve

o'clock, but it was not so. However, no one barred the way to

" Wiltshire TlEctor ;" he walks in, the attendant policemen doing

him reverence, and no question, and not even a ticket asked for.

Possibly the "Wiltshire Rector" was taken for some Canon, or

even—who knows ?—for the Dean of Bristol—some one so great that no
ticket was required of him. The Judges are a^ their work, so I find

a seat ont in the open, and watch and enjoy the proceedings. I note

tin bustle and eager desire to have everything proper on the part of

the officials. I listen to the marvellous Gloucestershire dialect of tho

workmen who are busy around me. I enjoy the pretty views, and
half-dozing look-on at the bedding plants in the garden a little way off.

At length one o'clock comes, and with it a band eaters, then a second

band, and the Show is open.

I walk straight to the poultry trent. It is of the " Classes open to

all England," that I shall speak. It must be borne in mind that this

wfl s tin- first poultry show at Kingswood, and that the time of year is

against showing birds. Indeed, I was surprised to see so many in

good plumage. The great desire of the Committee was to bring

together, by offering liberal prizes, at any rate a few good birds, and
this wish was realised.

In Spanish Mr. Parsley, of Bristol, took the first prize with birds

which were very superior. Mr. T. Bamfield, of Clifton, was second.

In DorHngs and in Buff CocMns Miss Milwardwas first. Mr. Rod-

bard was first and second in Parti ! : Ions, all his birds in this

class being of great merit. The ' the largest class. It is

wonderful how all over England the Game fowl is beloved. Mr. Dupe,

of Evercreech, was first with a pen of Brown I
i b were to my

thinking the gems of tin- Show. Mr. Dupe took second with Duck-

wings—indeed he carried off all the honours : his three pens were a
pleasure to look at as they stood side by side. Br more

numerous than Cochins. Thi pen was Mr. Boyle's. Rev. C. L.

Cruwys had his usual place with Sebri] M I a ' and Mr. Rodbard

carried off the second Bantam prize with a pen of very good coloured

Duckwings. The special prizes for the bes; cockerels of any vt

offered by Mr. Rodbard, fell to a good Spanish cod rel 1 lug to

Mr. Parsley ; the secol I >al I
belongi t< Mi-

. Rol ts, while

Mr. Cornwall's Dork: i amended. The Rev. Mr. Hodson, of

North Petherton, acted as poultr ;

While looking at the poultry a number of " Reformatory " boys

passed through—very little boys they were. I was delighted to see
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the little fellows at the Show ; such a sight would not, I am sure,

hinder their reformation.

Besides the poultry tent there was a large one for flowers ; another
of equal dimensions for cottagers' flowers, fruits, and vegetables ; and
a third in which were table decorations, principally flower-vases, in
which the flowers were very tastefully arranged by fair fingers, though
I fear I saw nothing very new.
At three o'clock I left the Show, and met visitors pouring in as fast

as possiblo, admitted through Mr. Budgett's pretty garden, through
which also I made my exit, and reached with difficulty my cab ; for

now the village street was crowded with carriages, and people on foot,

and a pleasure fair was in its full glory.

One final word. I would strongly recommend the poultry Show to

be in future held in Bristol ; it would be easy of access, and certain to

be large and well attended. Let my good friends at Kingswood and
the fowl-loving Bristolians lay their managing heads together.

—

Wiltshire Hector.

ALDBOROUGH iBOROUGHBRIDGE) POULTRY
SHOW.

The sixth annual Show was held in the park adjoining Aldborough
Manor on Thursday the 17th inst. The day was rather unfavourable,
rain falling very heavily during the forenoon, which prevented many
visitors from attending. The entries were not numerous, but some
good specimens were exhibited. The following are the awards :

—

Dorkings (Coloured!.—First. O. A. Young, Driffield. Second, J. Bell,
Thornton-le-Moor. Chicfo ns.—First, T. Mason. Second, J. Bell.
Spanish (Black).—First, O. A, Young. Second, M. & R. Gray, Borough-

bridge.
Game (White and Pile).—First, W. Calvert. Second, O. A. Young.

Chickens.—Prize, W. Calvert.
Game (Black-breasted and other Reds).—Prize, W. Bearpark, Ainderby

Steeple. Chickens.—First, J. Bell. Second, Mrs. Ward.
Cochin-China.—Prize, J. Walker. Cliickens.—Prize, J. G. Milner.
Hamburc.hs (Golden-spangled).—FirBt, J. Topham, Boroughbridge.

Second, J. Walker. Chickens.—Prize, J. Gatenby,
Hamudughs (Golden-pencilled).—First, O.A.Young. Second, J. Walker.
Hambubghb (Silver-spangled).—First, 0. A. Young. Second, J. Walker.
Hamburghs (Silver-pencilled).—First, J. Walker. Second, H. S. Hard-

castle, Hunsingore.
Polands.—First, O. A. Young. Second, W. Lonsdale.
Brahma.—Prize, E. Graham. Chickens*—Prize, E. Graham.
Bantams (White).—Prize, O. A. Young. Cliickens.—Prize, C. P. An-

drews, Aldborough.
Bantams (Game).—First, O. A. Young. Second, M. & R. Gray.
Any other Distinct Breed.—Prize, O. A. Young.
Farmyard Cross.—First, S. Robson. Second, W. Bickerdike.
Extra Stock.—Prize, Miss Norfolk.
Turkeys.—Prize, I. Moorey, Mulwith. Poults.—First, Mrs. Maynard.

Second, I. Moorey.
Geese.—First, O, A. Young. Second, I. Moorey. Goslings.—First,

Hattersley & Wilson, Thirak. Second, I. Moorey.
Ducks (Aylesbury).—First, O. A. Young. Second, J. Cuthbertson.
Ducks (Rouen).—First, E. Graham. Second, Miss Lawsou. Ducklings,

—First, W. Bearpark. Second, Miss Lawson.
Ducks (Any other variety).—First, J. G. Milner. Second, S. Robson.
Guinea Fowls.—First, 0. A. Young. Second, I. Moorey.
Pigeons.—Croppers.—Prize, Hattersley & Wilson. Carriers.—Prize, G.

Sadler. Trumpeters.—Prize, G. Sadler. Jncobins.—Prize, Lofthouse and
Eglin. Fantails (White).—Prize, Lofthouse & Eglin. Tumblers.—Prize,
G.Sadler. Dragons.—Prize, Hattersley & Wilson. Barbs.—Prize, Loft-
house &. Egliu. Nuns.—Prize, Hattersley & Wilson. Turbits.—Prize, G.
Sadler. Any otlier variety..—Prize, Hattersley & Wilson.
Selling Class (Any variety*.—Prize. G. Sadler.
Rabbits (Fancy).—First, O. A. Young. Second, Mrs. Slade.

The Judges were Mr. Jolly and Mr. Hunter.

DRIGHLINGTON AND ADWALTON POULTRY
SHOW.

(From a Correspond* nt. I

The eleventh annual Show of the Drighlington (near Leeds) Agri-

cultural Society was held on Saturday the 18th inst. The show of

poultry was scarcely equal to that at previous exhibitions. Except the

class in which a cup was offered for the best pen of any breed the

Show was well judged ; but in this class the cup was given to a pen of

Black Red Game which could not have won in its own class, being, to

say the least, exceeding poor, while a magniticent pen of Gold Polands
and an excellent pen of Spanish were passed over. The cock in the

cup pen was in the worst condition and feather, and very much duck-

footed ; while the hen was more like a Dorking in shape, and altogether

out of condition.

(From another Correspondent.)

The prize for Black Spanish went to Mr. Thresh, whose birds were
good, more especially the hen. The second-prize birds of Mr. Beldon's

were of average merit. The DorJdng$ were not first-class. The < 'ochins

were rather inferior to what we have seen. In Black-breasted and
other Reds some good birds were shown. Mr. Noble showed excellent

Black Game. In the Hamburgh classes Mr. Beldon as usual showed
good birds. His Silver and Golden Polands were also much admired.

In Game Bantams Mr. Noble, who took the first prize, had a good
pen. In the class for any variety of Bantam] Mr. Huttou was first

with a very superior pen of Blacks. The second-prize pen was also
good. The class for the best cock of any breed brought together some
excellent birds. Mr. Beldon taking the first prize with a splendid Buff
Cochin ; indeed had this bird been shown in the cup class with a hen
of equal merit, no doubt he would have taken the first position. The
second prize went to a very good Black Red Game cock, the property
of Mr. Noble, Mr. Thresh taking thud with a very fair specimen of
Black Spanish. For the best pen of poultry Mr. Fell took tke cup
with Black Red Game. The entry in this class was small, but tin-

birds were of average merit. The classes for Pigeons were not well
filled.

Spanish.—First, J. Thresh, Bradford. Second, T. Greenwood, Dews-
bury.
Dorking.—First and Second, H. Beldon, Goitstock, Bingley.
Cochin.—First and Second, H. Beldon.
Game (Black-breasted or other Red). — First, H. Beanland' (Black-

breasted). Second, H. Beldon.
Game (Duckwingor other Grey or Blue).—Prize, J. Fell & Sons, Ad-

walton (Duckwing).
Game (White- ur Pile).—First, W. Walker, Gomersal. Second, G. Hartley

(Piles).

Game (Black or Brassy-winged).—First, G. Noble, StainclitTe (Black).
Second, G. Hartley [Black).
Hamhi i. ii

t Golden-spangled).—First and Second, H. Beldon.
Hamburgh (Silver-spangled).—First and Second, H. Beldon.
Hamburgh (Golden-pencilled).—First and Second, H. Beldon.
Hamburgh (Silver-pencilled).—First and Second, H. Beldon.
Polish.—First and Second, H. Beldon.
Any Distinct Breed not mentioned in the above Classes.—First

and Second, H. Beldon.
Game Bantams.—First, G.Noble. Second. S. Schofield, Heckmondwike.
Bantam (Any other variety).—First] E. Huttou, Pudsey. Second, S.

Schofield.
Guinea Fowls.—Prize, H. Beldon.
Geese (Any breed).—Prize, J. Ward, Drighlington.
Ducks (Aylesbury).— First, J. Garforth, Drighlington. Second, B.

Bentley, Birstal.
Ducks (Rouen).—First and Second, J. Ward.
Any Breed.—First, H. Beldon. Second, G. Noble. Third, J. Thresh

(Black Spanish). Fourth, J. Fell & Suns. Fifth, J. Gott, Adwalton.
Sixth. H. Beanland.
A Silver Cup given for the Best Pen of Poultry.—Cup, J. Fell

and Sons.
Pigeons.—Poicters.—Prize, J. Thompson, Bingley. Carriers.—Prize,

B. Peel, Birkensbaw (White). Dragon*.—Prize, J. Thompson. Antwerps.
—Prize, E. Hutton. Barbs.—Prize, .T. Thompson. Owls.—First, J.Thomp-
son. Second, J. Clayton, Drighlington. Turbits.—Prize, J. Thompson.
Archangels.—Prize..!. Thompson. Any other variety—First, J. Thompson.
Second, J. Oxley (Baldpates).

The Judges wire Stephen Barrett, Esq., Harewood, and J. W.
Thompson, Esq., Southowram, Halifax.

HALIFAX AND CALDER-VALE POULTRY
SHOW.—August 35th.

The following are the awards made on this occasion :

—

Spanish.—First, Messrs. Burch& Boulter, Sheffield. Second, J. Thresh'
Bradford. Third, H. Beldon, Bingley. Chickens.—First, J- Pindar

>

Clitheroc. Seeond and Third, H. Pickles, juu., Earbv, near Skipton.
Dorkings.—First, D. White, Driffield. Second, J. Pindar. Third, Hon.

H. W. Fitzwilliam, Wentworth Woodhouse, Rotkerhain. Chickens.—
First, Hon. H. W. Fitzwilliam. Second, Uev. J. F. Newton, Kirby-in-

Cleveland. Third, F. Key, Beverley. Commended, H. Savilc, Ollerton,

Notts; H. Beldon.
Cochin-China (Cinnamon, Buff, or Lemon).—First.W. Harvey, Sheffield.

Second, T. Stretch. Ormskirk. Third, W. Wood, Wakcjey, Sheffield.

Chick, us.—First, C. Spencer, Attleborough, Norfolk. Second, C. W. Brier-

lev, Middleton. Third, J. Stott, Rochdale.
Cochin-China (Partridge).—First, C. W. Brierley. Second, T. Stretch.

Third, W. Gamon, Thornton-le-Moors. Chickens.—Prize, T. Stretch.

Cochin-China (Black, White, or any other variety .—thickens.—Second,
G. Farnell, Queensbury. Third, Mrs. Dale, .Scarborough.
Bramah Pootra (Light).—Second, E. Pigeon, Lympstone near Exeter.

Third. F. Crook, Forest Hill, Kent. Chickens.—First, E. Pigeon. Second,
F. Crook. Third, H. Savile, Ollerton, Notts.
Bramah Pootra (Dark).—First, G. H. Roberts. Penwortham. Preston.

Second and Third, J. H. Pickles. Gliickcns*—FirBt, R. W. Boyle. Bray,
Co., Wicklow, Ireland. Second, G. H. Roberts. Third, J. H. Pickles.

Commended, J. H. Pickles.
Single Game Cock (Anv colour).—Cup and First, C. W. Brierley. Se-

cond, J. Fletcher, Stoncclough, Manchester. Third, J. Mason, Worcester.
Sim ; \.v. Game Hen (Anv colour).—First, R. Pashley, Worksop. Second,

C. W. Brierley. Third, Hon. H. W. Fitzwilliam. Commended, T. West,
Eccleston, St. Helens. ,

Game (Black-breasted Red).—First, J. Firth, Dewsbury. Second, T.

Bottomlev, Shelf. Third, W. Gamon. Chickens.—First, J. Hudson, Brad-
ford. Second, J. Firth. Third, G. Noble.
Game (Brown-breasted and other Red).—First, J. Firth. Second, W.

Gamon. Third, J. Spencer, Queensbury. Chickens.—Cup and First, J.

Firth. Second, J. Wood. Third, H. Beldon.
Game (Duckwing Grey and Blue).—First, J. Fletcher. Second, W

Boyes. Third, W. Gamon. Commended, J. Firth. Chickens.—First, A.
Hodgson. Second, J. Firth. Third. W. Whiteley.
Game (White and Piles).—First, W. Gamon. Second, W. Charter, Drif-

field. Chickens.—First and Second, R. Pashley. Third, G. Hartley.

Game (Black or any other).—First, J. Fletcher. Second, G. Noble,

Dewsbury. Third, J. Ibbetson, Leeds. Chickens.—First, G. Hartley. Se-

cond, J. ibbetson.
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Single Game Cockerel (Any colour).—First, .1. Fell, Leeds. Second,
G. Noble. Third, T. Bottomley.
Single Game Pullet (Any* colour 1 .—First mid Second, II. Crossley,

Halifax. Third, G. Noble. Commended, K. Pashlcy.
Polands.—First and Second. II. Beldon. Third, s. shaw. ckickens.—

First, H. Beldon. Second, H. Bowker, Koighlcy. Third, -T. Bowker,
Himiutrghs (Golden-pencilled).—First.it. Ilcmiiigwny, shelf. Second,

II. Beldon. Third, S. Smith. Cliickeiu.—First, H. Beldon. Second, 8.

Smith. Third, F. Hotlines, Bradford. Commended, W. Stansfiela, Jan.,
Todmordeu.
HAMBURGHS (Silver-pencilled).— First and Second. 11. Beldon. Third,

•I. B. Powers, Biggleswade Beds. Chickens.—First and Second, 11. Beldon.
Third, \V. Bastow.
Hamburghs (Goldon-spanglcd).—First, H. Beldon. Second, \V. Throup,

Shihden. Third, J. W. Cannan, Bradford. Chickens.—•First, J. Hoe,
Hatlleld near .Manchester. Second, H. Beldon. Third, J. W, Cannan.

II vmiuio.iis (Silver-spangled).— First and Second, A. K. Wood, Bum-
side, Kendal. Third, H. Beldon. Commended, A. Woods, Liverpool.
Chickens.—Cup and First, H. Beldon. Second, J. Fielding, Manchester.
Third* -I. Walker, Knaresborough.
Hamburghs (Black, White, or any other varioty).—First, C. Sidgwick,

Keighley. Second, H. Beldon. Third, S. Shaw. Chickens.—First and
Second, C. Sidgwick. Third, S. Shaw.
Any other Distinct Breed, except Bantams.—First, Hon. II. W.

Fitzwilliam. Second and Third, National Poultry Company (La Fleche,
lloudau). Commended, E. Pigeon ; G, Viney, Halifax. Chickens.—First,

Second, and Third, National Poultry Company.
Single Game Bantam Cock.—First, J. Rhodes, Wakefield. Second,

W. Bentley, Scholes, Clecklieaton. Third, G. Manning, Essex.
iiv\iK Bantams.—First, G. Noble. Second, C. W. Brierlev. Third, J.

Walker.
Bantams (Gold or Silver-laced Sebright).—First and Second, F. L. Boy,

Kelso. Third, S. & R. Ashton, Manchester. Commended, T. E. Harri-
son, Kendal.
Bantams (Any other variety).—First, S. Rhodes (Black'. Second, W.

Harvey (Japanese). Third. J. W. Cannan (Black). Commended, Enoch
Hutton, Leeds ; E. Cambridge, Bristol.
Ducks (Aylesbury).—First and Third, Mrs. Seamons, Aylesbury. Se-

cond, E. Leech. Commended, E. Leech.
Ducks (Rouen).—First and Third, S. Shaw, Stainlond. Second, W.

Bentley.
Ducks (Any other variety).—First, H. Savile. Second, Sir II. Edwards,

Bart., M.P., Halifax. Third, S. Shaw.
Geese.—First, E. Leech. Second, C. W. Brierley. Third, O. A. Yonng,

Driffield. Goslings.—First, W. Gamon. Second, Mrs. M. Seamons.
Third, S. H. Stott.

Turkeys.—First, S. H. Stott. Second, E. Leech, Rochdale. Third,
Mrs. Dale. Poults.—First, Mrs. Dale. Second, J. Clegg, Geathmd. Third,
E. Leech.
Selling Class (Any Breed).—First, H. Beldon (Spanish). Second, T.

Pomfret, Preston (Brahmas). Third. C. W. Brierley.
Extra Stock (Poultry).—First, Sir H. Edwards, Bart., M.P., Halifax

(Black Swans). Second, H. Savile (Dorking Pullets).
Extra Stock (Rabbits). — Commended, Master H. Adams, Halifax

(Angora); J. Flemin g, Haliiax (Spanish) ; W. Wright, Halifax (Spanish,

PIGEONS.
Powters or Croppers.—First, R. Fulton, London. Second, W. Har-

vey, Sheffield. Highly Commended, R. Fulton ; H. Beldon. Hen—First,
I. Thackrav, York. Second, W. Harvev. Highly Commended, It. Fulton

;

E. E. M. Royds, Rochdale.
Cap.riers.—First and Cup, T. Collev, Sheffield. Second, M. Hedlev,

Surrey. Highly Commended, H. Hedley; E. E. M. Royds. Hen—First,
M. Hedley. Second, R. H. Artindale. Highly Commended, J. R. Robin-
son, Sunderland.
Tumblers (Almond).—First. R. Fulton. Second, F. Crosslev, Elland.
Tumblers (Mottled).—First, E. E. M. Royds. Second, S. Shaw.
Balds or Beards.—First, J. Fielding, Rochdale. Second, E. E. M.

Royds.
Owls.—First, J. R. Robinson. Second, J. Fielding, jun.
Turbits.—First, J. Wade, Ovenden. Second, J. Holden, Bradford.

Highly Commended, J. Percivall, Loudon.
Jacobins.—First, F. Kev, Beverley. Second. S. Shaw.
Fantails.—First, J. Thackray. Second, H. Yardler. Highlv Com-

mended, H. Yardley
; J. R. Robinson ; S. Shaw.

Barbs.—First, j. Thackray. Second, J. Firth, jun., Halifax. Very
Highly Commended, S. Shaw. Highly Commended, J. R. Robinson.
Dragons.— First, J. Percivall. Second, F. Crossley. Highly Com-

mended and Commended, H. Yardley.
Tin mpetehs.—First and Second, "S. Shaw. Very Highly Commended,

-I. R. Robinson.
Magpies.—First, S. Shaw. Second, J. Thackray.
Any other Breed.—First, J. J. H. Stockall, Liverpool. Second, Na-

tional Poultry Company.
Selling Class.—First and Second, J. Fielding, jun. Highlv Com-

mended, F. Broemel, Kent.
Extra Stock.—First, T. Colley. Second, J. Fielding.

Judges.—Poultry; Mr. R. Teebay, Fulwood, Preston; Mr. M.
Hedley, Redhiil, Surrey ; and Mr. j. Douglas, Clumber. Pigeons:
Mr. Harrison Weir, Peekham, London.

MOTTRAM POULTRY SHOW."
The second annual Show of the Mottram Society took place on

Monday the 20th of August. In number of entries and quality of
-t.uk the Exhibition was mnch better than its predecessor. There
were upwards of two hundred pens of poultry and Pigeons. Among
Dorkuias, Spanish, and Cochins there were some excellent pens, espe-
cially those from Messrs.Burch & Boulter and Mrs. Sngden. Game
were worthy of notice, though not well matched in leg ; bul among the
young Keds some very good pens were shown. Gold and Silver
Pencils were altogether bad, but the Spangles of both varieties were
better, though the cockerels of the Silvers were- not good . out among

tho Golden were some of the best pens seen this season. The
Poland and Variety classes were not good. The Game Bantams
contained some perfect pens ; but the Black and White Bantams were
not good. Some very good Gold-laced Bantams won, but the Silvers
were out of condition. Rouen Ducks were a most excellent class,
scarcely any pen of which was left unnoticed. Some pretty little Teal
wero first in the Variety class, and Domesticated Wild were second.
7'/n/.;/s and Getit wire very large, and shown iu excellent feather.
In l'nno/t.s the most noticeable pens were the Kites, Owls, and Barbs
sent by Mr. Fielding, and the Almonds exhibited by Messrs. Royds.
The extra prize for the best pen in the Show was awarded to a splen-
did pen of Golden-spangled chickens of this year, though very closely
run by the pen of old Spanish from Messrs. Burch & Boulter and a
capital pen of Grouse Cochin chickens from Mrs. Sugden.
Duckings (Any variety).—First, Messrs. S. & R. Ashton, Mottram. Se-

ise, d, W. Pan-, Manchester. Chi' k, <• in t, E. Leech, Rochdale. Se-
cond, Messrs. S. & R. Ashton.
Spanish.—First, Messrs. Burch & Boulter, Sheffield. Second, T.

Walker, jun., Denton, near Manchester. Chickens.—First and Second,
Messrs. Burch & Boulter.
Cochins (Any variety).—First. W. A. Taylor, Manchester. Second,

J. Nelson, Manchester. Highly Commended, T. Hardicar, Manchester;
H. B. Whittaker, Alkrington. Commended, T. Maxwell, Salford.
Chickens.—First and Second. The Hon. Mrs. Sngden, Cheshire. Highly
Commended, W. Bamford; D. Bamforl ; T. Wrigloy, jun. Commended,
J. Thorneley, Hadfield.
Game l Black-breasted and other Reds).—First, W. Gamon, Chester.

Second, J. Jackson, Lancashire. Highly Commended, E. B. Sugden,
Nantwich. Commended, J. Hilton, Bootha Town Bridge. Chickens.—
First, W. Gamon, Chester. Second, E. B. Sugden.
Game (Any other variety). — First, W. Gamon. Second, S. and R.

Ashton, Mottram. Chickens.—First, C. Shepley, Mottram. Second, J.
Shepley, Mottram.
Hamburghs (Gold-pencilled).—First, T. Wriglev, jun., Middleton. Se-

cond, Messrs. S. & K. Ashton. Chickens.—First, W. Parr, Patricroft.
Second, T. Wrigloy. Highly Commended, G. Geast, Chadderton near
Middleton. Commended, T. Wriglev, jun.
Hamburghs (Silver-pencilled).—First and Second, Messrs. S. & R.

Ashton. Chickens.—First, W. Parr. Second, Messrs. S. & R. Ashton.
Hamburghs (Gold-spangled).— First, J. Buckley, Taunton, Ashton-

under-Lyne. Second, Messrs. 9. & R. Ashton. Highly Commended, J.
Andrews, Ashton-nnder-Lyne. Commended, W. Parr. Chickens.—First
and Premium Prize, Messrs. S. & R. Ashton. Second, A. Ludlam, Mottram.
Highly Commended, J. Andrews, Ashton-nnder-Lyne.
Hamburghs (Silver-spangled).—First, Messrs. Ashton & Booth. Se-

cond, A. Woods, Sefton. Commended, A. Ludlam. Chickens.—First, J.
Jackson, Bury. Second, T. Wrigley, jun. Highly Commended, A. Ludlam.
Polands (Any variety).— First, G. Heathcote. Macclesfield (Silver-

spangled). Second, Messrs. S. 61 R. Ashton (Black). Chickens.—Prize,
Messrs. S. & R. Ashton.
Any other Variety.—First, Mossra. Ashton & Booth. Second, Messrs.

S. & R. Ashton (Houdans). Chickens.—Yirat, W. A. Taylor. Second,
Messrs. Ashton & Booth. Commended, T. Wrigley, jun.
Bantams (Game).—First, W. Travis, Ashton-under-Lyne. Second, T.

Walker, jun., Denton. Highly Commended, E. Toder, Little Carlton,
near Newark ; J. Rhodes, Staleybridge ; H. Shaw, Heyrod.
Bantams (Black or White).—First, Messrs. S. & K. Ashton. Second,

G. Heathcote, Macclesfield.
Bantams (Any other variety).—First, T. C. Harrison, Hull. Second,

Messrs. S. & R. Ashton (Silver-laced).
Ducks (Aylesbury).—First, E. Leech, Rochdale. Second, Messrs.

S. & R. Ashton.
Ducks (Rouen).—First and Second. J. Nelion, Manchester. Highlv

Commended, E. Leech ; W. Parr. Commended, T. Hardicar; S.H. Stott,
Rochdale.
Ducks (Any other variety).—First, T. C. Harrison. Second, T. Walker,

jun.
Geese.—First, S. H. Stott. Second, E. Leech. Highly Commended,

S. & P.. Ashton.
Turkeys.—First, E. Leech. Second, S. H. Stott.
Selling Class.—First, Mr3. Bamford, Harpnrley (Buff Cochins).

Second, Messrs. Burch & Boulter i Spanish). Highly Commended, Mi
Ashton & Booth. Commended, T. Wrigloy, jun. (Gold-pencilled Ham-
burghs) ; Mrs. Bamford (Buff Cochins).

PIGEONS.
Carriers.—First. C. and E. Royds, Green Hill, Rochdale. Second, N.

Tinker, Broadbottom.
Powters.—First, C. and E. Royd«. Second, J. Ashton,, Mottram.
Dragons.—First, J. Withinshaw, jun., Nantwich. Second, J. Lomax,

Hollingworth.
Jacobins.—First, T. Newell, Portland Street, Ashton. Second, J.

Withinshaw, jun.
Fantails.—First, C. and E. RoydS. Second, J. Withinshaw, jun.
Ness. -First, EC. B. Whittaker, Alkrington. Second, 3. and R. Ashton,

Roe Cross.
Tumblers (Any variety).—First, J. Fielding, jun., Rochdale. Second,

C. and E. Royds. Highly Commended, J, Fielding, jun. Commended,
J. Lomax ; N. Tinker.
Owls.— First and Second, J. Fielding, jun. Highly Commended,

C. and E. Royds. Commended, J. Rhodes, Staleybridge; T. Newell,
Ashton.
Trumpeters.—First, C. and E. Royds. Second, s. and R. Ashton.
Barbs.—First, J. Fielding, jun. Second, N. Tinker. Highly Coo

mended, T. Newall. Commended, J. Lomax.
Turbits.—First, H. B. Whittaker. Second, J. Withenshaw. Com-

mended, J. Midwood.
Ni:v\ ob any other Distinct Variety.—First, J. Withinshaw. Second,

S. W. Sidebottom, Mottram (Archangels). i

Selling Class.—First and Second, J. Fielding, jun. High v Com-
mended, C and E. Royds ; J. Withenshaw; II. !;. Whittaker; S. and R.

Ashton. Commended, S. and K. Ashton.

The Judges were Messrs. J. Dixon, Bradford, and L*. Huttou,
Pudsey.
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WOODBRIDGE POULTRY SHOW—A POULTRY
PROTECTION SOCIETY WANTED.

Yodk correspondent " Egoitet" (page 132), has done well in

making public through your columns the uneourteous, and,
indeed, unjust, conduct of those who had the management
of the Woodbridge Poultry Show last May. I am one who
has suffered in the way he describes, not only receiving no
account of birds sent, but failing to obtain a reply to letters of

inquiry. I have received letters from others, too, who are in

the same case.

I want to know whether gentlemen and amateurs who have no
doubt been repeatedly imposed upon, if not positively robbed, as

in my case, cannot form themselves into some sort of protection

association, and by the payment of an annual subscription
raise a fund for defraying the expenses of the process which
"Egomet" very delicately, though rightly, suggests as the
best. I had personally good cause to complain of some very
suspicious dealing on the part of a well-known name about
two years ago, and the same person has, I find, been acting
with other amateurs in a manner that is the reverse of straight-

forward. Will some of the readers of " our Journal " give me
the benefit of their opinion on the subject of a Mutual Pro-
tection Society against thieves, unfair dealers, and poultry
sharpers ?

—

Esohct.

As one of the Committee in connection with the above-
named Show I beg to state that the Secretary has been applied
to many times to call a meeting to have all matters settled up,
and to know the reason the money-prizes and cups have not
been sent to those who are justly entitled to them. In a
financial point of view the Show was successful. The Secre-
tary has had all monies paid over to him ; if all the subscrip-
tions are not in hand it is his fault ; and now I leave you to
think who the party is that ought to have paid up all demands
upon the Society.

—

One op the Committee.

[If the Secretary neglects his duty the Committee themselves
should take steps to satisfy those whose birds were either
prizetakers or sold.

—

Eds.]

APPEARANCE OF LIGURIANS IN AN APIARY.
Will yon kindly tell me what yon think of the accompany-

ing bees? They were taken from a stock hive which threw
one swarm early this year. I only discovered their presence
last night, not having had the most distant idea that any such
bees were in my apiary, which consists of fifteen stocks ; but
I have examined them this morning, and find that there are
great numbers in the hive referred to.

I quite believe there ore no Ligurians within a distance of
three or four miles, and I refer to those kept by the writer of
the very interesting contributions to " our Journal " who signs
himself "Blaceheath'an," and whose apiaryl should much like
to see, and would, if he would honour me with a call, show
him mine, and this stock which contains the favours for which
I think I am indebted to him through the medium of his
drones.—Eowo. Fairbrotheb, y-t, Wellington Street, Woohcich.

[The bees are well-marked Ligurians, and doubtless owe
their existence to the fact of the young queen of the stock to
which they belong having mated with an Italian drone, an
event which we have known to occur before at quite as great a
distance. We doubt not that " A Blackheath'an " will be
happy to exchange apiarian visits with you.]^

of bee-house. A pair of light doors might be fixed with hinges

to the two front posts of the shed, so as to form a screen in

front of the hives during snow or severe weather.

Of course ordinary straw hives contained in a house of the

above description will need some further protection from the

weather, and it is upon this point that I am desirous of elicit-

ing the opinion of your experienced apiarian readers. A coat-

ing of cement has been recommended, and would certainly be
an effectual preservative from cold, but the effect would not be
pleasing, and the cement would add very considerably to the

weight of the hives for manipulation. Straw covers, again,

are liable to the objection that they harbour vermin.

The neatest and best straw cover I have ever seen is one

which was recommended to me by a clever and successful

Lancashire bee-master. I do not know whether it may be as

novel to your readers, as it was to me, but here it is. Take an
iron hoop of about the same diameter as the hive. Place it on
the top of the hive, and having procured some long wheat

straw, take a handful, and draw it through the hoop, until you

have an equal length above and below the hoop ; then double

the straw back upon the hoop. Continue this process until

you have surrounded the hive with a double covering of straw.

Then take a hoop of larger diameter than that formerly used,

and push it down from the top over the other hoop and the

straw. Cut off the latter with a sharp knife just below the

floor-board of the hive, cut out an opening in the cover opposite

the mouth of the hive, and push the outer hoop as low down
as you can without bringing it over this opening. Flace an

earthen bowl over the top of the hive and the straw, and you

have then a cover which will defy the most severe weather,

and, withal, will not disfigure your apiary. You can feed yuur

bees at any time at the top of the hive by removing the bowl.

—F., Westmoreland.

WINTER PROTECTION FOR HIVES.
One of the disputed points among bee-keepers is as to the

utility of bee-houses. On the one side it is asserted that these
structures are simply nests for vermin, that they prevent the
free circulation of air, and so contribute to produce that damp
which is fatal to bees. On the other hand, there are expe-
rienced apiarians who consider that houses are essential to the
well-being of bees, that they shelter the hives from the scorch-
ing rays of the sun, and from the cold blasts of winter, and
help the bees to maintain an equable temperature in their
dwellings. Probably the truth may, as usual, be found in the
via media. A roof of some kind is certainly advantageous, as
it keeps hives dry, and shades them from the sun ; and I think
that an open shed, in the shape of a steep gable, to accommo-
date two hives, will probably be found the most desirable kind

OUR LETTER BOX.
Cochins' Faces Swollen iMartyn).—We know not the cause of thG

disease you mention, but should not attribute much importance to it, afl

Cochins are subject to very few diseases. Your treatment was right

;

but we believe in such cases castor oil is the best medicine. Either
Spanish, Cochins, or Brahmas will suit you ; Dorkings will not.

Buff Cochins' Tall and Flight Feathers iBuf Cochin). — The
black night is more objectionable than the black tail ; neither arc to be
desired.

Black Fowls producing White Feathers {Game Bantam).—If it is

only after moulting and in your old birds that the spot appears, it is the
effect of age. If it appeai-s in chickens you must breed it out with a
strain as good as yours evidently is. We advise the formation of two
walks, one made up of the best of your own birds ; the other, some of
your perfect hens with the best cock you can obtain, and a pure black.
By this means you will probably breed your cross ; but if it should fail

>Mti will have your old strain unmixed to fall back upon. In birds of
this class it is often necessary to renew colour or points by means of
birds that have only these to recommend them. You are then obliged to
breed in and breed out. It is a certain process, and not difficult j but it

is 6low.

Black Spanish and Cochins (.4. L. B.).—From one to two years old is

the best age to breed fine strong chickens from.

Showing Turbits and Carriers iMartyn).—Turbit Pigeons may be
either eti Ih-headedor turned-crowned ; but for exhibition the pairs
thould match. Likewise the Black and Dun Carriers if shown separately
would be eligible for prizes, but if shown as a pair must both be of the
some colour. I do not know the value of Rosalies.—B. P. Brent.

Dragon Pigeon Rotten-feathered {H. L. T.).—I fear little can be
done for your cock Dragon. Let him bathe freely ; rub the bare places
with sulphur ointment, reduce his condition, and give him pills of

1 grain calomel ; but if the complaint is constitutional, I fear it will

break out again.—B. P. Brent.

Taming a Linnet (Mrs. C).—Y'our young pied Linnet may ho tamed
for exhibition by placing it in a cage with wooden back, top. am!
and hanging the cage low where persons are constantly moving about.
If, however, the bird knock himself about too much at first, paste a piece
of thin paper over the front of the cage, and tear it away by degrees.

—

B. P. Brent.
Straightening Combs (C. F. B.).~Leave the bees as thev are nnti]

the end of April, when, in the middle of a fine day, they should be driven
into an empty hive, and their own hive being conveyed in-doors, all the
combs which are found to have beem built irregularly must be cut out,
straightened if necessary, and refitted into the frames, where they should
be kept in their places by such temporary support as may be most con-
venient. Return the bees to their own hive when this is effected, and two
days afterwards lift out the combs and remove all the temporary ap-
pliances by which these have been kept in their places.

Smoking Bees (Gilbert Tweedie).—The honey will do excellently for

feeding your weak swarms.
Taking Honey (Omrya).—Try driving the bees out of your supers ex-

actly in the manner described in page 59 of the fifth edition of "Bee-
keeping for the Many." We should cut out the best of the combs from
the partially-filled box, and put it on again for a few days to give the beeB
the opportunity of emptying the remaining combs. If they will not do so,

t;ike it off, bees and all, and leave it exposed in the midst of the apiary.

In the evening, when all the honey is cleared, and the bees departed,
convey it in-doors, tie it up, and put it away carefully until the spring.
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King of the Blues.—Bioh dark blue ; large Bpike, exquisitely

arranged.

Mark.—Very dark shaded blue; large bells; close and
handsome spike.

Ejenerat Mavdtock.—Blackish purple; large bells, and good
spike.

tlaydn.—Lilac aaauve; large and well-formed spike. Vary
diajanot.

SINSLE XELLDW.
14a.—Beautiful clear primrose ; large bells and spike. The

best in its class.

DOODLE BED.
Koh-i-noor.—Sale salmon zed ; very long and perfect-shaped

.spike.

Cord Wellington.—Delicate pale rose ; extra large bells, and
bftirdsome spike.

DOUBLE BLUE.
Gttrrick.—Lilac bine, shaded; large bells, and well-formed

apike.

Lamms Koster.—Dark blue; good bells; very close and
fefutdsonie spike.

Vem Speyk.—Ligbt bine, shaded with lilac ; largest bells,

and .close spike.

With regard to Hyacinths grown for the purposes of general
decoration, the culture most differ nothing from the above,
ettcept Chat less time, attention, and labour art sufficient to
ueouro the ends in view. Under this head we recommend
placing three bulbs of a kind in a pot ; or even groups of the
Cheaper kinds in pans and ornamental vases produce an effect

at once massive and beautiful. A mass of red, a mass of white,
a -mass of blue; also red or blue centres, bordered with white,
ftc., are very desirable, in the latter cases taking care to secure
for the centres kinds -which are of a shade taller growth, and
of colours that are well contrasted. For masses of red take
Bobert Steiger, Norma, Madame Hodgson, and Amy; for
masses of blue, Boron Von TuyH, Charles Diokens, Mimosa,
and William I. ; for masses .of white. Grand Vainqueur, Gran-
deur a Merveille, Queen of the Netherlands, and Tubiflora.
Mimosa (daik blue), bordered with Diebitz Sabalkansky (red);

<Jueen Viotoria (white), bordered with Mars (red; ; Victoria
Alexandrina (red), bordered with Madame Talleyrand (white)

;

Bloksberg (double blue), bordered with Lord Wellington (double
blush), and the like form beautiful masses.
As to the period of blooming, even Hyacinths may be had

in bloom for six months, from November to April, if that is

deemed desirable. The earliest kind is the beautiful little

Soman Hyacinth, the beat of all for early forcing, and which
should be grown in the most limited collection of plants for

forcing; the flowers are snowy white, so clean, so beautiful,

*nd so sweet. Next in order come L'Ami du Coeur, Herstelde
Vrede, and Norma (reds) ; L'Ami du Coeur, Charles Dickens,
Aftd Prince Albert (blues) ; Groot Vorst (blush).

The Roman Hyacinths Should be potted in August or Sep-
tember to bloom in November, and the early kinds of other
llyaoirfttMi in September to bloom in December. Whatever
the amount of heat given, which will depend on the time at
fAieh they will be wianted inflower, a regular temperature should
be maintained, and plenty of water given. I often think that
even practical men are scarcely alive to the fact—or at least
do not regulate their practice by it—that the only nutriment
•taste imbibe through the root is water. The forcing of
Hyacinths has been long practised, and is generally well under-
stood : not so the process of retarding ; but it is as easy to
bate Hyaoinths in bloom in April, and even in May, as in
W*»eim>er and December, only the process of cultivation is

different. Those who saw the groups of Lily of the Valley
wdiibited at the International Horticultural Show last spring
will not be disposed to question this, for these plants bloom
(HotaraDy at the .same season. Hyacinths for late blooming
should be kept in a cold place from the time the roots are
imported till the first week in December, then potted in rather
dry soil* plunged, and covered up under a north wall, as pre-
viously recommended, but not watered. It is by the agency
of cold and drought .that we retard, as by heat and mois-
ture we accelerate the period of blooming, and the practicalMM need not be cautioned against freezing and withering
an the one hand, or burning and rotting on the other. Hya-
•oiutihs .potted in December to bloom in April and May should
be kept plunged as long as possible ; it will he well, however,
t» examine them occasionally from the middle of January
onwards, as they must be uncovered and removed to a north
Pttao mau as the growth becomes very active. When in their

new situation all possible air should be given ; in fact, they
should be brought as nearly as possible to their out-of-doot
condition, merely using the lights of the pit to protect theat
from frost and rough weather. A regular but moderate supply
of water should be given, and shading must be resorted to if

there is much sun. By this means not only is the season of
flowering retarded but also considerably prolonged.

All the kinds recommended for exhibition are also good for

general decoration ; but as some of them are unnecessarily
expensive for the latter purpose, I shall offer here a fresh list

of less costly kinds.
Single Red.—Amy, Gigantea, Madame Hodgson, Mdlle.

Rachel, Norma, Bobert Steiger, Viotoria Alexaudrina.
SS-ingie White.—Grand Vainqueur, Grandeur a Merveille,

Madame Talleyrand, Queen of the Netherlands, Seraphine,
Tubiflora, Voltaire.

Single Blue.—Baron Von Tuyll, Charles Dickens, Emicus,
Leonidas, Mimosa, Prince Albert.

Single Yellow.—Alida Jacoba, Heroine, William IH.
There are, perhaps, no in-door flowers more easily managed

than Hyacinths in glasses, and there is no reason why they
should not be used to adorn the parlour of the cottage as well
as the hall and drawing-room of the mansion. Place them ia
the glasses late in October or early in November, the roots in

the lira I instance not quite in contact with the water. Bain
or pond-water Bhould be used, and only changed should it be-
come offensive. For the first month they are best placed Where
excluded from the light, to which they should afterwards be
gradually inured. As the water decreases by evaporation and
the feeding of- the plant, the glasses should be filled op. If

some be placed in a warm room and others in a oool one, there

will be a difference of days or weeks in the period of flowering

according to the difference of temperature. Then, as before,

care must be taken to protect them from frost, which, if not

likely to be severe enough to injure the plants, may break
the glasses. Supports must be used for the leaves and flowers,

and these may be purchased for a small sum at the seed-shops.

It is well to remember that Hyacinths in rooms should, during
the growing and flowering season, be placed where they obtain

as muoh light and air as possible. The beat kinds for thia

purpose are :•

—

SINGLE BED.
Emineline.—Base colour ; fine bells and spike.

La Dame, du Lac.—Pale rose colour, with deep rose Stripe
;

large bells, and well-formed spike.

Madame Hodgson.—Fine pale pink, close and good spike.

Norma.—Beautiful waxy pink ; very large bells. Extra fiao

and early.

Ornement de la Nature.—Beautiful dear waxy blush, witii

pink stripes , fine bells and spike.

Robert Steiger.—Medium red ; fine bells and spike.

Sultan':, Favourite.—Blush, with rose stripes ; lovely .colour.

SINGLE WHITE.
Alba Maxima.—fame white ; large and effective .spike.

Grandeur a Merveille.—Very pale blush; large bells; hro»4
and handsome spike.

Kroon Princess.—Pure white ; compact and good.

Madame Van ,Aer Hoop.—Purest white,, and finest bells

;

good spike

.

Queen of the Whites.—Snowy white; extra fine bells, and
good spike.

Sn:<rphinc.—Very pale creamy wbite ; .good beHs, and long

spike.

S0TOL3S BLUE.

Baron VxmTuytt.—Bright dark blue; very long and band-
seme spike.

Coming.—Lilac, 'blue shaded ; good spake.

Cliarles IHclcnx. —Light blue, and lilac shaded; extra fine

spike.

Counmne 4e CW/c—Beautiful azure blue ; fine bells, ana
good spike.

Mimosa.—Dark purple ; fine and distinct.

William I.—Dark purple ; good spike.

SINGLE YELLOW
Anna Carolina,—Clear yellow ; huge bells, and good spike.

DOUBLE BED.

G-raot Vorst.—Delicate blush ; fine spike. Early.

Lord Wellington.—1

,
Delicate pale rose ; extra large bells, and

good spike.
DOUBLE WHITE.

Prince of Waterloo.—-Pure white; large and handsome flptke.
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DOUBLE BLUB.

Btoksbe.ru.—Beautiful poroelain ; large bells, and goodispike.

This brings ua to the last part of our subjeot—namely. Hya-

cinths for beds and borders. Ootober and Novoniber are also

the best months for planting out of doors. A light sandy loam,

with a plentiful admixture of deoayed oowdung, is the soil in

whioh thoy appear generally to succeed best, but. they thrive in

almost any common garden soil. Place the orown of the bulb

3 or 4 inches below the surface, adding to the top 2 or 9 inches

of cocoa-nut fibre or decayed manure as a protection against frost.

The latter may be removed, or partly removed, if it bo ascer-

tained that the leaves and spikes experienco any diffienlty in

pushing through. By the use of these and other spring-flower-

ing bulbs and plants the garden may be made as gay in March

and April as at any season of the year, and they may be readily

removed to make way for the " bedding " plants used for

summer and autumn decoration. The best kinds for bedding

on aoeount of their hardiness and cheapness are

—

Single Red.—Amy, Herstelde Vrede, L'Ami du Occur, L'Hon-

neurde Sassenheim, Madame Hodgson.

Simile Whit,: and Yellow.—Grand Vainqneur, Madame Tnrc,

Voltaire, Heroine.

Single Blue.—Baron Ton Tuyll, Charles Dickens, Emicns,

L'Ami dn Cceur, Orondates.

Double.—Anna Maria, white ; La Virginity, white ; Bouquet

Royal, rose; Groot Vorst, brush ; Panorama; red; Waterloo,

red; KoningAsingarns, poroelain blue; Lord Wellington, blue

;

Prince oi Saxe Weimar, blue.

—

William-Paul, Paul'* Nurseries,

Wttltham Gross, -V.

GRAFTING ROSES.
1 begret that I have not had an earlier opportunity oi sup-

plying the information requested by " M. D." respecting my
mode oi grafting Roses. The process, as Itstated in my, former

letter, is so very- simple that I thought a minute description

oi.'it unnecessary, presuming at. the time I wrote that most, if

not all, of your readers who would feel' interested in the in-

vention would understand grafting as it is generally /practised,

winch would at once enable them to comprehend it. The only

difference between my system and others is in the binding

material, which, being perfectly air-tight, requires do covering.

As the various modes of grafting are fully explained in. the

"Cottage Gardeners' Dictionary" and other works on i the

subject, it would be occupying space unnecessarily to give a

description of them here ; I will, therefore, confine myself to

the questions asked by " M. D."
Eire*, then, the Manetti stocks were taken out of the ground

previously to being grafted, their roots trimmed, and their

heads cut back. I also gave them a goodwashing before taking

them in-doors in order to keep all cleanand tidy, my better

half being a little particular in this respect. The indian-

rabber bands used were such as are commonly sold for the

purpose of holding papers together, and may, be had at any
stationer's; the length and breadth depend altogether on the

size of the stocks; those I grafted being small, I found a

ring a little over 'li inches in diameter and not quite half an
inch broad in the band sufficient for two. The operation is

performed in this way -.—Take the stock in your left hand, and
place the thumb, with one end of the band under it, on the

lower end of the scion when you have it properly fitted, press-

ing it firmly to keep it in its place; then, with the bandcon-
siderably stretched, bind upwards to half an inch or so on the

graft and return, taking oare in binding backwards to close

every opening in order to prevent the admission of air, which,

on account of the elastic nature of the material employed, can
be done most effectually. At the bottom—that is, a little be-

low the junction, fasten the end with a piece of soft thread or

bast to prevent it springing back. This finishes tbo operation.

In planting-out, it is not necessary to slacken or remove the
binding: the bast or thread being under tho surface of the soil

will soon rot, and set the indian • rubber free, which will unwind
itself or expand as the stock increases in size.

Many amateur rosarians—fair ones especially—hare been
deterred hitherto from propagating their favourites by grafting

simply on account of the operation being rendered both diffi-

cult and disagreeable by the materials required to be used in

the process ; these obstacles I think I have succeeded in re-

moving, and have shown a way by which the operation can be
both easily and pleasantly performed. I- may be a, little too

sanguine, perhaps; but I have an' idea- tfcatr, for the smaller

kinds of plants at least, the day is not far distant wbeB-vas
and clay for grafting-purposes will be looked upon.as things of

the past. Should the discovery be considered of suffieiant

importance, I would be happy to forward to the offioo oil tins

Journal a plant from which the indian-rubber has nut been
removed ; it would, perhaps, be more satisfactory than any
thing I have written on the subject.

The stock to which I have alluded in former letters is* the

old Maiden's Blush. I would recommend amateurs to give it

a trial ; it produces fine growth, is very hardy, and give* no
trouble whatever with suckers. With regard to its propagattaoa

as a stock, I regret to say that I am not in a position to impart
much information ; 1 have been in expectation for some time

past of leaving this place, and have not paid that attention .to

it that I would otherwise havo done. It is juBt possible that: it

might not succeed so well in other localities, but in these days
when Rose stocks are occupying a good deal of attention -hVtij

certainly, I think, worth trying.—Loch Ness.

NOTES ON THE FORMATION OF NEW
GROUNDS AND LAWNS.

WruiEVErt differences of opinion may exist as to tbaineritS

of continental and British gardening of an ornamental chaise*

ter, there appears to be only one conclusion with respect to the-

position in which we stand as possessing one of the. nxwt'iis-

portant features of embellishment in a higher degree of ex-

cellence than our neighbours aaross the water, that feature

being a well-kept lawn. Whether we have to attribute thia-to

climate, or to good management, or to both combined, it isnot
necessary here to inquire, suffice it to say that the. general

superiority of English over continental turf admits of no de-
pute. In isolated instances, however, the case may be reversedj

and a few notes will, perhaps, be of service to " Ai) IwomsMy''
who asks for instruction how to renovate a lawn whioh i« no*
so satisfactory as he could wish ; at the same time I disclaim

all intention of attacking, the systems of other writers in this

Journal who advooate means more costly than can be. adopted

by those having an unpromising piece of ground to coveiiwith

a green sward; and whose means are limited. Such eases Are
of everyday occurrence, and though the adoption of a cheap,

way of obtaining a good velvety turf may not always 'be^at*

tended with such good results as a more expensive and caieial

mode of going to work, yet it often serves the end in view, and
leaves a good balance in the expenditure that may be applied

to other purposes. Good useful turf is always acceptable^ and
in all cases it is desirable to obtain it at a reasonable eostj As
some of the best lawns in the country had onlya very common-,
place beginning, let us not despise them because the oonstit

tuent parts of their herbage were not allotted in the exactsealo

prescribed by some who assume to be authorities in auah
matters, the sward having merely arrived at its present-good

condition in consequence of being -kept duly mown andnroUad,

Nature, an assistant to whom, alas, we are not sufficiently

grateful, doing the rest.

Let us now see in what way an unpromising piece of land
can be made to assume the dressed character of a lawn at' the

least possible expense. Assuming, therefore, that a plofc ol

ground, surrounding a residence which has only recently patuwd

out of the builder's hands haa to be operated upon (and'ther*

are many such plots); a cursory survey will at once show.that

its surface—originally grass, perhaps—is now as free o£'Hi in.

places as the footpaths in the London parks, while in others

tufts of grass and weeds make on effort to conceal with.their

foliage the many stones, brickbats, pieces of. wood, and other

rubbish scattered over the ground. Here and there a large tJfttfi

spot will be seen on which mortar has, perhaps, been made,
and which with other parts of the ground is intended 1 to be
laid out in some ornamental or useful way. Notwithstanding

all this no unnecessary expenditure has to be inourred in,lay<-

ing out the ground, and when Buoh a plot falls into the hsffldf

of the operator it has frequently to be put in order regardt-

less of the time of year, whether favourable or not fur. snail

work. Fortunately, however, most kinds of ground worh ean

be executed at all seasons, but planting shrubs and laying temf

cannot always be carried out so successfully, yet as they areexr

peeted to be done let ua see what are tbo best means to.adojt

in such a case.

In the first place I shall suppose that apian has been decided

upon, and if it is of an, ornamental oharacter most likely thsM
will be some walks and liede, perhaps shrubbery borders, ptoie
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for single specimens, or other features. All these being deter-
mined, and the position of each roughly marked out before the
spade is put in, it will be necessary to consider how the ma-
terials on the spot can be worked in to the best advantage.
The best soil must be appropriated to the beds and borders,
or for specimen trees, while all rough useless stones, brick-
bats, pieces of dried mortar, chippings of slato, &c, may
be used in making the walks, and the remainder levelled
for the turf ; and as it often happens that such work has to be
done at a season unfavourable for obtaining a good lawn from
seed, or without waiting so long for it, and there may be some
difficulty in procuring the necessary quantity of old turf to lay
down, some homely expedient has to be resorted to in order to
obtain the requisite sward. Some of the means which I have
been at times obliged to adopt are homely enough, and likely
to be derided by the advocates of exact mixtures of certain
grass seeds, very careful preparation of the ground, and other
niceties in the operation which make a lawn a costly affair.

Assuming, therefore, that it is midwinter when such work is

in hand, and that there is a little turfy grass on the spot, this,
however long, coarse, and neglected, I would take care of, and
turn to account. If it be long and ragged at top, mow it first

and then pare it up, and piok out docks, dandelions, and other
Ttry coarse weeds ; lay the patches so obtained in a heap on
some spot not likely to be interfered with until the last, and
the stones and other rubbish being placed contiguous to where
the walks are to be, let the surface soil be removed from the
intended walk to whatever depth will receive all the rubbish
which is to be disposed of, and lay such soil on some place
where wanted, so contriving the work as to have as little of the
materials as possible to move twice. Some forethought, with
a knowledge of what is ultimately intended, will enable the
operator to do this with less difficulty than is imagined, by be-
ginning at the right place, and avoiding as far as possible
confusion. No directions can be of much service in assisting
the beginner in this matter, as the requirements of places
differ so much, and without being on the spot it is impossible
to say where the first barrowful of material should be taken to.

Generally, however, it is customary to trench or dig plots
intended for beds, borders, or shrubberies, and such useless
material as may be found there may be removed to where a
less valuable soil is wanted, and the stones to the site of the
intended walks, but do not by any means remove all the stones
from such borders, for be assnred they are of great use where
they are. The removal, however, of any portion of the ma-
terial will necessitate additions being made at some places, and
to replace it the good soil from the walks may be made available
at once. Perhaps some beds or borders want raising into
mound-like forms ; if so, this may be done at once, and, if

necessary, the transplanting of any large shrub or tree may
be accomplished before the rest of the ground work, which I

expect to be laying down in grass, is proceeded with.
Progress thus far having been made, and the sites for all

beds and borders prepared with the necessary materials, then
arrange about the walks, the site for which is supposed to have
been excavated some G or 8 inches or more as material to fill

it up may happen to be plentiful or otherwise, but I would not
advise less than 6 inches, although I have as a matter of
necessity made many walks only half that thickness. Here it

is necessary to remark that if the subsoil be wet, a drain may
be necessary—in fact it ought to have been mentioned at the
commencement of this article, that draining the ground in a
proper manner ought to be the first of all operations if it is

required; but expecting that to have been already done, I

may say that a drain along the centre of each walk will be of

service, supposing the substratum to be a sound hard clay.

Let the part excavated for the walk be made smooth at the
bottom and slightly falling to the centre, where a drain a foot
or more deep may be cut, and ordinary drain-tiles leading to

Borne suitable outlet put in. Let the top of the pipes be care-
fully covered over with stones, as well as the whole of the ex-

cavated portion, taking care that no large ones project upwards
so as to be within 1 or 2 inches of the surface of the walk. In
filling in this foundation reserve all the finer materials to go
on the top, and if such cannot be had, a little more care in
placing them will much assist in giving the bed of the walk a
finish, which may be still farther improved by breaking with a
hammer all stones that show too large at top, and finally a

good rolling or ramming down will be required before the finer

material is put on. This, however, is a subject more especially

appertaining to walk-making, while here we are only advising
how the materials at hand can be best disposed of.

The next duty is to arrange for the edgings of the walks, and
assuming these to be grass, soma old turf ought to be obtained
to lay the edge with, even if only as much as to cover a space
of 6 inches wide ; try and obtain that, although a foot in
width is not too much. Level the edge for this turf, and be
sure to sink it deep enough, so that in the after-levelling of the
ground the upper edge of the turf may be no higher, but even
a trifle lower, than the surface of the ground to be operated on.
Do not depend on forcing the turf edging down by beating it as
has often enough been attempted, such beating only results in
its springing up again after heavy rain or frosts, but lay it

rather under the flush level as it is called, and when the
whole becomes of one piece it will not stand up as it often does
when laid down by unpractised hands. The edgings of beds
and borders may be treated in like manner, taking care in
laying such turf both here and by the sides of walks that a little

of it overlap the bed or walk, so as to allow of its being cut
more exactly when fairly established. To make this plain I

shall suppose a walk 10 feet wide to be wanted, therefore in
laying down the turf let the two edgings be 2 inches less than
this width apart, so that when the turf shall have fairly taken
hold of the soil a clean-cut edge may be made by taking off

1 inch from each side ; the same plan may be adopted in the
beds or borders, or wherever there is a margin of grass. At-
tention to this is more important in the dry spring months if

the turf be laid at such a time, as it is more likely to shrink
at that period than in midwinter, and, consequently, will not
extend to the place wanted to cut to.

Presuming the work above mentioned to be done, the uext
operation is that of preparing the remainder of the ground for

plain turf. As it is desirable to do the work with as much
economy as possible, it is expected that a few sorts not men-
tioned in the usual lists of mixtures for lawn grasses may be
excused (for, in fact, they or some other will be sure to force

themselves among those in the more select list), and as we-

have advised whatever semblance there might be of turf on
the ground before operations commenced to be saved, it may
now be brought into use. First of all, let the ground be dug
over and properly levelled, taking care as far as possible to

have the surface soil a3 nearly of one kind as may be, and
although stones in moderate quantity are no detriment to the
shrubbery border, or even the flower-beds, all above the size of

a marble ought to be removed from the surface as the work
proceeds. Raking, however, need not be adopted unless the
soil be a sandy one and it is easily done.

A moderately level surface having been obtained by using all

the material at hand, and contriving to make it do, the next
proceeding is to obtain a sward. In order to accomplish this

object, sow in the first place a little grass seed over the ground,

but only very little, then take the reserved turf or grassy sodf

that were taken off the ground at first, and tear them into

pieces as small as you like—observe, pulling in pieces is better

than cutting them—and the pieces may either be 3 inches

across, or only 1 inch. When large they ought to be laid care-

fully over the ground with the right side up, when very Bmall

they may be scattered over the plot as in spreading manure

;

and although many of the pieces will he in any position but

that in which they were before, yet if it be moist weather,

which may be expected in winter, they will in most cases attach

themselves to the ground and grow. When the growing season

arrives a tolerably well-covered surface will be the result, cer-

tainly not so good as when good old turf is laid down all over

the ground, but sufficient with a little patience, and the use

of a little Clover and Grass seed, to make a good sward in a

reasonable time, and that from materials anything but pro-

mising. Later in the season, or when it is dry, it would be

better only to tear up the turf into largerpieces, and carefully lay

these pieces with their proper side upwards all over the ground,

more or less thickly as they are plentiful or otherwise, but

assuming them to be about 3 inches wide then they might be

9 inches from centre to centre ; take care to press each well

into the soft ground, which is best done by only walking on the

part planted instead of on the naked ground. Of course, seeds

must be sown as well, and the whole well rolled, or otherwise

smoothed, which rolling must be repeated on favourable occa-

sions afterwards, especially after the patches begin to grow, or

after rain, if the ground will allow of its being done at that

time.

In recommending the above simple plan, I by no means

assert that it is so good as using good sound turf from an old

lawn or pasture ; but as such is not always to be had, and there

being some uncertainty with seeds, it is worth trying, W*
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have often covered with turf large breadths of ground in this

manner, and if the soil is good, it is speedily covered. All

stones, however, should be picked out, as the rain ia sure to

bring them to the surface if they are near it. Of course, a

free use of the roller and scythe helps to improve the sward, or

what is better, the mowing machine may be used when it be-

comes established, and this improves turf more than most

people are aware of.

I may be permitted here to observe, that although I have

had as much experience as most people with new lawns, I have

nevor been very successful with those sown with grass seeds

in the spring, aud it is seldom. I believe, that the seeds sown at

that time on ground fully exposed to the sun do prosper. The
failure, with other observations, has led me to think that the

seeds of grass require, while in the course of germinating, a

certain amount of shade, and when we consider the mode in

which Nature effects the sowing of grass seeds, both the season

of year and the amount of shade are at variance with the method
which we adopt. The most successful case which I ever knew
of raising a good award from seed, was when it was sown early

in September. This was a near approach to the natural time,

and the young plants are then encouraged by the long nights

and heavy dews, instead of having to encounter the scorching

sun of early summer—in fact, so necessary is shade for the

well-being of newly-sown grass seeds, that it is good practice

to give them some artificial shading. For sowings on a small

scale, boughs of trees, mats, or other coverings may be used,

and a plan better adapted for an extensive plot is to sow some
robust-growing plant along with the grass to effect that object.

Sometimes a thin seeding of Barley is sown with the grass

seed, or some rapid growing plant of the Brassica tribe—as

Mustard or Coleseed. No inconvenience is experienced after-

wards from any of these plants, as by the first cutting with the

scythe they are annihilated. Shade, therefore, should be pro-

vided in early summer, but for seed sown in autumn none is

necessary, as the plant at that time is so much encouraged

by the long nights, and, consequently, shorter periods of sun-

shine.

Of the grasses suitable for forming the best lawns, I do not

Offer any opinion, but if a sward be cut from an old pasture,

it will most likely be found to consist of the kinds best adapted

to that soil and situation, and if removed to similar conditions

would flourish there also. That many weeds find their way
into our lawns cannot be denied, but the most careful selection

of grass seeds will not prevent this, and Daisies, Ciowsfoot,

Milfoil, Plantain, and Dandelion will in greater or less number
be present. These plants if naturalised to the soil are not

easily eradicated, but Clover is often used in grass mixtures,

and some persons have no objection to Moss, but all coarse

weeds are objectionable. I am not, however, so fastidious in

this respect as some, and I have more than once on visiting a

lawn belonging to those who take an immense amount of pains

with it, been surprised at finding late in the autumn, when
the weather has been mild, the whole surface covered with

wormcasts in such a way as to collect to the feet and look badly

when viewed either close at hand or from a distance. A little

more roughness would have obviated this, and the presence of

such plants aa Yarrow or Milfoil effectually conceals wormcasts,

so that after all this plant has its uses. It also possesses another
not less valuable property, its deep-descending routs furnish it

with juices sufficient to keep it in luxuriant growth in hot

weather when the grass is burnt up, so that notwithstanding

its being an intruder, perhaps in a lawn it is not altogether

useless.—J. Robson.

MANURE FOR ROSES.
1 have a lot of wood ashes and old lime rubbish which I

purpose mixing up with a quantity of loam and dung for plant-

ing Roses in at the end of the year. Will you say if the wood
ashes and lime rubbish are at all likely to be hurtful to the
roots of Roses ?

If it would be of any use to your readers I would with plea-

sure send you a list of those varieties which I find do well in

a cold and late climate, as also a list of those found to be
tander or bad openers.

—

Sunset.

[We consulted the Rev. W. F. Radclyffe on the application

of the wood ashea, aud this is his reply :
—" Mix the lime, soil,

and decayed dung, if used, together, and then plant, but on
eo account put fresh wood ashes

; the lye from them is highly
caustic ; moreover they keep the ground cold by retaining mois-

ture. Spread the wood ashes on the surface over the radius of

the roots in November, and they will do good. If applied to

land wood ashes and guano should both, or either, be sown o»
a stale fallow."

We shall be obliged by your sending tho lists you offer.]

ELM TREE DISEASED.
A gentleman residing in Kent has an Elm tree in his garden

which is suddenly showing symptoms of disease, the leaves

turning yellow and falling off, and the tree is infested with

hornets. It is asserted that the attack of the hornets on tho

tree is destroying it. On tho other hand this is disputed, the

opponents giving it as their opinion that the tree is perishing

from other causes, and the hornets are attracted to the parts

which have already begun to decay.—H. M.

[Several years ago some of the trees in the London parks

suffered severely from the attacks of an insect (Scolytus destruc-

tor), burrowing under the bark. The same insect had pre-

viously been equally destructive amongst the treeB in the Paris

parks and gardens, and great fears were entertained that its

ravages might extend in this country ; but it appears not to

have done so to the extent apprehended, and we have not made
its acquaintance yet, so cannot give any advice respecting it.

Elms are, however, subject to what we might call paralytic af-

fections, as large limbs will break off in calm fine weather

without the least warning and from no apparent cause. Aged
trees are very liable to this, and thus become more or less dis-

figured ; butwe cannot account for the tree you mention falling

so suddenly into ill health, unless something has happened to

the roots. " Perhaps they have been cut severely ; or has any

deleterious matter suddenly come in contact with them ? The
attack of hornets is evidently a result, and not the cause. We
have always regarded the Elm as a healthy free-growing tree,

but not destined to arrive at so great an age as the Oak, Beech,

and Yew. It is a faster grower than any of these, and also

arrives at a greater size. If we can hear of any similar case

to yours, which is likely to throw any light upon it, we will

record it. In the meantime it would be advisable to examine

the roots ; and though it is impossible to stop the bleeding,

you may, nevertheless, try the effect of cutting off one or two

of the branches most affected, and sear the wound over with a

hot iron. We hold out no hopes of much success by adopting

this plau, but it may do good.]

MANURING FOR AND PLANTING
STRAWBERRIES.

Ap.e Strawberries likely to suffer from over-manuring*

Some persons say it will make them run more to leaf than

to fruit. I propose after trenching the ground two spits deep

to plant them as Cauliflowers are planted—that is, to make a

trench not so deep, and lay manure in it. Do you approve of

this ?

—

Agnes.

[Y'ou may over-manure as well as under-manure. It is 8

matter of judgment, depending on the quality, and on the soil.

We do not approve of the planting in trenches, but always

plant on the flat ground. Buy the varieties called Dr. Hogg

and Mr. Radclyffe, they are very superior in every possible

respect : fine constitutions, sure setters, beautiful plants, and

hardy. Cockscomb is also a very good late heavy-cropping

Strawberrv, and so are Wonderful and Frogmore Pine. Mr.

Radclyffe "and Dr. Hogg colour well all over ; Cockscomb ana

Wonderful do not colour so well to the points.]

ORCHARD-HOUSE CULTURE.
Yot'R paper often contains accounts of remarkable successes

in orchard-house culture ; but " Constant Reader," page 140,

seems the most fortunate of all. Not only do his Vine roots

thrive among faggots and old wood, which usually breed fungus,

but he ripens off Muscat Grapes, which in other places require

artificial heat. His Vine-clad rafters produce no shade which

is detrimental to the Peaches beneath them. His potted trees

are "aU paragons of perfection;" and what is still more re-

markable," those which were put out into the open air in June

had already, when his letter was written, produced " ripe fruit

of exquisite flavour and colour." As he names only Apricots,

Peaches, and Nectarines, and the word " colour " probably
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refers to the last two fruits, his success Las indeed been great.

He does not mention in what part of the world this "relic of
primaeval Paradise " is situated. I, whose lot is cast in the
south of England, have bed so little sun to ripen off my fruit,

that Peaches exposed to full light under glass, and thinned so

severely that six are the maximum in an 11-inch pot, and nine
in a 13-inch one, have in general been poor in flavour, and
Badly deficient in sweetness. French Galande is as usual the
most satisfactory ; Nsctarines sweeter than Peaches; Apricots
better than either ; and indeed any one who has never tasted

a Peach Apricot from en orchard-house can scarcely be said to

have tasted one at all.

" Constant Eeadeb " must not be offended at the freedom
with which I have handled his communication, for in all pro-

bability our tastes may differ as to what " exquisite flavour "

really is. I confess myself in the matter of ripe Peaches some-
what hypercritical and exacting.—S. B.

THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S
GARDEN, CHISWICK.

A consideeable period has elapsed since the Chiswick gar-

den has received more than a passing notice in these pages ;

but at the present time it offers many features of interest to

the practical horticulturist, and others which would recom-
mend it to the mere sight-seer as well. Thus the Vines in the
conservatory are alone worth a journey to Chiswick to see

;

then there are the bedding plants on each side of the broad
walk leading from that structure to the iron tent, and consti-

tuting a beautiful spectacle, as well as an admirable means of

comparing the merits of rival varieties. Then, again, at right
angles to the walk just referred to, there is another, having on
each side beds of plants used in sub-tropical gardening, and
terminating in the old main walk, between which and the
northern boundary wall a new pinetum has been planted. We
have thus described three sides of a square, the interior of

which is principally occupied by the arboretum, where there is

a valuable collection of ornamental trees, which, so long as
they shall be clothed in their leafy dress, are a study of them-
selves, and many of them when touched with the mellow tints

of autumn, are even more beautiful than now. Yes, there is a
beauty in autumn leaves ; they are often dearer to us in their

old age than in their pride of youth, and though the feelings

which they conjure up may not be untinged with melancholy,
we have the knowledge that when spring returns the leafless

branches will be clothed with fresh verdure, and that nature
has but rested. But to return to the garden ; there is still one
more feature which renders it attractive at this time of year,

and that is the extensive collection of fruit trees, which, not-
withstanding the adverse season, are in good bearing.

Entering by the gate opposite Turnham Green Church, and
passing along the walk leading past the cilice, or council-room
as it is still called, and which completes the fourth side of the
square before alluded to, on each side is a ribbon border, 90 or
100 yards in length, which until the late rains was very effec-

tive, but now the plants in some of the lines have grown rather
tall and leafy as compared with others, and have, therefore,

somewhat spoilt its regularity. It is thus planted— 1st row
next the walk, Cerastium tomentosnm ; 2nd, Tropaeolum Lob-
bianum, orange ; 3rd, Purple King Verbena ; 4th, Mrs. Pollock
Pelargonium ; 5th, Bose Queen ; 6th, Stella, on one side of the
walk, Punch on the other ; 7th, Calceolaria viscosissima.
Beyond this ribbon border on the side next the arboretum is a
collection of Phloxes, many of which are very beautiful. Here,
too, used as an edging, was a pretty seedling Lobelia, raised by
Mr. Bowie, gardener to Earl Tankerville, at Chillingham Castle,
and which is in the way of Paxtoci, but more compact in
habit, and with a greater proportion of white in the flowers.

Having reached the end of this walk, we turn to the left and
enter the conservatory, which now offers a spectacle which
is probably to be met with nowhere else in this country. It

is completely clothed with Vines from the bottom to the top
of the lofty curvilinear roof, and they are loaded with fine

bunches of black, red, and white Grapes, in various stages of

ripeness. The Frankenthal, the most robust and healthy of

the Black Hamburgh varieties, is the most numerously planted,
and the bunches are remarkably fine, especially those near the
young wood ; on Aramon, received here under the name of

Burchardt's Prince, there are noble bunches with large jet

black berries densely covered with bloom. It comes in in suc-
cession to the Frankenthal, and requires a longer period to

ripen. It is of excellent flavour, and onelof the best varieties
for hanging late, but as yet is scarcely known in this country.
There are splendid bunches of Barbarossa, which when ripe
will probably weigh 7 lbs. each, remarkably fine bunches of
Muscat Hamburgh, and a good crop as well ; Black Prince,
very good, but not yet ripe;. Black Monukka, remarkable for
being seedless ; and Jura Black Muscat, larger in bunch than
the Black Frontignan, and quite as early. Of white Grapes,
there are very fine bunches of Chasselas Musque, Muscat of
Alexandria, advancing towards ripening, and Chasselas Vibert,
earlier than the Boyal Muscadine, and a good variety for pot
culture in a cool vinery. A Frankenthal Vine trained on the
east end is worthy of remark, on account of its extraordinary
production of fine bunches.
The curvilinear vinery, where a collection of Muscat Vines

was planted some five years ago for comparison—an experiment
which ended in all but two or three being found identical, is a
model of productiveness, the Vines being loaded with a very
heavy crop of large bunches. Besides the Muscat of Alex-
andria, to which the reputed varieties have been referred, the
Canon Hall is very fine, and Troveren Frontignan is bearing
good-sized bunches. In the lean-to adjoining is a collection

of dwarf standard Fig trees in 10 and 12-inch pots in fine

bearing, and a number of plants of the Bat-tailed Badish, with
pods which for length are fully equal to those exhibited at

recent meetings. A Vine-pit contains a numerous collection

of Chasselas Grapes in pots for fruiting next season, so that
they may be compared under similar circumstances ; and in
the long narrow house into which the glass wall was converted
some years ago there are about 150 varieties, chiefly for trial,

whilst in front are cordon -trained Peach trees.

The orchard bouse reflects great credit on Mr. Barron's
management ; it is a model of neatness and careful culture,

and the time occupied in examining the well-trained trees and
their excellent crops of Apples, Pears, and Plums was spent as
pleasantly, if not more so, than among what are usually con-

sidered the more ornamental subjects of the garden ; but in

reality what can be more ornamental than a well-fruited orchard-
house tree ? Of Apricots there were still a few, although the
most of the crop had been gathered, but it had been, we believe,

a fair one. In a Cucumber-pit, where there is a heavy crop of

different varieties, there was one called Huntingdonian, a very

handsome white-spined sort, with fruit from 20 inches to 2 feet

in length, and an excellent bearer.

Near the vineries a quarter of pyramid Pears, presented
some years ago by Dr. Hogg, were in fine bearing; and it

may also be here stated that the Pear trees on the walls,

which have always been well managed and very productive, as

well as the dwarf espalier trees, are also bearing good crops.

Though Peaches and Nectarines have this year suffered severely

in most places from spring frosts, the crop here is tolerably

good—a circumstance which must be ascribed to the care taken
in protecting the blossom, for few places near London are

exposed to greater vicissitudes of temperature than Chiswick,

which in severe frost is almost invariably some degrees colder

at night than the higher ground at Acton and Ealing, whilst

in summer the heat is also greater than is generally registered

in these localities. Spring frosts are very destructive at Chis-

wick, for a body of cold air seems to, and no doubt actually

does, plunge by its superior gravity downwards into the valley,

and destroys the blossoms, whilst on the higher ground these

remain safe.

The plant-houses, which some years ago were almost denuded
of their valuable contents, are again, it is most pleasing to

state, gradually being replenished, and additional structures

are being put up : thus, advantage has been taken of part of

the old north wall as a back to a lean-to now in progress,

86 feet long by about 10 feet wide. This will prove a very

inexpensive house, and it will be of great utility for growing

Pelargeniums and other plants for the Society's meetings and
for general purposes of decoration. Another span-roofed house,

we believe, is also about to be commenced.
In a curvilinear-roofed stove, besides a number of well-

grown Palms, Zamias, Musas, Crotons, and a nice bank of

Ferns at the back, we observed about thirty varieties of Lan-
tanas, the best and most showy of which were M. Bongiere

and Conqueror ; likewise Torenia asiatica, which, though intro-

duced upwards of twenty years ago, is even now not so much
grown as it deserves to be. Another house, a lean-to, contains

a large number of Dracaenas, many of the individuals having

the foliage very finely coloured, and a similar house is devoted

to a collection of Azaleas, of course presenting nothingr.to
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interest at this seasen. A small span-roofed stove is chiefly

devoted to plants of recent introduction and others not yet

generally cultivated, such as Anthnrium Soherzerianum and
•agniticum, Begonia Pearoei, Bertolonia guttata and pubes-
•ans, Palicourea disoolor, Peperomia arifolia, Dieffenbachia

Baraqniniana, new Marantas, &c. We also noticed handsome
voung plants of Spbairogyne latifolia, Stevensonia grandifolia,

and a £ood collection of other Palms, many of which well de-

serve a more extended culture in this country ; on the Continent
they are very popular for a variety of decorative purposes, con-

stituting quite an important branch of nursery commerce, and
they are beginning to make their way into favour here.

In the propagating-house there is a very useful case which
i* employed in the multiplication of large plants, such as

Marantas, Dieffenbaehias, Caladiums, Sec, and among the con-

tents of other parts of the house are different Conifers in con-

siderable numbers for distribution among the Fellows, various

Japanese plants, Poinsottias, Peperomias, Palicourea discolor,

and a number of Cattleyas sent home by Mr. Bowman, an in-

telligent young man who was formerly one of the foremen, but
now a plant-collector in Brazil. The span-roofed propagat-
ing-pit is temporarily filled with Boavardias, variegated Hy-
drangeas, Potunias, and alot of Indian-rubber and other plants,

which will soon have to make room for fresh occupants. In
other pits we noticed a fine stock of Koses in 48-sized pots,

Chinese Primulas, a considerable number of half standard
plants of Solanum pseudo-capsicum in one, and of fruiting

Aucubas in others. One of these plants was a handsome bush
quite 4 feet high, and other two were fine standards about
3 feet in height, and it is expected that the fruit of the whole
will be in full beauty about Christmas. Several other pits con-
tained miscellaneous decorative plants, and in one there were
Geraniums with sweet-scented leaves, offering a great variety

of form, and about eighteen different scents. That of Odora-
tiseimum resembles a combination of the lemon with the

&pple scent ; Lady Scarborough again has a very powerful
odour, resembling that of the well-known Sweet-scented Ver-

bena as it is commonly called, or more properly Aloysia citri-

odora. Odoratissimum lobatum has a powerful scent of pepper-
mint, and Citriodorum majus also possesses a most agreeable

fragrance.

The Rose-house at present is filled with Nosegay and Zonale
Pelargoniums in pots. There are now many beautiful varieties

which are, strictly speaking, only adapted for this mode of

culture, whilst others are good either under glass or out of

doors. The most striking for their beanty and profusion of

bloom were Dr. Lindley, Clipper, Monsieur Martin, Rev. J.

Dix, a very free-flowering scarlet with a white eye ; Eleanor,
Lucius, Provost, Amy Hogg, Monsieur G. Natchet, Beaute de
Suresnes, Rose Rendatler, White Perfection, and Virgo Marie.

It seems a natural transition to pass from these glass-

sheltered Pelargoniums to those bedded-out on each side of

the conservatory walk, and which constitute a beautiful sight

as well as a most interesting study. There, each in a small
circular bed, a multitude of varieties are arranged as nearly as

possible according to class and colour for trial by the Floral

Committee, and though utility, not ornament, has been the
leading idea in carrying out the arrangement, the effect of the
whole, notwithstanding the great diversity of the materials, is

excellent. It is also worthy of remark that every variety is

distinctly labelled, which is a great advantage to those who are

desirous of making notes on the kinds grown. The following
are those which, at the time of oar visit, appeared the best and
most distinct :

—

Scarlet.—Clipper, Garibaldi, Eleanor, Punch, Glow (Smith),
Commissioner, and Rev. 3. Dix. Red Riding Hood, bright
scarlet, with a white eye, is conspicuous by itB very dark zone.

Rosy Scarlet and Rose.—Provost, Forester, Bonnie Dundee
(light cerise), Excellent (G. Smith).

Rose Pink.—Christine, Wiltshire Lass, and Beaute de Su-
resnes.

Salmon.—Souvenir de 8 Juin, Fanty, and Eugfinie Mezard.
IVhite.—White Perfection and Purity.

Nosegays.—Stella, Cybister, Amy Hogg, Orange Nosegay, Le
Grand, Waltham Seedling.

Silver-variegated.—Flower of Spring, good habit ; Queen of

Queens for flowering, Mrs. Lennox for the purest white, and
Silver Chain for its good habit and flowers.

Golden-leaved.—Golden Chain, General Longstreet, Circlet,

deep bronzed zone, fine trusses of scarlet flowers ; Glowworm,
narrow tone, of fine habit ; Beauty of Oulton ; Little Pet, very
compact.

Tricolor.—Mrs. Pollock.
Among the Verbenas are several beds of Mr. Wills's seedlings,

which aro quite a new race, and somo very pretty Italian
striped varieties. Melindres superba (Wills), is remarkable
for carpeting the ground so closely, and Oboron, from the
same raiser, is a very effeotive deep rosy crimson. Crimson
King and King of Scarlets are likewise most effective.
Turning into the walk, on each side of which the snbtropioal

plants are growing, well sheltered on the one side by the arbo-
retum and on the other by the tall Lime trees forming the
Duke of Devonshire's avenue, we find Cannas, Wigandiag,
Castor Oil and Indian-rubber plants, Polymnia grandis, Nico-
tianas, Solanums, Dracaenas, and other tender plants'. We
noticed Cyanotis vittata in a bed, with Solanum auriculatum
for the centre, growing as luxuriantly as it usually does in a
stove, variegated Pampas Grass, variegated Bamboo, and varie-
gated Maize, here beautifully striped. Another effective orna-
mental Grass, though not variegated, is Panicum sulcatum.
Coleus Gibsoni also formed a compact bed, which, from the
dwarf habit of the plant and the blackish hue of the foliage,
was effective, and so was a bed of the variegated Coltsfoot.
Iresine Herbstii, as bedded-out here, presents a very good ap-
pearance, not so, however, the new Alternantheras ; but posi-
tion or other circumstances may have had some influence in
this result. Of other plants Canna peruviana was in fine
bloom, and so were Solanum laciniatum and robustum. A
hotter position as legards shelter for a sub-tropical garden
could hardly be found, and the planting of this eastern part Of
the garden with subjects such as those* indicated above, has
effected a great improvement on its former aspect.
Among other improvements, it may be mentioned that a

large number of Roses have been planted in the new Rose
garden, that walks have been mown through the grass of the
arboretum, and, which is of still more importance, a pinetum,
as already stated, has been formed on a slip on the north side
of the arboretum. All the specimens are young and legibly
named, and as they advance in growth from vear to year they
will also greatly increase in interest. All the kept parts of the
garden are in excellent order, and Mr. Barron, the Superin-
tendent, deserves all the more credit for this, inasmuch as
there are heavy demands on his own time and that of his men,
such as do not occur in private gardens.

SOWING GERMAN AND INTERMEDIATE
STOCKS—ALYSSUM CUTTINGS.

It was mentioned a week or two since that this was a good
time for sowing German and Intermediate Stocks ; tell me
whether they will stand in the open borders, or if they should
be protected from frost until the spring.

I was very unsuccessful in striking cuttings of the Varie-
gated Alyssum last spring ; state if they take more easily in the
autumn, and whether they should be struck in heat or in a
cold frame ?—E. S.

[The Stocks may be sown anywhere now in pots, and then
kept in a cold frame or pit all the winter, plenty of air being
given.

The Variegated Alyssum will strike freely now under a hand-
light or in a frame, where it will be kept rather close and
shaded from the sun. It will strike in a third of the time in
spring if the cuttings are afforded a little heat.]

LILIUM AURATUM.
I fokwabd to you my yearly account of the progress of

Lilium auratum here, as from the numerous letters I receive
from many parts of Great Britain and the Continent it would
appear to be of some public interest. The bulb is now in a
15-inch pot, with three stems ; the largest two are each 9 feet

6 inches high from the surface of the soil, one with fourteen
flowers, the other with thirteen ; the smallest stem is 2 feet

high, with one flower, making a total of twenty-eight. The
largest of the flowers are about 1 foot in diameter—not so large

in proportion to the strength of the plant as in previous years

;

but, perhaps, this may be accounted for by the fact that I was
anxious to bring the plant into flower, and subjected it to the
temperature of the EaBt Indian-house (Orchid-house), from the
time the buds were half-matured until several of them were
expanded. In this way I had it in flower in less than half the
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time I should in an ordinary greenhouse. The girth of the

largest stem near the bottom is .;*, that of the other 3} inches.—Robert Bcllen, Gardener to A. Turner, Esq., Bow Bridge,

Leicester.

LIST OF ROSES.
Last year Mr. Radclyffe was so good as to give you, at

page 209, Volume IX., a list of thirty-six of the best Roses;

would he revise that list by this year's experience, and add to

it so as to increase it to fifty Roses? With respect to the

thirty-six, I can say that, excepting Duchess of Norfolk and
Due de Cazes, which did not succeed very well, and Eugene
Verdier, Achille Gonod, and Triomphe de Paris, which I did

not plant, all the rest made and are still making an admirable

display.—P. C.

[I have had little or no experience of Roses of any kind this

year, bnt last year these were very, very good : Duohesse de

Caylus Al, Rushton Radclyffe, Due de Wellington ; I think they

are three grand Roses. I have just ordered of Mr. Rivers twelve

Duchesse de Caylus, twelve Marguerite de St. Amand, twelve

Rushton Radclyffe. M. Boncenne was the best crimson Rose
at the International, and Marguerite de St. Amand was Al in

light colours in every box at the National—a fine Rose. I have
only seen my Roses three times this season. They were most
glorious, but the novelties had bloomed out when I went to

Rushton, twelve miles off, so I am much in the dark. Marechal
Niel is glorious colour, but I fancy it will not stand well out

of doors ; my Briar and Manetti plants of it (gift of Verdier and
Turner), have been signal failures.—W. F. Radclyffe.]

HOYA CARNOSA NEGLECTED.
I found in the greenhouse of a house to which I have lately

moved, a plant of Hoya carnosa in a nine-inch pot. It appears

to have been neglected for years, but the leaves look healthy.

As I made alterations in the greenhouse, I put the pot out

under a south wall, where it has been all the summer, attended

to as to watering.

The only place I have for it is on the ground in a warm
greenhouse, trained against the end of the stage. If needful,

what soil should it be repotted in ? and should it be cut back
or not ?

—

Thorn.

[Shift the Hoya carnosa into a pot 12 or 15 inches in dia-

meter, remove a portion of the surface soil, and fill up with a

mixture of equal parts of rotten dung, loam, lime rubbish, and
sand. Do not prune the plant at all, but leave it as you pro-

pose at the end of your stage in a warm house ; and if you can
give it plenty of sun, plenty of water in summer, and little in

winter, you will be rewarded with a profusion of flowers. It

is one of the finest of our old plants, and your house is the

place for it, but it must have light.]

LAXTONS PROLIFIC EARLY LONG-POD PEA.
As the raiser of this Pea, my object in writing to you is not

to combat the opinions expressed in letters from " An Amateur"
and others in your Numbers of the 14th and 21st of August, as

I am content to let the Pea stand or fall by the voice of public

judgment alone ; but that the condemnations contained in the

letters alluded to are not universal, I have proof abundant in

flattering reports of the successes of other growers who have
volunteered their opinions. " As Amateur " appears to have
assumed that it has been announced as the best Pea in culti-

vation, and to have condemned it as not answering that descrip-

tion ; he may have been disappointed as many others must be

who look for improvements in all points in anew Pea or plant.

Had Messrs. Carter announced it as such they could hardly

have been liable to a charge of deception ; but they have in

their description of it, I think, been singularly moderate and
faithful.

My object, however, in troubling you is to explain what I

believe to be the origin of the three so-called varieties in the

seed alluded to by " An Amateur." The variety in question is

the result of a cross between Beck's Prizetaker (true), and
SangBter's No. 1 ; and although the appearance of the seed

as evinced in my own sample would lead one to suppose there

were three varieties, yet the produce in the growing state will

show but one character with very slight variations, and this is

not the only Pea which exhibits such a tendency. Dickson's

Favourite has been likened by high authority to the variety in

question, and has probably originated from crossing two Peas
of a similar class. Dickson's partakes of a like mixed charac-
ter of seed, and the variations in the growing produce are also

insignificent. It is a characteristic of many crossed Peas to

show in their produce after the second generation seeds like

both parents and intermediate, and possibly this may explain

the appearances alluded to.—Thomas Laxton.

In February last I purchased a quart of this Pea raised by
Mr. Laxton and sent out by Messrs. Carter. With me I find

it is a very good second early variety, certainly much larger in

the pod than the other Peas of its class, quite equal to them in

flavour, and ripening about the same time. I have now grow-
ing three rows of 12 yards in length, and each row is loaded

with fine long pods. I intend to cultivate this variety largely

next season.—W. Woollex, Seedsman, Bunbury.

VIOLA CORNUTA.
With reference to your reply in No. 281 to " M. K., Bristol,"

I beg to say, that towards the end of last May I bought six

little plants in pots, and turned them out into lightish soil.

They grew very fast. I soon began to take cuttings, and have
now more thau 350 rooted plants, while the originals have
spread so as to cover more than a square foot of ground each,

and are in beautiful bloom.
I never made cuttings of anything which rooted more easily.

I inserted them in light sandy stuff, about twenty nnder a six-

inch bell-glass. I think every one grew. They are all out
now, some in their places, some in a reserve-bed, nice stocky

little plants. Mine appear to have one fault, they bloom
towards the outsides of the plant, the centres being void of

blossoms. I take it for granted that 1 have the true sort, as I

bought them of Messrs. James Carter & Co.

—

Thorn.

MILDEWED GRAPES.
I have been a successful Grape-grower for many years ; but

this year my crop of Black Hamburghs, though excellent in

size of bunches and berry, is completely ruined by mildew.
The leaves of the Vines are perfectly healthy, but not one of

the bunches will be fit for use. My Vines never had the
slightest attack of mildew before, and I am not aware that

their treatment this season has been different from that of

former years. What ought to be done ? Would it be well

to cut off the bunches immediately ? and what precautions
should be taken to avoid this pest for the future ? I have a
crop of Muscats very slightly attacked, and the disease does

not seem to increase. The orchard-houses as usual are full of

fruit.—W. C.

[" Completely ruined," though a very strong epithet, is not
so definite as to enable us to judge whether some of the berries

might not be saved for table use. If they are not burst we
should have a dish full of flowers of sulphur held under each
bunch, so that the bunch rested in the sulphur ; and we would
rub each berry between the fingers and thumb, so as to have
it thoroughly covered with sulphur. This ought to have been
done when the mildew was first seen on the berries. We
have seen some very severely attacked by the mildew saved
by the treatment we have specified. If the berrieB are all

burst cut off all the bunches and burn them. Sprinkle sulphur
over the borders at once, and when the leaves have fallen from
the Vines paint the stems with a creamy mixture of soft soap,

flowers of sulphur, and water. ]

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
We are informed that Lady Dorothy Nevill has determined

on parting with her collection of tropical fruits, which is per-

haps the finest both in regard to extent and condition in the

country. Here is an opportunity for any one who is disposed

to begin or extend this interesting branch of culture to possess

himself of true specimens of the best exotic fruit trees. The
Mangoes are remarkably fine, and flower abundantly every

year.

Mr. Rivers has raised another seedling Nectarine from

the seed of a Peach. It is not yet named, nor will it be for a
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year or two, till Mr. Rivers has, ag he always does in such

cases, proved the constancy of its good qualities.

The works at the Alexandra Park and Palace are now
in full operation, not less than two thousand men being

employed on the building and the grounds, both of which are

fast advancing towards completion. The Park, under the able

direction of Mr. McKenzie, is being carried out in a splendid

style according to his own plans ; and from that portion which
is already completed one can now form an idea of what the

future of this charming estate, with its fine picturesque scenery,

is likely to be.

We have before us the third edition of that admirable

little work by Mr. William Paul, " Observations on the Culti-

vation of Roses in Pots ; including the Autobiography of a

Pot Rose." The mere fact of this being a third edition, and
that the author on such a subject is Mr. William Paul, super-

sedes the necessity of any further observation.

Monday last being the day on which the Royal Horti-

cultural Society's gardens at South Kensington were thrown
open to the public in commemoration of the birthday of the

late Prince Consort, it is estimated that no fewer than 150,000

persons took advantage of the privilege. Several bauds gave

their services gratuitously on the occasion. We are also

authorised to state that to enable the public to inspect the

plants and grounds in greater quiet than on such a day, the

Council have determined to open the gardens free on every

Wednesday during the months of September and October.

Ai the meeting of the Floral Committee at South
Kensington this day, we aro informed that Mr. Bull will ex-

hibit a plant of Amaryllis Josephine, with upwards of fifty

flowers.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Keep the hoe and fork constantly at work amongst all ad-

vancing late crops. Celery, proceed with the earthing-up in

proportion to the demand ; some of the very latest crops may
also be planted in rows to stand through the winter. The
haulm of Peas laid by now in a dry place is a good material for

covering Celery during severe frost. Cabbage, the seedling
plants intended to stand through the winter, must now be
pricked out into nursery-beds of light soil at 5 inches apart,

this will be found of great advantage, by inducing a stocky,

hardy growth. Endive, continue to make successional plan-
tations, some of the first planted out will now he in a good
condition for tying up for blanching. A few only at a time
should be tied, and these loosely, to allow the heads to swell

out large. Lettuce, a small patch of Bath Cos sown now will,

if the autumn prove mild, be more valuable than those sown
earlier. Mushrooms, now is the last time to make beds out of

doors. The various methods of growing them both in-doors
and out, were last week ably set forth by Mr. Fish. Onions,
no time should be lost in storing the crops fully dry. As the
ground from which they are taken is generally used for Cab-
bage, it should be immediately trenched up ; if manure is

necessary let it be laid on the top of the trenched soil, and
fork it in ; if, however, the ground was well manured for the
Onions, it ought to carry the Cabbages through, and they will

always be the better, because if too much manure comes in
contact with the roots in the autumn, it induces a succulent
luxuriant growth, which renders them far more liable to injury
from alternations of frost and thaw in the winter. Radishes
may still be sown.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Apples and Pears require constant attention now. Gather

the various sorts as they ripen, and let the operation be per-
formed with as much gentleness as if they were eggs, for wher-
ever an Apple or Pear is bruised there is laid the foundation of

premature decay. Peaches and Nectarines must be looked over
daily, and gathered as they ripen, as a fall, even when nets are
suspended to relieve them, is fatal to their flavour and appear-
ance if they have to be kept a day.

flower garden.
Besides keeping every part of this department in the neatest

order, the propagation of the stock for supplying next season's
demand will engross all the time and attention that can be
spared. In all cases, the number of plants which it will be
necessary to provide should be noted down, allowing a wide
margin for contingencies and losses. The earlier-struck cut-
tings must be potted off, and after ihey become established,

placed out of doors in an open situation, bearing in mind that

all the more delicate bedding Geraniums Bhould well fill their

pots with roots before winter, or many will be lost. While

propagation is being proceeded with, attention must be turned

to the amount of winter accommodation, which, whether in the

shape of frames, pits, or larger structures, should be put in readi-

ness to receive the plants before bad weather sets in. Though
more expensive in the first place, a series of brick pits from

5 to 6 feet wide, will be the cheapest in the end, and if heated

by running a four-inch pipe round them, mats may bo dis-

pensed with ; besides, pits of this class would be valuable

during the summer for a variety of purposes. The late heavy

rains have caused considerable derangement amongst the flowers.

Immediate attention should be given, and all deficiencies from

such injuries at once replaced. Attention must be paid to the

layers of Carnations and Picotees. It sometimes happens that

the wireworms (young ones almost as thin as hairs), have in-

sidiously introduced themselves into the pith of the layers, to

their certain destruction. When one is destroyed, it is advisable

to lift the pegs which hold down the others, and closely examine

them ; if at the section of the stem a bran-like appearance is

visible the enemy is not far off, and it must be carefully sought

and destroyed. Continue to plant out l'inks as they strike root,

bearing in mind that those which are put out now in the places

where they are to flower next season, generally lace much
better than those planted in the spring. Plant offsets of TulipB,

and commence arranging the best bed for planting.

greenhouse and conservatory.

Any inmates of these structures which have been placed out

of doors will still be much benefited by being out, even for two

or three weeks more, especially all those which appear long-

jointed or somewhat pale. If drenching rains occur, any

tender plants which are likely to suffer damage should be taken

in-doors again ; there is no occasion to house the whole stock

at once. Plants impatient of moisture should not be kept out

too late, the nights are becoming long, the solar heat will soon

be much diminished, and, of course, evaporation will proceed

at a slower pace. When Camellias, Chinese Azaleas, and the

hybrid Indian Rhododendrons were not potted in the spring

and require shifting, the present will be the most favourable

time, as the young wood is now becoming somewhat firm and

the flower-buds are perceptible. As this class of plants require

water very liberally during one period of their growth, drain

the pots well, and use very turfy peat and sand, adding an

equal portion of fibrous loam for the Camellia. Most of the

class of bulbs known as Cape bulbs, if obtained now, might by

the aid of a little extra heat be had in flower at various periods

throughout the winter and early spring. Any of the free-

growing species of Ixias, such as flexuosa, viridiflora, conica,

&c, would be suitable, as also would the varieties of Sparaxis

tricolor. Amaryllis vittata, Johnsoni, and the innumerable

allied mules, are splendid, and might bo bloomed by gentle

forcing. Lachenalia pendula, tricolor, and luteola, with many
species of Oxalis, would serve to increase the variety, and are

all handsome individually ; of Oxalises perhaps versicolor, hir-

tella, and cernua would be as easily procured as any, but many
others are equally good. Ornithogalum aureum, a fino orange-

coloured species, and some of the white ones, as lacteum and

revolutum, are desirable plants. Cyclamen coum, vernum, and

persicum ought not to be omitted.

STOVE.

Plenty of moisture in the atmosphere and plenty of air are

still essentials, increasing the ventilation progressively as the

plants approach towards the next period, and inuring them to

much more sunlight in a similar ratio, at least those which

have made a strong and early growth. Shading will of course

be dispensed with, except in the case of bright sunshine and

during the middle of the day. Pay every attention to such

superior stove plants as Allamandas, Dipladenias, Stephanotis,

Echites, Euphorbia, and Luculia. A considerable number of

Orchids may now be selected from the general stock, which,

having done growing, require a temperature gradually declining,

accompanied with a drier atmosphere, and, for some kinds, a

pretty free exposure to the sun and light. Where different

structures are devoted to this family no difficulty exists in

affording to each section a suitable temperature both in

the seasons of active growth and repose, and iu tho&e tran-

sitions from one state to the other during which, perhaps,

plants require the greatest care. On the contrary, where one

house is made to contain a class of plants which vary nearly as

much in constitution as they do in form, contrivances of all
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sorts must be had recourse to lor accommodating them daring
•one months of the year. Emeries, vineries, a warm green-
house, and spare pits present themselves as affording room
where a greater or less number of this interesting family may
pass then: vacation when the more active duties of the season
ace over. The thinning out of the principal house will permit
of the remaining plants having more room, and enable such
tiads as are coming into bloom to be brought forward to meet
fche eye.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
Ha» nearly a day's watering on Tuesday, the 2«th ult.

Utuefly applied the water to Peaeh-tree borders out of doors,
and such strong-growing plants as Salvias in the flower garden,
using principally house-sewage water. We felt confident that
we should have rain before long, but we made allowance for
that in using the sewage, as that always seems to tell more
wonderfully when a moderate rain and a cloudy sky follow the
watering. Had we known that there was to have been such a
drenching rain as that whioh fell on Tuesday evening and
Wednesday morning, we might have saved ourselves the labour
and finished some other work. We are sure that the sewage
watering will tell as expected, still it would not have been so
argent a work, if the heavy rain had been a certainty before-
hand. The change in the weather, though a drawback as
regards tho harvest, has helped us in another way, as it will

retard the fruit a little in the orohard-houses, which with all

the air possible, and a little shade, is ripening faster than we
want it. We could have easily kept it later by leaving air on
in summer instead of shutting np. In fact, by a little at-
tention in the management, fruit may be obtained in orchard-
houses jmheated, considerably earlier, or considerably later,

than on the open wall.

mrcm.:; oabden.
The chief work here besides hoeing to keep down all incipient

weeds, has been sowing Lettuces and Turnips, planting out
Endive, Lettuces, and a border of American Red-topped Stone
Turnips, which the rains will make all right. These were
planted in rows 15 inches apart, and about 7 inches apart in
the rows, as that, after this season, will give plenty of room for

nice useful tubers, more especially if the most forward be taken
np first. From 3 to 4 inches across is quite large enough for
such tubers to be used at the parlour table. At that size
they will be crisp and white at the root end, instead of brown,
hard, and stringy. This border will come in in succession to
that from which the thinnings were taken for planting, and
will be several weeks earlier than a fresh sowing. One of
our best gardeners told us the other day, that Turnips were
a perfect plague to him. Do what he would he had his
borders and quarters cleared off by the fly. He perceived at
once that by sowing under some kind of protection, and plant-
ing out after the plants had made several strong rough leaves,
he could beat his enemy. The drawback is, that in sunny
weather the plants would require frequent slight waterings
until they had taken hold, when they would look after them-
selves. In dripping, or cloudy weather, there is no difficulty

whatever. The plants very soon make themselves independ-
ent, and the labour is not much more in planting than in
sowing, protecting from birds, and thinning to the requisite
distance.

It has not been generally considered that such Turnips may
be transplanted as successfully as Swedes. The chief point is

that whilst fixing the root, the collar of the plant should not
be buried. Even in thiB little matter, less care is needed than
in transplanting an Onion which we wish to bulb well. Well-
aired soil, enriched with rotten dung or leaf mould, is the best
preparation for a sweet, crisp young Turnip. When weight
of tuber is the object, the manure may be used less decomposed,
and plenty of it, and if assisted with the stimulus of artificial

manure, such as guano, superphosphate, broken half-inch bones,
or droppings from sheep fed on trellised boards in winter, all

the better.

Dissolving Bovex.—A gentleman told us the other day that a
farmer effected this process in a very simple economical way
without the help of sulphuric or any other acid. A heap of
damp pig and other dung was thrown together, so as to produce
a good heat, the bones were well wetted with strong water from
the manure tank, placed on the hotbed, and covered all over
for a foot or so in thickness with the same materials, and the
«team and the heat caused the bones to fall down in powdery

flakes, when the whole was mixed together. The plan may be
well known, though we have no recollection of meeting with it.

We have slowly dissolved, ox rather broken down, a small neap
of bones by frequently wetting them with strong urine drainage
from houses, and then covering well np with litter.

Tomatoes, however grown—against walls, fences, or on the
ground—will now want regulating, removing many of the larger
leaves, and exposing the fruit to the sun. This plant, unless
the roots are much confined, is sure to grow rampant in saoh
a season as the present, and one of the best means of keeping
it fruitful and within bounds is to stop the shoots repeatedly
after they show their bunches of bloom, and remove when too
luxuriant a good portion of the larger leaves. So treated, the
plants will need little water after the plants are fairly estab-
lished. Few people in this country, as yet, adopt the American
system of using the Tomatoes when in a young green state as
a constituent of salads.

Potatoes.—During the heavy rains of Wednesday looked
over the Potatoes, and was sorry to find as pretty a sample as
could be seen—when housed not a speck or mark of disease
upon them—now very much infected, which we regret all the
more, as most of them were intended for seed Potatoes. For
several years we have seen little of the disease until after the
Potatoes were housed for some time, in shallow bins, too, and in
an airy place. This is one of the most puzzling facts con-
nected with this still little-understood disease. We have advo-
cated fresh soil and an open situation, instead of the old soil

and close situation of a kitchen garden ; but we have since
learned that a market gardener who makes a large profit gene-
rally by securing fine samples of all the earlier kinds for selling

for planting, will have few if any to dispose of next spring, as,

though his stock was harvested in excellent order and from an
open situation, the Potatoes are going very fast now. It is

to be hoped that this will not be at all general. The weather
has been such as we might expect the disease among late kinds
in moist sheltered places, but there was but little of such
weather before the early kinds were taken up, and we can
assign no reason why such crops, taken up early, and housed in
a sound condition, should begin to go all wrong a month or so
afterwards. It also seems doubtful if such Bamples could be
perfectly healthy to use when they showed no signs of disease,

as the germs of that disease must have been in them before
they were housed.
Mushrooms.—See last week. We again allude to this subject

because an "Old Cultivator" who used to be troubled in

summer with maggots, thin Mnshrooms, and these going ofl

and crumbling up in his house with platforms in the usual
way, examined our little bed, producing nice Mushrooms in

our shed, thatched at top, open in front, and shaded by trees.

The depth of the old bed at the end of that being cleared out,

he found to be rather less than we stated—namely, 14 inohes
at back and 12 in front, earth and altogether, and on poking
with his stick he satisfied himself that fully half that depth
was chiefly rather long litter, with shorter litter and drop-

pings at the top. Of course we would have preferred that for

that depth all, or nearly the chief part, had been droppings.

We have had Mushrooms good all the summer in a large house,

the bed on the floor, with means of wetting the floor and
syringing the walls, but in a small narrow house, and fur-

nished with platforms, we have not been so successful in the

hot summer months. We have also succeeded very well in a

sort of underground cellar, where the temperature and mois-

ture of the air were very uniform. We have helped to make
beds in an underground Mushroom-house, and where they did

well in summer, and well, too, in winter, only requiring a

covering over the beds at the latter season. The ground was
cleared out as for the cellar of a house, a wall of old bricks and
stones built all roand, and piers on each side in the centre,

with r-iom left for a path between the beds. Stout flat iron

rods went across from wall to wall, resting also on the piers,

these rods being 18 inches below the ground level. On these

slates and flagstones were placed, which were again covered with

earth rammed down, averaging 18 inches in thickness, and
slightly in the ridge form, highest in the centre. On this

was rolled about 1 inch of fine gravel and tar, extending a yard

beyond the side walls so as to take off the damp, this concrete

top being only a few inches above the surrounding ground.

There was a stair, with a door at the end, covered with a flap-

door to keep the wet out. This house answered well all the time

we knew it. It was cool in summer and warm in winter, but all

the material had to be carried in baskets to the beds, which

greatly increased the labour. For summer work we have found
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nothing better than a shady thatched shed, where you can re-

gulate the force of a breeze pretty well at ploasnre. Before we

used it, and having no large house that could have been kept

cool, and no underground place, we used to have much diffi-

culty with Mushrooms in June, July, and part of August, if

the weather was very hot. That might have been surmounted

by more thorough but equal ventilation in a narrow house,

hut even then it is advisable to have the Mushroom-houBe
unoccupied for a few months in summer, so that it may have

a good cleaning, smoking, &c.

Cucumbers.—Potted off some for winter work, if wanted. Re-

gulated others in beds. Both Cucumbers and Melons in frames

will be the better of some linings, as litter and grass, round the

boxes now, so that they may not receive any check.

Gathered Vegetable Marrows before they became too old.

For some years we have dispensed with the usual hotbed be-

neath these vegetables, but where early gatherings are desirable

it is well to give the plants a rough hotbed below the soil, and a

hand-light when first planted out. They then grow with such

vigour, and root into the dung, as it decomposes, so freely as

to give little more trouble for the season than gathering the

young fruit, which in the long kinds should scarcely be more
than 1| inch in diameter. After trying many sorts we must
say that we like the old long-shaped Vegetable Marrow, which

turns to a bright yellow when ripe, the best of all. That is no

reason why others may not prefer the Custard and other choice-

named kinds.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Can do nothing now to clear away runners of Strawberries,

until dry weather sets in. In stiff, strong soil, where the leaves

keep pretty compact and close to the ground, would not move
a leaf from the plants further than might be necessary to give

light and air to those left ; but on light rich ground, where the

foliage is nearly up to one's knee, and becoming brownish by
this time, there would be no harm if a good portion of the
tallest were pruned off soon after the fruit was gathered, as
then there would be time for the buds to mature themselves,
and the plants would be more compact and fresh all the winter.
Circumstances may thus alter practice, but as a general rule,

in good Strawberry soil, it is well not to touch any of the leaves
until they are browned by the winter's frost, and they are, there-
fore, trimmed a little in spring as the young leaves expand.
These old leaves act as a protection to the plant in winter. On
the other hand, on light rich soils, where the old leaves are re-

moved early, the young leaves formed by this time, are seldom
injured by frost. In a word, if the soil will keep the leaves of

Strawberries green until the end of autumn, that is a plain
sign that there at least the cutting or removing the leaves would
be wrong. When the foliage becomes brown and withered, as
in some places it is often seen in August, then such foliage

can be of no use further than as a mere protection to the buds,
and the buds would have been better with the young stiff

foliage around them instead of the old.

Gathered some of the riper Apples, as the birds began to
peck them. We shall have few Pears or Plums this season,
except where the buds have escaped the destructive bills of the
birds. They so nearly killed outright some nice dwarf Plum
trees, that we were obliged to allow these to throw out from
the older wood strong shoots, to be stopped and treated so as
to produce masses of fruit-buds. These trees were so prolific

of fruit-buds as to require previously but little trouble,
except to syringe them for a little fly, and gather the fruit.

Two or three fine Thorn trees were so completely cleared of
flower-buds and wood-buds as only to maintain their vitality by
breaking pretty freely all over the older wood. Cherries and
Apples were little touched by the birds this season, as respects
the buds, and they have produced their usual crops. The
birds seemed to take themselves off for a short time as the buds
of Apples and Cherries were swelling. Some birds suffered for

attacking the Cherries under nets, but on the whole as respects
the Cherries, the "black mail" demanded was pretty well
earned by good service in other respects. We are anxious to
keep a good crop of the Florence Cherry as late as possible,
and had it, therefore, double-netted and lost but few by the
birds. The ants were a smaller but more difficult enemy to
dislodge. We oould syringe the tree heavily to bring them
down, and then throw some quicklime on the ground, which
they abominate. A good plan would have been to have placed
• few saucers on the ground supplied with honey, or sugar and
arsenic, with a saucer over it, and openings large enough for
the ants to enter. A band of tar along the bottom of the wall
will also keep them down so long as it is damp, and not longer.

Even then they are not easily conquered, being as famed for

perseverance as even the spider itself. We have watched a

detachment of them going along fully 50 yards at the foot of a
wall, going up where it was clean, and marching back again on
the wall to reach the coveted plunder.

A new enemy has appeared within a few days in the shape
of wasps, which have troubled us but littlo this season. A
nest has been found near at hand, and treated in the usual

way, but use what means yon will, you will never catch all the

industrious wasps at home, and the finest decoys in the shape

of sunk bottles with enticing fluids, will fail to tempt them all

to enter ; and deprived of the stimulus of having a home tc

care for and young wasps to feed there, tho marauders wil?

give themselves up to feats of gluttony, eat, rest, sleep, and
eat again without greatly shifting their quarters. In these cir-

cumstances, such a rain as we have had, if a little colder,

genernlly settles, at least for a time, all these gorged, swelled

out, muzzy, yellow-coated plunderers—not but that suspended

bottles of saccharine matter, and double hand-lights, with a

hole at the top of the lower one, are not good traps for catching

all such interlopers, but a few days' rain will often do much to

set them adrift, and if their wings are wet they are easilj

caught.

An amateur lately directed our attention to a sort of sca-

vangering employment for which he had found wasps verj

useful. He had a house with Vines trained up the rafters,

and Peaches against the back wall. These Teach trees were

very much infested with fat scale, that was making sad havoc

of his trees. A colony of wasps were in turn making havoc
among the scale insects and their sweetish excretions, and
not a berry of the Grapes was touched ; but when they bad
worked their sweet will with the attractive scale insect, we
should be a little surprised if, of their own accord, they left

the tempting vicinity of the ripening Grapes. Some years

ago we saw a Peach-house a perfect nest of wasps, though the

fruit had been cleared out more than a month, and here, too,

the scale which had been aRowed to have its own way was the

great attraction.

Out of doors on walls and inside in orchard-houses, &c,
earwigs and woodlice have begun to nibble the fruit, and it

is annoying to find fine fruit with just a little hole in it that

makes it unfit to go to table. The older and the opener

the seams in a waU the more will woodlice choose such places

for their best living and breeding quarters. Before the fruit

begins to become soft it is a good plan to lash the wall and
trees either with clear water or clear soot water, or clear water

with as much quassia water added as to make it a little

bitter. This repeated several times before the leaves become
dry will send most of the woodlice to the bottom of the wall

for shelter, under clods, &c, and many may be destroyed bj
beating heavily along the side of the wall with a clean spade.

Then if a band i inches wide is painted along the bottom of

the wall in tar and oil the woodlouse will not cross it so long

as it is wet. This may be done as respects any waU out of

doors, but it would be dangerous to do it in a house, under

glass. There small pots, with a bit of boiled Potato in them,
covered with dry moss or hay, may be laid down and examined
every morning, and the hiders treated according to the whim
or taste of the trapper.

Similar means will also entice the earwig, and keep the

wingless ones from ascending, but it likes a hollow tube to

hide in during light better than aU these, and of all tubes is

fonder of none than a hollow beanstalk—say a foot in length,

stuck among the branches of the tree. Examine these tubes

every morning, and, putting an end close to your mouth,
give a brisk blow which will send the earwigs, if there, out

without ceremony at the other end, into a pot of water or any
other contrivance considered more suitable. We have counted

twenty blown out of a single beanstalk 9 inches in length.

Preserving Morcllo Cherries and Currants on the Trees.—We
have had both good after Christmas—the Morello merely bj
matting or Nottingham fine netting, kept at a distance from the

tree ; and the Currants by using mats, straw ropes, or netting.

However done, there is generally great loss from those deeayed,

and the trees are more or less injured, so that in general, but

for having the fruit fresh gathered, it would be better to gather

and bottle when the fruit wa3 at its best. The best method we
have noticed for preserving Currants, Gooseberries, &o., on
the bush, we saw from twenty to thirty years ago, at Tingrith,

and we believe the same plan is adopted there still. A light

iron frame was made, about 3 J feet in diameter, and as much in

height, having a rim for resting its bottomless base on the
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ground, and s, run at top over which projected a light tin

lid, painted. The lower and upper rim were connected by
upright bars, and round these bara was stretched and fastened
Nottingham-lace netting. The lid threw aside the rains, the
small holes of the netting allowed air to enter freely, and a
good amount of subdued light, but kept out the smallest of our
winged insects, not to speak of birds and larger enemies.

ORNAMENTAL DEPARTMENT.
This has been one of the most troublesome seasons we have

known as respects lawn-keeping ; it has been mow or machine
continually. Some lawns have been allowed to become rather
rough. Even that most in sight would scarcely be presentable
if not gone over three times in a fortnight. At longer intervals
we have had to use the machine twice on the same ground, or
mow with the scythe, and in either case there was so much to

take away that we found delay, though it could not be helped
at times, was anything but an advantage. After these rains a
fine opportunity will be given for eradicating large Plantains
on lawns, weeding walks, and rolling walks and lawns, and
that rolling will help to keep worms longer from disfiguring
the surface of either.

Worms seldom show in walks that have been dressed with
salt, but ours are already too smooth to put salt on them.
The roughest walk on the surface will ere long become smooth
enough if well Baited on the top. AValks at all smooth, if

salted, will retain moisture so much as to be almost impassable
in winter. But for these after-effects there is no plan so econo-
mical for keeping walks bright in summer as throwing a coat-
ing of salt over them on a sunny day, and when you may
expect some days of bright weather. There is only one way in
which we could use salt for smooth-surfaced walks, and that is

by covering the salt with a slight sprinkling of fine gravel from
which the mere dust was excluded. This, rolled in after wet,
would give a nice walk for the season, as the fresh material
would prevent all softening and lifting, and the salt beneath
would keep the weeds from growing.
Went on regulating plants and houses ; potting Cinerarias,

Primulas, &c. ; cutting down Pelargoniums
;
put in cuttings of

bedding stuff, much as detailed last week. Now is a good time
to top-dress Roses for forcing. Took up and and potted firmly
such shrnbs as coloured Ribes, Lilacs, Syringas, and Rhodo-
dendrons. These should be plunged in the ground in a sunny
spot, and the tops syringed or shaded for a short time to pre-
vent flagging. A little bottom heat in a bed, with the tops
fully exposed, helps to fill the pots with roots, and that is the
chief element of success.—R. F.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET—September 1.

There has been a tolerably good supply of wall fruit during the past
week, with the exception of Green Gage 'Plums, which are now almost
over. Apples are plentiful ; and Pears consist of Beurre d'Amanlis, Louise
Bonne of Jersey (both from Jersey), Bon Chretien, and Jargonelle.

d. s.

0to3
4

Apples J4 f-ieTo

Apricots doz.
Cherries lb.

Chestnuts bush.
Currants sieve

Black do.
Figs doz.
Filberts lb.

Cobs looibs.
Gooseberries

. . quart
Grapes, Hothouse, .lb.

Lemons 100 6 10

Melons each 2
Nectarines doz. 4
Oranges 100 1*2

Peaches doz.
Fear* ukssert) ..doz.

kitchen doz.
Pine Apples lb.

Plums jj> sieve
Quinces .... Ji sieve
Raspberries lb.

Strawberries lb.

Walnuts bush.

d. s. A
6to5

8
20
12
3

5

9

8

VEGETABLES.

Artichokes each
Asparagus bundle
Beans, Broad. . bushel

Kidney . . \ sieve
Beet, Red doz.
Broccoli bundle
BruB. Sprouts J£ sieve
Cabbage dnz.
Capsicums loo
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery bundle
Cucumbers each

pickling .... doz.
Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
Gurlic lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish . . bundle

8. d. B.

2 too
6 8
5
2 3
2 3

1

2

4

4

3

3

Leeks bunch
Lettuce per score
Mushrooms pottle
Mustd.& Cress, punnet
Onions. . doz. bunches
Parsley ^ sieve
Parsnips doz.
Peas per quart
Potatoes bushel

Kidney do.
Radishes . . doz. hands
Rhubnrb bundle
Savoys doz.
Sea-kale basket
Shallots lb.

Spinach bushel
Tomatoes. . . . per doz.
Turnips bunch
Vegetable Marrows dz.

s. d. s.

3 toO
1

6 2
2

6

9 1

9 1

2 4
3

6
4

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
Charles Turner, Royal Nurseries, Slough.— Catalogue of

Bulbous Flower Roots and Tulips.

R. Parker, Exotic Nursery, Tooting, S.

—

Catalogue of Stove,
Greenhouse, and Hardy Plants, Fruit Trees, Hyacinths, d'c.

Sutton & Sons, Reading. — Catalogue of Bulbous Flower
Roots, Geraniums, Fuchsias, and other Plants, Fruit Trees, d'c.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
•t* We request that no one will write privately to the depart-

mental writers of the " Journal of Horticulture, Cottage
Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing they
are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. All

communications should therefore be addressed solely to
The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture, d~c, 171, Fleet
Street, London, E.G.

"Cottage Gardeners' Dictionary" (E. S. F.).—It is true that the
name of " G. V.*. Johnson " appears on the title page, but he is not re-
sponsible for any edition beyond the earliest. The copyright belongs to
the publisher, and over it Mr. Johnson has no control ; he regrets, as you
do, that "the old edition of 1852 is as good and as far advanced as that
of 1865."

Labour Required for a Garden {A Header).—You will require a gar-
dener and a young man or active labourer to keep in good order a con-
servatory 24 feet by 22, two vineries 18 feet by 18, Peach-house 31 feet by
14, stove 22 feet by 9, frame 3U feet by 8, kitchen garden 32 yards square
and flower garden 40 yards square, which last takes three thousand bed-
dng plants annually, all propagated.

Improving a Lawn Treated with Coal Ashes (.4 Subscriber from the
Beginning).—Unlr,ss a lawn was hopelessly overgrown with moss we
would not recommend coal ashes for it ; but as you say they are in the
way, it would be better to scratch them up with a garden rake and sweep
them off. Then sift a little fine mould, and mix it with proper grass and
Clover seeds, say one part seeds to ten or twenty of soil, and sow this
over the ground. After sowing roll the seed in, and if birds are likely to
pick them out sow some soot over all. There is no better time than
the present for sowing grass seeds, and most likely your lawn will be
much improved by this simple process.

Thin-ended Cucumbers (A. U. L.).—The thin ends of your Cucumbers
are not caused by your mode of heating. We think that the Cucumbers
wanted more water or more rich top-dressings. Why not have planted
them in the bed instead of in the boxes ? The boxes would do well
enough, only you must give richer soil and top-dress frequently. We
presume you have means for letting up the heat iuto the atmosphere of
the house from the flue. You might make a tank at the side of the flue

or over it. For your other pit we think a small tank covered with slate
would be the cheapest, with reversed turf laid on the Blate before you
place your soil on : or, better still, place 4 inches of rubble on the slate
below the turf. We are sure, however, you may succeed with your flue.

Make the trough 2 feet wide, and 6 inches deep.

Heating a Vinery (J. B.).—The two four-inch pipes along the front of
a house 190, by 14, by 7i feet, will keep it safe, but it will not help you to
force the Vines much. We have tried most boilers, and if well set and
well managed we do not think there is much difference in them as to
total results. In such a large house, 190 feet lon£, there is not much
gained by having the boiler inside, unless you shut it off from the house.
Tubular and cylindrical boilers are best fed at the top, though they can be
fed from below the same as a saddle boiler. Take care that the top of

your boiler is lower than the lowest pipe in the house. Wo cannot say
what would be the price of a tubular boiler to suit you ; but in case you
should want more heat we would recommend a cast-iron cylinder boiler

28 inches in height and 22 or 23 inches in diameter, which will cost about
£6 10i!. ; or a cast-iron saddle-back, SO inches long, 24 inches wide, and
22 inches high, which will cost about £1 less. Good piping will cost

about Ss. 6W. per yard. You could place the boiler at one end as you pro-

pose, but we would prefer having it in the middle and a glass partition,

so that you could have three pipes in one half, and heat it independent
of the other.

Riddell's Boiler {A. B.).—We have no doubt Riddell's boiler will suit

you, and so would a small cast-iron saddle-back for about £2 10*. We
would make tho small Vino-border inside, plant there, and make a border
outside at our leisure. Your proposed piping of one four-inch pipe

round a house 14 feet by 8, will keep up a heat of fr©m 40" to 45- in all

except the most severe weather.

Heating a Small Pit {Ardent Lover of Flower*).—Your single flue will

be sufficient for your purpose, but then you must make a fresh chimney
at the end of the pit. Even then you should have openings to let the
heat up into the house. This, as far as we recollect, was alluded to

in the last volume, and is very easily done.

Fuchsia Flower-buds Dropping (Ii. H. S.).—What is puzzling is,

that Camellias bloom so well, and Fuchsia blooms drop. Are you sure

the plants are damp enough ? Before we altered the glass we would
daub it all over with thin whiting, made of whiting and milk, and see

what that would effect. Put it on outside during a bright day. That
will help to let you know if the dark-fluted glass occasions tho mischief.

Grapes in Muslin Bags (F. O.).—Your gardener is quite right in

putting muslin bags over the bunches of ripe Grapes. It prevents wasps
and flies injuring the berries.

Comtf. de Zyans Strawberry.—"I beg to state that Comte de Zyans
Strawberry can be had true to name from Mrs. Nicholson, Eaglescliffe,

Yarm twidow of the late Mr. J. W. Nicholson), and I can fully corroborate

all that Mr. Laurenson has said in its praise.

—

Robert Donktn."

Names of Flowers (Poor Man).—The petals of the Geraniums had all

1 fallen off, but if they had remained on no judgment could ha*e been

j

formed of tb<»m from such scraps. The Calceolarias seem both alike, and
' of the commonest yellow variety, Aurea floribunda.
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Grapes Small (A Cambrian).—The couso of the bi'rrios being no larger

than Currants is their not having 8ct. They will, consequently, bo stone-

less. To make sure ol the Mill Hill Hamburgh ami Sweetwater setting

well in a cool house, it is necessary to ran the hand lightly over the

bunches whilst in flower. You ore doing right to give air at night ; but

it would be well to discontinue flro at night, and employ it by day only.

Savino Miunonkttk Seed (Pretbyter).—You must pick the pods as

they become ripe, going over the plants frequently on dry days for the

purpose, and placo them thinly on paper in a dry placo, rubbing out tho

seeds when the pods oro thoroughly dry.

Laurels Dyinc* ojf Under Trees (H. D.).—Wo have some in tho

same state, tho old branches dying off and fresh ones coming from tho

bottom. It is from the dryness and poorness of the ground. You conld

not improve them by destroying the trees which overshadow them, and
we would advise you to replace them with Aucubas. We have done so,

and And those grow well where Laurels will not succeed.

Stephanotis Fruiting ( rV. II. B.).— It is rather unusual for the Ste-

phauotis floribunda to fruit, but some placos where it has lone so you
will find referred to in Vol. V. New Series, pages 872, 410, 448, and 469.

Wo have seeu plants from seed saved in this country ; they had the

midribs of the leaves red, and flowered when six yoars old, but were not

different from the parent, with one exception, in which the plont was of

less vigorous habit, and had flowers of a blush colour. You would by
sowing the seed have a chance of obtaining something deviating from
tho species either iu habit or bloom. You will bloom the seedlings much
sooner by grafting them on stocks of the old plant, otherwiso you moy
wait years for their flowers.

Destroying Weeds on Walks (J. TI*.).—Chooso a dry period, and
water tho walks with the following solution—2 lbs. powdered arsenic dis-

solved in six gallons of cold water, boil, and keep stirring until well

mixed ; thon add twelve more gallons of water, and 4 lbs. crushed soda,

stirring well until it boils. Apply to tho walks by a watering-pot with a

rathor flno rose. Care should be taken to keep the hot liquid from the

grass or Box edging, by placing an inclined board to throw the water off

on to the walk. The quantity above named is sufficient for 50 square
yards of walk. If applied during dry weather from March to May it will

keep the weeds under the greater part of the season.

Trop.eolum Seedling (O. 0.).—Your Tropieolum is bright in colour,

but very deficient in form. We have seen much better seedlings this

Season—very superior to those enclosed.

Renovating a Mulberry Tree (A. K.).—We apprehend the fruit would
neither fall nor be small if you were to give in autumn a top-dressing

under the tree of S inches thick of half-decayed manure, extending from
the stem to the outside of the branches. Let it remain until March, and
thon point it in. During dry weather in summer give a thorough soaking

rf liquid manure.

Protecting a Vink-uoruer (Willing to Learn).—The cheapest plan U
to procure some spars 3 inches by 2j, and throe-quarter-inch deal

boards. Tho spars should be a foot or more longer than the width of the
border, and tho boards 11 inches wide. These should be well coated

with boiling coal or gas tar, which will greatly add to their durability.

The border should bo covered with litter or dry leaves, and to a greater

dopth next the house thuu iu front, so that the surface may slope towards
the front of tho border. The spars should bo put with one end on tho

wall, and the lower side level with tho frout wall plate, and nailed to

maintain them in their places, the lowor end resting on a brick. They
should be placed 8 feet apart, narrow side upwards, und on them the

hoards should be laid. Commonce at tho bottom, and let each overlap

that below it to the extent of three-quarters of an inch. A nail ot both
ends of the boards will maintain them in their places. If they are sound
und have a sufficient incline they will render tho border waterproof. All

you need besides is a spout in front to carry off tho water. The boards

will last a dozen years and still be sound, if coated every third year with

gas tar.

Plums, Pears, and Cherries for a North-west Aspect (S.).—You
may have of Plum*—Pond's Seedling, Victoria, tiroen Gage, Yellow Im-
peratrice, July Green Gage, Orleans, Wiuosour, Drop d'Or, Coo's Late
Ked, and Blue Imperatrice. Of Pears—Alexandre Lambre, Beurre de
Cipiuumont, Colmar d'Ktr, Flemish Beauty, Knight's Monarch, Prince

Albert, Thompson's, and Vicar of Winkfield. Of Cherries, besides Mo-
rello, Belle Magnitique, Belle de Choisy, Empress Eugtnie, Coe's Late
Carnation, Kentish, Hoyal Duko, May Duke, and Ohio Beauty.

Peaches and Nectarines on a South-east Aspect (Idem).—Your
situation being dry, warm, and sheltered, wo think Peaches and Necta-

rines would grow and do fairly on a south-east aspect.

Sulphur and Lime Wash (C. P.).—It should be applied in the evening,

the water being heated to a temperature of 120 , or it may be applied

cold, but it is more efficacious hot.

Cubrant Shoots Black Inside (J. H.).—The shoots having the centre

black are all right if the leaves are healthy.

Names of Plants (J. T. B., Sligo).—lt is impossible to name a Gera-

nium—there are hundreds nearly alike—from such a scrap. The other

morsel you sent seems to be a tip of the Club Moss, Lycopodium clava-

tum. (J. J. T.).—The tree of which yon enclosed leaves is the Salisburia

adiantifolia, or Maiden-hsir-leaved. It is not very uncommon. There is

a good specimen in the Chelsea Botanic Garden. (A. B.).—Celsia arctnrus.

(O. S.).—Your plant is one of the Asclepiadow, Oxypetalum Banksii ('/)

If yon can spare the room, wc would advise you to keep it, and when it

flowers send it to us again. (Beginner).—1, Pelliea adiantifolia ; 2, Pteris

cretica albo-lineata ; 8, Pteris tricolor ; 4, Scolopcudrium officinarum

;

6, Adiantum cuncatum ; 7, Isolepis gracilis ; 8, Selaginella hortensls

;

9, Begonia spathulata ; 10, Begonin, insufficient for determination.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the Week ending September 1st.

Sun... 26
Mon... 27
Tues. . 28
Wed. . 29
Thars. 80
Fri. .. 81
Sat. .. 1

Mean

barometer.

Max.

29.994
29.838
29.597
29.310
29.775
29.859
29.855

Mid.

29.883
29.748
29.410

29.284
29.582
29.719

29.763

thekmomf.tf.k.

79
76
70
58
B9
77

70

29.747 29.627 71.28 47.85 62.07

56
49
47
SO
40
44
19

1 ft, dp.

64
65
65
61
60
60

59J

2 ft. dp.

604
61
6U
61"

60
60

59J

60.50

Wind.

S.

W.
s.

w.
W.
s.w.
s.w.

Rain in
inches.

.01

.00

.06

.90

.02

.00

.03

General Remabks.

Slight rain ; clearing ; very fine throughout.

Cloudy and fine ; very fine with dry air ; rather cold.

Dusky clouds ; slight rain ; overcast and cold.

Rain : cold and constant rain ; heavy rain in the evening.

Cloudy, cold, and rather boisterous ; overcast, boisterous and cold

Very fine thronghout, but cold at night.

Fine ; low scattered clouds ; very fine ; rain at night.

POULTRY, BEE, and HOUSEHOLD CHRONICLE.

VULTURE HOCKS.
Surely " F. C." must have seen many cockerels weak at

the hock joint, that never had any tendency to vulture hocks.

Weakness in this joint could never produce vulture-hock

feathers, eo that I would say to the question, whether, " vulture

hockB, like a cat-hocked horse, were not a sign of, or resulting

from, weakness in the leg-joints ?
"—Most decidedly not.

On the day of hatching I could tell " F. C." whether a
Brahma or Cochin chick would be vulture-hocked or the
reverse. Weak joints, at any rate at the hock, depend very

much on a want of strength adapted to the increasing weight.

If the legs once begin to give at the knees, and the bird should

at the same time lay on flesh rapidly, nothing can save the

knees becoming weak ; but when this has occurred in a naked-
hocked bird, no person has ever seen vulture hock " result

"

from it.

The most marked ca3e of vulture hock I ever saw, I picked
up accidentally just twelve years ago last month—viz., July,

1854. Now, as Cochins were unknown in this country in 1845,

at least we may presume so, as at the show in May, 1845, none
appeared in the class for Asiatic breeds, we have, if I may so

term it, a Cochin life of twenty-one years, or at the furthest

twenty-two years in this country. Yet twelve years ago—more

than half the age—is to be considered "recent introduction.
'

So, also, the attempt at the second London show, I presume,

must be considered " recent." However, if we are to have a

poll, as Mr. B. P. Brent suggests, the " judge " has obtained a

vote in "F. C."

I may here correct an error in my former letter, either my
own or the printer's. I am made to say the " Gwynne Cochin*

and Sturgeon Cochins," instead the " Gwynne Ilrahmas," &c.

I possessed birds of each of these gentlemen, and this I cau

aver, that they were not naked-hocked.—Y. B. A. Z.

WOODBRIDGE POULTRY SHOW, AND A
POULTRY PROTECTION SOCIETY.

It is all very well for " One of the Committee " of this

Show to say that the Secretary has been applied to many times

to call a meeting to have all matters " settled up." It is the

duty of the Committee themselves, as you say, to satisfy those

whose birds were either prizetakers or sold. Pray who is the

person dignified in the schedule with the title of Chairman of

the Committee? Surely this fixed office implies some au-

thority. Let the Chairman of the Committee, or the Committee

themselves, publish some satisfactory account of their pro-

ceedings, and pav their just debts. Until this is done, they

will all stand in the same disrepute. I can tell them that some,

and probably aU, of the Patrons of the Show are as mucu
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annoyed that their names have been printed in connection

with this Committee as the subscribers and exhibitors are dis-

gusted with the manner in which their money and their birds

have been neglected. Without some explanation, both patrons

and exhibitors will be difficult to obtain another year.

Your correspondent "Esohct" in reference to a Poultry

Protection Society, remarks " I had personally good cause to

complain of some very suspicious dealing on the part of a well-

known name about two years ago, and the same person has,

I find, been acting with other amateurs in a manner the reverse

of straightforward." He does not tell us in what direction he

points this remark. I should not be surprised if one, or more,

of these persons have not tried some tricks upon me, as I have

had one or two narrow escapes. I shall, therefore, be very

glad to subscribe to any Poultry Protection Society that may
be formed. My object is to do right and to expose wrong.

—

Risht and Wkon».

I KmT.r. be glad to subscribe to get up a Mutual Protection

Society if it can be done, for I am sure it is needed. In the

spring I wrote to a Game-Bantam fancier, who lives not a

hundred miles from Leeds, for a sitting of eggs ; the result was

they were all bad. My firm opinion is that they were boiled.

I wrote and told him, and he never answered my note.

At the same time a gentleman from Halifax sent me a sit-

ting ; most of these were bad. I wrote and told him ; he ex-

pressed his regret, and most handsomely gave me another

sitting, which were all good. I expect I shall meet my Leeds

friend some day ere long, and then he will hear my opinion of

him.—Howaeth Ashton, PoUfield, Prexttvick.

P.S.—My poultry man says the first individual wants his

" tete " punching.

Any Breed.—First, Mrs. Robertson (Spanish). Second, D. GellatJv

(Gome). Third, Mrs. White, Whins (Dockwing Game Bantams).
Any- Breed.—First and Second, IX Gellatly (Cochin-China). Third.

W. Simpson, Cardean (Dorkings).
Any Breed.—First, P. W. Ogilvy. Second, Mrs. Kidd, Balmachoren.

Third, Mrs. Robertson.
Any Breed.—First, P. W. Ogilvy. Second, Mrs. Barclay, Simprun

Third, Mrs. Tait, Meigle.—{Dundee Advertiser).

MEIGLE POULTRY SHOW.—August 29th.

Last year was a most successful commencement for a provincial

show of poultry. There were many specimens equal to or surpassing

those at most of the great exhibitions of the day, and therefore it was

much to the credit and encouragement of the Association to find that

the list of entries for this year was even in advance of the numbers on

the previous occasion. These, too, included specimens from com-

petitors far and near, as will be sufficiently seen from the prize list

;

and not only was there such a generality, hut the names were those

well known in this department as breeders of first-class birds. The
advancement was very noticeable in several classes, especially in that

for the young Dorkings and young Game, where the first places were

held by Mr. P. W. Ogilvy, and also in Game Bantams. A new and
additional attraction to the Show were the prizes for the best pens of

Bix chickens for table use, and in this class some fine lots were shown.

There was also much individual excellence in young Spanish, hut un-

luckily the superior individual birds were not found in the same pens.

The Geese were as good as last year. As to single pens, it will be seen

that the silver challenge cup presented last year to the Society by Ad-

miral Popham for old birds, and that presented since then by the Hon.

Mrs. Arbuthnott for young birds, were both carried off by pens of Dork-

ings. The former cup was again won by the Hon. Mrs. Arbuthnott,

whose Dorkings were very fine, though of course tearing indifferent

plumage at this season of the year. The cup presented by that lady

was, however, won by Mr. P. W. Ogilvy, for his young Dorkings, and in

that pen the pullets were very fine indeed, and the cockerel promised

to be very superior—although the pullets in the second-prize pen were

not inferior. The Judges of the Poultry were—Mr. Eedpath, Edin-

burgh, and Mr. Brown, Perth, and these gentlemen made the follow-

ing awards:

—

Game.—First, Hon. Mrs. Arbuthnott, Inchmartine. Second, R. Swiff,

Notts. Chickens—First, P. W. Ogilvy. Second, J. MNab, Barrhead.

Third, P. W. Ogilvy.
Dorkings.—First and Challenge Cup, Hon. Mrs. Arbuthnott. Second,

P. W. Ogilw. Third, Hon. Mrs. Arbuthnott. Chickens.—First and Chal-

lenge Cup, P. W. Ogilvy. Second, Hon. Mrs. Arbuthnott. Third, P. W.
Ogilvy.
Cochin-China—First, Hon. Mrs. Arbuthnott (Buff). Second, H. Yardley

Third, A. Crosbie, Melrose. Chicken*.—First, W. Henry, Aberdeen. Se-

cond, Hon. Mrs. Arbuthnott (Buff). Third, Miss Soutar, Airlie.

Spanish.—First, J. Kair, Scone. Second, A. Cochrane, Perth. Third,

Hon. Mrs. Arbuthnott. Chickens.—First, Mrs. Anderson, Meigle. Second,
Mrs. Robertson, Belmont.
Hamburgh—First, J. Whitton, Ruthven. Second, J. Wilhie, Cortachy.

Chickens.—First, Duke of Newcastle. Second, G. Edwards, Aberdeen.
Bantams.— Chickens.— First and Second, P. W. Ogilvy. Third, R.

M'Gregor, Perth.
Any other Variety.'— Chickens.— First, Mrs. White (Creve Coeur).

Second, Hon. Mrs. Arbuthnott (Dark Brahmas). Third, D. Gellatly

(Brendan).
Duces.—First, Hon. Mrs. Arbuthnott (Rouen). Second, R. Forsyth

(Aylesburyi. Third, P. W. Ogilvy. Ducklings.—First, P. W. Ogilvy. Se-

cond and Third, Hon. Mrs. Arbuthnott (Rouen, Aylesbury 1 .

Geese.— First and Second, Hon. Mrs. Arbuthnott (Toulouse, Nor-

mandy). Third, Mrs. Davidson.
Turkeys.—first, P. W. Ogilvy. Second, Hon. Mrs. Arbuthnott (Im-

proved Cambridge). Third, Mrs. Kidd, Balmachreon

DEWSBURY POULTRY SHOW.
Thts took place on the 29th nit., at Savile Town, near Dewsbtm

and had it not been that the weather was extremely unfavourable it

would have proved the most successful meeting ever held here. The
entries were more numerous than on any previous occasion, in almost

all classes, and the competition keener.

Cup (best pen in Exhibition), J. Threeby, Bradford,
Cochin-China.—First, C. W. Brierley, Middleton. Second, H. Beldon,

Bingley. Chickens.—First, C. Sedgwick, Keighley. Second T. Vickerman,
Chickenley.
Spanish.—First, J. Thresh, Bradford. Second, H. Beldon. Chicken*.

—First, J. Newton, SUsden. Second, T. Greenwood, Dewsbury.
Dorking.—First, J.Tyrrel, Beaumont, Huddersfield. Second, H. Beldon.

CJtickens.—First, E. Leech, Rochdale. Second, H. Beldon.
Brahma Pootra.—First, J. H. Pickles, Bridgeroyd. Second, G. H.

Roberts, Preston. Chickem.—First, R. W. Boyle, Ireland. Second, J. H.
Pickles.
Game (Black Reds).—First, H. Beldon. Second, G. Noble, Stainchfle.

Odckens.—First, W. Pell. Adwalton. Second, G. Noble.
Game (Brown Reds .—First, H. Beldon. Second, J. Byrom, Lancashire.

Qdc&t n.—First, J. Inesou, Stoincliffe. Second, H. Beldon.
Game (L)uckwing and other Greys and Blues).—First, W. FelL Second,

H. Beldon. Chvckens—First, W. Fell. Second, — Spedding & Senior,

Chickenley.
Game (White and Piles).—Chickens.—Prize, H. Beldon.
Game (Black and Brassy-winged, except Greys).—First G. Noble. Se-

cond, J. Ineson. Chickens.—Prize J. Tbberson, Great Gomersal.
Hamburgh < Golden-spangled).—First, J. Walker, Knaresborongri. Se-

cond, H. Beldon. *

Hamburg m (Silver-spangled).—Prize, H. Bt-ldon.

Hamburgh (Golden-pencilled).—First, Mrs. Holmes, Halifax. Second,
A. K. Wood, Kendal.
Hamburgh (Silver-pencilled).— First. J. Walker. Second, H. Beldon.

Hamburgh (Black).—First, C. Sedgwick. Second, H. Beldon.
Polands (Gold and Silver-spangled).—First and Second, H. Beldon.

Chickens.—First, H. Beldon. Second, T. E. Kell, Wetherby.
Polands (Any other variety).—Prize, H. Carter, Holmfirth.
Bantams (Black).—First, Miss G. Ridgway, Dewsbury. Second, S,

Schofield.
Bantams (White).—First, S. Schofield. Second, E. Hutton, Pudsey.
Game Bantams.—First, G. Noble. Second, W. Newsome, Leeds.
Game Cock (Any variety).—First, J. Mason, Worcester. Second, J.

Hodgson, Bradford. Hen.—First, G. Noble. Second, T. Dyson, Halifax.

Docks (White).—First, E. Leech. Second, J. K. Fowler, Aylesbury.

Ducks (Rouen).— First, W. Neweeme. Seeond, F. Horsfoll, M.D.,

Pontefract.
Ducks (Any other variety).—First, E. Hutton, Pudsey. Second, J. k.

Fowler.
Rarbits (Lop-eared).—Buck. — First, F. Mosey, Leeds. Second, E.

Brooke, jun., Huddersfield. Doc—First, F. Mosey. Second, W. Newsome,
Pair far colour.—First, F. Horsfoll. Second, E. Brooke, jun. Weight-
First, E. Brooke, jun. Second, J. E. Crowther, Dewsbury.

PIGEONS.
Powter.—Cocfc.—First. E. E. M. Royds, Rochdale. Second; J. Thaek-

ray, York. Hen.—First, J. Thaokray. Second, E. Horner, Harewood.
Carrier.—Cock.—First, E. Horner. Second, J. Firth, jun, Dewsbury.

Hen.—First, E. E. M. Royds. Second, E. Horner.
Tumblers (Almond).—First, E. E. M. Royds. Second, J. Thackray.

Tumblers (Any other variety).—First, C. Cowburn, Leeds. Second,

E. E. M. Royds.
TrRBrrs.—First J. Thacltray. Second, E. Horner.
Jacobins.—First and Second, E. Horner.
Trumpeters.—First. J. Thompson, Bingley. Second, E. Horner.

Owls.—First, J. ,H. Pickles, Bridgeroyd. Second, J. Fielding, jun.,

Rochdale.
Barbs.—First, J. Firth, jun. Second, J. Thompson.
Fantails—First, J. Thackray. Second, C. Cowburn.
Nuns.—First, J. Thackrav. Seeond, J. Thompson.
PlGEONS(Common).—First, T. Watson, Thornhill. Second, J. Vickerman,

Any other Variety.—First, J. Thackray. Second, H. Yardley, Bir-

mingham. __^

SWANSEA POULTRY, PIGEON, RABBIT, AND
BIRD SHOW.

Tm Exhibition was held in a yard adjoining the Music Hall, on

Thursday, the 23rd ult., in connection with a Fruit and Flower Show.

The entries were not numerous, but some good specimens were

exhibited. The following are the awards :

—

Dorkings.—First and Second, G. Lewis, Carmarthen.
Spanish (Black).—First and Special, T. Ace, Yystalyfera. Second, J.

Butler.
Cochins.—First, T. Ace. Second, 6. Lewis.

Hambubghs.—First, withheld. Second,— Milroy.

Game.—First and Second, G. Lewis.

Bantams.—First, J. Butler. Second, W. Crapper. Highly Commended,

For the Best Pen of Pullets.—First and Extra, T. Ace (Spanwo

and BnffCochinaj. , „,.-„.«„
Docks (Aylesbury).-First, W. E. Walcup, Rheola. Second. Sergeant

Green, Swansea.
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Duoxs (Rouen).—Prize, K. II. Savours, Briton Ferry KmiU.

PlosoNS Carriera.—Prize, J. Butler. J'owtm— Prize, J. Butler. Highly
Commended, J. Pugsley. Jacobins.—First, W. Oruppor. Spocisfl and
Highly Commended. J. Butler. Tumbler* (Almond).—First, I). Evans.
Special, T. Evans. FanUiil*.—Prize, W. PhUlipo, Swansea.

Kahuits (Lop-eared).—First, sergeant Groen. Second, W. Crapper.

Rabbits (Common).—Prize, — Harding.
Canaries.—First, J. Griffiths. Seoond, Sorgoant Green.
Grey Pabuot. —Prize, J. Harris.
Gukxn Parrot^—Prize, W. Crapper.

The Judges were Mr. J. Savours and Mr. Woolley.

COTTINGHAM POULTRY SHOW.
(From a Correspondent.)

The annual Exhibition of Poultry and Pigeons was held on the

29th August, and. as regards numbers of outries, far exceeded those of

former years, while in many of the classes it was u matter of great

difficulty for the Judges to decide upon the respootive merits of the

various pens : so much so, that in several cases they placed two pens
on an equality, and awarded on " equal " hist, or an " equal " second ;

Jbut, as the authorities would have -us to understand it, they bestowed

these extra favours to the specimens thus honoured with a very

niggardly hand, as instead of either competitor receiving the full

ralue of the prize, it was to be divided equally between the two 1

—

which is certainly a new idea, and it is very doubtful whether either

one or both of the successful partieB cannot legally claim the amount
offered in the schedule for those classes. However this may be,

another year., it will be well to avoid such a cause of dispute, and one
way of doing bo will be to restore the class for Rouen Ducks, and not to

leave these and a host of other Ducks to compete together for the prizes.

F. Ferguson, Esq., of Eisby Park, and Mr. D. Pickering, of Hull,

officiated as Judges. The following is believed to be a list of their

awards ; but no catalogues being minted it was difficult for .even the

Secretary to find to whom the birds belonged.

Spanish.—First, G. Hoyle, Hessle. Second, JI. Robinson. Ckicbcns.—
First and Second, J. H. Ren.
Dorkings.—First, W. Watson, Bishop Burton. Seoond, G. Holmes.

Chickens First, — Manklin. Second, W. Watson.
Cochins (Any variety).— First, J. Hatfield. Second, T. C. Trotter,

Sutton. Chickens—First, H. Taylor, Novland. Second, W. Charter,
Driffield.

Game (Black-breasted and other Reds).—First, W. Naylor. Second,
G. Holmes. Chicken*.—First, Q. A. Young, Driffield. Second, G.
Holmes.
Gams (Any other variety).—First, J. Hodgkinson, Hull. Seoond, W,

Charter. Chickens.—First," .T. Hodgkinson. Second, O. A. Young.
Polands.—First, J. W. Proctor (White-crested Blaok). Equal Second,

J. Beeeroft and O. A. Young. Chickens.—First, J. Si. Proctor. Second,
J. Cross.
Hambubshs (Golden-spangled).—First, .T. M. Blanchard. Second, G.

Holmes. Chickens.—First, J. Blanohard. Second, G. Holmos.
Hamburghs (Golden-pencilled).—First, A. Hume. Second, R Rabaan.

Chickens.—Second, G. Holmes.
Hahbubghs (Silver-spangled).— First, J. Blanchard. Seoond, G. A.

Young. Chickens.—First, J. Jennings. Second, R. Cooke.
Hamburghs (Silver-pencilled). — First, R. Robsuu. Second, G.

Holmes. Chickens.—First and Second, S. Holmes.
Bantams (Gold laced).— First, T. C. Harrison, Hull. Second, J.

Marshall. Chickens.—First, R. Smith, Malton. Seoond, C). A. Young.
Bantams (Game).—First, R. Voakes. Second, T. Holmes. Chickens*—

First, J. Blanchard. Second, R. Smith.
Bantams (Any other variety).—First, J. R. Jessop (Black). Second,

T. C. Harrison (Silver-laced). Chickens.—First and Second, J. R JeBflop
'White and Black).
Any other Distinct Variety.—First, R. Loft, Woodmansey (Sultans).

Second, J. Hodgkinson. Chickens.—First and Second, R Loft.
Farmyard Cross.—First, R. Loft. Second, J. Robinson. Chickens*—

First, J. Coverdale. Second, Mrs. Robinson.
Selling Class.—First and Second, R. Loft.
Geese.—First, O. A. Young. Second, Mrs. Nicholson.
Docks (Aylesbury).—First, O. A. Young. Second, F. Key, Beverley.
Ducks (Any other variety).—Equal First, T. C. Harrison and O. A.

Young (Mandarins and Rouens). Equal Second, Mrs. Morris and J. £.
Jessop (Rouens and Summer Teat).

SINGLE-COCK CLASS.
Spanish.—First, T. C. and E. Newbitt. Second, G. Holmes.
Dorkings.—First, J. Hatfield, Gtfttingham. Second, G. Holmes.
Cochins (Any variety).—First, T. C. Trotter. 8econd, J. HalL
Game (Black-breasted and other Reds).—First, J. Hatfield. Second,

J. Hansom.
Game (Any other variety).—First, W. Drewry. Second, W. Charter.
Polands.— tirst, J. M. Proctor.
Hamburghs (Golden-spangled). — First, O. A. Young. Second, G.

Holmes.
Hambcrghs (Golden-pencilled).—First, G. Holmes. Second, J. Hall.
Hambubghs (Silver-spangled).—First, G. Holmes.
Hasbcbghs (Silver-pencilled).—First, S. Holmes. Second, R. Voakes.
Bantams (Gold-laced).—First, T. C. Harrison. Second, J. Marshall.
Bantams

i Game).—First, W. Scott, second, T. C. Harrison.
Bantams (Any other variety).—First, J. R Jessop (Black). Second,

Miss Bright (White).
Any otheb Distinct Variety.—First, R. Loft. Second, T. C. Trotter.
Farmyard Cross.—First, G. Robinson. Second, W. Charter.
Selling Class.—First, R. Carling. Second, R. Loft.

PIGEONS.
CaoiKERs.—First, H. Yardley, Birmingham. Second, W. Watson,

Beverley.
Cajuusju.- First, H. Yardley. Second, W. Barratt, Hull.

Tubbiis. — First, B, Leasou, Driffield. Second, G. H. Pickering,

Driffield.

Trumpeters.—First and Second, F. Key.
Jacobins.— First, T. EUrington, Woodmansey. Second, T. C. A E.

Newbitt.
Fantaii.m.—First, T. EUrington. Second, C. Cousins, HuD.
Dragons.—First, H. Yardley. Second, W. Beeeroft.

Tumbles*.—First, C. N. Lythe, Cottingham. '•econd, J. B. Jessop.

Barbs.—First, H. Yardley. Seoond, W. Barratt.

Nuns.—First, C. N. Lythe. Seoond, B. Leason.

Any other Variety.—First, T. Stutters (Frillbacks). Second, J. R.

Jessop (Runts).
.

Special Prizes (by W. Boulten, Esq., for best Carrier Hen).—Prize,
R. Bellamy, Leven.
ToMBLERsKMotUed).—Prize, C. N. Lythe.

Rabbits (Any variety).—First, O. A. Young.

HASTINGS, ST. LEONARDS, and EAST SUSSEX
POULTRY EXHIBITION.

(From, a Correspondent.)

The first Show of the Hastings, St. Loonards, and East Snaaex

Poultry Society, was held in Warrior Square, August 29th and 30th,

in conjunction with the annual Flower Show.

The Show was entirely for birds of the year, and 123 pens of poultry

were exhibited. ThcBe were shown in Turner's pons. In Dorkings,

the Bilver cup was awarded to the Duke of Newcastle, Mr. Ling-

wood's beautiful pen of White Dorkings being second, Dr. Campbell

taking third with Greys. Cochin- Chinas came next, Mr. Bodbard

taking the cup with a splendid pen of Grouse-coloured ; Mr. Ling-

wood second with Buffs, and Mr. Bush, third. In Oume, Mr. 8.

Mathews took the cup witk Black-broasted EedB
J
Mr. Jenkins being

second and third. One pen was disqualified owing to the sickly

state of the birds. Spanish were not in such good feather as the

other varieties. Mr. Bowo took the cup. Of Brahmas there was a

strong entry both of Dark and Light. Mr. Lane was first with Dark,

and Mr. Ede second with Light. In Spangled Hamburahs Mr. PreBton

was first, and Miss Barter second. In Pencilled Hamburghs, Mr.

Havers was first, and Mr. Preston second. In the Variety class,

the National Poultry Company had it all their own way, taking first

and second with very excellent Hondans and Crcve Coeurs, and third

with La Fleche. In Game Bantams, Mr. Manning was first with

Piles, and second with Black-breasted Beds. In the any other Bantam

class, Mr. E. Hutton was awarded a prize for a very deserving pair of

Whites. No other entry. Hi AyleBbury Ducks, the first and third

prizes fell to Mr. Fowler, the second prize to Mr. Winliam. For other

Btneks, the first prize was awarded to Mr. Oliver, for Eouens ;
second

to Mr. Hntton, for White Call ; and third to Mr. Fowler, for Black

East Indian. Geese, first to Mr. Wells, for Pied ; second, withheld.

In the sweepstakes for Game cockerels, Mr. Pope was first with s,

Black-breasted Bed ; the Duke of Newcastle second with a Brown Bed,

and Mr. Mathews third with a Black-breasted Bed. Mr. Musters had

a Black-breasted Bed, and a Pile very highly commended ;
and Mr.

Jenkin's was also commended, the whole being a very good class. A very

fine Malay cockerel was here shown out of j 1 ice. Of the Cottagers'

poultry, to which it was desired to hold ou a I much encouragement

as possible, there were .two pens of Dorkinjs, one was awarded B

second prize, the other being a mongrel breed. In the Cottagers'

Variety class, Silver Polands were first ; Brahmas, second ; Cochins,

third; Game, fourth. Of Cottagers' Ducks, the first were Bonena ;

second, third, and fourth, Aylesbury.

The Judges were Mr. Nicholson, Mr. Price, and Mr. Brent.

WAKEFIELD POULTRY SHOW.
The second annual Exhibition of the great West Biding Agricultural

and Horticultural Society was held at Wakefield on Saturday, the 1st

inst. The poultry, although not numerous, was very choice.

For the best pen of Game , the silver cup was carried off by Sir St.

George Gore, Bart., with a first-class pen of Brown Beds. In the

elasses for Beds and Duekwings, the first prizes were awarded to

chickens, and in Any other variety of Game, Blacks and Piles took the

prizes. Hamburahs were good. Mr. Beldon obtained most of the

prizes with capital birds. Game Bantams were one of the best classes,

the competition being very keen between Messrs. Newsome and Cros-

land. The firBt-prize pen from the former contained a very fine-

shaped cockerel, deficient in colour ; while the pullet in Mr. Oros-

land's pen was perhaps one of the best wo ever saw.

There was a fine show of Ducks, but many pens were ludifferentlj

matched. The following is the prize list :

—

Game (Any colour).-Cup, Sir St.G.Gore, Bart., Hopton Hall Wirksworth,

Derbyshire. Second, C. W. Brierley, Rhodes House, Middleton, Man-

chester. Highly Commended, Sir St. G. Gore, Bart. «.«.-"
Game (Black-breasted or other Red).—First, J. D. Newsome, Batley.

8tcond, Sir St. G. Gore, Bart. „ „, „
Game (Dnckwing).—First, J. Bradford, Bradford. Second, Sir St. u

Game (Any other variety).—First, J. D. Newsome. Second, Sir St. G.

Game (Any colour).—Pullets.—First, H. Crosley, Bloomfield, Halifax
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Second, E. H. Woodcock, Thornhill, Wigan. Highly Commended, H.
Beldon, Goitstock, Bingley. Commended, Sir St. G. Gore, Bart.
Dorking. — First, H. Beldon. Second, J. T. Beamont, Greenhead

House, Huddersfield.
Spanish.—First, H. Beldon. Second, J. Thresh, Manchester Road,

Bradford.
Cochin-China (Any colourJ.-First and Second, C. W. Brierlcy (Par-

tridge and Buff). Highly Commended, H. A. Child, Wakefield.
Brahma Pootra (Any colour).—First and Second, J. Pickles, Bridge-

royd, Todmorden.
Pounds (Any colour). — First and Second, H. Beldon (Golden and

Silver).

Hamburgh (Golden-pencilled).—First, Sir St. G. Gore, Bart. Second,
S. Smith, Northowram, Halifax. Commended, H. Beldon.
Hambcroh (Silver-pencilled).—First, H. Beldon. Second, A. K. Wood,

Bnmside, Kendal.
Hamburgh (Golden-spangled).—First, H. Beldon. Second, Sir St. G.

Gore, Bart.
Hamburgh (Silver-spangled).—First, H. Beldon. Second, Sir St. G.

Gore, Bart.
Any other Distinct Breed.—First and Second, National Poultry Co.,

Bromley, Kent (La Fleche and Hondan). Highly Commended, H.
Beldon (Black Hamburghs).
Bantams (Game).—First, J. D. Newsome. Second, Master 1. Cros-

land, Wakefield. Highly Commended, H. A. Child, Wakefield.
Bantams (Any other variety).—First, F. L. Roy, jun., Nenthorn, Kelso,

N.B. (Silver-laced Sebrights). Second, E. Hutton, Pudscy, Leeds
(Black).
Docks (Aylesbury).—First, E. Leech, Graves House, Rochdale. Second,

O. A. Young, Driffield.

Docks (Ronenl.—First, J.White, Whitley, Netherton. Second, J. and J.
Charlesworth, Dirtcar, Wakefield. Highly Commended, Sir St. G.
Gore, Bart.
Docks (Any other variety).—First, Sir St. G. Gore, Bart. Second, J. R.

Jessop, Beverley Road, Hull.
Extra Stock.—First, Mrs. Burrill, Sharlestone (Duck with three legs).

Second, S. Burton, Dirtcar (Bantams).

The Judges were Mr. Richard Woods, Osbcrton, Worksop, and Mr.
Wm. Caiman, Bradford.

GAME BANTAMS:
POSTANS S AND RAYNOR'S STRAINS.

Mil. Postans in his advertisement, contained in your paper
of last week, quotes Mr. Crosland's opinion of the cockerels
bred by him last year, and states that " all the Black Red
Bantams shown with such eminent success last year by the
Rev. George Raynor, were bred from birds had direct from Mr.
Postans or were their descendants of the previous year." As
the purchaser of this celebrated strain of Mr. Raynor's, I beg
to state that Mr. Crosland lias within the last fortnight seen my
stock, and remarked that Mr. Raynor's birds were superior to
what he produced last year. With the same amount of pride
which naturally moves Mr. Postans, I must say that Mr. Raynor
in a great measure attributes his success this year to two hens
of my strain, with which he took the cup at the last Manches-
ter show, as well as to eggs of my strain which he had from a
friend of mine, a clergyman in Hertfordshire ; and I am bound
to say that my strain was from the original and pure blood of
Mr. Crosland's stock. I am sorry to see that Mr. Postans is

giving up a class of birds which have been of such credit to
the county of Essex, but I hope with Mr. Raynor's stock and
my own to maintain at the next Birmingham show the place
occupied last year by Mr. Raynor, and to keep in the county
one at least of two very celebrated strains.

—

George Mannino,
Springfield, Essex.

PIGEONS' SELLING CLASS AT HALIFAX.
At Halifax an exhibitor entered two pens of valuable Pigeons

in the selling class, which required that the price should not
exceed £1 Is. Now, that exhibitor would not take five times
that amount for the birds he showed ; but they wereiclaimed
through himself previously to the Exhibition, and by this dis-
honest procedure he took first and second prizes.

Unless the secretaries of shows decline allowing the exhibitor
or any one else to claim the birds previous to the judge con-
cluding his awards, whereby the public, one and all, would have
a fair chance of claiming anything, or unless something be
done to put a stop to this disgraceful proceeding, the selling
class will soon dwindle out of sight.

—

An Exhibitor.

BEE-WRITING EXTRAORDINARY.
TriE- example of Dr. Cumming, who, with a mere smattering

of apiarian knowledge, first aspired to instruct the world in
bee-culture through the columns of the Times, and then ran a
muck against every one who ventured to point out and correct
any of his very numerous mistakes, seems to have encouraged

magazine writers generally to take up the snbject ; and we find
accordingly that nearly every periodical has recently had one
or more articles, in which the changes are rung on bees, bee-

hives, and bee-keeping, with greater or less success, according
to the assiduity with which the compiler has " read up " his
subject, and the amount of information which he has been able

to glean in other ways. Of course, under these circumstances
we must expect to find most of the old facts and fallacies fur-

bished up, and presenting themselves in their new guise with
as much complacency as if they now for the first time saw the
light. Accordingly the traditional snail is again discovered,

glued either to the window or to one of the sides of the hive ;

once more is slain that celebrated mouse or huge slug (which-

ever you please, my little dears!), and again with infinite

labour and sagacity do the industrious little insects render its

putrescent carcase inoffensive by enshrouding it in a thick

covering of propolis ; whilst once more, alarmed and terror-

stricken, yet standing erect and motionless, Thorley's im-
mortal maid-servant is presented to our view in the unenviable
predicament of being made use of as a resting-place by an
eccentric swarm of bees. To all these, and such as these, do
I bow, smile, and pass on ; but when, as in a recent Number
of " Chambers's Journal," I meet with an article written by
a gentleman so ardent in the pursuit of apiarian knowledge,
that, as he informs us, he has "often sat up all night"
to watch the bees' manoeuvres by lamp-light, I make a far

lower obeisance than usual, and peruse his lucubrations with
the most wrapt attention, in the hope of benefiting at second-

hand from the reflected light produced by such an expenditure
of the midnight oil. Nor are my expectations disappointed.

Here are new facts and discoveries sufficient to set us all think-

ing, and as I have no wish to be selfish, I invite all the readers

of the bee department of " our Journal," to share with me
this intellectual banquet.

First, then, I observe, that this illustrious contributor, whom,
as he maintains a strict incognito, we may, for convenience,

venture to denominate " The Chamber Bee-master," almost in-

variably speaks of the bee in the masculine gender. It is true

he gives us no reason for this ; but shall we presume to ask for

chapter and verse from such a Gamaliel ? No, rather let us sit

humbly at his feet and drink in unqucstioningly the words of

wisdom that flow from his pen. Away, then, with all unworthy
doubts ; tell me not of the investigations and discoveries of more
bee-keepers and naturalists, from Huber and Mademoiselle
Jurine downwards ; is not the masculine very ungallantly as-

sumed to be the most worthy gender? and shall I on such
slender authority venture to doubt the infallibility of my new-
found guide ?

Commencing, then, with Samson's swarm, " The Chamber
Bee-master " cites divers unsavoury receptacles as having been
at different times selected as a habitation by " Master Bee."
Among these are a baby's coffin deposited in a vault, a horse's

head, the belly of a dead ass, and the vault of a common sewer

!

But, we are told, that "in spite of" these facts "the bee
delights in all kinds of perfumes ; and one of the means of

coaxing a stray swarm into a hive is to rub the inside of it

with balm, and suspend it within reach of their olfactory

nerves." But here let me pause to make candid confession of

my ignorance, smite my breast, and cry " ilea culpa!" Sinner

that I am, I never knew until now that bees affected " all kinds

of perfumes." Heretic that I was, I never believed that they

could be attraoted to a hive by the smell of balm ! Nay, worse

than this, so little do I know of the herb that I am deeply grate-

ful to Webster's dictionary for informing me that it is " an
aromatic plant of the genus Melissa." It is true that during

more than a quarter of a century I have never lost a swarm,
yet what risks may I not have unconsciously run through my
want of faith ! But is there not balm in Pedlington ? Yea, let

us hope so, and trust that Mr. Roots will be able to supply

such a bundle of plants, or such a packet of seeds, as may
absolve me from encountering such desperate hazards for the

future.
" Among the rustics of France and England bees are ac-

commodated with very poor habitations furnished

with only one entrance." Can I then venture to whisper the

humiliating confession that my hives also have " only one

entrance," and that here my Mentor leaves me in most dis-

tressing doubt ? A single entrance is evidently condemned,
but the right number is not stated. It may be two only, or

one may possibly be required for the separate use of every

inhabitant of the hive, those for the queen and droits being,

of course, of extra size, or it may be any interrogate number
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between these two extremes. Where, then, is the Uidipus who
oan expound this riddle for me t

We all know that Dr. Gumming asserted that bees never

worked after four o'clock in the afternoon ; but our " Chamber

Bee-master " discovered that on very fine nights in June they

never lost a moment in sleep, but in double columns kept

marching out and in, and that they always " kept their neigh-

bours on the sword-hand, reversing the fashion which prevailed

in London when men wore weapons." As it would be im-

possible, however, for the bee "to persevere in such a course,

it occasionally takes a nap in the bells of flowers, where, if

particularly weary, it nestles all night, and one of its favourite

resting-places is the hollow of the scented geranium, or the

spotted cranesbill
!"

Seeking publicity in an Edinburgh magazine, and writing

professedly on the subject of " Bee-hive6," those manufactured

at Stewarton, and which have achieved so extensive a repu-

tation, are not only passed over in silence by our " Chamber Bee-

master," but we are told that, on the contrary, " people are be-

ginning, through attention to analogy, to prefer the hexagonal

shape, which is that of the cells of the comb." Now, it may
be remembered that Dr. Cumming declared Stewarton hives to

be hexagonal, and after stating that he had found them to

" answer best of any," drew from this fact the inference " that

the bees, who construct their cells in the form of hexagons,

prefer the house in which they work to be of the same shape."

On its being pointed out to him that these hives had eight

sides instead of six, he was unable to deny the fact, but, will-

ing to retract as little as possible, he still upheld the hexagon

as the best shape, although he could give no reason whatever

for this opinion beyond the purely imaginary one of a fancied

analogy. This, therefore, is the history of these hexagonal

hives, which having thus achieved notoriety only by a " fluke,"

we are now told " people are beginning to prefer," and which

must perforce rapidly supersede the well-made and successful

Stewartons, when these latter are thus pointedly ignored in a

Scottish periodical by so unfailing an oracle.

It seems, also, that we were far too hasty in rejecting the

Italian story of bees feeding on oil-cake, since it is here re-

produced, and, of course, under such sponsorship none can

any longer refuse to receive it.

I have reserved to the last the inestimable suggestions of
" The Chamber Bee-master," which, if carefully and consis-

tently carried out, will doubtless raise apiculture to the highest

pitch of which it is capable. The first is, that cheap hives

should be made " with two storeys divided by a sliding roof,"

so that " the bees might be admitted into the upper storey by
removing the slide as soon as they had filled tire lower." The
second is, that bee-keepers should dislodge the bees from their

habitations without sacrificing the lives of any of the inmates.
" This," we are told, " might be done by placing new hives at

a short distance from the old ones, and then introducing a pipe
into tLo latter, by means of which they might easily be smoked
out." The third is, that hives should be kept in niches formed
in walls "to hold twelve, twenty-four, or thirty-six hives, in

one, two, or three stages of twelve in each."
I am aware that hard-headed and cold-blooded practical men

may urge that there is a plentiful lack of novelty about the
first suggestion, this being in some sort admitted and apolo-

gised for by the illustrious writer himself ; that the second is

impracticable as he describes it, and nnadvisable if accomplished
by any other means ; that the mode of keeping bees recom-
mended in the third is so clumsy and inconvenient as to have
become almost obsolete even in Devonshire itself ; and that the
entire contents of the paper are such as to prove that its author
possesses only the most superficial knowledge of his subject.
A plague on all such strictures ! say I. Having probed and
investigated nearly to the uttermost all the known facts, do we
not now want novelties in the natural history of the bee ? and
have we not here got them, in company with ancient stories

turned inside-out and vamped up. until, like the Jew's second-
hand garments, they look almost "bettersh dan new?'"—As
Old Bee-keepee.

of a weak stock and always found a plurality of eggs in the

cells most irregularly laid. There were cells with one egg

certainly, but all about these there were others with two and

three eggs in them. What could havo been the cause of this 1

This stock has much improved of late. The queen is one year

old.

—

Edw. Fairhrothee.

[A common queen having had intercourse with Ligurians

produces a mixed progeny, some nearly as handsome as pure

Italians, many of the ordinary kind, and some inteimediate

between the two. A prolific queen at the head of a weak stock

frequently, or we might even say generally, lays a plurality of

eggs in many of the cells, an abnormal condition of things

which ceases as soon as the colony becomes prosperous and

extends its combs sufficiently to admit of its deriving the full

advantage from her marvellous reproductive powers.]

LIGUKIANISED BEES—PLURALITY OF EGGS.
This fine day I observe that many young bees leave the hive,

t*it very few indeed, comparatively, "marked like those I sent
you. Tnd differing in no respect that I can see from the com-
mon bet. Is it possible that the queen breeds both kinds ?

In the spii»(j of this year, I frequently examined the combs

UNITING AND FEEDING BEES.
I wish to take away all the honey of seven hives, and to

unite four swarms together, and three swarms together. Will

you state the process, the best time of day, and in what place,

as fully as time and space will admit ? If I keep the troughs

of the hives always full of sugar, are the bees likely to survive

the winter? and what quantity of beer or water should be

mixed with 1 lb. of sugar, and ought it to be boiled ? If the

bees have not made enough honey from the supply of sugar by

the time the cold weather sets in, would it influence their work-

ing to keep them in a greenhouse at a temperature of from
50° to 60° ? Will the bees interfere with you while performing

the operation ? What is the best site for bees in winter ?—W.
Bradley, Bromley Road, Bcclccnham, Kent.

[If you intend putting your expelled bees into frame hives

the operation is easy and success nearly certain. Drive the

bees during the forenoon of a fine day into common hives, in

the manner described in page 59 of the fifth edition of "Bee-

keeping for the Many," and it may be as well to drive the first

four into four different hives, which should for the time be put

in their places on the old stands. The deserted hives should

be conveyed in-doors, one by one. as soon as their inhabitants

are expelled, the combs cut out, and any stragglers that remain

be returned to their brethren. When all four have been

operated on, the combs should be carefully dissected, every

piece of brood or pollen-laden comb being cut out in a square

or other available form, matched together, and fitted into frames,

wherein they must be temporarily fastened by means of zinc

or tin clips, wire, slips of wood and tacks, or any other means

which may occur to you. There will probably be quite suffi-

cient of what would otherwise be waste comb to fill a complete

set of frames, which should be put into a hive, and this hive

should be surmounted by an empty one of the same size, from

which the frames and top board have been removed, placed

between it and the crown-board. Convey the whole to its stand

in the apiary (which should be as nearly as possible in the

centre of the space previously occupied by the four hives), and

knock the clusters of bees out of these one after the other as

rapidly as possible into the upper hive and on the top of the

frames of the lower one, which must be exposed by removing

the crown-board. Beplace this latter the instant the last lot

of bees is knocked out, and leave them to settle matters until

the next day but one, when the top hive and all, or nearly all,

the artificial supports to the oombs may be removed. If any

of the latter appear unsafe, their supports should be left until

the day following, when all are pretty sure to be safe. This

operation may be repeated in a day or two with the remaining

three hives. 'We have framed these instructions on the hypo-

thesis that the bees are your own, and on your own premises.

If they are at a distance you may drive them one day, tie them

up in cloths and take them home with the brood-combs (which

are of course nearly valueless to their owners, but for which

you had better make a trifling money payment rather than

forego them), in the evening, placing these latter in a warm

room (say the kitchen), for the night, and complete the opera-

tion next morning. If you manage matters properly there is

no danger whatever from the bees.

Use no feeding-trough, but an inverted pickle-bottle for each

of your newly-formed stocks, which fill every evening until

they have stored sufficient food to last them through winter,

during which season no feeding should be attempted. We use

no beer, but lump sugar and water, in the proportion of 3 lbs.

of the former to 2 lbs. of tho latter, and boiled a minute or
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two. This mixture is so well adapted for the purpose that
it really leaves nothing to be desired.
We have had no experience of wintering bees in a- gfteen-

houee ; but, although we do not think very favourably of it,

should, nevertheless, like to see the experiment tried. We
prefer their summer-stands as the best site for bees in winter,
although aware that they will do well in a dry cellar or dark
zoom adapted to the purpose. If your hives are fitted neither
with bars nor frames, the expelled bees should be inducted into
them in the manner recommended in the same page of " Bee-
keeping for the Many," to which we have already referred,
and fed by means of an inverted bottle until they have built
combs and stored them sufficiently to last the winter.

]

Greentiuch Mule BBEBD&ra.—In the Number of the 7th
|ult. " W. B. H." says he has five young ones from a "Green-
finch hen mule " and a cock canary, and the hen is again
sitting. Such an occurrence is: so rare that it would be well
worth authenticating ; and if " W. B. H." will give his name
and address, also state how and by whom the greenfinch mill
hen was bred, he will greatly oblige ; for many persons not
naturalists not unfrequently call a green or pied canary a more
bud

: consequently his statement requires more explanation
ere it can be received a* faet. I have no wish to disparage
" W. B. H.'s " statement, but would be glad to have it in an
authentic form.—B. P. Bheicc;

A SORROWFUL TALE OF JBEE-KEEPING.
In the spring of 1865 I lost my old gardener, who had an

affection for bees. Three old stocks were then reduced to one
old and one new. My new gardener cared nothing for bees,
and I had no time to go into college on their behalf, or to
attend to them. The summer passed, and in September,
lamenting the lost harvest, I had the curiosity to examine my
two hives. The new one is Mr. Neighbour's improved arrange-
ment for depriving, with three apertures and slides, and upper-
storey skep to cover them. I attempted to lift this, and finding
it very heavy, proceeded to take off the upper skep, which was,
however, fast. With a knife I prised it up, and found it

entirely full of new honey. One of the zinc slides had been
displaced in fixing it on the lower chamber, and the bees now
had free access to the whole area. This I took then as my
harvest ; it weighed 33 lbs., and when taken out the prime
honey in the comb weighed 22 lbs.

The old skep had a small straw cap on the top, merely placed
there to be out of the way, and having no communication with
the hive. On turning my attention to that, I observed that wasps
were passing into the cap, and, lifting it, found it filled with a
wasp's nest ; accordingly after sundown I brought a bucket of
boiling water to this hive, and lifting the cap transferred it to
the bucket. A few stray wasps were easily killed. The winter
passed but the bees were not fed, as I had no keeper, and sup-
posed the new hive was well stored before the upper compart-
ment was filled, and that the old hive was stored, as I had not
deprived it.

This summer there has been very little " business " going on
in either hive, and we have no honey ; also, the hives are very
light. My impression is, therefore, that I deprived one hive,
and the wasps deprived the other of all, or nearly all, the
stores they had for winter use in 1865-6, and that winter being
very mild they needed the more, and so have been reduced in
population by starvation. Well, then, on Saturday last there
was a great commotion in both hives, which culminated in a
pitched battle, and ended in a " great slaughter on both sides ;"

but whether either has "knuckled down," I do not know. I
send you a few of the slain, as taken from the battle field
before the camp of each of the belligerents, as I think you
may thus be enabled better to judge the nature of the conflict.
Since the battle wasps are observed to pass in and out of both
hives. What does that mean ? Are they rifling the slain, or
pillaging both hosts ?

Pray console and give the best advice to one who loves to see
i and see them thrive.

—

Chaxles Ellis.

[You may possibly have deprived the Neighbour's hive of an
undue proportion of its stores, but we should be more inclined
to fancy that the honey-harvest has been a failure this season
in your locality. We are confirmed in this opinion by both
your stocks being in the same condition, as we doubt if the
wasp's nest did much harm. The weakest colony has probably
" gone to the wall " ere this, but as " dead bees tell no tales,"
especially afler being subjected to the manipulations of the
post-office officials, those which you enclosed do not enable us
to assign a reason for, or to judge of the nature of, this inter-
necine conflict. Whenever an autumnal scramble of this kind
takes place, the wasps never fail to take advantage of it by
pilfering one or both belligerents, acting apparently on the
conviction, that " when bees fall out, wasps come by what is
not their own." The best mode of averting the probable
ruinous consequences of a combat between two hives, is to
shut up one of them in the evening of the first day on which
serious fighting is observed, and convey it to a distance of not
Ibbb than a mile and a half, there to remain a few weeks until
the quartel is forgotten on both aides.]

OUR LETTER BOX.
[N.B.—Replies to many correspondents are unavoidably postponed till-

next week.]

Chevk Cosr/B and Houdan Hens (Mrs. Brent). — Mr. Baily, Mount
Street, Grosvenor Square, can give the information yon seek for.

Chickens Declining ' Fanay Fowl).—Yon do not describe the malady
from which your fowls are suffering. The loose ruffled feathers are the
result and sign of the disease ; they are not the disease itself. Purge
with castor oil, and feed on bread and ale.

Food for Fowls to be Exbibitbd (IP.).—Ground oats slaked alter-
nately with milk and water, bread or damaged ship biscuit, table and
kitchen scraps, given three times per day. Birds to be kept very clean an<l
running at liberty. All the best poultry is fed on ground oats mixed with
milk. As these can only be had in Sussex, oat or barley meal must be
substituted where they are unattainable. The finer the meal is ground
and the less bran there is taken from it the better it is for the birds. Ift

Sussex, the fowl-feeding oonnty par excellence, some millers have stones
dressed for Ihe purpose, by means of which they grind the whole of the
oat so fine that it mixes smoothly, although nothing whatever is taken
from it. It is this fact that makes-ground oats so nutritious.

Spanish- Chickens (R. 67.):—The eggs were quite right. Not only do
Spanish chickens show a great deal of white, bnt the flight feathers often
remain white till after the first moulting.

Ir-ewiSH Poultry Soctbxy.—Having received many inquiries from ex-»

hibitors at a distance asking if we have any connection with the Suffolk
or Woodbridge Poultry Society, we beg on behalf of the Committee to
state that our Society is perfectly distinct from, and in no way connected
with, that of Woodbridge.—W. B. Jeffries, G. W. Bales, Hon, Sect.

Cottinoium Poultry Show (F. Ken).—It is very difficult to distin-
guish an early pullet that has laid from a young hen ; and from your
statement and your offer to submit the bird to other arbitrators, we eon-
elude that the Judge was wrong in disqualifying her. Yon should appeal
to the Committee, and if they afford yon no redress we fear you most
submit to the injury.

Halifax Poultry Show.—" I find my name down as having won a
number of prizes in the Game classes, including the silver cup for a pen
of Game chickens. I also find in the Pigeon department, ' Barbs, second!
prize, J. Firth, jun., Halifax;' The addresses want reversing, as I do not
flhow poultry

; but I did win the second prize for Barbs, and Mr. Firth, of
Halifax, won the Game prizes mentioned.—J. Firth, jun., Webster ifilt,

Detosbury."

Book (IP. B. Woolley).—" The Poultry-Keeper's Manual," published at
our office, price Is. 6d.

White Dorking Chickens (Maud).—We have received the MS., and wis*
we saw the same hand-writing oftener. It will be published next week.

Wry-beaked Alhond Tukblkb P. IP.).—I know of no cure 'or the
distortion known as wry-beaked or Parrot-beaked. It somet'ineB arises

from the birds being reared under Pigeons with longer htfls, but I think
it is as often constitutional.—B. P. B.

Grey Parrot Unweli, (Swumnak).—As wonns have come from your
Pareot, I recommend areea nut in powder as the best vermifuge, if aJJ

food were taken from the Parrot overnight, and a little of the powder
mixed with its food for breakfast, I h ve little doubt it would expel the
worms, and then the bird probably will legain its health. If at first it

refuses to eat the food mixed with the n wder let it fast a little longer
and try again, always mixing fresh food, if the powder is exposed long
it becomes bitter.—B. P. B.
Bees Unproductive (Winchfield).—As yo do not state the dimension

of the stock hive we can offer no opinion as o its size. Your swarm not
being particularly early, the season may not i ave permitted them to de
more than fill their stock hive, which, nevertheless, may not be too large.

We should have made an artificial swarm, had one been desired, from a
Btock the bees of which were often hanging out. We can assign no
reason for their not swarming naturally, but it is certain that the fact of

two casts having united together can have had nothing whatever to do
with it.

Peas for Pigs 'B. OX—The common grey pea is that usually given t»

pigs. You can obtain the seed' from any corn-dealer.

POULTRY' MARKET.—Septembek 3. _
We are hardly able to give any- quotation for poultry. There is little or

no demand for it. The supply of Grouse diminishes a little, and they

have sold better the last few days*

s &. s. d
Large Fowls 3 to S «
Smaller do. 1 r) ., 1 9
Fowls a a„ o o
Chickens 1 8 .,, A

Geese 5 0',, & 0-

Dntks... h fr„ *. S

8. d e. d
Partridges „
Hares l> „ • f
Rabbits 1 4 ,.

* *

Wilddo f>» J 2
Pigeons f » » » •

Grouse 1 9„ J •
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appeared to be about 30 inches wide. The bed of Mrs. Pollock

had a simple edging of Lobelia Paxtoniana. On a raised

terrace, between the panel and a broad gravel walk, was a very

neat series of chain beds. The smaller beds in the chain were

planted with Viola lutea and Lobelia Blue King, mixed ; these

had a very charming effect. The larger beds in the chain, I

think, were planted with Centaurea candidissima, Perilla, and
Verbena venoea. The whole group of beds was so beautiful,

and the arrangement of the colours in them so perfect, that it

struck me as being one of the most successful groups I had ever

seen. Another irregular chain which I saw was very success-

fully planted with a centre of Pelargonium Rubens Improved

;

2nd row, Flower of the Day ; 3rd row, Verbena Purple King,

with an edging of Cerastium tomentosum. Thi6 arrangement

looked exceedingly beautiful. Altogether I considered the bed-

ding-out at the Liverpool Botanic Gardens much superior to

anything I had seen in the neighbourhood of London this

season.

Mr. Tyerman had a fine bed of a dark-leaved plant which I

think is likely to prove useful. It is riantago purpurea major.

This is also a perfectly hardy plant, and may be used with

good advantage with the Violas. It seeds very freely, and is

easily propagated by offsets.

A large bed of Geranium anemona>folium produced a line

effect. This plant would look well in a sub-tropical arrange-

ment.
In one of the large greenhouses containing a miscellaneous

collection of plants, the whole of the roof was covered with

Fuchsias. They were planted just inside the front wall, and
trained up the rafters. The effect on looking from either

end was exceedingly pretty. The Liverpool Botanic Gardens
and the Denbies are the only places where I have seen Fuchsias

show off to such advantage.—J. Wills.

MR. HARLOCK'S ORCHARD-HOUSE AT ELY.
Heaeino of the success of this mode of culture at Ely. I

was induced on the 30th of last month to pay a visit to that city,

and with the kind permission of Mr. Harlock I saw all that I

wished to see.

The house is span-roofed, 100 feet long and 25 feet wide,

ventilated on each sido, and at the apex of the roof. The trees

are from five to six years old, and all, or nearly all, open pyra-

mids from G to 8 feet in height. Mr. Grix, the gardener, who
is a self-taught orchard-house cultivator, not having practised

summer pinching, has hitherto satisfied himself with winter

pruning, which he has done well ; but, owing to the shoots not

having been shortened, the luxuriant growth of the trees this

season gives a crowded appearance to the house which summer
pruning would have obviated.

In no place have I seen orchard-house culture more
thoroughly carried out. The trees are all in IB-inch pots, are

top-dressed in autumn and surface-dressed in summer, the

pots stand on concreted borders, and, owing to their large size,

and the rich surface-dressings given, the trees are all in the

most vigorous health—not a trace of red spider or mildew to be

seen. A large portion of the crop had been gathered—a most
abundant one, most of the Peach and Nectarine trees having

borne from six to nine dozen each ; the Apricots had borne a

crop equally good, one and a half bushel having been gathered.

I saw only the later kinds of Peaches, such as the Walbnrton
Admirable, the Boudin, and others ; the fruit abundant and
very large. At the time of my visit 115 fine luxuriant trees

of Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots, and a few Plums, were in

the house, forming a group exhibiting the most perfect culture

'I ever witnessed.

To illustrate how perfectly Mr. Harlock has carried out the

orchard-house system, I may mention that in the garden,

arranged in row6, were 120 fine pyramids of Pears and Plums,

all in 18-inch pots, and nearly all full of fine fruit ; from those

not so the fruit had been gathered. These trees had been
wintered in the orchard-house with the Peach and other trees,

and removed to the open air early in June, when the danger
from spring frosts was over. On many of the Pear trees were
from five to six dozen of fruit, and the Plums were equally

abundant. On trees of Guthrie's Late Green, Reine Claude de

Bavay, and Belle de Septembre, were fine crops, and the

flavour of the two first, the fruit quite ripe, was remarkably
rich. A Diamond Tlum tree was pointed out from which the

fruit had been gathered ; this was described as having been the

moat beautiful object ever seen, the fruit very large, and out-

numbering the leaves. Mr. Harlock stated that many of the
pyramidal Pear trees on Quince stocks which had been planted
out in the garden for some years and had not borne any fruit,

were now under pot-culture the most prolific. I noticed par-

ticularly Winter Nelis, Glou Morceau, Josephine de Malines,
Zephirin Gregoire, and Beurre Sterckmans bearing most
abundant crops. The latter sort, which often ripens badly
when cultivated in the open ground, is in common with other
late Pears so forwarded by its early blossoming, and setting its

fruit under glass, that it ripens in December, and is always
good. This may be a hint to those who live in places where
late Pears ripen with uncertainty. As far as I could judge,

Mr. Harlock's Pear trees seemed to be in most robust health,

and so fertile as to lead one to think this method of cultivating

our fine sorts of Pears far preferable to planting them in the
open borders, the blossoms being always safe from spring
frosts, and the fruit being large and ripening perfectly. Some
Louise Bonne were the largest I have ever seen. I have only

to add that Mr. Harlock is an enthusiastic amateur, and
derives much pleasure from his fruit culture. His vineries,

200 or 300 feet in length, are crowded with Grapes.

—

Viator.

THE THEORY OF SILVER SAND.
We have long been in the habit of using the silver sand of

Surrey when striking cuttings, but we do not comprehend very

clearly the reason for its beneficial action. Can any of your
readers help us to an explanation ? We mix it with the ordi-

nary garden mould in varying proportions. There is surely

something in the sand which operates chemically, and not

merely mechanically ?

We have noticed, also, that in removing many of the very

old timber trees in this neighbourhood that a small collection

of flint stones is commonly to be found under the bole of the

tree. Did our forefathers place these stones there for a reason

similar to that which leads us gardeners to use silver sand?

—

Silica, Croydon.

[We have no doubt that silver sand when mixed with the

soil in potting acts a little chemically on other constituents of

the soil, but to a great extent the action is mechanical. In
using it for striking cuttings it is chiefly valued for its purity

—

its freedom from iron and other minerals, and clay, earth, and
calcareous matters, which are often the accompaniments of

other pit and river sands. The nearest to silver sand in use-

fulness we have found to be that collected on public roads, after

heavy rains, which sand, when well washed, is about as pure

silex as silver sand. What in practice makes it such a good
covering for pots of cuttings is its freedom from other sub-

stances, its porosity, which allows the water freely to pass

without lodging about and rotting the cuttings, and, notwith-

standing this porosity, the closeness with which it clings

round the cuttings, preventing the access of air to their base,

which, if permitted to any extent, would rob them of their

juices and vitality.

We should suppose that the heaps of flints beneath old timber

trees, if placed there at all by our ancestors, must have been used

for the purpose of drainage, but we have some doubts about the

matter, as we recollect that when a number of Scotch Fir trees

were blown down in a storm, and the winds brought along with

the torn-up roots a mass of earth almost as large as the end of

a cottage, it was noticed that there were lots of stones at the

bottom of the excavations thus made ; and great were the

divisions of opinion among us young rustics how they came

there, some contending that they were placed there as a suit-

able foundation for the trees to stand upon, and this opinion

was considered an utterance of wisdom until the sceptics by

mattock and shovel demonstrated that at a similar depth in

the locality plenty of stones were found where there nere no

trees growing. This simple matter might lead our learned

inquirer to give his valuable opinion as to (he collecting of

stones, we will not say growing, as some rc °plc maintain.

We are sorry we should be accused " of never giving a reason

for what we do," as to give reasons for operations is rather a

general habit with us, and if the practice is not more universal

it is because we are not wise enough to know the reason why, or,

as in the case of the upturned trees, we have come to see that

some things that we once looked upon in the relation of cause

and consequence have turned out to be a mere fortuitous coin-

cidence. If this does make us a little chary in assigning

reasons where all does not appear quite transparent, it places

us just in the right position of learners ; and we presume that
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lew oonld elucidate t}ie " why " of all our simple operations so

well as our learned inquirer " Silica," and from no one would
we more gratefully receive instruction.]

VINERY CONSTRUCTION.
I am about to build a vinery for the purposo of ripening

Black Hamburgh Grapes in April, when, I suppose, I should
reap the greatest profit from their sale.

I propose to build a lean-to house, 100 feet long by 18 feet

wide. I have strong reasons for not building a very high wall

if I can avoid it, and I also want to reduce the cost as much
as possible.

I havo read all the works on the subject which I have heard
of, and I read the Journal regularly, and have some gardening

experience ; but I need some counsel on certain points at start-

ing, and it is most impoitant that I should commit no errors

at first which cannot afterwards be rectified. It will be of

great service to me if you will kindly advise me on the follow-

ing points, as I wish to commence at once :

—

1. The aspect available is south-west. Will this answer
my purpose ?

2. What is the lowest wall I may have at back for the width
of 18 feet ?

8. What is the height recommended for the front wall ?

4. What is the lowest quality and weight of the glass to be
used consistent with satisfactory results ?

5. I propose to have the Vines planted inside the house,

and bearing in mind that I want to force early, where should
the roots be ? Kept inside, or allowed 12 feet of border outside,

as well as some border inside to spread in ? In the latter case

1 should have the front wall on arches. I propose to plant

2 feet apart, should I then have an arch for each Vine, or for

every two Vines V If it is necessary to keep the roots inside

the house, what width of border should I have there ?

6. In either case, how many four-inch pipes must I have,

and what position should they occupy ?

7. What is the best time for planting the Vines ? Mr. Thom-
son, in the Journal of Feb. 20th, 1866, page 140, says "when
they have burst their buds about a quarter of an inch," and he
gives good reasons ; in " Sanders on the Vine," I find at page 5,

"in the autumn;" "Pearson on Vine culture" is silent on
this point.

8. What boiler would suit my purpose best ?

It is my intention to build large houses for the growth of

fruit, and to experiment on hybridising.

In the Journal for July 24th, 1866, page 170, I see recom-
mendations as to preserving fruit. I have experimented on
this subject, and succeed in preserving fruit perfectly fresh

without sugar. For some winters past I have never been with-

out a good supply of bottled fruit, perfect in flavour and bright

in colour. If yon would like the details I will send them.—H. W.
[You scarcely give us sufficient data to enable us to decide

;

but taking your width of an early vinery to be 18 feet, and
your disinclination to have a high wall at the back, economy
being the great object, then, instead of a thorough lean-to, we
would advise a hipped roof. For early Grapes you should
either have a steep roof or plenty of upright glass. To have a
roof at 45 you would require a wall as high as the width of

the roof, and the roof to slope to the wall plate. If yon had
2 feet of a front wall that would make the roof all the more
flat, but still suitable for Grapes in April and May, not but that
early 'Grapes may be grown in a house with a flat roof, but not
so well as in one with a steeper roof, so as to have all the
help possible from the sun in winter and spring. A fine house
would be obtained by having the wall 18 feet at back, and from
1J to 2 feet high in front. Keeping economy in bricks in view,
a good house would be formed by having a back wall 10 feet in
height, a hip of 5 feet meeting the front roof at 4 feet or so
from the wall, at a height of 13 feet from the floor, which, with
a front wall of 2 feet, would give a front sash of about 17 feet.

You can judge for yourself by pencilling these dimensions in
lines. You will perceive that with a 10-feet wall and no hip,
your roof will be more suitable for July, August, &c, than for
April.

But for the protection of the back wall, the mo3t economical
plan for covering 18 feet of ground, would be a span roof with
side walls about 18 inches in height, with ventilation in them,
and a double ridge with ventilators between them, and the
Vines trained up each side ; height to ridge about 13 feet. All
such roofs could be fixed.

Witli these general remarks, and bearing in mind that the

roof iR to bo Iobs or rnoro of a lean-to, wo reply

—

1. That the aspect will answor very well, though direct south

would havo been better, as securing more early sun.

2. Even with a hip the lowest wall would be about 10 feet

above the ground line.

3. For convenience, the wall in front should not be less

than 2 feet, and in that the front ventilators.

4. The lowest priced glass suitable, is what is called fourths,

and 16 ozs. to the foot, which will generally rango from 13 ozs.

to a little over 15 ozs., and according to tho size of tho squares

will cost from I'd. to 2d. per foot. If at all afraid of hail, it

would be best to use 21-oz. glass, which will cost from 2Jd. to

3d. per foot, for fourths. If you obtain a better quality, as

thirds or seconds, you will pay more in proportion.

5. In an 18-feet-wide house, you may have the border for the

Vines inside the house entirely for ca'ly forcing. At any rate,

we would plant inside. If the roots are to be kept entirely

there, we would plant in the middle of the house, and train

both ways ; if in such a hip-roof as alluded to, and you re-

solve on also having an outside border, then we would plant

3 feet or so from the front. In that case were we doing the

work we would dispense with arches, build piers some 4 feet

apart, and on these place a stout oak or, rather, an iron sill, and
the roots could go out and in as they liked. To make the

most of such a house early, we would plant within 2 feet of

the front, and also along the back wall, or have something else

there. For early forcing, we would make aU the inside into a

border, and keep the roots mainly there.

6. For early forcing we would have at least five four-inch

pipes, four flows and one return, and as far as pipes would

interfere with nothing, we would have them all on the same
level, just above the level of the floor, placed over it as most
convenient.

7. It does not matter when yon plant the Vines, if treated

rightly afterwards. If in a state of reBt, the roots must be

protected and encouraged to move as soon as or before the tops.

If the buds are moving before planting, they must have no
check afterwards. Many plant in May or June. There is less

trouble if the Vines are planted when at rest. If the roots are

planted outside in autumn, they should be protected from

frost, snow, and cold rains.

8. The cheapest boiler, and a very good one, would be a

saddle-back, 36 inches long, 25 inches wide, and 22 inches

high, which if cast iron will cost about £7 10s. Cylinders will

cost a little more, and tubular more still. Monro's cannon
boiler will be about the same in cost as a saddle-back. The
tubular boilers if fed from the top are, perhaps, the easiest

managed, but we have done well with saddle-backs, and after

trying many, some of the greatest gardeners in the largest

establishments are going back to them. Wrought-iron saddle-

backs cost a little more, and, on the whole, our opinion is,

that they do not last so long.

Even if you mean to have a border outside, you need not

make it the first year, and a piece at a time will be better than
making it all at once.

We shall be much pleased to receive an account of your

mode of preserving fruit, so as to have it perfect in flavour,

and bright in colour in bottles in winter, and without sugar.

It would be generally useful and valuable.]

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
September 4th.

At this meeting there was an excellent display of plants, both orna-

mental-foliaged and flowering. Of the former Messrs. Downie, Laird,

and Laing contributed a numerous collection of those employed in sub-

tropical gardening, for which they received a special certificate. Among
them were Wigandia caraeasana and urens, Alternantheras, Polymnia
grandis, variegated Maize, Eucalyptus globulus, Uhdea bipinnatilida,

Ferula nodiflora with much-divided foliage, and several fine So-

lauums. Of the last, Solauum robastum was particularly noticeable

by the fine reddish cinnamon of the upper sides of the leaves, and
among other very ornamental plants of the same genus were S. pyra-

cantba and decurrens, both with reddish orange spines, and the latter

with white flowers ; S. laciniatum elegans, with deeply cut foliage and
large violet flowers ; S. anriculatum ; S. marginatum argenteum, with

whitish foliage ; and S. amazonicum atropnrpureum, with deep green

leaves, which, as well as the stem, were set with numerous formidable

spines. Messrs. Veitch, Chelsea, had likewise a special certificate for a

collection in which were some beautiful ornamental-foliaged plants, such

as Marontas Idndenii (first-class certificate), roseo-picta, and Veitchii,
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Dieffenbachia Weirii, Herrania palmata, Ananassa Porteana, Coleus
Gibsoni, Euonymus xnucrophyllus with broad, shining, dark green
leaves, a pretty variegated Abutilon striatum, and the golden variety
of Retinospora obtusa, the last very beautiful. From Mr. Bull, Chel-
sea, came three plants of the old Amaryllis Josephinae, now seldom
seen, the largest of which had a thick stem about 2J feet high, bear-
ing a very large head of flowers, like a much-branched candelabrnm,
and numbering nearly fifty. For this a well-deserved special certifi-

cate was awarded to Mr. Bull, and for Polystichum augulare Holeanum
he received a first-class certificate. The same exhibitor likewise con-
tributed Philodeudron crinipes, with deeply -lobed, shining, pea green
leaves, Tacca picturata, with a dark stem marbled with white, Dios-
corea discolor variegata, shown at the previous meeting under the
erroneous name of D. vittata. a variety with beautifully mottled
and striped leaves, and Caladiums Sansparerl and Annihilator, the
latter with crimson veins and white blotches. Mr. Cripps, Tun-
fcridge Wells, again exhibited a collection similar to that which he
produced at the previous meeting, and which comprised handsome
Aucnbas and other Japan i plants, Altemantherajs, Tck-ianthera
ficoidea versicolor, and Desmodrum pendulifiorum, a hardy Japanese
shrub with purplish pea-like Mowers. Ivy-leaved Geranium L'Elegante
from Mr. Cunningham. The Forge, Burton -on -Trent, the leaves

neatly edged with creamy white, a very desirable variety of compact
habit, was awarded a fix t-eli irtifieote. Messrs. Carter & Go.
contributed several Lobelias of the fulgens section, as did likewise

Mr. Kinghorn, of the Sheen Nursery, Richmond, who received second-
class certificates for Crimson King and Hose Queen, the former a deep
crimson and the hitter a rosy crimson. Messrs. E. G. Henderson
were awarded a first-class certificate for Pelargonium Sophia Dnma-
resque, one of the tricolor class and very showy, having a finely
coloured zone. From the same firm came also, Agaliuyla staminea,
a plant of creeping habit, with fine bright red flowen . Coleus aureo-

marginatus having the foliage edged and blotch '. with yellow, and
Coleus marmoratus. Messrs. Veiteh exhibited a fine collection of

Asters, comprising examples of the various sections, such as the

Crown, Pa?ony- flowered, Emperor, Hed^,;iu<;,t'iirvsauthemum-rlowered.
&c, together with the unimproved China Aster, to show the advance
made on the original. A special certificate pas given for the collec-

tion. First-class certificates were likewise awarded to Messrs. Os-
born, Fulham, for Stfttice F fine deep-coloured variety,

and to Mr. R. Hartlaud, Lough Nurseries, Cork, for a golden-
variegated form of Welliugtonia gigantea. From Mr. R. Parker, of

Toot ug, came a dark variety of Laaua elegans, and from Mr. Fergu-
eon, Whitton Nursery, several Zonale Pelargoniums, but to none of

these subjects wa= any award made. A certificate of the first-class

wasawaided to Mr. Mann, of Brentwood, for tricolor Pelargonium
ftlelona, and one of the second-class for Mimas, blight scarlet, in the

way of Dr. Liudley. Mr. Smith, gardener to S. li. Norris, Esq.,

Altiineham, contributed a good s] :!; of Kinanthcta coecinea, and Mr.
Standish, Ascot, a tine collection of choice Gladioli, for which a special

certificate was awarded. Mr. Eckford, Coleshill, had a first-class cer-

tificate for an orange-scarlet Verbena called Coleshill, and a second-

class one for Dahlia Lady Jane Ellice tipped with purplish rose; and
second-class certificates were also given to Mr. Keynes, of Salisbury,

for Gazelle, shaded salmon, tinged with violet at the tips, and for

Harriet Tetterell, a light ground, heavily tipped with rosy purple.

Paradise Williams, deep maroon crimson, a fine variety, also from
Mr. Keynes, received a first-claa certificate,, a.> did also Tropa-olum
King of Scarlets, a free-f .

'

I variety shown by Mr. George,

pf Stamford Hill, who li]
' ited LuU-uni Improved, a yellow

land spotted with crimson. Mr. Cannell, Woolwich, sent two seedling

Fuchsias, and Messrs. Stuart & Stein, of Keh-o, Hollyhock blooms,

but owing to the journey, not in good condition.

Fruit ComiiTTEE.—With the exception of some fruit sent to name
very little was submitted to the Committee at thhr meeting. Mr.
Coming, Royston, sent a seedling Plum called Black Prince, but it

proved to be inferior in flavour to existing varieties ; and from Mr. C.

Dixon come White Beechwood Melon, raised between the Beechwood
and Bronxham Hall, but its flavour was likewise not good ; also a

double Cucumber united by the sides, a monstrosity, however, which
is not of uncommon occurrence with Cucuibitacea . Mr. Craddock,
gardener to Lord Willoughby de Broke, Compton Verney, sent

Alston Kidney Potato, a clean -skinned, fine-looking variety, and Mel-

bourne Seedling, both of which were referred to Dr. Hogg to report

upon when cooked. Messrs. Veiteh exhibited a collection of well-

grown Onions, comprising among others the Trcbous, Danvers Yellow,

Rune-bam Park, White Spanish, and Reading. The last three were
decided to be absolutely the same. A special certificate was awarded
to Messrs. Veiteh for the collection.

twelve handsome spikes of Gladiolus Brenchleyeusis. Prizes were
offered on this occasion for collections of six miscellaneous plants.
Mr. Bartlett, Hammersmith, was first, and Mr. Young second; and an
extra prize was likewise awarded to the former for a good collection of
miscellaneous plant, and Ferns.

Weekly Show. 6 —Mr. Young, Highgate, received a

jirst prize for a ccllection of fruit, consisting of seventeen dish s, and
very excellent in quality ; and Mr. Earley, Digswell, had a third prize

for one consisting of five dishes. Mr. Earley and Mr. Young likewise

received first and seond prizes for collections of vegetables, and an
extra prize was awarded to Mr. Young for a collection cf nineteen

varieties of well-grown Onions. Messrs. Cutbush, Highgate, received

a first-class certificate for very hue specimens of what is called tlie

Kuneham Park Onion, noticed in another page, and a similar award for

KEEPING WASPS AND FLIES FROM WALL
FKUIT.

At page 171 I observe a remark about protecting Peaches
from wasps and woodlice. Last year I lost a large portion of

my crop, both inside and outside my bouse, by woodlice and
bluebottle fly. Iu the spring of this year I procured from the
gasworks some of the refuse lime through which the gas had
been purified, mixed it as I would common lime for whitewash,
and put a good coat over my walls, the effect has been I have
not seen a single wasp or bluebottle there this year.

—

James
Pur.

CRYSTAL PALACE SHOW.
The autumn Show took place on Wednesday and Thursday last,

when their was an excellent display of fruit and cut flowers, though
scarcely so extensive as in former years. Considering the somewhat
unfavourable character of the weather, there was a good attendance
of visitors.

Fruit, to which one side of the nave was devoted, was not so well
represented as usual, both as regards quantity aud size ; bnt deficiency
in the latter respect is, pretty general this season. Only two collec-

tion- were shown : that from Mr. T. Dawson, gardener to Karl Cow-
per, Panshanger, to which the first prize was awarded, consisted of a
Black Prince Pine Apple, good bunches of Barbarossa and Muscat
Grapes, a green-fleshed Melon, fine Violette H.'uive Peaches, Elrnge
Nectarines, and Florence Cherries. Mr. Donald, gardener to J. G.
Barclay, Esq., Leyton, wag second with a Queen Pine, Black Ham-
burgh and Muscat Grapes, Scarlet Perfection Melon, Peaches, Nec-
tarines, Cherries, and l'< a

Pine Apples were not numerous nor remarkable for quality ; there

were, however, a few good Queens. For three fruits, Mr. Dawson was
first with Smooth-leaved Cayenne, Providence, and Black Prince; and
Mr. Chilman. gardener to the Karl of Normanton, Ringwood, second
with a Queen and two Sinoooth-leaved Cayennes. Mr. Page, gar-

dener to W. Leaf. Esq., Streathsm, exhibited two of the latter,

weighing 5 lbs. each, and Charlotte Rothschild, 4 lbs.; and Mr.
Wallis, gardener to J. Dixon, Esq., Astle Park, Providence, Enville,

and Brown Sugar-loaf. A well * 1 1

'

L : '"' Queen from Mr. li. Smee,
gardener to W. H. Stone, Esq., M.P., Dulwich, was first m the class

for that variety, Mr. cdenerto S. Lawrence. Esq., Clapham
Park, being second with a fruit of -I lbs. (i ozs. ; and Mi-

. R. Craik,

gardener to G. Soaxnes, Esq., was third. In the class for any variety

Mi . J. Douglas, gardener to F. Whitbourne, Esq., Ilford, was first, and
Mr. Page second, with Smooth-leaved Cayenne, and Mr. Douglas also

took the third prize with Charlotte Rothschild, weight o lbs.

EEB.—Thert was not nearly so fine an exhibition of these as

mjght haw been expected, though several very excellent bunches were
;
shown. The Black Hamburghs from Mr. Meredith, of Garstou.

which took the first prize in the class for Black kinds, were, as usual,

remarkably fine, the bunches being very large, and the hemes large

and finely coloured. Mr. Osborne, Kay's Nursery. Pinchley, who was
second, had also very tine bunches, though not so even as Mr. Mere-
dith's in the size of the berries. Equal third prizes were awarded to

Mr. R. Norris, gardener to A. Bosanquet, Esq., Southgate, for Black
Hamburgh, and to Mr. Devenish Rodwell, Weymouth, for fine but

somewhat loose bunchesof the Muscat Hamburgh, weighing 10 lb. 1 oz.

These were all three on the same rod, aud it was a matter of surprise

that three such bunches should have been produced within so short a

distance of each other. Of other kinds good bunches of Black Prince

came from Messrs. Lane & Son, of Lady Downe's from J. Holling-

worth, Esq., Maidstone, and Mr. Morris, gardener to R. Bright, Esq..

Triug, and of Black Alicante (?) from Mr. Irving, gardener to the Duke
of Hamilton, Easton Park, Suffolk, the last being ripened in a Peach-

house without tht heat. Of White Grapes the best were beautifully

ripened Canon Hall Muscat- from J. Hollingworth, Esq. Mr. Irving,

gardener to the Duke of Hamilton, was second with good well-ripened

bunches of Buckland Sweetwater; and Mr. Osborne, Fujchley, and

Mr. Bailey, gardener to T.I. Drake, Esq., Shardeloes, were equal third

for Mnsciits. The heaviest bunch of any kind was a very fine one

(weight not stated), of Black Hamburgh, not. however, quite perfect

as regards colour, ahojra by Mr. Osborne ;
and a bunch of the same

kind, weighing upwards of 4 lbs., from Mr. Irving, was second.

There were several good baskets of 12 lbs. and upwards, mostly con-

sisting of Black Hamburgh. Mr. It. Norris, gardener to A. Bosan-

quet, Esq.. was first, and" Mr. Osborne, Finchley, second with that

kind, and equal third prizes were awarded to Mr. W. Toomer, gar-

dener to J. Perrett. Esq., Heme Hill, for Muscats, small in berry but

well ripened, and to Mr. T. Frost. Maidstone, for Black Hamburgh.

Peaches and Nectarines were all rather small though well

coloured. The former chiefly consisted of Grosse Mignonne, Royal
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George, Royal Charlotte, Noblesse, Barriugton, Violetto IMtivo, and

Belleganle. Mr. Thorneycroft, Floore, Weedon, wasflrsi
;
Mr. Crane,

gardener to the Rev. E. Dcedes, second, with Royal Charlotte; and

Mr. Ha/.i'll, Denmark Hill, third, with Grossc KUfihonne. Some
good fruit of Royal Ucorge, grown in pots hi an unhealed orchard-

house, camo from Mr. Douglas, gardener to F. Whitbounie, Esq.

For Nectarines: Mr. Ring, gardener to GP. Roder, Esq., Slaugham
was first with a good dish of Violette Biitive; Mr. Sutherland, gar-

deoerto Mi Jamie >n, FuTham, second with the same variety; and

Mr. Dawson, third, with Downton. Some finely-coloured fruit of

i age, from orchard-house bfees, were shown by Gr. F.

Wilson, i
[., Weybridge. Elrage, Roman, Pitmaston Orange,

Murrey, and one nr two other varieties were also fairly represented.

Mfm'ns were shown to the number of three score. The I

Green Ac bed was Preston Hall Hybrid, from Mr.Froet, Maidstone;

Mr. Samuel, Broom Park, Betchworth, wassecond ; and Mr. Chilmad,

third. Of the Senrlet-fleahed varieties, Scarlet Gem had the pre-

eminence. Kr, Stacey, gardener to E. Raymont, Efeq., Noi rood,

boiug first with it; Mr. Bailey, second; and Dr. Cooper, Slough,

third.

Figs were not numerously shown, hut very good. The I" ri were very

fine Brunswick and Brown Turkey, from Hi Dennis, gardener to

H. Hay ward, Esq., Folkington ; next came Black Ischia and Bruns-

wick, from Mr. Samuel, Betchworth. Mr. Turner, of Slough, was

third; Mr. Lacey, gardener to C. S. Mortimore, Esq., Morden Park,

fourth.

Cherries.—Morello, as might be expected at this late season, was
the variety most shown, and Florence was also well represented. The

first prize was awarded to Mr. Marcham, gardener to E. Oates, Esq.,

Ilamvell, for line dishes of Morello and Kentish ; the second to Mr.

Bailey, for Morello and Bigarrean ; and equal third prize I Mr. Sage,

gardener to Earl Brownlow, Ashridge, for Morello and Florence, and
to Mr, Dawson for the latter and Belle Magnifique.

Plums were tolerably numerous, but scarcely so good as in former

years. K. Webb. Esq., of Reading, was first with excellent dishes of

"White Magnum Borram, Goliath, and Coe's Golden Drop. Mr. Bailey

was second with Victoria, Washington, and Prince of Wales ; and

Mr. Shoebridge, gardener to E. C. Goad. Esq.. Carshalton, third, with

Goliath, Jefferson,and Washington. Mr. Gilbert, Stoke. Slough, had
a fourth prize for the first and last, and Pond's Seedling. Excellent

orchard-house fruit of Transparent Gage, Coe's Golden Drop, and
Reine Claude de Bavay, came from Mr. Wilson, Weybridge.

Apples.—Of dessert kinds the best four dishes were Red Pearmain,

Red Astrachan, Colonel Vaughan, and Reinette du Laak, from

Messrs. Lane. St. Mary's Cray ; Mr. Gilbert, Stoke, was second with

Bishop's Pippin, Devonshire Qnarrendeu, Cox's Orange Pippin, and

a red-streaked seedling ; Mr. Webb, Reading, third, with Red Astra-

chan, Scarlet Nonpareil, Ribston and Cox's Orange Pippins ; and Mr.

Beester, Goring. Sussex, fourth, with Fearn's Pippin, Red Astrachan,

Bull's Golden Reinette, and Cellini. Among other kinds we noticed

Early Strawberry, pretty, but not of much value as regards flavour,

Kerry Pippin, Ashmead's Kernel, (misnamed Colonel], King of the

Pippins, Pearson's Plate, Early Red Margaret, and Irish Peach. The
first prize for kitchen Apples was taken by Mr. Willmore, Hoyle

Place, with good examples of Alexander, Red Astrachan, Blenheim
and Stone's Pippins. Mr. Mortimore was second with a land called

Putt's Patting, Cellini, Lord Derby, and Lord Suffield. Messrs. Lane,

St. Mary's Cray, were third, and Messrs. Gaddj Dorking, fourth. Al-

friston, Dnmelow's Seedling, Northern Greening, Gloria Muitdi, Hol-

landbury, and Kentish Fill-basket were among the other kinds

exhibited.

Pears.—The best three dishes were exhibited by Mr. Gilbert, of

Stoke, Slough, who had good examples of Williams's Boa Chretien,

Louise Bonne of Jersey, and Duehesse d'Angonleme. Mr. Harrison,

Oatlands Palace Gardens had fine dishes of the two last-named kinds

and Bearre Clairgeau, and Mr. Richbell. gardener to — Heathcote,

Esq., Epsom, was third with good Bearre Diel and Beurre Clairgeau.

A third prize was awarded to Mr. Bonner, gardener to the Rev. J.

Cooper, Woking, for Gansel's Bergamot, Duehesse d'Angonleme, and
Marie Louise. The prize for the heaviest dish of twelve was awarded
to Mr. Gadd, gardener to J. Jaffray, Esq., for Uvedale's St. Germain,
weighing 10 lbs. I ozs. G. F. Wilson, Esq., was soeond with one of

Marcchal de la Cour, weighing 8 lbs. 4 ozs., and Mr. O. Goldsmith
third. Pears shown for flavour consisted almost exclusively of

Williams's Bon Chretien and Jargonelle. The second and third prizes

were awarded to the former kind shown by Mr. Graver, of Hammer-
smith, and Mr.Fraser, of Lea Bridge, whilst the first went to a variety

nnnamed, exhibited by Mr. Thornycroft.

Fkuit Trees in Pots.—Mr. Toomer. gardener to J. Perrett, Esq.,
Heme Hill, exhibited a Black Hamburgh Vino, bearing splendid

bunches. Messrs. Lane <fc Sons and Mr. Hope, gardener to W.
Murell, Esq.. also exhibited beautifully fruited specimens, and some
good pot Vines, though of smaller size, came from Mr. Geirs, Nor-
wood. Vines, Pear, Apple, and Plum trees in pots, were shown
by Mr. Fraser, together with excellent dishes of ripe fruit from
pot trees ; and pot Plum and Peach trees came also from Mr. Ver-
tigan, Clapham Common.
Miscellaneous.—Mr. Webb, of Reading, furnished twenty kinds

of Filberts, among which were several of his own raising ; Mi*. Preece,

gardener to E. Wood, Esq., Ealing, a good dish of Mulberries; Mr.

Salama, Hampton, Tomatoes and fruit of what was called the Golden
Bush Squashy ase$as a Vegetable Marrow? and Mr. Kemp, gardener

to E\ Bentall, Esq., a cln teroJ £u b I
'.< .» mlishii, on a stem upwards

of a foot in diameter, which had been an unrooted soaker but fourteen

months ago. Mr. Sage, gardeuert<> Earl Brownlow, likewise exhibited

a cluster of die same Banana. \ good dish oJ Victoria Red Currant;

came from Mr. Verfcigan, Clapham, also one of Sir CharleB Napier
Strawberry. I" the vegetal artment, Mr. Levell, Clapton,

exhibited good fruit of Batcher' Black Spine Cucumber; and Mr.
Porter, gardener to the Son. \. Ashley, Copt Hall, Eases, Essex
Champion, a spineless vo [ety, aid to In- & wonderful cropper und of

good flavour. From MG Barr&Sugden came a collection of

Onions; and froi i Sft : - Cutbnsh, very tine bulbs of the Nunehanx
Park Onion, all of which wero said to m [h i h >-t 1 lb. each, and!

..nr as much s 2
'

!

o i, 3 b al 10 contributed dishes of

their Giant Kidney Bean, which, though the pods wero largo, waa
crisp and succulent.

i C.OWEBB.

In the floral department of the Show there was an evident flatness

from its being almost exclusively confined to cut blooms, and another

year it might be well to consider whether a judicious introduction of

plants in pots along the centre of the tables would not be an im-
provement.

Dahlias.—The stands of these were numerous, and the blooms for

the most part excellent. In the class for forty-eight, Mr. Keynes, of

Salisbury, was first with fine Mo ' len Admiration. King of

Sweden, Matilda, Queen of Primro- -. Delicata, Edward Spary, Barott

Taunton, Lord Shaftesbury, Chairman, James Backhouse, Miss Hen-
shaw, Flossy Girl, George White, Leah, Paradise Williams, Mm.
Wyndham, Andrew Dodds, Umpire, John Wyatt, Charlotte Dorling,

Annie Austin, Disraeli, Anna Keynes', British Triumph, Lady of the

Lake, Freemason, Lady Mary Wylde, Qeorge Wheeler, Miss Herbert,

Bob Ridley, Lady Palinerston, Criterion, Stella Colas, Hugh Miller,

Ellen Potter, Lilac Perfection, Lady Gladys Herbert, Lord Derby,

Princess, Noifolh Hero, Lilac Queen, Sam Bartlett, Peri, Earl of

Pembroke, Fanny Purchase, Vice-Chairman, Golden Gem, and Jenny
Austin. Mr. Walker, of Thame, was seeend with stands in which wa
noticed fine examples of Chairman, Lord Derby, Imperial, Madge
Wildfire, and Peri ; the third prize going to Mr. Kimberley, of

Coventry, and the fourth to Mr. Morse, of Epsom.
For twenty-four blooms Mr. Keynes was again first with excelleufe

examples of Queen of Primroses, Lady of the Lake, Chairman, James
Backhouse, Lord Derby, Charlotte Dorling, Lady Gladys Herbert,

Golden Admiration, Bob Ridley, Norfolk Hero, Earl of Pembroke,
Anna Keynes, George Wheeler, Mrs. Wyndham, Queen of Lilacs,

George White, Lady Palinerston, Edward Spary, Vice-President, Miss

Henshaw, Delicata, Harriet Tetterell, Leah, and Miss Herbert. Mr.
Draycott. Hnmberstone, Leicester, was second with Alexandra, Chariest

Turner, Lottie Atkins, Imperial, Marquis of Bowmont, George Brown,
Lady G. Herbert, Prince of Prussia, Foxhnnter, Lord Derby, Miss
Henshaw, Juno, Anna Keynes, Norfolk Hero, Fanny Purchase, Lilac

Queen, Champion, Model, Charlotte Dorling, Leah, Donald Beaton,

Triomphe de Pecq, Annie Austin , and Lady Maude Herbert, all of

which were very good. Mr. Legge, Edmonton, was third ; Mr. Walker,
Thame, fourth ; and Mr. C. Kimberley, fifth.

In the Amateurs' class for the same number, Mr. C. J. Perry, Castle

Bromwich, was first with fine blooms of Chairman, Arthur, Phidias,

Anna Keynes, Andrew Dodds, Master of Arts, Bob Ridley, a pink
seedling. Model, Leah, Delicata, Donald Beaton, Miss Henshaw,
Messenger, Lady G. Herbert, Lord Derby, Alexandra, Hugh Miller,

George Brown, British Triumph, Juno, Criterion, Charlotte Dorling,

and Pauline. Mr. Thorneycroft, Floore, Weedon, was second;

Mr. Hopkins, Brentford, third ; Mr. Hedge, Colchester, fourth ; Mr.
Glasscock, Bishop Stortford, fifth ; and Mr. Cottis, Newhall, Chelms-
ford, sixth.

In the class for twelve blooms, the best stand came from Mr. Thor-
neycroft, the varieties being Lord Palmer ston, Volunteer, Fanny
Purchase, seedling, Lord Derby, Model, International. Willie Austin,

Juno, Miss Henshaw, British Triumph, and Matilda Keynes. Mr.
Glasscock was second with Goldtinder, Chancellor, Andrew Doddi?,

Jenny Austin, British Triumph, Garibaldi. Lord Palinerston, Fanny
Purchase, Bird of Passage, Delicata, Lord Derby, and Mrs. Belton.

Mr. Lakins, Shooters Hill, was third; Mr. Hopkins, fourth; Mr.
Hedge, fifth ; and Mr. C. J. Perry, sixth.

Of the Fancy varieties the stands were not very numerous. Tho
best twelve blooms in the Nurserymen's class came from Mr. Keynes,

and consisted of Chang,Formidable, E&egttlaxxty, Lightning, Octoroon,

President Lincolu, Remarkable. Lord Warden. Messenger, Butterfly,

John Salter, and Ebor. In the corresponding class for amateurs Mr.
Perry occupied a similar position with John Bunn, Sam Bartlett,.

Qaeen Mab, Octoroon, Pauline. Qneeu of Sports, Harlequin, Garibaldi

a yellow seedling streaked with crimson, Triomphe de Roubaix, Regu-
larity, and Artemus Ward. Mr. Thorneycroft was second, and Mr.
Petfield, gardener to G. Thornhill, Esq., Diddington, third. *i

A good number of seedlings were exhibited. First-class certificates

were awarded to Mr. Keynes for Paradise Williams, and for Princess

of Wales, delicate lilac with a white centre, tipped with violet; Vice-

President, golden yellow, and Butterfly, reddish orange, received

second-class certificates. Mr. Petfield had a similar award for a
pleasing flower, white, tipped with purplish lilac ; also Mr. Pope, of
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Chelsea, for Pope's Gem, a white and purplish crimson Fancy. Mr.
Burgess had likewise a second-class certificate for Mrs. Burgess, violet

crimson, tipped with brighter crimson. Vanguard and Bijou from Mr.
"Wheeler, of Warminster, the former purplish maroon, the latter

salmon tinged with lilac, were also awarded second-class certificates.

Asters.—The best stands both of German and French came from
Mr. Stanford, gardener to J. Thomassett, Esq., Walthamstow, and con-
tained blooms of remarkable size and beauty. In the former class
Mr. Benham, Newbury, was second, and in the latter Mr. Hedge ; Mr.
Jennings, Shipston-on-Stonr, and Mr. Minchin, Hook-Nortou, being
respectively third.

Miscellaneous.—Besides twelve boxes of beautiful cut blooms of
Roses, furnished by Mr. William Paul, wonderfully fine for the sea-

son, he exhibited fine specimens of Amy Hogg and other Nosegay
Pelargoniums, as well as dwarf standard plants of Mrs. Pollock, and
some other variegated kinds. A collection of variegated shrubs and
Ivies, likewise from the Waltham Cross Nurseries, attracted consider-
able attention. Mr. Turner, Slough, received first-class certificates

for Nosegay Pelargoniums Duchess of Sutherland and Lady Constance
Grosvenor, a fine orange scarlet, and Mr. C. J. Perry,* one of the
second-class for Shirley Hibberd, rosy scarlet. Messrs. Downie,
laird & Laing reproduced their collection of sub-tropical plants
exhibited the previous day at Kensington, Mr. Cunningham his
pretty Ivy-leaved Pelargonium L'Elegante ; and from Messrs. Barr
and Sugden and Carter & Co. came plant-cases, flower-baskets, Arc.

Those from the latter were interspersed with fine-foliaged and flower-

ing plants, forming altogether a very pretty stand. Among other
articles of utility was a window box of zinc, with the front enamelled
to resemble porcelain, over which it has the advantage of not being
so liable to breakage.

There is a large class of persons to whom the Crystal Palace
Autumn Show presents more features of interest than the great Show
in May. There may not be the grand masses of greenhouse and stove

plants, and Orchids, Geraniums and Azaleas are of course absent ; and
these have, comparatively speaking, a small circle, if not of admirers,
at any rate of cultivators ; but the Rose, the Aster, the Dahlia, the
Gladiolus, and the Hollyhock are flowers which the humble cultivator

can manage, and often does manage, as well or better than his more
aristocratic neighbour, and hence the multitude know more of them
and care more for them than those already named. It might have
Been supposed that the extremely unfavourable season would have
seriously militated against this Exhibition, hut it was not so. Dahlias
were never better, Roses certainly more in character than I have
seen them at the autumn show, the Gladioli excellent, although one
missed the fine collection of Mr. Standish, Asters were good, and the
Exhibition as a whole only presented a great falling off in fruit, which,
especially in the out-door department, was scarce, and not up to the
quality of former years.

Roses.—In the class for twenty-four single blooms Mr. Keynes was
first with Charles Lefebvre, Louise Peyronny, General Washington,
Souvenir de la Malmaison, Vicomte Vigier. Madame Vigneron, Anna
de Diesbach, Mdlle. Amelie Halphen, Gloire de Vitry, Gabriel de
Peyronny, Gloire de Dijon, Maurice Bernardiu, Madame Charles
Wood, Francois Lacharme, Mari-chal Niel, John Hopper, Madame
Rivers, Centifolia Rosea, Baron P. de Kiukelin, Belle Nonnande,
Due de Wellington, Madame Rousset, Baron Gonella, and Senateur
Vaisse. Messrs. Paul & Son were second with Madame C. Wood,
Dnchesse d'Orleans, Maurice Bernardiu, Vicomte Vigier, Charles
Lefebvre, Gloire de Dijon, Jean Touvais, Madame Rousset, Pierre
Notting, Lord Herbert, Souvenir d'Elise, Marechal Niel, Beauty of

Waltham, Souvenir d'un Ami, Madame V. Verdier, Madame Caillat,

Dr. Spitzer, Olivier Delhomme, Madame Emain, Baronne Gonella,
and Senateur Vaisse.

In the class for thirty-six, Messrs. Paul A" Son were first with
Colonel de Rougemont, Charles Lefebvre, Duchesse d'Orleans, Anna
Alexieff, Celine Forestier, John Hopper, Madame C. Wood, Lselia,

M. Victor Verdier, Marechal Niel, Senateur Vaisse, Souvenir d'Elise,

Pierre Notting, Emotion. Beauty of Waltham, Princess Mary of

Cambridge, Duchesse de Medina Cceli, Baron Gonella, Queen Victoria,

Maurice Beruardin. Mr. Keynes was Becond.

In the class for eighteen blooms, Mr. Hollingworth, of Maidstone,
was first. His flowers were Souvenirde 8 Mai, Senateur Vaisse, Bougere,
Pierre Notting, Gloire de Dijon, Pauline Lanzezeur, Madame Boutin,
Devoniensis, Madame Caillat. Souvenir de la Malmaison. Olivier Del-
homme, Madame Masson, Gloire de Santenay, Madame Villermoz, La
Reine, Comte de Paris, Beauty of Waltham, Adam, and Triomphe de
Rennes. Mr. Hedge was second with Madame Charles Wood, Tri-

omphe de Rennes, Madame Boll, Prince Leon, Pauline Lanzezeur,
Beauty of Waltham, Gloire de Dijon, Lord Raglan, Reine Victoria,

Pierre Notting, Louise Peyronny, Olivier Delhomme, Eugene Des-
gaches, George Prince, Souvenir d'Elise, Charles Lefebvre, and John
Hopper. Before leaving Roses one must not omit the magnificent
box of Marechal Niel contributed by Mr. Keynes, and a smaller though
more highly coloured one by Messrs. Paul & Son. That this is a
magnificent and free-blooming Rose does not now admit of a doubt.

Mr. Wm. Paul had also twelve fine boxes not for competition.

Gladioli.—Some fine Gladioli weie exhibited by Messrs. Kelway,
of Langport, Messrs. G. Paul & Son, and Mr. Prince. Mr. Kelway
had first prize, and amongst his collection were—Ceres, Ophir,

Raphael, M. Rabonrdin, James Carter, Calypso, MacMahon, Le Poussin,
and Belle Gabrielle. In Messrs. Paul's collection, there were newer
kinds, although the spikes were not so long, this included Meyerbeer,
Madame de Sevigni-, Eurydice, James Veiteh, Charles Dickens, Madame
Furtado, and other well-known and fine varieties. Mr. Ingle was the
only contributor amongst amateurs, while Messrs. Kelway exhibited
a large collection, which formed a trophy- that required only a lining

of green to have heightened its effect, and been very fine ; it contained
a large number of excellent spikes. Mr. Brown, of Sudbury, also con-
tributed a smaller collection.

Hollyhocks.—The Rev. E. Hawke, Willingham Rectory, was as
usual first, his flowerB both in twenty-four and twelve, were remark-
ably fine, and comprised Charmer, Acme, Hercules, Invincible, George
Young, George Keith, Lilac Perfection, Orange Perfection, Mr. J. B.
Ullett, Willingham Defiance, W. Dean, Senior Wrangler, Fair Ellen,

Prince, Countess of Craven, Amber Queen, and a number of seedlings.

The incessant rain must have been very much against these flowera,

but they were shown remarkably clear and good.
Verbenas.—Mr. Peny was the only exhibitor whose flowers were

worth looking at ; they were Aime, Magnifica, Giant deB Batailles,

Lilac King, King of Verbenas, Premier, Fairy, Admiral of the Blue,

Lord Leigh, Rose Imperial, Wonderful, Snowball, Foxhunter, Charles

Turner, Ruby King, Sylph, Mr. Dean, Black Prince, Annie, and
some seedlings. He sustained his usual high character as the prince

of cultivators in this class of flowers.

The day was tolerably fine, and the whole of the arrangements bore

witness to the care, attention, and courtesy which always mark the

Crystal Palace Shows, thanks to the untiring energy of Mr. Wilkinson,

and his staff of assistants.—D., Deal.

ROYAL CALEDONIAN HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

The great autumn competition of this Society took place, the plant*

being in the Music Hall, and the fruit in the adjoining Assembly Room,
in George Street, Edinburgh, on the 5th and 6th inst. It was expected

that as the prize schedule was not on so liberal a scale as last year,

when a special effort was made, that there would be a great falling off

in the extent and quality of the subjects exhibited. The former

expectation was realised to some extent, but not the latter. There was a

falling off as regards Pears and Apples, and not quite so many Grapes

were exhibited. There were 100 entries this season against 130 last

year. Pines were much more numerous and of much higher quality

;

Peaches and Nectarines not so numerous, but, on the whole, the

room looked much better than last year, when every corner had to be

crowded, so that fruit did not appear to such good advantage as this

year. We have said the Grapes were not so abundant as last year,

but they made up in quality for what they lacked in quantity.

In the collection of eight sorts of Grapes, Mr. Fowler, of Castle

Kennedy, was the only exhibitor. His sorts were Black Hamburgh,

1J lb. weight ; Golden Hamburgh, 1J lb. ; Black Morocco, 2 lbs.

;

Trebbiano. 4 lbs. : Black Muscat, 4 lbs. ; Muscat of Alexandria, 3 lbs.

;

Black Prince. 3J lbs. ; and Duchess of Buccleuch. 3J lbs. This was

a splendid collection of Grapes. In the four sorts of Grapes there

were five competitors, Mr. Meredith, of Garston, being placed first

with finely finished bunches of Black Hamburgh, Trebbiano, Bur-

chardt's Prince, and Muscat of Alexandria. For the heaviest three

bunches, Mr. Fowler was first with White Nice, 10 lbs. ; Black-

Muscat, 6 lbs. ; and Trebbiano, 6 lbs. For the heaviest bunch of

White, Mr. Fowler was first with White Nice, 10J lbs. For the best

two bunches of Black Hamburgh, Mr. Meredith was first with noble

examples of that Grape ; and Mr. Hill, Keele Hall, second. We have

often seen larger bunches, and there were plenty such in the room, but

never finer berries or more perfectly finished bunches. In the col-

lection of the various sorts of Black Hamburgh, Mr. Meredith was

first; Mr. Mitchell, second. In collections of White Muscats, Mr.

Fowler was first with Tynningham Muscat, Bowood Muscat, Muscat of

Alexandria, Escholata Muscat, and Canon Hall Muscat.

For the chief prize of the day. the collection of twenty sorts of

fruit, there were three competitors, Mr. Thomson, Dalkeith, being

first ; Mr. Murray, of Tavmonth Castle, second ; and Mr. Mitchell,

of Hamilton, third. In the class for sixteen sorts of fruit, excluding

Pines, Mr. Temple, gardener, Balbirnie, was first. In this class there

were seven competitors. Prizes being offered for the best White and

the best Black seedling Grapes, Mr. Fowler exhibited for the former,

and Mr. Melville, of Dalmeny Park, for the latter, and got the prizes

offered. We think it would be much better to withhold prizes for

seedlings unless they possessed some very evident superiority over

existing varieties, which in the instances referred to was not the case.

Mr Webster, gardener to the Duke of Richmond, at Gordon Castle,

exhibited a box of seedling Plums, one of which was considered of

first-rate quality, and was named Webster's Gage. We tasted it, and

can endorse the finding of the Judges in this case.

Though this Show is chiefly famous for the display of frmt which it

calls forth, it was also a fine Exhibition, for the season of tne year, of

fine-foliaged plants, and plants in bloom. The Heaths and orna-

mental-foliaged plants were greatly admired for the excellence of their

culture Messrs. Downie, Laird, & Laing were almost alone in their

glory in the Nurserymen's classes for Hollyhocks. Dahlias, and
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Gladioli. Of Hollyhocks, they exhibited and had certificates for three

aplomlid seedlings, out: mum-d Mi", llastic, one William Thomson,
and th« thin! James Vmlerson. These wore very large fine-formed
Hower.J, renmrluiMi' for uli -tun <• and symmetry . Mr. Hichard Hurt-

land, Lough Nurseries, Cork, exhibited n variety of WeUingtonia
gigOAtea with variegated foliage and branches, the variation being of

& beautiful golden colour. This plant was very much admired. Had
it been entered before the Judges made their awards, there is no doubt

a certificate would havt been given to it.

On the evening of the lirst, day of the Exhibition the. members of

the Society and the Judges dined together in the Waterloo Hotel,
•lame- Smith, Esq., W.S., in the chair, Professor Douglas MfcLoggan,
Croupier, win a a variety of appropriate toasts were given, and the

evening was Bpent in a waj that gave great satisfaction to all present.

Subjoined is a list of the prizes awarded on the occasion :

—

Pine Applk^: Tun (Queens.—First, 11. Fowlis, Fordell. Second, J.

Peacock, Gastledykes, Dumfries. Third, W. Thomson, Dalkeith. Two
Smooth Cayenne. Prize, J. Munro, Liverpool.
Graphs : Eight varieties, one bunch of each.—Prize, A. Fowler, Castle

Kennedy. Four varieties, one bunch.- First, J, Meredith, Garston. Se-
cond, J. Turner, Riddell, Selkirk. Third, J. Temple. Balbirnie. Three
heaviest bunches* Prize, \. Fowler. Black Hamburgh, Two bunches.—
First, J. Meredith. Second, W. Hill, Keele Hall, Staffordshire. Third,
A. Fowler. fifuscat ol Alexandria, Two bunches,—First, J. Alaconochie,
Cameron House. Second. A. Fowler. Third, Rev. — Bush by, Dalkeith.
Muscat Hamburgh, Two bunches.—First, J. Turner, Riddell, Selkirk.
Second, D. Morrison, Inohmartine. Third, A. Fowler. True Tokav,
Bunch.—First, .!. Meredith. Second, l>. Mathieson, Tulliallau. Black
Hamburgh. Bunch. First, J. Meredith. Second, \V. Hill, Stahordshirc.
Third, J. Temple, Balbirnie. Muscat of Alexandria, Bunch.—First, A.
Anderson, TO'rwoodltie. Second, A. Fowler. Third, J. Maconoehie.
Slack Alicante, Bunch.—Prize, G. Young, Westland House, Dalkeith.
Black, Heaviest Bunch.—Prize, A. Fowlor. White, Heaviest bunch.

—

First, A. Fowler. Second, J. Laing, Pitcairlie. Equal Second, J. Mackay,
Keithick. White, Finest-flavoured bunch.—First, N. Black, Dalhousie.
Second, D. Mitchell, Hamilton Palace. Third, A. Anderson. Black,
Finest-flavoured bunch.—First; J. Laing. Second, D. Morrison. Third,
A. Fowler. Black, Bunch with finest bloom.—First, G. Young, West-
land House. Second, J. Meredith. Third, J. Turner. Black Ham-
burgh, Collection of Varieties.—First, J. Meredith. Second, D. Mitchell.
White Muscat, Collection of Varieties.—First, A. Fowler. Second, D.
Mitchell. Grape, Bunch of any, not named in the schedule.—First, A.
Fowler. Second, 1>. Morrison. Third, D. Mitchell. White Seedling, Two
bunches of any, not yet offered to the public.—Prize, A. Fowler. Black
Seedling, Two bunches of any, not yet offered to the public—Prize, W.
Melville, Dalmeny.
Collections of twenty sorts of Fruits; not more than four sorts of

Grapes, twoof Pines, and two of Melons.—First, W. Thomson, Dalkeith
Park. Second. P. Murray, Tuymouth Castle. Third, D. Mitchell, Hamil-
ton Palace. Collection of sixteen sorts of Fruits, exclusive of Pines
—First, J. Temple, Balbirnie. Second, J. Mitchell, Newbyth. Third,
J. Mackay, Keithick.
Pot-grown Vines in Fruit, Black.—First, J. Gordon, Niddrie House. Se-

cond, J. Laing, Bowerhouse. White.—Prize, J. Gordon.
Thirty sorts of Fruit by Fruit Merchants.—First. W. Brown, Fruiterer,

Edinburgh. Second, Carstairs & Sons, Edinburgh.
Melon Green Fleshed.— First, J. Mathieson, Bamton. Second, J.

Laing. Scarlet Fleshed.—First, J. Colburn, Gorgie. Second, T. Shannon,
Redhall.
Twelve Figs, three sorts.—Prize, D. Mathieson, Tulltallan Castle.
Twelve Peaches, two sorts.—First, D. Ross, St. Martin's Abbey, Perth.

Second, J. Laing.
Twelve Nectarine--, two sorts.—First, Ft. B. Annnndale, Seaton House,

Arbroath. Second, J. Laing.
Twelve Apricots, two sorts.—First, J. Gumming, Xewbvth. Second, J.

Mitchell, AniistieUl.
Twelve Plums, in four sorts.—First, R.Ramsay, Mountstuart, Rothcsav.

Second, J. Temple, Balbirnie.
SU Peaches, any -t.u-t.- First, A. Heathe.Eildon Hall: Second, J. Turner,

Riddell.
Six Nectarine^, any sort. First, R, B. Annandalc, Seaton House. Se-

cond, J. Laing.
Six Jargonelle Pears, tit for table.—First, R. Ramsay, Mountstuart.

Second, J. Fowler, Mavisbauk.
Twelve sorts Pears, three of each, ripe or unripe..—First, R. Ramsay,

Mountstuart. See, nd, D. Ross, St. Martin's Gardens. Third, J. M'Millan.
Erskine.
Twelve sorts Dessert Apples, three of each, ripe, or unripe.—Prize, R.

Ramsay.
Twelve sorts Baking Apples, three of each, ripe or unripe.—First, U

Ramsay. Second. J. Fowlis. Third. A. Ken-, Saughton Hall.
Six Dessert Applet two sorts lit for table.—First, R. Ramsay. Second,

A. Kerr.
Pint of Gooaelwrries.—First, G. Smith, Clermiston. Second, R. Ramsay,
Pint of Red Currants.— First. R. Ramsav. Second. A. Thomson Woud-

burn, Dalkeith.

Throe Liliums, in pots, of sorts.—Prize, J. Gordon.
Twelve Oftt Kosob, of sorts.—First, G. Barrio, Corstorphino Hill.

Second, D. Campbell, Alloa.
Twenty-four Gladioli, of sorts.—First, J. Taylor, Inveresk. Second,

W. Reid, Newhailes.
Twelve Quilled Asters, of sorts.—First, J. Taylor. Second, D. Camp-

bell.

Twelve Chrysanthemum-flowered Asters, of sorts.— First, J. Jones,
Bangholm Bower. Second, D. Campbell.

Sis Phloxes, of sorts.—First, G. Smith, Corstorphino. Second, J.
Gordon.
Nine Spikes Hollyhocks, of sorts.—First, J. Allan, Belohester. Second,

3, Thompson, Preston Tower, Northumberland. Five spikes Hollyhocks,
of sorts.—First, J. Allan. Second, J. Thompson. Twelve Hollyhock
Blooms, of sorts.—First, A. Kerr, Saughton Hull. Second, T. Shannon,
Redhall.
Eighteen Dahlia Blooms, of sorts, exclusive of Fancies.—First, A.

Kerr. Second, A. Glen, Bosenall.
Twelve Dahlia Blooms, of sorts, exclusive of Fancies.—First, W. Vair,

Pitferran. Second, — Buchanan, Kincardine. Third, — Mercer.
Twelve Fancy Dahlias, of sorts.—First, W. Vair. Second, A. Kerr.

Third. A. Glen.
FOR NURSERYMEN ONLY.

Eleven spikes Hollyhocks, of sorts.—Prize, Messrs. Downie, Laird, and
Laing, Edinburgh.
Twenty-four Dahlia Blooms, of sorts.—Prize, Messrs. Downie, Laird

and Laing.
Twelve Blooms Fancy Dalilias, of sorts.—Prize, Messrs. Downie, Laird,

and Laing.
Fifty Gladioli, not more than two of a sort.—Prize, Messrs. Downie,

Laird, and Laing.

OPEN TO GARDENERS AND AMATEURS.
Two Cucumbers.—First, •!. Allan, Belchester. Second, J. Shannon.
Cauliflowers.—First, J. Brydon. Second, J. Fowler.
Beetroot.—First, J. Pow, Hanley, Corstorphine. Second, J. Jones,

Bangholm Bower.
Six Leeks.—First, J. Mathieson. Second, A. Thompson.
Twelve Onions.—First, W. Yair. Second, W. Gray, Craig Park.
Collection of Salads.—First, D. Mathieson. Second, J. M'Millan,

Erskine.
Twelve sorts of Vegetables.—First, D. Mathieson. Second, J. Shannon.

AMATEURS ONLY.
Basket eight sorts of Vegetables.—First, T. Fairley, Henderson Row

,

Edinburgh. Second, T. Chisholm, Dalhousie.
Six Gladioli.—First, T. Fairley. Second, T. Chisholm.'
Six Rose Blooms.—First, J. Hay. Second, T. Chisholm.
Six Dahlias, of sorts.—First, R. Buchanan. Second, T. Fairley.
Six Phloxes, varieties.—Prize, T. Fairley.

Special awardsfor articles not specifi* d in tin: j,,'r.- <rh ihtlc :—
Plums.—Prize, J. Laing, gardener to P. Dalmahoy, W.S.
Yellow Foliaped Bicolor Zonule Geranium.—First-class Certificate, W.

Young, Assistant-Secretary.
Verbenas—"Bloudin" and " Cherry Ripe," the first bright scarlet and

white eye, and the second rosy peach, with a very light white eye, a very
promising flower.—First-class Certificates to Mr. Fowlis, of Fordell.
Hollyhocks—" William Thomson," deep rose and crimson ;

" Mr.
Hastie," light rosy peach; "James Anderson," bright rose and lilac.

—

First-class Certificates to Messrs. Downie, Laird, & Laing.

OPEN TO GARDENERS AND AMATEURS.
Six Stove and Greenhouse Plants in flower, exclusive of Fuchsias,

Calceolarias, and Geraniums. Firt-t, W. Thomson, Dalkeith. Second,
J. Fowler, Mavisbauk. Third, N. Black. Dalhousie.
Three Cape Heaths, of sorts. First, W. Thomson. Second, J. Currie,

Salisbury Green.
Sis Plants with tine Foliage, of sorts.—First, W. Thomson. Second,

J. Carrie.
Six Ferns, of sorts.- First, W. Thomson. Second, J. Currie.
Two Fuchsias, of sorts.—First, — Gilchrist, Duddingston House.

Second, J. Mathieson, Barnton.
Three Pots of Aohiuienes, of sorts.—First, W. Thomson. Second, J.

Gordon, Niddrie House.
Four Zonale or Bedding Geraniums, of sorts.— First, W. Laird, Kin-

nellan. Second, J. Gordon.
Four Variegated Geraniums, of sorts.-First. W. Laird. Second, T.

M'Guigan, Woolmet.

EXHIBITING KITCHEN-GARDEN PRODUCE.
At a recent horticultural show which was held at Northleach,

the greater portion of the vegetables, such as Potatoes, Turnips,

Carrots, Parsnips, and Onions, were cleansed by washing. This
practice was much condemned by some of the judges, who are

all professional gentlemen, but not by the Others ; and at a

previous exhibition one of them said that if the articles were

dirty he should not touch them. This difference of opinion

among the judges makes exhibitors uncertain which course to

pursue. Will you give us the benefit of your opinion ? or in-

form us how these matters are conducted at large shows ?

—

George Childe.

[At all the leading exhibitions the tubers and bulbs are

washed ; and this is desirable not only for the sake of appear-

ance, but because it facilitates the determination whether they

are diseased.

—

Eds.]

GROWING GRAPES, PEACHES, and NECTARINES
IN THE SAME HOUSE.

This is the second year I have accomplished the above
satisfactorily, and my trees being planted in the border have
not tho same chance as if in pots, still the fruit on all the trees

is abundant, and of good flavour, and excepting where the trees

were moved last autumn, it is also large. The circumference

of some of the trees is 30 feet, and the stems are i inches in

diameter.
I manage the Vines thus : They are planted 5 feet apart

—

thirty Vines in all—the stems are trained from 18 to 20 inches

from the glass, and the laterals are drawn up to a wire on each

side nailed to the plate and ridge. I have thus 3 feet of light
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between each Vine. I do not recollect that a single lateral was
broken in the tying.

Supposing the trees were planted in pots, and taken out of

the house to ripen their fruit, we should then have a secured
crop with the highest flavour. A Quickset hedge, planted on
purpose, with the ends returning a few feet, would probably
answer as well as anything. As all my water has from 30 to

50 feet of pressure I have no difficulty in watering a large space
of fruit trees if necessary. In pot-culture we are able to move
the trees on all sides to the light, and thus obtain a high
flavour in every part of the fruit.—A Constant Reader.

BROWN TURKEY FIG.
I have long been convinced that two distinct Figs are culti-

vated under the same name, and I send you a specimen of each.

They are taken from two potted plants growing side by side.

Possibly a comparison of these two solitary specimens will
hardly convey an adequate impression of their difference ; but
this difference was shown very strikingly at the Crystal Palace
on the 5th of September, where the dish exhibited by Mr.
Turner was of the sort marked No. 1, and Mr. Dennis's prize
dish of No. 2. The latter is the Fig which is imported from
the Channel Islands into the London market, and which forms
the staple of the Fig gardens at Taring. It is much long< r

than the other, and more juicy, to my taste decidedly superior.
Its colour is between purple and green, and upon cutting it

open the flesh, particularly near the eye, is dark purple. No. 1

is flatter at the apex, and brown or reddish brown both inside
and out. Its consistence is fleshy,- but when highly ripened,
which I fear the accompanying specimen is not, it is very sac-
charine. I would suggest that the name Brown Turkey be con-
fined to No. 1, while No. 2 might be called the Common Purple.
The latter name would be at least descriptive, for it is the only
Fig in England both purple and common. I imagine that old
Miller was well aware of the difference, for although he docs
not name the Brown Turkey, 1 conceive that he describes it as
his No. 7, and calls it Murrey or Brown Naples. The blue or
purple Fig he mentions by name. The Castle Kennedy Fig,
again, is his No. 1, and called by him Large Brown Ischia.
Having alluded to the Crystal Palace Show, I would add that

the two dishes furnished by Mr. Dennis, one of Brown Turkey
and the other of Brunswick, were the finest I ever saw either

in this or any other country. Their intense colouring in this

sunless season was remarkable. Among the other exhibitors
there were several instances of misnomers ; the two varieties

correctly named by Mr. Dennis doing duty elsewhere as White
Genoa, Black Turkey, &c.—G. S.

[The two Figs are doubtless quite distinct. That marked
No. 1, and which was exhibited by Mr. Turner, appears to us
to be either l'Archipel, or St. Ursule d'Avignon. We should
Tather incline, in absence of the foliage, to the supposition that
it is the former.]

THE BEST ROSES.
The colours can be seen in any catalogue.

Bourbon*.—Acidalie, Souvenir de la Malrnaison, and Baronne
Gonella.

Tea-scented Noisettes.— Solfaterre, Triomphe de Rennes,
Celine Forestier, and Gloire de Dijon.
Hybrid Perpetuate.—Charles Lefebvre, Senateur Vaisse, Pro-

fessor Koch, Prince Camille de Rohan, Seeur des Anges, Pierre
Notting, Madame Victor Verdier, La Ville de St. Denis, Cecile
de Chabrillant, Maurice Bernardin, Due de Cazes, Due de Rohan,
Duchesse d'Orleans, Jules Margottin, Marechal Vaillant, Madame
Boutin, Caroline de Sansal, Madame Boll, Alfred de Rougemont,
Souvenir de Comte Cavour, Baronne Prevost, Comte de Nan-
teuil, W. Griffiths, Monsieur de Montigny, Lord Clyde, Lord
Macaulay, Madame Knorr, Victor Verdier, Madame Clemence
Joigneaux, Souvenir de la Reine dAngleterre, Baronne Pelletan
de Kinkelin, Madame C. Crapelet, General Washington, Leopold
Premier, George Prince, Duchesse de Caylus, Rushton Rad-
clyffe, Ducde Wellington, Mademoiselle Amelie Halphen, Glory
of Waltham, and Madame Moreau.
From sight only I recommend Marguerite de St. Amand,

Monsieur Boncenne, Rosea alba, and Alba mutabilis. The last

two are Tea Roses, and were very good in pots at the Inter-

national.

I do but little in Tea Rose/. Sombreuil is a very hardy ex-

cellent white Rose. These appear to be the elite of such as

I know : Devoniensis, Madame Willermoz, Souvenir d'Eliso
Souvenir d'un Ami, Adam, La Beule d'Or, and Rubens.
At the National Rose Show Mr. Hedge's L'Enfant Trouve,

and Souvenir d'Elise, and Mr. Moffat's globular specimen of
Gloire de Dijon, were masterpieces. Tea Roses may be grown
out of doors under certain conditions, but their proper place is

under glass, for which purpose they are the best of all Roses.
It is a pity that there are not among them any full-sized high-
coloured Roses.
The Bourbons, Tea-scented Noisettes, and Hybrid Perpetuals,

recommended above, are all excellent, and of good growth, con-
stitution, and habit. Washington does not always open freely,

but it is a grand Rose, a huge red turban. All the rest are free

and constant bloomers.—W. F. RiDCLYrrE, Oleford Fitzpaine,
P.S.—I saw at Rushton two plants each of Glory of Waltham,

and Madame Moreau, in splendid bloom.

GERANIUM PRATENSE AND SYLVATICUM.
VIOLA CORNUTA.

As the subject of carrying improvement as far as possible
into the class of Geraniums used for bedding purposes is now
receiving much attention, would it not be worth while to eall

in the aid of species hitherto despised or not cared for, and
ascertain if something could not be obtained from them?
Hitherto improvement has run in one course, or nearly so,

and it must be admitted that the alteration is so great that the
original can scarcely be recognised ; still, further advance seems
to be the order of the day, and the industry of hybridisers is

now and then rewarded by something fresh. The introduc-

tion of Flower of the Day formed a feature, which, followed

by Osborn's Brilliant, led the way to many other improvements ;

and here I would ask, Is there any Geranium of the present

day more prolific than the old Brilliant ? I do not know of

any. Golden-leaved varieties have also multiplied, and seem
likely to do so, and I suppose that by-and-by the zonale mark-
ing on the foliage of Geraniums will have to conform to a

clearly-defined line, with no jags or running, but accord with
strict rule, like prize Tulips thirty or forty years ago.

Be this as it may, assuredly there is still room for explora-

tion in fresh directions—some openings for a wide departure

from the route taken by the generality of hybridisers. I have
already pointed out the Ivy-leaved section as deserving notice

;

also the small-leaved class represented by Shrubland Pet, in

which scent as well as beauty forms an important point

;

but I am now anxious to direct attention to a member of the

Geranium family still further removed from the brotherhood

of ornamental objects, in fact, I am disposed to ask those

having the means and the opportunity to call in the aid of one
of our British species—a common weed, and ask them to ex-

periment with it, and who knows whether something very

ornamental may not be produced:' The Pansy and Carnation,

I believe, both owe their present degree of perfection to the

long-continued exercise of skill and care on the part of culti-

vators, both being of British origin, and why not a Geranium ?

Our moist meadows and woods contain members of this

family, possessing a colour which none of our cultivated ones

has yet approached. Geranium sylvaticum and G. pratense,

both British plants, have flowers of a pretty bluish purple hne,

just that which is wanted among our bedding plants ; and
to converl the thinly-clad spike of flower into the compact
corymb of the cultivated varieties, presents difficulties no
doubt, but the colour is worth the attempt, and if either of

these wild species could in any way be made to assist in the

production of a Zonale Geranium, having flowers of the same
hue as itself, a great boon would be conferred on the public.

I think I have stated that most of the colours from white up
to scarlet have pretty good representatives, and but little

further improvement is wanted, or, shall I say, necessary ; but

in those classes which may be called a purplish crimson, farther

advance is certainly desirable, and if these wild Geraniums
of a tolerably good blue can be made serviceable, why, then,

perhaps a step towards perfect hardiness may also be made.

Geranium pratense and sylvaticum, I have not seen for many
years, and I could not find them in the few places where I had a

chance to look for them at the time they would be in bloom-
namely, early in June ; but I hope others know where to look

for them. I have seen them flowering beautifully in moist

meadows and hedgebanks in the north of England many years

ago ; but doubtless Mr. Wills may find them out, and by no one

is it more likely that their beauties will be turned to account.
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Whether lie accomplish the object by crossing with some exist-

ing garden ornament, or by improving them, must, be left to the

skill of the operator, subject of oourse to such natural laws as

cannot be overstepped. However, I trust that these Geraniums
will in some way be made USB of, ami 1 have more hopes of

seeing a blue Geranium than a yellow one, although the latter

has the start, and already has a representative by name.
Perhaps other species of Geranium may also be the subjects

of experiment. I think some one ought to take a step out of

the beaten track ; the breeding-in-and-in system has continued
so long that great advances can hardly be looked for ; but a

new field presents itself in the way here indicated, and I trust

that experiments will result in something entirely different

from what we now possess.

Apart from tho above, but, nevertheless, recommended as a
useful auxiliary to the Bower garden, is Viola cornuta, respect-

ing which Mr. Wills invites opinions. Unfortunately, I can-
not on my experience give so decided an opinion as I would
like, for having unfortunately planted it in a situation to which
rabbits had access, they have eaten off all tho flowers, or shoots
that would have, produced bloom. I can therefore only give

my opinion as to its habit, which is all tbat can be desired, and
the plant seems as easy of culture as the Cerastium. If it

should prove as free a bloomer as it is good in habit, it will be
a great boon to the numerous class of flowor gardeners, who
have already overcharged their means of keeping tender plants
during the long winter months, and who will gladly accept a
plant that requires so little looking after as this Viola. Its

flowering capabilities, however, must decide its merits, and for

the reasons above given I am, unfortunately, unable to say
anything about the plant in that respect.—J. Robson.

If I recollect aright, this Lobelia when first sent out was
described as equal to Lobelia speciosa, but Sir. Drabble has
given its true character. I have tried it this summer, fortu-

nately on a limited scale, and I have seen it in several other
places under more or less favourable circumstances, and in
every case it has been condemned. It does not approach
Lobelia speciosa either in habit or bloom. It seems to be of

the Ramosa race, is of a thin upright habit, a spare bloomer,
and when seen at its best has a dirty shabby appearance.
Where its colour is an object, I do not think any one will use
it in future wlro can procure either Alyssum or Cerastium,
which are infinitely superior to it as bedders.—J. S. Wortley.

MANURING FOR STRAWBERRIES.
In reply to your correspondent " Agnes," as to whether

Strawberries like manure or not, perhaps I may be allowed to
give my opinion on the subjeet. Certainly they do like ma-
nure, and plenty of it too, if it only be of the right sort, but
formerly it was, I believe, thought a mistake to give them
manure at all, for I well remember when I first had to do with
Strawberry planting, that the only manuring the land received
previous to planting, was a good dressing with some of the
strongest clay we could procure, and that was the best way

to obtain a crop of fruit on that land, as it was a very light
peaty soil. 1 have now proved that on any still soil (such
as I havo to deal with), Strawberries will be all the better if the
soil is well manured in addition to being very deeply trenched,
for the land which 1 planted last season received a dressing
of thoroughly rotten cowdung, such as I nover saw laid on,
land for any crop. Tho result was that the plants this sum-
mer produced a "crop of fruit far surpassirJi ,r saw
here or elsewhere, for sizo, quantity, and quality, "and they did
not suffor in the least from drought. I havo' no doubt'that
this was owing to deep trenohingand tho good manure. Cow-
nianure is, I think, far better than horse-manuro, as the latter
tends to make the ground light, and I am convinced that it

cannot be kept too firm and solid, for heavy as my soil is, I

always give it a good treading prior to putting in the young
plants.

I am glad to notice that Mr. Keane recommends a similar
method of planting.—W. Lawbensoh.

LOBELIA SNOWFLAKE.
In reply to a letter published in TnE Journal of Horticul-

tup.f. of August '28th, respecting the failure of Lobelia Snow-
flake, I now write to say that it was planted in our garden
round Cerise Unique Pelargonium, but by its bad form of

growth it completely spoiled the look of the border. I should
be glad to know of any free-blooming white flower, suitable for

an edging in a summer garden, white-leaved and variegated
plants not answering the purpose.—L. H. M., Pule Bill, near
Uxbridge.

I have grown the above Lobelia, and as far as my experience
goes i; has proved a failure for bedding-purposes. With me
it grows too tall—in many instances 18 inches high, and its

flowers being on slender footstalks fall with the first shower,
never to rise again. It is not a free bloomer, and the seed-

pods are so large as to make it an unsightly object. I have
proved it to be a good pot plant. I intend to try it from cut-

tings if possible, in order to keep it dwarfer and to make it

flower more freely. Unlike your correspondent Mr. Drabble,
I have not found it liable to die off ; on the contrary, it is too
free in growth.

—

Thomas Record, Hawkhurst, Kent.

EFFECTUAL THOUGH ECCENTRIC.
" A Correspondent," probably a schoolmaster, writes to us

thus

—

"I have no fault to find with the working abilities of a
jobbing gardener whom I employ, but I do complain of his
orthography, notation, and making a hoe an interjection ! For
a week's work, some Lobelias, and his boy's help, he charged
22s. after this fashion

—

" Wun wick 51
Lubbeelers G
Sun's ohiu^ 2

We sympathise with our correspondent, but his pain may be
assuaged by finding that another gentleman, an American, had
his love of the correct still more grossly outraged by the follow-
ing account being sent to him :

—

" aosafada 1 50
atacinonimomagiii 50

P.ule, Josef Ju\n 2 00

" The items of that bill are not apothecaries' articles, as
might be supposed ; but merely, ' A horse half a day and a
taking of him home again. '

"

The correspondent we have quoted from, concludes with this
backhander to parochial seminaries :

" My ma* was a national
school scholar." The 1 nly just inference'from the facts is, he
did not make good use of his advantage. Not so, a co-labourer,
who is said to have sent the following to his employer :

—

lirautbimi, October 5.
Mr. W-

To W. W-
Fivo days work nt digging Docks,
Pileing Bean stalks into corks,
Drawing Leeks and trimming ditto,
(Easy work tbat I could sit to;,
Hugging Carrot tops away,
To be burnt another day,
Turning manure With a stick up,
Irish Apricots to pick up,
Many other trifles also,
Work that Hand will hardly call so,'
But 2" tilink, as I hope to thrive,
There's quantum suff. for shillings five.

5 a

CULTIVATION OF THE FIG TREE ON OPEN
WALLS.

The cultivation of the Fig has been frequently noticed in these
pages, still we often see trees covered with useless spray, having
little fruit, and causing the amateur much disappointment.
The Fig will generally bear an abundant crop, which will

ripen in September or October if attention be paid in June to
the pruning. The top of every spring shoot of a tree with one
stem should be pinched off after it has attained three or four
leaves. From the pinched shoot two or three short-jointed
shoots will be sent forth, each of which will produce two or
three Figs in the following year. The Fig which is produced
at the base of the midsummer shoot should be removed as
soon as it appears, for the ripening of the second crop in the
open air is not to be expeoted ; but the third crop, which will
be rather larger than Peas in the autumn, will, provided the
tree be protected in the winter, become ripe in the July or
August of the following year. These, however, are generally
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small in number and in size, and unequal in flavour to those
which ripen in September. The fruit of the Fig is apt to fall

cfl. The tree requires muoh water.—J. J. T.

[We prefer pinching the end of the shoot before it has made
the leaves.]

GRASSES FOR LAWNS.
(Continuedfrom page 167.)

Poa nemoralis angcstifolia (Narrow-leaved Wood Meadow
Grass)..—This is perhaps the most valuable of all grasses to the
gardener, as it grows better than any other in shady places,

but will also thrive in those which are much exposed ; indeed
it will succeed almost anywhere, forming a close and beautiful

green turf. Its chief value consists in its suitability for shady
lawns, for growing under groups of trees in parks, and for woods,
in order to encourage game. Its description is as follows :—Root

fibrous, scarcely creeping. Whole plant very slender and deli-

cate, 1J or 2 feet high. Stems several, erect, slightly flattened,

smooth, streaked, leafy, with four or five joints. Leaves almost

all on the stem, grass green, long, narrow, flat, with three

principal ribs and many intermediate ones ; more or less rough,

especially the midrib and edges ; tapering to a fine slender

point ; the lowermost smooth at the back. Sheaths hardly so

long as the leaves, flattened, nearly smooth. Stipula very short

in all the leaves, and inclosed within the sheath, but visibly

notched along the margin. Flower-head a panicle, erect, or

slightly drooping to one side, very slender, with numerous,

half-whorled, angular, rough, wavy, compound branches. Spike-

lets erect, pale green and white, with a purplish tinge, their

general surface shining, and nearly smooth. Calyx of two un-

equal spear-head shaped, taper-pointed, almost awned valves,

each with three ribs ; the keel, or central rib, rough ; the mar.

gin of the larger, or innermost, much swollen and membranous-
Florets two or three, rarely four. Outer valve of the corolla-

spear-head shaped, acute, with five ribs, of which the two mar-

ginal ones and the keel are finely silky at their lower part, the

two intermediate ones smooth, and not very conspicuous unless

the glume be held against the light ; inner valve narrow, rough-

edged, cloven at the point. The base of each floret is some-

times, not always, hairy, but there is no complicated web.
Stigmas large and tufted. Nectary of two acute cloven scales."

—G. Abbey.
(To be continued.)

POT-CULTURE OF PEACH TREES UNDER
GLASS.

As everybody is talking of pot Peach cultivation, some ap-
proving, some condemning, and some undecided, I am induced
to send you a specimen of Royal George, Royal Kensington,
Millet's Mignonne, and Noblesse, in order that you may have
some idea of their success here (Perthshire).

My experience convinces me that Peaches may thus be
grown with as much certainty of crop, as trees covering walls

and trellis with root-rambling freedom, provided moderate
quantities are taken, the product of the circumference by half

the diameter in feet being equal to the very highest number
that ought to be left, if good presentable fruit be the object,

and if something very fine must be had, that amount must
still be moderated. Eighty and one hundred fruit per tree is

absurd, as any lady or gentleman will find, should a house be
incautiously filled with trees already furnished with fruit to

that amount. Consult the Kentish Peach and Apple farmers,

as well as those whose interest it is to dispose of their stock.

I find flat-roofed and permanently open-sided houses are

not suitable to this part of the country, as some empty, and
some full of nothing but what will succeed as well outside

as in, will show. If no fire heat is to be used, the houses
should be set to the equatorial noonday sunbeams, or even
10° further back (22nd February), and there should be full

power to shut out the cold air when necessary. What good
is there in raising heat in one part, if only to raise a current

in another to carry it off ? Objection may be taken to the

circumscribed area of flooring in these high pitches, and what
is lost in that is more than compensated in the use of the

wall, and a more genial and effective heat.'

It has been said that pot Peach trees cannot be exhibited in

fruit. I took some last year, the distance out and home over

highway, rail, and causeway being some 130 miles, without
losing one-tenth, and within three weeks of their being ripe.

With loading and unloading, they were shifted seven times.

They are quite as easily carried as plants in flower.

—

Perth-
shire.

[These were very fine specimens, all of them from 9 to

91 inches in circumference. Royal George and Millet's Mig-

nonne are the same. 1

NOTES AND GLEANINGS
In consequence of the failure of the crops at Chiswick this

season, the trial of Peas, which was looked forward to with

some degree of interest, has not been made. The first crop

sown was entirely devoured by grubs and slugs notwithstand-

ing the close vigilance of those under whose care it was

placed ; and the second sowing was so affected with mildew

that no correct observations could be made. Arrangements

have been made for another attempt next season, which it is

hoped will be more successful ; and it is intended that all the

early varieties shall be sown in autumn for the purpose of

ascertaining which is best adapted for winter sowing. Those

who are possessed of new varieties and are desirous that they

should be included in the trial, should at once forward a small

parcel of each to Mr. Barron, at Chiswick.

It is with much pleasure we announce, that the great

collection of Ferns, as well as pha-nogamous plants, formed by

Mr. John Smith, the late Curator of the Royal Botanic Garden

at Kew, has been purchased for the national collection in the

British Museum. Such a collection of Ferns as Mr. Smith

made during a long and laborious life is, we believe, perfectly

unique.

We regret to have to announce the death of Mr. J. J-

Blandy, of Reading, who has long taken a prominent part

in horticultural matters in this country. For many years

Mr. Blandy was a Member of Council of the Royal Horticul-

tural Society, for which to the last he retained a strong at-

tachment. He was also the deputy chairman of the Committee

of the International Horticultural Exhibition. He died at his

residence, at Highgrove, on the 2nd inst., aged 72.

Two physicians, Drs. Sigerson and Divers, state, in a
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communication to the Athentutm, that the leaflets of the Sen-

sitive Plant do not close if touched by a piece of glass, as they

do if touched by the linger or a piece of iron. If further expe-

riments confirm this statement, their conclusion is legitimate

that the motion of the leaflets is caused by the passage of

electricity between the points of contact.

Ozone is known only by its effects. There is a peculiar

smell elicited when an electric machine is in operation, and
that smell is said to arise from ozone ; its very name has been

derived from that quality

—

ozo, I smell—but no one has hither-

to succeeded in showing more than its effects. It is never

detected except where oxygen is present, and if oxygen be not

an elementary body, ozone may be one of its constituents.

However, whatever ozone may be, Mr. Glaisher stated at the

recent Meeting of the British Association for the Advancement
of Science, that "where he found ozone in the atmosphere,

there he found health ; but where ozone was absent, there he
found sickness prevailing." This observation was made at the

conclusion of a lecture delivered by Dr. Daubeny, in which he

stated that part, at least, of the ozone present in the atmo-
sphere is derived from plants, their green parts generating

ozone when they emit oxygen. He had found this to be so in

fifty-seven species of plants belonging to forty-seven different

natural families. The ozone was generated by the leaves, and
not by the flowers of any of the plants. One inference made
by Dr. Daubeny is that plants are the appointed agents not

only for restoring the oxygen to the atmosphere, which animals
in breathing have withdrawn from it, but also for generating

ozone, and by it removing the noxious effusions from the pro-

cesses of animal life and putrefaction.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
EITCHEN GARDEN.

The long-continued wet weather has favoured the growth of

weeds, and rendered their destruction a matter of difficulty.

The best way to get rid of them when hoeiDg and raking are

not practicable, is to dig them down, especially the young gene-

ration. There is little required this month in the way of sow-

ing, presuming that all the Cabbages, Cauliflowers, Lettuce,

and Spinach have been sown in August. Broccoli, the ad-

vancing winter crops of this and of Borecole should be kept

frequently hoed, and vacant ground may yet be filled up with

the later kinds. The autumn Broccoli and Cauliflowers planted

in shallow trenches should now have these filled up, for except

in very dry situations the autumn rains will keep them moist.

Celery, in earthing up the greatest care is necessary to prevent

any portion of the earth falling iuto the heart of the plant,

which would prevent the upright growth of the inside leaves

and spoil its appearance for the table ; nor should the earth

be pressed too closely round the upper part of the plant, as

frequently when such is the case it bulges out below. The
best practice is to tie each plant up loosely with matting, having
previously removed the suckers and small leaves, and then a

little earth can be added every week as the plant increases in

height. Another common error arises from earthing Celery up
too soon. It should be allowed to grow to a moderate size

before earthing up is attempted, and be frequently soaked with
water ; it should never be touched when the plants are at all wet.

Cardoons, will require similar treatment. The latest of the

Celery plants may be planted without making ridges for them,
using for manure only a little leaf mould and charred earth ;

they will come in for soup purposes, and keep up the supply
till May or Juue. Cabbages, the strongest plants of the early

ones may be planted out for late Coleworts ; the main crop to

stand the winter must be planted by the end of the month in

rich manured ground. Endive, plant plenty by the side of

walls or wooden fences to stand the winter. Gather Chamomile
flowers, &c. Basil and Sweet Marjoram should be bunched
and packed in a close box to preserve their aromatic flavour.

I. ii '/>-• in drills may have the earth drawn up to them by the

hoe. Late Peas and Beam will require close attention to

prevent mildew : well supply the former with liquid manure.
Scarlet Runners, let all the old pods be picked off, except a few
of the best for seed, as they exhaust the plants for a succession.

Tomatoes, as they are likely to be late, the leaves shading the

fruit should be removed, and prevent the plants making any
further growth by constant stopping.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Disbud and stop Figs, and stop the points of all strong-

growing shoots on Peach and Nectarine trees. Take away all

nails that prevent the fruit swelling, and at the same time
remove any very weak or extra strong shoots which will not be

wanted for fruiting next season. The remaining shoots, being

thinner, will derive more influence from the sun's rays in-

creasing the temperature of tie wall. Remove leaves where
they prevent the fruit from properly colouring. Continue to

tie in and stop Vines against walls, and protect the fruit.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Unless some precautions are taken to keep the taller plant;-.

in the beds of geometric flower gardens within proper limits

they will be likely, towards the end of the season, to grow too

high, and will destroy the uniform appearance essential to this

style of gardening. A constant watch should therefore be kept

on plants likely to exceed the standard height, and by fre-

quently pinching back or pegging down endeavour to keep beds
of the same pattern at the same height. At this season, with

beds of flowering plants, frequent cutting back and trimming
will be required to prevent a straggling habit in free-growing

plants, which the late rains will help ; at the same time
allow no dead flowers or seed-pods to remain on the plants.

By careful attention to these little matters the season of bloom-
ing may be prolonged till the plants are destroyed by frost.

The late continuous storms of wind and rain have bruised and
injured so much of the foliage of the trees, that, verging as we
are on the autumn, the greatest vigilance will be required to

insure high keeping. It is important that the lawns should be
well rolled now, as the worms will be very troublesome. It

will be well that all propagation for beds should be completed
as soon as possible. liemove to some shelter tender green-

house plants which have stood in pots during the summer in

the flower garden. Take care to mark the arrangements, and
to make memoranda respecting them. The shrubberies may
now be cleared of dead wood, and all unnecessary growths
controlled.

GREENHOrSF ANT) CONSERVATORY.
In arranging plants in their winter quarters on no account

allow them to be placed too closely together. It should be
borne in mind that very few plants have as yet perfectly ma-
tured their wood, and, consequently, as that process is still

going on, such will require the air to play freely around them.
Plants, too, are now-a-days expected to bear examination on all

sides, and it is impossible to obtain bushy, compact plants if

they are allowed to touch each other. On flat stages a few
may, here and there, be elevated on inverted pots, to give a
little relief to the mass of green. As by placing the plants

thinner room may not possibly be found for all, a selection of

the oldest or worst-formed plants should be set aside to make
room for those which are more choice, and as cut flowers are

always in request, the above may be found useful to keep for

that purpose, and may be wintered in vineries or pits, where
they will not interfere with other arrangements. Unless the

weather become dry, Orange trees, if at all large, will soon re-

quire housing, as the heavy rains have saturated them to excess,

and a low temperature will turn the foliage to a sickly yellow,

which frequently remains throughout the winter. Before re-

moving them to their winter quarters, any that require addi-

tional root-room should have fresh pots or tubs, the present

being the most favourable time for the operation. As a com-
post for the Citrus tribe, French gardeners use a mixture of

loam, peat, and rotten dung in the state of black mould ; such
plants are, however, found to thrive well in yellow turfy loam
and thoroughly rotten cowdung, mixing a portion of broken
charcoal throughout the mass. One thing, however, should be

strictly attended to, and that is drainage, which, if imperfect,

will soon produce ruinous results ; they will likewise thrive all

the better of being rather under than over-potted. Such as do
not require a complete shifting should have their drainage ex-

amined, and the state of the soil, as regards dryness, noted,

that their winter treatment may be regulated accordingly.

Directly Japan Lilies, Gladioli, and plants of like habit have
done blooming, remove them to the foot of a south wall to

ripen their growth, water them moderately till their tops show
signs of decay, when they may be laid on their sides till pot-

ting-time. The earliest-struck Pelargoniums should now be

potted off, exposing them on all occasions to the weather, ex-

cept during heavy rains. To have a late bloom of Fuchsias,

let a portion of the stock have the young wood cut back about
one-half. If these are placed in a little extra heat they will

break again and go on blooming till Christmas. Continue
shifting Cinerarias, Chinese Primroses, Calceolarias, Humcas,
and other seedling plants for next season's blooming.
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OBCHTB-HOpSE.
The time has arrived when the following points must be

attended to in order to secure success for the coming year.

Care must he taken to ripen off fine pseudo-bulbs, strong

healthy shoots, &c. To effect this, keep up a sweet growing

atmosphere from 65° to 80°, with abundance of air in all

favourable weather. Use the shading with caution, and let

the plants have more sun, both morning aud evening, aud
shade only when absolutely necessary. Use water more
sparingly, except to such plants as are growing freely. All

Ladias, Cattleyas, Lycaste Skinneri, and Odontoglossum grande,

must be kept cool, and nicely syringed occasionally.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
With only a couple of dry day- up to Wednesday, the 5th,

which is very wet, with a falling barometer, the work out of

doors was chiefly a repetition of what was alluded to last week,

and extra time has been devoted to putting in cuttings of Ge-

raniums, &c, and forwarding house work as much as possible,

in order that when the rains shall ha\e ceased, more time may
be devoted to out-door employment.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Here the work has chiefly been confined to banking up Cu-

cumber-frames with grass and litter, planting Coleworts, Let-

tuces, Endive, making up deficiencies in banks of Cauliflowers,

and dusting them and some Turnips and Radishes with lime,

soot, and ashes, to keep off slugs and snails, which now
threaten to be troublesome.

Walks are almost sure to look unsightly with weeds in such

weather, and Strawberry runners from the borders spread

over them. If the walks are a little rough on the surface, and

the small thread-like weeds are numerous, it may he necessary.

to hoe the walks, and rake them, and rake again in the first

bright dry day, as in such weather merely cutting up the weeds

will not kill them. Where boiling salt water could be thrown

over such walks within 9 inches of the Box, that would be the

surest means of extinguishing such weeds, and yet leave the

surface of the walks untouched. The salting will do little

harm to a rough-surfaced walk. Throwing salt over these walks

in such wet weather would be of little benefit, as the salt would

be so soon washed away beyond even the roots of the multitu-

dinous small weeds. If fine, hot, dry weather can be selected,

and the white appearance is no objection for a few days, we
think sprinkling the walks with fine salt is the most economical

remedy ; but, as hinted last week, this must not be done with

smooth-surfaced walks, as it will make them soft and retentive

of moisture in winter. In many cases in the kitchen garden,

when the walks are rather smooth, and the weeds appear chiefly

close to the Box edgings, it is a good plan to scrape such weeds

and any little mo.-s that may appear, as shallow as possible,

with a clean sharp hoe, and then brush all up with a hard

broom, drawing it also over the middle parts of the walk, which

will disturb all the slimy matters which are apt to accumulate,

aud give the whole a fresh, clean appearance. Even when
labour is scarce, a kitchen garden may always be made to look

respectable, if the walks and the borders adjoining them be

kept clean. A walk green with weeds makes the whole look

neglected, however good the crops.

In pleasure grounds, if the grass anywhere near the walks

has been allowed to become loug, it is almost certain that there

will be a lot of Daisies, and other small weeds appearing at the

sides of the walks, and scraping as above in a dry day is a good

plan of clearing them off. Salting would be the quickest, but

in very smooth walks, salting even the sides prevents the water

of autumn and winter escaping so easily as desirable, so as to

keep the main part of the walks firm and dry. A firm, smooth

walk is a great luxury when dry. Many of our walks have not

been broken for many years, and it takes a long-continued

drizzle to make them wet, or cause them to lift in frost, and

they have served their purpose well ; but we begin to think

whether instead of such hard-surfaced, unbroken walks, it

would not he desirable in many places to have walks like ours

rather shallow, a good drain below them, and formed of open,

rough material, with the exception of a couple of inches or

so of fine sandy matter on the surface, which would let the

water pass through easily, and always present a smooth ap-

pearance, without the necessity of rolling. There is yet much
to be said about walk-making. Even a walk covered with

olean-washed gravel or small flints and pebbles, though not

very pleasant to walk upon in a hot day with thin-soled boots,

has this advantage, that you can walk on it in all weathers
almost without soiling the sole of a boot, and without leaving a

trace of where you have been, which you will be sure to do in

moist weather in more solid-crusted walks. Such rough walks
may also be easily kept bright by salting, until the salting has
dissolved and worn down the pebbles and stones, which it will

be sure to do. We have lately met with more corroborative

proofs of what we stated some years ago as to the wearing
effects of soda and salt, when used in water for clearing flag-

stones and pavements from a green slimy covering in shady
places. As to the cleaning there can be no doubt ; but

many stones will suffer in consequence, becoming flowery,

and flaking off at the surface in consequence, and just in pro-

portion to their original porousness. We have known stones,

after being cleaned with salt and soda, showing a white wasting

efflorescence in damp weather for a couple of years, and we
have known some cases of fine carved marble chimney-pieces

being much injured owing to soda or potash being used in the

liquor and brush for cleaning them. We do not know what
marble-cutters use for making old dirty carved marble as nice

as when new; but. we should be doubtful of using either an
alkali or an acid, if we wished the fine, bright, clear lines to

remain unbroken.
FitriT GAr.m.x.

The wind and the rains have brought down many Apples

before they were ripe, and the wet ground has given them any-

thing but the brightest appearance. Had the best gathered

and spread out thinly to dry, as when they lie on the ground

the idea is suggested that you are wallowing in too great abun-

dance. An Apple pudding would cease to have some of its

attractions to many if they thought that Apples were more
plentiful than Potatoes. Some people are so constituted that

superabundance lessens their enjoyment.

Gathered Peaches and Nectarines, though not fully ripe,

that they might escape the ravages of wasps, &c, as they will

keep longer than on the tree, and ripen perfectly, and be free

from spots. Peaches by themselves, though a hole may be

bitten in them, make passable jam, but not nearly so good as

Nectarines. Both together do very well, and both are improved

by having the scalded kernels broken and placed in the jam a

short time before being taken from the fire or oven.

I rave fire heat and more air during the day in this

muggy weather, and looked after any single moulded berry, as

one will soon make half-a-dozen bad, and then the bunch

wc old go. Just now we cannot do what we wish with outside

borders to keep off the drenching rains from late vineries, and

from what is intended for early work. As a whole, nothing is

more economical for this purpose than wooden shutters or

frames covered with asphalt, to be put on and taken off the

borders as deemed necessary. These appliances are common
in large gardens ; but many employers who expect great results

would think they were ruined if any such coverings were pro-

vided for Vine or Peach-borders. By their help and litter, or

nice thatching, the borders can be kept in the right state as

respects moisture and dryness, and even to a considerable ex-

tent as regards temperature. In many places, especially where

there is the least deficiency in drainage, the late heavy rains

will so soak the borders that late fruit will be more inclined to

rot early, and Vines intended for early forcing will run a risk

of many of the fibres decaying, which will be more or less felt

when the Vines are started into growth. Hence the- number of

such covers at such places as Trentham, Keele Hall, Bentley

Priory, and Woburn, and hence the drawback where such ap-

pliances or glass sashes cannot be used.

Melons at this period should be kept pretty free of laterals,

and the larger leaves encouraged where room can be found

for them. Those in frames will be better of having linings

put round them, and thus whilst the heat is maintained inside,

a little air may be given at front and back. This, keeping on

the swelling, will help to secure the Melons from cracking

before they are ripe in this dripping weather. Whilst the

roots are supplied with moisture, it will also be well to have

the surface soil moderately dry. The fruit should also be

elevated on an inverted saucer, &c, so as to be clear of the

d imp ground. This will sometimes place the fruit too near

the glass, and expose it too much to the sun. When not

shaded a little by the foliage of the plant, it is a good plan in

bright weather to suspend a piece of thin paper a couple of

inches or so above the fruit, which will alike prevent scorching

and cracking, and keep the fruit warmer at night, when no

covering is used for the glass. A day or two before gathering

the paper may be removed. When the fruit is 18 inches or
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24 inches from the glass, such care will not bo necessary ; but
in frames tlio fruit is often not half that distanco from the

glass, and then a slight shade over the fruit, whilst the foliage

is exposed, will often bo advantageous. We used to like the

paper to bo suspended, better than laying it on the fruit. In a

bed, four little sticks atnoi in the soil and their ends through
the paper answered admirably.

on.NAMKN'TAL DEPABT1DSNT.
Our lawns for a few days have been too wet, either to mow

or machine, or roll, but the rapid growth of the grass will give

lis more work in future. As for the bods, they looked well

eight days ago, and after the tremendous rains of Tuesday,
Wednesday, and part of Thursday, the 28th, 29th, and 30th

nit., they began to look cheery on Saturday and Sunday, but
now they look like so many half-drowned miserable mice. They
have had no mulching this season as usual, and though a little

broken and shaken, and the blooms something dismal, we feel

sure that after all this rain, if the weather should clear up, and
there should be some sunshine, there will yet be a line display
in September and October.

On tho whole, such a season as the present would teach us, if

we would be taught, tho importance of depending less on large

lawns and large flower gardens for our enjoyment, and de-

pending more on those styles of gardening which the weather
cannot so easily mar. Who will be the first to give us an acre

or two of first-rate flower garden under glass, with means to

let in the rain, or shut it out at pleasure?
Proceeded with inserting great numbers of cuttings, and

potting and cleaning plants, but for particulars as to bulbs,

and greenhouse and stove plants in general, we beg to refer to

Mr. Keane's clear directions of the last and present week.—R. F.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—September 8.

Very little alteration in the state of our market. Pears comprise the
varieties named last week- Peaches and Nectarines are much more
abundant than could have been expected from the reports a month back.

Apples }£ sieve
Apricots doz.
Cherries lb.

Chestnuts bush.
Currants jjj sieve

Black do.
Figs doz.
filberts lb.

Cobs lOOlbs.
Gooseberries . . quart
Grapes, Hothouse. .l!-».

Lemons 100

Artichokes each
Asparagus bundle
Beans, Broad. . bushel

Kidney . . J£ sieve
Beet, Red doz.
Broccoli bundle
Brus. Sprouts \ sieve
Cabbage doz.
Capsicums 100
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery bundle
Cucumbers each

pickling doz.
Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
Garlic lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish . . bundle

p. d.

2

5
5

1

6
6

2
6

FRUIT.
d. r.

6to5

10

1

to 3 Melons each 2
I Nectarines doz. 2

u oranges 100 12 20
Peaches doz.

6 Pears (dessert) ..doz.
8 kitchen doz.

Pine Apples lb. :> O
Plums % sieve 7
Quinces .... Yi sieve
Raspberries lb.

Strawberries lb.

Walnuts

.

bush. It)

3

5

14

VEGETABLES.
d. s,

2 toO
8

4

4

d
4

3
3
1 6

2
3

6
6

;
Leeks bunch

\
Lettuce per score
Mushrooms pottle
Mustd.& Cress, punnet

,
Onions., doz. bunches

1 Parsley $£ sieve
I Parsnips doz.
Peas per quart

< Potatoes bushel
Kidney do.

! Radishes . . doz. hands
1 Rhubarb bundle
I Savoys doz.
- Sea-kale basket
|
Shallots lb.

Spinach bushel
Tomatoes per doz.

J

Turnips bunch
,
Vegetable Marrows dz.

p. d. s.

3 toO
1

2
2

9
9

8
2
1

4

6

1 6
1 3
4
6
1

8

3
2

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
B. S. Williams, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Holloway,

London, N.

—

General Bulb and Fruit Tree Catalogue.
John Scott, Yoevil and Merriott Nurseries, Crewkerne,

Somerset.

—

Catalogue of Flower Roots.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
We request that no one will write privately to the depart-
mental writers of the "Journal of Horticulture, Cottage
Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing they
are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. All

communications should therefore be addressed solely to
The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture, <£c. t 171, Fleet
Street, London, E.C.

N.B.—Many questions must remain unanswered until next
week.

1 : i
i ii I'hke (Blue Gum).- This It tho Eucalyptus globulus. The

best tiling you can do with your plant is to plaoe it with its pot under glass
In winter—a cool house will do for it, take ome cuttings o! it in spring,
and then turn tho plant out against a wall, or on a hillock ma sheltered
place. It will not stand much fro t, buttbeli Ed summcrtbe
hardier it will be out of door>. it room under '/lass.

Veheena Cultdbb (E. JO. 8.),—Yon will find the information which
vou requiro at page 148, and in papers by Mr. J>. Thomson and Mr. Fisb
in No - 138 and 380.

Tran°pt.anti\.. a Mai.m>i.:a -' Moist weather in the end
of September or beginning of October is a good time to transplant an
evergreen Magnolia, which at it is now flowering.
The end of March and beginning of April are the next best periods. It
will be necessary to dig out a tn och at leasts yard from the Btem, if it if;

of moderate size, vaj tance of course with the izi of the tree,
sothatinanj ci m >] the fibres or a good proportion of them wit?
t' [>r< -i rved along with it good ball. If you dig out a trench around tht
tree at some distance from the stein, and find only thick roots, find tiu
soil towards the trunk comes away fre< qoI plentifully filled
with fibres, then we would recommend you to Jill up the trench "again,
and let the tree remain until that time twelve months; but if the eoii
from the trench towards the centre of the ball be full of roots, the soil

coming away with difficulty, and requiring to be picked out with a fork,
thru work away any loose soil from amongst tin; -nut-, and move the tret
at once with a good ball, and after planting spread a little fresh and
moderately rich soil under and around the roots, and lay them care-
fully out. Give a good watering, stake, and tie with rope, interposing a
hayband between the rope and the trunk to prevent the former cutting
the bark.

Dressing Asparagus-beds (A Subscriber since March).—When the
stems become yellow they should be cut off close to the ground; the beds
may then be covered with from 3 to inches of half-decayed manure, and
the soil from the alleys neatly dug out and thrown on the beds. The
only good that can result from' the stalks being spread over the beds be-
fore covering with manure will arise from the berries being left on the
beds, and young plants coming up in the following year. Some pick-
off the berries and scatter them on the beds, covering with manure
afterwards, and remove the stalks ; others remove the stalks and weeds,
and then cover with manure. The one plan is as good as the other.

Shrues tor Planting under Trees (J. ,9.).—If very much shaded, and
the ground is much occupied by the roots of the trees, we fear that very
few shrubs will grow ; the best" in that case would be Aucubas and the
Periwinkles. If it be possible to dig holes for the shrubs, then the follow-
ing in addition to those named, which are the very best, would do
tolerably well : Common Laurels, Laurustinus, common Yew, common
Holly, Box, Ivy in variety, (it and Periwinkle being best for surface-
covering or near the margin), Butcher's Broom. Alexandrian Laurel, Ber
beris aquifolium, B. repens, and B. Darwinii, Rhododendron ponticum,
and Privet.

Removing Bark from Vines (H. A.).—Yon may strip the loose bark
from the Vines after the leaves have fallen, not going so deep as to in-
jure the fresh bark, and afterwards dress them with Gishnrst compound
at the rate of 8 ozs. to the gallon.

Applying Urine (Idem).—It may be diluted with six times its quantity
of water, and then applied to all kitchen-garden crops in the ordinary
way of watering, pouring it between the rows of growing crops.

Nursery Ground {China Aster).—1, Forest trees impoverish the ground
more than ordinary farm crops, but not to the extent of rendering it

unfit for tillage afterwards. A green crop or two will bring it round.
2, The rent of nursery ground is very variable, ranging from £5 to £2,0
per acre, locality and quality of ground making all the difference.

Beds fop. Dahlias, Pahsegs, and Asters [Idem).—To grow these well.
it is necessary that the ground should be deeply dug or trenched, and
thoroughly exposed to the atmosphere to render it sweet. You cannot,
therefore, do this and have the beds gay when not occupied with these
plants, for that is the time when the soil" should be thrown up roughly te
the weather.

Alpine Plants (31. A. E.).— Plant Silene acaulis in loam and grit
on a ledge of rockwork in a sunny exposure; Linaria alpina in a
sunny chink of rock amongst i am, peat, and grit, which must be kept
moist ; Saxifraga aizoon and S. aizoides in moist loam and grit on a ledge
or in a crevice of rockwork in the full sun ; Rhododendron femigineum in
peat and grit in a sunny fissure, which is to be kept moist ;"Erigeron
alpinus and Crepisaurea in a sunny opening in sandy loam ; Ranuncu-
li- alpestris in peaty loam and grit in a well-drained fissure, keeping the
soil very moist ; forDryaa octopetala, chosea sunny fissure,and if the rock
is not of limestone, place some of that material therein, and plant in peat
nml grit, keeping moist

; plant Aretia helvetica in a sunny fissure of rock
in grit with a very little peat, kept moist; Primula viscosa, in a some-
what sunny opening, among well-drained loam and grit ; Rumez nivalis,
in a sunny opening in sandy loam; Sedum dasyphyllum, in well-drained
sunny fissures, in gravel and sandy -loam. Hutehinsia alpina requires a
sunny fissure, with limestone, nnd'a compost of loam and grit. The large
blue Gentian needs a sunny slope of rockwork, and planting in fibrous
loam and gravel, with an open exposure ; the small Gentian a sunny
bank, deep rich fibrous loam, gravel, or limestone. The Alpine Rose or
Cistus strikes freely in peat and sand, covered with a hand-glass; select
cuttings of the half-ripened i

Ventilating a Wall-case (Bus in urbe).—We think that with the doors
open, and the space above the doors, in hot weather, your 6 inches of
ventilation top and bottom will do, as it will be continuous ; 3 inches
more would have been better, and though left open, with power to close
when deemed advisable—a matter of importance in early frosts, and for
ripening Grapes in autumn. In addition to Black Hamburgh you can
have White Muscadine and Buekland Sweetwater. With the above your
arrangements will answer.

Caterpillar Gnawing Ripe Grapes (B. .*>.).—The hairy caterpillar
which has gnawed your Black Hamburgh Grapes is that of tho large
Ermine Moth, Bombyx (Kpilosoma) Menthrnstri. It is quite an unusual
habit, although the insect is a very general feeder.—W.
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Thompson's Gakdj:nkr"s Assistant (Elliott).—We are Informed that
the plates are nil hand-coloured.

House for Late Vines, Fruit Trees, and Bedding Plants, and
Early Vinery iA Subscriber)*— In such a low house for general purposes,
with a hipped rouf, and u forcing-pit abutting on the front wall, we would
have a pathway down the middle, make a border inside all the width of

the house, and raised against the nark wall a little, and there we would
plant the Vines, and train them down the hip and front roof, A latticed
path of wood would be best during summer. Fruiting plants as Peaches,
Figs, ic, might be set on pans and partly plunged in the floor on both
sides, and in winter moveable stages cuuld be let in against the back
wall, and a flat one in front of both for bedding plants, which would be
better than setting them on the flo< r. In the smaller or shorter house
where you want early Grapes, we would adopt much the same system,
only if we did not have pipes underneath the border, we would have
an open rubble bottom below it, and upright pipes at back and front
communicating with the rough open chamber, which would thus tell

on the temperature of the border. To do this more easily you might
raise the border at back and front 2 1

, feet above the ground level, and
plant both at back and front ; and with a flat-sparred table above each of
these borders you could grow Kidney Beans, Strawberries in early spring,
dwarf Fig trees, and bring forward lots of cuttings. Gloxinias, Gesneras,
Ac; then when the Grapes were gathered you could have any plants
iu it that needed glass protection. By this means you would have no
outside borders, and a pit in front would be very useful.

Spergula pilifera for a Our. hvard {A. B. C).—The Spergula may
be sown now under protection in a cool place, or in the spring, using
sandy soil, and covering the seed slightly. We are doubtful of Spergula
pilifera doing for a permanence, and would use it only in the narrowest
parts. We would have more faith as to these narrow parts in Saxifraga
hypnoides, the smallest bits planted about (> inches apart would soon
make a carpet, but we question if aeed could be obtained on a large scale.
Will some correspondent oblige " A. B. C." with their experience of
Spergula for such a purpose ?

Duties of a Foreman (A Gn''nhr>rn).~A. foreman is the first or chief
workman amongst a number or company of other workmen. His '* place "

U just the position assigned to him by his master, and which he en-
gages to fill. The duties, responsibilities, and privileges, are just as
varied as the circumstances of the connection.

Sheltering a House from the North (T. P.).—The Spruce planted
5 feet apart, and well kept, would answer your purpose, but not nearly
so well as Yew at 4 feet apart. Strong plants of the evergreen Privet
would soon make a capital protective fence, and be more easily kept to

the required height of 12 feet.

Pear Trees (P. R. TA.—H you consider the interest of the tree, you
will cut the shoots back, redm-ing them one-third of their length. Next
year you will rind the latent buds, of which you now complain, developed,
and as these produce shoots you must pim-li them back, and induce them
to produce fruiting spurs.
Cocoa-nut Fibre Refuse (W* B.),—You can obtain this for gardening

purposes from Messrs. Barsham & Co., Kingston-on-Thame6.

Fruit Trees and Fruits (E. Parntll).—Fruits vary in -juality in dif-

ferent situations and seasons. Dr. Hogg and Mr. Rivers are, no doubt,
both right, but you may consider Alexandre Lambre an inferior Pear for
this climate, for once it is good it is ten times bad. Kirke's Plum is an
excellent bearer, and you may grow it either as a bush or a pyramid.
Look to the roots, and see that they have not penetrated into the subsoil.
Purple Gage is oue of the finest Plums iu cultivation. Try watering the
trees when the fruit is swelling, and see what effect that will have.

Concrete for a Vine Border (J. H. JT.).—The surface of your border
should be made to slope eveuly from the front lights to the front of the
border, sufficiently to allow of the water running off. On it place 3 inches
of stones broken small, ramming them well down, then run the depth of
an inch above the stones with one part of Portland cement, and two parts
coarse sand and fine gravel, mixed to a thin gauge with water. Before
this coating has become thoroughly set, lay upon it a coat of Portland
cement, mixed with an equal quantity of sand, and made to the consistency
of thin mortar, evenly to the thickness of an inch. This will set very firmly,
but it is not a cheap concrete, though the only one we know calculated to
throw water off. The surface of the border, however, is not the place for
the concrete, it should be at the bottom, immediately under the drainage,
to prevent the roots penetrating into bad wet soil, and for this purpose
we do not recommend the above concrete, as it is tor> costly. Concrete
on the surface of the border would prevent water and air entering ; it

would do no great harm to the roots for a time, but ultimately prove
their destruction. Your best plan of rendering the border dry would be
to adopt a covering of boards, as described at page 189 of the present
volume.
Late Strawberries (Idem).—Elton, Filbert Pine, Frogmore Late Pine,

Admiral Duudas, Orange Chili (very late), and Bicton Pine, a good old
white, and rather late variety.
Destroying Ants (A Yauny Gardencr).—'W& can only repeat what we

have frequently stated before, that arsenic and honey in equal parts,
mixed together, and placed in saucers near their haunts, will poison them.
Sprinkling guano water over their nests will drive them away, and so will

ammoniacal liquor. The flies and wasps may be taken in soda-water
bottles half tilled- with sweetened beer, and suspended by the neck
amongst the branches.
Making a Vine Border (Mfm).-We would advise keeping the border

as much above the level of the surrounding ground as you can. taking
out the soil no deeper than 24 feet. The bottom of the border should be
made to slope towards the front, where there should be a drain with
sufficient fall and outlet. On the bottom of the border place 9 inches of

brickbats or stones for drainage, and on this a layer of turves grass side
downwards. For soil use the top spit of a pasture, or take off the sods to

a depth of 4 or 6 inches, selecting a yellow lightish loam, and if it have a
gravelly soil all the better. Form the border of this, chopped a little

so as not to be too open, and mixed with one-sixth its bulk of boiled half-

inch bones. Make the border 2 feet deep above the drainage, and in a

dry period. Not knowing what kind of soil yours is, we are not able to

say whether it would be suitable or not.

Mushroom-beds
(
C. P.).—See "-Doings of the Last Week" for the last

fortnight. You will see that you may make the bottom of your Mush-
room-bed of any rather dry litter, and put the droppings on the top.

We have had good beds with from 2 to 3 inches of short dung and drop-
pings. More, mind, if you can obtain them.

Names of Fruit [Chivasand Wearer).—Your Apple is Winter Greening.
(J. P. S.).-~Revelston Pippin. (E. H.).—l, Cellini ; 2, Ashmead's Kernel

;

3, Braddick's Nonpareil; 4, Kerry Pippin.

Names of Plants {H. W. E.).—\, Polystichum aeuleatum ; 2, Lastrea
nliginosa; 8, Polystichum angulare, var. ; 4, P. aeuleatum, var.; 5, P. an-
gulare, var. The Aoeiia is quite hardy. (IT'. B. B.).—We are unable to

determine from the fragment sent whether your Pinus is P. insignis.

P. insignis has usually three leaves in each fascicle, but yours has only
two. (C. F, 0.).—Specimens too fragmentary. 1 and 5, Cheilanthes
farinosa ; 2, Gyninogrannua, species uncertain; 8, G. calomelanos (?).

[B. (i.).—1, Pteris scaberula ; 2, Adiantum pedatum; 3, A. setulosum

;

4, Pteris longifolia, var. serrulata ; 5, Pteris eretica, var. albo-lineata ;

C, Pteris eretica; 7, Isolcpis gracilis : 8, Pilea serpyllilotia.

METEOROLOGICAL • OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the Week ending September 8th.
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adopted so long as some committees wilfully persist in carry-

ing out their shows without tonts or similar accommodation ?

I believe that exhibitors themselves have a power in their own
hands so coercive as to enforce better arrangements from the

committees of poultry shows for the future, and I know
several extensive exhibitors who intend " never to enter a pen
at any show in times to come that does not afford necessary

shelter to the competing poultry." Such a determination is a

very natural one when the fearful losses of a bird in this pen,

and perhaps the like in several other well-matched exhibition

pens, are considered ; but to take the higher ground of the in-

tolerable cruelty of exposing night and day tenderly-reared

birds to all the vicissitudes of our changeable climate without

any ihetttr whatever, is, I think, quite sufficient apology for

once more reproducing my opinion on the matter, though it

must be evident that the subject is far more important to tho

owners of show poultry than to an arbitrator.

—

Edward
Hewitt, Eden Cotta;it\ Sparkbrook, Birmingham.

THE BIRMINGHAM PRIZE LIST.

Your readers will, I have no doubt, hear with deep regret

the alterations which the Birmingham Council have decided to

make in their prize lists for next Show. The management
of the Poultry Committee of this great and important Show
has often been criticised in your pages, and frequently these

gentlemen have been blamed for the silent manner in which
they have listened to the appeal of not only exhibitors, but
some of the important members of the Council. Without
any appeal to exhibitors, but indirectly opposed to the opinion

of some of the leading poultry fanciers in Birmingham, the

Committee (although the majority of them know about as

much of a poultry show and its management as of a horse

show), have decided that the cock and hen classes shall be

entirely cut out of the list. Single cocks, hens, and pullets

will now form the Birmingham prize list. ,
Strange to say, although the prize list was decided on two

months ago, never has it yet been circulated. Doubtless the

object the Committee have in keeping it back is to avoid dis-

cussion, to allow as little time as possible for exhibitors to

express their opinions and to decide which now is the best

show to keep their best birds for. I will only ask, Why is this

strange change made ? Not to increase the number of entries,

for I have always understood that they would rather have less

than more. Perhaps it may be that the Committee are so

fixed against having different judges, and knowing the incapa-

bilities of the old staff, think they may perhaps be able with
rathermore correctness to award the prizes to single birds, and
that the best may then win, instead of the highest honours (as

at the last Show) being given to many of the worst pens. The
Committee of the Birmingham Show must not forget there are

other shows now treading very closely on the heels of Birming-
ham, and unless a little more judgment be exercised, it will

soon occupy a secondary position.

—

An Old Exhibitor.

EXTRA PRIZES TO BUFF COCHINS AT
BIRMINGHAM.

Tue system of getting up the extra prizes for Buff Cochins
at our Birmingham Shows, I regret to say, does not prove
satisfactory. The Council object to add these extra prizes to

their prize list, unless a guarantee is given for the amount.
The prize lists are issued before the amount can be collected.

Last year Mr. Boucher and myself guaranteed the amount of the

extra prizes suggested by myself—viz., a £5 extra prize in each
of the five different classes—£25 in all, Captain Heaton most
liberally heading the list with £5 : and although I posted lircu-

larsto all the principal breeders of Buff Cochins, I am ashamed
to say the amount was never subscribed ; consequently Mr.
Boucher and myself were compelled to make up the deficiency.

One noted breeder replied to my circular saying he did not feel

disposed to subscribe towards the Captain Heaton cups, but in

case he should be fortunate enough to win one he would subscribe

—a liberality characteristic of a Yorkshireman. He did win a

cnp, and there being a deficiency, I applied to him to make
good his promise, but he never had the courtesy to reply to any
of my letters. This mode of treatment, after putting myself to

some trouble and expense in having circulars printed, postage,

etc., has quite disgusted me from ever subscribing or obtaining

subscriptions towards prizes for general competition. It|is

therefore my intention to open sweepstakes of £2 2«., for next
Birmingham Show—the amount to be equally divided in an
extra prize to each of the Buff Cochin classes—the sweepstakes
to bo decided by the awards of the Judges. The highest position

a subscriber takes gains the sweepstake. If one or more obtain

tho same position, or should none of the subscribers obtain a
position at all, the services of Mr, Hewitt shall bo called in to

decide the sweepstakos. The individual I have referred to in

the early part of my circular, it is my intention not to allow
to enter for the sweepstakes, unless ho consent to pay up the
subscriptions promised last year. The amount shall then be
added to these sweepstakes and his name accepted. I need not,

I am sure, cull your attention to the great importance of these

extra prizes ; since these have been established Buff Cochins
have considerably increased in value, and I think I am quite

correct in stating that at the present time they roaliso much
higher prices than any other description of fowls.

The entries for these sweepstakes will close on the 1st of

October next ; Mr. Lythall, Secretary of the Birmingham Show,
will receive all subscriptions.— Henry Tomlinson, Balaall

Heath Road, Birmingham,

[ We recommend the foregoing to the attention of all exhibi-

tors of Buff Cochin-Chinas ; and at the same time to express

our opinion that if this offering of extra prizes were carried into

effect at other shows, and for other varieties of fowls, it would
add much to their attractions. The Birmingham Exhibition

is especially distinguished for the number and excellence of

the Buff Cochin-Chinas there exhibited, and this we believe is

attributable in no slight degree to the additional premiums to

be there contended for.

—

Eds.]

VULTURE-HOCKED BRAHMAS.
I have been a large importer, and a very large breeder of

Brahma Pootras for many years. I never imported a vulture-

hocked bird, nor did I ever breed one, except when I had used

birds of other strains for fresh blood. I have always either

killed such, or sold them at low prices as mere egg-producers.

I have never met with any one who wished to breed this appen-
dage, and the " Standard of Excellence," to which " Y. B. A. Z."

refers, says, " Vulture hocks are objectionable, but not a dis-

qualification." If they are correct, they cannot be objection-

able. When the Cochin mania was at its height, every ship

that sailed for China took out commissions for fowls, and no
ship returned without bringing some. These were not all of

necessity pure or good specimens of the birds known here as

Cochins ; but in the anxiety to possess some of the popular

breed, every fowl that had any pretension to it, or that possessed

some only of the characteristics, was eagerly purchased. The
evidence that was collected was from such breeders as Messrs.

Sturgeon, Punchard, Andrews, Steggall, and Gilbert. I perfectly

recollect the last-named gentleman showing me a Buff pullet,

offered to him by a sailor who brought it over, and lamenting

that he could not avail himself of the fresh blood because she

was vulture-hocked. I knew Mr. Sturgeon's birds from the

first, also Messrs. Andrews' and Gilbert's. They were not

vulture-hocked. If I were asked to define 'a vulture hock , I

should describe it as composed of stiff feathers, projecting be-

hind and below the knee. The existence of short fluffy feathers

that merely curl round the knee joint would hardly be called an
offence.

If I were to exhibit. Brahmas I should not at all hesitate to

do so, leaving the vulture hock out of the question ; I believe

in almost every case those that have 'his point are the worst-

shaped birds, being stilly and long on the leg. The judges who
are Idamed by " Clkkicus " must fight their own battles. I

may, however, remark that our principal judges have not been

considered " arbitrary " or " narrow-minded." What, however,

docs he mean when he compares vulture-hocked Cochins of the

present day and those that were noi so in former times, with the

dower that has become double through forcing ? In this last

case a well-defined object finned the starting point ; but no one

will pretend that it was over sought by exhibitors to produce

the vulture hock, or that its appearance is the result of more

careful breeding or judicious crossing. I believe there is not a

breeder who would nut gladly get rid of it if ho could. I am
no partisan, seldom an exhibitor, sometimes act as judge, and

have been a close observer all my life of the properties and

points of fowls. I have noticed all through the poultry ques-

tion, that as old leaders withdraw from classes there is often a

Jisp.^ition on the part of their successors rather to bring tho
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standard down to their birds than to raise them to it. It is

said that when Mahomet was guilty of any little " eeart," he
wrote a chapter of the Koran to justify it ; so, I believe, if

fowls were produced with Dorking tails on Cochin bodies there

would not be wanting those who would honestly believe and
support the opinion that they were correct.

—

Brahma N. V. H.

ECCENTRICITIES OF ENTRIES.
Few exhibitors can have waded through catalogues of poul-

try exhibitions without being struck by this fact, that the

entries in the varions classes appear to be devoid of any rule.

It is perfectly true that these entries are dependent not only

on the will and whim of the exhibitor, but also on the con-

dition of his yards, yet it is difficult to understand the reasons

that explain the vast differences that take place. At Birming-

ham, for instance, Cochins numbered 277 pens, they stood Al
as payers in entry-money to the coffers of Birmingham ; true,

there were additional prizes offered, but this was also the case

in other classes. At Salisbury there were three classes for

Cochins, each with three prizes of £3, £2, and £1, and the

entries were respectively : Buff five, Brown and Partridge six,

White five ; Brahmas mustered seventeen entries in two
classes. At Reading Cochins were offered larger prizes ; two
pens contended for three prizes !—being doubled, in fact, by
the Poland entries of all breeds for smaller prizes ! At Rochdale,

on the contrary. Cochins were far beyond Dorkings and Spanish
in number of entries. Birmingham showed Spanish beaten

by all the older varieties except Malays and Polands, possibly

accounted for by moulting ; but still, soon afterwards at Man-
chester they are the best payers, and this I think was the case I

two years ago when I examined the catalogue. Again at

Salisbury they mustered seventeen pens in one class, as against i

Cochins in three classes. At Cirencester they assembled six,
|

all told, Cochins amounting to eighteen entries in two classes.
|

At Epping in all the classes save Dorking the entries were
;

simply ridiculous, and I am quite at a loss to account for

this, as the prizes are liberal, and the show a one-day exhibi-

tion. True, two hens are still required at this show, and this

certainly limits entries, but it does not account for the short-

comings of entries both on this occasion at Epping and last

year at Brentwood. I regret it, for it discourages the promoters

of shows, and I cannot but think that this show is not known
as it deserves to be.

At Salisbury, however, a still more extraordinary point in

the matter of entries occurred. In 1864 at Bristol three pens
\

of Malays competed for £3, £2, £1 prizes !—so that at last the !

Bath and West of England that had long remained stead-

fast to this old breed forsook it, and 1865 saw for the first

time for many years no Malay class. Owing to the increased

amount offered to poultry (no cattle being exhibited), a Malay
class with two prizes only was added in 1866. Well, who can

understand the enigma of entries?—the breed that was dis-

carded in 1865 equalled the highest entry for Cochins, which were
offered £6 against the £i to Malays ! It surpassed the other

classes for Cochins, and (I write fiom memory), it surpassed

some of the classes for Game to the best of my recollection.

I think I have shown by these various quotations that the

entries do not depend so much on the amount of prizes

offered as on something not very tangible beyond the ken of

schedule-framers. What may schedule-framers leam from
this ? Why, that it is not politic to make extreme distinctions

in the amounts offered to various breeds, but rather apportion

the amount, especially at the smaller shows, pretty equally to

each. They are quite uncertain as to the breed that will in

any given show prove the most paying variety. The example
set by Darlington does not seem to be followed, yet it is strictly

fair, if smaller prizes are offered to certain varieties the entry

fee ought to be less.

Then, again, in the Any other variety class there is great

need for improvement. Often the right to two prizes is dis-

puted by a motley group of all sorts ; many of them are equally

deserving, but the fancy of the judge decides. Here it would
certainly be a good plan to give an increased number of prizes

as was done at Islington, when two first, second, and third

prizes were offered. This is better than at Lord Tredegar's

Show, where the difficulty has been met by five or six prizes in

the class, decreasing in amount. Coupled with this class there

is another suggestion I would offer, it is not every exhibition

that can afford Creve Ceeur and La Flcche classes, but the

generality of shows could afford a class which, now-a-days, I

ancy would pay for "French" fowls. This class would take
in Houdans and the two other breeds named, breeds which
certainly agree in one respect, they are terribly ferocious-
looking ! I am a family man and dare not keep them, afraid
that some of the juveniles might wander into the yards and be
frightened to death by the apparition of one or other of these
horrible-looking birds. I had once a Creve Cueur hen, every
other hen was afraid of her, gave in at once, as though the
sight of her were sufficient, and no proof of her prowess
necessary.

Another point I would greatly urge on schedule-framers is

the adopting one hen instead of two. This will increase the
number of entries, lessen the amount of food consumed, lessen

the amount of time required for packing, &c, and reduce the
present exorbitant and unjust charges for carriage. It is also a
wise plan on the part of exhibitions to make the closing day
for entries as late as possible ; a month may be necessary for

Birmingham—I, for one, greatly doubt it, but a week or ten
days is ample time for the generality of exhibitions.

—

Y. B. A. Z.

WARNING.
I wish to make known my grievance, and ask some of yom

correspondents to suggest a remedy for the sake of others who
may be fellow sufferers. A few weeks since an advertisement
appeared in your columns offering a number of chickens of a

certain breed, from the strain of a gentleman named, and who
took a first prize at Birmingham last year. They were said to

be from four to five months old, fit for exhibition, and were
offered at 5& each. I wrote to the party on the same day the

paper was published, giving him the name of a respectable

and well-known exhibitor in the county in which he resides as

reference, and requested him to send me at once on approval

six pullets and a cockerel, offering to pay the carriage both ways.

I received a reply by return stating that the four and five-

months birds were all sold, but there were plenty left at two
and three months, but they would not be sent on approval. I

then wrote for six three-months-old pullets to be forwarded.

More than a week passed and no fowls came, and my letter

was unanswered. I then wrote again requesting to know the

reason. I received a reply, stating that six pullets, two of

them ten weeks the rest sixteen weeks old, were set aside for

me, and would be sent on receipt of a post-office order for the

amount, at the same time assuring me that several birds had
been sold and all had given great satisfaction. I at once
forwarded an order made payable in a week. That time had
nearly elapsed before I heard anything more, when another

letter came stating that only four pullets were left, two at ten

weeks, and two at sixteen weeks old, and that two hens of 1865

would be sent if that would suit me. Being quite tired of

being trifled with nearly three weeks, I requested them to be

sent, and a cockerel into the bargain. I received two moderate
hens, the best of which and the cockerel were completely

scalped to the bone on the journey by the other hen, which

appears to have been a stranger to the rest. The four chickens

were the worst specimens of the breed I ever saw, and worth

at most Is. each, or the market value of common barndoor
fowls of the size. I at once understood how it was that the

birds would not be sent on approval, and why I did not receive

them until after the money was payable. From the appear-

ance of the advertisement I had every reason to expect some
decent birds, but imagine my disappointment.

What is to be done to protect the public from this species of

swindling, and how are buyers and sellers to put faith in each

other whilst it continues ?—A Vicmt.

[The remedy is obvious. Either do not buy of an unknown
seller, or do not part with your money until you have seen the

birds.

—

Eds.]

POULTRY FANCIERS, AWAKE!
Are ye asleep or in a torpid state that you allow yourselves

to be swindled so continuously ? I can truly sympathise with

your correspondent Mr. Howarth Ashton, for I have been similarly

victimised, hut so very often that it has at last aroused me out

of my lethargy ; and I would, if possible, arouse my brother

fanciers, and unite with them in trying to put down the swindlers

that are realising such a nice little fortune out of us.

Last spring I was induced, by seeing an advertisement in The
Joi-rnal of Horticvltube representing a very well known
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inimo, and one which has appeared in a gnat many reports of

poultry sh..\vs as a successful Jiibiti.r, to pay a very good price

(under the oiroumstances), foi :i sitting of eggs, and which on a

very close' examination, after the greatest of core and a little

mxiety, aU turned out to Or boiled, jeven from such o luarteC

Again, like " It. A.," the sucoessSul swindler is determined that

ill transactions shall cease after he has sent you the eggs, for

he will not condescend to notice any letters written to him.

Now, will you oblige me by answering the follow big : I 'annot

I prosecute him for obtaining money under false pretences if I

can prove it :— Rest. COMJ?ERE.

[That you can not only recover the money from the seller of

the eggs, bnt could punish him for the fraud we have no doubt

;

but the transaction J". 3 not come within the legal definition of

obtaining money by false pretenc >8. And now a won! ai at n

protection society. Let every poultry fancier be his own pro-

tector, for nothing is more easy. We adopt the3e invariable

rules : we never buy fowls or eggs except from persons known as

honour-able, we never pari with a fowl or eggs before "we-have

received payment, and we never buy a fowl from a distance un-

less it has been sei by some one on whose judgment we rely.

Abiding by these rules we never have to complain; and we
must add that no one has our sympathy who buys of any Beller

notorious for dishonest]

.YOODDRIDGE SHOW.
By an oversight I omitted to mention where the ' suspicious

dealing" of which I spoke in a former letter took place. It

was at AVoodbridge. And when your correspondent " Right
and Wrong " says his object is to " do Right," I rather sus-

pect he is a bit of a wag, and that he aimed at something like a

double entendre in choosing that exact phraseology, although bis

orthography should undergo a slight change. Mr. Howarth
Ashton's poultry man is evidently a wag too ; and he reminds
me of an abominable transaction three or four years ago, in

which the same indu idual to whom Mr. Ashton refers defrauded
me in the most deliberate manner. How necessary, then, it is

daily becoming to have some means of protection against these

rogues. Do not let us only talk about it, but let some one who
is able and willing take the trouble to organise and carry on the
management of a society of amateurs ami gentlemen who either
have suffered, or are liable to suffer, from the unprincipled con-
duct of a set of Bcamps. whose names as exhibitors or dealers
lequire only to be made public in order to deter any respectable
man from having anything to do with them.—EsOHCT.

KEIGHLEY POULTRY SHOW.
The twenty-fourth annual meeting of the Keighley Agricultural

Society, took place on Friday, August 31st. The entries were con-
siderably more numerous than last year, being for poultry 241, for
Pigeons 190, for Rabbit- 15. The following prizes were awarded :

—

Game Cock.—Cup. .1. Bradford, Bradford.
Cochin-China.—First. .T. Dixon, Bradford. Second. C. Sidgwick, Rid-

dlesden. Chtckem.—First, T. Bott. Burv. Second. H. W. Illinqworth,
Idle. Highly Commended, T. Lambert, Silsden. Commended, C. Sidg-
wick.
Spanish.—First, J. Thresh, Bradford. Second, II. Bsldon, Goitstock.

Highly Commended, E. Brown. Sheffield. Chickens.—First, W. Roberts,
Halifax. Second, J. Finder, Clitheroe. Highly Commended, J. Newton.
Chitteprat. — First. H. Beldon. Second, A. K. Wood, Burnside,

Kendal. Chickens.—First. Second, ;|nd Highly Commended, H. Beldon.
Commended, T. Fawcett, Baildon, Leeds.
Pheasant Golden).— First, II. Beldon. Second, W. Throup, Silsden.

Chickens.—First, S. & li. Ashton, Mottram. Second, W. Cannan. Bradford.
Pheasant (Silver).—First, H. Beldon. Second and Highly Commended,

A. K. Wood. Chicken*.—First. T. Robinson, Baildon. Second, H. Beldon.
Commended, J. Clayton. Keighley; S. Butterfield, Keighley.
Pheasant (Black).— First, C. Sidgwick. Second. J. Hargreaves, Skipton.

Commended, H. Beldon. Cliickem.—First and Second, C. Sidgwick.
Commended, H. Beldon ; S Butterfield.
Hamburgh (Golden-pencilled).—First, A. K. Wood. Second, S. Smith.

Northowram. Commended, H. Beldon ; T. Wrigtey, jun., Tonge, Middle-
ton, Manchester. Chickens.—First, S. Smith. Second, J. Smith, Bingley.
Highly Commended, I. T. C. Fawcett. Commended,' H. Beldon ; t.
Wrigley.
Poland (Golden or Silver Pheasant).—First and Second, H. Beldon.

Cliickens.—First. H. Beldon. Second. H. Bowker. Keighley.
Poland i White-crested).—First and Second, .1. Smith. Chickens.—First

and Second, J. Smith.
Dorking.—First, J. Pinder. Second, H. Beldon. Chiekem.—First, H.

Beldon. Second. H. Pickles, jun„ Esrby. Commended, C. Sidgwick.
Game (Red).—First, .1. Hodgson, Bradford. Second, G. Noble, Stain-

cliffe. Commended. J. Bradford. Ckickeni.—First, .I. Bradford. Second,
H. Beldon. Commended. W. Spencer, Haworth ; J. Midglev, Haworth

;

W. H. Robinson, Long Lee ; W. Fell. Adwaltno.
Game (Any other variety 1.—First, W. Fell. Second, J. Bradford. Chickens.

First, A. Hodgson, Ulingworth. Second, T. Wilcock. Commended,
W. Fell.

Bantau (Black, Whit.-, or Game). First, E. Button, s, cond, v..

Cannan. Commended. Rev. W. .1. Do'ollor, Colwick Rectory; W. ISews

holme. Cliickem.— First, G. Noble. Second, W. Newsholmc. Commended,
v.. Huttnn.
Any otiif.k Distinct Bheed.—First. II. Beldon, Second, .1. Dixon.

Commended, ii. Bowker. Chickcm.—First, R. W. Boyle. Second, II.

Bowker. Commended, .1. Hargreaves.
Ducks (Rouen).—First and Second, J. Dixon. Commended, F. G.

i;,i l v in, Sheffield.

Dooks (Aylesbury).- First, E. Leech. Second, W. Newsholmc. Highly
Commended, J. Newton.
Docks (Black Indian).—First and Second, .1. Hargreaves.
JlreKi.lNos. -First. ]'. Leech. Second, E. Huttou.

Sei e.—First, E. Leach. Second, B. Baxter.

PIGEONS.
Powteh OR Ciioc.o i:. -f.Wrfc—First. .1. Thompson, Bingley. Second,

G. W. Brown, Bradford. Commended, C. Cowburn. Hen.—First, E.

Horner, Leeds. Second, J. Thackrav. York. Commended, C. Cowburn.

Carrier.—Cock.—First and Second, E. Horner. Commended, -I. Firth,

jun., Dewsbnry; F. Crossley. Wen.—First, F. Crossley. Second, E. E.

M. Royds. Commended, E.'Horner.
Ti sir.LEF.s (Almond).—First, J. Thackray. Second, C. Cowburn, Com-

mended, E. E. M. Royds.
'

' _
Tumblers (Mottled).—-First, E. E. M. Royds. Second, .7. Percivall.

Commended, E. Horner.
Balds op, Beards. First, J. Lister. Second, JjFielding.
i mis. -First, S. Wade, Ovcnden. Second and Highly Commended, J.

Fielding.
Trup.rrs.—First and Second, J. & .1. Wade.
Jacobins.— First, .T. Thompson. Second, J. & .1. Wade.
Fantaeos.—First, J. Thackray. Second, (.'. Cowbu
Babbs.—First. .7. Firth, jun. Second. II. Yardloy.

Dragons.—First, F. Crosley. Second, •' Lister.

Trumpeters.—First, J. Thompson. Second, J. Thackray.
Magpies. -First. J. Thackray. Second, H. Yardhv.

Archangels.—First. O. W. Brown. Second, H. Yardley.

Any other Bbf.ed.—First, G. W. Brown. Second, H. Yarul. y.

Rabbits.—Lomi-earcci.—First, F. Mosey. Leeds. Second, W. A. Smith.

Any other Description.—First, R. Binns, Bradford. Second, R. Scott,

Calversyke Hill.

Judges.—Poultry : Mr. R. Teebay, Preston. Pigeons: Mr. J. W.
Thompson. Southowram.

HALIFAX AND CALLER YALE AGRICULTURAL
ASSOCIATION'S POULTRY SHOW.

The twenty-eighth annual Exhibition of this Society was held in

Clare Hall Park. Halifax, on Saturday, the 25th ult, and was ex-

tremely successful, financially and otherwise, the arrangements being

ably carried out by the Committee and Secretary. The entries num-

bered 472 pens of "poultry, 207 of Pigeons, and li of Rabbits.

Sfcmish, as usual, heeded the list, hut most of the birds were much

out of condition. Messrs. Burch & Boulter took first prize in the

Adults' class with a pen of very great merit. The Chicken class con-

tamed some good pens. Mr. Pindar's first-prize buds were forward.

Many very promising pens were exhibited, although rather young for

competition. DorHngs were an average lot. The Hon. H. W. Fitz-

williani's first-prize chickens were very fine. ( 'at hn, were fairly re-

presented. In Buffs, Mr. Earvey's first-prize pen contained a magni-

ficent cock, exquisite in colour, and in capital condition. Messrs.

Brierley, Spencer, and Stretch each showed good birds. Brahman

had foiir classes—Light and Dark, Adults and Chickens. Mr. Boyle's

first-prize Dark chickens stood quite clear of competition. Messrs.

Pigeon, Roberts, and Pickles took the other principal prizes. The

show of Guam was hirer, nearly all the classes being well filled. Mr.

Brierley had the cup for a single cock with a Black Red in capital

trim, aiid the cup for chickens went to Mr. Firth's first-prize Brown

Reds. Most of the adult Game were iu deep moult, and the chickens

were generally later than usual at this Show, the most noticeable in

addition to tile above-named being Messrs. Firth and Fell's Black

Reds, and Messrs. Fletcher, Boyes, and Hodgson's Duckwings. The

single Game pullets numbered' twenty-four pens, the first and second

prizes being awarded to Mr. H. Crossley for very early Grouse-coloured

birds. The Pblandl were not numerous, but good. 11a mburghs were

a large and good collection. The cup for the best pen was awarded

to Mr. Beldon for Silver-spangled chickens. The pullet in this pen

was most unusually good. The prize Silver-pencilled chickens also

deserve notice. Mr. Roe's Golden -spangled chickens were remarkably

fine, and well merited their position. In Game Bantams Messrs.

Rhodes, Noble, and Brierley had the principal prizes with good speci-

mens. In Laced, Mr. Roy had the first and second prizes with good

Silvers. The class for Any other Variety of Bantams was good. Blacks

being first. Japanese second, and Blacks third. The latter were de-

serving of a higher position in the list.

Ducks, Geese, and '/'nibfis formed good classes, Mrs. Seamons,

Mrs. Dale, and Messrs. Leech, Gamou, and Stott, dividing the princi-

pal positions. Iu Any other variety of poultry the Hon. H. W . Fitz-

williaui and the National Poultry Company showed good specimens,

Creve Creur, Houdan, and La Flecbc being well npr.-euted.

The Pigeons formed a show of themselves, and were placed in a

tent adjoining the poultry. The cup for the best pen was awarded to

Mr. Collev for a remarkably good Black Carrier cock. Messrs.
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Harvey, Thackray, Fnlton, and Robinson exhibited first-class

Powters. Mr. Hedley's Carriers also deserve mention, and Tumblers
were fairly represented in the different classes allotted to them. The
Owl class was particularly fine, Mr. Robinson's first-prize pen of
Whites containing undoubtedly the best hen ever imported, accom-
panied by a good cock. It is very seldom the old English Owls are
now seen at our exhibitions, the beautiful petite foreign variety having
now altogether superseded them as show birds. English Owls are,
however, much more worthy of a class than many for which prizes are
offered, such as Magpies, &c, at this Show, and we hope they will

in future be properly classified. The foreigners beat them in compe-
tition ; but we should very much regret the loss of our old favourites,
such birds as fanciers will recollect a few years ago in the Blues of
Ridpath, Rake, and Cannan, the Silvers of the latter and Morgan,
and the Powder Blues of Harrison Weir and Mewbnni. In Barbs,
many of the first-class birds known were sent. Yellows were first,

Reds second. Blacks very highly commended, and Whites received
high commendation ; the class also contained some extraordinary
Blacks, but they were in rather bad feather. In Trumpeters the
recent introductions do not yet show much, but aro destined to revolu-
tionise the Trumpeter fancy. The first prize went to capital light-

beaked Blacks, the second to Mottles. It is a very remarkable fact

that no advance has been made in this breed since Mr. Mewburn's
exhibition days, and we believe three out of the four birds in the prize
pen were originally from the lofts of that gentleman. The old Mottled
hen is lost, and the substitute requires the help of her wonderful old
partner, the Mottled cock, shown by Mr. Mewbnrn seven years ago.
We may soon expect to see more of the Russian birds, and then judi-

cious breeding will show the advance. Fantails were good. Many of

the other classes do not require special notice.

In the Selling class foreign Owls, Blues and Whites respectively,
took the prizes, and were claimed for the owner, tlnw defeating the
object intended—a practice we cannot too strongly reprobate. This
means of obtaining prizes has now become very frequent in both
poultry and Pigeons, and it is quite time either to discontinue the
class or take measures to prevent the recurrence of such practices.

A list of the awards appeared in our Number of the 'J8th ult.

variety of Tumblers Mr. Cowburn took the first prize and Mr. Royds
the second. In Turbits Mr. Thackray was first with good birds and well

shown, Mr. Horner closely following him for the second place. There
were eleven pens in this class, and of good merit. Iu Jacobins Mr.
Horner was first and second, and in Trumpeters Mr. Jesse Thompson
and Mr. Horner occupied the same relative positions. In Owls Mr.
Pickles was first with an excellent pen of Whites, which were claimed
at ten guineas. In Barbs Mr. Firth took the first prize with good
birds, Mr. Thompson being second. In Fantails Mr. Thackray was
first, Mr. Cowburn second. In Nuns Mr. Thackray was first and Mr.
Thompson second, both pens being of good merit. In the Any variety

class some excellent birds were shown, Mr. Thackray taking the first

prize and Mr. Yardley the second.

The Judges were:—For Poultry, Mr. James Dixon, of Bradford,

for Pigeons, Mr. J. W. Thompson, Southowram, Halifax.

DEWSBURY POULTRY SHOW.
This, of which we published the prize list last week, would have

been a great success had the weather been more favourable. The
prizes for poultry have been increased, in addition to the beautiful

silver cup, value live guineas, fox the best pen in the Show, which was
awarded to a capital pen of Spanish belonging to Mr, Thresh, of Brad-
ford. The next pens in merit were Mr. Beldon's perfect Golden
Polands and Mr. Boyle's equally beautiful Brahma chickens. In
several of the classes the entries were very few, and we feel surprised

at this, as the prizes were equal to those offered at any of our local

shows, in many of which we often find twelve or fourteen entries, and
often more. In the Cochin cock class the first-prize bird was remark-
ably tine, and the two prize pens of adult Spanish were both of great

merit. In Dorkings there was nothing worthy of particular notice.

The adult prize Brahmas were very good, but Mr. Boyle's chickens

were the best in the two classes. The whole of the Game classes were
well represented ; butthe entries were very few in all (lie classes. The
Hamburgh classes were mostly good in quality, but few in numbers.
Mr. Beldon's Silver-spangled were first-class, and Mr. Walker's Gold-

spangled cock was about the best we ever saw. There were several

pens of good Bantams, and among both the Aylesbury and Rouen
Ducks many were really good. Mr. Leech's Aylesburys were nearly all

that could be wished for, and in the Variety class Mr. Hutton showed
a very perfect pen of Cirey Call Ducks ; Mr. Fowler's East Indian

were also very good.
The Pigeons, as usual, formed a very attractive feature, and had the

day been favourable it would have added materially to their comfort,

for they were totally unprotected from the weather. The Committee
nsed every effort to promote the well-being of the birds, and if all go

well in future years we believe that, as in the case of the Halifax and
Calder Vale Society, a tent will be erected for their special protection.

The number of entries amounted to about 162 pens, and there were

few of them empty. Unfortunately the Committee had accidentally

misplaced one or two pens, and this was not found out until the Judge
had made his awards. This was somewhat annoying to the exhibitor,

whose birds we think would have taken a good position. The Com-
mittee gladly offered to make every reparation in their power for the

oversight. The classes opened with that for the best Powter cock, and
some excellent birds were shown, Mr. Royda being first with an ex-

cellent white, and Mr. Thackray second with a very good bird. In

Powter hens Mr. Thackray was first with a Blue hen of great length

and well shown, Mr. Horner being second with a Blue hen of nearly

equal merit. Iu the class for Carrier cocks Mr. Horner took the first

prize with a very fine Black, Mr. Firth being second with a good bird

of the same colour, Mr. Brown and others also showing good birds
;

indeed, this was a good class. In Carrier hens Mr. *Royds was first

with a good Black, Mr. Horner being second. This was a good class.

In Almond Tumblers Mr. Royds was first and Mr. Thackray second.

Some of the birds in this class were in bad condition, and the un-

favourable state of the weather did not improve them. In Any other

WAKEFIELD TOULTRY SHOW.
{From a Correspondent.)

The second annual Exhibition of the above Show, since it was
amalgamated with another district show, was held on Saturday the

1st inst. in the Belle Isle Field, on the Sandal Road, within a few
minutes' walk of Wakefield Station, and proved one of the most suc-

cessful ever held both as regards the entries of horses, pigs, poultry, &c,
and the attendance of visitors. About eleven o'clock the rain came
down freely, and it seemed as though there were no signs of a successful

gathering ; but after a little thunder and a sharp shower or two the

weather cleared up, and visitors thronged the ground until it be-

came a matter of time to obtain a view of almost any of the subjects

exhibited.

In the poultry department there were in the first class seven entries

for a cup value £4, for the best pen of Game, any age or colour. This

prize fell to Sir St. George Gore's Brown Reds— a hen of first-class

quality, but the cock was a little coarse about the head. He was,

however, very hard pressed by a pen shown by Mr. Brierley, containing

an adult Black Red cock along with a pullet, and so near were the first

and second prize pens that the Judges seemed almost at a loss which

to place first. In the class for Black-breasted and other Reds, any
age, six pens were exhibited. The first prize fell to a pen of Black-

Red Game chickens, the cockerel being undubbed, and the pullet of

first-class quality. Adult Brown Reds, the property of Sir St. George

Gore, were second. Next came Duckwings. The first-prize cock was
an excellent bird, but the pullet only moderate. The second-prize

pen contained a pullet with a very round back, and it must have been

the style of the birds which obtained them the position they occupied.

The Variety class consisted of three pens, Blacks being first, and Piles

second. In the class for Game pullets of any colour, the first prize

went to a pair of very large strong Brown Reds, but not of first-class

quality. Darlings and Spanish were only poorly represented as re-

gards numbers. Cochvns consisted of 6ix pens. The first and second

prizes were taken by Mr. Brierley. The former pen contained one of

the best cocks the writer has seen for some time, and one that will be

difficult to beat. The BraJima Pootra class consisted of four entries,

and Polands of two. The latter belonged to Mr. Beldon, and were

much admired. Jlamburtjfts were good. The classes for Golden-pen-

cilled, Silver-pencilled, Golden spangled, and Silver-spangled consisted

of four, four, eight, and five pens respectively. The winning birds in

each were well worthy of their places, the Pencilled ones in particular.

In the class for Any other distinct breed the National Poultry Com-
pany carried off both first and second prizes with Creve Cceur and

Houdan. In Game Bantams the first prize fell to Mr. Newsome, the

second to Mr. John Crosland. There were eleven entries, but one or

two pens were vacant. For Bantams of any other variety Mr. F. L.

Roy was first with Pencilled, and Mr. Enoch Hutton second with

Blacks.
Aylesbury Ducks were only very moderate, with the exception oi

Mr. Leech's first-prize pen ; but Rouens were good. In the class for any

other variety of Ducks I think the Judges made a serious mistake in

awarding the first prize, as the birds in the pen of Brown Calls ex-

hibited by Mr. Hutton were very small, and the Duck's beak perfection.

The Duck in the first prize pen was black throughout, which, if I mis-

take not, in Rouens is a disqualification. Certainly the Brown Calls

should be as good in bill as the Rouens, and, if more difficult to obtain,

so much more ?bonld good ones be encouraged. Mr. Jessop took the

second prize with little beauties. The class for extra stock contained

a Duck with three legs,

A list of the awards was given last week.

Game Bantams, Radnor's Strain.—As Mr. Manning has

more than once stated in your columns that he " has purchased

the whole of the Rev. G. Raynor's stock," will you kindly

allow me to make the following addition to his statement?

—

*' With the exception of the Manchester cup and first-prize

pen, and a first-rate pen of chickens, which were purchased

by myself."—W. J. Mellor, Cohcick Rectory, Nottingham.
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CHEAP SUPERS.
Some time ago, being rather at a loss for a super for a com-

mon straw hive containing a Liguriau swarm, I placed upon
the top of the hive an ordinary ttower-pot, having previously

tilled up the hole at the top with a cork, to which I affixed a

small piece of comb. I then placed over all an empty hive,

which fitted over the under hive, and rested upon it, protecting

the super from wind and weather. The bees immediately

began to work in the flower-pot, and I removed it a few days

ago rilled with honeycomb. The difficulty which is often ex-

perienced in driving bees from supers, when taken off, is

entirely obviated by this arrangement, for after the flower-pot

is removed you have only to place it on a tray and give it one

or two sharp blows with a hammer in the line of the combs so

as to break the pot, when the sides will fall away, carrying the

bees with them, and leaving the combs standing with scarcely

any bees upon them. Lift the combs on to a dish, and leave

the bees on the tray to find their way back to the hive.—F.,

Westmoreland.

BEES AS REGICIDES.
In my last communication which appeared in page 55, I

mentioned two instances in which young queen3 at the heads

of swarms which had issued naturally, were found imprisoned

in the evening of the day on which they were hived. Obser-

vation has led me to believe that the majority of regicides are

occasioned by the presence of strange bees, and this seems to

offer a solution to the cases referred to.

A prime swarm under an old queen had issued from one of

my hives on the preceding day (Sunday), and had remained in

the skep in which it was hived until the following morning. I

then captured the queen, and sent her off to a distant apiary,

allowing the bees to return to their native domicile. As is

usual in such cases, many of the bees continued for some
hours to hunt after their queen, and some of these in all pro-

liability entered the skep in which the swarm under the young
queen had been temporarily located, and fiuding a strange

queen had made an attack upon her. I think that a similar

state of things would also account for the attack upon the

second queen, which I rescued and placed at the head of a

queenless nucleus, where she has proved herself the best queen
I have yet reared and tested ; her progeny being fully equal to

that of the old queen.

At times, however, bees do destroy their own queens in a

most inexplicable way. A hive sent out a swarm early in July,

under an old queen. I caught the queen, and presented her

to a neighbouring apiarian, and after removing all the royal

cells from the stock, gave them some nearly ripe royal cells

reared from the brood of my original queen. In two or three

days 1 found a fine queen at liberty, and all the superfluous

royal cells destroyed. In three weeks I again inspected the

interior of the hive to see what progress the queen had made in

laying, and found brood in two of the central combs, but to my
surprise one of them contained six or more royal cells, formed
upon the face of the comb, as artificial cells usually are. These
I removed, thinking it probable that the queen was still in the

hive, and that the removal of these cells would prevent any
further attempt at swarming, as the end of July was fast ap-

proaching. In two or three days I found a second batch of

royal cradles had been almost completed, and a careful ex-

amination confirmed my suspicions that the queen herself had
disappeared from the hive. These cells were also destroyed,

and after a time some more royal cells, raised from the old

queen, were presented to the bees, from which I expect a queen
will emerge either to-day (August 22nd), or to-morrow.
Two other hives are also now raising queens from the brood

of the old queen. A queen which came forth in my unicomb
hive upon the 2Slth of July was not impregnated till Sunday
last (August l'.lth), when twenty-one days old. She has not
vet commenced egg-laying.

How very little has been effected by "B. &• W.," with the

queen presented to him by Mr. Woodbury last autumn ; her
hive might have been strengthened in the spring by brood from
other hives, and young queens might then with very little

trouble have been raised from her brood to place at the head
of all his other stocks. The season has been practically lost,

and he will be in a much worse position next year, as the pure
queen will then have a poorer chance of proving prolific in

IrtfiS, and our friend will not be able to raise any great Lumber
of Italian drones before that time.

Although all my hives this spring (eight in number), were
headed by motheis bred from the pure queen in the preceding
year, and have reared a prodigious number of drones, I find
that a majority of my queens this summer have mated with
black drones. The old queen is, I am glad to say, all right,
and will, I hope, enable me to raise a fresh lot of queens next
summer.

I find that all her progeny, whether mated with black drones
or not, produce very well marked workers ; but if their descen-
dants again mate with black drones, the workers then approach
very nearly to the colour of their paternal ancestors.

This has been by far the best honey season I have ever ex-
perienced. Of four storified hives only one abstained from
swarming. In one of them the queen got into the super and
laid there a vast quantity of brood. The swarm from this hive
was accordingly not returned, as I did not prize the adulte-
rated super.' In another instance the queen was captured and
presented to a neighbour. The native royal cells were excised,
and some from brood of the old queen substituted. In the
other case I returned the swarm, queen and all, but in about
eight days the old queen was ejected—killed no doubt by a young
rival, and I was then compelled to remove all the royal cells to
prevent the issue of another swarm.

Three of the supers weigh fully 40 lbs. each of pure honey.
The fourth, not yet taken, ought to contain from 50 lbs. to
60 lbs. At the same time the stocks themselves are quite
overdone with honey, every comb being full of sealed honey or
pollen, so that breeding at present is entirely confined to'the
nadirs.—J. E. B.

THE HONEY SEASON IN HADDINGTONSHIRE
FERTILE WORKERS.

In May last "A Devonshire Bee-keeper" recorded the ex-
istence of that curious phenomenon—fertile workers. In the
early part of the year I had a case of the same kind, and would
have noticed it had not other avocations occupied all my time ;

but as it affords such clear proof of the existence of fertile

workers, it may be of interest even now. The case to which
I refer occurred in the hive containing the Ligurian queen
which I received from Mr. Woodbury. I had examined the
hive in December, and found that the queen was laying eggs.

Seeing this I did all I could in the way of keeping it well
covered up. Early in February I found one day on the board
what appeared to me a queen, but much shrivelled up ; but I

could not be certain at the time that it was the remains of the
queen. It was not long, however, until I noticed, by the way
the bees ran about the mouth of the hive on fine days, that the
queen was wanting ; but as I could not do anything to assist

the hive at the time, I allowed it to go on as it was. One day
in the middle of March I examined every comb, and found all

the brood hatched with the exception of a queen's cell still

sealed. Here then was clear proof that the old queen was
dead, and the bees were endeavouring to rear a new queen. In
a cell close beside the queen cell I saw what I thought was an
egg ; but there being only one, and seeing at the same time
the queen's cell, I was puzzled at its being there at all, as I had
looked carefully among the bees for a queen but could not see
one. I then put back all the combs into the hive and allowed
the hive to remain for other two weeks, when, on examining
the combs again, I found a number of eggs laid in workers'

cells ; but the eggs first laid were giving evidence of their

being drones, as the cells were elongated, and so, in fact, every

egg turned out to be a drone egg. At the same time I broke
open the queen's cell, and found that it only contained some
dark brown matter. I looked carefully over the combs for a
queen, but none could I see. I examined the hive again along

with a friend, and still found new-laid eggs, but no queen, or

any bee which could be distinguished from another, and it was
impossible she could escape us, as there was no great number
of bee? in the hive. I showed the hive also to others who had
never seen anything of the kind, but still no queen. I allowed

it to remain to see what it would turn to ; drones of course

were hatched, though small, and in fine days came out, but

not many, and a few bees carried pollen at times.

In the May number of the "Scottish Gardener" the writer

on bees, after some very depreciatory remarks on Huber's
" enthusiasm " and " seeming honesty," and his maintaining

* The brood-comb wag subsequently excised, and a swarm added to tt*

colony to enable the bees to complete the super.
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the existence of fertile workers, thus challenged all those " who
write !lustily about fertile workers :"—" If there should be one

fertile worker La all England or Scotland this year, I will here

offer £10 to the owner if he will send her to me; and if he

does not want to part with her I will give him £10 to the poor

of his parish if he will send me a dozen of her eggs. And let

me hope that these writers will hold their tongues about fertile

workers till they honestly meet my challenge and offer, and

produce one of what they write about." A friend, a bee-keeper,

who had seen my hive, urged me to take up the challenge, as

he thought I could. The hive gradually dwindled away till

the middle of May, when there were no more bees than would

have filled a common tea-cup. Still drone eggs were laid up

to thaj-tirne, and although other four bee-keepers and myself

examined every individual bee, we could not see any difference

among them, and certainly no appearance of a queen. This

is now the third case of fertile workers which I have had ; but

it affords the clearest evidence of the existence of such, as had

those eggs even been laid by a queen, that queen could not

have been mated, as it was eight weeks after they were laid

till any drones were seen in my other hives.

In this locality the present year has not been such a good

season for honey as the last. The weather was too dry, the

furze and clover, were soon over, and very little flower honey has

been obtained in the ordinary way of management. I have

been very fortunate myself, having had nine supers from six

stocks which I had in the spring, or nearly 2 cwt. of honey,

the heaviest super containing 38 lbs. I have been endeavour-

ing to prevent swarming this year, and have succeeded in

some cases, but as completely failed in others, although thera

was abundance of room. I intend to increase the number
of bars in the Woodbury frames up to twenty or twenty-four.

I have done so with success up to fourteen bars, but it is

not enough yet, as the queen has filled all the fourteen bars

with brood.

I had one top swarm, the bees alone weighing 8j lbs., the

heaviest which has ever been in this part of the country so far

as I am aware.

Foul brood has entirely disappeared from my own and my
neighbours' hives, but I knew of several cases in other apiaries

in this neighbourhood, and they all occurred in the old cottage

hives and managed in the usual way.

The bees about here are now (August), all at the hills among
the heather, and if we have fine weather for two weeks I expect

as much more honey as I have obtained, but if we have bad

weather many hives sent away will not obtain enough honey

to keep them all winter, and heather honey will not be plentiful.

—Alex. SHBAKEB, Tester Garden.

MOUNTAIN SILK OF NORTH CHINA.
Mr. Consul Meadows, whose consular district includes Man-

chooria and Eastern Mongolia, reports that mountain silk re-

mains as yet the one article which the district is likely to

furnish to England. There are two crops of the mountain
cocoon, a spring and an avitumn ; the autumn much the largest,

but the spring greatly superior in quality. In the autumn the

cocoons intended for the spring crop are placed in baskets,

which are hung up in Chinese dwelling-rooms facing the south,

but still having a temperature in the greater part of the winter

considerably below freezing point. The natural heat of spring

suffices to bring the chrysalis out of the cocoon in the butterfly

state. The butterflies then couple, eggs are produced in four

or five days, and are laid on paper spread upon mats and tables.

In a few days each egg produces a very small black worm which
is nourished by young oak leaves that are gathered and scattered

over the paper. After some days the worms are transferred to

the oak bushes on the hill slopes. After its first sleep or torpor

of a couple of days the worm becomes green in colour and
larger in size. For its fifth sleep it prepares by spinning

itself into a cocoon, in which it assumes the chrysalis shapa.

When the worm begins to make its cocoon, it selects two or

more oak leaves, more or less facing each other, and joins them
together by a network of the silk thread which keeps issuing

from its mouth as it moves its head from the one leaf to the

other, holding on by its back claws to the twig from which the

leaves grow. When the leaves are sufficiently joined to form a

sort of cup or basket under the twig, the worm drops into the

receptacle it has thus formed, first quite surrounds itself with

the loose, flossy-like silk which forms the outer portion of the

cocoons as they come to market, and then proceeds to thicken

the inner surface by' further thread-spinning, till its bulk is,

sufficiently decreased for its turning into the chrysalis shape.

The best silk is produced by nourishing the worm on the leaves

not of the oak, but of the " Tseen-tso-tsze," which exists,

however, only in small quantities. The chrysalids which are

not kept for breeding are used by the Chinese as an article

of food. Not a tenth of the hillsides suitable for the oak
bushes are at present planted with them ; but considering

the quantity of sill; already produced, it may be taken that

the trade could be developed into one ef appreciable im-
portance even for our great manufacturing interests, unless

exactions and jealousies of the local mandarins interposed to

repress it.

[We recommend this silkworm to the attention of the Accli-

matisation Society. Surely it might be naturalised in this

country with advantage.—Ens.]

OUR LETTER BOX.
Dark Cochins Producing White Chickens (.v. E. H.).—Such sports

are not very rare. Still, they are often considered sports when they are
really nothing of the sort, but a simple throwing back. For instance, we
believe those you have bred would do so, and probably in one batch would
produce dark and white birds. The Black Cochins were said to be pro-
duced by mating a Buff cock with a White heu. White Cochins are more
prone to be falcon-hocked than any others. Seeing yours have it, and
that their origin is at least doubtful, we do not advise you to keep them.
Dewsbcry Poultry Show.—The winner of the .silver cup for the best

pen in the Show was Mr. .Tames Thresh, Manchester Road, Bradford, not
.lames Thresby as published.

Preserving Pears Whole (Poire).—The following is from a French
work on confectionery :—" Take care that the pears be not too ripe ; they
are fit as soon as the pips are black. Set the pears on the fire with suffi-
cient water to cover them ; take them off when quite soft, and put them
into cold water ; pare them lightly, cut off the stalks, prick each with a
pin sufficiently long to reach the core, and put them again in cold water,
with a little alum ; set them on the fire to boil until the pears are tender,
then take them out, and put them in cold water for the third time.
Clarify and boil some sugar to petite liwe ; pjut some water to it. and when
it boils add the pears, cover the pan, and give the whole a boil; skim,
pour it into an earthen pan, and leave it. The next day drain the syrup
from the pears, add a little more clarified sugar to it, and boil it again to
petite lii-se ; pom* it over the fruit, and leave it as before. The next and
two successive days proceed in the same way, each time decreasing the
degree of boiling until it reaches tjrande perle ; then add the pears, give
the preserve a boil (covered), skim and pour it into a pan, place it in a
stove for two days, then drain the fruit, and put it by for use."

Ripe Grape Wine IS. II"., Wiluhire).—The following are the directions
given by " Upwards and Onwards," the most successful maker of grape
wine that we know :—" Directly after the grapes are gathered and weighed,
they should be picked from their stalks into one of the large pans ; and
the pestle and mortar being deposited on the washing-bench, having the
fruit on one side and an empty pan on the other, bowl after bowl of
grapes should be crushed in the mortar; not by a vertical jam, but by
working the pestle with a light circular horizontal motion, using suffi-
cient force only to macerate the skins and pulp without smashing the
pips, for in the latter case they would impart an unpleasant roughness
to the wine. The pulp is emptied from the mortar with the ladling bowl
into the pan, and so on until the bruising process is completed. When a
pestle and mortar cannot be had, the grapes can be hand-crushed in the
colander, made to rest over the pan upon the two squared stakes. Now
strain about a pint of the juice from the must, and prove it by the sac-
charometer, which is done by nearly filling the tin tube that belongs to it

and immersing the glass instrument therein, when the specific gravity of
the juice is read oh the index plate, and the stated degree should be
noted down. On the supposition that ten gallons of wine are to be made,
SO lbs. of grapes, exclusive of their stalks, will be a good proportion to
make use of, and we shall conclude that this is the weight of the now-
called ' must ' in the pan before us. Toss two gallons of clean cold
water into it, and stir it about well with a large wooden spoon, or some-
thing to answer the purpose. Strain off a piut of the watered juice, and
make a note of the specific gravity as before. Place the two squared
stakes across the pan, and cover it over with a piece of drugget, or some-
thing of the sort, to exclude the air and preserve a temperature of about
60c

. The must will now gain daily in sweetness, and should be well stiiTed,
and proved daily with the saccharometer, until it is seen that the sweet-
ness begins to diminish, and then no time must be lost in straining off,

as the skins of the grapes would deteriorate thejuice by remaining longer
with it. The wine-press now comes into action. To fit into the strain-
ing-box I nse a bag made of strong cheese-cloth, into which, by raising
its open end, is ladled about a gallon of the must to be pressed, and the

I 'cheese ' of compressed skins and pips is emptied into a milk-pan, and
so on consecutively. Before I used a press I carried out this process as
follows :—An empty pan was placed beneath the squared stakes, or a
short ladder, and resting up^n them or it the colander, into which the
must was ladled by degrees ; the j uice was then well pressed by the hands
from the skins and pips into the pan below, and the refuse tossed into a
milk-pan, and so until the muscles of one's arms became rigid. The
&U-ained-off jnice is now measured with the tin can, and in every pro-

bability, it will be found to have run eight gallons, then one gallon and a
half of clean water will be sufficient to pour over the skins and pips in

the milk-pan, and if this water can be heated to a temperature of not
more than 80 ? so much the better. Let it he well stirred amongst the

skins and pips to express what virtue remains in them ; then strain it off

and add it with the jnice in the working-pan, and the united quantity

should slightly exceed ten gallons. I may mention that I never add a

drop of raw spirits to my wines of any description.''
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Duke of Wellington.-—The only fault of this, I think, is that

it is too thin.

Dr. Andry.—A capital Rose, though the colour is not very

different from that of many other accepted OBes.

Xaiier Olibo.—If he had but a few more petals his glorious

colour would give him a leading and lasting position amongst
Roses. He opens well enough in these districts.

Monsieur Bonccnnc is with me a shy bloomer, though, of

course, good.

Mademoiselle Amilu Halpken is a beautiful Rose.

Bushton Iladchiffe.—" D., Deal," I think, has hit the weak
point, delicacy of constitution.

For my part I have others to add, if only suggestively ; some
not even admitted by Mr. Kent ; and if, as Mr. Kent says,
" the respected name with which it is associated " gives the

Rose Rushton Radclyffe, " a claim to consideration," may I not
say the same for John Keynes, H.P. ? and the Rose is a good
one indeed withal, though not so even as one could wish.

Seuvcnlf de W. Wood is a good dark variety. I had ei^lit

blooms all at once that were each what I may call " three-point
"

Roses. With more plants I cannot say the same of Prince
Camille de Rohan.

Trii'inplte de la Tern des Roses.—(Why such names? We
only cut them short in England.) I have only seen two blooms
of this ; both were shown by Mr. J. Keynes at the Crystal Palace
Exhibition, June 23rd, 1866, and both were unquestionably
fine and distinct. And here I may say parenthetically, that,

although, no doubt yellow Roses are great acquisitions, I, for

one, wonder with the French raisers why we English growers
do not set more store on that suffused slate colour which they
so admire. I think it a delightful change from the red, redder,
reddest style.

Madame Bousset may be rather late to bloom, but I shall

wish her to be in my garden when she does.

Michel Bonnet is surely worthy of our notice, though even
Mr. Kent's leniency has not included him. Thus much for

the Roses of 18C5.

Good news for amateur rosarians. I think we may safely

say that the Roses of 1806 include many that are likely to

repay early purchasers.
Alfred Colomb, Exposition de Brie, Josephine Beauharnais,

Marcella, Madame Fillion, Mademoiselle Marguerite Dombrain,
Mademoiselle Marie Rady, and William Rollisson, I think will

prove welcome additions for some time. I say " for some
time," for I verily believe that before many years we shall

have such an improvement, that Charles Lefebvre will be barely
tolerated. Why should we not photograph our present Al
standard, and take micrometric measurements, and spectrum
analyses of our best Roses ?

I may add that I think the following list will contain a goodly
proportion of excellent Roses, and there may be others, for

every Rose has its season, and it is not fair either to the credit

and satisfaction of raisers, or right for the guidance of growers,
to speak with certainty of any new varieties from the ex-

perience of a single season, and that the first. I venture, then,
to mention, as promising enough for enthusiastic rosarians to

purchase, whose ouly limits are purse strings, and garden sides,

the following candidates for popular favour:—Abel Grand,
Aurore Boreale, Camille Bernardin, Charles Ronillard, Chevalier
Nigra, Fanny Petzold, Frederic Biborel, Fisher Holmes, Gloire
deDucher,HippolyteFlandrin,.Tean Lambert, Jean Cherpin.La
Tendresse, Laccpede, Madame Hoste, Mademoiselle Berthe Le-
vi-que, Prince de Porcia (if it will fill up in the centrel, Souvenir
de Dr. Jamain (if large enough), and Mademoiselle Jenny Gay.
Let us hope also that our English seedlings may, in increasing

numbers, prove themselves worthy of more extensive purchase
by being rather more frequently exhibited in good condition.

I shall be told that I have mentioned twenty-eight, besides
possible English Roses, and that it is improbable to a very high
degree, that we can have so many good ones in one season. I

do not say they will all prove good, but I do say that I have in-

cluded none which have not a recommendation from the very
first growers and judges in the land, including Messrs. Rivers,
Keynes, Paul & Son, Wm. Paul, Dickson & Co., "D., Deal,"
" S. R. H.," Mr. Kent, Mr. Prior, " S. H.," and many good,
though small growers, whilst some are omitted which h;;ve

been favourably noticed even by reliable critics, as for in-

stance Alba mutabilis, which has now thrice been selected by
" D., Deal," himself, and which, therefore, I suppose, I must
admit as my twenty-ninth. There are some I mention, even
against my own judgment, because they are favourably spoken
of by more than one, who have better opportunities than myself

for forming an opinion. There are conflicting opinions be-
tween good critics on others, which I can only solve on the
grounds of situation, or *' catch blooms."

I have spoken of Roses as if they were living beings, and to
me they have a certain personality of existence. I think of
them with a tort of identity with their names, and although
they do not " walk and ;«//. half an hour after their heads are
cut off," still they are very. telling flowers, and every really ex-
cellent new Rose is sure to have a good " run."

Since writing the above, I have read " D., Deal's" sequel
to his selection of the Roses of 1865, in his selection of those
of the present year, and I would end as I began, by thanking
him for his trouble taken, in unselfishly making known the
results of his own observation and experienced judgment. I
scarcely think he can have seen some that I have mentioned,
or he would have been constrained to have noticed them favour-
ably, as he yet, perhaps, will do, after the autumn exhibitions.

Will a list of new Roses ever include a spirally-cupped im-
provement of the old "York and Lancaster" Rose? Surely
it would be a pleasing novelty.

—

Edward N. Poems, S.

I tearage, Loughborough.

BATTERSEA PARK IN 18C0.

A courteous invitation from Mr. Gibson, coupled with a-

promise that he would accompany me over the Park, and a few
hours to spare on a fine afternoon in the beginningof last month,
were a combination of circumstances so favourable, that I had
no hesitation in doing as I was asked, and accordingly have now
to report progress.

Whatever anticipations might have been formed as to the
probable failure of the sub-tropical department, owing tc the
\ cry unfavourable character of the season, were quite dispelled

on the very first glance of it. Of course things did not look
quite so well as they did in the last brilliant summer; the
violent alternations of temperature, the drenching rains, and.

above all, the very cold nights have to some extent told every-

where ; but having seen many places this summer. I can
honestly say that I have seen less effects from it at Battersea
than in any other spot that I have visited, and one could hardly
believe on looking on the glowing masses of some of the beds

—

the Coleus, for instance—that they had had so much to contend
with. I believe this is to be accounted for not by any special

conditions of situation or soil, but by the constant care and
attention given, and the thoroughly scientific as well as practical'

principles on which everything is cultivated.

We were met by Mr. Gibson at the entrance near the re-

freshment-room. The first bed that attracted notice was one
composed of a star of Coleus Verschafftlti, the spaces between
the points of the star being filled in with Golden Fleece Pelar-

gonium. This has a very pretty effect, and Golden Fleece is

found a much bette* variety for bedding-purposes here than
Cloth of Gold. The bed was edged with dwarf plants of Salvia

argentea ; and I should add with regard to the Coleus that the

bed is not flat, but that gradually the surface slopes upwards,
so as to give it a convex appearance. This is effected by pinch-

ing off the shoots according to their position in the bed. An-
other, a circular bed, had Coleus round it, and the centre filled

in with Chrysanthemum Sensation. This plant was somewhat
run down last year, but it is a very nice dwarf variegated

plant. Here, too, were some long narrow beds, in which the

Alternantheras, of which so much has been said lately, were
planted; andEcheveria secundaglauca, used singly as an edging,

had a very pleasing effect. Near the refreshment-room were
some beds, in which silver-variegated Pelargonium Daybreak,
Lucius, a rosy orange, Stella, Rose Rendatler, and Gaines's

Dwarf Calceolaria were used with much effect. Lucius is a

very excellent variety sent out by Mr. Bull, and ought to be
more used than it is.

We entered the sub-tropical garden at, I suppose, the south
end, although my ideas of the points of the compass were
somewhat confused. On the left-hand side as we entered were
several fine specimen plants of Cycads, Ferns, &c. ; among
them Seaforthia elegans, Cordyline australis, Latania borbonica,.

Dracama terminalis. Dracena longifolia, and Alsophila elegans.

Here again Coleus Verschaffelti comes out in great force. A
round bed with Coleus in the centre star, filled in v.ith Golden
Fleece, and an edging of Lobelia Paxtoniana, was exceedingly

fine ; although I think the best combination, as it was last

year, is that of the Coleus in the same star shape, filled in

with Centaurea ragusina. On the right-hand side I noticed.
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that Lonicera aureo-retieulata was excellently managed as a

bedding plant. The long shoots were peg ',-.1 ilown, and then

it threw out short stubby shoots, which, being well oared for,

made an excellent and very pretty edging. Another lied near

here had Daphne pontioa purpurea iu the centre, rillcil in with

variegated Pelargonium. Tradesoantia discolor, with its leavos

porple anderneath, BhowedweU; while the two long beds ol

Mrs. Pollock filled in with the bine Lithospermum fmticosum
looked well, perhaps feeling a little the unpiopitious character

of the sea. ,ui : and at the time the Lithospermum, nut heing

fully iu flower, somewhat detracted from the appearance of the

bed. It is a beautiful rock plant, and treated thus it answers

uncommonly well. Pelargonium Luna, one of .\lr. Saltmarsh's

productions, looked amazingly well; and I expect to find Mr.

Wills'* new kinds. Circlet, Beauty of Oulfcm, &c, coming in

very usefully by-aud-hy.

With regard to the exotic plants that I have named, there

was in one or two places, especially at the left-hand entrance,

an appearance of stiffness, which would be perhaps better

avoided. They look as if they were placed out of doors to

ripen their wood rather than to give effect to the scene.

Where they are not used in beds, as the Cannas, I am sure they

would look better as single specimens, so as to give as much
as possible a natural air to the appearance of the whole land-

scape. Talking of Cannas, what a pretty and withal strong-

growing variety is C. Annei ; while Canna limbata, of which
there is on the left-hand side, as you pass on towards the part

that has been recently added to the sub-tropical department,

a beautiful group, which is left out all the winter, covered over

with hay and then thatched. This preserves it from the frost,

and the plants are necessarily much stronger. In front of this

group it w:is. if I recollect rightly, that Mr. Gibson has been
trying the new Alternautheras, and has found sessilis ameena
to be very good aud distinct. Here again, too, Strelitzia

angustfl and another species were very fine, and gave a striking

'ance to the scene ; while the manner in which Eeheveria
califomica and others of the same genus were adapted to the

edgings of beds was very beautiful. Grant that they were
formal and had the appearance of being almost artificial, still

they were very novel, and really added very much to the beauty
of the beds. Erythrinas crista-galli, Marie Belanger, andornata
were well managed, and would in a short time make a brilliant

display ; while the rough spiny-looking Solanums were as usual

prominent features in the garden.

On coming roun I : t wards the place where we entered

the garden, there was a very pretty bed with Ceutaurea in the

centre, then a star of Mrs. Pollock Pelargonium, then blue

Lobelia, and Eeheveria edging. Here also I noticed Pi

nium Wiltshire Lass, likely to prove a valuable addition to our
pink-coloured flowers. There were also two beds of Gybister

edged with Golden Harkaway; but in fact it would
to mention all that struck me, or to attempt to give an idea of

the exceeding beauty and novelty of the scene. It is one
no one within reach of London who is at all interested in gar-

dening ought to omit seeing ; and while I cannot help deploring
how the rage for bedding-out is driving out of cultivation those
flowers in which the florists of former days took such pride

and pleasure, one cannot help seeing that such scenes as
1

these
very materially aid the movement : not indeed that I would
venture to class Mr. Gibson's artistic efforts with the vulgar-
isms we too often meet with elsewhere—they are as superior

to them as are the masterpieces of a Landseer or a Cope to the
signboards of some village Apelles ; but people do not see this

always—they copy a few of the effects, and then imagine they
are copying all, Mr. Gibson is a true artist, and as such all

honour is due to him. We saw what he could do at the Inter-

national Horticultural Exhibition when put into an entirely

new track ; and Battersea Park, especially the sub-tropical
department, is a standing memorial of those rare qualities

which are always certain to ensure success—genius in devising,

and energy and practical knowledge in executing.

—

I)., Deal.

RAPHANUS CAUDATUS.
I purchased three seeds : one seedling turned out a common

Radish, much to my own disappointment and the amusement
of my friends, so of that 1 will say nothing

;
and another, not-

withstanding every pains having been taken with it, was so

eaten up by earwig- and the black fly, that it could only be
ranked as a failure ; the third I planted in a Vine-border, and
.in spite of the destructive winds iu June, it turned out a com-

plete success as regards the number and size of the pods.
There could scarcely have been less than 120 on the plant.

On two or three occasions I had a dish gathered, and in order
that tho vegetable might be fairly teBted, I ordered my cook to
send it to table without sauce or addition of any kind ; the
result was that neither my friendi nor myself could detect any
flavour of any kind—good, bad, or indifferent. Somebody sug-
gested that it was slightly hitter, but this notion was dispelled
by the next mouthful. On another occasion we tried it with
melted butter, but the result was the same. Permit me, then,
to assure your readers that "the flavour between green Peas
and Asparagus" is a decided myth.—A Pckchasek at

"

i-i'.k Seed, Malvern WclU.

LARGE FUCHSIA.
FitiEsps who have lately visited me here (Valentia, south of

Ireland), encouraged my conceit about the size of my Fuchsias.
I have just measured one plant of Riccartoni which was
planted in the year 1854 on a sloping grass bank in my flower
garden. It measures just 90 feet in circumference, taken round
the extremities of the branches. It would certainly have mea-
sured 8 or 10 feet more if it had not been cut away to prevent
it from encroaching on a gravel walk. The garden slopes to

the sea with an easterly aspect. The plant in question stands
perhaps 10 or 12 yards from the edge of the sea bank. Per-
haps some of your readers who have large Fuchsias will take

the trouble to measure and give the dimensions in your paper.
It is estimated to stand about 16 or 18 feet high, but of this

I cannot be positive. There never has been anything done for

this Fuchsia, either in the way of protection or of manuring,
since the day it was planted.—T. Fitzoeeai.d, Knight of Kerry.

LIQUID MANURE FOR FERNS.
••Who," said a gardener, a few weeks since, " watered these

Ferns?" "I did," responded a lad, standing by. "What
made you give them manure water ? You will kill them

;
you

should never give manure water to Ferns unless you want to

destroy them. Their naturo is to object to manure in any
shape."

I mention this conversation in order to see if it is the verdict

of Pern-growers, and to what extent Ferns are injured or bene-
fited by manure, either liquid or solid. It is true that Ferns
in their natural state do not seem to obtain anything of the
sort, but when we put Fems in pots we subject them to arti-

ficial conditions, and then some degree of artificial treatment
must follow. I have an instance in my memory where manure
water was used for growing Ferns, the collection comprising,
among many others, Gymnogramma chrysophylla. G. sulphurea,
G. tartarea, Pteris cretica albo-lineata, and most of the stove
Adiantums. These Ferns were in a stove among a mixed col-

lection of Orchids and stove plants which were watered once
a-week, in very hot weather twice or thrice, Orchids and all,

with manure water. It was not used, as often is the case, so

thick as to leave a sediment on the top of every pot, but so

clear as to go through the finest rose. Any one going through
the collection could not fail to remark What nice healthy plants

they were, although they were not large, being grown in small
pots. They were allowed to root well to the side of the pots
before applying the manure water. Perhaps the small pots

had something to do with it.—E. T. W.
[We have repeatedly watered the stronger-growing kinds

of Ferns with clear liquid manure, and we thought it im-
proved them in vigour ; but we found those not watered
with the liquid grew equally strong, and the soil was not so

liable to become sour. The Ferns you name, and especially

the Gymnogrammas, we have watered not only with clear but
thick liquid manure, and they did not seem to be any finer

than those not so treated. There may be no great harm in a
little manure or manure water for Ferns, but we find it tends
to render the soil sour either by its destroying the roots or not
being absorbed by them. No doubt Ferns like manure, aud
will hardly exist without it, but it is not animal but vegetable

matter which they require, and the latter they have in the
decomposing parts of the peat and leaf mould used for potting
and planting in, the decomposition of the roots and fibres of

surrounding herbage, and the annual decay of their own roots.

They flemish in a soil of which the constituents are under-
going the process of decomposition, and grow better in a mode-
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rately close atmosphere, humid rather than dry, and such con-

ditions are favourable to the decomposition of vegetable matter.

A moist atmosphere is of more importance for the growth of

Ferns than any amount of artificial feeding at the root. Orchids

do not care about liquid manure, though it may not for a time

injure them, but applied to the roots it does as much if not

more harm than good. Their chief support is derived from the

atmosphere, and an ammoniacal vapour in the house gives

evidence of its beneficial influence in the increased vigour im-

parted to the foliage. The terrestrial kinds, like Ferns, require

a soil principally consisting of decaying vegetable matter. We
find all plants that will not grow well without peat as a staple

of the compost, are not in anywise improved by the application

of liquid manure.]

CULTURE OF ROSES IN TOTS.
(Continued from paijc 138.)

If there are no plants in pots, and in a ' fit condition for

forcing when autumn arrives, and if the purchasing of such be

objected to, the cultivator should visit some good Rose nur-

sery in September, as he will then be able to select suitable

plants for forcing better than earlier in the season, and can

also have a good choice from the nursery rows. He should

select plants having from four to six strong healthy shoots,

without being gross and sappy, and on a stock not more than

6 inches high, if on the Dog Rose or Briar (a stock on which I

do not like to have my Roses in pots), and not more than an

inch or two in height if on the Manetti. Such plants are far

better for forcing than Roses on their own roots, for to succeed

with these they must be established in pots sometime previously.

Tea and China Roses, however, ore an exception, these are in

every way better on their own roots ; but the Perpetuals cannot

be forced with certainty on their own roots, if taken up and
potted in autumn, neither is it desirable to treat the China and
Tea varieties in that way, as their growth is generally not suffi-

ciently matured.
The plants having been selected and marked, let them remain

where they are until the growth is pretty well matured, which

may be known by the plants shedding their lower leaves ; then

take them up very carefully, preserving every fibre, as care or

no care in the lifting makes all the difference between success

and the reverse. Our nursery friends, however, in the case of

Roses, however unmindful they may be in taking up other trees

and shrubs, invariably preserve all the roots they can. This is

a matter of great consequence to the forcer. The Manetti is the

stock for lifting with many twiggy roots, which, when you take

off their points, push innumerable fibres throughout their length.

The Briar, on the other hand, has comparatively few roots, and
is somewhat slow in emitting fresh fibres. After taking up, the

next important point is to be careful not to keep the roots long

exposed to the atmosphere, on account of the drying influence

of the wind and sun, as if the roots are long exposed they do
not readily emit fresh fibres.

In the generality of seasons the plants will have the wood
sufficiently matured to be taken up with safety from the middle
to the end of October. The strong roots are shortened with a

knife to allow of their going into the pot comfortably, and the

twiggy roots merely have the ends trimmed off, unless broken,

when they are cut back beyond the broken part. Plants such
as described will require eight-inch pots, and these being well

drained with crocks, an inch of the roughest part of the com-
post, or a thin layer of moss, should be placed over the drain-

age. The compost which Perpetuals, or rather the stocks they

are worked on like, is rather strong hazel or yellow loam (the

top of a pasture not more than i inches thick), with one-third

well-rotted horse-manure, or cowdung, which is preferable,

adding a little river sand. Chop this fine, place the plant
in the centre of the pot, and if worked on the Manetti cover
the stem entirely, but if on the Briar, it need not be buried
more than 2 or 3 inches over the roots. These having been
well distributed among the soil, press the latter firmly, but not
what may be termed very hard ; then give a good watering as

well as a sprinkling overhead.
After potting it would be well, and indeed, is imperative for

forcing by January, to plunge the pots to three-fourths their

depth in sawdust or tan over a hotbed of about 70°, formed of

leaves or anything that will generate a gentle heat, which will

gradually subside in a fortnight or three weeks. It would be
well to draw on the lights and keep the frame close for ten days,

shading from bright sun, and sprinkling overhead morning and,

evening in days when it is necessary to shade. At the end of

ten days draw down the lights in the morning and evening, a.

little way at first, until by degrees they are entirely removed,,
pulling them on at night, but not after the middle of November.
By that time it is presumed the bed will be cold, or if warm,
the pots must be gradually withdrawn from it, placed on a cool

bottom, and plunged in coal ashes to the rim, within a frame
or pit, so that the heavy rains of autumn can be kept off by
drawing on the lights, keeping them, however, tilted at the back-
Failing a frame or pit wherein to protect the plants from wet,

and thus give them a season of rest, it is necessary to plunge
the pots in ashes in some sheltered and sunny situation, where
they can be protected from heavy rains and intense frost. The
Perpetuals do well in this way, but the Tea and China varieties

must have a frame. Affording the plants bottom heat secures

to the cultivator by the middle of November plants that have
made a quantity of fresh rootlets, and are otherwise little, if

at all, inferior to those which have been established a year in

pots ; all they require is a season of rest, aiid they may safely

be forced in six weeks' time, or by the middle of January.
For this early forcing make choice of the strongest of the

plants potted in autumn, and those having the best-matured
shoots. These should be pruned in mild weather in the middle
of December, or, if the weather is severe, do not prune until they

are introduced into the house. To do the plants justice they

should not be forced the first year until February, especially if

they are required to be permanent ; but some may be forced

by the middle of January, and will flower in March. Those
introduced in February will flower in April and May. Before

taking them into the house the pots should be freed of moss
and washed, and the drainage examined to see that it is effi-

cient. If worms are at work in the pots dislodge them, either

by turning out the plant or by stopping up the hole in the pot

and deluging the soil with lime water. No plant will thrive

in a pot with worms in the soil—they choke the drainage and
convert the soil into a soddened mass : hence their expulsion

is necessary, and the rectification of the drainage if defective

essential.

In pruning cut out any very weak shoots—they seldom do

more than require support without affording a return in bloom
;

and cut away those shoots which overlie or cross each other,,

always bearing in mind that a sufficient number of strong

healthy shoots must be left to form a compact head, and there

should not be less than four ; for a small plant occupying the
same space as a better specimen is a waste of means. Cut in

the shoots to two, three, or at most four eyes, according to their

strength, the weakest being cut in most and the strongest least-

Afford the plants a situation near the glass in a well-venti-

lated structure ; the temperature at the time of introducing

the plants may range from 45° to 50° from fire heat, and they

will be all the better of a mild bottom heat of 05° or 70°, as it

will tend to make the buds break evenly and vigorously. Sy-

ringe the plants morning and evening with water of the same
temperature as the house, and shut it up early in the afternoon.

When the shoots are an inch long increase the temperature

to 55°, shutting up early in the afternoon, still maintaining a

moist atmosphere, and admitting air freely on all favourable

occasions, as if kept close and moist they become weak and
drawn. By the time the flower-buds show the temperature

may be 60°, admitting air plentifully, at the same time avoid-

ing cold currents ; and when the buds show colour lower the

temperature 5°, affording light, air, and room, to give the stems

and leaves a stiffness which they would not acquire in a warmer,

closer, and more humid atmosphere. The syringing should

then be discontinued, and as they come into bloom remove

the plants to a house with a temperature of 50°, where, if

shaded from bright sun, they will continue in flower a long,

time.

In watering be careful not to overdo it, and do not keep the

soil more than moist until they have fairly broken, when more
liberal supplies may be afforded, and when the buds show

every alternate watering may be of liquid manure. From that

time until the petals fall the waterings should be copious,

but under no circumstances such as to reduce the soil to

a saturated condition. When the blooming is past continue

to keep the soil healthfully moist, but to not water so copiously

as when the head demands a greater supply of nutriment.

Green fly is the great pest of forced Roses. To counteract

it the syringe should be freely used, and the house filled with

tobacco smoke on the first appearance of the pest, taking care

to have the foliage of the plants dry. The insect must not be
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allowed to gain an ascendency before seeking to destroy it, for

it may then have done irreparable mischief. It should be

destroyed when first seen. The next enemy to the Rose-bud

is a small maggot,. which folds itself up in the leaves and eats

into the very centre of the flower-buds when little larger than

a pea. The plants should be daily examined, and when the

leaves are folded up, or two are sticking together, between

them will be found a small black-headed maggot.

Mildew sometimes attacks the leaves and shoots. It may
be destroyed by frequent syringings and dusting with flowers

of sulphur.

After the blooming is over the plants should not be suddenly

exposed or turned out-doors, but be gradually hardened off,

and have the protection of a frame or pit until danger from

frost is past. When hardened off the most promising may be

shifted from 8 into 11-inch pots ; and the weakest, or those

in ti-inch pots, may be transferred into K-inch pots. Give

them the benefit of a close frame for a few days, then gra-

dually harden off, and plunge the pots to the rim in coal

ashes in a sheltered situation, yet open to the sun, affording

them plenty of room. The material in which they are plunged

should be as well drained as the pots, for stagnant water lodging

about the plants will cause the leaves to become yellow and
fall, and immature shoots will be the result. The pots should

be frequently lifted to prevent the plants rooting through
;

and if worms rind their way in they are to be driven out

by watering with clear lime water. Remove all suckers as they

appear, and throughout the summer the soil should be liberally

supplied with water, keeping it in a healthy growing condition,

extremes of dryness and wetness being avoided. Any strong

gross shoots may be stopped at the eighth leaf, and this up to

the end of August, but in the majority of instances the removal

of the flower-buds as they show will be sufficient stopping; if,

however, plants for a late bloom are desired, then those earliest

forced should, in a fortnight or three weeks after potting, be

cut in to six eyes if strong, to three or four if moderately

strong, or to two if weak. Such plants, having the surface of

the pots covered with rotten manure, and being well but not

excessively supplied with water, and frequently syringed over-

head, will produce a fine crop of flowers in autumn. During
their period of bloom keep them in a cool, light, airy house,

and there continue them until the leaves begin to fall ; then
remove them to a frame or sheltered and dry situation until

February, when, if the drainage be put in order and the surface

soil replaced, they will be eligible for gentle forcing again.

These plants, it is presumed, were the earliest forced, con-

sequently potted whilst under glass, and pruned as above de-

scribed after a few days' exposure in the open air, which will

be in June. This is not a good practice, as it weakens the

plants, and interferes with the forcing stock. The only kinds
eligible are the Perpetuals.

Those not forced until February, will not have shed their

flowers until May is far advanced. They should not be potted

until placed out of doors, and water having been withheld
from them for a fortnight to the extent of causing them to rest

without actually destroying them, but sufficiently to cause the

lower leaves to fall, they may be pruned in July. Liberally

treated with copious syringings, and water supplied alternately

with liquid manure, they will grow strongly and afford a fine

bloom late in autumn. If a very late bloom be desired, then
any buds that may form after pinching all out up to the
middle of August, should be allowed to remain. When frosts

occur the plants should have the protection of an airy green-

house, and they must be wintered in a frame after blooming.
Without a large stock of plants it is absolutely destructive

to the forcing stock to take a second crop of flowers ; it is

better to grow a fresh stock for forcing when the original forced

stock is retained for a late bloom, and plants in the open
ground supply Roses sufficiently late in most localities.

The plants not being cut back, but only their irregular
growths shortened, will merely require to have the drainage
examined, the surface soil removed, and the application of a
top-dressing of loam and rotten manure in equal parts, observ-
ing in looking to the drainage to remove worms. This top-

dressing is not to be given until most of the leaves have fallen,

and the shoots are mature. The best plants may then be
pruned, and placed in a cool structure to remain until wanted
for forcing. These being the earliest matured will best answer
for early forcing, which may commence about the middle of

December. The others as they shed their foliage should be
top-dressed, and placed in a cold frame, continuing to prune a
certain number every fortnight after the first batch, and to in-

troduce them into heat after they have been pruned that length

of time. It is better to pruno the plants and keep them rather

dry for a fortnight or three weeks prior to forcing, than to place

them in the house unpruned and with the soil wet. A suffi-

cient stock should be kept to make up for defective plants,

which, however careful and painstaking the cultivator may be,

will certainly occur.

If the plants are on the Briar, or the potting has been de-

layed, it should be performed early in September, doing it very

carefully, removing as much old soil as possible, and working

fresh in between the roots. It is, however, much better to pot

in the end of May, or early in June, only if the weather be hot

and dry, Roses on the Briar are liable to suffer, but this may
be obviated by shading for a few days.

The third year it may not be necessary to repot (but if large

plants are desired the most promising may be shifted into a

larger size of pot), it being only necessary to give two or three

top-dressings of manure during the summer, and to top-dress

with soil in autumn before pruning. The drainage should

be looked to at the same time. If the plants are as large as you

wish, they may be turned out of their pots, have the greater

part of the soil shaken away, tho roots cut in, and be potted in

the same pots. This is a matter of necessity very often, as

the roots go to the bottom of the pots, leaving the top soil un-

occupied : hence to raise the plants and pot with fresh soil is a

matter of moment, and the plants generally do well afterwards.

The removal of the soil, and pruning the roots, should only be

moderate, confined as regards tho latter operation to the large

roots, the fibres having merely the tops removed.

In this way Roses may be grown and forced in the same pots

for years, and the size of the plants may be increased by in-

creasing the size of the pots ; but some will fail, others become
so weak as not to be worth growing ; therefore, a supply must
be drawn from the reserve, which should not be to collect

when wanted.—G. Abbey.
(To be continued.)

AMONG THE SCOTTISH BRAES, LOCHS, AND
MOUNTAINS.—No 4.

The Saponaria calabrica is much cultivated in the gardens

on the banks of the Frith of Clyde, and I never saw it so

brightly and densely blooming. It is employed both as an

edging, and as a bedding plant. La the centre of a small lawn,

one bed, oval in shape, and the soil rising in the form of a

rounded ridge throughout its length, is planted along the apes

of the ridge, and filling one-third of the width of the bed, with

Perilla nankinensis ; all round the Perilla, and, consequently,

filling the other two-thirds of the bed is Saponaria calabrica.

The Perilla is stopped so as not to exceed the Saponaria in

height. The bed is decidedly effective.

Continuing my walk I arrived at the nursery of Mr. Robert

Purvis, close to Dunoon, and there was the Saponaria grown

as an edging. He said that it blooms freely and very endu-

ringly, the light, siliceous soil, resting on slate, and the moist

climate suit its temperament. I wish that that climate were

more suited to mine ; for about a fortnight I have scarcely been

out except under a mackintosh and umbrella. No wonder so

many naked feet, legs, and heads are seen ;
they do not decay

as shoes, stockings, and bonnets do from never-ceasing excess

of wet.

There are three other ornaments of our gardens which are

here strikingly vigorous—Pentstemons, Phloxes, and Roses.

Their flowers are large and brilliantly coloured, betokening

health, and the leaves of the Roses very rarely exhibit brown

blotches, or other symptoms of deficient strength. This re-

cording of good health among plants reminds me that there is

no disease this year among the Potatoes hereabouts.

Mr. Purvis's nursery is very unpretending, aiming at little

more than the supply of bouquets to the excursionists from

Glasgow, and the supply of Gooseberries, Raspberries, Straw-

berries, and vegetables to the Dunoon residents, yet there is

one of his practices which more distinguished establishments

might adopt with great satisfaction to their visitors, and great

saving of questioning to their men. All the plants have tallies

affixed by them, on which their names are legibly written ;
and

this naming is not confined to species, but is extended to all

the varieties.

This nursery occupies no more than about seven acres, and

tho fact reminded me that the nursery commenced by Bums's

father was of similar extent. It is a positive satisfaction to
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know that the poet was the son of a gardener, and I wished as

I looked upon the cottage where he was born, that it had the

seven acres still preserved to it, and that Ayrshire Roses had
been around it instead of the insignia of a beer-honse, to which
it is degraded. It is now about to be sold. Will the Scottish

community subscribe to purchase and preserve it as a national

property, as has been done in England for Shakespere's house ?

Burns was not only the son of a gardener, but himself de-

lighted in the cultivation ef the soil. Allan Cunningham says—" Burns delighted in feats of rural activity and skill ; he
loved to draw the straightest furrow on his fields ; to sow the

largest quantity of seed corn of any farmer in the Dale in a

day; mow the most Rye Grass and Clover in ten hours of

exertion ; and stook to the greatest number of reapers. In this

he sometimes met with his match. After a hard strife on the

harvest field with a fellow husbandman, in which the poet was
equalled, 'Robert,' said his rival, ' I'm no sae far behind this

time, I'm thinking.' ' John,' replied Burns in a whisper,
' you're behind in something yet : I made a song while I was
stooking !

' I have heard my father say that Burns had the

handsomest cast of the hand in sowing corn he ever saw on a

furrowed field."

It is reasonable to expect as gardeners are one of the three

staple exports of Scotland, that there the regime of the craft

should be more politic than in England. One evidence of this

is the existence of many Gardeners' Friendly Societies. The
proceedings of one of them was thus noticed in the Glasgow
Herald, of August 1-lth :

—

"Free Gardeners' Procession.—The annual procession of

the Baillieston Adelphi Lodge of Free Gardeners took place on
Friday last. The brethren having met at two o'clock in the

Lodge-room, formed themselves into marching order, and,

headed by the Drumpeller band, they promenaded the principal

streets of the village : and thereafter, by the liberality of

Messrs. John Maxwell, of Baillieston, and Charles Robertson,

of Bredisholm, they proceeded through the beautiful grounds
of these gentlemen respectively. There was a splendid turn-

out of the craft, and the jiroceedings were brought to a closa

by a supper and ball in the Academy in the evening. The
brethren were highly delighted with the day's proceedings.

The Thistle Lodge, Coatbridge, was well represented on the

occasion."—G.

MITCHELLS XUKSERLES. PILTDCAYX.
MAKESFIELD.

The distinction Mr. Mitchell has acquired as a successful

grower and exhibitor of Roses is sufficient reason for intro-

ducing a notice of his nurseries here, and for assuring the

reader that a visit to Piltdown during the Rose season is es-

pecially interesting, and not to the rosarian alone, but to all who
love and admire horticulture and feel an interest in seeing any
of the great repositories :.f the beautiful plants with which the

garden can now be adorned. Although it is with the Rose that

Mr. Mitchell's name i- most familiarly associated in the minds
of the multitudes of admiring spectators who attend the

Crystal Palace, the metropolitan, and the local flower shows of

Sussex, Surrey, and Kent, it is by no means the only speciality

of his well-managed grounds.

The route to Piltdown by railway from Redhill is at present

somewhat circuitous, it being necessary to go first to Lewes,

and from thence to Uckfield ; but it runs through so fine a dis-

trict, that with the bright sunshine falling upon the charming
woodlands and golden harvest fields, as it did on the morning
of my trip, I could not regret the journey required half an hour
more for its accomplishment than it would otherwise have

done if the route had been more direct. When the railway

system now in the course of construction shall have been com-
pleted, Piltdown will have the advantage of more direct com-
munication with the metropolis.

On quitting the railway station, from which Piltdown is

distant about two miles, the visitor passes through the rural

but modern-built village of Uckfield, and if he (or she) prefer

walking—decidedly the best plan—the pathway leading through

the fields will amply repay the trouble ; for a more quiet, and
at the same more diversified route can scarcely be desired.

Arable fields, meadows, pastures, and woodlands in which the

glorious old British Oak predominates, succeed each other in

gentle slopes or level ground ; and if the visitor has a know-
ledge of native plants, many an interesting specimen or wild

flower—some familiar favourites met with everywhere, others

less so—will occur to him by the wayside. On reaching
Piltdown the view of the South Downs gives a grand outline to

the landscape, and the free fresh air and rich soil will at once
convince him that he has arrived at a spot where horticulture

should be, and is, practised with skill and success.

On arriving at the nurseries, I, and a friend who accom-
panied me, were fortunate in finding Mr. Mitchell in the
grounds, who received us with genuine courtesy and hearty-

welcome. The nurseries are about 40 acres in extent ; although
some portions are level, on the whole they incline gently to-

wards the south and south-east ; they are situated on both
sides of the road passing over the downs from Uckfield. The
soil is a good loam, hence very suitable for the production of

those grand flowers so justly admired at the Crystal Palace and
National Rose Shows, and elsewhere.

In front of the dwelling-house are large beds of gay flowers,

chiefly the well-known Calceolaria Aurea floribunda, which grows
here remarkably well, and some pretty bedding Pelargoniums,

several of which are seedlings of Mr. Mitchell's own raising.

The beds are large, and as formality is not sought for, a plant

is used as an edging, which is not often seen applied to that pur-

pose, but for which it is well adapted, this is the Carpet Juniper
(Juniperus prostrata or repens). Where the bedding system is

extensively carried out, this Juniper might be used with ad-

vantage for a permanent edging where Box would be too

formal, or next to a gravel road, as it can easily be kept within

bounds. I have seen Cotoneaster microphylla similarly used,

and with good effect ; the Juniper is the more cheerful-looking

of the two at this time of the year.

Within the entrance gate just below these beds, and on each

side of the gravel paths leading to the house and to the various

quarters, are many valuable specimens of the most esteemed
Conifers and evergreen shrubs. Among them are Thuja gigautea,

Cuprcssus Lawsoniana, Pinus insignis, P. muricata, Welling-

tonia gigantea, most of them from 10 to 15 feet high ; also, some
thriving plants of the recently-introduced Picea (Abies) Lowii,

a very promising addition to this class of trees. Continuing

onwards we pass down a broad gravel central walk edged with

Box. The arrangement of plants on both sides of this walk is

excellent ; inside the Box a row of scarlet Pelargoniums planted

alternately with Calceolaria Aurea floribunda, next a row of

compact-growing Conifers, in fine condition, chiefly Thuja

aurea and Juniperus ericoides, relieved at intervals by the

pretty Veronica Andersonii, and Hydrangeas in full bloom.

H. japonica is blue, and true to colour, while H. hortensis

is pink. Attention has been recently called to these fine garden

shrubs in an excellent article from the pen of one of the most
practical contributors to the Journal, in which the writer has

justly pointed out their good qualities. Besides these are now
and then the variegated Red Cedar (Juniperus virginiana), and
Fabiana imbricata, a pretty shrub, and the complaints which

have been made against it would be obviate by a little judicious

pruning. The contrast of foliage and habit in the Thuja

aurea and Juniperus ericoides is very pleasing, and in con-

junction with the above-named shrubs planted in quantity,

forms one of those remarkable combinations which can only be

seen in large nurseries. Behind these are other Conifers taller

and larger than those in the front row, also relieved at intervals

by evergreen and deciduous shrubs. These were chiefly Thu-

jopsis borealis, Juniperus chinensis, Cupressus Lawsoniana,
I Picea (Abies) Nordmanniana, P. pinsapo, P. cephalonica,

Cedrus deodara, Cryptomeria japonica, with Arbutus of various

kinds, Deutzia scabra, Spiraea Lindleyana, &c. In this row

Abies Brunoniana is very attractive from its distinct habit and

foliage, and deserving of especial notice, being well suited for

single specimens either for lawns or parks. All the Conifers

above noticed are well grown and in perfect shape, and must

prove verv desirable for purchasers who require immediate

effect ; indeed, the whole stock of them, which is very extensive,

and occupying altogether in the various quarters several acres,

is uniformly good. The pure bracing air of Piltdown is so

highly conducive to the growth of Conifera, that among those

to be presently noticed are some of the finest specimens known

in England.
After inspecting these we turn to the right into the different

quarters assigned to the various kinds of nursery stock. The

means adopted for the protection of these quarters is one of the

most conspicuous features of the nursery, and which the strong

winds oeeasionallv blowing across the Channel from the south-

west render necessarv. The quarters are fenced in by hedges

from 10 to 15 feet high, formed of Laurel, Holly, Yew, and the

American Arbor Tits, and notwithstanding the great extent of
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these hedges, not a break, gap, or irregularity of growth is to be
seen in any part of them. Being evergreen they also afford pro-

tection in winter, and judging from the fine appearance of the
plants within the enclosures, they are certainly one of the most
efficient means that could be provided. How much more
garden-like are these green hedges than if brick walls had been
substituted, and given the place the aspect of a prison ! By
being kept clipped they form an effectual barrier against the
strongest gales, which a brick wall can scarcely be said to do at

all times. The subject of good evergreen hedges versus brick or

stone walls, has been before discussed in these pages, and it is

an important one, too, for in many situations they would have
an advantage over walls both in utility and appearance, and the
advantage, too, is so evident, that it is surprising they are not
more generally adopted. A wall, however, can be built in a
few weeks, or even days, but it requires several years to perfect

the kind of hedges such as are planted at Piltdown.
The first compartment we entered was nearly filled with fruit

trees in various forms—as wall-trained, espalier, pyramidal,
&o. The fine condition of the Peach trees, and pyramidal
Pear trees, is worthy of notice. The following kinds of Pears
for pyramidal training are strongly recommended by Mr.
Mitchell—Easter Beurre, Beurre Diel, Beurre de Ranee, Prince
Albert, and Josephine de Malines.
Then we come to the quarters for Roses, altogether occupy-

ing ten acres, and containing upwards of 83,000 plants. To
give names would only be repeating lists that have often ap-
peared in these columns. To many rosarians it would seem
that Mr. Mitchell keeps too many varieties, but when it is seen
how well they grow and bloom here, it is a difficult matter to

point out sufficient reasons for throwing some of them out.

There are two kinds at Piltdown more prominent than others,

and which must not be passed over, not only for their own
peculiar merits, but also on account of the great extent to which
they are propagated. These are—Triomphe de Rennes, and
Marechal Niel, and although the Mareehal is justly esteemed as
the greatest acquisition that has of late been made to our yellow
Roses, Triomphe de Rennes is still, as Mr. Mitchell says, a
wonderful Rose ; no other of its class, excepting Gloire de
Dijon, which may without much departure from the truth be
considered as closely allied, combines such qualities as hardi-
ness, beauty of form, delicacy of colouring, substance in petal,

and free blooming, added to vigour of growth when on soils

and stocks suited to it. The blooms of it at the time of my
visit were the best in the nursery ; still it is but fair to state

that the bloom of the other kinds was not abundant on account
of the great number of flowers that had been cut during the
previous week for local shows. One word on the propagation.
There are about 60,000 plants on the Briar, and 2.5,000 on the
Manetti stock, which are all budded quite close to the ground.
Not one of the plants is grafted or otherwise propagated under
glass ; they have, therefore, at least one winter to pass through
out of doors before being sent out.

After a lengthened inspection of these quarters we retraced

our steps to the house, and rested a few minutes before looking
at the specimen Conifers near the entrance gate on the other-

side of the road. The most conspicuous of these is the grand
Araucaria imbricata. A more perfect tree of its kind can
scarcely be imagined, and I suppose that it ranks the first, or

very nearly so, in England. The dimensions of these Conifers

are as follow :—Araucaria imbricata—height, 45 feet ; trunk
near the ground, 6 feet inches ; at 4 feet high, 4 feet ; cir-

cumference of branches (spread), Go feet. The branches are
equidistant throughout, and there is not an imperfect growth to

be seen in any part of the tree. It was planted about twenty-five

years ago. Piceanobilis—height, 24 feet ; trunk near the ground
3 feet ; at 4 feet above, 23 inches ; spread of branches, 40 feet in

circumference: planted fourteenyears ago. Thuja aurea—height,

5 feet; circumference of plant, 17; feet : a very beautiful spe-

cimen, and perfect. Thuja gigantea—height, 12 feet ; spread
of branches, 21 feet in circumference. Thuja sibirica—height,

11 feet ; spread of branches, 22 feet in circumference : a pe-
culiar but very handsome specimen.

Besides the above-named Araucaria, there is another growing
beside it but little inferior in dimensions and symmetry ; and
from them for a considerable distance is a noble avenue of

these interesting trees, most of them attaining a height of from
15 to 20 feet. Against the wall of the offices in this portion of

the nursery the beautiful Clematis Jackmanni was in bloom,
and several plants of Lilium auratum. This fine Lilium is

found to do exceedingly well out of doors ; its stem is stronger,

higher, and more robust, and even produces more flowers than

it generally does under pot culture. The time is not distant
when we shall meet with it in every garden where improvement
and progress are studied. The whole of these extensive nur-
series are in excellent order.—AuoLraus II. Kent.

PORTRAITS OF PLANTS, FLOWERS, AND
FRUITS.

Rhododendron Fortunei (Mr. Fortune'.? Rhododendron).

—

Wot. ord., Ericaceae. Linn., Pentandria Monogynia. Native
of Chekiang, China, on mountains 3000 feet high. Flowers
pale rose colour, and fragrant.

—

(Bot. Mag., t. 5596.)
Ilex latifolia (Broad-leaved Japanese Holly).—Nut. ord.,

Ilicinea?. Linn., Tetrandria Monogynia. Native of Japan. A
noble evergreen.

—

(Ibid., t. 5597.)
Huntleya cebin-a (Waxy Huntleya).

—

Nat. ord., Orchidacea?.
Linn., Gynandria Monandria. Native of Veragua, on the vol-
cano of Chiriqui, at an elevation of 3000 feet. Flowers straw
colour, lip yellow, with crimson edging at its base.

—

(Ibid.,

:. 5S98.)

Nierembekgia Veitchii (Mr. Veitch's Nierembergia).

—

Nat.
ord., Solanacea;. Linn., Pentandria Digynia. Imported by
Messrs. Veitch from Tucuman, South America. Flowers pale
lilac, with veins of the same colour but darker.

—

(Ibid., t. 5599.)
Kempferia Roscxeana (Mr. Roscoe's Krempferia). — Nat.

ord., Scitaminacea1
. Linn., Monandria Monogynia. Native of

Burmah. Leaves only two, dark rifle green, with two zones of
pale green. Flowers white.— [Ibid. t. 5600.)

Ivy-leaved Pelargonium.—Silver Gem, leaves green, broadly
margined with white. Flowers pale pink.

—

(Floral Magazine,
pi. 305.)

Hybrid Perpetual Rose.—Mrs. Ward, raised by Mr. Ward,
Ipswich. A cross between Jules Margottin and Comtesse
Oecile de Chabrillant. Petals of great substance, deep rose
colour.— (Ibid., pi. 306.)
Urceolina pendula.—An Amaryllid long since introduced.

—(Ibid., pi. 307.)

Orchis maculata sdperba.—Found wild in Ayrshire. In-
troduced by Messrs. Osbom, Fulham.— (Ibid., pi. 308.)

Primula sinensis filicifolia rubea plena (Double Red
Fern-leaved Chinese Primrose). — " Produced at one of the
meetings at South Kensington by Mr. Toombs, gardener to
W. S. Roots, Esq., of Kingston-on-Thames. It is a remarkably
compact-growing plant, with full double flowers of a deep rosy
tint, paler at the edges, and very justly received a first-class

certificate. As the first double-flowered form of the Fern-
leaved race, it must be regarded as a most important addition
to the already extensive group of Chinese Primroses."

—

(Florist

and Pomologist, v. 185.)

LOBELIA SNOWFLAKE.
This has proved a complete failure with me, and in my

opinion is of no use as a bedding plant, having no good quality

whatever to recommend it. The habit is as bad as it can pos-
sibly be, and the colour much about the same as the habit.

I very fortunately did not think of giving it a place in the
flower garden this season, but planted it in a very favourable
place in the kitchen garden, thoroughly preparing the bed to
give the plant every chance, but it was of no use ; death seemed1

the only end appointed for Lobelia Snowflake.

—

James Stewart,
Nuneham Park.

The Introduction of the Verbena.—The following notes in

relation to the introduction of the Verbena into this country,

are from Mr. Amory Edwards, of Elizabeth, N.J. It will in-

terest the admirers of this now very common and popular plant

to know something of its early history. Verbenas are natives

of Buenos Ayres, and were first noticed by John Tweedie, who
was collecting plants for the conservatories of the Earl of Derby,
and a firm in London. In 1834 and 1835, I frequently accom-
panied Mr. Tweedie, a Scotchman, and a hearty lover of flowers,

who was then about sixty years of age, in excursions around
Buenos Ayres, and as I was about sailing for New York, he
gave me a plant of the Verbena Tweedieana [now called phlogi-

flora.

—

Ed.] (red) and a fragrant white one, together with some
seed of the scarlet Petunia. These plants I gave in Sept. 1835,
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of Refuge, ;now Madison Square, and he told me that they were
the first Verbenas ever in this country, and the first scarlet

Petunia. A white Petunia had been received before. Grant
Thorburn, in 1837, received a plant of Verbena Tweedieaua

from London, where he told me that it cost him two guineas.
Most of the stock now in the gardens in the United States is
from these plants; originally there were but two colours, one
of each—red and white.—{American Agriculturist.)

ORIGINAL PLANS FOR FLOWER GARDENS.
Tin. HOOP AND BINO PA.TTEHN.

The above pattern is most effective when viewed from a

Blight elevation, as from a terrace walk or winnow. It will be

seen that the hoop, 1, is supposed to run through each small

feed as through a ring. The hoop itself is planted entirely

with Cerastium Biebersteini ; the centre of the beds 2, 2, with

Centaurea ; a cut-leaved kind, such as C. ragusina, matches
best with the Cerastium. The circles, marked 3, are planted

with a variety of colours ; 4 with Centaurea, 5 with Bijou

Geranium, 6 with Coleus Verschaffelti.

—

William Eablev,
Digswell.

[Mr. Earley thus describes his other plan, No. 2 :
—" It con-

sists of apparent divisions, halfmoon-shaped, each so crossing

the other alternately as to admit of the perfect blending of

various colours, without, however, destroying the general com-
position of any division. The centre is planted with some showy
high standard plant with, at its base, a dwarf plant with coloured

foliage quite distinct from any surrounding it, which aids in

giving a good effect to the whole."

All flower gardens look best when looked at from a height.

So viewed we have no doubt that the hoop and ring pattern,

with its knot in the centre and lawn all round, will look well.

The only objection is that there is neither inlet nor outlet to

the centre, but to get in you must pass over the hoop 1 ; but as

it seems narrow and all Cerastium, that might not be a great

drawback. The design is pretty, and gives the idea of ease

and room. The above objection is more conspicuous in Mr.
Earley's No. 2, where the centre is a circle with a wide space

round it, and seven crescents or quarter-moons forming the

chain around it, with the points or horns of the crescents cross-

ing each other, thus showing fourteen sharp points on the

inside of the chain. As these crescents are much wider than
the hoop and ring pattern, there would not be the same ease

in jumping over them to reach the lawn round the central

clump. Has our correspondent any particular reason for seven

circles in the plan above figured, and seven quarter-moons in

No. 2 ? because some of us would balance them more easily in

pairs. We like the design figured the better of the two, and
that much.]
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CULTURE OF LILIUM AURATUM.
Is reply to the inquiry about Lilium aurntum, I repot the

bulb every year in spring, being very careful of all growing
roots. As regards the compost, I use good fibrous loam and
peat in equal parts, with a good proportion of sand and leaf

mould, after which I add cow or sheep-dung, dried and beaten

up small, in the proportion of 1 oz. to every 2 lbs. of the

whole of the other soil. After potting, the soil should bo kept

moderately moist until the. roots are thoroughly in action and
the young stems are 2 or 3 inches high, when a liberal supply

may be afforded. I never give manure water until the buds
have been formed, and it is gradually withheld as the flowers

expand. After flowering I give a moderate greenhouse tempe-
rature, and reduce the quantity of water slowly and carefully,

thereby securing a very gradual decay of the loaves and
stem, which is of much advantage to the bulb. As soon as

all signs of life have departed from the stem I. keep the bulb

in the coolest greenhouse, being careful not to allow the soil to

become too dry, which may be guarded against by setting the

pot on a damp bottom, so as to keep the roots slightly in

action. It is one of the greatest mistakes possible to allow

these bulbs to be entirely dried off during the winter.

—

Robert
Bullen, Gardener to A. Turner, Esq., Bote Bridge, Leicester.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
On Saturday last, at the meeting of the Foinological Con-

gress of France, which is now being held at Melun, the large

gold medal, presented by the town of Melun, was awarded to

the Royal Horticultural Society of London for a collection

of Grapes and Pears. Some of the Grapes, as Canon
Hall Muscat and Muscat of Alexandria, which were very fine,

excited great admiration, and formed the chief attraction of

the Show.
It would be well if amateurs delighting in any scientific

pursuit would follow the example of the microscopists in and
about London. They have formed a club, the annual subscrip-

tion to which is no more than 10*. annually, with no entrance
fee, and they meet one evening in every month " to exchange
ideas without that diffidence and constraint which an amateur
usually feels when discussing scientific subjects in the presence
of professional men." It is a great success, and we wish we
could obtain for our pages the notes read at their meetings on
such subjects as these:—"Five New Forms of Microscopical
Fungi ;" " How to Arrange and Keep a Cabinet ;" and "The
Pigment Cells of Plants." About two hundred members belong
to the Association, Dr. Lankester is its President, and it has
assumed the name of the " Quekett Microscopical Club." Why
it is named the "Quekett" will be a mystery to most of our
readers, but not to those who knew the admirable man whom
it commemorates.

At the meeting of the Irish Royal Horticultural Society

on the 8th inst. the attention of the members was directed to a
well-flowered specimen of one of the ground Orchids of Southern
Africa, among which are Disa grandiflora and D.cornuta. The
species then exhibited, Salyrium roseum, lacks the flamingo-
like brilliancy of the Disa, its flowers being pure white, except
a faint tinge of rose on the outer portion of the helmet. The
two radical leaves are large, subrotund, and of great substance.
The stem rises some 2} or 3 feet high, the lower portion having
from six to seven alternate, spathe-like, sheathing leaves, which
gradually diminish in size as they ascend, until they pass into

the large floral bracts. The flowers are from thirty to forty in

number. They are especially remarkable for the double spur
that proceeds from each. Unless on close examination, this

curious development would escape notice, as the prongs aro

very closely pressed to the sides of the ovary, extending not
only its entire length, but down, and adhering closely to a con-
siderable portion of the stem. The cultivation of Cape Orchids
has long been a stumblingblock with growers, but nothing
could be more successful than the present instance. It was
considered the first time of its being in flower in this country,
but we suspect it is identical with Satyrium carneum, figured
iu the " Botanical Magazine " as long since as 1812.

"WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Ground becoming vacant should be trenched up as roughly
as possible, manure being applied if necessary. Gravel
walks must come in now and then for a share of attention

in weeding, rolling, &c. Cabbages, trench and manure well

for the winter crop in due time, and plant out some more
strong plants of tho early kinds fur late Coleworts. Endive,

plant out more for the last batch, using high slopes, which
may have covers, or hoops and mats, when severe weather ar-

rives. Cauliflowers, young seedlings must not be allowed to

stand too thickly in the seed-bed ; the thinnings may be pricked

out thinly, and they will make good stocky plants. Lettuce,

plant some strong Bath Cos and Hardy Green on sloping banks,

to stand through tho winter. These banks may be rather

small, not more than 1 ft-et through at the base, and steep
;

plant both sides of the bank, and it will produce a succession.

Spinach, the winter sort to be thinned to about C inches apart,

and the hoe worked through it. Turnipi, thin in due time, and
pass the hoe through them.

FRUIT GARDEN.

Any of the Peach or Nectarine trees which are observed to

be growing too freely should be gone over, stopping all the

stronger shoots, and those which were treated in that way a

few weeks ago should also be looked over again, stopping a

further portion of the shoots, if this appears necessary, to pre-

vent the formation of gross strong wood. Pear, and indeed

all trained fruit trees, should also be gone over, removing aU
superfluous wood so as to expose the trees to sun and air as

fully as possible, which will be of service in maturing the fruit

spurs and bearing wood before winter. Where mulching has
been used for Peach and Nectarine trees, this should be re-

moved at once, for the fruit is seldom well flavoured if the

roots are excluded from the action of the sun and air during

the period of ripening. See that the Strawberries in pots for

forcing are well cared for, placing them in an open, sunny situ-

ation, where they will have all the light possible, and do not

allow them to suffer for want of moisture at the root.

FLOWER GARDEN.

As the season is now considerably advanced, it cannot be too

often repeated that the propagation of all the more important

bedding-out plants should be pushed on as quickly as possible.

Late-struck cuttings are difficult to keep through the winter in

consequence of their having an insufficient amount of roots

and badly-matured wood. Let Scarlet and other Pelargoniums

struck in the open ground be taken up and potted immediately

they have made roots ; they will require a close frame for a

week or two, when they should be placed on a dry bottom in a

southern exposure to harden them for the winter. For the

same purpose Verbenas, Petunias, &c, struck in pans and in-

tended to be kept in them through the winter, should be placed

in a similar situation, at the same time stopping the points of

the shoots. It should, in fact, be a point to keep them as hardy

as possible by fully exposing them until they are placed in their

winter quarters. Mignonette, for winter and spring flowering,

may yet be sown. Phloxes and other herbaceous plants will

now be making a tolerably good show, and should have 2are be-

stowed on them. Let the borders be cleaned and neatly raked

over, filling up vacant places with spare Chrysanthemums,
spring-struck Pansies, or spring-flowering bulbs. That the

present is a favourable time for transplanting large-sized ever-

green shrubs and trees is seldom disputed, nevertheless, it

more or less annually happens that a great amount of this

kind of work i3 put off until so late that the plants have no
chance of pushing a few fresh roots to enable them to resist

the cold, drying winds of March, and there are, doubtless,

many of our readers purposing to shift large evergreen shrubs

and trees this season, who have as yet hardly thought of com-

mencing. We would, however, strongly advise all such to begin

as soon as circumstances will permit,' and they will find that

plants shifted during this month will require but little attention

in the way of watering next spring and summer, as compared with
others transplanted in winter and spring. Also let ground in-

tended to be planted with young plants from the nursery be

turned up as soon as possible, especially in the case of strong

adhesive soils, which are quite unfit for planting until they

have been some considerable time exposed to the mellowing

influence of the sun and air. We may soon have indications of

the near approach of frosty nights, and it will be well to be

prepared with something with which to cover any of the beds

liable to be injured by slight frost, such as Heliotropes, &c.

Wistaria sinensis, Jasmines, and the Virginian Creeper may
be propagated by cuttings ; China Roses, Heartsease, or the

tree Violet, may also be increased at this time.

GREENHOUSE AND 0OKSBRVAIOBT.

Large conservatory plants which have been retained within
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the house should be carefully looked over before the general
collection is introduced, and thoroughly cleansed by hand-wash-
ing whenever the scale is detected. Orange trees particularly

require this attention. Whatever pruning or training is re-

quired by climbing plants, the same opportunity of completing
it should be used. Stands should be cleaned, and all necessary
repairs at once effected. As the plants from without are

brought in let the pots be carefully cleaned of moss and all

impurities, the drainage looked to, and each plant scrupulously

freed from insects, dead leaves, and all unnecessary ligatures.

Pay attention now to Chrysanthemums. They must not be

stopped later than this to have fine heads of bloom. A little

liquid manure will assist them ; let it be applied twice a-week
if your desire is fine plants with large blooms. Dwarf plants

of these may be secured by layering the tips of the stems now
into small pots ; they will soon root, and may then be cut off

and shifted if necessary into large pots. Some prefer raising

them from cuttings, but either plan will do. They are some-
times put three or four in a pot. The sooner potting bulbs for

forcing is accomplished the better. The chief business is to

have the root well established before growth commences, other-

wise it is impossible to produce an early and strong bloom.
Most of the failures we meet with are chargeable to the omission
of this most important point, and the fault has not unfre-

quently been charged most unjustly on the bulbs. Use a soil

composed principally of a mellow loam, with the addition of

old cowdung and leaf soil, and a sprinkling of sharp sand.

Secure good drainage. Hyacinths should stand about one-third

out of the soil, Tulips should be just covered, and the Crocuses
may be buried about an inch, taking care that the soil is in a

mellow state—neither wet nor dry. Shake the pots slightly,

in order to prevent the bulbs settling too low, but do not by
any means press the soil. They succeed by far the best in a
cold frame, and it is most desirable that they should receive no
moisture beyond what the soil contains until the pots are

somewhat filled with roots. Those who have not the conve-
nience of a frame may plunge them in cinder ashes in some
sheltered spot, taking care to raise them above the ground level

for fear of water lodging. Take care that there is a free pas-

sage for the rain, and let them be covered with 6 inches of old

tan, sawdust if not too new, or ashes. For growing Hyacinths
in glasses the bulbs, after being kept for a few days in damp
sand, should be placed in their water-glasses. At first the
water should barely touch the base of the bulbs, and the glasses

should be kept in a dark place until the roots have attained
the length of an inch, which will prevent their becoming
top-heavy ; and the roots being in advance of the leaves will

preserve the plant balanced erect. The bloom will also be
finer, as the roots will be in a state to nourish the leaves before
these are prematurely advanced. A piece of charcoal put into

each glass will assist in giving nourishment to the plant, and
also prevent putridity in the water.

STOVE.
Where there is but one house for the accommodation of

tropical plants considerable care and attention are necessary to

properly manage these at this season, as some, having com-
pleted their season's growth, require to be kept rather cool and
dry, while others in free growth require to be encouraged with
warmth and moisture. If there is no convenience for removing
to a cooler house such things as have made their growth, these

should be placed together at one end of the stove, keeping
them sparingly supplied with water at the root, and giving air

rather freely, which will generally serve to prevent any attempt
at a second growth ; and those requiring to be kept warm and
moist should also be placed together at the opposite end of the
house, where very little air should be given, using every care

to keep the atmosphere about them moist, &c.—W. Keaxe.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
We have had another week of wet, windy weather, though

a risi»g barometer on Wednesday morning gave some hopes of

a change for the better. At times the rains were too heavy for

any work out of doors being done advantageously. At other

times farm men could cut the corn crops, and turn over what
had been cut by the scythe, to prevent anything like growth,

and but little of this has taken place, thanks to the coolness

that accompanied the rain, and the breezes and winds that

kept the air in motion. Notwithstanding the floods in some
parts of the country, there is very much to be grateful for.

Owing to these changes of weather, even in cottage gardens

most of the Potatoes have long lost their foliage, and in many
cases are now greatly affected with the disease, which might not
have been so bad, if the I'otatoes had been taken up earlier

;

but in the long days of harvest, the labourer can do little for
his own garden.
In the garden the work out of doors has chiefly been confined

to mowing, and a little planting when the days are at all favour-
able, as planting when the ground is soaked is anything but
well-timed labour. All work which the workman cannot do
with some feeling of pleasure and satisfaction to himself, will

be found in the end to be anything but economical.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

The chief work has been protecting young Cauliflowers,

Lettuces, &c, from slugs and snails, pricking out Cabbages,
and planting out lots of Endive and Lettuces, some of which
will be raised again. We would plant in beds now, to be
covered with glass afterwards, if we could find the room. A
piece of Pea ground will soon be dug down, and that will come
in for Endive and Lettuce. Slugs and snails threaten to be
troublesome this wet weather, and worst of all they are rarely

seen even in the early morning. A nice piece of Beetroot

was stumped into or rather out of the ground by rabbits and
hares, and we were forced to sow in a bed and transplant,

which for one advantage will secure nice little tubers, as many
persons object to large ones.

We have rather enjoyed the remarks of some correspondents
on our telling about being so troubled with hares, rabbits, rats,

pheasants, and myriads of birds, but except in the case of

Peas, of which the birds did leave us rather scarce, we were
not entirely beaten though obliged to use more labour. If it

could be any consolation for us to find brethren in misfortune,

it would be that the Eoyal Horticultural Society, with all suit-

able appliances at command, lost the first-trial Peas by slugs

and snails, and next to lost the second sowing by mildew.

Both evils have been rather prevalent this season ; but what-
ever it may be to some it is no pleasure to us to find others

suffering more than ourselves, though the comparative scarcity

of fine-flavoured Peas this autumn should be said less about

when many places have none at all. Our greatest enemies
amongst Peas, far worse than even the thieving sparrows, are

rats, which mount the sticks, cut off the pods, and either carry

them off, or rip them up on the ground. For good reasons

we do not use the gun, the most effectual settler for the rascals ;

poisoning we are rather afraid of, and trapping seems to thin

them but little. A rat razzia takes plaoe now and then in the

vicinity, but if we did not know to the contrary, we should

have expected from the little decrease in the numbers that the

rat-catchers had acted on the system pursued by Mr. Waterton
in his young days—cut off the tails to count for pence, and let

the owners of the tails go free to secure the continuance of the

breed.

Celery.—Will wait for the first fine, dry day, to clear the

suckers from a piece, tie it, and earth it up almost as much as

we want it earthed up. The tying up helps alike the blanching

and rising of the centre before any earthing is given, and the

delay in the earthing, and avoiding the bit-by-bit earthing-up,

is one of the best securities against running or bolting. We
find that now most of our gardening writers and makers of

calendars of operations are adopting this idea, though formerly

nothing was more commonly met with than " Give a little

more earthing-up to the Celery. Give little at a time and

often." We advise to the contrary, that up to the end of warm
weather in autumn, it is best to give earth seldom, and a good

deal at a time. In fact, for all early Celery, if from tying the

centre of the plant is well up. we would make the first earthing

the only and final one. The reasons have been several times

stated, and they are proved to be sound, from the rare oc-

currence of a bolted head among our early Celery-beds. As

an index to the season, we may mention that our Celery-

beds have only been twice watered, and hence we could not

from the rains give them assistance with something stronger

than water.

Cucumbers.—Took occasion in a somewhat dry day to bank

round frames, &c, with litter and short grass, a mixture which

is always sure to make a strong and rather continuous heat.

Care must be taken that there be no holes in the frames, and

that the sashes be not shoved down to let the steam in from

such linings.

Kidney Beans.—Gathered Scarlet Eunners and Dwarf Kidney

Beans rather closely, picking off and throwing away, or using

for pigs' meat, those pods becoming too large, as every pod!

with seed swelling in it will exhaust the plants more than a
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dozen of young, crisp pods iu which tho embryo seed can
scarcely lie discerned. Succession Into crops though strong,

owing to the wet and the dullness, are not setting the pod so

freely as the early ones did. Cleared a piece of Dwarf Kidney
Beans in an earth pit, over which glass may be put when the

weather is colder, and sowed somo in pots to stan 1 in n imilar

place, and which may he removed to perfect their crop Lite in

autumn where there is a little artificial heat.

Tomatoes cleared of their extra foliage, are now ripening

fast. Took up some of tho most forward Onions, and as soon as

possible will prepare the ground for early Cabbage, Planted
out a late piece of Coleworts. The first planted are now head-

ing well, and are very crisp and nice.

FRUIT GASHEN.
Did little here out of doors. We must have drier weather

before we can clean Strawberry quarters, or even dig some
down to prepare for other crops. Pulled and knocked up some
large weeds, as otherwise they might seed before a general

cleaning. Cut away all the runners from those plants in pots

intended for forcing, and just sprinkled the surface of the

pots with soot for the rains to wash in and make manure
water for them. Have still a lot of Queens in small pots to

pot, as we could not obtain runners early this season. They
are now nice plants, however. Will prick out a lot more
runners in a border, to bo taken up for forcing if wanted next
spring. For late forcing these do very well, but for early

forcing the plants must be established in pots and well ripened
in the previous autumn.

Peaches, Nectarines, Plums, &c, in orchard-houses and out

of doors wanted looking over and gathering before properly
ripe, as some security against wasps and large blue-bottle «7.
which for nearly three weeks have been excessively trouble-

some, coming upon us all at once this season, as before that

time we have scarcely seen a wasp. Nottingham netting is a
good protection, and so is any sort of gauze if securely fastened

all round, and the gauze stands out from the fruit. We have
also found wadding useful, wrapping it thinly round the fruit,

the woolly side outwards, as the wasp is much afraid of having
its feet entangled. Having none of these remedies at hand,
we have syringed the trees and killed great numbers of the

wasps when down, terrified them with branches, and left some
half-eaten fruit on the ground, where a single slap would settle

someftrnes half a score or a score at once. These half-eaten

fruit, or even bitten fruit, will always he preferred by them to

solid untouched fruit, and, therefore, a good deal may be done
by leaving such alike as bait and trap. With all the equa-
nimity of a philosopher, the philosopher will have to bite his

lips to keep in something unpleasant when he sees the cares of

the season in the shape of his finest fruits thus pounced upon
and destroyed. The most effectual safeguard in all houses from
such destructive insects, is covering all the ventilating and
other openings with fine gauze, previously killing or driving

out what may be inside. We have been taken unawares by
the wasps this season, as having seen nene during the summer,
we expected no such hordes in autumn. A nice piece of

late Gooseberries on a north border they have cleared, though
covered with double netting. They have proved a much worse
infliction beneath the netting than blackbirds, thrushes, or
lots of small birds.

ORNAMENTAL DEPARTMENT.
Though there was a good deal of heavy rain on the 11th,

there was a drying wind during the night, and there being no
dew owing to a cloudy sky, it was dry enough on the morning
of the 12th to permit of the mowing machine being used on
the lawn, which will thus enable us to bring up our leeway.
Longer grass was rnotved and carried off in the mornings when
at all suitable. A fine opportunity is now presented for rolling

lawns and walks in a dry day, as then the roller will go much
more easily and press quite enough.
Took the opportunity of dry intervals to make

and walk* fair as respects appearances. Mowed the sides of

the approaches and then cut the sides with an edging iron, to

make the outline straight. This cutting is generally required

for roads and walks onee a-year, and is best done in the spring,

as after that the clipping shears will be sufficient, and no raw
earth edge will be presented to the eye during the pleasant
summer months. We can recollect the time when some gar-

deners looked upon a clear earth outline to the sides of walks
and roads as something nice and pretty, and the iron used to

he pressed in cutting so that the edgings might shine like a
pair of well-polished boots. From thus cutting with a stiff

wrist, wo have made our wrists so stiff and sore, to secure this

1 outline, that we could .scarcely raise our- right arm at

meal times, and from doing werk which we now consider a

deformity. Immediately after cutting the edging the earth will

show for a short time in place , but the sooner it is concealed

the better, as when all is as it should be, no earth will long

obtrude on the eye between the gravel and the grass. Some
are so particular on this point, that in forming new v. .ill.

through lawns, the sides of the walks are lined with hard bricks

set up edgewise, not perpendicularly, but bevelled so that the
base side next the walk may be fully half an inch higher than
the side next the lawn. The upper angle of the brick should
be from 1.J to 2 inches above the gravel. From the top of

the side of the brick thus sloping to the lawn, the turf can be
placed in line with the walk-edging side. Ere long the bricks

will be concealed by the out-jutting grass, and by this means,
if shears are constantly used, they can clip close to the brick

edging and no cutting with edging-irons will be required.

In many cases there is a great drawback to the generally en-

joyable character of a demesne, from walks and carriage road3

with deep raw sides like so many miniature ditches. The fil-

ling up of such walks with gravel would generally he a very
serious matter, and in most cases uncalled for. We have often

been glad of such an opportunity of obtaining a lot of nice

fresh soil, and making a very pleasant improvement at the

same time. Thus, roll back the turf for a yard, a couple of

yards, or double that space, according to the depth of the

edging and the character of the ground ; take away to a regular

level the soil, so that when the turf reaches the gravel it will

be from 1J to 2 inches above it and regular throughout. From
such a simple operation we have heard gentlemen declare that

they did not know their own carriage roads, and employers
who would as soon have their heads scalped as let their gar-

dener have a sod out of their park for his compost yard, will

often allow him to take the soil, and fine surface soil too,

though without turf, that may be obtained from thus equal-

ising the edgings of roads and walks. The finest park roads

tint we ever saw are at Woburn. There would be no chance of

adding to the compost yard by such means there, but of this

we hope to say something before long. We have in our mind's
eye other great places where the untidy, irregular, ditch-and-

mound, rugged appearance of the sides of a carriage road con-

jured up impressions which the grandeur and high keeping of

other parts did not thoroughly remove. Of course, in advocat-

ing low grass verges for roads and walks, and that the height of

the grass from the gravel should be uniform, and meeting the

gravel, we by no means infer that there should not be plenty

of diversity in the level of the ground at a short distance from
the road if such be its natural position.

Once more as to the good and easy keeping of walks and
roads. It is important that a good width should be kept mown
close to the walk and road. This will do something to prevent

the adjacent grass seeding on the gravel. With all this care

seed will be wafted, especially from grass parks, on to the

roadway. On the hard well-used centre, there is but little

chance of their growing, but towards the sides, which are more
porous and less used, they will grow rapidly, and soon present

a green carpet if let alone. Of course, salt at times would settle

that, and especially if the sides of the road were rough and
stony. As many, however, have an objection to salt, and as

some cases have come under our notice where partridges and
pheasants when young have been injured in picking up what
they could find in such places, a great ease in cleaning will

be secured by having 1 or li foot on each side of the road of

fine sifted gravel or sandy matter—say a couple of inches in

thickness, through which a Dutch hoe and rake could easily

pass, and always leave a fresh, neat appearance behind them.
Dressed and regulated flower-beds a little, and notwithstand-

ing full exposure to winds and rains, they will yet be fine if we
should be favoured with bright sunny weather. Auriculas, and
the finer Polyanthus, should now be protected from heavy rains,

and be kept quite free from weeds, a slimy surface of soil, and
insects, such as green fly, on the leaves. If kept too damp now
they will be more tender in winter.

The wet days enabled us to put in a good many cuttings,

choosing a dry hour to take them off. An opportunity was also

given for cleaning and top-dressing Camellias and Azaleas,

tying the latter into shape, and examining the foliage for traces

of thrips and mildew. Conservatory and flower-stoves were
also thinned as respects creepers, to admit more light into the

houses. All such hardwooded plants as Heaths, Epacrises,

Aphelexis, Pimeleas, and Diosrnas, should now he brought
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under glass protection, but with plenty of air to keep them
robust and hardy. Went on potting Primulas, Cinerarias, &c,
keeping them cool, airy, and hardy, and giving full exposure to

beds of Violets, which will ultimately be covered with glass in

winter. Japan Lilies coming into bloom will be the better of

manure water, and those done flowering, and dying down, will

be the better of a dry, exposed place to ripen the bulbs.

Amaryllis should be watered until the foliage give signs of be-

coming yellow, when it should be lessened to ripen the bulbs
off, and where early Hyacinths and Narcissus are desired, they
cannot be potted too soon. See the excellent article by Mr.
1 'an] in a late Number. Among other things demanding at-

tention, we would corroborate the practice of Mr. Robson as to

lawn-making. Grass, however rough, if well mowed, and the
weeds picked out, will make, when well laid, a better lawn than
any sowing of seeds, at least that ever we saw, and next to

turves, the piecing of such grass sods, and then sowing, will

make an excellent lawn in a short time.—R. F.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—September 15.

The supplies of home-grown and foreign produce continue ample
for all requirements. Of Grapes and Peurs there is more than sufficient
for the demand, and of Apples large quantities come in, but good kinds
are somewhat scarce. Pears are principally confined to Williams's Bon
Chretien, Louise Bonue, and Gratiuli.

Apples J£ sieve
Apricots doz.
Cherries lb.

Chestnuts bush.
Currants '-sieve

Black do.

e. d. s. d
'1 OtoS

6

Figs doz. 10 2
Filberts lb. 6 10

Cobs lOOlbs. 6 10
Gooseberries . . quart
Grapes, Hothouse, .lb. 2 5
Lemons 100 6 10

Melons each 2 6 to 5
Nectarines doz. 2
Oranges 100 12
Peaches doz. 2
Pears (dessert) . . doz. 1

kitchen doz. 1

Pine Apples lb. 3
Plums % sieve 7
Quinces % sieve
Raspberries lb.

Strawberries lb.

Walnuts bush. 10 14

VEGETABLES.

Artichokes each
Asparagus bundle
Beans, Broad. . bushel

Kidney . . }-\ sieve
Beet, Red doz.
Broccoli •. bundle
Brus. Sprouts j£ sieve
Cabbage doz.
Capsicums 100
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery bundle
Cucumbers each

pickling doz.
Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
Cjarlic lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish . . bundle

fl.
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CYPERVS ALTERNIFOL1US VAUIEGATUS LOSING ITS VARIEGATION (Dull

Fellow), -This is to be accounted tor by your having riven the plant too

rich soil and placed it in a Cucumber-frame, where U would grow rank.

To make It retain the variegation it needs very poor soil, the greater por-

tion ol which should be Mind. This, and the boat of a warm greenhouse
or cool stove, are all tbitt it requires in order to regain its variegation.

PROPAGATING Cacti {Jssswj). These are readily Increased by cuttings,

the shoots !»• in " ou1 below ti joint or eye, and from 1 to 6 inches of the

points taken off, These, Laid on a shelf for a few days until the oul U

dried or bi aled, maj be inserted to one-third their depth In sharp Mind,

the base ol the cutting resting on the sand, the pot, which should be

well drained, being filled to within 2 inches of the rim with equal parts

ol turfy loom and pieces of brick, or crocks broken small. With the soil

d > more than Just moist they Btrike runt well on the shelf ol a green-

bouse in the full sun. When the growth has attained its full size and
b< come plump, water should be gradually withheld and tin- plants put to

;i.-viT allowing the soil to become su dry as to cause the shoots to

shrivel.

Wintering Geraniums in a Cellar (Idem).—You may take up the

large plants in their pots when danger from frost is apprehended, and
after depriving them of all their loaves place them iu the dry cellar,where
they may remain throughout the winter without any attention beyond

the removal of decaying or mouldy stems or shoots, which should be. cut

off with a sharp knife. They should not under any circumstances be

watered. Fuchsias may be kept in the same manner and place.

Wintering Geranium Cuttings (A Subucriberh^H you hank up with

leaves the sides of the frame in which the buttings have been struck on a

pent botbed, quite up to a level with tho Lights, and protect the latter

with mats and dry litter during frosty weather so as to keep out frost, tho

cuttings will winter safely, the only danger you will have to fear is

damping, and that may be in a great measure guarded against by keeping

them dry, and giving air freely on all favourable occasions.

Exposing Vines in Winter (An Amateur).—The Vines would he the

better ol not being turned out of doors. Your giving abundance of air

and a little fire beat will contribute more towards ripening the wood than
turning them out. It is a very old practice to turn out Vines in winter,

but it does more harm than good. Keep them itt-doors, and they will

sustain uo injury, it the temperature from fixe heat do not exceed 40 .

Tho dressing of cowdung will do the border no harm, as the presence of

the white roots indicates, but we would not repeat it this year, but give a

dressing of bone dust in spring.

Vine Cuttings Struck last March (Idem).—These, if they are, as you
say, only 8 feet iu leugth of cane, and iu 32-sized pots, will not fruit

next year unless thej are much stronger than we usually see them in

that size of pot. They should not be potted uutil February or March,
when they should have nine-inch pots, and in June give them their

final shift into 18 or 15-inch pots. Tney should be wintered in a cool dry
place, and the roots protected from frost. With respect to the other

Vine which you have in a 12-inch pot, you will do well to examine the

drainage, and give a top-dressing of rich compost, removing as much of

the old as possible without going so deep as to injure the roots. This
should'be done when the leaves turn yellow, aud the Vine should he

pruned when they full. It should fruit next season.

Greenhouse Plants Drawing Up (A Young Gard&mr).—Your plants
are not stocky in consequence of having been kept at too great a dis-

tance from tho glass, and the atmosphere being too close and warm from
defective ventilation. The shade afforded by the Vine will also tend to

prevent the plants becoming stiff and compact. Your only remedy is to

place them nearer the glass, to give more ventilation, and remove the

shade, which is only wanted for Geraniums when they are in bloom. It

is very desirable that the top lights of the roof should open, and if they
were to do so we think you might grow Geraniums in your house with

fair but.

Black Currants Unfruitful (.V. V. Z.).—You will not do the trees

any good by taking them up aud pruning the roots. Their unfruitfulness

is more due to the aspect (a north wallj than anything else. If you train

the shoots !t inches apart, and do not stop the leaders, but stop the side

shoots closely to three joints, we think they will bear, and especially the

Red and White. All, however, grow vigorously against a north wall, or on
a north aspect, for some years after planting.

Potting Roses (Idem).—You may take up the half-standard Roses and
pot them when the lower leaves turn yellow and begin to lall, or in mild
weather from the middle of October to the middle of March; but it is

best done from the beginning of November to the middle of December.

Cestrum aurantiacum not Flowering (T. C.).—This plant will flower

most freely if it be planted in a compost of turfy loam two-thirds, leaf

mould one-third, and sharp sand one-sixth, either in a greenhouse border

or in a pot. It may he trained to a pillar, roof, or wall, its shoots being
thinned so as to have plenty of air and light, aud no creepers or other

plants should suade it. If thus treated it will flower freely in autumn
and winter. It is one of the sweetest and handsomest plants for the

pillars of greenhouses or conservatories; but it will not flower without
plenty of air and light, and its roots being rather cramped or confined.

Do not stop the shoots, for it blooms from their points ; keep it well sup-

plied with water, and afford occasional applications of manure water at

intervals, especially if the root room he small, not only when it is grow-
ing but flowering. After blooming keep the plunt dry tor a mouth or six

weeks, then prune it rather closely, and when the new shoots appear thin

out tho weakest, top-dressing with rich soil if in a border, or repotting if

it is in a pot. Afterwards keep rather close and moist, also shaded for a
few days until the roots are working in the fresh soil. Keep it well sup-

plied with water, and encourage growth by frequent syringing, then
lessen the supply of water, but not so as to cause the leaves to turn
yellow and fall; expose fully to air and light, and you will lind the shoots
thicken at their points. When the shoots commence to show bloom
water freely, and afford a supply of liquid manure once a-wcek.

T.u'.scma Yan-Yolxemi Culture (Idem).—You may grow this plant

Successfully in a pot, training it over an ordinary balloon frame. Keep it

as near the glass as possible, and not shaded in any way by other plants.

It would, however, succeed better if planted out and trained to the roof

about a foot from the glass,

Erratum.—Page 195, 2nd column, 2Stb line from top, i'ur " ieor» " read
" coarse"

Vine Leaves Diseased (.7. W.). The appearance of the Leaves leads us

to conclude that the atmosphere bi not been kept sufficiently moist
when tbey were forming. That ami currents Of Cold air tire the usual

ran-..'-, of the blistered appearand . Thor< are also traces ol mildew, hut

it is very flight, aud will readily yield to sulphur dusted over the

foliage.

Vines Inarched I

/.'. rftomos).—Your Muscat Hamburgh Vino inarched

on the Black Hamburgh BhOUld I" planted nut la the border early in

March. We would not advise the grafting or inarching ol the \m. :.

Frontignan on the Royal Muscadine, hut would take up the latter and

planl the inarched Muscat Hamburgh in its place, and the White Fron-

tignan we would tnarcb next spring on the Black Champion, or now if

the leaves ol BtOCll .niil scion are botl) fa -h. '1 he DucheSS --t BuCCleUOfl

is a flue-flavoured Grape, as good a bearer as the Ohaaselas Muoqu.-, and
not so liable to crack.

Dahlia Cahacta< i [Old Soldier).—-We have seen it fine. As your

plant was a cutting, the smallness of the bloom this year was can ed

probably by the plant being weak, if so, the blooms will be improved
next year.

Vine Cuttings for the Cape •' Good Hopj (E. £.)•—As soon as the

cuttmgs are ren.iv iii the autumn, cut, and pack them in damp sand in a

strong box. They will arrive in gOod Condition, lor the voyage is only of

si\ or seven weeks' duration, and even less by steamer.

Covent Garden Market Prices (Bolton).—The prices we publish are

the retail prices. What proportion of them the producer ou^ht to receiv.

is quite impossible for us to state. Quality, condition, demand, have all

to be considered. The retailer mus( have a very wide margin between

the buying aud selling prices t<, compensate him for decay and want ol

purchasers.

Trees for Walls i'T. IV'.).—Your arrangement of Pear trees on the
west aspect, Plums on the east and west. Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots,

and Vines on the south aspect is good. We recommend <.rn.se Mignonne
Peach, Violettc H.itive Nectarine, Moorpark Apricot; and of the two
Vines named we would give the preference to the Espenone. Though your
selection of Pears is good, we would recommend for four, instead of

Easter Beurre, Ne Plus Meuris. Minvehal Niel Rose will do admirably,

but we should prefer it on a stock—the Briar if the soil he strong; if

light it will do on its own roots. Oloire tie Dijon is certainly not easily

rivalled ; but what do you think of the climbing DevonieuM. for a wall ?

Clematises Standishii and l-'ortuni are hardyagaiust a wall, hut require a

south-west aspect to do well ; at leasl we have not tried them on u west

wall. Wistaria would do, also Noisette Kose Lamarque.

Ferns (P. J. Newton).—Do any of our readers know whether Pteris

cretica albo-lineata has been successfully used as a plant for a ribbon

border? You can have "British Ferns" free by post from our office if

you enclose 3s. lOd. in postage stamps, the "The Fern Manual" ior &s.4d.

in stamps. They contain the information you need.

Soil for Melons—Cockscomb (T. Cork-hill).—In your peaty soil the

road scrapings that set bard may be mixed up with your soil in the pro-

portion of one-third scrapings to two-thirds of soil, and one-sixth of

rotten dung. These should be beaten tirmly together as soon as the

Melon plants begin to grow. Even then the compost will not be equal to

good stiffishlojtm; you may economise that very much by restricting it

to about *2 feet in width in your beds. A Cockscomb sown in February

may be grown to full perfection in July. We expect you have the thrips,

and must fumigate aud syringe.

Kiddean Mode of Heating (G. B. C.).—There is no doubt of the

Kiddean system of heating answering when it is well managed, but

yours is not the Kiddean system, but the common one of taking a flue

through a chamber. We have no doubt that the proposed plan will

answer. We would place the iron liars from S to C inches above the flue.

The opening, or rather two openings, from the outside into the chamber
will answer well if furnished with plugs tu regulate the admission of cold

air, and your three openings into the atmosphere of the house will keep

up a nice circulation. The arrangements for feeding the fire and clean-

ing the flue are good. Ifyour chamber is higherthan the Cucumber-frame
there will he no dinieultv iu taking hot air across to the frame, but if the

frame is lower it will not be so easily done. Iu preparing such a frame

for cuttings, &c., iu winter, be satisfied with the lime rubbish and dry

rough coal ashes ou the surface, aud keep your sods and soil out until

you want them for the crops of Cucumbers, &c.

Vinery Outside Border (J. Ma mi/).—Refer to what is said in the

second column in page 2U6 of our last Number. Boarded covers are best.

Frames made of wood and covered with asphalt are very good. Frigi

domo will he of no use. Oiled canvas, supported clear of the ground

and the ground covering, will do very well, but if not carefully looked

after it will soon rot and mildew. The cheapest plan for keeping the

border dry, but uot for keeping the cold out without protection above it,

is to make the border smooth at the surface and a little damp, then cover

it all over with coal tar about the thickness ot a shilling, throw some saw-

dust or road drift over it, and take it off again next season about May.
The covering above will keep the frost out.

Weed on Lawn (A Subscriber-, Manchester).—The scrap sent was totally

insufficient for determination.

House for Peaches and HectaiUNES [Iago .—The proposed plan will

answer very well, and vou might have Vines up the root' t> or B feet apart.

Add to your list of Nectarines, Pitmaston Orange, Rivers'fl Orange,

Elruge. Balgowan. To your Peaches add. Chancellor, late ; Early Purple :.

Late Admirable, late ; Walburton Admirable, late ; and Teton de Venus,

late.

Gladioli Trophy.—" Permit me to correct an error into which your

correspondent "D., Veal," has fallen with regard to my stand of Gladioli

at the Crystal Palace. I was fortunate enough to obtain the first prize for

the " Trophy," which at much trouble I had made for the Crystal Palace

Exhibition,, and not Messrs. Kelway as stated.— Geobue Prince,,

Mail,,! Mn, ,', Oxford."

Caladium (T. T. t Isleworth).—They are now so numerous, and many
BO nearly alike, that we cannot venture tu name the plant from the two

imperfect leaves you enclosed.

Roses not Opening (Sumu/).—We think that the late cold wet weather

is the cause Of the buds aol open ng W< tool that many of our 3 die otl.

A period Of dry weather will stt those not injured all right.
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Wintering Calceolarias and Geraniums [A. E. Coswald).—It is not
necessary to have a trick pit for wintering Calceolarias, as an ordinary
garden frame will do equally well if the sides be banked up with ashes or
soil. Yon may, however, have a brick pit for both, but it should be
divided into two compartments by u 4^-inch brick wall. If it is to be
used for bedding plants only, it will merely be necessary to dig out a
foot or so for foundations, nfnd then carry np nine-inch brick walls 3 feet

high at back, and 1 foot G inches in front, and on this place the frame
and lights. Any bricklayer and joiner could make you a pit. Choose
for it a dry. warm, and ^-ht-ltered situation. If you wish to grow Cucum-
bers or Melons in the pit in summer, the soil should be taken out 3 feet

deeper to afford space for a hotbed of leav -
i ir dung. We shall be ready

with particuiiii- at the proper time as to the preparation of the pit for

the cutting* oi Calceoloi lug and Geraniums.

Raspberries Unfruitful [S. C.}*—We think your soil is much too
rich, and the canes too close t< '--.'ether, so that long" sappy shoots which do
not ripen are produced. Thin out the stouls to 4 feet apart, or plant in

lines 6 feet by S apart. Thin out the canes to six of the best and
strongest to a stool, and instead of manuring and digging the manure
in, give a slight dressing at manure in autumn, leaving it there until

February ; then merely point over the Boil between the rows with a fork.

In spring, when the suckers are 1 foot high, remove alt except six of the
Strongest to each stool. Allow these to grow, and after the lniit has
been gathered cut away the old bearing canes close to the ground. Fastolf,

Carter's Prolific, Prince of Wales, and Red Antwerp, are all very free-

bearing, and of excellent quality.

Destroying Woudlice {Ji. IV. H.).—You may give the ground a dress-

ing of gas lime in autumn, and let it He on the surface for n fei

then dig it in, pouring ammoniacal liquor,from the gasworks along the
wall. You must not put on the gas lii if there be any trees in the
garden, nor crop the ground until it ha- laid six months and been dug
over twice. Your safest plan would be to keep a few small fowls in the
garden ; they would soon clear the ground of woodlice and other equally
destructive insects. If the soil is heavy, paring and burning would be a
*»ood plan to adopt.

Shading a Hardy Fernery (IT. R. H.).—As your fernery has a north
aspect, and is, we presume, so shielded from the south by a wall as not to
receive any sun except for a short time during the day, or only morning
and evening, we do not think you will require any tree for shade ; but in
any case the same prejudicial effects as before will result from a tree
planted now, for the roots of the new tree will extend amongst the Fern3,
just as those of the old Willow tree did. If we were t>> plant a tree at all

we should not choose either a Sumach or an Acacia, but something better
calculated to afford shade, as a Lime or a Beech. You may safely plant
any of the trees mentioned at a height of G feet.

Climlf-rs for a Wooden Fence (Idem),—Of the plants you name. Pas
siflora carulea would prove hardy, we think ; and but two of the other3
are evergreen, which i^ not what you wish. We advise Cratffigue pyra-
cantha, Photinia serruluta, Berberis Darwinii, Viburnum suspensum,
Cotoneaster Simmonsii, and Escallonia macrantha.

Name of Rose (E, C, LittJrbur>i).—'Soi^tte Solfaterrc.

Names of Fruit (H. P.).—Not Bergamotte d'Esperen; it resembles the
Washington. (D. J. C).

—

"Peart: 1. Flemish Beauty: 2 and 3, Passe
4, 6, and 8, numbers louse ; 5, Duchesse d'Augouleme;

7, Doyenne d'Ete. Peat ft/a : 1, Royal George; -, Crosse Mignonae; 3, the
leaf appears to be that of the Grosse Mignonne.

Names of Plants (P. J. Newton).—Seemingly Ceanothus dentatus, but
we cannot be sure without seeing the bloom. (G. F.}.—Tigridia pavonia.
(P. C.i.—l,Pteris longi liili.i, Mir. serrulate ;2, Stevia fascicularis. [E. T. W.).

—Pleroma heteromallum. (AT. II*. C).—1. Myoporum parvifolimn ; 2, Gna-
phalium tomentosum. {G. V. S.).- Salpiglossis atro-purpurea. (G. GF.h—
Hoya bulla. {G. £.).—1, Selaginella DIartensii ; '-i. Elechnum, perhaps
B. polypodioides ; 3, Asplenium maiinnm; 1. Lastrea dilatata; 5, Poly-
stichum lonchitis ; 6, Cheilanthes hirta ; 7, Selaginella denticulatn ;

8, Adiantam formosum. (M. T. A.).—Appears to be a very interesting
variety of Athyrium Fllix-fcemina. Can t us a better specimen,
and let us know where you obtained it from ? (IK. A. W.).—It is quite
impossible to name Conifers from the mere points of their shoots.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the Week ending September 15th.

Date.
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He must choose the place for sitting, and be allowed to visit

her now and then. The place was on the door in a stabli api

then in use, and the nest was made round with B fi -. stones

and bricks, and a basketful of fresh soil from the garden put

in the bottom. Then the dear half-crown eggs were put in,

the little boy doing all this. Of course, at first the hen did

not like the strange place, but we waited quietly, and by-and-

by she walked on the nest, and settled down. " Oh, she'll sit

now, no fear," the little boy exclaimed ia great glee. Then he

showed me how to take her from the nest if she did not come
herself—" and she will not, for fear you should rob her. See,

put your hands under her wings and lift her up so, or else

she may break one by holding it in her wing, and if she does

that every day there wo'n't be many lctt at the end of three

weeks. Do it every day, make her eat. if you don't the eggs

wo'n't grow, and she will starve. I'm always cold when I go to

bed without supper, and she will be too." I thanked the little

fellow, put him out at the back gate, and told him to come as

often as he liked to look at his pet.

The days wore on to the end of the three weeks. I had
been out visiting some friends and came home through the

soft moonlight, one May-day evening. " Your chicks are out,

Miss, I believe," said cook, " for I heard a queer noise in the

stable this afternoon, and the little boy was here, and he said,

' I must not go near for the world, the black hen would bite all

the skin of me if I did, for she couldn't bide big women.' "

We took a candle, the lantern could not be found, and went
out to see. The nest was there, bricks, stones, and soil, but

no hen, no chicks. The stable was well nigh empty, so our
search soon came to an end. " That comes of having any-

thing to do with common people," said cook, " I thought the

little imp was after something,'he laughed so, and was about

all the afternoon."
On our way back to the kitchen door we had to pass a little

outhouse where grain and meal were kept. Chancing to pause
by this door, I thought I heard a low chirping noise, so looked

in. There in a comer, half buried in fresh hay, was the poor
black hen. I lifted her off in the old way. Dear me, what a

nestful of soft white balls—thirteen, of them—strong living

chickens. Oh ! the joy it was to sec them. I wonder if the

reverence, the awe with which in our young days we look upon
new life, must die away as we become older and wiser. I pray
not.

Next morning came the feeding question. " They must
have nothing but ehopped-np eggs and suet," said one ;

" bread

soaked in gin is the best thing," said another. "You will

never rear them," said papa. "Dorkings are the worst of all

fowls to rear, I have been reading about them in Johnson's
' Poultry Book,' and they will thrive only on a sandy soil, and
ours has no sand in it. If I had known all this before, I

would not have thrown away a guinea and a half."
" Don't give them chopped eggs at first, if you are wise,"'

said mamma, " if you do they will eat nothing else, and you
cannot afford to buy eggs for them at lad. a-dozen, even if you
would."

" Oh, I will give them bread and milk ; old Mrs. Sanders
down in the valley does hers, and she rears for the market."

" You might as well give them poison at once, cook says,"
remarked papa.

" Cook knows nothing about the matter. Colonel Simpson
keeps scores of fowls, and he feeds his on rice, dry rice.'' said

cousin Walter, "I would try that, it would be cheap food for

them. You can buy it at 2d. a-pound."
" Yes, but his are Bantams," said papa, " and they are hardy

compared to White Dorkings. They may well be* Bantams,
poor things, they could not well grow into anything else on
such food." And quite out of patience I set off with some
bread and new mill; for my little flock. I had been longing to

see them all breakfast time, and durst not leave.

They all followed—papa, mamma, cousin Walter, cook,
housemaid, and even little scully with her black face. I sup-
pose they expected to see the poor things drop down di

moment they tasted the bread. They must have been greatly
disappointed, for out came the little white balls from under
the black hen, and they danced, and sang, and tumbled about
their saucer, and then ran back to their mother, who had all

the time sat still in the corner looking defiance at us. Cook
ventured to take up a chick just for the sake of feeling what it

was like, and up flew the hen in no time, and verily took the
piece out of her thumb.

After this I had my own way with the Dorkings, no one
troubling me, indeed, I think they were afraid of the hen. I

followed tho little boy's advice, which was to give them plenty,

but not too much. The hen was a good mother, and they grew
amazingly. I never before or since saw chickens grow at the

rate they did. All went on well until the little things—no
longer little, though—were five weeks old. I must say here
that I always shut them up for an hour in the middle of the
day, thus compelling rest. I went out about noon, only twelve

id to the call. Over and over again, I counted them, first

in grief, then in desperation ; through the garden, plantation,

and field I sought for hours and could not find it. What had
become of it? Had it been devoured by a dog? but then
dogs do not generally hurt fowls ; or had it been driven far

from its accustomed path and so knew not the way back ? or

had it been catapulted to death by some grammar-school boy
and left unbnried under some lonely hedge, perhaps left with
a laugh and a great shout of victory, for boys are wicked things.

It was a stormy day of wind and rain
;
perhaps the little thing

had strayed beyond all reach of its mother's call, beyond all

reach of her hearing, and so come to some untimely end
;
per-

haps in very agony it died of fright, as they say chickens will

do. It could not be found. I sought long after hope had
departed.

Six weeks after this a poor lost chicken strayed one evening
when nearly dark into the yard, and lay down by the closed

door which opened into the little house where the Dorkings
slept. It was a chicken in size and appearance, and yet want-

ing all a chicken's life, and joy, and spirits ; a very nomad of

the lanes and hedges, or of some half-fed farmyard. " It is

one of your own," said papa, who was just coming in.
• Oh, no, it is not, I locked up the twelve an hour ago ; they

are all right and safe."

The door was unlocked, and we went in to make assurance

doubly sure. The chickens with a great bound followed.
" Yes," he said, " it was your own, it could not have known

the way in else
;
you are very careless, not fit to be trusted

with anything."
I did not speak ; I was not heeding papa in the least. I

was only counting over the poor birds ; first by one's, then by
three's, and count them as I would they would not come an
even number. " There are thirteen of them, so it must be the

lost one come back. Where can it have been all this time ?

My poor lost birdie, how dirty and scared you look !"

Papa laughed at the very idea ; then he would count them

;

so he did, over and over again, still they would be thirteen.

Yes, it was indeed my poor lost chicken come back, and it

nestled close up to the others without fear, but did not seem
to like its mother. Had it been carried off that windy day

—

stolen, and now brought back a sort of conscience gift ? or had
it picked up its living in the fields, sleeping in a tree, as they
say the birds do in Devonshire ? No, it was too fleshy for that.

The principal thing in which it differed from the others was
in the dull, ruffled state of its feathers ; it looked like a piece

of soiled calico laid by the side of costly silk, for my birds

were bright and sleek, and. oh, so soft to handle, and, like most
Dorkings, sweet-tempered.

About this time we sent away the black hen, for she was
beginning not to care much for her over-grown youngsters, and
they, on their part, often refused to obey her call, looking on
in lordly indifference, weighing more and standing higher

than their plebeian mother. They seemed, too, to be having
thoughts and fancies of their own—wonderments about the

world beyond the field and plantation, where they had scraped

and sought flies, and basked in the summer sunshine all their

lives. I began to be afraid lest, like Muscovy Ducks, they
should go away in a body and never come back, for they would
often spread out their large wings and carry themselves tip

into a tree, or to the top cf a wall, take a long survey, and
then come down with as much noise and swoop as a five-year-

old Peacock. I often think the come-back chicken must have
told strange stories of the rich feeding land outside the bound-
aries of their little domain, and so have filled their heads with

wild longings for the corn-fields browning on the hill sides, and
the fresh-ploughed fields where the dainty worms hid. They
grew restless, wandered up and down, scratching among the

flowers, taking a particular liking to a pansy-bed of mamma's.
Dear me ! how they did stamp and root up among them, break-

ing off whole heads of Clara Dean's and Lucy Brooksbank's.

Yes, they did all that papa said they would, and more, and we
were forced to go to a world of expense to enclose them.
Then came the question, What was to be done with them ?

we did not need thirteen. Mamma offered me 3s. ahead fo)r

six, saying I should have plenty left. Cousin Walter said 1'
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should be cruel and hard-hearted if I could sell and then eat
my pets

; so I wavered and waited. Then they took to fight-
ing

; often did I find them bleeding. One was taken up for
dead, he had bled so much. They would fight until they could
neither stand, nor see, nor eat. Yes, I had petted them ; if

to see they had clean water, suitable food, warm shelter from
the wind and rain and cold, and shade from the burning sun

—

if that is petting, they had had plenty of it. Maybe I had
done a little more ; I had sat on the grass and stroked them,
they would not have been so bright if I had not

;
perhaps I

had been foolish, but then I troubled no one with it ; and
surely I had not done it that they should come to so unnatural,
so unworthy an end, serving no useful purpose ; better had
they been coffined in their shells at once. So I handed over
to cook half-a-dozen to fatten up when required, and cousin
Walter had many a good dinner, picking their bones ; but as
he had delicate feelings we did not tell him until the last was
consumed.

In the early part of December there was a great poultry
show held in a town a few miles from us. " What think you,
Maud, if we send your birds to the exhibition ?" said papa.
Of course I seized the idea rapturously, though mamma shook
her head, and cousin Walter said, " Of all the silly things I
had done it was the silliest." So the entrance fee was paid

;

a new basket hamper of peeled willow, price 12*. 6<7., bought

;

a man hired to take them to the town and to bring them back
as soon as the exhibition closed. We packed them off in great
state, they were very white and beautiful, and we were in high
spirits, quite sure of success ; sure that the silver cup, given
by the new Mayor, would be ours. Why should it not ? And
how well it would look standing upon our sideboard. How we
laughed and talked and pleased ourselves. Three days afterwards
the man brought them home in an old, dirty, broken-down
brown hamper, much too small for them ; their tails were
broken, their wings soiled, their beauty nearly gone. I never
sent them to a show again. What the man charged for his
three days out it does not matter—my purse was bankrupt.
So ends the story of my White Dorking chickens.

—

Maup.

THE SCHEDULE OF THE BIRMINGHAM
POULTRY SHOW.

I perceive in your publication of the 11th inst., that a cor-
respondent, signing himself " Ax Old Exhibitor," complains

,

of not being able to obtain a copy of the prize schedule of the
next Birmingham Poultry Show. Even at the time of my

j

writing, the evening of the 13th, this complaint is general, and
various are the conjectures afloat to account for this unprece-
dented dilatoriness.

In this day's Birmingham Gazette, however, a paragraph
appears purporting to be an extract from the coming Birming-
ham prize list ; and taking for granted that it is a correct state-

ment, I have cut it from that paper, and enclosed it for perusal.
The applications for schedules at the office, which have been
many, are all met by the officials representing the Bingley Hall
Show with the statement, " The prize lists are not yet ready."
Certainly they ought to have been in ciicnlatiou long before
this if the prize lists are really intended to serve the purposes
of subscribers, and the Birmingham Council are earnestly
endeavouring to still maintain the position of this Exhibition
as the prinripal Show in the kingdom.

It has been long rumoured that the Birmingham prize list

was to be remodelled. This has, according to the Birmingham
Gazette, evidently been accomplished ; but the changes do not
by any means betoken improvement, and, in fact, press most
unjustly ou many of the subscribers, through the dissimilitude
of the premiums both as to number and value to the different

classes. It is really an enigma why six prizes should be given,
for instance, in the Dorking classes, whilst the Game exhibitors
are allotted but four. It is well known the Game classes at

Birmingham have always abounded in first-rate birds, though,
unhappily, it is as universally acknowledged that for some years
past the prizes have never fallen to the best pens exhibited.
Surely the blame, however, and,the subsequent complaints that
have necessarily arisen as to the awards, fall entirely upon
the incompetency of the arbitrators, not upon a want of merit
in the Game classes themselves.
The supposition so generally entertained that this year's

" docking " of the Game prizes is only a prelude to their ex-
clusion altogether from the Birmingham prize schedule in

future years, seems gaining ground daily among breeders of

these interesting and popular varieties. To discourage the
most beautiful breed of fowls that is to be found throughout
an exhibition, simply on account of the difficulty of obtaining
arbitrators to properly award the premiums in these classes,
seems so unique a mode of retaliation, that (iame breeders
were quite unprepared for it, and it gives a strong colouring of
truth to the statement of your correspondent "An Old Ex-
jiiuitor," when he writes—""The Committee are so fixed against
having different judges, and knowing the incapabilities of the
old staff, think they may perhaps be able with rather more
correctness to award the prizes to single birds, and that the
best may then win, instead of the highest honours (as at the
last Show) being given to many of the worst pens."
That there are parties at the head of affairs at Birmingham

who earnestly wish they could with safety expunge the classes

for Game fowls entirely is well known, but to do this abruptly
would defeat the end in view—namely, to avoid the contro-
versies that now always take place as to the Game decisions.

A far more feasible mode of public reparation would be found
in the appointment of arbitrators whose awards stand above
suspicion, than in the continuance of those judges whose prior

adjudications were clouded with complicities that have not only
never been explained, but, on the contrary, tenaciously kept
secret, and winked at annually.

—

Game Cock.

J
EXTRACT.]

" The poultry prize list has been entirely remodelled, and
instead of classes for a cock and two hens, with classes for

single cocks and for two hens, there are only two classes for

each breed, and the number of prizes in some of the classes

have been increased. Dorkings are placed first on the list

;

and in Class I., for Coloured Dorkings (except Silver), for the

best cock exceeding one year old there are six prizes—viz., £3,

£2 10s., £2, £1 10s., £1, and 10s. Similar amounts are offered

in Class II., for the best cock hatched in I860 ; in Class III.,

for the best two hens exceeding one year old ; and in Class IV.,

for the best two pullets. A similar classification is adopted for

all other varieties, with the exception that for Cochin-China
there are only five prizes, varying from £3 to 10s. ; in Spanish,

four, varying from £3 to £1 ; Hamburgh s, five; Brahma Pootra

and Game fowl four ; and in the Bantam classes three, with the

exception of Game Bantams, in which five prizes are offered.
'• Among the extra prizes are—Three guineas, given by Mr.

Robert Chase, for the best White Cochin cock, exceeding one

year old ; three guineas, by the Rev. F. Taylor, for the best

White Cochin cock, hatched in I860, and a like sum for the

best pair of pullets ; five guineas, by Messrs. Martin Billing

and Son, for Game cocks ; and five guineas, by Mr. G. F.

Greensill, for the best pen of Game hens or pullets.

"In the prizes for Pigeons, separate classes have been pro-

vided for Dun Carrier cocks and hens ; and also for Swallows."

ROUGH NOTES ON ERRORS AND OMISSIONS
IN THE POULTRY CLUBS "STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE."

TnE following notes are by " Newmarket," an old amateur,
and where points are not named they are the same as in the
" Standard of Excellence" :

—

Game Fowls.—General Shape : Cock.—Legs, rather slender

than at all clumsy. Beak, long and sharp, as well as strong

and curved. Head, sharp and not thin (a better expression).

Neck, long, sooner than rather long, and strong. Back, short

decidedly, and not rather short, a short body and back being

the first and chief quality. Breast, broad and very hard, not

too round or full. Wings, neither too long nor too short.

(Bantams carry their wiugs too long and too low, and Malays
too short and high. Game should be intermediate between
the two.) Tail, neither too long nor too short, and carried

upright and erect, which shows spirit, as the drooping tail

shows a drooping spirit ; tail well fanned, and the sickle feathers

with a full curve well rounded. Thighs, short, and not rather

short, very muscular, and placed well and wide apart. (4 inches

extreme length.) Legs, neither too long nor too short, and
placed well and wide apart for the bird to carry a good heel, and
to make him stand firm on his legs as well. Uody in hand,

short and very hard all over; a curved back, if a straight

curve, and not humped or one-sided, shows fierceness. Crooked
breast and duck-footed are great defects of course. Carriage,

as in " Standard," and fierce, sharp, and fiery.

General Shape: Hen.—Legs, more slender than clumsy.

Back, decidedly short, and not moderately long, as in
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" Standard," nx being much more spirited and " gamer."
Breast, broad and hard, ns in the iwk. Thighs, short. Legs,

neither too long nor too short, but rather shorter than the

cock's in proportion, ns all hens' should he. Hens, " spurred "

if real lirst-ratr (lame hens.

Cock's weight from 4) lbs. to r>j lbs. tor exhibition. Hen
just one-third smaller or lighter than the cock, or from 3 lbs.

to :i{ lbs. Latter weight the best.

Note.—Game fowls that are in the least long-bodied are

slow and spiritless, and cannot maintain a long battle, or stand

close up in their battle, and are, therefore, worthless birds

invariably.

Black-breasted linn Gun*..

—

Cock:—General colour a rich

bright red, and not a dark red as in " Standard," bright red

birds being both more spirited and also more common than
either too dark or too light birds in general. Eyes, red, and
never " bay " at all. A red eye shows much more blood than a

bay eye, the bay eve being t lie half-bred colour as a rule. Some
have the yellow or daw eye, but this is inferior, and the " bay
eye " is a cross between the red and yellow eyes. Hackle,

striped underneath, and not clear as in " Standard," as the

clear-hackled cocks breed the Cinnamon hens, and not the

prize Partridge-coloured stripe-hackled hen, which matches
with the striped-hackled cock of course. Wing-huts, dark not

black. Wing with a steel-blue bar, and not a green bar, as in
" Standard." Tail, dark greenish black. Breast, dark bluish

black, not greenish. Legs, willow, first for exhibition : white
and carp brown for courage and spirit ; yellow for bright

plumage if red-eyed ; blue legs rather inferior.

Hen.—Rich red partridge brown. Hackle, golden reddish

with dark stripes. Breast and thighs of a red fawn colour,

rest as for the cock and in the " Standard."
Brown Red Game.—Colour of Cock.—General colour a rich

dark brownish red ; comb and face, inclining to dark purple or

gipsy, and never quite red, but redder than the hen's. Eyes,
very dark, blackish brown or black-. Neck hackle, dark brown
red thickly striped with black. Crimson is nowhere visible

;

crimson, being a bright blood red, is quite a wrong term, es-

pecially for Brown Reds. Shoulders of wings often bright

orange red, but more generally of a rich brown red maroon
colour. Wings with green bar (contrary to the Black Reds).

Tail, dark greenish black. Breast always of an entire red
brown colour without any black at all, these being more
spirited cocks and of the pure breed. Thighs as the breast.

Legs, dark blackish brown or bronzy black. Dark willow not
so good, being yellow-skinned. White-skinned birds best.

Ben.—General colour dark brown, blackish, but not black.

Comb and face, dark gipsy purple and never red. Hackle,
golden coppery dark red. Rest of points as the cock's.

Brown Reds are less red than Black-breasted Reds, and less

handsome-coloured, but are superior in shape and carriage

to all.

GAME BANTAMS—RAYNORS STRAIN.
Under this heading the Rev. W. J. Mellor, of Colwick

Kectory, Nottingham, has thought it necessary to make a
remark in your last Number, which seems to imply a reser-
vation or unfairness in my statement, that I had pur-chased
the whole of the Rev. George Raynor's stock.

I have a letter dated the 7th of August, from Mr. Raynor,
accepting me as the purchaser of his whole stock—namely,
seventy-two chickens and eleven adults, including one Pheasant.
Not caring to keep the adult birds, and being willing to part
with some of the chickens, I saw him on the 10th of August,
and agreed that he should send away birds in answer to certain
applications which he had received. I arranged also, to send
my man for the stock on the 11th. Subsequently Mr. Raynor
sold another bird for me. and this I had to send back to him.
Having a complete reliance in Mr. liaynor, and caring but
little with which of the adult birds I parted, I took no par-
ticular note of them. I knew that the Manchester cock bird
had not been sent to me, but I was under the impression that
I had the only surviving hen of the Manchester cup pen, a
bird from my own strain, with one that he had bought from
Mr. Smith, of Hull, to replace the lost one. This was a mis-
take, which Mr. Raynor removes in a letter I have this day
received from him. He says—" I ought to have informed you
which pen of adults had been selected, but this I omitted to do,
hence the mistake, which I have explained to Mr. Mellor."

In answer to a letter from Mr. Mellor, I also explained to
him the matter as far as I could, and I gave him leave to

publish any statement that might be of advantage to him, if

he did not compromise me. The tone of his communication
to you affects my veracity.

—

George Manning, Springfield,

Essex.

TOULTRY PROTECTION SOCIETY—SELLING
CLASSES.

The Woodbridge Exhibition appears to have made many
exhibitors very angry, and with reason too, I do not doubt,
but 1 am bound to say that my own prize money was paid me
about a fortnight or three weeks ago, officially, as it appeared:

to me, by some agent who had the winding-up of the matter in

his hands, and I was in hopes that all the other exhibitors

had been equally fortunate. A Poultry Protection Society
should take up exhibitions of which the authorities do not
fulfil their promises, railways that delay or injure specimens,
the class who obtain birds and eggs under false pretences, and
the opposite class who sell them. Could such a Protection

Society be started, it would he a boon, and I do not doubt that
the generality of exhibitors would become members. Much as
it may be desirable, I fear there are many difficulties. One is

the extended area over which the Society would have to operate.

This, perhaps, might be modified as to the amount of expenses,
by putting the case of any show in the hands of some lawyer
in the town where the show was held, the expenses of such
prosecution being paid by the Society. As regards many of the
" sharps," they have neither local habitation nor name, and
there are great difficulties in the way of bringing them to

account. I advise persons to buy only of well-known names,
and to part with birds only on receipt of cash to strangers, and
even to some known exhibitors. I have had no trouble since I

adopted this plan, and have never had any serious complaint.
We know well that we do not all see alike, and that the position

of buyer and seller alters, perhaps, the appearance of the selling

article ; but with honest open-dealing and description I consider
this the best plan. When birds are charged at a high price,

say upwards of £2 each, the buyer certainly ought to have the
option of returning them after payment of railway carriage, al-

though it is well known that birds are not improved by railway
travelling.

It is many months ago, in the very earliest days of " selling

classes," that I questioned in your pages whether they would
fulfil the desired object. I recollect I said at the time that I

did not think they would ; that if schedule trainers made a law
to prevent owners buying the birds, it was so easy to get friends

to buy. I know not whether any special law was made against
this practice at Halifax, but if not, the words applied by " As
Exhibitor," at page 192, are rather strong. I plead guilty to

have done the same thing, certainly not with a dishonest in-

tention. I communicated with the Secretary first, who replied

that there was no objection to the course, and accordingly I took
a prize, and claimed my own birds. On a second occasion I

did the same. The Secretary forgot to mark them, the Judge
awarded them a first prize, and claimed them himself. I was
one of the earliest in the show, and saw my birds ticketed as
sold to Mr. . I sought the Secretary, and had the matter
put right ; the Judge, who had not left, received back his money ;

but no one suggested that I had acted dishonestly. I had, in
fact, taken the Secretary's advice first.

But to examine this matter further. Whatever was the ob-
ject intended in the first introduction of these classes, and I

presume it was the hope that purchasers might obtain first-

class birds at a very moderate price, I do not think the object

has been gained. One reason, I humbly conceive to be, that
the amount at which they must be offered is, as a rule, too
small for first-class birds. Be this as it may. whilst the selling-

class pens fill as they often do now—twenty or thirty com-
petitors—secretaries of shows will not cut these classes out

;

they pay for the prizes, and leave a handsome balance : they
add, again, to the coffers of the show by the ten per cent, on
all sales, which even the owner has to pay ; and so, unless the
exhibitor is made to sign a paper that he will not either by
himself or otherwise purchase his pens, I do not see that it

can be called a " dishonest procedure." I should be very much
disposed to say, from the names that I have seen in these
classes, that the practice is largely carried on. I cannot other-

wise understand some of our best breeders parting with birds
which may produce first-rate progeny, for the paltry sum at

which they must be entered for sale in these classes. Railway
charges, entrance fee, hamper, and ten per cent, on all sales,

would in the great majority of cases leave a small remainder
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out of 10s. I cannot but think that if any such law is to be
stringently enforced, the amount at which they may be sold
must be increased, or the class will, as "An Exhibitor" says,
" dwindle out of sight," but it will he for another reason than
dishonesty.—Y. B. A. Z.

LIGHT BRAHMA PRIZES AT THE
BIRMINGHAM SHOW.

I have just received a schedule of prizes to be offered at the
above Show, and it appears to me that the number of prizes
offered is far too small, there being only two classes, and only
two prizes in each class. Dark Brahmas have better prizes

offered, why I cannot tell, as the Light surely are the more
handsome ! I notice amongst others that Black Game have four
classes. Now, I think that there will be twice as many entries

for Light Brahmas as Black Game, and yet the latter have
four classes to the former's two. I do not write this from pre-
judice, as I am a breeder of both varieties, but I always look
upon my Light Brahmas as deservedly the most popular. Will
any Light Brahma fanciers assist me in increasing the number
of prizes offered for our pets ? If so, a letter to my signature
under cover to the Editors, will receive my attention.

—

Repan-
DUNENSIS.

POULTRY SHOWS WITHOUT PROTECTION.
I have read the letter of Mr. Hewitt in your last week's

Number with great interest, as I hope it may draw public
attention to the sad results of exposing valuable birds at shows
to all the chances of fair or foul weather without any kind of

protection.

I have been myself of late a considerable sufferer from this
want of care on the part of a poultry show committee, having
already lost one of a pair of Short-faced Tumblers, that an
outlay of £3 or £4 will not replace, and I have very little hope
of the recovery of four or five other most valuable Pigeons
sent to the same show. All of them were returned to me as
thoroughly wet through as they could have been had they been
actually drowned. It is, then, surely quite time that the ex-
hibitors of birds of so much money value, and which are so

very difficult to replace, should combine to prevent these abuses
for the future, and I hope, as the subject is fairly before the
public, that some general rule may be suggested that will pre-

vent their repetition.—H. Yabdley, Market Hall, Birm h

CAMBRIDGE POULTRY SHOW.
The second Exhibition of poultry and Pigeons in connection with

the Cambridgeshire and Isle of Ely Agricnltaral Society was held on
Friday, the 7th inst., at Cambridge. The number of entries showed a
considerable increase upon the previous year ; and the quality of many
of the fowls exhibited was very excellent. The Turkeys of Mr. Win.
Wright, of Fnlbourri, the Cr < of the Hon. T. Fitzwilliam,
and the Dorl-iiigs of Mr. Henry Lingwood, elicited great praise. The
Hey. F. Tearle's pen of A',

I
, was of great excellence, and

was speedily claimed. The prize pens of Rouen and Aylesbury Duels
were extremely good, as were also a duck and drake of the latter breed,
exhibited as extra poultry by the Key. C. Crosse.
In the Pigeon class the Powters of Mr. R. Fulton were something

wonderful : and the Almond Tumblers exhibited by Mr. G. Chapman,
of Cambridge, the result of fifteen years of careful breeding, were the
best we ever saw. Mrs. Hall's pen of Runts consisted of very tiue birds.

The poultry was a great attraction to both ladies and gentlemen,
and the Show was certainly a decided success. The Judge, Mr.
Monsey, of Norwich, exercised '.rreat care in his selections. The follow-
ing is the list of prizetaiers .

—

Spaxish.—First, Mrs. G. S. Hat!. Elv. Second. G. Chapman. Cambridge.
Doekincs (Coloured).—First and Second, H. Lingwood. Hicrh'.v Cora-

mended, Hon. T. TV. Fit;.. .. mtworth Woodhouse, Rotherham.
Chicken :.—Prize, Hon. T. W. Fitzwilliam.
DoEKix..s (White).—First and Second, H. Lingwood. Highly Com-

mended, Mrs. G. s. Hall.
Dobkisgs i Yny variety).—First, H. Lingwood. Second, Mrs. G. S. Hall.
Cochis-Chixa.—First. H. Lingwood. Second. C. Wittlesey, Willinshani.
Game.—First, F. R. Hull, Cambridge. Second, Hon. T. W. Fitzwilliam.

Highly Commended, W. Freeman, Cambridge.
Hambuuohs (Gold-pencilled .—First, Hon. T. W. Fitzwilliam. Second,

E. Berry, Sutton. Highly Commended, H. J. Carter, Button ; C. Havers,
Ingatestone.
Hamburghs (Gold-spangled).—Prize, E. Berry.
Hamburghs (Silver-spangled).—First, C. Baruford. Second and Highly

Commended, Rev. F. Tearle.
Bantams (Game).—First, Hon. T. W. Fitzwilliam. Second, Mrs. G.

S. Hall. Highly Commended, E. Tflurnall.
Bantams (Any variety).—First, Rev. F. Tear'e. Second, Mrs. G. S. Hall.

Commended, Rev. F. Tearle.

Any other Variety.—First, Hon. T. W. Fitzwilliam. Second, E.
Sheerman, Chelmsford. Highly Commended, C. Bamford.
Ducks (White Aylesbury).—First, C. Bamford. Second, Mrs. G. S.

Hall. Highly Commended. Hon. T. w. Fitzwilliam.
DUCKS (Rouen).—First, Mrs. G. S. HalL Second, H. Thurnall. Highly

Commended, Rev. "W. Smith, Dry Drayton.
Geese.—Prize, C. Bamford.
Turkeys.—First, W. Wright, Fulboum. Second, C. Eamford.
Extra.—Highly Commended, H. Hun-el, Newton (East Indian Ducks)

;

YV. Freeman.
Pigeohs.—Carrier*.—First, R. Fulton. Second, H. W. Hale, Croydon.

PomU <..-.—First and Second, R. Fulton. Highly Commended, Mrs. G. S.

Hall. Tumbler*.—First and Second. G. Chapman. Highly Commended,
R.Fulton. Commended, J. Dyer. Fantail:—First, Mrs. G. S. Hall. Se-
cond and Highly Commended, C. Punchard. Ami other variety.—First,
Mrs. i '. S. Hall. Highly Commended, C. Bamford ; J. Dyer.

BARNSLEY POULTRY SHOW.
The first show of poultry was held on the 4th Lust, in connection

with the Horticultural Exhibition, and, although the day was unfavour-
able, proved a great success. The entries wero numerous. The
classes, with two exceptions, were well filled, and the quality of the
winning birds left nothing to be desired.

Game Cock (Anv colour).—First, G. Hellewoll, Sheffield. Second and
Tbird, R. Pashley/Worksop.
Game (Black-breasted and other Reds).—First, R. Pashlcy. Second,

W. J. Cope, Barnsley.
(Any other "variety).—First, G. HeUewell (Duckwings). Second,

W. J. Cope (Duckwings).
Spanish. - First and Second, Burch & Boulter, Sheffield. Third, W.

Hiirvey, Sheffield.

Dorkings.—First and Third, W. Dransfield, Penistone. Second, W.
Harvey.
Cochin-China (Buff).—First, W. Harvey. Second,W. Wood, Sheffield.

Third, C. Harvey, Barnsley.
Cochin-China (Any other colour).—First, J. Heeley, Hepworth (White).

Second, H. Rhodes, Barnsley (Partridge). Third, T. Richardson, Barns-
ley (White).
Hambcrghs (Gold-spangled).—First, S. &R.Ashton, Mottram. Second,

W. Harvey. Third, C. Harvey.
Hamburghs (Silver-spangled).—First, W. Harvey. Second, withheld.

Third, G. HelleweU.
Hamburghs (Gold-pencilled).—First, Messrs. Burch & Boulter. Se-

cond, W. Harvey.
i;ghs (Silver-pencilled!.—Prize, G. HelleweU.

Polands.—Prize, W. Harvey.
i fher Variety.—First, W. Harvey (Brahmas). Second, J. Heeley

Third, Mrs. Nnwman, Worsbro' Parsonage, near Barnsley.
Bantams Game).—First, G. HelleweU. Second, H. Pigott, Barnsley.

Third, A. Senior, Kirkbnrton.
. ois (Any other variety).—First, S. &R. Ashton (Silver Sebright).

Second, W. J. Cope (Pekini. Third, W. Harvey (Japanese).
Geese.—First, Mrs. Theakstone, Walton, uear Wakefield. Second, E.

Mount, Barnsley. Third, W.Watson, Brierley.
(Aylesbury).—First, E. Leech, Rochdale. Second, J. Wilkinson,

1 loughton.
Ducks (Any other variety}.—First, Mrs. Theakstone. Second, W.

Green, Penistone. Third, Miss Hall, Worsbro'.
Turkeys.— Fir-:, W. Harvey. Second, T. Richardson.

The Judge was Mr. Thos. Challouer.

CROOK AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY'S POULTRY
SHOW.

The fourth annual meeting of the above Society was held at Crook,

on Wednesday, the 12th inst. The Show was a decided improvement
upon that of any previous year, both as regards the number of entries

and the quality of the birds shown. This was no doubt owing to the

Society's providing the pens, increasing the prize money, and bavin

separate classes for old and yonng birds. No doubt the Show in:

.

improved were it previously advertised. The various classes

contained some really good birds, particularly the Spanish, Do
Go . HamburffhS) and Bantams. The Golden-spangled and Silver-

pencilled were the best among the Hamburghs. and the Black

in the Game classes. The Pigeons wero a very nice lot of birds.

John Shorthose, Esq., of Newcastle officiated a^ Judge. The
following is a list of his awards :

—

Game (Black-breasted or other Reds).—First, H. E -;-cond,

H. Pickering, Tow Law. Chickens.- -Firs ' and Second. H. S. Stobart.

Game (Duckwinged or other Greys).—First, O. Braithwaite, TowLaw.
Second, J. Armcry, Gibbet Hill. Chicken*.-—First, withheld. Second.
T. V. Johnson.
Spanish.—First, J. Sanderson. Second, J. Arrnery. Chickens.—First, J.

Graham. Second, J. Sanderson.
Dorking.—First, J. Graham. Second, I'. Batter, Hetton. Chi
—First and Second, J. Graham.
Poland.—First, T. Roddam, Fence Houses. Second, J. Collinson,

Frosterley. Chickens.—First, J. Collinson. Second, W. Newton.
Cochin-China.—First, H. S. Stobart. Second, G. H. Procter, Durham.

CTu'i Sri /i.v.—First ind Second, G. H. Procter.

Hamburghs [Golden-pencilled).—First, J. Wilson, Indhoe. Second,

M. Ridley, Teak Field, Frosterley. Chickens.—First and Second, W.
Robinson, Crook.
Hamburghs (Silver-pencilled^. — First, W. Lawrenson, Eagl"

Yarui. Second. J. Wilson. Chicke7i$.^First, J. Wilson. Second, W.
Lawrenson.
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HAMBuncris (Silver-spnnyled).—FirBt, V. Rotter. Seeond, J. Collinson.

Chtektiu.—First, -i T. BoUihope. Second, T. V.Johnson.
HAMiuu.-iis (Golden spangled). First. J. Potts, Sunnislde. Second,

w. Whitfield, Hetton, Chickem.—Flrst,J. Armory. Second,T. Dobson,
Wolsinghiun.
Bantam (Any colour).—First, W. Lawrenson (Black Red). Second, J.

Wilson (Dnckwing), First, W. Lawrenson (Duckwlng). Se-
cond, J. Collin BlacB Red).
Turkeys.- Prize, J. Sanderson, Bradley Sail.
<tei:m\ !', i.

, . r. V. Johnson, Frosteriey.
Docks (Aylesbury).—First, J. Fryer, Crook. Second, H. S. Stobnrt,

Witton Tower.
Docks (Houcn).—First, II. S. Stobnrt. Second, Miss Coatee, SI. Helen's.

Ducks (Any other br 1) First, Misa Leng, Honghton-le-Side. Se-

cond, W. Newton, Wolsingham.
Pioi on Pint and Second, A. Bngless, Carville. Highly Commended,

J. Proud, South Shield, Tow Law ; J. Armery ;
W. \\ bitfield.

BEE MANAGEMENT.
Will you be good enough to tell me whether I have acted

properly in regard to what I have done in my apiary '?ABODE FGH
The above letters represent the position of eight bee-hives.

A, B, C were swarms of the present year. E, F were stocks of

three or four years standing. F being somewhat weak, I drove

out the bees three or four weeks ago and joined them to E,

making it very strong. As F had swarmed some three weeks
previously there was no brood in it, but as nearly as I could

judge some 15 lbs. of honey. About a week ago I drove

A, B, C, and put the united families into F, making it occupy
the place of B. Is the stock so formed likely to do well without

further trouble ?

Another question I wish to ask is this—In "Bee-Keeping
for the Many," as well as other works which I have consulted,

I find it said, that at the end of the season stocks should be
so made up by feeding, if necessary, as to weigh from 20

to 25 lbs. Now, I have stocks weighing from i0 to 45 lbs.

or even more, one weighs 50 lbs., but being in common straw
hives I cannot take any honey from them. Is it, therefore,

any detriment to the bees that the weight should be so much
more than that which bee-books mention as the proper weight V

In fact, may the stock hives be of any weight whatever pro-

vided they do uot fall below 20 or 2" lbs.

:

Another question is the following :—H is a Woodbury frame-

hive full of bees and very heavy, but I find on inspection that

more than half of each comb is filled with brood and pollen.

Could I without injuring the stock cut off from the tops of

three or four combs such honey as is pure '.' It was a swarm
of the present year ?

May I also inform you of a remedy which I have found
serviceable to prevent the swelling which frequently arises after

a sting from a bee ? The bee-keeper must expect an occasional

sting notwithstanding every precaution, and in my case and
that of each member of my family, the subsequent swelling,

especially if it occurs on the face, is extremely inconvenient, not
subsiding for two or three days. No remedy that I have ever

seen recommended is a certain preservative against this. The
plan which I suggest is, that the place stung should im-
mediately be punctured with a needle sufficiently deep to draw-

blood, and that such puncture should be repeated, if necessary,
so that blood may continue to flow for half an hour or so. If

this course is adopted the poison seems to be so entirely drawn
away that there is really no swelling to cause one any incon-
venience whatever. I confidently affirm that the slight pain
caused by the puncture is far preferable to the inconvenient
disfigurement which usually results from the sting of an
enraged bee.

I have been rather wishing to take to poultry-keeping, but
am somewhat discouraged by the dishonesty which I find so
frequently complained of in your pages. When I read of such
tricks as boiling eggs before sending them to parties purchas-
ing, painting fowls' legs, and withholding prizes from the
prizetakers ; when I find that almost every Number contains
the complaint oi some aggrieved or victimised poultry fancier,

I cannot help thinking that my best plan is to do nothing
which might expose me to the machinations of such un-
principled scoundrels. I cannot, therefore, help congratulat-

ing myself on having taken to bees rather than to fowls.

—

Charles H. C.uvtwbight, Field Broxtghton, near Cartmel,
I.ancn

The throe united families domiciled in F, are likely to do
well if fed up to a sufficient weight to stand the winter by
the. end of .-oext jztocth (October). 20 to 25 lbs. is named as

the minimum weight, which may be exceeded to any extent

consistent with leaving a sufficient number, of brood-cells free

to permit of the queen replenishing tho waning population

early in the spring. It would do the stock in the Woodbury
hive less harm to remove the two side combs altogether than
to mutilate three or four combs in the way you propose.]

MANAGEMENT OF BEES.
Dr. Plot, speaking of the management of bees in this

county (Stafford), says :
— " At the worshipful John Whitehall,

of Pipe Ridware, Esq., who is a most intelligent bee-master, I

was shown great variety of hives, most of his own contrivance
;

some being made square, others round, both placed over one
another with drawers of wood between, like the colony hives in

Oxfordshire. Others he had made out of hollow trees, which
were sawn asunder at proper distances, which, no doubt, are as

agreeable as any kind whatever, these being the first natural

hives for bees before they were brought under an artificial

regimen ; and therefore it was, no doubt, that both Columella
and Palladius commended them for this purpose. ' Ligno
arborU fabricentur'—let the hives be made of hollow trees,

say both these grave authors in their chapters on bee-houses ;

and Virgil tells us they delight to live exetaquc arhnris antro.

But the hives he preferred before all the others he made of

brick, there being several stalls or galleries of them divided

into squares of brick on three sides, with windows behind and
before to see their working, the fore south windows in summer
being covered with malt to preserve the honey. Within these

squares of brick he sets his frames of wood for the bees to work
on, which he can take away as the bees work downward. He
makes use, notwithstanding, both of straw and wicker hives

covered with cowdung and lime, but neither of them made
after the ordinary manner—viz., not conical at top, but cylin-

dracious and open at top and bottom, which he places first on
the top of the brickwork, and underneath again to receive the

bees at last, so as to be conveyed again to the top of the brick-

work as at first ; of which brick hives he has some single,

others many together, but the single he counts best because

the most manageable."
Perhaps some of your numerous correspondents may be able

to give us further particulars of this Staffordshire bee-master's

operations.—G. L.

(The " frames of wood " herein adverted to were most pro-

bably horizontal frames, or more properly speaking, square

boxes, of which the uppermost were removed as the bees worked
downwards after the manner advocated by Wildman. ]

UNWELCOME VISITORS.
Some five or six years ago my apiary was reduced to two

hives, a Nutt's collateral, and a swarm from it, taken in a straw

hive fitted with window and flat top for super. The bees

appeared to be flourishing, and I left them alone, having other

things to think of.

On looking at them one day towards the end of the season, I

was surprised by an unusual stillness. I opened the window-
shutter of the straw hive, and, to my dismay, perceived a mon-
strous slug reaching right across the window. If I had seen an
elephant on my lawn some morning I should hardly have been
more astonished or perplexed. However, it was easy to see how
to remove it, although how it found its way in is to this day a

mystery. Fortunately the window was in a wooden frame of

my own construction, and was easily removed ; the intruder be-

ing seized, and slaughtered without mercy. He was of alder-

manic proportions, and if ever slug soup could be good it should

be of such honey-fatted slugs; for he had eaten bees, i

honey, and all. A few survivors were huddled in the corner

of tliu comb, which they had broken open like drunken sailors

in the spirit-room of a sinking ship, or like the companions

of Ulysses waiting for Polyphemus to eat them. Thi-

was utterly ruined, there being neither queen nor brood- cell

left.

I now began to watch the other hive—Nutt's collateral. I

soon found something wrong there; but it was not 60 easy t(

get a correct view of the inside. However, the end of it was

that a similar monster was at length discovered, but not until

he had wrought the like havoc as the first. So I lost my whole

stock. These slugs must have measured little, if anything.
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less than 6 inches in length, and were of more than pro-

portionate girth, of a mottled brown colour, and very tirm

substance.

But how did they get in? In their full-pro wti proportions

it was impossible. Wnen very yonng and very small they might
have entered by the bee-hole, if they had dared; but how
came the inhabitants to allow their presence? And what faith

are we to put in the stones that bees not only kill such intruder*,

but also bury them in wax or propolis ? The front door to each

hive was about one-sixth part of an inch in height, and 4 inches

wide, and there was no other way by which the intruders could

possibly have gained for themselves an entrance. Of course they

might have been put in by some mischievous person; but this

seems unlikely.

Since that I have met with many disappointments ; but have

now increased my stock to seven hives, and have never

hitherto been troubled with slugs again. Can any of your

readers remember to have seen a like occurrence r

—

Hampshire
R i roit.

[These slugs, doubtless, found an entrance in the usual way

—

viz., by the front door, albeit they probably slipped in without

knocking. We fancy that if you measure the height of tie-

doorway of your hives you will find it really more than you
imagine, since a worker bee, to say nothing of drones, could

scarcely force itself through an aperture only one-sixth of an
inch in width. We have often discovered slugs in weak hives,

but never once found them embalmed in propolis in what we
have been taught to consider the orthodox manner. They are,

doubtless, an annoyance and an injury to the bees ; but wc look

upon their presence as partaking more of the nature of an effect

than of a cause, believing that the stocks must have been pre-

viously dwindling, and that even if a slug found its way into a

strong hive it would be powerless to inflict such fatal injury as

you describe.]

Extra Prizes for Partridge Cochins at Birmingham.— It

appears that the breeders of Partridge Cochins are determined

that their favourites shall not be placed behind the Butt's in

the prize list. They have, therefore, proposed to get up extra

prizes on the same conditions as those suggested by Mr. Toni-

linson for Buff Cochins. The following have already given in

their names—Mr. Tudmau, Whitchurch, and Mr. Stretch, Orms-
kirk. Subscriptions to be sent to Mr. Lythall, Birmingham.

OUR LETTER BOX.
SPANISH Cock's Face Red (flf. F. B.).—The white ftice of a Spanish

cock is a white bag containing a red one. It is very liable to injury from
the hens, as they sometimes peck it, nnd we have known a strip of it torn
trom top to bottom by lighting or accident. In cither case it has always
healed perfectly, leaving a mark anil scar, but never a red one. It generally

turns almost black, then as it heals it turns brown, becoming lighter day
by day till it is healed. As this is the moulting time of year, when

iah faces shrivel nnd become shabby, so have they a tendency
to become red. Many birds that have red about their faces will be
perfectly white for the winter shows. Our experience of this breed
induces us to believe it will be so with yours, and that the bird will not
be spoiled.

Commencing Poultry-keeping—Keeping a Breed Pcre (Mechanic)
-You have an excellent run. If, however, the fowl-house is to be in the

j ard. you must not allow the flooring of it to be paved either with brick

stone, nor must it be floored with wood. As yon may not like to take
up the paving, you may adopt a safe and middle course by covering it

Cormore inches deep with dry gravelor grit. We should lie better able to

answer your question if you told us what yon require of your fowls

—whether to keep them principally for eggs, or to have them for all

purposes. If for eggs, Spanish, La Fleche, Creve Coeur, all great layers,

but non-sitters ; if very hardy birds. Cochins or Brahmas ; if the best
table fowls, Dorkings. Game are hardy, cheerful, and handsome, but
their pugna ;ity is sometimes very troublesome. If you want birds for

feather, have Polands and Hamburghs : but these do not sit. Your hen has
a cold, and requires a little attention lest it become roup. Give her some
bread steeped in strong beer. If others have the same right over the
piece of waste land that you have, and if they keep fowls, there is no way
of keeping the breed pure unless all parties agree to turn out only hens,
nnd to keep the cocks coutined to their premises. In these days when,
with few exceptions, all keep pure fowls, and take pains with the breed
and strain, such an arrangement should be sufficiently acceptable to in-

duce all to observe it strictly and gladly. It is quite sufficient for the
cock to be with the hens for a short time before roosting, ami for the
time between sunrise and turnin™ out. If this cannot be carried 6 it, and
others keep fowls, we are afraid that part only oi your ezp 1* will be true to

' eed you keep.

Spanish Fowls \H. H.).—Although your description is that of very
$ood Spanish pullets, we do not believe they are pure. No pure-bred
Spanish sits. It is not unusual for cocks of this breed to lose their tails

for some months. They are bad moulters, and seem to * lace lost

feathers with difficulty. The nakedness is probably caused by the hens.
Tliey pick off the feathers. Supply them with sods of growing grass.

Dumpies (H. O. E.).—We know of no Dumpies, but they are to be had
at the dealers'. They are generally, if good specimens, worth from 30s. to
40 <. each. We saw some near Dunoon recently.

Fowls Plucking Feather-. [Constant Subscriber),—When fowls pick
out and eat each other's feathers, it is a certain sign their stomachs are
out of order. Either they have had too much stimulating food or they
have not hail enough of green meat, such as lettuce. The habit will
give jou some trouble, as so long as the naked flesh is seen they will
peck each other, nnd so long as it bleeds they will eat. Remove the
most determined cannibals, ami keep tbera away till all have finished
moulting. Let your fowls have plenty of lettuce, and if they have no
access to grass, let them have large heavy sods of growing grass cut with
plenty of earth. They will eat it all. If this does not cure them, dose
them well with castor oil. This will alter their habit.

Improving Colour of Bantam Cock's Saddle {Bantam).—If you wish
to import more colour into the saddle of a Duck-winged cock you can do
it by means of a Black Red. If you wish to produce the remarkably rich
maroon colour sometimes met with, you must obtain a bird possessing
that property.

Thorns Poultry Show.—A correspondent informs us that he had a
pen of Pigeons lOwlsi stolen at this Show, and that the Secretary sent
him the price claimed for them. It is au example which ought to be
followed by every Poultry Show Committee.

Hastings Poultry Show.—Mr. Rust, and not Rush, took the third prize
for Cochin-Chinas.

Food for Fowls to be Exhibited.—w I.P.8." wishes to know the direc-

tions of the Sussex millers who have stones dressed for the purpose, by
means of which they grind the whole of the oat so fine that it mixes
smoothly, although nothing whatever is taken from it.

Caponising (A Subscriber).—It is so needless and so cruel a custom
that we have never sought for information on the subject.

Diarrhosa in Pigeons (M. E . B.).—Give them three or four pieces of

whitening or chalk daily, each about the size of a pea, and feed them ou
old beans until the diurrhcea ceases.

Book on Rabbits (Rustic).—You can have " The Rabbit Book " free by
post from our office if you enclose seven postage stamps with your
address.

Bees Fighting [J. C. A.).— The bees were separated before they
reached us, being, moreover, much crushed in their transit through the
post. Hostile bees grapple one another with such tenacity, that when
in the extreme case of a regicidal attack we have decollated a would-be
regicide, we have still had considerable difficulty in releasing the unfor-

tunate queen from the incumbrance of the severed head, the mandibles
of which still held her in their vice-like grip. Your two stocks appear to

be too close together, and the skirmishes you describe arise most probably
from bees alighting by mistake at the wrong entrance. We know of do
English work on bees which meets your requirements. Mr. Langstroth's

book, or the last edition of Mr. Quinby's, both published in New York,

but obtainable through any English bookseller, will best answer your pur-

pose; but you must make allowance for the difference in cliuiate, Arc,

between England and America.

Preventing Swarming (J. P. F.).—We believe that no mode of manag-
ing bees can be relied on to entirely prevent swarming. Giving ample
room in due season, with efficient ventilation during hot weather, will

sometimes, but not always, attain the desired end. You do not state the

actual size of the "roomy 1' glass on the hive, the bees of which hung
out without Bwanning, but we doubt if it were really sufficiently huge,
and to this cause, combined with excessive heat, we should be disposed
to attribute their idling outside the hive instead of working. Efficient

shade and ventilation are the best remedies for Bueh a state of things

A weak stock will very frequently receive a reinforcement, such as you
describe, without opposition, whether proffered by daylight or at dusk.

Your plundered stock had very probably become queenless before the

final assault took place.

Space between a Hive and its Cover (J. Ii. Seyton).—An inch

between the hive and outer case is finite sufficient. We think you may
safely appropriate the honey in the two outside combs.

Ants—Feeding—Covering (0. J.).—We frequently discover ants on
and about our feeding-bottles, but do not find them injure the bees.

Your bees will want no more food this year, but you should examine
them in the spring and form your opinion as to whether they require feed-

ing, and if so, to what extent. When robbers are about, crown-boards

should not be removed except in case of actual necessity, as. their attacks

i ccite the bees and render them very irritable. Worker-comb made bj

black bees will do equally well for Ligurians. As the c >mbs of both

varieties are absolutely identical, no difference whatever should be made
in the distance between the bars, it is well to leave no more than three-

eighths space between the bottom of the frames and the floor-board, but

ii an inch be left the bees are not likely to build combs there. The two-

inch space between the covering and the hives may be advant la

tilled up with dried grass, hay, straw, or any other non-conducting

material.

Apples for Pigs (G. G.).—Apples may be given with perfect safety t

pigs. As to their not eating other iood afterwards, we never found such

a result. If they did so for a while, abstinence would soon restore their

appetite?, .

POULTRY MARKET.—September it.

There i> little or no trade, or denaud for poultry. Grouse continue

abundant, and Partridges are plentiful.

a d. s. d .
s. d s. d

Large Fowls 2 to 2 Partridges

Smaller do 1 9
Fowls
Chickens 1 3
Geese 6

Ducks I 9

1 4 to 1 6

Grouse 1 9 2 »
H.n-s...;

1 G Kibhits 14 15
6 fi Wild do k u I

2 Pigeons U 8 9
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a very comprehensive one ; all the prizes to be offered are
well-proportioned, leaving no roooni for complaint ; exhibitors
should, therefore, be up and doing.
The idea of holding a National Horticultural Exhibition at

Manchester next year first originated with Mr. Findlay, and its
adoption has been brought about solely by his exertions. The
announcement of the splendid balance in favour of the Inter-
national suggested to Mr. Findlay the possibility of holding a
similar exhibition at Manchester ; with this end in view he at
once set to work, and the results of his labours so far will show
that the first part of the work he has so earnestly begun has
been crowned with success. He called a meeting of the Man-
chester Botanic Society, and suggested the propriety of holding
a National Exhibition in Manchester ; and these gentlemen,
after hearing the explanations Mr. Findlay had to lay before them
as to the mode in which he intended to insure success without
causing any further debt to be added to the heavy one which
the Botanic Society already labours under, at once consented.
Mr. Findlay 's next step was to go round to the members of the
Society, as well as many gentlemen not connected with it, to
solicit their aid. All appeared to think, after hearing the matter
explained, that there was a probability of the Show being suc-
cessfully held. He had, therefore, very little difficulty in raising
a guarantee fund of upwards of £2000 ; and as there will be no
necessity for spending so much money in the erection of a
monster tent like that in which the Intel-national Horticultural
Show was held, there is every probability that the Exhibition
will terminate successfully, even if half the amount taken at
South Kensington should be realised. If Mr. Findlay's an-
ticipations in this respect be verified (and I can see no reason
why they should not be, when I take into consideration the
central position of Manchester, its enormous wealth, and the
immense population residing within a radius of forty miles,
amounting to a much larger number, I believe, than is located
in the same area round London), he hopes to be able to
reduce the standing debt of the Society, and also to put
aside a balance for the purpose of holding a similar exhibition
annually.

Four large tents will be arranged in a group near the exhi-
bition-house in the gardens. The exhibition-house is to form
the centre of the group. In this house all the Orchids and
tender plants will be exhibited, with little fear of their suffer-
ing any injury, as the house can be shut up close at night. A
large tent, at the east end of the exhibition-house, will be set
apart for Roses, Azaleas, Fuchsias, &c. ; another, on the north
side, for stove, greenhouse, and fine-foliaged plants ; the tent
on the south side for Ericas, Pelargoniums, cut Roses, &c.

;

and that at the west end of the building for fruit, hardy
shrubs (for which I see there are several prizes offered), and
miscellaneous plants. As the Lancashire people hold high
carnival in Whitsun week, it is expected that large numbers of
them will flock to the gardens to see the great National Show
as soon as the shilling days are announced ; and as it is thought
that more may attend in one day than could be comfortably
accommodated in the gardens, itis proposed to have two or three
bands of music stationed in the large field on the south side
in which the Art Treasures Exhibition was held in 1857, so that
the people, after inspecting the Exhibition, may pass into the
field and there enjoy themselves with dancing and various other
amusements.

Mr. Findlay thinks it will be necessary, in order to make the
Exhibition successful, to continue it for eight days, in which
case the exhibitors will, of course, be remunerated for the extra
expense and trouble they will be unavoidably put to in conse-
quence. By making it an eight-days exhibition the people will
all have an opportunity of seeing what Lancashire can do, and
how much she can contribute towards the success of a grand
horticultural show. I hope, therefore, all our exhibitors will
enter freely into this pleasing contest, and that they will not
object to an eight-days show. Any tender plant can easily be
removed every evening after the Exhibition closes to the plant-
houses in the gardens, where, I am sure, Mr. Findlay would
have every care taken of them. The gardens are but a short
distance from the Old Trafford station, so that little trouble or
expense need be incurred in moving the plants.
When we consider that there has been no great exhibition

of either paintings or plants in Manchester since 1857, this
should inspire confidence in the belief that the proposed
National Floral Fete will be crowned with success. That this
may be the result must be the desire of every well-wisher of
horticulture, and that Mr. Findlay's anticipations may be
realised to the fullest extent is the sincere wish of—J. Wills.

VINERY CONSTRUCTION.
Allow an old hand at Grape-growing to offer some remarks

on the article headed as above in your Number of the 11th
inst. ; and if my opinions should seem to clash somewhat with
those advanced in answer to the queries propounded, allow me
to say in explanation that my experience in forcing very early
Grapes has been acquired in the eastern and northern counties,
whilst it is probable that the writer of the replies referred to
may have gained his experience in the southern or western
parts of the country, and if so, may not have learnt fully the
drawbacks attending early Grape-growing in hipped or span-
roofed houses. To be brief, then, let me advise your corre-
spondent to avoid these forms, for in winter and early spring
our " north-easters " will insinuate themselves rather too freely
into such structures to be advantageous either to the tender
foliage of the Vines or to the fuel bill. It is, therefore, preferable
to adopt the lean-to for these reasons, as well as others—viz.,

a lean-to house absorbs and retains the slanting rays of the sun
better than the other fonns ; but a wall 10 feet high would not
be sufficient for a lean-to house for early forcing unless the
width were much reduced from 18 feet, for " H. W." would not
then obtain sufficient slope of roof to gather the sun's rays at

the season of forcing. If 10 feet is the maximum height of his
wall, he ought to reduce the width of his house (supposing it to

have a wall in front to pitch the lights on, and to hold ventila-
tors for giving front air), to 12 or 13 feet, and this width would
give him a rafter of 14 or 15 feet in length, and would be ample
for his purpose, as Vines subjected to winter forcing will not
carry such a length of cane as those forced at a more natural
season, nor can roofs of such a width as 20 or more feet be so
readily covered, covering being, in my opinion, a sine qua, non
in the winter forcing of Grapes as well as many other things.
Perhaps one of the best plans of effecting this for roofs not too
large is to sew mats together, and to attach them to a roller at

the top of the house until some better and more efficient plan
shall be perfected. Does double glazing answer for winter
work ? Let some of our fruit exhibitors at the early shows say
if they have tried it, and oblige many of their brother gardeners.

I agree with the reply as to making the border inside, and also

arranging the pipes over the surface ; if the roots are allowed
to go outside, that part of the border should be covered with
wooden shutters or hot litter.

I prefer planting in front, and at any period after the Vine
has somewhat hardened its growth, even if the leaves should
not have fallen ; but be sure that the border is made of well-

aired and tolerably dry material. A good plan is to keep the
soil in a ridge for a short time, and turn it occasionally.—H.

[We assent, with some modification, to what you say as to

the value of a lean-to for early work, and especially in northern
districts. The lessening the width of the proposed house is

well worthy the attention of the inquiring correspondent ; but
we believe that he lives in a southern county, and then, taking
the proposed circumstances into consideration—a width of

18 feet, and as low a back wall as possible—we do think that
the hipped roof would best meet the conditions. With such a

length of rafter altogether, hip and southern slope, Vines could
be planted at back as well as near the front, and thus do away
with one of the objections. Of course it is quite clear that if

the width of the house be reduced one-third it would be all fair

sailing with the simple lean-to as " H." proposes, and we would
direct to it the attention of the original inquirer.]

NOTES ON SOME OF THE CONTENTS OF
OUR LAST NUMBER.

The hardy Canna at Battersea is not limbata, but a tall

sort allied to the Peruvian Achiras, which is the hardiest
known Canna. The real limbata is one of the very hand-
somest of the tribe, and far superior to the other as regards
blossom, but more tender. The whole of the Carinas of the
shops are grievously misnamed.
Imported Satyriurns will always flower. They are of no great

beauty, though interesting. I have never flowered them twice,

though I think I could. It would be satisfactory to learn if the
plant exhibited in Ireland was flowered the second year.

To flower or fruit the Eriobotrya procure a grafted plant

;

almost all the nurserymen's plants are seedlings, and may not
flower for a lifetime. Grafts of the fruiting sort might be
had by Fellows from the Royal Horticultural Society's garden
at Chiswick.
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For seed, raiso your Asters early, and forward them in pots.

Keep somo of them all tho season in the greenhouse
;
plant

ont others. ( rimrd especially against thrips ; keep dry while

in tho last stage of ripening, using even tho stove if you have

one. With this treatment you will havo such seed as yon

never had before.—C.

USES OF COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSK.
To " T. R.'s " list, which you publishod last week at page 215,

you should add the following :

—

11. For hiding summer mulchings when digging-in cannot

be resorted to. It saves loss of power by evaporation, keeps

down surface weeds, and gives a look of great neatness ; and,

moreover, where ladies gather flowers from the beds is invalu-

able for its cleanness, wet or dry. When the plants are re-

moved it can, with advantage, be dug in with the mulching.

12. To cover the unsightliness of pit linings, where dung or

litter is used. It also keeps in the heat of these.

13. To strew under the shelves of greenhouses, where it

catches falling water, keeps up a gentle evaporating mois-

ture for a considerable time, and promotes cleanliuess, being so

easily swept up and replaced.—D. S.

EARLY FORCING-HOUSE.
We are about to erect a forcing-house for growing early Cu-

cumbers, Melons, forced Roses, Hyacinths, Strawberries, Kidney
Beans, and, perhaps, a few Vines in pots. We start a vinery

on the 1st of February ; so you see it is principally mid-

winter work.
There are a 10-feet south wall and a hipped roof, for economy

of fuel and easy management ; and I propose to sink the floor

about 18 inches below the ground level for the same reason.

The back bed to be over a hollow chamber for bottom heat to

Cucumbers and Melons ; the front one to be open trellis to set

pots upon, as I shall want to grow a few fine-foliaged stove

plants. The house is to be 12 feet wide. What angle of roof

do your prefer ? I should like the roof to be a fixture. I would

have sliding boards in the front wall, and lights not to meet by
about a foot at the ridge, and have a wooden flap or shutter to

rise and fall by a crunk. I propose four pipes, two on each

side. Do you think they will be enough ?—J. A.

[Your proposed plan of a hipped roof for your early forcing-

house, Cucumbers, Melons, &c, will answer well, more espe-

cially if the back wall rises as high as the ridge of the hip, as

that will be a protection from the north. As economy of fuel,

however, is your chief object, we think you had better dispense

with a hip altogether. By taking your sash-bar rafters right

from beneath the coping of the wall at back to a wall plate in

front, you will havo as good a slope as if you raised the hip

higher ; and if you come down a foot or 15 inches lower in front,

you will have prettj well as steep a slope, and there will be less

trouble and expense in every way. Your front wall inside

would then be from I to -U feet high, which would give you
height enough for your path in the middle, and you could have
ventilators in front as proposed, and either have a small ven-

tilator from 9 to 12 inches wide Amg the top, or about six

openings made in the back wall. With such an arrangement
the bed in front would be sunk, so that the covering over the

pipes would only be a couple of inches or so from them, and
that, too, would be an advantage. A few small holes should
open from the pathway into the chamber, that there may be
a circulation of air there. Then we would make the front pit

the Cucumber-pit—in fact, we would do so in any case. The
back pit we would be inclined tj cover over in the same way

—

the height from the pipes is less important—and chiefly that

the bottoms of the pots may be kept more moist than if near
the heating-pipes on spars. If this, too, were covered in and
appropriate! to plants, a few slides might be made in the side of

the passage to let heat pass into the atmosphere of the house.

Even that, however, would not be sufficient for such a house
in midwinter, and for a high temperature then. You would re-

quire from 00 to 70 feet more piping in your 30- feet house,

and the extra expense for piping would soon be paid in the

saving of fuel, and you would always secure a sweet instead of

a scorching heat. We would prefer this extra piping to be
above the beds ; but if the sight of the pipes is objectionable,

then three pipes could go in each chamber, and the atmospheric
temperature might be regulated by slides in the pathway.

Such a house as that described would be very useful for tho
general purposes you mention. Most people like their own
plans best, and, therefore, v.r will Bay thai the proposed roof,

No. 2, will be tho best for your purpose, and your proposed
double ridgo with the ventilator between will answer very well.

Even then, however, we would use the front bed for early Cu-
cumbers ; the back one would come in for succession crops, and
the beds could be changed from plants to Cucumbers, as desir-

able. Means must be taken for securing moisture in tho
atmosphere. See " H.," on vineries, published to-day.]

ORCHARD-HOUSE CULTURE.
Far bo it from me to take amiss the good-humoured raillery,

published at page 181, of your eorp spondent " S. B." He is

evidently a bit of a satirist, and if I wished to retort in a kindred
vein I might just hint, in the most delicate manner in the
world (as Mr. Chucks would Bay), that the same absence of

sun which he deplores as having rendered " his fruit poor in
flavour and sadly deficient in sweetness," had produced a
similar effect upon his criticism ; but that would sound snap-
pish, and I do not really deem him a sour critic, and even if I

did, that would be no more reason for my biting than it would
be to take a mouthful out of a Peach that was devoid of sac-

charine juice. Besides, I must candidly admit that, however
viciously disposed, I could searcely afford on the present occa-

sion to dip my pen in gall, seeing that on one point I am con-
scious that " S. B." has me decidedly " on the hip."

My enthusiasm undoubtedly betrayed me into one inad-

vertent expression, when I stated that my potted trees placed

outside my house had produced fruit of " exquisite flavour and
colour." Now, exquisite is rather a hyperbolical adjective,

and I am afraid I have no defence for that word exquisite

such a year as this. Let me make a clean breast of it— I havo
actually appealed to my better half on this point. I am sure

that, if within the latitude of her conscience, she would bravely
take my part; but she has pronounced her verdict adverse to

my cause, and has decided in her court, from which there is

no appeal, that the fruit in question was not exquisite in
flavour, whatever it might be iu colour, and that to tell me the
truth she had considered it desirable to add a little sugar.
" Sugar !

" said I, aghast at her words, " Then what am I to

say by way of a rejoinder to ' S. B. ?' " " Say,"' she replied,

"say the naked truth, that you have fallen into a little ex-

aggeration, and that you would have been nearer the mark had
you simply stated that you had gathered ripe fruit of better

flavour than might have been expected considering the un-
favourableness of the season." It is plain to me, therefore,

that the use of that infelicitous superlative word " exquisite,"

has laid me on my back, and I congratulate your correspondent
" S. B.," upon his discrimination in taking that epithet cum
prano salis, and I beg that he will not punch me while I am
down, and when I cry pecc
In reply to his other broadsides, however, with whieri he

thinks he has raked me fore and aft, I do not intend to strike

my flag so easily ; so here goes shot for Bhot.

1st. It is his palaver, not mine, about Vine roots thriving

among faggots and old wood. The faggots were merely placed

at the bottom of the pit to serve as a bush-drain, and that the
Vine roots do flourish as a matter of fact in the deep mould
placed above the drainage, must be patent to the senses of all

who can appreciate luxuriant Vines and splendid bunches of

Grapes. I enclose you one leaf to convince you that what I

say is not all rhodomontade.*
2udly. I beg to reiterate the fact, for which my word must

suffice, that my Muscat Grapes did ripen last year in my
orchard-house without artificial heat. Whether they will do so

this exceptional season of course I cannot tell, but judging
from the present appearance of the bunches. I do not despair.

3rdly. I am obliged to your correspondent for his gratuitcus

affirmation, that "my Vine-clad rafters produce no shade
which is detrimental to the Peaches beneath them." I am n< t

so unwise as to suppose that the shade caused by the Vine
leaves is unobjectionable, but I find that by spurring-in tho

Vines as closely as possible, and placing the potted trees

beneath the glass, and not just under the rafters, and somo
little distance apart, the harm done is not very appreciable.

•tthly. Allow me to say, that when 1 called my trees " para-
gons of perfection," I alluded chiefly to their healthy appear-

* The leaf is very large aud healthy.

—

Eds.
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ance, their bright green leaves indicating a perfect immunity
from the attacks of red spider, also to their symmetrical
shapes, and not merely to the quality of the fruit, which last,

however, especially the Peaches, were very fine ; and although
they were grown in the same county as that in which Saw-
bridgeworth is situated, they seem to have far surpassed the
vapid produce upon which your correspondent, who lives in
the south of England, is so touchingly pathetic. Perhaps the
use of 18-inch pots has given me an advantage over him, and
I find that by giving the trees in these a good mulching, and
renewing it when necessary, the roots are tempted to the
surface, and I am thus freed from the necessity of -lifting the
tiees, which in such heavy pots would be no easy matter. And
now, being just about to start for the seaside, where I still pro-
pose to view everything en couleur de rose, even the hyper-
critical and exacting " S. B.," should I have the good fortune
to fall in with him, I must bid adieu to this controversy. One
word, however, lefore I'm off.

There can be no doubt that the present has been an unfavour-
able season for the ripening of fruit. Even those samples of

Peaches which were sent for competition to the Crystal Palace
Show were observed to be inferior to those usually exhibited
there ; and when I ventured to speak of my success in orchard-
house culture to your readers I by no means meant to imply
that I alone was exempt from that insuperable drawback of

cloudy weather, from which all cultivators must have suffered
more or less this diastrous year ; but I considered that, if in
spite of this obstacle I had managed to grow Peaches, if not
as exquisite in flavour as under brighter auspices, yet upon
the whole very good, measuring, some of those under glass

9J inches in circumference, and outside the house 8{ inches,
I was fairly entitled to recount, for the encouragement of
others, the results of my experience.—A Constant Readeb.

from very tender Asparagus. When boiled they were of a
beautiful bright green colour, and the only fault we found was
that there was not enough gathered. I intend, if spared, to
grow them more extensively next season, but in the open
ground.
How can we differ so widely ? it may be asked. I rather

fancy that your correspondent has not used them sufficiently
young, and I do not think it is fair to taste a vegetable meant
for eating in a particular way without the usual accompani-
ments. Would Asparagus or Sea-kale be the same things with-
out the melted butter ? or Lettuce quite so good without the
vinegar and oil ? Therefore let not your correspondent hastily
condemn, but try once more, and I believe he will find this new
Radish a welcome addition to our vegetables.—D., Deal.

LAXTON'S PROLIFIC EAELY LONGPOD PEA.
After an absence from home of more than a fortnight I find

my letter of inquiry respecting Laxton's Pea has called forth
numerous other letters, the authors of which have evidently
written in haste or at least without thought as to what they
were writing about ; for if they will take the trouble of referring
to my letter they will rind that I did not condemn the Pea,
but merely inquired which of the three pods sent I was to con-
sider Laxton's, and I will leave it for you to say whether or not
there was a marked difference in them. Passing over the other
writers, I will only reply in part to Messrs. Laxton and Carter
and Co. First to Mr. Laxton, I would say he has mistaken my
letter, thinking that I condemn his Pea, which is not the case

;

and I am perfectly aware that Peas in the dry state differ

very considerably in appearance, as in Dickson's Favourite,
Champion of Paris, See., but more especially in the wrinkled
kinds, as Ne Plus Ultra, but they do not show that difference
in the growth or produce in the green state ; and, lastly, I did
not say that his Pea was advertised as the best Pea in cultiva-

tion. To Messrs. Carter & Co. I would say I am what I sign
myself, " an Amateur," and that I have been able to inspect
the Peas daily from sowing to gathering, and should feel

obliged if they would say why I had three such distinct kinds
if others had not ; for distinct they were, one growing 2 feet
high, another 3 feet, and Laxton's upwards of 4 feet ; and,
further, I beg to say that their published illustration is both
incorrect aud unnatural—incorrect, inasmuch as Laxton's Pea
(with me) has not produced two pods on one stem, and un-
natural as to the representation both of the Peas in the pod
and the pods on the haulm.

—

An Amateue.

raphanus caudatus.
My experience of this new vegetable entirely differs from that

of your correspondent at Malvern Well.-, and I rather imagine
there must be something wrong in his treatment and manage-
ment. I had four seeds early in the year, aud sowed them in

pots. From these I gathered seed again, and sowed some in the
open ground, and my judgment of it is this—that as a vegetable
uncooked it does very well to mix with salad ; but that I should
not grow it for that purpose, but as a cooked vegetable I consider
it a great delicacy. I gathered the pods when about 9 inches
or a foot long, and directed the cook to treat them as she would
Asparagus. They were accordingly served up on toast, with
some melted butter to eat with them ; and I feel convinced that

few persons would have been able to have distinguished them

IVY ON TREES.
Will you state your opinion as to the benefit or disadvan-

tage of cutting off the Ivy from trees on which it has attained
a very considerable growth ? I have several large Oaks, Ashes,
and Pines, on which, from neglect, the Ivy has fastened
strongly, having enveloped many of them to the very top, and
become as thick as a man's arm at the root. I cut some of

the Ivy a year ago at the root, and it is now hanging brown
and lifeless, and dropping off by degrees, but the trees look

much more unhealthy than those on which it has been left

undisturbed, and I fear to kill them by removing it. Your
advice as to this, aud also time and method, will much oblige

—J. S. L.

[We have several times had trees in the condition you speak
of, aud found them much relieved by the Ivy being cut away.
Perhaps, however, the benefit was not always perceptible in the

first year, but it certainly became so. We did exactly as you
have done, cut the Ivy at the root and allowed it to remain on
the tree until it dropped off by decay, a process which on one
occasion we believe took eight years or more ; but the tree, an
Oak, looks much better now than it did while the Ivy was on
it, and several others less encumbered have shown similar

good results from being relieved of so tenacious a parasite.

Care, should, however, be taken in cutting the Ivy, not to cut

through the bark of the permanent tree also. When the Ivy

is as large as you describe, a hand-saw is a very good tool for the

purpose. We prefer letting the dead Ivy remain on the tree,

as it then drops away by degrees, rather than suddenly strip-

ping the tree of a clothing which, though hurtful to it, has

no doubt rendered the bark more accessible to the influences

of atmospheric changes, and when once it is dead the tightness

of its grasp is relaxed, and the tree throws it off when the

proper time comes. We have seen several trees strangled

with Ivy, and which have died after, of course, a struggle of

greater or less duration. It is, however, quite possible that in

the very last stage of a tree's struggle for life, it may not

benefit by the relief given, as it may be too far gone. If your

trees are not so, we think you may safely cut away all the Ivy

and await the result with a certainty that most, if not all of

them, will be in a healthy condition half a dozen years hence,

and probably before that time, unless adverse seasons or treat-

ment intervene.]

ROSES.
Mr. Kent has kindly reminded me of "omissions" and

" insertions." With regard to " omissions," he reminds me
of that excellent Rose John Hopper, of which I have twenty-five

tine plants, and Beauty of Waltham. He is quite right. I

see John Hopper in the copy of the article.

Please to add these to my list—John Hopper, Beauty of

Waltham, Mrs. W. Paul, Madame C. Wood, Gloire de Vitry,

Empereur de Maroc. For deep loams only and protected

situations I recommend Louise Teyronny, Madame Vidot, and

Madame Rivers. The last two have not yet been beaten in

their line of colour. I have put down Alba Mutabilis as a

Tea Rose instead of a Hybrid Perpetual. Both Rosea Alba

and Alba Mutabilis at the International Exhibition looked so

like Madame Bravy that I supposed them to be Teas. Mr.

Kent objects further to the omission of General Jacqueminot

and Mdlle. Bonnaire. The former is superseded by many fine

crimson Roses that are full to their centres ; the latter is very

beautiful, but a bad grower. The General may be retained for

ornament.
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As regards " insertions," Mr. Kent objects to Somr des

Angus. I have not seen tho blooms of it tbis season ; but last

year eighteen plants of it bloomed constantly, producing most
perfect and beautiful blooms, which justified M. YerschalTelt's

assertion that it would " inspire the poets."

I have just finished the Herculean task of romoving from
Rushton all my open-ground plants, about a thousand, some of

which are 8 foot high, and most of them •! feet high. The
weather has been capital. I began their removal on the 22nd
of August, and finished on the 12th of September. They look

well. I observed that 80 per cent, of tho Manotti Roses wore
well furnished with own roots. In some cases I have cut

tho Manotti roots away. This justifies what I have always

said—that tho easiest way to get Roses on their own roots,

without loss of time, is to plant Manetti Roses 2 inches over

the collar of the bud. I found some of the Roses tripled, and
some doubled, which afforded me good interest. I observed

further that a Rose's strong own roots deteriorate the deeper

roots of the Manetti ; but that where there wore no own roots,

the Manetti roots, though planted ten years ago, were strong

and good. I have no doubt whatever that Roses generally

prefer their own roots to any stock, but the process is long
;

and, their roots being so close to the surface, require much
winter and summer root protection till they are at least three

years old. The advantages of Manetti-stocked Roses are, they
are quickly established, and bloom abundantly ai once. I have
given away my 120 Briar Roses, budded by myself, as souve-

nirs, retaining only the yellow Tea-scented Noisettes, which do
admirably on their own roots, on the Briar, or on the Manetti.

—W. F. Radclyffe.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
September Inth.

Floral Committee.—The seedling Dahlias constituted the prin-

cipal feature of this meeting ; but, as might be expected, first-class

novelties were not abundant. Form, colour, and perfection in this

flower seem to have arrived at a climax, and some very extraordinary
seedling must make its appearance to claim any special notice, so
many good flowers are in existence. Mr. G. Rawlings, Romford, again
exhibited his very dark maroon seedling John Sladden ; also Aurora,
a blight rose, of good form, and medium size, which was awarded
a second-class certificate. From Mr. Pope, Chelsea, came a seed-
ling Dahlia Mrs. Pope, a light ground, tipped with purple, and
Pope's Gem, a very good deep maroon-shaded Fancy, which received
a first-class certificate ; and from Mr. Burgess, Chelsea, seedling
Dahlia Mrs. Burgess, lilac, edged with purple, which was awarded
a second-class certificate. Mr. Bragg, of Slough, sent six seedling
Dahlias, of which the Hon. Mrs. Gerald Wellesley, light ground,
tipped with purple, received a second-class certificate ; the others

—

viz., Commodore, Warrior, Fair Lady, Goldbeater, were not noticed.
Mr. Crnikshanks, gardener to W. Jones Loyd, Esq., exhibited a
lilac-striped Verbena, called Lady of Laugleybuvy, a sport from
Pnrple King, and which, having all the good qualities of the original,

was awarded a first-class certificate ; Mr. Collier, Bethnal Green,
seedling Dahlia Salmon King; and Mr. G. Marsh, gardener to W.
S. Shove, Esq., Lewisham, seedling Zonale Pelargoniums Miss
Beatrice Shove and Mr. Bass. Mr. Bragg contributed a collection
of Dahlias, and Mr. Standish a collection of seedling Aucubas. The
la-tter were very interesting to the meeting, for, as Mr. Standish had the
honour of exhibiting the first Aucuba in fruit in England, so has he
on this occasion exhibited the first interesting collection of seedling
Aucubas, and for them a special certificate was awarded. Messrs.
Barr & Sugden exhibited a box of Alternanthera spathulata rosea in
a dense mass. We are sorry to say we cannot observe any use or
merit, either for decoration or other useful qualities, in this plant,
although by some it is much appreciated. Mr. G. Ward, gardener to
A. D. Barrington, Esq., sent a cut spike of Oncidium cruentum, and
from the Society's gardens came a collection of Orchids, consisting
chiefly of Odontoglossuni grande ; a special certificate was awarded
fortius collection. Mr. Mann. Brentwood, sent several seedling plants,
among them Tropieoluin Minimum, but in the state in which it was
exhibited it was useless, there being so many better. Mr. Mann also
exhibited several seedling Tricolor Pelargoniums, some of them of
great promise, but not sntficicntly growu to enable the Committee to
judge of their merits. Beauty of Brentwood appeared to" be a first-class
plant and very promising ; when shown again it will doubtless take its

stand. Amongst the others were Octavia, a plain-leaved Zonale of no
merit ; Phidias, another of the tricolor section, with flowers like Harka-
way; Ariel, Philemon, Penelope, and Proeea, all similar and not equal
to other well-known lands. Mr. Anderson, gardener to T. Dawson, Esq.,
Meadow Bant, reo ived a special certificate fora superb spike of Odon-
togbssum grande, the finest spike of this Orchid ever seen. Had the
plant been sent with the spike growing, it would most probably have
received the Society's Lindley medal, so highly appreciated was the
magnificence of the spike of flowers. Mr. C. Turner had a second-class

certificate- for seedling Dahlias Flambeau, yellow ground, dark ruby
tips ; Valentino, shaded lilac ; and Lord Lyon, dark plum or purple

;

he likewise sent Peeress and Starlight. All of these were very good
flowers, but showing no progresfl on fl hut we already possess. Mr. Eek-
ford, gardener to the Earl of Radnor, Coleshill, exhibited seedling

Dahlias Miss Rush, Lady Jane Ellice, and Mr. Bouverie ; also, thrco

seedling Verbenas, but not new or distinct—Lady Mary Wilde, a very

pretty variety, white ground with rosy circle (nitre.
trood ; Matilda,

and Mrs. Laing. Mr. Eckford's specimen of Saccolabium Blumei
was justly awarded a special certificate. Mr. Wheeler, Warminster,
sent a box of Dahlias, whieh came late and in very bad condition-

Vanguard, a deep maroon, large, rather flat flower, was awarded a
second-class certificate. The others were much damaged in travelling.

Messrs. Stuart & Mein, of Kelso, also sent a collection of seedling

Hollyhocks, some of them very fine flowers. John Downie, a dark
yet bright rosy carmine flower, was awarded a second-class certificate.

Among others we noticed Neatness and Martin Hunter. In a more
favourable season these would have been fine specimens. Several

plants of Scarlet Pelargoniums and Petunias were sent from Chiswick
in good condition.

Fruit Committee.—Mr. Jones, gardener to Lord Leconfield, Pet-

worth, exhibited a seedling Plum grown on a west wall, and which,
being of remarkably fine flavour, would have had a first-class certifi-

cate had tho Committee been certain that it was perfectly distinct

;

but in the absence of fruit for comparison, the award was deferred.

Mr. Whiting, gardener to Mrs. Hope, the Deepdene, Dorking, sent

Belgian Purple Plum, a valuable land for cooking, and a Peach to

name ; and Mr. Sifkiu, Snarcsbrook, a yellow Peach grown on a
standard in the open air, and as such of good flavour, but not superior

to other yellow kinds. From Mr. Cruikshanks, gardener to W. Jones
Loyd, Esq., came a dish of the Basset Apple, a solid kiud for kitchen

use, and from the Society's garden at Chiswick, came several dishes of

Grapes. Messrs. Cutbush, of Highgate, contributed a number of spe-

cimens of the Nuneham Park Onion grown at Nuneham Park, Ox-
fordshire; at Trent Park, Barnet ; Aylesford, Kent; Muswell Hill,

Hampstead, and Highgate, contrasted with the White Spanish grown
at the same places, to disprove the identity of the two varieties ; but

although the difference as regards size was very considerable, the

Committee did not see sufficient grounds for altering the decision at

which they arrived at their last meeting. For the purpose of com-
parison, Mr. Whiting promised to send specimens of the White
Spanish grown at the Deepdene. Messrs. Wrench & Sons, of London
Bridge, also sent several kinds of Onions, of which two called St.

Ann and St. George were favourably noticed, also a good stock of

the Early York Cabbage. Lastly, from Messrs. Veiteh came three

kinds of Savoy—namely, the Yellow Drumhead, a large variety

;

Dwarf Green Curled, excellent for general purposes ; and the Early

Ulm, a sort still too little known and cultivated, and which, besides

being tender and of excellent flavour even when untouched by frost,

occupies little room, and is, therefore, well adapted for small gardens.

Fortnightly Meeting.—S. Rucker, Esq., in the chair. After the

usual announcement of awards, the Rev. Joshua Dix said it was his

painful duty to announce the loss of one of the best supporters of the

Society—J. J. Blandy, Esq., aud asked the members present to pass a
vote expressive of their regret. This having been done, Mr. Wilson
directed attention to an error in the dates of the October Tuesday-

meetings, as given on the cover of the Society's Almanack, but which
does not exist in the body, the dates stated—namely, October 2nd and
10th, being correct.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF
IRELAND.

On the 13th inst. tho Finance Committee paid the prizes of the

season, amounting to about £600. In additiou to the ordinary prizes,

the Society's silver medal was presented to the following competitors :

—

To Mr. William M'Neill, head gardener to the Chief Secretary (Right

Hon. Lord Naas, M.P.), Phoenix Park, he having obtained the greatest

number of first prizes in the plant section ; to Messrs. Campbell,

Churchill Nurseries, Glasnevin, they having obtained tho greatest

number of first prizes for florists' flowers ; to Mr. David James, head
gardener to his Grace the Duke of Leinster, Carton, Maynooth, having

obtained the greatest number of first prizes for fruits ; and to Mr.
James Lane, Sybil Hill Gardens, Raheny, having taken the greatest

number for vegetables at the exhibitions of the year. The silver

medal was also presented to Gilbert Gallagher, tenant of W. B. Brown-
rigg, Esq., Moor Hill, Co. Kildare, he having obtained the greatest

number of prizes in the Artisans' and Cottagers' Class ; and the bronze

medal to Mr. James Bethell, Rockbrook, Co. Dublin, tenant of Mrs.

White, of Killakee, he being the next successful competitor.

In addition to these, two silver medals were presi aU d to Mr. Roberts,

head gardener to the Hon. Major Bury, D.L., Charleville 1

Tullamore, for the magnificent examples of first-class Grape-growing

exhibited by him at the late autumn Show. The bronze medal was

presented to Mr. Mason, gardener to Colonel Taylor, M.P., Ardgillan

Castle, Balbriggan, ho having been next in merit for White Grapes on

that occasion.
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SECOND CROP OF FIGS RIPENING ON
STANDARDS IN THE OPEN AIR.

I have to-day (Sept. [14th), gathered from a small standard

tree four ripe autumn Figs, and at least a dozen more are

colouring upon that and other trees. The Figs are not more
than half the size of the spring Figs—that is, they are as long,

hut have not swelled, and this seems to be the only difference

between them and the spring crop. I have many dozens as

large, but not yet showing any tendency to colour, except at

the eyes. At the end of last winter I had about nine dozen of

last autumn's Figs on my trees, all of which looked very pro-

mising, and most of them would probably have ripened but for

the unfavourable spring, and in particular the heavy easterly

winds, which destroyed them all. If we have a fair allowance

of sun during the next month or six weeks, I shall hope to

have many more fit to gather. Small as those I have referred

to are, they are as large as Figs from Nice, for which I have
been asked 2'<7. each in the Paris markets in August.-—H.,
Vcntnor.

A BLUE BEDDING GERANIUM.
Mr. Robson's suggestions at page 205 of the present volume,

may induce some of your readers to seek for the philosopher's

stone amongst bedding plants, in the shape of a blue Gera-
nium, and I should be sorry to cool the enthusiasm of any
zealous hybridist who may have that object in view ; but, as I

believe, records of failures are not unusually stepping-stones

to success, and although my non-success in attempting to

cross bedding Pelargoniums with Geranium pratense may not
help to put other enthusiasts in the right road to gain their

point, it may tend to keep them from going in a wrong track.

In the years 1857 and 18S8 I endeavoured to fertilise Pelar-

goniums Boule de Neige, Queen, Kingsbury Pet, and Prince of

Orange with the pollen of Geranium pratense. I repeated the
experiment several times and under different circumstances,
but succeeded only in obtaining two or three seeds which pro-
duced plants bearing no resemblance whatever to pratense

;

these seeds were doubtless the result of pollen from some of

the bedding varieties having accidentally gained access to the
flowers experimented on. I also tried to cross-fertilise the
flowers of a potted plant of G. pratense with some of the
bedding Pelargoniums, but did not succeed in obtaining a
single seed. I made similar futile attempts with the spotted
(show) varieties. I do not recollect ever having tried Geranium
sylvaticmn, but I endeavoured on one occasion to intercross

both the bedding and spotted Pelargoniums with Geranium
Robertianum, and the results, I regret to say, only added to

my long list of failures.

I think, therefore, your readers will do well to look in another
direction for a blue bedder, for although I tried these experi-
ments eight or nine years ago, further experience and con-
sideration satisfy me that it will be utterly useless to expect a
cross between these varieties, or, as I ought, perhaps, rather to

say, a hybrid between the bedding and show varieties of Pelar-
goniums and the indigenous Geraniums.

—

Thomas Laxton.

FRUITING-HOUSE SLIGHTLY HEATED-
DOUBLE GLAZING.

I am about to build a small fruiting-house 20 feet long by 9J
in the clear. The ground will have to be excavated to the
depth of 2 feet. The back wall will be 10 feet high, a brick
and a half thick ; the front 5 feet high, 3 feet brick and 2 feet

glass for ventilation ; rafters, 12 feet ; ventilators in the back
wall. I intend to pave the whole inside to keep out the rats,

as there is a brook just by, and they are very numerous.
I do njt particularly want the house, as I have a small green-

house, the flue of which runs into the kitchen chimney and
causes it to smoke, so that I must alter the flue by carrying it

into the garden, and making a chimney for it in that situation
;

and the idea struck me that I would cover in this space by
building a small house over it, and have sufficient heat in the
winter from the greenhouse tire for bedding Geraniums, fruit

trees, or early vegetables. Do you think I do right by paving
the whole of the bottom ? I intend having a door at each end
for ventilation, a path along the middle 2j feet wide, the flue

on one side of the path, with brick-on-edge work on it to bring
it up to a level with the front wall—namely, 3 feet. On the

other side of the path there will also be a wall of brick 3 feet
in height, so that a person walking along will have on either
side of him brickwork a yard high. The spaces between the
front wall and back wall to the brickwork at the sides of the
path will leave a bed on each side of about 2 J feet wide, the front
one for seeds or plants, the back one for fruit trees against the
wall and trees in pots. In the bed next the flue I purpose plac-
ing large draining-pipes with their open ends against the flue,

so as to carry the heat under the bed, putting rubble on the top,
and then the mould ; the other bed to be filled with rubble and
mould.
The most difficult part, however, which I have to contend

with is the double glazing of the roof. In a late Number of
the Journal a gentleman attempted to explain the modus oper-
andi, but I do not understand it, nor does my carpenter.
Perhaps you would be kind enough to explain it to me. My
greenhouse is covered with rough plate ; would that do as well
for an orchard-house with single glazing ? Is the angle right
for an orchard-house—10 feet high at back and 5 feet in front ?

—F. T.

[A flue taken from a greenhouse into a kitchen chimney will

be apt to make the chimney smoke if the kitchen fire be not
kept constantly in use, and if the flue do not enter the chim-
ney some 8 or 10 feet from the fireplace. We see no objection
to the paving of the bottom of the house, provided you have
enough soil above for the trees against the back wall as well as
in pots. For such a cool house slightly heated we should have
preferred the flue in the middle of the house, and forming
part of the path. If this could not be done we would have the
side of the flue as part of the three-feet wall that keeps the bed
from the pathway. With this done, the tiles yon speak of con-

nected with the side of the flue, and the rough rubble beneath
the bed, your front bed will be very useful for raising seeds,

early vegetables, Sec, whilst the back unheated bed would be
cooler for the roots of the trees.

We perceive no reason why for such a cool house you should
think of double glazing at all. The double glass is chiefly

useful where a regular and high temperature is wanted. In
practice, though more expensive, it is well to have the outer
roof moveable. The plan to which you refer, we presume is

that of Mr. Dawson at page 46, extracted from the " Scottish

Gardener." We are not surprised that you do not quite under-
stand the description, as on first reading it we did not under-
stand it ourselves, and it would be well if Mr. Dawson were to

explain more fully his plan of making the rafter. Meanwhile,
we think the altering of one word in the last line of the first

column will help, with a little explanation, to make all clear to

you. That word is " wide." We would change it to 1J inch
" deep." Then, supposing that for a 20-feet length of rafter

Mr. Dawson has wood cut out the right length, 54 inches deep,

and 31 inches wide, these pieces he cuts down into two rafters

weather-board fashion, so that each when cut, and allowing for

working, will be nearly the above 5J inches deep, 2j inches wide
at the top, and half an inch wide at the bottom. Of course

these rafters must be so fixed back and front on the roof, that

the middle of the half-inch width at bottom may be in the same
vertical line as the middle of the 2} -inch width at top. Thus
we have the size of the rafter 5 1 inches deep, 2.4 inches wide at

top. and half an inch wide, at bottom, but no rebates for the
glass. Well, then, for the inner rebates for inner glass, measure
3 inches down from the top of the rafter, and
fix on each side pieces of wood 1J inch deep,

t
I if

not wide, and half an inch wide at top, and
tapering to nothing at the lower end, this half

inch acting as a rebate for the inner glass.

Then for the outer glass, fix on the centre of the

top of the rafter slips of wood three-quarters of -*-~\\

an inch deep and 14 inch wide, and this leaves

half an inch on each side for the top rebates

for receiving the glass. We are doubtful if i, i, Rebates

such rafters without support would be strong naUedon.^

enough for double glass, bat on that we are not called to decide.

The angle of your house will do, but the roof will be rather

flat. Rough plate glass would do for the roof; and for a

12-feet rafter, if you give up the idea of a double roof, you

could not do better than choose 12-feet battens, 3 inches thick

and 8 or 9 inches wide, which, cut twice on the square, will

give you rafters nearly li inch wide, and nearly 4 or 44. inches

deep. Tack on the top of (he rafter a piece three-quarters of

an inch square, and you will have rebates on each side—that

is, if you do not have rebates cut at once. Mr. Dawson'S-

rafters will look neater inside.]
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NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
After the sitting of tlio Emit and Floral Committees of

the Royal Horticultural Society on Tuesday last, the 18th

inst., a general and joint Committee (Fruit and Floral), was
formod to consider the possibility and advantage of a turoo-

days continued exhibition for 1807. The Council propose one

continued meeting from Tuesday till Saturday, instead of three

groat exhibitions on threo distinct days. The suggestion was
favourably received, and will bo finally discussed at the next

Committee meeting—viz., on the 2nd of October, when all

parties interested are most earnestly requested to attend. We
aro sure that they will lend a helping hand, and, therefore, we
may expect that exhibitors, both amateur and professional,

will make a point of attending tho meeting, which will be held

after the business of the Fruit and Floral Committees has

boon finished.

We remember a Grouse-shooting party resident for many
days on a Scotch moor, the nearest village to which was twelve

miles distant. In the midst of that highland waste dwelt a

man, his wife, and bairns. Those " many days " were real

days of freedom—no letters, no morning callers came there.

This was delightful whilst health, that merry fellow, was
present ; but when he slipped away and sickness, sorrowful

beldame, took his place, what then ? This was thought, and
the Highlander's " bounie wee wife," was asked what she did

when that happened, and she revealed all her knowledge of

"simples." Most of these, unfortunately are forgotten, but it

is remembered that she used the juice of Buckthorn berries

(Rhamnus catharticus), as a purgative, and applied the common
Cinquefoil (Potentilla reptans), to bruises, wounds, and inter-

nally for " shivering fits." All this was recalled to memory
by reading the excellent address of the President of the Phar-
maceutical Society, Professor Bentley, at the recent Conference
held at Nottingham. The following are only a few extracts :

—

" A knowledge of the general properties of the various na-
tural orders of plants, will give us a clue in the search for new
remedies ; for it is very probable that in a country like our
own, which, as we have just seen, contains so many important
plants growing in a wild state, may also yield many others the
properties of which are as yet unknown ; and even should such
not be the case, it will, doubtless, direct more attention to the

properties of our native plants, some of which are but too little

appreciated at the present day, so that, in the event of war or

any other cause which may occasion a deficiency or withdrawal
of any of our important remedies now obtained from abroad,

we might find substitutes at home. I must content myself with
one illustration of the importance of keeping up a knowledge
of the properties of the plants of this country. This is afforded

us by the Aspidium or Nephrodium Filix-mas, the male Fern,
one of the commonest plauts of this country. The root, or

more properly the rhizome, of this plant had been reputed for

ages to possess powerful anthelmintic properties, but in con-

sequence of the common use of medicines of like properties ob-

tained from abroad, its virtues were almost lost sight of until

lately, when in consequence of the introduction from Abyssinia
of Kousso, a substance reputed to possess most powerful vermi-
fuge properties, attention was again directed to it, and it was
introduced into the 'British Pharmacopoeia;' andl believe most
persons will agree with me that its reputation is now established
as the most valuable and certain anthelmintic in that volume.
Besides this, there are without doubt many other indigenous
plants which are not at present officinal, or which are but very
little employed, or whose properties are altogether unknown,
which would be available, and would have their reputation
established as important remedial agents should any necessity
for their employment arise.
" Thus, in the first place, we may take as illustrations the

natural orders Malvacese and Gentianacea;. The plants of the
former order are generally characterised by mucilaginous and
demulcent properties, and these are prominently manifested in
our indigenous Althiea officinalis, and Malva sylvestris, both of

which were, until the publication of the ' British-Pharmacopceia,'
officinal in this country ; and why the former, certainly one of
the best emollient and demulcent medicines known, should
have been omitted from that volume, I am at a loss to con-
ceive, for nothing has been introduced in its place which will

altogether replace it. Again, the plants of the Gentianacere
are all more or less bitter, and possess stomachic and tonic
properties ; and as we have many common plants indigenous to
this country belonging to that order, they might be employed,
if necessary, as substitutes for the officinal Gentian and Chi-

retta, which are of foreign origin ; as, for instance, the Meny-
anthes trifoliata, Erythnra contaurium, Cblora perfoliata,
( iemiana campestris, and other species of Gentiana, &c. In-
deed, the two former plants wero included in the last ' Edin-
burgh Pharmacopoeia,' but they were but littlo used, their pro-
perties being comparatively unknown, owing principally to tho
common use of the readily obtainable Gentian ; nevertheless
they both possess, particularly the former, well-marked sto-
machic and tonic properties, and aro probably equally effi-

cacious as the Ophelia chirata, now introduced into the British
Pharmacopieia.

" Then, again, amongst our indigenous plants, we have many
with well-marked purgative and astringent properties. Thus,
amongst those of a purgative nature we may mention tho
Linmn catharticum, Rhamnus catharticus, Euphorbia lathyris,
Helleborus fcatidus, and Helleborus viridis. Some of these
might be frequently substituted with advantage for drugs of
similar properties derived from foreign plants. Of astringent
plants we have a great many growing wild in this country, two
of which are especially valuable—namely, the Potentilla tor-
mentilla, and the Polygonum bistorta. With regard to the
former, Dr. Christison has justly remarked that ' it is equally
applicable with catechu, kino, and other astringents of foreign
origin in tho treatment of chronic dysentery and other chrome
mucous discharges.'

" Another indigenous plant, of much value, is the Acorus
calamus. This is abundant in the marshes and by the sides of
rivers in some parts of this country. Many pharmacologists
have borne ample testimony to the value of its rhizome in me-
dicine, as a stimulant excitant, and mild aromatic tonie, and as
a remedy in intermittent fevers ; but it is scarcely or ever em-
ployed at the present time, though, as stated by Pereira, " it

might be frequently substituted, with good effect, for the more
costly Oriental aromatics." Again, as is well known, we can
obtain from the bark of various species of Salix and Populus,
the alkaloid salicine which has been found to possess well-
marked tonic, and to some extent anti-periodic properties, and
which has consequently been tried as a substitute for the alka-
loids quinia and ciuehonia. Some few years ago, in conse-
quence of an anticipated scarcity in our supplies of cinchona
barks, much attention was directed to salicine ; and, although,
in consequence of the successful cultivation of Cinchonas in
India, no deficiency of barks is now likely to occur, it is right
that we should not lose sight altogether of any substance which
is calculated even in the slightest degree to act as a substitute
for the valuable alkaloids obtainable from those barks. Again,
the Arum maculatum, so abundant in our hedges, &c, would
yield us, if required, abundance of starch, which might be em-
ployed as a substitute for sago, and the various kinds of arrow-
root now derived from abroad. The above are but a few of our in-
digenous plants which have been found to possess well-marked
medicinal properties ; if time allowed, I might refer to a host of
others, as the Chelidonium majus, Cochlearia officinalis, Sa-
ponaria officinalis. Viola odorata, Agrirnonia eupatoria, Bryonia
dioica, Archangelica officinalis, Daucus carota, Galium aparine,
Cotyledon umbilicus, Inula helenium, Artemisia absinthium,
Achillea millefolium, Lactuca virosa, Cyclamen hederafolium,
Borago officinalis, Melissa officinalis, Marrubium vulgare, Gra-
tiola officinalis, Chenopodiumolidum, Asarurn europaeum, Aris-
tolochia clematitis, &c. ; but they will be sufficient as illrK*

trations of the importance of a knowledge of botany to pharma-
ceutists resident in this country."
The Professor then proceeded to remark upon the impor-

tance of a knowledge of the physiology and chemistry of plants,
from which we must make one interesting extract.

" A knowledge of the influence of solar light upon the process
of assimilation shows us why plants, or parts of plants, when
grown in the dark become blanched, and generally deficient in
products and secretions ; and the same fact explains why the
secretions of plants are less perfectly or more sparingly formed
in cold, dull summers, than in light, sunny ones, and the con-
sequent greater activity of medicinal plants in the latter seasons.
The same cause also explains why plants of warmer regions
than our own are commonly remarkable for the more powerful
nature of their secretions ; and also the reason why such
plants when transported to this country and placed in our hot-
houses can never be made, in consequence, principally, of the
diminished intensity of light to which they are then exposed,
to form their peculiar secretions. We see, also, the cause why
such plants as Celery, Endive, Sea-kale, &c, which, when
grown under natural conditions, are rank and unwholesome
from the formation of their peculiar secretions, become, when
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cultivated under diminished light, or in darkness, useful vege-
tables.

" All the above tacts are of great interest, as they have an
important bearing upon the growth of plants and fruits for the
table, as well as in a medicinal and economic point of view. At
present, however, much remains to be discovered before we can
be said to have anything like a satisfactory explanation of the
causes which influence the formation of the secretions of plants

;

for it is found that the same plants when grown in different

parts of Great Britain, where the climatal differences are not
strikingly at variance, or even at the distance of a few miles,

or in some cases a few yards, frequently vary much as regards
the nature and activity of their peculiar secretions. A striking

illustration of this fact is mentioned by Dr. Christison, who
found that some Umbelliferous plants, as Cicuta virosa ("Water

Hemlock), and CEnanthe crocata (Hemlock Water Dropwort),
which are poisonous in most-districts of England, were inno-
cuous when grown near Edinburgh. The causes which lead to

such differences are at present obscure, but the varying con-
ditions of soil, moisture, and exposure to air under which such
plants are grown, have, doubtless, an important influence upon
their secretions. In a pharmaceutical point of view, so far as

the active properties of the various medicinal preparations
obtained from plants are concerned, this modification in the
secretions of plants by such causes is of much interest, and
would amply repay investigation, for it cannot be doubted but
that each plant will only form its proper secretions when grown
under those circumstances which are natural to it, and that,

consequently any change from such conditions will modify in a
corresponding degree the properties of the plant. I cannot
but believe that here we have an explanation, to some extent at

least, of the cause of the varying strength of medicinal pre-
parations obtained from plants grown in different parts of this

country, or in different soils, &c."
The surplus bedding plants of the public parks and of

Kew Gardens are to be distributed among the poorer inhabi-
tants of London. If the clergy, school committees, and others
interested in such a distribution will apply to the Superinten-
dent of the park nearest to their respective parishes, or to the
Director of the Royal Gardens, Kew, they will be informed of
the number of plants which can be allotted to each applicant,
and when and where they can be received.

WORK FOR THE "WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

As soon as the portion of land intended for trenching be-

comes vacant let that operation be set about. Stiff, tenacious

soils had better be ridged, so that a large surface may be ex-

posed to the action of the weather. Artichokes (Globe), cut

off the stems as fast as the heads are used. Cabbage, see that

the ground is in readiness for transplanting the winter Cab-

bage. Remove all dead and decaying leaves from the Erassica

tribe in general to some ground under the process of trenching,

and keep the earth well stirred about the plants. Endive,

plant some of the latest, also hardy Lettuce, in a sheltered

corner where the plants can be covered in severe weather with

fern, dry litter, or mats. Spinach, pay attention to thinning
;

that to stand the winter may be thinned to 6 inches apart.

Tomatoes, train and stop, and thin the laterals, but avoid strip-

ping off too many leaves.

FKUIT GARDEN.
Let no further delay take place if Strawberry planting has

been previously neglected. Old beds intended to be left for

another season should have the runners and rubbish cleared

from them, and be well dressed with rich decomposed manure

;

but do not mow off the leaves. The Prolific Hautbois planted

now 6 inches apart on well-manured beds will succeed well.

Apples and Pears will now require constant watching to catch

the favourable time for gathering, which must be as soon as

they can be detached from the shoot easily without using force.

Those intended for long keeping must be used very carefully,

carried in small quantities to the fruit-room, and laid upon
the shelves. The plan of laying them in heaps to sweat, as

it is called, will uot answer for such as are required to be kept

long, as it hastens the ripening process too much, and as a

necessary consequence decay will sooner ensue. Keep a look

out for tomtits, which are apt to spoil some of the best Pears

just at this time. As soon as the last Peach is gathered, those

trees which have become infested with the red spider should

have a liberal application of sulphur. Uncover Currants, if

matted, occasionally during fine days.

FLOWEB GARDEN.
If previous directions have been attended to, the propagation

of next season's bedding stock will by this time be well ad-
vanced, and where from the pressure of other work, or from
various causes, this is not the case, every possible dispatch
must be used while the weather is favourable for such work.
Where cuttings of Verbenas and similar plants have yet to be
put in, they should be inserted rather thinly in deep pans or
shallow pots in which they can be wintered, as they will become
established sooner in this way than would be the case if they
were to be potted off before winter. We have frequently
found that late cuttings managed in this way have wintered
fully as well as stronger plants, and except in the case of plants
to furnish cuttings in spring, it is immaterial how small bed-
ding plants are before winter, provided they are well rooted
without having been grown in a close warm atmosphere, which
renders them sappy and tender. Many persons through anxiety
to secure large plants, keep bedding-out stock close and moist
until late in the autumn, and frequently in frames on dung-beds
where size is soon obtaiued, but plants treated in this way are
necessarily so soft and tender that it is almost impossible to
carry them through the winter without serious loss. Therefore,
avoid keeping such plants too warm after this season, and if

they are placed in bottom heat give air at night and whenever
it can be done without the cuttings flagging, so as to prevent
weakly growth. Old plants of Pinks intended to stand over
the winter, for the sake of pipings next year, should be ex-
amined and straggling shoots cut away, reducing them into

a neat and compact form. Offsets of Tulips will be better in
the ground than out.

GREENIIOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.
Proceed with the housing of tender plants. Many amongst

the usual occupants of the conservatory are extremely im-
patient of a low degree of heat. Anything that tends to in-

terrupt the healthy action of the sap is in fact to be avoided.

The advantage of removing them from the influence of the
cold, moist, ungenial weather will be, that this continuous and
desired action will not be checked. Mildew is the frequent
result of cold and damp. Cyclamens will now be in action ; if

requisite they should be shifted. Roses which have been pre-

pared for early blooming should be housed before frosty weather
arrives, and kept at first in a cold frame. If any deficiency

exists in the stock of plants for forcing, healthy young stuff

should be selected (the Perpetuals or Bourbons are best), and
potted. If plunged in a little bottom heat and kept close for a
few weeks they will root and be fit for forcing the same season.

Heliotropes, Scarlet Pelargoniums, &c, should have a light

situation near the glass. The Lachenalia family should now
be brought forth and repotted. Such, on a greenhouse shelf,

will flower in February.
STOVE.

All stove plants which have been removed to the conservatory

or other structures, should now be taken back to their per-

manent stations without delay, both for their own sakes, and
for the sake of the general arrangement in other structures.

Give a most liberal ventilation at this time, not forgetting,

however, to accompany it with much warmth, for the hardening
of growth is not carried out by means of chilling draughts
but by high temperatures, accompanied by a free perspiration

from the leaves of the plants. Much attention must be given

to watering under the above circumstances. The Orchids are

scarcely an exception as to the above atmospheric conditions.

They, too, must be hardened into ripeness iu the pseudo-bulb.

Where newly imported or other plants are growing late, they

will require a slight compromise in this course of treatment.

TITS AND FRAMES.
The whole winter's arrangement as to the disposal of these

structures should be determined on soon, and a regular plan

laid down and progressively acted on according to the order of

the affair. In an ordinary garden it is sometimes a puzzle

with a limited number to apportion them to the purposes re-

quired. The half-hardy plants must have a frame or two.

Some surplus stock belonging to the greenhouse or conserva-

tory, but not quite good enough to be placed there at present,

requires wintering. The Endives to be safe want protection, and
the Cauliflowers and Lettuces want a frame. The Neapolitan

Violets also must be similarly situated, added to which some
early Asparagus must, perhaps, be forced, for which, of course,

a pit or frame must be reserved. Whore there are not suffi-

cient conveniences of this kind, attention should be imme-
diately given to the formation of some turf-pits. They should
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be excavated to the depth of 1h inches, and drained so that no
water can enter ; a fow layers of turf, and a framework of wood

to receive tho mats, lights, or whatever may be provided, will

complete tho necessary preparations. We imagine the employ-

ment of heating apparatus might in many instancos bo ob-

viated by following the practice of Bulking pits, allowing only

the glass roof to be exposed to the weather. In France and

Belgium, Camellias, Oranges, and many other tender green-

house plants aro preserved uninjured through severe winters

by the adoption of this plan. The precaution most necessary

in this country would be efficient drainage, moisture being

almost as bad as frost. Proper attention to this and venti-

lation, would make sunk pits fit receptacles for a vast number
of tender plauts.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OP THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Onions.—Took the opportunity of a fine day to pull up

most of tho Onions, and when they are well dried will house

them to be ready for stringing in a wet day. We have proved

over and over again that if Onions be kept airy and dry, no
amount of frost in winter will injure them. Fine specimens will

keep longer if in a spare time in winter the root end is scorched

with a hot iron, and the tops are kept as cool as possible. We
have scorched the tops also with advantage, but when kept

at all warm begin to grow they will. We have frequently been

surprised on seeing splendid Onions in the shops of London
in June, imported, of course, and apparently of last season's

growth, without a sign of sprouting, and quite as fresh when
cut as the most forward of our winter Onions which we had
transplanted early in spring. Can any one tell us how such

Onions, which are perfectly ripe and sound, without a vestige

of a thick neck, can be produced and kept by us ? Sowed
some more Onions, which will be late if the weather be cold

and frosty, but which, if it should prove mild, will be better

for planting out in spring than those of the two earlier autumn
sowings. Wo think we have previously stated that to have
fine sound bulljs in spring and early summer from autumn-
sown seed, it is necessary to transplant in spring. They
rarely with us come so good when left in the seed-bed. We
haTe sometimes thought that the fine Onions in the shops

early in summer are owing to the transplanting process in

an earlier and better climate, but we never could learn the

facts of their history.

Commenced shallow-trenching a part of the Onion ground
for the earliest spring Cabbage. The Onions, generally follow-

ing Celery, with some extra dressing the ground is rich enough
for Cabbage without any extra dressing, unless it be well-

rotted manure. We have trenched in lots of half-rotten grass,

itc, placing it in the bottom of the trench, but it had a ten-

dency to make the plants too succulent in winter and more
liable to be injured by frost. It is as well for the earliest when
no rank manure whatever is added ; but such mulchings in

spring, and manure waterings in early summer, tell wonderfully

on the almost ceaseless production of the Cabbage quarters.

Celery.—Took the chance of a fine day to remove the suckers

from the most forward, to tie up the heads neatly, and to throw
about an inch of soil over the surface to keep the moisture in

and to prevent the sun from acting on the roots, which are

matted close to the surface, as the tying up allows of more
light reaching the soil. The tying also brings up the centre

of the plant, and helps to blanch it. We have only enough
earthed up to last for a fortnight or three weeks, and will

earth up a little bit more to keep the succession going.

Peas.—Put fresh sticks and strings to those which the winds
have been using roughly, to prevent their being knocked about
and injured. Some vermin, such as rats, have let us more
alone, no doubt finding Wheat and Oats more tempting fare.

Though the weather is what is here styled "tachy," very
unsettled, sunshine and showers following closely on each other,

the brisk winds have helped greatly to the clearing of the
fields, and stacking or barning the valuable grain. It was a

matter of regret, that after much grain had been stacked in good
order, the drenching rains came before the stacks were thatched.

Such incidents show the importance of large open-sided Dutch
barns, where the fixed roof does away with thatching alto-

gether, and where common precautions at the sides near the

ground would prevent either mice or rats entering. The
former sometimes find their way in along with the sheaves, but
never otherwise. In a former volume it was described how

economically these fixed roofs were made by Mr. ITainilton, of

liamwood, near Dublin.

Mushroom Spawn.—Chose a damp day and an open shed for

preparing dung for this purpose, in the mode several times

detailed. The material just now used consisted of two parts fresh

horseilung, heated enough to kill what seeds there might be

in it, one part of cowdung rathor stiff, and one-tenth of a part

of road-drift, the whole worked up to a thick mortar-like paste,

and then passed through a mould 9 inches long, 4! inches wide,

and lj inch thick, each piece being set up to dry like so many
bricks. As we mentioned previously, the making is all very

well when a great quantity is required, but in all cases where
from one to two or three bushels will be quite ample for the

season, it is in every way more economical to obtain what is

wanted from a respectable nurseryman. The division of labour

will ever prove a great advantage to the general consumer. In

making a couple of bushels of spawn at home there would be as

much nicety required, as much strict attention to minute de-

tails, as if you had a heap of twenty or several hundred bushels.

FRUIT GARDEN.

Gathered fruit on fine days. Cut back the second growth of

wood, and would prune and thin Raspberries if we could find

time. Nipped out damped berries from Grapes, and kept

wasps, by catching and trapping, from late Peaches. We notice

that sawdust from non-resinous trees is recommended for the

storing of Apples and Pears. It would require to be thoroughly

dried, and even then if thelayers are not thin it will be almost

sure to heat. We once saw from this cause a lot of AppleB

forming a mass of decay. A heap of Carrots shared a similar

fate. Of course when used in small quantities there is little

danger ; but if the heap is at all large it will absorb moisture

from the fruit, and will heat in consequence. Few things are

better for producing a mild bottom heat than sawdust ; and
the objections against plunging pots in it are chiefly two—the

danger of being troubled with fungus, &c, as the sawdust be-

comes damp, and the tendency it has to clog up firmly the hole

in the bottom of the pot, and thus prevent drainage.

Went over Strawberry plants in pots again, cutting the

runners from them, and giving the pots more room, as the

rains are making the plants grow rather too freely. Dry
weather will help to ripen the buds of the more forward.

ORNAMENTAL, DEPARTMENT.
Machined and mowed lawns, rolled walks, and commenced

picking the worst flowers and faded leaves from the flower

beds. They seem to have suffered as much from a slight frost

on two mornings as from the rains ; but even now, if we have

a few fine days they will yet be beautiful. We are still proceed-

ing with putting in cuttings of variegated and other Geraniums
under glass, Verbenas, &e., where there is just a little bottom

heat secured by means of grass and litter, rotten leaves on the

top, and a covering of ashes over all to keep down the steam.

Potted Cinerarias and Primulas, giving them more room. Re-

gulated houses, placing flowering plants in them from the pits.

Will not trouble with Calceolaria cuttings until next month.

Bulbs.—Several readers wish to have a few words as to these

for blooming early in their windows and in small gardens

;

and though we cannot offer a fresh observation on the subject,

it may not be out of place to make a few remarks for the use of

beginners.

1st, If you desire a particular effect, and wish to spend a

certain sum, your best plan will be to state what you wish to a

respectable bulb-seller, and you will be better served than you
could by making out a named list for yourself.

2nd, If you select your bulbs personally, choose those that

are clean, seemingly healthy, and heaviest and firmest for their

size, as these generally will be the best matured, and may be

expected to produce the finest flower-stems ; for let it never be

forgotten that no care will cause a bulb to do well that has been

taken up prematurely, or that has been imperfectly ripened.

Firmness and weight are, therefore, a better guide than mere
size, if that size is attended with flabbiness or lightness.

3rd, A five or six-inch pot will grow a Hyacinth very well.

A six or eight-inch pot will do for the stronger Narcissus. A
six-inch pot will do for three Tulips, six Crocuses or Snow-
drops, or four Jonquils, according to size.

4th, The soil best suited for all is a rich sandy loam, which

may be thus formed :—Common loam three parts, very rotten

dung or leaf mould, sweet, one part, clear sand one part, all

well mixed together. Drain the pots, fill them fully three

parts full, and give the pots a good shake so as to settle the

soil, which is to bo neither wet nor dry, and then fasten the

bulb so that tho top shall be just covered.
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6th, Hyacinths, especially, do well in glasses in rooms, and
might often do better if a little more attention were given
to their needs. Fill the glasses with soft water, put in several

pieces of charcoal, place the bulb on the top just with its

bottom touching the water, and set the glasses in a dark
place until the roots are freely formed. Until this is the
case fill up with water if it sinks, renew with fresh and slightly

warmed every six or eight days, and place in the lightest part
of the room as soon as the flower-stem begins to rise. It will

thus come strong and stubby, and if it offers to be too squat
and stubby it will be helped by placing a small inverted paper
funn?l over it, especially at night.

When the plant is to be grown in a pot, place the bulb so

that its upper surface shall be a quarter of an inch below the
rim of the pot, do not press the soil much below the bulb, but
make it firm all round it at the sides. If moderately moist,
the pots will want no water. Set these pots in a damp, dark
place in-doors, as on a cellar-floor, and cover over with a cloth or

two, to prevent the surface drying, and to keep the bulb warmer.
Ere long roots will be protruded, and the stem and leaves begin
to expand, and then the pot and its contents must gradually be
exposed to more light until you give it all you can in the win-
dow, and water will be wanted as the growth increases.

When, in addition to the window, you can command a frame
or pit to bring these bulbs forward with a little forcing heai,
then the pots should be filled nearly full, just slightly pressed,
the bulb placed on the surface, and soil placed round it, so that
the upper surface of the bulb shall be quite as high as the rim
of the pot. Then these pots should be set on a hard bottom in

a bed, and be covered with 2 or 3 inches of ashes, leaf mould,
&e. The plants in the pots will then be more like being
planted at once in the ground. The weight of the covering will

press the bulb deep enough in the pot, and make it firm
enough without much firming at planting, and when the pot is

pretty full of roots, you can take it out, gradually expose it to

the full light, and give it more heat, and before you take it to

the window, harden off again by degrees.
The same process may be adopted with all bulbs usually

forced for winter;and spring; but let it be borne in mind that
Snowdrops and Crocuses will force but little.

6th, When bulbs are wanted for early blooming in the flower-
garden, and the plants in beds now are wished to remain as
long in bloom as possible, then the best plan is to fix upon a
dryish place for a bed out of doors, and with a firm bottom.
On this place about 3 inches of loam and rough leaf mould,
and on it set your garden bulbs at 4 or 5 inches apart for

Hyacinths, 2 or 3 inches apart for Tulips, and from 1 to

2 inches for Crocuses, and then cover over with the same com-
post to a depth of from 1 to 2 inches, giving a little protection
if the weather should turn out very frosty. These bulbs will

be growing away nicely, rooting in the rich, rough material

;

and when you have cleared away the summer and autumn
flowers, dug your beds, enriched them with rotten dung, and
exposed them well to the air, you can lift your bulbs with little

balls adhering to them, and place them in the best circum-
stances for their vigorous growth. This plan would also answer
well for balconies, vases, &c, as the bulbs would be growing
freely when planted.

7th, For whatever use bulbs are intended, the sooner they are
planted permanently, or, as in the last case, temporarily, the
better they will succeed. They will always bloom weaker in
proportion as they are wasted by exposure to air, and roots and
stems are made before planting. These processes are then
essentially wasting ones, and the bulb has no chance to help
itself by catering for the means of continued existence.—R. F.

VEGETABLES.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—September 22.

We have no alteration worth recording, and last week's remarks apply
generally to this.

FRUIT.

Apples % sieve
Apricots doz.
Cherries lb.

Chestnuts bush.
Currants J -sieve

Black do.
Firs doz.
Filberts lb.

Cobs 300 lbs.

Gooseberries . . quart
Grapes, Hothouse, .lb.

Lemons 100

B.
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Pansy (II. Wilton).—Neither the dried specimen nor note was received.

Heating a Ghxjenhotjsb (M.I)., Manchester).^- Tin- keeping oat frost

from a small greenhouse over a nev ly-ereeted room by means of the flue

from a stove in thai room piHWiwg h*^nah the greenhouse, will depend
npon the lire need 111 the room to heat the flue. A rl.. i tc-vr would do

this l..tt. i iliiiii an ..pni tireplitee. In cither ra-r a In.' w.uild have tu he

kept In there od cold nights especially, until the flue in tho grcen-

honse was warmed. This being dune, we see nothing to prevent the

plan answering. The uusitiuiis of the room and the greenhouse are the

very best fur heating by hot water by means oi a olose boiler fed from
the greenhouse, box the flue is, perhaps, simpler, We think a simpler

plan still would be to have a small iron stove in the greenhouse Ln

winter, with a funnel through the ronf, and remove it altogether in

summer, say after the 1st of April, but then that would require a little

nicety in management to avoid dust and Bmoke, &c. The flue would, on

the whole, give least trouble in the house, and by the time it reached the

level of the floor of the greenhouse it might he made of iron or earthen-

ware pipes 8 inches in diameter.

Wood of Vines Mildewed [T, // W.D.). We have seen bad effects

from using bones with flesh adhering to them tu constructing Vine
borders. We approve of your proposals. We would plant inside, and as

the mildewed Vines' have only been planted a twelvemonth we would
prefer fresh Vines instead of those mildewed, though we have little

doubt that when treated differently the mildew would he no more seen.

Still, for all the value of the Vines,' it is better to avoid the risk.

Men Required for a Flower Garden [Nescio).—Your " flower garden
oi 8 acres, a large portion oi which i in grass, with a little shrubbery, and
a good portion in flower-beds ; also four large vineries to come in succes-

siunally, two largo Peach-houses, a large greenhouse and stove, and nn
orchard-house :M fe<t loner '' will require eight men—that is, presuming
the flower garden to he laid out in the picturesque style. Where there

is a large area in grass in comparison to that occupied by the clumps of

trees and shrubs or beds of flowers, that part will he kept in order by
four men, the grass being mown by a machine, and gone over once
a-week. If it is laid out in the geometrical style, with many gravel walks,

grass chiefly predominating, then eight men will not he too many ; and if

the beds and borders for flowers be in proportion to the extent of the

grounds on the symmetrical mode, a like number of hands would be
required to keep it in good order. The houses would require four men if

they are what we understand by large. If we form a correct view of the

place, we think a head gardener, au under gardener or foreman, a journey-
man, an apprentice, and four labourers would he what you require ; but
the style of the garden, its extent of beds and bedding-out, walks, &C-,

being unknown to us, we cannot do more than give an approximate esti-

mate of the labour required.

Achimekes Done Blooming !K. Hf.).—Keep them moderately supplied
with water, reducing the quantity by degrees, so as to leave it off by the
time the foliage has assumed a yellow hue. Afford them a light and airy

situation, quite as much so, if not more, after flowering as before, and
when the stems are decayed and yellow, or withered, cut them off at the
surface, and keep the roots in the "soil in the pots, and in a house having
a. temperature of from 40° to 45°, giving no water until potted again for

starting into growth.

Cyclamens Lying under a North Wall (Idem).—Have them potted
at once without disturbing thc^ ball more than by removing the drainage
and any soil that conies away easily, and see to providing good drainage.
If of the C. conm family, pot so that the crown of the tubers may be
covered with an inch of soil: but if C. persicum, it will suffice if the
crown be only just covered. Place in a cold frame on coal ashes, keeping
moist but not very wet, exposed in favourable weather, but protected
from heavy cold rains, and from frost, and when the weather becomes
so cold that they can no longer he kept in the frames, remove to a light

airy shelf in the greenhouse.

Lomaria fluviatilis Cclture [A Constant Reader).—The soil should
be composed of equal parts of turfy peat, turfy yellow loam, and pieces of

gritstone broken in pieces the size of a hazel nut, the small not being
sifted out but mixed with the compost. This, well mixed, chopped with a

spade, and made rather fine, will answer perfectly. The pot should be
drained to one-third its depth; the drainage may consist of pieces of

sandstone with the finer particles sifted out. Pot the plant in March, but
should it become sickly at any other period of the year, pot it at once. A
rather shady situation is desirable, but not so much so as for Ferns
generally, and during growth the watering should be liberal, and at no
time ought the soil to he otherwise than moist, and this moist condition
should be accompanied by a corresponding amount of atmospheric mois-
ture—abundant when growth is being made, and somewhat diminished
when the growth is complete. It requires the temperature of a
greenhouse.

Hop Plant Propagating (Alpha).—The Hop ia propagated by division

or parting the roots in autumn or spring, the latter being the better time.

The divisions, which should have some eyes at the crown, and a portion
of root, mav be planted a foot apart against the trellis you propose cover-
ing. The Hop may also he increased by cuttings of the shoots of the
previous year, taking them off at the crown, with a heel, and this is best
done in March. Plant them in the same way as the divisions in rich,

deep, loamy soil.

Stagnant Pont> [A Subscriber).—You may to a certain extent prevent
its becoming stagnant by having it well cleaned out, covering the bottom
with from 3 to 6 inches of gravel, and before letting in the water plant-
ing a number of aquatic plants. These and some water-fowl will render
it less liable to become stagnant, the fowls keeping the water in motion.

Destroying Crickets [8. Badgers).—Your best plan is to lay poison
for the ai, and that is readily done by spreading phosphorus paste on slices

of bread in the same manner as butter on bread, and lay these at night
near their haunts, removing the poisoned pieces of bread in the morning
and burning them. The crickets, if they partake of the phosphorus paste,

will be lying dead near it. Being very partial to oatmeal, this maybe
given them mixed with arsenic at the rate of one ounce of arsenic to half

a pint of oatmeal, adding a little ground aniseed and caraway seed. U
these Ingredients be mixed and laid on pieces of paper in convenient
places (at night only, or where no domestic animals have access), the
crickets will partake of them greedily. You will best succeed by tempting
them with the oatmeal and aroniatics only fur a night or two before
offering them the poisoned mixture.

Sfi.kct White 1 1torid Perpetual Roses (Learner).—Alba Mntahilis
Madame A. de liougemont, Louise Daxzena, Sour des Anges, Mdlle
Hounaire, Madame Freeman, Imp. ratrieo Kugruie, Louise Jlagnan,
Virginal, Princess Lichtenstein, and Madam.' Liivetfl.

Hops (Kent).-—They are the seed •..--' I oi the female flowers of the
Hop plant, Humulus iupulus. It iH a native of Great Britain ; but Hops
do iji.t «nn to have been used in noil. in:.: beer until the I :.l li c< nt ury.

Duty was paid on Hops in the BBnd od Henry VI. 'h reign. Ale seems to

have been brewed from malt without the addition oi Hope, bat beer bad
both for its ingredients. Hops were used for brew ing on the Continent
before they were ni used in England; and Walter Illitb, writing in L66&
twits the citizens of London for "not many years since having petitioned
Parliament against two nuisances—Newcastle coals, in regard ol their

stench, and Hops in ^regard they spoil the taste of drink, and endanger
the people

!

"

JIns. Chitty.—Thirty stamps in a letter, post mark " Worcester," havo
been received and forwarded.

Deodorising [L. P.).—The earth is the best and cheapest deodoriser.

Have .i vulcanised indian-rubbex tube to tix on to the nozzle of the pump,
and Long enough to reach to wherever the liquid has to be applied. Tho
earth will soon remove the smell. We know of many gardens where tho

cesspool's contents are used for fertilising, but we never before heard of

a gardener so delicate sb to be rendered sick by the application.

Propagating Mrs. Pollock Geranium (M. J. Ii.).—You will best suc-

ceed with this by potting tho cuttings singly in small pots, draining

them well, and using a compost of peat, loam, and sand in equal parts.

Make a hole in the centre of the pot, and after dropping in Borne silver

sand let the base of the cutting rest on it, and fill up the opening round
it with the same material. Water sparingly, and place in a mild hotbed,

or on a shelf near the glass, in either ease shading. Avoid frequent
waterings, otherwise the cuttings will damp oil". Cuttings strike much
more readily in spring than autumn. There will be full notes next week
on (irapes shanking and spotting.

Tobacco Gathering and Drying [Preston).-—When the leaves begin
t ,

i ume a yellow colour cut off the plants by the root, and hang them
up separately in a dry, shady, and airy place. When the leaves become
dry and erisp remove them from the stalk the first wet weather afterwards,

as they will then become soft, and pack them evenly in a box, pressing

them moderately. In a few days they will heat slightly, then open them
out and shake them to let the heat escape; repack lightly, and when all

appearance of fermentation is past store them in a box or barrel. The
stalks, cut into small pieces, may bo employed along with the leaves for

fumigation.

Housing Camellias and Azaleas (Idem).—It is now Inch time to

house these plants, the late and prevailing heavy rains and cold being
anything but good for them.

Dividing Tritoma fa-aria (W. B.).—You may take up the roots and
divide them now, but it would be more safely done in early spring.

Cossignia borbonica (A Regular Subscriber).—It is known to gardeners
usually as Iiuizia aurea, having golden-coloured nerves to its leaves. It

is an old and hut rarely-cultivated nne-foliaged plant, and as such is

good for exhibition.

Forming a Garden and Planting Fruit Trees neae the Sea
(Pegu}ell).—We fear if you have the house to build on a quarter of an
acre of land the builders will occupy almost the whole of the ground with

their materials, so that it would be better to let them finish their work
before commencing gardening operations. If, however, you do anything,

begin with the portion of the ground farthest from the intended building,

and fence off the part in cultivation at once, or you will find it invaded.

Assuming the house to be built, you may consult a recent article by one
of our correspondents on the mode of turning to account what refuse the

builders may leave in making the walks which you will require. Very
possibly a portion behindyour house and the highway, if it face one, will

be wanted for ornamental purposes; but if not, we would advise you to

crop the ground most directly in front with Strawberries, Gooseberries,

and Currants, while behind the house the larger-growing fruit trees, as

Apples, Pears, and Plums, may be planted ; also the larger-growing vege-

tables. Generally speaking the Broccoli and Cabbage tribe do well near
the sea, and so do Potatoes, Asparagus, and Sea-kale. Respecting the

culture of these, directions are given in our back Numbers. We fear,

however, your space is too limited to advise many fruit trees being

planted, but the following varieties are good—viz., King of the Pippins,

Dumelow's Seedling, and Stunner Pippin Apples; Williams' Bon Chretien

and Marie Louise Pears ; and Orleans, Magnum Bonum, and Goliath

Plums. Against the east wall of your house you may plant a Morello

Cherry, and a May Duke against the west side, while on the south a
Shipley or Brussels Apricot might he planted, as well as a Peach if the

situation be good. If you preferred this side to be ornamented with

some showy creeper, you might have a yellow or white Banksian Rose,

Passiflora cserulea, Jasminum nudiflorum, Pyrus japouica, and Ceauothus
azureus. You may, perhaps see an article on this subject in an early

Number.

Apples, Pears, and Plums for Dwarf Standards or Pyramids (A

Subscriber).—The following Apples are all good, and include both early

and late kinds, as well as for kitchen and table use :—Alfriston, Bedford-

shire Foundling, Blenheim Pippin, Cellini, Court of Wick, Dumelow's
seedling, Early Harvest, Quarrenden, Hawthornden, Golden Harvey,

King of the Pippins, Stunner Pippin, Yorkshire Greening, and French

Crab. Twelve Pears may consist of Beurre de Ranee, Beurre Diel, and
Easter Beurre, Althorp Crasanne, Aston Town, Williams' Bon Chretien,

Citron des Cannes, Jargonelle, Louise Bonne of Jersey, Mario Louise,

Winter Nelis, and Ne Plus Menris. Twelve Plums might consist of Coe's

Golden Drop, Goliath, Green Goge, Kirke's, Diamond, Jefferson, Yellow

and Red Magnum Bonum, Early Orleans, Pond's Seedling. Reiue Claude

de Bavay, Victoria, and Washington, all good and likely to do well on
open standards in a favourable situation.

Vines in Pots (Onesiphorus).—You can have the "Vine Manual " free

by post from our office if you enelose thirty-two
j

ns with

your address. It contains a chapter on the culture of Vines in pots.

Black Hainburghs will succeed well in a greenhouse.

Viola cornuta (Young Soldier).—It is the correct kind. The Picoteo

is one of the common border varieties and unnamed.
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Transplanting Old Asparagus (Cotford).—We would advise you to
plant young rather than old Asparagus plants, as the latter seldom prove
satisfactory. If, however, you prefer the latter, March is the best time
to transplant, taking care to have the ground in order beforehand. You
may also fill up gaps in old beds at the same time, but, like planting old
plants elsewhere, this process is seldom satisfactory. When beds exhibit
many blanks it is better to dig them up in winter and force the roots,
having in the previous season prepared other beds to take their place.
This question aud answer were accidentally mislaid.

Names of Fruit (Surrey).—Peach: Late Admirable. Nectarine: The
true Red Roman, not now esteemed, being a clingstone. Apples : 4, Ribston
Pippin ; 5, Old Nonpareil ; b\ Scarlet Nonpareil ; 7, Boston Russet

;

8, Herefordshire Pearmain. Pears: 1, Aston Town ; 2, Easter Beurre

;

3, BeuiTc- de Ranee; 5, Passe Colmar; G, Chaumontel ; 7, Knight's
Monarch. (A, X. O.).—Autumn Bergamot Pear. [A Subscriber, BalUn-
asloc).—Beurre d'Aremberg Pear. [John Middleton).—Nonsuch Apple.

Names of Plants (G. L.).—1, Acer negundo variegatum ; 2, Damna-
canthus ? (A. J. B. C.).—Eucomis punctata, it is not a native of Australia
but of South Africa. (A. M. R.).—Cupressus Lambertiana, we believe.
[A Lover o/ Ferns),—We cannot name Ferns from your descriptions nor
sketches, and the fragment sent was totally insufficient for determina-
tion, (li. O.).—Selaginellas are very difficult to name from small speci-
mens, and the following are only approximations :—1, S. cuspidata ; 3, S.
Galeottii ; 4, S. stolonifera ; 6, S. caesia ; 7, S. Martensii ; 8, S. micropbylla

;

10, Cetcrach officinaruro ; 11, Asplenium trichomanes. (A Constant
Reader).—2, Sedum album; 3 and 4, vars. of Sedum spurium ; 5 and 6,
Adiatitum hispidulum; 7 and 8, Cheilantbes tenuifolia or allied; 9, As-
plenium (Dirilazium, sylvaticum (?) (Margaret).—1, Hypolepis anthrisci-
folia; 2, Aspidium molle; 3, Athyrium Filix-fteniina ; 4, Doodia media.
(A. X. O.).—3, Funkia subcordata, or Hemorocallis japonica ; 5, Saxifraga
s;tnnrntosa. It is not possible to name with certainty plants not in
flower.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the Week ending September 22nd.

Date.
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since, for in 1763 a gentleman remarked " the incredible quan-

tity" sold there.

There is a breed in the hill districts of Cumberland resem-

bling Dorkinge in all respects except uniformity of colour, and

we recently saw on tho banks of Holy Loch, near Dunoon, some
Sri.trli Immpii

,
nr Hakics, or Creepers, as they are called,

resembling in every respect, even in size, except in length of

shank, the pure Dorking. Roman stations were near all these

localities, and may have originated all these local breeds.

MIDDLETON rOULTRY SHOW.
The eighth annual Exhibition of the Middleton agricultural Soci I y

was held iu the grounds behind the Rector} at Middleton, near Man
chester, on Thursday, the 20tb inst. The number of entries was two
thousand, and embraced Horses, Pigs, Sheep, Poultry, Dogs, Pigeons,
Rabbits, Ctnmries, and Bees, besides flowers, fruit, seeils, and rout-..

The Shaw was largely visited, upwards of twelve thousand people being

on the ground; the rain, however, which fell heavily in the afternoon,

rendered the Bhom ground a perfect quagmire. The poultry and Pigeons

were in pens without any covers, and from exposure to cold and wet,

many of them will be some time before they recover, and, no doubt,

several valuable birds will be lost, more particularly as the Show is

exclusively for young birds, except in the case of Bantams and Pigeons.

At this Show a system of double numbers is in use ; but the arrange-

ments for Buch a large Exhibition necessarily require immense labour
in detail, and we observed several birds in the wrong classes, while
others were not penned in time for the Judges, and in some instances

birds did not arrive in time, exhibitors probably considering the rule,

that all specimens should be on the ground the previous evening, would
not be strictly carried out, and risked their birds to arrive early in the

morning. Iu some cases, also, birds were forwarded where entries had
been made without direction labels having been sent by the Secretary,

either through error or too late entry, and the owners found that their

entries did not appear in the catalogue. As an instance of the dis-

appointment and annoyance to exhibitors, it may be mentioned that
in the cup class for pairs of Game pullets, a pair, subsequently pro-

nounced by the Judges to bo unquestionably the best on the ground,
were not entered in tho catalogue. In working out an elaborate and
intricate system extreme care and attention should be adopted to pre-

vent mistakes, and we doubt not the Middleton Committee will do
their best to meet the requirements of exhibitors in future.

Black-breasted and other Bed Gams chickens were the first on the
list. The first prize and cup for the best pen of Game were awarded
to Mr. Statter for an early pen of>Brown Reds ; the second prize went
to Black Reds, the cockerel being remarkable for quality aud brilliancy

of plumage ; and good Black Reds were third. In single cockerels,

Black Reds had both prizes. In Any other variety, Mr. Norbury was
first with Dnekwings, but the pullet was very short-legged and poor-

shaped ; the second prize went to Sir St. George Gore for a Btylish

pen of Dnekwings, rather short of condition ; and the third to Piles.

In single cockerels a good Pile was first, and a Dnckwing second.
The class for pairs of Game pullets was large. Mr. Bzierley won tho

enp with good Black Reds.
The Spanish were neither numerous nor remarkable for quality,

excepting the prize birds. The birds iu Mr. "Williams's first-prize pen
were very tine, and, considering they had travelled from Dublin, were
in capital trim.

Dorkings were a good collection. Sir St. George Gore had the cup
for a good pen in a very severe competition, the Duke of Newcastle,
Messrs. Statter, Parsons, Copple, Lingwood, and Walker each showiug
first-cla^s pens. Messrs. Stott and Farrington had the prizes for

cockerels, and the Duke of Newcastle was first for pullets with a
splendid pair.

Bra/ana classes were good, although some of the pens were rather
indifferently matched. Mr. Roberts and the Duke of Newcastle had
the first prizes ; the other prize birds were also good.

Buff Cochins were a large entry. Mr. Fenton took the cup with a
very large early pen, the Rev. C. Spencer was second, and Mr. Jennison
third. Mr. Lingwood's highly commended pen was also particularly
good, aud worthy of a position. The Hon. Mrs. Sugden was first for

pullets, and Mr. Stott first for a good cockerel. In Cochins Any other
variety, Messrs. Rodbard and Stevens's prize birds were well worthy
of the places they obtained.
The Hamburghs were numerous, the Silver-pencilled, Gold-pencilled,

and Silver-spangled being unusually good. In tho former, three
splendid pi ns were placed, and Mr. Walker's first-prize pen also took
the enp for the best pen of Hamburghs. Mr. Pittis's first-prize Gold-
pencilled were shown in extraordinary condition, but the pullets were
not clear enough in neck. Gold-spangled were rather below the
average, and not equal to the other varieties ; but the classes contained
some very good birds. Blacks were also well represented.

In Am other variety, Silver Polands were first, and T.a Fleche and
Greve Co ax took the other positions in cockerel and two pullets.

Then was a large competition of Qame Bantams. Mr. Moms took
the cup for the best cock and two hens, and Captain Heaton second
with capital Black Reds. In the class for single cockerels Capt. Heaton
won the cup with a magnificent Black Red, good in shape, style, and

colour, and which was claimed at £20; the second prize went to a

good Black Red, and the third to a very fine Duchwipg. In Bantams
Any other variety, the first prize went to Blacks, Whites taking the
other prizes.

The VuckUng classes were capital. In Aylesbury;. Mrs. Seamons
had to give way to Mr. Leech for tho first and ii-emid places, which
the pens well deserved. Rouens are unusually good this season,

Messrs. Ashton, Anderson, and Leech taking the prizes in tho order

named with extraordinary pens.

There was a fine display of Pigeons. The Almond Tumblers were
a very good class. The Carriers of Messrs. Frith, Else, Cro
Hedley, and Yardh-y were Brst-claBS. In Powters, Messrs. Fnlton,
Thackray. Fenton, and Koyds, showed good birds. The limbs of

Messrs. Hedley, Thackray, and Frith were of a very high order. Mr.
Fielding's Owls, Messrs. Else and Thackray's Fantails, and Mr.
Thnckray's Black Trumpeters were also good.

Iu the selling classes of both poultry and Pigeons, the remarks wo
have been compelled to make respecting previous shows have evi-

dently had the desired effect, no unfair advantage in claiming having

come under our observation. A silver cup was offered for the best three

pairs of Pigeons by a few Rochdale amateurs, and brought together

some good birds. Tho cup was awarded to Mr. Henshall, for well-

known Manchester birds—namely, Black Carriers, Blue Powters, and
Black (?) Barbs, and they well merited the honour. Tho Gamer hen
is of extraordinary merit, and, perhaps, unequalled in the fancy. The
Blue Powters were also good. Mr. Fulton sent three nico pens of

Black Carriers, Blue Powters, and Almonds, each good. Messrs.

Else and Royds also contributed fine pens.

Game (Black-breasted and other Reds).—Chicken*.—Cup, T. Statter,

Whiterield, near Manchester (Brown Red). Second, J. Rhodes, Manning-
ham, Bradford. Third, C. W. Brierlcv, Middleton. Highly Commended,
F. Sales, Crowle, Lincolnshire ; Duke of Newcastle, Clumber. Cockerel.—
First and Second, C. W. Brierley.
Game (Any other variety).—Chickens.—First, P. Norbury, Bowden

Priory, Cheshire (Dnekwings). Secoud and Third, Sir St. G. Gore, Bart.,

Wirksworth, Derbyshire (Duckwings and Piles). Cockerel.—First, J.

Holme, Knowslev, near Prescot (Pile). Second, J. B. Pindar, Harpnrley
(Dnckwing). Commended, C. W. Brierlov (Duckwing). Pullets.—Cup,
C. TV. Brierley (Black Red). Second, Sir St. G. Gore, Bart. (Brown Red).
Third, Duke of Newcastle (Black Red). Fourth, N. (iriuishaw, Highfield,

Burnley (Brown Red). Highly Commended, T. Statter (Brown Red);
C. YV. Brierley ; R. Pashley. Worksop (Piles).

Spanish.—Chickens.—First, R. P. Williams, Glaslinn. Clontarf, near
Dublin. Second, J. Holme. Third, J. H. Rca. Hull. Cockerel.—First,

W. Roberts, Halifax. Second. Messrs. Birch & Boulter, Sheffield. Highly
Commended. J. Marchant, Hansom Lane, Halifax. Commended, H.
Beldon, Goitstock, Binglev ; E. T. Ilolden, Stafiordshire. Pullets*—First,

W. Roberts. Second, Messrs. Birch & Boulter. Highly Commended, N.
Cook, Chowbent. Commended, W. Nicklin, Walsall.

Dorkinos.— Chickens.—Cup, Sir St. G. Gore, Bart. Second, D. Parsons,

Cuerdon, near Preston. Third, T. Statter. Highly Commended. W. H.
Walker, Shenfield, Brentwood ; H. Lingwood, Barking, Ncedham Market

;

E. Copple, Ecclestou, Prescot ; Duke of Newcastle. Cockerel.—First, J.

Stott, Healev, near Rochdale. Second, S. Farrington, Chat Moss. Pullets.

—First, The' Duke of Newcastle. Second, J. F. Newton, Kirby-in- Cleve-

land.
Brahjia PooTRA.— CTiiHens.— First, G. H. Roberts, Penwortham,

Preston. Second, J. H. Pickles, Bridgeroyd, near Todmorden. Third,

T. Pomfret, Hogbton Lane, near Preston. Highly Commended, A. O.
Worthington, Burton-on-Trent. Cockerel.—First, G.H.Roberts. Second,

J. statter. Liskeard. Highly Commended, D. Parsons ; J. Statter. Pullets.

—First, The Duke of Newcastle. Second, M. Brfloksbank, Manchester.

Highly Commended, J. Hinton, Hinton, near Bath ; W. A. Taylor, Man-
chester; J. K. Fowler, Aylesbury. Commended, E. Pigeon. Lympstone,
near Exeter ; Mrs. M. Seamons, Hartwell, Aylesbury ; G. H. Roberts.

Cochin-China (Buff and Cinnamon).— Chicken*.—Cup, A. Fenton, Roch-

dale. Second, Rev. C. Spencer, Attleboro 1

. Third, C. Jennison, Bella

Vue, Manchester. Highly Commended, H. Lingwood; Rev. C. Spencer.

( „, /,, r , [.—First, J. Stott. Second, Hon. Mrs. Sugden, Nantwich. Pullets.

—First, Hon. Mrs. Sugden. Second, Captain Heaton, Lower Broughton,

Manchester. Highly Commended, J. Stott. Commended, T. Stretch,

Ormskirk ; C. Jennison.
Cochin-china (Any other variety).—CJUckens.—First, J. R. Rodbard,

Wriugton, near Bristol. Second, Hon. Mrs. Sugden. Third, J. Horrocks,

Tonge, near Middleton. Highly Commended, T. Bott, Bury. Cockerel.

—First, J. R. Rodbard. Second, Hon. Mrs. Sugden. Pullets.—First, J.

Stevens, Walsall. Second, E. Hamerton, Elland. Highly Commended,
.i. wo.. 1, Itevwond; -I- Wellens, Middleton. Commended, E. Hamerton.

Hamburghs (Gold-pencilled).— C/<jYAvh*.—First, F.Pittis, jun., Newport,

Isle of Wight. Secoud, H. Beldon. Third, A. O. Worthington. Cockerel.

— First and Second, I. Huddleston, jun. Commended, Miss M. E.

Wrigley, Middleton; H. Beldon. Pullets.—First, A. O. Worthington.

Second, E. Buckley, Rochdale. Highly Commended, S. Smith, Nortkow-

ram, Halifax. _ ,, __ _ ,

Hamburghs (Silver-pencilled).—Chickens.—Cup, J. Walker, Haya Park,

near Knaresborongh. Second and Third, H. Beldon, Goitstock, Bmgley.
t\„i,ni.—First. W. Bairstow, Fearncliff, Bingley. Second, H. Beldon.

Pullets.—First, W. Lanca-hire, Crow Alley, near Middleton. Second,

S. Newton, Chadderton Heights.
Hambubghs (Gold-spangled).— Chickens.—First. T. Scholes. Thompson

Lane, Holliuwood. Second, J. Chadderton, Old Lane, Holliuwood.

Third, N. Marlor, Denton, near Manchester. Highly Commended, J.

Andrew. Cockerel. — First, J. Andrew. Second, H. Beldon. Com-

mended, Hepworth & Coldwcll, Horridge, Hnlmfirth.. Pullets.—First, tt.

Marlor. Second, R.Holt, Denton Lane, Holliuwood.

Hambur-,tis (Silver-spangled).—Chickens.—T rst, J. Walker, becond,

J. Jackson. Third, II. Beldon. Highly Commended, J. Fielding,

Newchurch, Rossendnlc. Commended, J. Pivst.m. ('<></.< -r.Z.— rirst -i.

Fielding. Second, J. Preston. Highly Commend- -d. H. Beldon; A. Woods,

Sefton, near Liverpool. Fiftieth—First withheld. Second, H. Beldon.

Haitbuughs (Black). — Chickens. — First, R. Battersby, Heywood
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Second, C. Sedgwick. Third, W. Holt, Little Green, Middleton.
Cockerel. — First, C. Sedgwick. Second, R. Battersby, Heywood.
Pullets. — First, Ashtons & Booth, Broadbottom, near Mottrani. Se-
cond, W. Holt.
Any Variety.— Chickens.— First, H. Beldon. Second and Third,

National Poultry Company, Bromley, Kent, S.E. (La Fleche and Creve
Cceur). Cockerel.- First, T. J. Lancashire, Bull's House, Leigh. Second,
National Poultry Company. Highly Commended, H. Beldon ; S. Farring-
ton. Chat Moss; National Poultry Company. Pullets.—First, P. Unsworth,
Sandy Lane, Lowton, near Newton-le-Willows. Second, National Poultry
Company (Houdans).
Game Bantams (Any colour).—Cup, J. W. Morris, Rochdale. Second,

Capt. Heaton, Lower Brougkton, Manchester. Third, R. Gerrard, Chow-
bent, near Manchester. Commended, J. W. Morris ; R. Swift, Southwell

;

Rev. W. J. Mellor, Colwick Rectory, Nottingham. Cock or Cockerel.—
Cup, Capt. Heaton (Black Red . Second, R. Charlesworth, Brook's Bar,
Manchester (Black Red). Third, J. Fryer, Staveley, Derbyshire (Duck-
wing). Highly Commended, J. Atkins, Staffordshire.
Bantams (Any other variety).—First, J. W. Moms (Black). Second,

Sir St. G. Gore, Bail. (White). Third, 11. Draycott, Humberstone, near
Leicester (White).
Selling Class.—First, G. H. Wheeler, Middleton (Brahmas). Second,

D. Parsons (Dorkings). Third, G. H. Roberts, Pimwortham, Preston.
Cock or Cockael—First, G. H. Wheeler (White Cochin). Second, C. W.
Brierley (Brown Red Game). Commended, S. Farrington.
Ducklings (Aylesbury). — First and Secoud, E. Leech, Rochdale.

Third, Mrs. M. Seamons, Hartwell, Aylesbury, Bucks. Highly Com-
mended, Mrs. M. Seamons.
Ducklings (Rouen).—First, H. Ashton, Polefield, Prestwick, near Man-

chester. Second, J. Anderson, Meigle, Forfarshire. Third, E. Leech.
Highly Commended, J. Robinson, Garstang.
Ducklings (Any other variety).—First, Sir St. G. Gore, Bart. (Brown

Calls). Second, E. Huttou, Pudsey, near Leeds (Call Ducklings). Third,
J. R. Jessop, Beverley Road, Hull.
Goslings.—First, A. Fenton. Second, Mrs. M. Seamons.
Turkeys.—First, E. Leech. Second, S. H. Stott, Quarry Hill, Roch-

dale. Highly Commended, E. Leech.
Extra Stock.—Highly Commended, Miss E. B. Brierley (Sebastopol

Geese).
PIGEONS.

Tumblers (Almond).—First, R. Fulton, Dcpford. Second, E. E. M.
Royds, Rochdale. Highly Commended, F. Crosslev, Elland, near Halifax.
Tumblers (Any other variety).—First, R. Fulton. Second, H. Yardley.

Birmingham. Highly Commended, J. Fielding, junr., Rochdale.
Balds or Beards.—First, J. W. Edge, Ashton New Town, Birming-

ham. Second, J. Thackrav, Petergate, York.
Carrier.— Cock.—First, G. H. Roberts, Penwortham, Preston. Second,

H. Yardley. Highly Commended, J. Firth, jun., Dewsbury; F. Else,
Westbourne Grove, Bayswater, London. Hen.—First, F. Crossley. Second,
M. Hedley, Red Hill, Surrey. Highly Commended, G. H. Roberts.
Powter.—CocA:.—First, R. Fulton . Second, A. Fenton, Rochdale.

Highly Commended, J. Thackrav ; R. Fulton. Hen.—First, J. Thackray.
Second, E. E. M. Royds. Highly Conmiemled, R. Fulton.
Barbs.—First, M. Hedley. Second. J. Fielding, jun., Rochdale. Highly

Commended, J. Thackray. Commended, M. Hedley; J. Firth, jun.,
Webster Hill, Dewsbury.
Tcrbits.—First, H. *B. Whittaker, Alkrinpton, Middleton. Second, J.

Thackray. Highly Commended, J. Thackray.
Jacobins.—First, J. B. Pindar, Harpkurley, Manchester. Second, C.

Samuels, Longsight, near Manchester.
Fantails.—First, F. Else, London. Second, J. Thackray. Highly

Commended, J. Thackray; C. Cowburn Calls, Leeds.
Owls.—First and Second, J. Fielding, jun. Highly Commended, M.

Hedley; F. Else ; J. H. Pickles.
Nuns.—First. H. Yardley. Second, J. Thackrav.
Dragons.—First, F. Crossley. Second, H. Yardley. Highly Com-

mended, H. Simpson, jun., Meadowtield, Whitby ; C. Bulpin, River Side,
Bridgwater.
Trumpeters.—First, J. Thackray. Second, H. Simpson, jun., Meadow-

field, near Whitby.
Any other Variety.—First, J. Thackray (Yellow Magpies). Second,

National Poultry Company (Silver Runts). Highly Commended, J. W.
Edge, Aston New Town, Birmingham ; J. Thackray.
Selling Class.—First, J. W. Edge (Blue Brunswicks). Second, H.

Simpson, jun. (Blue Magpies).
Best Three Varieties of Pigeons,—Cup, J. Henshall, Cross Lane,

Salford (Carriers, Powters, and Owls).

RABBITS.
Spanish.—First, E. E. M. Royds. Second, J. Taylor. Highly Com-

mended, Hanson & Wagstnff, Thornc, near Doncaster.
Any other Variety.—First, C. Rayson (Himalayan Buck). Second,

J. Lucas, Wet Rake, Rochdale (Angora Buck). Highly Commended, J.

Lawson, Middleton; C. Rayson (Patagonian Doe and Angora Buck) ; T.
Ponifret, Hoghton Lane, near Preston.

Judges.—Poultry: Mr. Richard Teebay, Fullwood, near Preston.

;

and Mr. Joseph Hindson, Liverpool. Pigeons and Rabbits : Mr.
Tegetmeier, London.

CHELMSFORD AND ESSEX POULTRY AND
PIGEON SHOW.

This Show, from very small beginnings in the way of prize

money last year, by good management was a complete success,

and produced a small balance in favour of the Committee.
This year a most liberal and comprehensive schedule has been
issued. There are thirty-seven classes for poultry, including

separate classes for Creve Cceur, La Fleche, and Houdan, and
ten classes for Pigeons. A silver cup of the value of £5 5s.

is offered for the best Game cock of any age or colour. The
prizes vary from £2 to 10s., and in the majority of classes ex-

tend to three prizes. The Great Eastern Railway Company
have kindly consented to convey birds free on the return journey
under the usual conditions. The spacious Corn Exchange with
its lofty and well-ventilated roof of glass, the subject of particular
notice last year, and so admirably adapted for a poultry ex-
hibition, will be used again.

MORLEY EXHIBITION OF POULTRY AND
PIGEONS.

This Exhibition took place on Tuesday, the 18th inst., in con-
nection with that of the Morley Agricultural Society. The arrange-
ments for the poultry were exceedingly good for an out-door Exhi-
bition, ample provision being made against the possibility of wet
weather, but happily the day was favourable. No doubt, so far as tbe
plumage of the birds alone is considered, this is one of the worst
times in the whole year for holding a poultry show ; but as it is the
season of a public festival at Morley, the choice of date was influenced
most probably, rather by the natural desire to secure good receipts by
the admission of visitors, than by any other motive.
The entries amounted to three hundred pens, and the display of

birds was most creditable ; still, as all the old birds were in worse than
indifferent plumage, whilst the chickens were mostly not sufficiently

matured for exhibition, a lack of condition was almost universal.
Scarcely an adult bird had shed half its feathers, and Game cocks
with a single sickle-feather, or, perchance, no tail at all, were almost
universal. The same, as might be anticipated, was the prevailing
feature among Polands, Hamburghs, Bantams, and several other
varieties that could be named as breeds of poultry in which purity of

feather is all-important.

We regretted much to see a number of pens of fowls evidently
labouring raider an attack of roup, and as this disease is well known
to be highly contagious, several were at once removed. It would have
been far better policy on the part of the owners to have kept such
specimens under proper restorative care at home than to have thus
added to their ailments by still further exposure.
The Golden-spangled were very good, as were the Silver-pencilled

Hamburg&e, the latter variety taking the Hamburgh silver enp, closely

pressed by the Golden -spangled. Game fowls were in general so

totally out of feather that little can be said in their favour, still some
very creditable Black Red chickens were shown ; and to a pen of Game
Bantams of this colour the silver Game cup was awarded, as by the
prize schedule Bantams were equally eligible. The White and tho
Black Bantams were also good, but in shocking feather. Polands,
Spanish, DorJdngSj and OocMns were all well represented, but by
birds in very bad show trim. In the "Any Variety class," were
exhibited some first-rate well-grown Brahma chickens in splendid

feather ; but the condition of the Houdans, the La Fleche, and
Creve Cceurs was as bad as it could be.

The Geese were a credit to any show, and it would be useless to

expect better, besides which the entries were numerous. The Ayles-

bury Ducks were preferable to the Ronens, and the extra variety Duck
< hi - was one of the best and most interesting in the Show.
The Pigeons, of which there were more than a hundred pens, formed

a very popular part of the Show, but the generality were quite unfit

for exhibition, the moulting being almost at its height. Most of

those shown were in heavy pen-feather, and the Eunless weather from
midday was evidently very dispiriting to birds in their condition.

There was a very large attendance of visitors, and, therefore, the

Show proved a success. We may add, that every attention was given

to the wants of the birds competing.

Hambcrghs (Golden-spangled).—First, S. & R. Ashton, Mottram. Se-
cond, H. Beldon, Goitstock, Bingley.
Hambtjbghs (Silver-spangled).—First, H. Beldon. Second, J. Walker,

Haya Park. Knaresborough. Highly Commended, H. Beldon.
Hamburghs (Golden-pencilled i.—First and Second, S. Smith, Northow-

ram, Halifax. Commended, F. Ilollings, Snap Farm, near Bradford.
Hamburghs {Silver-pencilled).—First and Cup, J. Walker. Second, H.

Beldon. Highly Commended, H. Beldon. Commended, W. Bairstow,
Fearncliffe, Bingley.
Game (Black-breasted or other Reds).—First, H. Snowden, Great Horton,

Bradford. Second, J. Hodgson, Bowling Old Lane, Bradford. Highly
Commended, Messrs. Church & Houlding, Nantwieb, Cheshire. Com-
mended, J. D.Ncwsonie,Batley ; J. Fell, Adwalton; Sir St. G. Gore, Bart.,

Hopton Hall, Wirkswortk.
Game (Duckwings or other Greys and Blues).—First, J. Firth, Halifax.

Second, J. Bradford, Bradford. Commended, G. Helliwell, Walkley,
Sheffield,

Game (Whites or Piles).—First, Sir St. G. Gore, Bart. Second, W.
Walker, Goraersall.
Game (Black or Brassy-winged).—First, J. Ibbetson, Great Gomersall.

Second, J. D. Newsome.
Bantams (Game).—First and Cup, R. Charlesworth, Brook's Bar, Man-

chester. Second, T. Dyson, Halifax. Highly Commended, J. D. Newsome.
Commended, W. Newsome, Leeds; J. Cros^land, jun., Wakefield.
Bantams (White).—First E * Hutton, Pudsey. Second, Sir St. G. Gore,

Bart.
Bantams (Black).—First and Second, E. Hutton.
Bantams (Any other variety).—First, S. & R. Ashton. Second, T. Bed-

ford, Gildersome.
Polands (Any variety).—First and Second, H. Beldon. Highly Com-

mended, H. Carter, Upper Thong, Holmfirth.
Spanish.—First, J. Thresh, Bradford. Second, H. Beldon.
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Dorkings.—First, Sir St. O. Gore. Bart. Second, H. Beldon.

Cochin-China.—First, O.IW. Brierley.MIddleton, Manchester. Second,

J. Dixon, North Park, Bradford. Highly Commended, C. Sidgwick, Rid-

dlesden ITall, Keigbley. Commended, W. N'ussoy, Lane Knd, Hirstall.

AnyBheeh HOT Mentioned.—First and Second, J. II Tickles, Bridgo

Koyd, Todmorden (Dark Brahma Pootra). Highly Commended, sir st.

G. Gore, Bart. (Black Hamburghs) ; G. 11. Roberts, Penwortham, Preston

(Dark Brahmas) ; J. Coulson, Stanningky (Black Hamburghs).
Geese (Any variety).—First, E. Leech, Rochdale. Second, S. II. Stott,

Quarry Hill, Rochdale. Highly Commended, O. A. Young, Driffield; E.

Leech; C. B. Marshall, Mnnst Leeds.
Docks iKi-neni.— First,.!. Nelson. Heaton BlerBey, Manchester. Second,

Sir St. G. Gore, Bart. Highly Commended, J. Ward, idwaltonj J. A.

Haigh, Morley; J. Nelson. Commended, J. Dixon,
Ducks (Aylesbury).—First and Second,E. Leech. Highly Commended,

J. A. Haigh. Commended, W. Newsome.
Ducks (Any other variety). First, C. W. Briorley (Carolinas). Second,

Sir St. <.;. Sore, Bart (Grey Calls). Highly Commended, B Hutton Grey
Calls : J. Dixon (Carolinas). Commended, T. C. Harrison, Hull (Man-
darins); J. It. Jessop, Hull (Garganeys).

PIGEONS.
Carriers.—First, H. Yardley, Birmingham. Second, H. Beldon.
Owes.—First, J. Thompson. Market Hall, Blngley. Second, H. Yardley.
TrrRBlTS—First. J. Thompson. Second.!;. Dodge, Sheffield. Highly

Commeuded, J. Witkinshaw, jun., Nantwich; H. Beldon. Commended,
H. Yardlev.
Bares.—First. H. Yardley. Second, J. Thompson. Commended, J.

Bywater, Morley : J. Pickles, Slaithwaite.
Tumblers.—First, H.,Yardley. Second, E.Wilson, Leeds. Commended,

J. Thompson.
Fantails.— Fiist, H. Yardley. Second, C. Cole, Bowling.
Powter.—Fii-st, H. Yardley. Second, H. Beldon. Commended, J.

Thompson.
Ncms.—First, S. & R. Ashton. Second, J. Thompson.
Jacobins.—First, R. Dodge, Sheffield. Second, C. Cole. Commended,

J. Thompson ; H. Yardley.
Trumpeters.—First, J. Firth, juu.. Dewsbury. Second, H. Yardley.

Highly Commended, J. Thompson.
Any other Variety.—First, J. Thompson (Black Magpies). Second,

J. Ross, jun., Morley (Runts). Highly Commended, C. Cole (Archangels,
Yellow Dragons) ; G. Scargill, Morley (Antwerps).

Edward Hewitt. Esq., of Eden Cottage, Sparkbrook, Birmingham,
officiated as Arbitrator.

POULTRY SHOW IN THE SOUTH OF
ENGLAND.

- 1 see by an advertisement that tve are to have a first-class

poultry shove in the South of England at last, and it is to take
place in those beautiful grounds, the Swiss Gardens, lying be-

tween Brighton and Worthing. The Swiss Gardens' Pavilion,

150 feet long, by 40 feet in breadth, and its sister room, used
for refreshments, nearly the same size, form just the place for

a poultry show, being covered.

Here is a pattern for all railways. The London, Brighton, and
South-coast Railway Company have kindly consented to convey
all birds over the whole of their line of rails, both to and from
the Show, free of charge, that are not sold ; and may the Com-
pany have plenty of passengers to remunerate them for their

liberality in conveying the birds free. I trust that all poultry
fanciers will rally round the South of England Poultry Show.

—

One who Lives in the South.

THE NORTHAMPTON POULTRY SHOW.
This Show was held on Wednesday the 19th inst. in the Corn

Exchange, a building admirably suited for the purpose, being spacious,
lofty, well ventilated, and kept scrupulously clean. Internally the
Corn Exchange is quite ornamental, and being lighted from the roof
the general appearance of the late Show was most imposing on the
first entrance of the visitor ; nor did it at all lose interest after the
most rigid examination of the poultry exhibited, for more perfect
classes could scarcely be met with at any poultry show. The Com-
mittee were prompt in all necessary arrangements, and the care and
attention paid by these gentlemen to the birds shown was most exem-
plary. The exhibition pens of Messrs. Turner, of Shi ffield, a style of
coop offering great facilities for the advantageous inspection of the
competing specimens, were secured for the occasion. All the pens
were ranged in single tier ; and we can safely say that for a show con-
taining not more than five or six hundred pens a more suitable exhi-
bition-room could not be desired than the Northampton Corn Ex-
change. The Show was in every way a success, and. the weather
being fine and sunny, many of the aristocracy, besides a large number
of other visitors, were present. The attendance of poultry-breeders
from distant parts was unusually good.

Dorkings stood lirst in the prize schedule, and a most excellent col-

lection they were. The adnlts, of course, were entirely ont of feather
from moulting, but the Dorkings of 1866 far exceeded the anticipations
of most breeders. Many very early and well-grown pens of chickens
were shown, and we were glad to observe that not a single instance
arose in which a doubt conld be entertained as to their being veritable
chickens of the current year. The extraordinary development of a

number of these birds, however, proved beyond doubt that neither

trouble nor expense had been spared to bring them forward by their

relative proprietors. Wo regretted to find, however, that several of

(he best pens were losing position by au oversight of their owners in

selecti the spars, standing directly outside the legs, instead of ontbo
mi ill' . being an absolute malformation, and one, too, that experienoo

I

i is generally hereditary. This is equally objectionable in pullets

as in cocks, and the extraordinary development of spur in many first-

rato Dorking pullets is oue that renders this failing more con-

spicuous than ever. Although the dark-feathered Dorkings proved

generally the largest birds, a considerable number of pens of uuusually

large and well-feathered Silver-Greys were present, and obtained high

positions in the prize list. Adult, Spanuh fowls cannot be expected

when in full moult I" possess good faces; in fact, all the adnlts exhi-

bited afforded the most convincing i vide how much each was suffer-

ing under the oppression of the late unfavourable weather. It will in

t cases be fully two months hence before they are fit for public

exhibition. The Spanish chickens, however, made ample compensation

for the shortcomings of the old birds, for they were excellent. The
remarks just made as to Spanish fowls will equally apply to the Qamc
fowls. Adult Game cocks at Northampton were shown without tails

at all. and not a few pens were left vacant from the impossibility, as

stated by their owners, of sending them in such miserable plumage.

Many of the Game chickens will compete closely at the most extensive

shows now fast approaching. The Cochins were mostly very good,

and many of the chickens were well developed. Eamburghi were not

in large force, nor were they well shown. In Any other distinct breed

La Fleche and Houdan fowls took precedence, though some excellent

Dark Brahmas, Creve Occurs, Silks, Game Bantams, and Beveral other

I
.hi i ties were well represented.

In Geest and Aylesbury Thicks the Showwas excellent, the Toulouse

Geese standing tirst, with most excellent Embdens closely pressing

them. A remarkably good pen of Sebastopol Geese was exhibited,

and was. perhaps, one of the most striking features of the Show to

those who attended simply as casual visitors. Some splendid speci-

mens of the Carolina or American Summer Duck in the highest

feather were shown in the Variety class for Ducks. These, too,

proved themselves to be especial public favourites. There was no

competition in Turkeys, only one pen being shown, hut the birds

proved very good poults for the season.

/•/./. cms w.re shown in pens of three pairs as a sweepstakes—a very

difficult matter just at this time of the year for any Pigeon breeder,

on account of the moulting being now just at its highest. Many
admirable pens were shown which were thrown out from the short-

comings of a single pair of the three ; indeed it was a pity to see good

specimens exhibited along with their half-fledged young ones, as the

excitement of a public show was calculated to do them great injury.

As the rules required that each collection should contain three different

breeds the difficulty was still greater for Pigeon exhibitors. It is pro-

bable that in a future season some enlargement of the Pigeon classes

may be offered as an encouragement to entries in this division of the

Northampton Show.

Dorkings—First, T. Tatham, Kinffsthorpe. Second, Hon. W. Fitz-

william, Wentworth Woodhouse, Rotherham. Third. H. Lingwood,
Needham Market, Suffolk. Fourth, J. K. Fowler, Prebendal Farm, Ayles-

bury. Hens.—First, T. Tatham. Second, J. Longland, Grendon. Highly

Commended, Sir C. E. Isham, Bart., Lamport Hall; H. Savile. Rufford

ibbey, Ollerton; H. Lingwood. Chickens.—First, F. S. Arkwright, Etwall.

Hall, Derby. Second, R. Wood, Clapton, Tbrapstone. Third, W. H.
Walker, Shenfield, Brentwood, Essex. Highly Commended. H. Savile;

F. S. Arkwright ; T. Tatham ; J. Longland, Grendon : R. Wood ; D. C.
i

i 1,11. M.D., County Lunatic Asylum, Brentwood, Essex; J. Clarke.

Itavensthorpe. Pullets.—First. H. Lingwood. Second, D. C. Campbell,

M.D. Highly Commended. Hon. T. W. Fitzwilliam ; H. Savile ; W. H.
Walker. Commended. T. Hushin, Ravensthorpe; D. C. Campbell, M.D.,

Spanish.—First, W. B. Bull, Newport. Second, C. Wright, Northamp-
ton. Third. Eev. W. J. Mellor, Colwiek Rectory, Notts. Highly Com-
mended, C, Wright. Kens.—First, J. T. Parker, Northampton. Second,
i Barber. Walsall. Highly Commended, J. W. Smith, Oundle. Com-
mended, W. R. Bull, Newport Pagnell, Bucks. Chickens.—First, C.Barber.

Second, W. .1. Smith. Third, W. R.Bull. Highly Commended, C. Wright.

Game (Black-breasted Red).—First, Second, and Third, H. Sheild.

Higblv Commended, J. N. Beaslev. Northampton.
Game (Brown-breasted and other Reds, except Black-breasted).-First

and Second, H. Sheild. Third, J. H. Smith. Eorton, Northampton.
(1 ame (Duckwings, or any other colour).— Fir.-t and Second, H. Sheild,

Third. H. Dank-. Worcester. Highly Commended, H. Banks; H. Sheild.

Cochin-Chinas i Any colour).—First, T. Tatham. Second, J. N. Beasley.

Third. J. K. Fowler. Higblv Commended. H. Lingwood. Chickens.—

First, Rev. C. H. Lucas, the Rectory, Edith Weston. Stamford. Second,

3. Barber, Kettering. Third and Highly Commended, J. N. Beasley.

Ha ii. i .us (Any variety).—First, W. Bartord, Aylesbury. Second,

lb. ii. T. W. Fitzwilliam.

Any other Distinct Breed.—First and Second, The National Poultry
• ay, Bromley, Kent (La Fleehe, Creve Cosur). Third. J. K. Fowler

(Brahma chickens). Higblv Commended. Hon. T. W. Fitzwilliam (Creve

(our : II. Savile (Japanese Silkies); J. Barber (Game Bantamsl; .1. D.
I . Grendon Hall, Northampton (Game Bantams). Commended,
The National Poultry Company (Houdan) ; .1. K. Fowler Game Bantams);

Rev. Dr. Sedgwick, Great Houghton Rectory, Northampton (Game Ban-
t HO-'.

SINGLE COCKS.
Dorking—First, D. C. Campbell. M.D. Second. R. Wood. Third, Capt.

If. B. Line. Lilv Hill, Bracknell. Commended, H. Lingwood.
Spanish.—First, J. T. Parker, Northampton. Second, H. & S. Cooper,

Walsall.
Game.—First, Second, and Third, H. Sheild. Northampton.
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Geese.—First and Second. J. K. Fowler. Highly Commended, H. Savile.
Commended, The Ladies Wentworth Fitzwilliam, Harrowden House,
Wellingborough.
Ducks (Aylesbnry).—First and Second, J. K. Fowler. Highly Com-

mended, J. K. Fowler ; Rev. C. H. Crosse, Cambridge.
Ducks (Ronen).—First, T. Burnaby, Upper Lodge, Pipcwell. Second,

and Highly Commended, J. K. Fowler.
Ducks (Any other variety).—First, H. Savile (Carolina). Second, J.

Beasley (East Indianl. Highly Commended, J. K. Fowler (East Indian)

;

J. W. Smith (Black East Indian^.
Turkeys.—Prize, Sir C. E. Isham, Bart.
Pigeons Sweepstakes.— Carriers, Owls and Powters.—Prize, H. Ynrdley,

Birmingham. Ma^piex, Archanfiete and Turbits.—Commended, J. Noble.
Carriers, Yellow Baldheads, Jacobins.—Commended, J. Adams, North-
ampton. Any variety.—Highly Commended, J. Adams.

A pen of three Spanish fowls, a pen of dark Brahma Pullets, and three
Turkey Poults were Commended as Extra Stock.

The officiating Arbitrator was Edward Hewitt, Esq., of Eden Cot-
tage, Sparkbrook, Birmingham.

THE MANCHESTER POULTRY PRIZE
SCHEDULE.

We have teen favoured with the perusal of a proof sheet of
the Manchester prize list, and we can truly say we have never
yet met with one on so liberal a scale. It is evidently calcu-
lated not only to insure most extensive entries from all our
principal exhibitors for the Show on December the 21st, but
it will also tend to place the breeding of first-class fancy
poultry amongst the foremost ranks of popular and at the
same time remunerative amusements. In poultry 228 prizes
varyiDg in value from £10 to a sovereign, are offered ; forty-
eight prizes are to be allotted to Pigeons, ranging in value
from £3 down to £1 ; and the Babbits enjoy equally liberal
premiums.
With such a schedule, no doubt Manchester will enjoy this

year an amount of support hitherto unprecedented.

KEEPING EGGS FRESH.
In recent Numbers various modes of keeping eggs have been

recommended, all of them, no doubt, more or less good. I am,
however, again induced to lay before your readers a plan which
I described some years ago, for by it eggs have been preserved
good for sixteen months, and I have myself partaken of some
kept more than half that time which could not be distinguished
from fresh eggs, and such, I am told, answer all the purposes
of confectionary where eggs are used, as they can be whipped
into the required condition. I do not pretend to say what this
is, but I am told that it is a certain test of the freshness of
the egg.

The plan being exceedingly simple, cannot fail to recommend
itself to all who may be desirous of keeping eggs. It is this :

Put the eggs into an ordinary colandar, dip them a few seconds
in boiling water, and let them dry ; then pack them in a box or
jar with a lid to it, using dry wood ashes for the packing material,
and let the box or jar be quite full, so that it can be turned
bottom upwards occasionally—in fact, I presume that it ought
to lie as much in that position as in any other. The object of
this appears to be to prevent the yolk settling to one side ; and
I suppose the dipping in hot water hardens the filmy lining of
the shell, so as to render it more capable of excluding air.

In this view of the matter I may, however, be wrong. Certain
it is, nevertheless, that the eggs so treated keep well and as
long as they are generally wanted, and the simplicity of the
plan is a point in its favour not to be disputed. Probably
other materials as well as wood ashes might be used, but of
such I have no experience. I am inclined to think that there
may be some preservative properties peculiar to the wood ashes ;

and as these are easily obtained, I would strongly recommend
those interested in the keeping of eggs to try the plan and
report the result.—J. Robson, Linton.

IPSWICH POULTRY SHOW.
Is answer to Mr. Hewitt's letter in your Journal of the 11th

inst., speaking of the folly of poultry societies holding their
shows in the open air, will you allow me to inform him that
our Committee have secured the spacious Ipswich Corn Ex-
change for their Show ? The building is light, well-ventilated,
and, in fact, a better place I do not think it possible to

have. All specimens committed to our charge will thus be

protected from exposure to the vicissitudes of our changeable
climate.

As I have been asked what will be the real value of the five-

guinea silver cups we offer, permit me to say they are to be
the very best we can obtain, our Committee having the promise
of them at wholesale prices, and I assure exhibitors that they
cost our Society £5 5s. each. Our Committee trust that exhibi-
tors will send as many entries as possible, making our first

Exhibition a success, so that we may offer even a better prize

list next year.

In answer to " Y. B. A. Z.," when he speaks of the exorbi-

tant charges made to exhibitors for the carriage of fowls, allow

me to remind him, as also any intending exhibitor at the
Ipswich Poultry Show, which is to take place November 8th
and 9th, that the Great Eastern Railway Company are certainly

an exception as regards the carriage of fowls ; and to show that

their charge is very moderate, I may mention having myself a
pen of Polands from Louth, Lincolnshire, brought direct to my
house, which is nearly two miles from the station, for Is. 5d.

As a further inducement for exhibitors to send their birds, we
have obtained through the liberality of the Great Eastern Com-
pany their promise to convey all specimens on the return

journey to any station on their lines free of charge, provided
they remain the property of the sender.—W. B. Jeffries,
Hon. Sec, Ipswich Poultry Society.

HONEY HARVEST—WOODEN-TOPPED STRAW
HIVES.

Hivixr, tried this year for the first time what could be done
by a strong stock of bees in a hive built in accordance with
directions so kindly and fully given me by Mr. S. Bevan Fox,

in answer to my inquiries in No. 186, Vol. VII., New Series,

of The Journal of Horticulture, I am anxious to lay before

its readers the great success (greater, indeed, thau I could

possibly have expected), which has attended the busy occupants

of my new box hive.

On the 18th of last May, shortly before noon, two strong

swarms issued forth within ten minutes of one another from
two stocks in my apiary : the one was hived in the box hive

already alluded to, the other in a strong and well-built straw

hive. The latter, however, did not seem at all inclined to

settle, and at length, in spite of all attempts to induce the

restless colony to remain at home, quitted its habitation for the

more costly abode of the more favoured swarm. But little

quarrelling took place in the now double stock, for by the morn-
ing the busy workers of the two colonies might be seen taking

their flight across the fields. Truly may they be said to have
improved " each shining hour," for in ten days from the time
they began together to collect the materials wherewith to

build, without rule or compass, each fragile cell, they gave

signs of a want of additional accommodation. This I at once

supplied, admitting them on the 28th of May to the large and
outer super-covering so admirably adapted for carrying on in

regular order the building of their comb and disposal of their

stores. Another ten days, and a further space for their work
must be given. Gradually the outer box is raised, and with
rapidity is each of the eight combs, so well supported on the

Woodbury-bar, filled with the nectar drained from many a

flower. Again, and again, they needed additional room, and
no sooner was it from time to time given, than with greater

perseverance they carried on their wonderful work.

At length on the 19th of July, finding that the super-box

was becoming well filled, and wishing to compete with other

bee-keepers, and to show the extraordinary workings of the

busy bee at the horticultural show held at Stowmarket, on the

following day, the 20th, I, duly prepared, undertook with the

assistance of an energetic apiarian, to remove from the super

the many thousands of bees still clustering on the combs, and
yet busy at their work. This, as it proved, was not altogether

an easy task, for her majesty the queen bee was there in the

midst of her devoted subjects, and as she would not be per-

suaded to quit with them, I was compelled to resort to force

(by fumigation). Her majesty was at length captured and

returned to her disconsolate subjects in the stock hive, whilst

the rest of them, as best they could after recovery from the

intoxicating fumes, found their way back to their misused

sovereign.

Having thus quietly, though with some little difficulty,

expelled the refractory multitudes, nothing remained but to

ascertain what in reality the bees had done for inc from the
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28th of May to the 19th of July. The largo and heavy hox
was placed upon tho scales, and 1 found to my surpriso that

my busy little favourites had givon mo in comb and honey
61 lbs. nett weight. Such is my experience of tho use of a

box hive, and outer-box super on tho Woodbury eight-bar

system. This result in some neighbourhoods may not be

thought extraordinary, but in this district and at the horticul-

tural show before alluded to, it was regarded as a marvel by
admiring crowds, and won for me tho " first prize for honey
by deprivation."

Now, that I am upon the subject of bees, I would venture to

place before the many who take an interest in apiarian matters

the diagram of a hive, which, from tho experience I have had
of its use this season, will bo found, I think, to be of better

construction than the ordinary straw hive with wholly or

partially wooded top. The idea carried out in this hive sug-

gested itself to me, from the fact that tho tops of tho hives I

have had in use now for some few years, have given way from
tho weight of honey they have had to support, thus rendering

their surface uneven, and in consequence making it somewhat
difficult to work supers well upon them. The hive under con-

sideration is so constructed as to entirely obviate these two
evils, at the same time it is so simple as to require no length-

Fig- 1. Fig. 2.

ened explanation. The crown-board a
{fig. 1), is firmly screwed

to two bars, e e, projecting at either end just beyond the straw,

thus entirely preventing the crown-board giving way in the
slightest degree. These two bars are so arranged as to allow

of a double slide passing beneath them, the one of perforated

zinc for ventilation, the other of tin for cutting off all com-
munication with any super-glass which may be in use. There
is also a super-board, c [fig. 2), so constructed as to slide easily

between these two bars, resting at the same time upon them,
and thus exercising an equal pressure over the whole surface

of the crown-board. The super-board is also furnished with a
donble slide, so that to the most timid this arrangement of

slides will be found most useful in the manipulation of bees.

—

A. K. H., Westhorpe.

BEES AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE.
When in London a week or two ago I, of course, paid a visit

to the Crystal Palace, and equally, of course, when there com-
plied with the invitation which I descried posted in divers

conspicuous positions to visit " Marriott's working bees." Here
I found a couple of unicomb and tho same number of circular

glass hives tenanted and at work, so far as the advanced season

would permit, together with other hives of various descriptions,

filled supers, specimens of comb, royal cells, &c, the whole
being explained by Mr. Marriott in a brief but intelligent and
intelligible lecture repeated every few minutes. Judging from
the number of visitors and the interest which they displayed,

this little exhibition appears likely to answer the purpose of its

proprietor, as well as to minister to the growing popularity of

the rational culture of the honey bee.—A Devonshire Bee-
keeper.

SAVING CONDEMNED BEES.
I am trying your plan (page 18), for saving condemned bees.

I united the inmates of four hives on the 4th instant, and have
fed since then with loaf sugar syrup through perforated zinc at

the top of my box, by means of an inverted bottle, at the rate

of 1 lb. of sugar per day, besides a small quantity of honey,
which I give them in a tin drawer in the bottom of the hive.

Do you think that quantity more than is really necessary?

The floor is nearly covered with small white flakes like wax.

Does it require to bo cleared ? I havo placed them in a hex-
agon box of my own manufacture, mado of yellow deal ; it

measuros internally 11 inches across from side to side, and is

15 inches deep. Will the great depth bo any injury to the
bees ? 1 have a window in the side, so that 1 can watch their
progress. I believo the bees and comb now weigh from to
7 lbs., having inhabitod their new homo seven flaj .

I am preparing supers on a plan recommended me by W.
Hedley, Esq., of Charlwood, each piece being about 1 inches
deop, tho top fitted with sliding laths. Will such plan be tho
best?

—

An Amateur Bee-keeper.

[You are not feeding your bees too profusely. The supply
should bo continued uninterruptedly until the stock weighs
something approaching to 20 lbs. nett. The floor-board need
not be cleared of the small whito Hakes, which are scales of
wax secreted by the bees and dropped by them in the process
of fabricating comb. Your hive is somewhat deep, and tho
supers rather shallow, but the bees may, nevertheless, prosper
in the first, and you may deepen the latter by inserting a second
box under the first when nearly full.]

THE EGYPTLVN BEE.—Paot V.

now i proceeded to increase and multiply it.

(Continued /mm page 150.)

Before entering upon a description of the attempts which I

made to propagate Apis fasciata during the autumn of kst
year, and the degree of success by which they were attended, I
may be permitted again to refer to my correspondence with
Herr Vogel, which terminated on his part with a long letter in
his own language, which reached me in September, and frcm
which I make the following extracts :

—

" The Egyptian queen which you received from me was
reared in June last ; she is, therefore, about four months old.

This queen has received a true impregnation, because the
mothers that were reared from her brood here produced true
Egyptians. I sent you this queen because the queens that
were thus reared became all beautiful and true Egyptians.

" The cells of the Egyptian bees are one-tenth narrower
than the cells of our northern bee, so that ten Egyptian cells,

including the partition walls, are equal in width to nine cells

of our bees. If the Egyptian bee is bred in the combs of Apis
mellifica, and by native bees, it becomes bodily somewhat
larger and also makes somewhat larger cells. The black or
the Italian bees no doubt feed the Egyptian larvis with abun-
dance of pollen, wherefore the young bees bred in their larger

cells are of unusual size when hatched out. If, however, there
are only Egyptians in the hive, all the bees will ultimately
revert to their original size."

Herr Yogel then gives his opinion of my hives, of which I

had sent him a description, accompanied by a sketch of one
of my frames, which in respect to size occupy an intermediate
position between the large ones in use in America and the

diminutive ones of Germany, and are, as I believe, the best

adapted for our climate. He says :

—

" The Egyptian bees require as large a hive as the Italian.

I think your hive too wide. The Dzierzon hive is made
but 10 inches wide (compare the line A B'). Hives provided

with frames are 11 inches in width, but the combs are then

also but 10 inches wide, as the frame stands off a quartet

of an inch on each side, and each part on either side is a

quarter of an inch thick, consequently four quarters, or one
inch, must be deducted. We find here that the bees winter

better in narrow hives because the warmth is better kept

together in them. Our hives have three storeys one above

another (stiinderstock), and each storey contains from ten to

twelve combs, so that the stock when filled contains from
thirty to thirty-six combs, each 10 inches wide, and about

8 inches high. The ' lagerstock ' has but two storeys, each

storey containing about fifteen combs, both taken together about

thirty. My opinion as to the size of your hives may, however,

be wrong, because I know England, it3 clirnate, and bee-

pasture only from books, and, therefore, may be mistake:).

The breadth of our comb-bars is exactly an inch, n id i

from the breadth of your bars. Your bars are ton narrow, as a

brood-comb is exactly 1 inch thick, but will just suit the

Egyptian bee whose comb is not so thick."

» This line is 10 German inches in length, and marked on tho margin
of the letter. I Bnd on comparing it, that 10 Prussian inches are equal

to about 9J inches English.
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Referring to regicidal attacks on young queens, Herr Yogel

Says :—
" It has frequently happened to me that young queens were

killed hy their own workers ; but this was only the case after

their returning from a successful wedding flight." For certain

reasons which Herr Vogel states, they then seem strange to the

bees, wherefore they are often treated hostilely, nay even killed.

" You are quite right " continues Herr Vogel " in saying that

Egyptian queens mating with Italian drones produce only

Egyptian drones. Observation has shown this also in the

present year. Likewise Egyptian queens impregnated by black

drones bred only pure Egyptian drones. If the young queen
is a true one by birth, the mating with a drone of another

species has no influence whatever on her male offspring.
" I do not find that the Egyptian queens quit their cells

sooner than the Italian. If this has been the case with you,

then the bees have chosen a larva more than three days old,

from which to raise a queen, wherefore your queens hatched
sooner. It has repeatedly happened to me, that queens left

their cells on the tenth day ; but this was only the case when
the bees had larvre four or five days old from which to rear a

queen.
" You did well to raise young Egyptian queens this summer.

Next spring you will have Egyptian drones in greater abundance.

The latter are on the whole of a more beautiful colour than the

Italian drones, which, as a rule, vary in colour."

Being willing to conclude what I thought worth extracting

from Herr Vogel's letters, I have advanced somewhat too far

in point of time, and must therefore go back to the end of

July, when I received the Egyptian queen. As before stated,

Bhe alone survived the journey and the hazards of an introduc-

tion to a small colony of Italians, which I immediately pro-

ceeded to strengthen by the careful selection and gradual addi-

tion of ripe brood combs from other and stronger stocks. This
process being necessarily somewhat slow, I could not wait for

its conclusion, but was of course compelled to defer operations

until my lilliputian Semiramis had so far recovered from the

fatigues and dangers incident to her journey and translation to

an alien stock, to commence the all-important duty of oviposi-

tion in her new realm. It was not, therefore, until the 7th of

August that I found myself in a position to take the first step

towards propagating my new and very interesting acquisition.

As it was essential that in endeavouring after this end I should

not deteriorate even in the slightest degree the little colony

presided over by the illustrious stranger whose dangers and
adventures formed the subject of my last paper, I may be ex-

cused for entering somewhat into detail in describing the pro-

cess by which the prosperity of the original colony was not

only not retarded, but was even actually advanced by the mea-
sures adopted for propagating the new race. Selecting, then,

one of the original combs in which her Egyptian majesty had
by this time deposited a good many eggs, I on the above-men-
tioned day swept every bee from it back into the hive with a

feather, and supplied its place with a comb full of sealed brood
from another hive, thus actually benefiting and strengthening

the Egyptian stock. Putting the abstracted comb into a nucleus-

box, I added to it two honeycombs, placed one on each side,

and brushed into the box all the bees from three brood-combs
lifted out of a strong hive for that purpose. Substituting a

sheet of perforated zinc for the crown-board of the nucleus-

box, and closing the entrance by means of the same material,

I at once conveyed it to a dark room, where it remained until

dusk. As soon as darkness had pretty well set in it was placed

on its intended stand, the entrance unbarred, and the crown-
board replaced. A grand rush was of course the result, but it

was too dark to take wing, and the involuntary truants were
perforce compelled to remain where they were until the next
morning, when numbers, doubtless, returned to their own
hive. Notwithstanding this desertion, so many bees remained
that had never taken flight, and, consequently, knew not their

way home, that royal cells were started in due course, and the
first queen was hatched on the 22nd of August, just fifteen

days after the formation of the little artificial colony.

I had a few, but only a very few, full-sized Italian drones
remaining, and my principal dependence for the fecundation of

theBe late-bred princesses, was on the services of a number of

small Ligurian drones bred in worker-cells, and which have on
this account been deemed by some to be incapable of fulfilling

their proper functions. Evidences of fecundation were, there-

fore, watched for with no little anxiety, and it will readily be
conceived with what exultation the fact was hailed, that on the

9th of September, and on the eighteenth day of her existence,

it was found that this, the first English-bred Egyptian queen
bee, had become fully capable of performing every duty con-
nected with her position.—A Devonshire Bee-keeper.

TO PRESERVE FRUIT FOR WINTER USE.
Quite till the ordinary wide-mouthed fruit-bottles with sound

fruit, let it be thoroughly shaken down, so that the bottles shall

hold as much as possible. Next, firmly fix a board horizontally

in a copper, on which set the bottles of fruit
;
pour cold water

into the copper till it reaches to within about 1 \ inch of the
mouths of the bottles. Now, light the fire and allow the water
to heat gradually. As soon as the water begins to boil, the fruit

will shrink ; when it has shrunk about 2 inches take the bottles

out of the copper, and fill them nearly to the top with boiling

water, taking care that no fruit floats
; pour on the top about a

table-spoonful of strong spirit, then cork down tightly and seal,

first dipping the lower end of the cork into the spirit. Bladder
may be substituted for the cork, and sealing wax.

It is essential that the final closing should be completed
ii-hili' (hi- bottles are quite lint. If a copper is inconvenient, the

boiling may be done in a saucepan of the requisite depth over

the fire, but the bottles must be prevented from touching the

saucepan, by means of straw.

By adopting the above method, I have had for some winters

past a good supply of fruit, perfect in flavour', and bright in

colour.—H. W.

A Good Disinfectant.—The carbolate of lime is recom-
mended by medical authority as an effectual and cheap disin-

fectant. Its preparation is very simple. Take a tub and place

some unslacked lime in it, then add water and stir up ; after

a time draw off the water, and add carbolic acid in the propor-

tion of one part to two hundred. Thus, as carbolic acid only

costs about Is. per gallon wholesale, we have the cheapest of

disinfectants. If this were extensively used to flush our sewers,

as also by private persons in their own houses, it would do

much to prevent disease.

A Greenfinch Mule Breeding.—My attention has been
directed to the suggestions made by a correspondent, that an
error may have been made, and that the hen may not really

have been a mule, but, upon that I am perfectly clear. I bred
her myself from a cock greenfinch and a hen canary kept by
themselves in a breeding cage, so that of her being a mule I

have no doubt. She has brought up eleven young birds, and
is now sitting upon five eggs. I do not attempt to explain this

freak of nature, but of the fact itself I can bear positive testi-

mony.—W. B. Hughes, Chelmsford.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Honourable Man (O. B. L.).

—"We do not know.

Cochin-Chinas (H. O. E.).—The cock two years old and the pullets six

months are not objectionable as to age; whether their progeny is good
depends upon very different antecedents—breed, management, relation-

ship. &c. Vulture hocks are when the feathers of the thighs are so long
as to project beyond the knee or hock, as it does in the vulture and some
other species of rapacious birds.

Game Cock's Bill Broken (Game Cock).—The bill will not grow again
to its original size, nor are there any means of making it do so. The
bird may be inconvenienced by it, but is not disqualified. He will

soon learn to eat.

Oats Ground for Poultry.—In reply to your correspondent, I may
name Mr. John Hill, Maresfield Mill, Uckfield, Susses, who will forward
samples and price.—W. W. Townshend.

Bee-house (E. W.).—The size of a bee-house must, of course, be
determined by the number of hives it is intended to accommodate,
whether eight or ten or more, allowing 3 feet between each doorway.

Ligurian bees are not now very expensive. If you write to T. W. Wood-
bury, Esq., Mount Radford, Exeter, he will give particulars.

POULTRY MARKET.—September 17.

The tardy harvest operations are not without effect upon the poultry

market. The people are too busy in the fields to kill and send up poultry.

This causes rather a better price than is usual for fattened and choice

poultry.

s d. s. d
|

s. d s. d
Large Fowls 2 6 to 3 Partridges to

Smaller do 2 2 8 Grouse
Fowls Hares
Chickens 16 19 Rabbits 14 16
Geese 6 6 6 Wild do 8 9
Ducks 1 6 1 9

I

Pigeons 8 8 9
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was'laid a foot of brickbats, from which the finer portions kad
been sifted out by an inch sieve, and on the brickbats was
placed turf grass-side downwards. The border was composed
of turf, cut 3 inches thick, from a pasture, the soil of which
was a lightish hazel or yellow loam resting on a gravelly sub-
soil. The turf was laid on fresh, as cut, grass-side downwards,
and between every layer boiled half-inch bones were strewn,
until the border had been carried up to the height of 24 inches.
When finished it had the appearance of an inclining terrace,
with slopes in front and at the ends, the drain-tiles extending
beyond these, and being each fitted with a wooden plug, so that
they could be opened or closed at will. During the growing
season these plugs were taken out daily, if the temperature of

the air exceeded that of the border, but at no other time, and
they were invariably put in at night. Vines were of course
planted, and the Grapes did not shank. The border, having a
sloping top or surface, was covered with boards if the weather
proved unfavourably wet. I mention this, thinking it may
meet the requirements of a correspondent, " M. J. B.," to
whose questions the above is partly in reply.

2nd, Vitiated Sap.—In vineries where the borders are in-

side shanking is not wholly unknown, nor in heated borders is

it invariably true that Grapes do not shank. I have seen them
shank under what we may term very unfavourable conditions
for the disease, and notwithstanding every precaution taken to
guard against it. I fully believe tho Vine to be no feeder on
carrion, nor any of those strong manures which subside during
decomposition into a soapy mass, in which no Vine rout will

live for a single winter, or, if so. only to push into the subsoil
or anywhere out of the roach of the putrefaction. Very often
Vine borders are made so that the mouths of the Vines planted
in them are rotted off, at times taking up so much food as to
cover the roof with an undue amount of foliage, and at other
times scarcely enough for the pressing demands of the leaves
and fruit ; but if this cause shanking, what is it but an insuffi-

cient supply of sap ? The roots not taking up the supply of
food as decomposed or rendered available, it is absorbed by
the soil adjoining, and this goes on constantly, so that the soil

not only bacomes exctssively rich, but sodden, sour, and de-
prived of air from its closeness. It surely must follow that
the spongioles take up food in a vitiated state, and that the
plant being unable to throw it off otherwise new parts are
formed ; these being vigorously stopped the vitiated sap chokes
the passage in the narrow part between the berry and main
conduit of the sap, and the berry so cut off from further
supplies of sap shrivels.

The sap may be vitiated by excessive watering, too rich
soil, and the border being deprived of air from the closeness
of the materials employed ; and this vitiated sap produces much
wood and long loose bunches of fruit with wiry footstalks,

the berries swell very irregularly, and when they should become
large, plump, and well-coloured, they stop swelling, remain red,

shrivel, and are sour. A soil open, well-drained, and poor
rather than rich, would prevent the last result, and our best
Grapes are not grown in borders measured by their depth and
the quantity of manure they contain, but by the openness of
the soil, the slow decomposition of the manurial substances,
and its dryness and shallowness. Naturally, the Vine loves
the hills and rocks, and will not thrive in bogs, such as we
may see without much trouble in almost any garden where
Vines have been planted some time. Afford tho Vine a warm,
dry, and open soil, and shanking will be less frequently seen.
It may only be an idea which I have, but I think calcareous
matter is valuable for some kinds of Vines, and these are such
as are most liable to shank—viz., Frontignans. I have had
these free froni shanking when grown in a border out of doors
resting on a bed of chalk, which substanco also entered largely
into the composition of the border, as also another variety
very liable to shank—namely, the Muscat Hamburgh. Of ail

Grapes this I believe to be the very best, and, at the same time,
the most difficult to grow without shanking in an outside
border. With me, when worked on the Black Hamburgh stock,

it is anything but cured, though vastly improved.
The berries sent by " M. J. B.," which " appear bruised,"

are, in addition to shanking, spotted. The " spot," as
gardeners call it, is mainly due to the same causes as shanking.
—G. Abbey.

The " Retaiia " (Parkinsonia aculeata), grows wild in many
parts of south-western Texas, and is now quite extensively

cultivated at Austin, and in other places. The young trees

have a bright green, smooth bark, both on their trunks and

branches, with long, pendent, grass-like leaves, which, when
young, have small leaflets. It has bright yellow pea-like, fra-
grant flowers, the lower parts of the petals tinged with ochreous
brown. Its seeds are contained in pods. It is a rapid grower,
and quite hardy. From its endurance of the "northers" at
Austin, where the thermometer is sometimes as low as 20°,
and very often 12° below the freezing-point, I am satisfied it

will thrive in the open air as far north as Washington. It
deserves extensive cultivation in all the States south of this
latitude, for there are few trees more beautiful.

—

(American
Country Gentleman.)

ANNUAL BEDDERS.
To any one in want of a cheap, showy, and easily-managed

bedder, I would say, Try the common Scarlet Runners. I
have grown them for this purpose for two seasons, and have
satisfied myself that when properly managed, this plant makes
a very gay and effective bedder. At the present time my row
of Runners is a perfect sheet of orange scarlet, and this in spite
of the drenching rains to which most of my bedders have suc-
cumbed. Nothing can be simpler than the management. Sow
the seeds in May in poor soil, without manure, but on dry
land, and in a sunny position. Put the seeds into the ground
with your finger and thumb, at, say, 12 inches distance from
each other. They soon make their appearance, and grow like

Mushrooms. As soon as the stems begin to taper up peg them
down until you have a perfect row, or, if you grow them in a
bed, until the ground is completely covered. After that you
must go over the row or bed occasionally, and nip off with a
pair of shears any straggling shoot, together with some of the
foliage, if it is too thick. You wiU soon have an even mass of

bloom, which will last till the frosts come. Of course, you wiU
take off the pods as they become ready for the table, and so

your bedder will be useful as weD as beautiful. The colour, as

every one knows, is a peculiarly cool brick red, unapproachable,
in my opinion, by that of any known bedder. Combined with
blue Salvia behindit, and Centaurea, or Mrs. Holford Verbena in

front, the effect is magnificent. If you object to Salvia patens,

from the uncertainty of its bloom, try a border composed of

the following materials—1st row, Lobelia speciosa ; 2nd row,

Scarlet Runners ; 3rd row, Calceolaria amplexicaulis. Though
professional chromatists niay be horrified with the combination,
I venture to say that your border will be the admiration of the
neighbourhood.

Another annual which I never omit to use as a bedder is

Sapouaria calabrica. As a border close to grass, it is, I think,

unequalled for beauty and duration of bloom, and when thus
used it saves the labour of trimming the verges'of shrubberies

on the lawn. It contrasts admirably with Calceolaria Anrea
floribunda, and I have seen it used with excellent effect to fill

a small bed on a lawn. It should be sown thickly, and should

not be thinned out too much.—F., Westmoreland.

A PLEA FOR SNOWFLAKE LOBELLl.
Let me say a kind word for the much-abused Snowflake

Lobelia. With me it had rather a pleasing effect in some
circular beds of Iresine and Coleus. These beds were edged

with Centaurea caudidissima and Cineraria maritima, and a

ring of Snowflake Lobelia was planted between the edgings and

the dark brown and crimson masses. The Lobelia was clipped

over when about 6 inches high, and formed a well defined ring

of its white flowers, having a very pretty effect.

Lobelia Snowflake has certainly a very straggling and up-

right habit, and is quite unfit for bedding by itself or for

ribbons, but if clipped it will flower more densely; and if

mixed with other plants to support it I think it is worth

further trial.

—

Williaji Tillery.

ROSES IN SCOTLAND.
As promised, I enclose a list of Roses which I have found to

be suitable in a cold late climate in the West Lothian,

420 feet above the level of the sea, as well as a list of those

varieties which do not succeed at all under similar circum-

stances. Many in the latter list are undoubtedly Roses of

first-rate excellence, but will only succeed in a genial climate.

I have been an enthusiastic grower of Roses for fifteen years,

and may, therefore, be expected to know something about the
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queen of flowers. My stock consists of between throe and

four hundred plants, all on Briar or Manotti stock**, and I can

give no preference to either stock, as both succeed well in a

rather stiff retentive soil.—Wm. M. Wardrop.

VARIETIES wniCH SUCCEED.

HARDY
* Anna AlcTi.'tT

Alfred de Boueemont
Baron Rothschild

* Baronno Prevost
* Beauty of Waltbam
* Charles Lefobvxe
Dnohess of Norfolk
1 tachess of Sutherland

* Central Jacqueminot
Genoral Simpson

* Jules Margottin
Jem Bart
Jean Goujon

* John Hopper
Sing's Acre

* La Brill inte
i eopold Premier

* Lord Macaulay
La Fontaine
Lion ties Combats
Lord Polmerston

* Madame Boll
" Sdadame Boutin
Madame Cailbit

Madame Charles Wood

PEBFSTUAXiS.
Bfadame do l ! imbac re -

* Sfad&me Charli Crape] ;

Madame Sonpert
9 Dfadanie Victor Verdior

,

Madame Julie Daran
* Mdlle. Bonnaire

'
i

\ lillant
* Olivier Delhomme
* Paul de la M.-illeray

Pauline Lojofiezeur
* Pierre Xotting

Peter Lawson
* Prince Camilla de Rohan
* 9enateur \

Souven - de I ad3 Eardlej

Souvenir de I !oi tte Cavour
Triomphe da Villecresnes

Triomphe de Paris
* Turcnue
Vaiuqueur de Goliath

* Vicomte Vigier
* Victor Verdier
Comtesse do Chabrillant

* Maurice Bernardin
Wm. Griffil

* Madame Clemence Joigneanx

Catherine Guillot
Emotion
Louise Margottin

BOURBONS.
• Model oi Perfection
* Sir Joseph Paxton

HYBRID CHINA.
Comteaae de Laoepede

HYBRID BOURBON.
Charles Lawson * Coupe d'Hrl-.'- Perraa

TEA.
Gloire de Dijon

All of the above mentioned are good, and I have put an

asterisk to those which I consider the most choice.

THE FOLLOWING DO NOT SUCCEED.

HYBRID PERPETUALK.

Anna des Dieebach, tender.

Auguste Mie, will not open.
Baronne Hallcz, very liable to mil-

dew.
Baron de Heekeren, tender.
Cardinal Patrizzi, tender.
Caroline de Sansal, bad opener.
Colonel de Rougemont, tender, and

a bad grower.
Comte de Xanteuil, opens badly.
Deuil de Prince Albert, worthless.
Duchesse d'Orleans, opens badly.
Due de Rohan, opens badly.
Due de Cazes. thin in petal.

Emprreur de Maroc, tender.
Francois Lachanne, weak grower.
Grant des Batailles, very liable to

mildew.
General Castellane, bad grower.
General Washington, will not open.
Gloire de Santenay, weak grower.
Louise Peyronny, tender.
Louis XIV., weak grower.
La Ville de St.Denis, will not open.

BOURBONS.
Souvenir de la Malmaison, opens badly.

HYBRID CHINA.
Blairii No. 2, tender. Fulgens, tender.
Brennus, very liable to mildew. Juno, will not open.

HYBRID BOURBON.
Paul Ricaut, tender.

Lord Raglan, very liable to mildew.
Miidamu Furtartn, had constitution.
Madame Knorr, weak grower.
Madame Maseon; weak grower.
Madame Pauline Villot.weak grower.
M;idume Viil-il, Ici-l constitution.

Madame Wm. Paul, opens badly.
Monsieur de Montigny, tender.
Mathurin Regnier, bad constitution.
Monte Christo, bad grower.
Mrs. Rivers, unsatisfactory.
Ornenient des Jardins, tender.
Paul Dupuy, bad grower.
Pius IX., coarse.
Prince Leon, unsatisfactory.
Professor Koch, opens badly.
Queen Victoria (Raul's), tender.
Scaur des Anges, will not open.
Souvenir de la Reine d'Angleterre,

will not open.
Triomphe de TExposition, bad

grower.
Vaingueur de Solferino, worthless.

AN ORNAMENTAL FRUIT FOR THE DESSERT.
EvEr.y one who has much to do in providing or arranging the

dessert is always on the look out for something fresh, either
useful or ornamental ; and to add to those fruits in general
use, I would recommend Queen Anne's Pocket Melon. This
Melon, as is well known by most gardeners, is not new, but a
variety which has been little cultivated of late years. When
neatly arranged with other fruits it is one of the prettiest

objects that can be placed on the dinner table.

The plant is easily grown like other Melons, either in pots or
planted out in the ordinary way. If grown in small pots, with
stems about a foot high, and about live or six fruit on each of
the plants, these are objects of great attraction, and are sure to

please the most fastidious. The average size of fruit obtained

by pot culture is that of a small Orange, and they are most
beautifully striped with red and gold ; the aroma, too, is most
delici as. The Bruit from plants planted out will be about

double the size of those produced By pot plants', but equally

useful and ornamental. This miniature Melon is, I believe,

of very ancient date, and is like an " old coat " or " old song,"

destined to bee ime quite in tho fashion again.

—

John Pkf.kins,

Tkornham Hall, Eye.

THE .GARDENS OF NUNEHAM PARK,
IBINGBON.

A change visit made recently to tho gardens of Nuneham
Park enabled me to glean a few facts that arc worthy of record

in The Journal of Horn cci i

The park and grounds occupy some 1500 acres. The dwelling-

house is situated on the right of the railway from Didcot to

Oxford, and can be seen immediately after passing Culham
station; it stands on a sloping ground which reaches *' rn

to the river Thames some distance below. About three miles

to the west is Abingdon, and about seven miles to the north is

Oxford, glimpses of each of these places can be obtained from
the grounds through openings in the trees. The pleasure

grounds are very extensive, and well kept; lovely woodland
walks stretch away to considerable distances from the dwelling-

house. The flower garden comprises a small raised terrace

garden, and a good space on the lawn on the north side of the

house. The recent rains had done much to destroy the effect

of some very pretty grouping of the bedding plains, the general

arrangement doing great credit to the skill and taste of the

gardener, Mr. James Stewart. I was very much struck with a
row of a dwarf-growing Campanula, forming a third row in a
ribbon-border, having a profusion of large, bell-shaped, lilac

flowers. Mr. Stewart said the variety had been raised at Bo-
wood, near Calne, the seat of the Marquis of Lansdowne,
and was known as C. Eowoodiana ; it grows about 9 inches in
height, has a very close and compact habit, and blooms all

the summer. Pulmonaria cserulea variegata was very effective

here as an edging plant. It appeared to be benefited by having
a good deal of shade thrown on it by some neighbouring trees.

The pale yellow and. bright green marking of the foliage was
very distinct and effective. Those who depreciate the useful-

ness of the much-abused Iresine Herbstii should see it growing
here when its beautiful foliage is lighted up by the afternoon
sun ! From whatever point it was looked at it was the most
striking plant in the garden. Where it looked most effective was
where it was most open to the influence of the sun when at tl e
meridian. Mr. Stewart recommends that strong plants should
be bedded out, and kept well watered every night, except in
wet weather ; the shoots should also be pegged down as soon
as they are of sufficient length.

I never saw the old scarlet bedding Pelargonium Attraction

finer than I saw it here. It was flowering as freely as a Nosegay,
the trusses were large, and raised upon strong footstalks well

above the foliage. It is one of the very best of the older kinds,

and will hold its own against many of the new kinds for some
time. Cloth of Gold Pelargonium has failed here, as in many
other places; but Golden Fleece does remarkably well. Verbena
Velvet Cushion has also proved a conspicuous failure, mildew
attacks it so ruthlessly as to completely destroy it.

In the friendly shelter of some overhanging trees there was
growing against a wall a large and luxuriant plant of the Ne-
paulese shrub Benthamia fragifera. It stands the winter at

Nuneham Park without any protection, but it has not as yet
produced fruit, or even flowered. It has been known to ripen
its fruit against a wall in Devonshire.
The kitchen garden has the reputation of being one of tho

best walled-in gardens in England. Pears are very largely

grown here ; it is computed there are nearly 120 sorts in culti-

vation. A large number are grown on the walls—in fact, as far

as wall-fruit culture is concerned, Pears seemed to predominate,
and many of the trees were laden with fine fruit. From some
reasou the fruit of Duchesse d'Angoulemo has prematurely
fallen from the trees this season, both from the wall and from
pyramidal trees. Mr. Stewart has, therefore, been compelled
to gather a great deal of the fruit of this variety comparatively
unripe. The Winter Nelis Pear cannot be induced to fruit

here on a south wall ; it should be on a west wall, where it fruits

readily.

Figs are very largely grown here : a wall of the Brown Turkey
was a sight in itself, the trees being heavily laden with remark-
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ably fine fruit. Mr. Stewart waters his Fig trees copiously witL
soapsuds from the laundry, and attributes his great crops to

this practice. Mr. Stewart condemns the old practice of stop-

ping the shoots of Figs to within three eyes. He has aban-
doned it, and suffers his shoots to make full growth, cutting
out the old wood as soon as it has ceased to fruit in order to

make room for the new. The trees are covered with thatch
during the winter, to protect them from the effects of frost.

Raspberries are largely and very successfully grown. As soon
as the fruit is gathered from the canes they are removed, to

give liberty and ventilation to the young wood. To the adop-
tion of this practice Mr. Stewart attributes his very heavy crops
of fruit.

A large quantity of the now-celebrated Nuneham Park Onion
was growing in the kitchen garden by the side of the White
Spanish. The former was considerably larger than the latter,

though treated in exactly the same way. Mr. Stewart says
that he obtains a much greater weight of the Nuneham Park than
he does of the White Spanish from a given piece of ground,
and the Nuneham Park keeps a month longer than the latier.

Everywhere were signs of a skilful and intelligent super-
vision on the part of Mr. Stewart ; and I have to thank him
for the great courtesy and kindness shown to me on the occa-
sion of my visit.—R. Dean, Ealing.

MAIDSTONE GARDENERS' IMPROVEMENT
ASSOCIATION.

If we inquire into the history of many of the most important
undertakings of the present day, we shall find they owe then-

existence less to the enterprise of any single individual than to

the united action of a number.
Horticultural and agricultural societies are of this description,

and being scattered widely over the kingdom, become centres
of districts, useful as being the means of encouraging their
science ; but there are also institutions of another grade which
assume a less pretentious position to the public. Farming and
gardening clubs, as they may be called, are equally useful, and
deserving the support of all interested in such matters. Perhaps
it iswrong to apply the term "club" to an association whose only
objects are obtaining and imparting knowledge; but in many
cases agriculturists have adopted it, and though, I believe, gar-

deners have not generally done so, the objects aimed at are
identical in both cases. It matters not to whom the priority of

establishing such institutions is due, much good has. resulted
from them, and the best practice of each neighbourhood has been
made known in a manner well qualified to insure its general
adoption. The greater numbers of the agriculturists, and the
facilities which they possess of meeting in larger bodies, hare
given them an advantage over gardeners in the formation of

societies ; but in districts where the latter are sufficiently

numerous to form societies for the promotion of knowledge,
great efforts have been made within the last few years. Even
in neighbourhoods not by any means favoured by the prox-
imity to each other of first-class gardens, examples are to be
found of success beyond that which even the most sanguine
could have anticipated, and it may be of service to other
rising institutions of a like kind, to give the history of one as
furnished by one of its leading members.
The town of Maidstone, though situated in the midst of a

district where the extent of ground under spade cultivation
almost equals that under the plough, is, nevertheless, not sur-

rounded by any great number of what are usually called good
gardens, or, in other words, not many where any great extent
of glass exists. Nevertheless, it was thought by those who
were so placed, that some mode of interchanging ideas in a
social and agreeable manner might conduce to the general
good. Some active individuals, therefore, determined to make

i

the attempt, and in the end of the summer of 1863, a suitable
'

meeting-place having been obtained, a meeting was held and a
Society formed, to be called the " Maidstone Gardeners' Mutual
Improvement Association." Rules were proposed, and the pur-
poses of the Society made known ; the expenses not being likely

to be heavy, the terms were easy, and the Society started at

once with about seventy members, and the number rose in a
short time to upwards of a hundred. A general meeting is held
once a-month, and an ordinary one in the interval, the hours
being between 7 and 10 p.m. Of the subjects proposed for dis-

cussion at each general meetiug, notice must be given at the
preceding general meeting, and some limit is put on the time
to be occupied by the party bringing it forward.

The young Society quickly attracted considerable attention,

the subjects generally under consideration were popular, and
in some cases pretty well handled, and honorary members
attached their names. The Society was emboldened to attempt
a show in the March following its commencement, or, in fact,

before it was six months old. The Corn Exchange, a room
some 100 feet long, by half that width, was engaged, and a
managing and decorative Committee set to work to ornament
it in a suitable manner. Wreaths, festoons, and pendents
arranged with skill and taste, gave the large and spacious
room an altered and highly decorated appearance, while for the
tables beneath, the noblemen and gentry of the district sent

their choicest plants, which, with the introduction of sculpture

from a neighbouring artist, were so blended and united as to

make up an harmonious whole, differing widely from the ordi-

nary competitive shows of horticultural societies. Some private

mark indicated each one's plants, while printed cards dis-

tributed pretty freely denoted from whom particular specimens
came. The brilliant display of Azaleas, forced bulbs, Cinerarias,

and other plauts, occupied two long tables, an alley 12 feet wide
running up between them, and they were also divided in the
centre by a cross aisle of like width. A temple of evergreens

occupied the centre where these aisles intersected, that being

also the centre of the room. It has been explained that the

ceiling and walls of the building were hung with evergreen
festoon work, of which many hundred yards were used, yet

nothing approaching to heaviness was to be complained of,

elegance and neatness being aimed at. Besides the plants,

collections of fruits and vegetables were exhibited on stands

along the outer walls, as well as objects of natural history,

dried specimens of plants and flowers, flowers and foliage

skeletonised, and sundry other curiosities, sent for the oc-

casion by gentlemen favourable to the Society. In an ad-

joining room a medical gentleman of the town, and other

assistants, displayed the wonders of the microscope, several

valuable instruments being lent for the occasion. This Exhi-
bition, it may be added, was free to the members of the Asso-

ciation and their friends to a limited extent ; but the terms of

admission were low enough to the public. It was kept open
during the evening, was much crowded by visitors, all of

whom were highly pleased, and was the means of adding £40,
or more, to the funds of the Society. The Exhibition was
repeated in the spring of 1865, and again in that of the present

year, varied in both instances in the mode of decorating the

room, and other features, but in each case numbers of visitors

had to be denied admission, as there was not room for them,
and upwards of £60 was taken at the door. It need hardly be
remarked that music and some other attractions were secured,

and the families of rank and fashion in the neighbourhood
visited the Show during the day. Such results, however, could

not be accomplished without exertion, an energetic Committee
and other officers, and the hearty co-operation of the general

body of members. The whole of the duties, including that of

attending at the door and receiving the admission tickets, had
to be performed by members, while the tedious and laborious

task of decorating the room was in a like manner made one of

love, yet on all occasions faith was kept with the public- by all

being ready at the appointed horn-.

Now, the above Exhibitions, gratifying as they were, and
testifying as they did to what could be accomplished by com-
bined' efforts, were perhaps not the most important part of the

y's duties. The monthly or often fortnightly meetings

of the' members to discuss professional subjects elicited much
useful information ; and many of those who took part in them
brought specimens of fruits, flowers, or vegetables to illustrate

their views. As much care as possible was also taken to give

the most diffident an opportunity of expressing their views if

they felt so disposed. Some important subjects occupied a

whole evening, while on other occasions two or three different

matters were discussed, care being taken to allow two or three

minutes' relaxation between the subjects for social intercourse,

but at other times good order and attention to what was going

on was maintained. Numbers of those who enrolled them-

selves as members were not gardeners in the ordinary sense

in which the term is applied, but tradesmen, amateurs, and
others who took an interest in gardening, and who admitted

they derived much useful information from what was going on.

The monthly meetings were generally attended by from fifty

to seventy members during the winter, but in summer, owing

to other duties, the attendance was not so numerous ; still on

most occasions there was a respectable number present.

The success which had hitherto crowned the Society's enter-
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prises induced them lately to undertake another, being one of

thoso holidays which combine a large amount of social pleasure

with a professional treat. An excursion to Kew was deter-

mined on ; and tlio railway authorities having been consulted,

arrangement were made to run through without change of

carriages to that rich repository of vegetable treasures. The
Society undertook to treat such of its members as chose to

go out of its funds, and issued return tickets at a reasonable

rate to the general public. The excursion was fixed for the

20th of August, when about three hundred availed themselves

of the opportunity, and it is probable that the number would
have been much larger had not the morning threatened rain.

Tho day, however, fortunately proved fine. A band of music
was not forgotten ; and tho members of the Association wore
a badge of ribbon, with an inscription denoting their mem-
bership. Some contrived to see Battersea Park as well as

Kew, but tho latter place alone is sufficient to occupy the

longest summer day. All were much delighted with the trip

and what they saw, and many expressed a wish to repeat it

another year if it could be managed. The number of members
present amounted to about a hundred, being nearly one-half of

the whole enrolled Association, and many of those who were
prevented going regretted much the treat they had lost.

Successes like the above have very probably been achieved
by other societies of a like kind, but these are either but little

known or their members are few in number. It is, however, very
easy for other districts to form similar associations, and which
might be equally successful, for \" what is done in one place may
be done at another ;" and acting on that principle, kindred socie-

ties are starting in other towns. Two or three have applied to

the Maidstone Association for information, and expressed a
wish to correspond on professional subjects. This, however,
cannot bo done to any great extent without entailing a heavy
tax on the time of the Secretary or those who conduct the
correspondence ; but for the guidance of any similar infant

society which may be disposed to follow the example of that

formed at Maidstone a copy of the rules may prove useful.

Of themselves these present nothing extraordinary, for after

all, such societies, like nations, would not accomplish much
were it not for individual exertions ; and when these are fos-

tered and encouraged by good and efficient officers the result

is usually favourable. In the present case there are several

well-known names among the officers, and doubtless the Insti-

tution will go on and prosper. The rules are as subjoined.

1. That tlii3 Society shall be called the " Maidstone Gardeners'
Mutual Improvement Association;" and thai its object shall be the
more general diffusion of knowledge as to the cultivation of fruits,

vegetables, flowers, &c.
2. That honorary members be admitted and also amateur gardeners

and others, as well as nurserymen and professional and assistant gar-

deners. All candidates to be proposed by a member at a meeting of

the Society, and baliotted for by the Committee, if demanded.
3. That the subscription be Is. per quarter, to be paid in advance

;

that each member may introduce a non-member at any meeting of

the Society on payment of Gtl. ; and that a subscription of As. or
upwards per annum, in advance, shall constitute an honorary member.

4. That fortnightly meetings shall be held at the Hose and Crown
Inn, Maidstone, or at such other place as the Committee shall from
time to time appoint, on "Wednesday evening at seven o'clock. That
every alternate meeting shall be called a general or monthly meeting,
and the intermediate meetings shall be called ordinary meetings;
and that all such meetings shall close at ten o'clock.

5. That all subjects discussed at both general and ordinary meetings
shall have reference to horticulture, which shall be understood to in-

clude the management of woods and live and dead fences, and the for-

mation, heating, and ventilation of greenhouses, hothouses, &:c.

6. That at both ordinary and general meetings the business may
commence so soon as there are seven or more members present, and if

the President and Yice- President are both then absent, the members
present shall choose a Chairman for that meeting.

7. That at the general meetings any member may propose a sub-

ject for discussion or consideration at the next general meeting (such
proposition to be in writing and signed by him', when -nrh ::n i Im

t

shall introduce his subject and state his views, and then the matter
shall be open for general discussion ; but if he is absent when called
upon, the subject next on the list for discussion shall be proceeded with.

The order in which such proposed subjects shall be taken to be decided
by the Chairman.

8. That at ordinary meetings any member may, with the sanction
of the Chairman, propose a question or subject, and proceed immedi-
ately with the same (without previous notice, as required in respect to

subjects for general meetings).

9. That no speaker shall, at any meeting, occupy more than fifteen

minntes at one time, without the sanction of the Chairman.
10. That the Secretary (or in his absence the Chairman), shall enter

in the minute hook all resolutions passed at committee meetings, and
at general and ordinary meetings, and also all notices by members of

subjects for discussion, and minutes of all discussions at both ordinary
and general meetings, and such other mutters as the Chairman at any
meeting may think necessary or advisable.

11. That tho President, Vice-President, Treasurer, and Secretary,
shall be - x-ojficio members of the Committee ; and that the Committee
shall never consist of less than twelve jih-ihIh i . 1 j \

.

- t<> form a quorum.
New Committee-men to be appointed at general un I

1*2. That the Committee shall have power to adopt fines tor improper
conduct or language at cither general or ordinary meetings, and to

pass all such other rules and resolutions as they may deem expedient
for the more effectually carrying out the objects of the Association;

and public notice of all such matters shall be given by the Chairman
at the next general meeting.

NEW THINGS I HAVE TRIED.
Believing that collected opinions are always more or less

useful, I venture after a fair trial to oiler mine on a few com-
paratively newly-introduced plants, and as I seldom wield my
pen on horticultural subjects, I beg to premise that my opinions,

although somewhat laconic, are not intended to be dogmatic.
First, then, to dispatch with all fitting speed that rat-tailed

" lion," Raphanus caudatus, by pronouncing it to be an ugly,

tasteless, useless curiosity, without even the plea of novelty

to recommend it.

What shall I say of the Variegated Ckryianthemum " Sen-
sation ?" That it is one of the most, if not the most, desirable

of autumnal plants either for in or out-door decoration that has
been introduced for many a long day. It is thoroughly hardy,

and as easily propagated as any of its progenitors. Its yellow

variegated foliage is most constant and lively ; and if it give a

fair head of white flowers, I venture to predict that it will prove

the gem, not only of my own autumnal conservatory, but of

others, larger and more elaborately furnished. From the perfect

ease with which it can be propagated, we may expect to pur-

chase it next season at a reasonable rate.

The Scarlet Invincible Siccet Pea, although not possessing a

particle of scarlet in its composition, is, nevertheless, a most
pleasing novelty ; its colour is totally distinct from, and far

more brilliant than any of the old varieties, it produces also a

greater profusion of flowers, and apparently matures a larger

number of seeds. I should not recommend the Scarlet In-

vincible under glass, as it is apt to grow leggy, and the flowers

are deficient in brilliancy of colour.

If we place by the side of the last-named plant Delphinium.

belladonna, which I obtained from Messrs. Backhouse, of York,

we obtain the most satisfactory contrast of colour I ever beheld.

This variety of Delphinium is of a lovely torquoise blue, most
striking in colour in whatever situation it may be placed. It

is a perfectly hardy perennial, and can be obtained at a cheap
rate.

The Czar Violet has proved not only hardy, but very prolific.

Its flowers are not only muih larger than the older kinds, but
are decidedly superior in fragrance.

Marechal Nicl Bose is too well established to require any
comment, unless it be that its perfect hardiness still admits of

doubt.

Lilium auratum can scarcely be called a new plant (although

at a local show this year I saw it receive the first prize as such),

but its loveliness and grandeur induce me to mention it. I be-

lieve it to be as hardy as any of its tribe, and to require nothing

more than ordinary care in its cultivation, and I cordially

agree with the treatment throughout recommended by Mr.

Bullen, in a former Number of the Journal.—H. P.

CAMPANULA CARPATICA AS A REDDER.
I think that many of your readers will be interested to

know that I have used the Campanula carpatica as a summer
bedding plant for the last three years, this season in quantity,

and here it is considered one of the most satisfactory plants

we have for that purpose. In my estimation it is far superior

to Viola cornuta.

The Campanula stands all weathers. At this moment, after

the continual wet, it is a sheet of bloom. There are two long

beds of it here edged with Pelargonium Mrs. Pollock, very

much admired, and as a ribbon it is first rate.
_

It has one

drawback, it requires continual attention in removing the seed-

pod?, otherwise it would exhaust itself by producing seed.
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It requires to be replanted every season. The end of March
or beginning of April is the best time. It should te taken up,

divided, and dibbled in where wanted, in single bits about

4 inches apart. To make a good ribbon two rows are requisite.

Every little bit will grow. No one need fear giving it a trial,

for it is certain to give satisfaction.

—

James Ceeeae, Shabdcn,

Redhill.

AN AFTERNOON AT VITRY.
Vitt.y is the paradise of Paris nurserymen—a place unlike

anything we have in England, the good quality of its soil and
its vicinity to the great city having attracted to it, I believe,

not less than two hundred of the fraternity, great and small

—

some of them well known to fame, others little men, who have

their spHcialite, with which they supply the Paris markets.

The whole place is redolent of gardeners; " Pepiniereste,"
" Horticultew," meet your eyes on each side; the very tw-

berge has something to say to the profession, it is the " Belle

JanUnii re," or something of that sort. Amongst those who
have grounds there are the two Verdiers—Eugene and Charlw,
and it was in answer to a courteous invitation from the former
that I set out one afternoon, in the early part of last .Tune, to

visit his grounds. Ami what a journey it was !—the diligence,

a memorial of those primitive times when, as I well remember,
it took one a couple of days to get from Boulogne to Paris,

and nearly a week from Paris to Marseilles ; the road, that

delicious pav£, which only such diligences could endure without

having every spring smashed ; the dust inches deep; and the

day one of those close sultry ones that usually precede a thunder- ,

storm. Still, the engagement was made, and so I went. Un-
fortunately, M. E. Verdier had been obliged to go off to Erie,

but left directions for his foreman to meet me. The hour that

he named for me to be there was simply impossible, and so ,

when jolted and hot I arrived at Vitry no one was there to

meet me. I walked on, inquiring for M. Verdier, but no one
seemed to know him. Ah ! how I sighed for poor Paddy, who
not only knows everybody, but everything about them, has
the story of the skeleton in the closet, if there be one, and all

other ins and outs of each family. I found out afterwards

that this arose from the fact of his having no house there, and
of course they did not trouble themselves about the mere
owners of fields and nurseries. After a vain search for an
hour or more 1 at last bethought me that mine host of the

auberge would perhaps know, and so I asked. He immediately

told me that there was a nursery just at the back, but no one was

there ; but he said, " There is a nurseryman here who will tell

you, and he speaks English too." This I found to he Porteiner,

who has lately ariived here from Gentilly. Still I could not

gain any more definite information, and as I was now tired !

and thirsty, returned the host's politeness by asking him
[

for some Bordeaux. While refreshing myself thus, Verdier's

foreman rushed in. He had been told by some person that

there was an Englishman looking for him, and was glad to

find me, as I was to find that my journey would not be a
fruitless one.

In the piece of ground that I have already spoken of there

was a large number of Gladioli, of which M. Verdier has a

fine collection, and whose roots, as I can testify from personal

experience, are sound and good. I was rather disappointed

this year on receiving Souchet's new varieties to find them so

small ; but was perfectly astonished at the fine spikes of bloom
that they threw up. I saw also here a row of a rose-coloured

Rose, which struck me as good, and found afterwards that it

was Alba mutabilis ; whether it will sustain that character in

our English soil and climate remains to be proved.* I have
not, to my knowledge, seen it once exhibited ; but the best

piece that he had was evidently one on a little more elevated

position, but sheltered with trees. The soil was a rich unc-

tuous loam, having that yellowish look so dear to the Rose-

grower, and so agreeable to the Rose. Here, as I expected,

were to be seen a large number of those sent out by M. Verdier

last autumn, and also rows of those under trial, to be sent out

this autumn. Foremost amongst those of last season the

foreman placed Mdlle. Marguerite Dombrain, and as at Lyons
so here, it was pronounced to be the premier Rose of the year.

Certainly nothing could be more beautiful and fresh and fine

than it was here. " Ah ! " said the foreman, " it ought to be

* I cannot understand my friend Mr. Radclyffe's statement about this

Rose. I did not see it at tbelnternjitional ; but it is as unlike Alba rosea,

alias Madame Bravy, as one can well imngine.

called after a young lady, it is so beautiful ! " Then there was
Madame Charles Baltet, a Bourbon Rose of fine properties,
evidently a seedling of Louise Odier, but of good size and
substance, and beautifully imbricated. Jules Cesar, another
Bourbon, did not strike me as so good as that called after my-
self. Charles Rouillard I marked as good, although not particu-
larly striking. On the other hand, Fisher Holmes is a brilliant
scarlet-looking flower of excellent shape ; I hope to see more
of this, and shall be surprised if it do not prove to be an ac-
quisition iu that rather numerous class from its fine shape.
Jean Lambert was too large and coarse to suit my idea of
beauty in a Rose ; it has, as M. Verdier's catalogue states,

extraordinarily large buds. Prince de Porcia I have already
spoken of as a very promising flower ; the colour is excessively
bright, and if the form be constantly good I have no doubt of
its excellence in other respects. Souvenir d'Abraham Lincoln
was a moderate-sized flower, of a peculiar shade of colour, but
hardly one that will commend itself to us on this side of the
Channel, I fancy. It will be seen that these were all sent out
by M. E. Verdier, and therefore I had a good opportunity of see-

ing them in large quantities, and on plants that had not been
so largely worked as many of those here had been. Along with
them there was a large number of new seedlings, some of which
will be sent out this autumn, and of which I shall have to
speak when I come to review the annual treat provided for us
by the French rosarians. I often wondered how the French
growers could send us such fine plants as they do ; but with
soil like this, and that in the district known as the " Brie,"
where immense quantities are annually grown for the Parisian
nurserymen, it is easily accounted for.

M. Verdier had a very large quantity of Marechal Niel, and
both at home and abroad large stocks of this favourite flower
will be ready to supply the immense demand that there is for

it. When I had gone through the grounds I had a long talk

with M. Verdier's intelligent foreman on the subject of Roses
in general, and found that the fame of our pot Roses had
reached him, and that great astonishment had been created at

their excellence at the great International. By-the-by, was
there ever a richer thing than Professor Koch (not the Rose,
hut the hero himself), saying he was surprised to find the
English so far advanced in civilisation ? Are we, then, to the
dreamy, tobacco-loving, saurkraut-eating natives of the Father-
land the rude islanders as of yore ? As I returned to Paris a
thunderstorm, such as one often meets with there, hurst over
Vitry and Paris, and not a Rose would then have been worth
looking at, so that a day which promised to be one of dis-

appointment, was after all a very enjoyable one.—D., Veal.

WORKING MENS FLOWER SHOW' AT THE
AGRICULTURAL HALL

Duiung the past week a working men's Flower Show was held

at the Agricultural Hall, Islington, in connection with the Metro-

politan and Provincial Industrial Exhibition, ami considering that

the subjects exhibited were grown within the range of the London
smoke, many of them in the most densely populated districts, and

that, too, not by professed gardeners, but by those busily engaged hi

other aveeatious, the result achieved was most creditable to the ex-

hibitors, as well as to Messrs. George Gordon, Broome, of the Inner

Temple, and Green, of Homsey Road, who freely gave their sen-ices

in carrying ont the arrangements, and to whom the success of the-

Show is in a great measure attributable. Several nurserymen and

gardeners also testified their willingness to assist by sending plants,

&c, for the decoration of the room. Thus, Messrs. A. Henderson & Co.,

Mr. Williams, Holloway, and Mr. Bniley, Albert Nursery, Bayswater,

contributed a variety of nne-foliaged plants ; Messrs. Downie & Co.,

sub-tropical plants ; "Messrs. Carter it Co., plant cases, a fine collection,

of Gladioli, and large Vegetable Marrows ;
Messrs. Barr & Sugden,

the two former, and a collection of Onions; and Mr. Legge, of Ed-

monton, fine stands of Dahlias. Two fine Deodars, about IS feet

high and valued at £20, were shown by Mr. Gleuny. Fulham
; whilst

Mr. Prestoe, Victoria Park; and Mr. Young, gardener to P.. Barclay,

Esq., Highgate, sent a large number of fine-foliaged and other orna-

mental plants, in addition to which, Mr. Young also contributed col-

lections of Apples, Pears, and vegetables. By far the most interest-

ing exhibition, however, furnished by non-competitors, was a collection

of some two hundred specimens of Conifers, contributed by Mr.

Gordon, whose work, " The Pinetum," is an authority on the subject.

Among these we noticed the Californian Piuus aristata, V. Parryana,

flexilis, Loudoniana, Buonapartea, Sabiniana, Coulteri, Masoniana,

Balfonriana, Gordoniana, ayacahuite, insignis, distinct from radiata,

and Fremontiana: Picea appolinis (blunt-leaved, whilst P. cepha-

lonica has sharp-pointed foliage), religiosa, Pindrow, Webbi&na, ama-

bilis, nobilis, Abies Donglasii, Standishii, with glaucous foliage, a
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remarkable duster of tho cones of Finns pinaster minor, presented to

him by H.R.H, tin- late Duko of Cambridge, and specimen! of other

rare and interesting species.

Anions the plants exhibited there were several very good Fuchsias,

especially those from Mr. Gray, one of which, Oonsmona, would have

doJBB eredit to any gardener. Fine-folia^od plants und hardy Ferns,

as shown bj Messrs. Eickhoff, Long, and Trushell, were well worthy

of notice, and the Cacti, Mammillarias, &o., from Mr. Capping were

most creditable. Geraniums were fair, Dahlias good, and Asters

generally yery good. Messrs. Eiekhoft' and Long had als., well : rown

groups of Ferns, succulents, (fee, and near these were some flower-

garden designs neatly executed with sand and flowers. Mr. George,

gardener to Miss Nicholson, and Mr. Hester, Clapton, contributed

dinner t:ii!e decorations ; and two or three good bouquets were like-

vrise shown. Some fair out-door Grapes came from Mr. koldich, ot

Knight bridgo, Russell, of Hampstend, and other*. Mr. Pnig, Gfipve

Terrace, St. John's Wood, had designs for rockwork, and in another

part of the Hall were natural flowers, fruit, and loaves coated over by

the electrotype process, exhibited by Mr. Peters, of Middleton Street,

Clerkenweli.

It is gratifying to havo to add, that the nttondanco of visitors was

very large.

Subjoined is a list of tho principal prizes :

—

Fccusias. -Six : First, Mr. Grav, Copenhagen Street, Islington. Second'

Mr. Green, East Greenwich. Third, Mr. Hughes, Leyton. Three: First.

Mr. Gray. Second, Mr. Green. One: First, Mr. Gray. Second, Mr. Green.
Geranhus. Throe: First, Mr. C. Matthews, Lea liridgo Society.

Second, Mr. Gray. One: Prize, Mr. Gray.
Balsams.— Six, Three, and One : Prize-, Mr. Green.
Liliuus.— Six : Second, Mr. Long. East Tower Hamlets Society.

Three: First, Mr. Fort. One: Prize. Mr. Freestone.
Fine-foliaoeo Plants.—Six : First, Mr. Long. Second, Mr. Trushell,

Stoke Newington. Third. Mr. J. Bracoy, Lea Bridge Society. Three:
First, Mr. Eickhoff, East Tower Hamlet, Society. Second, Mr. Long.
Hardy Ferns.— Six:: First, Mr. Eickhoff. Second. Mr. Long. Three;

First, Mr. Trushell. Second, Mr. Eickhoff. Third, Mr. Capping. One:
Prize. Mr. Eickhoff.
Dahlia.. -Twelve: First, Mr. E. Matthews, LeaBridge Society. Second,

Mr. C.Bent. Third, Mr. J. Dracey. Six: First, Mr. C. Bent. Second,
Mr. E. Matthews. Third, Mr. Bishop. Six Fancy Kinds; First, Mr. Cant.

Second, Mr, Greenfield, Levtou.
Asters.—Twelve : First, Mr. C. Matthews. Second, Mr. Rose. Third,

Mr. Greenfield. Six : First, Mr. Tyler. Socond, Mr. Greenfield. Third,

Mr. Bishop.
GladioiiI.—Six : Third, Mr. Russell.
Table Decorations.—First, Mr. George. Second, Mr. Hester.
Bouqoets.—First, Mr. Russell. Second, Mr. C. Bent. Third, Mr. Gar-

diner.
Designs for Gardens.—First, Mr. Powell. Second, Mr. Murray,

Leyton. Third, Mr. Sandford.
Several extra prizes were also awarded.

HORTICULTURE ON THE CONTINENT.
One of the greatest benefits which horticulture confers on

,the human race is undoubtedly its pacific tendency. Small
jealousies and short rivalries apart, there is nothing inherent

in the taste for gardening which should disturb the progress of

mankind towards its proper end, but there is also very much
that contributes towards universal brotherhood and inter-

change of good feeling between communities. With satisfac-

tion, then, do I extract such sentiments as the following from

a French horticultural journal :—" All our sympathies are due
to the approaching Exhibition of 18f>7. This work of peace,

this grand contest of labour and skill, was almost the only

thing which of late, when Europe was in flames, found favour

and a place amongst us. When France seemed called to

mingle in the fratricidal strife we saw all journals deplore the

delay of the epoch fixed to crown the efforts of honest labour."

On this side of the Channel these sentiments will find a ready

sympathy and a cordial welcome. Now that a prospect of quiet

seems assured we turn with renewed interest to further details

of the forthcoming Paris Exhibition, and, of course, to that por-

tion of it devoted to horticultural objects especially.

These are stated as follows :—One-fourth of the park round
the central building is devoted to horticultural display.

M. Alphand and M. Barillet have the charge of organising
this portion, which will be artistically laid out. Two streams,

forming cascades and torrents, will traverse the park ; in their

waters will play the famous carp descended from the original

ones imported by Francis I. There will be aquatic plants, vast

grottoes, with aquaria, which are said to be on a gigantic scale,

and clumps of choice trees and shrubs, among which will rise

the eighteen glass structures destined to shelter the exotics.

Coquettish tents and rustic chalets will be at hand to secure

promenaders from sudden storms, and charming kiosques for

the weary. The jury will assemble in the " Crystal Palace "

or central building. In one of the angles will arise a novelty
worthy of all success, a botanical diorama. Further details are

promised in October.

The extreme humidity of the season has had a disastrous

effect on gardens on tho Continent. Accounts from the Vine-

producing countries aro still more deplorable. Hail showers,

during this most important season, have done the Vines con-

siderable injury. At any rate, tho quality of the wine cannot

be good, or average. Meanwhile, tho plague of insects con-

tinues to suggest numerous remedies. The most reasonable of

these insist so strongly on tho necessity of clean foliago and
branches, that it proves how much these apparently simple
precautions are everywhere neglected. Minute directions are

given for the immediate removal of dead leaves, lichens, and
the destruction of insects as soon as they appear. Some dis-

cussion as to the cause of mildew also shows how differently

cultivators are apt to regard these matters. In the case of

some orchard-house trees here, mildew has certainly arisen

from cold draughts. Too much air has been given when the

atmosphere was charged with humidity, and tho glandless

Peaches can be distinguished at once by their whitened shoots.

Your correspondent would, therefore, take this opportunity of

warning others as to giving too much air suddenly. After a
house has been shut up for hours nothing is more common, and
few things more hurtful, than the practice of throwing open
every ventilator at once. As regards in-door culture draughts

are really as dangerous to plants as they are to invalids. In
either case it is only when tho temperature is so high that it

cannot be much lowered that it is prudent to admit unlimited

air. Of course our foreign friends are speaking of trees in the

open air, but the Editor seems to reject abrupt atmospheric

changes as the principal cause of mildew, and brings forward

the case of plants under glass as a proof. " Can we not main-
tain the temperature in these houses at almost a mathema-
tical uniformity? " When we hear of retarding the periods

of ripening, by admitting cold draughts of air, we naturally

anticipate an attack of mildew.
An excellent institution has just been created at Paris, and

one worthy of being imitated and improved upon here. A
committee of competent men has been formed, whose object is

to examine working gardeners, and to grant them diplomas.

Almost everything in France is thus conducted, and very good
results follow. Did the working gardeners of England really

know their best interests we should hear of more desire for

such tests of merit. No country in the world produces such
well-informed men as the great gardeners of this country; but

it is the second and third-rate men whose standard requires

raising, or at least measuring by some rule. An employer
would be better able to obtain precisely the kind of superin-

tendence he needs, and, as a necessary consequence, the pos-

sessor of a diploma would obtain better pay.

At the first sitting of the Committee no less than twenty-

three working gardeners presented themselves for examination.

They were examined in four classes, comprising all the require-

ments of horticulture, and including the principles of vegetable

physiology and the elements of botany. Thirteen " passed,"

but ten were "plucked." This is quite refreshing to hear, the

more so as the names of the successful candidates are con-

spicuously published. How woidd some of us like to undergo
a similar test ?—T. C. Brehact.

DETECTING POISONOUS MUSHROOMS.
Could you favour me with a plain, easy test by which to know

an edible Mushroom from a poisonous one '? I have consulted

several florist friends, and all had to confess their ignorance of

the subject. In Scotland Mushrooms are plentiful, but are

quite neglected, owing to the uncertainty regarding them, and
I know it would be esteemed of general interest if such in-

formation could be conveyed.
As a suggestion, Is there no chemical way of discovering the

poisonous varieties of Agarici '.' If the nature of the poison is

in all the same, then there might be a way by steeping or other-

wise in chemicals, by the change of colour, to know the whole-

some from the poisonous. This, at any rate, if practicable,

would be a simpler test than marks and colours.

—

Agaricus.

[We know of no chemical test which would serve for a guide

to the wholesome species of Fungi. It is probable that amanetin,
their poisonous constituent, is present in almost every species,

and that it is only when it is contained above a certain amount
that it is Injurious. If this be so, then only a rigid analysis

could determine the safe and the unsafe species. In addition,

it has to be regretted that one species, Agaricus personatus,

which is safe in one state, ha; been found te be poisonous
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when in another. At Rome no fungus is allowed to be sold

until it has been examined and passed by a government official

fully cognisant of the species. There are fungi which are
easily recognised, and are always safe. A guide to these are

the coloured drawings in the little volume entitled " Eatable
Funguses," published at our office.]

EARLY DWARF ULM SAVOY.
You have done well to commend this excellent Savoy. It

has, however, been somewhat largely grown for years past
under the name of Dwarf Marcellan Savoy. Mr. Turner, of

Slough, and others have catalogued it for several years under
the latter name. It is very early, and is always tender, even
in the mildest autumn weather. It requires but little room,
and grows close to the ground. Messrs. Veitch's examples of

Savoy comprised four varieties—the Drumhead, Green Curled,
Yellow, and the Early Ulm ; the Yellow has a more conical
shape than either of the others, readers will infer from your
report that it has a flat Drumhead shape. The Yellow Savoy
is very hardy, and very tender when it has been subjected to
frost.

Messrs. Wrench produced some heads of Little Pixie Cab-
bage, as well as the Early York which you notice, in order to
disprove the opinion expressed from a trial at Chiswick that
the varieties were identical. The difference was " clear and
palpable," Little Pixie being not only the earlier, but having
a very different style of growth.—R. Dean, Ealing.

VERONICAS AND ORCHIDS NATIVES OF
NEW ZEALAND.

The flora of New Zealand has hitherto been chiefly distin-

guished by curious rather than attractive ornamental plants.

Our native Veronicas are a striking exception to this rule,

and lead us to anticipate much more favourably of the .yet

unexplored regions of this vast country. It is well known
to botanists that there are still beautiful shrubby species of

Veronica not yet in cultivation amongst us. I recollect seeing
the species of Veronica called V. speciosa, exhibited for the
first time in the year 1845 at one of the great exhibitions of
the London Horticultural Society, from the Royal Gardens at

Frogmore, and in spite of unfavourable predictions, it fully

established its merits as a first-rate greenhouse plant.

Among other merits pertaining to our Veronicas is their easy
propagation, so that no difficulty is likely to occur in keeping
up a stock of them; they seed freely, and cuttings strike freely

in common garden soil. The flowers are usually scentless,

sometimes azure blue, but generally white, and are produced
in great profusion.

Dr. Hooker states that Veronicas are more numerous in New
Zealand than in Europe. I will enumerate a few of the recent

additions made to our stock of them for ornamental purposes.

Veronica Bidwilli.—Named after Mr. T. J. Bidwill, of Sydney.
He was the first explorer of the Southern Alps, making exten-

sive and very important collections on the Nelson Mountains.
V. lavenduhtfolia.—The Laveuder-flowered variety. Westland.
V. tetratheeasfolia.—The Tetratheca-leaved variety. Westland.

V. epaeridifolia.—The Epacri6-leaved variety. Westland.

V. Haastii.—This pretty little alpine shrub should be in every

gardeD,

V. cupressifolia.—The Cypress-leaved variety. This is an-

other very handsome dwarf-growing kind, and should be in

every garden.

V. Weldii.—Named after our late eminent Prime Minister
;

I presume in compliment. If the name is merely given in

compliment, without reference to his being the individual dis-

coverer, or the species being described by him, the name should

be rendered in an adjective form, with termination ana; as

Veronica Weldiana.
Veronica sp., found on Mount Sinclair, has a very dwarf

habit, and very distinct from the rest. I think a very fit name
for it would be V. Sinclairiana, in memory of Dr. A. Sinclair,

for his great attainments in many ways.

There are many other varieties growing in our gardens which

I have not enumerated; among them is V. salicifolia, or the

Willow-leaved variety. I can recollect this being introduced

into England in the year 1846 as a very gay shrub.

The following is an enumeration of the Orchids known to us

:

1. Thelymitra Forsteri.—In dry, open, Fern grounds. Bay

of Islands, Wangaroa, &c. ; flowering in spring (September and
October).

2. Diuris novae-zealandia?.

3. Microtis Forsteri.—In the open timberless tracks, among
Fern. Bay of Islands, &c.

4. Acianthus rivularis.—Dj the rocky bed of a rivulet, in a
ravine, in the vicinity of Wangaroa harbour ; North Island, on
the eastern coast. 1826. Flowers in November.

5. Pterostylis Banksii.—On the soft alluvial banks of the
Kaua-Kaua river, Bay of Islands. 1826.
We have two indigenous species of Orchis, which grow here

on the plains—viz.

:

6. Epipactis.—Flowers white ; makes its appearance here in

November, in dry old river beds. 1865.
7. Orchis.—Very like the green meadow Orchis in England,

the outer calyx being a purple green, forming a sort of helmet
over the rest of the flower. In flower in November, and grows
in old river beds. 1865. There may be added to these two the
three species which have been seen on the west coast very
recently.

—

William Swale, Avonside Botanic Gardens.

GRASSES FOR LAWNS.
Lolium peeense TENUE (Slender Perennial Eye Grass).

—

No Grass can be much worse for lawns than the common Rye
Grass, Lolium perenne ; but this variety of that species, if

grown on well-drained and well-managed lawns, is one of the

best of Grasses for the purpose. The common Rye Grass is

coarse and tufty, but this variety is fine in its herbage, and
under the discipline of the scythe and roller forms a soft, close

turf.

Roots few, fibrous. Stems several, less than a foot high,

round, smooth, stiff, almost without leaves ; the joints purplish,

swollen, the lowermost being bent. Leaves few iu number,
dark green, very narrow, pointed, flat, smooth, and streaked.

Leaf-sheaths flattened, streaked, smooth. Stipules short, entire,

acutely eared at each side. Flower-head a slender spike, nearly

upright ; central stalk smooth. Spikelets longer than the calyx,

numerous, alternate, distant, erect, spear-head shaped, few-

flowered. Outer valve of the corolla narrow spear-head-shaped,

keeled, pointed, awnless. Styles very short. Seed hue-shaped,

very small, only half as long as that of the common Lolium
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perenne ; the furrow iB broader on the flattened side, and the

convex side is rounder. Its small size and greater plumpness

readily distinguish it. Also it is excellent for sowing at the

time of seeding down parks or pleasure grounds, forming a

turf quicker than any other Grass, and affording a kind of pro-

tection for tho smaller kinds. By using it largely at the time

of seeding, a turf will he obtained in about half the time neces-

sary where the liner Grasses are alone employed, for without it

they would be nearly burnt up in the first year and be starved

in the winter. It also assists in making the surface firm in a very

short time. It is invaluable for lawns and parks.—G. Abbey.

(To bo continued.)

VINEYARD UNDER GLASS.
I am about to plant in the spring of next year a vineyard

under glass, about 80 feet long, and in three compartments

—

one for early Grapes, one for late ones, both of these heated

with hot water, and one as a cool vinery. The building stands

north and south with its gable, and will have the sun all day

on some part.

The Vines will be 3 feet 4 inches apart one way, and 2 feet

fi inches the other, a pathway of 3 feet running through the

middle. Two iron rods on each side will go to the roof per-

pendicularly, where the Vines are planted, so that there will be

a double row of Vines on either side. The roof will be clear,

as well as the sides, the Vines being trained up the perpen-

dicular rods. Would it be better to grow the Vines in the shape
of pillars or bushes up the rods, and so prune to two eyes every

year, or to grow them on the long-rod system—one fruiting

cane, and one growing one for next year's produce ? Also, when
the Vines are planted, should they be cut down to two eyes if

two shoots are required for the long-rod system, or shortened
if a bush or pillar is required, or left one season to grow before

cutting or pruning in any way ?—A Clerical Amateur.

[We have ourselves no experience of the management of

such a vineyard under glass, and are a little doubtful if the

two rows of Viues on each side would be better than one row
planted—say, from 2 feet 9 inches to 3 feet apart. Our chief

observation of Vines growing in this mode was detailed in

a lato volume, as seen in practice in a vinery belonging to

John Hawkins, Esq., near Hitchin. There the Vines were
planted iu the middle of a span-roofed house, the old stems
had been twisted when young in corkscrew fashion, to cause
them to break regularly ; part of the Vines were trained near
the ridge, and also towards the front of the house, but enough
of the roof was left clear to permit light to fall directly on the
pillar of Vine stems, and these being pruned on the spur-
system were supplied with shoots and good Grapes down to

the ground.
According to your proposed plan there would be no shade

either from the roof or sides, and we have not a doubt as to the
system answering. If you have two rows, and only 30 inches
apart, the one will shade the other from the side light ; but
less if the Vines in one row are planted opposite the centre of

the opening in the other row.
We would plant good Vines, and cut them down a little

above the ground before the buds began to move, and encourage
growth as much as possible the first year, so as to promote
reciprocal root-action. Next season we would cut down again
to 1 foot or 18 inches, and take a bunch or two, and let the
stems bear half their length the following season, taking them
to the top in one or two seasons more. We would prefer single

stems spur-pruned, and whenever the bottom showed weakness
we would then renew by bringing up a rod from the bottom,
and cutting away the old stem. You may let the rods bear the
second or third season almost throughout their length, but at

the risk of damaging the Vines for the future.]

NOTES AND GLEANINGS,
The Gardens of the Royal Horticultural Society at South

Kensington, which have been opened to the public free on the

Wednesdays of the month of September, have been visited by
upwards of 21,283 persons on these days. Many of the visitors,

however, were not of the class whose enjoyment was contem-
plated by the Fellows in granting the boon, and we are given to

understand that the Gardens will not be thrown open again free

this year. It seems that the experience of Kew afforded no fair

criterion by which to judge of the results of similar measures at

Kensington. The distance of the former gardens from London
opposes an obstacle to the visits of large numbers of mis-

chiovous boys which does not exist at Kensington, and it is

thought that tho enjoyment of the flower-lovers of the working
classes would be better secured by tho payment of a small fee

for admission, which would excludo those who go there to play

and do mischief, and require police and the full attention of

the servants of the Society to keep them in order.

A Zonale Pelargonium may now be seen in the garden
of the city of Paris, at Passy, which produces rose-coloured and
scarlet flowers in about equal proportions on the same plant.

The rose-coloured are like Christine, and tho others are of a

.

brilliant scarlet ; tht re are some, too, which may be called inter-

mediate, being of a deep red. On several of the rose-coloured

trusses there is here and there a solitary scarlet flower. The
plant is a seedling of last year, and the young plants that are pro-

pagated from it maintain tho same remarkable characteristics.

A St. Petersburg letter of September l!)th says—" A fact

which may at first sight appear trivial is worth notice. Apples

have been publicly sold in the fruit-shops and at the stalls in

the streets since the 1st (13th) of this month only. This is un-

precedented in the annals of the city. From time immemorial
the blessing of the Apples takes place early in August, and
quantities of green and unripe fruit are forthwith exposed for

sale. This year, however, General Tripoff, director of police,

fearing what the consequences to the public health might be if

the practice were adhered to, issued peremptory orders, in

consequence of which the Apple was a forbidden fruit up to

the 13th of September."

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Thin growing crops before they become weakly and drawn
through standing too closely together. Stir the surface of the

soil deeply among them to admit air to the roots, and keep

down weeds. To those who have to do with very light land,

and have their Turnips and the Brassica tribe affected with

club-root or ambury, we would advise the introduction at this

season of Bome hot newly-slaked lime a few inches below the

surface, which, besides being a good manure for such lands, is

also an effectual cure for the club. Cabbages, plant out im-

mediately the main spring crop, and after planting take the

first opportunity of a dry day to fork between the plants
;

if this be occasionally done there will be no necessity for

earthing-up, as, if not too close together, they will grow short

and stocky. Celery, take advantage of the present compara-

tively dry state of the ground to earth it up. Ou heavy soils it

is sometimes necessary to surround the plants with sand or

sifted ashes to prevent their rotting off, which they are apt to

do if surrounded with soil that holds much water. Endive,

continue to tie up for blanching ; it may also be blanched with

slates or tiles laid on the plants, it saves time, but at this sea-

son tying is to be preferred. Cauliflowers, prepare ground on

a south border or other favourable aspect for planting them
under hand-lights, a quantity may be pricked out in cold

frames to receive protection from severe frost in winter.

Lettuce, prepare ground for Brown Cos and Hardy Green, a

double row of which may be planted at the foot of a south, east,

or west wall. The plants may be planted 4 inches apart in

the row, and should they all stand over the winter, which is

seldom the case, every alternate one can be removed to form

other plantations. Onions, transplant winter Onions on a

warm border, let them be put in rather thickly, to allow for

pulling out in the spring ; of course, a portion may be left in

the seed-bed if required. The drying of Onions, Shallots, and

Garlic, should be finished. As the weather is unfavourable

for drying the former out of doors, they will be benefited by re-

moving them to an airy shed where they can be turned over

daily till sufficiently dry for storing. Vegetables for pickling,

Onions, Gherkins, and Chilies, should be gathered for the pur-

pose as they come in. Tomatoes, thin out useless shoots from

these, and clear away some of the leaves shading the fruit,

which will require full exposure to ripen this late season.

FRUIT GARDEN.

We must now begin to think of making preparations for filling

up vacancies on the walls with young trees ; and, perhaps, in

some cases, judicious transplanting may be considered advisable.

In either case the sites must be properly prepared with fresh

maiden soil. If the borders have been properly constructed with

regard to drainage and a porous bottom (and without this no
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good results can ever follow), but little preparation beyond re-

moving a considerable portion of the old soil and supplying its

place with new will be required.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Hollyhocks and Dahlias will still require occasional looking

after to secure them against the effects of high winds, which
may now be expected. Unless seed is wanted, cut away decayed
flowers and useless shoots, for although late, every care should
be taken to preserve them in beauty for as long a time as the

season will permit. Herbaceous plants will require to have the

stalks of decayed flowers removed, and such as are still in bloom
carefully tied up. Asters, some Phloxes, etc., will now be
making a fine show, and should have corresponding care

bestowed upon them. Let the borders be cleaned and neatly

raked over, filling up vacant spaces with spare Chrysanthe-
mums and spring-struck Pansies, or spring-flowering bulbs.

As the season is now considerably advanced, the propagation

of all the more important bedding-out plants should be brought
to a close as quickly as possible, late-struck cuttings are difficult

to keep through the winter, owing to their having an insufficient

number of roots and ill-matured wood. Let Scarlet and other

Geraniums struck in the open ground be taken up and potted

immediately they have made roots. They will require a close

frame for a week or two. The removal and transplanting of

evergreens may be undertaken from the present time to Decem-
ber with more chance of success than at any other period of

the year, and for large specimens no other season should, if

possible, be selected. The natural warmth of the soil placed

about the roots, and the close damp weather generally prevail-

ing in the autumn months, are the principal causes operating

to insure success ; add to this a tendency (well known to those

who have planted largely at all seasons], in plants to form
roots more readily after the season of active growth, and
during the ripening of the wood, than at any other. 'Whether
planting is done in masses, or singly, the grouud should be
well trenched and drained before attempting to put a plant in.

For single plants a mere round hole just sufficient to hold the
roots is not sufficient, but the ground for some distance around
should be well worked-up to facilitate the progress of the
future roots, as well as the escape of water. As each tree or

shrub is planted, secure it from the action of high winds.
Mulch the surface to prevent evaporation from the soil. Cut-

tings of Laurels, Privets, Box, Aucubas, and various other
evergreens may now be put in, and the layering of others which
do not strike readily from cuttings, proceeded with.

GREExnouSE AND CONSERVATORY.
A portion of the stock of Chrysanthemums should be placed

under glass to forward them ; thin out the bloom-buds, and !

water with liquid manure. In arranging Pelargoniums for the

winter, allow them the lightest and warmest part of the house,

unless there is a separate house for them, when the Fancies
should have the best end. Keep them close to the glass, and
do not allow them to touch each other. Those cut back late

may yet be shaken from the old soil and repotted, placing

them, however, in a slight bottom heat afterwards to facilitate

then- rooting. Any of the Chinese or Indian Azaleas which
have not yet perfected their flower-buds should be kept on a

warm and light shelf for a while. The same may be said of

Camellias whieh flowered late in the spring. Those of the

latter required to blossom shortly should be kept in a warm
situation, and receive liquid manure occasionally.

STOVE.

Give abundance of air here at every opportunity, and assist

the plants to complete their growth in a strong and healthy

manner. Do not attempt to bring growing plants prematurely
to rest, with the view of ripening the wood, but keep them
steadily growing until they go steadily into a state of rest.

Many plants, especially Ixoras, maybe induced to make growth
during the winter as in the summer. Sprinkle the walks and
pathways once or twice daily, and bedew the plants occasion-

ally with tepid water on bright days. Maintain a brisk tem-
perature in the daytime, but allow the temperature to fall

about 60' at night.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Cauliflower.—Took the opportunity of a dry day to prick out

Small plants intended to furnish the earliest Cauliflower next

spring, under glasses, and trust they will be more fortunate

than the earliest last year, as many of those thus planted out,

and other fine plants in pots, were cut down to the ground by
rats and mice, and to obtain heads as early as usual we were
forced to hurry on a score or two under some old glass sashes.

For early gathering we have found no plan better, on the whole,

than planting under hand-lights, se that the plants may be
hurried on in spring by protection, after being kept hardy all

the winter. Under each hand-light, from IS to 24 inches

square, we generally place nine plants at equal distances, and
in spring thin these out to five, one in the centre, and one at

each corner. The advantage of hand-lights is, that the plants

obtain light all round ; the disadvantages are, that there seems
to be a wonderful attraction between the glass of these lights,

and the tools and the boots of the workmen. Hence, no doubt,

the greater economy, where carriage is not a serious con-

sideration, of having large circular glasses, in bell-glass fashion,

and of commoner thick glass, and with a hole or lid at the top

like a Sea-kale pot. These, as used in many market gardens,

cannot be very easily broken. Where carriage is an object,

and hand-lights are disliked for the trouble they give in storage

and breakage, no more useful appliances can be found in a garden

than small boxes—say 2 feet square, the front board 6 inches

deep, the back board 10 inches deep, and the sides sloping to

match, the top glazed, and made so as to be easily slid or lifted

c if, as little or much air is wanted. If the glazed sash project

a little over the front, excessive moisture may thus be better

thrown off, than in the case of hand-lights, and the annoyance

of breakage will be reduced to a minimum. Boxes of 18 or

20 inches might answer as well as those 2 feet square, and

altogether the box would cost much less than a hand-light, and
when not wanted out-doors would be useful for cuttings, and
many other purposes in-doors.

Pricked out a lot of plants on a sloping bank, at 3 inches or

so apart, to be transplanted again, potted, or have a common
frame with sashes set over them for the winter. In planting

under hand-lights, or in thus pricking out, it is a good plan to

stir some quicklime in the soil for a foot in depth, to kill any

worms and slugs that may be there, and then cover with a

couple of inches of sandy loam, and half an inch of rough sand

on the surface. The sand helps to keep off slugs, and prevents

the necks of the plants from damping, and this fresh surfacing

will be sufficient rooting-space for the plants, until the ground

beneath becomes mellow and sweet from the lime. A dusting

of lime on the surface soil, and of rough ashes round the out-

side of the hand-lights, all help to keep vermin away ;
but with

all this the plants must be next to daily examined when young,

as when so small a few bites from a snail will destroy them.

Lettuce*.—Planted out small plants in front of an orchard-

house, and on sloping banks out of doors, the latter either_ to

stand there in winter, or to be transferred under protection

when larger. Large plants in perfection have suffered much
from the rains, having become rotten in the heart, from con-

tinuous moisture. Planted out more Endive at the foot of a

wall, and had lime and ashes strewed amongst them.
, ,,.—Cleared off a piece of latish Peas, dug shallow

trenches 24 feet apart, and planted strong plants of Celery, at

from 6 to 9 inches apart in the row. These will be useful in

spring. Similar plants slightly earthed-up in the beginning of

winter, taken up with balls iu March, and planted up to then-

tops in coal ashes, kept us in Celery until the early summer
months. Tied up the forward Celery in beds, and just covered

the surface with an inch of soil to protect the roots. The plants

would have been stronger if we had had less rain, as then they

would have received some manure waterings, which we could

scarcely give them, as though Celery can hardly be over-watered,

it will not thrive in stagnant water, or when treated as a pond

or marsh plant. Even in its wild state it shows to best advan-

tage by the side of a sluggish stream. Owing to so much rain we

shall not finally earth-up more than will keep us going until

the soil be drier, and we have the chance of obtaining a quan-

tity of coal ashes from the mansion, and sifting them. We
shall then put the ashes round the Celery in the process of

earthing-np, so as to keep worms and slugs from discolouring it.

Cabbages.—Planted out the last bit of Coleworts, which, if the

winter be at all mild, will come in early in spring, before the

autumn-planted Cabbages. Planted out about half the space

we intend for Cabbages in the Onion ground, treated as de-

scribed last week ; but the next morning showed that rabbits

and hares had been about, though we could not find them, and

therefore were obliged to surround the piece with a net, sup-

ported by stakes. We presume these young plants give them

a much sweeter mouthful than older, tougher plants, as they

mi"-ht have a good feed in the old Cabbage quarter near at
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hand, bristling with young sprouts, and what they might take

would scarcely be missed. Theso young Cabbages, sprouting

from tho old stem, are very nice, and especially in such a drip-

ping season as the present ; but a young Colewort from a BOW
ing early in May, just when tho heart is becoming firm and

a little yellow, we consider more sweet and tender still, and

therefore we think it good to have several successions! plant-

ings of them in summer to como in from August to spring if

the winter bo at all moderate.

Mushrooms.—This dripping weather, with little sun, has been

unfavourable for the drying of the Mushroom spawn, alluded

to last week, and left in an open shod. We may be obliged to

take it to an open place under glass, such as the orchard-h' >u:-e.

to make it dry enough for spawning and working. In the open

outside shed cleaned the first part of the bed of all litter with

a soft broom, watered with manure water, and covered again

with a little dry hay, as that bed is not by any means exhausted.

The slight covering keeps tho temperature more equable,

and also secures a certain degree of moisture in the air im-

mediately over the bed, which is a favourable condition for

the growth of most of the fungus family. Swept also over the

surface of the second piece, in which the Mushrooms are peep-

ing up, and covered again with rough dry hay, which we
generally save from the pleasure grounds. The object of

sweeping is to keep the surface smooth and hard, as otherwise

the spawn would be apt to run into the roughish surface of

litter. In a house heated by any of the usual modes, and
with tho means of securing a moist atmosphere, such coverings

are not so much required, the beds are a prettier sight when
in bearing, and the cleaning of the surface will not be needed

;

but, even in such a case, when we want a bed quickly in, the

covering is of much assistance by securing moisture next

the bed, and an equable temperature. One objection to the

covering of hay or litter is, that if more than one person go to

gather from the bed the young button Mushrooms are apt to

be displaced when you do not want them. This could be
avoided and more neatness secured by having some rods fixed

C inches above the bed, and the space covered with a cloth or

drugget. Even a thin cloth or mat would answer if there were
a sprinkling of hay over the Mushrooms. By lifting up a piece

of the cloth you could see at once where to gather. As we have
been blamed now and then for not giving reasons for particular

modes of practice, and as many object to covering their Mush-
room-beds when it can be done without, we would say that on
the whole we like the practice, and our reasons for adopting
it are the securing something like regularity of moisture and
temperature at the surface of the beds.

Mushroom house.—This we have had smoked twice after

closely shutting up, by burning each time about '2 lbs. of sulphur
in it. We do not think that much having life would retain it

after that. This is a simple lean-to house at the back of a
vinery. The sloping roof is smooth-plastered, and when dry,

many years ago, it was brushed over with oil, to prevent the
moisture acting on the plaster, and rotting the laths, &e. The
place between the plaster and the wood and slates was stuffed

with straw, to keep cold and heat out. We would like to oil the

ceiling again to preserve the roof. As soon as practicable we
shall scrub all the walls and sparred wooden shelves with a
rough hard broom, and then will limewash the brick walls.

Owing to such precautions we have seldom any trouble with
our earlier beds, but in the case of late beds we are troubled
with woodlice and snails, notwithstanding all our care, and
these, no doubt, come in them with the manure and soil, and
roots of Sea-kale and Rhubarb.
We see no chance of obtaining droppings enough even for a

bed or two in this house, and, therefore, we have had a lot of

long litter, with some droppings in it, thrown into a heap, and
well watered to make it decompose ; and that, turned once or

twice until it is about half sweetened, will do very well for the
main staple of a bed, or beds, with a few droppings on the
surface.

We forgot to say that we have spawned the third piece in
the open shed, and in a day or two, finding -all right, we
earthed it up and covered the surface of the bed. This we
expect will begin to bear about the first week in November,
and will be followed by the first bed in the house. From the
beds in the shed, however, we generally have some gatherings
throughout the winter, if we do not turn them out as manure
for the ground. As for ourselves, we have not seen a Mush-
room in the pastures this season. We suppose there has been
too much rain, otherwise the close moist atmosphere ought to

have been peculiarly favourable for Mushrooms.

Cucumbers.—Banked-up frames to keep them in| bearing

until those turned out in the heated pit: begin to conic in. Our
out-door Cucumbers did little good this season. They do so

well about Sandy and Biggleswade in the open field, sown in

rows, that we wished to try them ; but here we would prefer

falling back on the old plan of giving them a rough hotbed

below their routs to start them with.

/ 'nbimehj Work.—There are few gardens in which work cannot

be so arranged as to secure the comfort and health of the work-

men. Where garden men are often seen at work, with their

clothes drenched do the skin, and clinging about them, there is

evidence either of great want of consideration and carelessness

on the part of the manager, or most mistaken views of sound

policy mii the part of the employers or proprietors. V.'e have

known cases in which horses and cattle were brought in, weU
dried, and comfortably housed, whilst the farm men were

turned out to clear ditches and water-courses, and the garden

men to mow or trench. The first of these operations, clearing

water-courses, will often be necessary in the worst weather,

but the men engaged in such work should have the opportunity

either of drying, or rather shifting their clothes, as soon as

possible. We have mowed for days with the water gurgling

out of our shoes at every step, the rains literally going in at

the neck and out at the heels ; but what good or benefit could

accrue from such a system to any of the parties concerned?

We have heard such a system defended, by young gentlemen

especially, as good for making young men hardy, asserting that

they themselves have been drenched repeatedly, and pretty

well all day, when out shooting, and never felt any harm from

such a practice. Circumstances very much alter cases and

their consequences. We have read long ago of northern

mothers, who, to secure the hardiness of their offspring, broke

a bole large enough in the thick ice in order that their babes

might have a cold enough dip in the early morning, and
they, probably, gained their object in those that survived ; but

history says nothing of the numbers of the more weakly that

succumbed under the hardening process. However uncomfort-

able wet clothes are when clinging to the body, however

dangerous they are at times, when by a rapid evaporation of

the collected moisture the body is inordinately cooled, the

danger is reduced to a minimum so long as the body is kept in

constant exercise, and dryness is secured when the body is in

a state of comparative repose.

Just contrast here for a moment the voluntarily imposed

labours of a sportsman in a wet day, and the necessity of

working through the allotted hours in the ease of the farm or

garden labourer in similar weather. In the first place, as the

time of the sportsman is his own, in the common acceptation

of the term, he can leave off when he chooses, and if he must
stop for refreshment, he can do all that is needful in a few

minutes, and commence walking again. The labourer must
keep to the allotted hours of work ; and mealtimes, from his

sitting or reposing, are to him great sources of danger. And
again, the sportsman when he reaches home, not to speak of a

bath, can at least at once divest himself of his wet clothes,

give plenty of friction to the skin, encase himself in dry

apparel, and enjoy himself in such comfortable circumstances

that the actual soaking may be attended, by the contrast, with

something like a newly-discovered pleasure. How few la-

bourers are so well off as to be able thus to change their clothes.

How few young gardeners are there who could do so, especially

if two or" more wet days succeeded each other. How few are

there who live in lodgings that could expect to have their wet

clothes comfortably dried ; and not a few have known the

sensation of putting on in the morning the wet undried clothes

they had taken off the previous night. Need we wonder that

healthy young gardeners who passed through such ordeals in

their youth have become prematurely old, or that the seeds of

rheumatism, lumbago, sciatica, and other evils should be so

thickly sown broadcast in the system, as to yield a plentiful

harvest of pains and penalties at the early period of from forty

to fifty years of age ?

Thanks to growing intelligence and increased benevolence,

there is less and less to be seen of such untimely employment,

and in most places none at all, unless when some particular

object is to be gained, and must, if possible, be accomplished

in a definite time, and measures can in such solitary instances

be taken to guard against all injurious consequences. In-

stances of such ill-timed labour will continue, however, to

present themselves until,

First, all such instances are generally considered the result

of want of consideration and a deficiency of thoughtful fore-
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casting arrangement on the part of the manager. Not many
years ago we noticed a number of men in a sharp frost and a
drifting snow shivering, and attempting to nail trees against a
wall, when their ringers would scarcely hold the shreds and
nails ; and not long afterwards, in the same place, the same
men were cleaning and washing Vines in a vinery in a bright
warm day, and with the sun powerful enough under glass to
dry up what brains there might be in the head. Again, we
have a vivid recollection in another place of two days' mow-
ing in drenching weather, and then a day's washing pots, and
pointing and making sticks in delightful, sunshiny, dry weather.
Let us hope that those who can arrange work no better than
this will soon cease to have workmen under their control.

Secondly. We may be presented with such instances until
managers and paymaster employers become thoroughly con-
vinced of what is a simple yet stern truth—that all such un-
seasonable labour will be found to be the reverse of economical
or remunerating. Every kind of machinery to work well must
have its needs attended to, and in proportion to the intricacy
and fineness of its movements must be protected from risks
and dangers. The human body, even as a working machine, to

do its work well, must have its wondrous combination of joints,
cranks, and levers kept clean, bright, well oiled, and cared for,

and not alternately baked by heat and drenched with floods
of water. What machinery could stand that without becom-
ing worn and rusted in its joints, and cracked or weakened
in its levers ? and the human machine, as a machine, will
form no exception. Nothing could be more effectual than a
frequent repetition of wet clothes for insensibly turning the
active, willing, somewhat enthusiastic workman into the man

j

who draws his feet along as if he had a clog of metal attached
to them. We have no clearer recollection of anything than
this—that after some such days' drenching it required several
days of bright weather to bring back again that buoyant spirit

that acted more than lubricating oil to the joints of a machine,
and the usual activity in working; for let it never be for- !

gotten that in the human machine mind and sensibility are
the great motive springs of action. Allow these springs to

become lax, soft, weak, and exhausted, and you may wind and
wind, but the attempt will be vain to make the works go as

j

before until the central spring of all movement is again made
right. Men, when they say nothing, are quick enough to know
when their employers mean to use them well. Those who will

have the stated hours of work out of doors wet or dry will have
the certain reward of seeing that the same men who, with the
full conviction that they were cared for, would think nothing
of doing on an emergency one and a half or two days of ordinary
work in one, and feel honoured and proud to do it, will neither
be spurred nor coaxed into such extra exertion ; and even
though their right principles would repudiate all idea of eye-
service, yet even insensibly to themselves, and without idleness,

the want of interest, the want of earnestness, the want of that
enthusiasm without which nothing great can be done will gra-
dually lessen by a fourth, a third, and a half the mere quantity
and quality of the work which formerly they usually performed.
It is sad when the springs of action lose their force and power.
It is often sad to hear complaints of carelessness, indifference,
and even laziness among workmen, w-hen a very little kindness
and a felt attention to their interests, would so wind up the
springs of sensibility that work would be entered upon as a
pleasure and a delight, and not as a mere matter of routine
and necessary duty. Attention to duty is a grand thing, and it

becomes truly noble when it nerves the workman to continued
right conscientious action, even amid neglect and discourage-
ments ; but after all, the claims of duty as a motive power for

faithful continued industry, will ever be weak when compared
with that strong flexille mainspring of action which is formed
from the more than respect felt by a workman towards his
employer, when he cannot help seeing that that employer does
respect, think of, and care for him.

Thatching Corn Stacks.—An allusion to Dutch barns, and
the injury done by rain to stacks unthatched, has brought
several notes of inquiry, and several sad details, as to how-
stacks got up in good order on a Saturday, were, by the soak-
ings of several days before they could be thatched, wet and
much spoiled for fully half their depth. We think that Mr.
Barnes, of Bicton, could tell the farmers hereabouts and farther
north, how much of such an evil could be avoided by the mode
of nutting the sheaves in the stacks. We recollect when
noticing the smallness of the stacks in Devonshire, and there
being no out-jutting eaves to throw off the wet, being told that

both small size and the want of eaves were necessary to protect

from the terrible winds, and that the introduction of rain into
the stack was impossible from the way in which tho sheaves
were placed, the corn end being always kept much higher than
the root end. In noticing the placing of sheaves in this neigh-
bourhood, the corn end is seldom higher, and often much
lower than the root or straw end, consequently, when heavy
rains fall on the straw end, it runs along the straw to the ears
in the middle of the stack, whilst if the ear end of the sheaves
were elevated about 15° above the root end, the rain that fell on
the outside, without thatching even, would have dropped out-
side instead of finding its way to the centre. We recollect that
one of our " first doings " of work pretty far north, was assist-

ing the builder of the stacks in harvest, placing the sheaves
ready to his hand, and keeping the centre of the stack well
elevated, so that the sheaves should all incline outwards.

FRUIT GARDEN.
The weather being still too wet to clear Strawberries or gather

fruit, the chief work was removing all flowering plants from
the vinery, to prevent the watering these required injuring the
Grapes by damping. Cut the runners of Strawberries in pots,

and potted some more, but as we are becoming scarce of pots,

will turn out some hundreds of plants in CO-sized pots, in nice

soil, so that they may be lifted into pots or into beds under
glass next spring.

ORNAMENTAL DEPARTMENT.
Went over the plant-houses, removing what was past its

best, and introducing fresh from pits, &c, so as to make more
room in them for winter storage. Went on making cuttings

and potting and securing Chrysanthemums, &c. Mowed and
cleaned as the weather was suitable. Would do a deal of

turfing if we could, and would like to transplant some rather

large trees and shrubs in the beginning of October. A little

syringing overhead in that month after such transplanting,

will save much, if not all of the watering that would be re-

quired by these trees next spring and summer. Evergreens
may now be removed with safety, and the great advantage of

planting in October is, that then the earth is warm enough to

set the roots in operation at once, to be ready to suck up nutri-

ment for the swelling buds and expanding leaves next spring.

—It. F.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—September 29.

There is very little doing here in auy department, foreign and home-
grown produce being ample for all requirements. Pears consist of Marie
Louise, Louise Bonne, Gansel's Borgamot, Gratioli, and Duchesso d'An-
gouleme. Dessert Apples comprise Ribston Pippin, Cox's Orange Pippin,
and others of less note. The Potato trade is heavy, except for good
sound parcels, which have advanced 10*. per ton. The accounts from
most parts of England represent them as being Quite one-third blighted.

Apples ij sieve
Apricots doz.
Cherries lb.

Chestnuts bush.
Currants ^.sieve

Black do.

Figa doz.
Filberts lb.

Cobs lOOlbs.
Gooseberries . . quart
Grapes, Hothouse, .lb.

Lemons 100

Artichokes each
Asparagus bundle
Beans, Broad. . bushel

Kidney . . Js sieve
Beet, Red doz.
Broccoli bundle
Brus. Sprouts ?- sieve

Cabbage doz.
Capsicums 100
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery bundle
Cucumbers each

pickling doz.
Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
Garlic lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish . . bundle

s. d.

2 Ot

2

s.
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Ambroiso Verschaffelt, Rue du Cbanme, 50, Gbent, Belgium.

—Prix-Courant pour VAutomme, 186(> et Printsmps, lsf>7.

Louis Van Houtto, Gbent, Belgium.

—

Catalogue of Flower

Roots, Azaleas, and Camellias—Catalogue d'Oignoru a Flews,

Ihilbes d, .SVnvs et de Plein Air.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
•»• Wo request tbat no one will write privately to tbe depart-

mental writers of tbe "Journal of Horticulture, Cottage

Gardener, aud Country Gentleman." By so doing tbey

are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. All

communications should therefore be addressed solely to

The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture, dx., 171, Fleet

Stret t, London, E.C.
We also request tbat correspondents will not mix up on the

same sheet questions relating to Gardening and those on

Poultry and Bee subjects, if they expect to get them an-

swered promptly and conveniently, but write them on

separate communications. Also never to send more than

two or three questions at once.

Boons [Constant Render, U. Norwood).—You can have the following

from our office free by post :—" The Garden Manual " for twenty postage

stamps, •' Window Gardening, by R. Fish." for ten postaae stamps, en-

closed with your address. (Lea rner).—Honfrcy's " Rudiments of Botany,"

and Hogg's "Vegetable Kingdom," will suit you.

Vise Leaves Crimsoned {Vine Leaf).—"The colour does not indicate

disease, but that the functions of the leaves are ceasing. The leaves of

Black Champion, Black St. Peter's, and some other Vines assume this

colour as they fade.

Rose [B.).—There is a legion so nearly like the buds enclosed, that wo
cannot venture to name it.

Insects on Fuchsia Leaves (S. If., Wiltshire).—They are destroyed

by thrips. As the contents of the whole house, Vines, 4c., are similarly

scourged, we would dust everything with a mixture of equal parts dowers
of sulphur and Scotch snuff. So soon as the leaves have fallen we would
remove and burn these, scrape the loose bark off from all the stems, and
paint them over with the same mixture made creamy with soft soap and
water. Next year prevent the occurrence of the pest by admitting more
air and keeping the air moist. There must have been great neglect of

these requisites.

White Grapes at the Aberdeen Horticultural Show (.1. one, Aber-

deen).—No one can form a judgment entitled to any weight unless he
saw the Grapes. Condition, form of bunch, weight, flavour, &c, have to

be compared.

Vineries (II. jr.).—Before referring to your present queries we would
direct attention to what was said by " H." at page £V\ ; but for covering
a width of 18 feet we do not think that you could do better than have a

hipped roof. Of the three elevations sent No. 2 will answer well, and so

will the mode of planting. In No. 1 we would have the drainage in the
middle of the house, and the concrete and rubble sloping to it from front

to back ; and then wo would plant in front as proposed, about 2 feet from
the front, and also along the back wall, the Vines taken up and trained
down beneath the span and rafter. This would leave the centre of the
house for any other purpose you might wish. Planting in the centre, as
in No. 2, would do very well, but we should prefer the above arrangement.
You cannot have a return-pipe at the back of the house on a higher level.

By the plan proposed you could have it on the same level as the pipes
in front; but either in that plau or in No. 2 you could more easily

have it close to the flow-pipes. The easiest plan would be to take the
flow, from the boiler underneath the doorway, let it rise abovegrouud
afterwards, and then take it into a socket wide enough for inserting your
flow-pipes, which at the farther end would go into another socket-pipe,
with an opening in one end for connecting the return-pipe. Thus your
flow-pipes would rise all the way to the extreme end, and your return-

pipe would do the same, and thus fall regularly as it returned to the
bottom of the boiler. You might with advantage distribute these pipes
more regularly over the width of the house ; but all the flows must be
connected with tbe main flow from the boiler, and join in one main pipe

at the farther end, to which the return-pipe must be attached. In your
case the return-pipe may be on tbe same level as the flows until it.

approaches the boiler. Now to the questions : 1st, Return, no higher
than the flow. 2nd, Ventilators correct. 3rd, Support the pipes at or
near the joints with small piers or holdfasts of iron rising from the con-
crete ; the former arc preferable. 4th, 3 or 4 feet apart, according as the
house is to he occupied solely with Vines, or with these and other plants
beneath them. 5th, Except the shelf or stage, not with Vines on the
back wall. With Vines in the middle of the house you could have Figs,

if the Vines on the roof were 4 feet apart. You might also plant in front,

and in the middle, and in both cases train upwards. 6th and 7th, 15 or
18 inches. 8th, Yes, if you plant in the middle of the house, and do not
let in plenty of light from the roof. 9th, Yes. 10th, Yes. but oue inch in

eight or ten" would be better. 11th, Drainage is essential, 12th, For tall

plants a shelf may be placed as proposed. For Strawberries a wide one
under the hip would he useful. Before the Vines cover the roof or come
into full leaf shelves may be suspended 18 inches from the glass. With
Vines against the back wall and in front there might be a low stage in the
centre. 18, Tank as proposed will do. Many prefer a cistern several

feet above tbe highest pipes, and placed near the boiler, with a pipe from
it to near the bottom of tbe boiler, kept constantly open ; but in this case
there must be small air-pipes at the highest end of the pipes. We must
never again have such a tissue of queries.

Cucumber-house {A. R. L ).—For early Cucumbers you had better

have a bed on each side, and then you will require three times the
quantity of piping—that is, three pipes in each chamber, with the means
of letting the heat from the chamber into the atmosphere. The single

pipe in the other houses will do what you intend.

Hardy Ferns (A Lover of Ferns),—Tho following would endure your
Lancashire winters :—Allosorus orlspuB (Mountain Parsley Fern) ; Athy-
rium Filix-fivinina (Lady Fern), and its varioties aputefonne, plumoBum,
and multifidum ; Asplenium viride (tlreon Splcenwortl ; A. trichomanea
(Black -ribbed Maiden-hair Spleenwort); A. adiantum-uigrum (Black

Maiden-hair Spleenwortl: A. ruta-inuraria (Rue-loavcd Spleenwort or
Wall Hue) ; Blechnum spicaut (common Hard Fern), and its varie-

ties ramosum, cristatum, and luneifolium ; Cystopteris fragilis (Brittle

Bladder Fern), and its variety dentate,; C. alpina (Alpine Bladder
Fern); C. montana (Mountain Bladder Fern) ; Polypodium vulgare (com-
limn Polypody); P. phegopteris (Mountain Polypody or Beech Fern);
P. dryopterie (Smooth Three-branched Polypody or Oak Fern); P. Ko-
bertianuin or oalcareum (Limestone Polypody) ; P. alpestre (Alpine Poly-

pody); Polystiehum aculeatum (common Prickly Shield Fern); P. angu-
lare* (Soft Prickly shield Fern), and its varieties proliferum, imbricatum,

and polydaetylon ; I'teris aquilin: imniOQ Brake); Lastrea tbelypteria

(Marsh Buckler Fern); L. montana or Oreopteris (Mountain Buckler

Fern); L. Filix-mas (Male Fern, or common Buckler Fern), and its va-

rieties paleacea or Borreri, erosa, Sohpneldii, and cristata ; L. rigidu;

L. cristata, and its varieties uliginoso, and spinulosa; L. dilatata

;

L. aunula; Scolopendrium vulgare (common Hart's-tonguo), and varie-

ties; Woodsia ilvensis ; Osmunds regalls; and Ophioglossum vulgatum
(common Adder's-tongue). The above are British, to which you may add
Onoclea sensibilis (Sensitivo Fern) ; Polystiehum proliferum, P. acros-

tichoides, P. pungens ; Pycnopteris Sieboldi ; Struthiopteris germanica,

S. peunsylvanica ; Woodwardia radicans ; Cyrtomium falcatum ; Ony-
chium japonicum ; Osmunda interrupta, O. cinuamomea, and O. spocta-

bilis; Asplenium angustifolium, and A. Halleri.

Strawberries for Succession {Subscriber).—Black Prince, Sir J. Pax-

ton, Eclipse, Keens' Seedling, and Marguerite for early and second early

;

Comto de Zans, Rivers's Eliza, Wonderful, Dr. Hogg, Sir Charles Napier,

La Constante, Frogmore Late Pine, Bicton Pine, and Orange Chili for

medium and late varieties.

Aspect for Figs {Idem).—To fruit successfully in our climate, Fig
trees require a south aspect aud protection.

Trees for Shelter (Hon).—For a group of four it is necessary that

the trees be all the same, and they may be either Oak, Beech, Chestnut,

Elm, or Lime ; we should prefer tho last.

White Dahlia (W. G. B.).—The white seedling Dahlia is a very pro-

mising one. If all the flowers it produces should bo equal to the first

which opened, it will be a first-class flower ; but it would be very indis-

creet to form an opinion from one flower, especially the first. It is usual

to send three. Name this seedling, and send three flowers to the Floral

Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society, and you will soon learn its

merits and value.

Planting Beds for Spring-flowering (S. G. IT.).—In the middle of

the centre bed we would have a good plant of Cupressus Lawsoniana, a

band round it of white and blue Hyacinths alternately, another of red

Hyacinths, and an edging of Arabis lueida variegata. Two beds of the

eight suiTounding the centre bed we would plant with tree Box 18 inches

high as a centre, and edge with Suowdrop and Winter Aconite ; two with

Berberis Darwinii in the centre, using as an edging blue and white

Crocus alternately ; two with whito Pottehakker Tulips in the centre,

surrounded by a ring of scarlet Due Van Thol Tulips, and edged with

Scilla sibirica ; and two with some scarlet Tulip, such as scarlet Due Van
Thol or Vermilion Brilliant, a band of yellow and blue Crocuses round

these, and an edging of white and striped Crocuses. We would plant the

whole of these beds in match pairs, every bod corresponding in colour

with tbat on the opposite side.

Strawberries on Vine-border (.1 Subscriber).—Ton may leave the

Strawberries on the border to fruit next year ; but we cannot say it will

not injure the Vines, as we think the Strawberries will impoverish the

soil, prevent the sun warming it, and exclude air; and you cannot protect

the roots from cold. Wo do not recommend anything to be grown on

Vino-borders.

Italian Tuberoses {J. C. B.).—They may be grown the second year in

pots, and will do tolerably well, but not equal to the first season. Under

the usual treatment they beoome exhausted like Hyacinths, but they

may be grown without this taking place. If your bulbs are fine and firm

we should give them a trial.

Asphodels (Hem) —These are for the most part evergreen, and do not

require a period of rest like Dahlias. If planted in an open and sunny

exposure in a dry, well-drained soil they usually take care of themselves.

As to their being worth growing, that depends on taste and on the kind.

Some are elegant and have pretty flowers.

Heating by Hot Water (G. M.).—It does not matter, whether for

heating two houses you have one main flow-pip - from the boiler, and

then branch oil' bv a T joint or otherwise; and on the whole it is

as well that the return-pipes should be oue on each side of the boiler,

though that does not make much difference provided these returns enter

near the bottom of the boiler. We can conceive a close boiler and the

return-pipe in one house being higher than the flow-pipe in another

house, and without any prejudicial result. We cannot conceive how in

the same house tho return-pipe can be higher than the flow, though for

their position in the house thev may be evwtty on the same level, the

only difference being tbat one is connected wftn the top of the boiler,

and tbe other with the bottom. If the beat rises as freely by the pipe at

the bottom of the boiler as by the pipe at the top, it is a sure sign that

the boiler must be dangerouslv hot. Wc can conceive a pipe from the

top of a boiler going all round the house and rising as it goes until at its

highest as it approaches the boiler; but then there must be an air-pipe

or cistern, and a pipe dipping at once to the bottom of the boiler, lour

boiler would have been better if 6 inches longer.

Gladioli at Crystal Palace.—"I suppose I must have in my report

written ' Messrs. Kelwav,' and cannot charge tho blunder on the printer;

but if I did it was a complete lapsus calami; for, as I said, I know that

the trophy was Mr. Prince's, and tho other collection Mr. kelway's, and

that both were awarded equal first prize-. I beg Mr- Prince's pardon for

misreading his notice, and for my carelessness in the matter.—D., Deal.

Grapes not Ripening (J. L., Ireland).—We do not know the "Euton

Muscat." In a cool house, as the Muscat ripens neither wood nor fruit

where the Hamburgh does, we would graft or inarch with Royal Mus-

cadine or Buckland Sweetwater if you wish for a white Grape.
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The Potato Disease (A 2?.).—Tlie fungus causing the disease is Eo-
trytis infestuns. It was tlrst noticed in. Great Britain in 1840, source
unknown. We do not think that a good Mushroom season is at all coin-

cident with the prevalence of the Potato murrain. There is no such
thing as a generating of fungi in the atmosphere. The fungus on the

Tomato fruit is not identical with that of the Potato tuber. The best

mode of avoiding the disease is to cultivate none but varieties that have
their tubers ready for storing by the end of July.

Bottom of Pit for Wintering (J. C. Bealc).—Yon may tile, brick,

slate, concrete, or plaster the bottom of your brick pit intended for

bedding plants in winter, or yon may cover with the driest chalk you can
find ; but remember that the more yon prevent moisture rising, the more
careful you must be not to give a drop of onaeeeBsar; water in winter,

even to taking the trouble of Inking plants out when you water them,
and allow them to be drained before replacing them. If you use a stage
or platform at all you need not mind about the bottom of the pit, but you
may cover with dry ashes, and as they become moist replace with others,

or dry chalk, &e. For a permanent bottom on which the plants are to

stand nothing is better than bricks or tiles.

Florists' Flowers [A Subscriber, Southampton).— A. flor'sts' flower

must be very remarkable to be named from a single bloom. There are
myriads so nearly alike thai we cannot venture to assign names to them.

Na3ies of Insects (J. Colcgate).—The thread-like worm ia Gordiua
nquaticus. It belongs, like the leech, to the class Suctoria, or suckers

;

scarcely exhibits any maTks of articulation on its body, and has no dis-

tinct respiratory organs. Its oolouz is pale brown, and its being found in

such a twisted form suggested its name after the inventor of tbeGoidian
knot. The mouth is a simple pore at the fore extremity of the body,
which is conical ; but the tail being forked, as represented at a, has

often been mistaken for its month. Its habits are little known, but we
are inclined to think it one of the friends of the gardener, for twi i

|

observed one esc: pe from the body of a beetle, which they found writh-

ing on the ground. (J. Bryan).—It is Sires gigas. Its tame are deposited
in the wood of the Pine tribe, in which they bore holes.

Greenhouse (A Subscriber^.—Though the house will not be in the beet
of situations, we see no reason why common greenhouse plants will not
do well in it. In fact, Camellias, Oranges, rftc., will do better than, if they
had more sunlight.

Horseflesh for Vine-borders—Fruit for Walls (A. B. C).—Do
anything with horseflesh except putting it in a Vine-border. Does your
wall face east on one side and west on the other ? Then, if appropriated
to Apricots and Peaches, we would plant the north ends with Apricots,
and the south end with Peaches.

Seeds for a Garden (Young Gardener).—The expense for seeds for

a garden such as you name would depend greatly on having esta-
blished or new kinds. As a rough guess for the one-and-half-acre
kitchen garden, one-acre flower garden, and the houses, we should say
from three to five guineas, and even more, according to the number of

crop?, &c.

Variegated Jasmine (E. P. Francis rf* Co.).—"Your golden variegated
Jasmine is very pretty, and in the present rage for variegated plants and
shrubs it ought to be much sought after. While giving one the idea of
the Japanese Honeysuckle (Lonicera aureo-reticulata), it has the advan-
tage of free blooming to add to its beauty. It seems very constant in its

variegation."—D., Deal.

Bowood Muscat Vote (G. S.).—The Royal Horticultural Society dis-

tributes cuttings of Vines and of other fruit trees to the Fellows on
application, but not plants of fruit trees. The other questions next
week.

WAsrs in ViNr.r.Y [Carting).—Trap them after they are inside; but it

is better to prevent their entrance by means of perforated zinc, wire
gauze, or muslin. Hand-glasses form very good wasp traps, and there
are various other means of destroying the insects without resorting to

the nighly objectionable one of employing poisonous substances.

Names of Fruit (J. B.).—Not Alfriston, and we cannot say what.
Apples arc very difficult to name this year. {C.Marsden).—Summer
Golden Pippin. (J. E. A'.).—Apples : 1, Alfriston ; 2. Yorkshire Greening;
3, Royal Russet ; 6, Scarlet Crofton ; 9, Ribston Pippin ; 13, Coe's Golden
Drop; 14, Brabant Bellefleur ; 15, Yorkshire Greening; 3 9, Barcelona
Pearmain ; 17, Calehasse (not Beurre Boscl, Pear. (H. Bing).—Jersey
Gratioli Pear. {Carting),—1, not known; 2, Downton Apple.

Names or Plants i.I. B.).—Most likely your leaf belongs to some
species of Senecio. (Anricola).—1, Davallia cauariensis

; 2, Pellsea fal-

cata ; 3, doubtful ; 4, Scolopeudrium ofiicinarum, var. [A. D.).—It appears
to be Francoa sonchifolia. {A Young Gardener near Lincoln).—The fruit

is Staphylea pinnata ; and the Grass a Digitaria, perhaps D. sanguinalis.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the Week ending September anth.

Date.
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another. Wo aro used to them, and do not notice them. It

would appear that in these things, as in many others, to stand

still is to be left behind, and change seems to bo necessary.

The lesson to be learnt from all these changes is, that society

accepts them in a perfectly good spirit, without condemning
those who adhere to the old style, or over- admiring those who
adopt the new. There is a wonderful virtue in tho habit of

making tho best of everything, and in allowing people to be
right although they may differ from us. He who wears a white

hat is no longer shouted after. Nino out of ten men wear
cither dear-stalkers or wide-awakes without being stared at.

I wish to see tho same spirit introduced into poultry arguments.

We want differences of opinion to exist without being sup-

ported by thinly veiled personalities, or unkind inuendoes. I

allude to the letters that have appeared on tho question of

vulture hocks in Brahmaa. If it can bo shown that they are a
characteristic of the breed, or even an improvement, although

a recent introduction, I have no doubt those among the public

who breed them will hasten to secure the new point. There is

no reason why the rules that were laid down years ago should
never be altered, but they will be alterations. Years ago
errand boys did not eat ices, nor would a penny buy a dessert

of pine apple for a working man ; it is a novelty and an al-

teration. It is said that in a foreign country where all the in-

habitants were humpbacked, a straight man entered church
during divine service. The minister was praying, and he
prayed for the deformed man who had just entered. So the
time may come when the one pen in a Brahma class lacking

the vulture hock may be the object of ridicule and pity. I

cannot help thinking those who originally framed the laws,

and erected the standards by which poultry is judged, did so

wisely and well. There has been little or no alteration for

many years, and progress has proved that the setting forth

was guided by sound principles.

—

Brahma, N.Y.H.

ROUGH NOTES ON ERRORS AND OMISSIONS
IN THE POULTRY CLUIt's " STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE."

(Continued from pai/e 246.)

Malays.—General shape, first part as in the " Standard."
Back, very short and not very long, and rather round, instead

of flat. Body, very short, and not long and round. Wings,
very short, even to tho body. Breast, rather narrow. Thighs,
shorter than the legs in proportion, but well in to the body.
Hen to correspond with cock, one-third smaller in size.

Cock.—Invariably " yellow or daw," and never red at all, as

in "Standard." A great mistake. Wing, with green bar, and
never blue. Breast, cither reddish, yellowish brown, or greenish
black. Colours, yellowish, brownish red, greyish yellow, white,

piled or pied, and black. Legs, either yellow or yellowish olive-

green. Skin, very yellow indeed.

Hen.—To correspond in all the colours with the cock. A
"red-eyed " Malay is an impossibility.

The " Standard," has omitted four varieties of the Game
Fowls, which aro all occasionally exhibited. The Dark Greys,
Dark Birchens, lied Duns, and Blue Duns. The former two
sorts are seen at most exhibitions, and Red Duns won the first

prize at Sheffield in 1857. Blue Duns are rare, and are seldom
exhibited. The Dark Birchens are a very different bird from
the Yellow Birchens, being dark-eyed and dark-legged. They
are closely allied to the Dark Greys and Brown Reds, being bred
from these sorts. The Yellow Birchens, on the contrary, are
nearest allied to the yellow-legged Duckwings, a much lighter

bird. The term olive-legged is rather promiscuous, there being
olive-green, olive-brown, and olive-bronze. The Black-breasted
Reds are of a much redder colour than the Brown Reds, which
are always either of a browner or more brassy colour than any
other Reds. The Brown Reds are as much superior in shape
and carriage as they are inferior in beauty of colour to the Black-
breasted Reds, as a general rule. The Brown Reds are " gamer,"
and possess a more enduring eourage than any, Dark Greys ex-
cepted.

In judging Game fowls, the preference should be given to

the white-skinned birds over the yellow-skinned, as being more
English and "gamer," except in the willow-legged Black-breasted
Beds, and willow-legged Duckwings, which are prize birds, and
should be yellow-skinned, as also should Blue Duns, being
yellow-legged. The yellow-skinned show more of an East
Indian origin. The willow-legged Duckwings are the " gamest ".

of all the willow-legged Game fowls.

The recognised exhibition sorts in most localities, I believe,

aro the following nine :—1, Black-breasted Reds, most com-
mon ; willow-legged (cup birds). 2, Brown-breasted Reds, next
most common, the first bird (cup birds). 8, Duckwings, willow
legs, red eyes ; Silver-Greyhens. 1, Red Biles, white legs, red
eyes; the Cheshire breed. 5, Blacks, black legs, black eyes

;

Black and Brassy. 6, Dark Greys and Dark Birchins, black
eyes and legs ; dark hens. 7, Whites, red eyes only, white legs
only. 8, Red Duns or Ginger Blues. The red-eyed the best.

9, Blue Duns, yellow legs, yellow eyes ; all blue dun-coloured.
Willow, black, and white legs are the exhibition colours of

legs ; but the black, white, and carp-brown-legged birds are
" gamer " than either willow, blue, or yellow-legged birds. For
eyes, black and red are the only true Game eyes.

The Malays and the Bantams are well known to bo the
shortest in body of all poultry, the Malays having very short
wings, carried high ; and the Bantams, long wings and carried
low. The wings of Game fowls should be just intermediate
between these two sorts, which is about true perfection as far

as symmetry goes. The Malays may sometimes have a
yellowish-bay eye from crossing, but their true characteristic

is the " yellow or daw eye " always. Malays are a most worth-
less variety of poultry, being great, cowardly, coarse, yellow-
fleshed birds, though not bad layers, but worst for table of all.

They vary in weight from 8 or 9 to 6 lbs. in tho cocks.
The " Standard," seems to have omitted the large Black

Brahma Pootras altogether, a breed often seen. The feather
of Malays, I omitted to state, need not be hard like the Game,
but is more loose, coarse, stringy, and woolly than the Game
feather. The " Standard " is well arranged, was no doubt
much required, and is only at all erroneous in Game fowls and
Malays.

—

Newmarket.

DROPSY (?) IN SPANISH FOWLS.
The following seems so curious that I shall be very glad if

you will kindly give me your opinion.
A Spanish cockerel, a month old, keeps forming large air-

bladders immediately below the skin. Yesterday he was like

a round ball with a pair of legs, wings, and a beak. As soon
as I was satisfied the bladders were filled with air, I opened
them in three places, and there was a collapse as if an indian-
rubber ball had been pricked. He appears in excellent health.

He is running free in the stable-yard with forty others of about
the same age.—J. D. S.

[This case of Spanish-fowl disease is not the first we have
met with of air and fluid between the skin and flesh. Our
experience leads us to believe the cockerel's present health
will not last long. We have always found it a fatal disorder.

We are obliged by the disorder being thus made public, and
shall be glad of any one's relative experience.]

WOODSTOCK POULTRY SHOW.
The annual meeting took place in Blenheim Park, on September

18th. The Show was a very superior one, the fowls, &©., being quartered

in convenient wooden pens. Some of the Ducks sent by the Duchess

of Marlborough were of extraordinary dimensions, and the fowls were

altogether well represented.

Dokkings (Coloured).—Prize, Duchess of Marlborough. Chickens.—
Prize, Duchess of Marlborough.
Bkahmas.—Prize, Duchess of Marlborough. Ch ickens.—Prize, Duchess

of Marlborough.
Cochin-china,—Prize, — Hurrnan. Chickens.—Prize, H. Church.
Hamburgh (Spangled).—Prize,— Hurrnan. Ch ickens.—Prize, J. James.
Game.—Prize, J. Hutt. Chickens.—Prize, J. Hutt.
Geese (White).—Prize, Duchess of Marlborough. Goslings.—Prize, J.

Hutt.
Geese (Grey).—Prize, Duchess of Marlborough. Goslings—Prize, H.

L. Gaskell.
Ducks (Aylesbury).—Prize, Duehess of Marlborough. Ducklings.—

Prize, Duchess of Marlborough,
Ducks (Coloured).—Prize, J. Hutt.
Turkeys (Black).—Prize Duchess of Marlborough.
Turkeys (Grey).—Prize, Duchess of Marlborough. Poults.—Prize,

Duchess of Marlborough.
Prizes offered by A. W. Hall, Esq., for the best pen of Poultry bred in

1866.—Prize,-*. Hint. Cluckens.—Prize, Duchess of Marlborough.

Wolverhampton Poultry Show.—The classes are confined

to birds hatched in 1866, except in the case of Ducks and Pigeons.

The first prizes are £2, and the third 10s. The hall in which

the Show will be held is well suited for the purpose
;
in fact,
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the existence of a room so suitable may be considered the chief
reason of the Show being established there. The entries for
poultiy close on the Gth inst.

CLEVELAND AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY'S
POULTRY SHOW.

This was held at Stockton on the, 19th and 2ftth of September; the

birds were well taken care of in a good tent. The following is the list

of prizetakers :

—

Spanish.—First, O. A. Young, Driffield. Second, Rev. J. G. Milner,
Bellerby, near Leyburn.
Dorkings.—First, Rev. J. F. Newton, Kirby-in-Cleveland. Second, O.

A. Young.
Cochin-Chinas.—First and Second, G. Calvert, Darlington.
Pheasants (Golden).—First, C. Greenwood, Harrogate. Second, O. A.

Young.
Game.—First. P. Sturdy. Ingleby Greenhow, Northallerton. Second,

W. Lee, Middlcbam, near Bedale.
Single Game Cock.—First, T. W. Other, The Bank, Leyburn. Second,

O. A. Yormg.
Ant Breed or Cross.—First, National Poultry Company, Limited,

Bromley, Kent (La Fleehe). Second, W. Lawrenson, Eaglescliffe, Yarrn.
(Silver-pencilled Hamburghs).
Bantams.—First, W. Lawrenson (Black Red). Second, P. Jefferson,

Thornaby (Black Red).
Dccks (Aylesbury).—First, R, Just. Stainton. Second, C. R.Anderson,

Middlesbrough. Commended, O. A. Young.
Decks (Ronen).—First, W. Lee, Middlehnm, near Bedale. Second, J.

Kilvington, Aislaby, near Pickering.
Decks.—First. Rev. J. G. Milner. Second, J. R. Jessnp, Hull. Com-

mended, E. Hutton, Pudsev, near Leeds (Brown Call).

Geese.—First. Mrs. Brilithwaite. Stokesley, Second, O. A. Young.
Commended, C. R. Anderson. Goallnga.—Prize. O. A. Young.
Tdrkevs.—Prize, Mrs. Braithwaite. Poulrn.—Prize, H. Merkin, Driffield.

Judges.—Mr. C. Dearlove, Bedale, and Mr. S. Burn, Whitby.

THE SCHEDULE OF THE BIRMINGHAM
POULTRY SHOW.

Since my letter in your Number of September 11th, I find

my complaints have been fully endorsed by more able "writers

than myself. The letter of "Game Cock," in the succeeding
Number, complains loudly of the gross outrages in the Game
classes, and I can quite believe all he says. The continuance,

for these classes, of judges whose awards have been shrouded
in mysteries that have never been cleared up, is, indeed,

monstrous. The arbitrators for the other classes, whose awards
have for the last few years given such general dissatisfaction,

are, perhaps, men of a character who would be only guided by
honest motives, and award the prizes as correctly as their

knowledge would enable them ; but it is most unsatisfactory

to exhibitors and breeders of poultry—who are decidedly the

best judges—year after year to notice these glaring blunders,

and to make appeals in vain for more competent men. Opposed
to all reason the Committee still persist in appointing the same
old staff, whose names only appear as arbitrators once a-year,

and that for the Birmingham Show. Their judgment might
have beeu undeniable fourteen years ago, but want of expe-

rience now fails to enable them to award the prizes correctly

at shows of the present day. If there were no remedy it might
be tolerated, but we have several judges both capable and will-

ing—gentlemen of high standing, whose names appear as arbi-

trators at all our leading shows, and whose great practical

experience enables them to award the prizes correctly, and to

the entire satisfaction of exhibitors.

Is it not something painful to notice in the pages of your
Journal, and of others, such condemnatory articles written by
the great supporters of this Show ? We have no such letters

npon the management of other exhibitions, but find the Com-
mittee-men will always listen to the opinions of exhibitors, and
remedy any evil that may exist.

We have now the Manchester schedule before us, and it is a

long way in advance of that of Birmingham—prizes varying

from £1U to £1, entrance-fees not so high, the picked judges of

England to award the prizes, pens large enough to hold the

birds, and all on one level, and management undeniable.

I feel more strength now than in my last to once more
caution the Birmingham Committee, that they will let Man-
chester leave them a long way in the distance.

—

An Old
Exhibitor.

late Middleton Show. His pen of pullets was "commended."
We regret also to have to mention that the poultry and Pigeons
at that Show were unprotected from the weather. A list of
exhibitions where the poultry are unsheltered ought to be
published for the benefit of exhibitors.

[We received a defensive letter from the Secretary, just as
we were going to press. It shall appear next week.—Eds.]

Middleton Poultry Show.—The Rev. Richard Roy's (Skir-

beck Rectory, Boston), Golden-pencilled Hamburghs were

omitted in our list of prizes and honourable mentions at the

NEW BOOK.
" The Poultry-Yard: How to "Farm" It to Make the "Crop"

Pay. Interspersed with Cases in Point, and Argued by Com-
parisons with Game, the Horse, dr. By^J. I. Limiington.
London : Rogerson & Tuxford. Price (id.

This is a very funny little book. I do not say but that there
are some useful things in it, still the funny element is certainly
the predominant one. The title-page, which I have given in
full and just as printed, is undoubtedly very funny ; so is the
" Nota Bene " at the end, that end being this little book's
forty-eighth page—so it is but a little book, what the Scotch
call a " bookie," and we south of the Tweed a pamphlet. I

presume, from internal evidence, that it is the work of a gen-
tleman, and not a lady ; that the initials " J. I." stand for

John Isaac, not Julia Imogene. I presume, too, that the writer

is, in addition to poultry, fond of farming and racing. I

received the book one fine summer's morning ; I took it and
my camp stool to a favourite spot in my garden, where I can
both watch my chickens and also get a peep at my Roses, and
I there read and re-read it ; for Mr. Lushiugton has produced
a very readable book, which is something—nay, now we are
deluged with books, is—much.

" The Poultry-Yard : How to Farm It." Well, before farm-
ing a yard, the said yard must be ploughed up, I should fancy.
" To make the crop pay." The word " crop " usually refers

to oats, wheat, beans, foe., but here it means birds. " Inter-

spersed with cases in point :" this looks legal. " And argued
by comparisons with game, the horse, &c. :" this looks both
legal and sporting. So much for the title-page. Now for the

book itself. Mr. Lushiugton, after a good and pleasant remark
or two about the irresistible inclination we almost all have
towards poultry-keeping, proceeds to quote two lines of cer-

tainly not high-class poetry

—

" I look from my window, nnd what's to be seen ?

An ass on a dunghill, a goose on a green."

Stating what is undoubtedly true, " that an ass can hardly be

placed under the head of poultry." Poets are next quizzed

;

and then our author turns to his own book, J,his veritable and
funny pamphlet, and perpetrates many puns thereon, saying,

" I will venture to hope that those who may think it worth

their while to give it a perusal, may find among its leaves at all

events some few opening buds, the petals of which, &c." We
soon after have the image of the town-bred man with his little

walled-in yard, instead of running to the shop at the corner,

running, the moment he hears a hen cackle, to his hen-house

for an egg. Mr. L. moralises on this, and is afraid he shall

get back to poetry again. Then Mr. L. claims to be an ori-

ginal, puns about his own " walk," and fears he has " departed

from his text." I fear he would make but an indifferent

preacher, according to his own account.

Chapter II. is entitled " Stock." It appears to mo that Mr.

Lushington is not a poultry fancier, and has no sympathy

whatever with that weak fraternity. Such, I fear, he deems

them ; for—tell it not at Hinton. near Bath—he speaks of " the

unmusical roar of the Brahma," and states "that this poultry

fever, like the Australian gold fever, and, in short, many other

ephemeral disorders, has now pretty nearly died away, though

the majority of our fowls are tainted with ." But no

further, or sal volatile and scent-bottles will be rung for by all

lady fanciers and our readers—the two terms are synonymous.

Now really, Mr. Lushiugton, do go next December to the Bir-

mingham Show, and then, if you can, say that the poultry fancy

has died out ; or, to cure you, let me advise doses of " mvr

Journal " administered regularly once a-week. Mr. Lushing-

ton goes in for Dorkings pure and simple, and from his own
point of view he is perhaps right.

He states in regard to the hatching of Game fowls, " They

sit so perseveringly and so well upon their eggs, that I believe

they will frequently hatch in less time by a day, or perhaps

more, than many other kinds of hens. In fact, I once had one

that hatched in seventeen days ; but she sat upon her own
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eggs, of which she had but six, therefore they were always
under her breast." Can this statement he true ? Was the
time of sitting the hen noted in a pocketbook, for memory is

treacherous ? Concerning the scratching powers of Game hens
Mr. Lushington uses an illustration which will make the hair
of florists stand on end, for he images the hen and her chicks
among newly sown flower-beds.
We have several pages on racing, which I do not pretend to

understand, nor see how it has much to do with poultry.

Mr. Lushington objects to testing eggs with hot water a few
days beforo tho time of hatching, calling it " the soaking process,"

and that he is "no advocate for meeting troublo halfway." I

would reply, Is it not best to know the worst as soon as pos-

sible, and not uufrequently one of two hens may be restored to

the yard, there being but chickens enough for one ? Mr. L.

seems to have suffered in his " walk" from the bad temper of

the cook, which perhaps ho tried to cure homceopathically,
which he tells us he did when his fowl broke its leg ; for, says
he, " I never attempted to set it, preferring to treat the patient
hornceopathically

—

i.e., by fracturing its neck also, for like

cures like."

Passing by several chapters we come to the " Concluding
Observations," in which Mr. Lushington speaks of " a teat

!

of eggs," and likens his little book to an "omnibus," of which
he appears to me to be the somewhat amusing conductor.
Following " Concluding Observations " comes the afore-men-
tioned " Nota Bene." Very funny and punning it is—nay,
Mr. Lushington is funny to the end, for he ends thus—" To
the attainment of the desired

EXD."

But funnier than all comes, " The right of translation is

reserved." Think of the labour of a Frenchman : how puzzled
he would be at the very funny English !

Well, now, having looked at this book in one way, let me
look at it in another. There are many passages which in my
copy I have marked " good," but I fear there is little new.
There is much good advice as to what Mr. L. says about nests
on the ground, and his repeatedly urging that fresh clean
water be given to fowls, &c. ; indeed I am sure the writer is a
humane man. Its humour is not first-class, but 'tis funny

—

wondrous funny !

—

Wiltshire Rector.

RADCLIFFE POULTRY SHOW.
The annual Show of this Society took place at Eadcliffe, on

Monday, the 24th of September. The following prizes were
awarded :

—

SrANlsn.—First and Second. N. Cook, Chowbent, near Manchester.
Dorkings (Grey).—Second, T. Statter. Stand.
Game.—Cock—First, J. Smith, Ram's Head, Pilkington. Second, C. W.

Bnerley, Rhodes House, near Middleton.
Game.—First, F. J. Astbnry, Stand Lodge (Red-breasted). Second,

T. Statter.

Cochin-Cuina.—First, — Eott, Bury. Second, C. W. Erierlev.
Hambukohs (Golden-pencilled). —'First, W. Pair, Patrierott, near

Manchester.
Hamburghs (Silver-pencilled).—First, TV. Parr.
Hamburghs (Golden-spangled).— First, S. and R. Ashton, Mottram,

near Manchester.
Hamborghs (Silver-spangled).—First, J. Smith. Second, W. Parr.
Polands.—First, P. Unsworth, Lowton, near Warrington.
Brahma Pootra.—First, T. Statter.
Bantams.—First, R. Gerrard, Chowbent, near Manchester. Second,

C. Pollitt, Spring Lane, Radcliffe.
Tor.KEYs.-First. E. Luch, the Greave, Rochdale. Second, S. H. Stott,

Quarry Hill, Rochdale.
Dccks (Any variety).—First, E. Luch. Second, T. Statter.
Geese.— First, E. Luch. Second, VV. Green, Radcliilc.

BEE-KEEPING IN YORKSHIRE.
I venture on a short account of my bee-keeping operations

tkis season, not because there is anything special to say. but
because all details are interesting. 'We all like to know what
others are doing, how far the season has been satisfactory in
any given locality, what adventures or mishaps have occurred,
and the like

; and I think I am expressing a wish that is very
general, that a larger number of readers would pay their share
of contributions to the common fund.

Judging both from published reports and private correspon-
dence, the season in the south has been ineomparablv better
than in the north, or, at any rate, than in the West' Riding
of Yorkshire. In this immediate locality wo had frost at the
end of April and the beginning of May, and on the 17th of
the latter month a careful examination showed that many

hives had actually gono back as compared with three weeks
previously. There were only six days of warm and really pro-
pitious weather in May, and a great part of June was un-
favourable. Tho honey harvest was principally gathered be-
tween the 22nd and the 30th of June, both days inclusive,
during which time the supply seemed unlimited, and the bees'
worked from a very early hour till 8.30 p.m. June 2nd and 3rd
were also extraordinary days. A honeydew was noticed on
the 2l!th, 27th, and 2Kth. Strong stocks that were able to take
full advantage of this interval have done well ; weak stocks and
late swarms have done very poorly, and the total is below the
average. The cold and wet weather caused breeding to cease
unusually early, and, speaking for myself, after July closed
scarcely anything could be done in the way of strengthening
artificial stocks by means of brood-combs.
My apiary at the beginning of the season consisted of seven

stocks, of which four were very strong ; two might be con-
sidered strong, and one very weak. The surplus honey was
gathered by three only of the best stocks, and amounted to
116 lbs., of which, however, only 80 lbs. were available.
Two hives of equal strength, and treated precisely alike,

gave very different results. On the 27th of June the super of
one was removed quite full, but on examination the queen had
made her way up into it, and had bred there so extensively
that, being thickly populated, I made of it a separate swarm,
and placed a second empty hive upon the stock. This was re-
moved on the 2nd of August pretty well rilled, though some of
the combs were very partially sealed over. This second box
weighed 29 lbs. nett, making a total of 55 lbs. and a swarm.
The bees in the companion hive refused to enter the super on
any terms; it was in vain that I tempted them with large
pieces of empty comb by way of a start, and then with a full
honeycomb—it was of no use. Two combs of brood were then
transferred from the stock hive, and rinding after several in-
spections that there was a fair population in the super, they
were left to go ahead, as the weather was then highly favour-
able. I thought the bees were at last fairly out-mano:uvred,
but I was vastly mistaken. In due time I came to this
favourite and most populous hive, intent on plunder. I pre-
pared for a heavy lift, and up came the box with a correspond-
ing bounce, literally empty—not a bee to twiddle her antenna;
at me and cry " hum !

" They had hatched out the brood,
and then descended, taking with them what little honey re-
mained in the two combs. For a long time no satisfactory
reason appeared to account for this refusal to work in the
super, and it looked like another example of " the glorious un-
certainty" of bee-keeping; but it has since occurred to me
that the hive which was given them as a super had held a
Liguriau stock during the winter months, and the taint left by
it may have been the cause. Still, having been partially occu-
pied by themselves, and having been placed over their own
hive for more than five weeks, one would have expected that
anything of this sort would have disappeared. This, however,
is the only explanation I can suggest. Clearly it was something
objectionable in the box itself, as notwithstanding the lateness
of the season, when three glasses were afterwards put on, they
were all immediately occupied, and work proceeded rapidly for
a week or more, when the season abruptly ended. Another
hive gave 3-i lbs. of beautiful combs, perfectly sealed over ; and
though there was in this case no adapter, the combs contained
neither pollen nor brood, except a small patch of the latter
about 2 inches square.
A circumstance connected with the only natural swarm

which I have had this year may, perhaps, be narrated here.
I was told on my return home in the evening that one of the
hives had swarmed, but which of a group of four was not quite
certain. A moment's inspection satisfied me that no one of
the four had thrown a swarm, and the others were much too
busy to allow of any doubt about them. The swarm must
have come astray. But the assurances were so strong that
the bees came from my own garden, that this could not be.
I took a walk round again, with the same result. This was
very much like the old lady with her exceptional letter, who
inspected the seal, and the postmark, and the address, and
then ran over the list of her friends, quite lost in conjectures
as to her unknown correspondent, instead of looking inside.
At length it occurred to me to go and look at the swarm, and
house it, whether home or foreign produce; but on reach-
ing the spot the hive was empty, which explained the whole
affair—the bees had returned to their old quarters, and with
the queen at their head. Removing the super, as already re-
lated, the swarming instinct being strong upon them, the "bees
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remained quietly on their new stand, and proceeded straight-

way to raise a queen, while the old stock worked as briskly as

any swarm, and filled the new super very rapidly. The point,

however, is this : Three or four days before, a friend pointed

out a number of bees flying about a currant bush in a neigh-

bouring garden, and so numerous were they that we both

thought a swarm must be there. It was not so, but the swarm
in question afterwards settled there, and these were, no doubt,

the pioneers. It has been repeatedly said that a second place

is sought out and decided upon, and that if the swarm is not

hived speedily, it proceeds from its temporary halting place to

the final place of settlement. I have always considered this

as a doubtful point, and have inclined to think the second

flight is often taken at hazard. In this instance, if it was de-

cided to remove, and a second retreat was already provided,

why not proceed to it ? The queen was only in her second

year, perfect in all respects, and able to fly if need were.

Had she been lost or injured, the return to the old hive would
have been a matter of necessity, but this was not the case ; and,

after a six-hours sojourn, or longer, not finding their new
quarters comfortable, they returned home, having, apparently,

no other choice.

The wretehed weather, and sundry misfortunes, have pre-

vented my doing much in the way of ligurianising. Only
three hybrid queens were raised, and of these one, with her

subjects, has fallen a prey to wasps and robber bees, both of

which have been a perfect pest this autumn. My stocks have
increased to eleven, all being made up to weight for the winter.

Sundry notes on a Ligurian hive and an Egyptian hive may
stand over for the present, meanwhile I must express my obli-

gations to Mr. Woodbury, who, in consequence of a disappoint-

ment in the Ligurian stock sent out by him last year, has
handsomely made all defects good and much more.

The following table shows the results above stated, and the

condition of each stock at the end of March. Poor as the

results are, they are better than the average.

No. 1, Very strong, 55 lbs. of honey and a swarm. 2, Strong,

(now a pure Ligurian queen)—a swarm. 3, Very strong, i lbs.

in glasses (refused super). 4, Very strong, I64 lbs. in glasses.

5, Very strong, 34J lbs. 6, Strong—two swarms. 7, Ligurian,

very weak—nothing. 8, Egyptian, 6 lbs. in glasses. 9, Hy-
brid, nothing, very late. 10, Hybrid, nothing, very late.

11, English, nothing, very late. Total, 116}, less 30 lbs. partly

bred in, equal to 86} lbs., and four swarms.—F. H. West.

agile, traversing the combs when disturbed with remarkable
rapidity, and being little noticed by the workers, whilst one
impregnated soon manifests a degree of cnbonpoint that compels
a comparatively slow and stately progress, during which she
receives the caresses and respectful homage of her sisters.]

BOILING TOTATOES.
I tell you, fellow-housekeepers everywhere, that the correct

way to cook a potato in any country, provided boiling is the
determination, is to wash it clean ; let it lie in clean cold water
two hours—ten all the better—place it in cold water in the
pot, without paring, and boil moderately until the test fork go
smoothly through the potato without encountering a mite of

core. Then drain off the water, set the pot ever the fire, un-
covered, for five minutes, after which whip off Mr. Potato's

jacket in a hurry, and send him to the table in a close cover,

piping hot ; or if you are not over-fashionable and fastidious,

it is preferable to serve "murphy" in his coat.

—

(Saturday
Evening Post.)

SAVING CONDEMNED BEES.
I intexd to purchase or beg seveial stocks of condemned

bees, drive them, and bring them home (by rail) from a distance

of about eight or ten miles.

Now, if I use as many empty hives as there are stocks to be

driven, and drive each stock into a separate hive, what a num-
ber of hives (some of which will, perhaps, contain not more
than a quart of bees), I shall have to bring home with me !

Why not, after driving the first stock into an empty hive,

continue driving others into the same, until it is about two-

thirds full, and so on with the remainder, joining two or three

in each instance ? Will there be much more difficulty in so

doing than in simply driving them into empty hives, which way
I have been accustomed to ? And should you, in Buch a case,

recommend sprinkling with scented syrup between each ad-

dition ? Or, on the other hand should you recommend driving

them all separately at the outset, and condensing the number
of hives afterwards, by joining two or three lots together before

bringing them home ?

Will you kindly tell me how I may distinguish an impreg-

nated from an unimpregnated queen? as I have a few late-

hatched Ligurians which have not yet commenced egg-laying,

and I should like to know if they have had successful wedding
trips, before uniting them to black stocks.—A. R.

[There is no difficulty in driving the inhabitants of two con-

demned hives into one in the manner you suggest. It is, in

point of fact, the plan we usually adopt, but we always select

adjoining stocks for the purpose, and then place the hive con-

taining the conjoined bees midway between the two, so as to

receive the stragglers from both colonies. Sprinkling with
scented syrup is unnecessary, as the bees will unite peaceably

without it. In the absence of actual oviposition the fact of fer-

tilisation having taken place can scarcely be determined with

absolute certainty, although an expert may form a tolerably

correct opinion. A virgin queen is slender and generally very

OUR LETTER BOX.
Poultry Arrangements {Charley).—Your can easily keep three sorts

of fowls by choosing the proper breeds, and if yon allow each one-third
of the day to run, it will leave nothing to desire. Do not let one breed
run always in the morning, and the others later in the day. Let them
take their turn to be out first in the morning, the earth is more fruitful

then than at any other time of the day. According to your plan you
will have a small portable house for each breed. We would advise you
to carry a wooden roof the length of the three pens, and to board one-half

of the space to the ground from the roof, allowing the latter to project
4 feet ; this will give for each house 8 feet in length, and 4 feet in depth.

It should have a door, perch, and laying-box. The remainder of the
covered part will make an excellent dust-bath, and also provide a shelter

for wet weather. Spanish, Cochins, and Brahmas will answer your pur-

pose well. They are all good layers. Cochins and Brahmas are good
mothers, and all bear confinement well. Hamburghs will do well if you
prefer them, but before you make that selection, you must recollect you
will be choosing two non-sitters out of three pens, and although Ham-
burghs are hardy, they are not bo much so as Cochins. You may keep a

cock and six hens of each.

Fowls Dying Suddenly {J. It. B.).—The disease yon mention is_ an
uncommon one ; but we have met with it, and we are sorry to say it is

always fatal. In Spanish fowls the liquid becomes solid. It is rare for

chickens to have it. Feed on dry food as much as possible ; do not let

them have as much water as they like ; mix sulphate of iron in all the
water they have. The disease is not contagious. Let the fowls have
water three times everyday for a quarter of an hour each time. Feed
them on whole corn and oatmeal. Small chickens will require different

treatment ; but although your space is sufficient for twelve or eighteen

grown- up fowls, it is not large enough to rear chickens successfully.

Light Brahmas at Birmingham.— '' Will my brother fanciers assist

me in opening a sweepstakes for a cockerel and two pullets, at 10s. each?
—Albert O. Worthington, Newton Park, Eurton-on-Trent."

Southern Poultry Show (A Southerner).— Any further laudatory
notice must appear as an advertisement.

Cheap Ligurian Queens (Rosa).~l have some pure-bred Italian

queens, which I cannot warrant as having mated in their own sphere.

These will, however, breed pure Ligurian drones, and being esteemed
by some as superior even to the pure variety, and costing but fw. each,

will probably meet your view6 in respect of economy.—T. W. Woodbury,
Mount Radford, TExete*.

Empty Black Combs (Carlinri).—Whether empty black combs will do

to hive a swarm into next season depends on the age of the combs. If

over two years we should not again make use of them.

Stuffing and Preserving Birds (J. B.).—A cheap little volume, we
think it is only 1»., and entitled " Taxidermy," has been published.

Cider-making {M. P. Y.).—To give minute directions would fill one of

our pages. An outline of the process is this :—The apples are crushed or

ground in a mill, and the pulp placed in haircloth or coarse canvas bags,

and subjected to powerful pressure ; the liquor which runs off is put into

casks, and freely exposed to the air in the shade, and allowed to ferment.

This part of the process is carefully watched, and as soon as the sediment

has subsided the liquor is racked riff into clean casks. Before winter the

casks are stored in a cellar, or other cool place, where the temperature is

low and regular, and by the following spring the liquor is fit for use or

bottling.

Ornamental Out-houses (D. IT.). —Write to Mr, W. G. Smith,

12, North Grove West, Mildmay Park, London.

POULTRY MARKET—October 1.

The only alteration to note is the occurrence of Michaelmas. Geese
now, however, are fast going out of date. The demand is transferred

to Christmas. In giving any quotations of their value, it must be recol-

lected that the price is guided by the size, the quality being the same.
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daylight. I have had them shut up for seven weeks, and they

never in all that time had the covering removed or the lights

opened—in fact, no attention beyond seeing that the covering

was on. I invariably find on taking this off that the foliage is

covered with a fine dew, water hanging in drops from the leaves.

Air should be admitted very gradually, and if the weather be
sunny, throw a mat over the lights for an hour or two during the

middle of the day. The foliage under this treatment will soon
recover its wonted greenness, and in a week or ten days full

exposure to air and light may be given, weather permitting.

Air in mild weather, and protection during frost, whether by
day or night, is all that the cuttings will require from the time
of their being put in until March. Any leaves that may decay
should, however, be removed, as well as any flower-stems.

If the weather prove mild the cuttings will have made fine

plants by the beginning of March, when the points of the

shoots should be pinched out at the third or fourth joint. By
the end of the month they will have become much too crowded,
and should have other quarters provided for them. Choose,
therefore, an open, sheltered situation, and dig out the soil to

the depth of 1 foot, laying it on both sides of a trench 3 feet

wide, with the like space between. At the bottom of the trench
I place 3 inches of well-rotted manure, the same depth of loam
from rotted turves if I have it, or, if not, of the ordinary soil,

and on that again a like thickness of leaf mould. The trenches

are then forked over twice, mixing the manure, loam, and leaf

mould as much as possible, and the sides of the trenches being
neatly sloped off these have a neat appearance.

In the trenches prepared as above the plants are turned out

in mild weather, from the second week in March to the first

week in April, iu lines 6 inches apart, and '', inches from plant

to plant in the line, care being taken to remove the plants care-

fully from the frame so as to preserve to each a small ball of

earth. Should frost at night be feared no water is given, unless

it be so early in the day that the foliage will be dry before
night, but some sticks are placed over the trenches at such a

distance that mats will be supported clear of the plants.

Either at the time of transplanting or the following morning
a good watering is given, and the mats are kept on day and
night for a few days until the plants recover, when they are
exposed fully during the day, but the mats should be put on at

night, and kept on by day if frosty. A single thickness of mat
will mostly he sufficient, but should the weather prove un-
usually severe an extra thickness will make all safe. Should
the plants become frosted (I never had them so but once),

instead of removing the covering to expose them to the sun, do
so only for as long as may be necessary to sprinkle them over-

head with cold water from an exposed open cistern (not from a

pump), putting on the mats again, and an extra thickness of

protecting material. Do not uncover again that day, and all will

be well the next, or at most there will only be a few blackened
leaves which only need picking off. Protection from frost is all

the plants will require for a time, or until they become esta-

blished, and then they will need water copiously, but for safety

it should be given in ihe morning. It may, however, be sup-

plied early in the afternoon if the weather be mild, and there

is every probability of the foliage becoming dry before night.

About the middle of April the plants should be gone over,

and such of the shoots as need it ought to be stopped to make
them stocky, and from this time forward the treatment consists

in watering when necessary, and protecting from frost. In the

third or fourth week in May they may be transplanted to the
beds or borders where intended to bloom, taking care to lift

and plant with all the ball practicable.

I have omitted to mention that before turning out the plants
iu the trenches, advantage is taken of a dry day to tread the com-
post firm, and in planting the soil is pressed firmly about them.
In covering the plants in the trenches, the mats should lie on
the soil at the sides and ends, the latter being closed like the
sides. Hooping over is not so good as straight stakes laid over
the trenches, for it is not to the covering that the safety of the
plants is due, but to the heal radiated by the earth, and of this

the plants receive more in a trench than on level ground.
Calceolarias to do well require plenty of cool manure, and

sufficient space between them. Thick planting only diminishes
the number of flowers during dry weather, and renders the
plants weakly for future propagation.—G. Abbey.

seven cones, which are the first it has produced, and, like tho
beautiful specimen in the pinetum at Linton last year, are all

near the top. The Linton tree is the first, I believe, iu this

country that has produced cones, thus showing how thoroughly

this valuable ornamental Conifer has made itself at home here.

It may be observed that the older specimens are forming nume-
rous small branches, but at regular intervals, at the extremities

of the principal ones springing from the trunk, and that the
weight of these gives a pendulous appearance very different

from the stiff and formal habit of young plants ; the principal

branches are also gradually losing their leaves nearest the

trunk. This is the true character of the Araucarias, and, be-

coming conspicuous in Mr. Mitchell's tree, greatly increases

its beauty.

—

Adolphus H. Keht.

POTATOES AND PEARS AT GARGRAVE.
I recently visited the Eev. Charles Marsden's garden at

Gargrave, near Skipton, to see his collection of Potatoes, which
are grown well there, and after looking through them I made
the following notes :

—

Mima's Pride.—A good prolific first-early kind, but must not

be grown too strong.

Rivers's Royal Ashleaf.—A very early second-early kind, a

good cropper, and Al in quality.

Gloucester Kidney.—A fine kind, but not so early as Eivers's.

Milky White.—A fine flat Kidney, a second-early kind, and
a first-class Potato. This kind will be generally grown when
better known.

Bradford Kidney.—Like Haigh's in growth, a heavy cropper,

and a first-class late second-early.

Lord Raglan.—A capital late second-early, white and mealy
when cooked, and very prolific.

Birmingham Prizetaker.—A large-growing Potato, evidently

a cross between a Kidney and a Bound, but not so promising

here as some of the others.

These kinds were the best, and since seeing them Mr. Mars-
den writes me :

—" We had some of the Bradford Kidney for

luncheon on Saturday last, and a party of six unanimously
pronounced them to be the best Kidney Potatoes they had
tasted this year. I consider it superior to both the Gloucester

Kidney and Eivers's Eoyal Ashleaf, for while it is quite their

equal in flavour, it is, when boiled carefully, drier and more
mealy. It also gives an excellent crop, free from all taint of

disease." With regard to Lord Baglan Potato, Mr. Marsden
writes:— "It is decidedly one of the very best Potatoes

known as a second-early, or in succession to a second-early.

We had a dish of this on Monday, and it was in fine condition

and very mealy. It is seldom or never affected ljy the disease,

and is as good as the Lapstone, and as it puts up but a short

top, it may be grown somewhat closer in the rows than many
other sorts."

A batch of young Pear trees here, all on the Quince stock

and several double-grafted, some of which are dwarf bushes and
others are against the walls, are all doing well, and producing

good crops, especially Beurre Giffard, a very early Pear ; Beurre

Superfin, Beurre Hardy, Passe Colmar, Baronne de Mello,

Josephine de Malines, Glou Morceau, Marie Louise, Beurre

Diel, and Beurre de Caen. Cox's Orange Pippin Apple on a wall

was very fine.

Gargrave is not in the best gardening district of Yorkshire,

but Mr. Marsden's garden is always worth a visit, and he is a

good hardy-fruit grower. His Pear trees were in perfect

health. The soil is not the best, but the secret of success

lies in good and careful management.—W. Dean, Shipley,

Yorkshire.

Araucakia imbricata.—In the notice of Mr. Mitchell's fine

specimen of this tree (page 221), an interesting circumstance
connected with it was accidentally omitted. It has this year

MILDEWED GRAPES.
I see that you have many applications respecting mildew on

Grapes, and that you invariably recommend the berries to be

dipped in sulphur. Having had some experience of the dis-

ease, and also of a remedy which I have found effectual several

times, I now send you a few hints which, if followed out, I

think will give satisfaction. At the situation I was in eight or

nine years ago, the mildew attacked the Vines in the green-

house so severely that I did not cut a bunch, though a good

crop ; and my then employers would not have the berries

sulphured, as they said they could taste it.

The next season the mildew made its appearance in the hot-

house adjoining, and as soon as I saw it, just about the time of
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stoning, I cleared the house of nil plants, shutting it up early-

say from two to half-past two o'clock, p.m., the thermometer
sometimes rising to 90", and not at any time during the disease

did I let it fall below 70°. Then I flooded every part of the

house with water, hut not the Grapes, putting on a brisk firo

by four or live o'clock. I then placed from one to two dozen

flower-pans on the flue, covering the bottom of them a quarter

of an inch thick with sulphur, and putting in enough water to

cover the sulphur ; when this had evaporated, I poured in some
more water, and I followed this treatment till I saw the mildew
turn to a brown, then black colour. One precaution needed is,

to be sure to give air early in the morning, say by 7 a.m. This

treatment I found to stop the progress of the mildew in a few

s.—II. B.

RUBBISH-HEAPS.
I have generally two or three rubbish-heaps which I treat

differently, and much future labour as respects weeds, &c.

would be avoided were they always kept distinct by the work-

men. The first or regular rubbish-heap, the never-failing

help to the kitchen garden and the rougher flower-borders,

consists of the remains of all vegetables and plants that are

useless for other purposes, bails of temporary plants that are

of no more use, weeds that are seeding, and, from the lawn,

short grass that is not needed for heating-purposes or mixing
with litter. By this time of the year there are generally two

snch heaps, and much of their future utility depends on the

mixing of their constituents, and when, as in the case of much
green grass being added, there is considerable heating, on
the covering all over with a coating of the most earthy part to

keep as much as possible all gases from escaping. This can

scarcely be done in the additions that are made day by day, as

there will be baskets of this, and barrow-loads of that thrown
down in the easiest emptying place. If these heaps are near

the working-sheds, all work connected with them may well be

done between the showers in such uncertain weather as that

which we have lately had. One such heap has, therefore, been
finished ; a good lot of grass in a heating state had been mixed
with vegetables, weeds, earth, &c, at different times, and now
all such grass available has been added, and the heap has been
covered over with the earthiest matter at command. Inside,

the mass is fermenting strongly, and little or no gases are

escaping, and when cut down in winter, such a heap will only

be inferior to the best half-decomposed farmyard manure.
My second kind of rubbish-heap is one that undergoes the

fiery process. It consists of primings, that either from their

spines and thorns cannot be handled, or are so small and leafy

as to bo unfit for fumace-lighting, as cuttings of Ivy, Peri-

winkles, and all sorts of root weeds, and seed weeds, such as the

White Convolvolus and the Sowthistle, which would not do to be
taken to the above rot-heap, as the loots would just be in the

best position for extending themselves throughout the mass
;

and if Chickweed, Groundsel, Thistle, iSrc, had the flower-buds

formed and opened, there would often be moisture enough in

the stems, and heat enough in the heap, to perfect and scatter

the seeds, and not enough to destroy them, consequently up
they would come again when taken out to the garden and
placed near enough the surface for sun and air to act upon
them. In such cases the useless spray comes in well for a fire,

on which a great heap of such half-rotting weeds is piled

;

and when fairly heated, and the heat kept in with old-used

earth mixed with the weeds and rubbish of primings, a large

heap of burnt earth and ashes is obtained, and snch, for surface-

dressings and keeping vermin at bay, is little inferior to lime.

The smouldering of the heap when fairly started tends to char
instead of quite burning up much of the vegetable matter.

The fire is the best means for reducing all such rubbish into

little space, and securing from deleterious materials a good
dressing for any, and especially strong loamy and clayey

ground.
A third heap, but scarcely a rubbish-heap, consists of larger

prunings more free from leaves, dried Hollyhock stems, Pea-
stakes, too rotten for further use, and for lighting furnaces,

for which purpose they are inferior to fresh dry faggots—in

fact anything wooden, from small twigs to shoots as thick as

the thumb or wrist. These, firmly packed together, may be
charred. One of the easiest modes of doing this is to cover
the outside with a few inches of large weeds, tree leaves, or
even long grass, or anything of that kind, and then cover
this over with the commonest refuse earth. The rough inside

covering prevents the earth falling through into the charring

mass, and will bo more easily obtained in a garden than a

covering of turf, which is next to essential to charring large

lumps of wood for kitchen purposes. To char this twiggy
rubbish much the same process must be gone through as for

charring wood for stove purposes. The charring can only take
place when enough of air is admitted to ke< p up a smouldering
combustion without flame. For this purpose, light where you
will, the tire will take hold at the top of the heap ; and when
it has taken good hold, it must be securely banked up with
earth there to prevent flame issuing forth, and a few holes
farther dow-n in the heap must bo made to let a littlo air in to

keep up the smouldering combustion. As the matter there
becomes charred the upper holes are flint up, and others made
lower down until you reach tho bottom, and the whole is

charred, smoke and vapour issuing freely from these holes

;

but if ever as much air is admitted as to cause the materials

to flare and flame, then the charring is exchanged for burning,
and instead of valuable charred mate] tal j ou will have a much
less bulky and much less valuablo material in the shape of

ashes. When charring, therefore, is attempted, the heap must
not be long left from the time of lighting the fire to that of

removing the charcoal. A slight neglect—the opening of a

rent or vent in the covering, so as to create flame inside—will

soon, as respects charring, render all the labour abortive.

When I practised much of this sort of rubbish-charring, the
earth and weeds used in covering were afterwards burned up
in the weed-heap.
By these three modes almost everything cast out from a

garden can be made the most of for useful purposes.—R. Fish.

THE PHILOSOPHY OF PRUNING.
Pitching is one of the most important operations to be ap-

plied to plants, especially to woody plants. Pruning in some
sort has to be performed at all periods of their existence and
growth ; and upon all, from the lordly forest tree, or the fruit-

bearing orchard, of whatever kind, to the humble bushes and
brambles that yield us their abundant and most welcome fruits,

or the trailing Vine that adorns our arbours, and covers our
trellises with its rich and tempting clusters of luscious Grapes.

Many herbaceous plants are also submitted to judicious pruning,

and yield in consequence an increased product of fruit. Our
ornamental gardeners and plant-growers practise pruning most
admirably upon their house plants, and by their successful

methods of pursuing the practice they produce the most won-
derful effects in the vigour, thrift, symmetry, and blossoming of

their specimens. Yet, when we come to travel about the country,

and see the shrubberies, the parks, the orchards, fruit gardens
and vineyards, as they are, wo shall be struck with the great

amount of ignorance or neglect which is manifested in what we
everywhere behold ! Still more shall we be surprised when we
hear nurserymen and orchardists, men who have had oppor-
tunities for extended observations, and those too, who are con-

sidered successful cultivators, advocate the idea that trees should
not be pruned at all. An apologymay be found for them in the

many instances of bad pruning that may frequently be met with
—they may say that no pruning is better than such mutilation

—and with some varieties they may have a share of reason on
their side, since there are many sorts that will very naturally

produce an open head, everywhere provided with abundant
fruit-spurs, those great desiderata of the fruit-grower.

We prune our plants for the most opposite purposes. We
prune to make them assume some desired form, we prune to

produce symmetry, we prune to torture them as much as pos-

sible from their natural habit. Agin, we prune to make them
grow vigorously, at one time, and we perform other pruning
operations in order to dwarf and stunt our specimens, and to

make them as diminutive as possible. The experienced or-

chardist will tell you to prune the barren but thrifty tree in order

to make it productive of fruits, and he may also tell you to

prune one still more severely, which has expended all bs energies

in fruit-bearing, and appears likely to exhau.-t itself to its own
destruction. Upon very high authority, snppi rted h; universal

and annual practice, the Vine-dresser will advise you to prune
your Vine in order to make it fruitful, and he will also urge you
to prune in such a manner as to prevent over-production—he
will further insist that you shall prune again during the season
of growth to promote the same objects.

Thus it appears that the ends to be attained by pursuing the
practice of this important operation are exceedingly diverse and
apparently contradictory ; nor is it any wonder that the novice
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should feel bewildered in the midst of directions so opposite,

lior even that those who have grown grey in the orchard should

have arrived at conclusions so strange as those just mentioned
—not to prune at all. And yet, notwithstanding these apparent
contradictions, there is a reason for each of these various modes,
as well as for the different seasons that have been recommended
for performing the several operations of pruning.

It may be said that in the natural trees, whether standing
•alone in the midst of a prairie, thinly grouped as in the " Oak-
opening," or crowded together in the dense forest, we may be-

hold the most perfect models of beauty and of fruitfuluess
;

yet these have never been subjected to the action of the knife,

the saw, nor the hatchet—true, and yet they have all been pruned
by Nature ; she prunes and trains magnificently, and gives us
the finest models for imitation. Whether for park sceuery, as

in the lone tree of the prairie, or in the scattered groups of the

island-groves, that are so often seen to rise above the level of

the broad savannas of the West—or for a forest of noble shafts,

to be gazed at with admiration, then felled by the ruthless axe,

and converted to man's economic uses—she shows us a pattern
in the dense pineries and other timber tracts of our country.

All these have been pruned into their present condition by the
hand of Nature. In the single specimen, free access of air and
light have enabled it to assume its full proportions, developing
itself on every side, and giving us the grand, majestic, and beauti-

ful object we behold with so much pleasure. The winds have
tossed its branches and shaken its sturdy boughs—some have
been broken in the rude embrace, the lower ones have quietly

and gradually yielded to the smothering influence of those above
them, which, in turn, have swept downwards their depending
branchlets towards the green turf beneath. In the groves, the
scattered trees have for a while enjoyed the same opportunities

for development, but at length their branches have met together

and interlocked in friendly embrace. Those that were nearest
the ground had already begun to suffer from the effects of the

denser canopy above them, but the great sturdy boughs that

had shot upward so as to form a part of the crown, these are

able to maintain their vantage ground, and continue to be im-
portant members of the trees. In these illustrations we have
seen more of Nature's training than of her pruning ; but it must
be remembered that training is one of the objects, and indeed
a leading element of pruning, and is very properly a matter for

our consideration.

In the dense primaeval forest we see Nature's priming exhibited

upon a grand and perfect scale ; tall, straight and noble trunks

rise majestically on every hand ; not a twig nor limb appears to

break the symmetry of the gradually tapering shafts, that are

clothed in hark which does not indicate that they had ever been
furnished with branches

;
yet they have been so provided from

their bases to their summits, and Nature has so neatly removed
hem that we cannot detect the marks of her pruning-saw. How
this has been effected may be seeu in any dense thicket of forest

growth. It is simply a smothering of the lower branches by
those next above them, which has destroyed their vitality, and
their decay has soon followed ; while a new growth of branches
at a higher point, in turn performs the same cilice of destruc-

tion upon those nest below them. As there is no outlet for the

wood-growth but in an upward direction, so upwards theymust
needs go, and as there is no light nor air for lateral branches
under such a canopy of shade, death and decay ensue, and down
these must needs come.

If it be asked why we must prune, it may be answered, in

general terms, that in the orchard our objects in performing
this operation are twofold. 1st, We prune for shape and come-
liness, and for the removal of dead and dying branches, in aid

of Nature, hut working in sympathy with her. 2nd, We prune
for the sake of inducing fruitfulness. Let us consider some of

the principles that are to guide us in these operations.

The first object, that of producing the desired shape of the
future tree, is chiefly done upon the young subject—even in the
nursery row. The judicious primer, being well aware of the
upward tendency of young growth, and that this is increased by
the crowded condition of the tree in the nursery square, seeks
to overcome the evil by proper pruning. If the growth be al-

together upward, with no side branches the first season, the
stem will he slender, often so much so as to bend with its own
weight. The wise nurseryman carefully avoids disturbing the

leaves or the lateral branches, well knowing their importance
in forming the woody trunk. At the proper season he trims
his trees down instead of trimming them up ; this he does by
heading them back to the height at which he desires them to

form their branches ; at the same time he shortens in the

laterals, his object being, in both instances, to check the up-
ward tendency of growth by removing the strong terminal buds
which would naturally have formed the new shoots in the coming
season. The result of this treatment is to call into action
several buds at the upper part of the stock. These are to form
the arms of the tree, and hence a very important part of the
pruning and training of the plant is thus performed at once by
this heading back of the young nursery tree. But further at-

tention is needed as these arms develope themselves during the
next season of growth ; they should not be too numerous, nor
too much crowded together; they should not be too nearly
matched in strength

; and a single one among them, centrally

situated, should be kept as a leader, which should be stronger
than the rest. Never allow two shoots to remain, contending
for the mastery, but subordinate one of them by cutting, break-
ing, or twisting, so soon as it is observed, for, how beautifully

developed soever such a tree may appear when well balanced,
there is always danger of its splittirg down when heavily laden
with fruit. This very common error of our orchards used to

be quaintly illustrated by a dear old friend on the prairies of

Illinois, who cited the advice of a Scotch jockey to whom he
had applied for counsel in the purchase of a piece of horse-flesh.
" Ne'er buy a horse whose twa fore legs coom oot fra ane hole,"

said he ; and my friend Mr. Stewart applied the same rule to

his young fruit trees by never allowing them to form two equal
leaders starting from one point. It is also important to have
the lateral branches regularly distributed on different sides.

The height at which the heading-back should be done will depend
very much upon the object of the cultivator, and whether he
desires to produce a high or a low head—a standard, half-stan-

dard, or a dwarf or a conical tree, such as are often called pyra-
mids. He will study the wants of his customers, and will flatter

their fancies in this matter ; but we of the West have learned
the importance, for us at least, of trimming our trees down and
not trimming them up, as is often done by those who anticipate

ploughing aud planting crops under the shade of their orchards.

We prefer low heads, and often train them so that the branches
reach the ground when laden with foliage and fruit. The proper
point for bringing out the branches and forming the head will

very much depend, however, v.pon the habit of the variety,

whether it be drooping, spreading or upright—the former will

require the branches to be started at a higher point.

The proper season for performing this kind of pruning is in

the early spring, after the severe frosts of winter have been
passed ; and, with some kinds of orchard trees, at the time of

planting, when they should always receive a severe pruning
and a reduction of their limbs, somewhat in proportion to the
shortening of their roots.—Dr.. John A. Wabdeb, Cincinnati

(in American Garden .

' Monthly).

(To be continued.)

WILD GERANIUMS.
Mi:. Rouson having called the attention of gardeners to our

wild Geraniums, let me give my experience, not as a hybridiser,

but as one who has tried to improve and cultivate them as

common border flowers.

One bright summer morning, walking with a now-departed
friend from Skipton to Harden Tower for a stroll down the
banks of the lovely but impetuous river Wharfe, I saw growing
on the margin of a bog a plant of Geranium pratense (Blue

Meadow Crane's-bill), with flowers of a deeper and brighter

blue than any of the thousands of flowers which I have seen

since that time. Not wishing to burden myself with the plant,

a very large one, I gathered some seed, from which I raised

plants. When they flowered the flowers were not equal to the
parent, but of a lighter colour. Since then I have raised many
seedling plants, but have not obtained one to enable me to say
that it might be used as a bedding plant, as suggested by Mr.
Robson.

Geranium sylvaticnm I have grown many years, but have
not produced anything better by cultivation. With me—and I

find that wild plants do the same—it flowers three weeks earlier

than G. pratense. I have not tried to cross the two, as I fear

that the bright blue colour of pratense would be wanting.

This year I have examined thousands of wild plants of

G. sanguineum, but have not been able to find a better variety

than the one I have grown for several years. I have two or

three to try them, but I fear I have nothing better than my
old stock. I have never found G. phamm growing wild, and I

have not seen it growing for several years past.
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I have often thought that something useful to gardeners

might be made out of our wild Geraniums, and I think so yet

;

let others try, they may succeed better than

—

Rustic Robin.

I am obliged to Mr. Laxton for replying to my suggestion as

to trying to hybridise Geranium pratenso with the garden

varieties. I yet hope, however, that something may he made
of this British species; the colour is tempting, and one whioh
we want to infuse into our bedding varieties. I have not seen

the wild species for several years, but it is plentiful enough in

somo moist districts. G. Robertiumun has but little to recom-

mend it, and cannot well add any qualification to existing

kinds ; but other species, as G. sylvaticum and pratense, may,
perhaps, be still worth trial, for although they may at first

refuse to hybridise with the cultivated kinds, it is possible

that improved varieties of them may do so, or, which is

equally important, they may without hybridisation become
useful garden ornaments.—J. Robson.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
October 2nd.

Floral Com.uittee.—"With the exception of Messrs. Yeitch's col-

lection of plants, and that of Messrs. E. G. Henderson, there was

very little of interest at this meeting. T. R. Tufnell, Esq., of Spring

Grove, sent a plant of Brassavola grandiflora, an old and well-kuowu

Orchid ; Mr. Tillery, six seedling Gladioli, of which Attraction, a pale

buff, was the only one that was noticed, and that was not equal to

others of the same shade of colour. Mr. Stevens, gardener to F. E.
Williams, Esq., Malvern Hall, also sent two seedling Gladioli, one

named Miss Wigley, a dark rosy purple, but deticient in form, and
Annie, scarlet, with a pale lemon centre. Mr. Sherratt, gardener to

James Bateman, Esq., Kuypersley, exhibited a superb new Orchid,

called Cattleya Dowiana, having two large tlowers with pale yellow

sepals and petals, and a large, veined, claret-coloured lip. This was
the flower of the meeting, and a first-class certificate was awarded to

it ; Mr. Sherratt also brought Aerides dasypogon. Mr. George Bailey,

Rngby, sent four seedling Zonale Pelargoniums—viz., Queen of Beau-
ties ; Washington, scarlet; Orange Perfection, hybrid Nosegay; aad
Salmon King. The last, a deep-shaded salmon, received a second-

class certificate. Verbena Tom Brown, rosy purple, with a large white
centre, but not in condition, was also shown by the same exhibitor.

Mr. Harrison, gardener to F. Wright, Esq., Derby, sent a cut speci-

men of Callicai-pa purpurea, an old plant, remarkable for its clusters

of small light purple berries at the footstalk of each leaf. Messrs.

E. G. Henderson, Wellington Road, exhibited a collection of Tricolor

Pelargoniums, to show the manner in which many of them produce
their first coloxired zones ; among them was Edwina Fitzpatriek, infe-

rior to Mrs. Pollock. From the same firm came also some cut speci-

mens of Pompoue Dahlias, a striped Phlox, like Raditslrv, but with

a scarlet shade of colour in the stripes, some purple Crocus, &c. Mr.
Bawlings again exhibited his dark Dahlia John Sladdeu, which main-
tains its good character. Mr. Bull exhibited Lobelia Buby, a soft

shade of colour, very pleasing ; it received a first-class certificate
;

also a Cypripedinm not often seen. Mr. J. Carr, gardener to P. L.
Hinds, Esq., sent Gymnogramma Wetenhalliana, a white-powdered
Fern, which received a first-class certificate in 1860. Messrs. Francis,

Hertford, brought a seedling variety of Jasminum officinale, with deep
golden variegation, which marked the wood as well as foliage. It

seems to have been known for many years, and very handsome it is,

and not often seen. Mr. Green, gardener to W. Wilson Saunders,
Esq., exhibited a collection of very curious plants, more interesting to

the scientific botanist than the public generally ; a special certificate

was awarded. Mr. Frogget, Holloway, had a seedling Gazania, with a
white margin to the foliage ; the plant was not in bloom, nor did there
appear to be any improvement on the old species. Mr. Williams, of

the Crystal Palace, sent four seedling Pelargoniums, zonale hybrids
—viz.. Pink Gem, Lady Belper, Crystal Palace Surprise, and Won-
derful. Surprise seemed to be the most promising ; they were all

cerise-coloured in varied shades. Messrs. Veitch sent a fine collection

of plants, consisting of a group of Cattleyas and other Orchids, a fine

specimen of Lapageria rosea, Adiantnm Farleyense, circ, for which a
special certificate was awarded.

Fruit Committee.— Mr. Carr, gardener to P. L. Hinds, Esq.,
Byfleet, sent fruit of the Papaw (Carica papaya), Granadilla (Passi-

rlora quadrangularis), and of another Passiflora, the name of which
could not be determined. The fruit of this was about the size of a
small Lemon, egg-shaped, and of a clear apricot colour, but the
flavour was inferior to that of the Granadilla. The only other fruit

shown was a small collection of Pears, from the Society's garden at

Chiswick, among which were Suffolk Thorn and Gausel's Bergamot,
two varieties veiy similar in llavour; Hepworth, or Welbeck Berga-
mot, which although usually of a very inferior quality, proved tole-

rably good; Retour de Rome, good ; LVlices de Jodoigne, Colmar de
Maestrc, Mignonne d'Hiver, and Beurre Ktining. Messrs. Cutbnsh, of

Highgate, again exhibited large specimens of the Nuneham Park
Onion ; and Mr. Whiting, of the Deepdene, Dorking, remarkably fine

examples of the White Spanish, which wore larger than those shown
under the name of Nam ham Park Onion, but so strikingly similar in

all othor respects, as to confirm the Committee in the decision at

which they had previously arrived as to tho identity of the two
varieties. Mr. Drewitt, gardener to Mrs. Cubitt, the Pennies, Dorking,
and Mr. Serymger, gardener to R. Palmer, Eucp, Ilulim; Park, Read-
ing, likewise exhibited the Nuneham Park Onion, and from the latter

came also the Heading, which, though .mi -n|. u .] i., lie the same as, or

but little different from, tho White Spanish, is said to keep better.

From tho garden at Chiswick there was likewise a small collection of

Onions; and from Mr. R. Dean, Ealing, came some of the finest

examples of the Danvera Onion which we have seen. Messrs. Veitch

contributed large and linely-blanched exumples of Endive, consisting

of tho White Curled. Moss Curled, Green Cmled, and the Digswell

Prize, very similar to the last ; also, the Broad-leaved Batavian, and
Fraser's Improved Broad-leaved. Messrs. Stuart & Meiu, Kelso,

sent bottles of the pickled pods of the Rat-tailed and Madras Radish,

and the Committee considered that tho latter had tho bettor appear-

ance of the two.

Fortnightly Meeting.—G. F. Wilson, Esq., F.R.S., in the chair.

After the election of two Fellows the Rev. Joshua Dix, Chairman of

the Floral Committee, reported the awards of that body, and in the

absence of the Rev. M. J. Berkeley pointed out some of the more
remarkable subjects exhibited, and among others the variegated Jas-

mine from Messrs. Francis, of Hertford (noticed at page 266) ; this,

it was stated, would have received an award had the Committee been

certain that it was new, but some of its members believed they had
seen it years ago.

Mr. Wooster said that he had seen the same Jasmine, or one very

like it. twenty years ago in the garden of Mr. Loudon, at Bayswater.

It had been budded on the common Jasmine, but although the bud
did not take, the variegation remained in the stock—a result which he

ascribed to the inoculation of the sap. He had also seen the same
variegation three or four years ago in a plant at Naworth Castle, the

seat of the Earl of Carlisle.

Mr. Wilson having made a few remarks on the subjects before the

Fruit Committee, the proceedings closed.

Weekly Show, October Cth.—For a collection of six miscellaneous

plants a first prize was awarded to Mr. Young, gardener to R. Barclay,

Esq., Highgate ; and Mr. Bartlett, Hammersmith, had a second prize

for a well-grown collection of Ferns. Collections of fruit came from

Mi-. Young and Mr. Marcham, gardener to E. Oates, Esq., Hanwell,

to the former of whom a first prize was awarded ; mu\ Mr. Young also

sent a collection of Apples and Pears. Mr. J. Perldns, gardener to

Lord Henniker, Thornham Hall, Eye, had also a prize for a good

Hybrid Cashmere Melon.

ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY'S MEETING.
The September meeting of this Society was held on the 3rd nit.,

the chair being taken by Sir John Lubbock. F.K.S., President, to

whom a special vote of thanks was passed in aclmowledgment of the

hospitable reception given to the members of the Society at his re-

sidence, High Elms, Kent, on tho 11th of August. Among the do-

nations to the Society's library received since the last meeting were

tho publications of the Zoological Society of London, the Royal

Academy of Brussels, the Lyceum of New York, and the Society of

Natural History of Boston, U.S. Several valuable works purchased

by the Society, were also upon the table.

Mr. Ei Bond exhibited some very fine specimens of the new Silk

Moth (Bonibyx cvnthia). vaiyiug scatty in size, reared by Mr. Wallace.

The largest male's hitherto obtained measure 6J inches in expanse, and

the smallest about 3 inches.

A letter from Dr. Wallace on the unfavourable results produced by

the long-continued inclement weather on his Ailanthus caterpillars was

read.

Mi-. S. Stevens stated that he had recently visited Lady Dorothy

Nevill's Ailnnthus farm, where several acres are occupied in the

growth of this tree, and the rearing of the Silkworms thereon. Birds

were rarely found to attack the caterpillars, but it was necessary to

employ a man or boy to pick up and replace them when dislodged by

the wind.
Professor Westwood stated that somo of his caterpillars in a very

yonug state had been carried off by Wasps. He also stated, as showing

the instinct of the species, in favour of the Ailanthus, that a lady at

Oxford, who had reared some of the Moths in confinement, of which a

pair had escaped oat of the house, had subsequently found them upon

the oulv Ailanthus tree in her garden.

Mr. Bond stated that the female Moth possessed the power of

" assembling " the males, which is possessed by some other species of

Bombycidfle.

Mr.'Pascoe directed attention to an account given by Mr. Consul

Meadows, of a Chinese Silkworm, the pupa of which is eaten as an
article of food ; and Professor Brayley communicated an extract from

a report by Mr. Vice-Consul Lav", on the trade of Chee Foo, North

China, in which it is stated that 12,000 bales of brown silk produced

by the wild Silkworms in the mountain forests of that district could
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be annually supplied, and that the natives weave plain silk goods from
it, called " pongees," of which about 100,000 pieces could be bought
annually.
Mr. Stainton having exhibited, on behalf of Mr. Diamond, House

Flies infested with six and even eight specimens of Chelifer cancroides,

an inquiry was made by Mr. Staintou as to the object of this often-

observed kind of parasitism.

Mr. Stevens also exhibited a sheet containing figures of all the

British species of Butterflies, beautifully executed by Mr. Mitchell.

Mr. Stainton exhibited two species of Gelechia ; G. vicinella, reared

by Mr. Gregson, from larva; which feed upon Silene maritima, in the

Isle of Man ; and G. atrella, bred by Mr. Jeffrey from larva? feeding

on the pith in burrows in the lower parts of the stems of Hypericum,
at Saffron Walden, causing the upper shoots of the plant to droop.

Mr. Stainton also exhibited a series of small Moths received from
M. Milliere, of Lyons, including specimens of the long-lost Depressaria

rutana, which feeds on Hue, and a new species of Gelechia, allied to

G. costella, bred from Hyoseyanms albus at Cannes.
Mr. Augustus Sheppard exhibited a variety of rare Lepidoptera

collected in the Isle of Man by Mr. Gregson, including a new species

of Gelechia and a new Phycis allied to P. dilutella.

Mr. Ianson exhibited a small collection of Coleoptera and Hemip-
tera taken near George Town, Jamaica, by Mr. Gloyne.

Mr. Haines sent for exhibition a curious variety of Melanippo nuc-

tuata found at Brierley Hill, Staffordshire.

The Secretary exhibited drawings of the transformations of a new
Geometrideous Moth communicated by Mr. Schrader, of Shanghai,
found on Salix pentandia : the larva resembles the remains of a leaf

of which the soft parts have been eaten away.
Mr. McLachlan corrected the nomenclature of one of bis new genera

of Trichoptera.

A note was read by the Secretary on the ravages in the Cotton fields

of Louisiana, produced by the immense swarms of caterpillars of the

Heliothis armigera, commonly called the Army Worm.
Mr. Moore read an extract from the " Journal of the Asiatic Society

of Bengal, for 1866," respecting the rhythmical emission of light by
large swarms of Fire Flies. Mr. Grote had never witnessed this pheno-
menon in Bengal, but Mr. Theobald distinctly states that he had
noticed the synchronous emission of the luminosity by great quantities

of these insects in Pegu, which was also corroborated by Mr. Mont-
gomery, of the Survey department.
A continuation of Mr. Wilson's notes on the Buprestidre of New

Holland was also read.

Mr. Pascoe read the description of a new Longicorn Beetle from
Queensland, New Holland, allied to the genus Tmesisteraus, and made
some observations on the geographical distribution of this remarkable
group.

Mr. Frederick Smith read " Notes on some Hymenopterous insects

collected by Mr. Peckolt at Cantagallo, South Brazil." Amongst these

insects was described for the first time the genuine female or queen of

the common South American Honey Bee belonging to the genus
Trigona. The collection also contained the interesting Dieloceras

Ellisii of Curtis, a Saw Fly which is social in all its stages, and an
Ant of the genus Cryptocerus, which is destructive to the nests of the

Trigona.
Mr. Robert Trimen (the completion of whose work on the Butterflies

of South Africa was upon the table), communicated a memoir on the

Butterflies of the Island of Mauritius.

The President announced that there would be no further meetings

of the Society at the rooms in Bedford Row, but that the future meet-

ings would, by permission, be held in the rooms of the Linnean
Society in Burlington House, Piccadilly, commencing on the 5th of

November next. There would be two meetings in November, January,

February, and March, but only one, as heretofore, in December,
April, May, June, and July, the meetings in August, September, and
October being intended to be discontinued. The library of the Society

would, however, remain at Bedford Row, where the librarian would
attend on Mondays as heretofore.

and the terminal bud, which would lengthen into a shoot, will
be more prominent than any other. This bud we pinch hard,
or even cut it in two, but do not remove it. The check thus
caused throws the sap back towards the young fruit ; and from
the pinched bud, instead of one shoot, you will generally have
several, and these can be thinned out to one or two, and be
strong enough for all purposes.]

PINCHING FIG TREE SHOOTS.
In page 201 you recommend the pinching of Fig tree shoots

before they have made any leaves. Allow me to ask whether

you pinch the shoot so as to destroy it, and trust to embryo
wood-buds breaking lower down, or whether you only wound it

so as to prevent its breaking vigorously. I presume that Figs,

like Peaches, are all the better of leaves beyond them, and
that the plan of pinching the terminal shoots before they have
made leaves is suitable to out- door cultivation only, since

under glass, where a second crop is expected, the sooner the

leaves are formed the better, as it is in their axils that the

second crop is produced.—G. S.

[When at page 201 we spoke of pinching the end of the

Shoot, not terminal shoot, before it had made its leaves, it was
chiefly in reference to out-door trees ; but the system is also

applicable to in-door trees, where constant-pinching is not

resorted to. In the spring, if yon look at such a shoot as we
referred to, some very small Figs will be showing at the joints,

PORTRAITS OF PLANTS, FLOWERS, AND
FRUITS.

CffiLOGYNE corrugata (Wrinkled-bulbed Ccelogyne).

—

Nat.
ord., Orchidacete. Linn., Gynandria Mouaudria. Native of Neil-
gherries. Flowers white, with yellow lip striped with orange.

—

(Bot. Mag., t. 5601.)

Cotyledon fascicularis (Glaucous-blue Cotyledon).

—

Nat.
on/., Crassulaceoe. Linn., Decandria Monogynia. Native of
South Africa. Tube of flowers yellow green, lobes green with
red margins.

—

{Ibid., t. 5602.)

GLYr-TosTROBrjs pendulus (Pendulous Deciduous Cypress).

—

Nat. ord., Conifers. Linn., Monceeia Polyandria. Native of

China. Has been confounded with Taxodium distichum.

—

{Ibid., t. 5603.)
Helipterum cotula (Cotula-flowered Everlasting).

—

Nat.
ord., Composite. Linn., Syngenesia superflua. Native of

Western Australia. Introduced by Mr. Thompson, Ipswich.
Flowers, some golden-coloured and others white.— {Ibid.,

t. 5604.)

Bolbophyllum, reticulatum (Netted-leaved Bolbophyllnm)

.

—Nat. ord., OrchidaceaB. Linn., Gynandria Monandria. In-
troduced from Borneo by Messrs. Veitch. Leaves beautifully

reticulated. Flowers white striped with reddish purple.

—

{Ibid., t. 5605.)

Musschia Wollastoni (Mr. Wollaston's Musschia).

—

Nat.
ord., Campanulacea;. Linn., Pentandria Monogynia. Native
of Madeira. Flowers yellowish green.

—

{Ibid., t. 5606.)

Dipladenia amabilis.— {Floral Mai/., pi. 309.)

Clematises. — Rubella (purple), and Lanuginosa Candida
(white). Raised by Mr. Jackman, ofWoking.

—

(Ibid., pi. 310-11.)

Rose.—Mrs. John Berners. This Hybrid Perpetual has very
compact, deep rose-coloured flowers.

—

(Ibid., pi. 312.)

Dipladenia amabilis.— "The gorgeous stove climber was
raised by Mr. Henry Tuke, gardener to R. Nicholls, Esq., of

Bramley, near Leeds. A very fine specimen which was ex-

hibited by Mr. Tuke at the Bradford August Show last year
attracted a good deal of attention, and during the present year

Messrs. Backhouse & Son, of York, into whose hands the stock,

has passed, and Messrs. Veitch & Sons, of Chelsea, have ex-

hibited it in good condition at South Kensington, where it waa
rewarded by a first-class certificate.

" It is with great pleasure that we publish a figure of so ad-

mirable a decorative plant, and one, too, which evinces the

skill of the hybridiser, for D. amabilis is a hybrid production.

It was obtained by Mr. Tuke as the result of a cross between

D. crassinoda and D. splendens. The plant partakes some-
what of the habit of D. crassinoda, but it is of stronger growth,

with larger foliage. The blossoms open of a pale blush pink,

and gradually change to rose, until they finally attain to a

richer and deeper hue than that of D. crassinoda. The lobes

of the corolla are more rounded in form than in that plant, and
the flowers, as will be seen from our illustration, are not only

of large size, but of a very showy character ; they are, more-

over, very freely produced.
" The cultivators of stove climbers are under deep obligations

to Mr. Tuke for having originated so showy and free-blooming

a plant, which is without doubt a decided acquisition, even in

a family of which the species almost without exception occupy

a front rank amongst the choicest ornaments of our stoves. It

will require treatment similar to that given to the species

already in cultivation."

—

{Florist and Fomologiat, v. 209.)

SEEDING OF CUCUMBERS.
Can any of your readers recommend the best plan of making

Cucumbers seed freely ? I have grown a quantity this year in

a Cucumber-house with the Cucumbers hanging from the roof,

and although I have an abundance of fine fruit, I have very

little seed. Some which are thick-topped have more seed in

them, but many long handsome fruit have none.—Curcuma.
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VIOLA CORNUTA.
In reply to "An Old SitRorsninE SoBScrunEit," "T. U.,"

and many other correspondents who have kindly sent ine spe-

cimens of Viola cornuta for comparison with tho variety I grow
(and which still maintains its high position as one of the very

best bedding plants in cultivation), I beg to state that none of

the specimens sent, so far as I could judge, is identical with

mine. The specimen sent by " T. U." is the small-flowered

and dwarf-growing variety, of which tho colour is very much
lighter than mine. I have placed my surplus stock in tho

hands of a respectable nurseryman, whoso advertisement will

be found in another column, and must refer the numerous cor-

respondents of The Journal of Hokticultuiie to him for

plants of it, which will be distributed at a low price. For tho

description of its propagation and management seo previous

articles. Cuttings may be put in with a certainty of thoir

growing, as long as the weather remains open. Those who
have a greenhouso or propagating-house may place their plants

in heat about tho first week in January. Propagation may then
be effected as easily as in the case of a Lobelia.—J. Wills.

PARIS.
The first thing which strikes tho foreiguor visiting Taris is

the exquisite taste displayed in things small as well as great.

No one with his eyes open can walk about Paris, or any of the

large cities of France, without continually learning valuable

lessons—without picking up ideas which might with advantage
be carried out at home. At the entries of the cafes, in the

Palais Royal, in the Rue do Rivoli, and elsewhere, the dessert

is arranged in a most tempting manner. It is almost impossible

to describe in words the various—the ever-varying way—in

which it is so placed as to catch the eye of the passer, and to

charm him with its artistic beauty. These trophies (I must
use a word now naturalised among us), are often 4 or 5 feet

across, mixed with the fronds of Ferns, and just enough greenery

to relieve and lighten the whole ; the blushing Peaches look all

the more luscious from their proximity to the regal purple of

the Grape ; the Melon and the Pine nestle together ; the bril-

liancy of the red-cheeked Apples is toned down by the pearly

transparency of the White Currants or Grapes. Then, again,

the shops of the florists are set out in an equally attractive

manner ; and were I in business in this line, I should have
thought tho money it cost me to cross the Channel well spent in

the ideas to be picked up on this head alone. The same taste

is shown in shops of all kinds ; although very many of them are

smaller than the shops of London, Edinburgh, Glasgow, or

Aberdeen, yet it is almost impossible to realise the fact, for,

from the enormous use made of gigantic mirrors, tho apparent
size of all these is increased enormously.
Dj 1848, most of the large trees which lined the principal

streets were cut down to form barricades, and the stumps of

these could be seen some three years afterwards. The few old

ones left seem healthy, and the others have been replaced by
young ones, which are in the best possiblo health. They are

also planted in all the new streets which have recently been
formed, or which are still in course of formation. There are

Elms, Limes, Horse-Chestnuts, Maples, Acacias, and other
kinds used for this purpose ; and in the Place do la Madeleine
I saw some fine young specimens of Paulownia imperialis grow-
ing most luxuriantly ; but their fine large leaves were then being
torn by the storms, of which we have had more than enough
this autumn.
The streets of Paris are kept cleaner and in better condition

than those of any city it has ever been my lot to visit ; but I

should not have mentioned this subject had it not a bearing on
horticulture. Those who are old enough to recollect the dire-

ful tales which filled our papers, day by day, in 1818, will recall

the uses to which the paving-stones of Paris were turned. We
shall never read a second edition of those tales, for nearly all

the paving-stones have been removed—the policy of the Govern-
ment is everywhere considered. In their place, the broad and
comfortable pavements have been floored with asphalt. Now,
I have seen a good many paths, courtyards, &c, covered with
this material in the old country ; but a very large majority of

these were anything but satisfactory. They must have a better
way of doing it than we have. It wears well, too, even with
the enormous traffic of such a city as that. I inquired how
often it required to be renewed, but nobody seemed able to tell

me, and that simply because they had had no experience. I was

shown Rome which had been down for six or seven years, in
places it had occasionally been repaired ; in fact they were
doing it at tho timo, along a spaco which had been opened for
thr purpose of putting down a gas-pipe; the greater part of
it, however, was the original work, and to all appearance it

was as good as ever. Within tho last few years a still bettor
plan has beon adopted. Tho roads are made with concrete,
and then thinly covered with some brown powdery stuff look-
ing like cement. This is laid dry, to the depth of about half
an inch, and then patted down with hot irons. I may show
my ignorance by saying so, but I must add that I never saw
this plan before. The substance is not melted, but it hisses
and smokes under tho iron, and becomes so hard and solid that
the heaviest vehicles make not tho slightest impression upon
it. I did not see the men at work upon it, hut this is how it

was described to me by one of the natives. The French call

it by a term which may bo translated " compressed asphalt."
Now, as all the roads and footpaths are covered in this way,
you might suppose the tree3 have but a poor time of it ; their
welfare, however, is studied. Around tho stem of each of
them there is an ornamental cast-iron grating, on a level with
the footpath, made in concentric circles and segments, so that
as the tree enlarges it may be accommodated by the taking
away of a part of this grating, which admits air and water to
the roots.

While talking about the streets, lot me mention one other
circumstance, from which we may gather an idea. In this
coimtry our roads are dusty, or, when the water-cart comes
along, muddy, not that we as gardeners have anything to do
with that either ; but in France they manage it better. When
the water-cart is used it damps the surface without making
it muddy ; but there are many parts, as near the Bois de Bou-
logne and in the Place de la Concorde, where the roads are
kept moist by sprinkling them from a hose. And now we come
to the fact which may be of service to the managers of large
gardens. With the exception of the piece held by the man
working it, the whole is made up of nine-feet lengths of iron
tubing, like gas-pipes, and united by flexible pieces of indian-
rubber hose. But how does he drag it about ? you say. Why,
each length is fitted with two little wheels at each end, thus
keeping it up some 3 or 4 inches from the road, and enabling
the man with the most perfect ease to take it in any direction ;

and, when he has finished, he folds them up, and runs them
off to some other place. One man can thus do the work of
two, for he needs no one to help him, even if using 150 feet of
pipe ; and all the wear and tear of dragging the hose along the
road is avoided, and we all know how soon, under such circum-
stances, the best indian-rubber or leathern hose will wear out.
This apparatus is also used for washing the trees and shrubs
so plentifully seen in the streets of Paris. They do not, how-
ever, get so dirty as with us, because wood or charcoal is the
common fuel used, and, therefore, less smoke is made. English
coal costs two guineas a-ton, and Belgian coal is nearly as dear,
so there is a cause for this. In dry weather it is necessary to
water the turf in the parks, and this is done with the same
kind of apparatus—certain lengths of the iron piping being
drilled with innumerable small holes, a gentle shower is given,
and one man can manage a lot of work, as he can attend to
three or four places at once.

—

(Scottisli Gardener.)

ROOM PLANTS AT ST. PETERSBURG.
We have very little idea in England of the extent to which

horticulture is practised in northern Europe, for, firstly, few
of our gardeners and amateurs (" D., of Deal," for instance),
ever get beyond France, and if they do, they are very chary
with their news. I had the pleasure of giving your readers
two sketches of St. Petersburg, as far as regards flowers, and
can only say I much regret that want of time prevents my
following out my plan—that of describing the Czar's gardens
and ranges of houses at Tsarskoo-Selo.
What I wish to draw attention to at present is the house

decoration—the arrangement of plants of various kinds—in
the St. Petersburg drawing-rooms, &c. ; and hero it would be
well to remark, that although my views have been taken from
the houses of the upper classes, nevertheless, the more mode-
rately furnished houses all boast of plants—Palms and creepers.
On entering the room you are struck by a screen, a trellis-

work screen, fitted with a box and pan for creepers, on the room
side of the door ; and when covered with a kind of Vine much
used for the purpose, or Ivy, it looks very pretty, and has for
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its object, doubtless, the allowing yon to take a glance at the

interior and the people without being scanned. We all know
with what a stare new comers in an English drawing-room are

greeted, and this screen just answers the purpose of letting

the in-comers see and scan, if they like, those in the drawing-

room, and then quietly move in. These screens are used with

great advantage in hiding any object not wanted, in filling up
any blank earner, or in other ways ; and as they are readily

moved about may be used for several ends. For instance, a

common object, and none can be prettier, in a St. Petersburg
drawing-room is an alcove, or bower, formed at one of the

windows by two or more of these screens, adding a roof of

wire, on which the climbers are trained. I have seen these so

thick that a couple might sit comfortably and chat even with-

out being heard.

It is not my intention to specify all the plants that are used

in this in-door decoration ; but if it be desired, I will make it

my duty to procure a list of those most commonly employed.

Palms, as a matter of course, are principally worked in, the

taller ones at the back, and so on. They keep beautifully
green with a little sponging, and last year after year in the
hot rooms.
The spaces between the windows are invariably filled with

plants—say an Ivy on each side, running up by the curtains,
or green-leaved plants, chiefly of the Palm tribe, in a pan in
the centre. This, backed by a strip of looking-glass, or with
one or two small flowering plants in their season in front, adds
to the tout ensemble (to borrow a useful expression), ofj the
room in a great degree.

Your readers will readily understand from this how naturally
the inhabitants of the wintry St. Petersburg (it has seven
months of winter), try to make their rooms cheerful, and I am
sure we are all agreed that nothing tends so much to enliven a
room as plants judiciously arranged. The arrangement lies, of
course, with the tenants ; and in conclusion I may say that in
very few instances have I seen plants badly placed in the
Russian drawing-rooms. It may be that plants are never out
of place.

—

Patelix.

ORIGINAL FLOWER GARDEN PLAN.
My thanks are due for the criticism of the plans contained in

a late communication. I have long been an advocate for greater

simplicity in making and carrying out flower-garden designs,

being convinced of the pos-

sibility of producing re-

sults more favourable from

simple, well-planted, and,

consequently, well-under-

stood designs, than from

others too generally in

vogue, models though they

may he of well-studied geo-

metrical compositions. An
ideal plan or design, as I

take it, pleasing to all, is

one the merits of which the

eye can readily compre-

hend with pleasure. Hence
the reason why we so often

fail to feel a pleasure in

many well-planted gardens,

theirdesigns bting too com-
plicated. In lieu, there-

fore, of beds consisting of

figures, many of them in-

dividually wretched forms

of cornered and pointed

ugliness, I would advise all

to give their beds the sim-

plest, most readable outline

possible. The Editors eon-

firmed my statement, that

beds looked best from an

elevation ; and why is this

so ? For the simple reason

that we can more easily

discern and understand the object before us—can see its nicely-

adjusted outlines, as in miniature upon paper.

I foresaw the fault pointed out by the Editors—namely, no

mode of ingress proper in my late plans. Yet is such really

necessary? I know the eye will always readily admit of it

when seen, on the score of utility, though I incline to the belief

that when wanting the eye seldom requires it in designs of

small magnitude upon grass. Another plan which I forward

has the same fault, though as the inner grass may be mown and

cleared with ease, I trust the objection is not too formidable.

This truly simple plan has a very pleasing effect ; it admits

of associations in colour in a form the most pleasing, whether

the various colours be viewed upon a line level with the eye, or

the design be seen from an elevation as a whole.

In conclusion, a word with reference to the odd number seven

in my two former plans. Where beds are connected in a circular

form, yet are required distinct in their bearings when planted,

I have a dislike to even numbers when the whole are reducible

to a minimum quantity, upon the same simple principle that a

trio would be a more pleasing circlet than four. In the former

number each bed may be planted upon a basis separable and

distinct from the others, yet be capable of a greater harmony as

a whole, and this is because no appreciable or direct connection
is necessary in its bearing with a match bed, which it has not.

Hence, then, I push my odd numbers to as great a limit as

possible consistent with the

size of my plan and the

materials in hand for the

formation of so many dis-

tinct beds, supposing that

each, whilst planted in har-

mony and proper contrast

with others throughout, is

in itself an odd bed.

—

Wm.
Eaeley, Digswell.

[This third plan, though
looking very nice and a
credit to the designer, we
do not consider equal by
any means to that engraved

at page 222, and chiefly be-

cause it is so much more
complicated and less easily

worked. Like the other

two, this consists of a cir-

cular group on grass, in the

centre a small circle, which,

perhaps, would be better

if absent, or, if present,

merely as a plinth for a

tazza or vase, and then ten

large circles forming the

chain all round, each of

these circles in its outer

circumference cutting the

diameter of the circle next

to it at about a third of its

width. An inner circum-

ference leaves a narrow border all round the circles, which is

all that is intendpd to be planted, making thus a small pointed

oval on the side of each circle, or rather two, as they first

strike the eye, and a large open space somewhat heart-shaped

in the centre of each, the oval and this larger space being in-

tended for grass. The beauty of the plan consists in the cir-

cumferences of each circle being of a distinct colour, and the

fine blending that will take place by each of these circles being

crossed by two others having complementary or contrasting

colours.

Our objections are much the same as stated formerly—the

necessity, in the management, of stepping or jumping over the

beds to reach the central piece of grass, and the next to knee-

and-scissor work that would be required to get at the grass of

the small ovals, unless the plan were on a large scale, and then

there would be wading through the borders of at least two

circles to reach them. Then, if the plan is on a small scale

—say, if these borders at the circumference of the circles are

from 12 to even 24 inches in width, low plants would require

to be used, and these would be apt to be lost amid so much

green grass around them. Of course, if the colours are clear

and distinct, even a circular border of 15 inches will often be
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effective. Our candid opinion is, that if there are not many
who would make such a circular flower garden, thero will be

many who will take a hint from this design of Mr. Earley for

making a chain border. We can fancy such a border, straight

or curved, without any grass, gravel, or Box, except at the out-

sides, and all ouo mass of contrasted colour, and of uniform

height, looking exceedingly well. Even a nico balancing as to

proportion and sizo could easily be obtained by making the

circumference of one circle go farther into its next neighbour,

and thus reduce tho present centre, and enlarge each oval.

The great advantage of such a composition border would bo

that its character and design could be changed every year, just

as Mr. Robson changes the pattern of his large composition

bed. After having seen that bed in its full beauty, we would
sooner contrive to keep all tho lines right with peg or string,

and go about among the plants as we could, than have plots

of glass in the centre of beds, involving the ideas not only

of going through or jumping over the beds, but of taking

donkey-loads of grass out through them by some means or

other. If such is our opinion, that is no reason why many of

our readers would not rather in this respect agree with Mr.
Earley, and if so, we trust they will carry out their own tastes.

In all that Mr. Earley says against complicated designs for

flower gardens wo fully agree. There is much also in his refer-

ence to odd numbers, that " a trio would be a more pleasing

circlet than four ;" but we think the very pleasure is greatly

owing to the simple fact that it is at once seen there arc a centre

and two wing.-, or a middle and one or more on each side. Have
a centre, distinct in itself, and put three circles on one side, and
one on the other, and where would be the agreeable character

of the chain as a whole ? Here again, however, there may be
much diversity of opinion ; hut after planting odd and even
numbers so as to make a whole, we think it much easier to

balance in pairs from a centre. We do not quite comprehend
the " dislike to even numbers when the whole are reducible to

a minimum quantity," though we can quite agree that odd
numbers may each be so treated separately as to make an har-

monious whole. We value Mr. Earley's plans because they
break in upon the usual stereotyped arrangements for flower

gardens, and we ought to be grateful for anything that stirs us
up to go out of the usual beaten track.]

ROSE ALBA MUTARILIS—MELONS AND VINES.
I was as much surprised to find the colour of this Rose was

rose colour as ,; D." was to find that I described it of the
colour of Alba Rosea, alias Madame Bravy. It was, at the

International Horticultural Exhibition, white in its outer

petals and rose-tinted within. Its name " Mutabilis " will

account for its being " variable." If its native colour is rose

I do not think so well of it as I did at the International.

Moreover, its habit is drooping, which is not a virtue.

I thank Mr. Abbey for his various articles, and especially for

his article on Melons. I have gained great and useful inform-
ation on Grape-growing from Mr. Pearson's nice work. I hope
Mr. Abbey will publish a work on Melon culture through the
Journal office. I Lave made a beginning with Grapes and
Melons, and have also made " some flukes." My Melons are

Turner's Gem, Golden Perfection, and the old Beechwood.
The first and last are excellent ; the second I have not yet

tasted. My Black Hamburgh Grapes shanked at one time, but
I stopped the evil by the good advice in Mr. Pearson's work.
—W. P. IUdclyffe, Okeford Fitzpaine.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
After the meeting of the Floral and Fruit Committees of

the Royal Horticultural Society on the 2nd inst., a joint Com-
mittee was formed, and the subject of the Exhibition proposed
next year, to be continued for four days, was resumed. Messrs.
John Veitch, Standish, Turner, Bull, Fraser, and others, made
brief observations, and all approved of the suggestion, and
promised their support provided a proper place for the Exhi-
bition were prepare!, and liberal prizes were offered. Although
it was suggested that the prizes should be doubled, in consider-

ation of the time the plants would be required, we should
hardly think it reasonable that the premier prizes of £20 should
be made £40. We are quite certain of this, that the prizes offered

will be on a very liberal scale. It was satisfactory to find

that no dissentient voice was heard on the subject, and we

sincerely hope tho result will prove equally beneficial to the

exhibitors as to the Society itself. Unanimity will secure both.

Many of the Eupatoriums, North American, European,

and tropical, have been employed as medical agents for ages,

and at one timo were alleged to be gifted with marvellous

powers of healing. Swartz found a species, which ho named
Eupatorium nervosum, in the highest mountains of Jamaica,

where it is locally known as " Bitter Bush," and was there

employed, it is said, with great success as an antidote against

cholera. The physicians in tho island consider it a most
reliable medicine in cases of typhus fever and small-pox. This

and another plant from tho same island are about to bo tried

in this country as medical agents. The other plant is Croton

humile, which Endlicher mentions is used in the West Indies

in medicating bottles for nervous weaknesses. Its sap i«

pungent, and pieces of the shoots are sometimes masticated to

remove relaxations of tho throat.

A letter to us remarks—" I have just passed through

Daventry, and it is the first town at which I have known an
' Onion Fair.' I was told that the quantities offered for sale,

though large, were not so large as last year. The prices varied

from Is. 9d. to 2s. ikl. per bushel."

The turf used for covering the raised borders in the

International Horticultural Exhibition is now to he sold, and

can be had on application to Mr. Gibson, Battersea Park. We
are informed that the turf is in excellent condition.

The annual ceremony of crowning the king of the

Pumpkins at the Central Markets, Paris, took place on Sep-

tember 28th. The vegetable which obtained the honour this

year weighed 258 lbs., and measured 10 feet 4 inches in cir-

cumference. It was grown at Gonesse (Seine et Oise).

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Every piece of ground that now becomes vacant should have

the requisite quantity of manure laid on, and trenching should

be proceeded with at every favourable opportunity, A strict

attention to the order and general propriety of the garden at

this season will have its obvious advantages. Cabbage, plant-

ing can be proceeded with. Celery will still require earthing

up as it advances, and Endive must be tied up to blanch. There
should be two separate receptacles for garden rubbish attached

to every kitchen garden (and I allude to this matter at present

because the accumulation of weeds and decayed vegetable

matter is considerable at this season of the year), one to receive

the matter convertible by gradual decomposition into manure,
the other to contain every substance that can conveniently be

burnt. A good reserve of burnt earth and wood ashes should

exist in every garden ; the latter may be advantageously substi-

tuted for manure of a stronger character in rich soils, which it is

desirable to relieve. Some people pretend to discriminate be-

tween the Broccolis grown on poor soils and those cultivated in

highly-manured gardens around London. It is highly probable

that the flavour of the Brassica tribe may be heightened, and
not improved, by rank soil, and no doubt manure is sometimes

excessively and injudiciously employed in the cultivation of

vegetables. .

FRUIT GARDEN.
Pay every attention to promoting the ripening of the wood

of Peaches and Apricots by exposure, shortening, &o. Most
kinds of Apples may be gathered during the present month.
Late Pears should be left on the trees while the weather con-

tinues favourable to the ripening. Prepare for planting all

kinds of fruit trees by putting the ground in good order. On
cold stiff soils it is advisable to plant on hillocks 1 foot or

18 inches higher than the surrounding surface. The trees will

not grow so fast in consequence, and will require more atten-

tion in summer in the way of mulching, but they will form

short-jointed, well-ripened wood, which is the best preventive of

canker, gum, &c, and will save the labour of resorting much to

root-pruning. Attend to former directions as to root-pruning,

and where this is required let it be done at once. Root-

pruning, however, is not of much service where the subsoil is

such that tho roots can strike down into it, and where such is

the case it will be better to lift over-luxuriant trees, and con-

crete the bottom of the border, as cutting the horizontal roots,

although it may check tho gross habit for a season, would not

induce a fruitful habit.

FLOWER GARDEN.
When evergreens are to be removed let it be done as soon as

circumstances will admit, for the most favourable season for
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this kind of work will soon be past. The scarcer varieties of
variegated Geraniums should not be risked in beds too long,
they had better be taken up, and potted immediately the
weather becomes at all threatening. After potting it wili be a
good plan to place them on a gentle bottom heat in a pit or
house where the atmosphere can be kept sufficiently dry to
prevent the foliage being injured. So circumstanced they will

soon become established, when they may be stored away for
the winter in a cool, dry house, where they will be secure from
frost. Any beds which may have become shabby, and which
are to be planted with bulbs or anything else for spring decora-
tion, should be cleared at once, and replanted. When planting
beds 2 feet in diameter with bulbs, we would advise to put two
rows of Crocuses round the bed, not more than 1 inch from
each other, then six Hyacinths set equally over the remain-
ing portion, rilling up the vacant spaces with early Tulips.
Each bed of this size will thus contain about seventy-two
Crocuses, six Hyacinths, and a dozen early Tulips. The taste
of each amateur can regulate the colours of the various kinds
of flowers, as there is room for great diversity. The Hyacinths
may be all different, or mixed, or all alike in each bed, and the
Crocuses may be mixed or of one kind. If there is a number of
small beds together, a good effect woidd be produced by having
one colour in a bed, the contrast being furnished by the beds
themselves. As there may be innumerable combinations of
colours, each amateur can consult his own pleasure in the
matter. The month of October is the most eligible time in the
whole year for alterations ; whether planting or general ground
work they should be carried forward with vigour as soon aE
possible. Such matters should not be allowed to press on the
ordinary business of the garden; extra work requires extra
labour, and if such is not supplied a corresponding amount of
injury must occur in some other department, and the blame
not unfrequently falls on the gardener. Alterations carried
on during the autumn are doubly important, both on ac-

count of the season for planting, turfing, and such operations,
and also on account of the busy character of the spring months,
which always bring sufficient claims on the most diligent with-
out the pressure of extras of any kind. The remodelling of
parterres or the making of new ones may be carried on now

;

and where old ones are to be broken up, the herbaceous plants
already existiug should be numbered or named in due time, in
order to be able to ascertain the heights, colours, &o.

OT.EEN'noUSE AND CONSERVATORY.
Hyacinths and other Dutch bulbs, if not already purchased,

should he procured and potted without delay. Orange trees
intended for forcing in winter, for the decoration of the con-
servatory, should also now be attended to. These and Daphnes
are invaluable for winter blooming, and should be largely
grown for that purpose ; also, see to having plenty of Salvia
splendens, which is useful for mixing amongst Chrysanthe-
mums. It is a good practice to use the largest plants of
Salvias in a shady situation out of doors for a few weeks in
autumn. Plants so treated will be found to bloom more
strongly and last longer in beauty than others run up in a
warm house. Look carefully after the watering of large speci-
men hardwooded plants in pots, especially Heaths, which are
soon injured by being over or under watered. Examine speci-
mens often and carefully, and when they are found to be dry
water thoroughly so as to' moisten the whole of the ball ; also,

look sharply after mildew on softwooded Heaths, and dust the
plants with sulphur directly the enemy is perceived. Let
Azaleas be tied into form as soon as can be done, in order to
give them a neat appearance. Also attend to the staking and
training of other plants as leisure time can be found. Look
carefully after red spider on Bossiaeas, Chorozemas, and any-
thing else liable to that insect, and see that it is extirpated be-
fore the plants become disfigured. Red spider is easily got
rid of by laying the affected plant on its side and well washing
the under sides of the leaves with the engine, applying the
water with as much force as the foliage will bear. Repot
strong-growing Pelargoniums

;
plants that are fairly established

after repotting can hardly be kept too cool ; also keep Cine-
rarias as cool and moist as is consistent with safety, and at-

tend to repotting such as require it. Primulas must also be
carefully attended to in order to encourage them to make rapid
growth, particularly double varieties. Keep tree Violets clear
of their great enemy, red spider, by a liberal use of the syringe,
and give them plenty of warm water, which will assist in keep-
ing them in vigorous health. Van Thol Tulips for forcing may
be potted, place them on coal ashes and cover them, and early
in November remove them into heat.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
A rising barometer has relieved us from pelting rains ; but

so far as harvest work is concerned there has been great hin-
drance from a dense misty fog, which has continued without
intermission from Saturday to Wednesday, and kept the sur-

face of everything saturated with moisture. Such weather has
told unfavourably on the ripening of fruit, and even what
was pretty well advanced could not be gathered in such a damp
state. The finer wall fruit seems to have suffered this season
from two causes—a sort of parching of the skin, chiefly in

Nectarines, when bright sun and cold nights succeeded warm
dull weather ; and then damping and rotting of Peaches from
being surrounded with a continuous mist. We do not know
what they may be in the north, but we fear there will be few fine

October Peaches in the south this season on trees out of doors,

if subjected to similar conditions. It is so far pleasing to hear
that whilst we have had this thick misty weather, other places

have been altogether or nearly free from it.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Much the same as last week. Reference has been made to

the Early Vim Savoy, and we can corroborate what is said of

its usefulness. It furnishes a great deal of gathering from a
small space, as it may be planted with advantage, like Coleworts,

a foot apart. To have fine huge heads of the larger Savoys it

is a good plan to sow in autumn and plant out then like Cab-
bage, or early in spring. These, though standing longer in

the ground, will yield finer heads than those sown in spring,

especially in cold soils. Gathered a lot of Tomatoes, and tied

up Endive, the best Lettuces having suffered considerably from
the continuous wet. Planted out Lettuces for standing, and
for lifting when larger. Will bring Onions under cover as

soon as dry. Strewed lime, burnt earth, and ashes over all

fresh-planted things to keep them from slugs, &c. Weeds are

again threatening, and it is of little use hoeing when the sur-

face becomes green in such weather, as they take hold of the

earth in a day or two. When the surface is becoming green
with small weeds, the quickest way often to dispose of them is

to turn them down with a shallow spit of the spade. Earthing-

up Celery, &c, must be delayed until drier weather. There has
been little need of the water-pail this season.

FRUIT GARDEN.
As already alluded to, the continuous drizzle or misty fog

rendered picking fruit, for keeping, out of the question ; but,

notwithstanding the shady summer, fruit has ripened quite as

early, or rather earlier, than usual. Even our late Peaches on
the wall are over, and though they swelled well, they had less

than their usual flavour. We have yet a fair supply in the

orchard-house ; but these, too, will he gone sooner than last

season. With abundant ah- they could not have been kept later,

except by shading the house, and that would have injuriously

affected the flavour. Plums in the orchard-house, too, are dead
ripe, although last year we had them good up to the end of

the month. Many Nectarines out of doors, unless well shaded
by their own leaves, which shading lessened colour, seemed to

acquire a hard parched appearance in their skins even before

they were ripe, although presenting no such aspect under glass.

We attributed it to a bright sun and cold nights after a course

of wet, close, warm weather.

Figs.—Some good fruit have been obtained from trees out of

doors on a west aspect, but before the fruit are all ripe the

leaves are turning yellow and falling, and other trees are

showing signs of ripeness in wood and foliage earlier than

usual. After such moist, growing weather, those who have
the chance should now cover the borders of late vineries, and
also those intended for early forcing, so as to keep wet and
cold from them.
The leaves of the tree3 in our early Peach-house are not

ripe enough for pruning to be practised. We wish they were,

as the house would now he valuable for general storage, and
the same may be said of our earliest vinery. Ere long every

spare place under glass will be wanted.

Strawberries.—As we have been scarce of pots for fruiting

Strawberries in houses, and it would be of no great use to pot

good plants now, wo have turned out a good many from
60-sized pots into a nicely-dug well- enriched piece of ground,

placing them in rows a foot apart, and fi inches asunder in the

row, that they may be lifted in spring with good balls, and
either potted or planted under glass. We have pricked out a

lot of runners somewhat closer together, to be used for a similar

purpose later, or for making fresh plantations in spring, lifting

them with balls, which will thus liberate the ground that might
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bo used for Strawberries for other purposes, or at least allow

of duo preparation during the winter. These runners, pricked

out now, if used at all for forcing late next spring, will succeed

those pricked out n i on as they could be obtained in summer,
and which arc now nice strong plants, that will lift with good
balls. For the earliest lifting in spring we prefer, however,

those which have come from a small pot before planting them
out in the open ground. The ball formed in the pot has a

tendency to keep the roots nearer home.
Such plants tunic. 1 out of small pots, or pricked out at once

into rich soil for forcing purposes, will require little trouble in

winter in comparison with plants in pots, as the former will

pretty well look after themselves ; and where a slight hotbed

can be given to the roots after potting or planting, whilst the

tops are kept cool until the roots arc growing afresh, they will

bear well if taken up after the middle of March. To have
plants to fruit well early under glass, say in February and
March, they must be well established in their pots by the

end of September, and the ball be as. full and firm with roots

as to be like a mould of cheese when turned out. We wish
we could now put a lot of our earliest in 40-sized and 32-sized

pots under the protection of glass to stop the progress of

growth, which this moist weather encourages, and hasten on the

maturation of the buds, which seem very strong, and we would
only now like to see the foliage less vigorous and green. This
season, with the exception of a dusting of soot on the surfaco

of tho pots, which the rains washed in, the pots have had no
manure waterings ; but when sunny drying weather permits of

such waterings being given, early ripening of the foliage and
buds is hastened, as well as strong vigorous growth. Compara-
tive dryness will assist the ripening process now, but it will do
little more than help, unless we have more direct light. We
have proved over and over again that many fine plants that

are barren in early forcing owe the barrenness to too much
dryness in autumn and winter parching up the fruit-buds in

embryo. The same result often takes place from having the soil,

and especially the crown of the plant, too moist after forcing

has commenced. There will be little danger of over-dryness if

the plants be kept out of doors in winter, plunged or otherwise

before forcing-time, and there will be no great danger of over-

moisture if drainage is secured, so that the moisture can pass

easily away, and the crown of the plant is well raised in the
centre of the pot. Any of these extremes, and especially extra

dryness, will be apt to occur when the pots are kept under
glass in winter, if not frequently looked to and examined. If,

as they ought to be, the plants have been firmly potted in their

fruiting pots—and it is hardly possible to make the soil too firm

if the roots be not injured—then that firmness and the mass
of roots in little space will cause the leaves to show distress,

and the soil to exhibit signs of separating from the sides of the

pot whenever the soil becomes rather dry ; and as soon as

these signs commence to appear water should be carefully

given. When the plants are kept out of doors in beds, and
the pots unplunged, they are much more liable to suffer bad
effects from changes in the weather than plants growing in the
natural soil, as there all changes affect them gradually. Many
fine plants with their pots exposed, and the soil inside of them
wet rather than otherwise, have had their roots so injured by
a sudden severe frost, that when shortly afterwards put into a
gentle heat, what was left of the good roots would cause fresh

leaves to come from the crown, but there would not be enough
of root-action to start a flower-truss, and the flower-buds would
either rot or shrivel up, or wait for more favourable circum-
stances to make their appearance. We note this latter fact

because plants which have had their roots injured by frost, and
thus refused to throw up their truss in the usual time, when
taken back to a bed under glass until fresh roots were esta-

blished, have then thrown up a healthy truss, but some six

weeks or so later than their neighbours did. The exposure of

the pots in winter is not sufficiently guarded against.

There have been several inquiries as to removing any of the
leaves from potted Strawberry plants in autumn. We do not
profess to know all the outs and ins in this matter, but we
rarely remove a leaf then, as a fine mass of leaves, even when
a little spotted, which they will be as the buds and crowns
ripen, acts as a protection to buds and roots ; but we clear away
the most of such old withering leaves when we start the plants
with heat, and this, we think, gives a better chance for a strong
truss to come from the crown.

Planting Fruit Trees.—It is rather early to do this if the trees

have to be brought from a nursery, and that at a distance, and
with little or no earth about their roots, as much injury is

occasioned if the green leaves shrivel up without ripening, or

tho bark becomes at all shrivelled or rdirunken, which would
better be avoided by planting in the end of October, or the be-

ginning of Novembor. In all cases, however, it is well to pre-

pare the places for planting, whether mi mounds or otherwise,

bearing in miud that the higher t lie roots are planted, the more
will they bo under atmospheric influence, and tho sooner will

the trees bear, and the more fruitful will they be. If the trees

are at hand, and can be raised with small balls, or at least have
a little earth about their roots, and the bare parts can be
planted immediately, then the planting cannot be done too

earl; during this month. If the tree has a small ball, let it bo
placed so that it will neither be too high nor too low, when tho

soil comes to its due level, and, therefore, the importance of a

firm platform to plant on ; the rest of the roots should bo well

packed in earth, and then moderately watered, the other rather

moist soil being firmed round them. Little more will then bo
required besides syringing the foliage in an unusually sunny day,

that the somewhat greenish leaves may ripen gradually, and
not be shrivelled up prematurely. When trees are raised, and
no ball can be retained at this early season, we would prefer

placing the roots in a tub of water for fifteen minutes, that they
might be surcharged with juices in preference to making the

earth about them like a puddle. Such roots when nicely packed
in suitable soil, and then gently watered, and the bulk of the

earth packed round them, neither wet nor dry, will do well, and
the tops will do well also, with a syringing over the stems and
leaves in sunny weather, before the leaves fall. If fruiting

plants are thus managed at this early period, they will in tho

following season exhibit little or no traces of the moving, but
will swell their fruit as if they had not been removed at all.

This early establishing of the plants in their new positions

is the great advantage of early-autumn planting, and if it is

not so generally done as it ought to be, it is not because gar-

deners are not well awaro of the importance of so doing, but

because a press of other work, in most cases, prevents them.
Raspberries.—Except in the case of perpetual and autumn-

bearing kinds (and most kinds will bear in autumn if the shoots

be cut down in spring, and those pushed be thinned out), the

sooner the summer-bearing wood has been removed, and the

other canes thinned to the proper number, the better will those

left be ripened, and the better will they bear next season. In
doing this work much earlier than the present time, care must
be taken not to remove or tear off the leaves from tho canes left,

as until they drop naturally, the finer and the inore untouched
such foliage, the finer and more prolific will the fruit be next
season. In hot, dry summers, no plants more enjoy manure-
waterings and rich surface-dressings. The nearer the roots

are to the surface, provided they are kept from dryness, and
have a rich pasturage, the more prolific will such plants be,

and the more continuous the bearing.

Melons.—Unless where there is plenty of dung heat, those in

frames will not do much good in this dull weather. They will

do much better where dry heat from fire, by flue or hot water,

can be given ; but unless to great Melon lovers, we always

think that a Melon is of little consequence after the second or

third week in October. To have the fruit at its best, needs the

sun in its strength. There are a few places where they are

deemed desirable all the year round, and if so they must be
obtained, and receive a little more care than Cucumbers ; but

the latter eaten in the green state do not suffer as respects

flavour, like Melons, from the absence of sunlight. In fact, we
have known Cucumber plants produce nice, sweet, crisp fruit

all the winter and spring, and then yield bitter, tough fruit

when the days were at their longest.

OKNAMENTAI. DEPARTMENT.
Machining Lawns.—The grass has been too wet to use our

little machines, as the knives become too much clogged to per-

mit of their easy working. What we have chiefly used lately

are Green's chain machines, with cutters about 15 inches wide,

each worked by one man. We are frequently asked why we
do not have a larger machine, with a pony or donkey to draw
it. We could use such a one better now than at one time, as

we have wider spaces, free of trees or flowers ; but for a small

pony we could not well have a machine above 30 inches wide,

and then at least a man and a boy would be wanted, the latter

to drive and empty, for much is not gained by emptying the

grass on the ground and then gathering it up again, and be-

sides, it is contrary to one of our maxims—viz., " Never make
a heap in cleaning that can be avoided." When a man takes

his own machine he takes his barrow with him, and so places

it as to be suitable for emptying into it the box as soon as this
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fills, and then all is taken away at once. We know something
of the time and labour in lifting numerous heaps of grass from
a lawn, and cleaning up the bottom of each of these heaps.
Hence when a horse is used, the larger the machine the more
economical it will be, and then that economy will be greatest
when the lawn is level and open, and unstudded with trees or
groups of flowers. When the latter are numerous, and the
spaces between them rather narrow, then small, single, one-man
hand machines will be the most economical, and in their case
at least we would never allow a boxful of cut grass to be laid
on the lawn. Emptying at once into a large light barrow is the
way to get quickly rid of it.

Morning and Weeding.—For the above reasons, if the weather
do not change quickly, we shall have to mow more than we
would wish to do, as it is not so much the mowing as the
sweeping up that takes up the time. Lawns are always the
better, however, of having the scythe over them now and then.
If obliged to mow now we shall take the opportunity to root up
a lot of Plantaim, which we could not find time to do in the
spring, and of which some of the round-leaved kind have
grown to a great size, owing to the moist weather. If we do so
we shall scatter some Dutch Clover and other grass seeds on
the spaces left bare, and therefore would much rather have done
the work in March or April, as when done now the patch will
be seen until the grass grow over it, and will look quite as bad
as a huge Plantain among the surrounding fine herbage. If
Plantains be not taken out by the roots the labour will be of
little use. Even when cut an inch or two below the surface,
and a pinch of salt put in the hole, that will not destroy the root
to any depth, and from lelow the rotten part several stems will

come up and make a huge cushion-like mass if let alone. Few
things spoil the outline of a fine lawn more than the leaves
of the Plantain (Plantago maj'or), as if long let alone they will
dip down below the general level as so many hollows for larks'
nests. It is hardly possible to find any turf altogether free
from these weeds, or any grass seeds in which a few of their
seeds will not also be found. In comparison with Daisies on
a lawn, Plantains are serious matters. A good switching with
the Daisy knives keeps the flowers of the Daisies out of sight
in spring and summer, and as the summer goes on the leaves
are almost lost in the thickness of the grass.
This allusion to Daisies reminds us of what we intended to

have alluded to under the head of " Strawberries out of Doors."
Some time ago we mentioned putting some mown grass be-
tween the rows of Strawberries to keep the fruit clean, and
stating that the chief objection to grass instead of straw, litter,

or tan, was the almost certainty of plenty of Daisies, &c,
from the grass. In some places where the Strawberry plants
were not over-strong, we never saw such healthy strong Daisy
plants as are there growing—a perfect thicket, each of them
little less than a fair-sized plant of the Hammersmith Cabbage
Lettuce, the vigour being owing to the richness of the ground
and the moist weather. In taking Plantains from a lawn,
at whatever time, we prefer to mow the lawn first, weed out
the Tlantains, &c, taking them up with no earth about their
roots, and laying them down to welt on the lawn, and then
to brush all up together and take the whole to the rot rubbish-
heap, afterwards giving the lawn a good rolling.

Walks.—We have just now a little labour with these. They
have given us little trouble all the summer, with the exception
of a little weeding, a sweep, and a roll ; they looked very nice,
and were firm and smooth enough, if auythiug too much so;
hut now after this drizzly weather, either very small weeds are
coming thickly on them—too thick to attempt to hand-weed
them, or in more shady places they are becoming green with
moss, &c. We could soon have made them clear enough with
a good salting in a dry day, but the surface is already too
smooth and fine for that, as the salting would make them soft

and retentive of moisture all the winter. Slightly or deeply
turning them would not do, as though they have worn well
for many years, they were made shallow at first. As. notwith-
standing the mists, the weather has been dry several days, we
have hoed with a Dutch hoe where the little hair-like grass
was coming the thickest, have well raked it, and will rake it

once or twice as soon as we have sun, which we fimily believe
will come before these notes appear, so as to kill all such little

green dots before we roll the walks down, drawing the back of

the rake nicely to level the walk the last time, so that the roller

shall have easy work. On the moss-encrusted parts we will

scrape off the moss with the draw-hoe, sweep all off, and
sprinkle with some sandy gravel for the winter.
We could not follow our usual plan with the main pleasure-

ground walks this season, or we should not have been so likely
to have seen a greenish appearance coming on them now. That
plan with our smooth walks was to have the edges nicely cut
in May, scatter fine salt all over them in a sunny day, and
over the salt give a sprinkling of fine-sifted gravel, and then
roll. The fresh addition thus became salted as well as the old
surface. Few weeds, therefore, came in the fresh sprinkling,
and the surface of the sprinkling being free from salt, the water
was not held in it, as would be the case with fine-surfaced
gravel walks salted now.
A fresh sprinkling causes a walk to look fresh, but it is not

all an unmixed advantage, for though at times we have used
such fine gravel obtained from a pit many feet below the sur-
face, and not a weed would appear for a long time, we have
used other gravel taken from a greater depth still, and it would
not be on two months before it was green with seed grass
weeds. As these seeds do not fly to a great distance, we must
almost come to the conclusion that they were in the sandy
gravel, and that contact with the atmosphere brought their
long-torpid vitality into action. Be this as it may, wo would
advise the disuse of salt now for all walks at all fine and
smooth on the surface, except for a few inches along the sides
to keep worm-heaps from appearing.
For plants, cuttings, &c, see previous weeks' notices, with

the exception of

Verbena Cuttings.—These placed in cold frames, and in
frames with bad lights, with even a little bottom heat, have
damped more than usual owing to the damp air, though plenty
of air was given at night, owing to the bad glazing letting in
the moisture from the heavens, also from the compost in
which they were inserted being rather heavy, and not drained
so well as usual. Fresh pots have been well drained, supplied
with sandy compost, covered with a little drift and pit sand on
the surface, and the pots were set in a slight bottom heat in a
pit, with a hot -water pipe for top heat, where we have no
doubt the cuttings will soon strike, and where they would have
been struck ere now, could we have placed them there at first.

—R. F.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—Octoder 6.

A marked increase in the supply of both fruit and vegetables during
the past week has somewhat reduced prices, and particularly those
of Grapes, which are now freely imported in very pood condition, and
can be had at from la. to It. Gd. per lb. Pears and Apples chiefly consist
of the varieties mentioned in former reports.

VEGETABLES.

Artichokes each
. bundle

. . bushel

Ji sieve
. . . . doz.

Asparagus . .

.

Beans, Broad
Kidney .

.

Beet, Bed
Broccoli bundle
Brus. Sprouts J - sieve
Cabbage doz.
Capsicums 100
CaiTots bunch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery bundle
Cucumbers each

pickling doz.
Endive .*. doz.

Fennel bunch
Garlic lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish .. bundle

s. d. s.

2 toO
l) li

II

2 8
2 II 3
10 1
3 S
10 2
2

4

Leeks bunch
Lettuce per score
Mushrooms .... pottle
Mustd.& Cress, punnet
Onions. . doz. bunches
Parsley, .doz. bunches
Parsnips doz.
Peas per qu rt

Potatoes bushel
Kidney do.

Radishes doz. bunches
Rhubarb bundle
Savoys doz.

Sea-kale basket
Shallots lb.

Spinach bushel
Tomatoes per doz.

Turnips bunch
Vegetable Marrows dz.

s. d. s. d
StoO

1

6 2
1

1

2

G
fi

6

3

3
1

4
4
1

H. d.

0to3Apples $6 sievi

Apricots doz.
Cherries lb.

Chestnuts bush. 12
Currents ] sieve

Black do.

Figs doz. 1
Filberts lb. G

Cobs lOOlbs. 6
Gooseberries . . quart
Grapes, Hothouse.. lb. 2 5
Lemons 100 8 14

2
1

1

s. d. s.

Melons each
Nectarines doz.

Oranges 100 12
Peaches doz. 4
Pears (dessert) . . doz. 1

kitchen doz. 1

Pine Apples lb. 3
Plums Vi sieve 7
Quinces f- sieve 5

Raspberries lb.

Strawberries lb.

Walnuts bush. 10

10
10

1

1

3
7
5

14

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
W. Hooper, St. John's Hill, New Wandsworth, S.^Y.—List

of Hyacinths and other Flowrr Boots.

Paul & Son, The "Old" Nurseries, Cheshnnt, Herts.—

Rose Catalogue.
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William Paul, Paul's Nurseries and Seed Warehouse,

Wultbain Cross, London, N.
Rose Catalogue, with a plate of Black Prinoe Rose.

Select Descriptive List of Hardy Pictorial Trees.

New Hybrid Nosegay and Zonule Pelargonium/.

Special CataUi i, Fruit Trees, Ornamental Trees,

Shrubs, New Plants, die.

Edmondson Brothers, 10, Dame Street, Dublin.— Autumn
Catalogxu oj Hyadntlts, Tulips, Lilies, die.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
•»• W'e request that no one will write privately to the depart-

mental writers of the " Journal of Horticulture, Cottage

Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing they

are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. All

communications should therefore be addressed solely to

The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture, die, 171, Fleet

Street, London, K.C.
N.B.—Many questions must remain unanswered until next

week.

Book ill. II. A.).—"The Garden Manual" contains what yon neod.
Yon can have it tree by post from our office if you enclose twenty stamps
with yoor address. Any nurseryman can supply the plants and seeds.

He ITZKO a Vinery (/.'. M. 6\).—The best way to heat your house would
be by means of a Baddle boiler and two rows (a flow and return), of fonr-

inoh pipes along oie end and the front of the house. This would be

ample for a house 12 feet in width. If economy be the object, then a
flue running along the front and both ends would answer.

Long-leaved Curled Kale (Harriet).—We are not well acquainted
with tin- I itiiety, but some kindred sorts are more highly prized at table

when they have b.en exposed to a little frost, and we expect yours will

he improved in due time by this agent.

Fruit Show [A Subscriber, Eljin).—Wo know of no more fruit shows
this autumn.

8ATFBON i A". B.).—The directions for culture and manufacture are far

too long for insertion in our pages. You will find full and lengthy
particular- in " Bee t's Cyclopaedia."

Storing Apples (J. T.).—They mav he laid only one layer deep on the
Iwmnls, and the light should he excluded. There is no book devoted
entirely to hybridising plants.

Frankenthai. Grape—Pear Trees Unfruitful (67. S.).—The Frank-
enthnl will be suitable for either an early or late vinery ; but it is most
advantageous to plant it for the general crop, and it is both vigor-

ous and healthy on its own roots. If only one sort can bo grown,
it is the one. It will succeed with a little assistance from artificial heat,

of which it will also bear a considerable amount. The Diarnant Traube,
or Scotch White Cluster Grape, may be grafted upon it if you want rods
to quickly reach the top of the house ; but it will also succeed on its own
roots. Tim- compost you supplied for the roots of your Peach trees may
do very well if you guard against too much dryness and other causes of

the attac) ol in ects. \Vi:h nL's.rd to your old Pear trees which have
never borne, that would have been an impossibility if you had checked
the strong shoots and encouraged the weak by all the means in your
power.

Polyanthuses (F.ev. H. H.).—W'e have delayed answering this that we
might make inquiries. They have been unsuccessful. Our correspondent
wishes for ;, desci iptivc list of the best varieties, and he especially wants
a very old one which he thus describes—"It is a double plant, dark
hrown, with yellow edges, not the common single. When a boy forty

years ago we had several roots in our garden, and then called them
Black Jacks."

Slightly Heating (IF. 0. B.).—We know of no lamp that would emit
heat enough to exclude frost from a greenhouse 12 feet by 8 feet. A very
small gas stove would effect the purpose.

Seedling Geranium (A Constant Reader).—It has no merit as far as
one pip and one leaf euablo us to judge.

Aralia trifoliata (F. W. B.).—It is hardy in favourable situations,

but not in those which are wet and much exposed. In cold wet localities

and bleak exposed situations it is necessary to wrap the stems from the
ground upwards with a hay or straw band, as they are liable to suffer in

severe weather.

Artichokes {Idem).—The Artichoke grown in France is the same as
that grown in England. The reason of French Artichokes being so much
finer and later in the season is the climate ; ours is so much more
moist and cold, that the late heads are liable to be cut off by autumn
frosts. Another reason is that the French make fresh plantations in
spring, and these produce heads late in the season. If you were to take
off some of the strongest suckers in April or early in May, and plant
them in good rich soil, you would find them produce heads late in the
season. We have cut them on the 21st of December.

Peach Tree Shoot Mildewed [A Youna Gardener).—The shoot sent
has had its point destroyed by mildew. Your best plan will be to wash
the tree now with -1 ozs. of soft soap to a gallon of water, and, whilst wet, to

dust the affected parts with flowers of sulphur. The mildew may appear
next year. If so, syringe freely, and dust with sulphur.

Mignonette [D. N.\—The plants from seed sown now 9hould be kept
on a shelf in the greenhouse, thinning them out to three in a pot. These
will flower next spring, if you are fortunate enough to winter them.

Constructing a Cucumbep.-pit (J. ThreefaU).—Your plan seems to be
good, but the battens, we presume, of wood to support the plants should
be lathy, and no thicker and no stronger than necessary. Wo do not per-
coive in what way your plan can be improved. It will, no doubt, answer
woll.

Chrysanthkmi:m Bros Thinning {A Lady Bendrr).—Early in Augnst
the flower-buds sliov\ thoiuselvos. Generally a single bud presents itself,

to ulii.ii a lundof strap-lent Is attached; this is the bud that produces

the finest flower. When that is well defined ami has a green and healthy
li

I

.

I

. .
.
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the extreme points of the plant ; these buds are usually formed in

threes, should the single bud alluded to be unhealthy, then select ono
of the three terminal bud. in it, placo.

Dbutzxa cp.enata florf.-pleno not Flowering [A Constant Hub-

seri&6r)._The reason your plant did not flower last winter was its not
beta let with bloom-buda in autumn. This lb ut/.ia is quite burdy, and
should have an open situation out of doors from May to November, pre-

suming the plants to have been foreed. If you have thus had your plants
exposed, and copiously supplied with water during, the summer, wo
should suppose that they will now have plenty of bloom-buds, and it kept

with the pots plunged in eoal ashes until January, and then introduced

into the greenhouse, they will flower well in spring. We fear that yon
are treating them as greenhouso plants. They will grow, as you say,

vigorously, but not flower.

Alpines for Early Blooming (11. McLean),—Arabia alblda, A. alpina,

Saxifraga oppositifolia, Alyssum aaxatile i ipactum, Aubrictia doltoidoa

grandiflora, Anemone apennina, Iris reticulata, Omphalodes verna,

Orobus vernus, Primula acaulis Tars, double lilac, dark crimson,

sulphur, white, and purple ; P. auricula vars., Scilla sihirica, Cheiranthus

alpiuus, and C. Marshall!.

Roses for Bedding (Idem).— Hybrid Perpetual: Madame Boutin,

Caroline de Sansal, Jules Margottin, Senatcur Vaisse, Gcant dea

Batailles, Marechal Vaillant, Charles Lefebvre, and John Hopper.

Bourbon: Baron Gonelta. China : Cramoisie Superienre, Clara Sylvain,

I :it>\ier, Mrs. Bosanquet, and Lady of the Lake.

Gladioli i Idem).—Six good are: Ceres, Dr. Lindlcy, John Watcrer,

Goliath, P.eine Victoria, and James Watt.

Wintering Cuttings (A. B. C.).—Your cuttings would winter more
safely in the boxes in which they have been struck. Pot them off in

February or early iu March, and afford them the benefit of a mild hotbed

until re-established.

Propagating Golden Chain and Cloth of Gold Geraniums (Idem).

—Your plan of striking them at this season in pots on a gentle hotbed is

the only available process. What you have to guard against is damp.

Salvia patens and S. cocctxea not Flowering (W. £.).—We think

that the cause of the flower-bads forming and then dropping off is the

wet weather. A period of dry bright weather would make all the

difference.

Centaurea candidissima Cuttings (Idem).— The best time to take

cuttings is March, the plants having previously been placed m heat for a

few weeks to induce growth. They require a mild hotbed. You may
take off the side shoots now close to the stem, and they will strike in a hot-

bed, only do not over-water. Insert them in sand, and slightly trim off

the base of the cutting, merely removing any raggedness consequent on

the slipping off.

Plants for Conservatory (C. C.).—Wo think that few pbnts would

do well in it, especially as von say Camellias never flower. You might

try Acacia armata, A. longiflora magnifica, and A. oleifolia clegans,

Brugmansia suaveolens, Yallota purpurea, Witsenia corymbosa, Plum-

bago capensis for a pillar ; Iudigofera decora, Hydrangea hortensis, H.ja-

ponicaand its variegated fonu, Chorozema cordatum splendcns.Lilium

auratum, L. lancifolium rubrum and punctatum, Imantophyllum minia-

tum ; Habrothamnus elegans, Abeli, and magnificus for pillars if you

have them ; Epiphylluin Ruckerianuin, Russellianum, and Salmonium,

Cassia corymbosa, Bnrchellia capensis, Coronilla glauca. and Cytisus

racemosus superbus. Ferns, however, would perhaps best serve your

purpose.

Geranium (IF. B. £.).—It can only be a sport, if yon are sure that the

cutting was taken from a Flower of the Day Geranium.

Rose Culture (Bugha).—1, "When is the proper time for attend-

ing to Rose-beds ?" Attend to them at all times. November is the usual

time for planting, transplanting, and dressing with manure. September,

however, is the great autumnal root-making month. I have removed

about 1100 Roses between August 22nd and September 22nd, and their

soft wood is cut out, and the second growth also. Their eyes are fresh,

and they look well. If the wood is not hardened, November is better

than September. The best plantations of Manetti Roses I have ever had

were planted on the 10th of September and the 10th of October. Care-

fid removal stops over-succulent growth; the plants quickly make new

roots aud solidify their wood. I can move them any month in the year

without the least detriment. The leaves must bo kept moist till the

roots act. 2, " Is root-pruning advisable .'" When a Rose does well

do not interfere with the roots. If the plant runs to wood and does not

nroduce flowers, root-prune, or, take up and prune the roots, and do not

give it manure till it has formed its buds. 3, "Is manuring Roses de-

sirable'" Roses in inferior land will consume any amount of manure.

If you do not manure you will have worthless Roses. If you manure

highly the plants will be more subject to mildew and other fungi. Roses

fail oftener through want of manure than from hypertrophy, and also

oftencr from drought than from hydropathy or frost. Orange fungus

has done me far more mischief this year than mildew. I have cut away

all the injured wood, hard aud soft, to where the skin is clean and the

eve looks fresh. Some of the Manetti Roses transplanted here

Augnst 22nd are in fine leaf and bud.—W. F. Radclyffe.

Dvctylis glomerata—Golden Araeis [An Old Shropshire Subscriber)

—Dactylis glomerata is perfectly hardy. If divided at once and pricked,

out in some good sandy loam ou a south border it will make good plants

by next May. The beds should be elevated a little abovo the general

level, so that no water may lodge about its roots. The richer the soil the

more luxuriant the plant will grow. It is, however, better to prick the

small side pieces out into a free sandy loam in the autumn, and remove

them into rich soil in the spring. If this is done early in April the

plants may be divided again at the end of May. Any common garden

soil wiU suit Golden Arabis. Divide it at once, as recommended for

Dactylis. We never heard of its being propagated irom seed.

ERRATUM.-Page 263, 1st column, 40th line, " a sprinkling of hay over

the Mushrooms » should be " a sprinkling of hay over the cloth or mat.
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Ivies — Clematis — Jasminum geandiflorum— Plant foe North
"Wall (Miss M.).—1, The Ivies yon name will do to train round a wire, for
they are hardy in situations whieh are not very exposed or bleak: but
they will not do without protection if the soil is wet and heavy. A well-
drained and not very rich soil makes all the difference between their
being hardy or not. 2, The leaf-pattern you sent appears to have been
cut from a leaf of Hedera digitata—a very fine Ivy for rustic work.
3, Silver-belted Ivies, Hedera helix arborescens alba lutescens, and mar-
ginata argentea ; E. caunriensis marmorata ; and the slender kinds with
silver-margined leaves, H. helix inarginata vars. argentea, pulchella,
robnsta, major, C'ullisi, and elegans

; the golden-blotched and belted
H. helix aurea maculata, and H. cauariensis aurea maculata, the first
being a form of arborescens. All the variegated Ivies are liable to ex-
hibit different degrees of variegation— to have more green and less varie-
gation at times than usual. 4, The Clematises planted against Pines
would grow more freely if manured, but we apprehend dryness of the
soil is the cause of their not being vigorous, they not doing well on ever-
green trees. 5, You may plant the Jasminum grandiflorum, which we
presume is the large-flowering variety of Sweet Jasmino (Jasminum
officinale grandiflorum), against the south wall of your house, either
with or without covering the roots with cocoa-nut fibre. It is quite
hardy. 6, Evergreen, or Dutch Evergreen Honeysuckle would do on the
north wall. Crataegus pyracantha would also do, and is much finer than
Honeysuckle for such a situation.—G. A.

Vine-border Soil ( ).—The soil when received was all alike and
mixed in the box. It looked like good soil, which had become like dried
mud after having stood in stagnant water. The bottom of the border,
if flagged as you sr.y, and sloping from back to front, would be greatly
improved by drainage, and still more so if the Vines were raised, open
rubble laid all over the flags, with a deep drain in front, turf reversed
laid on the rabble, and a good drain in front. When information is
asked it is desirable to use ink instead of pencil, and to write on a
Bheet of paper that the queries may not be separated and misapplied.

Stove Plants for Cut Flowers (J. Clarke, Cork)*—Gardenia florida,
Hoya carnosa, Gardenia citriodora, Eranthemum pulchellum, Hobe-
clinium ianthemum, Erauci^cca confertiflora, Itondeletia speciosa
major, Poinsettia pulcherrima, Euphorbia jaeqniniaeflora, Stephanotis
fioribunda, Jasminum graeile, Jnsticia speciosa, and Luculia gra-
tissima.

m

Vines for a Greenhouse (Ardent Lover of Flowers).—TheWhite Fron-
tignan is a most abundant bearer, producing good bunches and good-
sized berries. Your Sweetwater has probably not set, hence the berries
are very small. The White Frontignan is a much better Gripe, and has
a fine Muscat flavour. In your house of 15 feet long you will have room
for five Vines at 3 feet apart, and to those you have we would add the
White Frontignan, a Black Hamburgh, and a Trentham Black. The
berries of your Sweetwater Grapes may be small from the number of
bunches left, twelve being too many for a Vine the first year of bearing.
Half the number would have been better.
Greenhouse Leaking (An Inquirer).—It would be better to consult a

painter and glazier as to the cause of your house leaking. If it should
arise from the roof not having been painted for home years, andthe putty
having become loose and falling off, then we know of no other way than
replacing all the loose putty, and well painting the whole. Of course
all broken and defective glass would be replaced at the same time. If
the house is an old-fashioned one, glazed with small squares of crown
glass, and many of them are broken, we would take them all out, and re-
glaze with 21-oz. sheet glass in large squares. The cheapness of the
latter as compared with crown glass, and the better appearance which it

will have, will fully compensate for the little additional cost. We would
not advise any extensive repairs with old crown glass or thin inferior
sheet, as the after-breakage is so great with the common kinds that it is

generally cheaper to have the work done well at first.

Names of Fiuit^ iA. Thwrtcll).—Pears : 1, Seckle ; 2,Dunmore; 3,Fon-
dante d'Automne; 4, Autumn Colmar; 5, Vicar of Winkfield; 6, Marie
Louise; 7, Passe Colmar; 8, Retour de Rome ; 10, Calebasse; 12,Uvedale's
St. Germain ; 18,BeuiTe d'Aremberg. (A Subscriber, Uppingham).—Pears :

1, Vicar of Winkfield ; 2, Beurre Diel ; 3, Fondante d'Automne ; 4, Forelle ;

5, Duchesse d'Angoulcme; fi, Napoleon.
Names of Plants (L. E.H. N.).~The petals of all the Geraniums were

shed ; but if they had not been, we have again to reply that we cannot
undertake to identify florist's flowers, they are so numerous and so many
are nearly alike. (F. A. C.).—The specimen was very much crushed ; we
think it is Euouymus latifolius, or Broad-leaved Spindle Tree. \T. S.).—
Spergula arvensia ; Nasturtium officinale, [J. Armstrong).— 1, Asplenium
prsemorsum ; 2, Lastrea decomposita ; 3, Pleroma heteromalla ; 4,0m-
phalodes verna ; 5, Gypsophila repens ; 6, Erysimum Peroffsldanum.
{Mrs. Strange).—The Fern is Cystopteris fragilis. The other plant may
be Salvia argentea, but we cannot say from a single leaf.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS
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Lastly, I may add, that as according to " Bininn, N.V.H.'s"

own proving, it is not a recent introduction, but actually camo
in the heighl of the Cochin fever. Cochins and Bra

miglil pectivo of this addition and not dis-

qualified beca i usta in a moderate degree, whioh seems

to have been the fate of my old bird " Champion."
If tlio moderate hock accompanies a leggy bird with poor

I
ise bad, by all means let the bird go

nnad d bvi n if he be the sole representative of the class;

but it ia bard, and on the face of it certainly appears unfair,

that on a judge should leave unnoticed a bird that numbers of

other judges, and even contending exhibitors, agroo in Baying

is worthy of some distinction.—Y. B. A. '/..

THE MIDDLETON POULTRY SHOW.
I white to protest against the unfair and unwarranted

remark's contained in your report of our Show, held on the

20th in it.

First. I complain of the misrepresentation as to the kind of

pens used for the poultry and Pigeons, your informant stating

that " tho poultry and Pigeons were in pens without covers."

Tho fact is, there was not a single Pigeon in an open pen, and
out of .untaining poultry, there were only fifty of the

number in the kind of pens complained of. The 180 pens

were of the very best kind, and the whole would have been the

same but the joiner failed to have them ready in time for the

Show, although he had the order a fortnight before.

With regard to the system of double numbers in use at our

Show, I must tell your reporter that it is from experience and
a due regard to the best interests of exhibitors, especially

those residing at a great distance, that we find the double-

number principle, in practice, to be the fairest and most im-

partial method that can possibly be adopted; and our con-

viction is, that its adoption here is the secret of the success

and fame which the Middleton Show has now attained. It is

neithjr intricate nor difficult in any sense, only requiring

ordinary care in its management. Where there are two or

three Stewards possessed of ordinary ability, the plan can be
easily carried out, and it is not very likely the double-number
system will be dispensed with at the Middleton Show.
Perhaps the most serious matter to the writer is the allu-

sion to the non-despatch of labels to exhibitors, and I do

think that before your informant had committed himself, he
was certainly bound to ascertain the real merits of the case.

This he has not done, as in the case of the Game pullets,

which he says were entered but not inserted in the catalogue.

The fact is, they were not entered at all, as the Secretary never
received any communication whatever from the owner of the

pullets. Every, file, nook, and corner has been ransacked in

vain to find any trace of a letter or entry-form containing the

entry of these birds, hence it was not possible they could be in

our books. It is to my mind a clear case of misdirection,

miscarriage, or interception.

You wil], I feel sure, agree with me that, in a Show of the

magnitude which ours has become, it is scarcely possible for

every matter of detail to be so complete as to escape some
small hitch or other to cause annoyance and additional trouble

to parties concerned.
Again. Some exhibitors do not know what an amount of

personal discomfort and worry the officials of such societies

undergo on the eve of an exhibition, or they would be some-
what more reasonable and considerate than they are. Is it

not a fact that nearly all entries are delayed until the very
last moment, and arrive in every conceivable way, manner,
and form ? Some exhibitors quote wrong numbers, many en-

close no fees at all, whilst not a few send a portion only, and
not unfrequently entries are received with stamps, Ssc, en-

closed, without either the names or addresses of the parties

who seut them. A whole chapter could be written ou this

subject, clearly demonstrating that exhibitors might very con-
siderably facilitate the onerous and multifarious duties which
crowd upon a Secretary in the shortest possible space of time.

I would suggest that in all cases exhibitors make duplicate
copies of their entries; the adoption of which, and the for-

warding of entries, say a week before the close, would do a
great deal to pi-event mistakes, and also be the means of cor-

recting any which might have occurred.
In concluding this very hurried and imperfect letter, I can

only assure ycu, that all officials connected with the Middleton
Show are extremely desirous of doing all in their power (not

in trying to please everybody, for they well know the conse-

quence of this folly), to give real, substantial, and as far aa

possible, perfect satisfaction, witli a single aim to make Middle-

ton Poultry Show what it is fast b< c of the foremost

shows in the kingdom.—Tuos. M cretarg, Midillctaii

Agricultural Society.

Vol 1 will oblige me by correcting a mis-statement in the

report of the Middleton Agricultural Society's Show in your

Journal of the 26th nit. In the class for Black Hamburghs
your reporter placed Mr. Sedgwick first for single cockerel,

whereas it should have been Mr. John Holt, Little Green,

Middleton. 1 must give your reporter credit for his report, as

it was not his mistake, but that of the parties who punned the

bird. They placed it in the wrong pen, whereas the number
on the hamper was as plain a- possible. This was not the only

mistake made at this Show, as there was some mismanagement
somewhere.

—

John Hoi.t, Little Green, Middli ton.

RAILWAY CHARGES FOE POULTRY.
I sent to the Middleton Poultry Show four baskets of fowls,

for which I paid 4s. 3d., a charge I consider very reasonable,

the distance being rather over a hundred miles. On their

return, on inquiring the amount to pay, I was informed 7s. 8d.

I invariably find that my birds cost me nearly double the

amount of carriage on their return journey. What say other

exhibitors ? Is it so with them ? I should be glad to hear

their opinions, though I believe they will coincide with mine.

Cannot we adopt some remedy to get our fowls returned home
for the same price as we send ? Surely the secretaries of the

different shows can arrange for the carriage as well as we can.

The fault of excessive carriage lies at the end where the

shows are held, and it is at that point that our worthy captain

" Y. B. A. Z." must make his next attack, as I am afraid

what we little folks say will have but little effect.

—

Matjkico.

WHITE COCHIN-CHINAS.
Breedeks of White Cochins will be glad to see the improved

position their favourites are to hold at Birmingham this year.

In 1864 there were only two classes for Whites, with but four

prizes amounting to £10. Last year the classes were the same,

but an additional prize was given in each class, raising the

amount to £14. Now, any person who has kept the catalogues

for these two years, and who will take the trouble to compare

the prizes offered to Partridge with those offered to White, and

then compare the number of entries in each variety, will at

once acknowledge the justice of the course pursued by the

Committee of I860 in making Whites equal in all respects to

Partridge. We can see no reason why this beautiful variety

should not be encouraged, or why it should not become as

popular as any other. Let those who live in smoky dirty

towns keep their Partridge, but let those whose happier lot it

is to live among green fields and in a pure atmosphere keep

their Whites. No variety looks so charming when kept in a

run out of sight of tall chimnies, and where the wash-tub is

unnecessary. We sincerely trust to see a splendid show of

White Cochin-Chinas at Birmingham, and hope they will main-

tain the high position they have gained.

The extra prizes offered by two spirited breeders will also

help to insure success. We only wonder that the same has

not been done in the case of other varieties. Nothing tends

to make a good show like good prizes, and nothing tends to

make any variety popular like a good muster at great shows

like Birmingham.

RESPONSIBILITY OF RAILWAY COMPANIES
FOR POULTRY.

It may be as well for poultry exhibitors to know that, in

addition to the grievance of having to pay carriage both to and

from exhibition, they may also have to suffer the loss of their

most valuable birds' without receiving any compensation from

the railway company. Such has been my experience with the

Midland Railwav. My pen of La Fleche was returned to me
from Halifax with the hamper partly crushed, the cock (first

prize at the Bath and West of England Show, 1866, and a

most valuable bird to me), dead, with every appearance of
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having been run over, and the hen with its leg broken, so that
I was obliged to kill it at once. On inquiry I found that the
damage occurred whilst under the care of the Midland Bail-
way Company ; but on application could obtain no redress,
and was told the Company did not hold themselves "respon-
sible for any fancy price put upon poultry, that an important
principle was involved in dealing with claims of this descrip-
tion, and they would be quite prepared to resist any action I
might be advised to bring against the Company :" so that I

had the pleasure of paying back carriage on a dead cock and
a hen with a broken leg, not being aware of my loss at the time.
Had it been a horse, according to their own tables, the Mid-
land Railway Company would have been liable to the extent
of £50. I only claimed £3 15s. altogether, which no man of
common sense can call exorbitant for exhibition birds. Mr.
Needham wrote me, " I shall be quite willing to pay a reason-
able price for the poultry as such, it being understood that
this offer is made without prejudice in the event of its not
being accepted." I wrote in reply that I presumed " he meant
an eating price, about 2.s\ 6d. to 3s. firf. each," which of course
I declined. I have something else to do than bring actions
against railway companies, but will certainly avoid as much as
possible sending by the Midland.

There is a little consolation for exhibitors in the fact that
all railway companies do not act in the same manner. The
Great Eastern only charge carnage one way at the approach-
ing Chelmsford and Ipswich Shows, the South-Western at the
Southampton, and the Brighton neither way at the Shoreham
Show, so I trust they will be well supported.

—

Edward Pigeon,
Lympstoiie, near Exeter.

[We wish that Mr. Pigeon would pursue his claim against
the Midland Bailway Company in the County Court. The
cost would be little, for the Company admits its liability to
pay something. It is merely a question of amount. We
think the Company is liable for the sum claimed.

—

Eds.]

A LITTLE ADDITIONAL LIGHT THROWN
UPON JOHN MOORE,

AUTHOR OF THE " COLUMBARIUM."

Mr. Hotten's " History of Signboards " has recently fallen

into my hands. It is a book well worth both perusal and
possession, and just written in time to save some very peculiar
antiquarian knowledge from being utterly lost. In another
generation who would know anything about signboards ? They
are disappearing even from villages, and yet many a first-rate

artist has painted one in his youth, when his purse was low,
and his name as yet no word of power ; and, too, they bore
frequently such odd titles—titles which had a history attached
to them. So I am thankful that we have at last a history of

them. At page 341 of Mr. Hotten's work there occurs a passage
of some interest to those who, like myself, have a respect for

our first writer on fancy Pigeons, old John Moore. It is this :

"One of the signs originally used exclusively by apothecaries
was the Mortar and Pestle, their well-known implements for

pounding drugs. Among the celebrities who sold medicines
under this emblem was the noted John Moore, author of the
celebrated worm powder, to whom Pope addressed some stanzas
beginning

—

" ' How much, egregious Moore, are we
Deceived by shows and forms !

Whate'er we think, whate'er we see,
All human kind are worms.'

" His shop was in St. Lawrence Poulteney Lane, formerly

he lived in Abchurch Lane. Every week the newspapers con-

tained advertisements proving, by the most wonderful cures,

the efficacy of his powders."
Mr. Hotten seems to write as if he had seen some of these

advertisements. I would observe that we need not think of

Moore as being an unprincipled quack, such as we are familiar

with in this day, who impose upon the credulity of the humbler
classes, to the injury certainly of the pockets of the latter,

probably of their health. Nothing of the quack appears in the
" Columbarium." Moore seems to have been a sensible man,
and his remedies for the diseases of Pigeons have been quoted
with commendation by every writer since his time. Indeed,

many old and well-known patent medicines are excellent, and
frequently recommended by regular practitioners. Mr. Hotten
speaks of Moore as a "celebrity," and his medicines as "cele-

brated;" and in addressing Moore as "egregious," I would
observe that the word was used most probably by Pope in its

original and complimentary sense, meaning " remarkable or
eminent." Turning to the works of Pope, vol. vi. of the
edition of 175-1, I found all the lines, which are as follows :

—

" Man is a very worm by birth,
Vile, reptile, weak, and vain

;

Awhile he crawls upon the earth,
Then shrinks to earth again.

" That woman is a worm we find
E'er since our grandame's evil

;

She first convers'd with her own kind,
That ancient worm, the Devil.

11 The fops are painted butterflies,
That flutter for a day

;

First from a worm they take their rise,
And in a worm decay.

" The flatterer an earwig grows.
Thus worms suit all conditions :

Misers are muckworms, silkworms beans,
And death-watches physicians.

" That statesmen have the worm is seen
By all their winding play

;

Their conscience is a worm within
That gnaws them night and day.

" Ah, Moore ! thy skill were well employ'd,
And greater gain would rise.

If thou could'st make the courtier void
The worm that never dies.

" O learned friend of Abchurch Lane,
Who sett'st onr bodies free !

Vain is thy art, thy powder vain.
Since worms shall eat e'en thee.

" Our fate thou only canst adjourn
Some few short years, no more !

E'en Button's wits to worms shall turn,
Who maggots were before."

Thus, henceforth the name of Moore may be connected with
that of the bard of Twickenham, a true poet if ever there
was one ; Moore, too, was a man in a good position during
life, and much looked up to. We see Pope calls him his
" learned friend." It is at any rate possible that the little poet
paid visits to Moore while he lived at the " Pestle and Mortar "

in Abchurch Lane ; that he drew his little feeble body upstairs

to Moore's Pigeon-loft, where, Londoner like, he kept his

Pigeons
;
yea, that Moore, together with a most apologetic note

for the great liberty taken, sent to Twickenham a copy of

" The Columbarium." We all know how Pope loved his

garden, and the great taste he showed in laying it out. Who
knows but that, like Cowper, he also loved to feed his fancy
Pigeons ? If he did, there is little doubt but that they came
from his "learned friend" John Moore. A garden is most
loved, pets are most cherished, by a delicate-minded and
feeble-bodied person—by one who cannot take much exercise,

and who, like Pope, has, alas ! to speak of "that long disease,

my life."

The death of Mr. Moore is thus recorded in the " Gentleman's
Magazine for 1737 :

—" April 12th.—Mr. John Moor, of Ab-
church Lane, the noted worm doctor. He will now shortly

verify Mr. Pope's witty observation—viz.,

" ' O ! learned friend of Abchurch Lane,
Who sets our bodies free.

Vain is thy art, thy powder vain,

Since worms shall eat e'en thee.'

"

—WiLTsnir.E Bectoe.

OSWESTRY POULTRY SHOW.
That the Show held on the 5th hist, under the management of the

Oswestry Committee was far superior to any preceding it admits of no
second opinion, for not only was the number of entries augmented,

but the superiority of the classes generally was unquestionable.

The Show was this year held" in the' Powis Market Hall, a very

suitable building, which offers the combined advantages of good venti-

lation, ample space, and an amount of light to every pen equal to any
that conld be obtained even in an open show-field. No donbt so

favourable an opportunity of exhibiting without fear of injury from

weather, caused a great accession of entries from some of our most

noted poultry breeders, and, consequently, the Oswestry Show this

year well deserves most favourable mention. The birds were all most

carefully attended to. Not a few pens had travelled to this Show from

the Emerald Isle.

The Game fowls, as is commonly the case in this district, were excel-

lent; but it was remarkable that, though entries were made, every

pen in the class for Duckwings, or other Greys or Bines, was vacant.

Some unusually good Duckings were shown, both Coloured and White,

but the malformation of spurs outside the legs, instead of in their

proper position, proved fatal to the success of many pens otherwise

very meritorious. First-rate Cochins were exhibited, both Buff and

Partridge-coloured, hut no White ones were shown. The classes for
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Black Spanish fowls were far superior to anything wo have yet seen

this season, ami the winners secured thoir success against a very close

competition. The HamburgfanttM far better than any hitherto shown
at Oswestry, and attracted ranch public attention. The Brahma
Pootras, excepting the prize birds, were not perfect, the whole proving

to have been bred in gross irregularity of feather. Ono sport of

plnraage in this < hiss, however, is well worthy of mention, as it attracted

much attention from those visitors who viewed the collection rather

for its beauty than its perfection. A pullet was shown having the

whole crop and breast as regularly and perfectly laced ou every feather

as a Sebright Bantam. This, combined with the fact of the ground
colour being white, produced a singularly striking effect, and was un-

questionably pretty. Tho fellow pullet, however, showed but a slight

approach to this very singular development of feather. The Bantam
Game class was not so good as might have been hoped, but good
Sebrights and Black Bantams were exhibited.

Even at our largest shows of poultry the Aylesbury Durhs and
Geese could not have been excelled. In these classes perfection of

characteristics was almost universal, the scales were therefore brought
into requisition, and Mrs. Seanions's present triumph is to he attri-

buted entirely to careful management. This lady's Toulouse Geese
were first, Embdens second ; and ill the Ducks, when it became a ques-

tion of weight, both prizes were easily secured by birds from her yard.

The Rouen Ducks were not so good as we expected, and the Any other
variety class of Ducks was so indifferent throughout, that both prizes

were withheld. The Turkeys were undoubtedly good. The Selling

class, open to all varieties, was not only a large one, but many very
cheap pens were shown.
In Pigeons, Mr. Yardley, of Birmingham, had it all his own way,

he baring on this occasion sent an ample stock of his best birds, evi-

dently taking the Oswestry Pigeon-fanciers quite by surprise.

A very excellent collection of the most popular varieties of French
fowls was exhibited by Mr. James Cooper, of Limerick, and although
not entered for competition, by the generous concession of the Os-
westry Managing Committee prizes were awarded to them of the like

value to those in the general classes.

CHICKENS.
Game (Black or Brown-breasted Red). — First and Second, J. H.

Williams, Welshpool (Black-breasted Red). Highly Commended, W.
Gamon, Thornton-le-Moors (Black-breasted Red). Commended, J. Heath,
Nautwich (Game).
Dorking. — First, Mrs. Bailey, Shooter's Hill, Longton (Coloured).

Second, Miss Davies, Chester. Highly Commended, F. W. Zurhorst,
Donnyhrook ; J. Heath (White).
Cochin-China (Brown or Partridge),—First and Second, E. Tudnian,

Whitchurch.
Cochin-China (Cinnamon or Buff).—First, J. Nelson, Heaton Mersey

(Buffi. Second, F. W. Zurhorst (Buff).
Spanish.—First, J. R. Rodbard, Aldwick Court, Wrington. Second,

C.Barber, Walsall. Highly Commended, Miss Davies; J. R. Rodbard.
Commended, T. Ace, Ystalyfera, Swansea ; J. C. Cooper, Limerick.
Hamburgh (Silver or Golden-pencilled).—First, J. Skinner, Newport

(Silver-pencilled). Second, E. Shaw, Plas Wilmot (Golden-pencilled).
Commended, F. D. Mort, Moss Pit House, near Stafford (Golden-
pencilled.)
HAMBimon (Silver or Gold-spangled).—First, S. & R. Ashton, Mottram,

near Manchester (Gold-spangled Hamburghs). Second, T. May, Wolver-
hampton (Gold-spangled Hamburgks).
Brahma Pootra.—First, Mrs. M. Seamons, Aylesbury. Second, R.

Roberts, Chirbtiry, Salop.
Game Bantam.'—First, J. Atkins, Walsall. Second, W. F. Entwistle,

Chapel Allerton, Leeds.
Bantams (Any other variety).—First, S. & R. Ashton. Second, E. Cam-

bridge, Bristol (Black),
Turkeys.—Poults.—First, Miss Davies, Chester. Second, E. Leach,

Rochdale. Highly Commended, E. Leach.
Goslings.—First and Second, Mrs. M. Seamons. Highly Commended,

W. Gamon, Thornton-le-Moors. Commended, J. C. Cooper.
Ducklings (Aylesbury).—First, Mrs. M. Seamons. Second, H. Jones,

Dinton, Aylesbury. Highly Commended, E. Leach.
Ducklings (Rouen).—First, E. Leach. Second, J. Nelson. Highly

Commended, J. R. Rodbard.
Game (Class 18, Black-breasted).—First, G. Owen, Park Issa. Second,

J. Cooke, New Marton.
Dorking (Class 19).—Prize, E. Shaw, Plas Wilmot. Second withheld.
Ant Age or Breed.—First, E. Shaw (Spanish). Second, H. Yardley,

Birmingham (Buff Cochins!. Third, H. Crutchloe, Oswestry (Black-
breasted). Highly Commended, H. Mason, Walsall (Black Spanish) ; J.
Skinner, Newpnrt, Monmouthshire (Silver-pencilled Hamburghs).
Pigeons.— Carrier.— First and Second, H. Yardley, Birmingham.

Powfer*.—First and Second. H. Yardley. Jacobins.—First and Second,
H. Yardley. TurblU.—First and Second, H. Yardley. Owls.—First and
Second, H. Yardley.
Extp.a Poultry.—First, Second, and Highly Commended, J. C. Cooper,

Limerick (La FlOche, Creve Coeurs, Houdan, Malay, White Geese, Grey
Geese).

Edward Hewitt, Esq., of Eden Cottage, Sparkbrook, -Birmingham,
officiated as Judge, and expressed himself much pleased with the
arrangements throughout.

not know how to close tho holo in tho top of tho hive, as the
hees have worked the comb up to a level with the top of the
hive. Would it be a good plan to fasten a sheet of cork about
half an inch thick over the opening ? Would not the cork help
to ventilate the hive? and will tho bees thrive in the opon air

through the winter with only a pan or something of the sort
for a covering.—G. H. B.

[We cannot possibly estimate the weight of the hive and
floorboard which we have never seen. You, on tho other hand,
can readily do so by weighing an empty hive and board of
similar thickness and construction. If the combs are new, a
nett weight of 15 or 16 lbs. may bo sufficient ; if ono year old,

20 lbs. ; if older than this, 2 or :i lbs. more for every additional

year. We close the central apertures in the tops of our hives
by simply covering them with a flat block of wood 4 or 5 inches
in diameter, which the bees soon cement down. There is,

however, no objection to the plan you propose. If the pan
keeps the hive completely dry the bees will need no further
protection.]

STORIFIED HIVES.

WEIGHT OP HIVES FOR STOCKS.
Would you kiudly inform me what weight a hive of bees

ought to be to live through the winter, including a common
straw hive and floorboard ? Is 22 lbs. a sufficient weight?

I have taken one or two glasses of honey this year, and I do

I regret that circumstances prevented my noticing at an
earlier period your esteemed correspondent "J. E. B.'s" re-

marks at page 54 as to his storified colonies. My opinion
coincides with the observation of Dr. Bevan as quoted by your
correspondent, that " storified hives seldom swarm," and not
with " J. E. B.'s " unfortunate experience, that " they almost
invariably swarm in spite of every precaution.'' I cannot
recollect of ever having had a swarm escape from a storified

colony, peopled either with our old black favourites, or yet with
the more prolific Italians, and, therefore, must look rathev to

your correspondent's'manipulation than to the system for so
undesirable a result. While making these remarks I am fully

aware that possibly few storifiers may have had the like good
fortune in this respect, as sometimes, although rarely, a swarm
may emerge despite every effort on the part of the bee-master
to prevent it.

I have not a doubt that "J. E. B." might easily have pre-
vented the escape of swarms by a timely and large extension of

breeding-space. It is quite a mistaken idea, often entertained
by apiarians beginning storifying, that by the addition of a
nadir or two, or at most nadiring with a second breeding-box,
they may super on ad infinitum, and by adopting a fixed or at

least a limited breeding-space, they can thereby compel the
honey to be all stored in supers. The result invariably follows
that swarms will escape, as in three out of the four of your
correspondent's stocks, or it is as recorded by him of another
denied the requisite accommodation below, " the queen got
into the super and laid there a vast quantity of brood."
By providing ample breeding-space as required, it naturally

follows that swarming is prevented, and from the larger popu-
lation hatched out in this extended area of comb, supers will

be more speedily and beautifully completed, free from either

pollen or brood. I never attempt to keep bees on the depriving
or non-swarming principle without allowing them at least three
body boxes, or, in other words, a depth of breeding-space equal
to 21 inches.

The plan alluded to by " J. E. B." of placing a shallow
super over instead of under the filling one, has been attended
with the best results since I adopted it in my own apiary,

as well as in those of parties who at my suggestion gave it a
trial. Take, for instance, the case of my friend "R. B.,

Greenock," who, although located in a town suburb, took off

last year from one storified colony of black bees five octagon
supers in succession, each weighing 20 lbs. nett, to which is to

be added the upper seven-inch breeding box removed early in

spring with 30 lbs. nett, giving a total nett weight of 130 lbs.

;

this, added to 94 lbs. taken from the same colony the preced-

ing season, as reported by himself at page 478, Vol. VIII.,

gives a total yield of 224 lbs., exactly 2 cwts. from one colony

in two consecutive seasons—a honey harvest, I am given to

understand, yet unapproached with the most skilful mi nipula-

tion on the clover fields of Ayrshire, and only equalled by a

strong Italian colony of my own. This in a like rnauiu r gave
me also five octagon supers, but on removing the upper breed-

ing-box in spring, I found it so badly infected with foul brood
as to necessitate my appropriating its entire contents, putting

the bees through the " purgatorial process," and they have
since prospered. Singularly enough this was the only colony

bred off my Devon diseased stock which escaped contaminaticn
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at the time, although ultimately it thus showed itself ; indeed,

from its great strength and the ferocity of the workers, it was
not thoroughly examined previously.—A Renfrewshire Bee-

UNWELCOME VISITORS—LOSS OF SWARMS.
Referring to your remarks in page 234, I have measured

my bee-hives by means of a wedge-shaped bit of wood, one of

them very accurately, and the other as well as I could, and the
result shows in each an entrance or bee-hole rather less than
a sixth of an inch, so that my slugs must have been admitted
very young into the community which they ruined.

I took a swarm this spring (my largest), in a way new to me,
though, perhaps, not new to others. On Saturday (it is con-
siderate of a parson's bees not to swarm on Sunday), an ex-

ceedingly fine swarm came out, and obligingly settled on a
standard rose tree close to the bee-house. I hived them with-
out difficulty into a straw hive 12J inches diameter, 9 inches
deep, inside measurement. The hive had a flat top fitted for

super. On the following morning they were clustering outside,

but apparently disposed to work. It was Sunday, and I stayed
late in church, and when I came out I found that my gardener
and " buttons " were scouring the country in pursuit of a
swarm of the " parson's bees." I went to the hives and
found an ominous stillness in the new one. Next morning I
lifted it up, and discovered the floor strewed 2 or 3 inches deep
with dead and dying bees, exuding honey, and all damp and
sticky. I did my best to recover them by spreading them in
the sunshine ; but it was of no avail, and as the other half of
the swarm that bad taken wing on Sunday could not be re-

covered, I lost the whole. A few days afterwards I took another
swarm in the same straw hive, and the new colony throve
throughout the summer. Was my hive too small for a fine
swarm ? And why did some fly away and others remain to
die ?

—

Hampshire Reotob.

[In order to test the accuracy of your measurements we im-
prisoned about a hundred bees in a small box, in the lid of
which were three apertures, each about 2 inches long, and
exactly one-sixth of an inch wide. The result was precisely
what we anticipated. After remaining some time in confine-
ment the bees became mueh excited, and at length most of
them succeeded in making their escape by forcing themselves,
one by one, and with much difficulty, through the experimental
apertures. We have, therefore, no doubt whatever that you
are still in error, and that the height of the entrances to your
hives is really more than you imagine. They seem, however,
very likely to be too narrow, and this may in some measure
account for the catastrophe to your Saturday's swarm, which
evidently died from suffocation. The errant swarm of the
following day we believe to have been a body of emigrants
from another hive, and in its origin altogether distinct from
the unfortunate colony, nearly the whole of which had pro-
bably perished miserably many hours before. The survivors
which clustered outside may either have returned to the old
stock or have cast in their fortunes with the runagates.]

BEES IN STEWARTON HIVES.
I purchased a hive of bees (a common skep) in August, 1865,

from which a swarm issued June 3rd, at 8 a.m., and a second
swarm June 30th, at noon. Prior to the swarms coming forth
I had purchased an Ayrshire (Stewarton) hive with two supers.
The two bottom boxes I hived the swarms in, and these both
filled their respective boxes half full. On No. 1 swarm I put a
super which the bees have nearly half filled with comb, but
there is very little honey as yet. No. 2 swarm has not yet
completed the box I hived it in, and I wish to know if it would
be better to take the super off No. 1 a little later, and give it

to No. 2.

The heather here is in full glory, but the rainy season, as it

now is with us, prevents my little toilers from working much.
I think I have not done so badly, as I have the parent hive and
the two swarms, which I hope to keep through the winter, as I
am having a shed made for their especial benefit. Will you
kindly give me in your Journal the most approved method of
managing Ayrshire hives, as I cannot find any mention of them
in your Journal for 1866 ?

—

Novice.

[Neither of your swarms having filled its hive with comb, the
probability is they are light, and will both require liberal feed-
ing to bring them up to 20 lbs. nett, about the Decessary weight l

to carry them through the winter. Unless you are anxious to
increase your stock, the most economical and the better plan
would be to unite the two, so as to form one strong colony,
which could be easily effected as follows :—At dusk invert
No. 2, and sprinkle the bees with syrup flavoured with a little
peppermint water, then treat No. 1 in a similar manner, setting
it on the top of No. 2. The entrance of the former being entirely
closed, and the slides of the latter all removed, their place being
filled with short pegs, an amicable union will in all likelihood
be the result. This would be all the more certainly effected
were each swarm fed the evening before, and a good puffing of
tobacco smoke given to each when the slides were drawn.
Had you joined No. 2 on its issuing to No. 1, as above de-

scribed, it is more than probable that both boxes would now
have been fully combed with possibly something worth while in
the super.

The honey season being about over, the partially-combed
super had better be removed, and carefully wrapped up in
paper to exclude the air, and kept in a dry place till the united
colony seem pretty full next season, when it could be replaced,
the bees admitted by drawing one slide only on either side, and
a third breeding-box added underneath to prevent swarming,
with additional supers placed above the first in succession as
required.

The communication from our esteemed correspondent, " A
Renfrewshire Bee-keeper," which appears in another column,
relates to the management of Stewarton hives, and will pro-
bably give you the information you require.]

Double-bodied Chicken.—Early in May one of my hens
hatched eleven out of thirteen eggs, and at night I removed
her with her chickens, placing the other two eggs under another
hen. In the morning I tried the eggs in warm water, and both
danced about merrily, so I had great hopes of having a full

brood, and outnumbering my poultry-woman, who in another
yard had just had twelve out of thirteen eggs hatched. In the
evening both eggs were " sprung," and on the following morn-
ing I found one chicken, so left the remaining egg a few hours
longer. On taking it from the nest I knew its little inmate
was dead

;
and, hoping I should see a poor little thing which

I should have no cause to regret, I broke the egg. and found a
fine chicken having one head and neck, two united bodies, with
four legs and four wings. I dried it by the fire, it being clothed
like other chicks ; and being a curiosity I had it placed in

spirits, and have it now in my possession. Possibly with a
little assistance it might have managed to get out of its shell,

but I fancy my chance of rearing it would have been very
small. I may add the egg was a Dorking's, of the usual size,

and in no way remarkable in shape.—B. B.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Chickens Dying (Eveline).— There is no prevailing disease among

poultry. A chemist or medical man can tell you whether they are
poisoned. Abuut this time, and later, people are in,the habit of dressing
wheat for sowing with arsenic, and chickens often die from eating a few
grains of it. Where fowls have, as yours have, ail that is necessary for

health, and yet die in numbers, we always look either for " wilful

murder " or " accidental death." There are no "natural causes " for de-
cease in such cases.

Poultry Club Show (An Exhibitor).—You had better apply to the
Secretary of the Club. We cannot give you the information.

Fowls Eating Apples (J. 31.).—Apples, decidedly, are not injurious

to fowls. If they were, a terrible poultry mortality would annually
occur in the cider districts. Sudden death in fowls usually occurs from
over-fatness.

Cygnets (Blume).—We cannot tell you where you can find a purchaser
for your Cygnets, but advise you to try an advertisement in our columnB.
It will not in any way prevent their sale if you cut their wings. We
believe it renders them more valuable to pinion them.

Pigeons (M. A.).—There are two Societies which you could join, the
Ph-loperisteron and the National Columharian. Both hold shows in

London.

Cooking Silver Beet.—CominJacJccy wishes to know how this should

be cooked.

POULTRY MARKET.—October 8.

There is a good supply, and a languid trade. The close weather has a
great effect on the sale of inferior poultry.

f d. b. d
i

s. d s. A
Large Fowls 2 to 2 6 Pheasants 2 6 to 3 U

Smaller do 1 9 2 Partridges 10 1 4
Chickens 1 C 1 9

1 Grouse 2 2 8
Geese 6 7 6 Hares 8 3 6
Ducks 2 2 3 Rabbits 1 4 15
Pigeons 8 9 Wild do 9 10
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troughs with water when it is found necessary to charge the
house with moisture. These troughs are also necessary to
hold sulphur to guard against the red spider and mildew, and
as soon as they cease to be required for evaporating-purposes
they should he at once partially filled up with sulphur. Al-
though there may he no appearance of either of the above
pests, it is well to bear in mind the old adage, that " prevention
is better than cure."
Haying detailed the arrangement of the houses, I will now

describe the process of making the border both inside and
outside. After excavating the clay and rubbish to the desired
depth, a number of nine-inch pillars will be built about
15 inches above the bottom ; these are to support the large
flags with which the bottom of the border will be covered.
The border outside will be 12 feet wide; this will also be
covered with flags the same as that inside, and at the front of
the outside border will be two rows of four-inch pipes, of which
the uppermost pipe will have a trough on it to be filled when
necessary with water from a small lead pipe. The heat from
these pipes will be shut in, and made to pass through the
hollow chamber below the border; some ventilators will be
placed at intervals of 3 feet along the front wall of the border
through which air will be admitted to the house by means of
an air-chimney, which will communicate with the main body
of the house and the chambers below the borders when it is

too cold to open the front lights. The water being turned at
will into the troughs, a genial degree of moisture with a good
current of warm air can be maintained in the house in the
coldest day.

I am no advocate for heating Vine-borders by means of hot-
water pipes placed directly beneath them ; when the pipes arc
so placed they are sure to dry up the border for a foot or
18 inches above them, and for 2 feet to the right and left. If
the border has been properly made, and plenty of good drainage
placed in the bottom, the Vine roots are sure to make their
way thither very soon after planting, and there is no doubt that
the Vine thus derives much vigour, for we often find the most
healthy roots amongst the drainage. If we turn out a Vine
that has been growing in a pot we invariably find the most
healthy roots at the bottom of the pot amongst the drainage

;

if, then, a hot-water pipe is placed anywhere near the mass of
roots, which will certainly be found at the bottom of a well-
made Vine-border, we may easily imagine what will follow

;

but by simply having the pipes placed in the front of the
border, as described above, no harm can be done to the roots,
and the air can always be kept in a healthy state.

The border being elevated above the bottom water will be
prevented from standing near the roots, and the whole of the
outside border will be covered with glass. The framework will
he made in pieces, fixed together and kept in their proper
places by means of little hooks. I have had it made in this
way so that portions of it may be lifted off the border when
not wanted, and easily taken for covering a bed of Strawberries,
early vegetables, bedding plants, &c. I intend to have the
whole of the border of the new range, described above, covered
in this way, so that I can keep the roots from being drenched
with rain and snow if necessary, aud by taking off the cover
over the pipes the 12-feet border can be made available for
sheltering bedding plants, and for growing early Peas, Potatoes,
and numerous other things in boxes. The whole of the 12-feet
border in front of the range I am altering now will be used
for similar purposes, for I shall not make any border outside
for the first year. The spaces between the brick pillars which
support the front of the range will be filled up with loose
bricks, so that these may be easily taken out when it is found
necessary to extend the border outside. There should, how-
ever, be a thin coat of mortar spread on the inside to prevent
the roots from growing in amongst the bricks, also to prevent
the air doing the roots injury frcm the outside.

After the flags have all been properly fixed I shall place over
them a nine-inch layer of lime and brick rubbish, mixing with
it a liberal quantity of bones broken into pieces varying in size
from a quarter of an inch to 3 inches ; then chopped sods,
lime rubbish, boiled hones, and charcoal in layers of 9 inches
or 1 foot in thickness. The whole of this should be well in-

corporated together, but the sods should not be chopped in
pieces smaller than 3 or 4 inches square, and they should
not be more than 21 or 3 inches thick when they are first cut
from the field. Before taking them the grass should be mown
as closely as possible. When cut they should be set in rows on
their edges for a week or two before they are wanted, so that
they may be sweetened by the air passing freely through them.

This is a very important point to be borne in mind by every
one who contemplates the formation of a Vine-border. Success
often depends on paying proper attention to what are often
termed minor, and by many useless, details. If the border be
made when the sods are in a nice medium state of dryness,
there is no fear of its ever becoming sour or unhealthy. Be-
tween each layer of the above description I shall place 2 inches
in thickness of lime rubbish and boiled bones mixed in the
proportion of about two-thirds of lime rubbish to one of bones.
The border will be made in this way from the bottom to the
top ; each layer will be thrown on, and merely pressed down
with a fork or spade, and no one will be permitted on any
pretence to go on the border, for it must be allowed to settle
gradually and of its own accord. The top layer will be com-
posed of some good loam, which has been lying in a heap for
six or eight months ; to it will be added a liberal quantity of
boiled bones, and a little well-decomposed stable-manure will be
mixed with it in a healthy state. Over this a liberal sprinkling
of raw half-inch bones will be given after the Vines are planted,
but no manure of any kind will be used in the layers beneath

;

that in the top layer is only to encourage rapid root-action.

The whole of the details described in this article will be
carefully carried out, and the future results I have no doubt
will amply repay the trouble, and fulfil my most sanguine
expectations.—J. Wills.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS AND THEIR STAKES.
I have occupied my leisure for the last fortnight in staking

my Chrysanthemums, a process specially productive of two
things—thought, and backache ; it is with the former only that
I wish to trouble you. My first thought and wonder was that
the Chrysanthemum should be such a favourite in the me-
tropolis and its environs, and still be so neglected in the
country, which as far as my experience goes is certainly the
case, for it really is a piteous sight sometimes to see the old
plants left to grow on year after year without the slightest at-

tention being paid to them, with their bare attenuated stems
left either to the mercy of the winds or tied round the middle
to one stake, which will persist in lolling sidewise, making the
plant look decrepid and woe-begone. Now, of all plants the
Chrysanthemum comes to us at the most acceptable seasoB,
when it may almost be said to reign supreme, and although I
must admit that its perfume is not of the most grateful kind,
still its brilliancy and variety of colour far more than compen-
sate for that one drawback. It is almost endless in its variety
of colour, inexpensive as a rule, and the easiest plant to propa-
gate we have in the garden, but to grow it well, as the Londoners
certainly do, is another matter.

The method of growing this plant well has been so frequently
described that it would be useless here to introduce it at length

;

one or two hints, however, I will venture to suggest. Take the
cuttings as early as possible from the young shoots, and having
struck and potted them off into separate pots, they should be
allowed to become thoroughly established before the process of

pinching is commenced. When, however, you do pinch, pinch
boldly, and when the laterals have shot out from the first pinch-
ing give them time to gain strength before you pinch them

;

from this time the pinching must be regulated by the shape of

plant you desire. The plants must never be allowed to know
what drought is, or all their leaves will turn yellow and fall

;

and it must be remembered that the Chrysanthemum is a
hungry as well as a thirsty soul, and rejoices in liquid manure,
but I never give my plants any till they have finished their

growth and have commenced to form their flower buds, and then
I give it liberally, taking care not to touch the leaves with it.

A word now as to stakes. I have never liked painted wood, and
a solid square, or more generally circle, of unpainted deal stakes
is my abomination ; so when I use deal stakes at all, I stain

them with oak staining, which is a quick and inexpensive opera-
tion, perfectly innocuous to the plants, and decidedly more sub-
dued in appearance than either of the other forms. The best
wooden stakes I know are the twigs of the Blackthorn cut when
the leaf falls, trimmed, and tied tightly in bundles, to be left

through the winter to dry. The stakes do not warp, and the little

notches on them not only help to take off their lank appearance,
but serve as an excellent holdfast for your bast in training.

The stake, however, that I specially wish to advocate the use of

is galvanised iron wire, which I procure of various lengths and
thicknesses, and, after having used it for five years to stake

my Chrysanthemums, Picotees, and all perennials, I can confi-
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dently recommend it as cleanly, neat, durable, and in tho end
cheap ; it might bo well applied in the bent form as a support
for Hyacinths, or used for pegging Verbenas or layering Pieotccs.

For the latter purposes 1 use Hum wire, nml alter Im nding it,

stick each end into the pith of short lengths of willow twigs,

which serve to hold it fast in the soil.

I fear most of these thoughts of mine aro trite and sticky,

but somo may gain a hint or two, and if so they will not bo use-

less.— ii. r.

THE POTATO DISEASE.
OBSEBVIlta your remarks to your correspond! ut, " A. I',.," in

relation to tho Potato disease, I wisli to state my opinion on
tho subject, and though substantially differing from you, I

trust you will give my remarks a place.

For some years I have particularly observed that when we
havo a good .Mushroom season, we have also an excessive quan-

tity of diseased Potatoes; but when tho season is unfavourable

to the Mushroom, we have little or no disease—that is, when
Potatoes are planted in a favourable situation, and at tho

proper time. I more particularly refer to the later varieties.

I am of opinion that the fungus is generated in tho atmo-
sphere. To illustrate this, two years ago last July I gathered

a fine crop of sound Ash-leaf Kidney Potatoes, out of which I

selected a number for seed, and laid them on a south border

to green ; when examining them about tho middle of August, I

was astonished to find one-half of them diseased. This, I con-

sider, was occasioned by their being exposed to the atmosphere
in which existed the Potato fungus.

This year I have a fine crop of Tomatoes growing on a south
wall, one-half of which is affected with the Potato disease (you

say Tomato and Potato blight are not identical). To satisfy

myself, I selected eight perfectly sound Potatoes out of a lot of

that excellent second early variety, " The King," which was
stored away in a dry fruit-room, and spawned them with the

fungus taken from an affected Tomato, after doing which, I

placed tho eight tubers in different aspects, some outside par-

tially exposed to the atmosphere, and others in tho fruit-room.

All the tubers so treated were affected with the diseaso within

eight days, those placed outside very badly, while those in the

fruit-room were attacked with less virulence, on account, no
doubt, of the dry atmosphere of the room.

In conclusion, I will state my experience as to the best

method of preventing the Potato disease. About the middle of

August last, I planted a quarter of ground with Flukes, the sets

being of the soundest character. One-half of these rotted in

the ground, and what did grow were of a very weak constitution.

To till up the vacancies caused by the failures, in the first week
of June I planted some small sets of the same Flukes, which
had been lying in the fruit-room, in a very high temperature.
The sets resembled shrivelled Pears ; notwithstanding that, the

plant3 from them came up with great vigour, which they main-
tained throughout the season. I took up the crop thus planted
on the 25th of September, when I found that every Potato
planted in June produced from six to eight large, sound Potatoes,

except two or three which were partially exposed to the atmo-
sphere ; whereas the April-planted sets produced nothing but
poor and diseased Potatoes, only fit for pigs.

—

John Soklet,
Gardener to Mrs. ZwilcJienaart, Uoselamk, Aigburth.

[So far from refuting what we stated to be our opinion re-

lative to the Potato disease, we consider that Mr. Sorley's ex-

perience confirms it. A wet, mild autumn is favourable to the
production of Mushrooms, and would, as many have testified,

promote the appearance and development of the fungus in the
" later varieties," to which Mr. Sorley refers. Our opinion re-

ferred to earlier varieties stored before the autumn arrived.

Greening Potatoes by exposure to the atmosphere has been
advocated by many practical men as a preventive of the disease

;

but whether it is so or not, quite certain it is that no fungus is
" generated " in the atmosphere. All fungi are produced from
germs of some kind, and the atmosphere may convey these to

the Potatoes, but the most probable course of events is that the
embryo fungus being present in the Potato, exposure to the
vicissitudes of temperature and moisture promotes the develop-
ment of the fungus.
Wounding the tubers and introducing morbific matter from

the Tomatoes would produce an ulcer in the tubers especially

favourable to the development of the Potato fungus, but does
not prove that this is identical with the fungus of the Tomato.
The microscope alone can determine that ; and from what we
know of the two we conclude that they are different genera.

Using dried sets was recommended long since as a preventive
of the Potato disease. We once hud our l>< I, crop of Potatoes
from sets planted either at the close of June, or early in July

;

but late planting as a rule is to be avoided.
We hear of tho disease being prevalent in many places, but

exclusively among the late crops. A Sample of an earlier crop
grown near Barnet, has just been shown to us, surpassingly
excellent in condition and size, ono tuber weighed 1 lb. 7 ozs.,

another I lb. 'J ozs., and the third 2 lbs. II OZS. I

CONIFERS AT LINTON PARK
I am glad that Mr. Kent has directed attention to some fine

Conifers which c\i i. <
i

, down, near Maresfield; and I am
sure he, as well as others, will Ceel interested in reports from
different places as to a class of plant. .

iv peetini m
mens of which information is always read with interest. When
many of tho species were introduced the number of the pur-
chasers of novelties was much Bmaller than at present; but
those who secured them at that time, and wero favoured by a
suitable situation and climate, are now rewarded by the size and
beauty of their specimens.
Amongst private growers who early gave their attention to

the cultivation of Coniferte, perhaps none was more enthusi-
astic than the late Lady Grenville, whose pinetum at Dropmore
has been heard of far and wide, and I believe several of the
specimens there aro not approached by anything of the kind
in the kingdom. Fancy an Araucaria nearly 50 feet high, a
Douglas Pine of nearly 90 feet, a Deodar 50 feet high, a Pinus
laricio 63 feet, and Pinus excelsa and ponderosa each about
60 feet high, with others not less remarkable. These speci-

mens leave most others in the shade ; nevertheless, now and
then a tree is found to equal or exceed the Dropmore standard,
and I am told that a better Picea pinsapo exists at a place in
Cornwall, and some years ago I saw an excellent Abies Doug-
lasii growing at Brenchloy in Kent. I believe that there are
also good specimens of most of the early-introduced Conifers
at Bayfordbury, in Hertfordshire, and I think as good specimens
as those Mr. Kent enumerates as growing at Piltdown are to
be met with at Bury Hill ; while Mr. McDonald, at page 165,
mentions the finest specimen of Cupressus macrocarpa which
I have heard of as existing at Woodstock in Ireland. Some
years ago, I may remark, I saw in Northumberland a very fino

Araucaria upwards of 30 feet high. That certain species may
prosper at one place and not in others is easy to conceive, for
it is most unlikely that plants brought from the two extremes
of the globe shouid alike succeed in the same spot ; the wonder
is that they do so well. It cannot, however, be denied that
some species will not thrive at one place and succeed well at
another, as, apart from important differences in the atmo-
spheric conditions, there are those of soil; and if particular
notice were taken, some of the species might be found lacking
that robust health which they could only exhibit in a situation
different from that which they occupy. Such I find to be
the case here, at Linton, where we have excellent examples of
many of the finest species, yet some of them individually
afford unmistakeable tokens that the place does not suit them.

In the following notes I purpose giving some details respect-
ing a few of the most notable coniferous trees growing here*
and it is further necessary to premise that the measurements
wero taken last December, so that in most cases 2 feet or more
may be added for the growth of the present year. As each
tree was measured in the same mouth live years previously,
the progress made in the interval is also stated.

Araucaria imbricata, 30} feet high and 20 feet in diameter,
has grown 3} feet in the last live years. This tree does not
present such a picture of robust health as it did some years
ago, some of the lower limbs showing brown foliage, and the
branches nearest the ground for about 5 feet are gone, but
those above that height hang down and sweep the surface.

On the whole the appearance of the tree is good, the outline
being more that of a cylinder than of a cone with a rounded
top. The upper and greater part of the branches is healthy
and fine. The tree is much admired. Last year it produced
three cones, which when growing were highly ornamental,
being globular, with projecting spines, forming a ball as large

as a hedgehog. The seeds, however, were not perfected. This
season there are several more cones forming, but being much
later than last year there is less hope of their succeeding
Several other tine trees, from 15 to 18 feet high and upwards '

exhibit different habits of growth and different degrees of health
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A ratheraccording to the situation in which they are planted

deep soil, not too dry, seems to suit this tree best.

Araucabia brasiltensis, 251 feet high and 18 feet in diameter,

having grown 5 feet in the last five years. This tree, however,

is not at home, and is evidently too tender for cultivation out

of doors. It is better fitted for a conservatory plant. I have

never seen it do well out of doors except at Redleaf, near Ton-

bridge, and there I believe it is not looking so well now as

formerly. In the mildest parts of Cornwall and South Devon
perhaps it will succeed better; and I think it is prospering

pretty well at Mount Edgecumbe, near Plymouth.

Abies morinda or. SMiraiANA, 35 feet high and 21 feet in

diameter, having grown 8J feet during the last five years.

There are several other trees about 30 feet high, all in excellent

health, and presenting less diversity of form and appearance

than most of the kindred species. The usual outline is cylin-

drical for the first 6 feet or so upwards, and conical afterwards.

The habit is dense, and not much broken by projecting por-

tions of the growth. Some of the trees are producing beautiful

cones of a rich green colour, pendulous, and somewhat longer

than those of the ordinary Spruce Fir.

Abies Douglasii.—I only mention this to show that the

situation favourable to many other Conifers is not so to this,

as we have not a good specimen. One or two of the early-

planted trees, having fallen into bad health, were removed

some years ago ; and more recently our best specimen, of

recent planting, met with an accident. Nothing, however, can

exceed the beauty of this species when in good condition, and

the noble examples of it existing in different parts of the

country testify to its adaptability to most situations.

Abies canadensis (Hemlock Spruce).—Several fine trees

show, by their deep green foliage, that the site, a tolerably dry

one, suits them.
Aiiies Menziesii.—I have some doubt as to the Spruce

which we have here under this name being the true one.

Abies Kjempferi.—I fear it is hopeless to expect much of

this plant, as one we have had three or four years is barely

2 feet high, and scarcely makes any progress ; otherwise, if it

could be coaxed to grow as fast as some of the family, its thick

fleshy leaves, resembling those of some of the Mesembryan-

themums, give it a peculiar distinctness.

Cedrus deodara, 37 feet high, and 30 feet in diameter; it

has grown 7 feet in the last five years. Different individuals

exhibit considerable diversity of character, so much so, that the

question sometimes arises whether they really all belong to one

species, as some have almost lost that glaucous hue which

characterised their growth when in a younger state, and even

the pendulous habit seems to become yearly less marked, so

that the opinion entertained by some great authorities that the

Deodar and the Cedar of Lebanon will eventually merge into

one, is likely to be realised. Here we have plants which in

winter might be said to belong to the latter species, although

in summer their young growth is pendent, and less stiff ; but

these differences seem to become less as time goes on. Several

years ago I remember seeing, I believe at Elvaston Castle,

Derbyshire, some Deodars which had been grafted on the top

of the Cedar of Lebanon, the stock being some 6 feet or more

high, and allowed to branch out as well as the Deodar, and the

difference between the two at that time was marked enough ;
but

as it was during the growing season that I saw them, I could

n6t form any opinion as to their form in winter. At this place,

nowever, there is a specimen having a top like the Cedar of

Lebanon, and the lower part like the Deodar, a most unlikely

union, as the tree is upwards of twenty years old, and I cannot

discern any trace of its having been worked. The fact is, that

the tree is becoming less robust than before, and the growth on

the upper part, not being so free as below, soon settles itself

into the stiff, rigid form of the Cedar of Lebanon, with its dark

green hue. Other trees seem to be more gradually undergoing

the same changes, and several of them show signs of bearing

cones exactly in the same way as the Cedar of Lebanon.

In form these Deodars perhaps vary more than any other

tree, some forming a dense, broad-bottomed cone, whilst others

have the appearance of a slender, tapering Larch. One speci-

men upwards of 30 feet high has scarcely a branch more

than 4 or 5 feet long, and these very thinly scattered on a

pretty straight stem, whose leader each year never hangs down
in the same manner as those of Deodars generally, but curves

a little to one side ; the foliage is stiff and bristly, of a dark

green, the tips only of the young growth showing relationship

with the Deodar, but in autumn these harden into the condition

of a Cedar of Lebanon. This tree has not been drawn up by

being in contact with any other, as it stands clear, and the
contrast is the stronger, as there is a plant near it of an exactly

opposite description, being 35 feet high, nearly 30 feet in

diameter, feathered to the ground, and so dense that it is vain
to look for the bole without pushing aside the branches. This
tree has the rich glaucous hue of what is said to be the true

Deodar, and the shoots are drooping, and for the most part

continue so during the winter. Some will say that one is a
seedling, and the other a plant from a cutting; but I hardly
think a cutting would grow so upright as the slender tree does,

and the branches though few and far between, do not show the

distorted condition of some trees which I have seen, that were
evidently obtained by cuttings or working. None of the cones

have come to maturity yet, so that farther comparison cannot

be made with the Cedar of Lebanon ; but those who doubt the

near relationship these two have to each other might find

themselves puzzled on examining the trees here, especially in

winter.

Cedar of Lebanon and Silver Cedar.—Representatives

of both, about the same age as the Deodars, are growing in a

similar position to these, and though there is no marked dif-

ference in the Silver Cedar, the ordinary Cedar of Lebanon ex-

hibits much diversity of form. One, a fine healthy tree 45 feet

high, has very much the upright growth of a Silver Fir, the

spread of branches not being greater than that tree often

acquires, while other Cedars are very much broader than they

are high. The branches stand out at right angles, rigid except

at the tops, which are gracefully feathery, and there is a great

number of tops all striving for the mastery, and all on nearly

equal terms, forming a dense, broad, tabular head, character-

istic of the Cedar of Lebanon. The trees are in robust health,

and are likely to attain a large size. There are, however, dif-

ferences in their habit of growth not easy to describe, showing

that in the course of a long series of years the change may have

been effected from the normal type of this Cedar to that of the

Himalayan Deodar.—J. Robsox.

(To be continued.)

HORTICULTURE ON THE CONTINENT.
The following details of the 1807 Paris International Exhi-

bition, which relate to horticultural objects, are now officially

given us :

—

1st SECTION.—To Open April 1st.

No. of

11. Camellias.
•1, New stove plants.

2, Stove plants raised from
seed on the Continent,

y, New greenhouse plants.

•1, Ditto ditto raised from seed
on the Continent.

4. Orchids. \

4. Bromeliads. - Stove.
Ferns.
Heaths.
Acacias and Mimosas,
Ferns.
Amaryllis.
Cinerarias.
l'rimula sinensis.

Daphnes.
Cyclamens.
Wallflowers.
Miscellaneous.

4, Hollies.

3, Magnolia grandiflora,

3, Yuccas.
1, Ivies.

6,

3,

4,

3,

1,

"1

©

C.3

No. of
Classes.

4, Hardwooded plants (open
ground).

Early Tulips.
\ _.

Crocuses.
Lilacs.
Roses.
Miscellaneous shrubs. J

Miscellaneous new plants.
Pine Apples.
Fruit trees and fruits.

Melons.
Strawberries.
Cucumbers.
Vegetables.
Preserved fruits.

Pear trees.

Apple trees.

Peach trees.

Cherry trees.

Vines.
Plum trees.

Apricot trees.

Miscellaneous trees.

Tall standards.

1,

1,

1,

1,

3,

2
«!

4,

1,

1,

1,

1,

1,

2,

2,

1,

J

J

2nd SECTION.—To Open April 15th.

No. of

Classes.
12, Ornamental Conifers.

2, Conifers, essentially

trees.

Plants with ornamen-
tal foliage.

Orchids.
Cactuses.
Selaginellas and Lyco-

podiums.
Agaves.
Aloes.
Dosylirion3 and Bona-

parteas.
Yuccas.
Rhododendrone.
Epaerises.
Ericas.

forest

4,

1,

10,

3.

1,

No. of

Classes.
1, Cinerarias (greenhouse).

2, Perennial herbaceous S

plants.

2, Hyacinths.
2, Pansies.

1, Polyanthuses.
3, "Wallflowers.

2, Deciduous Magnolias.
2, Standard Roses.
2, Dwarf Roses.
2 t Miscellaneous new plants.

1, Melons.
1, Strawberries.
1, Asparagus.
1, Cucumbers.
2, Miscellaneous vege-

tables.
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3bd SECTION.-
No. of
Classes.

8, Azalea indica.

8, Rhododendron arboreum.
4, New plants (any kind).

6, Plants in flower (any kind).

2, Orchids.
2, Plants for decorating rooms.
2, Ixias and Bpanurffli

4, Tree Peonies.
2, Herbaceous Pieonies.

2, Standard Roses.
2, Dwarf Roses.
2, Clematises.
1, Pendent plants in baskets.

3, Tulips.

4th SECTION.
No. of

Classes.
11, Palms.
6, Cycads.
2, Orchids.
2, Ixoras.
4, Azalea indica.
4, Calceolarias.

1, Market flowers.

1, Rhododendrons (Himalayan)
1, Auriculas.
1, Rhododendrons {open

ground).
C, Azaleas (open ground).
2, Kalmias.
2, Clematises.
1, Standard Roses.

5th SECTION.—'
No. of
Classes.

9, Orchids.
8, Show Pelargoniums.
5, Fancy Pelargoniums.
4, Miscellaneous stove plants.

4, Plants with ornamental
foliage.

F, Caladiums.
1, Greenhouse plants.

3, Calceolarias.

4, Verbenas.
2, Annuals.
2, Perennial herbaceous plan ts.

5, Chinese Paionies.

1, Carnations.

To Open May 1st,

No. of
Classos.

1, Panslcs.
1, Auriculae.
1, Tcn-wcL-rt Stocks.
1, Hignonetti
1, Dwarf (iI.i.liuH.

2, HisceHaneous new plants.

1, Asparagus.
I, Mushrooms.
I, Miscellaneous vegetables.

1, Melons. \ «d

2, Vegetables.
4, Fruit trees and fruit. , §

3, Pine Apples. ) ^

To Open May 15th.

No. of
Classes.

1, Tea Roses (standards).

2, Dwarf Roses.
4, Hardwooded plants.

3, Perennials.
2, Annuals.
3, Pmonies.
1, Tree Pasonies.

1, Ranunculuses.
1, Anemones.
1, Daisies.

2, New plants.

1, Forced fruits.

2, Hothouse Grapes.
3, Vegetables.

To Open June 1st.

No. of
Classes.

2, Hardwooded plants.
I, American plants.

5, Rhododendrons.
4, Azaleas.
1, Kalmias.
2, Standard Roses.
4, Dwarf Roses.
1, Climbing Roses.

5, Cut blooms of ditto.

2, New plants.

1, Melons.
3, Vegetables.
3, Forced fruits.

I

6th SECTION.—To Open June 15th.

No. of
Classes.

4, Standard Roses.
5, Dwarf ditto.

1, Climbing ditto.

4, Roses (cut blooms).
4, Pandanads.
4, Show Pelargoniums.
3, Fancy ditto.

3, Zonale ditto.

4, Orchids.
3, Theophrastas and Clavijas.

5, Marantas, Calatheas, and
Phryniums.

3, Musas.
3, Begonias, distinct species.
S, Varieties of ditto.

2, Orange and Citron trees.

No. of
Classes.

4, Verbenas
1, Calceolarias,

1, Perennials.

1, Annuals.
2, Delphiniums.
2, Irises.

2, Stocks.
1, Native Orchids.

2, Alpine and mountain plants.

2, New plants.

3, Pseonies.

1, Tree Pieonies.

3, Miscellaneous vegetables.

1, Cut Bananas.
2, Cherries.

4, Strawberries.

7th SECTION.—To Open Jcly 1st.

No. of

Classes.

7, Zonale (inquinans) Pelargo-
niums.

4, Variegated Zonale ditto.

2, Pelargoniums, distinct
species (types).

5, Tree Ferns.
2, Medicinal plants from the

tropics.
2, Orchids.
S, Nepenthes.
4, Gloxinias.
2, Caladiums.
4, Petunias.
1, Rocheas.
I, Crassuhis.
1, Sarracenias.

I

No. of
! Classes.

1, Amaryllises.
1, Liliuni auratum.
1, Herbaceous perennials.
1, Annuals.
1, Herbaceous plants with va-

riegated leaves.
4, Ferns.
2, Delphiniums.
1, Mignonettes.
2, Hollyhocks.
4, Roses (cut blooms).
2, Any new plant.

3, Any new vegetable.
1, Mushrooms.
3, Cherries.

3, Strawberries.

8th SECTION.—To Open July 15th.

No. of

Classes.

4, Pinks, Carnations, Picotees,
Ac.

2, Ditto Perpetuals.
6, Forced vegetables.
2, Exotic trees and fruits.
3, Gloxinias.

4, Lontanas.

No. of
Classes.

4, Petunias.
1, Perennials.) __._ _.__.. i
•, Animals. } "P™ ground.

2, Phloxes.
3, Pentstemons.
3, Cannas.
3, Hollyhocks.

8th SECTION.— Cunt tnued.

No. of

Classes.
8, Gladioli.

9, Delphiniums.
3, Phlox Drummondi.
1, Alstrunicrias.

3, Hydrangeas.

9th SECTION.-

No. of
Classes.

6, Fuchsias.
4, GUdioli.
8, Exotic climbers.

2, Passion-flowers.

4, Heliotropes.

1, Phylica ericoideS.

3, Dahlias.
1, Perennials.
2, Annuals.
3, Carnations, &c.

5, Hollyhocks.
8, Phlox decussata.
2, Lilies.

No. of

Classes.
2, New plants.

4, Stono fruit trees.

8, Borry-bnuriiig fruit treea.

8, Melon
3, Vegetables.

-To Open August 1st.

No. of
Classes.

2, Zinnias.

2, Lobelias.

2, Tropajolums.
3, Hydrangeas.
2, New plants.

3, Pomaceous Fruits (Apples,
Pears, &c).

4, Stono fruits.

:>, Berry fruits.

2, Early Grapes.
1, Peaches.
3, Miscellaneous vegetables.

10th SECTION.—To Open August 15th.

No. of
Classes.

12, Aroidea?.

1, Orchids.
3, Gesneras.
3, Achiraenes.
1, Nzegelias.

4, Fuchsias.
3, Erythrinas.
2, Zonale Pelargoniums.
2, Pendent plants.

2, Perennials in bloom.
2, Dahlias.
2, Hollyhocks.
3, Pentstemons.
1, Phloxes.
2, Carnations, &c. (perpetual).

4, China Asters.

3, Balsams.

No. of
Classes.

3, Double Zinnias.

2, Annuals.
1, Lilies.

4, Gladioli.

1, Native Heaths.
2, Exotic aquatic plant?.

1, Indigenous aquatic plants.

2, New plants.

3, Vegetables.

1, Melons.
3, Pomaceous Fruits (Apples,

Pears, &c).
3, Stono fruits.

3, Peaches.

2, Grapes.
1, Figs.

11th SECTION.—To Open September 1st.

No. of
Classes.

7, Dahlias.
4, Dracaenas and Cordylines.
3, Crotons.

2, Allamandas.
2, Fuchsias.
3, Veronicas.
2, Zonale Pelargoniums.
1, Perennials.
1, Chinese Pinks.
2, Annuals.
2, China Asters.
1, Balsams.
2, Cut blooms of Roses.
1, Tea Roses.

No. of

Classes.

1, Gladioli.

2, New plants.

3, Vegetables.

3, Pomaceous Fruits.

3, Stone fruits.

1, Peaches.
8, Grapes.
2, Figs.

3, Pines.
3, Deciduous forest trees (easy

growtb )

.

3, Shrubs suitable for abrupt
slopes and bare situations.

12th SECTION—To Open Septemeer 15Tn.

No. of
Classes.

4, Aralias.

2, Large-leaved stove plants.

4, Cannas.
4, Solanums.
4, Fig trees and. Artocarpus.
2, Hibiscus sinensis.
2, Musas.
2, Fuchsias.
I, Zonale Pelargoniums.
1, Hardy perennials.

1, Ornamental Grasses.

No. of
Classes.

3, Cut blooms of Dahlias.

1, Early Chrysanthemums.
1, Asters.

3, Gladioli.

1, Cut blooms of Roses.

2, Any Bambusa.
1, Annuals.
::, Vegetables of any kind.

7, Grapes.

2, Pomaceous Fruits.

-(Translated from Revue Horticolc).—T. C. Bbehatjt.

SCARLET EEDDEKS.
I see in the Journal of the 2nd inst. that a correspondent,

11 F.,"' speaks of the Scarlet Kunner as a bedder. I think it

will look very well, but the trouble of picking off the pods and
disturbing the bed or ribbon-row will be a drawback against it.

Nevertheless, every one has his fancy, and why should not " F."

have his ?

Speaking of plants for beds or straight rows, I happened
to call at Felton Park gardens, in Northumberland, a few days

since, and there I found such a scarlet for beds or borders asl
had never before met with. It was the finest scarlet Dahlia

I had ever seen. The gardener told me he hud three hundred
plants of it, and not one had a "stake to support it. Each was

clothed to the ground with most beautiful foliage, and the

blooms very large. I am certain this is of the finest of ribbon

plants.

Mr. Crossling tells me it is a seedling of his own, and entirely
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in Lis hands. The plants have at present thousands of blooms
on them. He has one row 126 yards long, and if a line were
stretched from end to end it would touch every plant. He had
a bed of it in front of the house, and out of forty- five beds it

was the best. I forgot to ask him if he intended to send it

out in the ensuing season.—T. Robson, Durham.

VISITS TO GARDENS PUBLIC AND PRIVATE.
JIB. JOHN KEYNES, SALISBURY.

Five and thirty years had passed since I had seen the fair

tapering spire of Salisbury Cathedral, for the city lay in the

old mail coach route from Chichester to Bristol ; and with all

the mad spirits of one just escaped from the drudgery of school

life, and looking forward to the enjoyment of a good long

summer holiday, I remember how eagerly we looked forward

for each place that brought us nearer to the port whence we
were to embark for the Emerald Isle. Oh, how lightly care

sat on us then ! How bright all life seemed ! How soon
forgotten the perplexities of syntax, the inflection of Greek
verbs, or the puzzles of French irregularities, in the prospect

of home ! And as I entered the city that bright August morn-
ing (one of the few bright ones we had this year in that gene-

rally fine month), could I but think of the changes those years
had wrought? Now I visited the old city on grave business,

and I determined when that business was over to pay a long-

threatened visit to Mr. Keynes. I had not been able to arrange

it previously, and so I did not find him at home. This was a
grievous disappointment to me. His foreman, Mr. Gill, how-
ever, did his best to remedy the grievance, and I had a good
leisurely stroll through this celebrated nursery.

Yes, celebrated nursery, for it is such in the thoughts of all

lovers of floriculture. Who that grew a Dahlia did not know
John Keynes ? and who that grows a Rose does not know that

the Salisbury nursery sends to our metropolis yearly noble
collections of that favourite flower ? Who has not watched
the close running that there always used to be between Slough
and Salisbury in the Dahlia race ? and yet, to their honour be
it spoken, what good friends both competitors were ! No one
else could come near them : and now that Mr. Turner no
longer exhibits, Mr. Keynes has nought to do but go in and
win. Although no longer a Dahlia-grower myself, I still take

an interest in that noble autumnal flower, and am sorry to find

that it, too, is suffering severely from the bedding-out mania,
before which nothing seems to be able to stand. Well, perhaps
there will be a revulsion in some of these things, and many
a despised flower will come into favour.

The glass is not, as might be supposed from the character

of the nursery, very extensive ; but I can safely say that, many
as are the houses of Grape Vines which I have seen, I have
nowhere met with a finer, and in few places so fine, a stock of

fruiting Vines as here. They comprised a very large number
of that universal favourite, the Black Hamburgh. Muscat
Escholata, a fine Grape, was largely cultivated, as was also Ty-
ningham Muscat ; while in another house there was a large

quantity of Roses in pots. I saw amongst those planted out
Climbing Devoniensis, which was budded in March, and had a

shoot 16 feet long. It is a remarkable instance of the effect of

stock on a Rose, for I suppose that is the way in which it has
originated. I have it in my own garden with shoots 10 feet

long, and the flower does not, as is sometimes the case, seem
to be altered by the change that has taken place in the habit
Of the plant.

It will be remembered that Mr. Keynes sent out a collection

of Verbenas this year, raised by Mr. Eckford. Unfortunately,
they had been planted in a piece of ground quite unsuited for

them, and had done very badly ; but I thought King Charlie
and Mr. Gladstone good varieties. Methven's Crimson King
also promised well, as if it would really be what it is said to

be—a good bedder. Verbenas, however, have this season lost

much favour, owing to their being so easily and so seriously

affected by the weather.
The river Avon flows at the end of Mr. Keynes's grounds,

and this gives him great facility for watering his Dahlias, which
are thus preserved from that terrible little scourge thrips,

which proved so fatal to Mr. C. Turner's collection. Dahlias
were, however, not in bloom. The plants looked splendid, but
there was a lamentation over the falling off in support, owing
to the bedding mania.

I now placed myself under the convoy of Mr. Gill, whom
I had often met at the scenes of his victories in London, and

who had a pardonable pride in showing the fine, nay, splendid
collection of Roses under his able care. His judgment in most
points coincided with my own, but more of this anon. He
first brought me to a new piece of ground, which was, and
indeed is still underneath, very boggy, but on which for a
number of years the refuse from the city of Salisbury has
been placed to the depth of nearly 20 feet. It may easily be
imagined what richness there was in it, and it would not be
surprising that briars planted in it should be vigorous, but
there was certainly the most wonderful growth. I then saw a
large piece of Manetti, all looking well, a fine piece of standards,
amongst which glorious Marcchal Niel was in splendid perfec-

tion. Any one who has had any doubts as to the value of this

Rose might have them all set at rest by seeing it here. There
were no bell-glasses, there was no coddling, and yet here were
hundreds of buds in all stages, some fully opened, others only
half-expanded, and some just showing their rich golden hue.
Few persons know what may be done with a Rose in the way
of increase ; I confess I did not until I had a conversation with
Mr. Gill about it. He said that Mr. Keynes bought two sets of

Eugene Verdier, and with them he received two of Marichal
Niel ; from these two plants in the first season he budded
450 in pots, and 750 in the open ground ; of these all were
sold except twelve. From these, first 1250 plants, and then 2700,
were made, and I venture to say that by-and-by Mr. Keynes
will not have one left, so great is the demand for it. Of
another fine Rose, one of the finest of last season, Alfred

Colomb, thete were 1250 budded plants ; and these facts will

just give an idea of the extent to which successful Rose-growing
is carried.

Joseph Fiala appears to be a great favourite here, and it has
appeared en grcmde tame in some of Mr. Keynes's exhibition

stands. Madame Canrobert (can any who saw it forget the

bloom of this at the National this year ?) was also very fine

;

it is a lilacy white, if I may use such an expression, and is

another instance of a Rose passed by in the earlier days of

its existence, but coming into notice by sheer merit. I have
no doubt it will be largely asked for this year. Madame
Vigneron was another Rose of which Mr. Gill thought well

;

my own acquaintance with the fair lady is of a very limited

character. Jean Rosenkrantz, which I see is now excluded

from some lists, I saw here very good, but the colour is not

very remarkable. Dr. Andry is (I have already expressed my
opinion of it), a first-rate Rose, a conclusion which Mr. Gill

quite confirmed, some blooms of it here fully justifying his

opinion. Madame Rousset was another flower of a beautiful

bright rose colour, somewhat in the style of Auguste Mie, full

and fine in form, and a very profuse autumn bloomer.

Madame Moreau is a great favourite here, and was in good
flower. Many will remember the excellent stand of it shown
by Mr. Keynes at the National. Again, there was Hippolyte

Flandrin, perhaps not so vigorous in its growth as some
others, but a very fine Rose, and one which will be a general

favourite. Rushton Radclyffe is, I fear, unworthy of the name
it bears, a fine flower unquestionably, but weak in habit—so

much so, that Mr. Keynes has ceased to propagate it. Some
English raiser must raise a good-habited plant, and call it

Okeford Fitzpaire Radclyffe ; it would be a Roland for an

Oliver for some of those terrible names they give on the other

side of the Channel, such as Triornphe de la Terre des Roses,

or Souvenir de Bernardin de St. Pierre. Jean Cherpin was
another Rose pronounced to be good ; and Marguerite Dom-
brain and Josephine Beauhamais were considered fine new
Roses. As to the older varieties they were here literally by
thousands, and a finer set of plants it was never my lot to

see.

I have now, for the present season at least, done with the

Roses that came out this spring, and shall anxiously wait to

see what confirmation, or otherwise, of one's opinion next

season will give. Already the accounts of the French raisers

for another season are published, and I hope in a week or

two to give my opinion about them. I do not, however,

imagine it will be an extraordinary year for novelties.

After having made my tour of the nursery I went over to

Wilton, saw its church, but had not the opportunity of seeing

the grounds, which I am told are very good ; the gardener was

absent, or I might have done so. I was unfortunate in not see-

ing Mr. Keynes, but at some futivre time promise myself the

pleasure of going over his grounds with him. In the meantime

he will no doubt be winning fresh honours, but he cannot ex-

ceed himself ; he cannot do more than he did this year at the

Crystal Palace—win five first prizes. He grows, doubtless,
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nnder many advantages, and this, combined with the skill and

attention bestowed, secures the- grand results which ho has

accomplished.—D., Deal.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Weekly Snow, October I'M It.—Mr. Yimug, gardener to R. Barclay,

Esq., of Higligate, sent ft good collection of Apples and Pears, and an

excellent collection of vegetables, foi which he severally received

extra prizes. Mr. Carr, gardener to 1'. [.. Hinds, Esij., Hyflret l.ndge,

Hnrrey, sent a dish of the fruit of Passiflora laurifolia, or Water
Lomon, for which ho received a first-class certificate. C. Leach, E q ,

of Clapham, sent a beautiful collection of Nerines, among win. li \

tho charming Fothergilli, nudulata, humilis, and comsca major, and

received an extra prize. Mr. Young, also sent a collection of miscel-

laneous plants, for which he received a first-class certificate.

MUSHROOM-BED—MANURING A LAWN-
POTTING LAPAGERIA ROSEA.

Last June I made a Mushroom-bed, which has borne shyly

up to this time. It has not quite stopped. It is in a close

coach-house, and was made up with three loads of horse-

droppings. On examining it I find it quite full of spawn
;

indeed, the bed is quite white with it. What would you re-

commend me to do ?

Do you recommend covering a grass plot with old manure in

the winter months for giving it strength in the spring? Is any
addition needed to peat and sand for potting Lapageria rosea,

and when should it be done ?—W. A. 0.

[We would let the Mushroom-bed remain, but make holes in

it with a pointed stick, and water it with water from which the

chill has been taken off ; but you had better make up another

bed as well.

The manure spread in winter and bush-harrowed, will make
the grass better in spring ; but most lawns are apt to grow
faster than the gardener likes.

We would add turfy loam to the peat and sand for Lapageria
rosea ; but the main point is plenty of drainage and plenty of

water when the plant is growing. We would prefer fresh soil-

ing the plant in March or April, but if there is a defect of

drainage, or the soil is wet and soured, it had better be done

at once.]

THE PHILOSOPHY OF PRUNING.
(Concluded from page 274.)

The second object of pruning being to promote fruitfulness

in the trees, it should be done chiefly in the summer, or during

the period of growth. At the same time, or during the growing

season, much may be done to advantage both in thinning out

and shortening-in such parts of the tree as may need these plans

of treatment. Various methods are pursued to produce fruit-

fulness, all of them depending upon the fact that this condition

arises from the natural habit of the tree to make its wood-growth
very freely for a series of years, and then, while the growth by
extension is curtailed, to take on that wonderful change by
which the wood-buds are transformed into those that expand
into flowers and produce fruit. The study of these changes is

called morphology, and when the tree has reached this con-

dition, it is said to have arrived at its maturity.
After the tree has built up a complicated structure of limbs

and branches with some consequent obstruction to the flow of

sap, dependent upon the hardening of the woody tissues and
contraction of the cells, as well as upon the tortuous course of

its passage, it appears to reach its maturity, and to come into

bearing condition. It ceases to make such free wood-growth,
and prepares a set of buds which develope flowers and fruit.

Now this period of growth and unfruitfulness may continue

for a longer or shorter period in different varieties of fruits, and
the curtailing of this period is the great object of the leading

operations of summer pruning, and of other methods of pro-

ducing fruitfulness that may be classed with it under the second
head of the objects of pruning.
To appreciate their importance and the mode in which the

effect is produced, we must bear in mind the two great acts of

vegetable life—the production of wood and that of fruit, the one
multiplying the associated buds or plants that make up the
community of buds which constitute the tree ; the other pro-

ducing the germs of new plants that are to be separated from
the organism, and which are prepared to set up a separate ex-

istence. These two acts are in some senso antagonistic. The
first is essential to tho production of timber, to the building up
the tree, and should be encouraged to do its work undisturbed,
to a certain point, that we may have a substantial framework
by which our fruit can be supported. The latter, however, is,

the ultimate desideratum with fruit-growers ; and in our im-
patience to reap a quick reward wo often resort to measures
that tend to curtail the usefulness, size, and beauty of our trees,

as well as their performance. This is an illustration of the
axiom, that whatever threatens the vitality of a plant tends to
make it fruitful—calls into activity the instinctive effort to
perpetuate tho species by tho production of seed that may be
separated from the parent, and establish a distinct existence
to take the place of that, the life of which has been threatened.
The operations of summer pruning and pinching constitute

an interference with the growth by extension, and threaten the
life of the tree. The entire removal of all the new shoots and
their foliage, and the repetition of this operation upon the
successive attempts at their reproduction by the tree, will cause
its death in a little while ; their partial abstraction as practised

in these operations of summer pruning and pinching, being an
attack of the same kind in a smaller degree, results in the for-

mation of fruit-buds. The operations of budding and grafting

upon uncongenial stocks, interrupting the circulation of the
sap by ringing, by ligatures, by hacking, twisting, and bending
downward, all tend to the same end ; they check the growth
by extension ; they interfere with the wood-growth, and they
are attended by similar results, since they are antagonistic to

the mere production of wood, or to the growth of timber.
Shortening-in the branches of some species which form their

fruit-buds upon the shoots of the current year has the effect of

giving them a fuller development if performed at the proper
season, but if deferred to a later period, this process will have
a directly opposite result, and will cause an increase of the
wood-growth at the expense of the flowers and fruit.

The season for pruning has been made the subject of much
discussion, and different periods have been advised with great

confidence by different authorities. From this diversity of

views it may be inferred that all are somewhat right, or may
be supported by good reasons. This refers, of course, to
pruning in its general senso of trimming, and applies to the
removal of limbs of greater or less size. We always desire to

avoid ablation of large limbs, and we should endeavour to pro-
vide against the necessity for their removal, as much as pos-
sible, before their production, by a proper thinning-out of the
branches in the young tree, taking them away when they are
yet small ; but when such removal becomes absolutely neces-
sary, from their decay or injury, the operation should be per-

formed late in the autumn, when the tree is at rest, and the
circulation almost null, because it is found that such large

wounds, which cannot be healed over by the deposit of new
growth will, if formed at this season, dry-in, and resist the
action of the elements better than if the section had been made
when the wood was full of sap.

Mild winter weather, or the early spring time, is a favourite

time for pruning, because it is comparatively a period of

leisure ; the absence of foliage affords us an opportunity to see

the work before us, and to anticipate its effects upon the con-
figuration of the tree. So soon as the buds begin to swell, and
the foliage to expand, pruning should be arrested, unless in
small trees, because the sap is in active motion, and the ma-
terial called cambium is not yet developed ; hence, the wounds
will bleed, and are not so readily healed over ; besides, the
bark at this season is very readily separated from the wood,
and bad wounds are thus frequently produced by tho pruner,

which may seriously damage the tree. Then comes a period
when pruning had better be suspended until the time the trees

have completed their growth by extension, and formed their

terminal buds at the ends of the shoots. The precise date

cannot be given, but it is indicated with sufficient accuracy by
this mark in Nature's calendar—the formation and full deve-

lopment of the terminal buds, and by the copious deposit of

woody matter throughout the tree. The annual layer of fibres

is then being produced, and the tissues are in the formation

stage ; the tree now possesses, in its own organism, the best

of all plaisters to cure and cover the wounds made by the saw
and knife, it now possesses the true vis medicatrix naturu: in

the highest degree.

A few intelligent nurserymen have learned this very important
lesson, and have applied it in the preparation of their trees for

the exposure incident to their removal from the nursery to the

orchard. A very few of them practise it systematically. I knew
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one (alas, for the lamented Beeler, of Indiana !) who acted upon

the suggestions made to him by observers. He preserved the

side branches, though subordinated by shortening when neces-

sary, in order to give stocky stems to his trees, and afterwards

he removed these with a knife during the summer, before they

were to be sold and planted, instead of waiting to perform this

trimming up, until they were dug and sent to the packing-shed,

in the fall or spring. The result was, that while his stems

were stout and stocky, they were also smooth, the wounds were

neatly healed over with new bark, instead of being open from

the fresh cuts and liable to crack or bleed, as they would have

done had this pruning been deferred until after digging either

in the fall or spring. Others may have done the same thing;

hut you all know that the trees you receive are not possessed

of the desirable characters in these respects. To some this

may anpear a small matter, but it is introduced as an illustration

of the' principle involved in selecting the period for pruning.

For the removal of small limbs from young trees, hardly any

time can come amiss. 'Twere better to do it out of season

than to neglect it ; and it is a good rule to have a sharp pruning

knife always at hand when passing among our young orchard

trees. There is but one time when pruning should be absolutely

interdicted, and that is all the time that the wood is frozen.

When so circumstanced it should never, on any account, be cut

or disturbed or handled in any manner, not even to gratify your

best friend by helping to a few grafts from your tested tree

of some coveted variety. Let him wait for a thaw, or go away
without them, rather than commit such an outrage upon your

tree as to approach it when frozen.

While considering the question of the proper season for

pruning, there is one axiom of great importance which should

be firmly impressed upon the mind of the orchardist : Much
will depend upon which of the two leading objects he may have

in view—vigour of growth and symmetry of form, or simply
fruitfulness, as the result of his labours in pruning his trees.

Pruning at one season will induce the former effect ; at a

different period of the year, the same work will conduce to the

latter results. Hence, the value of this postulate, which is

pithy and easily remembered—Prune in winter for wood, in

summer for fruit.— Dk. John A. Wakdeh, Cincinnati (in

American Gardener's Monthly).

VICTORIA NECTARINE.
Now that the time for the purchasing additional trees for

the orchard-house is at hand, I feel that it may be useful to

some of your readers to hear my report of the Victoria Necta-

rine of Mr. Rivers. In spite of this very sunless autumn I

have found this sort ripen its fruit perfectly, and the flavour

is as fine as can be desired ; it is also the most juicy of any

kind that I grow. As I live on the borders of Leicestershire

and Derbyshire, and in a cold part of the locality, I think my
experience is worth having, as probably in more favoured

regions this excellent fruit would be found better still.—C. P.

THE MAIDEN'S BLUSH ROSE AS A STOCK.
Moke than three years ago I was induced to notice this stock

in the first volume of the " Florist and Pomologist " (page S7),

and subsequent trials have confirmed the favourable opinion I

had then formed of it, not only for the purposes then stated,

but as the best stock for all uses ; and I am glad to find " Loch
Ness," in a recent Number of the Journal, speaking favour-

ably of it.

Compared with the Dog, Briar, and other common stocks, it

may be considered imperishable. Its wood is dense and firm ;

the bark, even on two or three-year-old shoots, opens freely for

budding ; hardy as the Briar, it will thrive in any soil or aspect

;

and it works kindly with graft or bud, and with every kind of

Rose.
I can assure " Loch Ness" that it is as easily propagated as

the Manetti at this season by cuttings made from spring shoots.

I have not tried it for potting-purposes, but I have no reason

to anticipate failure if so employed. While we have been search-

ing for good stocks in out-of-the-way places, we have had the

very best before our eyes.

My two old trees, though innocent of suckers, send up from

their bases aboveground strong shoots annually, and on them
I have magnificent blooms, from buds of Gloire de Dijon,

Auguste Mie, and three crimson and scarlet Roses, which cover

the bare portion of the stem ; and overhead Cloth of Gold,

Ophirie, and Saffrano luxuriate, in harmony with the Maiden's
Blush, for I preserve with care the old bird which lays the
golden eggs in the form of nice cuttings, of which I have a
goodly number planted. Harsh treatment this ! What stock

besides would bear it with impunity ? Yet this (old maid, I

fear, I must call her, for I have reason to believe both of these

trees have been upwards of forty years in their present situa-

tion), tree flourishes in a poor soil, and does all I require in

return for three doses of liquid manure annually. 1 find it

answers every purpose, and I am confident so will every one
who gives it a clear stage and as little favour as I have granted

to it.

—

Amicus.

GRASSES FOR LAWNS.
ANTnoxANTHUM oDOEATUM (Sweet Vernal Grass).—This likes

a cool rich soil, but will grow almost anywhere. Its herbage is

short, and oftener scanty than otherwise. On account of its

earliness it is desirable to include it in a lawn mixture, but it

should be used sparingly. This is the species which gives the

grateful odour to new-mown Grass, and which is so powerful

in hay ; but it is not the only one, for the same grateful odour

is observable in hay to all appearance totally devoid of this

Grass.

Stems 1 foot or more, simple, slender, furrowed, often

knotted, naked at top. Leaves short, flat, acuminate ; those

on the stem very short, spreading. Sheath very long, some-

what beUying, furrowed, with a spear-shaped, upright, skinny

sheath-scale. Spike terminating, upright, acute, many-flowered.

Flowers on short footstalks. Calyx, valves skinny, acute, some-

times with small hairs, rough on the keel. Corolla, valves

nearly equal, shorter than the calyx.—G. Abbey.

(To be continued.)

FUMIGATION.
This is always a sore puzzle to the plant-grower, and various"

are the means adopted for getting rid of that horrid pest the

green aphis. I have lately tried a fumigating-pot of very

simple construction invented by Mr. H. Appleby, the well-

l

known foreman of Mr. Ivery, of Dorking ; and used with it the
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tobacco paper which ho manufactures. It is, I am glad to say,

very officacious, and has completely cleared my small house.

Tho pot is very simple, and answers equally well for the cold

pit ; while the tobacco paper is free from any deleterious matter

which can affect even the most tender plants.—D., Deal.

QUEEN ANNE'S POCKET MELON.
Everyone who has much to do in providing a variety of

materials for tho dessert, must feel grateful to Mr. Perkins for

the servico which ho has rendered in drawing attention to that

valuable but too-littlc-known gardener's friend Queen Anne's

Pocket Melon. I can readily endorse all ho has said in its

favour. I well remember the high estimation in which it was

held, and the quantities that were cultivated in a largo garden

where I served several years when a youth. It was thoroughly

appreciated by tho proprietor, who liked a fresh Melon every day

during the season.

It has another recommendation, certainly not tho least

—

viz., its easy culture. The best-flavoured and best-looking

fruit I ever saw were grown in a cold frame without any arti-

ficial heat whatever, excepting, of course, that the plants were

raised in a little heat. The seed was sown about the first week

in April, and the plants turned out into the frame in ordinary

soil about tho middle of May, the fruit being ripe by the

middle of August. This valuable quality should place it on

tho list of every amateur, who, though perhaps possessed of

hut limited space, yet would enjoy a ripe Melon grown in his

own garden.

I am now in a situation where I am expected to grow a large

quantity of Melons, and of various kinds, and have tried in

vain to obtain the true Queen Anne's Pocket Melon, such as

Mr. Perkins describes, " beautifully striped with red and gold."

I obtained seed from two of our leading seedsmen. In one

case I obtained fruit as little like what I expected as it was

possible for a Melon to be. In tho other case it produced a

small pale green fruit, but the peculiar characteristics of Queen
Anne's Melon were entirely wanting. However, for want of a

better I have been compelled to make this answer my purpose.

If Mr. Perkins would tell us where seed of the true variety

can be obtained, I, and I have no doubt many others, would bo

exceedingly grateful to him ; and if at the same time he will

give us the benefit of his experience, and tell us how to grow

Melons " in small pots, with stems about a foot high, and

about five or six fruit on each of the plants," he will confer a

great boon on many others besides

—

Cccomis Melo.

[We suspect that this Melon is one of the oldest of varieties.

Switzer, writing in 1727, remarks, '* If you should choose early

Melons, you should choose the smallest kind—the early green

little Melon, and the Anjou being the chiefost of this class."

The latter we think is our Queen Anne's.]

VIOLA CORNUTA.
In reply to several correspondents as to whether Viola

eornuta will stand the winter without protection, I can state

that it is perfectly hardy, and does not require the protection

of a frame even in the north of England, and I have little doubt
but that " A CoitNisn Gardener" might have it beautifully in

bloom all through the winter months in the open air, in the

genial climate of Cornwall ; he might also have it flowering all

the year round by propagating it at different times. I have
found that plants of Viola eornuta propagated late in the spring,

would produce a large amount of bloom during the latter part

of the summer and in the autumn months. It is necessary,

in order to have a constant supply of good flowering plants, to

take cuttings three times a-year. For an early spring bloom
cuttings should be put in about the second week in August

;

for the summer display, in the second week in October; and
for autumn, early in June. By thus keeping a succession of

plants, and planting them out in a corner of the kitchen garden,

if there are small late spring-struck plants of Iresine, seedling

Amaranthus, variegated Pelargoniums, itc, any bed that has
become monotonous in the flower garden may quickly be refilled

with something more pleasing to the eye. I think this change
would be very desirable in any case, especially as the labour
attending it would not be very great. Many of our pretty

annuals might also be more extensively used for early summer
decoration. If this system of propagating a reserve stock of

bedding plants were carried out, a very pleasing alteration

would be effected in the present style of bedding-out.

To return to tho Viola eornuta, I see Mr. Bennett has been

writing about it in tho pages of a contemporary. He wishes to

know who attachod my namo to it, and quotes some answers to

correspondents. I may stato for Mr. Bennett's information,

that in consequence of receiving so many letters enclosing spe-

cimens, and asking whether these were like the variety which

I possess, and finding none of them so, all the cotrespondents

who wished to obtain tho right kind were told to ask for Wills'a

variety. It could be proved by an examination of tho plants,

both at Messrs. E. G. Henderson's, and in tho Liverpool and
Manchester Botanic Gardens, that there are two other varieties

besides the one which I first brought before the public
; also

that these varieties are worthless as compared with inino. Mr.
Bennett may very likely possess the best variety—no one, I

believe, has ever said he does not ; but for the sake of proving

whether it is so or not, if ho will kindly send mo a small basket-

ful of good specimens of the variety which he grows ; I will

return it full of mine ; we shall then be able to compare both to

our mutual advantage.

I should be glad if " A Cornish Gardener " would try the

Viola as recommended above, and state in this Journal his ex-

perience in the spring of next year.—J. Wills.

WORK FOR THE WEEK,
KITCHEN GARDEN.

The decline of the late crops of Peas, Beans, Cauliflowers,

&c, should be followed by their immediate removal, and no
decaying or useless vegetable matter at this moment should be

allowed to cumber the ground. If the spaces be not directly

required, they had better be rough-dug or ridged for exposure.

The distribution of manure should be governed by a due con-

sideration of the late and proposed crops—for instance, the

Onion quarter has probably received a dressing sufficient for

it to carry a crop of Cabbages without further assistance

;

strong-growing Peas and Beans impoverish the land, quarters

which have been thus occupied might be appropriated to

early Potatoes in due season. Asparagus, the stalks should

be removed, and an adequate quantity of seed collected for

the yearly sowing. A slight dressing of salt may be advan-

tageously applied to the beds. Cauliflowers, the out-of-door

Cucumber-bed, stirred over, will be suitable for the August-

sown plants which shortly will require the protection of hand-

lights. Some prefer keeping their Cauliflower plants in small

pots under glass. Lettuce, a good supply of the late sowings

should be planted in situations best calculated to afford pro-

tection in winter. When the accommodation of pits and frames

can be afforded, a quantity might be planted within them to

ensure a regular supply, independent of the weather. Rhubarb,

clear away decayed leaves, and dress with a little good soil

those plants intended for early forcing.

FRUIT GARDEN.

The present is by far the best time for lifting and trans-

planting very vigorous unfruitful trees on the walls. Apricots,

Peaches, and Nectarines may bo so treated with great advan-

tage, and, after the operation is completed, they should be well

mulched up for the winter. Fill up all vacancies on the walls

with young trees ; never let this be left until the spring if it

can possibly be avoided. Where root-pruning is considered

necessary, now is the time to see to it.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Although heavy rains marred for a period the brilliancy of

the flower garden, a little fine weather has done wonders in

restoring the plants to bloom and beauty. This may not

generally be the case, but we are persuaded where the compo-
sition of the soil of the flower-beds and borders has received!

proper attention, and where stimulants have been judiciously

applied, the health and vigour of the massing plants generally

have enabled them to continue the development of the blossom.

The autumn-rooted stock of Verbenas, &c, must be well at-

tended to, keeping them perfectly clear of green fly, and ex-

posing them freely to the air on every favourable opportunity,

so as to prevent anything like growth after this season, and
to keep the plants hard, in which state they will be much less

liable to fog off under a week or two's confinement in winter

than if they were kept in a growing soft state until overtaken

by severe weather. Plants which are not sufficiently esta-

blished must, however, be treated somewhat more kindly, for

there is little chance of carrying such over a severe winter un-

less they are at least well rooted, and these might with ad-

vantage be placed upon a gentle bottom heat to encourage the
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roots ; but do not keep the atmosphere close and moist, for

growth should not be encouraged after this season.
GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.

Hints from the thermometer should regulate the admission
of air. The great advantages accruing from favourable weather
should be employed to the utmost extent, and in many eases
openings for air left all night. The practice of opening the
sashes at stated intervals to only a certain degree, without
reference to external circumstances, must throughout the sea-
son be avoided. Whatever watering may be necessary should
be done early in the day, so as to allow of the superfluous
moisture being dried up before night, for there is much more
danger from damp amongst plants in flower at this season, than
from a rather low temperature ; and in cold, dull weather
it will be advisable to use a little lire heat, with air, during
the day, so as to secure a moderately dry state of the atmo-
sphere. Use fire heat very sparingly, however, and only
when it may be necessary to prevent injury from damp, and to

prevent the temperature falling below 40° ; or, where plants are
brought from warmer houses, it will hardly be safe to allow the
night temperature to average below 45° ; but in houses contain-
ing a mixed collection of plants there is more danger to be
apprehended from a high night temperature than from keeping
it somewhat lower than may be suitable for some of the in-

mates. The scarlet Pelargoniums prepared at the beginning
of the summer will now be coming into bloom, and in a tempe-
rature of from 45° to 55° will continue to bloom for many months.
Salvias, too, especially the old Salvia eoecinea and some of the
other kinds, with Chrysanthemums, Perpetual Roses, and a
few choice plants from the greenhouse and stove, will make
the conservatory look gay for a long time to come. Do not
forget the Neapolitan and tree Violets, with Mignonette and
Cyclamens, and such other plants as may evolve a little scent,
and keep every part of the house as neat and clean as possible.
The specimens on the walls and in the borders must be ex-
amined at the roots, and, if necessary, receive a gentle soaking
of weak clear liquid manure. Look the Camellias over, and
thin out the flower-buds when necessary, allowing not more
than two buds to each shoot, and retaining the largest and
smallest, so as to obtain a long succession of flowers. The
leaves, if necessary, must be washed perfectly clean, and the
same of Orange trees. Those who have no more room for
their plants than they know what to do with, will be glad to
convert the vineries and other forcing-houses into plant-houses
for a few months. For such houses strong portable stages
should be provided, and in them such plants as Chrysanthe-
mums, Pelargoniums, and many other plants grown for their
flowers, may be housed until the return of the forcing season.
If the wood of the Vines is pretty well ripened the lateral
shoots may be removed to admit light to the plants, and some
of the longest of the spurs may be shortened-in likewise. A
great number of plants is generally packed under the stages,
and ithere scarlet Pelargoniums and Calceolarias from the
flower garden establish themselves admirably between this and
the new year.

STOVE AND ORCHIDS.
Little now can be added with regard to these tribes at pre-

sent. A temperature of 65° to 70° by day and G0° by night
will suffice, still using a moist atmosphere in the afternoon
and during the night, with a free circulation of air, keeping
also a quiet ventilation all night. As some of the Orchids
become ripe, such as the Catasetum family, the Cycnoches,
Lycastes, See., they may be removed to a drier and somewhat
cooler atmosphere. Pursue a kindly course of treatment with
the Euphorbias, Gesneras, and such things for winter-flower-
ing ; these will soon be of great service. The Phajus grandi-
folius with the Stenorhynchus speciosus will soon begin to
blossom, also Cypripediuin iusigne and venustum ; let them
have plenty of heat and moisture.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK
A fine day on the 8th, the first sun for ten days on the 9th,

and a dry dewless morning on the 10th did much to bring up
arrears in the corn and fruit harvest. The previous ten days
had been the darkest, dreariest, and dampest without rain
that we have ever known in this neighbourhood at the end of

September and the beginning of October ; and though it was
very close and muggy at times, the corn crops left out, though
injured in colour, suffered little or nothing from growing, and
in this respect fared better than much that was harvested in
good condition, but was not thatched before the rains came.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Cleared off all the Onion crop, and placed the Onions where

they can be tied in strings on wet days, that the ground may
be dug for succession Cabbages. As the plants are rather small,
will most likely prick them out in a rich-surfaced bed, so as to
lift them when larger, and plant with a trowel, and then, be-
fore being turned out, they will be stronger to resist their

enemies, and the ground will be in better order. Placed a
layer of burnt ashes, earth, &e., between the rows of those first

planted. A little sun is making them look up. In the sun-
less damp weather they scarcely made any advance in growth.
A similar beneficial result is showing itself in all Turnips, and
especially late ones. Earthed up a piece more Celery, and
placed some ashes round the stems. Unless we have a very dry
autumn watering will not be needed, and this season for Celery
the water-pail has scarcely been used. Planted Lettuces where
they can be protected in frost, and younger ones where they
will stand the winter if possible. Banked-up the linings of

Cucumber-frames, and trained the plants in a pit intended for

late bearing, not allowing any fruit to remain as yet on the
young plants. Gathered Tomatoes, and cut Red Cabbages for

pickling.

Cut over the stems of Globe ArticJiokes, which have ceased

bearing much earlier than usual, and the shoots are showing
weaker, indicating that they want manure after all this wet
and misty weather. Cut over Asparagus after collecting some
seed, and cleared the ground, taking stems and weeds to the

burning heap ; as, if the haulm of the Asparagus is used in the

way of protection, or is placed on the rot-heap, there will be
multitudes of young plants in another season, and Asparagus
when not in its right place is no better than a weed. Wheeled
some rotten dung to be forked over the JAsparagus-beds and
rows ; but we would rather feed in June and July, if we could.

Cleared Sea-kale andRhubarb troubled with weeds, and removed
the leaves where faded, that the plants may be made ready for

forcing. A little of the Convolvulus had established itself

among the Globe Artichokes ; we shall try and take out the

roots before we add the manure required, and we will then
put a little ashes and litter round each stool. We like Arti-

chokes to come in early, and to continue later than this ; but

we shall not have nice late heads this season. Now is a better

time to make fresh plantations than in spring ; and digging or

trenching round the stools, so as to take off good-sized pieces

well furnished with roots, is the best mode of obtaining strong

plants. These, turned out into rich well-trenched ground
about a yard apart, and well firmed in their places, will take

hold of the soil before severe weather, and then a crown of

ashes and a wisp of straw will secure them from severe frost.

In most places it is best to renew the plantations, say in five

or six years, and in large places a row might with advantage

be planted every year, destroying an old row as the new one

was established. There are some places where Globe Artichokes

are as much valued as the Cauliflower is in others. At this

season a little rough cinder ashes from coals is a good pro-

tection to young Cauliflower, and having put some round hand-

lights we see no sign of a slug or a snail entering as yet. They
do not like the sharp angles of the rough cinder ashes.

Walks.—Those in the kitchen garden will soon want going

over, as in many places the dull weather has left them green,

where three weeks ago they were as bright as need be, and
without a weed on them. There is much work to be done in

this fine weather, and as most likely a few nice days will be

followed by clouds and rain, it should never be forgotten that

more may be done to kill weeds in one sunny day than in a

fortnight of dull damp weather.

FRUIT garden.

Very much the same as last week, only that the change in

the weather has enabled us to house all the ripest fruit. Take

note of what was said last week as to planting fruit trees,

shrubs, &c. Our Peaches in-doors will ere long be over. Our
friends in the north, if the weather keep line, may expect to

have fine fruit yet. We think early fruit out of doors, and

especially Pears, even such kinds as Williams's Bon Chretien,

were harder, more gritty, and not so well flavoured as usual,

owing, we believe, to the long duration of sunless damp weather.

In this neighbourhood, judging merely by tanks and reservoirs,

there has not been a great excess in the amount of rain, but the

length of time for which we were kept in a sort of gentle

shower-bath has been next to unexampled. We presume that

from thus being as it were wrapped in wet garments, Plums

out of doors were not comparable to those under glass, though

in general they are at least quite as good in a bright dry autumn.
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ORNAMENTAL DEPARTMENT.

The dry days furnished an opportunity of raking, ro-raking,

levelling, and rolling the walks which had been becoming green.

This will make them slightly rougher on the surface in winter,

and prevent their sticking to the solos of the boots in wet

weather. Rolled, also, the lawns before mowing them some days

hence. Most of the walks will now look pretty bright and clean,

and a little picking will mako the Bower garden look fresh and
gay for some little time longer, but for the falling leaves, which
always remind us that the gay season is about over. Elms,
Horse Chestnuts, and Beech, are losing their leaves early, and
even Oaks are becoming tinged, and as the leaves fall it is

endless labour to keep pleasure grounds neat and clean. As
everything about spring is joyous and exultant, so most of the

prognostics of autumn and its end speak of the sombre and
the melancholy ; and though there may be something beautiful

in the hues of the changing leaf, whilst as yet it is attached to

its kindred tree, it loses its associated interest when it becomes
the sport of tho breeze across a green lawn. Clean walks and
smooth green lawns are ever attractive in the gloomiest months.
Went on preparing plants for winter, housing some and

taking others under shelter; also put a lot of rough hay and
dry litter in a shed ready lor use, that many tender things

might be protected quickly if a sudden frost should come.
Propagation has chiefly been confined to the Amplexicaulis
Calceolaria, placing the cuttings in pots, and plunging these in

a frame, in which there is just a little bottom heat ; also to pre-

paring a pit for the hulk of the bedding Calceolaria cuttings.

This pit, being sunk, is too deep for the purpose, and therefore
we place at the bottom about 9 inches, or in some places a little

more, of dry litter, with a little grass and leaves, trodden firm.

This secures drainage at least, and at first, perhaps, a little

more than the heat of the common ground. On this was
placed about 4 inches of old hotbed dung, chiefly rather more
than half-decayed leaves, well broken, the finest left at the sur-

face, and as there were some worms, quicklime in a powdery
state was wrought backwards and forwards in it with the points
of a fork, to prevent the worms rising into the soil above. This
was well trodden and levelled, and on it was laid about lj inch
of sandy soil from the roadside, and about one-sixth part of

fine leaf mould ; on this again 11 inch of such sandy soil, with
about one-third of sand and road drift added, and then from a
quarter to half an inch of pit sand and road-drift sand in equal
proportions for the surface, which was nicely levelled and firmly

beaten. This bed we have left open, that any fumes from the
lime may escape, and in a week or so we shall begin to insert

the small cuttings firmly, affording them a space of 1 J inch one
way, and about three-quarters of an inch or an inch the other
way. They have hitherto, when so treated, kept nice and green,
and begun to root about Christmas, or a little before if kept
close, and wanted thinning out about March, when they could
do with very little protection. We have often had thirteen
lights thus filled, and not lost one cutting in a thousand. Time,
however, must be given. Less trouble would be required if the
bottom of the pit or frame were hard and above the surround-
ing ground level. Then we would merely put in a couple of
inches of leaf mould for a bottom, and soil as above, and then
plant the cuttings, or rather make a mark and stick them in
with the fingers and thumb.— Ii. E.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—October 13.

The improved condition of the'weatber has had a marked effect on
business, but owing to the! heavy stocks in hand, we cannot quote any
advance in prices. Pears consist of Marie Louise, Seckle, Louise Bonne
of Jersey, Ganger's Bergamot, and Marechal de la Cour. Apples com-
prise Ribston Pippin, Cox's Orange Pippin, and King of the Pippins. In
addition to former supplies, we have just received six thousand barrels
of Portugal Grapes in good condition. The Potato trade is better, and
there are fewer complaints of the disease.

FRUIT.

s. d.
Apples H sieve 2 0to3
Apricots doz.
Cherries lb.

Chestnuts bush. 12
Currants.

Black do.
Tifts doz.
Filberts lb.

Cobs 100 lbs.
Gooseberries . . quart
Grapes, Hothouse, .lb. 2
Lemons 100 8

ii

.}*• -sieve

1
6
6

Melons each 2
d. fl.

6 to 5
Nectarines doz.
Oranges 100 12 20
Peaches doz.
Pears (dessert) . . doz.

kitchen doz.
Pine Apples lb.

Plnms Yi. sieve
Quinces J£ sievo
Raspberries lb.

Strawberries lb.

Walnuts bush. 10

ii

ii

II

14

VEGETABLES.

Artichokes cr?ch

Asparagus .... bundlo
Bean . Broad. . bushel

Kidney . . J$ sievo
Beet, Red doz.
Broccoli bundle
Brus. Sprouts Ja sieve
Cabbage doz.
Capsicums 100
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery bundle
Cucumbers each

pickling doz.
Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
Garlic lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish .. bundlo

B. d. B. d
2 to 4 I

8
8
1 6
8 6
2
4

G
8
1

4

Leoks bunch
Lettuce per BCOTV
Uushxooms .... pottle
Mustd.it Cress, punnet
Onions. . doz. bunobi 1

Parsley.. doz. bunches
Parsnips doz.
Peas per quart
Potatoes bushel

Kidney do.
Radishes doz. bunches
Rhubarb bundle
Savoys doz.
Sea kale basket
Shallots lb.

Spinach bushel
Tomatoes. . . . per doz.
Turnips bunch
Vegetablo Marrows dz.

s. A. s. a
8 toO

9

2
8

6

8
2
1

4
9

1 6
2 6

6
3

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
Andre Leroy, Angers.

—

Supplement an Catalogue de VHiver,
18G5.

—

Tableau den Arbres Forestiers el d'Ornement, deja forts.

T. Warner, The Abbey, Leicester.

—

Catalogue of Hoses, Orna-
mental Trees and Shrubs, Climbing Plants, tie.—Trade List of
Fruit Trees, Ornamental Trees, and Shrubs.

Charles Turner, Royal Nurseries, Slough.

—

Select List of
Pelargoniums, Auriculas, Cinerarias, Pinks, dx.—Catalogue of
Rase;, Fruit Trees, Coniferce, Hardy Trees, Shrubs, die.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
• »* We request that no one will write privately to the depart-

mental writers of the "Journal of Horticulture, Cottage

Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing they
are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. All

communications should therefore be addressed solely to

The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture, etc., 171, Fleet

Street, London, E.C.
N.B.—Many questions must remain unanswered until next

week.
" M. D." has received the plants, and sincerely thanks " Loch Ness"

for his kindness.

Arundo conspicua (L. J. P.).— It is hardy. Now called usually Cala*
magrostis conspicua.

Pear-tree Leaves (Clericus DevonieiuU).—The rough spots beneath
the leaves are a fungus, called Rcestelia cancellata.

Bailiff (W. H.).—You had better employ a solicitor for drawing up
leases and agreements. Brown's "Forester," and Loudon's " Sell In-
struction," will afford you the other information you need.

Grapes (A Subscriber, Norwich).—Apply for the information to Messrs.
Webber & Co., Grand Row, Covent Garden.

Heating a Vinery {E. A".).—In a late Number in replies to correspon-
dents, you will see that we prefer having the greater number of pipes
flows, and the best mode is mentioned. The stems of the Vines should
be 18 inches from the pipes.

Keeping Filberts (Bhime).—We find Filberts keep well in the husk,
closely packed in stone jars, and put in a cellar, the lid_ being covered
with sand.

Seedling Gladioli (Idem).—Take up tho seedlings when the foliago

changes, or before it becomes dead, and keep them out of the soil until

spring—February or March. The beginning of this month is the best
time to sow Gladioli seed to obtain bulbs next autumn, to bloom in the
succeeding summer.
Salt for Destroying Moss on Lawn (M. H.).—Wo do not recom-

mend the sowing of salt on a lawn to kill moss, for wc find what will kill

moss will kill the grass. Moss is an indication of the poorness of the
soil and dampness of the surface. To destroy it, nothing will serve you
so well as a dressing of fine rich soil or well-rotted manure, and you
may apply it, after having given the lawn a good scratching with an iron,

rake, from this time up to the middle of March. Now is the time to kill

moss, this being the season of its most active growth. The soil or
manure will make the grass grow so as to overcome the moss. A dressing
half an inch thick wUl answer.

Transplanting Roses (W. H. M.).—The Roses budded this year, and
having shoots from 3 to 5 inches long, may be safely moved to their per-

manent quarters early next month, or at the end of this month. It wiU
be better done now than a year hence.

Sphjep.ogyne latifolia Stem Cankered (J?. M. 67.).—The stem has
from some cause been injured, probably by a cut or bruise, which has
spread until the whole of the bark has been destroyed. We are not
aware that the plant is subject to canker.

Alocasia macp.oriiiza variegata Leaves Decaying (A Yottnrj Oar-
dener).—From your description we should attribute the decay of the
white or variegated portion of the leaf to a deficiency of heat. In sum-
mer the plant should have a night temperature of from 70

' to 75°, with a
rise by day of 15°. In this temperature, and a moist atmosphere mode-
rately ventilated, it grows most freely. In a sweet atmosphere its leaves

are not more subject to spot than those of othor plants of the same
family.
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Potatoes fit for Storing by the End of July (Wilts).—The Lap-
stone is the best of all Potatoes which we have Rrown or eaten, and it is
fit to take up for storing by the end of July. This year we cut the tops
off ours on the first appearance of the disease, leaving the tubers in the
ground, and there was not a diseased one among them. The varieties
were Lapstone, Daintree's Seedling, and Milky White, the three which
we recommend for the general crop. Another variety of which we have
not yet seen a diseased tuber is Transell's Seedling. The main crop
should be planted in the third week in March if the ground is in good
order, or from that time to the second week in April. Of Flukes and
Pink-eyed Flukes (Queen of Flukes), grown on the same soil, more than
half were bad, but of the Skerry Blue there* was not a diseased tuber. It
is a good, rather yellow, and strong-flavoured sound-keeping Potato, and
we like it best of the late kinds next to Arrowsmith's Seedling, which
with us is good and esteemed at table.

Orchard Apple Trees Pruning (Idem).—You will do well to thin out
the branches of your trees when the leaves have fallen, but not to the ex-
tent which we understand you to mean by using the saw freely. Use it

moderately, for if you thin too much you will cause the production of a
number of shoots from the branches, and so crowd the head, and make
bad worse. The drainings of the cow-sheds and pig-styes you may use as
you propose, but at a distance from the stem. Removing the grass if you
do not go deep, or only sufficiently so to take it off, is good; giving the
ground for a distance of 3 yards from the stems a dressing of manure
in antumn, and pointing it in in February, will benefit the trees.

Root-pruning Old Wall Trees (Idem).—Your trees being vigorous
a trench may be taken out a yard from the trunk, and, working under-
neath towards the collar, cut any roots that penetrate into bad soil or go
deep, but if weak probably a top-dressing of manure in autumn would do
more good.

Destroying Weeds on Walks (Idem).—The information you seek is
Stated at page 189 of the present volume.

Continuous-blooming Roses (Idem). — Three good standard late-
blooming Roses are Acidalie and Paul Joseph, both Bourbon; and
Senateur Vaisse, Hybrid Perpetual. Three climbers for a wall : Marechal
Niel, Climbing Devoniensis, and Ciloire de Dijon, all Tea-scented. Three
old continuous-blooming Roses, such as seen in cottage gardens, are
the old Blush China (Rosa indica), Armosa, an old Bourbon which we
have not seen lately, though an excellent Rose, of a clear bright pink, and
the old Crimson or Dark China.

Circular-terraced Flower-bed (A Youna Gardener, Mrs. J. G.).—
Purple Verbena, Iresine, or Perilla, would do for the centre, yellow Cal-
ceolaria for the second tier, and Scarlet Geranium for the outside lower
one, with a mixture of blue Lobelia and variegated Alyssum hanging
over the sides of the beds. You do not give ns the size of the beds.

Alpine Strawberries for Autumn Cropping (Vieariue).—Tour best
plan will be to sow the seed in spring, about the middle of March or
early in April, in pans or boxes filled with a compost of turfy light loam
two-thirds, and leaf mould one-third. Make the surface smooth, and on
this scatter the seeds, not too thickly, and cover lightly with fine soil.
Give a gentle watering, and place the boxes in a house with a gentle
"heat. When the young plants appear expose them to air and light as
much as possible, but keep them under glass until they have grown suffi-
ciently to prick off, then expose them fully, and when thoroughly hardened
off plant out in lines a foot apart every way in an open situation. The
ground should be well drained, and in goodcondition. Liberal supplies
of water will be necessary in dry weather in summer and autumn. A
slepingbank with a dry subsoil is essential, in order to have fruit late.

Peach Trees on an East Aspect (A Young Gardener).—The trees
on the east aspect will not fruit satisfactorily! Peaches in our climate
require a wall facing due south in the northern counties, and a south-
west wall in the south of England ; but a south aspect is in all cases
desirable. The dying back of the wood in winter is the effect of the
cold on the immature growths of the previous vear ; and this result may
be caused by the aspect, but more likely by the roots having struck
deeply into the soil, which you say is heavy and undrained. Your
only plan will be to take up the trees carefully as soon as the leaves
begin to fall, to drain the border efficiently, and to replant with the roots
on the surface, covering them with 6 inches of fresh soil, and keeping
the collar of the tree slightly elevated. We think, however, that on an
cast wall your trees will not produce fruit worth the trouble involved
in the operation. You would not lose next season's crop.

Damson Trees Unfruitful (Idem).—The closeness of your trees is
sufficient to account for their not fruiting. If you were to thin them,
replanting any you could remove with a good root, we think they would
bear. Avoid pruning, though you may do so to a limited extent, confin-
ing it to such branches as cross each other, or are too close together.

Heating a Greenhouse (An Old Subscriber).—Your cheapest mode
would be to have in your 13-feet-wide greenhouse an iron or brick
stove near the centre of the house, with the fire inside. The next
cheapest, and better, would be to have a small flue, 9 inches deep, and
9 inches wide, outside measure, all round the house, missing the door ;

or, you could have a bed or stage on each side of the house, and one
wide flue of 14 inches passing beneath the pathway, the top of the
flue forming part of the pathway—if it were better that the chim-
ney should be close to the furnace, then a flow-and-roturn small flue.
This is a very neat and good plan, and no medium of heating is seen, as
the pathway may be tiled or bricked, the same as the top of the flue.

Grapes (Wyck Hill).—The soil is much too tenacious and wet. We
recommend you to have the top spit of the entire border pared off and
burnt. Mix the ashes thus obtained with twice the quantity of loam,
such as the top spit from a pasture, and a bushel or two of crushed
bones. Then remove the rest of the soil from the Vine-border until you
come to the roots. Lift these to within 9 inches of the surface, and fill

in above and below them with tho mixture we have named. Do this
dnriDg the present month. Injure the roots as little as may be, and
mulch over them during the summer.
Seedltni Geranium (IT. G. /?.).—There is nothing remarkably ex-

cellent cither in the siBgle leaf or few pips you have sent. Habit, abun-
dance and durability of bloom—most important characters, cannot be
judged of from such fragments. Any seedsman can supply Pansy seed

;

but to be sure of having it from first-class flowers, you must save it your-
self.

Rough Plate Glass (J. B.).—The chief advantage of rough plate for
the roof of a greenhouse is, that you can dispense with shading in
summer, and there is plenty uf light for that purpose in winter. The
front of tho house may also be the same, if it is not desirable to look
through it or see the plants from the outside. A plan often adopted is to
have the roof rough plate or ground plate, and the front clear plate,
which you can shade with a blind or otherwise in summer. A very good
way of shading clear plate glass roofs is to have calico curtains put up
inside, fastened with rings to hooks, where they remain from May to
October, and, taken care of, the calico or gauze will last a number of
years.

Gladioli for Pot Culture (A Young Gardrnci).—A dozen good sorts
are Ceres, Eugenic Verdier, Reine Victoria, Solfaterre, Rembrandt, Na-
poleon III., Cardinal, Dr. Lindley, Neptune, James Watt, John Waterer,
and Goliath. A compost of turfy loam of medium texture, well-rotted
manure, and river sand, in equal parts, well mixed, is excellent. Pot the
bulbs about the middle of March, three in a nine-inch pot well drained,
and with the crown an inch below the surface. Before planting " skin "

the bulbs; plant on silver saud, and cover the crowns with the same.
Place in a frame merely to protect them from cold rains and frost.

The soil should be kept just sufficiently moist. In May plunge the pots to
the rim in ashes in an open situation, and apply a dressing of one-third
loam and two-thirds well-rotted manure, to the depth of an inch over
the surface of the soil in the pots; give a second dressing in a month,
and a third after a similar interval. Syringe every evening after May,
and afford a good supply of manure water once a-week in June and July,
in addition to any watering that may be necessary. You may have to
retard the bloom; if bo, an awning of canvas will best serve your pur-
pose. See that stagnant water does not lodge under the plunging material.

Asters in Pots (Idem).—About the middle of March sow the seeds
rather thinly in pans, and place these under a frame on a mild hotbed
and near the glass. When up keep the young plants near tho glass,

and afford plenty of air. When they are large enough to handle, prick
them off in pans, return them to the frame, and about the middle of

May take up with good balls, and pot in their blooming pots, shading for

a few days until established. Let the compost consist of tho richest
turfy loam which can be obtained, well-rotted manure, and sand in equal
parts, and well drain the pots. Plunge in ashes in an open situation by
the end of May, giving plenty of room. Syringe every evening, water
when necessary, and liquid manure may be supplied alternately with
pure water twice or thrice a-week. Top-dressings of reduced manure are
also good. A nine-inch pot is not too large for a plant.

Peaches in Pots Under Vines (Charles).—It is not desirable to grow
Peaches in a house with Vines trained to the roof, nor can they be so

grown successfully if the Vines cover the roof, the foliage meeting. If

there is an interval of 3 feet fi inches between the Vines, then you may
succeed tolerably by placing the Peach trees in the centre between the
Vines, but to do well the latter should not he nearer one another than
6 feet. You can have " The Orchid Manual," free by post, from our office,

if you enclose thirty-two postage stamps with your address.

Wintering Canna Roots (Berks).—After a frost take up the roots and
store them in sand in a place secure from frost. Pot them in February,
and bring them forward in a gentle hotbed. Harden them off in May,
and plant out in June. If you have a greenhouse [and can find room for

them, tike up tho plants and pot them in sandy loam, but do not cut off

the tops until they decay. A temperature of from 45° to 50° is suitable.

Humea elegans {Idem).—This plant is strictly a biennial, for though
it may start a few weak shoots from the bottom, it only blooms once—in

the second year, and is of no further utility.

Pruning Daturas (Idem).—The best time is in spring before placing
them in heat.

Wintering Bedding Geraniums in a Cellar (Idem).— Take up
the plants before they are injured by frost, pick off all the leaves, and

j

pack the roots in dry sand. The plants should be taken up on a dry day
I and stored away at once, but a delay of a few days in doing this is not
of consequence.

Wintering Bedding Plants in Frames (Fred.).—The situation of your
I frames being warm and sheltered, and the bottom dry, you may safely

employ them for the wintering of bedding plants, banking up the sides of

the frames with ashes or dry earth before severe weather sets in. They will

answer for Calceolarias, Verbenas, and Petunias, and, with care, for Pelar-

goniums also, these being more subject to damp. The Pelargoniums
would winter better in the boxes they are in, the boxes being placed on
the window-board and removed at night to a place of safety if the

weather prove severe. Your plants, which have not yet rooted, should at

once be potted and placed in a frame. You cannot winter them in the

rooms on shelves about 2 feet from the ceiling. These would be too dark,

and the kitchen shelves are too warm. The large plants of Tom Thumb
and Bijou may be turned out of the pots, and, the leaves having been
stripped off, packed in sand in the dark cellar, but we fear Bijou will not
winter well in that way. To do so it requires light, and to have all the

leaves left on. The Calceolarias should ibe wintered in the frame ; they
may be turned out of the pots and planted in a compost of loam and leaf

mould. They will thus winter as safely as cuttings ; but old plants are

not equal to those which are younger, either in size or continuance of

bloom. " Flower Gardening for the Many, " free by post for six postage
stamps, from our office, would suit you.

Evergreens for a South-west Wall (Idem).—Bridgesia spicata

Escallonia glandulosa, E. montevidensis, Embotbrium coccineum
Magnolia grandiflora, Exmouth var., Billardiera mutabilis, Cotoneaster
Simmonsii, Ceanothns Veitchianus, C. floribundus, Buddlea globosa,

Raphiolepis ovata, and Garrya elliptica.

Select Camellias (E. B.).—Alba Plena and Imbricata, white ; Storyi,

dull crimson ; Wilderi, deep rose ; Bothwelliana, dark ruby red ; Princess
Bacchiochi, scarlet.

Names of Fruits (B. A. P.).—1, Vicar of Winkfield; 3, Sans Pi-pins;

5, Suffolk Thorn ; 6, Winter Nelis ; 7, White Doyenne ; 10, Marie Louise.

(li. H. A.}.—Apples : 2, Kingston Black ; 3, Golden Nonpareil; 4, Holland -

bury ; 6, Lemon Pippin ; 7, Scarlet Nonpareil ; 9, Springrove Codlin

;

10, Braddick's Nonpareil. Pears: 1, Nouveau Poiteau; 2, Beurre Eosc ;

3, White Doyenne ; 4, Dunmore; 5, Brown Beurre. (An Old Subscriber).

—1, Beurre Blanc des Capucines; 2, Doyenne Roux ;
3,BaronnedeMello;

4, Urbaniste; 5, Winter Nelis; 9, Yellow Ingestrie; 12, Biggs' Nonsuch.
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(J. C. M.).—Applet: 1, Royal Russet; 2, Carol's Seedling; 3, Golden
Pippin; 5, Ord'fi; 7. Slum.imp Pippin; 8, Boauty of Kent; 0, Hollnnd-
luin : 11, Herefordshire Pe:iimain ; 12, Gulden Nunpiireit. I'r.ir: Beurre
lie Cnpinumont. (A'.i. -Pears: 1, Easter Beurre (S.)j 3 and 4, Baronno
do Mello (S.)j 5, Bellissimo d' Hiver (S.); 6, Sans IVpina (S.)

;

8, Beunv Bosc (W.i. 1, Finnish Beauty (W.) ; 4, Van Mona Leon
Leclero [So; l", Shobden Court (E.) ; IS, Duchesae tVAngouleme (S.).

Applet: 7, Blenheim Pippin; 8, Bedfordshire Foundling; 9, Lemon
Pippin ; 11, White Calville. (A Subscriber Learner).—Pears : 2, Sana
IVpina; 8, Autumn Colmar; 6. Triomphe do Jodoigno ; 7, Fondanto
d'Autumne ; 8, Passu Colmar ; 9, Beunv d'Aremberg ; 10, Colmar d'Arem- '

borg; 11, Duchosse d'Angonl.'me ; 14 and 18, Giuied'a Bergnmot; 17 and
23, Ne Plus Meuris ; 19 and 28, Catlike ; 20, Bed Doyenne ; 21, Beurre do
Kance ; 2G and 29, Brown Beurre; 27, Vicar •>! Winklleld ; :>(», Colmar
d'Aremberg. Apples : 8, Lewia's Incomparable; 11, Pearson's* Plate

;

18, Red Astrachan ; 15, Golden Russet; 21, Bedfordshire Foundling.
(D. B. T.).—\, Bartmne de Mello; 2, Beurre d'Aremberg; !3, Winter Kelis

;

4, Easter Beurre.

Names of Plants {Ajax).—\, Ailanthua glandulosa; 2, Glyptostrobus
pendulus. [O. O.).—Erigeron. aeris. {Hafui Ri71.-You must bond better
specimens.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the Week ending October 13th.

Date.
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points, by the possession of which knowledge they can alone
insure a hope for success. These are days of clieap papers
and cheap books. I venture to hope, therefore, that we shall
soon see a new edition of " The Standard," better arranged,
more correct, much enlarged, and much cheaper. " The
Standard" is excellent, but not excellence itself.— Wiltshire
Eectob.

RAILWAY CHARGES.
THE ACCOUNT OF THE STEWARDS!! 1 P.

In accordance with my promise a few weeks ago, I proceed
to give an account of the expenses, &c, incurred in this matter.
I may premise that the postage and parcel expenses are larger
than they would have been if exhibitors and officials of shows
had kindly answered my first applications, but in several cases
of well-known exhibitors I applied twice, and in some cases
three times, alas, without even the courtesy of a reply ! Then
as regarded the returns that did arrive, some were so late that
I had to write or send to the printer, altering matters,* &c.
I bav,e, however, gone to work as economically as I could, and
we have not yet " outrun the constable." It will be seen by
the lists of paid subscriptions which have already appeared,
that we had to open the campaign the sum of £24 14s. We
have expended, as under, the sum of £16 12s. (5,;., leaving us a
balance in hand of £8 Is. Gd.

I am endeavouring to get the meeting of railway managers
to receive a deputation; the balance would help to pay the
expenses of such deputation.
Meanwhile it appears to me we must throw the burthen of

agitation more on the committees of exhibitions ; it is a point
of vital importance to the great majority. Exhibitions cannot
be held if exhibitors stand aloof, and a great number of us
cannot go on at the present rates entering to the amount wo
otherwise should. One well-known successful exhibitor has
written me since the decision of the railway authorities, stating
that its effect on his entries would be to diminish them by one-
half. It is certain to have the same effect in a greater or less
degree on many others. It has already decided me against
some eight or ten entries during the past month. We must each
of us press this home on the committees of the shows. I have
already replied to the authorities of several exhibitions, where
I should have liked to have exhibited, that but for the railway
expenses I should have been a competitor.
There is one plan open to all exhibitions, which I earnestly

commend, and I feel confident it would be successful. When
a show is proposed to be held, let the committee wait on the
railway authorities of the locality, stating that they meditate
holding a poultry exhibition, but that before the decision is
made they wish to know what alleviation of the heavy rail-
way charges the company intends to make, and that without
some reduction they will decide against holding any exhibition
at all. Does anybody doubt what the reply would be to the
Committee of the Birmingham Show if they adopted this plan ?

To my fellow exhibitors I would say, tliat if they feel that
the present rates do prevent their entries, it is not much
trouble to press the point on the Secretary as a reason for not
entering ; it is no great trouble or expense, and the drop-by-
drop system must be felt in the long run. If we content our-
selves by muttering over our grievances, railways and show
committees will be no wiser, and certainly not more lenient
than they are now ; and some of us, especially those indebted (?)

to G. W. E., know something about what that leniency means
in the matter of poultry—very often 58 per cent, extra !

—

Joseph Hinton (Y. B. A. Z.).

£ s. d.
I Amount received from exhibitors, &c 24 14 o'
Expenses incurred by Mr. Hinton 16 12 6

Balance in hand 8 1 6

G. TV. J., Treasurer.']

EXORBITANT CHARGES FOR PIGEONS ON
RETURN JOURNEY.

I was glad to see the letter signed " Maurico," in reference
to the heavy charges of railway companies for poultry. I
sent six pens of Pigeons to the Keighley Show, paying 2s. Gd.
carriage

; on the return journey they were charged 10s. This
is far in excess of the charge your other correspondent com-

* Since my last there has been a reply from one Association, with
Beveral signatures, kept nearly two months 1

plains of. I have seen the railway authorities, and they admit
the overcharge, and up to the present moment they have not
refunded me one farthing, although several personal appli-
cations have been made. The amount I consider only nominal,
but upon principle we ought to have satisfaction upon these
matters for the public benefit.—F. Waitt, Richmond Villa,
(.'Hit, ,n Road, Sparkbrook, Birmingham.

INFLATED SPANISH CHICKENS.
I have read with some degree of interest the account given

at page 2G7, by "J. D. S.," respecting the formation of large
air-bladders in a Black Spanish cockerel.

I have had a large number of Spanish chickens, and very
frequently had cases of a precisely similar character, and I
always found the air-bladders form when the chickens were
from three weeks to two months old. When so affected, I let

the air out with a fine-pointed needle ; this may require doing
two or three times, but I do not remember a single instance of

finding any fluid secreted under the skin. I am inclined to
believe that it arises from weakness, probably caused by over-

growth, and strongly recommend feeding on oatmeal-paste
made up with milk, and once during the day to give a feed of

whole barley, if the chicks are old enough ; if not, let bran and
barleymeal be well mixed together, using boiling water. Let
the chicks run out during the day, if fine, but care must be
taken that their house be kept dry, warm, and clean. I do not
recollect losing a single chicken from this extraordinary disease,

though great care is necessary. Spanish is the only breed I
ever found to suffer from it.—G. C. W.

ORNAMENTAL AND NON-ORNAMENTAL
POULTRY.

I will enumerate what are considered by some breeders as
the most ornamental poultry. 1st, Game fowls, the hand-
somest, and the best layers of all. 2nd, Bantams, especially

Game Bantams, prolific. 3rd, The Polish, handsome and pro-
lific. 4th, Peafowl, very beautiful, though not prolific. 5th,

Guinea Fowls, handsome and prolific. 6th, Pigeons, handsome
and prolific.

Aquatic fowls, ornamental for water.—1st, Swans, very orna-
mental, but not prolific. 2nd, Ducks, handsome and prolific.

Peafowls are, perhaps, more beautiful than any ; and of the
smaller kinds Game are, of course, much the handsomest.
Bantams stand next to them in true beauty. Polish fowls
possess great beauty, being crested. Guinea Fowls are con-
sidered ornamental by a few. Pigeons are very beautiful in

some of their varieties. Of Swans, the large white Swan is most
ornamental. Ducks are very ornamental in some of the varieties.

non-ornamental fowls, and their qualities.
Dorkings.—These are said to be the best of all poultry for

table and for farmyard produce. They are certainly large, and
white-fleshed for table use, and these are really their only
good qualities. They are ugly, heavy, and clumsy birds.

Their flesh is insipid as compared to that of the Game fowls,

and, though superior in quantity, is far inferior in quality to

the Game. The Grey Dorkings are the largest, strongest, and
hardiest sort, but they are the worst layers of all. The White,
Speckled, and others are better layers, though smaller and
less hardy birds. Dorkings are all decidedly bad layers. The
White-legged breeds of the Game fowls, bred large, would far

surpass Dorkings as farmyard fowls, being far better layers,

and their flavour far superior for table.

Spanish.—These are prolific, but possess no great beauty,
and are of a tender constitution. They lay the largest eggs
of any for their size. Flesh more insipid than that of the
Game fowls.

Cochin-Chinas. Brahma Pootras, and Shangitaes stand next,
and are large, awkward, clumsy, ugly, heavy birds, and all of

Eastern origin. Shanghaes are the Cochin-Chinas of China
proper. Brahma Pootras are the Cochin-Chinas of India,
Cochin-Chinas, the Cochin-Chinese bird. Shanghaes, being
of more northern origin, are hardiest. Brahma Pootras are

rather the least hardy of the three. All these birds are prolific,

their only good quality. They also possess a certain hardiness,

but much dislike cold weather. They are quite unfit for table,

being coarse and yellow-fleshed, with too much offal, and too

large in their proportion of limbs for table fowls. They have
been, like Dorkings, too much cried up ; but the Dorking's-
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popularity will probably last longer than that of theso birds.

Tim Shanghaes and Brahma Pootras are of all the colours of

the Cochin-Chinas, and the large Black Brahma Pootras are

the largest birds of the whole tribe, but are not common.
Il.i!. i mis.—These are by some breeders considered as

ornamental poultry, but their beauty is so far eclipsed by tlmt

of the Came fowls and tho Bantams, that they can hardly be

considered as mrnamental poultry. They are prolific birds,

but of rather a delicate constitution, like the Spanish, and

their flesh is more insipid than that of Came fowls.

Mu.ws me great, ugly, heavy, clumsy birds, only moderately

prolific, and quite unfit for table, being coarse and yellow in

their flesh. Malays are tolerably hardy, but dislike cold.

Tube i
• and Geebe, though of course profitable, are about

the ugliest of all poultry.

Tho word " eyes " was omitted in the commencement of the

description of "the colour of the Malay cock in page 267.

—

Newmarket.

House, Leigh (Black) ; P. Unsworth, Lowton (Whito-crosted) ; J. Halsall,

Wigan.
Brahma Pootba (Any colour).—First aud Second, J. H. Pickles, Tod-

mnrdon (Dark). Highlv Commended, G. II. Roborts, Ponworthan,
Preston (Dark) ; J. K. Fowler, I'rubondal Furio, Aylclmry ; G. H.Wheeler
Middhton, Manchester.
Bantams Black or Brown-breasted Red). — Cup, J. Crossland, Jan.,

Wakefield (Black Red). Second, J. Holmes, Knowsloy (Black Red Game).
Highly Commended, R. Charlesworth, Brook's Bar, Manchester. Com-
mended, Rev. W. .1. Mellor, Colwich Rectory, Notts (Black Bed).

(iun: Bantams (Any other variety).— First, J. CrosBland, jun. (Duck-
wing). Second. B. Parsonage, Sankey (Pile).

Bamtams (Any breed).—Medal, S. & R. Ashton, Moltram (Silver-laced).

Second, T. Davies, Belmont CottaKe, Newport (Black). Highly Com-
mended, W. .McMcllon, Glossop, Derbyshire (White). Commended, S.

Farrington (Laced).
(iAMi: Bantam (Any colour).—Singh Cockerel.—'Medal, J. Crossland.

Second. R, Charlesworth.
Selling Class.—First, J. Jackson, Burv (Game). Second, S. & R.

Ashton (Silver-pencilled Haniburghs). Highly Commended, S. Farring-

ton (Polands, Golden).

FARNWORTH (CHAPELRY) AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY'S POULTRY SHOW.

The second annual Exhibition of this Society was held at Farn-

worth on Thursday the 4th inst. The display of poultry was large

and good, every class being well represented. The whole of the

arrangements of the Committee and Mr. Moss, the Secretary, were

most efficiently carried out, and the Exhibition was a complete success

in every respect, a particularly hue day contributing in no small

degree to this result. We believe that it is intended greatly to increase

the prize list for next year, and we doubt not Farnworth Show will

then take a high position amongst our annual Exhibitions.

The Game classes were large, the first prize for a cockerel and pullet

went to good Black Reds, and the second to Brown Reds. Duckwings

had the prizes in the other class, and for a single cockerel the cup was

won by a splendid Black Red, which also gained the enp for the best

pen of Game in the three classes. Dorkings were excellent, and the

competition was close, but of Spanish there was not a large entry.

Cochins made two excellent classes. In that for Buffs the Hon. Mrs.

Sngden won the cup with a very fine pen, which changed owners at

£15 15s. The Partridge-coloured birds were also of great merit, Mr.

Rodbard, of Bristol, adding to his previous victories this season in a

«loso competition with Mr. Tndman. Hamourghs were not largely

shown, but each class contained first-class pens of the particular

Variety. The enp was awarded to Mr. Jackson's first-prize Silver-

spangled, the pullet in this pen, although young, being of great

excellence. Polands were more numerous than usual. Silvers had

the first prize, and White-crested Black were second. In Brahmas
Mr. Pickles took both prizes with dark birds. There was a keen com-
petition in Game Bantams. Mr. Crossland was first in each of the

three classes ; the cup was given to a beautiful pen of Black Reds. A
first-rate Black Red was disqualified for having the points of the

wings clipped. The first Duckwings were the best we ever saw.

The Roneu aud Aylesbury Dnek classes were each well filled. In
the latter Mr. Leach again held the pre-eminence, aud Mr. Fowler,

like Mrs. Seamous at a previous Exhibition, failed to accomplish his

overthrow.
CHICKENS.

Game (Black or Brown-breasted Reds).— First, H. Bcldon, Bingley,
Yorkshire I Bed Game). Second. J.Woods, Haigh, near Wigan (Brown-
breasted Red;. Highly Commended, Capt. Heaton, Lower Broughton,
Manchester.
Game (Any other variety).—First, J. Halsall (Duckwing). Second, J.

Firth. Ellen's Grove, Halifax (Duckwing).
Game (Any colour).—Single Cockerel.—Cup, and also Cup for the best

pen of Game in the Show, H. Snowden.Great Horton, Bradford. Second,
J. Woods (Brown-breasted Red). Highly Commended, J. B. Prinder
Harpurley (Duckwing).
Dorkings.— Cup, J. Stntt, Healey, Rochdale. Second, D. Parsons,

Cuerdon, near Preston (Silver-Grey). Highly Commended, A. Fenton,
Crhuble Hall. Rochdale : J. F. Newton. Kirkby-by-Clevelaud, Yorkshire.
Commended, Mrs. Arkwright, Etwall Hall, Derby (Coloured).
SPANisn.—Cup, W. Roberts, jun. (Black). Second. N. Cook, Chowbent

(Black). Highly Commended, J. H. Rea, Hull ; H. Beldon.
Cochin-China (Cinnamon or Buff).—Cup and Second. Hon. Mrs. Sugden,

Stapeley House (Buff). Highly Commended, Captain Heaton ; A. Fenton

;

C Jennison, BeUe Yue Gardens. Commended, C. Jennison.
Cochin-China (Any other variety).—First, J. R. Rodbird, Wrington,

Bristol (Partridge). Second, E. Tudman, Whitchurch, Salop (Partridge).
Highly Commended, E. Tudman. Commended, T. Bott, Bury.
Hamburghs (Golden-pencilled).—First, H. Beldon. Second, C Tatter-

saU, Waterfoot, Manchester. Highly Commended, F. H. Moil, Moss Pitt

House, near Stafford ; H. Beldon. Commended, W. Pari-, Patricroft.

Hamburghs (Silver-penciUed).—First, H. Beldon. Second, J. P. Dean.
Highly Commended, A. Woods.
Hamburghs (Golden-spangled).—First, T. Walker, Denton. Second, J.

Chadderton, Holliugwood. Highly Commended, S. AR. Ashton, Mottram :

T. Scholes, near Hollingwood. Commended, J. Roe, Hadficld, Manches-
ter; H. Beldon.
H ajtbobghs (Silver-spangled).—Cup, J. Jackson, Garden Street, Burv.

SeconJ, H. Bcldon. Highly Commended, R. Edmundson, Heatlcy ; H.
Beldon.
PoLANDS.-First. H. Beldon (Silver). Second, S. Farrington, Chat Moss

OVhitu-cresteu Elack). Highly Commended, T. J. Lancashire, Butts

Ducks (Rouen).—First, J. Copplc, Eccleston, Proscot. Second, H. J.

Gladstone, Broadgreen. Highly Commended, J. Halsall; J. Robinson.

Docks (Aylesbury).— First and Second, E. Leech, Greaves Houso
Rochdale. Highlv Commended, J. K. Fowler.
Ducks (Any other variety).—First, E. Longton. Second, J. K. Fowler.

Highlv Commended, Mrs. R. Mather, Coed Mawr. Conway (Summer
Ducks) ; J. Halsall (Call Ducks) ; C. Martin, Fairfield Crescent, Liverpool

;

J. K. Fowler (East India).

Geese.—First, W. Gamon, Thornton, Chester. Second, T. Burgess,

Whitchurch, Salop (White). Highly Commended, Mrs. M. Seamons ; J.

Southern, Culcheth (White) ; J. Copple.

Tdbebts.—First, E. Lr, eh. Second, S. H. Stott, Quarryhill, Rochdale.

Highly Commended. J. Beesley, Farnworth.
Pigeons. — Isabels (Silver). — Prize, Rt. Hon. Countess of Derby.

Barberies.—Prize, B. Parsonage, Sankey. Turbils.—Prize, Rev. W. J.

Mellor. Barbs (Black).—Prize, R. Garside, Smallbridge. Baldpa.Ua.—

Prize, H. Deacon, Widnes.
Rabbits.—First, J. Lucas, Wet Rake, Rochdale (Angora Buck). Second,

D. Dale, Farnworth (Grey Buck).

The Judges were Mr. Joseph Hindson, Barton House, Everton,

Liverpool, and Mr. Richard Teebay, Fulwood, Preston.

LEICESTER TOULTRY AND PIGEON SHOW.
This Show of poultry proved far better than expected, particularly

when it is borne in mind that the Long Sutton Show and also that at

Peterborough were both of them fixed for the following day. That

from this cause tho entries were somewhat lessened in number there

cannot be a doubt ; but the quality of the poultry, as a whole, was a

matter of general congratulation at Leicester. The day proved very

fine, though ample provision had been made for the welfare of the

poultry had rain come on. The management was good, and the well-

known exhibition pens of Messrs. Turner, of Sheffield, showed off the

birds to the greatest possiblo advantage.

The Grey Dorking chickens were particularly good, and in this)

class were shown some superior Silver-Greys. The quality of the

Spanish fowls was excellent, but most of them as yet have hardly

attained full feather. Singularly enough, only one pen of adult

Partridge-feathered Cochins was exhibited, and they were very fair

specimens. The Buff Cochin chickens, also the White ones, were

very good ; the adnlt White Cochins were, however, so deficient that

the first prize was withheld. As might be anticipated, most of the

old Game fowls were sadly ont of feather ; but several very excellent

pens of chickens were shown in capital condition. It should be

always remembered by exhibitors that where separate classes are

allotted them, chickens are inadmissible in the class for old birds.

The neglect of this simple rule caused disqualification to pens in

themselves meritorious. In Hamburghs the Golden-spangled proved

most perfect, and the Silver-spangled were next in order of merit.

Some good Black and Gold-laced Bantams were shown, but the Game
Bantam class was not nearly so good as usual.

The Aylesbury Ducks were remarkably good throughout, and many

pens of Rouens were also praiseworthy. The matching of the pens

of Geese and Turkeys seemed to have been neglected altogether,

though owners should bear in mind that in cases of anything like

close competition, such want of similarity of plnmage must prove

fatal to success. A Canadian Goose, shown as extra stock, attracted

much attention from visitors.
.

The Pic/eon classes were a very strong feature of the Leicester

Show, scarcely an indifferent pen being present, and the class for

Extra varieties of Pigeons was strong and excellent throughout. In

this class some unusually good Yellow Barbs were exhibited, taking

the first prize, and a pen of Black Owls most deservedly obtained

second honours. ...
Great attention was paid to the poultry, and the whole of tne

birds seemed to be perfectly healthy.

Dorking.—Prize, W. T. Everard, Alton Grange. Chickens.—First, H.

Warner, Loughborough. Second, W. T. Everard. Highly Commended,

Sir A. G. Hazlerigg, Bart. Commended, H. Warner.
Spanish.—First, N. Whitchurch, Melton Mowbray. Second, H. AMIS,

inn., Walsall. Chickens.—First, S. Mills, jnn. Second, N. Whitchurch.

C0CB3N-CHTSA (Any colour).—Prize. S. Mills, jun. Chickens.—tasl, n.

Warner. Second, R. H. Griffin, Barkby.
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CoCHrN-CursA (White). — Prize, Mrs. Williamson, Qneenborongb.
Chickens.—First and Second, Mrs. Williamson.
Game (Black-breasted and other Reds).—First, H. Warner. Second,

W. T. Everurd. Chickens.—First, W. T. Everard. Second, H. Warner.
Game (White, Piles or any other colour).—First, W. T. Everard. Second,

H. Warner. Ch ickens —First and Second, H. Warner.
Hamburgh (Golden-spangled).—Prize, H. E. Einberlin, Humberstone.

Chickeus.—Prize, H. E. Emberlin.
Hamburgh (Silver-spangled).—Prize, J. Houghton, Asfordby. Chickens.

First and Second, J. Hooghton.
Bantams (Gold-laced).—First, H. Draycott, Humberstone. Second,

Lady Berners, Keythorpe Hall.
Bantams (Clean legged).—First and Second, H. Draycott. Commended.

H. E. Emberlin.
Bantams (Black, clean-legged).—First and Second, H. Draycott.
Game Bantams (Black-breasted and other Reds).—First, S. Mills, jnn.

Second, H. Warner.
Ducks (Aylesbury).—First, H. E. Emberlin. Second and Highly Com-

mended, W. Carver.
Ducks (Rouen).—First, J. Wright,'Sysonby Lodge. Second, H. Warner.
Turkeys.—Prize, A. Guy, Eaton.
Geese.—Prize, G. Cooper, Seagrave.

PIGEONS.
Carriers.—First and Second, G. Sturgess, Leicester. Highly Com-

mended, H. Draycott. Commended, F. W. Montgomery, Walsgrave.
Turbits.—First, F. W. Montgomery. Second, H. Draycott. Highly

Commended, H. E. Emberlin.
Powters.—First, H. Draycott. Second, H. E. Emberlin.
Runts.—Prize, F. W. Montgomery.
Jacobins.—First and Second, G. Sturgess.
Fantails.—First, H. E. Emberlin. Second, G. Sturgess.
Magpies.—First, G. Sturgess. Second, H. E. Emberlin. Highly Com-

mended, G. Sturgess.
Any other Yariett.—First and Second, G. Sturgess (Yellow Barbs,

Black Owls). Highly Commended, F. W. Montgomery (Black Barbs,
Mottled Trumpeters). Commended, W. P. Cox, Leicester (Blue Dragons).
Rabbits.—Heaviest Weight.—First, H. Draycott. Second, H. Warner.

Greatest length of Ear. First and Second, H. Draycott. Any other kind.—Prize, W. P. Cox.
Sweepstake, Single Game Cock.—Prize, W. T. Everard.

Edward Hewitt, Esq., of Eden Cottage, Sparkbrook, officiated as
Arbitrator.

LONG SUTTON POULTRY SHOW.
(From a Corresjxmdent .)

The second annual Exhibition of this nourishing Association was
held on Wednesday last, when, owing to the liberal prize list, the
birds of all the greatest exhibitors were brought into competition. The
Show was held in a large marquee close to the railway station. The
Committee had engaged Turner's excellent pens, but owing to some
shameful neglect on the part of the railway company the pens did not
arrive, and at the last moment the Committee found themselves
obliged to erect the best pens they could. Every one worked with a
will, and in one day upwards of three hundred pens were put up, and
the Show opened at the appointed hour.
As before stated, the prize list was most liberal, no less than eight

cups being offered for competition. Dorkings stood first, Mr. Clarke
winning with an excellent pen containing two hens that will be hard
to beat at any show. The cup went to capital chickens belonging to

Mrs. Bailey, of Shooter's Hill. In Cochins Captain Heaton carried all

before him, winning first in both classes, and also the cup for the best
pen. The Captain's birds were in wonderful feather and condition
for the season. There was a large entry of Game, but many of the
best birds, including those of Sir St. George Gore, arrived too late for

competition. Mr. Smith, of Grantham, won the cup, but we also

noticed a beautiful pen of Black Red chickens belonging to Mr. Beldon
closely contesting that honour. The cup for Game Bantams went to

a nice pen from Manchester, exhibited by Mr. Charlesworth. Mr.
Beldon won the cup for Spanish with remarkably good birds, beating
Mr. Rodbard, who was second. In Hamburghs Mr. Beldon had his

usual success, winning three prizes out of the four. In Brahmas Mr.
Boyle's chickens well deserved their honours, though hard pressed by
Mr. Pickles. In the Any other variety class Colonel Stuart Wortley
was first with Creve Cceurs, the National Poultry Company being
second with Houdans.

^
The collection of Pit/cons was one of the best we have seen for some

time. In Carriers well-known Manchester birds stood first, the for-

tunate owner now being Mr. Crossley, of Halifax, who also won with
Powters and Black Owls, the latter being perhaps the best birds of

their class that have been ont for some time. "We were much struck
"with Mr. Horner's Carriers, which, as a pen, are perhaps more
perfect than the winners, the cock in the first-prize pen being very in-

ferior to the hen. Mr. Thackray, of York, sent some excellent birds,

particularly Barbs, but they arrived too late for competition. In
Jacobins Mr. Homer was first with his splendid birds, Mr. Beldon
pressing him closely.

A more indefatigable Secretary or Committee conld not be found,

and the greatest attention was paid to the birds entrusted to their care.

Dorkings.—Local Cup and First, G. Clarke, Long Sutton. Second, H.
Iangwood, Barking, Needham Market. C7n'cAc ?i.s\—Local Cup and First,

Mrs. Bailey, Shooter's Hill, London, Staffordshire. Second, F. \V. Zur-
horst, Befville, Donnybrook. Highly Commended, Mrs. J. A. Clarke,
Long Sutton. Commended, Mrs. J. Clarke.
Cochin-China (Buff,.—Cup and First, Capt. Heaton, Lower Broughton,

Manchester. Second, H. Mapplebeck, Woodfield, Moeeley, Birmingham.
Highly Commended, H. Lingwood.

Cochin-China (Any other variety).—First, Capt. Heaton (Partridge).
Second, H. Lingwood, Bucklesham Mill, Newbourne, Woodbridge (Par-
tridge). Highly Commended, Rev. C. H. Lucas, The Rectory, Edith
Weston, Stamford (White). Commended, J. C. Cooper, Cooper Hill,
Limerick (Partridge); J. Clarke (White).
Game (Black-breasted and other Reds).—Cnp and First, J. Smith,

Grantham. Second, F. J. Astbury, Manchester.
Game (Anv other variety).—First, R. Pashlev, Harness Drove, Worksop.

Second, E. Toder, Little Carlton, Newark, Notts (White).
Game Bantams (Any variety).—Cup and First, R. Charlesworth, Man-

chester. Second, J. W. Morris, Rochdale. Riflhly Commended, W. New-
some. Commended, Capt. Heaton; F. L. Roy, jun., Nenthorn, Kelso, N.B.
Bantams (Any other variety).—First, F. L Rov, jun. (Silver-laced

Sebright). Second, J. W. Morris (Black). Highly Commended, E. Cam-
bridge, Bristol (White).
Spanish.—Cup and First, H. Beldon, Bingley, York. Second, J. R.

Rodbard, Aldwick Court, Wrington, near Bristol. Highly Commended,
W. H. Walker, Shenfield, Brentwood.
Hamburgh (Gold or Silver-spangled).—First, H. Beldon. Second,

Messrs. S. & R. Ashton, Mottram, Manchester.
Hamburgh (Gold or Silver-pencilled).—First and Second, H. Beldon.

Highly Commended, E. W. Berry, Sutton. Isle of Ely.
Brahma Pootra (Light or Dark).—First, R. W. Boyle, Bray, Co. Wick-

low, Ireland. Second, J. H. Pickles, Todmorden.
Any other Pure Breed.—First, Col. Stuart Wortley, Grove End Road

London. Second, The National Poultry Company, Bromley (Houdan)
Highly Commended, H. Beldon.
Turkeys.—First, J. Smith. Second, J. C. Cooper. Commmended

Mrs. Cragg, Sutton St. James.
Ducks.—First, Mrs. J. M. Dring, Long Sutton. Second, Mrs. J. A.

Clarke (Rouen). Highly Commended, T. C. Harrison, Hull (Brown Call).

Commended, P. Hutchinson), Spalding (Call Ducks).
Ducklings (Any variety).—First, J. H. Ivimy, Dorking (Aylesbury).

Second, J. W. Harrison iRouen). Very Highly Commended, H. Saville,

Ollerton, Notts (Carolina). Commended, J. C. Cooper (Rouen).
Geese (Any variety).—First, J. C. Cooper (Toulouse). Second, Mrs.

Brackenbury, Downham (White). Highly Commended, J. C. Cooper
(White). Gosling.—First, Rev. W. J. Mellor, Colwich Rectory, Notting-
ham. Second, Mrs. Brackenbury (White). Highly Commended, J.

Smith. Commended, H. Saville (Sebastopol).
Selling Class.—First, E. GrcRcrv, Leverington (Cochin). Second,

The National Poultry Company (Creve Cceur). Very Highly Commended,
(i. Lee, Dawesmere, Long Sutton (Brown Red Game). Commended,
G. P. Hobson, Sutton Marsh (Spanish); Mrs. J. A. Clarke (Dorking) ;

Mrs.
Brackenbury (Rose-comb Coloured Dorkings).

PIGEONS.
Carriers (Black 1.—First and Cup, F. Crossley, Elland, Yorkshire. Se-

cond, T. Colley, Sheffield. Highly Commended, T.Colley. Commended,
J. Firth, jun., Dewsbury.
Carriers (Dun).—First and Second, T. Collev.
Powters.—First and Cup, F. Crossley. Second, R. Fulton, Deptford.

Highly Commended, E. Horner, Harewood, Leeds.
Tumblers.—First and Second, R. Fulton.
Barbs.—First, J. Firth, jun. Second, R. Fulton. Highly Commended,

H. Yardlev, Birmingham.
Jacobins.—First, E. Horner. Second. H. Beldon. Highly Commended,

Messrs. Grant & Tomlinson, Thome, York; J. Percival, Peckham Rye.
Commended, E. Horner.
Turbits.—First, F. Else, Bavswater, London. Second, The National

Poultry Company, Bromley, Kent. Highly Commended, H. Snushall,

Gedney. Commended, H. Beldon.
Fantails.—First, J. Walker, Newark. Second, F. Else. Highly Com-

mended, J. Taylor, Newark; H. Yardley. Commended, The National

Poultry Company.
Any other Variety.—First, F. Crossley (Black Owls). Second, J.

Firtb, jun. Very Highly Commended, H. Beldon; J. J. H. otockall,

Liverpool (Siberian Ice). Highly Commended, E. Horner; M. J. Per-

cival (Swallows). Commended, J. Walker (Blue Dragons) ; H. Yardley.

Selling Class.—First, The National Poultry Company (Hyacinths).

Second, F. Crossley (White Dragons). Very Highly Commended, R.

Fulton (Magpies). Commended, H. Beldon.
Rabbits.—First, Master J. Stevenson, Dawesmere, Long Sutton. Se-

cond, C. Graville, jun., Thome, Doncaster. Verv Highly Commended,
Messrs. J. T. & R. S. Codlinp. Whaplode. Highly Commended, W. New-
some, Leeds; H. Yardlev. Commended, T.M. Derry, Gedney.
Rabbits (Heaviest).—First, J. Jealous, Gedney Hill. Second, G. Cole,

Long Sutton. Commended, W. Allen, Long Sutton.

Mathew Hedley, Esq., of Red Hill, and Samuel Burn, Esq.,

Whitby, acted as Judges, and their awards gave great satisfaction.

PETERBOROUGH POULTRY SHOAV.
Tins Exhibition formed pail of the annual meeting of the Peter-

borough Agricultural Society held on Wednesday, the 10th inst.

Placed as it unfortunately was, with the Long Sutton Show on the

same day, and the Leicester Show on the one previous, it could hardly

be supposed that this Exhibition wonld not suffer. The result proved

that a very limited entry was secured ; and again, from the extremely

protracted moulting time this season, the number of pens that had

been daly entered and could not be sent was greater than usual :
con-

sequently the Show was one of the most limited we have met with for

a long time past. This is the more to be regretted, as the Committee

had made every preparation for the comfort of the birds confided to

them. An excellent and roomy tent was provided, and the pens were

large and commodious. As the weather luckily proved settled and

fine, there was not, however, any lack of visitors, and the poultry tei;t

proved one of the most interesting portions of the Show ground.

The Grey Dorkings were the best classes in the Exhibition, and here

Mr. Longland exhibited some remarkably fine specimens. Aniong the

Dorkings were also shown some Silver-Greys of excellent quality. The

Game classes were, with the exception of one or two pens, a failure

;
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and tin' Cochins proved so indifferent, that a second prize was with-

held. Some very niee Golden-spangled Samburghs were shown, but
the Pencilled ones were sadly below par. In tho Bantams, all varieties

competing, the Black-breasted lied (lame Bantams secured all three

prizes. Strange to say, in a elass for Mixed breeds, any ago or colonr,

only two entries were made, though four premiums were offered in tho
prize schedule. The tirst-prize pen, Silver-spangled PbUmds, was
really good, but the other so far below excellence that the fourth prize

alone was allotted it.

The class for Tinl-i ya was good, and that for GeCM not less so ; bnt
exhibitors must remember, in order to be successful, that an exhibition

pen of any poultry must match in feather. Better Aylesbury Ducks
than those exhibited are rarely seen.

In Pige&na the prizes were offered to pens of three different varieties

shown together. This arrangement proved how difficult it is for one
exhibitor to show three perfect pens of Pigeons, a faulty pen being tho

order of the day in most of the trios. Single pens, on the contrary,

were numerous and excellent, and consequently it may be fairly said

tho Pigeons as a whole were a good collection.

No doubt, with tho care that will he taken in future years as to the
time of holding the Show, the Peterborough Committee will obtain a
greatly enlarged Exhibition.

Dorkinos.—First, J. Longland. Soeond, Mrs. II. Little. Chickens.—
First, R. Wood. Second, T. Hardv. Highly Commended, J. Longland

:

R. Wood.
Single Dorking Cocks.—First, J. Longland. Second, R. Wood. Com-

mended, T. Hardy.
Single Game Cock.—First and Second, S. Deacon.
Game (Any colonr).—First and Second, S. Deacon.
Cochin-China (Any colour).—Prize, T. Hardy.
Hamburghs (Pencilled).—First, Withheld. Second, J. Craig.
Hambcrghs (Spangled).—Prize, J. F. Loveridge.
Bantams (Any variety).—First and Second, Mrs. Edwardes. Third, S.

Deacon. Commended, A. Storrar.
Mixed Breed (Any colour).—First, E. Fullard (Poland cock). Second

and Third, Withheld. Fourth, Mrs. Earl, Morhorne.
Turkeys.—First, — Craig. Second, E. Fullard. Highly Commended,— Craig.
Geese.—First, S. Deacon. Second, J. A. W. Underwood.
Ducks 'Any Breed).—First and Second,— Craig (Aylesbury). Third,

R. Wood (Rouen). Highly Commended, S. Deacon. Commended, S. Shaw.
Pigeons.—First, J. Taylor (Powters, Fantails, and Short-Faced Kites).

Second, R. Payling (Black Carriers, Black Barbs, and Yellow Turbits).
Third, T. C. Marshall (Dun Carriers, Magpies, and Blue Antwerp).
Extra.—Highly Commended, Mrs. H. Little (Two Swans, Two Cygnets)

;

Master H. B. Little (Three Rabbits).

Mr. Edward Hewitt, of Sparkbrool:, Birmingham, was tho Judge.

" B. & W.'s " APIARY IN 1866.

(Continued from page 15G.)

Kevtewing the proceedings of the year with regard to my
apiary, I find that most of my hives survived the winter in

good health and with every sign of vigour. The very late

spring, however, greatly tried some of them, so much so, that

aiany of the bees hatched in March were thrown out dead

before they came to maturity. Breeding, indeed, almost ceased

in one or two hives. However, they gradually recovered them-
selves, and were pretty strong again in April.

My first swarm, a very large one. issued naturally on the

19th of May from M. I nearly lost it, as the bees took wing
Boon after they settled, and betook themselves to an old pollard

flm, less than a quarter of a mile distant. Their excision

was effected much after the manner in which I secured a stray

swarm la9t year; but in the present case the swarm, as ulti-

mately located in place of N in my fowl-house, became much
impoverished, inasmuch as in the unavoidable delay which
occurred before they could be finally settled, five-sixths of the
bees returned to their old hive, or were lost in the pollard.

The queen, however, a first-rate breeder, having been secured
with a sufficiency of bees, this swarm gradually recovered
itself, and is now a capital stock ; but it yielded me no honey.
A very fine second swarm issued from M on the 29th of May,
which took the place of G. It yielded me about 10 lbs. of

honey, and I obtained a few pounds from the parent stock.

Thus, M has given me two good swarms, plus about 13 lbs. of

honey, itself being now very strong in all respects.

To be brief with the others, E swarmed on the 3rd of June
(swarm taking the place of defunct B), and again on the 16th.

The latter swarm, however, was returned after cutting out all

the royal cells and destroying the young queen found in E.
The old stock subsequently yielded about 20 lbs. of honey. I,

swarmed naturally on the 8th of June, and was lost in the act
of hiving, to my great vexation, the queen being an Italian of

my own rearing. Fortunately, before the queen rose I had
hived most of the bees, which, therefore, returned to the parent
hive and strengthened the second swarm, which issued on the
iilst, and was subsequently given to a friend. A succession of

swarms from I aftor this annoyod me much, and rendered tho

best stock in my apiary totally unproductive this year.

Out of Q, I also lost a swarm on the 23rd. They were securely

hived and remained with me a couple of days, but for some
unaccountable reason they deserted their hive and esscaped me.
My last swarm this year issued from in my absence from

home during the first week in July. It was put into a large

straw hive, H, and stands now by the side of M. Its queen
is the Italian with which Mr. Woodbury supplied me thiea

years ago. I was wishing this queen to swarm naturally

this year, in tho hopo that her successor in C would run less

risk of being impregnated by a foreign drone. I do not per-

ceive, however, that the bees bred by the young Italian mother
are any purer than those raised by me in former years out of

brood taken from this hive and the old queen.

On the whole, as to the honey harvest—about 200 lbs. weight

—I have no right to complain, although, hut fof the tendency

of my bees to swarm in spite of room given to them, I should,

doubtless, have harvested more. My strongest stock, K, in the

fowl-house, gave me 45 lbs. in three boxes. Six other stocks

equally strong ought to have done as much—namely, C, D, E,

F, M, and I.

The present arrangement of my apiary for the winter is as

follows :—
BEE-nOUSE.

A. 13. C.

Pure Italian queen. Italian queen. Italian queen.
Born 1865. From Mr. Bred 1864. Very strong. Born 1866. Out of H
Woodbury. Very strong. Out of H (late C). (late C). Very strong.

D. E. F.

Italian queen. Hybrid queen. Italian queen.
Bom 1866. Bred bv Born 1866. Out of B Bred out of H (late C)

myself out of A. Strong. (late E). Very strong. 1865. Very strong.

UNDER COVES.
G.

Hybrid queen.
Bred 1866, out of M. Strong.

GARDEN.
L.

Hybrid Italian.

Very strong. Age of queen unknown.

H. M. Q. I.

Italian queen Hybrid queen. Hybrid queen. Hybrid queen.

from Mr. Wood- Born 1866. Very Born 1866. Very Born 1866. Very
bury, 1862. Very strong. strong. strong.

strong.
FOWL-HOUSE.

P. O.
Hybrid queen, 1865. English queen.

Bred out of H (late C). Born 1865. Strong.
Very strong.

K. N.
Degenerate queen. Italian queen.

Born 1865. Bred out of H Hate C), 1861.

Very strong. Very strong.

Thus I close the year with a stock of sixteen hives, all in

excellent health and strong. I may add that the young queen
of D has not only made her appearance, but proved herself an
excellent breeder, and the mother of beautifully marked Italians

;

but as to her purity of breed I shall not be able to judge till

next year.—B. & W.

THE EGYPTIAN BEE —Part VI.

HOW I PROPAGATED IT, TESTED IT, AND FINALLY OUT BID OF IT.

(Concluded from page 252.)

Without entering into particulars, which may, however, be

ascertained by referring to No. XXVI. of " Bee-keeping in

Devon," which appeared in No. 241 of " our Journal," I may
briefly state, that during the latter end of August and the first

week of September, seven more young Egyptian queens were

hatched out, whereof six were fecundated in due course, whilst

one fell a victim to a regicidal attack made upon her by her

worker sisters. It is a remarkable fact, that whatever might

have been the case with the first queen, the whole of the last

six were unquestionably fertilised by small Italian drones bred

in worker cells, the last few full-sized drones that I possessed

having been destroyed about the middle of September.

The remainder of the autumn was devoted to strengthening

the Egyptian element in my apiary, which now consisted of the

first stock, with the original queen, and seven young colonies, all

the produce of the solitary queen which, having been received

so late as the 30th of July, alone survived the massacre of her

attendants, and was placed at the head of a small nucleus on

her arrival.

The spring of 18CG was, of course, looked forward to with
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great interest, and found me in the possession of eight fine

Egyptian colonies, which had passed the ordeal of an English
winter perfectly unscathed. In point of fact the original

Egyptian queen (owing, doubtless, to the extra care and pains
bestowed upon her) was at the head of by far the strongest

colony in my apiary, whilst the seven others would compare
advantageously with any seven of my Italian stocks that could

be selected, and I looked forward with much delight to the ac-

complishment of the pleasing task of propagating what I at

that time believed would turn out to be a race of bees superior

even to the Italians in docility and beauty. But here occurred

a mischance which in its results gave me the first hint as to

the true character and disposition of my African protegees.

Whilst examining one of the young colonies on the 20th of

April, I noticed what appeared something like a small regicidal

cluster at the hpttom of one of the combs. Seeing the queen,
however, almost the next instant run across the same comb at

perfect liberty, I deemed myself mistaken, closed the hive in

all haste, and thought no more of the matter. The result

proved that I had treated this occurrence too lightly, for next
morning the poor deposed sovereign lay dead in front of the

hive. As, however, she happened to be very fresh and retained

her beauty in a remarkable degree, a clever entomological
friend succeeded in stuffing and setting her up most admirably,
and she now figures in the British Museum as the only speci-

men in that vast collection of a queen bee of Apis fasciata.

But this by the way.
Egyptian drones having by this time made their appearance,

I did not attach much importance to the loss of what was at

best but a hybridised queen, and accordingly set to work to

exchange brood-combs with the original stock, so that the
whilom regicides might be compelled to raise a pure queen.
But this was no easy task ; the little rascals showed fight with
all the fiery impetuosity of a body of Prince Rupert's cavaliers,

combined with a stern determination and indomitable reso-

lution which would have done credit to a corps of Cromwell's
redoubted Ironsides. Quickly was I compelled to put on
indian-rubber bee-gloves (a piece of armour which I had long
disused), and soon afterwards discovered, that whilst wearing
slippers I laboured under the same disadvantage as Achilles, in

being vulnerable at the heel. Nor was this all. When the ex-

change had been effected, the hive restored to its normal state,

and, as I thought, a truce proclaimed, these indomitable little

Amazons would have none of it, but attacked and stung all

and sundry that ventured into the garden, uDtil I became
convinced that it was in vain to indulge further a hope for

peace, and was ultimately compelled to banish them to

a secluded position a mile and a half distant, where they
remained until the evening of the 7th of May. On examining
them the next morning I found that two royal cells had arrived

at perfection, whilst all the rest were destroyed ; and a stricter

scrutiny revealing the fact that the two recent denizens of the
naturally-opened queen cells had not yet met in mortal combat,
but were still surviving within the hive, its inhabitants were
forthwith divided into two colonies, with a young queen at the
head of each. The remarkable display of spirit on the part of my
recent acquisition caused me to pause in the attempt to propa-
gate Apis fasciata, but it required much more than this to force

me to the course which I was afterwards compelled to adopt.
Any one who turns back to No. 241 of " our Journal," to

which I have before referred, will see that the fifth Egyptian
queen developed some extraordinary phenomena, which I

there described as follows:—"When she was about ten da3-s

old I noticed a single egg in a worker cell, which appeared to

be the signal for the destruction of a few full-sized drones
which existed in the hive at the time. More eggs were gra-

dually deposited in the adjoining cells, and all receiving the
raised convex coverings appropriate to drones, whilst the ab-
domen of the queen (a very small one) remained undistended,
I doubted not that she would turn out a confirmed drone-
breeder. When rather over twenty days old, I noticed, much
to my astonishment, a remarkable change in her appearance,
which suddenly assumed the graceful degree of embonpoint
proper to an impregnated queen. This was accompanied by
an equally notable chnnge in the manner of ber oviposition,
which from being sparse and unequal became copious and
regular. Soon afterwards it also became evident that her
progeny would not be entirely of the male sex, a few cells of

worker brood appearing here and there amidst the protruding
cradles of the drones ; and this proportion has gradually and
steadily increased until I have every reason to believe she has
assumed the status of a fully-developed queen, breeding workers

only as is proper at this season." It is not a little singular
that after breeding workers only, as is usual during the early
spring, she as summer approached reverted to the condition of
a drone-breeder, depositing male eggs only in the worker cells,

until I ultimately decided on removing her, and sent her to my
friend, Mr. F. Smith, of the British Museum, to be by him
killed and set up as an entomological specimen.
In the mean time, as I had ceased the propagation of the

Egyptian variety, that element in my apiary became somewhat
diminished. One stock, transferred to the Acclimatisation So-
ciety, took its departure for the gardens of the Royal Horticul-

tural Society at South Kensington, where it has done well, and
has partially filled a super with the first honey taken in Eng-
land from Egyptian bees. The queen and bees of another stock

went to Leeds, there, I hope, in some measure, to compensate
Mr. F. H. West for a stock of Italians, which became very
much weakened during its transit from my apiary to the north.

What it has done, and how it has succeeded, we may probably
learn from him in due course. The original stock was sent to Mr.
Lowe, of Edinburgh, who will, I hope, relate tb* result himself.

Having, therefore, materially reduced my stock, the unwel-
come conviction slowly but surely forced itself upon me, that

Egyptian bees were wholly unsuited for experimental purposes
when kept in a garden adjoining a public and well-frequented
thoroughfare. So long as they were not meddled with they
were peaceable enough, but let but a crown-board be removed,
and every bee that could fly was instantly on the wing to resent

the invasion, leaving the hive and combs in the occupation
only of the queen and such juveniles as had never taken wing.

How they searched out and penetrated every weak point in the

bee armour—how they crept up under the sleeves and crawled

up the trowsers it boots not here to relate : suffice it to say that

if they had confined their attentions to the actual aggressor all

might have been forgiven, but such unfortunately was not the

case. The slightest operation upon an Egyptian stock became
the signal for a most appalling outcry out of doors. Helpless

infants in perambulators were stung nearly into fits ; lagging

errand boys were startled from their usual loitering gait, and
sent blubbering to their destination at a pace which must
have highly gratified their employers ; wretched little lap-dogs

with whizzing yellowish-white pellets viciously embedded in

their well-washed coats ran yelping piteously for protection

Underneath the petticoats of their horrified and distracted mis-

tresses ; most potent, grave, and reverend seignors sprang head-

long into the arms of affrighted serving-maidens, each rushing

in opposite directions to escape the unforeseen attack ; whilst

to crown the whole a large school of young ladies was not only

frightened from its propriety, but put to the most utter and
ignominious rout. It says much for the forbearance of the

Exonians that no formal complaint was made either to or of

me ; but I could not but be aware of what was going on, and
came to the conclusion that the remaining Egyptians must be
got rid of. After transforming some by an exchange of queens.

I had yet five remaining, which I disposed of in the following

manner : three were exchanged for common stocks with my
friend Mr. S. Bevan Fox ; one I presented to Mr. George Fox,

of Kingsbridge; and the last, which was a nucleus without a

queen, I fairly stifled and buried, thanking Heaven as I trod in

the earth over their grave, that I was at length happily quit of

The Egyptian Bee.—A Devonshire Bee-keeper.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Double-bodied Chicken.—We have n letter for " B. B.," which shall

be forwarded to him if he will send his address.

Ducks' Gullets Hanging Down (Omnium).—Docks have no crops;

that which appeared to be a mark or division across the gulh t was
caused by its being over-loaded, and hanging below its natural position.

As soon as a bird shows any similar symptoms, put it in confinement, give

it a little water only three'times per day, and feed lightly on meal. If

the gullet hangs down, raise it with the hand, and empty it into the

stomach. If this is found difficult, hold the patient by the hind lege till

it is empty. If this cure the disorder there is some mistake in your feeding.

Dokking with White Deaf Ears {A. E. C.).—White deaf ears are not

an imperfection in a Dorking hen, but they are not desirable. The deaf
ear is not a Dorking point.

Snotters in Poultky (D. H.).—This is a vulgar name for a variety of

the roup. Bread stepped in strong ale, and camphorated water a I

as chickens will drink it, are both good remedies. The former acts the

more rapidly, the latter is the more certain cure.

Clarifying and Keeping Honey {Busy Bee).—Honey is best clarified

by means of a hot- water bath, which may be readily improvt il by putting

the jar containing it in a saucepan or boiler of water, which should be

placed "ii the lire and boiled until the honey becomes perfectly clear, all

impurities being removed by skimming as they arise. Store it in air-tight

jars, and keep in a cool place.
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will set the atmosphere of the pit in motion, especially when
the external air is cold.

Apart from pit-building I promised a few hints on the

wintering of Geraniums without the aid of artificial heat, by
which I wish it to be understood that no fire heat is meant,

and equally so that no damp cold pit is to be used for such a

purpose. The pit must be dry, and then the Geraniums may
he placed in it any time before severe weather sets in, not

with a view of keeping them close, but to preserve them from
wet and to mature the growth made. No more water is to be

given than sufficient to keep the leaves on, and the soil by the

middle of November should feel quite dry, or exhibit every

appearance of requiring water. The pots or boxes of cuttings

should be placed on boards, and not on the bottom of the pit,

as that may communicate moisture to the pot and soil. From
November to March the plants will not require a drop of water

in an ordinary winter, but should they grow, from the mildness

of the weather, give a little to prevent their drying up
;
yet be

cautious, for once you make the soil wet it is next to impos-
sible to get it dry again, and should severe weather ensue the

safety of the plant is by no means secure. Very rarely indeed
will it be necessary to furnish the plants with water during
winter, and if the soil can be kept dry the danger of injury

from frost is extremely small, for a covering of mats, double,

will protect from 10' of frost, and 9 inches of dry litter or straw

upon this will exclude any frost we have in our climate, if I

may take the frost of December 25th, 18C0, as a criterion, when
the thermometer fell to 3° below zero with me, and then I had
old plants of Geraniums in dry sand in brick pits side by side

with Endive, and the former were uninjured, whilst the latter

was destroyed. In very severe weather the lights must not be
opened nor the covering removed ; Geraniums will endure as

much darkness as Calceolarias, and so will any plant if the
atmosphere be so cold as to prevent growth. Airland plenty of

it whenever the weather i-; mild, i; essential, for no attempt to

encourage growth must be made u ' -- E ; l>ut, on the

contrary, every means should be taken to prevent it, and that

object is effected by keeping the soil and atmosphere dry and
cold. The plants will not grow much, if at all, before March,
and then water must be sparingly given. Early in April they
maybe potted off, advantage being taken of the moveable shelves
to remove them from the pit ; and form a hotbed of leaves,

which, covered with a few inches of sawdust or spent tan, will

be an excellent medium to plunge the pots in, the bed being
made so as to bring the plants almost within touching distance
of the glass. They will now grow rapidly, and must be pro-

tected from frost by mats thrown over the lights at night, and
be watered when necessary. The points of the shoots may be
taken out, and that will induce them to branch. In this way
by the middle of May a stock of fine plants will be secured, and
if hardened off they will be fit for planting out at the end of the

month.
Damp being the great evil to be guarded against, air is the

chief requisite. This and protection from frost being secured,

and damp avoided, there is no greater difficulty in wintering
Geraniums than Calceolarias.

Old plants may be taken up before they are frozen, and after

;

picking off all the leaves, closely packed in dry sand in boxes,
', the root portion only being covered. Any dry place, no matter
how dark, will do, so long as it is not warm. If it were pos-

sible to keep them at 33° that would be well ; but as cellars and
pits are generally much warmer, keep the plants as cool and
dry as you can without subjecting them to a temperature lower
than 33°. They will just do as well in sand in a cellar as in a
house affording much light, and keep as safely as Dahlia roots.

They will require occasional looking over, any mouldy shoots
being cut clean off. Here they may remain until the begin-

(ning of April, when they may have a hotbed made up so as to

produce a gentle heat, and be potted after having the roots

trimmed. The shoots may also be cut back, and if placed in a

frame over the hotbed the plants will soon push new shoots,

and with proper care in watering, air during the day, and pro-

tection at night, will make fine plants by bedding-out time,

for they seem to grow more rapidly after a long rest. It will

answer almost as well if the plants are placed in a green-

house on being removed from the cellar, pit, or other place

where they may have been wintered. Sometimes, when taking
up the plants, if I find the shoots very sappy, in addition to

removing the leaves, the points are cut off also. It is only the
common kinds that are treated in this manner.

Besides Geraniums, the pit will be available for wintering
Guphea platycentra and strigillosa, Ageratums, Salvias, Lo-

belias, Alyssums, and other plants which, like Geraniums,
need protection from frost as well as dryness. A few plants of

the kinds named, for the purpose of affording cuttings in spring,

will be found useful ; and of such, and the raising of annuals
for bedding-purposes in heat or in a frame, I hope to treat in
due season.—G. Abbey.

CONIFER.!', AT LINTON PARK.
(Continued from page 292.)

C'RTrTOMEEiA japonica, 39 feet high, and 15 feet in diameter,

having grown 10J feet in the last five years. This tree is

beautifully straight, and tapering from the bottom to the top.

In some seasons it has scarcely shown any symptoms of turn-

ing brown in autumn, while in others it has done so ; it cer-

tainly is not the cold that causes this, as in the seasons in

which it does so the change takes place before cold weather sets

in. The tree is, nevertheless, a useful addition to the pinetum
;

its fine, straight, pyramidal form, and the graceful curve of its

branches, give it a handsome appearance. Cones of a globular

form have been produced upon it for many years. The situa-

tion which it occupies is sheltered and tolerably dry. There
is a variety called viridis, said to be less liable to turn brown,
though its properties in this respect appear to be doubtful.

There is also one showing a more robust character, called

C. Lowii ; but, having only young plants of it, I cannot give an
opinion of its distinctive features. It Eeems to grow freely,

and I should think will become more thickly furnished at

bottom ; but it has not with us arrived at an age sufficient to

determine this.

Cbyptomeeia elegaxs.—Only young specimens of this are

planted out, but it promises to be a fast grower. I fear by its

appearance that it may not be quite hardy ; but it would be
premature to give an opinion as to this. Last winter, though
unprotected, the plant did not appear to sustain the least injury

;

but it was a mild season. If it prosper, as it promises to do,

it will be an important addition to the pinetum ; the peculiar

tint of reddish brown or purple which it acquires in winter

differs widely from the yellow tinge of C. japonica, more re-

sembling the peculiarly rich hue of Retinospora ericoides. It

does not appear to be very much planted yet, and, no doubt,

its success will depend on its hardiness.

Cupivessus maceocabpa or Laheertiaxa, 34J feet high, and
19 feet in diameter, having grown 13.J feet during the last five

years. This fine tree was planted in the spring of 1854, being

then not more than a foot high, so that its average growth for

twelve consecutive years has been a little more than 2 feet

9 inches, and it has become densely bushy in proportion. In
outline it forms a cone, of which the greatest diameter is about

4 or 5 feet up. I can endorse all that my friend, Mr. McDonald,

of Woodstock, Ireland, has said in its favour at page 165, ex-

cepting in one respect—I am at a loss to understand his success

with it, as he mentions having transplanted it five years ago.

In my own practice I have always considered it most difficult

to remove, small plants only 1.J foot high often going off

entirelv, or dying so much back as to be disfigured for some
time, and I should much like to hear how Mr. McDonald suc-

ceeded so well. I exp'ect the moist climate of Ireland favoured

him much, and, no doubt, the proper season was chosen for the

work of removal. Still, one-half of the plants will generally die

if they have been more than one year planted before removal

;

but when once established their progress is so rapid that they

quickly make up for lost time.

The rich green colour of the foliage, and the compact habit

of Cupressus macrocarpa, render its appearance conspicuous

even amongst trees of a like character, at the same time 1

fear that it will not attain the importance of the Cedars as

detached or isolated specimen trees. A tree so fast-growing

and so densely clothed with foliage, must necessarily suffer

much from high winds, though I have never known a branch

broken in this way, nor yet by heavy falls of snow. The tree

is now and then uprooted by high winds, more especially if its

roots have remained undisturbed in a pot. As regards the

specimen described above, especial care was taken when it

was planted to stretch out all its roots to their utmost length,

and fortunately they were so small as to allow of the sudden

turns and bends being laid straight without much injury,

though not without some. I would always advise this to

be done rather than leave the plant to the uncertainty or al-

most certainty of after-strangulation, as the following case will

exemplify. Some years ago a fine specimen of Pinus Sabmiana
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or a kindred species was blown down in a gale of no extraor-

dinary violence, and on examining its roots I found it had been
turned out of a pot in the same way as a Geranium or other

sumnror-llowering plant. One prominent root coiled itself once
or twice round the pot, and above tho collar, nml on the tree

being planted the collar swelled until it met this circular band,

which, of course, strengthened also. The collar also, however,
swelled over it, surrounded it, and in some degree made an
attempt to unite itself again on the other side of the hand, but
the advancing growth of the latter prevented this, so that the

tree had to balance itself on that portion of its trunk which
was inside the circular coil of roots, and which was about
4 inches in diameter. For a time this was sufficient, but not

so when the top became enlarged and heavy, and tho result

was the destruction of tho tree. Now, this state of things is

by no means uncommon, not only with tho Cypress, but also

with tho Pinus tribe, and I would, therefore, warn all planters

against running tho risk of after-accidents from tho tree

standing on " corkscrew " roots. Uncoiling the roots after

being in a pot may cause the plant to suffer for a short time,

but it is better that it should thus sustain a temporary check,

than be blown down ten years afterwards, or, which is almost
as bad, have to bo propped up.

I may add, that our large specimen of Cupressus macro-
carpa never had any support after the first month or so that it

was planted, but the situation is sheltered, several other hush;.

Pinuses surrounding it and breaking the force of the wind,
otherwise I hardly think it would have been so erect at the
present time, as we have lost other and smaller plants standing
more exposed. I can also vouch for all Mr. McDonald says
of the hardiness of Cupressus macrocarpa, as the severe

winter of 1860-61, which gave a very slight tinge of brown to

one side of a Wellingtonia, did not seem to do it the least

injury. It has for some years borne cones, which are globular

and larger than those of the Arbor Vita ; it also strikes freely

from cuttings. Those who want a quick-growing plant for

symmetrical training, will, I believe, find that it bears cutting-

in well ; but I only speak from opinion on this point, having
confined my operations with the knife to removing a rival

leader now and then, and this not on the specimen above
referred to, which, though densely clothed all the way up, has
always maintained a proper leader, to which all the others are

subordinate.

Cupressus Lawsoniana.— The plants of this beautiful species

which we have here are small, not having been planted so long
as some others; but it promises to speedily claim its position

as a fine graceful tree of rapid growth. It is quite hardy, and
has also the good property of not suffering much by transplant-

ing, for last winter we removed upwards of two hundred plants,

averaging 4 feet in height, and I believe not one of them has
suffered in the least, whilst with a like number of tho Welling-
tonia the loss has been severe. I may, however, warn those
who may wish to plant this tree where game abounds, that
rabbits are very fond of it, and they quickly destroy it. The
tree promises to thrive well on most soils, and with us grows
rapidly on a rather dry, stony one, where, however, its roots can
descend as low as they like. I have seen a variegated form of

this plant, which, however, is more a novelty than a desirable
acquisition.

Cupressus torulosa, Knightiana, and Goveniana are all

useful. C. Knightiana is a very strong grower. All are deserv-
ing attention.

CurREssus Uhdeana.—Our specimen is 17 feet high and
8 feet in diameter. This is a fast-growing tree of a rich silvery
grey colour, making a marked contrast with the dark emerald
green of C. macroearpa. Much larger specimens, I believe, exist

in other places, but I have not seen any that exhibit a more
silvery hue. It is perfectly distinct from the other members
of this numerous family, and on that account deserves a place
in every collection. It also promises to become a tree, which
all the Cypresses certainly will not.

Cupressus fvneeris. — The specimen is 12 feet high and
6.J feet in diameter, having grown 3j feet in the last live years.
I cannot say much in favour of this species, for it has failed to
become so popular as it promised to be, being a shrub rather
than a tree, and the severe winter of 1860-61, though it did
not injure the specimen in question, killed several in other
parts of England. Like the Virginian Cedar (.Tuniperus vir-
giniana), and some other Junipefrs, it has two distinct sets of
foliage, giving one part of the plant a different character from
the other. From what I have seen of it I should say that
plants about 6 feet high look as well as any. The outline of

tho tree is more elliptical than conical, or, I may say, egg-
i baped, with the broadest end upwards.

Cupressus sesipervirens is here 33 feet high and 5 feet in
diameter. This fine old Italian Cypre :s i I still deserving of a
place everywhere, and grows more freely than the Swedish
Juniper, Irish Yew, and other upright plants which are some-
lime- wanted to give a feature to dri i ! [rounds. It seems
to succeed best in a deep rich soil, but it also thrives on a dry
stony one, as several plants which we have here are on a site

of the latter kind. For depth of colour it is only second to
C macrocarpa.
The species of Cupressus which I have mentioned constitute,

1 think, the cream of the genus; but there are many others,
of which I must leave the merits to be described by those
possessing better specimc ns. 1 may also remark that many
of the names by which the species aro known are merely
synonymes.

Deciduous Cypress (Taxodium distiehum), 25.! feet high and
14 feet in diameter, having grown 6{ feet during the last five

years. This is a small tree as compared with many in the
country, and is only mentioned in order to recommend its

cultivation. Its neat Fern-like foliage renders it a general
favourite at all seasons, more especially in the autumn when
its foliage dies off to a fine rich apricot colour. As a tree I
should expect its timber to be good, but its growth is not quick
enough for the English planter to enter extensively into its

cultivation for profit. I should think a soil not too dry will
best suit it.

Irish Yew.—Several fine specimens, the tallest being 18} feet
high and 4 feet in diameter ; this, however, has only grown
2 feet in the five years. Other plants, 15 or 16 feet high, also
looked well.

Libocedrus chilensis is llj feet high by 7 feet in diameter,
having grown about 1 foot a-year since it was planted. The
winter of 1860-61, which destroyed so many specimens in
various parts of England, only slightly injured this. It would,
however, be too much to assert that it will become a large and
ornamental tree, but it may attain the dimensions of the Arbor
Vita?, to which it is a fitting companion, although differing

widely from it in the colour as well as formation of the
foliage.

Pinus excelsa.—A specimen 35 feet high and nearly tho same
in diameter, and several others are nearly as large, the growth
of the tallest being 8 feet in five years. There is considerable
difference in the appearance of these trees, some having the
foliage more drooping than others, and some have the scales

enclosing the young buds in spring green, while in others
they are of a beautiful rosy pink hue. The habit also differs,

some plants being more upright than others. Several of them
have borne cones, which are sometimes upwards of a foot long,
and of a purple colour, not so dark as those of Picea Webbiana

;

they are often slightly curved, and being pendulous have a
graceful appearance. The beautiful silvery grey hue of this
species will always entitle it to a first place in a collection. In
its bushy character the tree differs widely from Pinus cembra
and the Weymouth Pine (P. strobus), both of which resemble
it in colour. Our specimen did not suffer in the least from
the winter of 1860-61. P. excelsa may be regarded as one of

the hardiest of the genus, and promises as a tree to arrive at

the largest size. Unfortunately wo were obliged to sacrifice our
largest trees some years ago, otherwise we should most likely

have had specimens 6 feet higher than any we now possess.
Pinus ixsionis, 51 feet high, and -11 feet in diameter, having

grown 11 feet during the last five y<
' iry handsome tree,

densely clothed to the ground, on which its lower branches, or
rather limbs, rest. It has borne cones for many years, and I

have never noticed it in the least injured by frost ; indeed, it

seems as hardy here as a Scotch Fir, and grows more rapidly.
The above specimen would have been, perhaps, 12 or 15 feet

higher, had it not lost its leader about fifteen years ago, and re-

mained some years before forming another, which it did with-
out exhibiting any crook or other indication of the original

leader having been lost. The tree would probably not have
been so well clothed at bottom if it had not met with this

accident, but as it is, it would be impossible to look on any-
thing more healthy, and the dense green foliage gives it a re-

markable appearance at all times, more especially in winter.
Some young trees that were planted about a dozen years ago
have grown remarkably fast, one of them having gained 14* feet

in five years, and others nearly as much. Even in the young
state the tree looks well, and I think it stands the wind well.

Certainly the largest specimen here is in a sheltered position
;
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but others in the most exposed situations do not appear to

sustain any injury. This species deserves a place everywhere.

Pinus cejibra differs widely from the preceding alike in hue
and outline. Our best specimen, growing in rather a confined
place, is 39 feet high, and 8 feet in diameter. The outline of

the tree is somewhat cylindrical rather than conical ; the stem
is straight, and thickly set with branches, and the foliage of a
sort of ashy grey, and more stiff than that of P. excelsa, from
which this species differs widely in every respect. It appears
to be quite hardy, but is little planted, although in a collection

its upright character gives it a claim to more general cultivation.

I believe that in some collections there are much finer speci-

mens than the above, which is only mentioned in order to call

attention to the species.

Pinus Bentiiamiasa 10 feet high and feet in diameter.

This is a handsome, long-leaved species, having a greater

abundance of foliage than P. ponderosa, which it somewhat
resembles. Our tree is in a rather exposed place, and con-
sequently its growth is less rapid than that of some others,

being in this instance only 1\ feet iu the last five years. There
seem to be several kindred species to this, which renders it diffi-

cult in some cases to say with a certainty which is the true one.

The plant, however, promises well.

Pinus ponderosa, 41 feet high and 26 feet in diameter, having
grown Sfeet in the last five years. This is really a handsome
tree. The leaves are long, of a fine, healthy green, very robust,

and thickly set in tufts at the extremities of the branches,
which, instead of being drooping, stand out stillly from the stem,
in whorl fashion, in all directions. The stem like the leaves is

robust and strong, and the bark presents a beautiful kind of

fretwork when the foliage is shed, so that the naked limbs are

on the whole ornamental rather than unsightly. In a young
state the tree is not ornamental, but the specimen above re-

ferred to is much admired. The timber is said to be excellent,

and the branches, though stiff, seem to bend without breaking,
like a Hazel. I have not noticed any appearance of cones,
but having only one large tree, it may, perhaps, not be a cone-
bearing one.

Pinus austriaca, 42 feet high and 24 feet iu diameter, having
grown 8.{ feet in the last five years. This is a free-growing
species, of sturdy habit, and capable of withstanding high winds

;

it is also of quick growth, though not so much so as P. insignis.

It is, however, a fine-growing tree, and seems adapted for

elevated situations, as some trees here in a much more exposed
place than that of which the dimensions are stated surpass it

in general appearance, and promise ere long to outstrip it in

height.

Pinus fyrenaica, a symmetrical-growing tree of the most
lovely green. The shoots, which are very thickly set on the
stem, after drooping a little turn up again, and their tips all

point upwards, but so numerous and dense are they that it is

difficult to see the bole without holding the branches aside.

This, however, is a slow-growing tree as cempared with
P. insignis and ponderosa ; for a specimen planted at the same
time as these kinds is not more than half the height, being
only 23 feet high, and about the same in diameter. It forms a
compact cone, or rather a sort of bulbous cone in outline

;

foliage stiff, and pointing upwards.
Pinus laricio, Jeffreyana, radiata, and some others have

representatives here, but not so remarkable as to call for

special notice. The first-named hardly thrives so well here as

to merit the high name it has received elsewhere.

Pinus stroeus (The Weymouth Pine).—Some young trees of

this well-known species certainly do not grow so fast as P. ex-

celsa ; it may, however, be hardier than the latter, but as this

has not shown any indication of being injured in our hardest
winters, its pre-eminence over the Weymouth may be said to

be established. —J. Robson.

(To be continued.)

We have received some very well painted drawings from
Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son of double Violets—King, purple,

and Queen, white ; also of three new Camellias, Elvira Bian-
chini, white with pale rosy tint; General Cialdini, rosy with
dark stripes ; and Zoraide Vanzi, pale rose, with dark blotches

and stripes. Also of seven tricolored-leaved Geraniums, all

very striking. We must warn our readers against expecting
that coloured-foliaged Geraniums will retain the colours in the

leaves if grown in common garden soil. We wish some of our
readers would state the soil, or compost, which enables the
plants to retain their brilliant attire.

CYMBIDIUM SINENSE.
Looking over some back volumes of The Journal op Horti-

culture one day I accidentally saw the following at page 30,
vol. viii. :

—" The Cymbidium sinense is a most useful plant
for the drawing-room, the scent is most delicious." I went
forthwith to look for this Cymbidium in all the catalogues of

stove plants and Orchids which I possess—those of Messrs.
Williams, E. G. Henderson, Backhouse, &c.—but I could not
find it in any of them. It is not a new plant, as the " Cottage
Gardener's Dictionary" states that it was introduced in 1793.

Can any one tell me where it is to be had ? What is the reason
for its being neglected, or at least disappearing from the cata-

logues ?

—

Clericus.

[There is no doubt about the correctness of the statement
made in our pages. The C. sinense is figured and described in

the tenth volume of the " Botanical Magazine," published in

1805. There it is stated to be "a native of China, from whence
it was introduced by the late Mr. Slater. It thrives luxuriantly

in the conservatory." It has been supplanted among Orchid-
growers by C. eburneum, which is portraited and thus noticed

in the " Botanical Register :"—" The flowers of this charming
plant are not only among the largest of the genus, but among
the sweetest. They resemble, in fragrance, those of the Chinese
Cymbid, than which nothing is more delicious."

C. eburneum is a native of the East Indies, and could not
take the place of C. sinense in the drawing-room. Why is not

this more available species retained in their catalogues by
nurserymen ? Where can it be obtained ?

—

Eds.]

ROSES.
I thane "D." for his Rose information. Madame Canrobert,

Souvenir d'Elise, and a globular specimen of Gloire de Dijon,

were the three best-shaped Roses at the National Rose Show.

I ordered twelve plants of Madame Canrobert, but was told

it was a bad grower, and so I issued a counter-order. I will

not keep a Rose that is not " vigorous." A Rose may be

vigorous and yet not hardy.

The two best pot Roses at the National were each Rushton
Radclyffe. I cannot perceive it to be tender. Since Jules

Margottin and Charles Lefebvre came out, I have not had a

Rose with so many good attributes. I have ordered twelve

more. The original six came from M. Verdier. They have

done well. This Rose throws up from the base of the plant

shoots 24 inches long. It is a continual bloomer, full-sized,

and full to the centre, of circular outline, has deep smooth petals,

is a free bloomer in all weathers, and never has a blind end.

I gave " S. R. H." off one plant enough to bud nine Roses.

Since that was cut off it has grown well and bloomed well. I

am satisfied with it ; but if " D." will have another, let it be a

maroon, or blue violet purple. Shorten the name to " Rad-

clyffe." Long names are a nuisance.

There are sixty-four novelties about to make their appear-

ance. I like the 'reading of the two Tea Roses, Madame Bre-

mond, and Madame Margottin ; of Mr. W. Paul's Black Prince

and Dr. Lindley ; and of Mr. Eugene Verdier's Napoleon III.

At a venture' I will back Dr. Lindley against the other sixty-

three novelties. I saw it in London twice in one year, ex-

panded and globular, and thought it the finest and best English

seedling that I ever saw.

If Lord Clyde and Lord Macaulay are English seedlings, they

are very fine, and in quality of petal the nearest to Charles

Lefebvre. which is the l>cst of all Roses.

John Hopper and Devouiensis are worthy of all praise.

—

W. F. Radclypfe, Okeford Fitzpaine.

STRAWBERRIES IN GROUND VINERIES.
Allow me to suggest that these structures might be used to

bring forward a crop of Strawberries, and, after the Strawberries

were gathered, to ripen a crop of Melons.

Let the Strawberries be planted in beds of two rows, the

rows 1 foot apart, and the plants 2 feet apart in each row. A
three-feet vinery would be more than ample to cover two such

rows.

The time of the Strawberries' ripening will depend on the

sort, and on the amount of ventilation given ; but the crop

will be off by the middle of June, and you will have well-ad-

vanced, if not rooted, runners ready for new beds.

Now move your vinery to the spot destined for your Melons.
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When the ground has been warmed by being under glass for a

few days, and the spot which is to receivo the Melon plants

turned over every evening so as to bury the heat, tlie plants,

which have been raised elsewhere, and which have been trained

to ft single stem, may be put in. A three-feet vinery might
possibly hold two plants abreast. If only one, the laterals

would have more room to ramble. The heat being economised
by early shutting-up and by nightly coverings, I think that in

ordinary seasons first-rate Melons might be obtained.—G. S.

AMONG THE SCOTTISH BRAES, LOCHS, AND
MOUNTAINS.—No. 5.

" It's the rheumatiz—gardeners always has it." So replied

a sinewj- man, over whom full seventy winters had passed, and

of whom I inquired what compelled him to walk down Melrose

high street leaning on two sticks. Now, it is true that gar-

deners are very commonly afflicted with rheumatism—sudden

transitions from the steamy air of hothouses to cold winds in

the open garden, are apt to induce the disease ; but the more
avoidable acts of trainiug wall trees during inclement weather,

and putting on, whilst hot from labour, coats and vests which

have been thrown carelessly on to wet ground, are far more in-

ducive of the disabling disease—a fine should be imposed upon
such thoughtless doings.

Liable as gardeners are to rheumatism, they are long-lived

professionals. No other evidence need be adduced than the

lists of applicants for the pensions of the Gardeners' Benevo-

lent Institution. Each applicant's age is stated, and rarely is

there one who has not seen seve'uty years or more. But we
have other evidence of their longevity. Switzer, Philip Miller,

James Lee, and John Abercrombie each lived eighty years ;

William Speechley, eighty-six ; and a long list indeed would

he that which included the garden celebrities who lived to be

seventy.

The four-scorers are indeed very many, and among them
were the parents of Itobert Burns. Side by side lie they in

Alloway kirkyard ; and it would have been more fitting if he
had rested also in that " God's acre " immortalised by his

verse rather than where he does rest—at Dumfries. And so

thought the old Ayrshire man who pointed out the very window
in the kirk's wall through which Tarn o' Shanter spierod at

Maggie with the shorten sark !
" He'd a lived langer had he

ne'er been a gauger," said my guide ; and may be he would,

and had followed his father's calling, for, as my old " rheuma-
tiz " acquaintance at Melrose concluded, " it's healthfu' ne'er-

theless." Perhaps Micbael Scott the wizard thought so too,

and, to keep his familiar in health as well as occupation,

handed him the spade to divide Eildon Hill into three equal

sections. The familiar was no geometrician, and had not suc-

ceeded even as late as August of the present year.

The said Michael Scott is said to have written as follows :

—

" To choose out a place fitting for the erection of a convenient

habitation, first single out a convenient place or soil where you
mean to erect your edifice, not far distant from some running
river, fountain, or other water, and bordering near some thicket,

or shadowed with Elms or other trees, for they are a very

delectable object to the eye ; for they many times besides

break the heat of the sun and the rage of the winds, and are

convenient both for shelter and sight. So you must be regard-

ful that the air be not corrupt and damp by the exhalations of

fogs, sucked up by the sun from fens and other low and rotten

ground. For the air is a great preserver or drawer-on of health
or sickness, and hath a powerful hand in the state of every
man's body, and is the cause of many dangerous diseases and
much continued health."

If Michael Scott wrote that he was four centuries in advance
of his age, and no wonder he was suspected of wizardry. But
he was a man of taste also, for he adds, " Let the foundation
be upon dry and sand}' ground of some fit elevation, witli the
windows towards the sun's rising, except the prospect otherwise
persuade you.

" All these things being effected, compass in a plot of ground
convenient for a garden, which, stored with a variety of sweet
herbs and flowers, yields much content and profit, both for the
pleasure and health of man."

This extract is from " The Philosopher's Banquet, Newly
Furnished and Decked Forth." All authorities say it is a
translation of Michael Scott's work, and I bow to their de-

cision ; but the translation before me was made in 1033 by
" W. B., Esquire," " the third edition ;" and I opine my ex-

tract savours of " the many several dishes that in the former

service were neglected," mentioned on the title-page. If the

dish I put before the readers of "our Journal" was really and
truly written by Michael Scott, then he him a wizard, for he
set down in legible MS. thoughts that first came into other

men's heads three centuries after he and his book of mystic

lore were entombed in Melrose Abbey.
Sir Walter Scott, though ho never saw what he commends,

tells us to see that abbey by the " pale mo >nli lit," and I did

so see it ; and I fixed, to my own satisfaction at least, where
" the herbary and kale garden" were,» and pictured its white-

robed monks sending from the walls " red Pears of Busie," in

return for the trout just received from their cowled brethren of

Dryburgh, for a famous stream had they. Those Pears and
some others were thus noted by one who knew them well:

—

"During the monkish ages the greater part of our Apples

and Pears were introduced to Scotland from France and the

Netherlands, and cultivated near the abbeys by the ecclesias-

tics; and, from the old trees to be met with at such places, it

appears that the Charuock or Drummond, the Crawford, the

Christie, and the Longueville (a French Pear), were favourites

with the ghostly fathers. It is also not improbable that the

art of raising fruit trees from seed was at that period known
and practised. This conjecture is strengthened by the fact,

that in almost every very old orchard one or tsvo trees are to

be met with which are to be found nowhere else, except where

the merit of the fruit has attracted the attention of nursery-

men, by whose means they have been transfern d in later times

to other orchards ; for instance, the Bed Pear of Busie, a beauti-

ful, small, and good early Pear, is enly found on young trees,

except in the orchard at Busie, about a mile north of Perth,

where the original tree is still standing, though in a state of

much decay. The Benvie is more extensively cultivated ;
the

original tree, or rather a part of its remains, is still alive in a

small orchard on a farm of that name, to the east of Rossie

Priory, in the Carse of Gowrie. Pear Duncan, a beautiful Pear,

little known, till very lately was only to be found at Gourdie

Hill, the seat of Patrick Mathew, Esq.. in the parish of Errol;

that gentleman has given it deserved celebrity; it takes its

name of Duncan from a former proprietor of Gourdie Hill.

The Flower of Monorgan is found nowhere but in the extensive

orchard of that name. The Black Pear of Bog Mill is only

found in the orchard there; and the Busked Lady, and Pow
Meg, are peculiar to the orchard of Port Allan, on the north

bank of the Tay, opposite to Newburgh. The Elcho Pear seems

to be an accidental seedling, now cultivated at the old castle of

Elcho. And many varieties of inferior value are to be found in

almost every very old orchard, whose qualities have not pro-

cured for them any culture beyond the precincts of their original

habitation. Every orchard of long standing has its own Pear

Diel, and no one Diel is like another ; neither docs any orchard-

ist covet the Diel of his neighbour."

I followed the path round the base of the Eildon Hills, along

which doubtless many such interchanges as I have noted were

made ; and I crossed by the ford that they crossed, and on the

hillside beyond, on an arched gateway, lead gladly this in-

scription :

—

" Hoc pomarium, sua manu, satnm parentibus suis optimis sac. d. s.

Buchania? comes."

Such an orchard, for it is well stocked with thriving Apple and

Pear trees, is a goodly testimony to Earl Buchan.

Dryburgh Abbey is but " a bittock " from thence ;
and I pon-

dered there over the epitaphs of that Earl's ancestors, and

thought the orchard a better memorial ; and of the Earls of

Mar, and of those of wider and worthier fame—Sir Walter

Scott, and some of those dearest to him. One of those, now
resting by his side, I had met in a more torrid clime, and

could tell of adventures there : but 1 must drop my pen.

Next day I recrossed the border, and saw no more of what

Scott has briefly described as

" Land of brown Heath and Bhaggy wood,

Laud of the mountain and the flood."

—G.

Picea Nordmansiana.—I have a Picea Nordmanniana in my
pinetum 26 feet high ; breadth of branches, 13 feet 9 inches ;

girth of trunk, at 2 feet from the ground, 24 inches ;
and it is

well furnished with cones. It is much admired by all who

have seen it.—R. Hanbouy, Poles, Ware.

* The entire garden was walled, and a mile in circumference.
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GOOSEBEBRIES OF GOOD FLAVOUR.
Yon will oblige me by stating what Gooseberries you would

recommend for flavour as well as size. I wrote to a most
respectable nurseryman on the subject ; and he assures me
that the very large kinds are deficient in flavour, and he has

found them unsaleable for that reason.

I cannot understand why prizes are given for such fruit as

London, red and green, Ploughboy, &c, if they are deficient in

the chief requisite of all fruit—flavour ; but I have had to dis-

card some sorts—dark brown, yellow, and white fruits of good

size, but insipid, and have no wish to return to them : there-

fore I seek your counsel in the matter.—H. N. B.

[The nurseryman was quite correct in stating that the largest

prize Gooseberries are deficient in flavour ; and you may justly

express surprise that size, not good quality, is encouraged by

the prizes offered. It is the same at Celery, Cucumber, and

cattle shows— size, not utility, is chiefly considered. One
reason for this is that weight is much more easy to determine

than any other quality. We recommend the following varieties

of Gooseberry, quite irrespective of prize lists :

—

Redi : Iron-

monger, Warrington. Yellows : Moreton Hero, Yellow Cham-
pagne. Greens : Green Overall, Pitmaston Green Gage.

Whites : Snowball and Whitesmith.
The book you mention can be had free by post from our

office if you forward twenty-six postage stamps with your

address.]

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
October 16th.

Floral Committee.—But very few specimens were exhibited at

this meeting, the lateness of the season is a sufficient explanation
;

and had there been a good display of plants, the dense fog would have
'

quite prevented their being seen to advantage. Mr. Bull sent several

plants of interest, among which were Tillandsia argeutea, a very novel I

and remarkable plant, with narrow Bush-like leaves, covered with a

woolly substance, which gave them the Appearance of tine velvet—

a

first-class certificate was awarded it ; Pandanns l'orteanus, as exhibited

not sufficiently distinct from other Palms ; Saxifraga Fortuuei, six or

seven plants of which made quite a display— its curiously formed white

flowers render it very useful in a conservatory at this time of the year
;

Philodendron crinipes, which it was requested should he sent again
;

Fittonia argyroneura, which had received a certificate under tbe old

name Eranthemum argyroneurum—a very pretty fine-foliaged plant;

Astroearyuni mexicanurn, a young plant, to be sent again; Adiantum
Lindeni, a first-class Fern, but not shown in condition for an award

;

Adiantum species, probably a form of Adiantum capillus-Veneris ;

and Tact a ('.') picturaca, which it was thought would prove to be an
1

Amorphophallus. A special award was given for Mr. Bull's collection.

B. Morris, Esq., sent a seedling Zonale Pelargonium Maid of Kent,

very deep rose, from appearances not a free bloomer ; but it is too

late to decide on these plants, and we hope to see it again. Mr.
Joseph Morgan exhibited a seedling Fern called Scolopendrinm Vul-

gate Morgan i ; it is a distinct variety of dwarf habit, and the points of

the fronds are very densely tasselled or tufted—it received a first-class

certificate. C. Leach, Esq., Clapham Park, sent a collection of seed-
j

ling Nerines, some of them very showy, especially Nerine corusca

major, with bright orange scarlet flowers, forming a good contrast with

Nerine Fothergilli. A special certificate was awarded this interesting

collection. Mr. Wm. Paul brought a seedling Zonale Pelargonium,

Ossian, of dwarf habit, and having a great abundance of trusses of

bright scarlet flowers. This must be seen again before its merits can

be decided upon. Messrs. Veitch sent a very curious and interesting

plant of a Sarraeenia, of which the name at present is not decided

;

it formed a perfect star on the surface of the pot. A first-class certi-

ficate was awarded it. A nice collection of Zonale Pelargoniums was
brought up from Chiswick in excellent order, and the plants were

well covered with flowers.

Fruit Committee.—With the exception of a collection of Pears,

and dishes of Dutch and Mill Hill Hamburgh Grapes, from the

Society's garden at Chiswick, but little frait was exhibited. From
Mr. Turner, of Slough, came a fine dish of Cox's Orange Pippin

Apple, and a box of British Queen Pear remarkably tine. Mr. H. W.
Reynolds, Thame, Oxfordshire, and Mr. Leslie, St. Peter's, Margate,

sent seedling Apples, to none of which, however, was any award
made. Some fruit to name came also from Messrs. Yeitch and Mr.

William Paul ; and Mr. Jones, Petworth, sent two dishes of Cran-

berries. Mr. Carr, gardener to P. L. Hinds, Esq., Byfleet, again

exhibited fruit of the Passiflora, shown at the last Committee meeting,

and which proves to he the Water Lemon, Passiflora laurifolia. As
this, so far as known, is the first time fruit of the species has been

ripened in this country, a special certificate was awarded.

Fortnightly Meeting.—The Bev. George Cheere in the chair-

.

Two new members were elected, and the Erewash Valley Floral and

Horticultural Society admitted into union, after which, in the un-

avoidable absence of the Rev. M. J. Berkeley, Mr. Wooster pointed
out the principal subjects exhibited, adding at the same time some
brief remarks. With reference to the variegated Jasmine shown by
Messrs. Francis, of Hertford, at the last meeting, Mr. Wooster said

that he had then mentioned having seen a very similar variety up-
wards of twenty years ago in the garden of the late Mr. Loudon, at

Bayswater. He had at the time some doubts as to whether the plant
was still alive, and he had gone to the house where Mr. Loudon lived,

and having found the plant in the garden, he had brought specimens,

cut that morning, which seemed to confirm the opinion that the

variety in question is not new. In the " Gardener's Magazine " for

1839, page GO, a statement will be found with respect to its perfect

hardiness during the memorable winter of 1837-8. After noticing the

crested Scolopendrium exhibited by Mr. Morgan, and remarking that

there were many beautiful forms of the common Hart's-tongue to be

met with in Scotland, he added, in reference to the fruit of Passiflora

quadrangularis, or Granadilla, shown at the previous meeting by Mr.
Carr, that it forms a very agreeable drink in a silver tankard along

with sugar and a glass or two of sherry.

Weekly Show, October 20th.—For the best collection of fruit Mr.
B. Brown, gardener to K. H. Wyatt, Esq., Wandsworth Lodge, Upper
Tooting, received the first prize for a very good and well-grown assort-

ment, including a nice Queen Pine. Mr. B. Marcham, gardener to

E. Gates, Esq., Bydorp House, Hauwell, received the second prize,

and Mr. Young, gardener to B. Barclay, Esq., Highgate, an extra

prize. Mr. Young likewise received an extra prize for a collection of

Pears and Apples, also one for a collection of Onions. For the col-

lection of miscellaneous plants Mr. Young received a third prize.

MR. WILLIAMS'S NURSERY. IIOLLOWAY.
It is now some time since Mr. Williams removed the princi-

pal portion of his valuable collections from his old establish-

ment, the Paradise Nurseries, to his new one, called the Victoria

:•> nraery, at the foot of Highgate Hill ; and with his plants he
took what our continental friends would call the udmiuiHratiou

of his business, or in plain English, transferred thither his

offices and staff. Rather more than two years ago some ac-

count was given (Vol. VII., page 174), of this nursery, together

with a beautiful engraving of the interior of the spacious con-

servatory ; and although Rhododendron Nuttallii does not at

present, as then, add to the display by its magnificent and fra-

grant blossoms, the above representatiou, notwithstanding

many changes in the contents of the house, will afford a toler-

ably exact general idea of its aspect, now that the arrangement

of the plants for the winter has been completed.

Few, indeed, there are who could fail to admire, on entering

this conservatory, the rich profusion of gracefully curving

bright green fronds of the Ferns, intermingled with the stiffer

forms which the majority of the Yuccas and Dracamas present

;

and though at present there is rather a deficiency of flowering

specimens, by-aud-by the Camellias, now plentifully studded

with swelling buds, and plants from other houses, will give

colour to the scene during the gloomy months of winter.
_
As

it is, nothing can be more grateful to the eye than the various

shades of green foliage diversified by variegated plants and
others remarkable for their singularity of form. At the

entrance is a fine pair of the handsomely variegated Yucca

Stokesii, and a little farther on, one on each side of the broad

central walk, two very fine specimens of Charmerops excelsa,

each about 10 feet high, and one of which is now in fruit. It

may here be remarked, that most of the large specimens are

arranged, as far as possible, in pairs on each side of the main
walk, and according to their size at various distances from the

edging. The next pair consists of handsome specimens of the

variegated Aloe-leaved Yucca, which forms an excellent con-

trast with the green foliage near it. We then come to two large

plants of the old Double White Camellia, a fine pair of Arau-

caria Bidwilli, and in the centre of the house a pair of Dicksonia

antarctica standing nearly 10 feet high, and on the opposite

side of the cross walk two handsome specimens of Dracaena

lineata. At the intersection of the walks is one of Pulham]s

terra-cotta fountains, which is prettily clothed with Isolepis

gracilis, which is so useful for this and many other decorative

purposes where a pendent grass-like plant is needed, with Selagi-

nella denticulata, and with various Ferns, the whole having an

excellent effect. Proceeding onwards we find Cycas revoluta in

fine condition, fruiting Orange trees, Dracama draco and D. in-

divisa, about 14 feet high, and two remarkably fine specimens

of those singular plants the Eeaucarneas, one of them being

B. glauca, and the other B. tubereulata, the latter with graceful

pendulous foliage. The central walk terminates at Mr. Wii-
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liams's residence, ami near this point thero are two large and
handsome specimens of Dicksonia squarrosa.

Turning now to the side tables, which are 100 feet in length,

one of those is occupied by an extensive collection of Agaves,

Yuccas, and Dnica mis. Among many interesting Kinds were

Agave Schidigera showing flower, and believed to he the linest

plant in Europe ol this remarkable species; A. filifera;

A. americana modio-picta having a broad yellow band down the

centre of the leaf ; a variety of A. lophanta with dark green

foliage, narrowly margined with white, and having white spines
along the edges ; tho handsome variegated Yucca quadricolor ;

V. filamentosa variegata, a fine, nearly hardy, striped-leaved

kind, but now rather scarce, not having withstood the severe

winter of 1860 ; and a line specimen of Dasylirion acrotriohum.

Tho other side table was tilled with specimen Azaleas and
miscellaneous plants, among which wire two or three plants

of Cordyline indivisa in fine condition, and variegated New
Zealand Flax, which is not only a useful exhibition plant, but

in all probability will prove equally hardy with the green-

leaved form of the species. Attention has lately been directed

to Nerines by those shown at the Royal Horticultural Society's

meetings, and certainly these pretty bulbs deserve more atten-

tion than they have received ; corusoa major in particular,

which was here in flower near the entrance of the conserva-

tory, had very handsome heads of orange-scarlet flowers.

Above the doorway, and densely covering the upper portion

of the glass for a breadth of upwards of 40 feet, was Col i a

scandeus variegata, an excellent plant for the purpose, being

not only very ornamental, but of rapid growth and the easiest

culture.

The stove, which, as well as the other houses, has been
erected since our last visit, is a three-quarters span 100 feet

long, 25 feet wide, and 20 feet high, and contains some noble
specimens of tree Ferns, such as Cibotiums, Cyatheas, and
Dicksonias, besides Crotons, Dracamas, and a variety of other
plants, among which may be mentioned a fine specimen of

Dion edulc, wdiich fruited last year. A second division of the

same house is partly filled with Azaleas, and specimen Alla-

mandas, Stephanotis, &c, in addition to which there are re-

markably tine plants of Pandanus reflexus, Cycas circinalis,

10 feet high, with a spread of 20 feet, and Anthurium acaule,

with leaves 3{-feet long by a foot across. Six rows of shelves
at the back are found very useful for holding a great variety of

subjects, such as Amaryllis, Gloxinias, and Marantas. Beneath
the slate shelves on which the large specimens stand, Gloxinias
and Achimenes are stored, the latter including a large stock of

the beautiful new varieties raised by Mr. Parsons, of Welwyn.
The next houses we come to are four span-roofed structures,

each 45 feet in length by 18 in width, with a cement floor to

secure dryness and cleanliness, and a tank to contain water of

the requisite temperature for use.

The first house is chiefly filled with Ferns, of which the
heautiful Gleiehenias speluncoe, microphylla, and dicarpa de-

serve special mention, also an unnamed one from New Zealand,
with the fronds silvery underneath. Platycerium grande,
Thamnopteris nidus, Nothochlama sinuata, Lomaria gibba, and
Adiantim Feei were all represented by fine specimens, and we
also noticed a pretty species in the way of Adiantum concinnum.
There are also a number of Golden Ferns, one of the finest

being Gymnogramma Laucheana, a nice collection of American
Pitcher-plants, including SarraceniaDrummondiandits variety

alba, with pitchers about 2 feet long, and an example of that

curious plant Dionrea muscipula, or Venus's Fly-trap.

The next house, the greenhouse, contains fine specimens of

Pimeleas, Genethyllis, Ericas, Phaenocomas, and other plants
which will, doubtless, figure at the shows next year, together

with Rhododendron javanicum and Princess Royal in flower.

The other two houses are devoted to Orchids, a class of

plants in connection with which Mr. Williams has gained so
wide a celebrity. The collection of these, it is almost super-

fluous to state, is very large ; it is scarcely less so to add that

there are many remarkable specimens, and that all are in
perfect health.

In the cool Orchid-house there are in bloom several varieties

of Lycaste Skinneri, Lordia Perrinii, Miltonia Candida grandi-
flora, and Epidendrum vitellinum. The bright yellow blossoms
of Dendrobium chrysanthum were also very ornamental.
Among remarkable specimens not in bloom, were Ladia anceps
with six spikes ; the fine plant of L. elegans, which was shown
at Nottingham and there so much admired; Dendrobium densi-
florum, and Arnophyllum giganteum, each 4 feet across ; and
the plant of Laelia snperbiens, which was originally sent home

from Guatemala by Mr. Hartweg, and was many years ago in
the Chiswick gardens. This, after passing through several
hands, is now in .Air. William .' posi SI sion, ami notwithstand-
ing tho various changes of ownership, it is now a flourishing
specimen, covering a block 5 feet long, ami measuring as much
across. On the side tables, 45 feet in length, besides repre-
sentations of other genera, there is a large stock of the best
Odontoglossums, such as liluntii, naivium majus, Cervantesii,
laliatum, and the rose-coloured variety of mumbranaceum.
The East Indian Orchid-houso is the next wo enter. Here

is a remarkably tine specimen of Phalamopsis rosea which has
been in flower for the last nine months, and Mr. Williams ex-
pects it to continue in bloom as many more ; it has now eleven
pikes of bloom. Largo plants of Vanda suavis and insignia,

as well as several plants of the autumn flowering Dendrobium
Pierardi, Phaloenopsis amabilia, Miltonia Candida, Cypripedium
purpuratum and venustum, and some others are also in flower;
but the star of the blooming plants is Sophronitis grandiflora
superba, of whoso splendid orange-scarlet flowers there will
probably not bo less than a dozen in a few days. Angraeeum
eburneum, a valuable winter Orchid, of which there is a tine
example, is not in bloom yet, but its variety virens is showing
four or five spikes ; the flowers of this, however, though more
freely produced, and on more graceful spikes, have a greenish
tinge instead of being ivory-white, as in the species. The foliage,

too, is of a deeper green. Of species not in bloom there are
fine examples of Vanda Lowii, gigantea, Cymbidium eburneum,
beginning to throw out its flower-spikes ; Angrajcum sesqui-
pedale, Aerides Larpenta3, Saccolabium Holfordii, various
Cattleyas, Dendrobiums, and many others, in addition to a
number of variegated Orchids.

The next house is a span-roofed stove 50 feet long by 24
wide, containing some fine specimen Dipladenias, Ixoras, and
Crotons, the Lace Plant of Madagascar (Ouvirandra fenes-
tralis), in an inverted bell-glass about 2 feet across, and a num-
ber of Pitcher-plants, among which Nepenthes Rafflesiana,

lams, distillatoria, and the hybrid maculata are bearing
numerous pitchers. There is also a plant of the variegated-
leaved Pine Apple in fruit, and near it one of Ananassa Por-
teana, with central instead of marginal variegation, as in the
older kind. There is also a stock of the beautiful new hybrid
Dipladenia amabilis, figured in the " Florist and Pomologist "

of the present month, new Peperomias, Allamandas, Cyano-
phyllums, Alocasias, and Dien'enbachias, and numerous varie-

ties of Gloxinia and Gesnera.
Other houses contained specimen plants of Azaleas, Statices,

Pimeleas, and Heaths, new Azaleas, Clematises, Aucubas, Alter-
nantheras, a large and healthy stock of fruiting and succession
Pines of different varieties, and particularly of the true
Smooth-leaved Cayenne. In one of these houses we remarked
Thunbergia fragraus, the pure white flowers of which render
it valuable for bouquets, and on that account it is now much
sought after for market purposes ; it has besides the additional
recommendation of lasting a considerable time in flower.

In the propagating-house, in addition to a number of other
plants, such as Anthuriums, Cyanophyllums, Gardenias, &c,
we remarked the fine new Marautas, splendida, roseo-picta, and
Lindenii, as well as the Tillandsia, noticed in our Floral Com-
mittee report. Another house, 70 feet long, contains a large
stock of bedding Pelargoniums ; a new one, called Andrew
Marvel, which happens to be in flower, is conspicuous by its

peculiarly fine shade of scarlet. Nosegay Le Grand, another
fine variety, has already been several times noticed in previous
reports. Two small conservatories near a side entrance are
principally occupied with specimen Azaleas, Eriostemons, and
Pleroma elegans, a remarkably fine plant of Rhododendron
Gibsoni, young Camellias, and Cyclamens ; and in the pits,

- greenhouse climbers, Epacrises, and a variety of plants
which it would be tedious to mention, are good collections of
hardy Ferns and variegated plants.

In the open ground there is not, of course, much in flower
at present. Two beds of late-planted Gladioli are, however,
still rather gay ; but what, perhaps, is of more interest at this

season, is a stock of Vines for fruiting in pots and planting out,

having well-ripened canes, and amounting altogether to about
1500.

Mr. Williams has a seed shop and warehouses fitted up for

carrying on an extensive seed trade, and to meet the require-

ments of the plant-department, a packing-shed measuring
about GO feet by 30, with a carpenter's shop above, in which, as
he constructs all his own buildings, the sashes and other wood-
work of his houses are prepared.
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SAND AND ITS MASTERS.
Under certain conditions, the sands which underlie the

waters of the ocean, and have been formed either by agencies

no longer in operation, or by running waters and other existing

phenomena, heap up dunes or hillocks, and ridges along the

shore. This apparently simple process is thus analysed by

Jobard :
" When a wave breaks, it deposits an almost imper-

ceptible line of fine sand, the next wave brings also its con-

tribution, and pushes the preceding line a little higher. As
Boon as the particles are fairly out of the reach of the water,

they are dried by the heat of the burning sun, and immediately

seized by the wind and rolled or borne farther inland. The
gravel is not thrown out by the waves, but rolls backward and

forward until it is worn down to the state of fine sand, when
it, in its turn, is cast upon the land and taken up by the wind."

This ordinary action is of course greatly intensified whenever

a storm arises from the sea.

The sand, thus transferred from the centrol of the waters to

that of the air, is urged forward by the breezes, and rolled up
the gentle ascent of the shore, until plants, pebbles, or other

slight obstructions arrest its course, and permit the accumula-

tion of a heap. In this way an irregular line of somewhat
conical hillocks is formed, which may reach a height of even

5 or COO feet. By the same agency a second row of dimes is

built up within the first, and then a third and a fourth, until

these natural ramparts may form a belt of fortifications several

miles in width. Thus does the ocean rear mighty and effectual

barriers against its own incursions.

But " Forwards !
" is as truly the motto of the sand-dune as

ever it was of old Marshal Blucher, and the hillocks of the

shore may become as formidable invaders as the sand-waves of

the desert. The blown dunes advance landward often at a rapid

pace, and if not arrested in their course, fields are rendered

barren, plantations buried, and the dwelling of man over-

whelmed. Instances of this on a scale of alarming magnitude
may be found on the coasts of France, Prussia, and Denmark,
and the total area of the sand-dunes of Western Europe has

been estimated at nearly a million acres. This enormous ex-

tent of sand-covered soil would have been far less had man
learned to imitate nature—a lesson which he has had to be

taught in the bitter school of experience. Where human agency

has not interfered, the sand-dune and its counterbalance, if we
may so speak, may often be fouud side by side. The rampart

heaped up by winds and waves needs but to be consolidated to

become a benefit instead of an injury. This is accomplished

by the quiet but mighty influence of vegetable life.

A goodly number of plants hasten to make the arid ridge

their chosen habitat. Chief among them is the Sand Reed
(Ammophila arenaria), provincially known as the Marram or

Bent, a humble Rush, growing to a height of but a couple of

feet, but sending its root-fibres to a distance twenty or thirty

times as great beneath the ground, binding together the loose

and incoherent soil. It flourishes only in an atmosphere

charged with saline particles ; and the seemingly barren sand

is to it a rich and nutritive earth. Having accomplished its

special work, that of arresting the drifting mass, this lowly

plant withers and dies, and adds to the soil its quota of fertilis-

ing matter, preparing the ground for other races of vegetable

organisms, so that at length " the wilderness " may " become

a fruitful field," even by means of agencies apparently so in-

adequate. But man's interference with these natural compen-

sations has furnished a singular and instructive chapter in the

history of physical geography. The Sand Reed is found to

possess various economic properties. Cattle feed on its leaves,

and poultry upon its seeds, which have also been made into a

coarse kind of bread ; its fibres yield material for cordage, its

roots are fitted for fuel, and the entire plant is used for thatch-

ing. With a degree of blind improvidence scarcely credible,

the plants thus given to check impending injury to field and

dwelling, are recklessly torn up by the roots to satisfy the ne-

cessity or convenience of the moment.
This practice has been continued for centuries ; and there is

reason for supposing that the present condition of the coasts of

France, Prussia, and the Netherlands, already alluded to, is

due to the destruction of dune-plants in past ages.

" Before the occupation of the coast," says a writer,* to

whom we are indebted for several of the foregoing facts, " by

civilised, and therefore destructive, man, dunes, at all points

where they have been observed, seem to have been protected

in their rear by forests, which serve to break the force of the

» H (a. G. P. Marsh. • Man and Nature." 1864.

winds in both directions, and to have spontaneously clothed
themselves with a dense growth of the various plants, grasBes,

shrubs, and trees, which nature has assigned to such soils. It

is observed in Europe that dunes, though now without the
shelter of a forest country behind them, begin to protect them-
selves as soon as human trespassers are excluded, and grazing

animals denied access to them."
Among the dunes of our own island, those of Cornwall have

acquired an interest in antiquarian eyes, from the disinterment

some thirty years since of an ancient church and oratory at

Perranzabulo, which the drift had hid for centuries. The
Scottish coast also furnishes some remarkable deposits ; inlone

of them lies buried what Hugh Miller graphically termed " an
ancient fossil barony," with remains of a manor house and its

humbler surroundiug cottages ; and it would appear that; the

catastrophe thus geologically recorded was due to the wasteful

ignorance of the former peasantry of the district. For an act

of Parliament of the time of William III. details the mischief

occasioned by the " bad practice of pulling the Benti and
Juniper," and strictly prohibits such destructive acts in future.

Similar legislative measures have had to be adopted in conti-

nental countries. In one instance, however, the fault was cer-

tainly not with the people. King Friedrich Wilhelm the First

of Prussia being sadly in want of cash, a certain Herr von Korff

—a devoted Bismarck of the olden time—offered to fill the royal

purse to overflowing if he were allowed to remove something
quite useless. The delighted monarch at once gave his royal con-

sent (as who would not to such a proposal '!) and the loyal Herr
proceeded to strip the sand-hills of the " Frische Nehrung " on
the coast, of the forests which clothed and consolidated them.

He sold the timber, raised the money, relieved his sovereign,

set free the sands to march inland, fill harbours and channels,

and damage fisheries, and thus completed an enterprise,which
the state would now give millions to undo. It is only of late

years that nations have woke up to a sense of the folly and
danger of an indiscriminate destruction of vegetable life. On
the Continent the nature, laws of formation, and means of con-

trol of sand-dunes have been carefully studied, and various re-

parative measures adopted, mostly at public expense. The
natural vegetation of dunes appears to be remarkably extensive

;

those of Jutland having been found to yield above 230 species,

and those of the Prussian coast two-thirds as many.
Practical men have anxiously investigated the best methods

of stimulating aud accelerating these growths, and both in the

Old and New World the Sand Reed and plants of similar habit

have been extensively planted on moving dunes, and afterwards,

when a soil has been formed, shrubs and trees have been
established on the once shifting and arid wastes. The Birch

in Denmark, the Maritime Pine (P. maritima) in France, and
the Ailanthus (A. glandulosa) in Russia, have been employed
for this purpose with great success. Many thousands of acres

have thus been reclaimed, and modern science has made some
progress in repairing the mischiefs wrought by ignorance in

days gone by. Thus, educated man asserts his superiority to

Nature by improving upon her processes. Yet, we repeat, the

history of sand-dunes is but an elaborate comment on the truth

that if we would make Nature our friend, when she seems most
adverse to our interests, it must be by a reverent study of her

laws—the laws of her all-wise Creator, and a humble imitation

of her methods.—W. H. Gkosek, B. Sc. (in Science-Gottip).

PROMOTING SEEDING IN CUCUMBERS.
In answer to one of your readers who wants to know the best

way of getting Cucumbers to bear seed, I send a plan that I

have found will answer.

Let him tie the Cucumbers round with string when half

grown, and let the string stay on till the fruit is ripe. He
must tie the string round tightly, so that it will by degrees be

embedded in the fruit as it grows. Let him put each piece of

string from 6 to 8 inches apart. I found this plan answer

well.—E. G.

VIOLA CORNUTA.
Mb. Bennett, of Osberton, and Mr. Wills, of Huntroyde,

have both very kindly presented me with plants of Viola

cornuta, and I have no'hesitation in saying that they are very

distinct varieties, the kind sent by Mr. Wills being very

much superior to that sent by Mr. Bennett.

I was walking through the famous old garden attached to

Bothwell Castle a few days ago, when Mr. Turnbull, the head
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gardener, called ray attention to a miserablo variety of Viola

montana that ho had received for Viola cornuta. Weeing, then,

that there are so many varieties abroad, it is of the greatest

importance to secure the only one that will give satisfaction as

a bedding plant, and for this purpose the kind grown at Hunt-
royde ia invaluable.

—

Bruce Findlay, isotonic Garden, Man-
chester.

GRASSES FOR LAWNS.
Aohostis stolonifera angustifolia (Narrow-Ieavod Creeping

Bent Grass).—This is frequently found on moist ground, and
affords fair herbage, and is equally good for pasture or hay

;

but its chief value is for lawns with wet bottoms. It forms

a close even turf, but is incapable of enduring drought, tho

creeping roots being near the surface.

Panicle densely crowded with florets. Florets small. Inner
valve of the calyx smooth, outer valve serrulated. Corolla
without any rudiment of an awn.—G. Abbey.

(To be continued.)

SEEDING CUCUMBERS—WINTERING
BOUGAINVILLAEA SPLENDENS.

Your correspondent "Curcuma" asks for " the best plan of

making Cucumbers seed freely." I think if he give the fol-

lowing plan a fair trial he will find no difficulty in obtaining

plenty of good seed. Take a cutting of a young, healthy, but

not over-vigorous shoot of the variety from which seed is

desired, strike it in a thumb-pot in a gentle bottom heat, and,

when well rooted and beginning to grow, put it into an eight-

inch pot, using rather rich compost. Train it, without stopping,

as near the glass as possible, till a well-formed fruit is deve-

loped ; then stop the shoot one joint above the fruit, and keep

all the laterals pinched to one leaf, so that the strength of the

plant may be thrown as much as possible into the fruit. Of

course the necessary attention must be paid at the proper time

to fertilising with the pollen of a male blossom of the same

variety. Give occasional waterings with liquid manure, and a

moist atmosphere till tho fruit shows signs of ripening, then
very gradually withhold water.

I invariably reject all ill-formed and crooked fruit, having
an idea that seed from them would reproduce the deformity.
Can any of your readers state from experience whether such is

the case ? or is it only " an old woman's whim?"
I have a nice young plant of the BongainvilltEa splendens.

It has been kept in the stove all the summer, where it has
made shoots about 1H inches long. I have now removed it to

a late vinery, where tho Grapes are just ripening, to harden
its wood. Can you inform mo if this is suitable treatment,
and when I may expect it to bloom ?

—

Cucumis.

[We have repeatedly tried your plan of growing Cucumbers
from cuttings, not with tho view of obtaining seed, but for

winter fruit ; and from their extreme liability to produce small

fruit and of an inferior quality, we gave up tho practice as bad,

for our aim was not seed but seedless fruit, and that we never
obtained except in the case of one or two fruit from a plant,

all the others being more or less knob-ended and full of seeds.

We never experienced any difficulty in obtaining abundance of

seed, the female blossom being duly fertilised ; nor have we
found any difference between the fruit of plants raised from
the seed of straight or crooked fruit. We find that impreg-

nated or seedid fruit are much more liable to deformity than
unimpregnated fruit, the deformity very often being in conse-

quence of the seeding.

Your treatment of the Bougainvillaea is correct, only it must
have in your late vinery abundance of light, with dryness at

the root. It may flower in spring, but we apprehend it will

not do so until more vigorous growth shall have been made
and well matured, for this is essential.]

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
We have been requested to again call attention to the fact,

that there will be no meeting of tho Royal Horticultural

Society this day, as erroneously stated on the cover of the

Society's pocket Almanack. The next meeting will be held on
Tuesday, November 6th. The dates given in the body of the

Almanack are correct.

The authorities at Aldershot are encouraging the prac-

tice of gardening in the camp. Prizes are given every season

for the best gardens to non-commissioned officers and men,

and now it is announced that officers and others who may wish

to enclose the gardens round their huts may have materials

for that purpose by applying to the Deputy Assistant-Quarter-

master-General. The various plantations which the engineers

have been for some time planting around the camp and on the

other parts of the manoeuvring grounds will add their beauties

to that of the various gardens. We hope some of the bedding

plants being given away from the parks and Iiew will find

their way to Aldershot.

We learn that a plant of Calycanthus occidentalis

trained against a wall in Kew Gardens, is now ripening several

of its fruit, which are not often seen in this country. The
fact of ripe fruit of Passiflora laurifolia having been produced

by Mr. Carr, gardener to P. L. Hinds, Esq., of ISyfleet Lodge,

as noticed in our last Number, and in our Fruit Committee

report of this week, is also worthy of attention, as this is sup-

posed to be the first time that the species has been fruited in

England.

We learn from our American namesake, that Chilopsis

saligna has recently been introduced into cultivation at Phila-

delphia from Western Texas. It has Willow-shaped leaves and

Bignonia-like flowers, which are strongly tinged with purple,

and sweet-scented, like the perfume from rose water. It was

by Cavanilles called Bignonia linearis. It flowers about the

middle of May ; is a small tree of about 15 feet high, but is

most beautiful when in fiower. It has a scanty foliage, and

deciduous leaves; is a rapid grower, and delights in a dry

climate and hard limestone soil.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Few observations at this season are requisite under this

head, the operations being principally confined to wheeling in

manure and trenching up vacant ground, taking care that the

dead and dying refuse is trenched in or charred for manure.

Broccoli, it should now be laid down, of course with the heads
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towards the north ; the manner of doing it is so well known
that a lengthened description would be needless. Carrots, take
up and store ; a dry place under ground, where the tempera-
ture is not much affected by external circumstauces, is best for

this purpose. Cauliflowers, look well to, as also Lettuces

;

pick off decayed leaves, and dress with lime. Globe Artichokes,
dress with some rich manure.

FRUIT GAKDEX.
Now that the summer work is fairly at an end, it is time

to take steps to provide against an inordinate pressure of
business in the forthcoming spring, for any arrears of autumn
or winter work at that busy period will prove a great hin-
drance to the carrying out a properly devised system during
the ensuing season, and can only be justified on the ground
of necessity. Planting, pruning, training, trenching, Sea., are
matters that belong peculiarly to this dormant season, and
having before disposed of planting and trenching by directing
attention to their importance, we will now offer a few prae'ical

remarks on pruning. The habits of fruit trees vary, more
especially as to the manner of forming and exhibiting their
buds ; thus there is no difficulty in distinguishing the fruit-

bearing portions of the Apple," or of bush fruit in general,
whilst the Apricot and the Filbert are at this period some-
what obscure in regard to these points. Even in the Pear,
such kinds as the Passe Colmar, Seckle, Marie Louise, and
some others, it is difficult to prune with safety in the early
part of winter. For these reasons, therefore, we say, Prune
bush fruit the moment you can find time. Follow closely
with Cherries, Plums, and Apples, and towards Christmas lay by
the knife until the early part of February, when the Filberts
will be blossoming; then, after a slight thinning of the
crowded and inside spray, male catkins may be brought, if

requisite, and suspended among the branches, and the Apricots
will by this time give unequivocal signs by which to know the
true blossom-buds

; these, then, may immediately receive their
pruning. The Peach and Nectarine will succeed the Apricot,
and these may be followed by the Pear, and lastly by the Fig.
In pruning bush fruit thin liberally. Let no two branches
in the Black Currant and Gooseberry touch when finally

thinned. These two seldom require shortening ; an equal and
judicious thinning is, therefore, everything here. In pruning
Apples the thinning of the branches or old wood should be the
first step; this, however, requires cauticn. The late Mr.
Knight, of Downton Castle, was much opposed to cutting out
large limbs unless a severe necessity existed. His authority is

too weighty to be passed over easily, more especially as he
lived most of his time in an Apple-growing district. In thin-
ning the young wood of espaliers remember that the first point
is to secure a continuance of leading shoots to form a compact
tree, and the second to secure a free admission of light to all

parts of the tree. The same remarks will apply to pruning all

the rough espaliers or dwarf standards of the kitchen garden,
be they of what kind they may. Raspberries may now be
planted and pruned.

FLOWER GARDEN'.
While a remnant of the summer's gaiety retaius its verdure

it should be permitted to occupy its position, as anything is

preferable to bare beds. Due care must be taken for a future
season by the preservation of such tender massing plants as
may with advantage be employed for a second season's display

;

the dwarf Scarlet Geraniums and various Fuchsias repay the
trouble, and are especially useful for vases or large beds.
Roses may be transplanted towards the end of the month

;

preparations should be made to receive such subjects. Fresh
dung, rotten stable-Utter, and burnt earth form an excellent
compost. Hardy creepers should be examined at this season,
and all unnecessary spray removed, and their security from
the blasts of winter made sure. Examine stakes and ties gene-
rally, forward all preparations for planting evergreens, lay turf,

and prevent the accumulation of leaves on borders and walks.
All the offsets of Tulips and small stock roots should be put in
as early as convenient in the store-beds ; they may be planted
in rows 6 or 8 inches apart, and the strongest 3 or i inches
apart in the row ; the smaller ones may be closer together. The
principal blooming roots may be put in at the earliest oppor-
tunity

; but if the present dry and favourable weather continue
no time should be lost in planting them while the soil can be
worked with facility. Other spring-flowering bulbs, such as
Hyacinths, Narcissus, Jonquils, Fritillarias, Crown Imperials,
Lilies, Snowdrops, Crocus, Dog's-tooth Violets, &c.,had better
be planted as early as possible. The advantage of planting
them while the ground admits of being worked with such

facility as at present, is too great to be overlooked. Plants of

Pansies, as also of Polyanthus, Auriculas, &o., whether kept

in pots or frames, or planted in the open ground, should be

carefully watched to prevent the depredations of slugs, which
soon work great havoc if neglected.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.
Hyacinths and other Dutch bulbs, if not already purchased,

should be procured and potted without delay. Orange trees

meant for forcing in winter for the decoration of the house should

now bo attended to. The Mandarin being a free grower, with

a dwarf, bushy habit and small foliage, and a most abundant
bloomer, is probably the best for ordinary purposes ; but any
of the varieties flower profusely provided the wood is thoroughly

ripened in autumn. These and the deliciously fragrant Daphne
indica are invaluable for winter-blooming, and should be largely

grown for this purpose wherever sweet-scented flowers are in

demand. Also see to having plenty of Salvia splendens, which
is a very gay plant, and useful for mixing among Chrysanthe-

mums in the show-house. Look carefully after the watering

of large specimens of hardwooded plants, especially Heaths
and other fine-rooted plants, which are soon injured by being

either over or under-watered. Examine the specimens often

and carefully, and where they are found to be dry water

thoroughly, so as to moisten the whole of the ball. Let

Azaleas be tied into form as soon as possible, in order to give

them a neat appearance ; also attend to the staking and tying-

up of other plants as leisure time can be found. Repot strong-

growing Pelargoniums. Plants that are fairly established after

repotting can hardly be too freely exposed to the air, or kept

too cool.

PITS AND FRAMES.

In the case of cold pits, if not already done, prepare without

delay straw shutters, or whatever else it may be intended to

use for coverings. Expose the stock to air on every favourable

opportunity, so as to check growth and make the wood firm.

Give very little water at the roots ; but look over the plants

every few days, withholding water until it is absolutely neces-

sary, and then giving a moderate soaking, which is the only safe

method of watering at this season.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
The first sharpish frost of the season came on Monday

morning the 15th, and was sufficient to blacken a few Kidney

Beans which were unprotected, a few Heliotropes, and espe-

cially to slightly injure some Golden Chain Geraniums in the

flower garden. The weather has since been all that could be

desired for harvesting and other work, and forwarding such

garden operations as root-pruning, transplanting, when the

trees were to be moved short distances, and giving the borders

and summer ornaments in the flower garden about their last

dressing for the season. It is amazing what a change has

been made in Geraniums, Calceolarias, &c, with three days'

sunshine, very many trusses opening quite nicely. We shall

this week chiefly confine our remarks to making the most

of the plants in the flower Hardens and windows of small

occupiers.

1. Many beautiful boxes of plants outside the windows will

long retain their beauty, if they are lifted inside in the mean-

time at night, and are kept inside altogether as the days be-

come more cold. Many a summer-box might thus be carried

on almost to Christmas, and require little more than picking,

watering, taking a decayed plant out, and placing another in.

2. A short time ago we saw a broad verandah beneath the

level of the first-floor windows of a tradesman's house, very gay,

chiefly with Calceolarias and Scarlet Geraniums in pots. The

latter last week were masses of bloom, and were individually

in pots from 8 to 12 inches in diameter. There need be no
difficulty in keeping these where there is a greenhouse, what-

ever be the mode resorted to ; but where there is not this con-

venience, and large plants of Calceolarias are wanted early out

of doors in spring, the best plan is to prune pretty well back

before they are frosted, take away a little of the surface soil,

and add fresh, and keep the plants in a cool, rather moist

place, such as in a back kitchen near a window, where they

will have a little light, and be kept from frost. By the end of

March they could be fresh-potted, and set out of doors with a

mat or calico protection. Where this is too much trouble for

Calceolarias, and the grower will be satisfied with nice healthy

j
flowering plants in May, let him put cuttings in a pot as de-

1

tailed for beds last week, using plenty of drainage, and sandy
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soil for the outtings, affording them littlo moro than an inch

a-piece, anil Bet the puts (say (i inches in diameter), in a cool

room, where they can have light, and just he shaded from tho

brightest sunshine and kept from frost ; they will then often

far surpass old plants however carefully kept. Two years ago

we saw a dozen pots of such Calceolarias on a rough table

against a north window in a small room, and these filled half a

dozen small bids in summer.
Such strong old Scarlet Geraniums as those above alluded to,

are the easiest and best kept from year to year in tho same sized

pot, and even in the same pot, and they are best in every way
for those who have no conveniences but their rooms and a very

small garden. All young-raised Geraniums must have light in

winter to keep them healthy. These old-established plants

require the veriest minimum of light in the dark winter months,

and no better place for them can be found than a dry, cool,

spare room, a hayloft, or a dry shed, which can be opened in

line days. The best mode is just to let the plants stand in the

pots, and give hardly any water after the middle of September
;

the leaves will gradually' fade and drop, but let them, so that by

December the stems may be like skeletons. In drying weather

it may be advisable to damp the shoots whilst the soil is left

somewhat dry. In severe weather shut the place close up,

doors and windows ; if very severe lay the plants down, cover

all over with a cloth, and then cover that with rough, dry hay
until the frost is gone. A spare dry room will do better for

preserving lots of such plants than any pit sunk beneath the

ground, or even raised above it out of doors, because in pro-

portion to the beneficial access of light, will there be danger

from changes in the weather. In spring, as the buds begin to

push on the stems, a little pruning should be given where re-

quired, the surface soil removed, water with the chill taken off

given a little at a time, rich compost applied at the surface, and
all the light possible afforded in fine days. Such old Geranium
plants looking pretty well like a small faggot in winter, and
which will not have a leaf larger than a shilling before the

middle of March, will become dense masses of bloom, and have
healthy, though not over-luxuriant foliage from June to Oc-

tober. Such cool, dryish treatment in winter suits these plants

better', by enabling thern forest, than keeping them growingall

the winter through in rooms where a fire is constantly kept up.

The generality of plants suffer from too much heat and too

much dryness in the air in such places, just as they are apt to

suffer from too much moisture and confined air in pits of any
kind, and especially if these be sunk. Much more safely and
easily than in any pit, the great proportion of our bedding
plants may he kept in a moderately lighted spare room, as

those needing most light could be moved nearest the windows;
covering could also he applied more comfortably than amid
the changes of weather out of doors, and then in the greatest

necessity of extreme frost an opening in the closed chimney
could be made, and a little lire used.

We revert to what may be well done in a spare room pro-

vided with a window or two, because many amateurs, we are

convinced, would be more successful and more pleased in carry-

ing on their operations there than in attending to a sunk
unheated pit out of doors. There has been an idea prevailing

lately that, provided a pit be sunk low enough beneath the
ground-level", very little covering will suffice to keep it warm
enough for all common bedding plants ; but the fact is lost

sight of, that unless expensive cementing processes are resorted
to, it is next to impossible to keep the atmosphere of such a
pit dry in damp weather ; and it should never be forgotten, that
in proportion to the moisture of the atmosphere round the
plants in winter will be their liability to suffer from frost, which
they would escape unscathed if the stems and the atmosphere
around them had been drier. Some of the plants that suffered

out of doors here on Monday morning would have been little

touched but for the drizzling rain on Sunday night. The dry
air on Tuesday night caused the frost of Wednesday morning
to be innocuous, and such matters will show more in the con-
fined atmosphere of a sunk pit. Of course the gardener
manages such contrivances merely as a matter of routine, but
the least slip, or the forgetfulness of a night or a few hours,
in the case of the tradesman owner, soon settles the whole
affair, and renders all further care useless. The covering out
of doors, too, soon becomes wet, frozen, and not the most
pleasant to handle, whilst if under cover it is always the
same. A good bag of short dry grass, or of rough hay, would
answer all through the winter, if employed in loft, shed, or

close room. It is amazing what numbers of plants can be
brought to the flower garden from a single unused room.

3, The cellar, too, if there is one, comes in for tho best of

all places for bulbs ; tubers, as Dahlias ; and fleshy roots, as

those of the larger-growing Lobelias ; and for Fuchsias no
place can beat it, after their wood is ripened until tho buds
begin to break in tho spring, v.ltii: the plants should be gradu-

ally exposed to light, be pruned a little, and he fresh potted,

by parting with a good deal of the old soil. If the soil in the

pots of Fuchsias is just moist when tho pots are set on the

floor of the cellar, and the floor itself is somewhat moist, then

no water will be wanted all the winter.

4, Such rules will not hold good in the case of any plants

that are either kept or grown for their beauty in living-rooms.

Even those at vest will want a little water if ever they show
signs of shrivelling and of distress, owing to the dry air from
the fire in the room ; but all those in a state of rest, as

the Geraniums established in pots, may be kept in the coolest

places and where less light may reach them than would bo
needed for young plants, and growing and flowering plants,

as Violets, Primulas, Cinerarias, Geraniums, bulbs, &c. The
great point to aim at in their case is to keep the leaves clean,

turn and shift so as to admit to the light by turns, water care-

fully, using water as warm at least as the temperature of the

room, neutralise the dry atmosphere by cleaning and damping
the foliage, and to secure against frost by removing the plants

to the middle of the room at night, and in extreme cases

covering them with a cloth. Many years ago we described a

little stage on castors that could be easily moved with its com-
plement of plants, and having iron rods fitted to sockets, so

that it could be covered with a thick cloth in a few minutes,

and the plants secured from cold.

5, Although the fine days are enticing us to take the most
pleasure possible out of our flower-borders, we must remember
that winter is at hand, and that what we mean to save from

the frost had better be taken up before long ; and if a single

sharp frost should threaten, it would be best to take up all

that are to be preserved, and set them in a place of safety,

until you have time to look them over and pot them.
Some of our readers have had plants from gardens offered

them, and request advice as to the taking and management.
We would only say,

—

First, If you so take up or receive, do it quickly, as many
plants if at all affected by frost, though they do not show it

much, will never recover, but will merely maintain a sickly,

puling existence. We have seen Geraniums that seemed merely

touched at the points, but they went downwards and down-
wards until nothing worth keeping was left. We have heard of

the stumps breaking well after the tops were frozen, but we
never found them worth tho labour.

Secondly, Every kind of bedding plant may be kept in a

living-room, if it he moved about to obtain fresh air, be saved

from the arid atmosphere, and kept from the frost ; but for

those with limited means, and, perhaps, only a spare closet or

spare room with a window, whilst disregarding none, we would
chiefly recommend Scarlet Geraniums and Fuchsias.

Shrubby Calceolarias will do very well if kept moist, cool, and
free from frost, and though such plants are liable to go off in

spring, still if they stand they will produce great heads of

bloom early ; but even now for general purposes, we would prefer

good-sized pots filled with cuttings, the pots being set on the

window-sill, and protected with thin paper funnels in sunny
days.

Verbenas.—We have been asked about receiving old plants

out of the ground, but though they thrive occasionally, they go

off so often as not to be recommended. A pot of cuttings in-

serted in August or the beginning of September, and protected

by paper or a square of glass laid over a larger pot, whilst your

cutting-pot stood inside of it, would answer your purpose much
better, and take less room than any mode that could be adopted

with old plants taken out of the ground.

On the whole, nothing answers so well as Scarlet Geraniums
when taken up at this time, and even they are not so sure and
successful as those that have stood in pots in summer. Even
if planted out in their pots, the stems will be more firm than

those planted out fully in the ground. In either case success will

be more certain if the plants have not been touched by frost.

There are two modes in which, judging from our own experience,

we would recommend this to be done. In the first place, when
large, tall plants are desired, we save the top of the plant to its

full length, take up the roots carefully, shortening only the

longest, and squeeze them into the smallest pot that will hold

them, using light sandy soil firmly pressed ; the top will most
likely need a stake to sustain its shoots loosely. After watering
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and housing the plant, the leaves are frequently syringed to

keep them from dropping prematurely, and then the stems are

syringed frequently at first to prevent their shrivelling. After

all this a few points may shrivel, but the bulk of the stems will

keep fresh even when most of the leaves after a time have
dropped. In this state they will need little light, unless it is con-

venient, until the stems break all over at the joints, when the
shoots must have more room, and the roots receive fresh com-
post, and more feeding ground, and the ultimate size of the

plant will be much according to the accommodation that can be
given.

The second mode is much simpler, and more suitable for

general circumstances, and much the best every way for those

who are to take the plants to, or receive them from, a distance.

Take them up with a fork much in the same way, then prune
in the heads so as to leave only one or two joints of the lower

ends of the shoots. What is left of the top of the plant will

be a somewhat stag-horn-looking affair in miniature, but all

the wood left will be firm. There will be no necessity for

leaving a single leaf. The roots may be shortened to from
4 to C inches from the collar of the plant. If we have much
to do, we prefer dipping the roots in water of the temperature
of about 00° for ten minutes in preference to soaking the soil.

We can then either pot the plants singly in sandy loam,

using as small pots as the roots can be squeezed into, or we
pack a lot firmly in a pot, and, what is better still, in a box,

not more than G inches deep, with good drainage. The ad-

vantage of the box is, that the wood keeps the soil more
equable. In all these cases we pack firmly, and then water
gently, leaving a space of about an inch to be added and
pressed without watering. Such pots, and especially such
boxes, if protected from frost, and the tops are moistened now
and then without wetting the soil, will keep very well in a dry

cool place, until the little leaves begin to start in March, when
more light and water will be wanted, and the plants will need
to be planted or potted separately.

If the plants be kept in living-rooms they will require a little

water during winter, and the stems to be slightly syringed, but
not to damp the soil too much. The whole matter would be

greatly simplified to beginners could they patiently wait longer

for the fresh growth, for the sooner it comes, owing to the

heated room, the weaker it will be, and the more liable to feel

the effects of all changes afterwards. Some of the best boxes

and best beds of Geraniums we ever saw had not a leaf larger

than a shilling at the end of March. If the stems keep sound
all the winter they will be sure to break time enough.—R. F.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—October 20.

The markets continue to bo well supplied, and tbere is no alteration

worth quoting. Pears and Apples, comprising the usual varieties at this

season, and Pines and Grapes, are amply sufficient for the demand.

s. d. e. d
Apples H sieve 2 to 3
Apricots doz.
Cherries lb.

Chestnuts bnsb. 12
Currants >• sieve

Black do.
Figs doz.
Filberts lb. 6

Cobs 100 lbs. 6
Gooseberries . . quart
Grapes, Hothouse. -lb. 2
Lemons 100 8

5
14

Melons each 2 to 5

Nectarines doz.
Oranges 100 12
Peaches doz. 6
Pears (dessert) . . doz. 1

kitchen doz. 1

Pino Apples lb. S
Plums ^ sieve 7
Quinces .... J£ sieve 5
Raspberries lb.

Strawberries lb.

Walnuts bush. 10

20
12
3
2
5

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
Eugene Verdier, fils aine, 3, Rue Dunois, Gare d' Ivry, Paris.—Hosiers nonveaux pour 1866-1867.

Louis Van Houtte, Ghent, Belgium.

—

Catalogue de Plantes

de Serre Froiile, Azalea indica,C'actees, Camellias, die.—No. 116.

n

VEGETABLES.

Artichokes each 2 to
Asparagus bundle
Beans, Broad. . bushel

ScarletRun.l sieve 2 3
Beet, Red :. doz. 2 3
Broccoli bundle 10 1
Brus. Sprouts }'

z sieve 2 3
Cabbage doi. 10 2
Capsicums 100 2 4
Carrots bunch 4
Cauliflower doz. 2 6
Celery bundle 10 2
Cucumbers each 4 1

pickling doz.
Endive doz. 2
Fennel bunch 8
Garlic lb. 1
Herbs bunch 3
Horseradish . . bundle 2 6 4

Leeks bunch
Lettuce per score
Mushrooms pottle
Mustd.A Cress, punnet
Onions. . doz. bunches
Parsley, .doz. bunches
Parsnips doz.
Peas per quart
Potatoes bushel

Kidnev do.
Radishes doz. bunches
Rhubarb bundlo
Savoys doz.
Sea-kale basket
Shallots lb.

Spinach bushel
Tomatoes per doz.
Turnips bunch
Vegetable Marrows dz.

d. s. d

3 toO
1

6 2
2

9

6

6

6

fi

3
1 8
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Queen Anne's Pocket Melon,—We have to thank a Pershore corre-
spondent who has ''enclosed a few Beeds of tho genuine Qaeen Anne's
Pocket Melon for his classical friend who has forgotten his Quelle. The
Melon is about the size of a, small Orange, most beautifully striped with
a rich brown on a green, sometimes golden base, looks magnificent on
table, is a great hearer, and of fine flavour." Anyone of our readers wish-
ing for a few nf the Beeds shall hare thorn if they enclose a stamped and
directed envelope.

Analysis of Ghape Vine (South Street). — Tho sap of tho Vine has
been examined by Dr, Prout. It lias a whitish appearance like common
river water. It- taste sweetish but rough. Only one part of residuum
was left when :!,:U(i part*; of the sap wereevaporated to dryness. Half of
that cue part was carbonate of lime (chalk), and the remainder chiefly
vegetable matters. The sap contained carbonic and acetic acids and an
alkali. M. RoMquet Las also examined the sac of several species of Vino
more minutelythan Dr. Prout, and found in them carbonic acid, tartrate
of lime, bitnrtrate of potash, and some vegeto-animal matter. Verjuice,
or the liquid obtained from unripe Grapes, contains tartar, sulphate of
potash, sulphate of lime, much citric acid, a little malic acid, extractive,
and water, but neither gum nor sugar. As the Grapes advance to ma-
turity, the citric acid gradually disappears, and gum and sugar appear
in its place. The juice of ripe Grapes contains also gluten and fibrous
matter, merely in a state of mixture. Tho substances held in solution
are chiefly sugar, syrup, gluten, gum, and extractive. When this juice is

evaporated to dryness, it yields from a third to a fifth of solid matter,
according to the species of Grape employed, and the season of the year.
To extract the sugar from this juice, Prout saturated tho acids which it

contains with potash, boiled it down to n half.and left it at rest. By this
means several of the salts subsided. Its specific gravity was 1.215. It

was then mixed with blood, heated, skimmed, filtered, and boiled down
to a, syrup. It gradually becomes crystallised, and resembles the raw
sugar from the West Indies. In t.iis state its specific gravity is about
1.5U0. This raw sugar, according to Prout, is composed of

Crystallisahlr sugar 7."., on

Svrup, or uncrvstal Usable su^ar 24.44
Gum 0.81

Mulate of lime 0.25

100.00

besides some extractive, the quantity of which cannot be well ascer-
tained.

Vinery (Idem).—We approve of the ventilating eaeh side of your span-
roofed vinery opposite the hot-water pipes, and also your openings at
each end of the house for ventilation, which would have done for a house
from 30 to 40 feet long; hut to make sure in a house of fiO feet, we would
like a couple of ventilators near tho centre of the house. We do not
think that two pipes on each side of such a steep span will be enough to
ripen Grapes in April or May. You would require at least half as much
more, and then you would save fuel. The distance of the Viues, 2 feet
5 inches apart, will do; hut nothing can be grown beneath them. The
Vines should he 15 inches from the glass. Fourths sheet glass will
answer very well, hut thirds will be better, and be less apt to scorch, as
there will be fewer blisters. But for these blisters there is no chance of
scorching if ventilation is attended to. Your roof being so steep, there
is less chance of breaking from hail, &c, or 21-oz. glass would often be
cheaper in the end than 15-oz. However, wo have had 15-oz. fourths for
some years, and the large squares have as yet yielded, bent to the hail,
whilstweknow the hail went through, or at least it cracked and broke
thicker glass, because it would not bend. In exposed places, however, or
where hailstorms are general, 21 -oz. would bo the safest. A Hi-feet-wide
house ought to give border enough for two sets of Vines, one on each side.

As you have plenty of maiden loam we would make it nf that chiefly, with
a good lot of bruised boiled bones, making it from 24 to 30 inches deep,
with a deep drain in the middle. Let it have a concrete bottom, and
9 inches or 12 inches of rubble above the concrete, and reverse the sods
above the rubble.

Vine Cn.TURE (Annex).—The hook to which you allude is not that
treatise which was promised on "Vines in a Greenhouse." What was
promised was a manual of Vine culture, which would include the culti-

vation of Vines in a greenhouse. This you will find in the '* Vine Manual,"
which you can have free by post from our office for thirty-two postage
stamps. To have Grapes ripe by tho end of July, the fires should be
lighted in the first week in March, and till then only put on a little fire

occasionally to keen out frost. For the first fortnight the temperature
should range from 40- to 45°, increasing to 50° at night at the end of tho
second fortnight, bet the temperature be 55° at night at the end of the
third fortnight, or by the time the Vines are in leaf. When the bunches
show, the temperature at night should he 55°, and let it gradually in-
crease, so as to be from 60 to 65 when the Vines are in flower. After
the fruit or berries are set the night temperature should be 60°, and not
less than 55", and this temperature, or one not exceeding G53

, is to be
maintained until the fruit is ripe. On these, which are all night tempe-
ratures, allow a rise of from 53 to 10- on dull days, of from Hi to 15- on
those which are cloudy with clear intervals, and of 15° or 20- on clear
days, affording at the same time abundance of air. You must employ
fire by day or night to maintain these temperatures, for after the fires

are once put on they must be continued whenever necessary to keep up
the temperature suitable to the growth of tho Viues. When the hemes
change from green to red, that is a sure sign of their ripening; and all

plants requiring frequent watering should be removed without further
<lelay. This will not occur before bedding-out time, but about the
middle of June, or six weeks previous to their being fit for table; for
though the Grapes will colour in half that period, they require to hang
some time longer to attain a certain degree of mellowness. The evil of
which you have the most frequent cause to complain is shanking, which
you will readily distinguish by the berries turning soft and remaining
red and sour. This evil is of most frequent occurrence where the roots
of the Vines are deeply situated in a cold, wet, badly-drained outside
border. The remedy consists in bringing the roots nearer the surface,
raising the border so that stagnant water may not lodge, and forming it

of materials that will not become close and heavy. What is it you wish
for respecting Pelargoniums? Guano water is a good manure for Vines,
giving the border a good watering when the berries are thinued, and
again a little before they change colour, but only if the weathor bo dry
Two ounces to the gallon is sufficiently strong.

Everoreen fob West Wall ok a House (C. 11. n.).—You could not
havo a finer plant than Bridgesia sploata. The tub should ho sunk in
the ground, otherwise in severe weathor the roots of tho plant will bo
liable to suffer.

Carrots Failino (C. 8. I. G.).~As tho soil has been burned two years",

and the crop is still attacked by the Carrot flv M'sil i rosie), we recom-
mend yon to proceed as follows: The ground should be branched in
November to a depth of not less than 18 inches, and it any manure be
applied (ami such we invariably afford), it should be thoroughly rotten
and placed at the bottom of the trenches, the ground, if at all heavy,
being laid up in ridges, or in any case thrown up roughly for the winter.
In the first dry weather in February, or as soon afterwards as the ground
is in good working order, it should he levelled down and forked over so
as to make it fine, choosing a frosty morning for the operation. If not
ridged, which a good Carrot soil will not require to be, put on as much
li . ooi as will render the surface thoroughly black, and then as much
fresh lime as will render ii. white. Fork these in, mixing them well with
the soil, making the tatter as tine as possible. If the ground is heavy,
give it an extra forking in February as already directed, and apply the
dressing of soot and lime in March, three weeks or a fortnight previous to
sowing. If the ground is in good order, sow from the 1st to the 15th of

April for the main crop, and when the plants come up look out for slugs,

and if they are plentiful give a dusl ing with quicklime earlyin the morn-
ing or late in the evening. Another enemy is the Carrot-plant louse
(Aphis dauci), which, taking up its abode in the crown, either destroys it

or causes it to become much branched, and such plants never produce
good clean roots. A dusting of newly-slack d lima should he applied as
soon as the insect is perceived, and if a clearance is not effected the
application should be repeated. Wo do not trouble ourselves further
about grubs, but when tho plants hive two rough leaves wo thin out to
3 inches apart in the lines, which are 12 inches asunder, and when all

danger from loss by casualties is past, or when the roots are not thicker

than the little finger, we take out every other plant, or thin to 6 inches
apai't, and we thus obtain roots as large as we desire. Sowing Onions
along with Carrots to prevent tho attacks of the Carrot grub, or "rust"
as gardeners say, is of no use. A stray Carrot or two on an Onion bed,

from having plenty of room, may be more healthy and finer, but this

merely shows that over-crowding induces unhealthiness or weakness.

Plants for Conservatory Beds [Florence).—Your conservatory having

a day temperature of 60° in winter, and one of not less than 55c at night,

is simply a stove. The plants suitable aro bv no means plentiful.

Hibiscus" rosa-sinensis will do for one, and also Fronciscoa ennfertiflora,

1'. hydrangaeformis, Gardenia florid*, G. florida variegata, G. radicans

major, Hedycbium Gardnerianum, Euphorbia splendens, Ernnthemum
pulchellum, Clerodendron fallax fiorepleno, C. Krempferi, Burchellia

capensis, Bougaiuvilkea glabra, Justicia splendens, Hibiscus lutea plena,

Thyrsacanthus rutilans. Plumbago capensis, P. rosea, Pleroma Ben-
thamiana, Rondelena speclosa major, Siphocampylus glaudulosus

magnificus, Luculia gratissima, Meyenia Vogeliana, and Medinilla

magnifica.

Driving away Ants (Idem).—Nothing that we know of will drive them
away so effectually as guano sprinkled over their haunts or nests, but it

will not do to sprinkle it on the pot 3 of plants. A decoction of Elder

leaves the ants do not like, and you may pour it over a plant of Calantho
vestita without doing it any harm. If the ants have their nest in the

pot, why not turn out the plant, and pick away the compost into a bucket

of boiling water? This may bo done, and the plant repotted, without
doing the latter any great injury.

Greenhouse (A. S. Lukin).—Apply to Mr. Hillier. carpenter, St. John's

Street. He built the greenhouse, or rather orchard-house.

Wiiat Use is tiie Aphis ? (Henri/).—You might ask the same question

as to everything in creation that is occasionally injurious to man, and
the inference you would draw—that they were made for no good
purpose—would ho in each instance the reverse of truth. Few things are

injurious so long as they are kept in their right place, which they

usually may be if man uses due diligence; and those things which do
injure him without a want of care on his part are compensatory by a far

greater amount of general benefit. It would be easy to show, if that

were appropriate to our pages, the good effected not only by the aphis,

hut by more noxious insects. Besides, their lives are not, as you say,
" nothing but misery to themselves and ethers ;" and we rather agree

with him who says—" Insects generally must lead a truly jovial life.

Think what it must he to lodge in a Lily. Imagine a palace of ivory or

pearls, with pillars of silver and capitals of gold, all exhaling such a per-

fume as never arose from human censer. Fancy, again, the fun of

tucking vourself up for the night in the folds of a Rose, rocked to sleep in

the gentle sighs of summer air, nothing to do when you awake but to

wash yourself in a dew-drop, and fall to and eat your bed-clothes."

Glazed Gxrden Structures (Aleph).—The aspects, north-west, as

from a to b and c to d, and west by south, as from b to c, are not the

most suitable for enclosing with glass. A lean-to against such walls

would be the most convenient, and, according to the size, the placo would
be very useful for fruit and vegetables. For instance, from a to ft we
would'plant some of the most luscious Pear- ; from 6 to c we would plant

Peaches, such as tho Barringtou; and from c to d we would plant the

best late Plums, as Coe's Golden Drop. You might plant the trees

against the hack wall, and have other littlo trees, as standards, in

front, or trees planted against a trellis in front, and trained on a

curvilinear trellis, so as not to shade tho back wall. In either case

the ground would be pretty clear in winter for salads, Cauliflowers, &c,
and if you did not care about trees in front, then you could have

early Peas, Potatoes, Beans, &c. In fact, the place would be of great

value, though the aspect is in neither case first-rate.

Weeds on a Lawn (J Subscriber).—There is no better plan than to grub

up the weeds by the root. You may do it from the present time up te

the end of March, and then give a light dressing of very rich compost or

well-rotted manure, and early in April sow over it Cynosurus cristatus,

4 lbs. : Poa neraoralia, 2 lbs. ; Fcstuca duriuscula, 4 lbs. ; Festuca tenui-

folia, 2 lb3.; Lotus corniculatus minor, lib.; TrifoUum minus, 4 lbs.

Sow ou a dry day with au early prospect of rain, and, after lightly

raking the lawn, roll well. It is necessary to remove all or as many of

the weeds as possible before sowing, and though their removal may make
the lawn appear bare, it will quickly regain its groenuess. The quantity

of seed named is for an acre.
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Wintering Mrs. Pollock Geraniums (Agnes).—You will do well to

place Mrs. Pollock and other polden-leavcd Geraniums in a house with a
gentle heat for a few days, and also winter them in a rather warm green-
house. In a cool house they do not grow freely. Avoid damp, especially

with cold. Cloth of Gold and Golden Chain with us this year have been
fine; but they have done very indifferently in many places. Ours are

grown in very rich open soil, which we find essential.

Fruit Trees Overgrowing a Wall (A Scottish Subscriber).—Your
Apple, Plum, and Cherry trees which have overgrown your wall, 5 feet

high, and a wooden fence of 7 feet in height, may be cut down level with
the top. and the branches being trained horizontally, the trees will do at

that height of wall and fence. Our espalier trees are not more than 3 feet

in height, and we have some hundreds of yards of Pear and Apple trees

trained horizontally. Your gardener's proposed plan of having a wire
trellis fixed upon the top of the wall and fence is novel, and may answer,
the only danger will be that the trees will be liable to injury from winds.
We are not able to improve upon it. If your garden be sheltered the
plan would be worth trial with the wall.

Making Garden on a Gravelly Soil (IT.).—We also are now making
anew garden, and ouv soil, like jours, is from a foot to 15 inches deep on
a bed of gravel. We are trenching it as deeply as we can without bring-

ing up the gravel, putting the top Boil in the bottom of the trench. This
is what we advise with your ground: trench it by all means, but avoid
bringing the gravel to the surface. Your soil being shallow and well
drained, we would not advise planting the fruit trees on mounds, for

that would only tend to render the soil more dry, and the trees would be
more liable to suffer from drought in summer, which you will have to

guard against by liberal applications of coolmanure and copious supplies
of liquid manure.

Arranging Tulips and Hyacinths in Beds (F. J.).—For a bed of

early single Tulips you may have a centre of Pottebakker (white), Rob
Roy (bronzy crimson), Canary Bird (yellow),Ma plus Aimable (red, orange
flakes), Luna (white), Due Van Thul (scarlet), Golden Prince (yellow),

Vermilion Brilliant (scarlet), and Jagt Van Delft (white). Double Tulips,
centre : Marriage de ma Fille (white, striped violet rose). Yellow Rose
(yellow), Rex Rubrorum (scarlet), La Candeur (white), Tournesol (scarlet
and yellow), Imperator Rubrorum (crimson scarlet), and Due Van Thol,
edged with Scilla campanulata (blue), and S. campanulata alba (white),
which last are the best varieties of Scilla campanulata. They would
have a good effect in conjunction with scarlet and yellow Due Van Thol
Tulips. Of Hyacinths you can only have them in red, white, and blue
shades, beginning with white as a centre, then red, white, and blue, and
so on. For the centre of an octagon bed, no evergreen is so gay as
Berbcris Darwinian and yet we would recommend a tree Box of pyramidal
form, a dwarf Hully, or something of that kind.

Wintering Geraniums and Fuchsias in a Room (Idem),—The plants
of Fuchsias and Geraniums would bo preserved equally well in a room
as in a cellar, providing it were frost-proof.

Trees for Plantation {Okas. Wade).—In your border 21 feet wide
you will have room for five rows of trees. 1st Row, 2 feet from the
boundary, back wall, or fence, Lime trees alternately with Scotch Fir;
2nd row, English Elm, with Norway Spruce between the Elms; 3rd, Sy-
camore, Beech, Ibnse-Chestnut, and Spanish Chestnut, alternately with
Yew and Holly ; -1th, Purple Beech, Thorn Acacia, Mountain Ash, Norway
Maple, and variogated Sycamore, alternately with common Laurels;
front row, Libic, Syringa, Ribes, and Gueldres Rose, alternately with
Laurustinus, Aucuba japonica, Mahonia aquifolium, Berberis Darwinii,
and St. John's Wort. Plant in rows -1 feet apart, and the seme distance
from plant to plant in the row, an evergreen being placed between the
deciduous trees. If the ground were trenched previous to planting, the
trees would do all the better afterwards.

Names of Fruits (N. it.).—The Pear is Thompson's ; the Apple, Here-
fordshire Pearmain. (E. H.).—The Pear is Marie Louise. No. 1, Cellini

;

2, Golden Reinctte. (P. E. T.).—l and 2, Easter Beurre Pear.

Names of Plants (W. .S.).—It is not a Fern, but an Alchemilla. (2f. S.)

—Pilca muscosa, or Artillery Plant.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the Week ending October \jnth.

Date.
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and that Miry fire the worst layers of nil. Tlmt they are heavy,

or ought to be, I gladly admit ; it is ono of their glories ; hut

to call Dorkings ugly is simply nhsurd. I do not say they

are pretty; but i know nothing handsomer than a wi 11 matched
pen of fine Dorkings. Even those who are not poultry fanciers

at all admire them extremely. If they are so ugly and clumsy,

how is it that we have so many lady Dorking fanciers '.' I

give the fair sex credit for moro taste and judgment than
" Ni :u has displayed in his attack on some of our

most useful varieties.

To prove that the Hesh of Dorkings is not insipid, I quote

Mr. Hewitt's remarks in " The Poultry Book." He says,

"There is not a doubt that coloured Dorkings aro decidedly

the most useful of all fowls for general table purposes,
i

only it the Jlesh of extremely good quality (the italics are my
own), but it is produced in far greater abundanoe than in most
varieties. Another very important point in the consideration of

Grey Dorkings is, that the greater proportion of the flesh will

be found on those particular parts most generally esteemed

—

viz., the breast, wings, and merrythoughts ; hence they carve

to especial advant

I acknowledge that Dorkings are not the very best of layers
;

bnt from an experience of some years, I mnst say I have not

found them such very bad layers as "Newmarket" endeavours
to make out. Early-hatched Dorking pullets lay very fairly

in the winter, and, moreover. I generally have two or three

Dorking hens laying at Christmas. I have three Dorking hens,

three years old, which have moulted, now laying, one of which
commenced to lay before her tail feathers had grown again.

My Dorkings are the dark variety.

I have kept several different breeds of fowls, but have found
none equal to Dorkings on the whole. I have not kept Brahnias
very long ; but the little experience I have had of them has
placed them high in my estimation.

It is utterly absurd to class Hamburghs amongst non-
ornamental varieties. I cannot conceive a prettier and more
beautiful sight than really good Hamburghs present

—

i.e., as

far as the Spangled and Pencilled birds aro concerned. I do
not keep Hamburghs, though I admire them greatly, and I

know that they are great pets with the ladies.

I have not one word to say against Game fowls ; on the con-

trary, they aro great favourites with me ; but I do enter my
protest against a Game-breeder " running down " almost every

variety except Game.—G. R. B.

GAME FOWLS CLASSIFIED.
Game fowls are the highest in blood, the noblest, the most

beautiful, the most prolific, the hardiest, healthiest, and best

table fowls of all poultry.

Number of sorts classed by the colours of the young chickens :

Jjighi Chicken*. Striped Chickens. Dark CJiickens.

1. Whites. 5. Elack-breasted Kci-. 10. Brown Reds,
l'. Piles. 6. Red-breasted Ginger Reds. 11. Dark Greys.
3. Blue Duns. 7. Dnckwings 12. I);irk Birchens.
4. Red Duns. 8. Yellow Birchens. 13. Blacks.

9. Mealy Grays.

Uncommon-coloured sorts not much known— 1, Red Fur-
naces ; 2, Cuckoos; 3, Spangles; 4, Polecats.

The original wild coloured sorts are these threo—1, Black-
breasted Reds, Partridge hens, fawn breasts ; 2, Brown-breasted
Reds, dark-brown (not black) hens ; 3, Red-breasted Ginger
Reds, yellow legs, light Partridge hens.

All the other sorts and colours were originally bred from
theee three colours, those hatching the dark chickens from the
Brown Reds or Dark Reds, and all the others from the Black-
breasted Reds and the Ginger Reds.
White legs are probably the result of long domestication

;

all other colours of legs are found wild.

The most common and popular sorts at exhibitions—1, Black-
breasted Reds, dark red eyes, willow legs, Partridge hens

;

'2, Brown Reds, dark eyes, dark legs, dark brown hens ; 3, Duck-
wings, dark red eyes, willow legs, silver-grey hens ; 4, Piles,

bright red eyes, white legs, nails, and beaks ; 5, Blacks, black
eyes, black legs, entire black colour.

The Brown Reds (1), and Black-breasted Reds (2), are the
cup birds, and the other three sorts have taken a few cups,
and no other colours any cups at all. There are seventeen
distinct varieties of Game fowls, and twenty-seven sub-va-
rieties, or forty-four in all, out of which fourteen are of the
Black-breasted Red colour alone, sorts with hen-tailed cocks
included.

Tho best sorts to keep are these, on the whole :

—

For high courage and spirit in fighting:—1, Dark Greys,

black eyes and legs lhardrst surt nf all) ;
'_', Brown Reds (cocks

red, brown-breasted onlyi; 3, Red Cheshire Piles (bright red

eyes, white lei

For beauty of colour and markings :— 1 , Black breasted Reds,
willow legs, Partridge hens ; 2, Silver Duckwing Greys, willow
legs, silver-grey hen .

' For good laying qualities (white legs best for table) :—1, Black-

breasted Beds, willow legs, Partridge hens; 2, Red Cheshire
Piles, bright red eyes, white legs.

Yellow and bine-legged hens lay the best as a rule ; Brown
Reds are first for shape and carriage ; Black-breasted Reds for

superiority of colour.

The "colour of the eyes" is the best criterion of the dif-

ference in the blood in all Game fowls, as " black eyes " show
the dark blood (white eggs) ;

" red eyes," the red blood (reddest

birds), pinkish eggs; " yellow or da v. eyes,' I he yellow strains

(yellowish eggs), these being in general inferior bird3 to tho

others. " Bay eyes " and " light brown eyes " result from
crossing.

Game fowls are the best layers of all poultry with these few
exceptions, which do not lay quite so well :—1, Dark Greys
and Dark Birchens, worst layers ; 2, Brown Reds, next worst

layers in general ; 3, Duckwings, when with willow or white

legs ; 4, Mealy Greys, not a common colour at all. Dark Greys
are, however, the only really bad layers of them. Grey-colonred,

and dark-combed, and dark-faced hens are the worst layers in

all poultry.

In the Black-breasted Reds the clear-hackled cocks breed the

wheaten-coloured or cinnamon hens, and the striped-hackled

cocks breed the striped-hackled hens. The true Ginger hens
(not Cinnamons), breed the Red-breasted Ginger cocks. The
strains with red eyes and black eyes are the best birds.

The only sorts now much used for cock-fighting are :

—

1, Brown-breasted Reds (most common with cock-fighters)

;

2, Grey-breasted Dark Greys (hardest and strongest of all)

;

3, Black-breasted Reds, white legs, dark red eyes, with the

light wheaten-coloured or Cinnamon Buff hens. These are

the three hardest and strongest sorts of all.

The three quickest-fighting sorts are :—1, Red Cheshire

Piles, bright red eyes, white legs ; 2, Red-breasted Ginger
Reds, bright red eyes, yellow legs ; 3, Whites, bright red eyes,

white legs (like the Piles).

Other favourite sorts of the older cock-fighters are :—1, Red-
breasted Ginger Reds, dark red eyes, white legs ; 2, Black-

breasted Reds (dark), carp-brown legs, and dark red eyes,

fawn-breasted dark brown hens ; 3, Red Duns, dark red eyes,

white legs (north country).

Willow-legged Duckwings stand the next in courage. Willow-

legged Black-breasted Reds are too soft a bird; and Blacks

both too slow and too soft to be good. Blue Duns fight worst

of all, being soft and weak ; all yellow or daw-eyed birds are,

with a few exceptions, wanting in spirit and courage. Dark
Greys and Brown Reds are the best birds of all.

—

Newmarket.

SILVER CUPS AT THE HASTINGS POULTRY
SHOW.

I sf.xt a pen of Partridge Cochins to the Hastings and St.

Leonards Poultry Show last August, and obtained the cup for

the best pen of Cochins exhibited there. The cup, as stated

in the prize list which I enclose, was to be valued at £5 ; and
Mr. Savery, the Secretary, has sent me a cup worth not much
over £3. Can anything be done about it ? for when a cup is

promised it ought to be of the value stated in the prize list.

I wrote to Mr. Savery about it, and enclose the answer I

received from him. I think the public ought to know about it.

I paid the carriage of my birds as far as Reading, and could

not pay further, and the Secretary charged me 6s. for the

carriage of one pen of birds from Reading to Hastings. Mr.

Rowe, of Bristol, obtained the silver cup for Spanish chickens,

valued at £5, and his cup was not worth more than £3.

—

Johs

Rodsaed Rodbard, Aldu-ick Court, Wrington, n ar i

WOODBRIDGE POULTRY SHOW.
Will any or all of the numerous victims kindly furnish me

with their names, stating whether they have received a printed

circular hearing the name of Jeremiah Wright, which circular
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I believe to be nothing more than a ruse ? I think if you would
have the goodness to publish a list of the wrongs that have

taken place in connection with this Committee, it might have

a salutary effect in warning honest men against any further

dealings with them.—T. C. Hose. Wymondley Parsonage,

Stevenage.

RAILWAY MISDOINGS.
Every poultry-lover will, I am certain, echo your postscript

to Mr. C Pigeon's letter in reference to his La Flecbe fowls

and the Midland Railway. When he sent me the correspon-

dence, I strongly urged him to write thus :
—" I have fixed the

price of the injured fowls thus low, that this very unsatisfactory

business may be forgotten ; but the birds were worth consider-

ably more to me, and indeed to any poultry fancier, and if I

take the matter into court it will be at a greatly increased

value. The value of your rolling stock, as of anything else, is

not the value I or any other person chooses to put on it, but

the amount that it would fetch in the market. I am prepared

to prove that my birds are worth more than the amount I ask,

and if I must go into court it will be for their full value."

I think, as an American would say, " this would fetch him."
Failing it, I would have fixed the value of the fowls at some-

thing over £5, so as to make it a jury case, and there would be

no question of the result, for juries, like poultry fanciers, groan

under the incubus of railway mismanagement and extortion.

It is such a gross case of neglect, and the cool manner in which

the authorities reply is so provoking, that I do hope my friend I

Mr. E. Pigeon will still reconsider his determination, and bring

them to book ; they will then find they have trapped a Pigeon

to their cost.—Y. B. A. Z.

Mr. A. 0. Worthington. I Bhall be glad to receive the names
and subscriptions of five more.

—

Albert 0. Worthinotoh,
Neicto7i Park, Burton-on-Trent,

BRAHMA POOTRA WITH POWERLESS LEGS.
I have a Dark Brahma cockerel that appears to have lost the

nse of his legs, not having been able to stand for the last fort-

night. Previous to this he seemed quite well. I suppose it is

rheumatism from the constant wet we have had this year. I

have purged him with castor oil three or four times, and fed

on bread soaked in ale, but he is no better. Can you recom-

mend anything ?

Is there any poultry fancier at Truro or Plymouth ?—A. G.

Crewe.

[We consulted one of onr best skilled keepers of Brahma
Pootras on this case, and he has replied as follows :

—" I do

not think the cause of the loss of power can be the constant

•wet, no birds stand the evils of this life better. If he have

utterly lost the use of his legs—in other words, is paralysed, I

should strongly suspect some foul play ; a hard blow across the

back, giving concussion to the spinal cord would cause it, and

in this case I think the bird had better be killed. I gather

from the letter that it has been a sudden affection, and, there-

fore, I am more disposed to think that may be the cause.

Have the birds a high roosting place? If so, the concussion

might be done in the coming down. Eight inches from the

ground is enough for all large fowls. If, on the contrary, it

has, though coming on suddenly, at last been noticed that the

bird crouched and squatted to eat, and did not go many steps

without sitting down, there is deficiency of leg power, probably

both muscular and bone. For the latter some phosphate of

lime mixed with his meal, and two or three grains of quinine

and iron (citrate), twice a-day might do good. Unless he is

really a promising bird, and fat-producing food can be stopped,

and unless he rapidly recovers I should kill him, and for this

reason, the crouching position will give a bad carriage and make
him gawky-looking.

" Second, Mr. Nicholas Barter, Secretary to Poultry Show,
lives at Plymouth."
The Rev. W. W. Wingfield, Gulval, near Penzance, could

give you information on the subject.]

LIGHT BRAHMAS AT BIRMINGHAM.
Finding that sweepstakes are seldom or never popular, I am

trying to get up silver cups, value £5 each, in lieu of first

prizes in classes 23 and 21. This will give ns six prizes to

compete for. The following have already subscribed £1 each :

Hon. Mrs. Arbuthnot, Mr. Pares, Mr. Pigeon, Mr. Stevens,

THE CHELMSFORD POULTRY SHOW.
It is impossible for us to speak more highly than it deserves of the

management of the Chelmsford Poultry Exhibition, as every doty of

the Committee was carried out with strict exactitude. The Corn
Exchange at Chelmsford is eminently suited for the purpose of a show,

the light being as good as could be desired ; it is very lofty, and gay
banners were not wanting to complete the decorations. Another cir-

cumstance, highly favourable to the success of the Show, was that the

weather was sunny and summerlike.
The Grey Dorkings were capital, and although Dr. Campbell

managed to secure all the premiums in a large class, still this was
not done without close competition. The Silver-Grey and the White
Dorkings also are worthy of especial mention. In fact, one favourable

feature of the Chelmsford Show throughout was that the most useful

classes of poultry were the best represented. The (lame prize birds

were exceedingly good ; but the bulk of the chickens entered in these

classes were not sufficiently matured for public exhibition. The
Cochins can only be spoken of as unusually bad, with the exception

of the three first-prize pens, so much so, that it will be seen several

of the prizes were withheld altogether. This was a feature quite con-

trary to general expectation. It is long since we met with so excellent

a class of Spanish chickens—thev were sufficiently good to add great

credit to any show ; and as to Brcilimas, both Dark and Light-feathered

ones, the entry was such as we have not seen for a long time, being

very numerous, and yet there was scarcely a bad pen. The singularly

limited amount of entries iu the Hamburgh classes, of every variety,

although good prizes were offered in all four classes?, was one of those

results which it is difficult to explain. The Hamburghs entered, with

one exception, were decidedly inferior. A very moderate Hamburgh-
breed< r might easily have secured the whole of these premiums. But
few entries were made in the Polish classes ; but the birds were of

good quality. For the French fowls now so popular —viz.. La FlicJte.,

Orevt ('our, and Iloudans, separate classes were appointed. The
collection was not amiss ; but we regreted to notice that several decidedly
" roupy " specimens were exhibited among them. By referring to the

appended prize list, onr readers will find that the Any other distinct

variety class was well filled. The best of the /l.mt-ois were decidedly

Sebright* ; but the Game Bantams were considerably below par.

The Geese, Aylesburv Ducks, and TurJceys were worthy of all praise',

although several pens of Turkeys were thrown out from non-compliance

with the printed regulations requiring them to be poults of the present

year.

The Silling class was quite a success, the first prize falling to as

good a pen of the old-fashioned Red-speckled Dorkings as we have

seen for many years past, whilst the second prize Buff Cochins would

have pn.vcd quite a relief to the general Cochin classes.

Mr. S. Mathews's Duckwing silver cup Game cock was a remarkably

good one, and shown in faultless trim. The other classes for single

cocks contained many good specimens.

The collection of Pigeons was exceedingly fine, and from the easy

access to London, most of the classes were well tilled.

In the Extra class a curiosity appeared, entered as " A little girl's

Playthings," a kind of " happy* family," but an oddity in the lists of

a poultry show. It consisted of a handsome cage, in which were con-

fined a pair of Angora kittens, ornamented with red and blue neckties,

a couple of Canaries, a pair of Doves, a Himalayan Rabbit, and an

old (inineaPig, with its litter of young ones, all being the best of

friends. It proved a popular feature of the Show to ladies and the

yonnger visitors.

Prizes were offered for dead chickens, shown in pairs and trussed

for table. When we tell our readers the largest weighed 15 lbs. 10 ozs.

the pair, and the least 9 lbs. 8 ozs., they will see there was not any

want of competition. One pair, however, were passed by, being ab-

solute deformities.

Dorkings (Coloured).—First, Second, and Third, Dr. Campbell, Brent-

wnod. Higblv Commended, W. H. Walker, Shenfield, Brentwood. Com-
mended, J. Frost, Parham, Wickham Market.

Dorkings (Silver-Grey).—First and Second, Dr. Campbell. Third, F.

Parlett, Chelmsford.

Dorkings (White).—First and Second, H. Lingwood, Barking, Need-

ham Market. Commended, I. Perry, Shrublands, Chelmsford.

Game (Black-breasted and other Reds).—First and Second, S.Matthew,

Stowmarket, Suffolk. Third, J. Jeken, Eltham, Kent.
_

Game (Duckwing and other Greys and Blues).—First and Second,

W. W. Pyne, South Lancing, Sussex. Third, J. J. Hazell, Great Bromley,

near Manningtree. „ „„ ,» ,- , 3

Game (White and Piles).—First, Rev. F. Watson, Messing, Kelvedon.

Second and Third, H. Banks, Worcester.

Cochin-Chinas (Buff).—First, H. Lingwood. Second, W. Tippler, Rox-

well. Third, Rev. C. H. D"Aeth, Knowlton Court, Wingham.
Cochin-Chinas (Brown or Partridge).—First, J. R. Rodbard, Aldwick

Court, Wrington. Second, withheld. Third, H. Lingwood, Newboume,
Woodbridge. _ _ , „, ...

Cochin-Chinas (White).—First, Rev. M. R. Barnard, Margaretting-

Sc cond, withheld. __ „ __ ,.

Spanish.—First and Second, J. R. Rodbard. Third, W. H. Walker.
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Highly Commended, Mm. PattlflSon, Maldon ; W. H.Walker
J
T.Wood,

Black Notley, Braintree.
Ukahma Pootras (Dark).— F'irst, J. II. Pickles, Bridgeroyd, near Tod-

morden. Second, J. llinton, Hinton, noar Bath. Third, Ifi. Sheerman,
Chelmsford. Commended, J. Kennis, Springfield: 3. II. Pickles.

Brahma Pootras i Light).— First, J. Pares, Guildford. Second and
Third, H. Dowsett. Plcshey. Chelmsford.
Hamrurghs (Gold-pencilled).—First, C. Havers, IngatCBtone. Second,

T. D. Hidley, Chelmsford,
Hamiiurghs (Silver-pencilled).— First and Second, T. F. Barrett,

Oflwestry.
Hahburghs (Gold-spangled).—Prize, J. F. Loversidge, Newark, Notts.

Hahburghs (Silver-spubgled). — First and Second, Rev. F. Tearle,

Newmarket.
Polish (Muck, with White Crests).—First, T. P. Edwards. Lyndhurst,

Hants. Second, F. Broemel, Lowisham.
Polish (Gold or Silvor-loced or Spangled).—First, G. Boothby, Louth,

Lincolnshire. Second, J. Hinton.
Crkve C'Kur.—Prize, National Poultry Company, Bromley, Kent.

Commended, W. Tippler.
La Fleche.—Prize, Col. S. Wortley, Grove-end Road, London.
II'iudax.— Prize, Nutional Poultry Company. Commended, Col. S.

Wortley.
Any other Distinct Variety.—First, W. Jegger, Dunmow (Silkies).

Second. F. Broemel (White-crested Slate-coloured Polish). Third, W.
Grave, Springfield, Chelmsford (Emus).
Game Bantams (Black-breasted and other Reds).—First, J. K. Fowler,

Aylesbury. Second and Third, G. Manning, Springfield.
Game Bantams (Auy other colour).—First, 8. Dupe, Evercreech, Bath

(Piles). Second, Mrs. Saltmarsh, Chelmsford (Duckwings). Third,
\V, W. Pyne (Duckwings).
Bantams (Sebrights, Gold or Silver-laced).—First, T. C. Harrison, Hull.

Second. G. Boothby.
Bantams (Any other variety).—First, E. Cambridge, Bristol (Black).

Second, Rev. F. Tearle (White).
Docks (Rouen).—First, F. Parlett. Second, J. F. Bott, Hatfield, Chelms-

ford. Third, J. K. Fowler. Commended, J. K, Fowler.
Dccks (Aylesbury).—First, J. K. Fowler. Second, Mrs. Pattisson.

Third, E. Turvill, Roxwell. Highly Commended, Rev. M. R. Barnard;
E. Turvill. Commended, Rev. C. H. Crosse, Cambridge.
Geese.— First, H. D. Postans, Shelley. Stoke-by-Nayland (Toulouse).

Second, Mrs. Brackenbury, Downham "(White). Third, J. K. Fowler.
Highly Commended, J. K. Fowler. Commended, Mrs. J. Upson, Riven-
hall, Essex (China, half-bred China, and Common:.
Turkeys.—First, F. Carter, Billericay. Second, Mrs. Bott, Hatfield,

Chelmsford. Third, A. Durrant, Chelmsford (Cambridge). Highly Com-
mended. Mrs fifayhew, Chelmsford. Commended, Mrs. Griinwood
(Cambridge) ; J. F. Bott.
Selling Class.—First. Mrs. Brackcnburv (Coloured Dorkings).

Second, A. Barker, Roxwell (Buff Cochins). Third, Dr. Campbell (Dork-
ings). Commended, Dr. Campbell ; J. Hinton (Silver Polands) ; G. Man-
ning (Black Red Bantams) ; E. Turvill (Creve Coeur).
Extra Class.— First, Rev. C. J. H. D'Aeth, Wickham, Wingham

(Buenos Ayrean Ducks). Second and Third, Mrs. Mayhew (Call Duck
and White Drake. Peacock and Hen). Highly Commended, " A little

Girl's Playthings.*'

SINGLE COCKS.
Game (Any colour).— Cup and Second, S. Matthew. Highly Com-

mended, Rev. F. Watson (Brown Red).
Dorking (Any colour).—First and Second, Dr. Campbell.
Cochin-China.—First, J. R. Rodbard (Partridge). Second, G. Manning

(Buff).

Brahma Pootra.—First, E. Sheerman. Second, J. K. Fowler. Com-
mended, E. Pigeon, Lympstone, near Exeter.
Hamburgh.—First, Rev. F. Tearle (Silver-spangled). Second, C.

n. i\ ere (Gold-pencilled).
Game Bantam.—First, J. Parlett, Huntingdon. Second, G. Manning

(Duckwing). Commended, Mrs. Sheerman, Chelmsford (Black Red);
D. Causer, Erdington, near Birmingham (Duckwing).

PIGEONS.
Carriers (Any colour).—First, J. Ford, London, E.C. Second, F. Else,

Bayswater, London. Highly Commended, C. H. Brown, Lower Ed-
monton .

Powteks (Any colour).—First. J. Taylor, Newark. Second, F. W.
Disney, Tyo Hyde, Ingatestone (White).
Tumblers (Any colour).—First, J. Ford (Almond). Second, J. J. A.

11. Broad Green, near Liverpool (Red).
Jacobins (Any colour).—First, F. Else. Second, J. Percival, Peckham

Rye.
Fantails (Any colour).—First, J. Taylor. Second, National Poultry

Company. Very' Highly Commended, W. Cottiss, Witham (Laced Fan-
tails). Highly Commended, F. Else.
Babbs i Any colour).—First, M. Hedley. Second, F. Else.
Am iian, .els (Any colour).—First, D. Causer. Second, J. Percival.
Trumpeters (Any colour).—First, E. Pigeon. Second, National Poultry

Company.
Owls (Any colour).—First, J. Waitt, Sparkbrook, Birmingham (White).

Second. M. Hedley, Red Hill, Surrey. Highly Commended, Rev. F. Wat-
son (Blue) ; J. Percivall ; F. Else.
Any other Variety.—First, D. Causer (French Tambour). Second,

J. J. A. Stockall (Siberian Ice). Highly Commended, E. Pigeon l Dragons)

;

J. Percivall (Isabels) ; J. Ford (Black MagpieB). Commeuded, National
Poultry Company (Runts).

PRIZES STRICTLY CONFINED TO RESIDENTS IN THE
COUNTY.

Dorkusgs (Any colour).—Cup and Second, Dr. Campbell. Third,
W. II. Walker. Commended, F. Parlett.
Any other Large Distinct Variety.—First and Third, E. Sheer-

man (Dark Brahmas). Second. H. Dowsett (Light Brahma).
Any Variety in which Beauty of Plumage is the Chief Point

ot Merit.— First, T. D. Ridley (Gold-pencilled Hamburgh). Second,
Mrs. Sheermnn (Brahmas).
Pen of Cross-brbb Fovtls.—First, Mrs. Sheerman. Second, G. Dalbv.

Waltham. Third, W. Clift, Ingatestone.

Pair of Dead Chickens, Trussed for Table.—First, F. Parlett
(Dorking). Second, W. H. Walker (Dorking). Highlv Commended, Mm.
Hracl.i nbury (Dorking); G. Simpson, Chelmsford (Dorking).

Edward Hewitt, Esq., of Sparkbrook, Hirmingham, and W. B.
Togetmcier, Esq., of Muswell Hill, Loudon, were tho Judges.

ABERGAVENNY AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION
POULTRY SHOW.

This took place on Thursday the 11th inst. There were some very
beautiful birds. The pens were less numerous than in former years,
but in tho main the quality was unexceptionable. The Samburghs
were very superior ; and the same remark will apply to both Aylesbury
and Koueu Ducks. Tho Hon. Colonel Morgan's Turlceya were especi-
ally noteworthy and Mr. K. H. Nicholas, and Mr. Skinner were even
more than usually successful.

Spanish.—First, R. H. Nicholas, Malpas, near Newport. Second P.
Morgan, Angel Hotel.
Dorking (Coloured).—First, Hon. F. C. Morgan, Ruperra Castle. Sc-

coud, — Skinner, Maindee.
Hamburgh (Golden or Silver-spangled).—First — Skinner. Second, R.

H. Nicholas.
Hamburgh (Golden or Silver-pencilled).—First, J. Williams, Goytrey.

Second, R. H. Nicholas.
Poland (Any variety).—Prize, — Skinner.
Game.—First and Second, G. Pritcbord, LlanvihangeL
Any other Variety.—First, — Skinner. Seeoud, R. H. Nicholas.
Bantams.—Prize, — Skinner.
Turkeys.—First, Hon. F. C. Morgan. Second, Mrs. G. Holford, Buck-

land.
Geese.—First, R. Rees. Second, J. Williams.
Ducks (Aylesbury).—First and Second, — Skinner.
Ducks (Rouen).—First, J. Williams. Second, J. Pye, Dobson's Farm.

The Judge was Mr. J. Davies, Newport.

ARTIFICLAL HATCHING.
Some time ago I wrote to you asking those who had used

the incubator to report through your Journal the success or
otherwise they had had with it in hatching and rearing chickens.
No one has ventured to reply, hut Mr. Brindley has kindly-
promised to lend me one of his incubators on the condition that
I report fully the results through your Journal, and early in
the year I hope to be able to commence, when, if you think
them worth inserting, the results shall be duly sent to you.

Since then I have seen several second-hand incubators ad-
vertised. Does this, in the absence of any positive information,
speak of non-succesa ?

We had a great deal from the promoter of the National
Poultry Company about artificial hatching and rearing. Is
there no one who will report to us the results obtained ? In
a leading article you say, " The difficulty of obtaining broody
hens has hitherto been almost insurmountable ; that is now
overcome by incubators and artificial mothers, which suc-
ceed admirably.

-

' It may be so, but is there no one who
can supply facts to prove this ? I again appeal to those who
have used incubators to come boldly forward and give us the
results, so that many of us who live in the country far away
from the National Poultry Company may be enabled to form
a pretty correct view of their utility, so as to enable us to use
them in the coming breeding season. How different the above
quotation is from your Journal of the 23rd February, 18G4,
which is as follows :

—" It [the incubator] was given up by
every one who tried it, being found to be both troublesome and
expensive. It hatched chickens with perfect success, but no
care ever succeeded in rearing them."—A Spanish Breeder..

[We shall be obliged by information on this very essential

point.

—

Eds.]

DIFFICULTIES IX ADDING A LIGURIAN
QUEEN.

[A Scottish correspondent thus describes the difficulty he
experienced in adding an Italian queen to a common stock of

bees. It will be perceived that he omitted previously to re-

move the original queen, and by this omission rendered his

task exceptionably arduous.]

On Monday, the 15th inst., I met the railway carrier, who
told me he had "live bees" for me. I carefully unscrewed

the little box, and on examination found the queen safe, and
apparently uninjured. I immediately set to work and drove

all the bees and queen of a straw hive. The day being chilly and
the temperature low. I found they would not " drive" in the

open air, so I took them to the kitchen, and, placing the straw
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skeps near the fire, I drove them all out by long-continued

drumming and blowing. I then searched for the queen, and

having found her, took her away. The bees were so listless

that they manifested no signs of the queen's removal. I tied

a cloth round the bottom of the hive, and brought them close

to the fire, so that they might become sensible of the loss and

make a commotion; but I could not succeed in accomplishing

this, although during the summer bees confined in a skep with-

out a queen get into a state of fearful commotion : I therefore

resolved to risk the queen amongst them. The bees being

all spread round the sides of the skep and over the top, were

so listless that one would have supposed that no injury would

he done to a queen introduced to them ; but when I put the

queen among a number of bees on the side of the hive, no

sooner did they become aware of her presence than they made
the most ferocious attack upon her, stinging her, apparently,

to death. So violent were they in the attack, that I had to

sever the attacking bees in two before I could rescue the queen.

She appeared to have suffered much.
I now saw it was useless to try any more, and accordingly

returned her to the little box ; but she was there most un-

mercifully attacked by her own bees. In inspecting the box

a few minutes after I had put her in, I found her on the bottom

violently attacked, and in danger of being stung to death. I

have often witnessed such instances before. I immediately

took her out, and resolved once more to risk her with the

driven bees. I saw, if left alone, she would in all probability

have died. I put her in a small cluster. The bees were not so

ferocious as at first. I then inverted the skep, placing over

it the skep containing the comb from which the bees had been

driven. A good many went up into the comb, and I was glad

to observe that they now began to manifest signs of the loss of

the queen. Still, the mass of bees would not leave the lower

hive. They all clung round the upper edges, and there they

remained all day, though close to the fire. I drummed them
occasionally, but they would not leave. I was never so ex-

hausted with any operation. I went down to the kitchen about

10 p.m., and noticed that nearly one-half of the bees had gone

up. On narrowly examining the lowest part of the cluster of

bees attached to the lower skep I saw the queen among the

bees, and apparently, with the exception of the wings, not

much injured. I by means of a twig gently removed the bees,

and in the course of some little time was enabled to induce

them all to move up. The queen accompanied the bees into

the upper hive. Whether she has received serious injury re-

mains to be seen. Her gait would lead me to suppose she has

not.

To add to the labour of the above operation, one or two of

the combs of the " drummed skep " had fallen down. You
know what difficulty there is in getting these reinserted in a

common straw skep. I was kept in great suspense during the

whole period of a troublesome operation. Using a cage at this

season of the year I fear would not have succeeded. I was
afraid the bees would neglect the queen and allow her to

perish.—J.

of fertile queens, you may by diminishing their entrances en-

able them to set wasps at defiance. Autumnal feeding should
only be resorted to if the stocks are too light to face the coming
winter. It should at any rate be now no longer delayed, and
should be concluded before the end of this month.]

Taming Bees.—A writer in a recent number of the " Scottish

Gardener " says—" To tame vicious bees, we have only to

accustom them to the form of human beings. A scare-crow,

or what my Scotch friends call ' a potato bogle,' placed in front

of the hives of stinging bees, is a great help. It can be shifted

now and then, and, to provoke a general attack, place a loose

waving rag or handkerchief in the hand of the bogle. I have

been told that vicious, kicking horses have been completely

cured by hanging bags of hay behind them in their stalls.

They kicked and plunged at the bags till their strength was
exhausted, when their vice and folly left them ; so that they

quietly tolerated the bags to dangle by their sides, and grooms

to do as they liked. In like manner, the bees attack the waving,

provoking handkerchief, and sting at it till their vice leaves

them. That which scares crows tends to domesticate bees. If

kept in a garden where men, women, and children are often

seen, and where they are not disturbed, bees are as tame and

peaceable as cocks and hens."

INVADING-WASPS—LATE FEEDING.
Codld you give me any advice how to prevent wasps attack-

ing and robbing a hive? I have totally lost my finest stock,

weighing 36 lbs., from this cause. Observing that the wasps
were disturbing the bees, I mortared all round the hives, leaving

only a hole big enough for one bee to pass, which I had hoped
would have enabled them to prevent the entrance of the wasps.

The hive in question is a straw hive in a wooden box. A few

days since I found the bees in a most disturbed state, hanging
in a thick cluster outside the box. Next day I found them the

same, except that numbers were lying dead on the ground. I

then proceeded to drive out the remaining bees, and found that

there was not a particle of honey left in the comb, that two or

three weeks before had weighed 36 lbs. I dressed a fresh pot,

but the bees have not taken to it, and have all disappeared. I

fear my remaining hives will be treated in the same manner,
as I frequently see a wasp making its way in. Would it be
desirable to feed the bees at present ? owing to the wet Septem-
ber they have not done much work.—E. B. S.

[The queen had probably died, and the stock fallen into a
dwindling condition before the final onslaught was made. Many
if not most of the bees which you drove out and which ulti-

mately disappeared, were, doubtless, marauders from other

hives. If your remaining colonies are populous and possessed

OUR LETTER BOX.
Incubators (A Subscriber).—We cannot undertake to say which is " the

best." That which we have seen and heard most of is Mr Brindley's.

Dorkings not Able to Walk (J. T. S.).—The probable cause of the
inability of the Dorking cock to walk is that he has swollen and tender
feet, caused by perching too high, or perhaps by the flooring of the house
in which he roosts. A bird of between 7 and 8 lbs. falls heavily on his
feet when he flies from a perch. If, therefore, he roosts more (ban 2 feet

from the ground that would cause the evil. The same inability to walk
would explain the enlarged liver of the other. Another cause would be
stone, brick, or wooden flooringto the house. Either of these causes first

strain and swelling, and afterwards paralysis of the feet and legs. Have
your perches 2 feet from the ground, and the flooring of loose gravel. It

is not uncommon for a Spanish fowl to become pied, and we have known
them moult quite white, and afterwards return to their original colour.

Brahma Pootras Early Layers (Thos. W. S.J.—Your experience of

Brahmns will be endorsed by most persons who keep them. They begin
to lay at betweenltive and six months old.

Cochin-China with Swollen Head (Tom).—Your Partridge Cochin
hen is suffering from cold. Give her some bread steeped in strong old

ale. In all cases it is well to separate diseased from healthy birds. Do
so in this instance, and she will soon recover. The best medicine is

Baily's pills.

Game Cock with Swollen Head (Y. Z.).—The previous answer will

serve in your case. As, however, Game are subject to roup, and Cochins
are not, we advise yon to add to other remedies camphor in his water,

and pills of it the size of a pea. two every other day.
Brahma Pootras {F, T.).—The plan yon propose to get up a stock of

Brahmas is quite correct, and will produce you excellent birds if yon
make a good selection of your new stock. Houdans are among the
hardiest fowls we know, doing well at all times and on all soils. They
are excellent layers.
Farnworth Show (J. F. Newton).—The Secretary ought eilher to

return the stamps or send you a catalogue. It would be difficult to prove
that he received them.
Error.—" In your report of the Farnworth Show, Mr. J. K. Fowler is

put down as the winner of the second prize in 'Ducks, any other

variety.' The second prize was awarded to a pen of Carolinas belonging
to me.—J. R. Jessop, Hull."
Long Sutton Show.—Mrs. Bailey won the cup for the best pen of

Dorkings. It was not a "local" prize.
Middleton Show.—"In your impression of the 9th inst.. appeared a

letter from a Mr. Holt, stating that though to my pen, No. 861, was
awarded the first prize, yet it belonged to him, as his Black Hamburgh
cockerel had been put into it. I was not at Middleton, but I received my
own cockerel back in my own basket, which does not look as if there had
been a mistake. The Secretarv refuses to pay me the premium. Will

you inform me if I am not fully entitled to it ?—Chaeles Sedgwick,
Eyddlesden, Keifililey."

'[You were not entitled to the prize if Mr. Holt's cockerel was in the

pen assigned to you. Whether it was so we cannot say. There was much
mismanagement at the Show.]
Pigeons Dying (Short-face, Limerick).—! am not acquainted with the

disease you mention—"crops full of water." I should think it arose

from something injurious in their food or water. Has the former been

heated or kiln-dried ? or does the latter contain any lead, or any other

injurious substance in solution? I should be inclined to keep the sick

birds short of water, and administer a bread pill containing one grain of

calomel and the twelfth part of a grain of tartar emetic, to be followed

by cod-liver oil as a restorative; the calomel may require repeating.

Beans I think are better food than peas. Sopped bread and buckwheat
may be given to the invalids.—B. P. Brent.
Salt Cat (C. W. S., Greenock).—The simplest form of salt cat for

Pigeons is a mixture of old mortar and salt. There is no law against

having a looking-glass in a Pigeon-house, nor do we think one necessary.

You can have the " Pigeon Book for the Many " from our office for twenty-

stamps.
Grape Wine (D. F.).—It is not "necessary" to add water to the ex-

pressed juice. Water is added only to increase the quantity. If you
have juice only, much less sugar will be needed.
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the Iresine will fail, and the Coleus prosper, aud in situations

of this kind it is well only to plant the latter. On the con-

trary, where plenty of moisture exists, not, in the ground only

(for to that it can be given by hand), but in the atmosphere also,

plant the Iresine, and you will be rewarded by its brighter colour

and increased growth ; and I am not sure but its foliage, like

that of many exotic plants, looks most rich when wet. Certain

it is, however, that, in dull foggy weather it shines most con-

spicuously ; and late in the autumn, when Coleus Yerschal'f lti

and Perilla nankinensis are both decaying, the leaves of this

plant stand out firm, bright, and clear, and though, perhaps,

less dark than earlier in the season, yet equally healthy, \ i ir-

ons, and beautiful. Of course I allude to their appearance

before frost, for, after that time, like Geraniums and other

plants, the Iresine is no longer ornamental.
As there can be no doubt that the Iresine likes moisture,

and perhaps shade, or at all events does not succeed well in dry

sunny weather and hot situations, it may be inferred that many
other plants have also their favourite positions as well as

seasons, and referring to the latter, I would caution all inex-

perienced young gardeners being too much influenced by the

success or failure of what they have seen during the present

autumn. A September has passed which has been unparallelled

for many years as regards dull sunless days, with fog and rain.

This period, commencing in August, contrasted strongly with
the same period last year, aud of course the result is different.

Plants are obtaining a reputation this season which was accorded

to others last year, and the reverse. Now, it is not advisable to

be too hastily led away by accidental circumstances creating

success ; the gay appearance of plants in a wet September is

no recommendation when a dry hot June occurs, and they
must do good service in this case before they can establish a
character as suitable for all seasons.

I would ask, What can be done to make the Iresine an orna-
mental plant in a dry, hot situation at midsummer in a sunny
season? If I may be permitted to answer the question I

would say, Do not plant it with that view, but have Coleus or

something else. If a similar question were asked me as to

making a good display in the north of England and Scotland
during August and afterwards, I might with confidence recom-
mend the Iresine ; for hot and dry as the September of last

year was, I saw this plant in excellent condition in Dumfries-
shire, while in the south of England and around London it

was considered a failure. I have no doubt that in other places

having a damp atmosphere thi i plant might also have been
seen in perfection at the same time. Thus it is evident that

we ought to have a plant growing under all conditions ere we
give a decisive opinion upon it, and it al that each of

the two plants forming the subject of this article has its peculiar

advantages, and like the Cucumber and Celery, both do not alike

thrive at the same time. Many oil have their favourite

seasons and situations, but although we can in most cases

afford them the latter, the former are a matter of uncertainty.

This very uncertainty, nevertheh -, 1 1 perhaj s the mainspring
of enterprise, for in those countries where a certain result is

sure to follow at a certain season, industry as well as enter-

prise is at an end. With us art has ace bed much, and
has other triumphs before it. The vie: -easons, and
more especially such a one as the present, affecting as it does

other plants as well as the two in question, deserve a s
_

notice.—J. Eobsox.

THE NEW RO
Although there are several matter

this time, yet I have received so many communications with
reference to the new Roses which are likely to reach us from
the C mtinent this season, that I must put other matters on one
side for the purpose of giving my judgment upon the Roses which
the assiduity of our foreign friends has added to our a]

numerous ;atal gue an :

, in so doing, wish distinctly that it

maybe understood how far that judgment goes. I pretend to

no infallibility in the matter—I have no idea that if I see a

Rose and think it to be g i id that it must necessarily be so;
much less do I pretend to decide, from descriptions of flowers
which I have not seen, which are to be our favourites.

opinion in former years of flowers that I had seen was not
far wrong, and in naming the best Roses of last season from
those which I had an opportunity of seeing, that opinion will

be found, I believe, to be fully borne out by results. As I have
already intimated, I had this year a better opportunity of seeing

the new Roses than in previous seasons, having visited most of
the Lyons raisers, and seen, also, the largo collection of
M. Eugene Verdier at Vitry. I thus saw them on the trees,

and was enabled to form a judgment, not only of the flowers,

but of the style of growth of the plant—a matter which ought
to be now of first importance, for, as we have now good
varieties of most shades of colour, nothing with a weak and
sickly constitution should be tolerated,

The list, as far as I have been able to ascertain, comprises
five Tea Roses, two Bourbons, and fifty-three Hybrid Per-
petuals. Of the Tea Roses, three come from the establish-

ment of M. Guillot fils at Lyons, one from Oger, and one from
Laffay. I give first of all the raiser's description, and then my
own opinion.

1. Ronton d'Or (Guillot fils).—Plant vigorous, seedling of

Tea Canari ; flowers medium-sized, very full, and showing
well, superb, shaded yellow, reverse of petals white.

2. Madame BrSmomd.— Plant vigorous ; flower large, very
full, holding itself well, varying from fine clear purplish red to

deep shaded purple.

3. Madame l.— Plant very vigorous; flower large,

very full, globular, and holding itself well, beautiful dark
citron yellow, centre rosy peach, the edge of petals white.

4. Lucreee (Oger).—Plant delicate ; flowers large, very full,

" • in the centre, salmon rose passing into deep rose.

5. Mvnsieur Furtado (Laffay).— Plant vigorous; flowers

medium-sized, very full, well formed, blooming in clusters,

beautiful ele a saffron yellow.

Of these I have seen the first three, the production of

Guillot fils, and am inclined to think very favourably of

Bouton d'Or and Madame Margottin. The former was an ex-

ceedingly rich yellow, and the latter had a beautiful combina-
tion of colours in the citron yellow of the outside petals and
the peach of the centre. Madame BrCmond I did not think so

much of; while the delicate habit of Lucreee, indicated, I

suppose, by the description jpi , wreux, excludes it from our
. M. Furtado bears a good name, and is the production

of a raiser whose name, though of a former generation, ought
to be dear to every lover of the Queen of flowers.

The Bourbon Roses are, as I have said, only two in

number.
1. UZill Flamand (Oger).—Plant vigorous ; flowers medium

size, full, flat, lively re 1 and striped with fine white.

2. 1'
I (Soupert and Notting).— Plant very

vigorous ; flowers medium size, very full, fresh lively rose,
' of petal e,amine red.

Of these I know nothing. The deseri] tion of the first reads

well, for we are deficient in marbled flowers, and a really good
one would be valuable, but many of these so-called panachee
flowers are merely sports. I had Anna de Diesbach of a

similar el . bu> it altered the constitution of the Rose
considerably, nor were the flowers so well formed or full as in

its normal state. If this be a Bee lling, of course these re-

marks would not apply, but I know nothing of it. The other

t re i.l like anything very novel.

And now for the more popular and larger class of Hybrid
Perpetuals. Of these, as I have said, there are fifty-two

arranged thus as to raisers.

Verdier 10
Soupert and Notting .

.

1

Foutaiiae pere 4
Boyau 2

1

3
u 1

Tro-aillard 3
Leveaue et fila 1

Yigneron 1

Toavais 3

2
Morcau 2

ad S
Gonod 3

r 5
Guillot fits 1

Lacharme 1

Leach 1
C. Verdier 1

Guillot pere 3

Those raisers whose flowers I have seen arc Eugene Verdier,

Gonod, Ducher, Lacharme, and Guillot fils, and I believe that

amongst these growers were found some of the best Roses of
• eason. I was very sorry to have missed seeing Damaizin,

as I think two of his Rdsi of In I b ion are likely to prove

valuable ; the same may be said of Liabaud. Another time, if

1 Lyons, 1 must take more time about it,

so that if I do miss seeing the grower in one day I may hope to

make up the deficiency in the following one.

DucnEr..

1. Antoine Ducher.—Plant very vigorous ; flowers perfectly

cupped, very large, full, and beautifully formed, lively red. This

variety is a seedling from Madame Domage, but the flowers

ere still more beautiful and the colour deeper. Very good for

forcing.
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2. Madame Palliat. -Plan* very vigorous; flowers medium-
sized, globular, erect, and very well made, durl; rose. A
beautiful variety; very free-flowering in autumn.

:i. Mademoiselle Nonin.—Plant vigorons; flowers medium
sized, prod I ingly, very full, form "f

: •
,

rose slightly tinted with salmon, a new colour. Flowers El i

in autumn.
I. Monsieur VI risancon.—Plant very vigorous; flowers erect,

very large, globular, fall, and beautifully soaped, deep carmine.

A very good variety for forcing, and blooming freely in

autumn.
5. : | a.—Plant very vigorous ; (lowers erect, very

globular, fall, and very well formed, deep rose. An
excelli nt plant for forcing.

In the notes that I made at the time, I set down Antuine

Duchcr as a first-rate Rose ; and, after 1 had seen all the others,

I came to the conclusion that it was the i

Rose I had seen. The colour of Mademoiselle Nonin will re-

commend it, whik '. Plai i ' irge and good. I did not

see anything very reiuarlcablo about the other two, but thero

were not many blooms of them to be seen tho day I was at

Ducher's.
( ' >N"OD.

de MontplaUir.— Plant very vigorous and free-

flowering; flowers large, full, and well formed, very lively red.

A very remarkable variety.

7. Madame Anna Bonnet.—Plant vigorous and free-fl iwering

;

flowers in corymbs, large, full, with round petals, imbri

ilesh colo

8. Madame J.'i'r./f.—l'laut very vigorous; flowers large, full,

and well formed, tender satinj Rose, a variety of the first

order. This variety presents the wood an i foliage of A I

Mie ; the flowers are fuller, more free-flowering, and the colour

more clear.

I am inclined to think that 7 and S will prove to be good

Roses, if I recollect aright. Madame Anna Bagnet is of the

same class as Virginal. Mad 1 is what it professes to

be, an improved AugusteMie, an old and very favourite flower;

and if this maintain the character given to it, it is likely to be

still more so.

Guillot I

9. Horace Vernct.—Plant very vigorous; flowers very large,

with large petal;!, full, and standing well up above the foliage,

of a beautiful velvety purplish red shaded with dark crimson.

A plant of magnificent effect.

This Rose may and will please a good many, but in my
judgment it was somewhat too large and coarse. However,

here is a point on which we differ. I see Mr. River

Jean Lambert and Prudence Besson into his first or select list

;

neither of them suits my taste, though the latter will lie kept

for its immense size, and because it may probably be the

progenitor of a larger race of Roses than any we have.

L.vc::

!

10. TJiorin.—Plant vigorous ; flowers large, full, well formed,

beautiful pure lively rose.

I did not see this Rose when visiting Lacharme, but he told

me that he had a very fine rose-coloured flower to send out

this autumn ; this is doubtless the plant.

This finishes the Lyons Roses that I had the opportunity of

seeing. I shall, if all be well, next week take up M. i

Verdier's, and then the others, on which we must decide either

from description or the previous reputation of the rai

D., 1>. <

'.

VIOLA CORNUTA.
In reply to Mr. Wills respecting the above (see page 297), I

have never met with more than one variety of the true Viola

cornuta. Like Mr. Wills. I bave had letters and specimens from

all parts : many of the latter proved identical with my own, and
many were not allied to V. cornuta at all.

I may here state that the Viola cornuta used at this place is

the same as that which I saw at Messrs. Backhouse's nursery at

York in the spring, and which I should imagine to be the true

one. I have, indeed, noticed a little difference iu the shade of

colour of some of the flowers raised from seed, but these I found
in the course of the season could not be detected from the plants

raised from cuttings. Again: soil and situation, as it is well

known, slightly alter the colour, Bize, and profusion of blos-

soms. However, should Mr. Wills's variety not differ from
that used here, I shall consider it most singular and fortunate

to think we both introduced it aftt a to tl public about tho
same time, and, h nt, wo have hit pon
two really valuable Violas ; for if Mr. Wills's variety has been
extolled in the north, that used here has been equally so in
the midland countii . With outa being
tall d V. ill ,;,,,.

,
I ,'g explana-

tion ; but it certainly did appear me to find his
name associated with a Viola which has been known in this
country nearly a hundred yeai . and which, I believe, is a
native of the Pyrenees. However, f believe Mr. Wills is mis-
taken in .... i tbe one in the
Liverpool Botanic Gardens, and that tbe variety grown there
is worthless a I with his. I believe Mr. Tyerman, the
Curator, was at om of me that the variety
there was not the same as thi i n at Uuntroyde Pork;
but on his paying a vi it to Mr. Will- at tbe latter place, bring-
ing home with bim some of Mr. Wills's specimens, and com-
paring tl;em with his owj could di I no difference in the
two. He was mi ti

I frith il le; it looked
well, and seemed quite at home, bi i gay.
Now, it is well known to those w] o : own this Viola to

perfection, ti , ,,! modi i ! propagation and si

of planting out have much to do with tbe success of tbe plant,

more particularly;' ision of bloom. In tl

one is better i an Mr. Wills himself, for whom I have
iiie greatest res] i

;•'. we having both been i o li ng contributors to
the same gardening periodicals. I will 31 of flowers by
post to Mr. Wills, and should they differ from his I shall feel

t pleasure in exchanging plants with him.—E. Bennett,
Gardener to imbe, • <erton Hall, Worksop.

OCTOBER CHERRIES.
It is so unusual to gather Cherries at (his season from

• .il air, that I am induced to I

you a few fruit. The drenching rain of
;

(Oct. 26th),

has made them crack, and to a certain extent has destroyed
their flavour. Till then they were bright and beautiful as

Cherries in June. Tbe origin of this kind of Cherry—the
Belle Agathe—is a sort of mystery. Its type seems quite un-
known, and its wide departure in its nature from all other
kinds of Cherries is.very remarkable.—T. R.

[The Cherries were very good, and but for tho soaking rain

would have been superior. As it was they were sweet and
refreshing, and are certainly desirable to include among our
autumn dessert fruits. They are a small crimson Bigarreau.—Eds.]

QUEEN ANNE'S POCKET . CULTURE.
I beg to thank your correspondent, at page 2 '". for I

endorsed what I said in favour of tiiis " little gem." I find he
is well aware of its good and useful properties, and also K
ol i res it is easily cultivated. I bave not grown it in

frame myself, but believe it would be in its glory if planted in
loam on a pure bed of leaves.

To think of advancing anything more on the cultivation of

Melons in pots, or otherwise, than has already appeared in The
1 ial op Hobtictlttjke, would be simply superfluoTJ .

ciaUy after such excellent advice a 3 Mr. Abbey gave a short time
hack : but to comply with " Cucusiis Melo's" request, I may
briefly state that the seed is sown in the usual way in a i He
heat—in a mild b I

v glass structure

where a temperature of 85 70° can m i
lid. When

the plants are sufficiently large for pottb are put into

60-sized pots ; when well roi ti a ;-l ift is given them
2's, and finally into Hi's. I Melo

may not call 24's "small
,

Hi . ... a tolerably stout

piece of wire about 14 or 15 inches long is required, to which
the stem should be tied, and on the top of tbe wire three

;

each afoot loi 1 be fasti nedin a transverse direction,

and bent a little downwards, and. when this has been neatly

done, tbe whole will he somewhat like the framework of a smail

parasol without the bin

As soon as the ] 1; uts have grown about 2 or 3 inches above
the top of the wire, their points should be pinched out, after

which a sufficient quantity of laterals will soon make their

appearance ; one of tbe latter only should be tied to each wire.

Now comes the most important part of the affair, which is to

secure six or eight fruit-blossoms open at one time. H one,

two, or three only make their appearance they should be
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frinched off, as the object in view is to have six nice little frait

.all of one size. If one Melon took the lead, the rest, if any,
would be very diminutive. All this is well known to " Cucumis
Hbi,o." A somewhat drier atmosphere is required to obtain a
.sufficient quantity of fruit-blossoms, which, when secured,
.should be impregnated. After the fruit is fairly set, a moister
atmosphere is required until the fruit approaches the ripening
state, when a drier or less humid one is the best. The usual
routine of watering, keeping the plants clean, and ventilation

is well known, and needs no comment here.

I am not able to say where seed can be purchased, and am
sorry that "Cucusns Melo " has been put to so much in-

convenience in procuring it ; but to make amends for the
annoyance, I will, on receiving his address, forward him a
few seeds of the true sort, and in his hands I am quite sure
they will thrive; and when the gardener's friend," as hj calls

this Melon, comes to maturity, I hope he will tell us all about it.

A Melon which I exhibited at the Eoyal Horticultural
^Society's meeting of October Oth, was grown in a pot, and
weighed 4 lbs. 1 oz. It was a hybrid Cashmere, from seed
.^urehstsed of Mr. Meredith, of Garston, near Liverpool.
A greater variety of Melons may be grown in a given space

in pots than when planted out in beds, and, like orchard-house
trees, the variety is charming.— John Perkins, The Gardens,
Tlufrnham Hall, Eye.

P.S.—How would a houseful of Melons in pots look—say a
span-roofed house with a path down the centre, and two rows

• of plants on each side, some trained as standards, some as
})ushes, and some as pyramids ? Queen Anne's Pocket Melon in
such a house would look lovely in large pots, with fifty or sixty
fruit on each plant.—J. P.

MUSHROOM TROUBLES.
Of all things grown out of the earth, is there any one, or any

twenty, equal to Mushrooms in the subtle power they possess
of disappointing one ? We make great preparations, and incur
•considerable cost, for what, if the seasons turn out wrong, is

all nothing ; and it strikes me the seasons never are right.

They are always either too hot or too cold, too wet or too dry.
The Mushrcom-bed is nine times out of ten a failure, and yet
no one can be blamed. It is only in "Farmers' Magazines," and
"Journals of Horticulture," that basketsful can be gathered
^without trouble or expense.

Mrs. Nicholls, across the green, makes up a fresh bed every
jear in the vain hope of growing them ; but the materials cost
lier nothing, and the labour she has for the asking, in the shape
of her son's gardener. This bed is made after her own design,

and I must say, like most other Mushroom-beds which have
come under my notice, is not a prolific yielder. Strange to say,

ike lady never loses heart or hope, but tries again.

Once she found about a score had been splendid Mushrooms.
They should have been gathered a week, but she had been away
at Bedear, and no one had thought of the bed. They were the
srfiole season's crop.

Then there is Mrs. Teasdale, living at Hilltop House ; she
has a piece of waste land facing the north, in which this year
r.hs planted a few rows of early Potatoes. All along the ridges
there came up of themselves thick, fat, fleshy Mushrooms

;

hat she never would tell how she managed it. She only said it

was all chance, they had never grown before, though she had
tried hard to make them, and this year she dare not eat them
for fear of the cholera.

And yet, in spite of all this cost, and care, and trouble, and
uncertainty, we know that miles away from our great towns, in

tlie pleasant pasture fields, they spring up of their own sweet
will, such Mushrooms as we cannot grow. There is, however,
a drawback—unfortunately they are not always the real eatable
Mushrooms which we find growing ; and even when they are,

ptrauge to say they somehow or other change as they pass into
the cook's hands ; they then become either horse Mushrooms
cr poison.

When a youug girl, I was sent into the country to get quit
of a barking cough, and playing on the banks of the river
Gose, a mile or two away from Selby, in Yorkshire—that dear
river, about which poets have sung until they have made a
memorial river to outlive even the real river—playing there I

found some fine Mushrooms, and took them home with me to

the lodgings, thinking what a great treat I would have, for I

was very fond of them, and had been brought up to regard
them as wiolesome food.

" Oh ! they are not fit to eat, Miss ; they are horse Mush-
rooms, they'll make you ill ; very like kill you ; best throw
them away at once for fear of harm."

" No, don't, Mrs. "Wilson, I beg ; they are good." I was too
late, the poor things were on their way over a backyard, a five-

feet stone wall, into the dusty high road, to be trodden under
the hoofs of the first cart horse that came that way. No use to
fret or stamp on the red brick floor as I did. Some little time
afterwards I was sent into the kitchen for a jug of water. It
was the dinner hour. A labouring man was hanging up his cap
behind the door ; the peg seemed unwilling to hold it, for it fell

down twice. A thick neck-of-mutton chop was steaming hot
upon the table, and some dainty Mushrooms in rich dark
gravy sent out a perfume which filled me with a strange
longing. I went away wondering why Mrs. Wilson's face
should be so very red, when it was a cool morning. I do not
wonder now.
This was not my only disappointment in the Mushroom way.

I must confess to liking the "nasty things," as they are often
called, very much, perhaps too much. I soon grew wise enough
to know that cooks at lodging-houses never acknowledge any-
thing to be Mushrooms. They cover all over with, " It would
be such a dreadful affair if I were to poison you. Nobody would
ever come to my house again."
A summer ago I was staying at Blackpool, in the warm month

of August. There, every morning during the week, country
women brought to the market hampers full of most lovely

Mushrooms—Mushrooms to dream about, they were so thick
and white, and had such a delicate soft pink lining. They
were gathered in the fields miles away, so they said. So one
day, tired of the great sea that was for ever beating up thou-
sands of star fish and tiny crabs on the rough, uncomfortable
shore, we started off to seek Mushrooms for ourselves. Leaving
the pier and the town behind, we went far on the north shore,

passed the new hotel then building, Uncle Tom's Cabin, and
far out among the fields, those almost flowerless and treeless

fields which stretch out to Fleetwood, catching now and then
glimpses of the ocean—pictures to be remembered in the long
dark winter nights—and picking here and there a Mushroom
which had been missed by the early gatherers. Oh, what a
day of warmth and beauty it was ! and many an exclamation of

joy escaped us, as we rested beneath the " blue unclouded,"
and watched the still bluer butterflies skim merrily past us.

Our little bags were full, when late in the evening we reached
home, and thinking to be wiser than of old, we sat down before

our large window that faced the sea to prepare our Mushrooms.
Pepper and salt, and milk, and butter, and Mushrooms were
properly mixed together in a basin, and the bell rung for our
pretty waiting maid. I am afraid, as Mrs. Poyser would say, she
thought more of her good looks thau her work. Many rules

and charges were given ; the Mushrooms were to be cooked
with all care, and brought up with our tea, for which we would
wait, though we were very hungry, and very tired.

How the white waves did toss themselves up in the evening
light ; how untiringly they told and retold that old story we
have each one to interpret for ourselves ; how the crowds of

Lancashire, and Staffordshire, and Yorkshire people, trod and
retrod the pier ! I never could make out, what profit, or pleasure,

or health, or anything, they found in doing so—how lights

sprang up all along the shore, and long strings of poor, tired

donkeys, sought their way home ; and how at last crowds, and
sea, and lights, and music, and worry, and waiting were lost in

that snatch of dreamless sleep, the very tired alone know the

sweets of.

Tea came, but the Mushrooms ? " Dear me, Madam, I am
so sorry, but I could not help it, it was not my fault. Missus

took the pan lid off to look in, and forgot to put it on again,

and all the soot in the chimney fell in, you could not eat them."

I did not believe either about the soot or the sorry ; both

were imaginary in the highest degree. No more Mushrooms
at Blackpool.

A mouth ago I was out to supper at Mrs. Nicholls's, there

was a large dish of Mushrooms ; they were not her own growing

though, a present from some great gardener at Methley.
" I say, wife, I would not have cooked these things, I am not

sure they are safe to eat. There is a long article in to-day's

" Mercury." They seized all the Mushrooms in the market on
Tuesday, as unfit for food. They say they are not as they

should be this year, owing to the wet."

So Mr. Nicholls put back the Mushrooms he had been helped

to, and his daughters shook their heads, and would not have

any, though their dear Mamma ate her's with great relish, in
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spite of tho assurance she would be dead before morning, and I

refused, though longing, for a long array of cooks and nurses,

with their warning words, " horse Mushrooms, and poison,"

passed before my mental vision—not that Mrs. Nicholls came
to any harm ; she survived the night, ate up next day all that

were left, laughed at her husband, and is living still.

Oh, for the days when we were children, and cooked our

Mushrooms on tho bar, without dish, or pan, or spoon, or

plate, carrying them about with us in our pockets until our

nursery tire was our own ; thankful for pepper and salt, over-

joyed if a little butter was added, for then our feast was com-

plete ! No thought of danger or poison ever troubled us then.

All were Mushrooms that grew in those far-away yet over green

pasture fields.

—

Mai n.

LATE PEAS.
Has any one tried the Ne Plus Ultra as a late Pea ? With

mo it has proved a valuable one for that purpose, having

had gatherings from it since the 20th of September. To-day,

October 22nd, I have gathered a large dish. The flavour is all

that can be desired. Should the weather prove favourable, I

shall be able to gather Peas for another fortnight, as I have

the British Queen just now r«ady, and quite au ornament to

the garden, being green and free from mildew, and as full of

bloom as if in the month of June. The seeds were sown in the

first week in July, and the plants are growing in a strong, heavy
soil, but not rich. I gathered Peas last year until the second

week in November.—Tnos. Becord, Hawkhurst, Knit.

SPRING LIDDING.
Read before the Pennsylvania Horticultural Society,

September 4th, 1866.

I desire to call the attention of the Society to a method of

spring budding, which I performed upon the large branches of

some old Pear trees during the spring of this year—a method
which has, I think, some advantage over those in common use.

It is often found that one has an old and vigorous-looking

Pear or Apple, which has become covered with unproductive

spurs, and is a good subject for renewal, by cutting back or by
grafting. The usual plan is to remove many of the larger

limbs, expecting new growths to spring out by the development

of accidental buds, from which some are selected to form the

future tree ; the difficulty of, and the objection to this is, that

the disposition to the development of buds is confined princi-

pally to the terminations of the limbs, in many cases leaving

the lower parts bare. Where grafting in done, only tho ter-

minal part of the large limbs can be operated upon, so that

a similar method of cutting back is necessary to get new wood
on which to graft nearer the stem ; this occasions the delay of

one season.

I have pleasure in mentioning a plan which I believe will in

either case accomplish the result aimed at with certainty, with

regularity, and in a singlo season secure the foundation of a

symmetrical tree. The process I have called spring budding
;

hut, to prevent confusion of terms, will name the " bud " an
insertion.

We will suppose a long and exhausted Pear limb, compara-

tively denuded of branches ; such a one as we so commonly sec.

The first preparation will be to remove one-third of the length
;

and if it is desired to change the variety, two grafts will be

placed in the cut end, then at several places along the course

of both sides the dead outer bark should be scraped away. A
triangular incision is now made at the points selected, extend-

ing down to the wood ; it should be of considerable size, vary-

ing with the diameter of the limb, and be finished by removing
the bark included in the incision. The object of the removal

of the piece of bark is to enable the insertion to be introduced

beneath the thick bark, and to check the flow of sap at the

part for the benefit of the bud. In branches of -t inches dia-

meter the triangle should be 11 inch at the base.

The preparation of the insertion is made by taking a scion

cut from well-matured wood of the previous year's growth,

which need not be removed more than a few days before wanted
;

it must have been kept cool and fresh, and the buds be plump,
but unstarted. The knife should be entered at the side oppo-

site the selected bud, about half an inch above, and so directed

as to split the scion in the middle for the greater part, covering

1 inch or more below the bud, and on the same side with it

;

after tho removal of a very small part of the outer bark at each

side of the insertion it will be ready for introduction.

A slit is now made from the base of the triangular cut down-
wards, to enable the bark to be slightly raised ; the insertion is

next pressed down so as to bring the bud exactly to the base of

the triangle. Grafting-wax is now laid upon tire incision last

made, and all tho cut parts completely covered by the wax

;

when a piece of wood the size of au ordinary label is laid over

the last cut, and bound down tightly upon it by a wrapping of

twine, securely tied, so as to counteract the disposition of the

bark to curl away from the insertion, which tendency is uni-

versal. Indeed, so important is this tying, that success can-

not be expected if it is omitted.

The advantages of the method above described are so mani-

fest, that any attempt to mention them would be superfluous ;

each one accustomed to such processes will know when he can

use these insertions with advantage.—Louis Jack, M.D.

NEW ORCHIDS IN CANTERBURY NEW
ZEALAND.

Mi;. Brookes paid Mr. Sales a visit, and found me in a drain

covered with mud from head to foot ; in fact, I could not see

properly, and did not recognise him at first, as I had my eyes

spattered with mud. However, I came out, and he wanted some

Orchids to take back to Stewart, so I took the opportunity of

sending some living plants back by him to divide between

yourself, Stewart, and Armstrong. I hope you received them.

They are not such good ones as I would like to have sent, but

it so happened, a day or two after he came here, I met him in

Hokitika, and he had had his case over, and was off the next

morning. It was a wet day, and very dark in the bush, so that

I had some trouble in finding the little Angracum-looking

plant ; it took me all the afternoon to do so, and gave me a

proper drenching. I had to change all my clothes, and then

carry the plants to town in the dark. They will give you a

better idea than dried ones.

I made a mistake in calling tho Angracum a Phalamopsis ;

however, it resembles them both. As to your only making out

five species, I have found so many terrestrial ones on the

plains, and I consider that there are here six epiphytes or

true air-plants, all growing on trees, and the Angra-cum-looking

one only on the tops of high trees ; the others are growing at

various heights right down the trunks of the trees.

Two of the kinds are very much alike, they are the Dendrobe-

looking ones, only one is much shorter in the growths, and

flowers much later. I consider its fragrance sweeter than that

of the Lily of the Valley.

It is useless for me to attempt to describe them, as you will

have the plants themselves; but I must tell you that the

Angraeum, and a fine-leaved kind, something like the other

two Dendrobe-like Orchids, are now putting out their flower-

stems. Then there is the fifth, a very long, slender-growing

plant with the seed-pods very round ; and the last is the most

diminutive Orchid I ever saw. It is an Orchid in miniature,

and very much resembles the Ccclogynes. I will obtain flowers

of them as soon as possible, and in the meantime shall be glad

to hear your opinion of them.
We began to trench the ground about ten days ago ;

there

is half an acre. The weather here has been splendid for

the last two weeks ; bright sunshine, and sharp white frosts,

and no rain until last night it broke down once more, and I am
afraid will now be very miserable.

—

James Marshall.

[The preceding letter, dated July 29th, was written to a

friend by the gardener of the Government Superintendent of

Hokitika, the gold-field district of Canterbury.]

PARIS.

The Bois de Boulogne is just now [second week in October]

worth a visit. The heavy rains have kept the trees green this

year, and the skill of the Paris horticulturists appears very

conspicuous. Not only in the Bois, but all along the Champs

Elysees, the beds and plots of earth which circle the fountains

are supplied with plants, and shrubs, and large flowers, many

of which are new to Paris. I do not know their names, but I

am told that they are imported from various parts of the

world, and are being acclimatised in the public gardens. Ion

see here and there a cluster of broad leaves spring out of the

ground in healthy greenness, and spreading their grand fans a
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couple of yards high. The gardener tells me that this is an
American importation. Round below is a dwarfish red plant,

which is cultivated as a border. Each will live out the winter.

In another bed you find such plants as we used formerly to see

only in a conservatory—some of the Fern class. Then I am
told that this long, drooping, graceful leaf is the Beaucarnea
tuberculata, and this the Sempervirens something. But I

think I had better not attempt the names, or I shall be sure to

get into trouble, being profoundly ignorant of botany. It

comes to this : the gardener has planted a number of showy
broad-leafed plants of varied colour, which are very effective,

and are to last all the winter. Particular care has been taken

with the beds in the Champs Elys6es, and the short, thick,

bright grass which surrounds them is perfect. The public

are so well educated that no protection in the way of railing is

at all necessary. It is not only round the lake of the Bois and
the Champs Elysees that these horticultural triumphs appear

;

but iu the many public gardens all over the city of new and
imperial Paris, you meet a novel and agreeable display of

varied green decorative plants refreshing to the eye, which the

.gardener has arranged " with nice art, in beds and curious

knots."

—

[Morning Fust.)

CONIFEPJE AT LINTON PARK.
(Concludedfrom page 310.)

"Picea cephalonica, 33 feet high and 27 feet in diameter,

having grown 9 feet in five years. In two specimens here,

both nearly alike in size, the tops arc gone, but whether by an
accident or insect I am unable to say. Had it not been for

this the trees would have been much higher ; as it is, they are

bushy, and close-growing. One of these has borne cones for

some years. This species seems to exhibit a diversity of form
as well as foliage, some of the trees approaching the type of

P. pinsapo, which when true forms a much superior specimen
to P. cephalonica, although the latter is not without its merits.

Picea Webbiana.—Several trees upwards of 24 feet high by
17 feet wide, but one or two which died were considerably more
than 30 feet high. This species, however, is not by any means
hardy ; in fact, it shows unmistakeably that it either is not so,

or the situation does not suit it, as portions of the tree die off

every year, and the growth is very limited ; its principal merit

is the beauty of its cones which are. furnished in great abun-

dance. They are of large size, and in colour of a beautiful

purplish black. It is to be regretted that the tree is so tender
;

its appearance here denotes something amiss, several trees

being all affected alike, portions dying while others are clothed

with as handsome a foliage as can be met with in the genus.

I believe that in a moister situation it has done better, but my
experience of it here in a soil of a contrary description, is such

that I cannot recommend its general adoption for an ornamental

tree.

Picea piNSAro, 30 J feet high and 20 feet in diameter, a perfect

cone, closely grown and as symmetrical as if trained by hand
;

and the short stubby foliage thickly set all round the twigs is

so dense, that no part of the bole of the tree is visible without

pulling the branches aside. It would be difficult to imagine

any Pinus more handsome. The deep green foliage and the

sturdy compact habit of the branches, with the upright growth

of the bole, render it a great favourite. I believe that there

are not many fine trees of this species in the country, for like

many of the genus to which it belongs, its growth while in a

young state is not very rapid, but when fairly established it

grows as fast as commoner species. The specimen referred to

has grown 9J feet in the last five years, and as the dimensions

of this as well as of all others were taken last December, at

least 18 inches more may be added to its height at the end of

1866. The situation in which this tree is grown is sheltered,

and the soil moderately good, resting on a subsoil more or less

intermingled with loose stones, but I believe it is well suited

to the growth of most trees. I have not observed any appear-

ance of cones on it yet, neither is their production desirable.

This fine species has certainly not received the attention which
it deserves, for I have never seen any specimen of Picea nobilis

or Picea Nordmanniana, the two most esteemed members of

the family, approach this in beauty and healthy vigour. Most
likely its tardy growth in a young state militates against it,

and I am compelled to say its progress here in that condition

is not more satisfactory than at other places.

Picea nobilis, 24J feet high and 14 feet in diameter, having

grown 14£ feet in the last five years. I expect the growth of

the present season, 1866, will be 2 J feet; but the rapid progress

in the last few years is due to the fact of the tree having lost

its leader about sixteen years ago, and remained six or seven
years without one, when it sent up of its own accord two
leaders, each as upright and symmetrical as could be desired in

any seedling tree. One of these having been removed, the

other has made rapid progress in a perpendicular direction,

and is as straight as an arrow, and tolerably well furnished with
branches, two sets of these being produced each year, so that

there is not more than 15 inches of naked stem in the widest

place ; and the lowest branches are growing freely, so as to

promise to meet the wide bottom that was formed while the

plant was without a leader. The foliage is most handsome,
the tops of the shoots being clothed with closely inserted leaves

of a rich glaucous hue, while the older portions are of a deep
green above and white underneath. Perhaps, however, the

most remarkable feature in the plant is the size and beauty of

its cones. The tree in question produced cones last year for

the first time, and this year it has had upwards of twenty
upon it. Their size, I think, alone entitles the species to the

name given it, for one which I have before me is 10 inches

long, with a circumference of 11 inches at the base, and of

10 inches at the smaller end. They also differ widely from

most other cones of the Pinus family, for instead of the scales

pointing upwards towards the tip, they are inserted at right

angles to the core, and closely fitting into each other; their

extreme points bend downwards and overlap, so as to show a

sort of spiral moulding in one direction all round, and mathe-

matically correct. Altogether the cone is an object of great

beauty, to which description fails to do justice. It is to be
regretted that none of the cones possess good seeds ; this if,

probably, owing to there being only this one tree of any size in

the grounds.

Picea lasiocaepa.—This promises to be a free-growing species,

but the plants are only small as yet. There seems, however,

to be some doubt as to whether this is sufficiently distinct

from P. amabilis to entitle it to a separate name. P. grandis

seems to be more of a glaucous hue, but we have not any

specimen sufficiently advanced to be worth noticing here.

Picea Nokdmanniana.—We have also only small plants of this,

but they promise to make good progress. This fine species is

certainly deserving of a position everywhere, provided good seed-

ling plants can be obtained, but there are so many evidently

not seedlings, and which form a sort of distorted branch for

some years, that I fear some persons have become disgusted

with the plant and discarded it altogether. Where, however,

a well-grown healthy seedling is to be met with, nothing can

look finer; its long curved foliage of the broadest type, of the

deepest green above, and most silvery hue beneath, has a lovely

appearance, while the plant possesses all the lofty character of

the Silver Fir. The latter, indeed, is a tree not half so gene-

rally planted as it deserves to be. One which I saw not many
days ago was 107 feet high, with a circumference of 11 feet

3 inches at 5 feet from the ground, and it was to all appear-

ance perfectly sound. P. Nordmanniana, whose introduction

amongst us dates farther back than that of the Wellingtonia,

has been tolerably widely scattered over the country, but I

believe that no specimen of it can equal the latter for size at

the present time. One of the best which I have ever seen is at

Fairlawn, near Tunbridge (the residence of J. Ridgeway, Esq.),

where, in the spring of 1861, a fine healthy specimen of P. Nord-

manniana was upwards of 9 feet high, and judging from its

appearance at that time, I suppose it to be now 15 or 16 feet

high. The trees which we have here are much less, and that

first planted was not satisfactory.

Retinospokas.—Obtusa, pisifera, and the variegated forms c£

each, have their representatives here. The first two seem to

grow very fast, quite as much so as Cupressus Lawsoniana, to

the form and habit of which they have a strong resemblance ;

but as we have no large tree of any of these, they are only

mentioned to show that they are promising species. R. squarrosa

and R. leptoclada are less vigorous, and the rich-coloured R. en-

coides does not here put on its mulberry suit until rather late

in winter, whereas on some soils of a peaty character I have

seen it encased in bronze early in October. I expect, however,

that under the most favourable circumstances this singular

plant will never attain a higher position than that of an up-

right-growing shrub ; the first-named member of the family

mav, however, rank with our best Cypresses and Thujas.

Taxodium sempeevieens, 28J feet high and 23 feet in

diameter, a healthy fine-growing tree. The foliage, which in

plants in a young state often becomes brown and damaged at
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the tips, is much less so in the adult specimen ; and a pecu-
liarity in tho bark is, that it is very thick ami spongy, almost
like a quantity of cocoa-nut fibro united I

to the touch. It has been said that this tree thrives best in a

damp situation ; but the specimen, of which the dimensions are

given above, is placed under conditions precisely the reverse of

and somo other younger trees also promise well on a dry
stony soil, but one or two plants near water and on a very stiff

loam are also healthy and vigorous. The general outline of this

tree is conical, its lower branches sweeping the ground, and it

bears no resemblance whatever to tho common Yew to which it

is related, bnt its foliage is never so deep-coloured and clean
;

nevertheless, there are few collections in which this does not
deserve a place.

Thujofsis BOHEALis, 111 feet high and C feet in diameter,

having grown 8 feet in the last five years. A sturdy grower,

starting away with a clear head, which is apparently likely to

continue so, and differing widely from the older forms of Arbor
Vita;, to which it is related. I do not know how aged trees of

this species may look, but young ones promise well, and I ex-

pect this Thujopsis will become a dense, massive-looking tree
;

its foliage is stronger than that of any of the Thujas, and, with
the exception of T. gigantea, it is the darkest. It is apparently
very hardy, and transplants well.

Thuja aueea.—This has no claim to be called a tree ; but
is certainly a handsome shrub, having a balloon shaped out-

line. I may, however, remark to those who wish to plant it

in exposed places, that rabbits are very fond of it, speedily

disfiguring and eventually destroying it if protection is not
afforded. They are also very destructive to other Conifers as well.

Thuja gigantea.—There is some doubt as to the tree which
we have under this name being the true one. It is about the

same size as Thujopsis borealis, but differs widely from it in

the foliage being of a darker green on the under side. It seems
to be very hardy and deserving of attention.

Thuja Lobbi.—This is by far the most promising tree intro-

duced of late years, with the exception of the Wellingtonia
and, perhaps, Cupressus Lawsoniana ; I am not certain that

it yields to the latter in point of merit, while in rapidity of

growth it is even superior to the Mammoth Tree itself. A
specimen here measured last December 19 feet in height, and
was C feet in diameter, having grown 15t feet in five years,

and in two consecutive seasons it grew altogether 8! feet.

The position which this tree occupies is sheltered, and it has
perhaps run up faster than it would have done if it had been
more exposed ; but the species is undoubtedly of rapid growth.
Nothing can exceed the beauty of tho foliage on the lower part

of the tree, for unlike many of its class, whose branches have
a vertical character, they have in this rather the graceful curve
of the Fern, the flattened side of the foliage being upwards,
while the leading stem rises up like a fishing-rod, and is quite

as straight. As a tree it is much admired, and deserves to be
more extensively grown. It is also apparently as hardy as the
Tew, and will evidently be a popular tree.

Thujopsis dolabrata.—The plants are as yet too small to

comment upon, and their growth is not by any means so rapid
as that of some of the Thujas above mentioned. It is. however,
interesting as a species, and differs widely from others.

Weluxgtonia gigantea, 18.J feet high, and 10J feet in

diameter, having grown nearly 12 feet in five years, and
during that time twice lost a leader of 'J or 10 inches in length.

This specimen differs from others which we possess in being
of a true conical form, with the branches close and compact,
and looking at a little way off as if it had been clipped into

shape, although the knife has never touched it, showing what
different forms such trees will assume. We have others as
much broken in outline as a Scotch Fir would be if left alone in
an open place ; not but that the conical form is still preserved,
lint the outward feathering of the tips of the branches gives,

perhaps, a more natural form than the exact symmetry of out-
line exhibited by the tree referred to, and yet the branches
are dense also. A tree of the latter description, growing in a
very exposed place in the park, was 14 feet high and nearly as
much in diameter, healthy and robust to a degree which no in-

digenous tree could excel. I found a cone upon a tree some-
what smaller than the last-mentioned ; it is about the size of

a moderately large hen's egg. Some very small trees have on
more occasions than one put forth cones ; but I never saw one
advance so far as this has done, and it is not to be desired
that cones should be produced on trees so young. The Welling-
tonia, however, seems to adapt itself to situations of all kinds

;

some of the best specimens which I have seen are, however,

growing on what I would call a good deep garden soil, neither
too dry nor too wet, and with a healthy, ssvoet subsoil. Here
we have them on various kinds of soils

; some succeeding very
well .hi a dry hill, where at least tlm e fourths "f tin' material
in which they are growing consists of stones. The substratum,
however, is accessible to their roots. I am far from certain
that much stone is beneficial, for a neighbour of mine, who
had a very line tree growing on a soil overlying limestone
rock, found that it throve remarkably well for a time, but it

afterwards began to languish, and has since merely existed.
This result has been ascribed to the roots coming in contact
with the stone. Other trees near it look well ; a large Cedar
of Lebanon appears as if it would live some centuries, and the
robust Paulownia imperialis flowers well in most years. The
plant in question may, however, have been injured in other
ways, for it is not certain that the presence of limestone under
the surface was the cause.

One drawback, perhaps, to the Wellingtonia is that it trans-
plants badly after being longer than a year in one place,
and it is not advisable to transplant it from pots unless
the plants are very small, and consequently have not formed
roots too thick to be disentangled and laid out straight. In
the autumn of 1863 I planted out in a nursery-bed upwards
of two hundred small plants, which were in three-inch pots

;

the roots were easily disentangled, and being carefully spread
out formed nice matted bottoms when the plants were
wanted to take up again. The Wellingtonia also, I may add,
grows later in the autumn than most other trees. I think in
mild seasons it is in active growth until the middle of Decem-
ber. I expect, however, that September or the early part of
October is the best time to transplant it ; but I have removed
small plants not in pots in all the summer months with a fair

share of success, while I have been unsuccessful with some
fine plants that were removed in January, simply, I believe,
because they had been too long in the place whence they had
come.
The merits of this tree are so well known as to require no

comment ; but all that has been said in its praise is not too
much, and I expect in ages to come the time when the Welling-
tonia was first introduced into England will be looked upon as
an epoch in the history of its natural productions, and one
which was destined to alter or add materially to the landscape
scenery of the country. The abundance of plants now to be
had offers advantages to those disposed, to plant this fine tree
in every possible way, and there are few places in which it will

not be at home. I'erhaps the only one where it ought not to
be planted is very near a dwelling-house, where its towering
proportions may eventually occasion chimneys to smoke, as
well as be inconvenient in other ways. Not many days ago I
saw a Wellingtonia not more than C feet from a sitting-r.om
window, and no doubt the owner prided himself on possessing
a specimen of the largest tree in the world ; but excepting
such ill-chosen situations as these, there are few I believe to
which it would not quickly adapt itself, and where it would not
do credit to the planter.

In drawing these remarks to a close, I may observe that all

mention of small specimens of the Conifer family has been
avoided, as they are not sufficiently proved to warrant much
being said of them. Of the species which I have named there
are, doubtless, some larger specimens in the country, and es-
pecially of the Wellingtonia. Of this, one of the largest trees
which I have seen is at Fairlawn, and I expect by this time
that it will be 26 or 28 feet high. Some of the species, as
Abies Douglasii, do not seem to thrive very well here ; but
with this exception and that of the Picea Webbiana, I hardly
know of any that have not done well, except, perhaps, some of
the very delicate or slow-growing kinds. Sciadopitys verticil

lata makes no progress, neither does Abies Kaempferi, or but
very little, and I question much if Torreya grandis and T. my-
ristica will ever become large trees. There is, however, abun-
dant variety amongst those which really do prosper; and
amongst the Retinosporas and Cypresses of recent introduc-
tion, there are some, doubtless, which not many years hence
will attain an altitude of 20 feet or upwards. When they do
that they are entitled to the character of trees, and probably
other parts of the globe will yield us species during that time
as useful and interesting as those which we now possess. It

would certainly be worth while on the part of those who
minister to the taste of the horticultural world for new things,
to turn their attention to the introduction of other hardy trees

as well as Conifers, for assuredly something useful of this
description is to be had in the regions whence these come.
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Will some of the other correspondents of The Journal of

Horticulture report on any particular specimens which they

may possess ? Comparing notes on such matters is at all times

instructive.—J. Robson.

HEATING A GREENHOUSE FROM A SITTING
ROOM FIRE.

[Although this is in answer to a correspondent, " A. H. T.,"

yet it is of general interest, and we insert it prominently.]

You can heat your lean-to greenhouse, 21 feet by 13 feet,

from a boiler at the back of the sitting-room fire, or all round

the fire-place, except the fire bars in front, provided there be

no necessity to take the pipes downwards from the boiler. If

the flow-pipe is not lower than the height of the water in the

boiler, and the return-pipe is not lower than, say, G inches

from the bottom of the boiler, there will be plenty of circu-

lation, even if your boiler has a moveable lid for putting iu

water, like a common cottage range, with a boiler at back and

side. To make the matter more simple, 1-inch or lj-inch

pipes could be screwed into the boiler, taken through the walls,

and then screwed into caps that would fit into three oi four-inch

pipes. If, however, the boiler in the sitting-room should be a

number of feet—say from 3 to 10 feet or more, below the level of

the floor of the greenhouse, then the heating will be all the more
easily done if the boiler have a close top without a lid, and a

small cistern be placed at the farther end of the pipes, which,

if kept nearly full, will always insure the boiler being supplied.

In such a case it will be well to have a tap in the flow-pipe to

shut off when heat would not be wanted in the house ; and in

that case a small pipe should go from the top of the boiler

outside the house, and higher than the highest point of the

pipes in the house, to prevent any accident from compressed

steam. To prevent that pipe becoming choked up, it should

have its mouth turned down thus p.
Judging from the above, whether the position of the boiler

is suitable, and presuming that it is, then to obtain heat enough
in cold weather with little trouble, it would be necessary to have

a fair amount of piping to keep up heat for a good while after

the fire had gone out ; and, in addition, it would be necessary

to put on a fire at bedtime ; and to secure the most benefit from

that, a plate of iron should be provided to go over the fire, and
another to be placed inside or outside the bars, merely leaving

some small openings for a little air to keep up a slow combustion.

By these meaus such a house attached to a dwelling can be

kept comfortable with a very small amount of care, aud even

a little extra heat in spring and autumn will do the plants good

l)y permitting of a more free circulation of air.

Three four-inch pipes for the length of the house would heat

it admirably—two flows and one return ; and five pipes would

be necessary for stove plants, or even six would be as well, bear-

ing in mind that the first expense in pipes will be the greatest

ultimate economy.
If the boiler can be managed as suggested, then you may

have one end of the house next the boiler made into a stove,

with taps to shut oft from the other house ; but if the boiler

were about the middle of the house, the main flow from the

boiler could terminate in a T-piece, and on one or both legs of

the T you could have a tap fixed to regulate the circulation.

If your boiler is below the level of the pipes, the water will

circulate fast enough through the opening of a common beer-

tap to heat a four-inch pipe. Of course, it would be as well if

the opening were larger, but there is no question as to the

heating with such a small one. AYe mention this more par-

ticularly, because against dwelling-houses such heating from a

house-boiler is often easiest done by connecting the boiler and
main heatiug pipes by means of pipes much smaller than those

used in the house.
If the boiler is lower than the pipes, the top of the boiler

close, and the pipes rise a little to the extreme end, and a

cistern is placed there, rising about G inches above the level of

the flow-pipe, that will allow for the expansion of the water,

and provided the pipes are kept full in the cistern, the boiler

will always be supplied with water. In an open-lid boiler the

flow-pipe must always be kept full or nearly so.

Failing tho boiler, the simplest plan for keeping the frost

out of such a house would be having an iron or brick stove in

the house, with an iron funnel through the roof. A combi-

nation of economy, efficiency, and cleanliness would be secured

by having a small flue and a furnace outside, and if the top of the

flue formed a part of the floor or pathway so much the better.

It is difficult to secure all advantages. The boiler at the fire-

place would be next to self-acting, and would require no extra

fuel except in very cold nights, and, perhaps, lighting an hour
earlier in the morning. If fires are used in summer, when
heat would not be required in the greenhouse, an iron plate or

even a thin fire-brick, with a small vacancy between it and the
boiler, would prevent the boiler heatiug much. If furnished
with an open lid, the heat could he shut off and the steam go
up the chimney in the usual way. In a close boiler, as already
alluded to, it would be necessary to have a steam or vapour-
pipe when the circulation in the pipes was stopped. (This

answer will also reply to " Z.," " 0. G.," and " J. W.")

ALPINE STRAWBERRIES IN AUTUMN.
Ix answer to a correspondent, inquiring how he may have

this Strawberry in the autumn, I see you have recommended
him to raise it from seed, which is very different from my
mode of obtaining this- Strawberry from May up to the present

time, and even later, if the weather be open.

For early fruiting, I leave those plants that gave me the
autumn fruit in the previous year, allowing them to bear as

long as possible. In a season such as we have just experienced,

they will continue bearing until August, without even a single

watering ; but should the season be dry, they can scarcely have
too much water.

After they have done bearing they are dug down at once to

make room for something else.

Those for autumn-bearing I take from the parent plant from
the middle of April to about the same period in May, according

to circumstances, preferring a few dull days for planting them
out, as that saves much after-attention in the way of watering.

I also prefer a north border, if possible, for there they require

less watering when the season is dry, and I find the fruit

larger.

The plants, being planted at the season I have recommended,
are very apt to come into flower ; but the first flowers ought to

be picked off, as they weaken the plants, not over-strong as yet,

and the fruit would come in at a season when not required, as

early fruiters would be still in full bearing.

I find from experience that by only allowing the plants to

bear two crops, there is but little more trouble, and no dis-

appointment, as you are always sure of excellent crops, both
late and early.

My mode of preparing the ground is simple, and little ex-

pensive ; plenty of leaf mould being put on the border, dig as

deeply as to cover it.

—

James Stewart, Nuneham Park.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
TYeekly Show, October '21th.—At this meeting prizes were

offered for the best collection of vegetables, and this brought

together one of the prettiest Saturday exhibitions of the season.

Mr. Sage, gardener to Earl Brownlow, took first prize with a

very fine collection both as regards quantity and quality. Mr.

Earley, of Digswell, was second ; and Mr. Young, of Highgate,

third. Mr. Young received an extra prize for a collection of

fruit, as did also Mr. Earley. Mr. Young obtained in addition

an extra prize for a collection of Agaves. Mr. Perkins, gar-

dener to Lord Henniker, received a certificate for a dish of

very good Strawberries.

UTILISING A ROOM CONNECTED YvTTH A
GREEXHorSE—ANTS ON PEACH SHOOTS.
My small lean-to greenhouse has a door in the back wall

opening from a small room communicating with my house.

This room has no window, but receives its light from the

greenhouse. It has a small fireplace, and its other door leads

into the principal passage of the house. Under the green-

house is a chamber about 4 feet deep, with an earth floor. It has

a small window opening into the scullery, where my stove is

placed. A trap in the greenhouse floor admits to this chamber.

All the pipes are above the floor, and do not pass through the

lower chamber. Can I use this chamber for wintering my
plants ? Can I lay down my potted Yines there ? How can I

best turn it to account ? Can I use the small upper room at

the back of my lean-to for similar purposes? or how can I

otherwise utilise it?

One of my wall Peaches is infested with ants, which fill every
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young shoot, and lay their eggs there : will they destroy it ?

—D.J.
[The little room at the back of the greenhouso having a door

opening into it will be useful for keeping early bulbs in summer,
and for keeping your Vines in pots, Fuchsias, Japan bulbs, Roses

in pots. Ice., iu winter. With the door open that leads into the

greenhouse (there being no window in the room), and some more
light borrowed from the greenhouse in the shape of windows,

gome flowering plants could be kept there all summer as an
entrance to the greenhouse, and some pretty plants in the best

positions in winter, in addition to the commoner ones in a state

of rest.

As to the unheated chamber below tho greenhouse, 4 feet

deep, with a window opening into a scullery, in which your

stove for heating the greenhouse is situated, no place could be

better for resting your pot Vines when the wood is mature.

Then as to utility, hardly a better place could be obtained for

growing Mushrooms in the summer months if kept cool, or

with the heat turned off if there were pipes in it ; but as we
presume you could easily take two or three pipes through this

chamber from the stove in the scullery, then from this time to

next spring we know of no better place for easily securing

during the winter Mushrooms, Sea-kale, Rhubarb, Chicory, Ice.

We suspect yon have something besides ants on your Peach
shoots in the shape of lice or scale, and the busy ants visit

them to obtain what provision they can from them. We have
noticed them housing lice and scale as carefully by covering

them up as a poor man would house his cow. Be this as it

may, you cannot too soon wash all the shoots with a brush
and soap and water, and then it would be well to water the

ground with guano water, or if not handy lime and soot water,

using both the lime and soot fresh. Ants rarely do harm to

the wood of trees, but they will cut the parts of fructification

out of flowers, and will dig into fine fruit with as much gusto

as they will partake of the sweet exudations of insects.]

XoTES AND GLEANINGS.
The Royal Horticultural Society's Show proposed to be held

next year in conjunction with the Show of the Royal Agricul-

tural Society, will not take place, the situation in proximity
to the Agricultural Show not being suitable. Is it absolutely-

necessary that they be close together ? Will not the inhabitants
of Bury St. Edmunds make an effort to prevent the disappoint-

ment which we know will be widely felt ?

The continued rains have been productive of con-

sequences far more serious in France than in England. In
many vineyards the Grapes have rotted on the Vines. In one
department, Lot de Garonne, 900,000 Tobacco plants have
been destroyed by the inundations.

It seems that salmon may be cultivated in private
gardens. Last February twelvemonth Mr. Dale, the gardener
of the Middle Temple, obtained and deposited in the little

pond in the.Temple Gardens a small quantity of salmon spawn
;

and so well has this thriven that now a really considerable
number of salmon fry, some of them 8 inches long, may be
seen sporting in the waters of the fountain.

WORK FOR TPIE WEEK
KITCHEN GARDEN.

In this department proceed with such operations as draining
where required, laying Box-edgings, gravelling walks, and the

trenching and surface- stirring of all spare ground. IU . t, cm-
brace the first dry weather for taking it up ; also Parmijjs and
Carrots. Let them be taken up in the early part of the day, and
spread them on the surface of the ground to dry tiU the after-

noon, when they may be taken to the storing-room, and there
spread out again till they are quite dry, after which they may
be stored in dry sand. Brussels Sprouts, remove the decaying
leaves from these and Broccoli, also from all other growing crops,

carrying them away at once to a piece of ground where they
can be trenched into the soil, sprinkling them first with quick-
lime to destroy the snails and slugs, with which they swarm at

present, as well as to hasten decomposition. Cauliflowers, stir

the soil amongst the plants under hand-glasses, and sprinkle
the surface of the soil with charcoal dust if it can be had.
Celeni, attend to the earthing-up when dry. Lettuce, constant
attention will be necessary for some time to preserve the plant-
ations from slugs.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Prepare ground for new plantations of Gooseberries and

Currants. Cuttings of favourite sorts of Gooseberries may now
be made, and planted in beds manured with leaf mould and
sand ; the latter will aid their rooting, and the former will

hasten their growth. Planting fruit trees either in the open
quarters or against walls may be commenced at once, suppos-
ing the borders to have been sufficiently prepared for their re-

ception. In planting trees between old-established ones against
walls a hole of considerable size should be made for the young
tree, and refilled with fresh compost. In preparing new soil

for planting fruit trees endeavour to keep it as dry as pos-
sible, and choose a dry day for planting, that the soil may be
iu a favourable state to encourage the growth of fresh roots this

autumn. The present time is also the most favourable for

relifting and root-pruning such trees as are too luxuriant, and
require checking to induce a fruitful habit. We prefer lifting

the trees entirely, unless they are very large, to cutting off the
roots as they stand. After shortening the roots proportionally

to the strength of the tree, spread them out near the surface,

and fill in with compost, on which a mulching of half-rotten

dung should be spread to prevent frost from entering the
ground ; but while the above is often necessary with existing

trees planted in too rich or too deep borders, it should be' borne
in mind that it is only a palliative measure, and in the course
of a few years will require repeating, unless steps are at the
same time taken to make the border more shallow or poorer, as
the ease may be. We are of opinion that most wall trees

would be more fruitful were their roots confined to borders of

very limited extent, compared with what is generally the case,

and by which the balance between the roots and branches
could be adjusted without the trouble and expense of lifting

and root-pruning. Clear off the remaining leaves from wall

trees to give the wood the advantage of sun and air to assist

its ripening.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Take every opportunity of removing from the flower garden

any remaining plants which it may be desirable to keep over
the winter. Half-hardy plants and shrubs will likewise require

some protection on frosty nights. Some of the best appliances
we have for this purpose are conical and pyramidal baskets
made roughly with common Osiers ; they admit air, and in
severe frost should be thatched very slightly with Fern, Beech
branches with the dry leaves on, or the light spray from the
Yew or Spruce Fir. In this form they are not unsightly, and
are cheaply made. As soon as the flower-beds or borders have
received the first shock from the approaching winter, a general
trimming of the decayed shoots should take place. Previous
to this, however, the final remarks for the season should be
made as to any re-arrangement of height, colour, or kind in
the ensuing spring. This is more especially necessary where
alterations of any kind in the design of the garden are in-

tended. When the beds are cleared of decayed matters, a
quantity of such biennials as the dark Wallflowers, Sweet
Williams, &c, may be planted in blanks, or bulbs may still be
inserted for a late display. It may be necessary to pot some
plants for spring propagation. Ornamental climbers on trellises,

arches, Ice., in blossom, should have protection on nights of a
frosty character. Much valuable late bloom may sometimes be
insured to the proprietor by such simple means, as it not un-
frequently happens that after ono or two severe nights the
weather becomes mild for weeks.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.
One of the chief evils we have to contend against at this

season of the year is humidity ; while we are anxious to afford

our plants the advantages of a continuous supply of fresh air

by the ordinary contrivances in our plant-structures, the ad-

mission of this grand essential is the introduction of the crude

unwholesome fogs of November, so fatal to many exotics ; the

remedy lies in an improved sy3tem of ventilation, by which
the air could be rarified prior to its entrance into the con-
servatory. A series of small orifices below the hot-water pipes

and ventilators at the back of the house is a ready method,
would secure a constant supply of fresh air, and cause a desir-

able activity in its circulation. Restrict water in the case of

all plants which have perfected their growth, withhold it

entirely from bulbous plants from which nothing further is

required this season. Hybrid Roses and Chrysanthemums may
receive manure water occasionally. They may be associated

with Cinerarias and Chinese Primroses, which require pro-

tection rather than a forcing temperature at this season of the

year. The Camellias will form moot prominent objects in
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the conservatory for the next six months, and those which
have been managed according to our previous directions for

forcing-purposes, as it is commonly called, will be in full

gaiety from this period till Christmas. Such should now have
weak and clear liquid manure, and a temperature of from 50°

to 55°, descending at night to 4o° in dark weather. A very con-
considerable amount of atmospheric moisture should be afforded
them. Drip, however, must by all means be avoided, and the
syringe is out of the question.'

stove .

Many denizens will now be in action, such are the Euphor-
bia jacquiniajflora, Gesnera ;;tbrina, Achimenes picta, Gesnera
oblongata, Linum trigynum, Plumbago rosea, Begonias, &e.,
all of which should have a temperature of G0° secured by day, I

rising to 80° in sunshine, and sinking to 50° at night. The ;

above are all most useful and interesting flowers for the dead i

of winter.

PITS AND FIU1IES.

Everything should be finally arranged here as soon as
j

possible. See that Mignonette has a very light situation

;

plunge it close to the glass at the back of the frame and free

from drip. Store Verbenas, those growing rapidly should have
their tops pinched, also Petunias and other ordinary mass
flowers. Give abundance of air, and water as little as possible

;

moisture is more destructive than cold, use every precaution
against its effects. Leave air on all night, be it ever so little.

This we would do even when matted overhead, except in very
severe weather. Care should be taken that the plants do not
become sodden by heavy rains ; the lights should be always on
during wet weather, but tilted up at the back.—W. Kease.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GABHEN.

Dwarf Kidney Beans ami Scarlet Rutoh rs.—Those that were
protected with a little Pea haulm and litter in the frost of
Monday week, have yielded nice gathering?. Those exposed
have been much injured. The best plan we have ever used for
protecting such crops late in the season, has been placing two
sticks at every feet or so, and running two rough straw ropes
from stick to stick over the row. The rope was left very rough
in the twisting, the ends being left out. We had none to fall

back on this season, but still the rougher mode resorted to has
secured us as yet a fair amount of pods. They have been more
useful, because a late succession has not done so well as usual.
These were sown in an earth pit in the beginning of July, and
have had old sashes over them lately, but are hot swelling fast,

owing to the dull wet weather. A few bright sunny days will

insure a large yield from these plants, as the sun heat shut in
would cause the pods to swell quickly. If the damp weather con-
tinue, the yield will not be heavy. We would have sown these
Beans in pots if we could, and then in such a season as this,

we could have removed them now to a place where a little dry
heat could be given ; in this they would have produced heavily,
if moved, say, a week ago. They will be useful as they are,

but if in pots they would have been more independent of the
weather in the end of autumn. By running a rough straw
rope along a row of Scarlet Runners, we have frequently had
them good to the end of November. The provision of wild fruit
for birds would seem to point to a hard winter ; but as a general
rule, if we have a rather sharp frost in October, it will usually
be found that we do not have it severe before Christmas.

Cauliflower.—If frost is apprehended, it is well to turn a leaf
or two over the advancing heads. They are all the better and
whiter to be thus kept from the rain at this season. If frost
threaten, it would be well to place a small wisp of clean litter

or hay over each head, after the leaf is bent over it.

Broccoli.—The forward crops especially, will be better if the
stems are laid down to be nearer to the ground, and be covered
with earth. Thi^ is best done by moving the earth from the
north or east side of the plant, bending the stem, without dis-
turbing the roots, into the groove or trench, and keeping the
stem there by placing earth taken from the next plant upon it.

The plants are thus rendered more independent pf a hard
winter. Where there is abundance of dry long litter, it is a
good plan to pack up the stems of the plants with it. using a
little of it to protect the heads in severe weather, and all will
make good manure to trench down for Peas next seasan.

Lettuces want much care, as slugs and grubs are troublesome
this season. Notwithstanding the .dulness of the weather,
Endive that ought to have been first-rate has shown a tendency

to bolt, which we never knew it do at the same age, even in
a bright sunny autumn. There is plenty for succession, but
such singularities show the importance of having more than
one string to our bow. We have already stated, that fine
Lettuces have shown such a tendency to rot as we never saw
them do before at the same age. This was, no doubt, the residt
of the constant drizzle to which they were exposed.

Celery.—We had a heavy rain on the 22nd, but in many
places Celery will require to be examined before being finally

earthed-up. In a suecessioual bed, we found the roots, not-
withstanding all the drizzle, were so dry as to need a good
soaking before earthing-up. Much of the mere drizzle, though
wetting the foliage, and, along with the sunless weather, lessen-
ing evaporation, failed to give enough of moisture to the roots.

Asparagus.—Gathered what seed wa3 wanted, and cleared off

all the stems, together with the weeds, to the burning-heap, and
covered where we could with a light dressing of rotten leaves
and hotbed dung, which will at least protect the crowns that
are near the surface. As stated lately, wo prefer applying
manure when the plants are growing, if it can then be given.

Sea-hale ami Rhubarb.—Cleared the decaying leaves from a
good piece of both, and marked the most forward for taking up
to be forced. As soon as all shall have been cleared will throw
some ashes or burnt charred earth and refuse over the crowns,
which will keep many sorts of vermin from them. When hard
driven the rabbit and the rat will devour the crowns of Sea-kale,

and then look for something else.

Cabbages.—Stirred the ground amongst the first planted for

spring, the plants being us yet rather small, and scattered

charred and burnt refuse all over the ground, merely keeping
it from the tender leaves. The ground for the succession is

not yet dug, but the plants are pricked out in beds so as to

keep them sturdy, and will be moved as soon as the ground is

ready. The late heavy rain I have interfered with digging.

R i
..hex mul Turnips.—Threw burnt earth among the former.

The border filled with young plants of transplanted Turnips is

looking well, but in a few cases the liny plants had been put

in rather deeply. They should be planted so firmly and so

shallow that the upper part of the tuber should be seen. There
can bs no doubt that all sorts of white Turnips may be trans-

planted in a garden and succeed quite as well as Swedes—

a

matter of importance where the Turnip has many vermin
enemies when it is very young, and where it could pretty well

hold its own after it had two or three good rough lea . es

.

Cucumbers.—Those planted in a pit have had all the fruit

cut off that were coming, but now a part of them will be
allowed to bear—that is, the fruit showing will be permitted

to go on. To keep going until these come in, some fortnight

or three weeks hence, we have banked round those in frames

with short grass and leaves from the pleasure ground, so as to

keep the inside warm. Ayres.'s Perfection, a small kind of the

Eenyon or Sion House breed, is valuable for bearing profusely

and rejoicing in even a very moderate temperature. It should

be cut small—when not more, or much more, than an inch in

diameter, and then it will eat crisp and sweet. We cannot

conceive why people should run after Cucumbers as thick as a

man's wrist. Many huge Cucumbers sent to exhibition-tables

would be pretty well as tough as leather when cut up to be

eaten. We lately saw an amateur make a circle of a Cucum-
ber 21 inches long. No coaxing would allow a circle thus to

be made with a Cucumber that was fit to eat.

Mushrooms.—We have seen no Mushrooms to speak of out of

doors this season, but we did not require to look for them,, as

they came so fast in our beds in the open shed that we gave

them more exposure, so as not to have too great gluts of them.

After twice sulphur-smoking the Mushroom-house, and white-

washing the walls with fresh lime and hot water, we formed the

first bed in it on a shelf, and thought we could have spawned

it on the 23rd ; but the damp close weather had made it so heat

again, that spawning just now is out of the question. All we

could do was to set a man to tread it well, and thump it down

with a mallet to prevent the air and its oxygen penetrating into

it. If this do not cause the heat to decline to a mild temperature

suitable for spawning, we shall throw a little earth over the

surface, so as still more to keep the air out. This bed, about a

foot in depth, was formed of about three-parts of long litter,

with a few droppings, thrown together, watered, turned, and

returned, until it became a little short, and was rather more

dry than wet. On this the remaining part, chiefly of droppings

containing a little litter, was put.

Mushroom Spawn.—We lately detailed how we make Mush-

room bricks. The weather has been unfortunate for drying
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them ; but as the reason was becoming advanced, and the

bricks were pretty mellow, though care '

> dry as we liko

them, »i' tilled the two boles left in each brick with a piece

of good spawn in each hole, and kept the spawn in its place by
daubing a little moist cowdung over it. Thi , I avin • prepared

a shgbt hotbed, chiefly of litter and leaves, and set a sparred

piece of old fencing over it to keep the bricks fn m the litter,

we built them in a very open pigeon-hole fashion over this

piece of fencing, placed some straw all over the heap, and then

covered the heap with about 9 inches of litter. This

add to or diminish. What is wanted is that a temperature of

from 80° to W shall permi il reen the bricks,

so as to heat them equally, and this we must 1

1

watch-

ing. The spawning and the hi rill ee e the bricks to be-

come dry, and "when thoroughly permeated by the

and that not spent by moisture or an over-high temperature,

it will keep in a dry place for many years. One or two cakes

broken up for Bpawning these fresh bricks were as fine as

ever we saw, and we knew, from the shape, they must have
been made at least five or six years. Prot ided that the Bpawn
is gsod, the great proportion of the failures in Mushroom-
beds take place from subjecting the spawn to too high a tempe-

rature. The old rule of our grandsires is yet a most valuable

one : In no case ought the spawn, when at work, ever to be
warmer than the blood in the human system. 80' is a good
temperature for a bed, and from 55° to 60° is a good heat for

the atmosphere round it. Such shallow beds as those referred

to are easily managed ; but they cannot be expected to keep
on so long as a thicker or deeper bed. Sometimes shallow

beds do wonders when supplied with warm manure water, es-

pecially if made strong from sheep or deer droppings.

Fr.UIT GAP.DEN".

Having a small iron stove in one of the orchard-houses, put
a little fire in it to ripen the Grapes and the wood of the Vines
that are in it. We believe that wood and fruit would have
ripened pretty well without such help ; but in order to prevent

a glut of Peaches, left air on night and day, when the Vines
would have been all the better of an early shulting-up in the

afternoon. Cleared a vinery and Peach-house, and had the

glass and woodwork well washed on one of the wet days, and
as soon as pruned and the bearing wood well washed, will have
these houses to set flowering plants in for several months.
Strawberry-quarters out of doors, we have been unable to

finish cleaning and mulching owing to the weather being so wet
lately. Strawberry plants in pots, we will protect from drench-
ing rains ere long. We can turn them on their broadsides at

present, but we should like a lot of the earliest to be under
glass before long, and there will be room for them in earth
pits, as we take the bedding plants, Primulas, &c, into the

bouses which are now being emptied of their fruit. See what
was said respecting Strawberries in pots lately-. Any pots
showing bloom may be put into a drier atmosphere, and a
few fruit may thus be easily obtained. The late fruit from
these forced in spring has not done so well this season.

OKNAHENTAIi DEPARTMENT.
Out of doors there is now much eleaning-up, and what is

made nice to-day wants it again as much to-morrow. Near
the mansion, and where the lawn must ever be brought under
the eye, it is very desirable so to clear away fallen leaves as to

prevent a feeling of melancholy. However beautiful our de-

ciduous woods look in their rich autumn tiats, all their poetical

associations are gone when the leaves drive along, the sport of

the breeze, or cover our walks and lawns. In all places that

seldom come under notice and review, mere economy in labour,

whilst so many other things demand attention, would say, Clear
these places up less frequently, and give a final clearing up
when all the leaves have fallen. A good brushing and rolling

of the lawn will then carry us on for some weeks.
We found, rather to our inconvenience, that the drizzling

weather had made our lawns grow too long and soft for our
mowing machines, aud even though loaded with fog and dew,
the grass was too woolly for the scythe ; but we made beautiful

work by mowing and cleaning up in the first part of the day,

and then running the machine over the same ground when the
grass was thoroughly dried after sweeping. The flower-beds

began to look so well for a few days before the 22nd, that this

mowing gave a good opportunity for dressing the beds, making
them look much lighter and brighter, and taking up some of

the prominent weeds on the lawn, as Plantains, <fcc, as all was
swept up together ; and this being done when the lawn was dry,

there was nothing to mar the rich green hue, and the machine
following took out every wrinkle, and left the glass as level

and soft as a rich carpet. Whin, however, we were fully ex-
pecting a fine show in the end of October, which the frost
alluded to last week did little to mar, the continuous rains that
have since fallen have now taken away all hopes of having
masses of colour this season ; and though the beds are still

green enough, the small number of flowers and the swirling of
leaves tell us that the interest of the flower garden for the
season is gone.

Meanwhile the grass grows with such rapidity that seethe
and machine must be almost constantly employed; and one
advantage is, that the grass and fallen haves come in now
mi ist usefully for forming at least the bottom parts of temporary
hotbeds, for giving fresh-lifted, fresh-potted subjects, as varie-
gated Geraniums Mrs. Pollock, Golden Chain, See., a fresh
start in the rooting process. Heat may be obtained from such
rough dangerous materials without doing any injury if all

steam is kept down by from to 'J inches of half-rotten leaves
or cinder ashes.

With respect to taking up plants from the flower garden,
see what was said last week. We have as yet done little in
this way, having had a good deal to do in placing plant3 in
pots under protection from frost and rain, washing the pots
that had been exposed, fresh draining, and top-dressing when
wanted, clearing out Balsams and most of the Fuchsias from
the greenhouse and conservatory, thinning the creepers for

winter light, washing thoroughly glass, stages, and shelves,

and preparing for filling for the winter, so as to give us more
room in other places for getting bedding plants more secure
than in their present temporary habitations.

Prepared a lot of rough bay and litter in a shed for use in
an emergency, taking it from our reserve stack, which is thus
formed : The bottom part is rough hay obtained from the
least visited parts of the pleasure grounds, and this was
covered to a good depth with long litter that came from the
stables in summer, and which was pretty dry when well exposed,
and all the droppings were carefully shaken out of it. Such a
rough stack of materials is a capital resource in winter, for

when a sudden frost comes a yard of it may be cut down with
a hay-knife for protecting-purposes.

Planting Trees and Shrubs.—No weather could be better for

this purpose, except, indeed, a day of continuous rain, and
here we would refer the reader to what has lately been ad-
vanced. Let two things be particularly attended to : Be sure
that the collar of the plant after removal is not lower in the
ground than it was before ; pack the roots nicely, and pro-
vided they are sufficiently moistened, and the soil round them
damp, do not consider it essential to make the earth like the
mud in a pond. If the earth is moist, as it is here, no water-
ing will be much better than extra watering. If the stems
should suffer from a keen frost, or a dry parching air, in ex-

treme cases it might be advisable to syringe the heads of the
plants.

Bulbs.—Plant out of doors as soon as may be, and where the

ground requires much preparation, plaut temporarily, that the
strength of the bulbs may not be exhausted. In addition to

using these bulbs liberally in gardens, who will begin to in-

stitute bulb gardens by themselves, in places distinct from the
general flower gardens, and where everything could have full

justice, without planting too late or moving again before the

bulbs were fully ripe ? What pretty designs, as scrolls and
lovers' knots, and interlaced serpents, &c, might be formed
with the distinct varieties of one kind of bvdb—say one for

Tulips, one for Hyacinths, and one for Crocus, flow well

would these designs of Mr. Earley look—say the last one at

page 278, if each circle were planted with a distinct colour of

Crocus, and the other spaces were in grass ! and even how nice

it would look as a composition of bidbs entirely—the rounds of

the circles as stated above of Crocus, the ovals of the prettiest

Squills, and the larger heart-shaped figures filled with the

dwarfest earliest Tulips, and a few Hyacinths of one colour

in the middle ! Who will do something like this, and ask his

neighbours to see it?—E. F.

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
John Jefferies & Son, Cirencester.

—

Catalogue of Forest,

Fruit, and St I et Ormm ' ' Vr< es, Shrubs, and Roses.

Louis Van Houtte, Ghent, Belgium.—Catalogue dc PlanUt

de Serres et dc Plci I Air.
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COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—October 27.

Abundance of rough articles and plenty of fruit, both English and
Continental, are the rule at present, and with a slow demand growers and
dealers have a difficulty in clearing their stands. New Oranges and
Lemons arrive now in excellent condition, and there are still on show a
few late Strawberries and some Salway Peaches.

Apples Vz sieve 2 0to8
Apricots doz.
Cherries lb.

Chestnuts bush. 12 14
Currants 1

^ sieve
Black do.

Pigs doz.
Filberts lb. 6 10

Cobs lOOlbs. 6 10
Gooseberries . . quart
Grapes, Hothouse, .lb. 2 6
Lemons 100 8 14

s. d. B. d
Melons each 2 6 to 5

12
3

Nectarines doz.
Oranges 100 8 12
Peaches doz. 6
Pears (dessert) . . doz. 1

kitchen doz. 10 2
Pine Apples lb. 3 6
Plums H sieve 10
Quinces . ... H sieve 5
Raspberries lb.

Strawberries lb.

Walnuts bush. 10 20

VEGETABLES.

Artichokes each
Asparagus .... bundle
Beans, Broad. . bushel

ScarletRun.£ sieve
Beet, Red doz.
Broccoli bundle
Brus. Sprouts }i sieve
Cabbage do3.
Capsicums 100
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery bundle
Cucumbers each

pickling .... doz.
Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
Garlic lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish . . bundle

s. d. s. d
|

2 to 4
|

4

4

2
1

2

Leeks bunch
Lettuce per score
Mushrooms .... pottle
Mustd.& Cress, punnet
Onions. . doz. bunches
Parsley, .doz. bunches
Parsnips doz.
Peas per quart
Potatoes bushel

Kidney do.
Radishes doz. bunches
Rhubarb bundle
Savoys doz.
Sea-kale basket
Shallots lb.

Spinach bushel
Tomatoes. . . . per doz.
Turnips bunch
Vegetable Marrows dz.

S. d. 8. d
3 toO

1
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Cocoa-nut Fimtv, Rsrr/ga (F. II. U. S.).—Cocoa-nnt fibre refasd answers

quite ns Well rb Band to preserve the roota <>f the Geraniums during we
winter. (C Wrigley). Apply to Messrs. liarsham & Co., Kingston-on-

Thames.

MKLON LEAVES PREMATURELY DYING (J. S. D.).—The leaVOS UVVV dl©

from the stem cankering or becoming ulcerated, and from an insuffi-

cient Btipply ol moisture during the swelling of the fruit. It is not on-

nsual, but by no means natural, for with us tho leaves not only remain
green until the fruit is ripe, but wo cut back the vines and obtain a
soeond crop. Not knowing the cause, wo are unable to state how the

leaves are to be Kept fresh until the fruit is ripe. There are mom causes
than one which will produce the evil you complain of, and were you to

describe to us more fully the circumstances under which tho leaves die

off, wo probably could advise you further.

PnorAGATiNr, the W.u.nit ,
A". .V.).—You may propagate it by graft-

ing upon stocks raised from seel. The nuts kept En sand during the

winter, and planted in February or March 4 inches iipart, and covered

about 2 inches, will soon make trees of a size suitable for grafting, which
should be performed upon the young (annual] wood, allowing the stock

and scion to grow, and then denuding them of foliage. Adopt tho mode
called saddle-grafting, one side of the scion being placed between tho

bark and wood of the stock. The last year's wood is that which must bo

employed for scions, and the latter are allowed to grow in order that the

sap hi the parts may he in full flow, and that will be the case about tho

middle of May. You may also propagate by budding, hut it must he by
retarding thoshoots of the tree by rubbingofl" the most prominent buds,

which cause (hose lower down to start, and it is from such that you must
select buds, taking from near the base of tho shoot a minute almost in-

visible-eyed bud. This to be inserted near the summit of last year's

growth or immediately below that of the current year.

Sprtno Flower Gardening [Sane—A Subscriber). — " Spring and
Winter Flower Gardening" contains that which you Beek, and you can
have it free by post if you send thirty-two postage stamps with your
address to our oflice. It would occupy too much space to answer you in

our columns.

Early Strawberry—Hollyyiiocics (Lh-m). — The best early Straw-
berries are Black Prince, Sir Joseph Paxton, and Eclipse

|
Reeve's), if you

wish for a larger fruit. Hollyhocks: Beauty of Cheshunt, Queen of

Buffs, Sir C. Campbell, Lady" Palmerstnn, Clio, Conqueror, Ponrpre
de Tyre, Memnon, Magnet, Queen of Denmark, Queen of Whites,
and Purple Perfection.

White Lilac (W. H. S. D.).~The bloom-buds bursting now, which
ought not to burst until next spring, is one of a very common set of

phenomena, resulting from excitement caused usually by warm weather
succeeding long continued wet and cold.

Blood Manure for Roses (Sunset).—" If blood manure is the same
as nibo-phosphate it is excellent for Roses and Strawberries. .Guano

well mixed with soot and sown in November and December is one of the

besl and cheapest of manures
; but as it contains uric add it must be

distributed, and not put on too thickly, so n* to Injure the roots. Sup-

posing '• Sunset " had a bed of 1 acre, '.i cwt of Peruvian guano would be

sufficient. I should think it would require cwt. of nitro-phospbate.

His cowdung and pigdnng mixed are excellent. Cowdung (a the best

manure of all for Roses, Strawberries, Dahlias, and Hollyhocks.—W. F.

K.U.i l.YtTK."

Keeping Bedding Plants in Windows [Fred). —You can keep
Geraniums, &c, ou shelves in a north-west and west window by giving

them plenty Of air, avoiding cold currents, and keeping safe from frost.

Trees of Rapid Growth {A. 7U.—The Ontario Poplar is, perhaps, the
quickest-growing of all trees; the Black Italian, Balsam, and I. inbardy

Poplars are also good. We would recommend a mixed plantation of

these for the outside next the building to bo concealed, and in front

Horse-Chestnut, Elm, Sycamore, Beech, Norway Maple, Acacia, and
Mountain Ash, employing common Laurel, Aucuba, and Berberla

ftquifolium to plant in front to thicken tho bottom. Pines and Virs wo
think would not succeed, as you will havo too much smoke. Plant 4 feet

apart in lines the same distance asunder.

TEMPEitATt'RE of Conservatory {H. HI).—At this timo of year the

temperature should be from 46° to 50° at night and from 50° to 55° by
day, with an increase of 5 or 10' with sun, and that is the temperature
we advise when plants in bloom are desired throughout the winter ; but
if you only glow the hardier kinds of greenhouse plants, a temperature of

40 at night from firo heat, and of i:> by day will be ample, and sufficient

to maintain them in flower during tho winter months.

Naming Fruit {Veritas)*—Six or eight specimens we are willing to

name.
Names of Frdits {G. H.).—Your Apple is Court of Wick. (A Foreman,

Crieff).—1, Kentish Broadend ; 2, Beauty of Kent ; 3, Whitmoro Pippin ;

4, Cambusnethan Pippin ; 5), Loan's Pearmain ; 10, Ravelston Pippin

;

11, Foulden Pearmain; 12, Lemon Pippin. {Two-years Subscriber, Don-
caster).—1, Drapd'Or; 2, Nelson Codliu ; 3, Winter Pearmain; G, Bache-
lor's Glory; 8, Surrey Flat Cap; 9, Gravensteiu; 10, Forman's Crew;
11, Golden Pearmain; 12, Loan's Pearmain. (G. T., Liverpool).—Apples.

1, Golden Noble; 3, Gravenstein ; 4, Christie's Pippin; 5, Vaughan's
Pippin. Pears.—!, Colmar; 3, Figuo do Naples; 5, Fondante d'Autonine;

<I>. 3/.).— 2. Ravelston Pippin; 3, Cambusnethan Pippin; 6, Tower of

(zlammis ; 7, Dunmore. We cannot make out tho others. {.-I Constant

Reader).—Pears.—•l t
Duchessed*Angouieme;2,Napol6on;8rBeurr6d

,Arem-
berg. Apples.—4, Autumn Pearmain ; 6, Christie's Pippin ; 7, Ravelston

Pi>pin; 8, Russet Nonpareil. (S. S. N.).—l, Gausel's Bergamot.

2, Thompson's; 3, Beurre do Capiaumont. (.1 Warwickshire Subscriber).

—They were named in the Number for October 16th.

Names of Plants (J. L. Ennlcfield).—1, Pellaea hastata; 9, Pteris sca-

berula; S, only a large form of A.splenium rnta-muraria. \A. Wilson).—It

is Lomatia ferruginea, a native of Chili, therefore not hardy.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the Week ending October 37th.

Date.
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gramme of this year to the effect that, " the prices of poultry

and Pigeons will be allowed to be reduced on the Wednesday
and Thursday of the Show, on payment of Is. per pen for each

alteration."

A further improvement inBingley Hall this year will be seen

in the introduction of new poultry pens, the Council having,

on the suggestion of the Poultry Committee, offered a premium
of £10 for the best design. There were several competitors for

this premium, which was awarded to Mr. Lythall, the Secretary,

whose design, with a few slight modifications, has been carried

out, and the result is, we think, all that could be desired.

—

(Midland Counties Herald.)

NEWMARKET RACES.
Not the races for which that town is justly celebrated, but

the races of poultry which have been commented on lately in

"our Journal" by our new friend, or possibly old friend iu

new guise, " Newmarket." These remarks have appeared

—

certainly as regards Game and Malays, possibly also as regards

the other breeds—as emendations of the " Standard of Ex-
cellence," and at some of these remarks I confess I have been

staggered ; but ere I commence fault-finding— so easy, is it not ?

—let me greet thee, friend " Newmabket." Although I shall

be compelled to differ from you, pick holes in your words,

&c, yet is there much between us, friend ! Thou likest " our

Journal," so do I. Thou readest it, so do I. Thou writest

in it—well, I will not continue the similarity, but as all pugilists,

before they exchange with each other those very striking in-

terchanges of civility which disfigure the human form divine,

first shake hands, so will I now with thee, friend " Newmabket."
Oh ! but thou hast riled me, friend ! I can hardly believe

our worthy chaplain, " Wiltshire Rector," would have patted

thee so encouragingly on the back about the " Standard " had
he foreseen what " To be continued " really meant. Why, he,

gentle soul, can discover some beauty in almost every form
of nature, whether fish, flesh, or fowl; but if, as I under-

stand, the remarks in " our " issue of October 16th are thine

own thoughts, how sadly deficient must be thine eye, friend
*' Newmarket !

"

Dorkings, rum-ornamental ! Nay, how can I write it? What
is it ? The retailer of scandal is as bad as the maker ! For-

give me, then, Dorkings, but ye are ugly, heavy, and clumsy!
and your '• flesh insipid ! !

"

Spanish possess "no great beauty." Listen, ye Spanish
Hidalgos ; if your blood was not " blue " before, surely this will

make it so. Ah ! I have it. Read this to the young Spanish
chickens before they show their white faces, it will give them
that blue tinge which every Spanish-breeder looks for early in

the face, as the best sign of future excellence. Poor Spaniards !

what a blow to your aristocratic feelings—no great beauty !

Then Cochins and Brahmas, what have ye done ? " Large "

—oh ! that mine may always have this fault—" awkward,
clumsy, ugly, heavy " birds !

Weil, "Newmarket," the first ar.d the last, yes, thou art

right ; but oh, dear ! how many I am glad to say do not see

them with thine eyes. " Quite unfit for table, being coarse

and yellow-fleshed." Well, I suppose I am easily satisfied.

What a comfort

!

Hamburghs I had better leave " Wiltshire Rector " to do

battle for ; but they are " not ornamental."
Malays are a sore point, and I must leave it for a future time,

as there are one or two points in this breed that I intend to

notice; but as my best Malay cock has died this day, perhaps

stabbed by "Newmarket's" words, I pass over their descrip-

tion at present.

Geese and Turkeys, what can you expect ? the ugliest of all

poultry! I think a lady friend of mine, " Newmabket," will

remember thy words in re Turkeys. I can only say I sym-
pathise with thee, because, if really thou canst see no beauty

in these various breeds, how much thou must lose in the way
of pleasure

!

And now a word on the Ornamentals. Game, yes, to be

sure, game evidently to the back-bone, no mistake about that

;

a true lover of them, knows all about their fighting properties

too—" the best layers of all." Well, I think I must demur to

that; but the "Standard" has evidently something to learn

about them, for I do not doubt that " Newmarket " is correct,

for he loves them, and has studied them. Red Duns "won
first prize at Sheffield in 1857." Ah ! but did they get it ?

There's the rub ! One year at Sheffield, but I forget which, I

dunned and dunned for prize-money awarded to me ; but in
the end I was done. I wonder if the " Red Duns " were .' m
too!

Polish, handsome and " prolific." I will not say positively,

but I believe the latter to be rather mythical. I hive beeri a

Polish breeder many years, and I should never consider them
first-rate layers. I believe that the most successful breeder of

the day is of the same opinion. They certainly have the credit

of being prolific. Much as I like them, I do not think they
deserve it — "they possess great beauty, being crested."

Houdans and Creve Cceurs are " crested " too. There is some
hope for them, then, for poultry, love, and beauty do not
always take us by storm at first sight. May their case with me
not be like that of many a wife, who refuses over and over again

the man whom she ultimately marries, and then declares that.

a better creature never lived? And so, perhaps, some day 1

may learn to admire even these forms of our feathered friends,

but not yet; though crested, they have horns ! Perhaps it i-'.

because I have been a Polish lover for years, therefore intent

on breeding out h"rns ; then comes a crested bird with horns,

and such a pair! No, I cannot yet; but, perhaps, like some of

our lady friends, I may learn to. But, seriously, surely Polish

are not ornamental, simply because crested ? The contrast of

colours in the White-crested Black, and the markings of the

Silver and Golden-spangled surely entitle them to be called

ornamental.
Perhaps-, after all, it is my mistake, and " Newmabket " may

mean something else by what he says, and then the character

he has given to several favourite breeds would not be what we
' by the words. We do not all call the same things

by the same names, especially in this country, and perha] s we

are all of us disposed to think that our version must be cor-

rect. It reminds me of a story I will relate. Friday is not be-

hindhand in his own estimation ; he can neither read nor write,

talks Zummerset that requires the strictest attention to under-

stand, and calls my Malays, Viss AUays, Brahmas, Brail

and buckwheat, Dutc\ heat, &o. ; still he " do fancy that lie

knows considerably more than a thing or two." Perha] b.e

old man is right, and if bought at our price and sold again at

his own, a handsome fortune might be realised. However, a

clever fellow came from another part of the country to work

with him. Very naturally, the two clever fellows did nut get

on very well together. A few days after the new arrival wa3
duly established he was asked his opinion of the country and
the people. The former was satisfactory enough ; but he

evidently had not formed any exalted ideas of the inhabitants,

and he wound up his opinion by stating that they were igno-

rant, illiterate, and did not even know how to speak properly,

giving Friday as a case in point. Now, as our new friend had
a peculiar jargon of his own, we were somewhat tickled and
anxious to discover whet e Friday so transgressed. The reply

was, "Why, he says thic." "Well, what ought ho to say,

then?" "Why," ho replied, "time, to be sure!" The
denouemi nt was perfect ! Can it be that while " Newm
says thuc of certain breeds, he all the time means " thic.'" In

any case, friend "Newmarket," pardon me. I love my
feathered friends so much I cannot rest contented without

lifting up my poor voice against the epithets thou haat used.

—

Y. B. A. Z.

UTILITY versus HIGH BREEDIN< i.

I am inclined to believe that there is some danger of weaken-

ing our poultry in the effort to produce perfection in cer!:iin

"points" of presumed excellence in certain breeds'. I wi old

instance Spanish poultry, with which I am conversant. My
own Spanish poultry are very fine birds in size, in plumage,

in egg-laying qualities, but they do not come quite up to the

mark in respect to the breadth of white about the eyes—not

that they come far short in this respect. Also the cock, a very

handsome fellow (the sole survivor out of a hatching of eggs

from Mr. Baily, of Mount Street, which only produced two

cocks), has not a perfectly erect comb.

Aware of these defects in my birds, I paid a visit to the

yards of a well-known breeder of Spanish fowls in my neigh-

bourhood, and a very successful prizetaker too. There I was

struck, indeed, with the superiority of the points in which my
birds are defective, but I was also surprised to find that in all

other respects my own birds were fully equal or much superior.

They are larger birds, and lay larger eggs and a greater number

of them.
Now, I infer that my Spanish birds have some slight cross,
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iana or Minorca*, and to the in-

troduction of fresh blood I am inclined to attribute the su-

periority of my fowls -"euperiori . for after all f><r

what are Spanish poultry obieflv famou I bul for Laying plenty

i I thin); Bizs and weight of birde too are uo

disqu.i' m; S taniah poultry arc good tablo fowls.

—B. &. W.

WOLVERHAMPTON POULTRY AND PIGEON
SHOW.

. :

i dui A olverhampton I i e for the

ents that were carried out at their firsi Show, held

mltural Hall on the 22nd and 23rd of this m »nth. M i I

of the Committee were exhibitors of I

; ":;:. well acqc

LI ..; .:.. . of a poultry show, and wer< <' termined that

aor expense should be spared to attain sue-

ndtl .
i tai i! . had theii reward in pn oi \n\ to fcl

.

one of tli- : 1] 6ne-yoax-old birds on record. We may
ay, not only was there not a bad elass, bat wo may t;o even

at pen was to be seen. Theweathi 'wa

unfortunately, as unpropii ,. Imagined, there being

au onceasing drenching rain on the Monday from the break of day

until the time of closing in the evening. The Tti are glad

v, and the attendant i was quilie

Had the we: I been •' '.he ont-

. doubt the fin uncial rtlj improved;

bnt with every dra .• c ntinuous rain, we rejoice to say

that it is intended to carry out thi- E hi Ltion annually, and ond< r so

tittee, no doubt cam
Wo] rhampton offering in a few yes Ltxy show but little if

at all inferior to the most noted in the kingdom.
The Wolverhampton Agricultural Hall is admirably adapted for

i pose, and its extern
1

that a very large show of poultry

con! i
I for with but very little deteriora-

fci n . . afforded to th< ai making any

diminution in their Tbi s fault, unfortunately,

ees of some of our poultry shows are committing, and
illy be a subj t, as owners of really valu-

Qg them to long confinement in a
' Exhibitors are now fully aware that freedom of loco-

motion is indispensable to the denkens of every exhibition pen, and
that the longer the time the birds are confined, the more indispensable

is a sufficient amount of room, because, after a certain limit, ev< -

tells with far-increasing severity on the sufferings of the poultry con-

fined. We must refer our readers to the prize list that follows for a
just appreciation of the excellence of this Show. It will be seen that

i could be named that was not competing at

a ; and without doubt ,.
I

its who uegb

visit this Show fail mal treat that rarely occurs,

tl i
. was excellent in almost -so much so,

that, 1 d dispute, the competitions of thi i tsonwill prove

rere; and keeping such specimens as the Wolverhampton
perfect condition will be all-important as regards the future

:' each other so closely.

Tli*.- competition in the Giv;
7

<. BufE and "White

Co without pi* ar as quality is concerned in a

d show ; and although in some few classes just named we
noted l I hens were exhibited as pullets and very properly

lity were honestly shown. One pen was re-

1

: the Committee, being in a very diseased state, and
i inadmissible in common ]u to other competi-

tors. Another pen of fowls was disqualified by the Judge, as stated

a in consequence of the cock's hocl I

very extensively, though judiciously, trimmed. It is a pity that
sort to practices like these, as when discovei

n 'able to the exposed exhibitor as to the Arhrl

ktter of justice, must do their duty alike unflinchingly to

even- •

The Pigeons were most meritorious, and w lmired by the
! tod; but no unknown variety

ise to a liberal " variety class.''

CHICKENS.
-First and Cap, I>. C. Campbell, M.D., Brentwood, Essex.

Third. A. Fenton, Crimble
B. -

;
< oded, Rev. E. Cad. . I'arson-

mmended, Duke of Newcastle, Clumber. Notts : F. W.
ok, Dublin ; J. Anderson,

Ideu. Walsall
.
TJeich. Dudley

,

Commended,
ntnrf, Dublin ; «F. Ace, Ysl G.JJamb,

Com i' pton; H. Hobson, Walsall.
I . iite).—Cup, First, and Second, G. U >. Third, J.

Giro:: Highly Commended, F.W. Zurhorst: I.

:,'.- Lonsdale; H. Yardlev, Birmingham. Commended,

CocntH-CHTKA fP-irtridfret.—Cup, First, Second, and Third, E. Tudman,
Ash Grove, Whitchurch, Salop.
Cochin-China (Cinnamon and Buffi.—Cup and First, H. Tomlinson,

'

i td, Birmingham. Second, A. Fcnton. Third, EC. j

3I:'-Pplcbeck, Woodfield, Moscley, Birmingham. Highly Commended,

Newcastle ; Hon. lire. Stxgdea, Nantwich; T. B. Charlton, Chil-

well Hal), Notts
j
n. Bates, Birmingham.

Hambueghs (Gold-spangled).—Cup and Firs!, J. Hoc, Hadfield, near
ter. ic bton, Mottram, near Manchester.

Third, W. Horton, Albrighton. Highly Commended. T. M:iy, Wolver-

ii anaoHS (SSlverispaDgled).—First, W. Canaan, Bradford. Second,
J, Fieldhig, Kewohuxeh, near Manchester. Third, [lev. P.Tearl

a bly Commended, *' Bradford, Hanley; J. Walker, Knares-
;
Mrs. Hurt, Aid) n '

ltbghs (Gold and Silver-pencilled).—First, J.Walker. Second,
W. Caiman. Third, I '. 1

1

!

I'm.i bh. --I 'iv-i and Second, <i. C. Adkins, The Lightwood.s, near Bir-

mingham. Third, w. s. Norfolk, Sheffield.
<

i

'
i

; i b ' d s; 'UK—Cup and First, J. Fi

Stoneclough, near M >

;

I
r, Second, r. Sal H, Ince, nearWigan.

Third, G. Wostenholm, Sheffield. Highly Commended, H. Vauchan,
Merridale Lane, WolvernamM .»i : > I:. Dyas, Madeley, Salop; E. C.
Gilbert, PeukridgO. 001 ixh -I. Duke of NYwrusMe.
Game (Duckwing mid other Greys and Blues .—First, J. Fletcher. Se-

cond and Third, W. Horton. lli^bl) * 'uinmendud, E. (.'. Gilbert,

G [Any others i I t, A. 0. Worthington, Bnrton-on-Trent
(Black). Second, J. FletcheV (Pib •

I.

Game Bantams.—First, G. R. Da ; mtsl >rd. Second, R. Charles-
worth, Brook's Bur, near Manchester. Third, Master J. H. Stephens,

Walsall. Highly Commended, H. Hobson, Walsall. Commended, lion.

II. W. Fitzwilham, Wentworth-Woodhouse, Rotherham; Master J. H.
Stepheus.
Bantaxs (Any variety except Game).—First, T. C. Harrison, Beverley

Road,Hull. Se< >nd, I Cambridge, Stokes Croft Road, Bristol (Blackj.

ilessrs. 8; ft R. Ashton. Highly Commended, H. Draycott, Hum-
berstone, near Leicester [White] ; I

.
aite).

A:;, otheb Ihstinct Vakit.:v.— First. The National Poultry Company,
Bromlev. Kent (Houdan). 6 I I

.. A.G.Brooke, Ruylon XI. Towns,
lalay). Third, J. Morris, Elmsdale, Wolverhampton (Negro Fowl).

aended, The National Poultry Company (Creve Coehr) ; Mrs.
Blay, Worcester [Andalusian) : Col. s. Wortleyj London (Houdan). Com-
mended, Hon. H. W. Fitzwilliam (Creve Ccanr ;

Mrs. M. Seamons, Hart-
well, Aylesbury (Brahma Pootra) ; J. H. Pickles, Bridge Road, Todmorden
(Dark Brahma).

Selling Class (Any variety).—First, G. Lamb (Black Spnnish). Se-

cond, E. Shaw, Plas Wilmot, <t wt
\

[Black Spanish). Third, R. P.

Williams (Crested Silver-spangled). Highly Commended, Rev. A. G.

Brooks fCocbin-China) ; W. Horton (Gold-spanjded) ; E. Brown, St.

Phillip's Road, Sheffield (Spanish). Commended, E. Shaw; W. Johnson,
ton, near Wolverhampton ; Mrs. Bailey Dark Brahma) ;

W. Hur-

B It; A. B. Dyas (Game); H. Tomlinson (Buff Coehin) ; T.

Lowe, Trysull (Ducks).
Turkeys.—Poulta.—First and Second, F. E. Richardson. Brnmshall,

TJttoxeter. Highly Commended, The Countess of Dartmouth, Wolver-
bi mpjon; E. Leech, Rochdale.
GEESE;—Goslings.—First, S. H. Stott, Rochdale. Second, Mrs. M.

Seamons. Highly Commended, A. Fcnton ; Mrs. M. Seamons. Com-
, Mr . P. Wolferstan, Tamworth.

Ducks (Aylesbury).—First and Second, Mrs. M. Seamons Highly
Commended", E. Leech; A. Fenton ; Mrs. M. Se
Ducks (Rouen).—First, E. Leech. Second, R. P. Williams. Highly

Commended, J. Anderson, Mciple, N. B. Commended, A. Fenton.
Duces (Any other variety).—First, J. Morris (Carolina). Second,

R. P. Williams (Ruddy Sheldueks 1

. Highly Commended, A. Fenton (Black

Es . Indian] ; Mrs. P. Wolferston (Black East Ladiau).

PIGEONS.
Tumblers.—First and Second, J. Ford. London. Highly Commended,

J. PercivaU, Harborne, Birmingham ; J. Fielding, jon., Rochdale.

Carriers.—First, H. Tardley. Second, R. H. Artindale, West Derby,
ioL Highly Commended, A. E. Griffin, Wolverhampton; H.

Yardley.

Powtebs.—First and Second, H. Yardley. Highly Commended, R.

Chase, Balsall Heath, Birmingham ; J. Butler, Ystalyfera. Swansea.
Fantails.—First and Second, H. Yardley. Highly Commended, W.

Choyee, >ibson. near Atberstone, Warwickshire.
;;rps.—First, Mrs. E. Hunter, Wolverhampton. Second, H.

Highly Commended, H. Yardley. Commended, C. Barnes,

Birmingham; H. Yardlev.
-First and Second, H. Yardley. Highly Commended, The

National Poultry Company.
Dragows.—First, J. Percivall. Second, J. Percivall. Highly Com-

mended, H. Yardley.
other Vabxety.—First, Joshua Field in. (Blue Owls^. Se-

cond, John Fielding, jun. [White 'dley. Highly
Commended, IT. Yardley; ."T. Percivall, London [Isabels); B. Leason,
Driffield, Yorkshire (Nuns). Commended, H. Vaughan, Wolverhampton
(Yellow Jacob-'.' trough (Trumpeters); H. Yardley.

Edward Hewitt, Esq^ of Eden Cottage, Sparkbrook, was the sole

tor.

SOUTHAMPTON POULTRY AND PIGEON SHOW.
The Carlton Rooms at Southampton form a mo~t rommodions

place of exhibition, and as such are not oftei

in the kingdom- On the present occasion the whole bnilding ^vas

most profusely ornamented by a display of flags of all nations, thai

to the general appearance of the Exhibition. The Show
ried out v.-ith as peri am oi ;ements a3 its pre-

ler the same management. Iu short, there was not auy-
!' which to complain. On entering the Show, a very large col-

lection of living foreign birds was found to occupy the centre, and

there was a display of different varieties of Pb.es which added

mui.h to the general attraction ; beyond these, ill the orchestra, were

the Pigeons in large numbers, and of the best strains in the kingdom ;
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and last, though not least, the poultry fonnd ample accommodation
around the whole central space of the Exhibition-room. The whole had
the most pleasing effect, and judging from the statements of visitors,

the public support was again fully insured.

The Spanish class was remarkably good, Sir. Rodbard faking pre-

cedence. In Grey DorHuys, we find Mr. T- P. Edwards, of Lyndhurst,

taking the prize of highest merit. Although for many years past this

gentleman's Polanda have stood Al at most of our exhibitions (as

also on the present occasion), we were unprepared to find his at-

tention turned to Dorkings. Most strange to say, though the day
before the class of Buff Cochins at the Wolverhampton Show was so

good, not a single entry was made in this class at Southampton ! The
Brahmas, both Dark and Light-feathered, were very good, though we
regretted to find that several pens were wrongly entered, and, con-

sequently, thrown out. Every exhibitor should well consult the prize

schedule before entering, especially where separate classes for colour

are appointed, as any birds entered wrongly cannot compete. The Game,

were good, and the Hamburghs mostly of first-rate excellence. Mr.
Pittis, of the Isle of Wight, took the silver cup for the best pen of

poultry in the whole Exhibition with a first-rate pen of Pencilled Ham-
Lurghs, than which the most fault-finding person could scarcely hope
for better. The silver cup for the best single cock in the Exhibition

was secured by a very excellent Spanish cock belonging to Mr. Rod-
bard. The Variety classes were well filled with Houdans, La Fleche,
Creve Coeurs, and Malays, besides an abundant proportion of Silkies,

Andalusians, and various other breeds. Mr. Kelleway, of the Isle of

Wight, exhibited some of his Game Black Red Bantams of great

beauty.

In a very extensive collection of foreign and British Pheasants, one
bird was peculiarly worthy of a passing notice. It was a Silver hen
Chinese Pheasant that had in the course of a couple of years entirely

assumed the male's plumage. She had for two years previously to this

change of feather laid and bred equally well with other hens confined

with her, but after the change of plumage, of course, proved sterile.

As a great oddity, she did not lack admirers.

The Pigeons proved by far the best collection of birds of this kind
ever brought together at Southampton.
The foreign birds were a very popular j>ortion of the Exhibition,

and the Lories especially deserve most favourable mention for their

beauty of plumage ; and not a few of the Parrots were exceedingly
amusing by their continuous and incongruous talking to visitors. Mr.
Phillip Warren, the truly indefatigable Honorary- Secretary, did all that

any one could do to insure success. The weather being favourable,

the attendance of visitors was good.

Spanish.—First. J. R. Rodbard, Wrinprton, Bristol. Second, W. H.
Walker, Brentwood, Essex. Third, Rev. J. de L. Simmonds, Chilconib,
Winchester.
Dorking.—First, T. P. Edward*, Lyndhurst. Second, W. H. Walker.

Third, J. C. Phair, Southsea. Highly Commended, B. P. Brent, Park-
hurst, Buxted, near Uckfield; Dr. Menhew, Lyndhurst.
Cochin-China (Any variety).—First, J. R. Rodbard (Partridge). Se-

cond, Mrs. H. Pigeon, Hythe, near Southampton (Partridge). Third, H.
Loe, Appuldurcomb, I.W. (White).
Brahma Pootra (Dark).—First, Rev. J. Ellis, Bracknell, Berks. Se-

cond, J. Hinton, Hinton, near Bath. Third, Rev. R. Parker, Fareham.
Highly Commended, J. Johnson. Commended, E. Pigeon, Lympstone,
near Exeter.
Brahma Pootra (Light!.—First, H. Dowsett, Pleshy, near Chelms-

ford. Second, Miss Hayes, Reading. Third, Messrs. R."& E. Ede, Worth-
ing. Highly Commended, J. Pares, Guildford ; Messrs. R. & E. Ede.
Game i Black and Brown Reds).—First, J. W. Harrison, Spalding. Se-

cond, F. Pittis, jun., Newport, I.W. Third, W. W. Pyue, South Lancing,
Sussex. Highly Commended, W. W. Pyne.
Game (Any other variety).—First and Second, W. W.Pyne (Duckwing).

Third, Sir J. R. Carnac, Hordle Cliff, Lymington.
Hamburgh (Silver and Gold-pencilled).—Cup, First, and Third, F.

Pittis, jun. Second, N. Barter, Plymouth. Highly Commended, A.
Woods, Sefton, near Liverpool.
Hamburgh (Silver and Gold-pencilled).—First, A. Woods. Second, N.

Barter. Third, R. C. Hankinson, Southampton.
Polands.—First and Second, T. P. Edwards, Lyndhurst. Third, Mrs.

Pettat, Micheldever Station, Hants.
Any other Distinct Variety.—First, Col. S. Wortlev, London (Creve

Cceurt. Second, s. A. Wyilie, East Moulsey (La Fleche). Third. C.
Cole, Fareham (Blue Andalusian). Highly Commended, Rev. D. B. Bin-
ney, Millbrook, Southampton (Creve Coeur) : Rev. J. P. Bartlett, South-
ampton. Commended, J. C. Phair (Creve Coeur) ; Col. S. Wortley (La
Fleche) ; Mrs. Brandon.
Bantam (Game).—First and Second, J. W. Kelleway, Isle of Wight.

Third, G. Saunders, North Wallington, Farehnm. Highly Commended,
J. W, Kelleway. Commended, Miss Webber, Southampton; Dr. Welch,
Southampton"; J. C. Phair; G. Manning, Springfield.
Bantam (Any other variety)-—First, E. Cambridge, Bristol (Black).

Second, Mrs. Pettat (Silver-laced). Third, E. Pigeon (Japanese). Highly
Commended, E. Hoare, Bitterne, Southampton; H. M. Mavnard, Holme-
wood, Ryde, I. of W.

SINGLE COCKS.
Game (Any variety).—First, F. Pittis, jun. (Black Red). Second, W.

W. Pyne (Brown Red).
Dorkings (Any variety.—First, T. P. Edwards (White). Second, T.

Anderson, Weymouth (White). Commended, F. Pittis, jun.
Spanish.—First, J. R. Rodbard. Second, Rev. J. de L. Simmonds.
Hamburgh (Any variety).—Prize, F. Pittis, jun. (Gold-pencilled'.
Any other Distinct Variety except Bantams.—First, J. R. Rodbard

(Partridge Cochin). Second, H. M. Maynard (Creve Coeur). Third, E.
Pigeon (Brahma), Highly Commended, T. Davis; G. Hill, Winchester
(Brahma and Euff Cochin). Commended, P. Crowley, Alton (Light
Brahma).

Bantam (Any variety).—First, J. W. Kelleway. Second, Dr. Welch
(Sebright). Highly Commended, Miss Cooper, Northerwood, Lyndhurst
(Game) ; II. Pigeon, jun., Hythe, near Southampton (Game) ; J. A. Gor-
don, Penge ; G. Manning; (Black Red Game). Commended, E. Pigeon
(Japanese).

Ducks (Aylesbury).—First, H. Loe. Second, F. Cresswell, Hinwortb,
Third. A. Puckridge, London.
Ducks (Any other variety).—First, S. Stotts, Rochdale (Rouen). Se-

cond, H. Hoare (Moscow). Third, J. C. Phair (Pied).

Geese.—Prize, Lady M. Macdonald, Liphook, Hants (Toulouse).

Turkeys.—First, S. Lang, jun., Barrow Gurney, near Bristol. Second
and Third, Ladv M. Macdonald. Highly Commended, B. P. Brent.

Pheasants (Gold and Silver).—First and Second, Mrs. E. Harrison,

Polygon, Southampton. Third. Mrs. Brandon.
Pheasants (Any variety).—First, Second, Third, Very Highly Com-

mended, and Highly Commended, J. W. Fleming. Southampton (Com-
mon Pheasant, Chinese Ringneck, Cross between Chinese and Common,
Japanese, Cross between Common and Japanese, Cross between Japan
and Chinese).

PIGEONS.
Powters.—First and Second, H. Yardley, Birmingham.
Tumblers.—First, J. Ford, Monkwell Street, London. Second, F.

Waitt, Sparkbrook, Birmingham. Highlv Commended, J. Ford ; Capt.

Paley, Lytchett Matravers, Poole. Commended, C. Beauclerk, Above
Bar, Southampton; Capt. Paley.
Barrs.—First, F. Waitt. Second, J. W. Harrison. Highly Commended,

H. Yardley. Commended, St. J. Coventrv, Wimborne, Dorset.

Jacobins.—First, H. Yardley. Second, G. Hill. Highly Commended,
F. Waitt. Commended, H. M. Maynard ; H. Yardley : G. Hill.

Fantails.—First, H. Yardley. Second, C. Beauclerk. Highly Com-
mended, H. M. Mavnard; H. Ya'rdley ; C. Beauclerk.
Owls.—First, F. Waitt. Second, S. A. Wyilie. Highly Commended,

St. J. Coventry ; J. Percival, Peckham Rye, London ; F. Uodding, Salis-

bury. Commended. H. Yardlev.
Tubbits.—First, C. Beauclerk. Second, F. Waitt. Highly Commended,

H. Yardley.
Carriers.—First, S. Harding. Fareham. Second, J. C. Ord, Pimhco,

London. Highlv Commended, H. Yardley ; S. Harding. Commended,
J. C. Ord.
Nuns.—First and Second, H. Yardlev. Commended, S.Tercival.

Any other Distinct Variety.—Equal First, F. Pittis, jun. (Swiss);

H. Yardlev. Equal Second, E. Pigeon (Dragons'; K. Wright, Above

Bar, Southampton (Antwerps). Equal Third, E. Pigeon (Dragons) ; H.
Yardlev. Highlv Commended, St. J. Coventry (Trumpeters); F. Pittis

jun. (Magpies) j F. Waitt (Swallows and Beards); F. Broemel, Ladywell,

Kent (Runts) ; S. A. Wyilie (Silver-spangled Runts) ; C. Beauclerk (Blue

Magpies, Muscats, Red Archangels I ; H. C. Dear, Millbrook, Southamp-

ton (Smerles). Commended, B. P. Brent (Russian Trumpeters) ;
H.

Vine, Cowes, I. of W. (Archangels and Trumpeters); H. Pigeon, jun.

(Trumpeters) ; H. Yardley ; F. Waitt (Lahores, Magpies, Trumpeters).

CANARIES. „ L
_

Norwich (Clear Yellow).—First and Second, E. Orme. Extra Se-

cond and Third, \V. Walter, Winchester. Very Highly Commended, G.

J. Collinson, Norwich; J. Bexson, Derbv; J. Judd, Newington Battj.

Highly Commended, G. Cummings. Gloucester; G. J. Collinson; W.
Barnes; H. Beaston, Derby ; O. Nicholson, Landport ; J. Judd; *.W.
Fairbrass, Canterbury. Commended, W. D'Elboux, Southampton; fa.

Tomes, Northampton ; W. T. Wright, Portswood, Southampton.
Norwich (Clear Buff).—First, E. Orme. Second, J. Bexson. Extra

Second and Third, W. Walter. Very Highly Commended, G. J. Collin-

son; J. Bexson; J. Bennett, Derbv. Highly Commended, G. Moore,

Northampton; J. Judd. Commended, G. Cnmmings; G. J. Collinson ;

T. Smith'; W. Barnes ; S. Tomes ; J. Bennett ; W. Phillips, Old Basford.

Norwich (Marked or Variegated Yellow).—First. Second, and Ihirrt,

G. J. Collinson. Very Highly Commended, W. Walter; E. Orme ;
U. J.

Barneshy, Derby. Highly Commended, G. J. Collinson ; G. Butler, i are-

ham. Commended, H. Vine : W. Wright.
Norwich (Marked or Variegated Buff (.—First, W. Wilkinson, Derby.

Second, G. J. Collinson. Very Highly Commended, G. J. Collinson.

Highly Commended, W.Walter; E. Orme. Commended, G. Cummmgs

;

J. Bennett; A. Woodgate. .. Tr
Belgian (Clear Yellow).—First, O. Nicholson. Second, H. \ me. \ cry

Highly Commended. H. Vine; O. Nicholson. Highly Commended, 1.

Smith; T. Moore. Commended, G. Harding.
Belgian (Clear Buff).—First, O. Nicholson. Second, T. Smith, very

Highly Commended, A. Young, Southampton ; W. Inson, KedlanOs,

Bristol. Highly Commended, O. Nicholson.
Belgian (Variegated or Marked Yellow).—First, W. Phillips. Second,

O. Nicholson. Very Highly Commended, O. Nicholson. Commended,
J. Arnold, Southampton. . w
Belgian (Variegated or Marked Buff ).—First, W. Phillips. Second, w.

Inson. Very Highlv Commended, R. J. Tmake, Bristol ; O. Nicholson.

Lizard (Golden-spangled .—First, V. Ward. Second, G. Harding.

Very Highly Commended, J. Lingard ; F. W. Fairbrass; T. Fairbrass;

G.Harrison. Highlv Commended, F. W. Fairbrass: G. Harrison.

Lizard (Silver-spangled).—First, T. Smith. Second. H. Ashton.

Very Highly Commanded, F. W. Fairbrass; Rev. V. Ward. Canterbury.

Highlv Commended. G. Harding; W. Phillips; Rev. V. Ward. .

Mule (Jonque Goldfinch).—First, H. Ashton. Second, X>. Cone.

Highly Commended, H. Ashton. , _ . , .

Mule (Mealy Goldfinch).—First, W. Walters. Second, H. Ashton.

Very Highly Commended, H. Ashton. Highly Commended, W. Grant.

Commended, J. Prince, Lymington ; C. F. Johnson, London.

Mule (Linnet).—First, W. Walter. Second, J. Judd. Aery mgniy

Commended, H. Ashton ; W. Heap. _ T _ .

Canary on Mules i Any variety).—First, J,. Judd: Second, ^•*V.\°
1"

linson. Extra Second, W. Heap. Third, C. F. Johnson. very Uigniy

Commended, Mrs. Sbipp, Blandford; H. Vine. Highly Commended, G.

J. Collinson; J. C. Phair.
,

Bullfinch.—Prize. H. Vine. Very Highly Commended, G. CJiett,

Southampton ; J. Mitchell. Southampton. Highly Comuiendea k.

Hodgkinson, Derby ; W. Walter.
, n ,. . _

Goldfinch.—Prize, W. Walter. Commended, C. T. Bell, Southampton.

Linnet.—Prize, S. Reynolds. Derbv. Very Highly Commended, K.

Croisdale, Woolwich. Highly Commended, H. Vine ;
— Colbourue.
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Skylarks-Prize, W. Walter. Very Highly Commended, .7. Judd.

Woodlauk.— I'riv.c, K. Noyce, Southampton. Very Highly Commended,
W. Walter.
Bdackhird.—Prize, if. vine.

Sonh Thrush. Prize, W. Walter. Very Highly Commended, H. Vine

j

G. Green, Southampton ; U. Bird, Southampton.
Siskin OS Aberdevine. Prize, H. Vino. Highly Commended, W.

Walter.
Any Deserving; Variety.—First, T. Alderton, Woolwich. Second, C.

P. Johnson. Third, II Browning, Southampton. Very Highly Com-
mended, T. Alderton; C. V. Johnson. Highly Cmmcuded, C. Bacchus.

Commended, R. W. Cross, Newport, I.W. ; W. Walter.

Cockatoo (Any variety).—First, C. T. Bell. Second, F.. Harrison.

Very Highly Commended, A. Isaacs, Leicester Square. Highly Com-
mended, J. c. Winn, Southampton ; A. Isaacs.

Paehots fAny variety).—First, Miss Bull, Southampton. Extra First,

A. Cantwell, Southampton. Very Highly Commended, Capt. O'Shea.

Hiahly Commended, W. Wallers ; W. H. Squibb.
Lories (Any variety).—First, W. Walter. Second, J. Judd. Third,

A.Isaacs. Highly Commended, S. .Tones ; A. Issues.

Love Birds (In pairs).—Prize, J. Judd. Very Highly Commended,

Parakeets (Any variety).—First. J. Judd. Second, G. Waits. Extra
Second. -I. C. Winn. Very Highly Commended, G. Billett, Southampton.
Highly Commended, A. Isaacs ; G. Billett. Commended, W. Walter.

•1 w.t Sparrows (In pairs).—Prize, H. Vine. Highly Commended,
W. Walter. Commended, J. Judd.
Widau Bird.—Prize, G. H. Groombridge. Very Highly Commended,

W. Walter ; Mrs. Bailey.
Cardinals—Prize, Mrs. Bailey. Commended, J. C. Winn.
Bishops.—Prize, J. Judd.
Waxdiels Any variety, in pairs).—Prize, J. Judd. Highly Commended,

G. Billett. Commended, A. Isaacs ; Mrs. Bailey.

Foreign Birds (Any variety).—First, W. Walter. Second, A. Isaacs.

Third, J. 0. Winn. Highly Commended, A. Isaacs; G. H. Groombridge.
Commended, J. Judd.

EXTRA STOCK.
Commended, C. Colonutt, Rvde, Isle of Wight (Light Brahmns) ; Rev.

J. P. Bartlett (Creve Coeur Pullets) ; G. Warren, Southampton (Geese).
Pigeons.— Commended, G. Beauclerk, Above Bar, Southampton

(Tumblers ; Yellow Balbpates) ; K. Wright (Jacobins).

E. Hewitt, Esq., judged tho poultry and Pigeons ; and the same
dnty as to Pheasants and foreign birds devolred on_ W. Goodwin and
A. Willmore, Esgs., of London.

THE EGYITIAN BEE.
I Alt sure that I only express the sentiments of scientific

apiarians in general, ami of the bee-lovir.g readers of this

Journal in particular, when I say that we all owe Mr. Wood-
bury a debt of gratitude for the successful efforts which he has

made in importing from other countries, and thus bringing us

into personal acquaintance with, two of the most interesting

varieties of the genus Apis ; Apis ligustica being imported into

England from Switzerland in the autumn of 1S59, and Apis
fasciata from Germany, in July, 1865.

These are important events in apiculture, and while they

show an amount of enthusiasm, energy, and enterprise hitherto

unsurpassed by any apiarian in this country, they are alone

sufficient, I think, to immortalise the name of " A Devonshire
Bee-keeper," and deservedly secure for him a permanent
nicho in the apiarian " Temple of Fame."
In the spring of 1860 I had the pleasure, I believe, of first

announcing in Scotland, by a newspaper paragraph, the intro-

duction into England of Apis ligustica ; and in 1866, by a strange

coincidence, I have been privileged to introduce the first Apis
fasciata into ancient Caledonia, and the first imported Egyptian
queen, after a short sojourn in Exeter, to the far-north de-

nizens of modern Athens.
To the very interesting series of articles on Apis fasciata

which have appeared in this Journal, it may appear a work of

supererogation for me to add anything. A wish having been
expressed, however, to this effect, I am very happy to comply
with it, although from my limited experience I can as yet form
no decided opinion as to its real value either as a swarming or

a honey,-gathering bee—two points as to which many, no doubt,
will be desirous of information.
Upon the 22nd of May last, a communication was sent to me

from Mr. Woodbury, to the effect, that as he could not attend

to the propagation of both the Egyptians and Italians, and as

the former turned out decidedly more irascible than the latter,

he had made up his mind to " stick to his old love," and ac-

cordingly offered the stock to me. This communication, I con-

fess, took me somewhat by surprise, and I was struck with the
strange resolve. What can be the matter ? " Decidedly more
irascible." A rather ominous character, no doubt. But Apis
mellifica has been described as more irascible than Apis ligus-

tica, and, therefore, Apis fasciata might, I thought, just be on a

par in this respect with the former. Besides, Dr. A. Gerstaeker
describes Apis fasciata as " the most valuable form for Europe,
partly on account of their beauty, and partly of their un-

willingness to use their stings, which is common to all African
bees." I thought no more of the matter, therefore, and on the
morning of the 7th of June the interesting foreigners arrived
at my house, per rail from Exeter. With screwdriver and
chisel in hand, I immediately went to work to set free the im-
prisoned captives, and to examine thoir condition, and undo
tho various fastenings ; and then it was for the first time that
the Egyptian, alias the Holy Land bee, appeared before me. I
could not but admire its agile little form, with its light pu-
bescence, and its distinctly-marked zebra-like abdominal bands
of bron/.y yellow and silvery white—well termed Apis fasciata.

A few minutes' admiration over, I then proceeded with un-
covered hands, as usual, to lift out the frames. Drawn lances
glistened in hundreds, and for the first time I was wounded by
an Egyptian. Thistles and thorns must be handled cautiously,

however, and I proceeded to act accordingly. The immense
number of drones adhering to each frame astonished me. A
drone-breeding queen here, verily ! What gaudy fellows to bo
sure, beautifully marked and banded—the Italians cannot com-
pare with them—silvery white, and golden yellow—meet in-

habitants truly of a tropical clime ! But where is her Egyp-
tian majesty ? Oh, there she is, gay and graceful like her pro-
totype Cleopatra of old, sparkling in all the radiance, and
adorned with all the lustre of eastern royalty. Yes ; safe and
unscathed fortunately, amid the sad havoc among her female
subjects, which now unveils itself, caused by a too crowded
captivity during an extra long journey in the heat of summer.
Prodigious havoc, truly. Full five thousand workers dead and
dying lay piled above each other on the floor-board, a sad
sight, and sadly to be regretted. Removing these, cleaning the
interior, and putting all right, I replaced the frames, and trans-

ferred the colony forthwith to my apiary.

Four thousand of these dead bees I weighed, and found them
only 8} ozs. ; each thousand thus weighing over 2 ozs.

For some days after I placed the hive in my apiary little

work was done, and I had reason to know subsequently that
few eggs had been deposited. The loss of so great a number of

bees operated as a great check, and partially paralysed both
workers and queen. The drones, not one of which perished by
the way, alone seemed to enjoy both the catastrophe and
change, reeling each day at noon in thousands, choking the
very entrance almost with their numbers, and making such a
noise, as they danced about the hive, as literally to awe the
inmates of neighbouring stocks. The loss of so many workers
was, as I stated, a sore discouragement, and, consequently,
some little time elapsed ere the colony recruited, and my plans
regarding it were thus in some measure altered. All the combs,
I was informed by Mr. Woodbury, were constructed either by
A. ligustica or A. mellifica, so that the Egyptians reared in
them were as yet abnormally large. It was my intention,

therefore, to drive the bees, and use the combs for queen-
rearing purposes. In this way the cells formed in the new
domicile would approximate more nearly to the normal standard
to which subsequent shiftiugs would ultimately bring them,
" the cells of the Egyptian bees (according to Herr Vogel)
being one-tenth narrower than the cells of our northern bee,

so that ten Egyptian cells, including the partition walls, are
equal in width to nine cells of our bees." The immense loss

sustained in bees during the transit, however, caused me to

alter my intentions, and I resolved simply to confine myself to

the rearing of a few queens. Some interesting phenomena
niati i lasted themselves in the course of my proceedings, a nar-
ration of which, however, with other details, I must reserve
for another communication.—J. Lowe.

In reply to Mr. Woodbury's challenge. I may say, like Can-
ning's knife-grinder, " Story ! Bless you, sir, I have none
to tell

!

" Or, at least, it is only the echo of the story told by
Mr. Woodbury himself, and which, after the manner of echoes,

is sure to sound very feeble after the vigorous original.

However, on the 27th of last April I received a small box
containing the population of one of Mr. Woodbury's hives, but
too late to do anything with it that night. Early the next
morning I furnished a five-frame box with two full combs of

brood, and three empty combs, and then, placing the box over
tho opening in the top, I had the satisfaction of seeing the bees

I in a few minutes, and appear at the entrance, the satis-

lied murmur within showing that all was right. Indeed, within
half an hour they were carrying out particles of broken comb,
and were evidently setting their new house in order. 'I hey
were so subdued by the journey, that the night before I thought
them the gentlest and most docile little creatures to be found
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of worker comb, and the ccmmunicatiou opened. The bees

poured into it in a sort of jet, rather than the steady over-

flowing characteristic of the blacks. They whirled swiftly

round and round, striking against the comb with such force

that though supported by a stout splint run through its length,

it almost immediately broke away. Next day, finding the glass

empty, it was removed, and another substituted, well covered,

as in the former case, to exclude the light—again, a rash oi

angry bees, but this time the comb was smaller and tougher,

and it withstood the first assault. On examination the day

following, the bees were hard at work, and two more glasses

were put on. These three glasses were two-thirds filled with

comb, or more, and one of them half filled v.ith honey in the

course of three weeks, though dnring that time scarcely any

progress was made by my other stocks, the supply of honey

being prematurely cut short.—F. H. West.

EXCHANGE OF QUEENS.
I am glad to say that aLigurian queen sent me by Mr. 'Wood-

bury has been successfully joined to a black stock, but at a

heavy loss in population. I removed the black queen with the

comb on which she was, on the Friday morning, and suspended

the box containing the Ligurian queen within the hive. The

commotion in about half an hour was extraordinary, the bees

hanging out on the landing-board, and in front of the hive, as

densely as if waiting to swarm. After several hours of vain

search they fell into that depressed listless state which in-

dicates despair, and numbers dropped on the ground, crawling

about there, and, doubtless, perishing. This continued for

three days, and was, doubtless, aggravated by there being no

brood in the hive.—W.

anywhere. Nothing occurred to interfere with this opinion for

some days, but they soon showed unusual keenness on being

approached too closely. Meanwhile the rate at which they

worked, and the masses of pollen they brought in, gave me the

highest opinion of their value.

On the 24th of May the hive was opened to note progress.

It was very populous, and the combs were completely filled with

eggs and brood. I removed one comb to form a nucleus, in-

tending, also, with the addition of other combs, to transfer the

whole to a large hive ; but this was reckoning without my
host, for after the first few moments of consternation on the

sudden removal of the top, the bees attacked me like ten

thousand furies. Notwithstanding the smallness of the hive

their number seemed countless, and their rage implacable.

After inserting an empty comb in place of the one removed,

and shutting hastily up, I beat a retreat, followed by a cloud

of the little wretches, who would not be got rid of. It may be

as well to state here, that the brood-comb, swept clear of bees, was

immediately placed between two empty ones in a nucleus-box,

and for the present placed on the stand of a populous black

hive ; but a number of Egyptians on the wing would not be

denied the comb, and I was compelled to let them have their

way. They settled upon it again and again, and took posses-

sion of the box. On my return home at night, things remained

apparently in statu quo—that is to say, a hundred or two of

bees were the sole tenants. It had been a fatal day, however,

for this Spaitan band had held their Thermopylte against a

perfect array of blacks, who had, according to a maxim of

modern warfare, been beaten in detail, and whose corpses

covered the ground ; an example, by the way, of the disadvan-

tages of those bee-keepers who are compelled to be absent from

home all the day.

Some readers will undoubtedly say that this is a very clumsy

piece of work. So it was ; so I thought it ; but then

—

Ye gentlemen of England, who live at home at case,

Say what experience ye have had of these Egyptian bees. Bristol Pocltrt. Show.—The Committee, we are informed.

Though you be encased in armour of proof, and to all ap-
jjave established a guarantee fund against loss. The hall

pearance invulnerable, they will get at your wrists and neck; therein will be the Exhibition, is a magnificent place, built

they bounce against your soft veil like peas shot out of a pop-
; {or tne Volunteers, and fully capable of holding 1500 pens,

gun, and it is odd, if they do not plant a mark on either nose or
, T iie Committee are said to be hard workers, and determined,

chin ; they assail you by sap as well as by storm, and steal

their way by twos and threes up the covered way of your

trowsers. You may walk, or run, ' or stand still, but they are

not to be shaken off. They wait their chance with strange per-

tinacity. They persevere and calculate like sentient beings.

If you shut yourself up in a dark outhouse, they will hover

about outside for an extraordinary length of time, wailing for

your re-appearance, just as the sheriff's officer waits to pounce

upon the Hon. Seedie Flash. Having at length effected your

escape, it is only to find confusion reigning throughout the

neighbourhood, dogs howling, foaming at the mouth, tugging at

their chains, and literally half mad ; men, women, and children

alike severely stung, and all new systems of bee-keeping at a

serious discount. Mr. Woodbury's picture is no exaggeration,

and it was with a "satisfaction" not exactly "melancholy,"

that I heard of so distinguished a companion in misfortune.

It was, however, a matter of necessity to transfer the bees

to a full-sized hive, and this was shortly accomplished, though

at the cost of many stings to myself and my neighbours. They

dc not confine their attacks to'the actual intruder, whoever he

may be, but set off wildly in all directions, attacking every one

they meet, and that not with the slow and well-considered

anger of the burly black bee, who, moreover, gives fair warn-

ing, but with a swiftness of movement, and an uncontrollable

fury that makes them appear to be things that are "nae

eannny." It is, however, to be remembered, that all hybrids

are more vicious than pure breeds, and the pure Egyptian may
be more manageable. Something may also be set down to tiie

climate, which differs from their own in humidity, tempera-

ture, and, doubtless, in other important respects, and causing

proportionable changes in pasture. One can hardly imagine

that honey should be so abundant, and so easily taken through-

out Syria, Egypt, and Palestine, if it is defended as these the

nearest representatives defend their treasures here.

Nevertheless, I have formed the idea that the species is a

valuable one to the practical apiarian, though, perhaps, the

opinion is formed on too slender grounds. For the sake of my
neighbours, I refrained from intei fei iug with the stock in ques-

tion until the 29th of June, when, seeing the hive full to over-

flowing, I put on a glass, rather with the intention of affording

room Than in the expectation of any store of honey so late in

the season. The glass was furnished with a handsome piece

if possible, to make the Show a success, not only as to support,

but that there may be no complaints.

OUR LETTER BOX.

To Correspondents.—Many communications are necessarily post-

PO
Woodbbidge

X
Pour.TRT Show.—Some letters relative to this came too

1 t, tor this week's Journal. One letter Bays-"A gentleman with whom
fam acquainted sued the Secretary in the Comity Court, and was paid.

Let your correspondent, Mr.Hose.and all others take the hint. Another

letter says—" It would be well after nil that has come out. to state the

nanies of those who acted as Stewards for tfai

mittee) in voor paper. Some exhibitor, in t

brid'eare feeling that everything emanating from Woodbnd ge

c™demned. I subjoin the list on their poultry catalogue for

Chairman of Committee, Mr. J. Wright. Vice-Chairman, Mr. G. Bamus-

ter Ttewards, W. Syson, Esq., Mr. F Kent, Mr G. Kemp, Mr. B. W.

Allen Honorary Secretary. Mr. J. Dallenger, Woodhridge.

Incubator (C . S.).-We can give no other reply than .. -I week

to a sfrraia? application. Write to Mr. Brindley, Derby, and inquire ot

"Scff CncHIN-CHTNA Coce's Plumage (
T. B.).-The wing of a Cocbin-

Cjfina ,
be of the same colour as nearly as possible as the rest

of his plumage. It was one of the 1 until I of the old strains-

tor instance—that the cocks were eyen-colourcd
;

Andrews's
More recently lenicn

bird v ere shown that were perfect in colour, but such are now never

sea- A most every bird is mealy, and those that are not have dark

nearly red wings. The Buff Cochin im '

.

n. and

still dreamT should have bnt one col. ,

an 1 hack™ Vhould bo uniform. In tl,

priL taking pens of onr time would have been disqualified because the

eoeka and pullets did not match. , .

Southampton Show.-" Allow me to correct an error that arose at the
bocTH-,MiTON _m,

Light Brobmns of all ages),

true as regards the pullets, but the co< k was an old bird. The „

arose from mv omission to make a memorandum of
,
.ge fa .

at the-

wndine- the entry and my being eonsi .inently under the impression that

no pa«1euher age? bad been stated on the entrance pa Pares,

P
VARtET»"

;

rlcNN.Vo TOGETHER U Sl>ta<T.»«r,.Stoiwrt.-^he Earelnm,

ii .™«l,m» with the three larger varieties yon nam. -The
may safely rmdojj^

,yhi.'h can 1

£$3£"3£taX
U&l»» Ton seel,., and h,n directions for

i-^.e^riSs'^nirtandlrdofExeellenee
and well-known corrc-

• 'Newmarket' is glad thatMs strictures on the!

,e I,,;', ed the approval of that

Sclent of the Journal-the,

• Wrr-TsmnK
.

B*uxorhave
spondent
Booes (C.

' which vou can«#>—"The Poultry-Keeper's Mumml,"

I have-free by pi
'- " Tll€ r^ E 'v''~" which **«**"•

similarly for 1). 8 I.
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which it is to be obtained, a few notes on the cultivation of the

tree may be acceptable to those whose locality is less favourable

to its growth than that from which I write ; at the same time

I am open to correction for any inaccuracy I may fall into with

respect to the varieties or other features pointed out.

The fruit of the Plum in its wild state, like the Crab, is

not inviting, but from the habitats of the tree we may gain

some useful hints as to the most suitable soil for its growth.

The wild Plum tree presents so strong a resemblance to the

Damson, that although botanists consider them as belonging

to different species, the distinctive features are so linked toge-

ther by many intermediate varieties that the line of demar-

cation is very difficult to define. The Damson, however, has

more of the characteristics of a species, and possibly it may
have been less altered by culture than its broader-leaved con-

gener. Certain it is that its hardiness is greater than that of

any mere garden variety, and equally so the facility with which
it naturally increases itself by suckers. Some other varieties of

Plums, it is true, likewise produce numerous suckers; for

instance, a kind of Green Gage, occasionally met with as an
orchard fruit, is not unusually propagated by this means, and
the trees so raised are certainly more healthy and show fewer

Symptoms of early decay than those worked in the usual way,

and possessing, as they do, all the constitutional infirmities

of the parent tree of which they formed a part.

Taking for granted that the cultivated Plum owes its pa-

rentage to some of the wild varieties common in our coppices

and wastes, it would follow that hardiness must be one of its

. qualifications, and this it possesses in a considerable degree.

It is to be feared, however, that all, or a great part of all, im-
provement is not effected without some sacrifice of constitu-

tional vigour or hardiness, and the Plum seems to be no ex-

ception to this rule. Other fruits—viz., the Apple, Currant,

Gooseberry, and Strawberry, which are occasionally found in a

wild state in this country, are also apt to suffer from the vicissi-

tudes of the seasons ; but the Plum is, perhaps, the hardiest of

all
;
yet it has the disadvantage of blooming earlier than the

others, and when, consequently, more severe weather may be ex-

pected. It is also too often planted in a situation where more
delicate fruits would hardly prosper. Nevertheless, the Plum is

often a highly productive tree, and even bears good crops without
being indebted to the cultivator for any assistance for years

after it has once been established. It cannot, however, be denied
that it produces more abundantly in some localities than in

others, and such being the case, let us take a glance at the con-

ditions necessary to insure a favourable result.

Although the wild Sloe and its broader-leaved relative, to

which the Plum is said to owe its origin, are often found in

hedge rows in a stiff clayey soil, it is by no means clear that

this soil is that most suitable to them ; on the contrary, they
may also be found growing on the steep declivities of stony
banks, not of the driest class, but such as present a fair amount
of moisture without stagnation, and that which is equally im-
portant, a soil containing lime and chalk in tolerable abundance.
Under such conditions the wild Plum seems to luxuriate, and
under such the cultivated kinds also seem to thrive well

;

indeed, some of the best Plum orchards are in situations of

this kind, on a soil plentifully interspersed with stones, and
with a porous substratum which can be penetrated by the roots,

the whole partaking more or less of a chalky or limy, but not
ferruginous, character. There are, it is true, cases in which
the trees do pretty well under conditions the contrary of the

above, but I question much if the best of them can equal those
growing in positions such as described, due regard being paid
to climate and other considerations affecting vegetation of all

kinds. The character of those districts whence the largest sup-
plies are drawn for the London and other markets may, per-

haps, be taken as a sort of criterion, and I believe the soil and
position just stated will be found the best. Where there is

a choice of aspects on a range of gentle hills or undulations it

is thought that one facing the west is the best for the Plum,
as being that in which the trees are the least likely to sustain
injury from sudden gleams of sunshine after a frosty morning
in blooming time ; but they are occasionally planted in all

aspects, and often enough on a large breadth of level land.

The more common kinds of Damson are frequently planted in

positions anything but favourable to the growth of any but
the very hardiest and most robust fruit trees, and yet a con-
siderable crop is often the result.

In districts where the Plum is grown as an orchard fruit it

is usual to plant it by itself on tillage ground, or rather not to

3hk it with Apple, Pear, or Cherry trees. Small bush fruit

may be grown for a few years, but they are removed when the
legitimate occupants attain a size which indicates that all the
space is wanted. Standards G feet high are usually planted, and
tied up for one or two years, after which they are expected to

stand without assistance, and very often when the bush fruits

are removed the ground is sown with grass. The trees for some
years after planting are looked over in winter, and pruned in

a suitable manner to insure the formation of a head of the
required shape. In doing this all severe cutting is avoided,

but rampant or ill-placed shoots are either cut in or entirely

removed ; and when a favourable, dry, sunny autumn occurs,

fruit-buds will usually be set in sufficient abundance for a crop

in the following year ; if that prove a favourable one, and a
crop be secured, there is not much occasion for the knife after-

wards, as the tree becomes less vigorous in proportion as it

becomes more fruitful, and a dry hot summer has more in-

fluence in securing fertility than all the skill of the pruner. As-
suming, however, that a plantation of this kind is progressing,

nothing can well look richer than it will do at the time the

trees are in bloom, and a Plum orchard may be seen many
mile3 off, the bloom being white, and more conspicuous at a

distance than that of the Apple, and the trees remain longer

in bloom than either the Pear or Cherry. Trees of eight or

ten years old that have been planted 20 or 21 feet apart are

very attractive when in bloom, and perhaps still more so when
in fruit if the crop is good, and older trees likewise look well,

although it must be confessed that a healthy young specimen

has a better appearance, and produces better fruit than an old

one, which is not always the case with other fruits.

As with most natural productions, there are particular dis-

tricts noted for Plums ; in Scotland, the valley of the Clyde,

and in England, Cheshire are parts of the country where this

fruit is extensively grown ; such, too, is the case around London.

The counties of Herts and Bucks, I believe, each contribute

considerable supplies, and large quantities of Plums are also

produced in Kent. The crop of one grower less than a mile

from here amounts to from one to two thousand bushels in

favourable seasons, and some others grow Plums more exten-

sively ; nevertheless, this fruit is not the staple product of the

district, and I do not know of any plantation exceeding ten

acres within a radius of five miles, but there are plenty of

examples of good cultivation, and sufficiently extensive to re-

port upon. There also appears to be a disposition to increase

the growth of Plums rather than that of Apples and Pears, so it

is possible that in a few years the district will be more famous

for its Plums than at present.

I will now offer a few notes on the kinds mostly grown as

orchard fruits, and which are the following :

—

Royal Dauphine. A useful Plum ; tree a great bearer, and

generally considered hardy.

Diamond. This, I believe, is not much known elsewhere, it

having been raised in the district. Tree a good bearer, and

the fruit by no means indifferent for table.

Prince of Wales. Great bearer. A good market Plum.

Orleans. Two varieties, one earlier than the other ; both

good, and extensively grown.

Mogul. Not so popular as it was a dozen years ago, being

less certain than some others.

De la Sue. A good kitchen Plum. The tree attains a good

size, and several bushels have been gathered from one specimen.

Magnum Bonum, Yellow and Red, the latter the better

bearer of the two, but neither so extensively grown as some

others.

Reine Claude de Bavay. I believe this is often grown as a

Green Gage under a local name.
Goliath. More frequently grown on walls than on standards,

and inferior to the Red Magnum Bonum for that purpose.

Early Harvest. A small early Plum. Name local.

Green Gage. Several varieties, some questionable as to

name, the most healthy-growing trees being seldom of the

right sort.

Golden Drop. Not much grown in this locality.

Washington. A fine Plum, deservedly esteemed, but not so

good a bearer as some others.

Victoria. A good bearer ; useful fruit.

Pond's Seedling. Not much grown, but promises well.

Damsons. One called the Prolific is most in repute ;
it is said

to be of local origin, and is frequently named after the raiser.

It is medium-sized, not so large as the Shropshire Damson, but

an excellent bearer. Many trees are planted in hedge rows, or

by the sides of plantations in exposed places.

Besides the above varieties there are others cultivated more
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or less extensively, each grower having favourites of his own
;

while all aro in some degree influenced by the demand of the

public, who are attached to a few names, and who regard inno-

vation with suspicion.—J. Bouson.

VENTILATION.
A shout time ago Mr. Bithaut called our attention to the

evils of cold draughts in houses
;
yet orchard-houses are built

with an express provision for the admission of such draughts,

and on the ground that the ventilation is thus rendered moro
complete, and the air, reaching the under surface of the leaves,

makes the rod spider uncomfortable. I observe, however, that

narrow orchard-houses are now giving way to broad ones, and

it is possible that tho superiority of the latter may arise as

much from the comparative absence of draughts as from their

greater immunity from frost.

I havo built my orchard-houses as I was told, but long be-

fore these structures were thought of I built myself an uuheated

vinery upon the reverse principle—namely, giving air at tho

top only. My idea was that the cold external air while descend-

ing was met by the warm ascending current, that it fell to the

floor with its chill off, and then slowly rose among the foliage.

The success of this vinery has been remarkable. There is no
front ventilation whatever except a few air-bricks in the front

wall, which are stuffed up with hay till the Grapes begin to

ripen, when the hay is removed, and a current allowed to pass

through the house day and night. Possibly Peaches might not

thrive under such treatment, but Vines certainly do.—G. S.

THE NEW ROSES.
I have already, in giving a short account of an afternoon at

Vitry, said something about M. Eugene Verdier's new Roses
;

and although I cannot positively pronounce on more than one
or two of them, I would not set this down as condemnatory of

the remainder. In looking over a very large number of flowers

of any sort one is apt to become bewildered, especially if the

time for doing so be short; and as I have explained, owing to

a misapprehension I had but little time, nor had I the advan-

tage of M. Eugene Verdier's company in seeing his Roses. I

therefore give now my opinion of the ten with this reservation.

Hia own description, excepting that of the foliage, which has

very little interest for us, iB first given, and then, as before,

my own judgment.
11. Comte Litta.—Flowers large, full, well formed; petals

elegantly waved, very large, a magnificent velvety colour, fiery

red, indescribable purple, and edged with violet. An extra

variety.

12. Jules Calot.—Flowers not very large, blooming in clusters

of from ten to fifteen, full, very well formed, and holding

themselves well, beautiful carmine red, strongly bordered with
blush. A very pretty variety.

13. Madame George Paul.—Flowers large, full, imbricated,

well formed, large round petals, beautiful shaded lively rose,

strongly shaded with a whitish border at the outer edge. A
superb variety.

14. Madame la Baronne Haussmann.—Flowers not very large,

in clusters of from three to eight, full, well formed, beautiful

lively carmine red. Very good variety.

15. Madame la Baromie Maurice de Graviers (!) Flowers not
very large (they ought to be with such a name), blooming in

clusters of from three to eight, well formed, and holding them-
selves well, beautiful cherry red shaded with rose and carmine

;

reverse of petals blush. A remarkable variety.

16. Madame la Comtesse de Turcnne.—Very vigorous. Flowers
large, full, flat, imbricated, in clusters of from three to six,

delicate flesh colour, with bright centre.

17. Mademoiselle Annie Wood.—Plant vigorous. Flowers
large, very full, perfectly imbricated, beautiful clear red. An
unexceptionable variety.

18. Mademoiselle Eleanor Grier.—Piant vigorous. Flower
largo, full, of perfect form, and holding itself well, beautiful
shaded lively rose. A very remarkable variety, reminding one
of the most beautiful Provence Roses.

_
19. Napoleon III.—Plant vigorous. Flowers large, blooming

in clusters of from three to six> full ; magnificent and unique
in colour, of two different and perfectly distinct colours—very
lively scarlet, and shaded slaty violet. An extra variety of the
very first order, and of an incomparable effect.

20. Velours Pourpre.—Plant vigorous. Flowers medium siae,

blooming in clusters of three to six, full, lively velvety crimson,
heightened with shaded brown, scarlet, and violet. A very
pretty variety.

This seems, and is, a large number to bo let out by one
raiser, especially as they aro all his own raising ; but in looking

at our Rose lists it cannot be denied that wo owo a great many
of our really good Roses to M. Eugene Verdier. Not to go
beyond last year, I find th.il uraily nil 11 iowi . even those
who keep their lists most select, have placed in them Charles
Ronillard, Marguerite Dombrain, and Jean Lambert, while

others speak very highly of Fisher Holmes, Alba Mutabilis,

and Princo de Porcia ; and thus out of his ten of last year

there are six which promise well. I have no hesitation in

saying that I regard Napoleon III. as the very brightest RoBe
in cultivation. I saw it amongst a multitude of other bright-

coloured flowers, and it immediately attracted my notice by the

intensity of its scarlet colour. Comte Litta I also consider as

good. The same may be said of Mademoiselle Annie Wood ; .

but unquestionably the best is Napoleon III. It and Antoine
Ducher I considered to be the best two Roses I saw on the

Continent. Next week I hope to take up those flowers which.

I have not seen, and in which we must be guided by other

evidence.—D., Deal.

GROWING STRAWBERRIES FOR PROFIT.
There is a dispute between two market gardeners about

growing Strawberries to the best advantage for market, and we
thought that we could not appeal to a better referee than you.

No doubt there are many ways of growing them, all turning out

pretty well, and every person thinks his way the best ; but at

the same time there must be a rule for this as well as for other

things.

I am very sorry to see but very little from the hard-working
market gardener. He seems to work from morning to night,

and nover think3 of looking at a book or paper to see hovr

things have altered since he wa3 a boy. How many a hard

day's work could he lighten, how much more money could he
save, by expending a little to have some new sorts of things to-

bring him in about four times as much as the old ! Take for

example the Strawberry. Look at tho old Black Prince and
the old Carolinas ; compare them with such as Frogmore Pine,

Sir Harry, Myatt's Eleanor, or Eliza, or any such sorts. Put
the old Black Currants against the new, say the old Black

Dutch against the Black Naples ; and in Gooseberries it is the

same, to say nothing about Pears and Apples, and many other

things.

But the old stagers say, " We have had them many years,

and have done very well, and it 's not worth while to change I"

That stand-still system will not do for us youngsters. We
can see the difference, and now we come to ask you to decide.

My plan is, first to find out the best croppers and those that

will bear travelling, for that is a great point for the grower as

well as for the buyer. I have seen two sorts put together after

they had come twenty miles, and have made from id. to 6d~

per quart more of them. Alice Maude and Myatt's Eleanor

are the best that I havo had yet, one for early and the other

for late supply.

And now about growing them. We always like to have our

ground trenched twelve or eighteen months before planting,

applying plenty of good rotten cowdung, and we do not put in

too heavy crops before we plant the Strawberries, but always give

plenty of dressing with them. Our last crop before planting

them consists of early Potatoes, and we dig these up as soon

as the Strawberry plants are large enough to put out, which is

about July. We put early ones in beds, three rows in a bed,

and two-feet walks between the beds. We let this plantation

remain for three years, and then we dig out the middle of the

beds, and line the plants in rows with a good coat of dressing.

We thus get them to give good crops for two or three years longer.

We also plant some in early borders pretty thickly just for one

year ; we find this succeed, as the plants do not consume the

dressing from tho fruit trees. We obtain a crop between the

planting every year for our late ones. If our ground is wet

and heavy we plant them on ridges, just the same as for Man-
gold WurtzeL. * We find that the large sorts require it to get

plenty of sun and air, otherwise they rot. If the ground is

light we put them in in rows 2J feet apart, and 1 foot between

the plants in the row.

And now for the other plan. So far as I know it is »j»
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birds and thrushes to grow Gooseberries on a trellis ; if a

double trellis, with a lew inches interval, all the better, as the
same net thus does double duty. For the single trellis, iron
sheep-hurdles answer well. My plants are 2 feet apart, and
trained upright ; old wood cut out from time to time. This
upright training is awkward with spreading and pendulous
varieties, as Warrington and Hedgehog. Perhaps an angle of
45° would be a fair compromise between these and the up-
right varieties, such as the Red Champagne. I think it de-

sirable to have the early sorts by themselves, so that the net
can be removed directly they are over, and not allowed to remain
and rot while the later varieties are coming in.—G. S.

THE CULTIVATION OF PASSIFLORA
LAURLFOLLY OFc WATER LEMON.

As this fruit is becoming popular, and I have grown it very
successfully, perhaps a few remarks concerning its culture
will be interesting to your readers.

Supposing that you have a plant well established in a six-

inch pot, say in January, shift it at once into a 12-inch pot,
and place it in a stove where there is a bottom heat of 80° and
a top heat of 65

s
. If all go on favourably the plant will be

well established by March, and then comes the final shift,

which must be into a box or tub 3 feet in diameter, 2 feet

6 inches deep, and provided with good drainage ; or, still

better, into a bed suited for Pines. The soil which I find best
is good turfy loam, rough peat, and silver sand in equal parts.

Train the branches upwards to the roof, along the lightest part
of it, and as near the glass as practicable. Let the laterals

hang down from the roof, and they will grow and produce flowers
very freely by July. These must be impregnated with the
pollen of Passiflora ca?rulea, or some other common kind, as
their own will not fertilise. The plant will require abundance
of water at the root, and if this be supplied the fruit will swell
very rapidly and be ripe in about six weeks.
The fruit has a very pretty appearance, being abont the size

of a hen's egg, and in colour of a bright yellow. Of the
flavour I cannot say much, as it is rather inferior, like that
of most other tropical fruits. The plant will continue fruiting
until December, when it should be kept rather dry at the root,

and in the temperature of a Pine-stove. About the first week
in March give a good watering at the root, which will excite

the plant into growth again, and the flowers will soon appear
and continue aD the summer.

I consider Passiflora laurifolia one of the easiest fruits to

cultivate.—A. B.

all, the variegated Polemoninm caruleum ? and I hear of other
hardy subjects that must in the nature of things be one dav
largely used.—D. Thomson, Areherfield Garden*.

VIOLA CORNUTA.
Your correspondent, Mr. Bennett, may rest assured that what

Mr. Wills has said about the varieties of this plant is quite

correct. There are two varieties here, and so very distinct are

they that the one is perfectly useless, while the other is first-

rate.

The inferior variety is a procumbent grower, yielding a very
small amount of flower. The other is an upright grower, and
flowers very profusely. In shape, colour, and size of individual

blooms the two are very much alike.

As this is a plant that is likely to be much sought after, it is

important that this great difference in point of usefulness
should be impressed, and, therefore, I thus corroborate what
Mr. Wills has said.

From my experience last year, I question very much if this

fine bedding plant will come quite true from seed. On this sub-
ject, however, I cannot speak with confidence ; and as it would
be an important point for the public to have decided, it would
be well that those who have decisive experience to record should
do so. I do not remember whether Mr. Wills touched on this

point.

I think every encouragement should be given to hardy plants
that are suitable for bedding-purposes ; and we may hope for

something more from Violas. What can be more gorgeous
than the Cliveden Yellow and Blue Pansies ? and with me they
flower nearly the whole year. A row of the splendid Yellow
has at present more bloom on it than anything in the garden,
excepting Tagetes signata pumila, which is a wonderful plant
for profuse and long-sustained blooming. Hardy plants suit-

able for grouping are cropping up fast. What can be more
effective in its way than the variegated Dactylis, and, most of

I was much surprised to see Mr. Findlay's remarks ou the
above (see page 314). Whatever may be the difference between
the Violas I am not in a position to say, but I am certain
that if Mr. Findlay could manage the one grown in this part
as well as they manage it at Osberton, he would at once retract
his remark, that the only one that will give satisfaction is that
grown at Huntroyde Park.

This I consider a great mistake, for the Viola grown in this
neighbourhood has been admired very much during the present
season ; indeed, few flowera surpass it when well done.—J. M.,
Worktop.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Weeklv Show, A id.—Prizes were offered for the best

collection of vegetables, of which Mr. Earley, of Digswell, sent a
very nice collection, and he received the tirst prize. Mr. Yonng, of
Highgate, was second ; and Mr. Brown, gardener to R. H. Wyatt,
Esq., Wandsworth Lodge, Upper Tooting, third. There were also
several good exhibitions of fruit in the Miscellaneous class, of which
the best were the Apples and Pears sent by Mr. Dixon, gardener to
Lady Holland. Holland House. Kensington. Mr. Young, who sent a
large collection of Apples and Pears, also received an extra prize, as
did Mr. Earley, of Digswell. and Mr. Brown, gardenerto R. H. YVyatt,

Esq. Mr. John Stevens. Malvern Hall, Sohihull, received an extra
prize for two handsome Pine Apples. A prize was also offered for a
collection of six Pompone Chrysanthemums, which was awarded to

Mr. Forsyth, of Stoke Newington, for very handsome specimens. Mr.
Forsyth also received a prize for six handsome standards. Mr. Yonng
received an extra prize for six Heaths. Mr. Earley had a similar

award for six hardy Ferns. Mr. B. Porter, gardener to Hon. A. F.
Ashley, Copt Hall. Epping, received a second prize for twelve cut

blooms of Chrysanthemums : and Mr. F. C. Dickens, Vine Cottage,

Flood Street, Chelsea, received an extra prize for six cut blooms.
Mr. Earley also received an extra prize for a very nice tray of cut
flowers.

GROWING CUCUMBERS FOR EXHIBITION.
Will you state which are the best kinds of Cucumbers for

exhibition, and also in judging Cucumbers what are the prin-

cipal points to look to ? I see that some judges like very large

fruit, others award the prizes to small kinds ; but I like a
kind about 9 inches long, and when sliced up not to exceed the
size of half-a-crown.—R. Hawkins.

[Butler's Empress Eugenie is a good White-spine Cucumber,
and Butler's Perfection is a good Black-spined variety, that

will range from 18 to 24 inches in length. Conqueror of the
West, Munro's Babley. Telegraph, Volunteer, and many more
are very suitable for growing for exhibition, as a good length

can be obtained with a small diameter, and with freshness and
crispness. Short kinds of from 8 to 12 inches long are Ayres's

Prolific Black Spine, Cuthill's Black Spine, Weedon's Black
Spine, Sion House Improved, the last white-spined, or smooth.
We have no fault to find with your taste in preferring fruit

about 9 inches long, and when sliced up not exceeding the
diameter of half-a-crown. At such a length we would prefer

them not so thick. In fact, the long sorts will eat all the

better if not thicker than the diameter of half-a-crown, even

though they be 2 feet long. Youth and fresh crispness are

the great qualities wanted in a Cucumber which is to go to table,

and except in the long kinds you are much more likely to

obtain these requisites in fruit from 9 to 12 inches long than

in those of more than double that length. You will, however,

have no chance of taking a prize with a brace of Cucumbers,

each of 9 inches in length, if they compete with those of 18 inches

or more in length, unless, as often shown, these long ones are

too old or have been too long cut ; and the practised eye can

see that at once without taking them up and proving them to

be old and limp instead of fresh, brittle, and crisp. With
more thought we might modify a little some of the following

points in judging ; but if much out of the way, some of our

readers will perhaps correct them, or at least give an opinion.

1. The first essential is that the brace of Cucumbers be

young, fresh, and green.

2. Both the Cucumbers forming the brace should be straight,

and the one a counterpart of the other in thickness and length.

3. Though young and crisp, the fruit should be sufficiently

grown to be free of anything like deep sutures along the sides,
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as tliese involve as much loss in preparing for table as deep-
eyed Potatoes.

4. The shorter the shoulder of the Cucumber and tho more
distinct it is the better—that is, no blending of the shoulder
with the general length of the Cucumber, but that general
length or gun-barrel part should start with au abrupt round-
ness at once from the shoulder, and proceed with the same
diameter until it ends as abruptly at tho point.

5. It is well that the point should be quite green, and if the
blossom be attached to it all the better. If the bloom on the
Cucumbers is fresh from end to end an extra point will be
gained.

6. As respects proportion, nine diameters used to be con-
sidered a good proportional length ; and hence a well-grown
symmetrical brace, '.i inches in length and 1 inch in diameter,
will have many admirers besides our correspondent. We would
prefer that for longer Cucumbers the diameter should be a
little less proportionally—that is, a little less than 2 inches for

IS inches in length.

7. We have kept length to the last, bat it will ever form a
favourable item in judging when united with freshness and
symmetry. Shorter fruit will beat long only when more fresh,

more symmetrical, covered with richer bloom, Are.

There is, however, many a nice crisp Cucumber for nse that
may have a long tapering shoulder, be slightly crooked instead
of straight, have no blossom at its point, and be deficient in
the rich greyish hloom over its shining green coat ; but then
no one would think of showing these on an exhibition table.]

WALTON'S NURSERIES,
Edcik Em>. m.ap. BrEM.r.Y, Lancashire.

Tht.se nurseries are situated on the side of a very bleak
hi ll , about three miles from Burnley, and the nearest railway
station is Brierfield on the East Lancashire and Yorkshire
Railway. The traveller, after alighting at the Brierfield station,

has to climb a long and rugged hill before he reaches Mr.
Walton's nurseries, and there is but little to attract his atten-
tion on the way. The scene is very cheerless, for not a vestige
of healthy vegetation is there to be seen, except the grass,
which appears to grow very luxuriantly ; the smoke from the
numerous manufactories does not appear to injure its growth
in tho slightest degree. It is certainly the last place in the
world where I should have ever dreamt of establishing a
nursery. Mr. Walton must have had an undaunted spirit

and indomitable resolution when he first made up his mind
to start a nursery business on such a cheerless and desolate
spot. He could see nothing before him but weary hours of
ceaseless toil, for he had not at that time a large sum at his
banker's—less than i.''20 he told me was all he had to start with.
He no doubt consoled himself with the idea that he had not
much to lose. Large houses now well filled with Orchids.
Camellias, Azaleas, Hoses, Pelargoniums, stove plants, fcc,
show that his untiring zeal has been crowned with success.
The lesson all should learn from his success is " Xi! desptran-

and however great the difficulties they may see before
them, all should take a lesson from Napoleon, who, when one
of his generals made use of the word " impossible " in his
presence, said, " Impossible is a word only to be found in the
dictionary of fools."

The first house which I entered was devoted to the growth
of Camellias ; these were in a free and vigorous state of
growth, remarkably clean, and handsome. Another house con-
tained some thousands of young plants, which had only been
worked last spring ; these were growing very rapidly, and
gave promise of soon becoming good saleable plants." It is

astonishing how soon Camellias may be brought into a flower-
ing state after grafting if they are properly treated. As soon
as the graft has taken and has made a little growth, the points
of the shoots are pinched out ; this causes the plants to grow
very compact, a habit which they will always retain. The
great fault of imported plants is that they are generally very
leggy. I noticed a large number of fine saleable plants of the
following new and beautiful varieties—viz., Bicolor de la Reine,
Clementina Magnani, Comte de Gomer, Lavinia Maggi, Countess
of Derby, Cup of Beauty, Emilia Bandieri, Jenny Lind, Laura,
Princess Frederick William, Queen of Beauties, and a host of
others too numerous to mention.
What astonished me most was the magnificent collection of

Indian Azaleas. There are several houses full of these, and
they are certainly the finest stock of young plants I have ever

seen. Mr. Walton and his clever propagator appear to possess
a particular mode of their own in propagating and managing
Azaleas ; they seem to propagate them almost as easily a3 a
Verbena. I was quite astonished to see a fine stock of several
hundred plants of the new hybrid Azalea, referred to in The
Journal or Hor.Tici-i.Tnu: of February :27th, page 190. When
the plant was brought to me it was not more than a foot high ;

it was in a four-inch pot. It is certainly tho most beautiful
Azalea I have ever seen; it is named Walton's l,)ueen of the
North.

The stock used for working the Azaleas on is the old Alba
magna ; this Mr. Walton considers the best. I noticed scores
of cutting-pans full of this for stocks ; and as soon as the cut-
tings are rooted they are potted off into small thumb pots, kept
in a brisk heat, and when they have taken hold of the new
soil they are fit for grafting. Mr. Walton uses the smallest
tops of the new varieties for grafts. These are worked on
the small delicate plants, merely fastened with a small piece
of matting, and in a week or so the union is complete. The
plants are then placed in a position where they can have the
benefit of a brisk heat, with a nice humid atmosphere, and they
seem to grow with astonishing rapidity. The fine stock of the
new hybrid Azalea mentioned above was worked in this way.
The plants are now on clean stems, 8 or 10 inches high,
with beautifully compact heads, and are the prettiest lot I ever
saw. The point of the graft is taken off as in the case of
the Camellias, as soon as the union is complete; the graft
then throws out three or four side shoots, and these, as soon
as they have made eight or ten leaves, are stopped again ; the
process is repeated as soon as the third set of shoots has
grown sufficiently long to bear decapitating. This is how Mr.
Walton has worked up such a stock of the above variety in so
short a time, and not a single top has been wasted. I also
noticed large numbers of other new kinds of Azaleas, which
had been grown on in a similar way. This house was so inter-

esting, every plant being a model of symmetry and beauty,
that I could not refrain from going into it again before leav-
ing the nursery, to take a last look at the plants. I have
seldom seen a sight that pleased me more ; there was so much
to interest me in examining the different stages cf growth,
first from the cutting, after this the fresh-grafted tiny plants,
then the well-formed head, in many instances covered with
prominent buds, which give promise of their coming beauty.
I was also very much gratified by the kind and free manner
in which Mr. Walton's propagator explained the different pro-
cesses of propagation and management, for propagators gene-
rally like to keep their little secrets of success to themselves,
and clothe their operations in mystery.
The following are a few of the new kinds I jotted down, all

are of beautiful habit, and are perfect models :—Beauty of
Wi iking, Comet, Excelsior, Forget-me-not, Grande Duchesse
de Bade, Imperialis, Oracle, Punctulata, Reine des Pays Bas,
Roi des Beauttis, Stella, Vesuvius. Yirginalis.

I noticed a large plant of one of the common kinds, and all

the points of the shoots had been grafted with little bits of
Stella. Some scores of grafts had been put on, and the union
in every instance was complete. By grafting large plants of
the old and worthless kinds in this way, splendid specimens
may be had in a very short time. I noticed several beautiful
white-variegated sports from Eulalie Van Geert. Xo plant has
been more improved in a short time than the Azalea. There
yet appears to be plenty of scope for improvement, and by
hybridising the choicest varieties with some of the recent
hybrid Rhododendrons many magnificent varieties might be
produced.

In the propagating-house I noticed very successful hits with
the following plants, many of them are very difficult to deal
with, showing that Mr. Walton has the right man in the right
place :—Genetyllis tulipifera, Boronia pinnata, Acrophyllum
venosum, Eurya latifolia, Franciscea Lindenii, Rogeria gra-
tissima, several of the choice Retinosporas, choice hybrid Rho-
dodendrons, Gardenia radicans variegata. Ericas, and Epacrises.
There was also a fine stock of Ericas and Epacrises in different
stages of growth looking remarkably healthy. Creeping on the
roof of a large house I noticed a large plant of the variegated
Cobaea scandens. This plant had thrown out a beautiful golden
sport which I consider very pretty and well worth distribut-
ing. The leaves have a nice bright green centre with a thick
golden margin ; in appearance the variegation is very much
like that of the golden Arabis, only the leaves are much larger
and the colours more clearly defined. I consider this superior
to the variety it has sported from.
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In another house I noticed a splendid stock of Marechal

Niel Rose on its own rootB. Upwards of a thousand plants of

this fine Rose have been propagated this spring, and a great

number of them sold. It appears to be one of the best kinds

to propagate freely. Some few weeks ago I had a large plant

of it, which was unfortunately broken over. It was cut up into

a large number of pieces, put into some cutting-pots, and
placed on a shelf in the Pine-stove, and scarcely a cutting

missed. Even the young soft pieces have struck freely.

The next house I went into was filled with Orchids in a nice,

growing, healthy condition. Amongst them I noticed some
nice masses of Phalamopsis amabilis and Schilleriana, Sacco-

labium Blumei and guttatum, and in fact there were good

free-growing plants of most of the genera to be met with in a

good collection of Orchids. In passing through this house,

which contains, I should think, £G00 or £700 worth of plants,

the thought struck me that Mr. Walton had made a good use

of the few pounds with which he first started. The next house
to this contained a very choice collection of Ferns.

I may here observe, that the most interesting and beautiful

Fern I ever saw was Asplenium fragrans, at the Liverpool

Botanic Gardens. As soon as the fronds were touched they

threw off a grateful perfume, the same pleasing sweetness

produced by the Grape Vine when in bloom.
The next house I entered was well filled with a miscellaneous

collection of stove plants in good condition. There was a nice

stock of Cissus amazonica. This is an exceedingly pretty

stove creeper, having beautiful, shining, lance-shaped foliage,

very similar in appearance and colour to Caladium Veitchii.

The leaves are about 3 inches long and 1 inch in breadth at

the widest part ; the plant grows very rapidly, and is a very

nice addition to our stove climbers. Thunbergia fragrans was
also very pretty. This, I think, is likely to prove a valuable

addition. There was also an immense stock of Dracrenas of

all the best sorts, such as Cooperi and ferrea variegata, Crotons,

and winter-flowering Begonias, as well as a fine collection of

hardy Ferns from the neighbourhood of Craven and Malham,
both famous in Lancashire for their beautiful cascades, water-

falls, and magnificent scenery.

The last houses I visited were well filled with bedding plants,

such as Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, Petunias, and Lobelias ; and
amongst the bedding Pelargoniums, Violet Hill Nosegay was
very pretty, and likely, I think, to be very useful for bedding
purposes.

I left Mr. Walton's nurseries gratified with what I had seen,

and satisfied in my own mind that he well deserves the success

which has crowned his long and anxious labours. He has now
12,000 feet of glass well stored with healthy fine plants.

—

J. Wilis.

HAYS'S PATENT CONSTANT STOVE.
So many applications are made to us for information as to

a stove not requiring a chimney, yet suitable for greenhouses

and conservatories, that we notice Mr. Hays's thus prominently.

We have invariably condemned the use of unchimneyed stoves

among plants, because, if either coke or cinders are used, these

fuels emit sulphurous acid and carburetted hydrogen in suffi-

cient quantities to injure the plants seriously. We have seen

Mr. Hays, he assures us that the peat charcoal employed for

fuel in his stove emits no other gas than carbonic acid during

its burning, and, from having to pass through some of the

same charcoal, no more than 8 per cent, of that gas escapes

into the air of the greenhouse or other structure where the

stove is placed. If this be so, then no injury would be caused

to the plants there ; but we have not tried the stove, nor

should we mention it thus prominently, if it had not been

tried and approved by Professor Pepper, and Mr. Rivers, of

Sawbridgeworth, so that it has the sanction of science as well

as sound practice.

That our readers may form a judgment upon the preten-

sions of the stove, we copy the following extracts from Mr. Hays's

prospectus :

—

" This stove is invented for the purpose of burning peat

charcoal, one of the properties of which fuel is to continue to

burn until entirely consumed, with a very small supply of

oxygen or atmospheric air ; another valuable property in peat

charcoal is that it will absorb any obnoxious gases that may
come into contact with it, and the inventor has availed himself

of this peculiarity by arranging his stove so that the whole of

the gaseous products derived from the combustion of the fuel

are caused to pass through a chamber fitted in the upper part

of the stove, containing peat charcoal ; by this arrangement
these stoves require no chimney whatever, and thus become emi-
nently portable, andsuited for greenhouses, orchard-houses," &c.

" Polytechnic Institution, London.
" I beg to report that I have tried your ' Patent Stove ' for the slow

combustion of peat charcoal, and can highly recommend it as a con-

venient and cheap means of procuring a steady, gentle heat, in halls

of houses, or greenhouses, conservatories, &c, where a forcing heat is

not required. I ground my opinion upon the following facts : Peat
charcoal from its peculiar porous nature, and also from the presence

of a minute portion of clay, has a tendency to burn (when once fairly

ignited) with the smallest supply of air that can be admitted ; in one

experiment, 5$ lbs. of the charcoal continued to bum in the stove for

thirty-six hours, the chimney being a gas-pipe of half an inch diameter.

In the second experiment, more air being admitted, the same quantity

of charcoal burnt nineteen hours, giving for the two experiments a
mean of 27$ hours.

" "With the arragement of the purifier containing peat charcoal, and
fixed on the top of the stove, the steam and some of the carbonic acid

are arrested, and the heat further economised, so that the products of

combustion leave by the small gas-pipe chimney, only a few degrees

higher than the external air. In greenhouses the temperature may
not fall sufficiently low to demand a fire for weeks ; but on the ap-

proach of a frost this ' Patent Stove ' is at once and conveniently

lighted by a spirit lamp placed in the ash-pan. and under the cage

containing the peat charcoal, thus saving the domestic trouble, and
insuring the regular lighting of the stove.

" My experiments were tried in a room very much larger than an

ordinary greenhouse, and the temperature outside being -18°, the heat

was steadily maintained at 64°, rising at one time to 66°, and even

to 68°.—J. H. Pepper, F.C.S., A.I.C.E.," &c.

" I was much gratified last spring with one of your Peat Charcoal

Stoves, which I used in my orchard-house to repel the sharp spring

frosts while the trees were in full bloom. The facility of lighting it

was most agreeable, and its slow combustion requiring no care during

the night, after being lighted in the evening, I found a great ad-

vantage ; it raised the temperature of my house so as effectually to

repel frost.

" This kind of stove requires no flue or chimney, and, being perfectly

free from any effluvia, will be found not only most useful for orchard-

houses in spring to repel frost, and in autumn, in cool climates, to

hasten the ripening of the fruit and shoots, but also for greenhouses of

moderate size, and pits where bedding plants are kept during the

winter. It is, moreover, very cleanly, the ashes being so easily re-

moved by the drawer at bottom ; in fact, it fully supplies a great want

—a cheap and efficient mode of heating without the annoyance of a flue

or chimney.

—

Thos. Rivers, Nurseries, Sm&bridgeworth, Herts.
'

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

" Fig. 1 is an elevation, and fig. 2 a vertical section.

" To Light the Stoee.—The chamber a {fio 2) should be filled-

to the level of the top of the opening or feeding-door 6, with peat

charcoal, then open the throttle valve c. The moveable pan/,

must be filled with peat charcoal, which acts as a purifier, and

arrests all the vapours and obnoxious odours which arise from

the combustion of the fuel. The fire may now be lighted by a

piece of charcoal made red hot in a fire or a small spirit lamp

in the ash-pan </, having first opened the regulating valve e ; the

flame of the lamp will ascend through the gratings and ignite

the charcoal in a few minutes, when it may be withdrawn.
" To Regulate the Temperature.—The quantity of air neces-

sary to keep up the combustion must be admitted by the re-

gulating valve e, in the ash-pan, which by being more or less

opened will determine the rate of consumption of the fuel, and,

consequently, the temperature of the stove.

. " To Replenish the Fire.—II the stove is attended to every
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twelve hours it will bo found quite sufficient to insure a regular

and constant tomperature, when the ashes should first he

shaken down into the ash-pan by agitating the trigger h, and,

after waiting a few seconds for the light ashes to settle, tho

ash-pan may ba withdrawn, emptied, and replaced; tho stove

may then be replenished with peat charcoal, which should be

put in at tho door b ; the purifying-pan should at the same
time bo replenished with fresh peat charcoal, and tho charcoal

which has done its work, thrown into the stove on tho top of

theifresh charcoal just put in, as the fire is liable to be extin-

guished if the spent charcoal is put in first. All that is re-

quired now is to let it alone for twelve hours.
" N.B.—The charcoal should be kept dry."

GROWING EARLY VARIETIES OF THE POTATO.
We find that experience in New Zealand accords with our

own in this country. The following is from a letter published

at Canterbury, New Zealand :

—

A few years ago some very large tubers of this most valuable

esculent were grown at Kaiapoi ; forty-two Potatoes at one

root, the two largest tubers being nearly 3 lbs. weight, and the

whole weight 16 lbs. I beg to send you a few samples of a

variety which I have grown this season in rather sandy soil,

twelve tubers of which weighed when dug up 14 lbs. It is a

very excellent variety, which is grown very extensively in the

Valley of the Hutt, and has found its way here.

I find that a very good rule is to plant only early varieties in

early soils, and I believe it to be a very good plan to plant late

varieties early in the season as well in sandy soil, and to plant

them pretty deeply also. I have found this practice to be very

successful.

I find, also, that to produce fine tubers like those sent, the

best way is to plant sets cut with one single eye to each, and

the result is sure to be large-sized tubers. If more eyes are

left the crop will be heavier, but not so large. I have tried

them several years planted both ways.

—

William Swale, Avon-

side Botanic Garden.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS
We are glad to find that the Royal Horticultural Society's

Exhibition at Bury St. Edmunds is likely to be held ; for when
those most pecuniarily interested in its occurrence found that

the Society were withdrawing they made a more determined

effort ; and Mr. Guy, of the " Angel " Hotel, in the " proud "

town, has offered a site free from charge near the new railway

station, and in close proximity to the Royal Agricultural

Society's showyard. Moreover, a good commencement has

been made in subscriptions to a guarantee fund.

It has been decided by the Council of the Royal

Horticultural Society that the examination of the students in

the garden at Chiswick shall take place in December next,

the particular date we hope to he able to announce in our

next. And the Council have also determined to carry out on
the same occasion that portion of the educational scheme, the

particulars of which will be found in Vol. V., page 1C2, of the
" Proceedings "—viz., " Candidates will be eligible for examina-

tion in practical gardening if they have previously obtained

certificates from the Society of Arts in botany and in flori-

culture, or in botany and fruit and vegetable culture ; and in

case they receive a certificate in either branch of practical

gardening, will have their travelling expenses paid.
" A candidate who can present a written recommendation

from any Fellow of the Royal Horticultural Society, from the

President of any Floral or Horticultural Association ac-

knowledged by the Society, or from the Director of any public

park or garden, may also be examined in practical gardening

;

but whether he obtains a certificate or not, he must himself

bear the expense of the journey."

It is important now that attention is awakened to the

economising of our coal supply, that the value of petroleum
and other mineral oils as fuel is established, and we expect

soon to see suitable furnaces arranged for their consumption
in gardening structures. Government instituted experiments
on the heating powers of petroleum, and the Standard says that,

" The engineers of the Woolwich Dockyard have returned to

the Admiralty, we hear, a statement, without comment, of what
Mr. Richardson has done, and have accompanied their state-

ment with a drawing of the apparatus by which the results

have been obtained. ' Good wine needs no bush,' and such

results as the patentee, aidod by the dockyard authorities, has

obtained need no comment. When it is known to every prac-

tical engineor that 7 J lbs. of water per 1 lb. of the best steam-

coal is the maximum quantity in ordinary practice ; that not

more than 3J lbs. to i lbs. of water aro done by common coals,

and fij lbs. is the usual rate for railway locomotives, what need

could there be to add one word of remark to a table of practical

experiments showing 13 lbs. for American rock oils, 15 lbs. to

17 lbs. for Burslem, and above IB lbs. for the Torbane Hill oil 1

" Taking the average evaporation effected by coal as 6 lbs.,

we may fairly urge that the best mineral oil, being three times

as strong as coal in the quantity of heat it generates, and

evaporating three times tho quantity of water in the same

space of time, is just as cheap as coal if it cost three times as

much to distil it from the shale as it does to get the coal out of

the earth, and convey to our furnaces. It is quite a mistake

to say that, however valuable shale may be for the production

of paraffin, it can never be a satisfactory substitute for coal.

No one ever dreams of carting shale about with its great per-

centage of earthy base, any more than bones and eoprolitea

are expected by farmers to be carted over their lands while

chemists can supply them with superphosphate of lime. What

men have been trying to do is to burn shale-oil ; to get the oil

away from the mineral base, and to have as little useless matter

to carry about as possible. What has been done at Woolwich

has been to burn such oil in a boiler- furnace practically, and

to beat coal with it. It is no use any longer to question results.

The mineral oil has been burnt for days together, just as it

might be burnt for months together, and it has raised steam

effectively, efficiently, quickly, steadily, and continuously. It

is now only a question of time how soon the world will accept

the fact, and engineers begin to employ it. Already oil-works

are dotting with numerous manufactories considerable regions

in England, Wales, and Scotland, and our shales and bitu-

minous rocks are being fast brought into commercial use.

Evident it is that great will be the future supply when oil is

admitted as the best steam fuel—a fuel that our factories will

burn day and night with only a flickering glimmer of hot air

from their chimney-tops. Ships will carry the oil in tanks,

and stow it in the bilge-ways under the lower decks, and in

otherwise useless spaces, pumping it as wanted ; all the labour

of moving coal, all the dust and dirt from coal will be avoided

and every drop of oil will be consumed, and there will be smoke-

less fires ashore and afloat. As with coals, so with oils, there

is a difference of quality, and it is not a little remarkable that

England, possessing the superior qualities of the first, should

possess also the best of the latter. While the American oils

will touch 13 lbs., nearly all the English ones exceed them, and

the Torbane Hill oil will go nearly, if not quite up to 20 lbs.

;

and here we would hint to oil-distillers that their present crude

oils and the veriest tarry refuse will have as fuel a value in the

market, for most of them will do as much as ordinary coal."

The death of Dr. Von Siebold deserves a record in our

pages, for his botanical researches yielded many additions to

our floral riches from Japan. He died at Munich, aged 71.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

The continued wet weather has completely saturated the soil,

and rendered its cultivation a matter of great difficulty. Every

gardener must be convinced, after such a season as this, of the

advantages of thorough drainage both as regards the ripening

of the wood of his fruit trees and the state of his crops in the

kitchen garden. Keep the heaps of compost well turned over,

as the time is approaching when every advantage must be

taken of frosty mornings to wheel it over the laud. As a general

rule, ground that is very deeply trenched should be manured

after the trenching, and "the manure forked in, except in the

case of fusiform-rooted plants, which will require the manure

to be trenched in deeply, and not incorporated with the surface

soil. Trenching all vacant quarters must be vigorously follow ed

up, taking care to turn in all green and decaying refuse. Broccoli,

lay down the tall-growing varieties. Cabbages, keep the fork at

work amongst the beds, and prick out all spare plants into a

reserve-bed. Controls, take up and store them, also Red Beet,

taking care not to bruise the roots. Cauliflower, continue to

store the best heads, and, if not already performed, plant out

the strongest Cauliflower plants under hand-glasses, and see

that those in frames have abundance of air. Keep the surface

stirred, and give occasional dustings with quicklime ; if there

be any plants to spare, they may be pricked in close to a south
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wall. The same remarks will apply to Bath Cos Lettuce, which
will require similar attention. Endive, it may he taken up by
the roots, and either planted in a frame, or in any shed where
protection can he afforded. Good sound heads of Bath Cos
Lettuce will also keep for a long time in this manner, or under
a frame. Make a sowing of Peas and Beans.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Proceed with former directions as regards planting out fruit

trees of all sorts. Go over Peach and Nectarine trees occasion-

ally, and brush off the leaves, which will afford the wood a

better chance of becoming properly matured. Cast an eye over
the trees in the orchard, and see if there is a necessity for a

judicious thinning-out of the branches. The excessive rains we
have had of late have rendered the operation of planting on
stiff and tenacious soils impracticable for the present—that is,

ordinary planting ; but where planting extraordinary, such as

.the removal of large trees, is to be carried into effect, that
may be proceeded with where the soil has been properly
chopped and mixed, and, of course, left on the margins of the
holes in sharp or pointed ridges to throw off the wet.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Where the land is not too wet alterations of ground and

planting should be carried on with dispatch, but on no account
attempt planting when the soil is in a state of puddle. The
drier soil is when placed round the roots of newly-planted
trees and shrubs, provided they are judiciously watered in, the
sooner they will emit fresh roots. Mulching is, however, re-

quisite to keep out frost, and earlier in the season to prevent
evaporation. As tree leaves are always in request, either as fer-

menting material or for leaf soil, they should at this season be
carefully collected. If they are required only as a manure,
they may be stored away in any by-place, and left to rot; but
if, as is generally the case, they are in demand as a cheap mode
of furnishing bottom heat to Pines, as well as for forcing dif-

ferent kinds of vegetables, some pains should be taken to keep
them dry. For this purpose they could be stacked up in some
back place, or behind the garden walls, where access can be had
to them at all times, and after allowing time for them to settle,

put on a coat of thatch to effectually secure them from rain.
By these means they will be found in a state fit for use for a
twelvemonth hence. Roll and cleanse lawns from wormcasts.
Lime water may be employed to destroy worms, if too nu-
merous. Transplant Sweet Williams and single Wallflowers
into borders, plant out bulbs, and examine those previously
Set. Mice are particularly prone to destroy them. See to even
small plants being secured against wind, for these are often
greatly injured by being blown about after planting, which a
small stake and a few minutes' work would prevent. Secure a
stock of Briars for budding upon next season. Let the roots be
well trimmed, cutting back closely the old ones ; for these,
if left, will be of little use except to furnish an endless supply
of suckers. Look over the herbaceous borders, and make any
projected alterations there, taking up and dividing any of the
coarse-growing plants that may be inclined to encroach too
much upon their neighbours. The modern system of garden-
ing is fast driving this class of plants out of cultivation ; but
many of them are really beautiful, and if they were more largely
grown our gardens would not have that naked appearance in
Spring which is too often seen. Sweep and roll grass frequently,
and keep gravel walks hard and smooth by frequent rollings.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.
Attend to the last week's directions as to guarding against

damp, giving air freely when the state of the weather admits,
and use fire heat only when it is indispensable, and then as
sparingly as may consist with safety. It will probably be
necessary to subject many plants to gentle forcing in order to
secure a constant succession of bloom for furnishing the con-
servatory, for few plants will make much progress at this
season unless encouraged with a temperature considerably
warmer than would be required to keep them in health. Where
forcing must be resorted to, exercise foresight, and endeavour
to avoid having to subject the plants to a very high tempera-
ture, which is very injurious to many things, and the. flowers
cannot be expected to last so long as if they were developed in
a temperature more suitable to the habit of the plant. Look
over the plants in the greenhouse frequently, and examine very
closely all that are liable to suffer from mildew and damp, such
as Leschenaultias, Boronias, <fec, for a short neglect will some-
times result in the disfigurement of a promising plant. The
Boronias, Leschenaultias, Gompholobiums, See., are very im-
patient of exposure to cold drying winds, and if they must be

wintered in the same house with the hardier kinds of green-
bouse plants, they should occupy a position where they willnot
be exposed to cold draughts, but air must be admitted by the
top sashes freely on fine days. Young specimens of Azaleas
which have been growing in heat had better be removed to a
cool house for a few months, which will cause them to start

more freely in spring. Keep Cinerarias and other softwooded
stock clear of the green fly, and endeavour to secure stocky
plants by affording them sufficient pot room. Cinerarias are
rather liable to be attacked by mildew at the present season,
and if this enemy make its appearance, apply sulphur im-
mediately it is perceived.

STOVE.

Now that that we have short dull days and long nights, great
care must be taken with all plants that have completed their
growth, they must be kept free from all excitement and pretty
dry at the roots. This applies to Cycnoches, Catasetums,
Phajus albus, Cyrtopodium, Peristerias, Oncidiums, and most
of the Dendrobiums. Look well to all growing plants, see that
they do not suffer from want of water, use the syringe but
partially, and look to all small plants growing on blocks or in

baskets. Repot or surface-dress all that require it and are
starting into growth. Keep the temperature of the house at from
55° to 70°, and never let the air become too dry. Of course,
all shading is discontinued, and all lights should be washed in

order that the plants may enjoy as much light as possible.

Keep a diligent look-out for all kinds of vermin, let all be neat
and clean, and arrange the plantsin the most effective order.

—

W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

The work here has been much the same as in previous
weeks. Had some refuse ashes from the mansion riddled

whilst dry to place round Celery in course of being earthed-up,

as the soil is wetter than we like it for that purpose, and we
must now be prepared for frost, which is almost sure to visit

us on clear nights and clear mornings, after such continuous
rains as that of last Tuesday. So long as the moon is on the

wane, we are also more liable to have frost in the morning
than in the evening, and this renders more protection neces-

sary at night than would otherwise be required, and especially

when, as in our own case, most of the half-hardy plants have
not yet been placed in their winter quarters.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Planting Frnit Trees.—Planted dwarf standard or pyramidal

fruit trees on raised platforms. We have no fault to find with
tall standard fruit trees for orchards, but they will soon be
banished from regular kitchen gardens. Planted in quarters

they sadly interfere with cropping and the healthy growth of

all beneath them ; and then they are difficult to manage, give

much trouble to gather the fruit from them, and are very liable

to have the fruit all blown down, this, too, being more bruised

and spoiled in kitchen and fruit gardens than when thrown
on the grass in an orchard. Nice dwarf bush or pyramidal
trees, whether in rows by the sides of the walks or in quarters

by themselves, interfere less with the general cropping, and
may be examined and the fruit gathered even by ladies and
gentlemen without any trouble, or the necessity of either shak-

ing or of using ladders.

Where there is a hungry gravelly subsoil, or a cold tenacious

clay, the trees will do better when raised on little mounds
above the surrounding level ; and if the bottom of the plat-

form is paved or concreted to prevent the roots going down,
they will be still more easily managed. The cheapest plan is

concreting after the ground is well firmed beneath, which con-

creting may be done from 3 to 4 inches thick by mixing six

parts of clean sandy gravel with one of fresh lime, using

enough of water to mix, and laying it down directly. Such a

platform should be about 5 feet in diameter and highest in the

centre, and when well set should be covered, when the trees are

planted, with from 16 to 24 inches of soil. A platform will render

root-pruning more easy, and the roots being forced at first to

take a horizontal position, will be more inclined to continue in

that direction if moisture is secured at the surface by mulch-
ing. The roots are more easily pruned round the platform.

Without such a bottom strong perpendicular roots will have to

be cut at times, and with more labour to get under the tree.

The planting on a platform some 12 or 15 incbes, when finished,

above the surrounding soil, makes that, too, more easy, as a

deep trench is not required. Heavy crops, a little root-prun-
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ing, mid snrfaee-mulehing, will generally keep bucIi trees

healthy, fertile, uml not over-luxuriant. Anything Unit inter-

feres with tin! usual crop, such as the buds being destroyed by
buds, is apt to make tbo trees too luxuriant in a subsequent

year, and consequently encourage them to make moro wood than

will bo thoroughly ripened, and in that case as much root-

pruning as will curtail the vigour will be of importance. If that

were done in September it would tell upon tho next year's crop.

If not done until now it will affect tho crop of next season but

little
;
yet it will check luxuriance, and it is better to root-

prune now than in spring, as the fresh roots will be forming

during tho winter, and therefore the check will not be unduly
felt. Just like autumn planting, autumn root-pruning is better

than spring root-pruning; but when that pruning is to tell in

the first season it should be done early, and enough to check
growth, but not to cause the leaves to flag or tho wood to

shrivel. When these signs appear the syringe and a little

shade should bo used in bright days.

Cleaning Houses.—In some wet days this has been the prin-

cipal work. Of late wo have been little troubled with insects,

but it is always best to lean to the safe side. A Peach-house
and vinery have been nearly finished for winter work. The first

proceeding is to clean the glass, and that is best done when
the sashes can be taken off—that is, if the roof is not fixed.

Owing to the wet, drizzly season, there is a great amount of

green slimy matter outside the glass, where the roofs are at all

flat, and we must clean that off as well as we can with long-

handled brooms and plenty of water. We shall not have too

much light in winter. The inside is easily cleaned when there

is room. For the glass and painted sash-bars and rafters, nothing
is better than clear warmed water, syringiug tho roof all over
first, so as to soak and loosen all green and dirty matter. A
piece of yellow soap as large as a walnut in three or four gallons

of water will do no harm, and will soften the dirt ; but more
would be apt likewise to soften the paint and the putty ; and
soft soap, iu consequence of potash forming a part of it, would
be more dangerous to the paint than common soap, which has
soda for its alkaline constituent. When the paint is old and
very hard, with a smooth surface, a little soap water will do no
harin, but when exposed to a damp, misty vapour, the soap will

be more telling.

The glass and woodwork cleaned, the next step was to clean
the primed Vines and Peaches, washing them well with soap
and water, and then syringing them all well with warm water,
as hot as it could well be put on with the syringe, and letting

the water strike against the walls of the house, shelves, stages,

&c, so as to well penetrate into every cranny. The Vines and
Peaches were then painted with a composition, of which clay,

sulphur, and a little soft soap, and lime and soot, formed the
chief parts, and we often question whether clay paint alone
would not be as good as any of our mixtures for shutting up
from the air diminutive eggs of insects which the brush and
syringe have failed to reach. Iu washing the wood, and painting
it, it is important that the brush should never turn back on the
buds, but should always go from the base to the top of the
shoots. In putting on the smothering paint, it is best to keep
tho palm of the hand below the shoot, as the brush is used with
the other hand, and as the palm of the hand will be well filled

with the paint, the whole of the lower part of the shoot will be
smeared and soaked, as well as the upper part. This, of course,
insures the one hand having plenty of the smothering paint;
but those who are precise as to what their fingers touch should
let gardening alone.

For colouring the walls, after being washed down, nothing is

better when applied yearly than fresh lime, with a portion of
lamp black or blue black mixed with it, to tone down its white-
ness a little. Our lime is not so fresh this season as we would
wish. When the fresh lime is slaked, and then made up with
hot water instead of cold, it will stick almost as firmly as paint
to a good wall that has been damped, and has become nearly dry.
We often at the putting on mix a good deal of sulphur with the
limewash, and if we do not do so, we paint the parts most ex-
posed to the sim with sulphur' paint in spring or summer, using
soft soap in the water.

Glass, rafters, trees, walls, trellises, stages, &c, being thus
cared for, then the last proceeding, if the floor is of earth, is to
scrape off a couple of inches of the surface soil, and remove it to

the burning-heap, slightly fork the surface, and water where it

is dry. Then, if we can make it convenient, we sprinkle it all

over with warm water, to destroy any stray insect's eggs or larva;

that might be left on the surface, and put on a thin covering of
dung, as spent Mushroom dung, and then an inch or two of

fresh soil, as dry as possible, as the door as well as tho shelves
will have to store many plants for a few months in winter.
Tho Fig-pit, with the trees grown in rough bush-fashion, has

been cleaned all to tho painting of tho shoots. This has not
been done for many years, but as a little scale showed this
summer we will paint the shoots in addition to washing them.
The fruit on tho trees out of doors are now over, or nearly so,
and the leaves have mostly fallen.

OI'.NAMEXTAI, IlEI'Ar.T.MENT.

As soon as houses can bo cleared, all bedding plants, except
Calceolarias, will be better for a few months in winter of being
placed where a little dry heat can be afforded as wanted.

Finished putting in Calceolaria cuttings last week in tho pit
previously described, and at present nothing can look better.
This season there was an unusual difficulty in obtaining stout,

short, firm side shoots, and we wero forced to use the points of
stronger and more succulent shoots, but we would much rather
have had the stubby side shoots if wo could havo obtained
them.—R. F.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—November 3.

Little or no alteration has taken place here during tho week, as the
supplies both of fruit and vegetables are well kept up. Potato trade
heavy with large stocks on hand. Trices about the same.

s. d. F,

Apples }$ sieve 2 to 3
Apricots doz.
Cherries lb.

Chestnuts bush. 12
Currant3 ^ sieve

Blaek do.
Figs doz.
Filberts lb. 6

Cobs lOOlbs. 6
Gooseberries . . quart
Grapes, Hothouse.. lb. 2
Lemons 100 8

Melons each
Nectarines doz.
Oranges 100 8
Peaches doz. 6
Pears (dessert) . . doz. 1

kitchen doz. 1
Pino Apples lb. 3
Plums J£ sieve 10
Quinces .... J^ sieve 5
P.aspberrics lb.

Strawberries lb.

Walnuts bush. 10

s. d. 9. d
2 6to5

12
12
3

o

VEGETABLES.

Artichokes each
Asparagus .... bundle
Beans, Broad., bushel

ScarletP.un.r sievo
Beet, Red doz.
Broccoli bundle
Brus. Sprouts J£ sieve
Cabbage doz.
Capsicums 100
Carrots bnnch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery bundle
Cucumbers each

pickling .... doz.
Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
Garlic lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish . . bundle

d. s.

2 too

3
2
4

6
6
2
1

Leek3 bnnch
Lettuce per score
Mushrooms .... pottle
Mnstd.& Cress, punnet
Onions. . doz. bunches
Parsley, .doz. bunches
Parsnips doz.
Peas per quart
Potatoes bushel

Kidney do.
Radishes doz. bunches
Rhubarb bundle
Savoys doz.
Sea-kale basket
Shallots lb.

Spinach bushel
Tomatoes. . . . per doz.
Turnips bnnch
Vegetable Marrows tiz.

d. s.

8 toO
1

6
2
O

2
9

2
3

6

3
8

2
1

4
9

6
2 6

6
3 O
1 3

3

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
William Chater, Saffron, Walden.

—

Catalogue of Hollyhocks
and Hoses.

Benjamin Whitham, Reddish Road Nurseries, Stockport.

—

Catalogue of Forest, Fruit, and Ornamental Trets, Herbaceous
and other Plants, tie.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
• ,» We request that no one will write privately to the depart-

mental writers of the "Journal of Horticulture, Cottage'
Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing they
are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. All

communications should therefore be addressed solely to
The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture, d)c, 171, Fleet
Street, London, E.G.

We also request that correspondents will not mix up on the
same sheet questions relating to Gardening and those on
Poultry and Bee subjects, if they expect to got them an-
swered promptly and conveniently, but write them on
separate communications. Also never to send more than
two or three questions at once.

N.B.—Many questions must remain unanswered until next
week.

Book OS. D. E.).—There is no such periodical. " The Garden Manual ''

can be had free by post from onr oniee if you enclose twenty postage
stamps with your address. It contains what you require.
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Qoeen Anne's Pocket Melon.—"You say that it is of flue flavour. I
have grown it for fifteen years, and find it one of the third-class kinds,
although it merits everything else that you say in its favour. I find it

very useful as a substitute for Poaches, &c. It may be grown in a
12-inch pot, and produce from twelve to twenty fruit from one plant. I
have often shown it, but never obtained a prize for it, owing to its in-
ferior flavour. It always had its share of attraction from the beauty of
its colour, and I wonder that it is not more commonly grown.

—

Robert
Hawkins." [We take this opportunity to express our regret that so
many applicants for the seed of this Melon had to be disappointed. Al-
though we sent only two to each applicant as soon as we found the
largeness of the demand, our supply was exhausted in two days, and
hundreds of letters had to be returned with no other reply than " Not a
seed left."—Eds.]
Variegated-leaved Violet (G. C.).~ We never saw a variegated-

leaved blue Russian Violet. The gentleman you name is in ill-health.

Show Gooseberries (ff. R, H.).—lied: London, Wonderful, Conquer-
ing Hero. Yellow : Criterion, Drill, Leveller. Green : General, Green
London, Thumper. White : Antagonist, King of Trumps, Snowdrift.

Hyacinth Pots.—" In reply to ' J. M.' and others, Hyacinth pots of a
veT superior description may be bought of Messrs. Adams & Co., Manu-
facturers, Shelton, Staffordshire. They are made of a much better clay
than usual, and being turned are perfectly smooth. The shape, too, is an
improvement upon the old straight-sided pot with a rim round the edge,
being made without one, and slightly flanged. Size 7| inches high by
5£ inches wide. Price, with stand, $d. each at the manufactory. They
have been generally admired, and tend to add to the effect of these
beautiful bulbs.

—

An Old Subscriber."

Planting a Like Tree Avenue (ignoramus).—Ton may safely plant
Lime trees 10 or 12 feet high, if they have been removed within the last
two years. When the trees are taken up be careful in securing all the
roots, and spread these out at their full length in replanting. Secure the
plants from being shaken by winds for the first year, by stakes or other
means. You may plant as soon as the leaf falls in autumn, and the mode
you propose will do very well—viz., allowing 100 feet between the rows,
and 35 feet from plant to plant, and as you contemplate a second row on
each side, this row may be planted as you propose in triangles of 35 feet.
If you have to select your trees from a nursery, choose 6uch as have been
standing a good distance apart, for those which are drawn up from being
toi close together are apt to become crooked when turned out into open
quarters. A distance of 100 feet is not too much for an avenue. We have
an avenue of Elm trees very similar to the one which you purpose
making; there are two rows on each side, the trees being about 30 feet
apart in the rows, and the inner rows 90 feet asunder, and their tops
have met in several places. The trees, however, are large ones, and have
grown much during the last twenty years.

Wall Peach, Apricot, and Pear Trees Meeting on a Wall (O. P.).
—The trees having covered the wall, your only plan is to keep them
closely pinched ; in spring allow the shoots to make three leaves, then
pinch out their points, taking out the point of the lateral growth when it

has made one leaf—in other words, stop all the growths that come from
the wood of previous years at the third joint, and the shoots from the
those once stopped at the first joint beyond the first stopping. This
plan will keep your trees plentifully furnished with spurs and fruit-buds,
and prevent their energies being expended on useless wood, at the same
time admitting sun and air to the fruit. Allowing the shoots to grow in
summer affords work for the knife in winter, and wastes the energies of
the trees, as the growths rob the fruit of support, light, and air, and pre-
vent the fruit-buds ripening. The more a tree grows the less it will
fruit.

Wintering Verbenas, Calceolarias, and Cinerarias (O.).—We fear
that in an unglazed pit you will not bo able to afford the plants a suffi-

cient amount of light when the weather is mild, nor when it is cold and
yet not so frosty as to render it advisable to keep the plants closely
covered up. In addition to protection from frost, they require light and
air, and that we fear you will not be able to give them, as your calico
covering is not sufficient to keep off rain, though it would answer for
protecting them from cold winds.

Hotbed Manure for Pelargoniums, &c. (J. K, £)., North of Ireland).—
Your manure three years old, taken from a Melon-bed, now bo'decayed and
dry as to be easily sifted through a fine riddle, is excellent to mix with
soil for Pelargoniums and Fuchsias. A very good compost may be formed
of equal parts of loam, leaf mould, and decayed manure, with one-sixth
sand.

Evergreens under Trees (H. A.).—We find nothing equal to Aucuba
japonica, Common Laurels, Yew, Holly, St. John's Wort, Alexandrian
Laurel, Berberis Darwinii and aqnifolium. Evergreen Privet, Laurus-
tinus. Periwinkles, and the different kinds of Iw. The last two are
excellent for surface-coveiing.

Old Plants i^ersits Cuttings of Pelargoniums (Fred).—-Old plants on
account of their size, less vigorous habit, and early flowering, are to a
certain extent preferable to cuttings, but they have not that freshness of
foliage which a young plant always possesses as compared with those
which are older; besides, an autumn-struck cutting flowers nearly as
early and as well as an old plant, and the trusses are larger.

Grass Edgings (Idem).—Your grass edging will cut clean if the walks
be kept brimful of gravel, and the edges of the grass frequently rolled, so
as to make them firm.

Plunging Hyacinths (Mem).—The Hyacinth bulbs will be much
benefited after potting by being plunged in the open ground, and covered
with cocoa-nut refuse for five or six weeks. They will do even better if
plunged in a cold frame in cocoa-nut refuse and covered with 3 inches of
the same, as then they will not be liable to be deluged with rain and to
rot at the crown.

Manuring Beds and Borders (Idem).—Now is a good time, and up to
Christma-, for applying manure, as it becomes incorporated with the soil,
and does not induce so rank a growth as if applied in spring. Another
reason is, it may be used fresher now than in spring, and the fresher it is
the more rich it will make the soil.

Compost for Neapolitan Violets £L.). — Turfy loam Sroni rotted
turves two-thirds, and leaf mould one-third, with the addition, of Qne-
sixth of bone dust, will grow them welh

Back Numbers (S. Rogers].— Yaxx. can have the Numbers published
June 28, July 26, September 27, and October 4, 1S64, if you forward
sixteen postage stamps with your address.

Imantophyllum, Agapanthcs, Belladonna and Guernsey Lilirs
done Blooming (A. C. C. if.).—Keep the first two in a greenhouse, giving
no more water in whiter than will keep the foliage from flagging. After
flowering gradually withhold water if the bloom be in autumn ; and in
spring and summer, when in active growth, keep well supplied with
moisture, the Agapanthus especially. The latter will do out of doors in
summer, and in winter with moderate protection in sheltered situations.
The Imantophyllum is a greenhouse plant, requiring a period of free
growth and a season of dryness or rest, with abundance of light and air-
The Belladonna Lilies should be kept on the shelf of a greenhouse, be under
potted, and be plentifully supplied with water when growing. Always
give as much water as to a Pelargonium, and never allow the soil to be-,
come dust dry. The Belladonna and Guernsey Lilies after blooming
may be placed at the end of a cold pit, plunging the pots in coal ashes,
and tilting the lights back and front, except when the thermometer falls
5- below freezing point ; then shut up until there be a change of weather.
Keep well watered from the end of February to the middle of May, and
then close the frame, keeping on the glass, for you cannot make the
place too hot. The best plan of all is to make a bed for the Belladonna
and Guernsey Lilies in front of a stove or greenhouse. Let it be well
drained, and deep, but with its surface above the surrounding ground
level. Plant the bulbs, early in July, 6 inches deep, and the same distance
apart, and give them a mulching of short litter in winter.

Rebting Begonia fuchsioldes (Idem).—This, like every other plant,
requires a season of rest, and that is after it has bloomed, and generally
in winter. It is not necessary to rest it like other Begonias, by which
we presume you mean keeping them dry in winter, for at that season we
grow it on for blooming in early spring. Once a-year, however, it should
have a rest for three months, withholding water when we find, growth
arrested and the leaves becoming yellow. Water may be withheld from
it to the extent of arresting growth, and yet not so as to cause the fleshy
stems to shrivel. The plant will start again from or near the surface of
the soil ; then cut away the old stems, leaving a sufficient number of the
young growths. To bloom, it requires a temperature of 55° from fire

heat, with an abundance of light, air. and moisture. When at rest a
temperature of from 45 J to 50-1 is suitable.

Lilium longiflorum (G. S.) —No good results from keeping the soil
dry when Lilies have ceased flowering, though it should be drier than
when they are growing, especially as yours are in an orchard-house
where they will not be entirely secure from frost. Keep the soil moist.
The young shoots are, as you conjecture, from the offsets, which you may
remove and pot now.

Bigarreau Cherry Unfruitful (An Inquirer).—We think if you were
to pinch in to three leaves all the wood shoots (except the leaders) which
now attain 18 inches, and continue to do so throughout the summer,
that the tree would bear plentifully. We recommend your trying thi.7>

system next year, and we think vigour will be checked. If, however,
after having done this, you find upon examination that the roots are
deep, then we would take up the tree carefully, shorten the thick roots,
and replant the tree with the roots nearer the surface, or even on the
level, covering them with 6 inches of fresh soil. You may get rid of the
caterpillars by syringing the trees with a solution of soft soap at the rate
of 2 ozs. to the gallon of water, or a syringing with clear lime water will
answer.

Sea Sand (A Subscriber).—Sea sand well washed in fresh water will do
instead of river sand to place round Hyacinth bulbs in the open air.

Grapes Shanking (A Subscriber).—We think your proposed application
of lime will be of little avail. A better plan would be to lift the Vines
now, form a concrete bottom to prevent the roots going down, and on
that place a foot of drainage ; then, elevating the border well above the
ground level, plant with the roots near the surface, mixing with the soil

one part in four of old mortar rubbish. A covering of leaves or litter

18 inches thick placed on the border would do good, and by creating a

gentle heat would promote root-action. If you use the lime, one cartload
will be sufficient for the border.

Myrtles infested with Thrips (South Devon).—The sprig of Myrtle
sent has been made white by thrips. Your remedy is to syringe the
plants forcibly with soft soap dissolved in water at the rate of 2 ozs. to
the gallon, applying it at a temperature of 120". A few good syringings
will soon clear the plants, and frequently syringing them in the evening
in hot weather will generally keep down thrips. You may cover the
ground now for a distance of a yard from the stem with leaf mould
to the depth of 3 inches, which will be sufficient manuring.

Succulents for Plant Case (A. J.).—We fear you are proceeding
wrong altogether. No plants require so much light as these. We would
advise Ferns, but to show our willingness to serve you, the following

would no doubt grow well:—Aloe maculata, A. tenuifolia, A.] flavispina,

A. dichotoma, A. glauca, A. spinosa, A. tuberculata; Hawortbia parva,
H. translucens, H. hybrida ; Cotyledon coruscans and canaliciilata ; Sem-
pervivum, rupifragrum, and cruentum; Mesembryanthemum margina-
tum and filamentosum ; MammiUaria prolifera, M. tenuis, M. colum-
naris, and M. turbinata ; Cereus speciosissimus, and C. flagelliformis

;

Melocactus amcenus; Opuntia fragilis, and O. mollis; Crassula ciliata,

C. acutiformis, C. versicolor, and C. cordata ; Cacalia articulata,

and Globulea hispida.

Magnolia grandiflora (N. C.).—We are not aware that the Magnolia
can be grafted on any stock except one of its own genus, and propa-

gation is much more certain and expeditious from layers.

Apples and Pears (A. J.).—Eight excellent and long-keeping Dessert

Apples are Stunner Pippin, Cockle Pippin, Court of Wick, M&rgil, Court
Pendu Plat, Nonpareil, Scarlet Nonpareil, and Claygate Pearmain. Four
excellent and keeping Dessert Pears are Beurre d'Aremberg, Zcphirin
Gregoire, Josephine de Malines, and Ne Plus Meuris.

Growing Grapes for Profit (H. W. C.).—There can be no question
as to hothouse Grapes being grown profitably. The chief essentials for

success are :—1, That the grower should thoroughly know what he is

about. 2, That a suitable market for this produce should exist, and tho
grower should know at what times this produce would be most re-

munerative ; and 8, That the price of fuel an.d. the expense of carriage;

should not be excessive.
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Myatt'h Early PROtrFIC AantRAP Ktdney Potato.—Mr. H. Howell,
Spring Grove, St. Lawrence, Jersoy, wishes to know whore he could pro-
cure a quantity, with price per SACK.
Vine LhaV (H. /'., Randall* Park).—It is difficult to identify, but it

looks like *ne from West'a St. Peter's.
Pruning Standard Apricot Trees (A. K. H.).—Our advice is, Do not

pruno them ; but next year stop every shoot to within U inches of its

base, and the resulting shoots to 1 inch as soon as they are 2 inches in
length, and continue to do this throughout the season. If the shoots
made thin year are very long, they may be cut back to ID inches in length.
If the head U irregular and of bad shape, it may be thinned and regu-
lated in mild weather early in February. Avoid the use of the knife, if

possible, for severe winter pruning is the ruin of Apricot trees.
Planting Rhododendrons—List of Hardy (Idem).—Rhododendrons

may be planted at any time of the year except when frosty, but we prefer
September and March. John Waterer. crimson ; Lefevreanum, purplish
crimson ; Blandyanum supcrbum, vivid light crimson ; Jenny Lind, rose ;

Miieulatum purpuroum. purplish rose, much spotted; Lady Dorothy
!l»evili, purple, spotted black; Bylsianum, white, margin crimson ; Atro-
sanguineum, blood red : Alarm, white centre, edged scarlet ; Brayanum,
rosy scarlet ; Blanche superbe, white; Comet, scarlet; Chancellor, pur-
plish lilac, spotted ; Barclayanura, reddish rose ; Lucy Neal, claret,
spotted ; Victoria, plum ; Madame Miolan Carvalho, white; Neilsoni, rosy
lake; Maid of Athens, rose, brown spots; Sydney Herbert, crimson,
blotch of black spots ; Standish's Perfection, white, shaded pinkish lilac,

blotch greenish yellow ; Lady Lopes, rose, dark spots ; and Towardi, rosy
lilac. All these are very hardy, blooming late (after spring frosts), of
free growth, and have fine foliage.
Mushroom-bed tn the Open Air (Idem).—Your plan will not answer.

You must make up a bed of horse-droppings and litter after the fashion
of a Potato-hog, beating it firm, and having the materials thrown up to
heat and turned over once or twice to part with their rankness. It
should be beaten firm, and when as warm as new milk pieces of spawn
should be inserted an inch below the surface, and 6 inches apart ; and
when the heat declines, place about 3 inches of soil all over, and beat
Srm. Cover with straw so as to keep out frost, employing the hurdlo
lined with straw to keep off heavy cold rains.
Passion-Flower foe South Aspect (Idem).—Passiflora crerulea is the

only one suitable.
Mrs. Pollock and Italia Unita Pelargoniums Losing Variegation

(Idem).—The cause we are not able to explain, nor do we know of a
remedy beyond growing in pots and keeping under glass constantly.
The marking on the leaves will return with the fresh growth as it

advances, unless the leaves have become green, when those shoots may
remain green-leaved, but it is seldom that this is the case, or only a
stray shoot now and then exhibits this peculiarity. You will find some
excellent observations on preserving the colours in the leaves by Mr.
Pearson in the first page of the present Number.
Planting Conifers and Evergreen Shrubs (G.).—If you have re-

moved all the stumps and most of the thick roots of the old trees, you
may safely plant the trees you wish ; but they will be in danger of being
attacked by the fungi which are generated with rapidity on dead wood,
whether buried deeply in the soil or existing on or near the surface.
There is, however, an equal probability that such a result may not
follow. We remember a large plantation of Spruce, Scotch Fir, and
Larch, that had been planted on the site of an old wood, and finer trees
we never saw ; and we know an avenue of Deodar Cedar partly on the
site of an old wood, and the whole of the trees grew well until they
attained a height of 30 feet, when these growing where the old wood had
been began to die back at the points of the branches, and to exhibit
other tokens of decay. At last the trees were uprooted by a gale, and
every root the thickness of the thumb was found to be white with the
mycelium of some fungus, they and the thicker roots being as brittle as
timber having the dry rot.
Conifers from Cuttings ant* Seed (Idem).—Those from seed make

the healthiest, the most vigorous, the best habited, and finest trees. A
few, such as the Cupres3uses, do well from cuttings, making fine trees ;

but we are so convinced of the great advantage a seedling possesses over
a cutting, that we plant none but seedlings when we can obtain them.

Manurtng Rhododendrons (J. C. U.\ — Rhododendrons will bear
manure ; but beyond furnishing humus to the roots. as it, leaf mould, and
other decaying vegetable substances do, there is no benefit in its appli-

cation, as peat contains every requisite for their growth. Peat well
mixed with the soil aad copious supplies of water in dry weather will

serve you better than applying manure. It is moisture that Rhododen-
drons require, and a soil that will retain it for their use.

Apple Trees Blighted (Dfroniemis).—From the appearance of the
shoot sent wo should say the trees are infestod with the American blight
(AphiH, or Eriosoma lanigera), one of the most injurious of the insects
attacking tho Apple tree. You say your trees have "the bark dying in
spots about the size of half-a-crowu ;" that is canker; but the shoot you
sent us is not caukered. " The wounds are ed^i-il with a substance like
mildew ; tho small branches are eaten half through, like tho piece on-
closed." The white substance is the insect's white cottony covering.
"Many shoots are quito dry and dead;'' that is canker again. The
Americnn blight lodges in tho crevices of the bark, appearing at first

like a fine, white, cottony substance, but upon closer examination many
small wingloss insects will bo observed. Wo find no remedy equal to
syringing the trees with water, employing a powerful garden engine.
This dashes the insects to the ground, and if the soil be hoed and raked
they will be rendered incapable of further injury. The insect, in addi-
tion to attacking the branches, infests the roots, but near the surface.
The only safe remedy in that case is to dig out the old soil for a distance
of 2 or 3 feet from the stem, and after washing the roots with water, to
wash them with soot and lime, brought to the consistency of paint with
urine, replacing the old soil by fresh, and either burning the old soil or
removing it to a part of the garden where fruit trees are not grown. It

may be necessary to repeat the washing of the branches with water many
times ; but it is a certain and safe cure. We think the canker is pro-
duced by the dryness of the soil, and by pernicious substances in the
subsoil. Your remedy will be to lift the trees and trench the ground
2 feet or 2 feet 6 inches deep; a considerable portion of the bad sub-
stratum will thus be turned to the top, where it will be next to harmless
after exposure to the weather. When the roots reach the soil turned down
rom the top to the bottom, the trees generally thrive well afterwards.
Glazing without Lapping (A. R. L.).— Glazing sashes 12 inches

between the sash-bars, or any other width, without lapping, would be
perfectly safe on Beard s system. When we tried it on a small scale by
the ordinary mode of glazing, something like one or two per cent, of the
squares were cracked by expansion. As you must place the glass closely,

edge to edge, there can be no great expansion there without the squares
being apt to crack each other. The only way by common glazing that
you can help yourself is not to place the squares tightly, but to leave
one-sixteenth of an inch play on each side between the rebates of the
bars, and use rather soft oil putty with no white lead in it. But for the
expansion there can be no question of the system answering. As it is,

there is a little risk by the usual mode of glazing.

Names of Fruit.—(G. K., Scvenoaks).—Poor little wretch It is not
worth a name, and we do not recognise it. (A. D. A.).—Siberian Bitter-

sweet. (Rev. W. Ager).—1, Winter Codlin : 3, Golden Noble; 4, Dume-
low's Seedling; 5, Gravenstein ; 6, Cox's Orange Pippin. Your Aspara-
gus soil is too heavy, and requires draining. {J. K. Y.).—We cannot
identify any of your three Apples. They must be local varieties.

(M. B., Brighton).—Golden Monday. (Thomas B., Bristol).—1, Figue de
Naples; 2, Verulam ; 3, Beurre Diel. (Veritas).—Pear* : 1, Flemish
Beauty : 2, Gansel's Bergamot. Apples : 1, White Astrachan ; 3, Monk-
ton ; 4, Hollandbury ; 5, Winter Magetin ; 6, Lancashire Fillbasket. (East
Sussex).—The Grape is Frankenthal, and the Apples are—1, Golden
Reinette; 3, Russet Table Pearmain. (H. J. C.).—2, Old Colmar; 4, Bezi
Vaet ; 5, Gilogil ; 6, Calebasse ; 7, Thompson's ; 10 and 11, Beurre Diel

;

12, Ne Plus Meuris ; 13, Bezi de Caissoy. (J. B.).—Apples : 1, Striped
Beefing ; 2. Hollandbury ; 4, Hawthornden ; 7, Lewis's Incomparable

;

9, Winter Greening ; 10, Scarlet Nonpareil ; 12, Lord Duncan ; 14, Non-
pareil. Pears :—1, Beurre Diel ; 2, Easter Beurre ; 3, Duchesse d'Angou-
leme; 5, Beurre de Capiaumont ; 6, Swan's Egg.
Names of Plants (W. R. I.).—Specimen very withered, but we think it

is Pascalia glauca ; certainly not Rudbeckia Drummondii. (T. M.).—
Coniferse are very difficult to name from small fragments, but we think
yours are—1, Cupressus Lawsoniana ; 2. Thuja aurea ; and No. 3 is

Euonymus japonicus variegatus. (J. Englefield).—1, Hypolepis anthris-

cifolia ; 2, Litobrochia incisa ; 3, Cyrtomium falcatum ; 4, Adiantum,
probably capillus-Veneris. (W. IF.).—1, Pellsa hastata (?) ; 3, P. macro-
phylla; 5, Pelargonium quercifolium ; 6, P. odoratissimum. The other
specimens insufficient. <J. A.).—1, Echeveria caualiculata ; 3, Iresine
Herbstii ; 4, Sedum Sieboldii. Send the others when in flower. (IT. F.).

—2, Adiantum, probably A. pedatum ; 3, A. capillus-Veneris ; 4, A. tra-

peziforme ; 5, Pteris argyrea. (J. W. O.).— 1, Selaginella, not sufficient to

determine the species; 2, Pilea muscosa; 3, Cystopteris fragilis. (J. H.
Boyes).—The Fern is correctly named, by some it is considered as a form
or variety of Lastrea decomposita only. (Rufits Rex).—1, Adiantum
cuneatum ; 2, Pellrea hastata ; 3, Pteris longifolia var. serrulata ; 4, Pteris,

argyrea ; 5, Nephrodium exaltatum ; 6, Adiantum formosum.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the Week ending November 3rd.

Date.
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He says, " These are prolific, but possess no great beauty."

Now as far as their beauty goes I certainly cannot agree with
him, for I think there cannot be a more majestic or beautiful

bird than a Black Spanish cock in full plumage, with his

splendid white face, looking like a gentleman in full dress

for a ball-room. The Black Spanish are termed by some
"the aristocracy of poultry." I quite agree with him as to

their constitution being rather delicate.

We now come to Cochins and Brahmas, which he says, " are

large, awkward, clumsy, ugly, heavy birds, and all of eastern

origin." Alas for poor Cochins, as far as " Newmarket" is

concerned ! Any one never having seen them, but reading his

description, would exclaim, " What monsters !
"—but I am

happy to say that a great many breeders of Cochins and
Brahmas cannot readily agree with the opinion of " New-
market." I would ask him whether he has never observed
that mild and docile expression which amounts to intelligence

in the Cochin hens, and the stately walk and noble appear-
ance of the cocks ? Again, what is more beautiful than a
Partridge Cochin cock, with his jet-black breast contrasting
with the splendid golden colour ? He says, too, they are quite

unfit for table ; rather a bold assertion, as I supped off a
splendid pair of cockerels a few days ago, when I did not find

their flesh yellow, but quite the reverse, it being perfectly

white ; their skin is yellow, but flesh and skin are two different

things. I should not have mentioned the table properties of

these birds, had he not said they were unfit for table. As to

their decreasing in popularity, a close observer at our great

shows would not think so.

Now for those gems the Hamburghs. " Newmarket " says,
" but their beauty is so far eclipsed by that of the Game fowls

and the Bantams, that they can hardly be considered as orna-
mental poultry. Mr. Baily, of London, one of our greatest
authorities on poultry, describes them as being " Very hand-
some birds, unusually good layers, bear moderate confine-

ment well, do not sit, most attractive on lawns or at lodge
gates." What a character for birds which are considered
non-ornamental. I certainly think that both the Pencilled and
Spangled varieties are far superior to either Black or White
Bantams, and quite equal to the Game Bantams. The
Sebright Bantams are really beautiful, but in my opinion
Hamburgh hens can in no way be surpassed by Game hens.
Malays are certainly not over-handsome, but let us not

despise them, as they belong to a very useful class of poultry,

and will thrive and do well in any little back yard.

Last, but not least, are Turkeys and Geese, which he de-

scribes as the iiftliest of all poultry. Now I would ask " New-
market " whether he has ever seen a splendid flock of

Cambridge Turkeys in full plumage ; if so, I can hardly think
he would class them amongst the ugliest of poultry. Surely,
according to his views, the Editors of the " Poultry-Keepers'
Manual" must have had very bad taste in choosing a Turkey
cock for their frontispiece, but not so according to mine, as I

think nothing can be handsomer than a fine Cambridge Turkey
cock, with bis rich bronze plumage and noble carriage.

I think that fine bird the Goose claims a little considera-
tion. In a farmyard or any other place where there is a pond
and a grass field, Geese will, I think, be an ornament, but
especially in a farmyard ; and I would ask " Newmarket,"
What looks better than a goodly train of Toulouse or Embdens?

" Newmarket " must not think I disparage Game fowls, for

I am a breeder and an admirer of them. My present purpose
is to do justice to those breeds which he would depreciate, or

even blot out as non-ornamental poultry.

—

Jcstitla.

finds its prizetakers. Lancashire has long been celebrated, not
only through Admiral Hornby, but all over the county. Derby-
shire and Warwickshire also are always in the van ; Scotland has
produced numbers of perfect birds, and does so still. The entire

supply of the best and choicest poultry in the London market
is due to this breed, and is continuous throughout the year,

proving that with moderate painstaking there is no delicacy of

constitution that cannot be overcome.

—

Hand-cross.

DORKINGS.
I can fully endorse all that is said about Dorkings and their

qualities as good layers, sitters, and mothers. It is more
than unnecessary to say anything about their merits for the
table. They fatten readily while very young, the great weight
of the food they afford is composed of that with which " rinder-

pest" has made us all familiar—viz., prime joints. The fibre

of their flesh is so delicate, that they may be said to have no
coarse meat, and the symmetry of their bodies is such that
when the cover is removed, and a boiled one is seen of ivory-

whiteness, or a roasted one with the same pure colour peering
through the delicate and golden skin, either would seem to
" £ive the world assurance of a fowl." I believe no fowl is equal
to the Dorking for the table. Its detractors say it is delicate,

but what proof have we ? In all parts of England it thrives and

THE DIFFERENT VARIETIES OF GAME
FOWLS.

1.

—

Black-breasted Beds.
Black-breasted Bed cocks are of two colours—the light clear-

hackled, and the darker striped-hackled.

The hens are of three distinct colours—viz., 1, The Par-
tridge-coloured (the original wild colour). 2, The fawn-breasted
Dark Brown, o, The Cinnamon-coloured. The first two are
striped-hackled, and the last sort clear-hackled, breeding clear-

hackled cocks.

Of eyes and legs there are various colours—the red eye,

the yellow or daw eye, bay eyes, and light brown eyes. There
are also willow legs, white legs, blue legs, yellow legs, carp-

brown legs, and dark or blackish legs.

Classed by eyes and legs of different colours, there are
fourteen different varieties of Black-breasted Beds. The
willow-legged birds are the most common, and the favourite

birds for exhibition, these and the Brown Beds taking more
silver cups than any.

2.

—

Brown Beds.
Brown Beds may be divided into four varieties :

—

1. Bed Brown-breasted cocks, with the dark brown hens and
the blackish-coloured hens, both with the dark coppery-red
necks. Dark or black legs.

2. Throstle-breasted cocks. These generally have a cross of

the Black-breasted Bed in them, but have the same coloured
hens and same coloured legs as the first sort.

3. The Ginger-breasted ginger Brown Bed cocks with a lighter

and more j'ellowish feather. Hens either of a ginger brown-
red colour, or blackish with yellow necks. The legs of these
are generally dark olive green.

4. Throstle-breasted, willow or dark olive-green legs. Hens
of the same colour as the first-mentioned birds.

The first-mentioned birds with the dark brown hens are the
parent stock of all the Brown Beds. The others all result from
crossing. The eye in the Brown Beds is not jet black, but has
a shade of brown in it. The Brown Beds dispute the pre-

eminence at all exhibitions with the willow-legged Black-
breasted Beds, with which birds they have been much crossed
at times.

In crossing Brown Beds and Black -breasted Beds together

for exhibition, the Black-breasted Bed gives the better and
brighter colour, and the Brown lied the sharper and longer

head, and the loftier and more commanding shape and carriage

required.
3.

—

DuckW'Ings.

These, as already mentioned, are of four sorts, besides
which there is the Mealy or Silver-Grey variety.

1. Willow-legged, red eyes.

2. Blue-legged, red eyes.

3. Yellow-legged, yellow eyes.

4. White-legged, yellow eyes.

All these were bred originally from different varieties of the
Black-breasted Beds. The yellow-legged were bred from the
Grey Duckwing hens, crossed with the Black-breasted cock,

and then with the Yellow Birchen cock. The Mealy Greys
were mostly bred from the Blacks crossed with the Mealy
Whites, and the grey colour inclines to prevail much less in

the cocks than in the hens, the cocks in all the Grey sorts being

always less grey than the hens are. All Greys are bred more
or less from the Bod varieties. The willow-legged are most
common and are the best birds, and they are the standard Duck-
wings everywhere.

4.

—

The Piles.

These are of four sorts as generally classed :

—

1. The Cheshire Pile, red eyes, white legs.

2. The willow-legged Pile, red eyes.

3. The blue-legged Pile, red eyes.

4. The yellow-legged Pile, yellow or daw eye?.

The first-mentioned is by far the best bird, and is the true

standard Pile, and the quickest and most active, and lightest
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in flesh of all Game fowls. Willow-legged Piles are from

willow -legged 1 Mack-breasted Rede, and blue-legged Piles from

the blue-legged Black-breasted Reds ; in fact, all the Piles are

originally Si »i Black-breasted Reds. 'Die yellow-legged Piles

are the worst of all, being tbo least courageous, scarcely stand-

ing steel. The willow and blue-legged are both inferior birds,

though more spirited than the daw-eyed Piles. The Cheshire

Pile has been mnch crossed with the Brown Red, this being

the older cock-fighter's favourite cross of all.

—

Newmaeket.
(To be continued.)

BEARING CHICKENS ARTIFICIALLY.
I beg to offer, for the benefit of your subscribers, my ex-

perience of hatching chickens by incubators. The incubator

I have made uso of is Messrs. E. & J. Crook's, of Carnaby

Street. It is inexpensive, extremely simple in its construction,

and perfectly free from any unpleasantness in its appearance

and use, so much so that it may be used in any sitting-room

without inconvenience. Messrs. Crook have published rules

for the management of their incubator, and I can safely say

that by strictly adhering to them success is certain.

I have found little difficulty as regards rearing the chickens

with the assistance of an artificial mother for warmth, and an

enclosed yard for the chicks to exercise in. Both the incubator

and artificial mother were supplied by the same firm.

Of course, taking upon one's self the duties of a hen occa-

sions trouble to the breeder, but rien sans peine, and I firmly

"believe that stronger and finer chickens may be reared under

this system than by leaving them with the hen. However,
those who dislike trouble will do well to give a sitting of eggs

to a hen or two at the same time as they fill the incubator,

and make the hens take the charge of all.

I exhibited at the Southampton Poultry Show some CVve
Coeur chickens hatched and reared entirely without a hen.

The birds were strong and well developed for their age, but

being hatched very late could not compete with older birds.

I have hatched Ducks with equal success, and have found
the incubator especially useful in saving the life of many a

chick when the hen has only partially hatched a Bitting and
deserted the rest of her eggs.

—

Ceeve Cceue.

unfit for the table by those who have never tried them. Lot

them once try a well-fatted chick, and opinions will imme-

diately change.
These birds are much *' cried up," hut not so mnch as they

v. ill lie wlini Ihcir habits and properties are better known.

They have gained their present position entirely on account

of their beauty and utility ; and whatever "Newmabkit" may
say to the contrary, they are of all others the sort that com-

bines these two qualities in the highest degree. What can bo

more beautiful in fowl-form than a light Brahma hen, with her

large, round, plump body, clear white feathering relieved with,

a delicately pencilled neck, and little black tail peeping out

among heavy masses of the purest and softest white feathers,

the whole set off with such a pretty face and head turmounted

with a tiny pea-comb, like the earlobes and wattles, of the

brightest scarlet, and with a brilliant yellow beak and legs,

the latter well fringed with white feathers '? The dark Brahma,

with his pencilled hackle and saddle, black mottled breast,

strong, thickly-feathered, yellow legs, and glossy green tail

plumes, forms a picture of beauty which no Game bird can hope

to surpass, with his closely-cropped head, vindictive expression,

spare neck, and long thin legs, like his human counterpart the

prize-fighter. Many look at the latter as the type of manly

beauty, and, consequently, view the former as the ideal of his

kind. Hence we find the" feathered combatant exalted upon a

pinnacle of glory to which his real merit and value would never

have raised him.—A. E., Bristol.

BRAHMA POOTRAS.
Peeeaps you will allow me a small space in your columns to

«nter my protest against the unreasonable and unfounded con-

demnation passed by " Newmaeket " on Brahmas, in your
Journal of the lGth of October, and the disadvantageous com-
parison of them with Game fowls, for the latter, perhaps

having some good qualities, can scarcely possess every merit,

and no weak point ; and while to their admirers they may
appear very handsome—indeed, the climax of gallinaceous

beauty—with their raw heads, and vicious, pugnacious ex-

pression—there are others of us who cannot be so enraptured
over the heroes of the cockpit, and who do not choose to con-

sider all other fowls as " awkward," " clumsy," and " ugly."

"Newmaeket," no doubt, is a most accomplished critic of

Game fowls, and is quite at home when pointing out the
qualifications necessary to constitute a good bird ; but from his

remarks upon Brahmas, I am induced to say ne sutor ultra

crepidam is a motto he would do well to consider before he
again pronounces judgment on a variety of fowls that is now
deservedly becoming one of the most popular and most ad-

mired. Let us see how far the opinions expressed are borne
out by fact. That Brahmas are large and heavy there is no
question, and I should say, cirterisparibus, the larger and heavier

a fowl is the better ; but because a bird is large and heavy, it

is not a consequent condition that he is also awkward and
clumsy ; and we find that while Brahmas are the one, they are

not at all the other—on the contrary, possessed of a majesty of

carriage that no other sort can claim. It is admitted, that they
are abundant layers, and that alone is not a small feature in

their favour, especially when we consider that a Brahma hen
will lay in a year twice the number of eggs that a Game hen will

;

and if you set her to hatch her eggs she proves herself to be
the best of mothers, and will rear a brood of chickens that will

flourish and thrive when and where your Game chickens would
be dying through cold and damp. Brahmas are, according to

the testimonies of the most experienced persons, the hardiest

of all the domesticated breeds, Cochins and Game bearing no
Comparison with them in that respect. Brahmas are declared

THE BIRMINGHAM COLUMBARIAN SOCIETY.

It i3 a matter of congratulation to find that the meetings of this

Society aie enlisting so large an amount of public favour and atten-

tion, whilst the disinterested courtesy of its members to every visitor

well deserves such a reward. Its Exhibitions are not held with any

desire for pecuniary gain, the solitary restriction (a necessary one),

being that visitors are admitted by ticket only, free of any charge, and

easily procurable on application to any member of the Society. The

very 'large club room, used as the place of exhibition, is on the ground

floor, is exceedingly spacious and well lighted, and was literally thronged

with fanciers. ,

By the general rules, one portion of the prize schedule was devoted

exclusively to single Pigeons, imperatively birds of the present year,

and to insure certainty as to the individuality of these specimens,

and also to then- being actually bred by the members themselves, at a

certain age they had each of them to bo printed by an appointed officer

on the under side of the wing with the badge of the Society, nor could

any dehciency in this particular be held as admissible. Not the slightest

effort at imposition was made, nor was it possible to succeed had it been

attempted. .

As the Society now embraces most of the leading fanciers of 1 lgeons

in the midland counties, the competition was anticipated to be very

close, and it certainly proved so, as may be imagined from the fact

that not only did many single birds bred by the same amateur compete

with each other in the classes for young birds, but in not a few instances

the rivals proved to he twin specimens taken from the same nest, and,

consequently, such Pigeons proved almost as similar as the very peas

themselves on which they had been accustomed to feed. A task of no

easy character, therefore, devolved on the Arbitrator, and at the

unanimous request of the members a well-known local gentleman

accepted the office, and his conclusions proved most satisfactory.

The display of plate prizes, tortoiseshell tea-caddies, gold lockets,

paiutim-s, &c., took the visitors by surprise, whilst the excellence of

the birds throughout was not by any means less remarkable. Ibe

Caniers, White Powters, Dragons, Antwerps, and a few of the »n°rt-

faced Tumblers, were of surpassing excellence, and exhibited in land-

less condition. Some immense Runts were shown, but in a variety

class so replete with reelierelu breeds of fancy Pigeons they could only

obtain " high commendation." The large display of " Satmettes,

shown by the Secretary, Mr. Noye, was such as was never before seen

at any exhibition, either in this couutry or the Continent, and their

lovely feather and condition were the theme of general praise. Under

the guidance of long-practised amateurs, and most of them also owners,

the arrangements of the Show were unexceptiouable, and the extreme

quietude and order that prevailed were worthy of emulation by Com-

mittees of all similar meetings.

We understand it is now purposed to extend the Society a ettorts to

the whole of the surrounding districts, constituting a Pigeon show for the

midland comities. In furtherance of this view the next monthly meet-

in" of this Society will be held at the Ship Inn, Steel-house Lane,

Binninoham, on Mondav, December 3rd, at eight o'clock in the evening,

when any amateur of Pigeons who may wish to attend will be cordnUly

welcomed by the members.

YOUNG BIRDS. =„„„„*
CAERIEES.-First and Cup. lor best pen in show, - Barnes. beCOTH

and Third, — Walker. Highly Commended, — Foster.

PowTP.ns —First. — Foster. Second, — Smith. , „ —. . , „
TriuLKRs iShort-facedl.-First. H. Yardley, Market Hall, Birmingham.

Second, Withheld. Third, — Careless.
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Tumblers (Any other variety).—First, Second, and Third, — Careless.

Tumblers (Long-muffed!.— First, Second, and extra money prize,

— Careless. Third, — Edge.
Jacobins.—First and Third, — Allsop. Second, — Edge.
Fantails.—First, Second, Third, and extra prize, H. Yardley.

Owls.—First, Second, and Third, — Barnes.
Turbits.—First and Third, — Barnes. Second, H. Yardley.
Barbs.—First, — Allsop. Second, — Foster. Third, H. Yardley.
Dragons.—First, Second, and Third, and silver cup, for best bird in the

class, — Ludlow. Highly Commended, — Allsop ;
— Ludlow ;

— Edge.
Antwerps.—First and extra prize — Ludlow. Second, — Smith. Third,

H. Yardley. Highly Commended, H. Yardley ; — Smith ;
— Ludlow.

Any other Variety.—First, Second, and Third, — Noye (Satinettes).

ADULT BIRDS.
Carriers.—Coclts.—First,— Foster. Second,— Allsop. Third,— Barnes.

Highly Commended, — Wallter ; — Foster. Hens.—First and Second,
— Siddons. Third, — Walker. Highly Commended, — Allsop.

Powters.—First and Third, — Foster. Second, — Edge. Highly Com-
mended, — Foster.
Tumblers (Short-faced.—Prize, and Highly Commended, H. Yardley.
Tumblers (Any other variety).—First, — Foster. Second and Third,

— Careless. Commended, — Foster.
Jacobins and Fantails.—First, and Second for Fantails ; Third and

extra for Jacobins, H. Yardley. Highly Commended, — Stewart (Jacobins).

Owls, Turbit8, and Nuns.—First, Second, and extra prize, H. Yardley
(Owls, Turbits). Third, — Foster (Turbits). Highly Commended, H.
Yardley (Nuns).
Barbs.—First, Second, and extra prize, H. Yardley. Third, — Edge.
Dragons.—First and Third, H. Yardley. Second, — Ludlow. Highly

Commended, — Ludlow ;
— Edge.

Antwerps.—First and extra prize, H. Yardley. Second and Third,
— Ludlow. Highly Commended, H. Yardley ;

— Barnes. Cocks.—First,

H. Yardley. Second and Third,— Edge. Highly Commended, H. Yardley
;— Barnes.

Any other Variety.—First, Second, and extra prize, a painting of Red
Pile Game Fowls, — Noye (Satinettes). Third, H. Yardley (Brunswicks).
Highly Commended, H. Yardley (Black Runts, Black Magpies, Red Helmets
Yellow Magpies).

Mr. Edward Hewitt, of Eden Cottage, Sparkbrook, Birmingham,
fulfilled the office of Arbitrator.

WOODBRLBGE POULTRY SHOW.
Totje correspondent Mr. Hose wished to see a list of the un-

paid of the prizetakers at this Show. I am one of the

creditors of this affair, where, amongst other pieces of

mismanagement, a tent was blown down, and a general

scramble of the birds took place. I wish they would give us
the same chance for our money.

I received a printed circular signed by J. Wright, similar to

that which was sent to your correspondent, and with a similar

result, if nothing can be called a result. I have also received

a balance sheet or statement of accounts unsigned, purporting
to be drawn up by John Dallenger, an accountant, which goes

to show that the Society owes him some money. This docu-
ment is so minute in its detail that it includes " a pen in the
possession of J. Wright, a box in the possession of J. Dallenger,

a piece of calico with inscription, a water-pot, and two
needles at Id. each." Wondrous exactness !—what pen can
this be, and why should J. Wright have it ? Is the box the
money-box ?—it is only valued at 2s. &d. What can be the in-

scription on the calico ? I can suggest one, but it is no good
quoting Latin ; and as for the two penny needles, bless their

eyes !—I do not want them.
Mr. Hinton informed us in your pages some time since that

he had received his money—lucky man ! See what it is to

show Brahmas. I cannot, however, congratulate him on this

undue preference. A gentleman with whom I am acquainted
sued the Secretary of the Show in the County Court and was
paid. Let your correspondent Mr. Hose and all others take

the hint, and then they need not write any more letters.

—

Eoomet.

'• B. & W.'s " APLUTx" IN 1806.

(Continued from page 305.)

I note the remarks of your correspondent " J. E. B.," at

page 213, as to the poverty of my breeding operations this

year. I am bound to confess that the result has been insigni-

ficant, although I cannot think with him that " the season has
been practically lost ;" nor do I see how I can be in a " worse
position next year," because, as is alleged, " the pure queen
will have a poorer chance of proving prolific in 1868." I

cannot agree to this, as my experience goes to prove that pro-

lific queens retain their fecundity almost unimpaired to the

rjlose of their life. Nevertheless, I quite agree with "J. E. B.'s
"

implied disapprobation of my slow method of proceeding. The
fact is, that I have less time than formerly to devote to my
bees, while the time I have at disposal is distributed among a

greater number of hives. It is for this reason that I have this
year allowed the bees to swarm at pleasure in the natural
manner, by which I have been a considerable loser both of

swarms and honey. I relied too implicitly on their not swarm-
ing, but, give as much room as I might, the bees persisted in
swarming in the most disappointing manner, as they did last

year. More than ever am I convinced that natural swarming
is a most wasteful and unproductive system, not to speak of

the disappointment and vexation which follow upon it. A
natural swarm is a beautiful sight, no doubt ; so also to the
botanist and mere lover of the picturesque is a wild hedgerow,
or a fallow and neglected field. To him high cultivation, with
the adoption of the most successful inventions in agricultural

machinery, is an abomination. So also to the artist are modern
cottages, with light, and air, and rooms for decency and com-
fort, which follow on the destruction of those charming cottages,

roofed with thatch, and covered with ivy and moss, which arrest

the gaze of mere external admiration, while they make the
philanthropist sigh as he thinks of the ill-health and immorality
which they foster. So in apiculture, if plenty of honey is

looked to as the object of bee-keeping, artificial swarming
must be resorted to by all who can command the needful time
and intelligence. Even cottagers should learn some better

system than the " let-well-alone," and the brimstone pit

—

although, by the way, the latter is sometimes a very useful and
merciful auxiliary, nor should its use be altogether discarded.

Since my last paper was written, I have received a beautiful

Italian queen from Mr. Woodbury, which I succeeded only

yesterday in establishing as queen-mother of E in my bee-

house. She was recognised and joyfully accepted by the bees

within six hours of the loss of their old queen. Is not this

one of the shortest intervals on record between the loss of a

queen and the reception of a new sovereign in a hive?

—

B. A- W.

THE EGYPTIAN BEE.
My friend, Mr. Woodbury, having in his graphic account of

his introduction and his short period of possession of Apis
fasciata, mentioned my name as being one of the recipients of

his discarded beauties, I think it but due to him, as well as to

your readers generally, to relate both how the bees have fared

with me and I with them. Two of the gentlemen who have
had stocks of this variety have already favoured us with the

results of their experience, which have corresponded to a great

extent with those of Mr. Woodbury. I can also endorse all

that he has stated, not so much from my own experience with

the bees since the three hives which I had from him came into

my possession, but from having been a frequent eye and ear

witness of what did really occur in and about Mr. Woodbury's
apiary during the time he owned them.
With me I must confess these little savages have behaved

much better than they did when in his possession, or than I at

all expected them to do from my previous acquaintance with

their dispositions and conduct. Hitherto I have made no
attempt at propagation of the variety, being very imwilling to

increase the savage element in the dispositions of the bees of

my entire apiary, by the intermixture of Egyptian blood among
my Ligurian and common hives. I preferred waiting until

better acquainted with their qualities as breeders and honey-

storers, and until after opportunities of observing how their dis-

positions might be affeoted by being almost entirely left alone.

I hope early next year, however, to rear a few artificial swarms.

Perhaps it may be as well to give a short history of the three

hives of Egyptians since I have had them. Although fully

aware of the character of these bees, nevertheless, I was glad to

avail myself of Mr. Woodbury's offer of an exchange of stocks.

No. 1 was a small artificial swarm, still limited to four

frames in a nucleus-box, and the queen had only just com-

menced laying eggs. I believe her to be almost, if not per-

fectly, a pure queen, and a breeder of pure Egyptians, as

there were only drones of that variety at that time present in

Mr. Woodbury's apiary. In transferring the combs into my
own hive, it was necessary to fasten the bars by wires or

screws to those of my own frames, there being a difference

between the dimensions of Mr. Woodbury's and mine. The
transference was effected with very little difficulty, though not

without an attack from all the disposable forces at the enemy's

command ; but their numbers being limited, and I being well

protected, the assault did not trouble me much. After a few

days, when the population had received an accession of num-
bers from young bees hatching out from the Ligurian brood-
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combs, I transferred them into an eight-frame box, giving them
four combs, chiefly of brood from another stock. Tho hive

rapidly increased in strength, and, appearing to require enlarge-

ment, a super was afterwards added, but very little work was
carried on in it. The bees have always exhibited considerable

aotivity, and appeared to be doing a great amount of real work.

They have stored about enough provisions for the coming
winter's requirements.
The drones, which are really beautiful insects, have been

very abundant, and were flying about in large numbers up to

within about three weeks from this date, the 31st of October.

Had 1 been so inclined, no better opportunity could have
occurred for raising pure-breeding queens.

No. 3 was also a small artificial swarm similar to the preced-

ing. I did not receive it until a few days later, as Mr. Wood-
bury wished to see the queen actually breeding before sending

her away from the neighbourhood of his Egyptian drones.

The history of this colony is much the same as that of its sister

hive, with the exception that the bees do not all appear so in-

variably pure-bred, though at the time of its first reception I

thought the queen rather the more beautiful of the two. This
stock has not been so strong either in bees or drones, nor has
it stored sufficient food for the winter without being somewhat
liberally fed. Probably it did not receive quite so much aid at

the commencement, by the addition of sealed brood-combs
fiom other stocks. It may be worthy of remark, that the

queens of these two hives are those already described by Mr.
Woodbury as having been at large in the parent stock at the

same time.

No. 14, was a hive of an entirely different character from
either of the two just described. This was a populous colony

in a full-sized Woodbury hive. The queen, raised from the one
originally imported soon after her arrival in this country, was
impregnated by a Ligurian drone, so that the workers, though
well marked, could not be quite pure. The drones, however,
were, as might be expected, very beautiful. By Mr. Wood-
bury's wish the bees were kept confined for thirty-six hours to

prevent their returning to his garden and endangering the

lives of his own young queens in the vicinity of their old

quarters. This prolonged confinement I deeply regretted, as

although the hive was stationed in a darkened room, the excite-

ment kept up was so great that thousands of bees were de-

stroyed, and even after the liberation of the survivors, tho work
of death went on, owing to a ruthless internecine war. I do not

think the queen was injured or lost at this time. A few days
subsequently, when peace was quite restored, I set about what
was feared would be the formidable task of transferring the

combs into my own frames. This was, however, effected with
greater case than I had anticipated, by driving out all the bees

iuto an empty box. I was thus enabled to secure all the combs
in their new frames with the greatest ease, after which the bees

were dislodged on the tops of the bars. Though at first the

bees were very savage, the driving proved a wonderful subdv.er

of evil passions, for I was hardly molested at all, after having
succeeded in forcing them to vacate their combs for the upper
box. There was a renewal of the fighting among themselves
after the operation was concluded, and I fear that at this time
the life of the queen must have been sacrificed. After several

careful inspections, during which the bees fully maintained
their claim to the character of little savages, I could discover

no trace of a queen or newly-deposited eggs. I waited a long
time in vain for the signs of construction of royal cells. At
length, being not sufficiently enamoured of the breed of African
savages, I inserted a sealed royal cell from a Ligurian hive.

The yourg queen appeared to have emerged naturally on the

following day, but I could find no traces of her or any other,

and then I discovered the commencement of one or two royal

cells. In due time a queen was hatched out, but whether she
is an Egyptian raised from an egg of the defunct queen, or

whether she might have come from any brood or royal cell

from a Ligurian stock, I cannot be certain. The bees are more
like Ligurians than Egyptians, and, that which may perhaps be
considered as a proof of what they may really be, a few days
ago, on inspecting the combs and transferring the stock into a

smaller box, better suited to the somewhat limited population,

I was astonished to find the bees as peacable and well disposed

as any Ligurian stock in my garden. ~:^.'.~~

I may then consider my Egyptian hives to be reduced to

two, one of these being, apparently, rather more pure than the

other. From this one I hope to »btain an accession of pure
queens next April and May.

Since first coming into possession of the Egyptians, I have

disturbed them as little as possible, and only when absolutely

necessary for the sake of strengthening tho hives by the ad-

dition of brood-combs. I havo found them when not molested

as peaceably disposed as any others. During several days of

last month I had from two to four workmen engaged in some
rough work in repairing and altering an erection that was
formerly an aviary, but is now transformed into an admirable

bee-house. Although constantly moving about in the very

midst of the Egyptians, no one was molested or stung by them ;

but within the last week I have looked through all the hives of

my town apiary, to see exactly how they were provisioned and
garrisoned for the coming winter. I have broken up some,

uniting the bees and combs containing honey to others ; I have

reduced some which had a superabundance, distributing the

combs thus obtained where most needed ; and I must confess,

that while the Ligurian and common bees exhibited but little

manifestations of anger, tho two Egyptian hives which may be

considered as most pure, showed no decrease in irascibility, as

I was covered with assailants from head to foot. As I pre-

viously stated, the third stock, which is in all probability more
Ligurian than Egyptian, allowed me to meddle with its con-

tents almost with impunity.

In conclusion I may observe, that the bees are so beautiful

as to be a decided acquisition in the hands of the scientific

apiarian, but that I should hesitate to recommend any of my
less experienced or fearless brethren to embark in their culture.

—S. Bevan Fox, Exeter.

I am sure I speak only the sentiments of all the apiarian

readers of " our Journal " when I state in their behalf how
greatly we are obliged to Mr. Lowe and Mr. F. H. West for the

very interesting particulars which they have so kindly related,

in compliance with the desire which I expressed for informa-

tion as to their experience of the Egyptian bee.

The following extract, translated from a letter which I re-

ceived from Herr Vogel after my narrative had been concluded,

proves that the Egyptians have shown themselves as prompt

to repel aggression and to resent interference in Germany as

they have been in England :
" You were kind enough to inform

me that the Egyptian bees were very much inclined to sting.

This my experience confirms. Tho Egyptian bees cannot bear

tobacco smoke ; if used during an operation they get very

angry. They do not in Egypt employ tobacco smoke, but use

that of dried cowdung. Mr. Soliman, an Arabian, who has a

hundred hives, always employs the latter when performing an

operation. I use the smoke of decayed wood, but this does not

prevent their attacking me. You are perfectly right in saying

that the Egyptian bees are very easily irritated, whilst on the

other hand they are very good-natured, and if people study

their temper they are very easily to be managed."
I can only surmise, therefore, that I missed the way to their

good graces, for I certainly never found them either " good-

natured " or " easily to be managed." The only smoke which

I ever used when manipulating them was that of cellar fungus,

and it certainly seemed to have the effect of exasperating

instead of subduing them, unless used so freely as to induce

partial stupefaction—an extremity to which I am always very

unwilling to proceed.—A Devonshire Bee-keeper.

VAGRANT NOTES.
Is your impression of October 9th I observe it stated by a

" Novice " that a swarm issued from his hive on " June 3rd,

at 8 a.m., and a second swarm June 30th, at noon." There is

obviously a mistake here. An after-swarm is not to be looked

for after a lapse of three weeks from the departure of the first

swarm.
"Hampshire Rector" seems astonished at finding large-

sized slugs in his hives, and accuses them of devouring his

sweets. I can assure him it is no uncommon occurrence for

slugs 5 and 6 inches long to find their way through a very

small aperture into both weak and strong hives. A few weeks

ago I removed two of monstrous dimensions from the interior

of a common straw hive. The floor-board was rendered filthy

by their slime ; but I found no evidence of their having as-

ceaded any of the combs.

In June, 1864, 1 had an opportunity of witnessing the move-

ments of these " unwelcome visitors " in a hive with glass

sides, no fewer than four having successively effected an en-

trance. Their progress along the sides of the hive was very

slow, owing to the bees biting or tickling their tentacula the
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moment their horns were protruded with the view of commenc-

ing a march. Not one sting, however, was unsheathed against

them, nor did the slugs venture upon the comb. It was quite

evident from the manner in which they were annoyed by the

bees, that they would have retreated if they had known how.

Were these repulsive creatures met by bees at the doorway, I

have no doubt a retrograde movement would be reckoned

highly desirable.

Wishing to remove a frame hive about a hundred yards. I

tried the plan suggested by " J- E. B.
r
' at page 330, Vol. IX.,

but did not rind it successful in preventing the bees returning

to their old stance. Not wishing to drive it I removed it to a

room for a couple of days, where the bees were allowed to

come out and fly against a window. By placing a little comb

containing honey at the entrance they were induced to come

out in great numbers, and after a little while they would

return to their home in a running stream. On removing

the hive to its new stance the difficulty was entirely sur-

mounted. I may now he permitted to take another glance at

foul brood.

By referring to page 331, Vol. IX., the statement will be seen

that I cut out the brood-combs of a foul-breeding stock, and sub-

jected the combs containing honey to the fumes of sulphur.

Though not a cure, this process mitigated the evil to some ex-

tent during spring and summer— i.e., most of the young bees

hatched out ; but as the season has advanced the disease has ad-

vanced with it, and I do not believe the stock will ever be able

to work out its own cure. I cannot speak of it otherwise than

as being at this date (October 22nd), virulently affected, and I

give credit to Mr. Woodbury for predicting that tbere was little

or no chance of the complaint being eradicated by "partial

excision, even when combined with sulphurous fumigation."

After this summer's experience I should like to know whether

the "Renfrewshire Bee-keeper," or any other gentleman,

can testify to a foul-breeding stock having been cured without

the intervention of any purgatorial process.

The '* Renfrewshire Bee-keeper" speaks of the diseased

pupae being reversed, and Mr. Woodbury admits that in some
instances they are so. Now, this is different from my ex-

perience. I found every bee dying after it had undergone its

metamorphosis rightly placed, and the pupie were also lying

as pupae generally are—sharp, but not reversed. In healthy

brood it is the " sharp " or tapering end that is towards the

cover of the cell. Regarding the ©rigin of this bee pest I can

only give conjectures. I may mention, however, that in June

last my brother put a second cast into a skep containing old

comb which was free of foul brood, but not in good condition.

I examined it a short time ago, and found it a mass of foul

brood and the bees defunct, the proprietor never having sus-

pected that anything was wrong with the hive.

Before concluding, I may again inform a "Blackheath'an"

that my sparrows decline to feast on bees. I chilled a great

number and then presented them to a cock sparrow ; he just

looked at them a short time and went away. I once had a

starling that was passionately fond of drones. He caught and

devoured them greedily, but would not touch a worker bee. He
seemed to kuow the difference between them as well as myself,

and I never could deceive him into mistaking the one for the

other.

Might not the sparrow raid of a " Blackheath'an " be, not

upon bees, but drones and ejected nymphs ?—R. S.

OUR LETTER BOX.
"Newmarket" returns "Y. B. A. Z.'s n greeting.

Dorking Cock Lame from Corns (N. H.).—Shut him up for a time
•where he has only grass to run on, and let the floor of his roosting-place

be covered with hay. Examine his foot, the swelling is sometimes caused
by a thorn, sometimes by a small gravel stone having pierced the ball of

the foot. If this is the cause, it is easily removed. If it is a corn, it is

troublesome, and can only be rubbed down by one of the rasps used for

the same purpose by human beings.

Cross between the Dorking and Cochin-China (Boadicea\—The
cross between either the Brahma or Cochin-China and the Dorking is

accomplished by putting the Cochin or Brahma cock to Dorking hens.
Dumpies are considered a distinct breed. Their merits are that they are

good layers, sitters, and mothers, but not more so than other breeds.

There is a curious resemblance in all but size between them and the
Japanese Bantams recently imported. In both cases the colours are

white and yellow, and brown. We do not think any colour is a test of

purity or otherwise.

Brahma Pootra (A. Cliadiciek).—You must consult the authorities as

to the characteristics. If the bird has those characteristics it may be
accepted as pure. There is no other mode of determining whether it is

cross-bred.

• Poultry-house and Yard (Dorking).—Yova plan seems to give all the
requisites for economical and successful poultry-keeping. The space
betwoen the gravel-pit and the stack-yard will give you 40 feet in length
and you may, having eo much space available, take 15 in depth. The
height should not be less than 8 feet ; if more, so much the better. The
entrance should be at one end. Light should be admitted either by a
skylight or by windows, and there should be plenty of it. We prefer
skylights, and if covered with small wire-netting they will not be broken.
You will still require openings for ventilation. There may be flaps on
hinges, unglazed, but filled in with wire netting, so that in the Bummer
they may remain open all night, while during the cold winter months they
should be closed all night, but even then they and the door should be
opened throughout the day to purify the house. They should be at least
6 feet from the [rround, and so contrived as to provide a thorough draught
through the building. The floor should be of earth covered with some
inches of loose gravel mixed with bricklayer's rubbish. It should rise from
the door to the back. The house should bo supplied with laying-boxes,
which may be opposite the door. The porches ought to be within 2 feet of
the ground. They should not be fastened, but should rest on ledges on
the wall, so as to be easily removeable for purposes of cleaning. Poles of
about 14 inches in circumference sawn in half and placed with ther
side uppermost are il' t, it is required. Nothing of an expensive charac-
ter is necessary. Hnv ng stone at command, that material may be used
as a foundation and lor 2 feet above the ground ; all that is necessary
afterwards is good sound planking, which covered with gas-tar is very
durable. The fowls should have free access to the stack-yard, in which
they all delight ; it affords them food, dust-baths, and shelter in wet
weather. The position chosen for the house would place it against the
greenhouse and vinery. The artificial heat is not necessary. Ducks
should not roost with fowls. The stream need not be covered over. The
place is well adapted for Dorkings. Your Cochins and-Brahmas for winter
layers and early sitters maybe safely and profitably kept in any small
confined space. A fence 5 feet high, or even 4, will safely hold them,
as they have no desire to stray or go out. A roosting-house 12 feet square,
and an enclosure 30 feet by 20, would keep a dozen or more; but if

you want only eggs you may let them run with yeur Dorkings and still

keep them quite pure by having only Dorking cocks. The colour of the
eggs will always enable you to sort them. There is no necessity to go to
expense in making poultry-bouses, nor is there any return for doing so.
You should have a separate small house for sitting hens; you probably
have such, as any sheltered place will do, and if partially dark so much
the better. The hens must sit on the ground.

Brahma Poothar Laying (W. S.),—Brahmas lay at from five to six

months, sometimes earlier. We have them now laying at that age, and
wo have known them lay at eighteen weeks.

Breeding Dcckwing Bantams {Bantam).—May and June are the best
niQnths for breeding Bantams. We suppose you wish to introduce more
colour into your Duckwings, and therefore cross with a Black Red. The
best plan is to breed from Black Red oocks and Duckwing hens. Yon
must be guided by appearances afterwards ; but it is probable that, breed-
ing the second year from mother and son, you will obtain all you require.

Feeding Ducks ( ).—Your Ducks, now three months old, will pro-
bably lay about January. Good feeding will assist, but over-feeding will

prevent it. Give them good oats put in a vessel with some gravel ; vary
the diet by giving meal, and now and then a small quantity of tallow-

chandler's greaves. It is necessary they should have access to the pond
at times.

Game Fowls' Tails and Breasts (R. Hawkins).—We sent your noto
to *' Newmarket," and he replies :—" Game fowls' tails should be neither
too long nor too short. Long-tailed birds are long-bodied in general,
which is bad ; and short-tailed birds are often ' broad-rumped.' Tails
should be well fanned and spreading, and well sickled, the sickle feathers
with a full round curve. Short tails or small tails are bad for exhibition
birds, and the large tail is most showy and most approved of as a rule.

Game fowls' tails should be carried erect and upright, which shows
spirit, as , drooping tail shows a want of spirit. The best and purest-
bred stri of Brown Reds always have the red-brown breasts, throstle-

breasted Brown Reds being crossed with the Black-breasted Reds in
general. Brown Reds should be of a dark red in the cocks—hens, dark
brown and not black—very dark iron-brown legs ; fine, long, sharp heads,
and dark nails, light or white nails being bad. Ral brown-breasted
cocks are the most spirited and hardest birds.''

Apples for Pigs (An Old Subscriber).—Whether boiled or unbo'led,

we should give refuse apples to pigs ; but should prefer them boiled and
mixed with meiL
Wolverhampton Poultry Show.—Mr. E. T. Holden, of Walsall, in-

forms us that he was the winner of the first and third in Spanish, and
not Mr. Beach.

Sick Bullfinch (Iago).—I fear your Bullfinch has by some means
ruptured some of the delicate air-vessels of the body, by which means
the air has escaped under the skin. The best way to relieve the bird is

to puncture the skin with a fine pair of scissors and so let out the air,

being careful to avoid any of the larger veins. Rest and quiet will most
likely work a cure, but I would advise the withholding of all stimulating

or exciting food, as hemp or rape seed, and brandy. Give in preference

lettuce, chickweed, bread and milk sop, and a little Spanish liquorice in

his water.—B. P. Brent.

POULTRY MARKET.—November 5.

We have a good supply, and trade is rather improving. Grouse con-

tinue plentiful. Up to the present time we have had more Grouse from

Scotland than for many years past.

a d. 8. A s. d s. d

Large Fowls 3 to 3 6 Pheasants .....2 3 to 2 6
Smaller do 2 2 3 Partridges 1 8 1 6
Chickens 1 3 1 6 Grouse 1 6 1 9
Geese 6 7 6 Hares 2 6 8
Ducks 19 2 Rabbits 14 15
Pigeons " « 9 Wild do 8 9
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of doing so must have differed widely from that which Mr.
Martin has brought into notice ; besides, the class of structures
to be heated—glass houses—constitute altogether a fresh fea-
ture. As this system of heating is at once simple and capable
of being adapted to most, if not all, places requiring heating,
many persons will, no doubt, be anxious to become acquainted
with its leading features, and these I will endeavour to state.
The glass structure to which Mr. Martin has applied the mode

of heating alluded to forms the comer house of a range of lean-
to graperies placed against the north wall of a kitchen garden,
of which the ground has a considerable fall to the south. The
position of the house is certainly favourable to its heating well,
as a good brick wall forms its northern and western sides, and
another glass structure heated in a different way adjoins it on
the east side. In width it is middle-sized, the front being about
4 feet high, half glass and half brick, and its mean length about
27 feet. The aspect is, I believe, nearly south, but the west wall,
pointing to the sun at about 2 p.m., exhibits a considerable de-
parture from the rectangular form, at the same time this in-
creases the period of the sun's heating power ; so that as a whole
the houseis well situated for attracting solar heat, and likewise
for retaining that which is communicated to it by other means.
What these are I shall now proceed to describe.
While the house was in course of being built the whole of

the interior was excavated about 3 feet, or a little more, below
what was to be the floor line ; brick pillars, !i inches square
and nearly as high as the floor, were erected all over the area to
he covered, at distances of 3 feet 9 inches apart in one direction,
and rather less thanS feet in the other. These pillars or propa
were to support the floor, which was simply composed of three
thicknesses of ordinary flat roofing-tiles bedded rather thickly
in cement, and resting on the brick piers ; a framework o"f

hoards supported the floor until the cement had become set,
when it would carry any reasonable weight that might be put
upon it. Under this floor there is the heating chamber, so
contrived that the whole of the former is made available for
heating the house—in other words, a fire applied underneath
the floor imparts sufficient heat to the atmosphere of the house
above. The thickness of the floor is from 2} to 3 inches. Fur-
ther, Mr. Martin has carried the hollow work outside of the
house, and has heated what might in ordinary circumstances
he called the Vine-border to the width of G feet or more, the
hollow work being exactly of the same kind as that underneath
the house, only, I believe, there was some contrivance for shut-
ting off the heat from the outer border when not required there.
The outer border, when I saw it, was cropped with various

vegetables in the course of forcing, and I believe the results
have been very satisfactory. Vines had not been planted, but
in some glass cases covering a part of the border Strawberries
and early vegetables, such as Dwarf Kidney Beans, Radishes,
&c, I was told, had been very satisfactory.

_
In the interior of the house a bed had 'been formed upon the

tiled floor, and Pines were planted, and some of them promised
well. Flowering plants and other subjects occupied the re-
mainder of the house, which did not differ from others, except
in the mode of heating.

So well had the system answered, I was told, that Mr. Martin,
with the view of carrying out the principle on a larger scale,
had erected a similar heating apparatus in the open air, or
rather the same mode of heating was applied to a plot of
ground protected not by glass but by some moveable frames.
The means adopted were these :—A plot of ground, 4;", feet
square or more, was levelled by excavating the earth on the
upper side

; pillars of brickwork, 9 inches square, or perhaps
9 by 14, were erected about 3 feet apart all over the plot, and at
the outside of all a close wall. The pillars were about 2 feet
high, and level at top. Temporary planks were then placed
all over the plot, so as to be as high as these pillars, and on
them three courses of common roofing tiles were laid, with a due
proportion of Portland cement between tbem, the whole form-
ing a solid floor. I believe the planks were allowed to remain
a few days before they were withdrawn, and most likely a week
or two would elapse before this floor was covered with earth,
in order to allow the cement to harden. I ought to add that
the outside walls were carried about a foot higher than the
floor to keep the soil in position, and in one or two places a
trap-door was fitted into the outside wall to afford access to the
chamber underneath. The fireplace was at one corner, where
the nature of the around allowed of its being easily reached

;

Rncl a ' See it was, capable of burning any kind of
fuel, and the stump of a good-sized tree would not have choked
it up. A chimney, about 10 feet high, at an opposite coiner,

completed the heating apparatus, there being a damper in the
chimney to check undue draught. I ought also to state that
on two sides of the square lean-to pits of the ordinary descrip-
tion had been erected, and these were heated in the same way
and by the same fire. I understood that by means of dampers
the whole or the greater part of the heat could be thrown into

the pits if required, or turned on to the much larger open space.
These pits were occupied by Cucumbers, &c, and I believe there
was au intention of trying Pines in them. Perhaps there might
be some ingenious yet simple contrivance underneath, to insure
an equal distribution of the heat supplied by the fire all over
the space it had to act upon, but I am not sure ; certain it is

that in the heated chambei the tiles embedded in cement
formed the roof, while the natural earth formed the bottom,
and the fuel employed was anything that would burn.

Mr. Martin's object has been to obtain all the heat possible

from the material consumed, and having obtained it, to apply
it so as to insure the least possible waste. Impressed with the
fact that heat always tends to ascend, he felt that applying it

under the floor was the best way to secure his object. He only
claims credit for restoring a very old mode of heating, not for

inventing a new one. It is, he says, older than the Christian

era, for Roman dwellings were warmed in this way.
From what has been stated, it would appear that hypoeanst

heating deserves to be considered in comparison with other
modes of wanning horticultural structures, or, what is equally

important, of heating a large space not covered in at all, so as

to impart to the earth that genial warmth, which, whether
natural or artificial, exercises so much influence on the progress

of the plants under cultivation. Of heating with the latter

object in view, there was an example extensive enough ; but
unfortunately at the time of my visit, towards the end of sum-
mer, there had been r.o occasion for fires for some time, and
the effects of the heating apparatus would only become appa-
rent in the autumn. No doubt every spot that could be covered

iu any way would be useful during the winter, and many of us

would like such a place for early Potatoes. Radishes, and even
Peas and Cauliflowers ; but whether these would be much bene-

fited unless covered up, is a problem which the coming winter
will doubtless solve. However this may be, Mr. Martin is

entitled to the thanks of the horticultural world for the wide
departure which he has made from the ordinary methods of

applying heat, and for the field which he has thus opened up
for further research. Far advanced as we suppose ourselves

to be at the present period, it will be humiliating to be told (as

time may prove to be the case), that heat was more economised,

and more profitably applied, some twenty centuries ago than it

is now.
There is evidently yet much to learn in the mode of consum-

ing a given quantity of fuel to the best advantage. In this

respect the mode of heating adopted by Mr. Martin would seem
to be a nearer approach to correctness than most others, from
the thinness of the material intervening between the fire and
the atmosphere to be heated iu the case of the plant-house,

while in respect to heating a given space of ground, it has still

higher claims to attention. Certainly the subject well deserves

the serious attention of all concerned in the warming of hor-

ticultural structures, or, indeed, in supplying heat elsewhere.

—J. Roesox.

CRATAEGUS PYRACANTRA.
This, usually called " Pyracantha," or Evergreen Thorn, is

a plant which attracts the attention of every one at this season

of the year. The beautiful coral-coloured berries which it pro-

duces in great profusion contrast splendidly with its dark

green foliage. It is a plant easily cultivated, and perfectly

hardy—two very important characteristics.

This is another plant which I wish to recommend for the de-

coration of the dinner-table. It is readily increased from seed

;

or plants about a foot high can be purchased at most nurseries

at a cheap rate. A very little trouble will bring them into the

shape of pyramids or standards. In the former shape, with

berries hanging over the sides of the vase up to the very

summit of the plant, they are objects of great attraction. They
may be trained in any other way which fancy may dictate

;

little globular bushes are very pretty.

The best way to grow theiu, I think, is to plant them out in

an open sunny border, and to lift and root-prune them every

season, which will keep them dwarf and fruitful. A few plants

can be taken up iu as many minutes, potted, and sent to the

dimaer-table, and difficult must they be to please who could
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not admire such lovely objects, My wife says the Pyracantha

is a moBt charming plant as an ornament, and most gardeners'

wives are pretty good judges as to what looks well and what
does not.

Larger plants are very ornamental for entrance halls, corri-

dors, and other rooms in the mansion.
There is another purpose for which tibia plant is admirably

adapted, and if it is a secret I will "let it out" if requested.
—John Perkins, Tkornkam Gardens', Eye.

[Let it out, by all means.— Ei

THE KEW ROSES.
Disappointment makes us very chary of entertaining any

exalted ideas. We have been so often bitten, our expectations

so often raised only to be disappointed, that an unknown Rose,

unless it comes with the character of the raiser as a guarantee,

is, notwithstanding the grand name and the high-sounding de-

scription, considered as anything but magnificent ; and as lam
now about to travel into those unknown regions where many a

character is lost, and whose shores are covered with the relics

of many a condemned felon, and with the leaves of catalogues

which " lie " there, as they did when we first opened them
with eager hands, I must ask for forbearance if I stumble,

and, terrified at what has already happened, hesitate to guide

my friends where I have not ventured myself. I will, however,

do as in former years—endeavour to give a guess from what
one does know.

CHARLES VERDIER.

21. Paul Verdier.—Vigorous. Flowers very large, full, per-

fectly imbricated. Magnificent lively rose.

This sounds well ; and when at Vitry I heard a good deal

said of a new Rose that C. Verdier had. Doubtless this was it.

It seems to be of the Duchesse de Caylus character ; and unques-
tionably the raiser of that fine Rose ought to be trusted, espe-

cially as some of our best Roses were his.

TOUVAIS.

22. Alba Cariiea.—Vigorous. Flowers medium, full, very

well shaped, white lightly tinted with rose ; reverse of petals

pure white.

23. Aspasie.—Vigorous. Flowers large, very full, fiat, clear

red, lively crimson at centre.

24. Rose Perfection.— Vigorous. Flower very large, full,

very well shaped, very sweet-scented, and holding itself well,

dark ruby and brilliant rose.

In looking over the last two years' lists I find that the fol-

lowing came from him—Belle Rose, Semiramis, Souvenir d'nue

Mere in 1864; and Comte Alphonse de Serenge, Daniie, and
Mousseline in 1865, not one of which is worth retaining in our
lists. I am therefore very doubtful whether we can trust his

descriptions.

LTABATJD.

25. Franqois Tteyve.—Vigorous. Flowers large, very full,

shape of the Cabbage Ruse, beautiful shining dark scarlet.

Very beautiful.

26. Mademoiselle Jeanne Marie.—Vigorous. Flowers very
large, full, lively rose marbled with purple. Very beautiful.

27. Mademoiselle Therese Coumer.—Vigorous ; seedling of

Geant des Batailles. Flowers large, full, lively rose, pure
white in the centre.

Last year M. Liabaud also sent out three, of which Jean
Cherpin promises to be a good and desirable Rose : hence I am
inclined to think that the first of these, at any rate, is likely

to be an acquisition.

DAMAIZIN.
28. Condense tie Vallier.— -Very vigorous. Flowers medium-

sized, full, well formed, dark violet purple, with blackish shading.

29. Felix Genero. Very vigorous. Flowers large, full, very
well formed, beautiful violet rose.

30. Francois /<< sboit.—Vigorous. Flowers large, full, cup-
shaped, lively red shaded with lilac.

Of the new Roses of last year three were the production of

M. Damaizin, and of these Hippolyte Flandrin and Frederic

Biborel are excellent Roses ; while I have also heard Abel
Gonod well spoken of : hence we may hope well of these. The
first two sound well, as there is a novelty in their colouring.

OOER.
31. Claire Renard.—Vigorous. Flowers large, full, cup-

shaped, very lively rose.

I asked last year who was likely to hear anything of Aurore
Borcale, La Tendresse, and Triptoleme, this raiser's fiowers

laBt year. My anticipations were well founded, and hence I

shall pass this.

FONTAINE 1
i
ki .

32. I:,, ih, i i,aim.—Vigorous. Flowers large, full, imbri-
cated, beautiful lively carmine rose.

:s:i. S,iur I'hnde.—Vigorous. F'lowers largo, full, very well

shaped, metallic rose {carmine list ri »/.'/• nti i. I confess myself
unablo to do justice to this in a translation. But for what are
we indebted to M. Fontaine t Farm; Petzold, Gustavo Persfn,

and Mademoiselle Mane Rely—who knows these worthies?
.')•!. Madame Outue.—Vigorous. Flowers huge, full, very

well shaped, brilliant reddish vermilion.

35. Triumphs de Sawjona.—-Vigorous. Flowers large, very
full, very well formed, beautiful llesh-coloured rose shaded with
salmon.

G ! i
:

i.
. .

36. liiuihie Serihe.—Vigorous. Flowers large, full, well-

formed, fiery red, very brilliant. Of this I can say nothing.

oniELOT ri.i:i:.

37. Charles Verdi, r.—Vigorous ; seedling of Victor Verdier.

Flowers very large, very full, well formed, beautiful rose,

slightly bordered with blush. Very beautiful.

38. Madame Bellenden A", r.—Not vigorous. Flowers medium-
sized, full, pure white.

39. Monsieur Xoman.—Vigorous ; seedling of Jules Margottin.
Flowers large, full, tender rose bordered with blush. Very
beautiful.

If M. Guillot has put Charles Verdier's name to a bad or

indifferent Rose he ought to be hanged on the highest standard
one could get, and be pelted with his awn catalogues. It and
M. Noman seem as like as two Peas, and let us hope both are

good.

BOYAU.
40. Capitainc Paid.—Vigorous. Flowers large, full, well

formed, lively red.

41. Souvenir de Monsieur Boll.—Vigorous. Flowers very

large, very full, very well formed, cerise red shaded with aurore.

This is said to be the colour of the dawn. I confess my
inability to understand or translate it.

We are not much indebted to M. Boyau, so our expectations

must not be raised much as to these.

PETERS.

42. Euryanthe.—Vigorous. Flowers large, nearly full, glo-

bular, red shaded with velvety black, passing into a bluish tint.

43. Globe de Thalwitz.—Vigorous. Flowers large, full,

sparkling scarlet carmine red, reflexed with lake. Superior to

President Lincoln.

Of this raiser I know nothing, nor am I conscious that I

have ever heard his name or where he hails from.

SOUEERT EI NOTTISS.

44. Panache de Luxembourg.—Vigorous. Flowers medium-
sized, full, well formed, purple and violet, striped and marbled
with salmon rose. A sport from Docteur Arnal. (Who is he ?)

I do not think this promises much.
LEVEQl'E ET FILS.

45. Monsieur Cliair (I'Bst-Ange.—Vigorous. Flowers medium
or large, full, brilliant red.

We owe many good Roses to honest old Levcque, and this

may be another.

TEOCILLAED.
40. Lanrbd de Barny.—Vigorous. Flowers large, full, glo-

bular, imbricated, beautiful, very lovely currant red.

47. Mademoiselle Marie de !,i Villeboinet (!),
— Vigorous.

Flowers large, very full, delicately imbricated, beautiful tender

rose.

is. Mnnsieue Thiers.—Vigorous. Flowers large, very full,

regular, fine brilliant red.

The first of these sounds well, but one has been so very often

disappointed in Trouillaru's Roses, that I hesitate to pronounce.

VIGNERON'.

49. President Porcher.—Vigorous. Flowers very large, full,

beautiful clear rose, shaded with carmine.
This seems to be nothing out of the common, and so it must

be left.

MOREAU ROBERT.
."0. General Cliampionnet.—Vigorous. Flowers large, full,

cup-shaped, lively red, shaded with violet.

LEVEL
51. Jean France.—Very vigorous. Flowers medium, full,

|

well formed, dark purple.
' And so, with a sigh of relief, I finish my task, and not with-
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out some misgiving ; for to profess to give an opinion involves

the charge of being told by-and-by, Why did you recommend

me such rubbish ? I have, however, given my honest opinion,

and only hope that it may be verified by the result.—D., Deal.

P.S.—I find that several Rose-growers speak of Mademoiselle

Marie Rady, a seedling of Fontaine pere of last year, as the

best of the new Roses of 1866 ; if so, my remarks on his seed-

lings would be modified.

TIME FOR PLANTING OUT PELARGONIUMS
IN BEDS.

I observe in the " Florist and Pomologist " for this month,

a letter from "A. D.," who is kind enough to give us a very

admirable list of plants for the spring decoration of our

gardens—a subject which has engaged my attention ever since

I took to gardening, which, however, is not a very long time.

I have no hesitation in saying that in this matter we are far

behind our ancestors, for they had not to clear out their beds

for bedding plants as we have now. The question is, How can

we make our flower-beds look gay in the spring without en-

croaching on the time when our bedding plants should be

planted out ?

This leads to another question on which I should like to say a

word or two—viz., When should we put out our bedding plants ?

" A. D." gives us a list of annuals, &c, which would make
any garden exceedingly gay from the middle of May to the end

of June (even if sown iu the previous August), but how about

the bedding plants ? I gather from " A. D.'e " letter that he

is of opinion that the putting out of bedding plants is best

deferred till quite the end of May or beginning of June, even

in the "sunny south" from which he writes. Now my ex-

perience, even in the last very eccentric May, shows that as

far as the moderately tender bedding plants, such as Pelar-

goniums and Lobelias, are concerned, the sooner they are

planted out, provided the soil is wet, the better. I will give

you the simple statement of what I did last May, and your

readers may draw their conclusions. I will merely premise

that ray garden is entirely exposed to the prevailing winds of

this district (uear Chester), and is notoriously cold.

You may remember that we had dry weather for the first

ten days of May. On the night of the 11th we had a fair allow-

ance of ruin, which wetted the soil thoroughly. On the 12th

I planted out four beds of Pelargoniums and a few Lobelias.

The same night it was bitterly cold and hailed furiously, and

the next day I received condolences from my friends on having

planted out". We then had a pleasing mixture of frost, cold

east wind, and dry weather, till the 30th of May, during

which time not another plant was put out, and my gardener

occupied himself witli washing the frost off the leaves oi the

Pelargoniums every morning—a proceeding which, in my
opinion, accounts for the cheerful russet hue that all their

older leaves presented by the end of May. Certain plants of

Cloth of Gold Pelargonium that were providentially over-

looked by him had quite a brilliant appearance compared with

those that had undergone the morning ablution.

Well, at last the rain came, and without the loss of a

moment the remaining plants were put out, and most of my
neighbours began now to plant out.

Let us now skip the next three weeks, and see what is the

comparative condition of the early and late-planted beds.

Why, the former are beds well filled with flourishing bushy

plants well covered with bloom (a bed of Lord Palmerston was

perfectly glorious), while those that had been coddled up had
soarcely shown a sign of growth. Of course I am comparing

Pelargoniums with Pelargoniums. The contrast was absolutely

ludicrous. Nor had the late-planted Pelargoniums begun to

look really well when I left home for a two-months residence

on the Continent in the second week in August, and, as after

that came the deluge, of course they never did look well all the

summer; while the early-planted beds duriDg the fine dry

weather we had in June and July were simply gorgeous.

Now, as the very earliest annuals sown in August, and
planted out as large plants in October in the places they have

to occupy in spring, entirely decline flowering before May ith

me, I should have been compelled either to have grubbed them
up iu their prime or'to have postponed the bedding-out. As
a matter of fact, the reason I did not fill more beds on the

12th of May was that the others were occupied with Sileire

pendula, Alyssum saxatile, Rex Subroruin and Purple Crown
Tulips, all then in full bloom. The beds I planted had been

filled with early single Tulips (such as Scarlet Van Thol,

White Pottebakker, Canary Bird, and Moliere), Hyacinths, and
Crocuses, all of which were well over before I wanted to plant,

and were consequently moved to a quiet corner of the kitchen

garden to make room for their successors.

Let me sum up by saying that while in these latitudes au-

tumn-sown annuals do not flower early enough in the spring

to be done before the bedding plants aro put out, yet with

Crocuses, Hyacinths, early single Tulips, Primulas (as Poly-

anthus, &c), and other early perennials, a garden may be gay

from the end of February to the end of October, and much
longer if Chrysanthemums are judiciously introduced. —
Alfiied 0. Wal:

VINE BORDERS, AND HOW TO MAKE THEM.

Six-ninths loam.
Two-ninths boiled bones.
Oneteinth stable manure.

9 in.

Loam.
Boiled bones.
Stable manure.

" Then chopped sods, lime rub-
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rienced, so much depends on the treatment and tho locality.

I am sure " B. S." need not be ashamed to state tho truth

about them. It would also be interesting to know the lands

which ho lias planted, the growth in length and thickness of

each variety, and whether or not the canes are well ripened.

—

J. Wills.]

NOTICE.
Tun following letter was addressed to a cm-respondent, and

forwarded by him to us for publication :

—

" Having a few plants to spare of an entirely new and most

delicious fruit from Java, of which the Emperor Napoleon has

had several, and has expressed himself highly gratified with

the fruit, I thought that perhaps you might like a plant.

" This beautiful tree grows easily in tho stove, and is very

dwarf in habit. The flowers are sweet-scented and large, fol-

lowed by one of the most splendid fruits known.
" The plants are small, but very strong and healthy, and will

be sent to any address on receipt of cheque for three guineas,

extremely carefully packed in case. The tree will flower and

fruit next year. The Emperor's letter can be sent to be read

if liked.—J. Hon
We think it our duty, after what occurred relative to Mr.

Hullett's Mangosteens and 1-1 lbs.-fruited Passiflora, to print

this letter, and to state that we no longer have Mr. Hullett as

a correspondent, and we advise our readers to be careful how
they receive such representations.

—

Eds.]

VINES AND FLOWERING PLANTS IN THE
SAME HOUSE.

I have lately erected a greenhouse here of the following

dimensions :—Length, inside measurement, 2!) feet 6 inches
;

breadth of ditto, 16 feet ; height of back wall, 11 feet 8 inches ;

height to front, 7 feet 4 inches. The front of the house is

composed of eight sashes and a glass door, the latter being in

the centre with four sashes on each side. The sashes are

4 feet high by 3 feet wide, and are all hinged so as to open to

any extent desired, and due ventilation is effected by means of

four sliding sashes in the roof. The front brickwork is about

3 feet inside, but only 1 foot 6 inches above the Vine-border on
the outside. The house is heated by four-inch hot-water pipes,

and the heat could be raised to 120° Fahr. if required. Now,
can I have good flowers and good Grapes in this house ?

I intend to plant ten Vines—that is, one at every second

rafter. The length of rafter is 17 feet o inches. The distance

between each Vine will be 3 feet 4 inches. The Vine-border is

outside tho house, and its breadth 14 feet. I have been given

four well-grown Vines—viz., one Muscat of Alexandria, one

Bowood Muscat, one Muscat Hamburgh, one Duchess of

Buccleuch. Are these suited for such a house as mine, and,

if so, what would you advise the other six to be ?

The back wall is '29 feet 6 inches long, and 14 feet 8 inches

high. In front of it—that is, between it and the flagged floor of

the house, is a pit 2 feet wide and 3 feet deep. At the bottom
of this I have laid 4 inches of broken stones, upon these two
lengths of three-inch pipe, which are connected with a boiler

(not the same as that heating the house), and are furnished with

a stop-cock, so that the boiling water can be turned on or off at

pleasure. I mean to put 2 inches of broken stones over these,

then to cover the whole with turf cut from an old pasture, and
to fill up the pit with maiden earth.

My present intention is to plant in this border six standard
May Duke Cherries, the stems to be at least 6 feet high before

they branch, and in the five intervals between these I would
plant an Orange tree, a Lemon, a Lime, a Citron, and a Shaddock.
These could grow to the height of feet, and furnish the lower

part of the wall—would they do in such a border ? Besides
this, I would use the border for propagating-purposes. Along
the entire margin of it the four-inch house-heating pipes rim,

while underneath heat is given by the three-inch pipes. Now, if

I covered this border about an inch or so deep with silver sand,

could I in spring strike what cuttings I wanted for bedding
plants ? Please to recommend me some book on the care of a
greenhouse.—A Subscriber, Ballinasloc.

[You may have both fruit and flowers good if you be some-
what limited in your desires as to variety. In your proposed
list of Vines you have marked so many Muscats and others

requiring a high temperature, that you could only succeed with

plants in the house by having them in chiefly when tho Vines
were at rest; and if yon ivan '

I bug a high tem-
perature at that time, then tho Vines would have to be taken
out of tho house ; and all proper greenhouse plants would, on
the other hand, require to be taken out as soon as tho Vines
broke in the house after being taken in. Our advice would be,

to be satisfied with lato Grapes—say from August until

towards the end of October, and then to grow plants which will

either stand the shade of the Vines, or be capable of going out
of doors after they have made the house gay all the winter
and spring.

Our present remarks will, therefore, apply to the manage-
ment of such a house. The kinds of Vines we would select

are the following :—One Muscat of Alexandria (nearest the
boiler), one Buckland Sweetwater, one Muscat Hamburgh, one
Prolific Sweetwater, one Black Hamburgh; one Trentham
Black, one White Froutignan, one Black Champion, one Royal
Muscadine or Golden Han bur b, one Lady Downe's. This
would give you a White and Black pretty well alternately, and
you may increase the Black Hamburghs.
The plants which wo would chiefly grow, would be Chinese

Primulas, Calceolarias (herbaceous), Cinerarias, Cyclamens,
Cytisus, Acacias, Oranges, Camellias, Daphnes, Epacris, Pelar-
goniums, especially scarlet and fine-foliage J kinds, and Fuchsias.
Now, this is how we would manage such a house : We would

plant the Vines inside if we could. In your arrangernent^they
must be planted outside, but the stems should be protected.

We would prune as soon as the fruit was cut, dress the Vines,
and then fill the house with plants. We would keep the honse
in winter at from 40° to 45°, with a rise from sunshine of from
10° to 15°, provided air were given by the time the house ap-
proached 50°, but not hotter at night by fire heat than from
40° to 45°. With such management the Vines will not break
much until towards April ; and whilst breaking, and the bunches
were showing, we would make no difference in the house until

the latter approached the blooming period. Then we should
like to keep the house warmer and closer than would suit the
hardier plants, as Cytisus, Acacias, &c. ; but they would go
out of doors in a sheltered place, whilst Camellias, Oranges,
Daphnes, Epacrises, &c, would like the shade and the ad-
ditional heat, and might either remain in the house or be
taken out for a short time, as the Grapes became ripe and
needed a drier air. By such management very good Grapes
can be obtained.

In such a house, Cinerarias, Primulas, Cyclamens, Cytisus,
Camellias, Epaoris, Daphnes, Mignonette, Violets, &c, can be
had in bloom all the winter and spring. The Primulas, Cine-
rarias, Calceolarias, Violet.;, Mignonette, Chrysanthemums, &c,
can be prepared in cold pits, or out of doors.in summer, and
be housed by the middle of October. Early-flowering Pelar-
goniums will bloom in May. and in light places in June,
and then may be turned out and cut down, repotted, and housed
as above. Scarlet Pelargoniums will not only bloom in winter
and spring, but they will flower all the summer, even in a little

shade and a raised temperature, and may be pruned back, and
started afresh. Cytisus and the whole tribe of Acacia will

do admirably all the winter and spring, and may be turned out
in a sheltered place by the beginning of May. The grandest
plants of all will be the sweet Daphnes, Oranges, Camellias,
and Epacrises—the latter, the true Heaths of Australasia, and
as beautiful as Ericas, are just in their glory in such a house
where they have a cool temperature to bloom in, and a high
temperature in which to make their wood. This and the shade
at that time just suit them, Camellias, and Oranges, in making
their wood and setting their buds ; and but for the damp re-

quired in watering, these might all remain as the Grapes
became ripe, damp being kept from the berries by encasing
the bunches in glazed bags, or cutting the bunches as soon
as thoroughly ripe. Setting the plants out of doors in a
sheltered place for a few weeks would do them no harm.
We have not mentioned Azaleas, but all those which bloom
early might be treated in the same way. Fuchsias kept in tho
cellar all the winter would thrive in the open parts of such a
house in summer ; and then if the house be kept closer and
hotter for the Vines, if the Camellias, ic, were not enough,
there might be a fine show from tender and half-tender
annuals, as feathered Cockscomb, true Cockscomb, Browallias,
and Cleome. Thus with a little manageuent , even when the
Vines were ripening their fruit, the house might always be
sweet and gay.

One more subject we must allude to, and that is the shut-in
border at the back of the house, 2 feet wide, 3 feet deep, with
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a layer of stones below and above two three-inch pipes,

heated from a separate source to that which heats the house.
The length of the house is 294 feet. Now, to do the best with
this border, it must not be applied to too many purposes. It

will make a first-rate propagating-bed or pit, supplied with
sashes. It will also do well for growing fruit or flowers, but
not answer two purposes well at the same time. You pro-

pose planting in this border, in good soil, six standard May
Duke Cherries, and between these a Lemon, a Lirno, a Citron,

a Shaddock, and an Orange, which could grow to a height of

6 feet, whilst the Cherries could cover the other 8 feet 8 inches

of the wall. Now, the Cherries could only be expected to

succeed in a late vinery, or if in an early one, the fruit must be

swelling nicely by the time the Grapes were showing their

shocts, as nothing could be made of the Cherries without
plenty of ventilation and a low temperature at first. Besides,

bottom heat would be injurious to the Cherries, though it

would be beneficial to the Oranges, Limes, &c. No better-

border or contrivance could be had for the latter, which would
thus cover the back wall. The border would also answer well

for Camellias, and when the wall was furnished it would
always be a grand show in the winter and spring months.
Shade and extra heat when the Vines were growing would just

be suitable for the Camellias. With such a wall covered
with Camellias, Oranges, Lemons, &c, there need be none of

these in the centre of the house, except small plants. If, how-
ever, the wall were thus planted, we do not think you could
do much with the side of the raised border in the way of pro-

pagating. The soil might be covered with small Ferns and
Mosses. If you determine on making that border suit growing
flowering plants, and also serve for propagating, you had better

shut off so many spaces for the plants, as Camellias and
Oranges, and have other spaces with nothing but stones and
sand above the pipes, and then a glass over these spaces for

propagating-purposes. We would prefer having it all devoted
to one purpose, and for display, rich scent, and for fine colours,

nothing would beat Camellias and Oranges.
Keane's " In-door Gardening " will suit you. You can have

it free by post from our office if you enclose twenty stamps
with your direction.]

COXIFERE.
I have read with much interest in your columns accounts of

exotic trees at Linton Park, and elsewhere, by Mr. Robson and
Mr. Kent, who are deserving of thanks for the valuable in-

formation thus given. To satisfy the curiously exact, they
have expressed with sufficient minuteness the size, the age,

and progress of growth of each species, and distinguished the
kinds which do and do not succeed well. Now, as they find

(I allude more particularly to Mr. Robson's descriptions), that
some of the species— for instance, Abies Douglasii at Linton
Park—do not thrive well at one place, and yet succeed admirably
in other localities, it would be very desirable if some of those
gentlemen would complete their descriptions by explaining
the positions—high or low, the nature of the soil—wet or dry,

shelter or exposure, and the general treatment of the trees in
question.

Many of the larger Conifers prefer a northerly or north-west
aspect—most of them high ground ; but although they are found
in positions thousands of feet above the sea level, we must not
suppose they are all equally well adapted for being planted in
high and exposed places in this country. Abies Douglasii,
Wellingtonia, and several of the Piceas naturally grow in high
positions, but at the same time they come to the greatest per-
fection in the mountain valleys on the banks of rivers in deep
alluvial soils. Someof the long-leaved Pines—Lambertiana, for

example—are found in greatest vigour and size growing in
almost pure sand.
My experience is that few of these trees can be cultivated

successfully unless they have sufficient moisture, and at the
same time the soil in which they are planted so drained, either

by nature or by art, that no stagnant water can affect them.
If Abies Douglasii succeeds well in one spot and not in another,
the reason surely must be looked for in its position, soil, ex-

posure, or treatment. It would be an additional desideratum
supplied if we could be thoroughly made to understand the
nature of the soil, its humidity, the position, shelter, or ex-
posure, and manner of treatment those trees have enjoyed
which thus fail to realise expectation.

—

Utinam Mihi Dicas.

[Our correspondent, who resides at Brighton, has some ex-

perience in the culture of Conifer*. In a private letter to us
he says

—

" I have upwards of seventy different species of Conifers,
and I am interested in them. Mine are mostly very young,
but if they do as well for a few years as they have done hitherto
I shall have some fine specimens. I have an Aiaucaria im-
bricata which has grown 17 inches every year for the last five

years, and there is not a brown leaf on any part of it. I have
a Pinus Gordoniana which has grown this year 17 inches—se-

cond year planted—the shoot is nearly 1 inch in diameter, and
the leaves 13 inches long, some more. I have an Abies
Douglasii which has grown in an open space 2 feet 9 inches this

summer."]

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
NpVESIBEE GlBC.

Floeal Committee.—Messrs. Veitch exhibited at this meeting
Dendrobium bigibbum, a pale lilac flower, with curious circular side

petals, giving it almost the form of a Pea ; there were only two or

three flowers open, but when seen in better condition it will prove
worthy of some distinction. Mr. Bull sent a small collection of

plants, including several pots of the sweet-scented parasite Cnscuta
-. growing on Ivy. The white bell flowers are nearly the size of

the Lily of the Valley, and give the plant a very pretty appearance.

A special certificate was awarded the collection. A collection of

Orchids from the Society's Gardens, South Kensington, including a

tine specimen of Odontoglossum grande, was awarded a special certi-

ficate. Messrs. E. G. Henderson sent several plants of Poa trivialis

argentea elegans, nicely arranged and bordered with a Selaginella.

This Grass was previously awarded a first-class certificate under the

name of Cynosurus cristatus foliis variegatis, which proved to be in-

correct ; it was shown on this occasion rightly named. Robert
Warner, Esq., sent a cut flower of a Lycasto of the flava section,

and James Bateman, Esq., cut flowers of Clematis Jaekmanni, the

plants having been in bloom for three months, and notwithstand-

ing the late frost, still producing perfect and well-coloured flowers.

From Mr. Shortt, gardener to Viscount Eversley, Heckfield, came cat

specimens of Ruscus aculeatus with yellow berries. It is necessary

that the history of this plant should be known before any decision as

to its merite can be arrived at. The berries are slightly spotted with

scarlet, whieli would seem to decide that it was a sport from R. acu-
leatus. It will be useful as a variety for rockwork decoration. Mr.
Forsyth, gardener to Baron Rothschild, exhibited a very fine specimen
of Antlimiiiin Seherzerianuin with six brilliant scapes in full perfec-

tion. A special certificate was awarded for good cultivation. Messrs.

f,t e, Hammersmith, brought cut specimens of Schizostylis coccinea.

These brilliant crimson spikes were cut from plants growing in the

borders out of doors. In form the flowers resemble, to the general

observer, those of the Ixia, but arc botanically very different. It is a

very useful plant for this time of the year. A special certificate was
awarded the specimens sent : a first-class certificate was given by a

Sub-Committee of the Floral Committee two years ago, but appears

not to have been entered among the awards in that season. A collection

of Pelargoniums, Primulas. Ac, came from the Cbiswick gardens ; also

a. very interesting collection of berries, oVc, consisting of Cotoneasters,

Craticgi, Snowberry, Crabs, and similar fruit. These were much
admired, and deserve attention from all gardeners : their varied and
brilliant colours in the absence of foliage from deciduous shrubs

make them very useful and highly ornamental.

Fruit Committee.—Mr. Forsyth, gardener to Paron L. De Roths-

child, Gnunersbury Park, exhibited three magnificent Pines, hand-

some in form and beautifully ripened—viz., two Smooth-leaved

Cayennes, each weighing 7 lbs., and one fruit of Charlotte Rothschild

9 lbs. in weight. Mr. Forfiyth received a special certificate for the

latter, and a like award was made for the two Cayennes. A dish of

English Pomegranates came from Mr. Downing, gardener to T.

Gri sell, Esq.. Xiabury Park, Dorking; and of Mangoes from Mr.
Taplin, gardener to the Duke of Devonshire, Chatsworth. In shape

the fruit were very like the Red Powis Mango, figured in the sixth

volume of the Society's " Transactions," from fruit ripened hi Earl

Powis's gar-den at Walcot Hall, Shropshire, in September 1826, but

instead of exhibiting a rich crimson cheek, the skin was of a doll

yellowish olive colour. Mr. Melville, gardener to the Earl of Rose-

berry, Dalmeny Park, sent fruit of Champion Frontignan Grape, but

the Committee" considered it very similar to and inferior in flavour to

Muscat Champion, a valuable variety previously raised by him.

Grapes also came from the Rev. George Kemp, Sion College, London
Wall, and consisted of good bunches of Royal Muscadine, grown on

the slate roof of an outhouse. Of Apples, Earlswood Pippin, a seed-

ling raised by Mr. Constable, the gardener at the Earlswood Asylum,

was shown, but though of fair flavour, was not considered to possess

any particular value ; and from Mr. Downing, Norbnry Park, there

came a collection of twelve kinds, among which were fine fruit of

Gloria Mnndi, Dumelow's Seedliug, Blenheim Pippin, Warner's King,

an excellent kitchen Apple, and Alfristou, as well as Barcelona Pear-

main, Braddick's Nonpareil, and other dessert kinds. A special cer-

tificate was awarded for the collection. Of Peais, Mr. Cox, gardener
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to W. Wellfl, Bgqi, of Bedlaal, Sent remarkably fine specimen- oi

Beam Claii'gean; but as usual with tin- variety, the flavouring not

equal tq tin- :> [»p< :i r.i n. . which, nnle.-d, IS lU chief recommendation.

G, I-'. WiLuut, Ksy., •' sharst Cottaqe, Woybridge, contributed 1

ipecii of Chaum-mtel, Trionin io d<- Jodoigne, unci Bi >

ilAnjou, grown in poti in au orchard-house, and the fruit on being

i,i .ir>i was found to be of excellent fldvorir ;
but the 1" b( Pear in this

respect "' any exhibited was Doyenne 3n Cornice, from Chiswiek, a

dclicio ; :;
|

j. | \ . \\ l||rl| ilc -em - fo In' 111' -IT Cl '1 1.
'
!': l) 1 V liUOWll II 1 111 Cill-

trvftte | ro n Sffi -r>. Wit -h & Sons, 6f Chelsea', cam.- a collection

of tec sorts af Beet) which was rendered nil the more interesting from
: h.' qj astance bf its being accompanied by oqoexk) specimens^

Bi ii Silrer. or Sea-Kale Beet, of which the blanched leafstalks

are the edible purl, and the White Silesian, there were eight lands of

Red Beel namely, Pine Apple, CattelLs Crimson, Dewar'a Dwarf
Red, Winton's, Veitch's Dark Red, two varieties de tgnated as Hybrid

No. 2 ami NT <>. 8, iin.l Nutting's Dftarf Red. 1'ke last-named was con-

sidered by the Committee the best of all, thus confirming the con-

clusion :it which thej had previously arrived from a trial of the baked
roots oi the different varieties grown at Chiswiek; A special curl 6

catc was sward '.I to Messrs. Voitoh for the collection.

Mi;isting.—W. Wilson Saunders., Esq., F.R.S., in the

chair. After the election of four Fellows and the usual announce-
ment of the awards bj the Chairmen of the Floral and Fruit Coin-

mittei inpli cl n itb s ime remarks \>\ these gentlemen on the subjects

exhibited, Mr. Wilson Saunders directed attention to a curious and
rather pretty Cuscuta exhibited by Mr. Bull, and growing as a pars ;xto

on Cvy. He remarked that numerous species of Cuscutn, or Dodfler,

are known, and that many plants are much injured by them, especially

Clover, which is attacked by C. trifolii. On going over some of our
heaths, also, it would be seen that the Furze had acquired a reddish

hue, caused by a Cnscuta. Though that exhibited by Mr. Bull was
ornamental, and deserved tube grown it' it could be kept within bounds,

still he thought it his duty to state that he knew of no plants which,

if allowed to over-run, were more injurious than the Cuscutas, which,

from ro '

.
..- into the plants on which they grow, arc extremely danger-

ous in honses. After directing attention to the yellow-berried rarietj

of Butcher's Broom already noticed, Mr, Saunders remarked iu re-
J

feroncc to Crunnera scabra, that it produces its cone-like inflorescence

pretty freely, and has a singular effect when this shoots up. The plant,

however, not being perfectly hardy, requires some protection in wintefc,

and the best mode of affording this is to cover it up with dry ashi 3,

and over these to place straw or common Fern.

STOKE NEWINGTON CHRYSANTHEMUM
SHOW.

The twentieth annual Show of the Stoke Newingtoh Chrysanthe-
mum Society was held on Thursday and Friday last, and was i Fi

superior to the exhibitions of previous years in the quality of the spe-

cimen plants and blooms exhibited. Of the former, six from Mr.
gi rdener to Miss Nicholson, which gained a silver cup in an

extra class, were remarkably tine; indeed, among the finest we have
seen exhibited. They consisted of Little Hanv, Golden Cherub,
Princi i Wales, Alma, Lady Hardinge, and Golden Hermione.
In the class for six plants Mr. Adam Forsyth, of Stoke N'ewingtottj

was first with very fine specimens of Christine, Golden Christine,

Alraa. General Bainbrigge, Mount Etna, and Annie Salter; and Mr.
George, who was second, also had excellent specimens. Mr. Forsyth
was likewise first in the class for four plants, with well-grown and
tinely-bloomed specimens of Alma, Christine, Golden Christine, and
Virgin Queen.
Pompones were very well represented, Mr. Forsyth being first in the

class for six, with Andromeda, Dnruflet, Helene, Cedo Nulli, and
its Lilac and Golden varieties, all of which were in fine bloom ; whilst

the plants exhibited by Mr. Butcher, gardener to C. Ballance, Esq.,
Lower Clapton, who was second, were also very good. For four
plants Mr. Forsyth was again first with White Trevenna, remarkably
fine, and other lands already named, whilst Mr. Butcher was second
with Golden Cedo Nulli, Bob. Trophee, and Andromeda. The same
exhibitors occupied the same relative positions in the class for pyramid
Pompones, of which they both exhibited very neat, well-bloomed speci-

mens ; whilst the standards of Bob. Golden Aurora, and Cedo Nulli,

exhibited by Mr. Forsyth, were admirable, and would have graced a
limn r-table.

Cut blooms were numerous, and in splendid condition. For twenty

-

1'onr. Mr. James, of the " Rochester Castle," Stoke Newin^ton, was
first; Mr. Rowe, gardener to Mrs. Lewis, Roehampton, second ; Mr.
Morgan, Plymouth, third : and Mr. Howe, fourth. Among Mr. James's
blooms we particularly noticed John Salter; Prince Alfred, Prince
Albert, Queen of England', Golden Beverley, Nil Desperandum. and i

Lady Hardinge. For twelve: Mr. Rowe was first; Mr. Moxham,
second; Mr. Morgan, third; Mr. Heale, Upper Clapton, fourth ; Mr.
Slade, Kingsland, fifth; and Mr. Parker, Kentish Town, sixth—all

with excellent blooms. Empress of India, Prince Alfred, Prince of
WaU-s, and Queen of England, from Mr. Rowe, were extra fine.

Anotheraextra prize, a silver cup, offered for the best twelve blooms

was awarded to Mr. Moxham fur una aiall\ fil* i lampUs of Novelty,

Hired Salter, Prince Allid, Queen of England, hmpr. . ot India,

Cherub, Princess of Wales, Prince of Wales, Lady Slade, Golden

Beverley, Lady Hardinge, and Jardiu des Plantes. In the class for

six blooms Mr. Cbrams, and Mr. Watkins, of High Hill Ferry,

Clapton, werq firsi ami second; Mr. George, third: and Mr. Walker,

I'ppcr Clapton, fourth. In tin- class for the same number of blooms

exhibited by amateurs who had never taken a prize before, Mr.
lYrrin, 1 >e Beauvoir Town, was first; and Mr. HntchingB, Victoria

i irovc. Stoke Newington, second. An extra first prize for the best six

new rlowers sent out in lsii;> and L866 was awarded to Mr. Morgan, of

Plymouth, for Isis, Princess of Wales, Venus, Golden Dr. Brock,

11. reward, and -Mrs. Brunlees ; and an extra second to Mr. James,

for Golden Beverley, Sam Weller, Venus, Hereward, Virgin t^uetju

and ( rfqria Mumli.
Of Anemone-flowered varieties there was a good show, and in the

various stands were verrgodd examples bf Prince of Anemones, Queen
Margaret, Gluck, Louis Boniuny, St. Margaret, George Sand, Miss
Margaret.. Madame (ioderean, Marguerite (VAnjou, and Flenr do

.Mane. Mr. James was first; Mr. Snare, Dalstbn, second ; and Mr.

FXowe, third. Anemone Poagpones, with foliage, constituted a very

pleasing class, in which there were several stands exhibited. That

from Mr. James, who was first, was very good, particularly Mr. Astie,

Rcgulus, Rose Marguerite, Madame Sentir, Jean Hachette, Antonius,

ami Madame Montels. Mr. Rowe, who was second, had also a very

good exhibition.

Several extra prizes were oi'fere I be ide those already referred to.

Tfrus tor twelve nmlresse.1 blooms, Mr. Snare was first, and Mr.

Howe second with wonderfully perfect Mowers ; and Mr. Salter, of

Hammersmith, offered three prizes for "John Salter," which were

carried off by Messrs. James. Rowe, and Moxham in the order in

which th.v are named. Three prizes for Gloria Mundi. likewise

offered by Mr. Salter, were taken In Messrs. Howe, Slade, and Drain;

and others were subscribed by members for Golden Beverley, and

Robert James. For the former, Mr. Snare was first, Mr. Walker
seobnd, and Mr. Butcher third ; and for the latter, Mr. James was

first. Mr. Heale second, and Mr. Mo .ham third. From Mr. Morgan,

of Plymouth, we noticed a promising white variety, called Mrs. G.
Handle; :-iid Mr. Fors\th had a iir..t class certificate for Princess, a
pure white sport from Prime of Am innies.

It is but justice to add that Mr. Howe, Mr. Heale, and, indeed, the

Committee generally, were most active in carrying out the arrangements

of the Show, and that they were most courteous in affording every in-

formation to those who took an interest in the flower of which they had

been the means of bringing together so excellent a display.

SOIL FOR VARIEGATED ZONALE
PELARGONIUMS.

I feel somewhat diffident in taking up the cudgels against

Mr. Pearson, who is so much my superior iu gardening ex-

perience ; but I feel that if the cultural hints given by him for

variegated Zonales, in the last issue of the Journal, were left

unquestioned, they might deter many from attempting the

growth of these now7 popular and gorgeous plants.

Mr. Pearson says, " It is quite true that they will not

flourish in common garden soil," and then proceeds to give a

formula for the preparation of a soil taking nearly a twelve-

month to mature, which I am sure would make many consider

their culture a difficult matter.

Now, in my experience, I have found that there is not the

least necessity for any such preparation, a good Pelargonium or

Fuchsia soil being all that is required for their pot culture, and

any fair garden soil for bedding out ; iu fact, from what they

did here last year, I might say any soil would suit them.

I had last year five beds 'of Mrs. Pollock, and my soil is

strong clayey loam, on a -wet and cold clay bottom, and in

planting they had but little more care than a lot of Cabbages ;

and yet, after being once frozen, they grew luxuriantly, with

large and high-coloured foliage, and were the admiration of all

who saw them. In their propagation I find little or no diffi-

culty, either from eyes or cuttings, if you wait till they are

fairly in growth in the spring. In the autumn, from being

rather more liable to damp than common Scarlets, they require

to be kept rather warm aud dry till they are rooted, or if taken

early will do well in the open border, when with ordinary care

they may be successfully carried through the winter. I think

that greater success would be attained were they treated more

like a batch of Tom Thumbs than coddled up as we gene-

rally see them. I have found them, except in spring, rather

impatient of heat, and the colouring of the leaves is far more

intense under a cool treatment, coupled with a rather strong

soil.

These remarks are made unpretensively ; at the same time to

record the fact, that variegated Zouales will flourish in common
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garden soil, and in the hope that next year they will he found

in many a garden where they are now strangers.—H. M. K.,

Potter's Bar.

LATE PEAS.
In your impression of October 30th, Mr. Record aslis, Has any

one tried the Ne Plus Ultra as a late Pea ? To that question I

reply in the affirmative, and I know it to be very superior. I

have grown it for the last twelve years as a summer and late

Pea. This year I gathered a very fine dish of Ne Plus Ultra

on the 31st of October. A gentleman said that he never before

tasted such Peas, and added that he had thought Flack's

Victory to be the best, but that he has altered his opinion.

Carter's Victoria, Ne Plus Ultra, and Veitch's Perfection, are

standing side by side in the garden here. They were sown
about the 19th of June, and with the exception of being beaten

about by the wind, which we are much exposed to in this part,

they are in fine health and bloom ; and should the frost let.

them alone, I hope to have some Peas for table in November.
—Veritas, MiddUsbomagh-on-Tees.

THE TRUE VIOLA CORNUTA (The Housed Viola).

Since the first introduction of the Iresine to the public I

have had many battles to fight in its favour, but I believe it is

generally acknowledged to be all I ever represented it to be—

a

valuable acquisition to our gardens. Last year, 1865, many
persons who saw the plant bedded here in large quantities,

and looking so well (or, as the late Dr. Lindley said of it, very

beautiful), declared theirs was not the same variety. How-
ever, since then they have acknowledged their mistake. Mis-

management was the only difference, and the same persons

have told me their plants were this season finer than my own.
The question now discussing in the columns of a con-

temporary is the difference between Allamanda Hendersonii

and Schottii Hendersonii. Some persons believe they can find

a difference, others declare them the same. More care has

been, no doubt, bestowed on the new plant, thence, possibly,

the difference ; but should they next season prove identical, I

shall not be mistaken. Now, when doctors differ who shall

decide ?

The Viola cornuta question is now under discussion in these

pages. That it is a valuable bedding plant there can be no
question, but like the Iresine it must be properly managed.
People have come here to see it and declare it the most lovely

thing they ever saw. I have given them roots of it, and the

next season when they visited Osberton they would complain

that it does not flower well with them, while others state the

Viola has been charming. So much for management. I can

confidently assert that I have had it blooming so profusely

here that the blossoms touched each other ; in fact, as full a

mass of blossom as it is possible to attain in any flowering plant.

My object in again referring to the above is in consequence

of the tone of remarks made by Mr. D. Thomson in your

columns last week. I will now quote the words I used in your
Journal, and which have brought such a reply from Mr. Thomson
—viz., " That I never met with more than one variety of the

true Viola cornuta." I still assert I have not, neither can I find

any reason to believe otherwise. In looking over all the letters

I have had on this subject, including letters from those most
interested in the Viola, I cannot find one that will boldly

assert there is more than one true Viola cornuta. I did not

write on varieties, hybrids, or sports, which may be brought
forward to substantiate the fact of more than one variety; I

speak of Viola cornuta true, and Viola cornuta only.

Before the present system of bedding came into vogue, and
herbaceous borders were much thought of, we had many
varieties of Violas that I fear have been entirely lost. That
Mr. Thomson has two varieties of Viola there is no question.

Where is calcarata ? has this become mixed up with cornuta ?

If so, this will at once account for the difference of habit.

This is a very old kind. Again, V. montana has been sent to

me for V. cornuta, and others which I never expected to have
seen or heard of any more. Indeed, I have had so many flowers

and pieces of plants sent by post that I am becoming tired

of the name of Violas.

Viola cornuta is a native of the Pyrenees. I cannot say

exactly how long it has been known in this country, though I

could venture to say fourscore years and ten, and it has been
grown for upwards of fifty years at the place I received my stock

from. Its true height is about G inches ; it is neither par-
ticularly procumbent nor upright, and flowers very profusely

;

it is propagated by cuttings ; the colour is a light mauve. This
is a true description so far as can be given, but with respect to

height and colour, both vary under different ways of culture.

In some long lines planted here it does not reach C inches in

height ; in other places I have it 12 inches high. The colour
also slightly varies with the soil.

As I stated before, no one knows how to manage this plant
better than Mr. Wills, and the way in which he does it has
been the means of creating quite a mania for it.

I am pleased to see Mr. Thomson speak so highly of Tagetes
signata pumila in the north. Four years ago, when I first re-

commended this for bedding and ribbon-borders, I was told I

extolled it too much, but time has proved I was correct.

—

Enwn. Bennett, Osberton Hall, Worksop.

THE TLUM AS AN ORCHARD TREE.
PEr.iurs some of your readers will be interested in the few

notes we give below on the subject so well touched upon by
Mr. Robson in your last week's impression, and we will, as he
requests, first set him right in the name of the Plum " De la

Sue," (the local name), but which is La Deliceuse or Cooper's

Large Plum, a fine market sort and a great bearer.

The Diamond Plum originated at Brenchley, in Kent ; and
was named after the raiser, who was foreman to Mr. Hooker,
of the (then) Brenchley Nurseries. There is also one in culti-

vation called the " Dummer," which is the same kind. The
Diamond is in great demand, being a showy market Plum, and
if gathered a few days before ripening it retains a fine bloom
and travels well.

The Prolific Damson is a very abundant bearer. We have
seen young trees with as many fruit as leaves, and in many
places the shoots were completely hidden by the clustering

fruit. It is also called locally the " Cluster Damson," " Far-
leigh Damson," and " Crittenden's Damson." We have had
fruit on maiden trees in our nursery gardens. It has been hut
four or five years in the trade, and is not so widely known as

its merits deserve. A vast quantity of these and other

Damsons find their way into cheap Port wine.

The Cheshire Damson is largely grown, and the old sort

with Bullaces, is generally planted at the edges of plantations

for shelter, to " break the wind " as the farmers say. Besides

those named by Mr. Robson, the following are coming into

repute with fruit-growers :

—

Prince Englebert. — A sturdy grower, and a free-bearing

kind ; its upright growth is greatly in its favour, and the
fruit, though large, is not liable to crack.

Mitchelson's Damson.—As large as a small Plum, a free

grower, and a heavy cropper. It will take first rank as a

market Plum ; though it has been known in the London
markets for some years, it was only recently introduced here

by us.

Rivers's Early Prolific and Rivers's Early Favourite are

being more planted every year. They are most valuable sorts ;

the fruit finds a ready sale at a long price, and the trees though
I fine-wooded are pretty strong in a few years, and bear well.

Bush Plum.—A very valuable market Plum ; its late season
I and abundant cropping make up for its deficient flavour. It

is largely grown in some parts of Kent. A sturdy grower, and
not so liable to split and break as many Plums are. It is a
good kitchen Plum ; medium-sized fruit.

We also anticipate that the following—Cox's Emperor,
Denniston's Superb, Jefferson, Autumn Compote, and probably

Isabella—will be largely grown in a few years ; but, as Mr.
Robson says, the growers for market " regard innovation with

suspicion," and it takes a long time to convince them of the

superiority of any fresh sort, however desirable, and it is

perhaps right that they should act with caution. We our-

selves have found many Plums that promised well quite

useless for market purposes, though the sorts may have been

welcome additions to a gentleman's garden under wall and bush
culture.

We have heard a grower say that from four to five hundred
bushels have been gathered off an acre of Plums in good order.

The price varies considerably, according to the crop, and it is

perhaps as well the yield this year was small, as the pre-

valence of the cholera has been much felt by fruit-growers this

season, and it would have been difficult to have sold the fruit at

all had there been such a crop as in 18C0. They sometimes fetch.
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as much us 20*. per sieve (bushel), for early sorts, and the price

has been as low as Is. 6d.. but the average of four or five

years would give Is. to 5s. per sieve. Two advantages l'lums

have over other standard fruits—they soon mako a return for

the first outlay, and they fill up the void between the Cherry

crop and the harvest of Apples and Pears.

—

Thos. Buxyard
and Sons, i;

EEtESINE HEBBSTIL
I can unreservedly give my testimony from the west as to

the value of this plant' for flower-garden decoration. I have

this season seen it at many places round here, and it was
everywhere doing well. From about the end of July to Sep-

tember (I write from observation), it formed masses of a beau-

tiful bronzy crimson, yet varying much in tone of colour accord-

ing to situation and culture; from September to the present

time all the plants which I have seen appear to have changed
to a more crimson hue, greatly enhancing the usefulness of the

plant for late decoration.

In my home garden, in the centre of the town of Taunton, I

have a circle of the Iresine, close and regular in growth, 1 foot

high, and lj foot through, it having been stopped and thinned

out only twice during the season. It is of such a bright colour

as to offer a perfect contrast to the Perilla, constituting another

row in the same bed. I have found a good number of branches

of much brighter colour than others ; these I have carefully cut

out, and I hope to propagate them and perpetuate the colour.

I plant out strong plants, making the soil rich, and give

plenty of water. I contrast the colour with light-foliaged

plants or yellow Calceolarias, by which means its beauty is

greatly heightened when not quite so bright as at present.

—

Robert H. Poyxter, Taunto

PORTRAITS OF PLANTS, FLOWERS, AND
FRUITS.

Bp.aciiystelma Barberi.e (Mrs. Barber's Brachystelma).

—

Nat. ord., Asclepiadaceaj. Linn., Pentandria Digynia. Native

of the river valleys of Kaffirland, South Africa. A tuberous-

rooted plant.

—

(Botanical Magazine, t. 5607.)

Nierehbergia rivularis | Water Nierernbergia).

—

Nat. ord.,

Solanacea\ Linn., Pentandria Digynia. Native of the banks

of the river La Plata; introduced by Messrs. Veitch, Royal

Exotic Nurseries, Chelsea. Flowers white.

—

{Ibid., t. 5608.)

Notylia dicolor (Two-coloured Notylia). — Nat. ord., Or-

chidace.c Linn., Gynandria Monandria. A diminutive gem,

about 1 J inch high. Found on Oaks in the mountains of Coma-
lapan. Flowers lilac, spotted with blue.

—

{Ibid., t. 5609.)

Glyi>h.ea Moxieiroi (Monteiro's Glyphaea). — Nat. ord.,

Tiliacea?. Linn., Polyandria Monogynia. Native of Sierra

Leone, and other parts of western Africa. Flowers yellow.

—

{Ibid., t. 5(510.)

Vaxda Bensoki (Colonel Benson's Yanda).

—

Nat. ord., Or-

chidacea;. Linn., Gynandria Monandria. Native of Rangoon ;

sent by Col. Benson to Messrs. Veitch. Flowers yellowish

green, with reddish brown spots.

—

(Ibid., t. 5611.)

Pentstemox Jaffbayanus.—Supposed to be a cross between

P. speciosus and some other species. Light blue streaked with

purple.

—

(Floral Moo., pi. 313.)

Fancy Pelargoniums. — Sylvia, pink with white border.

Liberty, crimson with white border. Raised by Mr. Turner, of

Slough.—(Ibid., pi. 314.)

Gladiolus.—Milton, creamy white, flamed with pale crimson

and purple, liaised by M. Souchet.

—

[Ibid.,j)l. 315).

Alternaxtiieea sessilis rar. AiicEXA.—A variegated-leaved

variety. Leaves variously coloured with crimson, yellowish

brown, and green.

—

[Ibid., pi. 318.)

Pelargoxium.—Dr.Hogg—"This was raised from the ori-

ginal stock of Beaton's hybrids, by Mr. Win. Paul, of the Nur-
series, Waltham Cross. Beaton's race is now so widely known,
and so generally appreciated, that it scarcely requires any com-
mendation at our hands. The majority of kinds have been
planted extensively in the Boyal Gardens at Kew, and at Bat-

tersea ; and while by means of their introduction the range of

colour among Pelargoniums is materially extended, it is also

found that these hybrids flower more profusely, and are less

spoiled by the weather—be it sun, wind, or rain—than the

kinds derived from other sources. Alexandra, Amy Hogg,
Indian Yellow, Duchess, Glowworm, Orange Nosegay, Mrs. Wm.
Paul, and Waltham Seedling, are now almost universally known

and appreciated ; and their successors Fairy Queen, Nimrod,
Peach Nosegay, Robecca, St. George, Sir J. Paxton, Lord Chan- •

cellor, Tiara, Salmon Nosegay, and Waltham Lilac, have already
found their way into many of our principal gardens. Dr. Hogg,
which is as yet in the hands of the raiser, and will not be sold
before May, 1867, is an improvement in form on the preceding,
and has more of tho blue or purple shade of colour than any
previously announced. When shown in the sul lit of
the exhibition tent it has some resemblanco to Ai ', but
when seen in masses out of doors, in tho full (! t day,
it is of an entirely different shado of colour; and the- plant is

of so dense a growth, and the flowering so free, that it is worthy
of a place in the most limited flower garden."

—

(Florbi and
l'omoloyist.)

NOTES AND GLEANINGS
Tue gardeners' examinations, to which wo referred in our

last, have been fixed to be held at the office of the Royal Hor-
ticultural Society, South Kensington, on Tuesday, the 18th of

December, and all candidates are requested to send in their

names to the Secretary of the Society not later than Tuesday,
December 11th. Any further information may be obtained by
communicating to the Secretary.

It has been finally determined that tho long-talked-of

Royal Horticultural Society's country Show shall lie held at

Bury St. Edmunds next year, in conjunction with that of the

Royal Agricultural Society, the corporation of Bury and tho

local Horticultural Society having nobly come forward and
guaranteed the sum of £000 towards the expenses.

We regret to learn that a large number of the salmon in

the Royal Horticultural Society's gardens at South Kensington;

have been accidently destroyed whilst some of the water-pipes

were under repair, probably poisoned by red lead used for that

purpose.

Boussixgault in his researches on the action of foliage

has shown

—

1, That leaves exposed to sunshine in pure carbonic acid do
not decompose this gas at all, or only with extreme slowness.

2, But in a mixture with atmospheric air, they decompose
carbonic acid rapidly. Tho oxygen of the atmospheric air,

however, appears to play no part.

3, Leaves decompose carbonic acid in sunshine as readily

when this gas is mixed with nitrogen or with hydrogen.
He proves that a leaf which has been decomposing carbonic

acid and water all day long is capable of doing the same work
the next day, if not allowed to dry, but the losing of a certain

amount of water annihilates this faculty, and irremediably

destroys the life of the cells of a leaf, vegetable life in this state

being far less tenacious than that of seme of the lower animals
(Tardigrades, Notipes, &c), which bear wonderful desiccation.

It appears that detached leaves, kept in shade for many days,

with the cut end of the petiole in water to prevent desiccation,

preserve the power of decomposing carbonic acid whenever
brought into sunshine. But for this they must be kept in an
atmosphere containing a supply of oxygen ; without this they
soon die, as Boussingault thinks, from asphyxia. The oxygen
in darkness is slowly transformed into carbonic acid, through
an operation which is presumed to go on continually, whether
in light or darkness, and to answer to respiration. Of course

a healthy and active leaf decomposes far more carbonic acid

in the light than it forms in darkness. In eighteen experi-

ments with Oleander leaves exposed to the sun from 8 a.m. to

5 p.m., in an atmosphere rich in carbonic acid, a square metre
of foliage decomposed on the average over a litre of carbonic

acid per hour, while in darkness only 0.70 of a litre of car-

bonic acid was produced per hour. In air which contains

oxygen and carbonic acid, leaves will go on indefinitely pro-

ducing oxygen in the presence of carbonic acid, and carbonic

acid in the presence of oxygen. But the latter, though re-

latively small in amount, seems to be necessary to the preser-

vation of their vitality. In hydrogen, carburetted hydrogen, or

nitrogen, as well as in pure carbonic acid, they soon lose their

decomposing power, and die from the impossibility of respira-

tion —i.e. are asphyxiated.

Leaves confined in a limited portion of atmospheric or other

air over mercury, lose the power of decomposing carbonic acid ;

and the experiments pretty clearly show that they lose it

through the deleterious action of the vapour of mercury. It

is thought remarkable that the leaf does not under these cir-

cumstances at all lose the power of transforming oxygen into
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carbonic acid ; bat that is what we should expect, for the car-

bonic acid so evolved (whether its evolution be called respira-

tion or not), must be a product of decomposition of the leaf's

contents or substance.

We owe to Boussingault and his assistant Lewy the idea of

determining the composition of the air contained in a fertile

soil, and the fact that this air in a strongly-manured soil con-

tains a very large per-centage of. carbonic acid. Boussingault

has now devised an experiment by which the air contained in

a branch of an Oleander in full vegetation was extracted. It

proved to be nitrogen 88.01 per cent., oxygen (3.64, carbonic

acid 5.35 per cent.,—being about the composition of the air

from a well-manured soil. This carbonic acid carried into the

leaves with the sap, and also that which they may absorb

directly from the atmosphere, decomposed along with water

under sunlight, must be the source of the glucose (C^H^O,.,),

which it is the principal function of foliage to produce. This

glucose, in fixing or abandoning the elements of water, becomes

sugar, starch, cellulose, or other hydrates of carbon, which, in

whatever part of the plant accumulated or deposited, and how-

ever transformed or re-transformed, must always have origi-

nated from carbonic acid and water in the green parts of plants;

In closing his present paper with some illustrations of this now
familiar view, Boussingault announces that his more recent ex-

periments will enable him to demonstrate the direct formation

of saccharine matter by the green parts of vegetables exposed

to the light.

—

(American Journal 6'tt. and Arts.)

WOPtK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Continue to encourage the planting of crops in every respect

as previously directed. Broccoli and Borecole, continue to hoe

between. Celery, Cardoons, and Leeks should be earthed up in

dry weather. Cabbage, clear un all decaying leaves, &c, and

stir the surface of the soil on dry days among growing crops,

as also Spinach, and let all vacant ground be manured and

ridged. Endive is blanched for salads and kitchen use in

various ways ; but the method which we prefer is, after tying

up as much as will be required for blanching at one time, to

cover it with dry leaves and throw a little long litter over it to

prevent them from being blown about. Mushrooms, take ad-

vantage of wet days for making fresh beds and clearing out

those that are spent j also collect and prepare droppings for

forming fresh beds by spreading them in a shed and turning
|

them over every day until they are sufficiently dried to prevent

excessive fermentation after putting up. Peas, a sowing of
j

these and of Beans, to afford the chance of a very early crop,
[

may now be made, choosing a sheltered piece of ground for

the purpose; the soil should be of a very light, dry charac-

ter. For Peas use an early hardy sort, such as Sangster's i

No. 1 or Daniel O'Rourke. Rhubarb, the forcing of this and
j

of Sea-kale must now be attended to, and where there is a good I

stock of strong roots, a supply of these will be easily kept up.

Where there is room to spare in the Mushroom-house this

forms a very suitable and convenient place for forcing them.

The roots should be placed on a slight bed of warm dung, fill-

ing up the space between them with old tan, or the soil and

manure, mixed, from an old Mushroom-bed, giving a good

watering to wash it in amongst the roots. The bottom heat

should not be allowed to exceed 70°, as too much heat is not

favourable for securing strong growth, and, except for the first

crop, it may be dispensed with altogether. Radishes, if not

already done, sow a crop in a frame for winter. Spinach,

Winter, stir the soil between, and thin out to 10 inches apart.

FRUIT GARDEN.

Pruning and nailing should now be commenced. Much more

can be accomplished in a day and with greater ease when the

weather is mild. Lay the wood in without a superabundance

of shreds ; a good eye and a quick hand are the essentials in

this matter. Let the shreds correspond with the size of the

wood, for what an absurd appearance is given by the use of

large, wide shreds to small shoots, or the reverse. Prepare

shreds and clean nails in wet weather, and make the best use

of them you can while the weather is mild.

FLOWER GARDEN.

Choice plants in borders intended to be protected for the

winter by slightly covering their roots. &c, should be seen to

at once. Moss, where it can be obtained in good thick flakes,

is by no means a bad protecting material ; but unless it can be

procured in pieces of considerable thickness it is not so effi-

cient or useful as spent tan, coal ashes, or half-decayed leaves.

Also attend to Fuchsias, and such plants as are usually pro-
tected for the winter by coverings, so as to secure them against
frost before it is too late. Dry Fern is an excellent material
for covering the stems of plants that require slight protec-

tion in winter, and is, doubtless, the least objectionable as
regards colour of anything at command ; but this is not easily

procured in many neighbourhoods, and probably the best sub-
stitute is straw that has been exposed to the weather sufficiently

long to darken its colour. Choice sorts of Hollyhocks, of

which there is not a sufficient stock of well-established young
plants in pots, should be taken up and potted now, and placed
under glass. These cannot with safety be trusted to the mercies
of a severe winter, and plants taken up now, potted, and wintered
in a cool house, will be exceedingly useful for furnishing cut-

tings, and these if put in early in spring will make excellent

plants for next season. Where alterations are in hand, push
these forward with all possible dispatch while the weather con-
tinues favourable for out-door operations. Be very careful to

secure transplanted subjects against tbe wind, especially large

plants, which should never be left before they are properly
staked or otherwise made fast, for when this is put off it fre-

quently happens that the roots are injured, owing to the tops

being rocked about by the wind. Let any alterations intended
in the shrubbery or pleasure grounds be completed as soon as

possible. This is one of the finest autumns for planting that

we have experienced for years. When every gentleman planter

shall be at as great pains to beautify the distant landscape as

he is now and has been at for years in enibellishing that near
his residence, the country will present a very different appear-

ance ; and had the various soils been planted with the trees

best suited to them and to their situation, our spring, summer,
and autumn scenery would have displayed a greater variety

than at present.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.
The summer-flowering twiners will usually become unsightly

at this season, and should be cut back somewhat freely. The
slight shade which they afford in summer to plants underneath
them, it need scarcely be stated, is not now required. Let pot

specimens iu bloom be frequently re-arranged, so as to make
the most of them, for the finest plants become too familiar to

be interesting when allowed to remain too long in one place.

Little can be said as to these departments at present, the advice

of the last three weeks may still be carried out. It may be
added—Do not use fire heat to any of the mere winter houses

or pits, unless a necessity exists.

COLD PITS.

If not already done, let straw shutters, or whatever else it

may be intended to use for coverings for these, be prepared and
put in readiness for use without delay. Straw shutters, if well

made, are somewhat expensive in the first instance, but they

are considered by many to be the most efficient covering in use,

and taking into account the time they last, they are, perhaps,

as cheap as any. Expose the stock here freely to air on every

favourable opportunity, so as to check growth and make the

wood firm, iu which state the plants will be less liable to suffer

from the confinement which may soon be necessary than if

kept close and coddled with too much warmth and moisture.

Very little water will be required at the root, but look over the

stock every few days, withholding water until it is absolutely

necessary, and then give a moderate soaking, which is the only

safe method of watering at this season. If green fly make its

appearance on any of the softwooded plants, apply tobacco

smoke, and see that this pest is extirpated at once, otherwise it

will disfigure if not ruin the plants upon which it is allowed to

harbour. Heaths and other plants subject to the attacks of

mildew must be closely watched, and sulphur applied the

moment the enemy is perceived ; but neither this nor green fly

will be very troublesome unless the plants are kept too close

and damp, therefore be careful to keep the stock rather dry,

giving plenty of air whenever that can be done with safety.

The pits and frames containing Auriculas, Carnations, and

similar plants, should have the lights drawn off every fine day.

If any of the plants should want water, give it sparingly, and

only to those in actual need of it.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
Drainage.—This may not be the best time for commencing

operations, but it is often the most convenient when there i3 a

slackness of other work, and there are few places where drain-
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ago is not wanted. Even in soils where, owing to the open

subsoil, Jeep drainage is not necessary, aud would only be a

needless expense, much may often be required in order to

carry off aud to husband superfluous surface water. Even in

a sanitary point of view, unless in the case of diseased lungs,

a dry atmosphere is generally inoro healthy than one loaded

with moisture, and the air that passes over stagnant moisture

will not long remain pure aud healthy. " The Metropolitan

Sanitary Commission gives some interesting facts about drain-

age. For every inch of. depth of water drained off, which

would otherwise pass into the air as vapour, we are told as

much heat is saved per acre as would raise 11,000 cubic feet

of air 1 in temperature. The dew point is also raised, hence

less mist; and dampness, as we all know, is more uncomfort-

able than cold. A farmer, says the Parliamentary Report on
drainage, was asked the effect of some new draining, ' All I

know is,' replied he, ' that before it was done I could never get

out at night without a great coat, and now I never put one on.

It just makes the difference of a coat to me.' A doctor took

one of the Sanitary Commissioners to a hill overlooking his

district. ' There,' said he, ' wherever you see those patches of

white mist, I have frequent illness, aud if there is a cesspool

or other nuisance as well, I can reckon on typhus every now
and then. Outside the mists I am rarely wanted.' Damp, it

seems, gives double energy to ill odours of all kinds. What a

pity everybody cannot live on a hill side with a good gravel

subsoil."—(Pall Mull Gazette, October 23r<(.)

As already hinted, the dry hill side would not do for every

one, but the Boards of Health have done great good in our

country towns, villages, and hamlets, by insisting on the re-

moval of nuisances. It is a pity that such energy is chiefly

exemplified after typhus and cholera have commenced their

ravages. Even when cottages and mansions are built in a

valley, much may be done to insure health and comfort by secur-

ing dryness all round the homestead. The seething pool and
the dunghill close to the doorway will soon be among the

things of the past. Often now, however, the workman as he
goes to his homestead must pass through mud and pools of

water, when, if such surface water had been collected in a

rough pool or reservoir at the farthest point from his dwelling,

it would have been invaluable in summer for gardening
purposes.

We used to have much trouble with wet pits and flooded

stokeholes, until we sent the surface water from heavy rains

to a large pool at a distance, and which proved invaluable in

summer. With more of such clay-puddled receptacles enough
of water could be collected from hard-surfaced walks alone to

make us pretty well independent of the driest summers, aud
something of the kind could be done in many a cottage garden,

where now there is not a drop of water to give a plant in sum-
mer. In many places where drainage is necessary, it would
be desirable to store at least a portion of the drainage water for

use in dry summers.
In some low-lying positions, where there is scarcely an out-

let to be found for surplus water and house slops, a deep dumb-
well is often resorted to ; but this, to be safe, should be at the
farthest possible distance from the house, and the farthest

possible distance from the water well, as until the sides of the

dumb-well are thoroughly encrusted, there is the danger of a
connection being formed through the different strata from one
to the other ; and no such percolation, though it may make
sewage water perfectly , clear, will deprive it of the organic
matter which it holds in solution.

In order to insure ease to the inhabitants of small, well-

arranged houses, there is often a trapped sink near the back
door to receive all offensive liquid matter to be taken to a main
drain or dumb-well. In such a case three things should be
attended to : The joints of the conducting pipes should be
cemented ; the cesspool, in addition to being trapped, should
have a cover over the grating ; and the landlord should see that

the sinks are kept clean aud clear. There is such a difficulty

in making people attend to the latter matter, that in all cases
where there is a garden attached behind the cottage, it would
be as well to have no cesspool near the house, but to have all

soapsuds and other slops carried to the manure-heap or water
tank at the spot farthest from the dwelling-house. It is gene-
rally better, too, that the water-closet, &c, should be placed
there ; and the mauure-heap, which will do so much to pro-

mote the fertility of the garden, aud be all the richer from re-

ceiving the slops, can be cured of all unpieasant effluvia by
frequently sprinkling dry earth or any earth over it. If there-

is a slop-water tank, that could be covered to keep all noxious

vapours down. Much may thus be done to secure health and
comfort, aud with but little outlay—with none, we may soy,

which the extra value of the manure would not pay.

KITCHEN QABDEN.
Cabbu'ics.'—What used to give us no trouble are now becom-

ing a source of anxiety, as all our netting will not keep rabbits,

and especially pheasants and partridges, from attacking the

plants. The wet weather, too, has been unfavourable to them,
by making the young leaves and their little centrum so tender

as to tempt depredators such as those referred to. If so de-

structive now with so much elso to choose from, we see littlo

chance during the winter except in netting the ground all over

a couple of feet or so above the plants.

Qarrats.—Took up in dry days, as tho drier they are taken

up the better they will keep. Nothing is better for packing

them iu than dry sand, and hardly anything is worse than

sawdust whether wet or dry. They do very well in thin layers,

with leafless branches of trees separating the layers.

Parsnips may remain in the ground if it is not wanted, but

packed in saud they will keep as well out of the ground as in it.

Beet should now be carefully raised aud as few fibres broken

as possible, and the top leaves merely twisted off. A little

frost often greatly injures this valuable component of the salad-

bowl.

Salsafy aud Scorzonera may as well bo housed.

Qlobe ArtMiokcs.—Dug the ground, enriched with a coating of

manure, among the stools, and ere long will put some burnt earth

over the latter, and cover with a little litter held in its place

by some clods of earth. Now or in the spring is a good time

for taking away some large pieces with the spade and mattock,

aud planting a fresh row or two, as these will hear much later

in the autumn than the old plantations. For such plantations

the ground should be well trenched aud well manured, and

the plants be protected from extreme frost, like those esta-

blished in their position. A very little litter will keep the

frost from penetrating to any considerable depth, just as a

covering of snow will keep the soil beneath it, if not previously

frozen, from falling much below 32°.

Sen-kale—Cleaned most of the plantations, and put dry

burnt refuse over the crowns to keep vermin from them. Will

take up a lot for forcing ere long. No better plan for small

establishments, where there is no Mushroom-house, can well

be resorted to than the following :—Build a small hotbed—say
about 18 inches deep, and 30 inches wider and longer than a

bottomless box—say 5 feet long and 3 to i feet wide, and from

18 to 24 inches deep. Set the box on the bed and place in it

some leaf mould, and on that pack the Sea-kale roots, leaving

the crowns a couple of inches or so apart, and then cover with

the leaf mould or ashes, and settle with watering. If there

is rather much heat, a few holes may be bored through beneath

the box to let air among the rdots and into the atmosphere

of the box, or the lid may be left open. If not quite enough

heat, litter may be placed round the bed and over the box, and

this, as regards the latter, will require to be done iu severe

weather at any rate. The moving of the lid will enable the

manager to see in a moment the condition of the Sea-kale, and

such a box will furnish a large amount of cutting. A couple of

boxes kept going would supply a large establishment.

Jllnibarb. — This may be done in the same way, but if

blanched Rhubarb is objected to, a light might take the place

of the lid of tho box. We have alluded to many other modes

of obtaining this vegetable early.

Asparagus could also be obtained in the samo way, and used

wheu long enough, if the blanched colour is not objected to

;

or the shoots may be cut and allowed to stand, with the ends

on damp moss, wool, or paper, in a saucer, in the window of

a living-room for several days before cooking; but for early

work no plan is better than taking up the roots and packing

them close together over a hotbed, with a frame and clean-

washed sashes over it, plenty of air being given in mild weather,

but bearing in mind that great draughts of air in cold weather

will be apt to make the points of the shoots hard and stringy.

By the above mode fine, green, succulent, tender heads may be

obtained easily, but at the expense of the destruction of good

roots. For late general supplies beds forced where the plants

grow, as we have several times recommended, are the most

economical. It is seldom that the roots are fit to force when
less than three or four years from the seed.

Turnips.—Took up a lot and cleaned them, and put them in

a heap to be covered with litter. This is better than allowing

too many to run the risk of being frosted and nibbled in the

ground. They are also kept more juicy and sweet than when
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allowed to become too large. Turnips for table should rarely

be so large as a common-sized fist.

Swedish Turnips are the best for yielding blanched tops,
which make a nice dish for variety, and may be had wherever
there is a little heat and little or no light. Like Sea-kale, they
are best when cut short, say not more than inches in length.

Heating Material.—For all such temporary hotbeds nothing
.i6 better than mowings and sweepings of leaves from the lawns
and pleasure grounds, especially if a little litter can be mixed
with them, and some half-rotten material can be placed over
all to keep down the steam, and dry earth does well in an
emergency. When such rough material is used, not merely
for linings but also for beds, it is as well to pile it together

—

leaves, mowings, &c, so as to heat violently, which it will be
sure to do, in order to kill or drive away everything in the
snail, slug, and grub line, as otherwise plenty of these marauders
will take up their abode in the bed, and be apt to do much
injury.

Tree Leaves may be collected in any condition, wet or dry,

when to be used for present purposes, and if they ferment un-
mixed with stable manure, we have never found a plant which
the gases from their fermentation would injure ; but when it is

desirable to keep these leaves to make the most of them for

future purposes, for giving out their heat by fermentation and
decomposition, then they cannot be stored too dry. If no large
open shed can be used for this purpose, they will keep very well
in a heap out of doors either in the conical or the oblong stack
form, pretty well trodden, and a little litter thrown on to pre-

vent the wind having its way with the outside leaves. When
once the outside becomes a little caked no rains or snows
will penetrate more than a few inches. When taken out for

use, if very dry the leaves may be easily sprinkled with water
to cause fermentation. We have taken dry leaves out of such
heaps as fresh nearly as when gathered, after being collected
for three years. Of course, if taken home damp they would
have caked, heated, and decomposed. Of all leaves Oak leaves
are the most lasting, and for heating-purposes therefore the
most valuable. In deep pits we have turned them up fresh at
the bottom after having lain there three years ; and when
broken up, and moistened if dry, they were as good as ever for

yielding a mild regular heat. Such facts are proofs positive

that even the substances most easily decomposed, and which
during the process of decomposition give out the desirable
heat, will not decompose when air and moisture cannot reach
them.

Just as in the case of a tan-bed, in which a very strong
violent heat can be obtained by mixing old half-decayed tan with
that fresh from the tanyard, so a strong heat can be obtained
by mixing caked half-decayed leaves with fresh-collected ones

;

but a more genial lasting heat, and with less waste of materials,
will be obtained by keeping the new and the half-decayed
separate. In many cases it will be best to have the fresh at

the bottom and the older at the top. When a bed of leaves
fails to give enough of heat, the turning of the bed will, from
the admission of air, cause decomposition to commence afresh,
more especially if a little water is added if the material is dry.
These details, though of little moment to some, where ma-
terials are abundant, are of no small consequence to those who
must extract all the possible heat from decomposing sub-
stances before they are turned aside for rnanurhig-purposes,
too rotten to yield any heat from farther decomposition.
Leaf mould is one of the most useful materials in a garden,

and is most useful when well aired after it has been reduced to

a fine mould, as ; reviously to that period it is often a good
lodging place for '.ifferent fungi, which by such means gain
access to and do much injury to the roots of plants. We have
known cases of Yine roots being much injured by rough
scarcely half-decomposed leaf mould, or rather, half-decayed
leaves, being mixed with the soil, and the fungi carried with
them spreading through the soil and attacking the roots.

In stacking turf, even for future compost mould, we have
found some stacks next to useless by being penetrated with
masses of deleterious spawn before the soil was lit for use, and,
consequently, it could hardly be used for any purpose imtil it was
treated wuth hot lime and hot water, and turned so as to get at

the spawn, and then be aired and sweetened. A few pieces
of fungus spawn in a turf or two, when these turfs are built
up in a stack and kept dry, will very likely in the course of

twelve mouths spread through most of the stack : therefore in
taking up the turf a keen eye should be kept on any appear-
ance of spawn, and the turf-man should keep at a distance
from all fairy rings.

Mushrooms.—There has been enough about these lately ; but
we are reminded of them here by " Maud's " pleasing article at

page 328, and she, we have no doubt, would be successful in

growing them as well as in eating them ; but we would urge the
growing them all the more because there is danger in partaking

of the things called Mushrooms which are too often used for

cooking, and especially for ketchup. The boiling and the

spices lessen the danger in the latter case ; but even then the

danger will be less in proportion to the less quantity that is

used. We have had to supply Mushrooms to those who would
on no account have eaten them if they had known we had sent

a single Mushroom for the table from a field or pasture, and
there can be no question that those cultivated in beds are the

safest, and can be had small or large, thick or thin.

A second reason is to chronicle the fact, that the bed that

was rather hot, alluded to lately, was soon rendered all right

by the slight covering of turfy soil lightly beaten, which thus

kept out the air and arrested active decomposition. Thut piece,

the first in the Mushroom-house, has now been spawned, and
earthed, and beaten down, the surface being rendered smooth by
watering and drawing a clean spade firmly over it. A third

reason is to state that in the next bed (formed of sweetened litter

and a coating of horse -droppings, altogether about a foot thick)

owing to the dung and droppings being too wet, though there

was plenty of heat, the top part, from the heat and moisture

rising, became much too hot for thrusting the spawn into it. If

we had been in a hurry we would have wrapped each piece o£

spawn in a handful of short dry litter, and inserted it with the

moist dung round it as soon as the heat was correct, as alluded

to the other week ; but as we were in no hurry wc preferred

improving the texture of the bed by cutting some dry litter

short with a billhook, and mixing it with the top, which was
rather damp. Straw cut with a chaff-cutter would have been
better, the straw being cut into two-inch lengths or so ; but

the billhook and a block soon did our work with the driest

litter. This has given us the desired texture as to dryness ;

but the turning, by the admission of air, gave more heat than

we wanted, and this, too, after beating down, has received a
slight surfacing of soil, as we have no wish to have our shallow

beds exhausted by decomposition before the spawn runs in

them.
Mushroom Sjpawn.—Examined the heap of spawn-bricks

alluded to lately, and added some more covering to increase

the heat, which ranged from 00° to 70°, when it would have
been better at from 80° to 85°. Making spawn should be
understood ; but when wanted in small quantities it is more
economical to purchase from a respectable tradesman.

Dug and trenched ground as it became at liberty.

FEUIT GARDEN.
Much the same as in previous weeks, having a good deal of

work in cleaning glass stages, washing pots before housing

them, &c.

ORNAMENTAL DEPARTMENT.

Carriage Roads.—Cleaned carriage roads, which, from seeds

scattered from the pastures, were becoming green at the sides,

though cleaned not more than five or six weeks ago. The
centre wanted nothing more than a hard sweep to remove
droppings, and thus make all fresh and clean ; but even
though the day was dry and sunny, as on Tuesday, hoeing and
raking the felt of green young grass at the sides would have
been tedious, and but of temporary use, as most of the grass

in wet weather would have taken root again. As from the

late wet weather the sides of these roads for 15 inches, as far

as the grass and weeds extended, was rather soft, we turned

it over with the spade in shallow spits about 1.J or 2 inches in

depth, which at once turned the green felt out of eight, and
with the assistance of the back of a rake left a brown sandy

surface in its place, and there was nothing to take away.

When a piece of ground, especially in autumn, becomes green

with small weeds, this shallow turning-over is one of the best

means for giving a clean fresh surface. The idea we are apt to

form of a place is considerably modified by the condition of the

approaches, and whatever its width, an effort should be made
to have the outline of gravel clear and distinct throughout.

Lawns.—MowiDg and machining as opportunity offered, as if

the grass is short and smooth before much frost, it will look

greener and nicer all the winter through.

Now is a good time for pruning and transplanting evergreens'

making cuttings of Laurels, fie., and laying fresh turf. What
is laid now in fine days will have little chance of giving rheu-

matism to the layers, and it will be so established during winter

thai it will need no watering next summer. Few people can
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think, in theso days, of watering turf ; and even when water is

plentiful, where lawns will not keep green without watering it

is rarely that any watering short of thorough flooding will be

of much avail.

The null weather that has succeeded the rains makes it de-

sirable to give all the air possible, back and front, to half-hardy

plants, to prevent their damping; and a rotting leaf or leaf-

stalk is moro to be guarded against than cold. Most plants

likely to bo injured have been brought under shelter, and even

Chrysanthemums that have not received a place in the plant-

houses have been put under protection. The few fine days have

given fresh glory to Salvias, Ageratums, Calceolarias, and even

Heliotropes out of doors, which in some beds are still fresh,

when all tho Dahlias have been less or moro blackened. These
will bo as well in tho ground a litttle longer, but a little earth

should be placed round the stems to prevent the eye of the

tuber being injured.

What wo did lately for the conservatory we have also been
busily carrying out in the plant-stove—namely, washing the

glass roof, woodwork, walls, See., and cutting-in very much the

climbers, which, though very beautiful in summer, would be too

heavy and dark for winter. One of the emptied houses held a

lot of plants whilst the cleaning was going on ; and some plants

can he fresh stuffed in baskets, have the drainage looked to, and
be fresh surfaced, if not fresh potted, before they are replaced.

Stoves and even conservatories need a little fire heat in damp
days, to dispel the damp air, but unless for forcing, or for

tropical plants in bloom, the less excitemeut given by heat now
the better. Even in watering, as little should be spilt as pos-

sible, that the air of the place may be somewhat dry, rather

than moist, as until we have a dry parching frost, it is likely

that the air of our houses will be moist rather than dry. Of
course, where much heat is used, the moisture in the air should
be proportioned to the temperature ; but iu all plant-houses

where little or no fire heat is used, damp air will bo more
troublesome than dry air. Such plants as Calceolarias and
Cinerarias, which delight in moisture, if set in the same house
with things that like a drier air, may be considerably helped

by setting them on damp moss, or in saucers with not more
than one-eighth of an inch of water in the bottom of the saucer.

Much time has also been taken up in removing Cinerarias

and Primulas not wanted for the conservatory from earth pits

into brick pits, where a little heat can be given in severe

weather, and in moving boxes of struck bedding Pelargoniums
from earth-pits into the Peach-house, and strong-potted esta-

blished plants of the Scarlet kinds into an empty cleaned
vinery, where the greater amount of air and light they will re-

ceive will cause them to bloom better than in a pit ; this being
one of the advantages that a roomy house has over a pit in

winter, the air and light being all round, beneath, as well as

above the plants, instead of being chiefly above them as in a
pit.

Lots of bedding Pelargoniums, ttc, from the flower-beds

have also been packed much in the way detailed in the Journal
for October 30th. Those in small pots cut pretty well in, and
deprived of their foliage, and rather firmly packed in dampish
soil, and plunged where there would be a littlo heat, will re-

ceive no water for eight or ten days. The roots will begin to

work afresh all the sooner when not surrounded with wet soil.

—R. F.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—November 10.

Our general supplies continue heavy, and alterations aro very trifling.

Pears comprise Duchesse d'Angoulrme,GlouMoreoau,Beurri-Diel,Cuau-
montel. Apples as befm'e.

VEGETABLES.

Artichokes each
Asparagus bundle
Beans, Broad. . bu^iiel

ScarlctRun.4 sieve
Beet, Red '. doz.
Broccoli bundle
Brus. Sprouts % si. vo
Cabbage doz.
Capsicums 100
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery bundle
Cucumbers each

pickling .... doz.
Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
Garlic lb.

HerbB bunch
Horseradish . . bundle

s. d. s.

2 toO

3
3
1

d|
4 Leeks bunch

Lettuce per score
Mushrooms pottle
Hustd.tfc Cress, punnet
Onions. . doz. bunches

6
,
Parsley, .doz. bunches
Parsnips doz.

,
Peas per quart
Potatoes bushel

6 Kidney do.
Radishes doz. bunches
Rhubarb bundle
Savoys doz.
Sea-kale basket
Shallots lb.

Spinach bushel
Tomatoes. . . . per doz.
Turnips bunch

b. d. b. d
3 toO

1 1 ti

16 2 6

2
9

2
3

6

6
3
1 3

3
8

2

Vegetable Marrows dz.

b. d. b. d
Apples yz sieve 2 0t6fl
Apricots doz.
Cherries lb.

ChoBtnuts bush. 12 14
Currents }-\ sieve

s. d. s.

2 Cto5
O

Black . do.
Figs doz.
Filberts lb. o 6

Cobs 100 lbs. 6
Gooseberries . . quart
Grapes, Hothouse, .lb. 2
Lemons 100 8

(i n

o

Melons each
Nectarines do/,.

Oranges loo 8
Peaches do/..

Pears (des i rt] . . do/,. i
kitchen doz. l o

Till.- Apples lb. 3
Plums n

_; si<_-vc 10
Quinces

12
12

3

1 o !

l o I

o o

G
I

11 i
Walnuts bush. 10 20

Raspberries.
Strawberries ,

.lb.

, lb.

5

TKADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
Peter Lawson & Son, 1, George IV. Bridge, Edinburgh

;

28, King Street, Cheapside ; and 15, Lawrence Lane, London,
E.C.

—

Catalogue of Forest Trees 'in<! Shrubs.
F. & A. Dickson & Sons, 106, Eastgate Street, and Upton

Nurseries, Chester.

—

Catalogue oj /.'<<<'

George Edwards, 1, King Street, Castlegate, York.

—

Cata-

logue of Roses, Fruit Trees, Carnations, mul Pieotees,

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*** "We request that no one will write privately to the depart-

mental writers of the "Journal of Horticulture, Cottage
Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing they
are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. All

communications should therefore be addressed solely to

The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture, <(c, 171, Fleet
Street, London, E.C.

We also request that correspondents will not mix up on the
same sheet questions relating to Gardening and those on
Poultry and Bee subjects, if they expect to get them an-
swered promptly and conveniently, but write them on
separate communications. Also never to send more than
two or three questions at once u

Queen Anne's Pocket Melon.—Mr. T. Record, Lillesclen Gardens,
Hawkhurst, Kent, obligingly writes to us as follows :

" I have about three
hundred seeds to spare. If you like to give notice to that effect in your
Journal I will send seeds to those who will enclose a stamped directed
envelope while they last."

—"In reply to *E. T. W.,' the fruit of Queen,
Anne's Pocket Melon will not hang long after the fruit is dead ripe—

a

fact which is well known to all cultivators of the Melon; but supposing
a gardener has, say, a dozen plants of this Melon in pots, he can either
' push on ' or retard, according to the requirements of the establish-
ment. The principal thing to aim at in this case is to have plants ready,
on which the fruit has not arrived at such a state of maturity as ' E. T. W.'
describes. If, perchance, a fruit should fall off, it would be no disgrace
to either the plant or the table if laid on the top of the pot ; on the
contrary, it would only give a natural, if not a graoeful effect. Mr.
Hawkins says, at page 354, that he has grown this Melon in 12-inch pots,
with from twelve to twenty fruit on each plant ; a fruit or two in that
case would not be missed. I have grown it in pots myself, and hope
never to be without it in season.—J. Perkins.'' [Mrs. Il> ndriche).—The
seeds we have sent to applicants may be sown for next year's crop.

Seedling Pelargonium [J. P<:arson). — The seedling Pelargonium
Chilwell Beauty is first-rate, its intense shade of cerise distinct from any
other kind we know. If it is a free-flowering variety, we should say it is

one of the best Hybrid Nosegays we have seen. It is darker than Amy
Hogg, Dr. Hogg, and Rebecca, and mil prove a very effective shade of

colour for bedding-purposes.

Seedling Torenia (Josiah Prorjden). — Your seedling Torenia ap-

pears to be distinct from T. asiatica; but we should like to see a plant
before any opinion were given. The white marking makes the flower
very striking. To form a correct opinion, we should have flowers both
of the seedling and of T. asiatica to compare with each other, which at

this season is not easy to do. Perhaps next year you can send us a
specimen plant.

Mineral Oil as Fuel (F. F.).—We cannot form an opinion upon coke
soaked in the oil being used ns fuel. The subject requires to be examined
experimentally, and not to be adopted rashly. Tho oil is imported largely

from America, but we know of no retailers of it.

Microscope (E. T. W.).—Your question is too indefinite. Before de-
ciding which is " the best microscope for a gardener," we must first

know what he intends to do with it. What is called "The Society of

Arts Microscope " would be quite sufficient for ordinary purposes, and
its price is three guineas. " The Student's Microscope," by Stanley,

Great (Turnstile, Holborn, may likewise be had at the same price. Read
Lardner's Treatises, " The Microscope Explained," " The Eye," and
"Optical Images," published by Walton and Maberly, Paternoster Row.
Also " Half Hours with the Microscope," by Dr. Lankester, 2a. Gd. Your
instrument will be of no use without the condensing lens, price from 6s.

to 21s. more. This applies to all microscopes. If deep researches into
physiology are intended, then one of Ross's binocular microscopes at

thirty guineas would be required. Common useful microscopes may
be had for a guinea. Possibly a Stanhope or Coddington lens would
suit your purpose. There is no work devoted to stove plants.

Fruiterers (A Comtant Subscriber}.—Write to Messrs. Webber, Centra
Arcade, Covent Garden Market.

Our October Part.—We have received six stamp3 for this, but no
direction ! If thirteen more stamps be sent, and the sender's name and
address with them, the part will be sent by post prepaid.
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Vines \W. 31.\—You want to grow Grapes for profit in a house- heated
by a flue at as small a cost as possible. There is no variety you can
«row that "will produce finer bunches and berries, and not be inferior in
flavour" to Muscat of Alexandria and the Frankenthal. Sarbelle Fron-
tignan, and Prolific Sweetwater are verv well in a large collection, but
not lit for your purpose. Champion Hamburgh is synonymous with
Mill Hill, a splendid Grape, which you may advantageously adopt; but
Black Champion is an entirely different and distinct variety also -well
worth grooving. Gros Colman is not worth your notice, and if you want
a larger bunch than White Frontignnn with the Frontignan fla'vour you
cannot do better than get Graham's Muscat Muscadine. If vnu have
room add Black Muscat of Alexandria, or if you have not, make'it.

Propagating the Chrvsanthemum IE. M. /?.].—The same post which
brought us your iuquiry also brought us the following:—" Cuttings
should he taken from the most choice of the old plants in the first or
second week in February, using a light sandy loam with a thin layer of
silver sand on the top. The pans should be placed ou a gentle bottom
heat. When the cuttings have struck, and are sufficiently rooted, which
can be easily ascertained by turning the plants out, thev should at once

[

be repotted into small 60's, and set near the glass on" the greenhouse
shelves, or, better still, plunge them amongst ashes in a cold frame, !

taking care to protect them from frost and damp. As Chrysanthemums
are very gross feeders, they require a verv rich compost, in'order to grow i

to perfection and flower well. Half loam and a little decnved dung, i

mix«d with a portion of peat, will form a' compost in which they will do '

very well, Cure should he taken to shift them into larger pot* as soon
1

as they fill their pots with roots. In order that the plants mav be bushy,
dwarf, and compact, they should be stopped at every potting. The last I

shift may be given about the middle of June. They should have every I

attention paid them in watering, and a little liquid 'manure helps them
I

to swell their flower-buds. They ought to be taken out of the frames at
the end of April, and set on a bed of ashes in an open situation till their

jblooming period is at baud, but on the first approach of frost thev should
,betaken into the greenhouse. In order tn bloom the plants well it is

important to thin out the branches so as to leave them as much space as
'

possible, and then to neatly stake and tic them up at equal distances.
When the bloom is over cut the flowering shoots down and remove the
plants to a cold frame, giving them just enough of water to keep them
from flagging. As they are nearly hardv. a slight covering with n mat in
severe frost is all they require, but afford them plenty of air on fine davs.
The old plants are very useful for the flower-borders. — A Young
Gardener."

Various (£.).-—To turn out Azaleas to frost to free them of thrips is a
novel proceeding. The house should bo Oiled with tobacco smoke on two
consecutive nights, and afterwards whenever the insect is Been). We
cannot give you the treatment of Bougainvillaea Speetabilis, Stephnnotis,
Bignonia radicans, Combretum purpnreum, Allamandas, and Clerodcn-
drons. as that would occupy nearly the whole of a Number. The plung-
ing of the Clerodendron in bottom heat would not cause the buds to
perish unless the heat were violent. The Ipoincea Horsfallirc should be
cut-in during winter. Hoya variegata will grow, only it must have heat
and moisture. "We are always glad to answer any questions, but we can-
not reply to ten at once.

Plants for Baskets is Conservatory fffifoml.—Saxifraga sarmen-
tosa, S. japonica, Nierembergia intermedia, Mikania scandens, Scdum
Sieboldi, Convolvulus manritaniens, Disandra prostrata, and Trades-
eantia zebrina splendens.

Ventilating (A Bexley Reader).—We do not know exactly what von
want. Your two-feet openings, one on each side at the ridge,"may either
slide or be pivot-hung so as to open by a cord. You will want two cord-.
if hung in the middle, and ouly one if yon hang them half their length
from one end, as the weight will always shut them. We do not think
these two openings will b< enough in n house 40 feet by 20 feet, but they
would do if the ends at the apex opened, and if in a span-roof there were
ventilation at front on each side.

Lily of the Valley in Tots (Inquirer- Nenagh)^-The best plan for
securing good pots and boxes of Lily of the Valley from the plants now in
borders is to take them op, separate them, and only pot those with firm
prominent buds.

Bulbs Blooming Simultaneously fIdem).
—

'There is no wav for
blooming simultaneously Hyacinths, Tulips, and Crocus in a basket, but
the foliage of the Crocus will make a good edging for the others. You
may do something to effect your purpose, perhans, by keeping the basket
of Tulips and Hyacinths in-doors, and to leave the space for the Crocuses
and keep the roots laid out singly in the coolest and driest place vou can
find

; but if the bulbs push much before you plant them, the bloom will be
deteriorated and the bulbs weakened.

Waterproof Cloth (E. D. S.).—Pale or old linseed oil three pints,
sugar of lead (acetate of lead) 1 oz., and white resin 4 ozs. Grind the
acetate with a little of the oil, then add the resin and the remainder of
the oil. Place in an iron pot and incorporate thoroughly over a gentle
fire, applying the liquid with a large brush to the material, stretched
loosely by means of tacks upon a frame. In twenty-four hours it will be
ready for another coat, or it may be fastened on tightly to remain,
Fraxinella from Seed (Jdewi).—Your best plan will be to sow the

seed next April, in an open and sunny situation, in good, rich, light soil,
makingthe surface fine, then scatter the seed thinly, and cover with fine,
light soil. Keep moist and free from weeds, and when the plants have
made two or three leaves, in addition to the seed leaves, prick them off
in good soil in rows 3 inches apart, and keep shaded and well watered
until established, planting them out in autumn in the places where they
are to remain.

Cedrus Libani Seedlings (i?. D. K.).—The seedlings which you have
in a frame are probably tnrning yellow from an insufficiency of air. You
will do well to prick them out in an open situation in the' open gronnd,
about 3 inches apart.
Angles of Greenhouse and Hothouse Roofs (Idem).—The best angle

or "pitch'' you can have for both is that of 45 .

Men for Garden of Two Acres (M™).—The garden being in a
neglected state, it is impossible to tell bow many men will be required
to bring it into order, as that will depend on the' alterations which yon
contemplate making; but when it is in order, a man and a strong youth,
in addition to a working gardener, will be required to keep it in order.

Privet and TnoRx Hedge Cutting [M. AM.—From now until M u
is a good time to clip this sort of hedge, and yon mav do so verv close ly.

We would advise its being cut well in at once. The price of t -

"Cottage Gardener's Dictionary " is 5*.

VARIEGAXtD I'aisv
| Frank HilU.~-When the plant has dono bio oming

take it up and divide the roots, planting the offset-: about 3 inches apart
in a shady border, and keep them well supplied with water, and slightly
shade until established. This is our practice, and we find it answers
well. It is impatient of hot weather and dryness.

Heating a Greenhouse (Dr. Strong).—You do not say whether your
house of 2S feet by 104 feet is a lean-to or a span-roof. In eithercase
the little difficulty of heating proceeds from your making 9 feet of tho
28 into a forcing-house, and some 18 or 19 into a greenhouse. Now
this could be done by a flue heating the forcing-place separately, and
then the heat, by means of a moveable damper, could pass into the
other house as wanted. It would, however, be best heated by a small
conical boiler, from which you might have what top heat and bottom
heat yon liked in the forcing-house, and merely enough to keep the whole
temperate in the greenhouse- Were your house of ^8 feet of uue uniform
temperature, or nearly so, and only for greenhouse purposes, then sup-
posing vnu h;id a paved pathway to walk on, we would make that path-
way the top of the flue, and you would have iill the comfort of heating
without any heating medium being seen iu the house. Now with re-
spect to the questions:—1st, Hot water we consider better than flues for
general purposes, and always where several places have to be heated
from the same flue or furnace, and there is never any chance of escape
of smoke or gases in the houses; but for all small houses of from '20 to
40 or 5,0 feet iu length, in which a mere temperate heat—say from 40 3 to 45"

in winter, is required, then we consider such a flue as that referred to
the most economical as regards first expense, and for after-expense as
respects fuel, &c. ; and if the furnace is of a good size, it would he rarely
that the fires would want meuding after the gardener went home in the
evening. It is rarely that you can have all advantages from anyone
mode. 2nd, From three to four-inch pipes arc best. Alter much ex-
perience we do not like to have them less than 3 inches, as the friction

of the sides impedes circulation, and if of less diameter they cool
juicfely when the bent in the boiler becomes low. We do not like them
larger than 4 inches in diameter, because they are longer in heating.
I'm!, where the fire is constantly kept in, we do not like them less than
4 inches for forcing-houses, so that they may retain a considerable
amount of heat. When only occasional heating, and that to teU quickly,

is wanted, three-inch piping we consider best. When a constant heat i.-.

required and a constant tire, it matters less which of these sizes is

used so that there be plenty of piping. 3rd, The pipes will always prove
most efficient when exposed above the floor. For all temporary purposes
much heat is lost in the first place when the pipes are sunk in a trench
below gratings in pathways. 4th, Ordinary three quarter-inch gas-pipes,

even three or four rows of them, would not be sufficient under the com-
mon mode of heating from a boiler under common pressure. Under
PerMns's system, with very strong pipes nicely screwed and with a high
pressure, these pipes would give enough of heat. The difference would
be, that then in these pipes the heat would often be far above boiling

point, whilst under the common system it would be better if the heat
were not higher than 160 : or 180 :

. For several reasons the latter heat
iu the water is to be preferred. 5th, Gas would be very expensive to

I heat a forcing-house. To keep frost out of a house 28 feet long we can
1

fancy many cases where, merely for heating a small boiler, or for _ the

\
heat circulating from a strong burner in such three-quarter-inch pipes
as referred to, it would be on the whole the least troublesome.

Boilers (F. F.). — We object to intricacy iu boilers, as we do the

intricate and complicated in anything else. All that is excellent is dis»

! tinguished for simplicity. The twistings and turnings in the propesed

|
boilers are sufficient to condemn them, as they would be difficult to make
and easily put out of order. We join you heartily in the commendation
\n] give to the saddle boiler. We do' not go so far with yon as to the

waste -I fuel in conical boilers, but of course this waste will take place in

nil boilers where the damper is not attended to. There may be some-

thing worthy of your condemnation in the small water way between the

sides of boilers, but the object no doubt is rapid circulation. We have a

clear recollection of your proposed plan of a gas-boiler to be heated by

some twenty copper tubes for the gas passing through it, and regret that

you have not yet been able satisfactorily to test its superiority, but when
you realise your expectations of doing so we shall be glad to hear the

results.

Constructing a Propagating-hocse (A. Newbery).—A very gooi pro-

pagating-house, and with due regard to economy where much artificial

neat was wanted, maybe thus constructed:—Length, the size wanted

;

span roof; width, between 9 and 10 feet ; height of side walls, 2£ feet;

height at ridge, from 64 to 7 feet ; ventilation in the side walls by leaving

an opening of 4.J by 2} inches, or the size of a brick, at every 3 feet,

place to be filled with a moveable wooden one ; ventilation at apex by having

a few squares to open ; if the house is not more than 20 feet long, an open-

ing below the ridge at each end would be sufficient. Roof all fixed ; sash-

bars, about 2* inches deep, and no rafters, and from 15 inches apart.

Inside arrangement: path in the centre from 2.J
to S feet in width, and a

bed on each side— say 20 inches from the ground level, with pipes below

each bed, in chamber or otherwise, and pipes above the bed for top heat.

To have such a house moveable of wood, the sides may be wood in

pieces, tarred or asphalted, or both, the wood resting on cross planks

;

the roof in sashes, moveable ; the boiler one of the many that may be

used without setting in brickwork, and which may stand in a shut-off

corner of the house, so as to obtain the heat from it when desirable with-

out any dust or smoke when lighting or adding fuel. An iron house may
be made of pillars at the sides, with pedestals, and the sash-bars of iron,

to be glazed on Beard's system, bv which the glass can be taken out and all

unscrewed and taken down in a short time. It is always best to make
arrangements with the landlord before building such places. Of course

nurserymen and market gardeners are quite safe, and can take down and
remove all they have put up. No other tenant can do so, according to

law, if the glass houses have their foundations in the ground, or if

attached to another building. We know of a case where a large lean-to

house has been put up at a great expense against the lofty end of a

dwelling-house; bnt the tenant never thought of what he knows now—
that he cannot remove it without the consent of his landlord. There

should have been a written agreement before the house was put up.
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Vines, &d., is t '• :| Room [An Amateur Just FcelhWjHU FPflff). 4
Black Hamburgh or ft White Muscadlric Vine, Id it good-steed box, «U
doin your loft against the gI(Vsa Basil opening pt 9 feel by U; hut of

course In sumtner the shade from the Vine would pretty well prevent
anything else oi tug v ell beneath it. In such a lighted loft, 1 1 reel by
:t feet, yon can easllj keep many bedding plants in Winter, mora especially

as yon inivr :i hot-water cistern which would beat the place bo 50 ; it

had better rarely exceed from 40 to45 in cold weather in wintor; but
you must not think of laying Calceolarias down until they s'eem exhausted,
for if bo they will never do good afterwards, Everything growing y.m
must shift and bring nearer to your Mish-Iiu'ht in turns. Scarlet I'^lu-

goniums in a state of rest may go into more Bhady places. Refer to

"Doings of the Last Week " fur Oet.oher y:3nl for minute direotionSi. As
you hftve this hot-water cistern there wo would be tempted to advise yon
to take off the slates from the beat side and cover withglass; and if there
are rafters there about 18 inches apart, the glass would be nearly the
whole expense. You may do much with the plai:e as it is.

Flower Gakden (F. F.).—The chief fault with your plan is that the

vaso in the centre, unless lofty, and Mate four small beds (2h will be over-

powered by the other twelve larger beds. There ia also great sanu ness in

the clumps, but if it pleases the planter that is the' chief point; and we
have no doubt thai if well planted It will look well. Of your four targe bods
in the centre, we would prefer a stripe with the centre us you propose,
and edging likewise. The Golden Chain would make a good edging for

the scarlet, and contrast with the low edgings of Purple King verbena*
We would cross these beds as yon propose, and, as there is ft pair of
outside beds for eaoh of these centre ones, theso should also contrast,
and then the plan of planting will bo both simple and effective.

Ash Grafting (H. S.).—Take a last-year's shoot and graft it next
spring unon the tree you recently planted on your lawn. You will find

directions as to the manner of performing the operation in the " Science
aud Practice of Gardening," tube bad free per post from our office for

3s, 4-/. in postage stamp?. It should be grafted a little before the flow of

the sup.

Propagating Apple Trees (Idem).—The slips of the old trees are of

uo use. You may sow the seeds or pips of the Apples and the Crab in the
open ground, and in three or four years you will have stocks for grafting.
The moderately Btvong shoots oj the kinds you wish are the only
shoots suitable for grafting, which should be performed when the sap
rises in spring.

Standard Roses (Idem).—YoU cannot raise standard Roses by taking
slips off the standards and putting them in the ground 'or in'pOtS. You
must obtain Briar stocks of the required height and bud them next year.

Floor of Pit [F. J<hikins).—We presume that by "quarries" as used
iu malt-houses you mean the square perforated tiles used as the floor of

the malt-kiln ; if so, we have no objection whatever to your forming the

il i i" of your pits of such tiles, raised sntliri.'iiMy a,hove the ground level
1 by bricks beneath them, so us to leave a ipace boneatfa then] for air and

tor water to pass without letting worms. &c., up. There would only bo
the extra expense. A similar object as t'i ipecl pot plants 29 gained bj
moveable trellises, or, rather, stages; but these would be inferior to
yours when earth is to be put in for the plants. YVIi n this earth is

1

used oyer the perforated bottom we do not perceive, why damp is to bg
. thoroughly prevented, or how extra air will play among the plants, as all
the holes beneath w in he covered*

Heating a Pit from a Kitchen Fire [gubwriher). We think von had
better read what is s;iid at page 339, and let. n . know the relative heights
of yonr tire in the hack kitchen and the ground that would he the floor of
your pit. If right as to level, you could take a flue from that fireplace,
or, which would be better, piperf from a boiler; and as we presume you
have the wall of the bouse there, why not make thai wall the bach wall of
a little glass house, and you'would only have the front and end walls to
build iustead of the four walls of a pit '.' Your frame would also be useful

i
elsewhere, and you could have ft fixed roof for your little house that is,

: if not a tenant. We throw out this hint because a little phtcT! yon can go
into, will yield more pleasure than one. you can merely look into.

Bedding Plant {An Old Subscriber).—In the place of Calceolaria aurea
. we would recommend Tagetcs signata pumila.

Exposing Vines to Frost (/•'. H.).—Thoro is nothing gained by ex-
posing Vines to frost* beyond the destruction of some kinds of insects.
and CO ordinary frost will destroy their egg.-. Tin? Vines would ho
much better of having the glass over them in winter, the temperature
from fire heat not exceeding 40 . The latter part of your letter is un-
intelligible.

Camellia Buds Fai.t.ino (An Old Sithicribrr).—\\'c cannot see any-
thing in your treatment that would aeconut for the buds dropping. Its
most general cause is the roots being inert, or their not supplying
sap for the maintenance of the buds. The water from the lead cistern
will do the plants no good.

Vine Border (Jerxen Subscriber).—Do not inere.ise the depth of the
border. If it is drained, the best plan would he- directly to begin at the
front, and raise the roots of the Vines to nearer the surface. Obtain
fresh material, and spread the roots out within 4 inches of the surface,
and use summer mulchings afterwards. If any of the Vines seemed bad
at the roots we would plant fresh ones.

Names of Fruits (Iff, B.).—We do not know the Apple, and doubt very
much as to it being " Jenny Sinclair." What wc know under that name
is a round-shaped Apple.

Names op Plants (H. W. E., UsI<:),—Tho plant is Isolepis gracilis, not
hardy. Daotylis glomerata variegata is hardy. ( W. B.).—The pod is very
likely to be from a plant of Clianthus pnniceus.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the Week ending November lQth.

Date.
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Pheasants. Only last evening I brought in a Silver-spangled

lien lying on my hand, I spread out both her wings, she is very

tame (I tame all fowls and Pigeons with hempseed). Every
one admired her—on each feather a dot of black jet, then the

green hue on her back. Consider, too, the perfect contrast of

the purest white and cleanest black, then the dark eye, and
neat double comb. Then there is this advantage in Hamburghs,
the hens are as handsome as the cocks, and hens are always

more numerous, every one, of course, keeping six or seven

hens to one cock. Let no one judge of Hamburghs by what
he sees in towns. They are birds especially for the country.

Then I hoped to speak presently from experience of their

laying, but, alas ! misfortune has come upon the fine brood I

reared last spring, in which I took so much delight, and of

which I wrote. I tended them myself, counted the long and
lovely row every night ; I. locked them up early, for foxes abound ;

when, lo ! one evening only three were at roost, the three less

excellent, two cockerels and but one pullet. Where were the

rest ? The truth came out, that while we were dining three

setters which had escaped from long confinement in the town
nearby, had entered the yard, chased, killed, and, as if in cruel

mockery, partly buried my poor Hamburghs. There was sorrow
upon this sad discovery throughout Hilltop Rectory—even tears

were shed, and my poultry heart was for a time nearly broken
;

but I mean to breed more next year from the pair I have left,

for I am in no way tired of Hamburghs.
To return to " Newmarket," he must at the next show he

attends stand one half-hour before the pens of Hamburghs,
and study their beauties with attention and without prejudice.

This is the penance the Chaplain enjoins for his sin in placing

Hamburghs among non-ornamental poultry; besides, it will

cure him.

—

Wiltshire Rectok.

THE DIFFERENT VARIETIES OF GAME FOWLS.
(Continued from page 357.)

5.

—

Blacks.
These are of two or three colours in the cocks—1st, The

entirely Black cocks ; 2nd, The Brassy-winged cocks ; and 3rd,

The Furness Black cocks with the yellow backs and wings.

The latter are now quite rare. The hens are generally entirely

black in all three sorts.

Blacks have bluish-black, bronzy-black, and dark olive-green,

or dark willow legs. They have generally black eyes, but some
of the inferior Blacks have the yellow or daw eyes.

The entirely black birds are the pure breed of Blacks, the

Brassy-winged and Furness breeds being the result of cross-

ing. The bluish-black legged are the purest breed, but the

bronzy-black-legged, Brassy-winged, and Furness breeds are

the " gamest." These are probably crossed with the Dark
Birchins mostly. Blacks have taken three or four silver cups,

and are as prolific as the generality of the Game fowls.

6.

—

Dark Birchens.
The Dark Birchens are nearest allied to the Dark Greys in

appearance, and the best of them are bred from Dark Grey
cocks with the yellow-necked Brown Red hens. They are also

bred from Duckwing and Yellow Birchen cocks with Brown
Red hens. They are always inferior to Dark Greys.

Dark Birchen cocks have the straw-coloured yellow hackle,

as their name denotes, and are dark underneath the feather, or
" cut out " dark ; the hackle of the hens is also yellower than
that of the Dark Grey hens. Eyes and legs should be blackish,

though some of the worst have dark willow or olive-green legs.

7.

—

Dark Greys.
Dark Greys are bred from the hardest and best Brown

Reds, which always incline to throw the Dark Grey hens, but

not the cocks, which are produced by breeding in-and-in with

the Dark Grey hens. Eyes and legs always blackish, hackle

always dark grey. These always "cut out" very dark, the

darkest of all the sorts. The dark grey-breasted birds are the

beBt and hardest birds. They are sometimes called Dark
Silvers, and are good birds though bad layers in comparison
with the other sorts of Game. Hackle always grey and thickly

Striped with dark stripes. Chickens when young blackish, with

lightish bellies ; while the Brown Red young chickens are

yellower in breast and belly, as are the Dark Birchen young
chickens when quite young.

8.

—

Red-breasted Ginoer Reds.
These are not a common bird. There are red-eyed and

yellow or daw-eyed, the red-eyed being either white or yellow-

legged, and the daw-eyed always yellow-legged. The hens are
of a light ginger partridge colour with ginger breasts of a
yellowish colour, and not fawn breasts. They are quite distinct

from the Cinnamon breeds of the Black-breasted Reds, as their

hens have a different coloured breast, and throw Red Ginger-
breasted cocks always. The hens are grained and pencilled

with darker markings, as the darker fawn-breasted common
Partridge hens always are.

9.

—

Yellow Birchexs.
Yellow Birchens are also now a rare colour, and always

yellow-legged and yellow or daw-eyed, and yellow is the prevail

ing colour throughout. Breasts and part of the plumage always
inclining to a yellowish-creamy colour with darker markings.
The hens lay a yellowish egg.

10.

—

Mealy Greys.
Mealy Greys arc not common, and have the silver or mealy-

grey breasts in both cocks and hens, without any yellow. They
were bred from the Whites, bred into Mealy Whites, and
then crossed again with the Blacks, the produce most inclining

to the Dark Mealy White being selected to form the breed. The
grey colour prevails more in the hen than in the cock, as in

most Grey breeds, they are sometimes from Dark Greys when
very good.

11.

—

Whites.
The true Whites are always white-legged with red eyes.

Yellow and willow-legged Whites always incline to a yellow

tinge. Willow-legged have red eyes, yellow-legged yellow eyes

in general, though sometimes the bright red eye if good birds.

There are, probably, blue-legged Whites also, as in Piles,

though I have never seen them.
Whites were originally thrown by the Black-breasted Reds,

though only occasionally ; and some say that these, breeding

back to the red colour, produced the Pile breed ; but the Black-

breasted Reds will throw Piles as well as Whites.

1-2.—Red Dun-?.

Red Duns are of three colours—1st, The white-legged with
dark red eyes. 2nd, The blue-legged, also with dark red eyes.

3rd, The yellow-legged, with yellow or daw eyes, the worst sort.

Both of the first two sorts are good birds. The white-legged

are very game. The yellow-legged are rather poor things, and
are the most common, except in the northern districts, where
the other two sorts prevail.

Red Dun hens are cinnamon-coloured with blue dun-breasts

and tails. Cocks red, with breasts and tails the same in colour

as in the hens. The yellow-legged sorts are not so red, but
are a yellower bird, and are, therefore, called the Ginger Blues.

Red Duns all lay well, but are not much bred or exhibited.

13.

—

Blue Doxs.
These are not common, and were bred from the yellow-legged

Red Duns or Ginger Blues, throwing first the Blue hens, and
by breeding in-and-in, at last produced the Blue cocks, which
are much less common than Blue hens. These lay well, but

are the weakest of all the Game fowls, and will hardly stand

steel at all.

Some breeders consider Greys to be original. I decidedly

do not do so. Red Furnesses, Cuckoos, Spangles, and Polecats

are mixtures.

—

Newmarket.

A NEW TOULTRY SHOW IN THE SOUTH.
I am anxious to call the attention of my brother poultry fanciers

to an effort now being made to increase the number of southern

poultry shows by starting one at Guildford. The town boasts

many advantages for this purpose. It is distant from the me-
tropolis only thirty miles, or under an hour in point of time.

Six lines of rail converge at Guildford station, giving the town

direct communication with London, Reigate, Brighton, Ports-

mouth, Southampton, and Reading. There is no poultry show

of any note nearer than Shoreham or Basingstoke. The neigh-

bourhood is populous, and the " classic ground " (to poultry

fauciers) of Dorking is near at hand.

The Committee of the Guildford Agricultural Association

resolved this year to add poultry to their other attractions, and
published a prize list, giving to Surrey and Sussex fowls

(Dorkings ?) six prizes, to Game three, to Ducks three, to Ham-
burghs and Turkeys two each, and two extrajorizes to cottagers ;

all these prizes to be limited to Surrey exhibitors who sub-

scribe 5s. each to the Show. The schedule is certainly defective,

arising, I believe, from the fact that no gentleman on the

|
Committee (however willing that body was to get up a good
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show), was proficient in the. modern classification and manage-
ment of a poultry show.

I have been pressing upon the Committee the necessity, if a

good Show is to bo held, of throwing open competition to nil

England, enlarging tho prize list, obtaining the services of a

first-rate judge, and promising good pens for exhibition. Un-
fortunately the schedule and rules were in print befoire an

opportunity arose for making thesr i
>

i entations ; and while

there is great hope next year of enlarging and improving the

Show, the Committee havo most courteously adopted at once

sevoral suggestions-- notably that of oblaiuing a good judge.

I have pleasure in adding that one our best-known and ablest

judges has most handsomely offered his services gratuitously.

Further, the Committee have accepted my offer to give a

prize of one guinea, respectively, to the best pens of Cochins

and Brahmas, neither of which varieties was mentioned in the

schedule ; these prizes to he open to all England, and with no
fee or subscription required.

I hope by these means to induce some of my brother fanciers

to send good specimens to Guildford, and thereby both encou-

rage the Committee to have a flrst-xate Show another year,

and also stimulate the love of poultry in the district. I may
add that Mr. R. U. Baker, the Hon. . xetary, will give to

intending exhibitors any information they may desire.

The Show is fixed for December the 11th.

—

John Takes.

Postford, near Guildford.

KEEPING POULTRY IX LONDON.
I kkow there are some people who say this is impossible,

but I have done so for two years and wish to state my ex-

perience. Having formerly lived in the country, and having
there been a poultry fancier, when I came to London I natu-
rally had the desire to keep my old friends—fowls. Now, I

have a garden which is about 120 feet long and 40 broad, and
at the bottom of it I have put up a fowl-house, a good-sized
court, in which I keep half a dozen hens and a cock. They
have for about five mouths of the year the run of the garden,
but are shut up iu the court during the remaining months. In
looking over my accounts I find I have suffered no pecuniary
loss by them, for taking the eggs at London prices I find I

have gained 2s. 6d. I have found out that one breed does not
thrive in London, and so have adopted a cross between Dork-
ings and barndoor fowls.

The following is the number of eggs laid by the six hens in

the year:

—

January 24
February 70
March 47
April 62
May 94
June 65
July 34

August SO
September 3
October
November 3
December 16

Total 443

[We wish that our poultry-keeping readers would furnish us
with similar tables of their yearly egg produce". It would be
useful, and still more so if they would tell the number of

chickens hatched and reared, in every instance specifying the
variety of poultry. The table should be in this form :

—

April

.

62

Dor.Ki? ' .

Ghickeni
reared. No. 9

6 .... IJ
]

INCUBATORS.
I am glad to see the subject, " Whose is the best incubator ?

"

noticed in your Journal (which needs no praise, as it is the
best, I think, that could be sent out). Mr. Brindley has, with
an Englishman's confidence of superiority in his own manu-
factures, volunteered to lend one of your correspondents an
incubator of his make for trial. Now, I would propose that
Mr. Schroder, and all the other inventors of incubators, should
make the same offer to the same gentleman, and thus the
public would have some criterion to go by in choosing these
articles. I have a circular from one inventor, which states

that he " has tried every similar description of apparatus yet
invented, and scruples not to say that he has found every one
wanting, or to have certain fatal objections," &o. Now, in
fairness and openness of trade, might not all the inventors
make the same offer to the same correspondent as Mr. Brindley
has done, or to some other well-known fanciers ? and the igno-
ramuses, such as myself, would be the wiser if the results of
the experiments were inserted in your Journal. I give each

invi-nlor el-edit for truly believing that his own productions
inn i all others ; but if there are any faults, would they not be

able by this test to see and rectify thorn, which ought to lead

to much improvement, if not to perfection.—Edov

M'SWICII POULTRY AND PIGEON SHOW.
The ftrst Poultry Show ever held at Ipswich took place on Thursday

and Friday last, the Goto i\<h:ui -r offering the raosl a Dpi accom-
modation to an entry of 537 pens. So large sn entry at a first show
is vi tv rare, and we are nappy to atate that most of the principal

breeders in the kingdom competed. The only drawback which occurred
com the wilful dilatoriness of the party from whom the pens

\.' n hired. Although offered by the Committee the gratuitous assist-

ance of a number or Local carpenters, he sternly refused such help,

worked on only as he himsi If thought fii as to time, ami ill'' re-mltwas
that instead of the Ibrbit] ttors being enabled, as proposed, to commence
the first thing in the morning, it was within a few minutes of 3 p.m.

before even all the pens were erected. The Committee have wisely

made provision against the recurrence of such an evil in future years,

as they purpose not only having their own pens, but also to arrange
for the erection of these under their own superintendence. When at

length completed, the Show was certainly a very fine one. Scarcely
any class could be named in which the competition was not good, and
to add to the general interest, a large proportion of the birds were
chickens of the present year, and were now exhibited for the first time.

Independently of a liberal amount of money prizefi, six silver cups of

the actual value of five guineas each were given in the poultry classes,

and a cup of the value of three guineas was also allotted to the winner
of the greatest number of prizes in the Pigeons.

The silver cup for the best Game pen was taken by Mr. J. Fletcher,

Stoneclough, near Manchester ; the silver cup for Dorkings by Lady
Holmesdale ; that for Cochins went to Mr. Albert Fenton, of Roch-
dale, who exhibited two Buff hens such as are but rarely seen. The
fourth cup for BraJimas was secured by a most excellent pen of Dark
chickens, hied and exhibited by Mr. Boyle, of Dublin. The Spanish
cup fell to the lot of Mr. Beldon, of Bingley, Yorkshire, and the silver

cup for the best pen of any variety of Hamburghs, to a first-rate pen of

Golden-pencilled, exhibited by Mr. Pittis, of the Isle of Wight. It

will he thus seen the cups were very widely distributed, nor was there

any one of them taken except in a severe competition. The cup for

Pigeons was awarded to Mr. llobt. Fulton, of Deptford, London.
The general quality of the birds shown was so good as to take many

of even the oldest exhibitors by surprise, and the remark was general

as to the extreme difficulty in the present day of any one breeder secur-

ing the number of prizes that was easily attainable a few years ago.

The display of Pigeons was remarkably good, and that of the Canaries
and Rabbits, was not less praiseworthy.

The Committee were universally congratulated on their great success

in the first institution of the Ipswich Show, and there seems to be
every probability that iu future years this meeting will show greatly

augmented proportions, as the success of the present undertaking
appears to have enlisted the warm support of most of the gentry of the

neighbourhood.

Game (Black-breasted and other Reds).—First and Third, S. Matthew,
Stowmarket. Second, J. W. Harrison, Spalding. Commended, J. Fletcher,
Stoneclough, Manchester; J. Smith, Grantham.
Game (Duckwings and other Greys and Elues\—First and Cup, J.

Fletcher. Second, S. Matthew. Highly Commended, S. Matthew. Com-
mended, H. R. Sexton, Wherstead, Ipswich.
Game (Any other variety).—First, J. Fletcher (Piles). Second, S.

Matthew fPilesJ.

Dorkings (Coloured).—Cup, First, and Second, Viscountess Holmes-
dale, Linton Park, Staplehurst, Kent. Third, D. C. Campbell, M.D.,
Brentw L Highly Commended, D. C. Campbell, M.D.; W. H. Walker,
Shenfield, Brentwood

; J. K. Fowler, Aylesbury. Commended, H. Ling-
wood, Needham Market; J. Frost, Parham ; Mrs. Bailey, Longton.
Dorkings (White).—First and Second, H. Lingwood.
Cochin-china (Cinnamon or Buif).—Cup and First, A. Fenton, Roch-

dale. Second and Third, H. Lingwood.
Cochin-china (Anv other colourk—First and Second, J. R. Rodbard,

Aldwick Court, Wrington, Bristol [Partridge). Third, Master F. M. Shaw,
Rougham Rectory, Bury St. Edmunds (White). Highly Commended,
A. Fenton (Parti

Br: ahma Pootra (DarkV—Cup and Fir=t, R. W. Boyle, Bray, Co. Wick-
low, Ireland. Second, J. K. Fowler. Third, J. H. P'ickles, Bridgeroyd,
Todmorden. Commended, E. Pigeon, Lympstone, Exeter; J. Hinton,.
Hinton, near Bath ; J. W. Harrison.
Brahma Pootra .Light).—First, F. Crook, Forest Hill, Sydenham.

Second, H. Dowsett, Pleshev, Chelmsford.
Spanish.—Cup and First.'H. Beldon, Goitstnck. Second, J. R. Rodbard.

Third, E. T. Holden. Walsall. Staffordshire. Highly Commended, W. H.
\\ alker ; T. Wood, Black Notley, Essex.
Hamburgh Golden-pencilled).—Cup and First, F. Pittis, jun., Newport,

Isle of Wight. Second, J. W. Cannan, Bradford. Highly Commended
H. Beldon. Commended, C. Havers, Ingatestone, Essex.
Hamburgh (Silver-pencilled).—First, W. Bairstow, FeamsclitT, Bingley,

Yorks. Second, J. Walker. Commended, J. W. Cannan ; H. Pickles, jun.
Hamburgh (Goldr-n-prinL'lert .- Fir^t, J. Roe, Hatfield, Manchester.

Second, J. Buckley, Taunton, Ashton-under-Lyne. Highly Commended,
J. W. Cannan.
Hamburgh Silver-spangled).—First, J. Fielding. Newchnrch, near

Manchester. Second. J. Walker. Highly Commended, H. Beldon. Com-
mended, Rev. F. Tearle, Gazelev Vicarage, Newmarket.
Hambuhgh (.Black).—First, C. Sidgwick. Second, Mrs. P. R. Burrell.
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Polish (Any variety).—First, H. Beldon. Second, A. Steam, St.

Clements, Ipswich (Silver). Highlv Commended, J. Hinton (Silven.
Commended, Col. J. D. Shakespear.'Witham (Slate-coloured and White-
crested).
Cheve Ccscrs.—First, The British Poultry Company, Fleet Street,

London. Second, withheld.
Game Bantams.— First, J. Crosland, jun., Wakefield, Yorkshire.

Second, G. Manning, Springfield, Essex. Third, J. K. Fowler. Com-
mended, R. Mackley, St. Mary's, Norwich ; J. Hilton, Ashton-uuder-Lyne

;

E. S. Preston, Great Yarmouth.
Bantams lAny other variety).—First, J. Roe. Second, Rev. F. Tearle

(White). Third, II. 11. Maynard, Ryde, Isle of Wight (Black).
Any Distinct Variety* not Comprised in the Before-mentioned

Classes.—First, W. Tippler, Roxwell, Chelmsford (Houdans). Second,
Mrs. P. R. Bun-ell (Silkies). Third, J. Hinton (Malays). Highly Com-
mended, The British Poultry Company (Houdans).
Selling Class (Any variety).—First, Master S. M. Shaw (Aylesbury

Ducks). Second, Mrs. L. Backenbury, Downham, Norfolk (Coloured
Dorkings). Third, D. C. Campbell, M.D. (Dorking). Commended, J.
Jackson, Ipswich (Aylesbury Ducks) ; H. Beldon ; Rev. J. H. Steggall,
Great Ashiield Parsonage, Ixworth, Suffolk (Ducks).
Any Variety.—First. A. Cobbold, Ipswich. Second. C. W. Hammoud,

M.D.. Ipswich iSilver-Grev Dorkings). Third, W. Ravner, St. Peter's,
Ipswich (Brown-breasted Red Game).
Ducks (Rouen).—First and Second, F. Parlett. Great Baddow.
Ducks (Aylesbury and any other varietv).— First and Second, J. K.

Fowler. Highly Commended, H. Dowsettj'E. W. Greene. Commended,
Mrs. P. R. Bun-ell ; Master F. M. Shaw.
Torkeys (Any colour).—First, H. R. Sexton (Black 1

. Second, Master
F. M. Shaw. Highly Commended, E. Packard, jun., Ipswich ; Mrs. P. R.
Burrell.
Geese (Any variety!.—First, J. K. Fowler. Second, Mrs. L. Eracken-

bury (White).
Pheasants (Any variety).— First and Second, F. Waller, Ipswich

(Golden). Commended, P. Podd, Ipswich (Golden); J. Bagshaw, Bel-
stead, Ipswich (Silver).
Rareits.—First, H. M. Maynard, Ryde, Isle of Wight (Lop-eared). Se-

cond, W. Bantoft, St. Helen's, Ipswich (Angora). Highly Commended,
D. P. Gooding, Ipswich (Lop-eared); J. Scrivener, Cornkill, Ipswich.
(Angora) ; G. Knights, Ipswich (Himalaya).
Extra Stock.—Very Highly Commended, E. W. Greene, Bury St

Edmunds (Carolina drake and Duck).

SINGLE COCKS.
Game (Any variety).—First. J. Fletcher I

Black-breasted Red). Second,
S. Matthew (Brown Red). Highly Commended, J. Smith (Brown Red).
Dorkino (Any variety).—First, J. G. Simpson, Springfield, Chelmsford.

Second, H. Lingwood.
Cochtn-China (Any variety).—First, H. Lingwood. Second, H. Beldon.
Brahma Pootra (Dark or Light).—First, J. K. Fowler. Second, G. H.

Roberts, Penwortham, Preston, Lancashire ,Dark).
Spanish.—First, J. R. Rodbard. Second, H. Lingwood, Bucldesham,

Woodbridge.
Hamburgh (Any varietv).—First, J. Roc (Golden-spangled). Second,

J. W. Cannan. Highly Commended, H. Beldon.
Any other Distinct Variety not Comprised in the Before-

mentioned Classes.—First, H. Beldon (Poland). Second, H. M. May-
nard (Creve Coeur). Third, The British Poultry Company (Houdan).
Highly Commended, G. Manniug (Game Bantam).

PIGEONS.
Carriers.—First, H. A. Oakes, Stowmarket. Second, J. Ford. Monk-

well Street, London. Highlv Commended, F. Else, Bayswater, London ;

R. Fulton, Deptford, London. Commeuded, II. Yardley, Market Hall,
Birmingham.
Powters.—First, P.. Fulton. Second, J. Thackray, York. Highlv Com-

mended, H. Beldon, Goiststock, Bingley, Yorkshire. Commend'ed, R.
Fulton.
Tumblers (Almond).—First, F. Else. Second, J. Ford. Highlv Com-

mended, J. Thackray ; R. Fulton.
Tumblers (Any other variety).—First and Second, R. Fulton (Black

Mottled). Highly Commended, J. Ford (Agate, Kite). Commended. H.
Beldon.
Jacobins—Fir,t, M. Wicking. Blackheath Park, Kent. Second, C.

Bnlpin, Riverside, Bridgewater. Highly Commended, F. Else; E. Homer,
Harewood, Leeds. Commended, T. B. Hazell, Colchester; H. Beldou.
Fantatls.—First, M. Wicking. Second, F. Else. Very Highly Com-

mended, R. Dodge, Sheffield. Highly Commended, F. Else". Commended,
T. B. Hazell.
Trumpeters.—First, J. Thackray. Second, H. Beldon. Highly Com-

mended, J. Thackrav. Commended, F. Waitt. Sparkbrook, Birmingham.
Turbits.—First, F. Waitt. Second, J. Cmsslaud, jun., Wakcheld. York-

Shire. Highlv Commended, M. Wicking ; F. Else. Commended, M.
Wicking; R. Dodge.
Barbs.—First, R. Fulton. Second, J. Thackray. Highly Commended,

J. Thackray. Commended, E. Pigeon.
Magpies.—First. M. Wicking. Second. J. Percivall, Peckham Rye.
Any Distinct Variety not comprised in the before-mentioned

Classes.—First, H, Beldon. Second, J. J. H. Stockall, Liverpool (Ural).
Very Highly Commended, J. Ford (White Dragoons, ; M. Wicking
(Helmets); li. Yardley ; F. Pittis. jun., Newport, Isle of Wight. Highly
Commended, J. Thackray ; J. Pervicall (Isabels) ; H. Yardley.

CAGE BIRDS.
Canary (Clear Y'ellow'.—First, J. Drake, Ipswich. Second, R. MacMey,

Woolpack Inn, St. Mary's, Norwich. Highly Commended, W. Adams;
G. Y. Collinsou, Thorpe Hamlet, Norwich; R. Mackley.
Canary (Crested or Turn-crowned).—First, J. Prime (Turn-crowned).

Second, G. \\ Collinson (crested Norwich cock). Highlv Commended,
J. Drake (Mottled Turn-crowned); T. Fenn, Ipswich.
Canary (Marked or Mottled).—First, R. Mackley (Marked yellow cock).

Second, G. Y. Collinson (Marked Norwich cock). Very Highlv Commended,
Mrs. G. Allen (Mottled,. Highly Commended, J. Drake." Commended,
W. Adams (Mottled).
Canary (any other variety).—First and Second, G. Y, Collinson (Cin-

namon cock, Y'ellow Belgian hen). Highlv Commended, Mrs. G. Allen.
Goldfinch Mule (Mealy).—First, R. Mackley. Second, J. Drake.

Goldfinch Mule (Y'ellow).— First, R. Mackley (Jonque). Second, W.
Adams. Highly Commended. J. Drake.
For the Best Six Cage Birds (Any varieties, English or Foreign).

—

First, R. Mackley. Second and Very Highly Commended, J. Drake.
Highly Commended, J. Solomon, Ipswich ; J. Piime ; T. Fenn. Com-
mended, F. Gull.

The prizes for Poultry were awarded by Edward Hewitt, Esq., of

Sparkbrook, near Birmingham ; and those for Pigeons by B. P. Brent.
Esq., of Buxted, Sussex.

The Birmingham Poultry Show.—The entries for the forth-

coming Show in Bingley Hall closed on Thursday last, and the

result must be highly gratifying to the Council. We subjoin

the numbers for this and the four preceding years :

—

1862. 1863. 1864, 1865. 1866.
Poultry . . 1364 151.15 .... 1677 .... 1675 1898
Pigeons .. 282 .... 275 290 3S1 .... 400

The entries, as we anticipated, show that the changes which
have been made in the plan of exhibition are approved by those
who are more immediately interested, and wo havo every con-
fidence that they will be found no less convenient and satis-

factory to purchasers.

—

{Midland Counties Herald.)

NOTES ON FANCY PIGEONS.—No. (i.

FOTtMEB ENGLISH WRITERS ON THE SUBJECT.

WINDUS-a.d. 1802.

Daniel Girton, the date of whose book I have hitherto been
unable to ascertain, but I imagine it soon followed " The
Treatise of 1705," had up to 1802 been, as I have before said,

tin 1 authority on all matters relating to fancy Pigeons ; indeed

on the Pigeon subject generally his " New and Complete
Fancyer " was the authority even for many years afterwards.*

It was frequently reprinted, and, consequently, extensively

read. I scarcely knew a fancier, even a humble one, when I

was a boy, who did not possess or had not read Girton. It

was the English fancier's guide—his vade-mecum, and it was
well worthy to be, being the most complete book on its subject

as yet published.

But it must be noted that a difference of tast6 in the high-

class fancy had come with the advance of time. When Moore
wrote, the large and noble Powter was the first in esteem with

fanciers who devoted most time and money to Pigeons, al-

though, of course, the Carrier had always held its ground, as

doubtless it always will. The majestic and portly Powter,

however, began to find a riyal in the fairy-like and diminutive
Almond Tumbler. This change of taste from the Powter to

the Tumbler is seen by the increasing space given to the latter

bird in the three books of which I have already spoken. Thus,
Moore scarcely gives a dozen lines to the Almond Tumbler,
and even speaks of it somewhat slightingly. Next the author
of " The Treatise " devotes a whole chapter to it, and a very

well-written and interesting one it is, and he even sets it

by a careful comparison above the Powter. He, moreover, tells

us, • The perfections and imperfections of the Almond Tumbler
may be particularly seen in a kind of standard calculated for

the better judging of this bird, lately published by some ad-

mirers of this fancy, elegantly engraved on copper-plate, at the
top of which is an Almond Tumbler, very finely executed, the
outlines being inimitably well performed, and by much the best

I ever saw, and at so reasonable a price as sixpence, and which
may be had, I imagine, at most of the print shops in Town ;t

the intention of which was to enable the umpires to form a

true judgment of the Almond Tumblers that are shown for the
prizes at the Columbarian Society." Query, Was not this the

first " Standard of Excellence ? " and were there any prize

poultry as early as 1765 ? Let not the Pigeon be despised, as

it is too apt to be. I am rejoiced to see by this day's Journal
of Horticulture (Oct. 1G), that the wife of our premier Earl,

and present Prime Minister of Englaud, is a Pigeon ff.ncierand

a prizetaker as well. Thus, at page IJOiS, I read—"Farnworth
Show. Pigeons—Isabels (Silver).—Prize, Bt. Hon. Countess of

Derby." May many other ladies follow this good example.
To return. Girton, who followed "The Treatise," also

speaks at length and highly of the Almond Tumbler ; yea, he
even grows eloquent in praise of its beauties. Thus we may
see clearly that the Almond Tumbler had greatly advanced in

favour during the latter part of the eighteenth century, selling

,

* The catalogue of the British Museum assigns to it the date of 1800,
but adds a mark of doubt (?).

+ I have never seen one of these, but should be greatly obliged by the
loan of one, if any reader possesses it.
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sometimes, at four guineas a-pair. Still this was little- to the

sale of Powters, which was important enough to bo inserted iu

the " Gentleman's Magat ine " of January 1761, when one pair

sold for sixteen guineas, another for thirteen, to be resold by
private contract for actually thirty-six guineas ! Still it must
be confessed, judging from the engraving of the Almond
Tumbler in ' The Treatise" and in Girton, and judging, too,

that no nurses tor its young are mentioned as being needed,

and that " if supplied with meat, water, and a little ch an

straw, it gave no further trouble"—the very reverse of what
is now true— compared with what it became afterwards it was
but a coarse bird. It was, however, a favourite, and was be-

coming gradually more refined in look and feather, especially

as "A society had been formed for the encouragement of the

breed, and improving its beauties."

And now, I think, is the right place to ask how it was that

this little Pigeon gained such a hold on the regard of fanciers,

why it had become so valued, and, consequently, so valuable,

and why it is now a great favourite, and as expensive as ever?

I answer it rose into favour first, probably, because it could be
so much more easily kept in London (and London is the seat

of the fancy), and 'we must bear in mind that Loudon after

the middle of the last century was rapidly becoming a larger

city and more densely crowded. The Almond Tumbler wants
no wing room, as does the Powter ; it does not need to be let

out to rly ; a little warm attic is its best home, so it cannot be
trapped by dishonest persons. It is a stnall bird, little more
than a cage bird—the very bird to make a pet of. Theu its

colour and shape please the eye when it is near at hand ; also

its large capabilities of improvement—at first these must have
been very great]; further, the variety of feather which it will

throw, many nestlings being absolute surprises, and the pains
and care which it takes to rear good. Then we may add the

pleasure of competition, the social meetings of the members of

the Columbariau Society, where all present could join in the

conversation and enjoy it. It is the bird for the man "in
crowded cities pent." It is just fit, too, to be a lady's or in-

j

valid's pet. Sailors, we are told, make pets of the large Runts
they keep on board ship. Ladies and gentlemen suitably make t

pets of Almond and other high-class Tumblers ; indeed the Al-

mond and its congeners are beautiful and elegantly-shaped birds.

It is clear that during the last quarter of the eighteenth
century the Almond had improved greatly, and the elegant

little black and yellow Mottles had begun to be mentioned and
;

made prize birds of ; and so at length it happened that this

century had only just begun when a special and an expensive
book was published relating to this variety of Pigeon only, a
book of which it was the sole subject. This book was called

["A new and Compleat Treatise on the art of breeding and
managing the Almond Tumbler, &c. Printed for the Author ,

by W. Williams, No. 35, Chancery Lane, London. Price 5s.

1802." The name of the author is not given ; but Mr. J. M. .

Eaton, himself a Londoner and an old Pigeon fancier, states

that it was written by " — Windus, Esq., Solicitor, Southamp-
ton Buildings, Holbom." As the book wa3 evidently written

by a man of education, and 1802 is not so very long since, and
an author in a peculiar line is easily traced—indeed Mr. Eaton
may have met Mr. Windus at the Columbarian—I have no
hesitation in attaching the name of Windus to the publication.

This treatise on the Almond Tumbler reached a second
edition in 1804 : this is surprising when we consider the price,

but it proves that the bird of which it treated was kept by a
great many persons of means. Moore published his " Colum-
barium " at only Is., yet the issue was small, it met with little

sale, and no second edition was called for. After 1804 the
wants of the fanciers were, I imagine, supplied. My copy, that
of the edition of 1802, belonged to a titled member of one of

our oldest Cornish families. It is a well-printed book, and
contains 104 pages. There is this peculiar honour attached to

Windus, that he. like John Moore, wrote an original work.
What Moore's book was to fancy Pigeons in general, that of

Windus was to the Almond Tumbler. He says in his dedica-
tion, " To the Gentlemen of the Columbarian," " As the
amusement of keeping and breeding the Almond Tumbler is

now become very general, and a society of great respectability
is formed for encouraging the breed, and improving its

beauties, and as no treatise on these birds only that I am
aware of, is or ever was written, tci. ;" and as this is said to

those who would be sure to have known the existence of such
book, and could and would have contradicted him, we may con-
clude he was an original in this species of literature.

There is a pleasant modesty about Windus. Thus he says,

page 7 of his dedication, " It is only by a natural taste for, a
long acquaintance with, and a thorough knowledge "f these
birds, that the eye is brought to discover those beauti. ; which
escape the notice of an indifferent beholder. It may also be
advanced that this i; a study of no great utility; this I readily
admit, and treat it accordingly, as a mere amusement or fancy.
Hut that it is a rational amusement las everything eon
with natural history must be), no one can deny." Windus
writes with' a thorough and most minute mastery of his sub-
ject, also plainly, and with perspicuity of expression ; while
the arrangement of hie matter i; wmtii. of a lawyer. As a
guide to the young Almond fancier of that day it was admir-
able, nay, it is a good guide now. Mr. Eaton borrowed the
whole plan of Windus when he wrote his "Treatise on Hie Art
of Breeding and Managing the Almond Tumbler, 1851," and
transferred more than sixty of its pages, printing them usually
verbatim from this book of 1802. Indeed Mr. Ealon could not
well have done better, though perhaps he ought to have called
his work " A third edition of Windus, with additions, bringing
the subject down to the present time." The additions are for
the most part excellent, and show the result of years of careful
watching as regards the habits of the Almond Tumbler.
Windus first gives us the five standard properties of the

bird—feather, shape, eye, head, and beak, placing the bird and
its' perfections well and distinctly before the reader. Now and
then he describes very neatly, as when he says, " The hackle,
or neck feathers, should be bright and well broken with the
same colours, and should resemble the delicate touches of the
pencil of a fine artist "—the latter expression is perfect. And
then showing how carefully he had watched the various move-
ments of the bird, he adds, " If the cock is naturally of a
good shape, it is more particularly conspicuous when he is

driving his hen to nest, for then he shows himself in his
greatest beauty, and to the best advantage." After a careful

description of the bird he passes on to " The Loft," " Match-
ing and Pairing," "Penning," "Nests," "Laying," &c

,

showing the most accurate knowledge ; he even gives " Marks
by which to ascertain the colours of young birds in the nest.''

Particulars of food and drink, means of keeping the birds in
health, parting them after the breeding season, their diseases,

tea., are fully noticed ; indeed, whatever is wanted to be known
may be learned, and then he ends his well-WTitten, well-arranged,

and most practical book with a number of " Miscellaneous
Observations." He appeals to the portrait of the Almond
Tumbler which forms the frontispiece (a picture by the way
which shows a marvellous advance in the breed and beauty of

the bird since the days of Girton), saying, " Although the
portrait was taken from life, yet it must be acknowledged that
it is an embellished and a partial one, and those imperfections
which the original possessed, intentionally remedied, for the

purpose of forming some criterion for the young fancier to

look up to in breeding his birds. It is in this, as in every-

thing else in nature, that perfection is scarcely ever to be
obtained, therefore the nearer you approach to what is con-'

sidered and laid down by fanciers as perfection in these birds,

the nearer you will approach the appearance represented in

the frontispiece, taking it for granted that I am right in such
representation. So far, therefore, the representation will be
some guide. The bird is coloured in water-colour for the

purpose of giving as good a representation of the feather of

the bird as it will admit of; but as it is done upon an en-

graving, which must necessarily give it an additional flatness,

it is impossible to preserve that fine glossy appearance, or

show the colour of the feathers to such perfection as might be
done if the paper would admit of oil colouring."

It should be noticed that this model bird differs from the

model bird of the present day in its being somewhat stouter,

and in its flight feathers not being drawn drooping below the

tail. It is beautiful, but the fancy has advanced, in colour at

least, since 1802. Mr. Windus then concludes with a few
modest yet manly words about his work, and, as a postscript,

gives an account of the proceedings of the Columbarian
Society.

I have now passed in review all the English works (so far as

I know), of an older date, and traced Pigeon lore, ami marked
the advance of the fancy from 1735 to 1802.

—

Wiltshire
Rector.

KekdAI Port.Tr.Y Snow.—The entries for this Exhibition

close on the 7th of January. The highest prizes, except for

local exhibitors, are 30s., but there are twelve cups, varying in

value from five to two guineas.
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TAKING COMBS FROM A BAR-HIVE.
A few days ago I performed the operation of taking the two

outside combs from a square bar-hive, or rather attempted to

perform it, for I only succeeded in securing one.

I covered my head with a bee-dress, and my hands with

leather gloves, about 11 a.ji. on a sunny day. I unscrewed the

top and slipped it a little to one side, so as to expose one bar
;

the bees at once swarmed up through the opening. As the

comb was on a bar, but not in a frame, I had to cut the comb
away from the side. I was provided with a knife made on
purpose for this operation ; I introduced it, and in a moment
slipped it up and down one side. So far all safe, but now com-
menced active hostilities. As soon as the knife and the hand
which held it approached to sever one side, the glove was
covered with bees, and before attempting the other side I had
to retreat and clear my glove of the bees, which, having got

their stings in the leather, could not escape—a few of them had
even penetrated to my hand. After this I returned to sever

the other side, and again had to kill numbers of the bees firmly

fixed in the glove. I now introduced two hooks to lift out the

bar. As soon as my two hands came near to introduce the hooks
both gloves were again covered ; and on lifting out the comb I

was so surrounded and beset by the angry bees, that, although
protected from their stings, I was afraid to interfere with the

other outside comb.
Now as, in the pages of the Journal, I have often seen this

operation described as if it were the easiest thing imaginable,

I did not expect to be so beset, or to cause the death of so many
bee-;, for I must have had hundreds of stings about my dress.

This is my first year of bee-keeping, will you tell me whether
what I have described always accompanies the operation of

taking out a comb, and whether there is any way of preventing

it, either by fumigation or any other means, and did I proceed

in a proper manner ? Also, in draining honey from the comb,
what is the brown red matter in some cells, and the white

matter in others ? and should these be put in to drain with the

honeycomb ? Which do you consider the best book for a

novice in bee-keeping ? In giving 20 lbs. as the nett weight of

a stock to stand the winter, do you include the bees and comb ?

if not, what should be allowed for them ?—J. B. Beyton.

[We always remove the crown-hoard entirely, believing that

sliding it partially on one side, is, like most half measures, a

mistake ; nor do we require to use smoke or to wear gloves

during such an operation. The conduct of bees, however, varies

so greatly, and yours in particular have manifested so pug-

nacious a spirit, that we should advise your blowing a few
whiffs of smoke under the top board prior to commencing
your next operation. In about half a minute lift off the crown-
board and go boldly to work, remembering that coolness and
resolution go for a great deal in manipulating bees, and that

timidity and hesitation are very apt to be not only the pre-

cursors but the actual causes of failure. We recommend
" Eee-Keeping for the Many,"' as the best adapted to a novice.

The weight of 20 lbs. includes bees and combs. The coloured

substance found in some of the cells is pollen, and the white
matter young larva' with their food. Neither should be per-

mitted to mix with and contaminate the honey.]

A LATE SWARM.
An instance of the advantage of knowing each queen in-

dividually occurred in my apiary on the 19th day of Septem-
ber last. About 11 a.m., I was walking round my garden, when
at some distance from any of my hives I discovered upon one
of the beds a cluster of from four to five hundred bees, and on
examining them I found a Ligurian queen amongst them,
many of the bees being chilled and apparently dead. I had
no idea from which hive the bees had come, and it would have
been no easy operation at that time of the year to have ex-

amined all my stocks of Ligurians, to find out to which they
belonged ; so I put them into a small box with some honey-
comb, and took them to the fire, when all the chilled bees revived.

It was too windy and cold to examine any of my stocks that

day, and the next I exhibited my bees, &c, at the Middle-
ton Agricultural Show, and had awarded to me six prizes for

the best make of bar-frame bee-hive, honeycombs in bar-frames,

&c. The Ligurian queen in my improved unieomb-hive was
laying e^gs all day, although so late in the season, and was an
object of interest to numerous visitors.

The 22nd of September being fine, and having examined
the pedigree of my queens, I found the description of one to

correspond with the queen I had found, so I went straight to

the hive and examined every comb, but could not find any
queen in the hive, but on one comb I found two royal cells

commenced, and one on another. This was a positive proof

that the stock had lost its queen two or three days before, so I

cut out the royal cells and returned them their queen, which
they gladly accepted and they seem to be all right since.

I cannot account for this swarm leaving the hive, as the

queen was only two months old, having been hatched on the

17th of July, and is a very prolific one. I think the swarm had
issued the day before, and that all the bees except the few I

found with the queen had returned to the hive, and that would
account for so many of the bees being chilled. I believe this

is the latest swarm on record.

—

William Caek.
[We have some doubts as to whether this was an actual

swarm, but are inclined to fancy that the queen had deserted

her hive and was afterwards discovered by the few workers that

clustered about her. We should in this case fear that she will

come to grief during the approaching winter, and that little will

really have been gained by returning her to a home which she

may have deserted, or from which she may have been expelled.]

HYBRIDISATION OF BEES.
I send you a bee which I think has some strain of the

Ligurian in it. What makes the circumstance more peculiar

is, that there are no Ligurians kept within five miles of my
apiary. The hive the bee is from is a stock which threw out a
large swarm about the 21st of June. Do you think it is

possible that the young queen on her wedding trip would meet
with a Ligurian drone kept so far from her own home ? I should
say that about one bee in every six that came out of this hive was
marked like the enclosed.—A South Lancashiee Bee-keeper.

[The bee is a distinctly marked Ligurian, and we have no
doubt that the queen which bred it has been crossed by an
Italian drone. Five miles is, we believe, a longer distance than
has before been recorded in England, but German apiarians de-

clare that drone influence sometimes extends as far as six miles.]

OUR LETTER BOX.
Bantams Running with Dorkings (Old Subscriber).—Some people say

that Bantams and Dorkings or Cochins will cross. We say they will not.
We have allowed them to run together for years without injury. Of
course we speak of real Bantams—small birds. We have seen so-called
Bantams as large as small Game cocks.
Bantams ( II". II'.).—Black, White, or Game are the best Bantams for a

beginner to keep, because they breed freely. In the ordinary qiafises all

these should have clean legs. The Game must of course have single
combs ; the Black and White should have double. The cocks of the
Game only should be dubbed. The Japanese and some others are fea-

thered-legged. The Sebright are remarkably beautiful, but they do not
breed so freely as the commoner sorts.

Brahma Pootra Cockerels (J. B. Beyton).—Brahma cockerels show
their combs long before twenty-one weeks. Even as chickens at seven or
eight weeks old the sexes are plainly distinguishable both by size and
plumage. Leaving combs out of the question, the heads are larger, the
plumage is quite different, being black and white, while the pullet is

uniformly marked, and the cock has for a tail a email round bunch of
eight feathers.
Size of Perch (Idem).—The perch mentioned at page 360 is none too

large. It is injurious to fowls to have them so small that they can clasp
round them. Such are pre J ctive of crooked breasts. Watch Pheasants at

roost—you will find they do not choose the smallest boughs. We have
used the broad but not flat perches with success for years. In a house
where we have between fifty and sixty Brahmas. with perching accom-
modation for all, one-third always roost on the ground.
Rouen Drake (A Quad:).—Yes, the drake should have a ring round

his neck. Rouen Ducks should be the counterparts of wild Ducks in

everything but size.

White Dorkings (Harriet).—The White Dorkings are not considered
better than the others in any respect. They are liked by some on account
of their colour, which is plen3ing ; but the scarcity of them shows they
are not much kept. If the White pullet is running with a cock similar

to herself you may set her later eggs, but not the early ones. None of
these small eggs would be fit for sitting. It is never advisable to set a
pullet's first eggs—they do not produce good chickens ; but the same rulo

does not apply to the last eggs of the first laying.

Perches (Guliehnut).—You will see some remarks on roosts in answer
to another correspondent to-day. See what was said at page 360. Crooked
breasts do not injure the breeding power of fowls, but are fatal to prize-

taking. Low perches and a sand floor are better than a barred floor.

Honey (W. D. A.).—The honey is excellent, and the wax white and pure
—we never met with any better. We, therefore, differ entirely from the
" wife of your bosom ; " but she could have had nothingto do with putting
them into the jar, or she would have tied something over the mouth to

have prevented the houey running out.

Canary not Singing A. li. EL.).—You do not say if this is the second
season of your canary's moulting, or if he has moulted twice this autumn.
I conclude that you mean the latter, in which ease I suFpect there is

something wrong in your management. Either the bird has too much
hemp or rape seed, or else is kept in too close an atmosphere, possibly

where gas is burned. Feed him more naturally, and in time he will re-

gain his song.—B. P. Brent.
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prepared soil. In a week these pots will be full of roots, if

the plants be kept in a warm pit close to the glass. Those
intended to form large plants should be potted into larger pots.

In March and April I frequently take these large plants out of

the pots they are in, and reduce the ball, cutting away all the
outside roots, and placing them again in smaller pots. By
treating them in this way I find that they grow much better

than in the old soil.

Mr. Pearson's advice as to the treatment of plants that are

unhealthy—viz., "to shake all the soil from them, and repot

in smaller pots," is good. Like Mr. Pearson, I was afraid to

purchase Lucy Grieve at three guineas, hearing that it had such

a bad charaoter for weak growth, and when my plant arrived

it had only three leaves ; a poor sickly-looking object it was. I

shook all the soil from the roots, gave some of my own compost,

and in a short time the plant made six leaves ; but I observed

the appearance of decay in the stem just above the soil. Here,

then, was a case requiring instant decision ; there was no chance
if the plant remained as it was, but would such a poor-looking

shoot ever make roots ? It must be tried ; and off went the

head, and I was fortunate in being able to make the cutting at

a joint above where the brown decayed appearance had reached.

The cutting struck, and is now in a five-inch pot growing as

freely as Mrs. Pollock, and certainly an improvement on that

favourite variety. I have no fear that Lucy Grieve will not

grow as well as Mrs. Pollock, and better than Sunset or Italia

Unita, which varieties I also grow. I find none of these kinds

will grow or keep well in a cold house ; they require heat, in

this part of the country at least. In propagating them I keep
the pit at 7o°, or higher at times, with a moist atmosphere,
and the plants should on no occasion be without water. To
grow them well they must not have a poor low system of feed-

ing, merely keeping life in without progress. They must be
carefully attended to, and liberally supplied with all they
require.

—

Alex. Shearer, Yester Gardiiu.

I see that Mr. Pearson says that it is not possible to grow
these Pelargoniums so as to preserve the brilliant colour all

the year round ; and if your readers follow Mr. Pearson's ad-

vice they cannot do it, as the fresh stable manure will destroy

all the beauty of their foliage. They do not require manure of

any description.

I grow thirty-five varieties of variegated Zonales, and I often

exhibit them during the winter months, and it has been thought
a great mystery

;
yet I can assure you that the cause of so

many complaints that Mrs. Pollock and others lose their beauty
is the manure that is used in the potting.

Such a compost as Mr. Pearson recommends is sufficient to

turn a plant of Mrs. Pollock quite green until the manure is

quite consumed, and then the plant will return to its former
beauty.

I have plants at the present time good enough for any exhi-

bition, which you can see by the leaves that I have enclosed.

I have also a great number of seedlings quite as good in colour.

The only tiling that is necessary to insure good colaur is to

strike the cuttings in July in 00-sized pots, placing only one
cutting in a pot. The compost must consist of soft fibry loam
and a very small quantity of peat, with one-third of coarse

silver sand, or some Thames or other river sand washed clean.

The cuttings must afterwards be potted or shifted in the usual

way, placed on a shelf in a warm house, with plenty of air every

day. Plants treated in this way will give satisfaction, and leave

no room for complaint or disappointment, will gratify the eyes of

all lovers of beautiful plants, and will be an ornament to any
conservatory.

—

John Aldred, 22, lliulriu fttreet, Kilburn.

[We have inserted this communication with great plea-

sure. It is from the pen of a man self-taught, and whose
daily occupation as an omnibus conductor is as unfriendly to

floral pursuits as could well be devised. However, love laughs
at obstacles, whether it be fixed upon a fair maiden or a fair

flower ; and Mr. Aldred has proved this beyond dispute, by
not only cultivating Zonale Pelargoniums to please his own
taste, but so as to produce varieties, and specimens of those
varieties, suj erior to most that have been produced even by
professional florists. He is the raiser of that very beautiful

variety Sophia Dumaresque, sent out by Messrs. E. G. Hen-
derson, and of many other good varieties ; and heartily do we
hope that he will long continue to achieve similar successes,

and that others may be encouraged by his example not to

be deterred from pursuing gardening under difficulties. The
leaves were good in colouring, but small in size.]

ASPARAGUS FORCING.
The forcing of Asparagus is one of the most simple of

garden operations, and one in which success is more dependant
on the preparation of the plants, or the strength and quality of

those employed, than on their after-treatment.

The plan which I pursue has been practised by the brethren
of the spade for considerably more than a century. It consists

iu the ground intended to be planted being trenched from 2 to

3 feet deep during a dry period in autumn, a dressing of well-

rotted manure, leaf mould, and sand being first given, and pro-

perly intermixed as the trenching proceeds. The dressing may
consist of 6 inches thick of manure, 3 inches of leaf mould,
and the same depth of sand.

Towards the end of March, or early in April, the ground
should be marked out in beds 4 feet wide, with 18-inch alleys

between them, and when the plants begin to push their crowns,

or grow, a line should be stretched C inches from the side of

the bed next the alley (pegs being put down at the corner of

each bed to indicate the position of the beds and alleys), and a
trench cut, as if for laying Box, but deep enough to allow the

roots to be laid out without doubling. The plants should be
inserted in this trench at inches apart, and with their crowns
2 inches below the surface. The trench is then filled in and
another taken out 9 inches from the last, proceeding as before

until the last row iu the bed is planted, aud that will be 6 inches

from the side of the bed opposite that where the planting began.

Passing over the alley, proceed with the next bed, and so on,

care being taken to cover the crowns with soil to the depth of

2 inches. The plants recommended are those one year old,

and they should be taken up carefully with a fork. After

planting the soil should be kept moist ; but if losses occur fill

up the vacancies with plants kept in reserve for the purpose,

and which may safely be planted as late as tHe end of June,

for though the foliage may become brown fresh shoots will start

from the crowns. The distance at which the plants are put in

may seem very close, as indeed it is ; but we must bear in

mind that the beds are not intended to be permanent, and are

only made to furnish plants of sufficient strength for forcing-

purposes by the third year after planting.

All that is required the first year after planting is to keep the

ground clear of weeds, and in autumn the stalks should be cut

away when they decay, and 3 inches thick of manure spread over

the beds after lightly stirring their surface. In February they

should be lightly forked over and left rough until the end of

March, the alleys also being forked over, when the surface

should be made fine and raked, and the alleys neatly cut out

but as the plants are situated near the sides of the bed a little

roughness is better than using the spade to make a fine straight

edge and going so deep as to injure the roots. The alleys being

cut out, give a very slight sprinkling of salt, and in six weeks
this application may be repeated. From the end of May to

the end of August a thorough watering with liquid manure
once a-week will be of very great benefit. In autumn the sur-

face of the beds may he drawn off into the alleys, and the beds

well dressed with manure, and otherwise treated as in the pre-

vious year. The beds are dressed in spring and liberally sup-

plied with liquid manure ; and now that the autumn of the

third year has arrived and the stalks are cut down, the plants

will be such as we should calculate to be in full bearing in

the following or fourth year. I find, however, that the plants

are strong enough for forcing by the autumn of the third year,

and prepare accordingly by placing over those intended to be

forced a good covering of loose or long dry litter, so that in

case of frost the roots can be taken up and the frames filled

independently of the weather.

About the middle of November a bed should be formed

of well-fermented horse-litter, which has been thrown up some
time previously, and turned over once or twice to part with

its excessive heat and rankness, wetting it if it be dis-

posed to become too dry ; but as the demands for litter are

often very pressing at this season, I have to content myself

with making up a bed of leaves, using no more litter than

suflicient to hold the leaves together. The bed is made abou

4 feet high in front and 5 feet at back, beating and shaking out

the materials as the work proceeds ; but if dung is the mate-

rial employed the bed is made 1 foot less in height. In

any case it' should be 1 foot wider all round than the frame.

The frame and lights are then put on (a two-light frame will

afford a fair supply for a moderate family), and iu a few days

the heat will have risen. By means of a trial stick ascertain

the heat, and when that becomes moderate level the bed, and
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spread equally over it 3 inches of soil. Now take up the plants,

and commencing at one end by taking out a trench, do it care-

fully without destroying the roots more than can he helped.

Commencing ai the front of the frame, pack the roots as closely

together as possihle, spreading out tho fibres and filling in

between them with soil, which may bo of a lightish nature

and fine, and neither very wet nor dry. Cover the crowns with

an iuch of soil, and let that be 9 inches or a foot from tho

glass. Put on tho lights and keep them close, but admit a

little air daily to let off any steam. The temperature of the

bed may be from 55° to 60° for ten days, and then by adding

fresh hot dung at tho sides it should be increased to 65°,

covering at night with mats, and in severe weather with

straw, and bankiug up the sides of the frame with hot dung
or litter.

When tho shoots appear the grower must decide whether he
will have them blanched or green ; if the former are preferred

they can be secured by placing inside the framo G or 7 inches

of sawdust, but if tho latter, this should not be done. If

blanched heads are wanted the frame must be kept close and
covered up day and night until the heads appear through the

sawdust, when, air and light being given, the tips of the shoots

will become coloured in a few days, and may then be cut. Six

inches or more of the lower end will be white, and the tips of the

shoots for an inch or so will be of a beautiful rosy-purple tint

much liked by some. On the other hand, when Asparagus is

required to be green, or not blanched, the frame must be kept

close until the shoots are or more inches in length, and air

being then admitted, they will attain a degree of colour neces-

sary for flavour. By either process enough Asparagus will be

produced to carry us over Christmas and New Year's-day. The
heat of the bed must, however, be maintained by linings.

The bed will continue to produce for a period of about

three weeks, and even longer if the roots are good and the

heat moderate and suffieieutly maiutained ; but the heads,

though continuously produced, soon become too small. The
first heads are the best, and those produced later are smaller

:

hence it becomes necessary to make up another bed about

three weeks after the first, and so on in succession, and by these

means forced Asparagus may be had from Christmas until it is

produced in the open ground. I do not, however, consider that

at all desirable, for the plants cannot be taken up and put in a

frame without the roots and vigour of the plant being injured

to some extent, consequently beyond making up two beds in

the above manner for an early supply, I do not consider it

desirable to pursue that method further, or even not at all

where Asparagus is not required until the end of January, for

it can be produced much finer, more abundantly, and with less

trouble by forcing it where grown, and the method of doing so

I will now endeavour to describe.

From the beds that were covered with litter this should be

removed, the surface must be loosened with a fork, and if the

heads are required blanched, 9 inches of the soil of the alleys

should be thrown over them. The alleys are then taken out to

a depth of 3 feet, a frame corresponding to the width of the

bed is placed on the beds, or, failing that, inch-deals inches

deep or wide, supported by stakes driven along the sides of the

beds. The alleys are filled with hot dung, and the beds are also

covered with the same to the depth of about a foot, that in the

alleys being raised to the same height. When the heads appear

the dung or litter is removed from the bed and the lights put

on ; or if boards are used instead of a frame, the bed is protected

by s butters formed of laths and lined with straw. Whether
lights of glas3 or straw-shutters be employed, they should

be kept on day and night, and in addition the lights must he

covered hy mats or straw-shutters at night. The hot dung
should be renewed, so as to continue level with the top of the

frames or boards. During cold weather the covering is in-

creased, and remains on by day as well as night. It is best,

however, to have a frame and lights for covering the bed, as

by them air and light may be admitted, a little of which is

essential if the heads are expected to have a colour and flavour,

whether the shoots are required to be blanched or not.

By the foregoing plan much finer heads are produced than
when the plants are taken up. One crop will last five or six

weeks, but it is well not to calculate on this, but to start a

fresh set of beds every three weeks, so as to maintain a supply.

The keeping-up of the proper degree of heat is, of course, of

the greatest importance as regards the continuance of the

bearing, and the linings must, therefore, be well attended to.

When the dung becomes cool the beds may be covered with a

few inches of long litter, the frames and litter removed, and

the beds dressed as if they had not been forced. The plants

should then have every encouragement, and should not be forced

again, nor the heads cut either in tho same or following year,

for they are eligible for forcing only every other year.

In making tho beds at first the alloys should be 2 feet

wide, and tho beds i feet in width, three rows of plants being
put in a bed, and the plants 1 foot apart in the rows. The
plants should not be forced until tho autumn or winter of the

fourth year.

Good as the above plan is, it has its drawbacks, the chief of

which is, that in digging out (be alleys preparatory to filling

them with hot dung many of the roots are destroyed or injured,

To guard against this some have beds made of brickwork,

pigeon-holed, and i feet wide, with two feet alleys between

them. The brickwork need not be more than i{ inches thick,

and ii carried up a foot above tho ground, with a stone coping

at top, fastened with iron cramps, it will last a generation.

Where the ground is wet this plan answers better than beds, as

the brick pits are drier. A drain should be provided in each

alley to carry off superfluous water, and 9 inches of stones or

brickbats ought to be placed at the bottom of the beds or pits,

beneath the soil. The pits are to be tilled a little higher than

the side walls with one-half good lightish loam, one-fourth rotten

manure, and one-fourth leaf mould, adding sand liberally. Put

in the plants after they begin to grow <May or June), in three

rows to a bed, and 1 foot from plant to plant in the rows.

Keep them well supplied with water, and you may find it much
safer to move Asparagus after it bus begun to grow than when
dormant, or in March or April. Fill the alleys with spent

dung, leaves, or any vegetable refuse, keeping them level with

the brickwork. In four years the beds will be fit for forcing.

Two beds may be forced at once by filling in the alleys and all

round with hot dung, and covering the beds with hoops and

bast mats. A frame of wood 9 inches deep, made to fit on

the wall or coping is better, and the straw shutters may be

used as covering. In ten or twelve days some heads will

appear, then leave the covering open on the south side to give

colour, opening every day unless the weather is frosty. Renew
the lining when necessary. One crop will last four or five

weeks, so that any one may calculate how many beds will be

required to supply a family from Christmas until Asparagus

come in from the open ground. The beds are only to be forced

every other year, so that two sets of beds are necessary. Twelve

beds 28 feet long are required to supply a family from Christ-

mas until the Asparagus in the open ground comes in. This

is a good plan of forcing, but rather expensive, and even it is

liable to injure the roots, as they pass through the pigeon-

holes into the alleys: hence in taking the latter out to fill

them with hot dung, the roots cannot fail to be injured to some

extent.

To have very fine forced Asparagus no plan is equal to that

practised at the Royal Gardens, Frogmore. There Asparagus

is forced by means "of hot water. The beds there are, I think,

7 feet wide, and have spaces 4 feet deep, and about 2 feet wide

between them. The sides of the beds or pit are formed of

pigeon-holed brickwork. The spaces between the beds are half

filled with rich soil, and in the upper half there is a flow and

return pipe, the pipes or cavity for them being covered with

fla"s. A close-fitting wooden frame or roof completes the

arrangement. This plan answers very well, but were I to have

beds heated by hot water, I would reduce their width to 6 feet,

and run inch drain-tiles through the bed at 15 inches from the

top, or immediately under the cover of the cavity where the hot-

water pipes were, so that the heat might the better reach the

interior of the beds. Where stone could not be had, wood would

do for covering the hot-water pipes.

In forcing, the temperature for the first fortnight may range

from 50° to 60°, and be increased in a week to 65°, (r never

exceeding 70°, affording a little air and light after the shoots

appear, to give flavour.

Asparagus may also be forced by taking up the roots and

packing them in boxes or beds of earth in a forcing-house. Any

house with a temperature of from 60° to 65° will answer well.

—

G. Abbey.

Prolific Potatoes.—In your Number of the 6th inst. I see

a communication headed, " Growing Early Varieties of the

Potato," which mentions the startling fact of forty-two Potatoes

being found on one root. I have had this season something of

the same kind. A few Potatoes were given to me by a person

who described them as good bearers. From about a dozen I
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gathered upwards of half a bushel ; and from a portion of one
which was thrown aside, and after a day two planted, thirty-

seven Potatoes were gathered, the majority of which were more
than 4 inches long. My soil is heavy and wet, and these Pota-

toes were not planted till long after the seed I had purchased
was planted. I enclose my card.—A Constant Reader.

VIOLA CORNUTA.

stock of his own ; but all these, as well as mine, will be
grown under similar conditions, when I trust there will be no
occasion for future differing amongst the doctors in the case
of Viola cornuta.—J. Wills.

" Mr. Bennett, of Osberton Hall, has been good enough to

send me blooms of his Viola. Some of the flowers he sent were
very much like mine in point of colour, others were very much
darker, some were nearly purple. The differences in their colour

Mr. Bennett attributes to the different soils and situations in

which the plants are growing. The variety which I grow (and

I am confident it is the true one) is the very counterpart both

in the shape and colour of the flower, habit of the plant, and
form of the foliage, of the figure given in Curtis's " Botanical

Magazine," vol. xxi., plate 791. It was introduced to the Royal
Gardens at Kew, by Dr. Ortega, in 1776, from Spain. This
variety has not changed in the slightest degree in colour, al-

though it has been subjected to great variations in point of soil

and temperature. At Oulton Park, in Cheshire, the soil is of a
very dry and sandy nature. There the services of the watering-

pot are required very soon after a good soaking rain, and last

summer was said to be one of the hottest summers known in

Cheshire since the year 1827. At Huntroyde the soil is of a most
retentive nature, and in this part of Lancashire a colder and
more ungenial season was never known than the present

;
yet

there has not been the slightest difference in the colour of the

flowers of Viola cornuta, neither has there been any difference in

its flowering. There has been the same profusion of bloom on
the plants here as on those in the dry and sandy soil of Oulton
last year; and although we had nearly a constant rain night
and day for ten weeks, the plants produced flowers in equal

abundance, and were not injured in the slightest degree. They i

were as beautiful as ever up to the 17th of October, when wo
bad 9 of frost, and for several days after that a regular deluge

of rain : this destroyed all the young flower-buds, as well as

the greater portion of the open and opening flowers. lam,
therefore, much inclined to think that Mr. Bennett does not
possess the true variety. My opinion has been very much
strengthened in this respect by the arrival of a large hamper of

plants, which Mr. Bennett has kindly sent me, and which has
come to hand this day. On taking some large patches out of

the basket, I immediately placed them by the side of my grow-

ing plants, and a decided difference in habit and in the shape
of the leaf was at once perceptible. Tln> hdbit of Mr. Bennett's

variety is more procumbent than mine, the foliage is orbi-

cular ; whilst the habit of the true variety is nearly erect, and
the foliage is of a rather darker green, and more elongated ; the

of the leaves are also mine deeply serrated. I do not

wist Mr. Bennett to think that I desire to depreciate his variety,

neither do I pronounce a decided opinion on it now. I will

grow Mr. Bennett's variety side by si le with my own, and both
shall be subjected to the same treatment ; I shall then be able

to see if there is any marked difference between the two.

I consider that the purple variety of Viola cornuta which
Mr. Bennett sent, if it remain true to its character, wUl be

quite as valuable as mine, and for the purpose of readily dis-

tinguishing them, I would suggest the name of Purple Queen
for his variety, and M rav '

tt'f i line. I ti mid be almost
inclined to think Mr. Bennett's stock was originally perpetuated

from seed, as there appear I hades of colour

amongst the flowers which he sent me. I have never yet grown
any plants from seed, but have alv lys propa ited y. i tock by
cuttings. As there appear to he i; varieties, it is pro-

bable that the plant will not come true from seed. . Tillery

- s in the " Florist and Pomoli gist " f6r this month, that he
has a blue variety nearly as bright as the Cliveden Blue Pansy.

The variety which I saw growing in the Manchester Botanic Gar-

dens was certainly not the same as mine, and Mr. Finulay was

so much convinced of this after having seen mine growing under
more unfavourable conditions than his own, that he had the

whole of his stock destroyed with the exception of a few plants,

and replaced it with the variety grown at Huntroyde. In a

letter I received from Mr. Tjtrnian, after bis visit here, he
stated that he was of opinion that my variety was different

from his. I have no doubt that we shall be able to arrive at

some definite conclusion next ^ear, for I will send Mr. B nnctt

a stock of Mauve Queen. Mr. Tyermau is working up a large

As Mr. Thomson, in a recent Number, questions whether
Viola cornuta will come true from seed, it will be of importance
to the public to have the point decided at once. The propagation
may be all done out of doors, as the plant is perfectly hardy.
It is neat and compact in its habit, and the flowers are of a
pleasing colour. It flowers and seeds freely. Having propa-
gated many thousands for bedding-out, and likewise raised
quantities from seed, and planted them in juxtaposition, with-
out being able to detect any difference, I planted two rows last

December from a seed-bed, and they were this summer the front
rows of a ribbon-border upwards of 300 feet long. They were
planted about '.) inches apart, and during the past season they
made a regular width of 14 inches without any trouble ; their
height, including flowers, would be nearly inches. I believe
the above to be the true habit of the plant in an open situation,

although I have had it 12 inches high and flowering equally
well, but in a more confined place.

So far as I have been able to observe, this Viola does come
true from seed. I could not perceive the slightest difference

on comparing one flower with another. As to its multiplicity

of flowers, I may sum up thus : From all of the many eminent
nurserymen and gardeners who have seen it throughout the
season, the same answer came, as they gazed along its lines

in admiration, " It is really a pretty thing."—J. Miller, Work-
/pp M.Qnor Gardens.

THE. ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S
FIRST COUNTRY EXHIBITION.

It seems now finally settled that this Exhibition is to take
place next year at Bury St. Edmunds, simultaneously with that

of the Royal Agricultural Society. We stated in our last

Number that the corporation of Bury had "nobly come for-

ward ;
" but we find so far from that being the case, that it

was the supineness of that corporation winch in the first in-

stance induced the Royal Horticultural Society to resolve not
to venture into Suffolk, knowing that if they had not a hearty
local support they would probably find, according to that county's

proverb, " Bury, the high road to Needham." Fortunately
there are men in and about Bury who foresee the advantages
and pleasure derivable from such an exhibition. They be-

stirred the] s earnestly, and the successful result was told

by Mi. 1>. T. Fish at a meeting of the local Horticultural

S ciety. Mr. Fisn said that he was in a position to state that

yal Horticultural Society would come to Bury if £500
were guaranteed, a free site provided, and a working Committee
appointed to as tst; and he thought it would be the business

of that meeting to take some steps upon all these matters. The
site was i curi d (he believed one of the best in the kingdom),
through the liberality of Mr. Guy. It was ju.st opposite the

entrance to the Agricultural Show-field, and was admirably
adapted for the purpose. It this were not aeeepted, Mr. Bran-
dreth Gibbs, who was connected with both Societies, believed

the Royal Agricultural Society would be able to place an acre of

their ground at the Royal Horticultural Socii i;
|

.d, and
Mr. Guyhad also another site which he was willing) i offer, He
believed Mr. Byles (the Director of the Royal Horticultural

highly approved of the site. As to the

guarantee fui Ueved it was as good as secured. He
held in his ha er representing £320, although the elite

of the neighbourhood had not been asked ; Mr, Pettitt was
prepared to obtain £120 more, and he believed he might get

another £100 in that room if required ; and he had had that

morning a letter from the High Sheriff to say that if anything

were wanted they had only to apply to him. These two

questions, therefore, were settled, and the only matter left was

the formation of a Committee. He was prepared to move a

resolution that every guarantor to the extent of £5 or £10

should be a member of the Committee ; and if that question

were settled he thought the thing was done, and they would

have the Royal Horticultural Society there next year.

The President and Mr. Clay said the statement of Mr. Fish

appeared to have removed all difficulty, and under these cir-

cumstances the Bury Society would sink their .-how, and join

with the town in doing all they could to assist in carrying out

the Royal Horticultural Society's Show.
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The Committee wore than appointed. Mr. T. W. Cdoper was
appointed Trfc and Ur. Clay Was nriminated and con-

sented to aol at & cretary;

A deputation of the Boxy Horticultural Sodiety waiter] upon
the Council of the Royal Horticultural Society, and were cor-

dially received. The Bury Frtc Press th'li n the' Result :

—

"The C mncil nil imately decided in favtrai 6f Mr. Guy'
near the new railway station, in E&stgate sin et, ill feet, how-
ever, to the final decision of their Exhibit ion Director, arid the

local Committee, who may choose the Vine fields if they think
propei-. Tne\ wflie highly gratified With the atoounl of

I oal

support that had been promised, anfl trusted thai it m
still extended. They asked for a guarantee of J600, as they
might probahly have t . > spend 61200, and agreed, of their own
accord, to hand over to the guarantors one half of the profits.

It is hoped that the guarantor^s"Will notobjee'tto hand fiver a

part or the whole of their share of the profits to our local horti-

cultural society, whose funds, it is well known, are at rather a

low ebb, althdu [h it has generon sly promised E25 to the guar-
antee fond. This mays'eemto some like ' counting chickens

before they are hatched,' but we confidently anticipate a hand-
some balance on the right side if the Weather is propitious.

This great Show will probably last fun- days. The pri/e list

will bo liberal. The preliminary arrangements will ho con-
eluded and the schedule of p I a edily as pos-

sible. We cannot ooncludi irit dung justice to the Mayor,
Mr. Fish. Mr. Le Pout, and .Mr. W. <

'•. Guy, who have ihti

themselves most laudably in this important matter, while it is

owing to the efforts of Sdr. Pish especially that the question,
when apparently falling through, was successfully revived. To
his exertions, too, are due the raising, up to the pn si a

pf a guarantee fund >1 nearly E800. His reward will he in the
success of the enterprisi . for h hie will derive more delight, as

none, perhaps, will be better able to appreciate the magnificent
floral display in store than our 1 I neighbour and enthu-
siastic horticulturist.

"

Other Suffolk horticultural es are aiding the effort,

and foremost is that of Woodl rid hie I roted a prize of

rive guineas to be I for the 1 elve Picotees.

MARKET GARDEN STRAWBERRIES.
Mr. JortN Pekkins, of Thornham Gardens, has kindly sent

me some seeds of Queen Anne's Melon, and also

the Hybrid Cashmere Melon. In his letter he says •• We often

say, on opening our papers, Let us look and see what Mr.
Radclyffe to ." This being so, b will expect to

see what I have to sav in reference to the matter treated of by
"J. T. and Others."

I apprehend that market gardeners want Strawberries that
are of a hardy nature, sure setter;, of quick establishment,
successional and heavy croppers, that bring their fruit to a
saleable size, that are long in hearing, handsome, of good
flavour, that are neither impatieut of heat nor cold, t! .

swell without watering, that will last two or three year-, and
lastly, and above all, that will bear carriage Well. Cropping
and carriage are two main points.

If this be a right definition, then the best varieties for their

purposes are, for early arid midseasbn produce, Sir J. \'

Itivers's Eliza, Eclipse, and Empress Eugenie : for late pro-

duce, Wonderful, Dr. Hogg, Cockscomb, and Frogmore Late
Pine.

I will pit these eight sorts against any other eight sorts that
may be named for market gardeners' purposes. The fii I

five last are very large, and sure and I ci pp rs'. The
second and third are medium-sized, but heavy croppers.

Elton Pine, Eleanor, and Sir C. Napi eded by
Wonderful, Dr. i I kseornb, an Late Pine.
They are four famous Strawberries for private gardi
well as for market gardens.
Now, as regards market-garden cultivation, I suppose it is

much the same as gar i cultivation, only ou a larger scale.

The distances of plants' must depend on the if
. the quality

and condition of the ground, and the time of plantation. If

planted late, they may be put l
j, 10, or 12 inches apart, accord-

ing to the above circumstances, and t' ng year every
other plant may be removed. You may plant Eliza and Won-
derful, as late September runners, and every plant of them
will fruit. Good sorts, high condition of the ground, early
planting, and quick establishment are the main wards of the
key of success. Two plants may, during cropping, be pegged

thumb-pot from each plant durini cropping. As soon as
I

vi talti ii. thej ; bould be rem ived into the i I &de and
watered. When the laud is clear, b; with o ai rp i ai

the matted roots at (he bottom and sides of the plant
plant fi i ml., and water thi in.

Dr. II the best Strawl en aised lately.
It is a British Queen that will grow in anj kind oi i.md.

—

W. F. l; .i ,.,,.'
, Oh dFii i aine.

I beg to give a brief account of what I Have found t
i ho the

mostjprofitable method oi giewirig !.- di i-ious fnut. lam
careful to olieaa a situation v.ii! exposed to sun and light, 1

giyaahi vy d - ing of bhrsetnianute and some fresh loam,
trench 20> inches deep, and tn id . vtoy-firm if of a
light nature, but if heavy only slightly. 1 mark out l

•

wide, <">th two- feet walk-- between il .. m, ohohse -
1 r< fig aimers

in July or the early part of August, put four rows of plants in
each bed, allowing 1 foot between the lows, and the same
distance between the plants in the rows; and as soon as they
have ceased to gnu, ,, b] autumn I mulch the beds with
half-decs ed horse-manure.
With the, aboye treatmj : abundant crops of

line fruit in tho first season. ,\ I soon ! the first crop is
gathered I remove the two inner rowsi cl bed', which leaves
the plants for the second crop :'. feet between the rows and
1 foot apart in the rows. Tiny are again mulched in the
autumn with stable-manure'.

After the second crop is taken, every alternate plant in the
rows is removed, which leaves them 3 feet by 2 feet apart.
They are again heavily manured in the autumn, and after the
third crop is gathered are dug down, as I have never found
them produce fruit so fine and abundant after the thiid year.—A Cqxstaxt Reader.

EAIUA" GRAPE WITHOUT SEEDS.
li The strength of tire Grape Vine is not put in reijuisitiou in tin aline

the pulp of the berries, bat in perfecting the seed."

If this text is correct, what is the use of growing Grapes
with many seeds, or any seeds ?

There are thousands of people in England who are n

erecting cool Grape-houses, ground vineries, and seme plant-
ing Vines out in the open ground. There are some parts
of England very favourable for the latter, chiefly fron
nature i f the s al—a poor dry soil, with bsdil drain-
age. This, with some of the largest whole bones inserted
10 inches deep about tho Vine for S feet, will insure bi

provided the Vines are grown aud pruned on the Hoare or
Thomery plan. Now what is wanted is an early Gra] with
high flavour, large berries, and large bunches. I ask. Have
we such? if not, why do not some of our great Grape-growers
try to produce such a Grape without seeds, by crossing those
varieties which have no seeds, such as the Sultana aud Black
Monukka, with some of the best early Grapes with high flavour ?

If Grapes in cool houses do not progress during the time they
are stoning—namely, for about twenty-hue- daj -, why not save
that time by producing early Grapes without seeds :

Perhaps some of the hothouse i iwera \ ill say,
" We do not care about early Grapes. i es are early
if we choose to put the steam on and force them ;" hut there
are many thousands who like to grow a few Gripes v. i

t

forcing. It is for these 1 plead ; they are becoming more
numerous than those who possess hothouses—I mean men in
businesses of various kinds, and woo d i not keep a gardener,
but love the cultivation of the Vine during their leisure hours.
They would not like the expense or trouble of attending to a
furnace. Those who employ heat will say, " If you do not like
heat you will have no Grapes." Now, 1 have had in a ground
vinery this summer as good Black Hamburgh Grapes ripe in
the first week in October as most people would wish to
m spite of rain nearly every clay and no sun, the Grapes were
perfect in colour, which was not the case in many hothouses,
owing to the quantity of rain falling on borders a feet deep, and
the front ventilators being ki pt but to economise
heat. The result has been red Grapes without flavour in place
of Black Grapes with.—A. T.

P.S.—The following is a scale of the number of seeds which
a Black Hamburgh Vine grown in a ground vinery in my garden
would have had to support if I had allowed the Vine to attempt
to ripen all the bunches it bore. The Vine was 12 feet long
and the growth of 18G5 from the ground, having been cut down
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in the autumn of 1864 ; I counted sixty-two bunches of Grapes

on it this spring. The caue is short-jointed, and in some
places broke with two laterals together. On these appeared

three bunches, on other laterals two, on others one. Now, if

the bunches could have been distributed evenly on each side

of the cane, they would have hung about 4 inches apart, each

bunch thinned to forty berries, and if each berry contained two

seeds, the Vine would have had to support 4966 seeds ; and if

three seeds were in each berry, which I consider about the

average, it would have had to have supported the large number
of 7440 seeds. That to which I want to draw the attention of

yourself and all those who raise Vines from seed is, that

much time might be saved by producing early Grapes without

seeds.

Length
of

Vine.

Number
of

bunches.

12 feet

Ditto

Number of
I
Number of

|

Total
berries on, seeds in each number of
each liunch. berry. berries.

40

40

2480

2480

Total num-
ber of seeds
to support.

7440

HOME GROWTHS.
A most interesting exhibition of what may be collectively

termed home growths was produced at the Royal Horticultural

Gardens, South Kensington, on Saturday week. The collection

was sent by Mr. Robert Fern), who lives with the Rev. G. W.
St. John, at the Rectory, Woodstock, for which collection,

besides ten first-class certificates for the individual subjects,

we believe it is intended to grant one of the Society's silver-

gilt medals.
First in importance were some thirty sorts of Potatoes grown

by the exhibitor in the Rectory garden on the rielge-and-trench

system, as detailed in Nos. 163 and 164 of this Journal—all

clean healthy tubers, and most creditable examples of cultiva-

tion. A fact, however, in connection with them, which is un-

doubtedly of greater public interest, is that they constitute a

selection from one hundred varieties after thirty years' expe-

rience. As such, therefore, it will be useful to give their names
and the brief descriptive remarks which Mr. Fenn appended on
the labels.

The varieties were divided into Frame, Garden, and Farm
Potatoes, for each of which divisions a first-class certificate

was awarded, and were as follow :

—

FBAME.
Shutjnrd Seedling.—First early, short glazed foliage. Suit-

able for keeping and forcing. Excellent flavour.

Early Ten-week (Round).—The old Early Betty? Perhaps

the earliest and best of all for frame work. Indebted for the

kind to Mr. Rivers.

jfrgg's Coldstream (Round).—First early. Most suitable as

an only kind for a small garden. Flavour first-rate.

Wlii'te-I'ln: om Ash-leaf.—Good for production in pots and

boxes. Throws fine early tubers.

ll'ebb's T, legrapli,—Produces fine early tubers, though coarse,

where the ground is good.

Mitchell') Early ^Ibioh Kidney.—Small glazed foliage. Suit-

able for forcing. 'Good-flavoured. Soon arrives at firmness.

Premier.—A new seedling. A great acquisition ; without

doubt the best of any early sort as regards bulk of crop. A
first-class early tuber, arriving at its greatest perfection in a

light soil. Very handsome, medium foliage. Indebted for the

kind to Mr. J. Gardner, Aston Hall, near Birmingham.

OABEEN.
Daintrre's Seedling (Round).—Second early. A first-class

flesh, and a first-class cropper.

Rirers's Royal Ashlcaf.—An early second early. An excel-

lent Potato to' dig from the soil during the summer. Yellowish

flesh, of good flavour. A bountiful cropper. Fine foliage.

Taken up very late, and the kind withstood the disease very

well.

Haigh's Kidney.—Spare foliage. Not a large cropper, but a

firm nourishing Potato. Second early.

Early Emperor (Round).—Super-tuberated last year, spoiling

the crop. This year it almost succumbed to the disease. A
fine Potato, nevertheless, in a good season, and more suitable,

perhaps, for field than for garden culture.

Forty/old (Round).—Excellent for mashing. Second early.

Fenn's Onwards (Round).—A cross between Jackson's Kidney
and the Fluke. So far as my experience with this sort has

gone I consider this to be one of the best round Potatoes in
cultivation. A good cropper and keeper, white flesh, with a
fine flavour. A healthy, dark, medium foliage.

Russet Kidney.—A new seedliug of the same parentage as
Fenn's Onwards. A peculiar tuber, with peculiarly good keep-
ing qualities. It has a firm mealy white flesh, and is not fit

for cooking till the May after lifting. A tolerable cropper,
having a most diminutive Fluke foliage.

PebbU White, or Huntingdonshire Late Kidney.—An excel-

lent long keeper.

Bceliiee (Round).—A new seedling from the Fluke. A very
nice rather early kind, most suitable to dig as wanted in the

early summer months. As regards colour and flavour it is the
same as Wheeler's Milky White. Medium dark foliage.

FAEM.
Sutton's Finest Regent (Round).—The finest-flavoured, per-

haps, of all the Regents.

Cheshire Pink Eye (Round).—An excellent field Potato. Es-
caped the disease this year. First-class for the table.

York Regent (Round).—A good farm Potato, well suited for

market purposes.

WaVtefis Regent (Round).—A Scotch second early Potato.

An excellent sort, suitable for a large household.
/'/< ei'earer.—A good farm Potato, very substantial, and of

fine flavour. Immense topper and cropper.

Vaiutree's Neic Seedling. — A first-rate household Potato,

a good market kind, and excellent for field culture on land in

tolerable heart.

Prolific (Round).—An excellent field Potato, good for the

household. Flesh of first-class quality.

Xegro.—A good cattle Potato, the best of its class. An
immense cropper and topper. A good tuber for a poor man.

It'hite Fanner.—A first-class field Potato, good for household

purposes.
Fluke.—The original kind, good for the household, and good

for the market. A late Potato. Suitable for field culture.

Very scarce, many spurious kinds are sold for it.

lirujfe Gn&tle Seedling iRound).—A Scotch Regent. A second

early, suitable for a large household. Flavour excellent.

Rritish Queen.—Flesh first-rate. Foliage coarse. Most suit-

able for planting on poor soil.

It may be useful to add that Mr. Fenn considers Premier,

Shutford Seedliug, Eaily Ten-week, and Hogg's Coldstream

the best for frame cultivation, and the last is, besides, a first-

rate kind for general use. For the garden he gives the pre-

ference to Fenn's Onwards, Fortyfold, Rivers's Royal Ashleaf,

the Old Lapstone, Daintree's New Seedling, and Pebble White
;

and for the farm, to Fluke, Brilish Queen, Giyi'fe Castle Seed-

ling, Walker's Regent, Sutton's Finest Regent, and Cheshire

Pink.
Another interesting portion of Mr. Fenn's exhibition was

entitled, " A Ten-years' Study on the Manufacture of English

Grape, Gooseberry, and Rhubarb Family Wines, without any ad-

dition of spirituous liquors, published in The Journal of Hok-

ticultukk, Nos. 5rt9 and 592, Old Series, and 235 and 236, New
Series," and accompanied by examples of the system of Grape-

growing. One of these was a photograph of the kitchen garden

and south-east front of the Rectory, showing the system of

training the Vines for wine-making, and part of the apiary

;

another was the representation of an extemporised vinery, glass

being substituted for tiles on the roof of a lean-to shed. In

this vinery the Esperione Grape ripens perfectly without arti-

ficial heat, and the structure is made to do duty as a cool

greenhouse in winter. For this purpose it is heated on the

system described in No. 239. Esperione Grapes ripened in

this structure for dessert use received a first-class certificate,

and similar awards were made for Fenn's Grape glasses, de-

scribed in a former volume ; and for the mode of training and

ripening Grapes against open walls for wine-making, illus-

trated by a model of a portion of the wall, with Vines and

bunches of Royal Muscadine and Esperione Grapes. For samples

of Royal Muscadine and Esperione Grape wine, first-class cer-

tificates were also awarded, the Judges' opinion of the former

being, " A grand wine, sound and perfectly vinous ;'' and of

the latter, " A very good wine, fine colour, and a good bouquet,

rather sweet, which it will lose by keeping. Will be an excel-

lent wine when aged." Of Parsnip wine, the verdict " excel-

lent " was also recorded.

In addition to the above we noticed a collection of honey,

wax, &c, obtained on Fenn's depriving system (see No. 83),

without destroving the bees; and first-class certificates were

awarded for ruii honey, and for Fenn's breakfast honey glass.
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110YAL HORTICULTU11AL SOCIETY.
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smith. als» received an »xt» Mi < ifleddon/ of plants. An in-
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Qonvardia Hogarth, &c. V box of cul llpwcrs ea from Mr. B.

;, !.,„,- to R.'H. Wyatt, Esq., Wandsworth Lodge, Upper

Tooting ; and Mr F. C. Elicki ns, 1 1 Street, Chelsea, oxnibiti ,i two

stands of nil Clrrysanthemhms. A collection of v.-viil,l,,>.

by Mr. ('. Dixon, gardener to tiadj Holland; Ilnllanil Park, Km-in •-

t c. 1 1 . i,i whom wus awarded the first prize; also by Mr. YV. Ybnng,

Sighgato, who obtained the second prize!; and by Mr. li. Urowii,

.1
i

, r io li. H. Wyatt, Esq.; to »<• m was awarded the third prize

A collection of kitchen and deagent AfipleB was shown by Mr. Young,

aim a first-class certificate was awarded. A miscelJauQous collection

nf fruit came from Mr. 13. Brown, ipuo nreivcil a firs,t-piasa

Certificate.

guildhall flowi:u and fruit snow.
The United Horticultural Society held lust veelj a Show in the

Guildhall of tin City of Loudon, in aid oi the benevolent fund for the

assistance of gardeners : awl a La :aar ( fols place at the same time in

aid of tin 1 Albert Orphan Asylum, established at Collingwood Court,

riear Bagahtrt. The exhibition and bazaar were opened on Tuesday
!.i>t bv \\i< Ivovul Highness the I'nk- of Edinburgh.

The plants were chiefly arranged in the body of tie ball iu the in-

tervals between the stalls of the bazaar, the cut blooms along the

centre, and the whole formed a wry attractive display, of which Chry-

santhomunis constituted tlie principal oarty In the middle of thfl hall,

facing the entrance. J. Crate, Esq., of Holloway, had arranged a

floral design, consisting of a Dicisonia in the centre, surrounded by

bands <>f large-fioweiihg and Pbm'pori Chrysanthemums, Ir. sine

Herhstii, Centaurea argeutea, and Primulas, the whole having a very

neat appearance. Near this a large number of beautifully-arranged

hand-bouquets, shown by Mr. Howard; gardener to J. Bran'd'e, ETsq.,

Balham, attracted much attention ; tin -v- was also" a fine honqii. t from

Mr. Forsyth, gardener to Baron K -tliM'hild, at (iunucrsbury. In

dinner-table decorations Mr. Howard tobk the lead.

In the plant department Mr. Tautou, of the Epsom Nursery, had a

very tastefully-arranged collection, in which was ono of the finest

plants of Cyperus alteniifolius variegatu^ which we remember t<> have

seen. Eine-ioliaged plants and terns were furnished in considerable

numbers by Mr. Williams, of Holloway; Mr. Rhodes, Mr. Wheeler,

Mrd. ner to J. Philpott, Esq., Stamford Hill ; Mr. Wilson, gardener to

AV. Marshall, Esq., Enfield; Mr. Penny, gardener to 11. H. Gfibbs,

Esq.. Regent's Park; and Mr. Page, gardener to \\\ Leaf, Esq.

Mr. Parsons, g&rdenertb R. Atfeenborou ;h', Bsti., Acton Green, con-

tributed Eyeopods; Mr. AVilsr.n. g u .\- :: r to W.Marshall, Esq., a

tine case of Triehaznbtnes caiHcariai; ttad Mrs. Glendinuing $ Sons,

Anthnriums, Cyanophyllum magnificum, Dracaenas, &c, well-'jrowu

An. i
i tuchils, and Aucuba japonica ir. fruit. 3-Ir. Crate also had a

specimen of the latter plant with fifty berries, the result of fertilisa-

tion with pollen which had been kepi two months in tinfoil Mr- rs.

E. G. Henderson sent a circle of their elegant variegated Grass

Poa tri'.ialis orgentea elegims, which had a tine appearance, set oil'

as it was with a Draereua in the centre : and cut bl6bms of Orchids
wero contributed by Mr. Wilson. '_-arIe:.er to W. Marshall, Esq.. and
others.

Messrs. Carter & Co., had a ro.-.^ful of plant-stands, Fern-cases,

and similar subjects, elegant in design and beautifully set out, also a

cose of dried Everlastings ; whilst front Messrs. Kosher came several

very neat window-boxes.
Chrysanthemums have been so fully noticed that our remarks

on them will he brief. Mr. Forsyth, exhibited several groups, com-
prising fine specimens of large-flowering varieties and Pompons,
as well as pyramids and standards of the latter in fine bloom ; and
from Mr. Crute came also a large ^'ronp, in which were fine examples
of Rev. Joshua Dix, Golden Beverley, Princess of Wales, Queen of

England, and John Salter. Mr. Baker also exhibited a good group.
Mr. George, gardener to Miss Nicholson, had a piece of plate for

beautifully bloomed specimens of Prince of Wales, Lady Harclinge,
Annie Salter. Little Harry, Alma, Chhstim?, Golden Hormione, and
others ; and from the same exhibitor came a magnificent specimen of

Golden Christine.

Of cut blooms many excellent stands were shown. Two promising
new varieties—viz., Mrs. H. ale and White Princess, respectively from
Mr. Heale, of Upper Clapton, and Messrs. E. G. Henderson, re-

ceived certificates.

Fruit occupied a room by itself; and included some very good
examples, foremost amongst which were magnificent Smooth-leaved
Cayenne and Charlotte Rothschild Pine Apples, from Mr. Forsyth,
gardener to Baron Rothschild. Mr. Jefferson, gardener to W. Gam-
side, Esq., Worksop, had a very line Blood Pino of 7 lbs. weight;
Mr. Page, gardener to W. Leaf, Esq., excellent Smooth Cayennes;
and Mr. Laing, gardener to P. W. Flowers, Esq., a fine Queeu. Of
(irapes, a collection from Messrs. Lane, of Great Berkhampstead,

madi a fine display, consisting of li m I
i of Calabnan Raisin,

Trentham Black, Chavon b Uii ante, Wi Peter's, Barbaro a,

BTa'cl. Hambm^'h, Muscat Hamburgh, Bucl i
I S'w twater, Lad

DO . I'nrt.'r's WMtfc " ' nlfO exhibited

pot Vines, one of which. U BlacJt Utefl I
'*'» splendid

b i
Mnricat oJ v. tfamdrio from U . Mi i I g&rdenej to Raft*

< urn-- Es,|.. Minb-v Mnnor, constijwted another feature oi at;raction;

tin- three bunches" weighed eltogetht r P2 lbs. 2 oa ., and were perfect

in i .nn and ripeness.
' Mr. Xiliery. Wi Lbi > i

; " I
!

;,,
. of Barbarosfsa, ami St, fetor's, and ood G

|

;vere also

shown by Mr. Laing. Ajrajcs and Pears w< >: shown,

Th' i

; were also sevi ml plans of grounds laid out by Mr. Newton,

of Tt. Oxford Terrace, il-.J Park.

CIIRYSANTIIKMUAIS.
Mr. Salter's, EJammbbsjietH.

The display of Chrysantln:iiiuins at Mr. SaJfjer'S, Versailles

Nursery, Hammersmith, is this year fully eijual to that of any

previous season, if not superior, though, owing to the cool

damp autumn, a little later than usual. The show-house is

arranged with equal taste ; the assortment is as good, the

blooms as fine, the novelties as interesting as ever. That Mr.

Salter's collection is the richest in the country is well known ;

and it is equally so that it is to him that n.nvers ehieliy look

for a supply of the new varieties which they produce in such

perfection at the autumn exhibitions. To satisfy this demand

for novelty must be no easy task, for out oJ many hundreds of

seedlings which are annuaily miserl at the Versailles Nursery,

the number which Mr. Suiter retains as worthy of being sent

out is very small, not amounting in most years to more than

1 per cent.; and although among tlie condemned there are

many very passable flowers, the rigid exclireien of all that are

doubtful or bad bears its fruit in the eouiuleuce with which

those placed on the list are regarded.

Of the seedlings to be sent out in 1SC7 Lady Talfourd was

especially noticeable as a beautifully formed, deep rosy lilac

flower, excellent in habit, ami altogether likely to prove a

great acquisition. Gold of Ophir, a deep golden yellow, with

reddish brown tips, promises to make a fine specimen plant,

as the blooms stand well up; and the same may be said

of Faust, crimson chestnut, and beautifully incurved. It and

Yolande, blush with a yellowish centre, are likely to be fine
1

show flowers. Purpurea elegaus, a neb. and very dark crimson,

! is new in colour, and, though rather small, is so splendid that

j

it can hardly fail to become a favourite. Lady Godiva
;

pure

white, was remarkable for its great breadth of "petal," as it

is phrased ; whilst Dr. Lindley, clear amber, Ossian, deep rose,

and Isis, yellow and brown, 'though scarcely far enough ad-

vanced when we saw them, promise to be flue ; and Mr. Salter

considers that Countess of Warwick, ivory white, and very fall

of florets, will be a great acquisition. Kosa Mutabilis, blush

veined with rose, is a very pietty variety in the way of rink

I'tarl, but to all appearance better. Madonna Mary, white,

with a sulphur centre, is aiso a fine flower. Besides the fore-

! going there were several other seedlings which were not suffi-

' cieutly advanced, but some of which Mr. Salter considers will

prove desirable additions to the existing varieties.

Of seedlings of last year we noticed Miss Margaret, a fine

white Anemone, sent out this spring ; Gloria Mundi, a beautiful

yellow variety, and a great improvement on Jardin des Plantes ;

John Salter ; Sylvia ; Mr. Gladstone, of a fine chestnut red

colour ; St. Columba, red inside, with a golden back, but not

quite out; Crimson Velvet, of a beautiful bright colour
;
Com-

pactum, a pretty very compact silvery rose ; Hereward and

Golden Beverley, both fine varieties ; Countess of Granville,

white ; and Iona, a pretty citron yellow.

Of older varieties there are finely-bloomed plants of Prince

of Wales, Prince Alfred, llideman, Florence Nightingale, Little

Pet, Luther, Eve, Ranunculus, Triomphe du Nord, a showy con-

servatory variety, Invincible, white, another of same kind,

Venus, Virgin Queen, Antonelli, Rev. Joshua Dix, Lord Rane-

lagh, Princess of Wales, Mr. Wyness, Beverley, Sam Slick,

Aurea Multiflora, St. Patrick, Cleopatra, Golden Dr. Brock,

Abbe Passaglia, Ino, Due de Conegliano, a showy tasseUed

variety for conservatories, Little Harry, Mr. Brunlees, Duchess

of Wellington, &c.

Of seedling Pompons only five were sufficiently advanced.

These were—Little Creole, a beautifully-formed reddish orange

button, and very free ; Amy, clear yellow j
Judy, accidentally

disbudded like a large-flowering variety, but as far as could be

judged under these circumstances, a very desirable yellow bind ;
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Little Kate, blush and rosy fawn, very full, somewhat in the

style of Madame Fould ; and Anemone Aglaiffl, blush with a

high white centre. Stella, with a golden centre and rosy

purple guard petals, is also a very promising kind. Besides
the above there were several other seedlings coming on.

The arrangement of tiro show-house is very much the same
as last year in its general effect, although there is some difie-

rence in the materials employed. The small mound of rock-

work near the entrance is densely carpeted with Saxifraga

hypnoides minor, and a kind of Thyme, equally pretty and
well adapted for the purpose, with here and there plants of

Sedum glaucum and pulchellum, ami variegated Saxifrages.

In the beds, besides Ceataurea argentea and a very compact
variety of Cineraria m.-uuima, a nearly hardy and very pretty

variety of Cypripedium is freely introduced, and with excellent

effect. An arch a little way from the door is a little curious,

being formed of a portion of a branch of Araucaria excelsa,

which had been broken off, and which Mr. Alfred Salter had
struck. This, whilst continuing to elongate, has maintained its

branch-like acter, never forming ahead ; and as the lateral

branchlets are pendulous, it forms a graceful arch. The cir-

cumstance is not extraordinary, but the appearance of the

plant is so much changed that any one not aware of the fact

might suppose that it was not an Araucaria at all, and Mr. Salter,

acting en the hint, has propagated a number of similar plants.

Besides Chrysanthemums, Mr. Salter has a line collection of

Zonale Pelargoniums, as well as of variegated plants. Among
the latter is a prettily variegated Arum italicum, which is very

ornamental in the borders, especially in winter ; and Artemisia

argentea, with finely-cut silvery foliage, is another pretty hardy
plant. Sanseviera japonica carnea. bearings considerable re-

semblance to the hardy variegated Bamboo, is also very orna-

mental, and said to be hardy1

. Noticeable among the Ivies, of

which there arc several finehj tted kinds, were the va-

riegated Hedera algeriensis and rhomboidea variegata.

Out of doors the borders are gay with Chrysanthemums,
both large-flowering and Pompon varieties; and one i

about 100 yards in length, is particularly effective. The Pampas
Grass, and the fine rose-coloured variety of it, raised at this

nursery, are likewise Very effective. We also noticed Lavan-
dula vera, with ornamental broad white foliage.

Mr. Forsyth's, Sio;;k Newixot x F,<>\!..

Me. For. Yin has a well-earned reputation for the run

cent specimi i which he exhibits ; and though some of
[

his best were away at the Stol Hon Show at the time

of our visit, his houses, and his show-house especially, were i

very gay. In the latter there was a fine bank, in which was
massed a large collection of the best varieties, whilst on the
shelves were several very fine specimens of both Pompon and
large-flowering kinds. That the whole were well grown and
well bloomed may bs readily inferred from the position which
Mr. Forsyth has taken as a cultivator of the plant, and it is

scarcely necessary to add that tiie collection comprised nil the

best varietur , ', the most recent. Prince of Wale
nuncuTus, Venus, Virgin Queen, Sam Weller, Princess Mar-
guerite, Imogene, King of Denmark, Lady Carey, Attraction,

Prince of Ai and Anrea multiflora, were very line, and
most of the older kinds were also in beautiful bloom. Among
Pompons, G .

ra and White Trevenna were very fine
;

the latter Mr. Forsyth intends to grows extensively for autumn
bedding, as it is very free-flowering. There was also a promis-

ing seedling Pompon called James Forsyth, with large orange

crimson flowers.

In a new span-roofed house 130 feet in length, were fine

specimens of Bob, Lilac Cedo Nulli, Mis. Dix, Julie Lagcavi re,

Lizzie Holmes, and other kinds, besides a very extensive stock

of bedding IV-largoniums, including a large number of Mrs.
Pollock.

THE PEACH SEASON OF 1860.

I visited some time ago the greenhouse of a gentleman well

known for his scientific attainments. This house had been
remodelled, and really wag much improved. Light was abun-
dant, ventilation very efficient, there was considerable accom-
modation for plants, while the apparatus for watering was
of the newest construction. I noticed, too, that the south-

west angle of the house was fitted with extra-thick sheets of

coriugated glass, while the whole front sloped backwards at a

very desirable angle, so as to throw off the rush of an equinoc-

tial gale. This last being a matter of considerable importance
in our stormy isles, it struck me as being well calculated to

effect such a purpose, and I complimented the owner on his
skill and forethought. What was my surprise and amusement
when he answered me, " Look at that adjacent wall ; along it

nightly legions of cats of a cyclonic character rush fiercely

down the slope of my greenhouse. My dog chivies them, and
the whole together used formerly to disappear through the
ordinary glass into the house. Now, by means of this thick
and corrugated glass they all retain their footing until they
reach the front slope, the angle of which is nicely adjusted to

let them all down together easy to the border."
Now this "letting down easy" is all that a well-wisher can

honestly say of the Peach season of this year. What with
whistling blasts of cold air and a cloudy sky, pouring down
for entire months on us an unceasing stream, nothing in the
open ground could be expected. Of course the crop in orchard-
houses has been preserved from such a downpour, but the
absence of sun has produced a sad lack of colour and flavour

—

not so much so, however, as might have been expected ; indeed
some early sorts have been very good indeed.
The insect tribe has also been wonderfully active. In the

open air our trees have had them all. or nearly so ; but there
being little fruit, the trees have not been materially weakened,
and the buds for next season look prom

1 have not remarked any unripe growth, rather the contrary ;

and have left numerous chances of new wood shoots, so as to

secure leaves in plenty. In close-pruning we always look to

this point, and as to over-luxuriant wood or root-pruning of

Peach trees, we never dream of such things : but we encourage
growth in leading branches quite freely. Our leading branches
are merely slightly balanced ; the shortening of these is quite

needless as long as the summer shoots have been regularly
stopped. All this wood ripens; no more than what can be
used is retained, and the sap is concentrated in the bases of

the shoots, where it most readily accumulates by reason of the
natural deviation of the vessels of the medullary canal. No
layiug-in of long unripe shoots; no disbudding ; no shorten-
ing-iu of leaders beyond equalising them; no tedious ties;

little to suppress at the winter regulation. You will not have
such wide-spreading trees, but you will plant more of them,
and so have more sorts. Out of doors almost any free-growing
shape will succeed ; but on the back wall of an orchard-house
the grower who wishes to have fine fruit and a succession of

it, will always prefer the diagonal cordon.
In the borders our spiral cordons (live trees at 15 inches

interval, coiled round five uprights), have been the admiration
of many, including some leading nurserymen ; but that it

wouW have shaded the precious back wall of diagonals, the

whole border would have been planted in this manner. As it

is, we alternate them with good bushy standards. Let me, at

this season, recommend these spirals to amateurs. No doubt
thee trees will supersede most others for borders ; and having
originated their use here for orchard-houses, I shall be happy
to assist others by my experience. Perhaps they might be
further described at a future time if thought necessa .

The red spider has been very annoying, and it required some
perseverance to keep it under. Soft soap and sulphur, or

similar thick and nasty combinations, are simply useless. The
red spider is not destroyable by sulphur, except in the form of

a dangerous vapour: and as to giueing it in lor a time only,

how can syringing effect this properly ? and why obstruct the

stomates of the leaves, especially underneath? Syringing

with cold water violently acts mechanically, and the insects

fall on the border, for they are not drowned. The red spider

lives a longtime when immersed. Many experiments-have been

made in our house this season with new and strong vegetable

poisons, but not with good results. Some are too expensive,

others destroy the foliage, most fail to kill the red spider ; in

short, it remains for some clever chemist to discover an effica-

cious remedy. Young and very vigorous trees are, perhaps,

tolerably safe ; but trees weakened by heavy crops are_ never

secure. Ventilation alone is no safeguard, for trees in the

open air were the worst attacked this year. Neither does a

heavy rainfall wash away the eggs or webs which lie under the

leaves near the midrib.

The ah- was so charged with humidity, and the temperature

at times so lowered, that any careless ventilation induced

mildew.
Aphides were, as usual, in plenty ; but these are so easily

destroyed (by tobacco smoke is most efficacious), as not to

interfere much with the health of the trees.
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As to the fruit itself, tho periods of ripening wore not much
altered, nor was tho general advance in time delayed. Though
the luminous rays did not all penetrate the clouds, the heat and

actinic rays did so. Tho previous summer, and our long and

warm autumn especially, had stored tho earth heat in alum-

dance, and thus plenty of growth had been made during the

period when tho sun shone in tho early summer, and the wood
had coloured fairly before the disastrous drenching of the later

season. For weeks here wo hardly saw the sun, still, as was

said before, the ripening and colouring of the fruit went on,

much to our surprise. Flavour, of course, is not to be ex-

pected, and yet our early and lato Grapes were extremely fine
;

but other things, such as bedding plants, have been completely

washed out long ago.

An intelligent lady from Lancashire has sent me a list of

the periods of ripening of some fruits in her orchard-houses
;

I only wish wo had more of these lists, and this shows how
ladies could manage orchard-houses if they wished.

Early York lYach in Lanca I) i was ripe as early as the

20th of July—a most encouraging fact. Here the same Peach
has ripened, during five years, from the 1th to the 23rd of

July, and this year on the 10th. From this fact we gather

that Early York is an excellent variety, safe to ripen in July

anywhere in England, Ireland, and even Scotland ; and also

that in late climates the early sorts should be most largely

planted. They are sure to ripen at some time or other, but

later sorts are not.

Early Victoria, a good and very early sort, ripened here on
the 17th of July. In Lancashire, however, it took up to

August 10th to mature. A Bee here averages the last week of

July. In Lancashire it ripened on the 12th of August, and
Royal George as well. On the 17th Grosse Mignoune ripened,

being about the date it ripens here in the open air. Barring-

ton as early as the 20th, and Walburton Admirable on the

25th. One is tempted to think the last is not truly named,
so early is this date.

In this w <y the house wa3 cleared by August, leaving nothing

for September, which arrangement might have been improved
by adding Salway, Comet, and Late Admirable. Barrington
ripened thus in Lancashire as early as it does here in some
friends' houses. Princess of Wales, a remarkably fine Peach,
ripened in this lady's house as early as it does in my own.
Now, the situation and general structure of this Lancashire

house must be good, also the management; and, let me repeat

it, no doubt orchard-ho uses under female management will do
very well indeed.

Of newer sorts in our own houses I note the following :

—

Early Silver (one of Rivers's seedlings), ripe last year on
the 2nd .1 \ . : ad this year on the 25th of July, will

eventually advance to the middle of the month, and bi
i

remarkably delicate and beautiful, large, pale, juicy Peach, it is

extremely valuable.

Souvenir de Java is a new sort, very early, of high colour

and medium size, but too new to report on.

Exquisite was very fine again this year; splendid for the
table—so showy. Ripens here in the last week of August.
Will any one tell me when it ripens with him ?

Rivers's Victoria Nectarine. Of this splendid and delicious

Nectarine there is but one opinion : It is immense, highly
coloured, handsome, racy, and melting—altogether the finest

Nectarine I ever saw. It was ripe hero in the third week of

August. Reports on the date of ripening, especially in orchard-

houses, would be really useful. The time has come when Buoh
things require to be more known.

Ciemence [saure, a new Peach of very large size, freestone,

of a rich orange colour, very showy, juicy, with the usual Apricot
flavour, will be a good sort, I am sure. Ripe September 5th
for the first time here.

Early Colombia, a new Georgian Peach. A remarkable
variety. Dark greenish skin, rough, high, yellow nipple, dark
maroon flesh near the stone only, having an Apricot fl

but somewhat bitter. The fruit looks like a large, hairy Reine
Claude de Bavay Plum. Wood of a dar-k purple.

The Comet Peach was ripe here about the end of September.
It is alar licy, and very fine sort.

Our October and November Peaches must be left out this

season ; nothing can be said in their favour. As to November
Peaches in general, these must be discarded as unprofitable.

Even October sorts require careful culture. As I said before,

orchard-houses are best adapted for bringing early sorts out,

and making the most of their qualities.

Many sorts still much vaunted in trade catalogues will not !

bear the test of comparison. Peach-culture is ever changing,
and the change is in the direction of early sorts: therefore

those buyors who are not aware of this fact may find them-
selves greatly the losers by adhering to the oh olete sorts.

Hero such sorts as Murrey, Early NewitigtOti; and liardwicko

Seedling Nectarines, and Chancellor; DeSse Tardive; Teton
do Venus, Bourdine, Early Anne, Acton Scot, and Walburton
Admirable Peaches, all of which have a place in a catalogue
before me, are really second-rate. Sfome of Rivera's new seed-

lings (to ripen in July); Will throw the early ones into the shade
;

and as to the old and later sorts, they are either shy bearers

or very inferior in quality. It would not be right, in a con-
scientious review of tho season, to omit stating thisi

For my own part I am somewhat prejudiced in favour of

more variety, believing that a dessert table looks all the better

for it. Clingstone Peaches are a branch of themselves. Only
the true connoisseur can relish these. The yellow Peaches
are strangely neglected at present; but they are a gorgeous and
valuable class. Of these, Admirable Jaune, Olemence Isaure,

Exquisite, Canary, Comet, and Early Crawford are good speci-

mens. Of Clingstones we exhibited six. weighing nearly

CJ lbs., and well coloured. These Peaches were as hard as an
Apple, but of delicate aroma, and full of juice : still, few here
liked them. If the public taste has yet to be educated even
in such matters, it must be allowed that it is making rapid

advances. Our visitors show a surprising amount of acquaint-

ance of late years, and it would not be prudent to overlook

this fact.

—

Th. C. Bkeiiait.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Wheeling out manures, composts, earth, mud, See., drain-
ing, trenching, making new walks, and repairing old ones, are
amongst the principal operations at the present season in this

department. Always make choice of suitable weather for per-

forming each with a view to cleanliness and good order.

Aepairagns, ground may now be piepared for new plantations,

also for Sea-kale and Rhubarb ; and if these are what may be
termed permanent crops, every care ought to be bestowed on
the thorough preparation of the soil for them. The staple

ought in all cases to be 2 1 feet deep, and thoroughly trenched,

manured, pulverised, and last, though not least, drained; and
where the soil is comparatively exhausted in some of its

essential qualities, and nearly all old garden soil is, there ought
to be an addition of new loam ; for success in Asparagus-
growing this is im iccoK, take care to pot or lay

in a sheltered situation a good store of Cape Cauliflower,

Broccoli, and Change's White. Gelevifj, it must he carefully

earthed up in suitable weather, and a supply of Endive must be
blanched. keep well and in good condi-
tion for use in the ground, and can be taken up as required

;

to keep the frost from preventing the operation, the stalks

may now be cut off within 5 or inches of the surface of the
soil, and laid between the rows ; ora quantity of leaves, mulch,

table refuse may he wheeled amongst them to cover

the ground. Take advantage of dry weather for securing
Carrots, Beet, &c, and if not already done, let the ground
they occupied he trenched

; and where the soil is of clay or

strong loam let it be ridged, that the frost an j act on
;e a surface of it as possible. Pa best plan
'. have found is to let them remain in the ground, and

. them out fresh as required for use. B son of

the year a good co manure or wheeled on,

i
ni

|
read over th'jm, so that if frost set in it may always be

easy to take them up. I Hear away dead leavesirom all growing
crops, and make good blanks in them as they <

GARDEN.
itinue to prepare ait-tree "pi . ining,

trenching, and pulverising the soil, and alter planting, stake,

tie, and mulch trees Securely in good time. CI ar away all

dead leaves from the wall trees, and remove the green fruit

from the Figs. The established strorig-gro . trees

that are tardy of producing fruit must be root-pruned. This
must be performed according to circumstances ; if the trees are

planted too deeply, or the soil has been raised c about
them since planting, by all means fork tho roots out carefully,

and place theiu again with care on the rirfo ,
spreading

them out judiciously; and then mulch them. If tries to be
ed upon are planted high li \ fork about them at a

n nable distance, and prime back th c strongest
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roots as yon discover them. Kaspberry plantations may be

cleared of the dead canes and superfluous wood ; the suckers

should be taken off, and, where required, the strongest should

be at once planted for succession.

FLOWER GARDEN.
The weather is still favourable for executing alterations, and

where these are in hand they should be prosecuted with the

greatest possible dispatch, taking advantage of frosty mornings

for wheeling. Planting, or the removal of large trees and

shrubs, cannot be finished too soon, for it is of the utmost

importance that the plants should be afforded some chance of

making fresh roots before the trying winds of March. Protect

the roots of Tea Boses with a coating of wood ashes or moss.

Fuchsias may be preserved in the same way. Eegularly clear

away fallen leaves from walks and lawns. In the disposal of

the various shrubs, let their natural and peculiar dispositions

and character be considered—thus, the Ehododendron is seen

with the greatest advantage at the base of a lofty tree, the

dwarf evergreens of the mountains on a hill side, while low

and swampy ground should be characterised by such plants as

Heraclenm gigantenm and some of the aquatic grasses and

reeds. Amongst tall trees the common Honeysuckle, wild

Hop, and Bramble may be introduced with excellent effect, or

supported by stakes. Some excellent effects may be managed
by these creepers. Tulips should now be all planted ;

every day

that they are out of the ground is detrimental to their future

bloom. The amateur should by no means add to his stock of

Carnations and Picotees now, better defer doing so till the spring.

Late transplanting is a serious evil, which by all means should

be avoided, and, in fact, all moving of florist's flowers. Pansies,

Pinks, &c., had better be deferred till spring. When the

beauty of Dahlias has been destroyed, cut off the stems about a

foot from the tubers, and turn them upside down, so that the

sap may freely exude. Allow them to become quite dry, and
then store them in a moderately dry place secure from frost.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.

Thorough cleanliness and a systematic way of carrying out

matters are now of the utmost importance in all plant-houses ;

above all things we would again say, By all means avoid crowd-

ing plants. Such is sure to prevent a high state of cultivation.

It matters not how good the potting may have been or how
careful the watering, those who will huddle their plants together

must be content with leggy stock, and that which is even worse,

with insects. Chrysanthemums in most instances will be the

chief feature of attraction in the conservatory at present, and

where they are largely grown, which they should be wherever

there is a demand for flowers at this season, they make a tine

display, and are worth every necessary attention to preserve

them in beauty as long as possible. They are very impatient

of a close, rather warm atmosphere, and if the house contains

plants requiring this treatment, the Chrysanthemums should

as far as practicable be placed in the coolest part, where air can

be given freely on every favourable opportunity ; for unless

they can be ratlin- freely exposed to air, their foliage will be

soon attacked and disfigured by mildew. Attend also to keep-

ing them well watered at the root.

STOVE.

The remarks in the foregoing section are equally applicable

here—nay, more so. Where more heat and moisture are ap-

plied there will, of course, be a greater tendency to "draw."

Let the resting section of Orchids settle quietly down towards

their habitual repose by withholding water at the root, by

diminishing the amount of atmospheric moisture, and by per-

mitting a much more liberal ventilation than in the growing

season. Plants of this kind enjoy a very considerable amount

of light, and although they may be kept under the shade of

Vines or other things for a few weeks during the growing sea-

son, like a seed during germination, yet the due amount of

their secretions must be ultimately encouraged and perfected

by means of an increased amount of light.

PITS AND FRAMES.

All store plants intended to be wintered in these structures

should now be finally arranged as soon as possible. Those who

have taken the calenderial advice on this head in due time will

now find themselves in possession of a sturdy stock thoroughly

established. A dry atmosphere, with a considerable amount

of ventilation day and night, is requisite. An observant

person may take a hint from the Verbenas which remain out

in the borders. How often do we see these green throughout

a great part of the winter. They are well established, however,

at the root, and would infinitely prefer a moderate dry frost

a murky and confined atmosphere.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST "WEEK.
The work has been to a great extent a continuation of that

alluded to last week, and has more particularly consisted in

packing away old Pelargoniums, shifting Cinerarias into larger

pots, taking bedding plants under the protection of houses
where fire heat can be occasionally used, pruning the second
vinery, and washing the Vines, glass, woodwork, and stages, so

as to take into the house lots of plants as yet standing out in

cold flames, earth pits, &c, with the usual complement of

mowing and cleaning.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
The chief work has been digging and trenching when dry

;

forking over the ground between the rows of Sea-kale, and cover-

ing the crowns with burnt earth and charred refuse, which will

protect them from extreme frost and the nibbling of vermin,
as before now, in severe winters, we have had whole beds with
the fine strong buds destroyed ; spreading rotten dung over a
part of the Asparagus ground, and preparing dung for forcing

this, as alluded to last week, which would have been done
before now, but for not having the material handy. Put some
old sashes over a piece of Eadishes. Made some rough pro-

tection ready to go over another piece in bad weather, and
sowed a bed under a two-light frame. For many other matters

see last and previous weeks' notices.

FPXIT GARDEN.
Cleared the Peach leaves from one of the orchard-houses,

where they were becoming ripe. Took some pots of Figs,

where the fruit was not ripe, and placed them in a pit where
they would have a little heat and extra light, as by this means
we have often had Figs late ; but by this late bearing the plants

will not do much as respects an early crop next season. In
this house we have an old

Irun stuve, which has done good service, though not at all

well placed, as the horizontal pipe from it is far too long ; but

the other night, when frosty, it rather served us out, as it

smoked very much and considerably injured the leaves of the

Vines. It wa6 for these Vines that the little lire was used, as

the fruit on them was not so ripe as we wished, or would have
been if we had not kept the house so open and cool to retard

the ripening of the Peaches. Coal, too, had been used instead

of broken coke, and that also may have made a difference as to

the deleterious quality of the smoke and hot gases sent back
into the house, as we have frequently had a little smoke before

without doing any injury. Even in the present case it chiefly

affected the leaves near the glass, and just affected the points

of the shoots of a few Ageratums—young plants in boxes
that stood on the floor. The smoke did not in the least affect

the foliage of Peach trees, Fig trees, or even lots of plain-

leaved and variegated-leaved scarlet Pelargoniums. If we
had had a foot or 18 inches of a horizontal pipe from the

stove and then an upright one, we should have been troubled

little with smoke ; but there were particular circumstances

that rendered 7 or 8 lect of a horizontal pipe desirable, and
though this made the managing the stove a little more difficult,

it is the first time we Lave noticed anything like injury to

even tender foliage. Most likely in another season we shall

either alter the pipe, or, as the stove is old and has clone good
service in many positions, we may put a brick stove in its place.

Wherever there is danger from back draught where tender

plants are grown, and a stove, especially if a brick one, is used.

it would often be advisable to have the stove so placed that the

feeding-door should be outside the house. Under common cir-

cumstances, however, there need be no great annoyance if the

door for fuel, &c, is inside the house. The injury to the

leaves of the Vines is of little consequence now ; but it would

have been so ut an earlier period, and then most likely more
care would have been exercised. We mention it chiefly that

those who contemplate having such stoves may be careful as

to the shortness of the horizontal pipe that goes from the

side before it mounts upwards, and we do this more especially

because many experiments with this old iron stove have

thoroughly convinced us that for maintaining a mild tempera-

ture in a small house there is no plan so economical, as re-

spects fuel, as an iron or a brick stove inside the house.

Hays's Stores.—Hitherto, however, we have strongly advised

having an outlet from all such stoves to let the products of

combustion escape into the general atmosphere ; and although
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years ago we used stoves with prepared fuel without any
outlet, we always found that in proportion to tho heat of the

stove and tho tenderness of the foliage, tho gasos that escaped

were inimical to tho well-being of plants. Sinco the favour-

able account of tho stoves of Mr. Hays, at page 350, we
havo had several letters asking our opinion, and if we could

thoroughly recommend them ; and we can only say wo know
nothing except what is thero stated, but wo believe there is

much in the prepared peat charcoal fuel, and in the basin of

that fuel through which the products of combustion must pass
;

and the verdict given by Mr. Rivers is of great importance, as

no man has had more experience of stoves and their right and
economical management. Mr. Rivers, however, would confer

one more in addition to tho many favours for which we are

indebted to him if he would state the resiilt of a pretty brisk

heat from such a chimneyless stove in a house where the

plants had rather tender leaves. We feel more anxious on
this subject, because if the safety of such stoves in all circum-
stances is thoroughly demonstrated, they will in general be

more suitable for heating small houses than gas ; and we feel

anxious all the more, because we have noticed that the heat
from chimneyless stoves, and even from open braziers of burn-
ing charcoal, will not hurt deciduous plants just opening their

blossoms, or even evergreen plants in a state of comparative
rest, when such heat will injure them when tho growth is more
tender and more vigorous. Until more assured on this subject

—and wo feel confident that Mr. Rivers will farther assist with
his usual courtesy—we would be inclined at present, if we had
such a stove among tender plants, to follow what seems to have
been the mode adopted by Professor Pepper—have a close top
to the stove, and a gas-pipe half an inch in diameter to let out
the products of combustion. That would he a tritie in com-
parison with the various-sized funnels or chimnies used for

common stoves, and which if much in use come to be expen-
sive, as if merely of plate iron, which is generally used on
account of lightness, they soon rust and burn out.

Nailing and Shreds.—Out of doors proceeded on fine days
with pruning and nailing, and making preparations for so
doing. The spur system of pruning does something to lessen
nailing, and much to keep a good new wall from being riddled
with nail-holes, each of which becomes a capital nestling place
for insects and their eggs. One of the most economical
modes of keeping a good wall sound and free of nail-holes, is

to stud the wall all over with nails, say for Peaches, &c, at

the distance of 5 iuches by 8J inches—that is, missing one
course of bricks, and driving the nails in the joints of the next
course at from 3{ to 4 inches apart. Of course the shoots
are tied to the nails, which remain fixtures. If the nails are
well heated in an old shovel or an old kettle over a fire, and
are then placed in oil and allowed to dry before using, it will

be a long time before they rust much, and especially if coloured
as the wall is coloured every year. For trees trained horizon-
tally the nails may be farther apart.

Tying trees is altogether neater than using shreds, and
affords much less harbour for insects. When shreds are used,
they should not be larger than can be helped, so as to give
room to the shoot to grow, and no more should be used than is I

actually required, as there is no great taste displayed in ex-
hibiting on garden walls patches of all colours. When old
shreds are good enough to be used again, they should be boiled
in soap water previously, and then be spread out to dry before
using. For branches that remain permanently in their place,
trees look much neater when tied with cord, rope yarn, or
willows, and only the small points adorned with the cloth
shreds.

When it is necessary to pull nails from the walls, it is al-

ways advisable to loosen them, and the mortar around them,
with a tap from the hammer, as that will bring them out clean,
without a portion of the wall with them. In olden times
the cleaning and pointing of old iron nails, used to be a com-
fortable job in wet and snowy days, when seated on a stool,

with an iron plate before us, on which to heat the points

;

but that is now almost a thing of the past, Bince east-metal
nails have come into use. When once these have lost their
points they are of no more value, and hence the greater neces-
sity in their case of giving the heads a tap before drawing them
out of a wall. If the good shreds are removed from them, and
treated as above, all these old nails, with the bad shreds or part
of shreds clinging to them, will be most easily and thoroughly
cleaned, and made fit for use, by putting them into an old iron
vessel over a fire, and heating them enough to burn up all the
shreds, and remove all encrustations from the points, stirring

|

them now and then with a poker to expedite the procoss. The
burning of the old shreds with them acts a little in the way of

a substitute for sprinkling oil on them when cleaned, and before

they become cold.

Planting.—Transplanted some Hollies and other evergreens.

No better weather could have been found for such work when it

was fair enough overhead ; and we hear of many alterations

in shrubberies, and a good deal doing in forming new plan-

tations to come in for timber and cover, thus attempting to

combine profit with pleasure. Where game is very plentiful it

is of no use expecting to rear a nice vigorous plantation unless

it is protected from their depredations—that is, from all four-

footed game. If the ground had previously been ploughed, the

young plantation might be made tempting to pheasants, &c,
which would do tho trees no harm, by a thin sowing of Barley

or Buckwheat between the trees. A young gentleman hit on
a plan of saving young Oaks, which hares and rabbits like so

much to nibble, and, though taking a little labour, it has proved
very effectual. A small handful of Wheat straw, placed with

one end resting on and covering the ground a little at the base

of the stem of a young tree, is tied round the stem with a few-

straws as a baud, in at least three places. Enough of air reaches

the stem, the straw seems to stand a long time, and we have
not noticed a single case in which a young tree thus protected

has been interfered with. In mai-.ing new plantations, how-
ever, where four-footed game is abundant, it will be the cheapest
plan in the end to surround the place with wire netting, gal-

vanised, and from 2.J to 3 feet in height. When the trees are

established and growing freely the netting may be moved to a
fresh place, for though in severe weather such depredators will

gnaw and bark any trees at all juicy, they will never go to an
old plantation, if they can gain access to a fresh-planted one.

As a general rule they do most mischief the first season, and
often more for mischief and amusement than f jr any real benefit

they derive from it. We have passed row after row of Larch
and Hazel, with every twig almost nipped off close to the stem,

and the twigs lying on the ground otherwise untouched, as if

the work had been done for the mere pleasure of having some-
thing to do. In the case of young Spruce, not more than 12 or
18 inches above ground, we have found rows with scarcely a
central leader left, and yet little or none of it eaten. So anxious
are these enemies of the planter to nibble at these leading
shoots of the Spruce, that many planters will only plant it

when it is about 3 feet in height, and then if they do nibble a
few of the side shoots, they will do but little harm.
As to the modes of preparing for planting, these should be

regulated according to circumstances. When a vigorous growth
and quick return are required from a deep and fertile soil,

then the trenching of that soil from 15 to 18 inches deep will

be labour well spent. When the soil is fertile but thin, and
has been used at all for agricultural purposes, then the plough-
ing that land, and allowing it to be somewhat pulverised and
dry before planting, will permit of a greater amount of the good
soil being placed immediately round the roots of each tree, so
as to give it a good start at first. If the soil is thin and stony
in a moorland waste, but deep enough for holes to be made,
then these may be made at regular distances with advantage,
the surrounding surface knocked into the hole, and the best

soil used to go about the roots. If the soil is too thin and
stony, or has a tenacious, adhesive bottom, the only plan is to

resort to slit-planting, without holes, and though growth will

proceed slowly at first, it is amazing how trees will ultimately
establish themselves in such otherwise almost useless ground.
Though the best and quickest returns will always accrue from
the best land, yet relatively considered, the greatest gain is ob-
tained from planting the worst land, as the land was of little

value before, and would not have been worth cultivating for

corn crops. This would be found to be the fact, though little

credit should be given to the improved appearance of the land-

scape, the warmth and shelter afforded to a district, and the
great improvement to such poor laud by the annual shedding
of the leaves from the trees.

We have often had an opportunity of noticing that tho mode
of doing such work is of importance. A number of years since

a large piece of hilly ground was trenched ; but as the good
soil was thin the trenching only brought up clay and chalk.

A neighbouring piece was rough-ploughed, and there the trees

were planted as alluded to above. The first part has never
made a plantation to this day, and never will until it be trenched
back again, and therefore the labour and the expense of trench-

ing were worse than thrown away. The ploughed part, on
which the roots at once indulged in the best surfaco soil, has
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yielded already several valuable thinnings for rails, roofs of

sheds, posts, and other purposes.

In planting, trees should be chosen to suit the seil ; and in

a landscape point of view it will always be of importance if

even the kind of nurse, as well as the kind of permanent tree,

should consist chiefly of one kind in one place. For instance,

in these autumn months how different is the impression, as

respects variety, in looking at one wood at a distance where

the trees consist of many kinds, all mixed together, and in

looking at another wood where there is no abrupt dividing line,

but a shading of kinds and colours, and yet the different kinds

appearing chiefly in separate masses. For instance, we can

look at a plantation where the nurses are Larch and Scotch

Fir in equal proportions, plant for plant, or line for line ; we
look on another where, beyond the kind of shading point

to prevent abrupt distinction, there is in one place a good mass

of Larch, and then in another place a good mass of Scotch Fir.

The first plan would merely show how easy it was to make
sameness from a great number of different varieties ; and the

second would show how comparatively easy it would be with

few materials to produce distinctive variety.

With regard to the trees themselves, where much planting is

to be done it is best that the trees should be taken up from the

neighbourhood, the roots passed through a puddle, and then

kept in moist litter until wanted. Trees are often much in-

jured when they come from great distances before they are

planted. It would only, however, be in rare instances, and
where something like a nursery department was kept and
thoroughly attended to, that gentlemen could rear their own
forest trees with advantage. As in everything else, what
people are constantly doing they do better, more economically,

and in much less time than those who only do such work occa-

sionally. Gentlemen will purchase trees from nurserymen
much cheaper than they can raise them, and if the trees are

procured when in a comparatively young state the carriage will

not cost much. When these are planted in rows in enclosed

ground—say for a couple or more years, and raised and finally

planted out only as the work can be properly done, we feel con-

vinced that such a system would be most suitable aud remu-
nerative for all parties. Much larger trees could thus also be

planted out successfully than could be generally done when they

arrived from a nursery a long way off, and their stems and roots

were pretty well kiln-dried and all moisture driven out of them.

JIoss as a Protecting Matt rial.—Wo have two or three in-

quiries on this subject , an d for keeping out frost from the roots

of plants which would otherwise be injured by it, nothing

can be more neat and useful. It will require a wonderful frost

to pass through 3 inches of moss. Many years ago we helped

to protect huge Fuchsia stools in this way in the open ground.

The Fuchsias were cut down close to the ground, and valuable

sticks the tops made, after they were frosted or well dried
;
the

moss was packed firmly over the stems and roots, neat sticks

were laid over the moss, at 3 or i incl apart, other sticks

crossed them just like an open-meshed sieve, and then a pin at

each of the four corners, fastened into the ground, kept all

neatly in their places. Tender Roses on their own roots may
be protected in the same way, but fern and dry litter about the

stems would also be an advantage. In many cases it is as well

to take them up, pack the roots carefully in leaf mould in a

shed, protect the tops with a little litter, and then plant out

carefully in April. Moss does not do so well for Hollyhocks,

about which a correspondent inquires, as for Fuchsias, tender

bulbs, Sua., as whilst it protects the roots, it also protects slogs

and snails from the cold, and these would be apt to luxuriate

on the young shoots and stems of th ks. Valuable

roots which it is desirable to increase had better be taken rip

and placed in a cold pit or frame ; but the general lot of plants,

when numerous, will be well i

;

. and slugs will be kept

well at bay, by placing over them little : unds of dry burnt

earth and charred rubbisb, or even o a be of rough ashes, the

drier the better. It is along ti

no erawling. thing liki to pu hintoti m.
As respects bulb-planting, treatment of hardwooded 1 1 ints,

Chrysanthemums, Cinerarias, Primula . . - ; entilating,

Are., see notices of former weeks.—R. F.

COVEN T GARDEN MARKET.—November 17.

Again we have to report Inrge arrivals of foreign produce, especially
Grapes, some of which promise to keep well. New Oranges come also in
good condition, and from places which a few years ago hardly owned a
plantation, anticipating the St. Michael's crops by a fortnight or three
weeks. Good dessert Pears and Apples are a little more in demand. Of
Potatoes, there is a full average supply, and a fair amount of business is

being done.

VEGETABLES.

Artichokes each
Asparagus .... bundle
Beans, Broad. . bushel

ScarletRun.J sieve
Beet, Red doz.
Broccoli bundle
Brus. Sprouts A sieve
Cabbage do...

Capsicums 106
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery bundle
Cucumbers each

pickling .... doz.
Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
Garlic lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish . . bundle

Apples \ sieve

Apricots doz.
Cherries lb.

Chestnuts bash.
Currants i sieve

Black ".
. do.

Figa doz.
Filberts lb.

Cobs 100 lbs.

Gooseberries . . quart
Grapes, Hothouse, .lb.

Lemons 100

8.
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with nice little ballsoi earth aboul tbo roots; T!u y ihaj b< i I

from. the lower «;u\l.:;i at imy time d
i ig the iirmmer

without Hi' '.' mi. i !.i : iiy injury. A \ cry pli l
,,

. . | Im-. be
secured where LI is though! aecti lar; to i i

1 mgc the colour in anj oj the
beds in the flowor garden. Sec previous article i.

Pain;- < D itbi * nvr. <*i\w.itv. - In reply to " T. R.," [suffered from
BimUar paint, which was asad for the Interior ol a yacht' cabin, and,
though oonstuntl} opi a to air, It novor dried or I i I 11 off

i rive Bmell for
twelve month . i tried wa bing with turps and dthex Gfriors withoul
effect, and nil u I dj bad i

1 h ishedoff with potash, as now recomi
by you, whii b removed U thoroughly.- -G.

Ptf.t;i-; . i (C P.).—Thai which you term " turning red " is the
ripening ind tin i Igea ol the fronds. Those spores
sown and pi i clj treated would produce i oedllng plants.

'
. . S \.

• The i harden M tnual "
c in bo had

hn bj ;
' rrom our office if you enclose twenty postage Bi imps with

your direction. "Greenhouses" if you enclose seven stamps ran be
The? contain the information you need.

v-\ i | os Lawn \-
.

: n» i
i
onderl iS i eft )fxa to drawp]

! i 1 1
''. ";... i-i

. sed. I :
j -Mil

i

your dewing to be returned) please to send as n directed, and sti i id

envelope.

Puns qj i\o brs (T RE P.) The work we mentioned will -be pub-
lished in t] Bprin \ i

r-no ,,< itate the pi ce until we know the
number : twil!< Ise. tt will be announced when ready'.

Vini BUT! in have the fruiH ripe by the end ol June
Lhi firs! -a k in February. Tt v

well to ph Id botbi d (nol i jading 70 i. abo
middle of January, which hi c ol tari I

sphere miisl nol excei d4l at night. Will dra ? the po1 3 from
gradually, so as not t < cat « . -

I ch ; it is bettei
I \ib d within the house, so that any danger of this kind \rill be pre-
vented by the pots remaining in the bed until it becomes cold.

Gn/n s !

';"'; -... " wetni oi the bordci om
being kept drj b a waterproof covering is the moat likely can
berries dro] ivhen thi uohos are touched; the b rrii b

attained n e of i a. Yon maj save those
are still good by keei phere dry. by. &n heal fiirj ing 1 ie daj
only j mui ..' on the kind ol Grape yon ire. em
ingtokeep. The border should ftlso.be kept dry. Thobunchi Ld

be freom ntly examined, and anj mouldy berries scrnpub . . 1 1 I

Soon ns

Vim -
. A. A'.).— Tor a greenhouse die Black

Hamburgh and Tr< b
I

-.-. are the best of Black G ipe . and ol

White Grapes the White Fr< nti
1 in and Buckland Sweetwater are good.

Kamtij il where "the bed is to be made to a
depth of 2 feet, and with a pick loosen the bottom below that, then fill up
with thi n common or moor of prat or bog soil, that being
best which is br< ivn and full of the particles of fine silicious si td. [I

shouldbecho pedwith a spade, made somewhat fine, and mixed with
ird oJ the top spit of the ordinary soil, if this be Of a light or

loamy nature, but avoid it altogether if of limestone or chalk. It is pre-
sumed the soil is drained, for though these plants like moisture they do
not thrive Where water lodges in the subsoil.

Pruning Camellias {J. F., Hammersmith)*—The best time to prune
these is at the end of March or early in April, or directly af1
in--: is past, and always before the plants start into growth. After having
been pn aould be placed in a house with a gentle heat of
from 60 light, be syringed morning and evening, and the house
otherwise kept moi . Givi moderate amount of air and slight shade
from bright sun ; that of Vines overhead is very suitable. Conti
treatment untU the shoots have ceased to elongate; then idmil
and expose more fully to the tight ; do not allow the sun to shine pow ir-

fnlly on the leaves whilst wet, and keep the roots well supplied with
water. Wh) n the buds arc set, keep the plants well .'rived and cool, con-
tinuing them under glass. The grossness and immaturity of the wi iod is
the cause of the absence of flower-buds. Keep them in-doors iu future,
and thus have the wood ma
Vine Border Renovating {idem)*—You may safely take 9 fcl e til

down to the roots, replace it with 6 inches of turfy loam or I b ci
:

i m
a pasture 2 inches thick, chopped with a spade, adding one-
boiled crushed, or half-inch, bones, and then cover with IS in. h ni

fresh stable-manure, so as to raise a gentle warmth. Your
,

out a trench 6 feet wide, and filling it with manure is not good, hut if
your border K narrow you may take out a trench as you pi
front, and fill it with the above compost. If you find the roots 18 j

or 2 feet deep, do not leave them ut that depth, and cover with I -

of manure, and then with 6 1 of soil, as that would makt
case the same as before you began; but the best inode of proi-
if tbci. i depth* oil, will be to lay the roots bare,
cover them with li inches of compost, putting hot dung 01'

I

top to attract them into the compost; or a better plan would be to I

the Vines.cnrefully, spread out their roots on the surface of theboi ler,
and cover with 6 inches of fresh soil, placing on thai 18 inches ol
and litter, so as to raise a gentle heat. Put as much manure as you like
on the border, hut avoid mixing it with the soil.

Plant ron \ Low Hedge (J. C. B< at 1. The best plant which we know
is Double-flowering Furze. For an inside fence Laurustinus would
answer very well, if cut in every year iu May.
Alpine Strawberry SowrNG [A. J?A—The beginning of March is a

good time to sow the seed in pons or box* 3. Place them in a fi

a gentle heat. The seed may be procured through any nurseryman or
seedsman of note.

Forcing Strawberries [Idem).— You may place the Black Prince
Strawberry ii: a vinery to force at the beginning of December, and if a
proper fcempen tnre is secured, that for Vines answering w '!, you may
expect fruit ripe in February or early in March. It is well not to employ
too much heat.

Rhueakb and Sea-kale Forcing [Idem).—If you place the roots |nn
house with a temperature of from t>y to G5 , you will have both in three
weeks or a month.

1
1 For] it '' ..

. iber). Now w the time 1

sow the berries oi | j,. [rigfa v. .. in q bod ol rai In 1 in :i

sheltered Situation ; cover •'
, ,, , inou of soil. Thin m also a good

Hi ie to '. acorn ai ' tnutn. Bow in di ill 1 aboul 9 Lnqhes apart,
and allow an interval of from !

.'. to 9 in 1 , Any
.I oil will do. V'ii may also -av Walnut, in ihe sainic manuor,

cov< rb [ them withl^ or 2 incbi pi 1 or you mo eaervfiil be nuts
in ind, and :..w fchem in February. \ im the code of the
ban h oarly in DJavob h soil of n light sandy nature, covering to the
deptb 1 1 aitout an im-n. i.ooi; out for mice; for they frequently om the
seed -

Wi ' t i
1

,, ;,.. fcom tin

shrubbery, wHl flow< r in the g n woodis suffi

oiently ripened, andli thej be ki-pi with the pots plunged En on opon
sunny sitmi,tion until

1
(i

\
. wh 1 fori may introdua them into thi

^
. . !. from the snoots oi the current year,

pro] troth mlikethasi Currants, and insert them in the annei
jrei Ii filtered, in sandy soil, yon will Qnd them take

I I] . .Now is ;:.
I
p id i.Mir (SO dO it.

'.-;•,
1

1

..
1

i The Salmi may re-

1. that a '."ii Kept

th« but that

They' may be inl d ie< d into the green
lie rly in February. '

I 1 I flono worse than'to fcai

put the shrubs whor a did, for though the' pi 1 "row In such situ-

is, fl wi bi 1 re seldom formed, and they are formed much
th in Septi Hibor.

Ole^ in- Entrance Haix .

Ti
. . Tin p 1 in n

; ioh th<

II Oi water, bnl whal .".. I." maintain
the folii go should be given at tdtie surface whenlj tiuived

i
i

.
' ,, plan of i'.-ii ' up a bed of le

good, and will do exi in i d root-acUon and tlm *ys
I certaii y. VVhen the shooi are a bach I og, gradually
\. il

I

'.
i
. >> the p'fi h'oni the hotib I, 11 I 1 d them to a cool, light,

: ;i<i dry sheli in the stove. Sprinkle them ovj i a* fid m'orning and even-
ing with water of the t, oaperature of the house until the buds show

n in the bed g d ijtheyahow
their buds, bdi I will not be able to command the requisite

Lture.

1

. Prince STr,AwrE:-:iv for Early For. ;
-: [Mem)'. It isoheoi

the be I. if not (]: , early forcing, used it

extensively f< r the purpo; during man;
Viola htbej i

', .do not know - -called. It is

quite p iu say, that it,is the s 1 ei V. oornuta, md that it

is quite common in old 1 I in Derbyshire, for V^ cornuta Was ihtro-
' »ng ; s a native of the l'\vu><- -, and was

known to old ' yrenean Violet. The.yellow leaf of the
lite impossible f t to judgeof its

merits. You will 1
| ove bygrowingii whetl .it is permanent.

Salt and Lis^e as MANURES \J. B. f?.i.—W. .. r you better
than by giving two < ra from "TUanures, or Muck for tiie Many,"
which you can have free pi 1 f im our office if you enclose four

. stamps with
;

ction:

—

"To garden soil oi the usual staple about fifty bushels of lime per
acre are a suffi i y. If the soil be clayey the quantity may be
doubled, Avery excellent. 'manure is forme. 1 by mixing our bushel of

salt with,-every two bushels < f lime; Lime canni I be applied*to the soil

too fresh from the kiln ; for, if allowed to absorb carbonic acid from the
air, it is rapidly converted into chalk.

• When crops ore devastated by the slug1

, dress them some evening, s<

as to render the surface cf the soil quite white, with oati fi, luring
the promise of a few days' dry weather. It is instant destruction to

; ills nnou. and those that it misses arc /; '. ed by their
; in contact with it When moving i rood.

"Misedinthi s-bu Bel of e two bushels of lime,

it is an excellent manure for Potatoes, dug into I
ing-time.

Twi y bushels of lime, and ten of salt, would he enough for an acre
.

ilt applied in the
| the rate of twenty bushels iper acre, has

been found very ben- 1 BeansvLettuces,,4 mions,
. Parsnips, P01 , L Beets Cndi 1 I, its properties are so

generally useful, not only as promoting fertility, but as destroying slugs,

&q., that it is a good pi 1 ><who 1
rith this

. !
< !'!k' rliiwer garden is included iu

the best pi 1 Leners recom-
, Hyacinth, Amaiyllis, Ixia, Anemone, Colchicum,

Inuhcu] lit has bi en found
beneficial £0 almost ' o'ol its tenants, especially the Cherry nnd
Apple, On lay alks it helps to drive away worms, and bo
destroy m

..::.' faded and crushed,
for an opinii aidss and

b b the 1

: -office punches will not crush.

Varioi b [A. C. S.l.^Were every corn 1 ask so many ques-
this Journal would not suffice for an-

iN .- oi i i,.' brief evi tgsixof the questions. 1, When
..-.ill keep Ion cc ay in a ten peratun

of from I

' in dull wcatiier keep the air dry and in motion.

2, Severe 1 ting o% the leaves will do.: i
i vent the shanking

of the fruit. 3, Cutting away.a great ; rti wood would
Uy ineffectual. 4. The rods m i ved for Vines alone

distant. ."".. The loaves boc< ming red al

p of the house, whilst those Lqwer down are well coloured and
green, is a proof either thai the wo ripened there, or that the

bias been attacked by insects or bias been hurt by undue ventila-

tion. 6, The "Gard '

I tarit," written b; Mr. Robert Thompson,
and published by Blackie & fi

'

: work.

i
j. i!'. /.,.. T] £ re " ' become

transparent and pinkish" when coottecL
" The "WaUham Abbey Seedling

and the Golden Noble esj eciajly do so.

French one';, from
:.I. Eugene Verdier, 8, Km D d'lyry, Paris, and " Mr-. Ward'
from Mr. Robert Word, Ipswich Rosery,
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Grosse Miononne r. Rotal George Peaches (Lincoln).— A. Royal
George and a Grosse Mignonne of equal merit, health, tic, having over-
grown each other, so that you are under the necessity of removing one
of them, we advise you, as they are in a Peach-house, to retain the
Grosse Mipnmine, as there it will be less liable to mildew and other
defects thau the Iioyal George.

Storing Medlars (Medlar),—The fruit should he left on the tree until
the end of October or beginning of November, or until the stalk parts
readily from the shoot, and when that is the case choose a dry day for
gathering and placing upon shelves iu the fruit-room. Do not place the
Medlars upon straw unless very clean and dry, as that is apt to cause
them to be mouldy and aequire a musty flavour. They are subject to

moved to a depth of 1 ;j< , nor on those parts where the hills have been
taken down, unless fresh soil be brought and the subsoil removed or dug
up aud exposed to frost, so as to become ameliorated.

Belladonna Lilies KOT FuotShbhtg (E. M.).—Your treatment is alto-

gether wrong. They ought never to be placed in a cupboard, nor to be
potted so frequently. Keep them under-potted, and set on a shelf in the

greenhouse, keeping them iu the full sun all the year round, aud well

supplied with water up to the end of May; thou reduce the quantity,

but do not allow the soil to become dust dry at any time, and do not pot

them again until they have flowered. Afterwards let them raise them-
selves out of the pot before any more is done than rectifying the drain-

.
,
age. We fear your situation out of doors was not warm enough. They

the attacks of a fungus which first makes its appearance on the stalks t require a border in (front of a greenhouse or stove to do well in our
and spreads over the fruit. To prevent this the stalks may be dipped in
a strong solution of salt. Careful supervision is necessary, any mouldy
fruits being removed when first seen, otherwise the fungus spreads
rapidly. Your fruit, we think, is attacked by fungus, and if so is unwhole-
some.

Pruning Evergreens [Iflem\-zjW& know of no cheap work on tho
subject. You may avoid stumps by not cutting back too closely, and by
always cutting back to smaller or twiggy shoots. Allow some shoots to
remain longer than others, and cut tho strong shoots closer to their base
than the twiggy ones. Judgment is required in cutting trees so that
they may look well. Nothing is uglier than a " crop," or all the branches
cut to one length. Leave them feathery.

Cranberry Culture (J. P. G.).—Tho Cranberry may be cultivated in
beds of peat or bog soil, and is best on the margin of a clear pond or
running stream. Dig out the ground so that the bottom of the bed
may be f> inches below the surface of the water. Place about 3 inches
of sandstone over it, and above that 9 inches of bog soil. The plants
may be planted about 9 feet apart, and then allow the water to run
iu. If you wish to grow the American Cranberry, which is larger and
better than the British species, you may make in a damp situation a
bed of bog soil 9 inches in depth, and 6 inches below the surrounding
ground when finished. The roots should be planted in spring when
danger from frost is past, or early in autumu, at 2 feet apart, and they

I

quickly spread in all directions. The plants should never be allowed to
suffer from want of water. Their home is a hog or swamp. We do not
know where plants may be had.

Raising Terns from Spores (IrZfmh — Half fill a pot or pan with
pieces of broken pots, and fill to the rim with peat two-thirds, and loam
one-third, aJding one-sixth of silver sand. Make the surface smooth
and firm, and give a good watering. Whilst wet scatter the powdt t or
Spores of the Fern over the surface; or, holding a frond with ripe
-p..re-e;i>es over the pot, rub the hand against the back or underside
of the frond, and the yellow or brown powder-like spores will settle
upon the surface of the soil. Gently pat the surface with the hand and
cover the pot with a bell-glass, its rim fitting exactly within the rim of
the pot and resting on the soil. Place the pot in a saucer, and fill the
latter with water, always keeping it full, and put all in a house with a
temperature of from GO' to 65% the house being shaded from bright sun,
or if not, a paper cap made to fit on the upper part of the glass, and put
on during blight sun, will answer every purpose of shade. The surface
of the soil must always be kept moist, and the glass should be kept on
closely until the soil becomes green ; then tilt the glass a little on one
side by night, and increase the amount of air by day and as the surface
becomes more green. Continue the bell-glass over the pot until the plants
have formed two or three fronds, and then gradually harden off aud pot
the seedlings when large enough to handle, keeping them moist and
carefully shaded.

Sowing Annuals for Spring Bloom (E. F\—It is now too late to
sow them. To do well they should be sown iu September or early in
October. It would therefore be better to defer sowing until spring, and
then they will not flower nearly bo soon as if sown in autumn. Your
Tropaadum was too much crushed and faded to be identified.

Bowling-green (An Old Sub.).—We advise dressing the bowling-green
in February to the depth of an inch with equal quantities of finely
sifted ashes and rotten manure. Allow the dressing to remain until
April, and then go over it with a rake, tilling up the small holes. On
a dry day, with an early prospect of rain, sow over it Cvnosurus cris-
tatus, 4 lbs. ; Festuca dnriuscula,41bs. ; Poa neruoralis, 2 lbs. ; Trifolium
minus, 4 lbs., and Lotus corniculatus, 1 lb., and roll well. Allow the
grass to grow until the beginning of May, then mow and roll twice
a-week. The, weight of seed named is for an acre. Towards the end of
May give a dressing of guano at the rate of 2 cwt. to the acre, applying
it during wet weather, and repeat it during the first showery weather in
July. Should worms be troublesome after rolling well on the previous
evening, in autumn during moist weather water the grass with lime
water, which will bring the worms to the surface, and they may then be
swept off. One peck of lime to thirty gallons of water is the right
strength. Put the lime iu a cask, pour the water in. stir well, allow the
liquid to stand for forty-eight hours, and uso the clear liquid only. It
may be applied with a rose watering-pot, give a good drenching, and, if

necessary, repeat the application. Bo careful to keep the grass well
rolled, and especially in autumn.
Destroying Thrips (Chart?*).—Choose a calm evening and fill the

house with tobacco smoke, so that a plant cannot be seen from tho out-
side through the glass. Repeat this every alternate night for a week,
and smoke again whenever the pest is seen. Burning sulphur is so in-
jurious that it will kill Vines as well as all animal and vegetable life.

Tobacco smoke -will destroy the white and black thrips. Be sure to have
the foliage dry when the house is fumigated, and shut it up close,

Mandevilla suaveoi.ens Culture (Edward Gray).—Keep the plant
in its present pot until March, and then repot it. The plant will not lose
its leaves. Give no more water than sufficient to maintain it in health,
and to prevent the leaves shrivelling. It will be all the better of a rest.

Lawn Renovating- F. J. C).—You will overcome the moss and coarse-
ness of the grass by giving a good top-dressing of rich soil between the
present time and March, scratching the surface with a long-toothed iron
rake two or three times. Frequent mowing and rolling will do the rest.

The best and only way to level a lawn is to take down the hills and fill

Up the hollows, putting in stakes with their tops all on one level, and
filling up the ground or taking it down as required. Grass seeds will
not thrive in a poor subsoil, from which the surface soil had been re-

cliinato, a mulching of leaves in winter, and the soil to be well drained.

Propagating Pernettya mucronata (Idem).— It is propagated by
layers and cuttings, the former being successful. The seedlings raised

from its berries may not flower for another five years. You can only
accelerate that by frequent removal of the plants and propagation.

Book (J?. Jenkins),—Loudon's "Villa Garden" might suit you. We have
a volume now printing on the same subject, and fully illustrated. We
have to apologise if we have not answered former queries ; please to

repeat them, for we do not remember them. (M. A. E.).—We know of

no botanical work devoted to alpine plants.

Greenhouse for Wintering Plants (Xgnoramttafr—Pot a width of

81 feet we would have a two-feet walk in the centre, a stage of several

shelves against the back wall so as to rise within 1H inches or so of the

t |p, ind a flat et:ige or shelf in front. You may have about three venti-

I

lators in the front wall, and front glass would scarcely be needed; and
two gpod ventilators, one at each end, just below the apex, would be
quite sufficient, so that you could have the roof fixed and no rafters.

P.; ilish plate would suit you, so would Hartley's rough plate, which would

require no shading. Either a brick Ai null's or a Hays's stove would suit

you. If the latter, have one with a flat top, so that you can set au iron

ijasin of water over it, and see "Doings of the Last Week" as to a small

pipe leading from it to the external atmosphere.

Heating a Vinery (Birstwffli Lnd'jr).—\, Your two flow-pipes and a
return inside a perforated flue will give you about enough heat to com-
no iM-r forcing iu February, and fee one flow and return in the flue will

do iMi-the Late, house, in which the Vines may be allowed t° break naturally.

•J, The flue, Is inches wide, covered with perforated files to let heat up
from the return-pipes will do well in assisting Vines in pots placed on
th. 'in; but were v.v Building such" a flue along the hack of the house we
would prefer to have the tiles close, leave all our pipes exposed, and take

I from the turnace ;il'>ng the t\\\-\ and nut at a chimney at the

farther end. 3, On your plan, ye.-; 4, ditto ; arid 5, ditto; but we would

prefer the flue fop hot air from the furuaee, :md the return-pipe exposed.

Various (.S*.).—Before you read this, irnbiMv, yui will have regretted

sending your discourteous letter. We are obliged to limit our replies.

Information as to the culture of one or two plants we readily give at a
time.
GaRJDHN Tlan—Stove, &c. (Sf. U.).~-We have no doubt that Hays's

stove would suit your small house, especially with a gas-pipe leading

from it ; and in very severe weather you could either have an evaporating-

pan, or keep the floor near the stove damp. There is the advantage, that

for such a stove you can do all the work comfortably whatever the weather
may be. If your -^leenhouse part had a tiled floor a small flue beneath it

would also answer well; and considering the expense of the prepared

fuel for the stove we think it would be found more economical, but of

that we canuot be certain, never feavingworked tin stove. We approve of

the summer planting of your long circular border of 902 fret, but think it

would be improved by an gdgingnext the grass all round of Ccrastium or

yariedated Arabia, which would be useful both for winter and summer
plantmg. There are many ways in which such a border might be made
gay in raring and the ground well covered in winter; but the difficulty is

to dp it in any way, and urns, without previous preparation, "as reason-

ably as possible." Such a border could be filled entirely with herbaceous
plants, as different kinds of Daisies, Primroses, Polyanthus, blue, purple,

and yellow Cliveden Pansies, Anemones, especially the single scarlet,

the yellow and orange Cheiranthus, and a number of colours of Wall-

I flowers for the back of the borders. With tho exception of the latter,

|
which had better be sown every April in a border, and the Anemones,
which should be lifted when ripe and planted now, all the rest would

need to be taken up about the middle of May, planted, and divided be-

fore planting, in a reserve garden, and be planted again when the

bedding plants were removed. A very interebting border may be thus

formed: A row of Winter Aconite near the edging line, and behind ita line

of Snowdrops ; then, say, one-foot circles, with a foot between them of

the different coloured Crocuses and Primroses ; then a foot from these

other circles of dwarf Tulips, Pansies. Cheiranthus, and Polyanthus ;

behind these patches of taller Tulips, Narcissus, and Hyacinths, backed

by Wallflowers. The whole ground between these little circles might bo

carpeted with Cerastium, or with such annuals as pink and white Vir-

ginian Stock, white and pink Silcne pendula, and blue Xoniophila, sown
in a border in -Tulv, and lifted and transplanted as soon as the bedding

flowers were gone. Much might be done by sowing boxes of such annuals

in the groenhouse now, keeping them hardy after being established, and
planting them out in February or March. For early spring blooming

there are few annuals that will need hotbed aid. These are two out of

the many ways such a border may be managed, and both would yield

what you want—cut flowers; but both would be costly if no preparation

has been made, as by no mode of managing annuals sown now in a green-

house, or sown in a slight hotbed in February, aud hardened off, and
planted out about the middle to the end of March, will they bloom suffi-

ciently to be removed Defore bedding-out time, with the exception of

Virginian Stocks, Silenes, «fcc. The common Candytufts will bloom very

early if sown from July to August; and we have omitted to state that all

the sweet Violets would do well in such a border in spring. To make the

most of it there will be great labour in removing as well as in planting.

We think your combination of vinery, greenhouse, and fowl-house will do

very well, "and we think the size of the back runs will do. Your proposed

plan of setting the plants which stand over the place for fowls on inverted

saucers set inside of other saucers standing upright in the usual way,

were it not for the fowls' picking the covering of the wire fence that

separates the fowl part from the general gie -nhome, would improve it in

appearunce.
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STARTING VlNFlS AND STRAWItERnrE3 (J. 11., Lnncnth (>.*).—You should
not Htnri. your Vjii, j In pots and Stratoberriea at Christmas hi ft Higher
temperature than 4f» for the first ten <lnys, ami then raise the heut
gradually. The Vines may have from 5° to lO1

- more at She roots than the
top if it Is eouvtinit ul to Jive it.

FonciNo Vinks Kmit.y iFriiiik).-1f the wmtil of you* Vines', froria

which you cut the fruil six weetys ng6, U not ripe no#, what iliil yoti tarn
it out of doors for? It would bore ripened much hotter in the bouse,
and even now would be better in thi iioaee and the air kept dry; mid
instead of, in the oiroxnastftWee^, beginning to force on the 1st of Janu-
ary, you would do better to delay it to the middle or that month or the
bogimiiiitj of February. YoUr filling the large

1

1>U in the lnm>t -with tree
loaves will do nothing to ripen the wood now; but U nil! be of Import-
nnce if you fill sueh a pit a fortnight before you apply Are heat, audit
will help you luueh daring the faroing time until Ufa Grapes ohfinj e

colour, when n little dry Boil Could he tln-iuii <>v<T the h'.ives. If J'OU

began to force In January you may expect to out in July. In the green-
housc you had hetter sow the Beads of the Viola curiiuta iu March.

Namks ul- Fruit {Jamc* Scott), r*-P&Ari Glori Uoreeam Applet:
1, Lewis's Incomparable ; '-!, Stoup Leadington ; 8, striped lieeting

;

4, Flowor of Kent; 5, Royal Somerset ; 6, Reinette du I'.uuulu.

NiJCES of Plants (M.). — 1, A Glmliolu-*, hurdy, hut varieties too
numorous to allow of naming it. 2, LonicOTa auroo-reticUlata, Japanese
Hi-iii -\ -nekle ; hardy. '•'>, Klowi-rs too inueh injured to he identified, but
peeminalj Viola rothamagensjjaj the Rouen Eteartaease. id. /M.--1, Ste-

raon nit I km maorpphyUufi ; 2, Leuooetegia probably, hut too imperfect for

determination; :>, Anemia hirsuta: 1, 1 >ieh jrie ui'lra Ovata; ;>, Nephro-
hpis exaltuta ; in, Pterin flabellata. it'.ll.U— Ptorislomjifolia ? woboliove.
{Country Cu rate).—Sedum earnosum variegiituiu, not quite hardy.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the Week ending November nth.

Date.
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the parties ; and if the assets were insufficient, the plaintiffs and
defendant might be ordered to contribute in such proportion

as should be just to a fund to be raised for the payment of such
debts and liabilities.

" The defendant, in answer, filed a statement in which he said

that the partnership, called the Suffolk Poultry Society, was
formed on June 17, 1863, that no dividend had been declared

at any time, nor had the Society ever been dissolved. He ad-

mitted that a show was held in Hay, and some entrance fees

paid, but others, and also other monies were still unpaid ; that

he had received some of the entrance fees, and other sums of

money which he had placed to the credit of the Society, and
applied in paying prizes awarded, and in other debts and de-

mands incurred in the working of the Society according to a

balance-sheet and account of receipts and expenditure he filed,

and that he had received certain other sums not inserted iu

the accounts and balance-sheet, which he was ready to account

for, and charged himself with as credits against the balance due
to him from the Society. He denied that frequent applications

had been made to him fur accounts, or that be had neglected to

furnish the accounts, but on the contrary, had furnished the

plaintiffs with a balance-sheet and accounts, and also sent a

printed copy to every pvizctaker at the show, and every member
of the Society who had paid his subscription. He admitted that

he had the books, &c, in his possession, and divers writings, I

&c, but not all of them, which he was ready to produce to any
Court having jurisdiction in the matter. He alleged that the

credits of the Society exceeded £500, the present ascertained

amount of such property, stock, and credits being£515 8s. 10</.,
\

and to this was to be added other monies not included in the

balance-sheet, and he therefore submitted that the Court had
no jurisdiction. He further submitted that divers other mem-

\

bers of the Society and co-partners Bhould have been joint

plaintiffs in this suit, and that upon the winding-up of the
J

Society and a dividend being declared (if any), every other mem-
ber of the S had not forfeited his membership would
be justl; .• ' itably entitli d to a proportionate share of such
dividend as well as the plaintiffs, i: they were equitably en-

titled; that two of the plaintiffs— namely, R. W. Allen and
G. Bannister, had forfeited their privileges as members of the

Society in not having paid their annual subscriptions. He
further stated that he was solicited by the plaintiffs to be secre-

tary to the Society, with the understanding that he was to be
paid for his time and services, and he had only charged the

Society clerk's wages for his time, and he was entitled to be
paid £32 10s. id. due to him, and the remaining debts and
liabilities should be equally borne by all its legal members.

" A voluminous account accompanied the answer. The de-

fendant charged at the rate of 10*. , or U. an hour for

his services.

"Afteralongar '

e, J. Worlledge, Esq.,decided

that the ex] ent of nil the

previous exhibitions, and he should order that the Society he

dissolved as from O- -t, and that it be referred to the

Registrar to take the f< counts: 1st, an account of the

credits, property, and effects now belonging to the partnership :

2nd, an account of the debts and liabilities of the partnership
;

3rd, an account of all monies received by the defendant on
account of the said partnership since the 9th February, 1S66.

The subscriptions of former years would not be on account of

this partnership. He would put it ' on account and in refer-

ence to the Poultry Show held in May, 1866.' 4th, An account

of what would be a reasonable remuneration for his services as

secretary to the partnership, oth, A similar account for the

three previous years, taking each separately. The next question

was the appointment of Receiver.
" Mr. Wright, accepted the office without remuneration, was

appointed, and the further proceedings adjourned to the January
Court."

pens might be acoemmodated were it found requisite. That
every encouragement may be given to exhibitors, not only do
the managers print the names of a most respectable and re-
sponsible Committee on their prize sheet, but also state the
addresses of the three gentlemen engaged as the Judges.

A HINT.
I AnvEr.TisEi. for Ducks in " or.r Journal," and amongst a

host of offers, selected one which appeared very tempting.
The writer said he " had much pleasure in offering me a pen of
very first-rate Aylesbury Ducks bred from first-prize Birming-
ham; drake weighing 9 lbs. 7ozs. an i ibs. each:
four birds for 30s." The address given was 115, Albany Street,
Regent's Park. Having occasion to be in that neighbourhood,
I wrdte to the address, making an appointment to call aud look
at the birds : and I discovered that the house is a post-office, the
letter I had written was there with ethers awaiting a claimant,
and the post-master told me no one of the name given \vn

known in the neighbourhood. The name of the person writing
to me is " Wm. D. Griffin," and he requests a money order to
be sent to G. P. O., as "he goes into the City laily." It is

needless to say I neither sent the money one r. n r have I

heard anything more of the man or his Ducks.— Eaourr.
Pm ..'. i .

THE DIFFERENT VARIETIES OF GAME FOWLS.
[Concludedfrom page 376.)

Bed Fcrnesses, or the Red Mullingar Game, as they an
often called, are marked with large tire-coloured patches, or

red cinnamon patches on a white ground; have red or yellow

eyes, and yellow or white legs. They are a rare sort, and are

nearly as quick birds as the Piles when good. Red-eyed are

the best birds of course.

Cuckoos are also rare, I have not met with an- of them pure
bred, but have seen the Cuckoo Pile cocks, or Yellow Cuckoo
Piles, as they are culled, with yi How legs, and the yellow or daw
eyes generally. All the span led-1 led cocks of the Black-

breasted Red colour are crossed with the i ies, but are

not first-rate birds, nor are any Cuckoo-coloured Game.
Spangles or Spotted Game are of various colours, generally

having black spaugles on a cinnamon or silver ground colour.

I These are too much crossed to be good.

Polecats are of various colours, but are generally of the

Partridge mixed with black or dark-coloured patches, and are

i most commonly dark-legged, while the Spangles are most fre-

quently blue-legged. These two sorts have all the different

colours of eyes, except black eyes, which are peculiar to the

sorts that hatch the dark chickens.

Blacks. I omitted to state, were probably originally bred

from the Black-breasted Reds crossed with the black-eyed sorts,

to which they are certainly allied by the colour of their eyes

being black. There are also the Dark-faced or Gipsy-combed
Blacks, nearer still to the black-eyed sorts, and these are,

perhaps, the best, truest-bred, and gamest sort of the Blacks,

but are not common. Some breeders say that Blacks are bred

from the Black-breasted Bed cocks with the black-bodied Brown
Red, or Dark Birchen hens, which is probable.

The Hen-tailed sorts o£ (lame fowls are generally small, and

are mostly found in the north of England, but are rare. They
are of various colours in the hens—Partridge, Cinnamon,
Polecats, Spangles, Pied, and other colours, and are very hard,

active, and good [Game birds, but are not at all beautiful,

wanting the Game long tail.

The Tassel or Tufted Game fowls are of various colours,

"Brown Beds, Ginger, Partridge, Duckwings, and others,"

and are good birds.

—

Newmarket.

The Walsall Poultry and Pigeon Snow.—The Committee
of the Walsall Poultry Show have just issued the prize sche-

dule for their next meeting. The Exhibition last year having

proved a complete success, its promoters have now published a

prize list that will tend greatly to advance it to the foremost

ranks of such undertakings. Fifteen silver cups are comprised

in this year's schedule, besides a very considerable amount of

money prizes that must tend greatly to increase the number of

entries. The Volunteers' Drill Hall, at Walsall, presents every-

thing that could possibly be required for the purposes of a

poultry show, and so spacious is it that no doubt two thousand

MANCHESTER POULTRY AND PIGEON
SHOW.

We remind intending exhibitors at the Manchester Show,

that entries close on the" 28th inst. That this year's meeting

promises to eclipse its predecessors is generally admitted, and

when we again call to our readers' recollection, that in a great

number of instances prizes of the value of £10 are offered as

first premiums, supported by additional prizes of £4, £2, and

£1, we cannot doubt but that a great amount of competition
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will ensue. It must not be forgotten, too, that now Manchester
Show is established as one of the greatest poultry exhibitions

of the day, prizetateng at this Show invariably leads to sales

of all winners' surplus stock at remunerative prices. Another
most commendable feature is, that not only are the birds ex-

hibited in most commodious buildings, but that every possible

comfort is givon to the poultry during their stay, regardless

alike of outlay or trouble ; whilst another recommendation is

Messrs. Jennison's first rule, that " Judges of acknowledged
experience and ability will be appointed."

• • "NEWMARKET" AND MALAYS.
There have been several points in Malays that I! had been

intending to notice, but have delayed doing so. Now I must
commence with a word or two on " Newmarket's " rough
notes on the " Standard." " Malays are a most worthless

variety of poultry, being great, cowardly, coarse, yellow-fleshed

birds, though not bad layers, but worst fm I ible of all." The
italics are my own. It is useless, perhaps, disputing many of

these points, they axi simply differences of opinion; but in

these rough notes the writer has been so sweeping in his con-

demnations, that one is tempted to inquire whether, as in

grandmother's coffee-pot, there are any grounds for all that is

written. It surely ought not to be necessary to raise the

character of one breed on the demerits of the rest. Game
have plenty of admirers, and so long as there are Englishmen
there will be Game lovers. May their shadows never be less !

There are many of our breeds of poultry in which size is a
necessary quality. That these are "large" is no fault, nor is

coarseness any necessary adjunct of this size. This, I think,

every breeder of any experience will allow. The limbs certainly

will he larger, it is necessary for the extra weight. I cannot
say that I consider the flesh of the Malaya as yellow, whilst as

to its flavour I certainly consider it first-rate, juicy, and tender

when young, whilst they truss np very well.

But " Nbwmarket " has given Malays another character,

which is so opposite to all I have ever heard of or seen in

them, that I am at a loss to reconcile the conflicting opinions.

He calls them cowardly. I almost fancy this has slipped out

accidentally. Speaking disparagingly of any animal after

"great," " cowardly " comes naturally, but certainly my ex-

perience does not bear out the character. I call them, cocks

and hens, terrible birds to fight, quite objectionably so for

prize poultry. I never saw hens fight with more determination.

The young cockerels fight among themselves most fiercely,

quite as much so as do Game cockerels. A frienl of mine who
had spent many years amongst the natives in India, hearing
that I had some Malays, came to inspect them. He {Old me
that the natives always n ed Malays for their cook-fighting

diversions, and that they fought most gamely. He told me—it

might be drawing the long-bow—but he said that the natives

had one strain noted for killing their antagonist ; then, scratch-

ing a hole in the sand, they push the vanquished foe into it.

and terminate the rites of sepulture by mounting the dead
body to crow ! If they did not thus act the natives would
soon make curry of them. I think these ideas of the natives

certainly bear out the opinions of those who have kept Malays
in this country—that they are by no means chicken-hearted

;

indeed, I still think that this epithet slipped out accidentally

from " Nr.-.

Now to a matter less controversial than the epithets of " New-
mabke-t," which, by-the-by. I notice, have ruffled the feathers

of some other breeders besides myself. It is a well-known
fact, that in the rapid-growing varieties deformities are liable

to occur. It, is also a common failing in the Poland race .
I ni

I have never seen snob a wholesale case of deformities as in

one set of m; chickens, about thirty in number, for in

spite of their careful bringing-up, they are. like some two-
legged unfeathered beings, turning out very badly—the line of

beauty in a variety of forms, but of the wrong sort; wings
-.'rowing out and going over; like some turncoat in politics, to

the opposite side ; tails that look as if they had been con-

stantly in use to wipe one eye and neglect the other; hips
varying in height and defying any attempts of the cock to

make a " good appearance." These are some of the results of

very careful management. Some of the same chickens reared
at another run are straight and perfect. The error would,
therefore, seem to he in the establishment where the de-

formities have appeared, and there, I think, I have discovered

the cause. The chickens there have the run of a small yard

opening into a field, the communication being through a hole
in a door. This hole is nearly a foot higher than the bottom of
the door, and was originally intended for poultry years before
Cochins ever crowed in this country. I do ni I n Uect that
any of the produce of the Minorcas of those days turned out so
fundamentally wrong. I have before stated my own observa-
tions of Malays, that they are shy. The advent of a stranger
to the yards has been the signal among the small fry to make
pell mell for the hole ; sometimes it was a dead heat between
a pair with imminent risk of a dead lock in the hole, half in,

half out. Of course, the struggles for priority were fierce, and
in these contortions of the body some of the lateral muscles
appear to have obtained undue strength, and the most mis-
shapen forms have resulted. Yes. " Xi v. mauii i

," these are
" ugly," nay, worse, they are painfully ugly, an eyesore and a
heartsore. These are " gawky " if you will ! but the others

—

oh, no ! and Malay love did not take me at first sight. Nay,
perhaps once I agreed with " Nev.mai-.ket," as I think the
first lines written under my " Persian " name contained a com-
ment on their " ugliness."

"Newmarket" adds in one paper the opinion that their
feathers need not be as hard as the Game. Is not this an
error ? Is not the feathering particularly hard and close ?

—

Y. B. A. Z.
P.S.—Lucky man " Newmarket," and man, I think, yon

must be, to be a Game fancier ! We have no lady Game
fanciers. Lucky man, I say, to be so game ; but now yon need
to be game. Why there is not a bird in our yards, and ap-
parently few owners, whose feathers are not ruffled and showing
fight. Y'ou will need all your Game qualities, my friend.

Better, perhaps, have upset an " Egyptian " hive with its game
inhabitants always eager for the fray, than have run foul (no
pun), of the motley group of "non-ornamentals" ready to

peck your eyes out. It is not, I apprehend, pleasant even to
the valiant Game to have a full-weighted Dorking, Cochin, or
Brahma opposed to him. What must it be for you, friend,

when these, added to Spaniards and Hamburghs, neither very
deficient in courage, hover round your flanks ! These reflections

came over me as I read in this week's issue (Nov. 6th), the
clarion notes of the " non-ornamental " poultry. I wish you
safely out of the wood, " Newmarket ;" at least may they give

you breath to finish the Game emendations !—Y. B. A. Z.

NEW SHOREHAM EXHIBITION OF POULTRY
AND PIGEONS.

This Show was opened on Monday, the 12th inst., at the Swiss Gar-
dens, Shoreham. and proved a very great success, the entries in most of

the classes being unusually large. This may 1 d for in some
measure by the fact, that in almost every instance five prizes were
offered in each class, besides eups for the best pens in certain com-
binations of classes. This caused, of course, a competition for the

triable prizes—viz., the fourth and fifth, that few persons would
e, adding very much to the elithcnlties of awarding such

premiums, and sadly encroaching on the limited time given the gentle-

men who officiated as Arbitrators. This, combined with the fact that

the after part of the day proved very dnl! and rainy, caused the arbi-

trations to extend to a late hour. VTe much regretted to notice, that

by some oversight of a considerable number rs a couple of

. re sent for competition instead of a single one only, con-

seejuently disqualification ensued in all such eases. No amount of

care can be considered as wasted in consulting specially every prize

list before any entries are made.
The show of DorJdngs was peculiarly good, Bcarcely a second-class

bird being exhibited; but, perhaps, fcl il-earned successes

were those in the classes for both Dark and n mas, the num-
ber of pens com], tin I fond prei lent, cud the quality

throughout of these* cla ill only he- appreciated by those in-

dividuals who visited Shoreham. M res were the

chief prizetakers in I but the whole of the Brahmas shown
were unusually good. Many of the < -ere excellent, and

both Buff and Partridge-coloured, were capital, with the

exception of . akes class for ingle I ii in which

at in an appearance, audit evidently proved

tin ; pstakes" are by no mi ans popular among breeders, a

aount as a prize, however small, invariably obtaining a pre-

The Selling class alone consisted of upward . f forty pens,

and comprised breeds of many rare vaiieties and of i Hence,

although the sale price was limited by the ii, pen. It

: li nt that many of these fowls v

. I
, or in some for the rar, it they

were absolutely worth some pounds beyond the price at which they

appeared as entered in the catalogue.

In the classes for Ayle :
I

.' M ' . the excellence
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throughout was remarkable, so much so that the competition has been
rarely excelled.

In Pigeons, the Shoreham Exhibition stooil far in advance of the
generality of shows, although the number of classes was unusually
limited.

Dorkings (Any colour).—First and Cup, Capt. Lane, Bracknell. Second
and Fourth, Sir P. Kunell, Bart., M.P., West Grinstead. Third, Mar-
chioness of Bath, Findon, Sussex. Fifth, B. P. Brent, Parkhurst, Buxted,
Uckfield. Highly Commended, Marchioness of Bath. Commended, W.
Stanford, Steyning ; Messrs. E. & A. Stanford, Eatons, Ashurst ; H. Walker,
Shenfield, Brentwood ; W. Stanford.
Brahmas (Dark).—First and Second, R. W. Boyle, Bray Co., Wicklow,

Ireland. Third, W. Harm-eaves, Bacup. Manchester. Fourth, J. Wright,
Woodbridge, Suffolk. Fifth, Capt. Lane. Highly Commended, Capt.
Lane. Commended, C. Cork, Shoreham, Sussex ; Capt. Lane ; H. Lacev,
Hebden Bridge, Yorkshire.
Brahmas (Light!.—First and Second, 3. Pares, Postford, Guildford.

Third and Fourth, Messrs. R. & E. Edo, Worthing. Fifth, H. Dowsetf,
Hesbey, Chelmsford. Commended, Messrs. R. & E. Ede ; J. Pares.
Game (Black and Brown-breasted Reds).—First and Cup, J. Smith,

Breeders Hill, Grantham (Brown Reds). Second, W. Boyes, Beverley, York-
shire (Red). Third. S. Matthew, Stdwmarket (Black Red). Fourth, E.
Aykroyd, Bradford, Yorkshire (Red). Fifth. F. Pittis, jun., Newport, Isle
of Wight (Black Red). Highly Commended, W. W. Pyne. Lancing (Black
Red)

;
A. Fenton, CrimUe Hall, Rochdale. Commended, J. Mason, St.

Clement's, Worcester.
Game (Any other variety).—First, H. C. Musters, Cobb's Hill, Battle.

Second and Fourth, W. W. Pyne (Duckwings). Third, J. Jeken, Eltham,
Kent. Fifth, T. Whitaker, Melton Mowbray iPiles).
Cochins (Cinnamon and Buff).—First, R. W. Boyle (Buff). Second, J.

Cattrell, Birmingham (Buff). Third and Fifth, Rev. W. C. H. D'Aeth,
Reading (Buff). Fourth, D. Young, Leamington (Buffi.
Cochins (Any other varieties).—First and Cup, E. Tudman, Ash Grove,

Whitchurch (Partridge). Second and Fifth, Mrs. A. Williamson, Queens-
borough Hall, Leicester. Third. J. C. Phair, Southsea (Partridge). Fourth,
J. Gardiner, Bristol (White . Highly Commended, Mrs. Clarke, Bedford.
Commended, J. Rodbard, Wringtou, near Bristol.
Spanish .Black).—First, R. Wright, Holluwav Road, London. Second,

H. Beldon, Goitstock, Bingley. Third and Fourth, Messrs. R. & E. Ede,
Fifth, H. Walker. Highly Commended, J. Coster, Chatham ; J. Rodbard,
Commended, Rev. J. M. Rice, Brambcr Rectory.
Hamburghs

I Gold-pencilled).- -First, II. Beldon. Second, J. W. Cannan,
Bradford. Third and Fifth, W. W. Pvnc. Fourth. F. Pittis, jun.
Hamburghs (Silver-pencilled I. — First, J. W. Cannan. Second, H.

Beldon. Third, T. S. Saltmarsh, Chelmsford. Fourth, J. W. Stratford,
Exeter. Fifth, J. Preston, Allerton, Bradford.
Hamburgh (Golden or Silver-spangled).—First and Cup, .T. Roe, Had-

fleld, Manchester. Second, J. F. Loveridge. Third. H. Beldon. Fourth,
J. W. Cannan. Highly Commended, Mrs." Braesev, Beaufort Battle.
Game Bantams.—First, J. B. Francis. Second. J. S. Rawlings, Halifax.

Third, W. W. Pyne. Fourth. R. E. Toder. Newark. Fifth, W. S. Forrest,
Eagle Cliffe, Greenhithe. Commended, G. Manning, Springfield, Essex.
C. Ashworth, Halifax

; W. W. Pyno ; J. Statter ; Miss E. M. Webber.
Bantams (Any other variety).—First, S. Mossop, Long Sutton, Lincoln-

shire (Cochins). Second, Mrs. Saltmarsh, Chelmsford (Sebrights). Third,
T. C. Harrison, Hull. Fourth, H. Dravcott, Humbcrstone, Leicester
(Black). Fifth. E. Cambridge, Bristol (Black).
Any other Variety.—First, S. A. Wyllie, East Mousley. Surrey. Second,

National Poultry Company, Bromley, Kent. Third, F. W. Zurhorst,
Donnj brook, Dublin

I Sultanas). Fourth, Col. S. Wortley, Grove End,
Road, London (French). Fifth. J. Hiuton, Hinton near Bath (Silver
Polands). Very Highly Commended, R. W. Bovle (La Fleche). Highly
Commended, National Poultry Company (La Fleche) ; Col. S. Wortley
(Houdan) ; F. Puckridge. Higham Court, Woodford, Essex (Houdan)

;

Marchioness of Bath "(Silkies) ; H. M. Maynard, Ryde, Isle of Wight,
(Houdans). Commended, National Poultry Company, fCreve C'ceurs) ; I

Marchioness of Bath (Silkies i ; W. Stanford (Guinea Fowls!.
Selling Class.—First, Rev. P. W. Storey, Daventry (White Bantams,

feather-legged). Second, J. C Phair (Game Bantams. Third, Messrs,
E. & A. Stanford (Dorkings). Fourth, Marchioness of Bath (Red Game).
Fifth, W. W. Pyne (Duekwing Game). Highly Commended, W. W. Pvne
(DuckwingGamc, Brown Red Game) ; Messrs. R. & E. Ede (Spanish ; T.
Dy6on, Halifax (Spanish) ; G. Boniface Ford, Arundel (Game Duekwing)

;

W. Stanford (Dorkings). Commended. J. Jenner, Lewes (Spanish); J.
Preston ; Messrs. R. & E. Ede (Light Brahmas) ; W. H. Walker (Dorkings).

SWEEPSTAKES FOR SINGLE COCKS.
Dorking.—First, R. Sellings. Littlehampton. Second, Messrs. E. & A.

Stanford. Third, C. Cork, Shoreham.
Brahma.—Cup and First, R. W. Boyle. Second, J. Statter. Third,

C. Cork. Highly Commended, E. Pigeon, Lympstone. Commended, F.
Crook, Forest Hill.

Game.—First, H. C. Musters. Second, R. Harwood, Littlehampton
(Black Reds). Third, Mrs. P. Iremonger, Clatw-orth, Goodworth, Andover
(Cheshire Pile).

Cochin.—Prize, J. C. Phair (White).
Bantam.—First, J. Statter (Black Red). Second, Messrs. Ward and

Littlewood (Red). Third, J. Bunds, Farehain, Hants (Black Red). Com-
mended, G. R. Davis, Manchester (Black Red).

Burrell, Bart., M.P. (Black and Brown) ; Marchioness of Bath; H. Hum-
phrey.
Pigeons.— Carriers and Dragons—First, R. Fulton, Deptford (Carriers).

Second, H. Yardley, Birmingham (Carriers). Third, C. Cork (Black
Carriers). Fourth, C. Bulpen, Riverside, Bridgewater (Carriers). Fifth,
L. B. Henderson, Worthing (Carriers, Cinnamon). Any other Variety.—
First and Second, R. Fulton (Powters and Barbs'. Third, S. A. Wyllie
(White Owls). Fourth, H. Yardley. Fifth, C. Cork (White Fantails).
Highly Commended, F. Waitt, Birmingham (Yellow Jacobins) ; H. W.
Hale, Croydon (Black Balds): S. A. Wyllie (Silver Runts); J. Ford P.
Jones (Persians). Commended, C. Bulpen (Almond Tumblers); H. Vine,
East Cowes (.Archangels and Trumpeters) ; B. P. Brent iBlue Turbits) ;

H.W.Hale (English Tumhersi; H. Yardley; S. A. Wyllie (BlueOwhi:
P. H.Jones, Fulham (Barbs. ; F. Waitt (White Owls) : J. Ford, MohkWel)
Street, London ; P. Jones (Turbits) ; F. Broemel, Ladywell, Lewisham
(Siberian and Russian Porcelain).

Canaries.— Clear Norwich.—First, Second, Third, and Fourth, W.
Walter, Winchester. Fifth, G. Y. Collinson. Highly Commended, H.
Apted; G. Y. Collinson; C. Cork. Commended, C.Cork; V.Ward; W.
Phillips

; G. Y. Collinson ; G. Moore. Belgian.—First and Second, O.
Nicholson, Landport. Third, W. Phillips, Old Basford, Nottingham.
Fourth, H. Vine. Fifth, S. Tomes. Highly Commended, W. Walter.

Mr. Edward Hewitt, of Sparkhrook, near Birmingham, and Mr.
W. B. Tegetmeier, of Muswell Hill, London, were the Judges.

Ducks (Aylesbury).—First and Second, Mrs. Searoons, Hartwell, Ayles-
bury. Third and Fourth, Capt. Lane. Fifth, Rev. W. C. H. D'Aeth.
Highly Commended, T. Patterson, jun., Melrose, Roxburgshire ; Mrs.
Brassey.
Ducks (Any other variety).—First, T. C. Harrison. Second, Mrs.

Clarke (White Peruvian Musk). Third, H. Humphrey, Ashington (Rouen).
Fourth and Fifth, W. Stanford i Black and Black East Indian). Highly
Commended, W. It. Bnll, Arundel, Sussex (Rouen); S. H. Stott, Roch-
dale (Rouen); Mrs. Clarke (White Peruvian Musk). Commended, J.

Dudney, jun., Portslade (Muscovy); J. Oliver, Warbletou (Rouen); C.
Pease, Darlington (Rouen) ; F. Pittis, jun. (Black East Indian).
Turkeys (Any colour).—First, Marchioness of Bath. Second, T. Morris,

Hayes Common, Kent (American Bronze). Third and Fifth, Lady M.
Macdonald, Woolmer, Hants. Fourth, J. Hills, Hurstpierpoiut (Speckled).
Highly Commended, Mrs. Dunn, Inglewood, Hungerford ; T. Morris,
Hayes Common, Kent (American Bronze) ; B. P. Brent (White) ; Sir P.

ARTIFICIAL HATCHING.
You have frequently asked for information on this subject,

and I know there are numbers who would be glad to see some-
thing of the experience of any who have tried the system. I
much fear the extreme paucity of replies is conclusive of non-
success. As there are incubators on several plans advertised,

there must certainly have been many trials during the past
year or two.

Now that provisions of all kinds are so high in price, and
likely to continue so, the economical rearing of poultry has
become a subject of considerable importance to the country ;

therefore positive information in detail of success or non-
success would be very welcome. The communication at

page 357 by " Ciieve Cceur " is very well as far as it goes, but
it is not sufficient ; there is no detail, it is not definite enough.
I should like to see clear information on the following

points :

—

The number of chicks hatched from a given number of

eggs.

The kind of incubator used, whether top or bottom heat, and
other arrangements.
The heat applied, whether by gas or lamp, and the mode of

regulation.

The variations of heat by the thermometer.
The cost of the light for the time of hatching.

My own experience, so far, in artificial hatching is not very
favourable. My first attempt was with the eggs in a drawer
under the hot water ; the water was heated by gas, the jet being

in a little chamber at the side of the incubator. I found it

impossible to regulate the heat, I supposed in consequence of

the variations of pressure at the gas-works ; during the day I

could keep it nearly regular, but in the night pressure was in-

creased by people putting out their gas ; the consequence was,

the eggs were cooked, or rather killed. I believe the only way
to use gas successfully would be to supply it from a gas bag,

in the same way as railway carriages are lighted.

I next had an incubator made after Mr. Geyelin's plan, as

illustrated in his report to the National Poultry Company.
The light is in a tin box underneath a tray of water, in the

water is a tray containing the eggs (twenty- four) on sand. I

used paraffin oil, having a small shilling lamp, which required

filling twice a-day, trimming at the same time; the heat was
about 105° to 107° during the day, but as high as 112' once or

twice. During the night it would often fall to 90° and lower.

Covering the incubator with a rug made it a little better. The
produce was five chicks. There were about fourteen dead

and partly-formed chicks in the shells. To save trouble

I had a lamp made to hold sufficient oil for about ten days,

and then tried three times, twenty-four eggs each time, with-

out obtaining a chick; the wick was troublesome, often

becoming fouled, then blazing up ; the heat would vary from

below 90° to 112° or more. In the last attempt I made a

little alteration to prevent the lamp fumes reaching the eggs.

The heat never rose above 110° or fell below 90°, its varia-

tion, as a rule, was from 95° night to 108° day, still I did not

obtain a chick alive or dead. At the same time I set two

Brahma hens, which brought twenty-one chicks from twenty-

four eggs.

The cost of the oil was from 3s. to 3s. 3d. each hatching,

the quantity being a gallon, less half a pint.
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I know several parlies who have tried and failed like myself.

There is evidently something in the physiology of natural

hatching which we do not understand and do not imitate. To
he successful wo mut obtain at least ten chickens from twelve

eggg—not once, but repeatedly. If any one does so, and would

clearly state how, and at what expense, ho would be a general!

benefactor. H may do to raise half a dozen chickens fr om
twenty or thirty eggs as an interesting experiment, but not as

a paying matter. What is wanted is a system of certainty,

easily worked, which can bo applied on a large scale for a
commercial profit. When the chickens are hatched they can

be reared, that is certain—with the exception of the usual

casualties.

—

Cu.uil^s H. Brown, SouthiMiyt.

the night mail. The Secretary's entries wore not lor compe-
tition. The l'oultry Company's birds were not sent, owing to

an oversight.

IIYIUUMSATIOX.
Tiif. note of a "Sorni fiixcASHiKE Bee-keeper" in last

week's Journal reminds me of an inquiry which I have for

some time wished to make respecting hybrids.

My own experience has been very limited, but I gather from

what has been written at various times that the influence of

the mother bee upon her progeny largely preponderates at first,

but gradually diminishes, while the drone influence gradually

increases. To what oxtent this is the case, and whether in

its turn it finally preponderates, is one point on which I ask

for information.

Thus, where a Ligurian queen is crossed with a black drone,

the progeny at first take almost entirely after th-3 mother, and
both in form and colour cannot be distinguished from pure
Lignrians. Perhaps one bee out cf five or six is dark in

colour, but most even of these have the characteristic Ligurian

shape ; but I gather that in the Eejond, and still more in the

third year, the orange bauds become more irregular and im-
perfect, and the proportion of black bees increases;. May I ask
whether with t lie colonr the form of the progeny also alters'.'

The most singular case is that recorded by " B. & W." in

which, if I remember rightly, a Ligurian queen bred perfectly

pure bees for two seasons, and the third year degenerated! If

my memory is correct as to the facts, I should hazard the

suggestion that this might be a case of breeding back, and that

the cross occurred in the previous generation. Be that as it

may, we have heard very little of the opposite cross, in which
the queen mother is a black bee. Will some one who has kept
such queens kindly state whether in this case also the orange-
banded bees, which at first are rare, become more numerous ?

ami what proportion they bear to the black bees—say in the
third year, or as far down as the queen can be traced'.' and,
especially, if. along with the colour, a change occurs in the
form — F. II. Wr i.

[" A r>K\vi:,Miii;i: I'.i'i-.Kp.r.rr.R " cannot impart information
on this point, as he always removes hybrids as soon as
possible.

LEES viiiws DRONES.
I li.vvi; frequently been very much interested Ly some of the

very able letters from your correspondents on bees, though it

is very rarely any of them say rnoc.i fcr the lewis cf the bee
creation, the drones. I believe it is new an admitted fact that
drones (and they may be couuted by thousands in every hive,
especially those upon the non-swarming system), are' worse
than useless, as they not only do not work, but consume many
pounds of honey each season. I wish to ascertain from some
of your practical bee-masters whether their opinion isin favour
of killing the drones. lea\iug only about a hundred for the
qneen.

I have for some years past applied a small contrivance upon
each of my hives, tor catching the drones without in the least
interfering with the working bees, but I hesitate to make it

known to your correspondents, not knotting the light in which
it will be received, as I feaj there is much diversity of opinion
even on this question. Will Mr. 'Woodbury, and some other of
your scientific bee-masters, give me their ideas upon the subject,
whether the drones ought or ought not to bo exterminated?
I will add that from those hives which have been deprived of
their drones I have invariably obtained the greater amount of
honey.—C. Id. L.

leswicn Pouliih S,u-ii:u.-Wc are informed that all speci-
mens v,e;e duly sent off on the Friday evening, tie last being
delivered to the railway company !y twelve o'eke, in time for

DOINGS IN A SMALL APIARY IN 1880.

Ax the commencement of the yoar my apiary consisted of

three black stocks of bees, A, B, C, in common round straw

hives ; two of these were very strong in bees, the third not
over-strong.

A, a two-year stock, threw off a very fine swarm ou the 20th
of May, and although this stock gave no more swarms, it

gained in population. In June, seeing so many bees lying out

idle, I was induced to place on it a five-inch bell-glass. This

was not taken possession of until the luth of July ; ultimately

it gave me 1J lb. of sealed honeycomb.
B, a one-year stock, was used as a non-swarming hive, in

which I was successful early in May. It was taken off its

board, and placed ou the top of a duplex nadir hive (Rev. W.
Law's), having slides giving communication to the under boxes,

aud thence out, the usual entrance of the stock hive being

closed for the time. The results were no swarm, very strong

in numbers, and a yield from the nadir-boxes of 31{ lbs. of

honeycomb well sealed, no brood, and only a small portion of

pollen stored in the combs, and that not until the close of the

honey season. On the 20th of August, seeing that the bees

were consuming the honey stored in nadir-boxes, the nadir

hive was taken away, the stock hive weighed and set down in

its original position, on the single pedestal-stand, for wintering

and similar operations next season. On the 10th of August
the bees of this hive were observed to be driving out the

drones.

C, a two-year stock ; its weight, without bottom boards, was
on April 25th 16 lbs. Drones seen at this hive for the first

time on the 16th of May, aud on the 8th of June it threw off

a fine swarm, on the 21st of June a cast, and, although hived,

it returned to the parent hive the same day. On the 23rd of

June three dead queens were picked up in proximity to this

hive, and which were supposed to have been ejected from it.

At the end of June, seeing, as in the case of A, many bees

lying out idle, a bell-glass was put on ; and on the loth of July

they began building comb, and eventually built and stored one
comb with honey, but did not seal it. This was allowed to

remain until they had consumed the honey on the 13th of

August. At this hive the bee3 were observed to be driving out

the drones.

D, a first swarm on the 20th of May from A, hived in a
square straw bar hive of home make. This hive was filled in

five weeks, the usual 13-glass super placed on the top. Three
combs were built and stored, a fourth commenced, when, on
the 13th of July, it broke down, the combs parting from the

bars irregularly (about one-third from the under side of the

bars). This accident occurred in my absence from home.
Judge, then, with what surprise I was informed on my return

of there being something wrong with this hive. The servant

had noticed in the evening honey running from it, and had
placed pans under. On going into the garden to look at the

state of matters I found the poor bees apparently all out of the

hive, clustering under it, also all up the front of the case to the

roof. Of course the question arose, What was to be done ?

The appearance of such a mass of bees was calculated to make
one feel nervous. If not nervous I was nonplussed, for several

reasons—one being that I had no spare hive ; and another,

that I knew business compelled me to be absent from home
early, as also for the greater part of the next day. Considering

that if the hive were left in its then state I should have sad

fighting amongst my bees, and in all probability even then
should not be enabled to deal with them, I came to the reso-

lution to set to and try to remedy matters, late as it was (it

had now grown dark) ; so I placed a light a yard or two off,

removed the roof-cover, then took an old empty straw hive,

held it over the moving-up mass in front by resting one edge

on the edge of the case, then gently commenced tapping the

hive-case near its base. This had the desired effect of driving

a large quantity of bees into the hive so held. When I found

that I could not drive any more up in this way it was removed
and set on one side ; next, the casing was taken off with many
bees still upon it. Those clusters under the hive floor ai.d

down the stand were not interfered with. And now having

got at the hive, on looking in at the windows a sad sight

appeared—combs leaning here and there, with very few bees

to be seen. The super I found contained a large quantity of
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bees, so I ran in the slides and off with super and crown-board
in one, so as to reach the stock hive more readily. Here, as I

was aware they had built combs crosswise of the bars, I could

not do anything from the top : hence I lifted it off the board
on to another, cleared away the fallen combs (examining each
in case the queen should be amongst the mass), then cleaned

the floor-board, replaced the hive, now two-thirds empty of

comb, then its super, and the roof-cover on the top. I then
destroyed what trace I could of the mishap around the stand.

The nest day I had the satisfaction of finding that her majesty
was not absent, also that most of her subjects had made for

the interior. In a day or two afterwards a stranger could not,

from outward appearances, have known that the misfortune
had taken place. The super was abandoned by the bees, but in

the hive itself comb-building was carried on with rapidity. On
the 13th of September they were driven into a new square
straw bar-frame hive, making use of spare comb, and feeding

up to 25 lbs. (12 lbs. honey, 13 lbs. sugar and water). They
have built comb, stored the food given, and sealed part. I am
pleased to add that to all appearance they are doing well, and
now on fine days carrying in much pollen. Do you think they
are likely to go through the winter? I should add that for a
single stock they are strong, having hatched out brood when
driven.

E, a first swarm from C on the 8th of June, was hived in a

square straw bar-frame hive, also of home make and 14$ inches
square, strong in numbers and well provisioned. This stock

is set by for wintering ; the only doubt about it is the wooden
top or crown of the hive. It has four openings for bell-glasses.

Would it be advisable to allow one or more of them to remain
open with a glass on during the winter ?

I also wish to add my testimony to the facility of driving.

On the 4th of September A was driven into a new round straw

hiven, on the 13th of September D into a new square straw
bar-frame hive (having three windows it was watched with much
interest) ; on the 19th of September C was driven into a new
round straw hive—in each case no mishap or sting, indeed I

have throughout the season escaped. Two of these driven lots,

A and C, have been given to working men as an inducement
to adopt the better system, also as a proof of driving, to obtain

the honey without having recourse to the brimstone-pit. Both
are strong in numbers, and when driven the brood was found
to have been all hatched out. They have been fed with 47 lbs.

sugar and water, have built and stored the combs with the

food given, and on most fine days were seen to take in pollen.

Their respective hives have gained in weight up to the 23rd of

October, in the case of A 18 lbs. nett, and C 22 lbs. nett.

Seeing that so much has been done by these driven bees, I

think they may stand through the winter. Of course, had in

each case a second lot been added, they would have stood a
better chance ; nevertheless, I should feel obliged by your
opinion. Will common brown sugar answer for feeding driven

bees ?

—

Novice, South Northamptonshire.
P.S.—My yield of honey and honey in comb is 92 lbs. from

four stocks, exclusive of 14 lbs. returned to D.

[We think you managed to remedy the misfortune of the

13th July very cleverly ; nor does there appear any reason why
all your stocks of driven bees should not survive the winter.

There can be no doubt, however, they would have a much better

chance of prosperity had they been doubled or trebled at the

outset, and we, therefore, never attempt to winter a single

stock of driven bees. There is no objection to one of the

openings in the crown-board remaining open with a piece of

perforated zinc and a bell-glass over it during the winter, pro-

vided the glass stand in a feeding-trough or similar receptacle,

so as to prevent the moisture which condenses on it from find-

ing its way into the hive. We have never tried common brown
sugar for feeding driven bees.]

Bristol and Clifton Pocltly Show.—Twelve silver cups
are offered, besides money prizes. Those exhibitors who have
not received schedules should apply at once to the Secretary.
The entries close December 15th. (See advertisement.)

Wolverhampton Pocltby Show.—We are pleased to learn
that the Committee of this Show, after having paid the whole
of their liabilities, have the handsome sum of £51 7s. Id.

balance in hand. Such an amount of success rarely attends a
first attempt, and, considering the inclemency of the weather
when the Show was held, is doubtless much more than expected
by the Committee. At a well-attended meeting held on Wed-
nesday last it was unanimously decided to hold another Show
in October, 1807 ; and the Mayor of the town, J. Morris, Esq.,
willingly undertook the office of President.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Spur of Dorking Cock (.1. K. C.).—The spar being outside the leg of a

Dorking cock is a serious objection, and one that should prevent such a

one from being exhibited. A judge could only award a prize to such a
bird when he was tied to a choice of difficulties, and had a class of im-
perfections to choose from. This query was accidentally overlooked.

Food Required for Foitls (A Reader]:— Yon should have stated
whether, although the farmyard is a small one, thrashing i- going on
at the barn door. The quantity of food to be given must be regulated
by that which they find in the yard. They may have either corn or
meal, or both. Two meals per day should be enough, if the yard yields
any food at all. One may be meal, and one whole corn, or when more
convenient whole corn may be given for a few days, and then changed
for meal. With the advantage of run and yard, a* pint of corn should
keep each fowl for a week in good condition.

Breeding from Brahma Cockerel and Pullets (2tyro).~If they are
not akin they may produce fine chickens, but if they are brothel and
sisters it is doubtful.

Inducing Laving {T. T.).—Ground oats slaked with milk, the sweep-
ings of the table-cloth after every meal, cooked meat chopped fine, the
gristle and skin of any cooked meat, the knuckle of legs or shoulders of
mutton, and the like. There is a more stimulating food viz., tallow-
chandler's greaves; it answers the purpose, but injures the fowl. If you
use them the following is the plan :—Chop as much as you wish to give
quite fine, put it in a bucket, cover it with boiling water, and 1 1 1 e

:

the mouth of the bucket with doubled sacks or any contrivonoe that
will prevent the escape of the steam. By the time it is thoroughly
sodden it will be cold, and is then fit to feed with.

Poultry for a Farmyard (EaMon Sail).—We have seldom seen a
farmyard that had not half a dozen poultry-houses all ready made. Any
house that possesses the following qualifications is a poultry-house :

—

Height from 5 to 8 or 9 feet: water-tight roof of any kind: ventilation

just under the rooi or within a foot of it; door at one end ; earthen or

gravelfioor; if opening into the yard, and near to stacks and ricks, so
much the better. The floor of the house should be higher than the level

of the yard, and should rise in all directions from the door. A calf-pen

often makes a good fowl-house. Roosting on carts and waggons and
under sheds and lean-to's is often uioi-e favourable to health than a well-

appointed house with all modern appliances. If, therefore, the birds are

safe from thieves or from foxes, we advise you to let them roost at will.

You will have to look after their eggs. Dorkings do well in a far nyard :

it is their place. Brahmas and Cochins are hardier, and very good
layers. Haniburghs, La Fleche, Houdans,and CreveCcaurs are exc Hen;

layers, but do not sit. All the latter lay larger eggs than Hamburghs.

Scaly Substance on Fowls' Legs (Tom).—It only scaly rem ive it

by the aid of a sharp knife, and rub the place with mild mercurial oint-

ment. If you fear to cut, apply strong acetic acid to the substance once
daily until it can he scratched away, which will occur in a few days if

there is no enlargement of the bone. Warts can be removed in the

same mode.

Catarrh rN Hamburghs (D. B. W.).—The sneezing, difficult bre tthing,

and discharge from the nostrils are symptoms of common cold or catarrh.

occasioned probably by exposure to the recent extreme vicissitudes of

weather. Give them bread soaked in ale, soft food only, and plenty of

lettuce leaves. Confine them during cold or wet weather in an outhouse.

Crete Cceur Fowls (C. C. B.).—The best authority is M. Jacques,

and he says, " The plumage of the finest specimens quite black, in or-

dinary specimens partly white and partly yellow. The top-knot usually

becomes white at the back." There are a full description and drawings in

"The Poultry-Keeper's Manual.'' which you can have free by post from

our office if you enclose Is. 10<i . in stamps. Eggs in your account might
be charged a penny each throughout the year.

Chilled Brood (IT.!.—We never knew chilled brood communicate a

bad odour to the surrounding combs.

Sick Bullfinch (logo).— I should think the puffing up of tho skin

proceeded from some accident which had caused a rupture of some small

air-tube, so that the breath escaped under the skin. A cooling diet and
rest are all that I can further recommend. Avoid all excitement,

whether of food or exercise, until the patient is convalescent.—B. P. B.

Boiling Salsafy (A Poor Cook).—The root is black outside, and care

is required in peeling it before boiling. Scrape it well, tailing care to

leave no spots, and then soak it in vinegar and water. Fill up a sauce-

pan with water, add to it 1 oz. of butter, four dessert-spoonsful of vine-

gar, and some salt ; set it on the fire, and as soon as the water boils put

in the salsify, and let it boil an horn-. Drain, and if it is whitish serve

with white sauce ; if dark, then with brown sauce.

POULTRY MARKET.—November 19.

We have still but a sorry trade. The supply of Pheasants is larger as

the season advances.

s d. s. d s. d s. d
Large Fowls 3 to 3 6 Pheasants 2 to 2 6
Smaller do 2 6 3 Partridges 1 4 1 (•

Chickens 1 6 1 9 Grouse 1 2 2

Geese 6 7 Hares 2 6 3
Ducks 2 2 3 Rabbits 1 4 1 5

Pigeons 9 10 Wilddo 8 9
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roots are fixed, layer by layer whorl-fashion, and are all sur- J

rounded by a substance favouring their growth—a good result
may then be looked for ; but if the roots are thrust into a hole
without being spread out, and when entangled in a cluster
rough clods as large as cricket-balls are thrown against them,
the young trees can hardly be expected to succeed, much less
flourish. Of course, in planting, the proper position of the
plant should be regarded, and if the ground be dry, or only
moderately wet, tread it in a little ; but if very wet it is better
not to do so, unless the season of planting is the early part of
winter and high winds are likely to disturb the plant, in which
case a gentle treading will be advisable ; for frosts will most
likely restore the soil to that healthy friable condition which
treading when wet has a tendency to destroy.
The transplanting of small shrubs or trees that maybe taken

up easily with a ball is readily effected, as it is only a matter
of labour. Those plants which remove in this condition are
the most certain of all to succeed. For instance, Rhododen-
drons, unless transplanted in the midst of the growing season,
seldom fail ; in fact, the changes to which they are subjected,
unless radically wrong, seldom prevent their thriving where
most other plants would fail. Nevertheless, the Rhododendron
has its favourite soil, and I saw a good example not long ago of
the vitality of this plant, and its endurance undercircumstances
of great disadvantage. Home plants with balls not larger than
might rill a half-gallon measure, or a little more, were planted
in stations prepared for them : holes much larger than they
required were made, and filled with a prepared mixture expected
to suit them, about half a barrowful or more was afforded to
each plant, but in this material they would not strike root, and
a starved unhealthy look was the consequence. In some cases,
however, the ball had come in contact with the natural soil,

and the plants sent their roots into it in quest of food, but the
greater portion, having their roots confined to the offending
material, would not grow more than an inch or two, and yet
very few of them died, for their own ball supported them for
upwards of three years.

Of the plants which endure transplanting best, it will gene-
rally be found that the individual specimens which have only
recently been removed are the best fitted for a repetition of the
operation. Seedling Yews or Hollies taken up from a forest
when 3 feet high, or more, are not likely to endure the ordeal
when they are removed at once to an exposed place, while I

have planted both with perfect success when they had been
under cultivation, and been subjected to transplanting before.
It is often thought that Portugal Laurels, Hollies, and the Ever-
green Oak are difficult to remove, and the latter especially so,

.but I cannot say that I have had much experience with it ; but
I am told that late in spring, as late as May, is the best time.
The other two do not succeed ill if transplanted in the autumn,
other conditions than the season seeming to exercise an in-

fluence on them ; but care should be taken if they are planted
in midwinter, or when the soil is wet, that it be made firm
when it becomes dry again, as the action of the air on the roots
must be very prejudicial to them. All plants which remove
badly ought to be transplanted when in a small state. The
hardiness of the plant affords no assurance of its transplanting
well, for I know of nothing in which success is more precarious
than in planting Furze and Broom, both natives of our wastes.
The wild Juniper is also difficult to remove with success, and,
iu fact, most trees self-sown, and standing a number of years
in the same place, seldom transplant well; of course, some do
better than others. Those, as above stated, which lift with
good halls are the best, but even in this case much depends on
the care bestowed on them.—J. Robson.

the employer or proprietor, as most gardeners of standing,
though they might sometimes send to friends or neighbours
a basket of plants which they wanted, and without receiving at

that time anything in return, would expect if they did want
anything that they would be treated in the same way. After a
somewhat long experience, we have met with no such gardeners
as those alluded to, who did not in all such matters study their
employers' interests as much as if the plants were actually
their own—nay, more so. Although, however, the practice has
long existed, it is not " a generally understood thing," so as to

approach to being a law, rule, or regulation. No gardener, if

he act prudently, would give away a cutting or a plant to any
one without having a general understanding with his employer
to that effect ; and every employer, without anything like im-
plied harshness or narrow-mindedness, may decide that no cut-
ting or plant shall ever leave his premises without his direct

orders or sanction obtained for each separate act of such neigh-
bourly generosity. In such a case, however, the gardener, if

he have any true pride abont him, will never have a plant in
the place that his employer has not bought or directly or in-

directly paid for ; and, after all, that is often the cheapest way
to have plants. The best rule for employers and gardeners is,

not to leave any such matter in doubt, but to have a clear under-
standing on the subject ; and as our correspondent is not only
anxious to know if any rule exists on this matter, but is also

anxious to give no offence by the question, we recommend him
to point out this answer to his gardener, and then tell him how
in such matters he would wish him to act.]

GARDENERS GIVING AND EXCHANGING
PLANTS.

Is it a generally acknowledged and understood thing that
gardeners have leave to give away their employers' plants,with-
out first obtaining their permission to do so ? and is a sentleman
justified in receiving a plant from a gardener without the
knowledge of the owner ? Sometimes plants may be given away
without a reasonable probability of ever receiving anything in
exchange. To ask the question of " leave " of some gardeners
might offend them. How ought one to do ?

—

Meum ei Tudm.
[The custom of exchanging cuttings, &c, to a certain extent

prevails with our very best gardeners, and in general it serves
two purposes—it keeps up a friendly feeling among gardeners,
and it also to a certain extent contributes to the interests of

THE GARSTON VINEYARD.
Mr. Meredith's extraordinary success as a Grape-grower

has made his nnme well known in every part of the globe
where the horticultural publications of this country are circu-

lated, and many continental horticulturists have had oppor-
tunities of seeing and admiring his fine examples of well-

oultivated Grapes in their own countries. To many who have
not had an opportunity of seeing the Garston Vineyard, and
who have so often read descriptions of the Grapes exhibited by
Mr. Meredith at the London, Edinburgh, continental, and
other horticultural exhibitions, a description of what I saw
during a recent visit will be of some interest. Mine, however,
will be but a feeble attempt, for it would require an able
writer to convey an adequate idea of what is to be seen at this

most interesting establishment.
The Vineyard is pleasantly situated on the main road from

Liverpool to Speke and Hale. From the front of the dwelling-

house, on the n«rth side of the ground, a fine view is obtained

of the River Mersey, which is distant about one mile. A rail-

way passes through a portion of the grounds, by which passengers

may be conveyed from stations on the London and North-
western Railway, vii) Warrington, to Garston, and from the

Liverpool Docks ; there are also omnibuses frequently running
from the Exchange at Liverpool to Garston, and it is a very

cheap and pleasant ride on a fine day. From the roof of the

omnibus frequent glimpses of the Mersey may be gained, and
these, with the constant succession of well-kept gardens which
are seen on passing along the road, make the forty-minutes

rido from Liverpool to Garston very interesting.

Before giving a general account of the establishment, I must
first describe, as well as I can, the immense structure for the

growth of young Vines, to which I referred at page 289. This

hctise, from its magnificent appearance and extraordinary

dimensions, first attracted my attention. It was only begun

last March, and by the end of Julv upwards of three thousand

pot Vines were placed in it. The following are its dimen-

sions :—Length, 202 feet; breadth, -11 feet 6 inches; height

from the centre walk to the ridge of the roof, about 20 feet.

The roof is a span, and along its whole length there is a lantern

about 3 feet wide and 2 feet 6 inches in height above the roof,

and the sides of the lantern are made to open by means of a

spindle and chain from the centre path inside. The ventilators

on the south side of the lantern are opened by pulling the lever

on the north side of the walk, that on north side from south,

and the machinery for opening the ventilators is so nicely

fitted that a child might open them with ease. There is

another range of ventilators along the walls on each side of

the building; these are placed 2 feet apart, and are 18 inches

by '.) inches ; they are also opened by machinery. There is an

iron rod 1 inch in diameter, which is fixed to the wall,

parallel with the top edge of the ventilator, and there is an
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eye fastened at each end through which the rod passes. There
is also a short rod fastened to each ventilator, about midway

;

this is made fast to the main opening rod by moans of a set-

screw, and a lever at every 40 feet along tho front insido opens

a largo number of ventilators at once. This is a very neat and
effective contrivance, by which abundance of ail' is admitted to

the house, but beforo coming in contact with any plants it has

to pass between four rows of four-inch pipes. Altogether I

consider that the house is provided with one of the most per-

fect arrangements for thorough ventilation which I have ever

seen.

The ends of the house are due east and west, and its area is

divided lengthwise by three walks, tho central one is (J feet

wide, and those at the sides are of the same width. There is a

wooden bench 2 feet wide over the pipes, next to the outside

wall, all the way round, and there are two pits 1*2 feet 6 inches

wide, one on each side of the central walk. The house is in

two divisions only. In the western division there are twenty-

two rows of four-inch pipes, twelve for surface heat, and five in

each of the pits for bottom heat. Tho former are arranged as

follows—four by tho wall on each side of tho house, and two
on each side of the central walk. Many oi these are trough-

pipes for evaporation.

The roof is constructed on the rafter system, and is very

elegant, although strongly bound together by means of tye

rods, and in various ways. The rafters are made of the very

best red pine, they are 3J by 2$ inches, and are 1 foot apart.

Every fourth rafter is stronger, being 5 inches by 3 inches.

There is a truss rod fixed to each of the strong rafters, and
such rods arc very neatly managed, iron sockets being let into

the rafters, and into them the lrun bolts which keep the truss

rods in their places fit ; these are moveable, and when any
deflection in the roof takes place during high winds, they will

in a great measure prevent the roof from suffering injury from
vibration. Hound iron bolts, 1 inch in diameter, at intervals

of 7 feet, are passed through all the rafters ; and between these

and parallel with them are cast iron angle or T rods, which
are screwed to each rafter. To each of the strong rafters there

is an iron pillar about 3 inches in diameter, the pillars being
placed alternately at about 10 feet apart ; one pillar supports
every alternate strong rafter along the central walk, and the
rafters that are missed along the central walk are caught by a

second row of pillars fixed by the side walk. The same arrange-
ment is carried out on each side of the house. On the top of

each pillar there is a sort of iron shoe, into which tho rafter

fits ; these shoes are about 9 inches long, and have a very
neat though strong appearance ; from the pillars there are

other tye rods placed transversely, so that the building is very
securely braced together, and although there is a large amount
of iron used in the construction of the roof, in consequence of

its being so nicely fitted and so judiciously placed, the whole
presents a very elegant appearance.
The sides and ends of the house are all permanently fixed

with bars of the same dimensions as those with which the roof

is built. There is about 3 feet of glass at the sides, in two
squares. The whole of the house is glazed with the very best
21-oz. sheet glass, from Chance, of Birmingham.
There are three large tanks in the house, one in the centre,

and one at each end. They are 38 feet long, 7 feet wide, and
7 feet deep. To each of these there is to be a pump, and a
cistern, into which the water will be pumped some hours pre-

vious to use. Mr. Meredith is very particular in having the
water as nearly as possible of the same temperature as that of

the general atmosphere in the house, before watering his Vines
with it. The cisterns are all arched over below the level of

the floors. The whole of the rain that falls on the roof is con-
veyed by means of iron pipes into the tanks, and when we take
into consideration the immense quantity of water which three
thousand Vines in 11-inch pots will require during their grow-
ing season, we can scarcely think the tanks large enough.

Mr. Meredith built a house of such extraordinary dimen-
sions because he felt that he should not be doing his permanent
Grape-bearing Vines justice by growing young pot Vines be-
neath them. He told me, also, that it was not possible to grow
and ripen pot Vines in houses set apart for the growth of Grapes,
and as his trade in pot Vines is very extensive, he is naturally
anxious to supply his customers with the very best which he
can command. He was also anxious to put up a building that
would be a credit to his place, and serve as an example of his
skill as a horticultural builder. That he has succeeded in doing
this will be evident to every one who may have an opportunity
of seeing his large house ; and if I had any doubts on the

matter after I had inspected tho building, they would have
been removed by an opinion expressed by an eminent Liver-
pool architect, who said. it was the strongest and most elegant
structure he had ev#r seen. The heating is also most thoroughly
and neatly done. I was amused by Mr. Meredith telling me
how he was drawn on from path to path when he was first peg-
ging the ground out for the building. There is a well-kept
kitchen garden on the south sido of the hon B. This is divided
into quarters by walks from north to south. He told me his
first idea was to go as far as the second walk; this would have
made the building only about 120 feet long. After lingi

at this point some little time, consulting his pocket and think-
ing it would be a pity if he did not go a little farther, he then
stretched his line across to the next path. Here tho final

determination was taken to cover the whole of the ground he
had staked out.

On entering the building from the west end, the impression
it conveys to the mind is that we have suddenly stepped into a
Kentish Hop garden covered with glass, for the endless rows of
pot Vines, row after row, remind ono of the Hop vines. Here
large numbers of Vines of all tho most approved sorts are to
be seen in splendid condition. The canes are, on an average,
12 feet high, and each Vine is neatly tied to a stick. The earn B

are all most beautifully ripened, are arranged in rows 2 feet
apart, and are trained straight up towards the roof. Every
leaf has room to grow to its proper dimensions, aud every
bird is consequently well matured. The fine current of air,

which is admitted to the house by means of the side ventila-
tors, after passing between the hot-water pipes, comes in con-
tact with the Vines ; it then passes out of the house through
the ventilators in the lantern on the roof. By this means
there is a constant current of air passing through the Vines
night and day ; and if they do not give the greatest satisfaction
to all who may be fortunate enough to have them, it will very
much astonish me. 1 intend having upwards of a hundred of
them for fruiting against the back wall of the vineries I am
now altering, and have no doubt I shall be able to give a favour-
able report of them next year. There is also a row of magni-
ficent Vines placed on the side bench over the pipes. These
are trained to the rafters from the front over the side walks,
and are continued all the way round the house and across the
end. I noticed some extra-strong Vines, upwards of 16 feet
long, very stout, and capable of bearing from ten to fifteen fine
bunches.
In the western division of the house, where there are twenty-

two rows of pipes, the Vines are forced into rapid growth.
They are first propagated in small span-roofed pits, and air
then kept in this part of the house until they have maturi 1

their growth ; afterwards they are taken into the east or cool
end, where they are subjected to the ripening process. Here
they have all the air that can possibly be given them ; their
supply of moisture at the root and amongst the foliage is als ;

limited; and as soon as their leaves turn yellow and begin to

drop off they are taken outside, the pots laid down on their sides,
and the Vines neatly nailed to the walls of tho different houses
on the place. Mr. Meredith thinks it a very great mistake to
place Vines in a growing state in the open air for the purpose
of ripening them. This is often done where there is a scarcity
of room and convenience for the growth of pot Vines. Hence
it is that w-e often hear of such Vines not answering tho expec-
tations of purchasers.

I noticed upwards of one thousand canes of the true Ali-
cante. This I consider the finest late Black Grape in culti-

vation, and I shall more fully describe it in a future communi-
cation when I come to the different houses in which I saw it

growing. Mr. Meredith is a great advocate for growing Vines
in large pots, and he is no doubt quite right ; for if they are
grown in small pots the roots soon become matted together,
and if the pots are placed on soil or anything into which they
can push roots, these very soon come through the bottom, anil

when this is the case a large number of the most important
roots for sustaining the Vines are sacrificed when the pots are
removed. By placing the Vines in the proper-sized pot there
is room enough for the plant to mature its roots, which can all

be retained in the pot. There need be little fear of the Vines
fruiting well in the following season if they are properly treated.
They should not in any case be turned out of their pots, but
should be fruited in the same pot, and be well fed with stimu-
lants in the shape of liquid manure. Their food should, how-
ever, be frequently changed : this is a very important point
that should not be lost sight of by any one who may contem-
plate growing pot Vines successfully." I may be excused for
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deviating a little from my subject. My object in doing so is to

make my description of the Garston Vineyard as interesting

and instructive as possible to the numerous readers of The
Journal of Horticulture.

I should like to see the western division of Mr. Meredith's

noble house filled with good Pines. Although they would be

from 12 to 15 feet from the glass I feel confident they would

grow very luxuriantly ; and as they could be constantly sup-

plied with heat, light, air, and moisture in well-regulated

amounts there would not be the least fear of their being drawn
up weakly. What a magnificent house this would be for grow-

ing fine specimens of Camellias, Azaleas, and stove plants.

Some idea may be formed of the magnitude of the house when
I state that it would conveniently hold all the glass houses to

be found in a moderate-sized nursery. The whole of the roof

is glazed with squares of glass of about 18 inches by 12. The
house is well proportioned, and looks well from any point of

view.—J. Wills.
(To be continued.)

ROSES.
A few days since, on gathering a fine bouquet of Jules Mar-

gottin Roses, most beautiful and fragrant as a Cabbage Rose in

June, and shortly afterwards some blooms of Charles Lefebvre,

I could not help asking myself the question, Can Roses be

more beautiful than these ? I then turned to my lists of new
Roses, now so nauseating to look over, because there is but

little hope of selecting one to equal the above two glorious

kinds. In one of these lists just received from Paris I find

twenty-eight new Roses with different shades of rose colour
;

and the idea struck me, Is it because the English are sa-

tiated with crimson Roses that the French growers offer a

majority of that colour? this being, I almost think, the first

season I have known it to be the case. The majority, it is

true, is not large, for there are twenty-three varieties of diffe-

rent shades of crimson—fifty-one new Hybrid Perpetual Roses !

One of our most distinguished amateurs, in mentioning the

other day this influx of new Roses, said, " While English

buyers are fiats and the French growers sharps, we shall always

have plenty of new Roses." I almost fear there is some truth

in this, for the annual creation of new names for seedling

Roses with really no good distinctive characters is sharp, clever

practice. The question is, Is it fair and honest? I think

not.

The French growers owe much to their language, so fertile

is it in descriptive phrases. The clever grower mentioned by
your correspondent "D., Deal," in page 345, wields these

phrases with wonderful facility. He is about to send out ten

new Roses raised by himself ; let us read the termination of a

magnificent description given to each. No. 1 is a "vari4ti

extra;" 2, " tris belie variiti ;" 3, " superbevariSlSs" i,"tris
bonne varict* : ;" 5, " variitG revtarquable ;" 6, "iris bonne va-

ried;" 7, " variete hors ligne ;" 8, "variiti tris remarquable ;"

9, " variete extra de tout premier ordre, et d'nn etl'et incompa-

rable." Modest, this ! 10, " tris belle imriete."

No. 1 has six lines of description awarded to it, well loaded

with praise. In English it has green shoots, brown thorns,

green leaves—all most rare qualities—and flowers large, of a

bright velvety crimson shaded with purple : this colour may be

seen in a dozen of our well-established favourites. No. 2 has

also green shoots, brown thorns, green leaves, and very large

flowers ; its colour carmine shaded with blush. There is

nothing rare in this, but then its name is new. Who Jules

Calot is we know not here. The above I give as a sample of

the descriptions appended to these new Roses, ten in number,
the cost of which is £9. With regard to Napoleon III., its

description is almost ridiculous. It is probably a good Rose,

but I would rather hear half a dozen words from that quiet

good judge of Roses, Mr. Hedge, of Colchester, as to its quali-

ties, than the threescore and ten used by M. Eugene Yerdier

in his description. He seems to thoroughly understand the

axiom, " The true success in advertising is self-glorification."

In the catalogue of M. Charles Verdier, the younger brother of

M. Eugene, a modest English-like man, whose word may be

taken without the smallest grain of salt, this quasi-famous

Rose is well described in five short lines. With regard to the

boasted quality of this and many new crimson Roses of being

composed of two colours—scarlet and violet or purple, this is

very common with many kinds during the summer, depending
upon changes in the weather. I have even seen Le Rhone
shaded with purple, a beautiful set off to its brilliant scarlet

;

and Charles Lefebvre last season was often so beautifully

shaded with violet and dark crimson as scarcely to be recog-

nised.

I sometimes wonder how many Hybrid Perpetual Roses we
have had offered to us by the French growers since the advent

of the first—nearly a thousand. The first of this race must
be now nearly forgotten. I can never forget its name—"Le
Df-sespoir des Amateurs." Why the despair? I take it that

all amateurs on seeing this variety must despair of raising

such a Rose. So at least thought the popular Rose-grower of

that day. After much trouble and at a heavy cost I procured

a plant of this great rarity, the first of its race. As far as I

can recollect, it seemed to be a hybrid of the old Burnet-leaved

Rose (Rosa sanguisorbifolia) , and the first season it showed
its tendency to produce flowers in autumn ; but to the utter

despair of all amateurs neither they nor the flower-buds pro-

duced in summer would open, and so its culture was soon dis-

continued, our despair widely different from that intended by
its name.
With respect to the new Roses now so abundantly produced

by the Paris growers, how is it that an enterprising grower who
had last summer ten new Roses to be sent out this autumn,

did not, on some Friday evening iast June, gather flowers of,

say, five of them, pack them in a box, and start by the night

mail ? He might have made his appearance with them in

good order on Saturday at the weekly show ai South Kensing-

ton. If the Roses thus brought direct from the fountain head

had been really distinct and good ho would have been amply
rewarded by the full confidence of English Rose amateurs

;

and if only two or three arrived in good condition they would

have had a better effect than all the tris bonnes, tris belles, and

incomparables of his catalogue. It is most difficult to see a

new Rose in a good state in France. It is either too dry or

too wet, too late or too early. You inquire, and most probably

you have the well-known shrug and exclamation, "Ah! Mon-
sieur, vous est trop tard." I hope, therefore, now good Roses

are so abundant, and new distinct ones so rare, that my
suggestion will be acted upon, and that before we are required

to pay twenty-fiTe francs for a Rose with a new name we shall

be able to see if it is worth the money.—A Lover of a Good
Rose.

CULTURE OF VARIEGATED ZONALE
PELARGONIUMS

My experience obliges me to differ from Mr. Pearson as to

mixing the soil so long before using it. I think such mixing

and frequent turnings shake the soil out of, and destroy the

fibre of turfy loam too much. I prefer taking it from a stack,

cut 3 inches thick from an old pasture two years previously,

chopping it up, but not very fine, except for small plants, and

mixing with it a little partially decayed leaf soil, and a little

dry flaky cowdung broken into small pieces. I do not care to

have much manure in the soil, as I prefer feeding the plants

with pretty strong liquid manure.

I have at present a great many plants of Sunset, Mrs. Pollock,

Lucy Grieve, Sophia Dumaresque, Mrs. Benyon, Lavinia,

Italia Unita, and others. They are all in the most robust health,

on a shelf near the glass. They are certainly not kept warm,

for the top lights are run down below them in the morning

soon after daylight when fine, and remain there until near

dark at night, and, when not frosty, front air is left on all

night.

I prefer rooting all my cuttings of these kinds in the summer
in the open air with the ordinary scarlets. If too late in the

season for that, I would leave them on the old plants until the

spring.

I think the strong clayey loam of which " H. M. K." speaks

must have been pretty rich. I had in a bed last year 150 plants

of Mrs. Pollock, which grew luxuriantly, with most beautiful

colouring in the foliage, but the bed was made very much richer

than for Tom Thumbs, and I think justly so, because richness

for the ordinary scarlets would produce a great amount of over-

luxuriant foliage where bloom is wanted ; but with Pelargo-

niums of the Mrs. Pollock class, large and high-coloured

foliage is the effect wanted.—W. Hockney, IVussand.

Crataegus pyracantha.—I consider this one of the most

ornamental of shrubs for covering the wall of a cottage. Grow-

ing at the end of my cottage there is one which was a few weeks
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ago most beautiful, and would, I have no doubt, have remained

in the same condition until Christmas had it not been for the

voracity of tho greenfinches, which are remarkably fond of the

berries. As soon as these were ripe the depredators commenced

operations, and did not cease until they had left every berry

minus the seeds, thus destroying the beautiful appearance of

the plant. I find that they are also remarkably fond of the

fruit of Cotoneaster miorophylla, which here soon shares the

same fate.

—

John Eolington, Wrotham Purk, Burnet.

ORCHARD PLUMS AND ORCHARD APPLES.

I iieo to thank Messrs. Bunyard for their supplementary

list of orchard Plums, ns well as for correcting my imperfect

nomenclature of one of the kinds mentioned. Might I further

ask them, or some other well versed in orchard matters, to

give us a list of tho most popular Apples grown for market?

Such a list, I am well aware, will be much longer than that of

Plums, since in each district there are varieties which have

either been proved by experience to bo the best for that locality,

or are grown merely because a want of knowledge and enter-

prise has prevented others being tried. However, there is a

multitude of names ; and it would confer a benefit on the com-

munity if some one would endeavour to classify them, and

state what peculiar soils or situations suit particular kinds.

From their exteusive dealings I should think that Messrs.

Bunyard would be able to do this, and I for one look with

great interest on such information.—J. Rodson.

VIOLA CORN IFA
I fear from the manner in which Mr. Bennett (page 368)

lias referred to my remarks about this plant that he has mis-

apprehended the object I had in view. Perhaps I was not

explicit enough. It was not in the least to question Mr. Ben-
nett's botanical accuracy, nor the truth of what he stated when
he said " that he never met with more than one variety of the

true Viola cornuta." My object was, and is so still, in thus

returning to the subject, not controversy, but to try and assist

in clearing away the confusion that exists about this very use-

ful plant. One thing is perfectly certain—that the trado have
supplied either another species of Viola, or a very inferior

variety of Viola cornuta, for that which is acknowledged as a

most excellent bedding plant. I am not by any means solitary

in this experience ; and this is of more importance to intend-

ing purchasers than any otherminor point of difference between
a few individuals.

The question arises, Does Viola cornuta (the Horned Violet)

vary when raised from seed, or is there another species of

Viola closely resembling cornuta differing from it only in

habit and profusion of bloom ? Mr. Bennett says that Viola

cornuta has been in this country for nearly a century, and that

it is propagated from cuttings. I presume he has not had ex-

perience in seedlings, or he would have, perhaps, supplied the

information which I wished to cail forth about its coming
perfectly true from seed—a point of no small importance now
that the trade are offering for sale seeds of a plant for which
there is, and will be, a great demand.
The two Violas which I have here are alike in stem, leaf,

colour, and shape of flower ; both are horned Violets. They
differ in the one being more procumbent in growth and shy in

blooming, while the fine one is a comparatively upright-growing
plant, and flowers most profusely. They were planted alter-

nately in the same line, so that the difference is not the result

of soil or climate. Can none of your readers tell whether there
are two species of Viola which so closely resemble each other,
or whether V. cornuta does or does not vary when raised from
seed ? Many, I am sure, will be glad if any one can decide
this. The term cornuta is quite as applicable to both as to
one of the sorts I have grown, if it has been suggested by the
shape of the flower, which I presume is the case.—D. Thomson,
Archcrficld.

[We shall be obliged, and so will all gardeners, by information
in reply to the inquiry made by Mr. Thomson. There is a por-
trait of the botanist's Viola cornuta in the ninth volume of the
" Botanical Magazine," f. 791. It is there represented with an
elongated, adscending stem ; leaves oblong-ovate, nearly heart-
shaped in fact, with crenate edges]; nectary, or horn, awl-shaped
and longer than the corolla ; flowers bluish-purple, with Btreaks
of dark purple. Curtis says, that when he wrote (1804), it had

become very common in gardens, being easily propagated by

its creeping roots. Ho adds that, " besides tho length of tho

spur, which equals the petals, thoro is another character that

might havo given rise to the namo of cornuta, or horned, but

as it does not appear to have been noticed, it is most probable

that this namo was applied on account of the length of the spur

or nectarium only. We allude to the remarkable length of the

segments of the calyx, which appear between the petals some-

what like a pair of cow's horns, particularly the two lowermost

segments, which are bent a little upwards—that is, with respect

to the observer, for with respect to the flower they point down-

wards, this being resupinate or inverted."

Tournefort first mentioned it, and called it Viola pyrenaica,

it being a native of the Pyrenees, but it was also found on

Mount Atlas in Algiers. It was introduced to the Kew Gardens

in 1776 by Dr. Ortega.]

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
NoVEMBKtt 20th.

Floral Committee.—The subjects for examination were very few,

as might be expected from the lateness of tho season. A second-class

certificate was awarded to Ruscus aculeatns with yellow berries, which

was exhibited on a previous occasion by Mr. Shortt, gardener to

Viscount Eversley, at Heckfield; Mr. Shortt having informed the

Committee that several plants had been found in tbe same locality.

The plant is of much interest as a new form of Ruscus, also as a

new variety of a British plant. Mr. Laurence, gardener to the

Bishop of Winchester, Farnham Castle, brought a beautiful speci-

men of Coccocypseluni reflexum, producing very pretty bluish puqde
berries. This is a trailing stove plant, and much admired for the

peculiar colour of its berries. Mr. W. Earley, gardener to Felix

Piyor, Esq., Digswell, brought cut specimens of seedling Begonias ;

one of them, B. pendnla, seemed a desirable variety, but there wa3 too

much similarity. They are useful plants at this time of the year.

From the same exhibitor came also two Iponneas—one, probably a

form of I. quamodit, with small crimson flowers, the other of a light

azure blue, both well-known plants. Messrs. Backhouse, York, sent

Mesiiiopsidium [?] sanguinenm, a small rose-coloured Orchid from

Ecuador ; and from Mr. Salter, Hammersmith, came three seedling

Chrysanthemums, each of which was awarded a first-class certificate.

They were Countess of Warwick, a fine full white flower ; Lady Tal-

fourd, a beautifully formed flower with pale silvery rose incurved
" petals," one of tile most perfect varieties yet raised ; and Faust, a

broad-petalled bronzy chestnut-coloured flower of excellent form.^ Mr.

Salter also exhibited a dark rose-coloured sport of Pompon Cedo Nulli
;

the plant had been badly cultivated—should it prove to be, as it doubt-

less will, as well-formed a flower as its original parent—the white, or

tho golden and brown varieties, it will be a great acquisition. J.

Bateman, Esq., sent cut specimens of Odontoglossum Hallii, but

it seemed to be the opinion of the Committee that that flower was

cither 0. triumphaus or O. gloriosum. A. D. Berringtou, Esq., sent

a cut branched spike of Burlingtonia decora picta. Mr Richards,

gardener to Lord Londcsborough, exhibited a small plant of a Lycaste

of the flava section, much resembling the specimen sent by R. Warner,

Esq., to the last meeting. From Major R. Trevor Clarke came a fine

mass of Hvmenocallis iittoralis grown in a tank among Water Lilies.

Fruit Committee.—To Mr. Rnffett, gardener to Viscountess Palmer-

stou, Brocket! Hall, a special certificate was awarded for eleven dishes

of Apples, among which were very good examples of Cox's Orange
Pippin, Fearn's Pippin, Court of Wick, Margil, Braddiek's Nonpareil,

and Sam Young. From the same exhibitor came also good Chau-

moutel Pears. Mr. Earley, gardener to F. Pryor, K
i

,
Digswell, sent

four dishes of Apples; arid Mr. Cox, Redleaf, Walthara Abbey Seed-

ling and Golden Noble, two excellent kitchen Apples ;
likewise very

good Winter Nelis and Chaumoutel Pears. For very straight and

well-grown Salsafy and Scorzonerft, Mr. Earley received a special cer-

tificate, and a similar award was mailo to him for Earley's Selected

Prize Brussels Sprouts, a very productive stock with stems about 4 feet

in length, and closely set with sprouts. Messrs. Veitch contributed

a most useful exhibition—viz., ten sorts of Celery. These were In-

comparable White, Veitch's Silver White, Paris Dwarf White, Sey-

mour's White, Cole's Crystal White, Solid Red, Hood's Dwarf Red,

New Red, Cole's Defiance Red, and Ivery's Nonsuch Pink. The first

two and the last two were decided to be the best of their respective

colours. Mr. Stewart, gardener to the Rev. W. Vernon Harcourt,

Nnneham Park, sent three kinds of Onions, among which was that

called the Nuneham Park.

Fortnightlt Meetinc—G. F. Wilson, Esq., F.R.S., in the chair.

After the election of three new members and the admission of the

Enniskillen and the Undercliff Horticultural Societies into union, the

Rev. Joshua Dix reported the awards of the Floral Committee, and

made some remarks on the objects exhibited. Mr. WUson performed

a similar task as regards the subjects brought before the Fruit Com-
mittee. He likewise directed attention to a Strawberry-pan sent by
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Mr. William Ingram, gardener to the Duke of Rutland, Belvoir

Castle. Its object is to keep tlie roots of pot Strawberries moist with-

out placing turf on the shelves of the house, or setting the pots in

sanoers of water, the latter proceeding being objectionable, as the

roots are thereby often kept in water. The pan is made to contain

a 32-sized or sis-inch pot, is -1 inches high, and 71 inches in diameter ;

a circular rim 1 inch in height, surrounds the hole in the bottom of the

pan. and on this rini the pot is set, the interval between the sides of

the pot and pan being filled with soil or moist sand. In fact, the pan

acts in the same way as regards moisture, as the jacket of a steam-

engine cylinder does in respect to heat, and if such pans can be ob-

tained at a moderate price they seem well worthy of trial.

Weekly Show, November 2ith.—iix. W. Bartlett, of Shaftesbury

Road, Hammersmith, was awarded a second prize for a collection of

well-grown plants ; and a third prize went to Mr. W. Young, gardener

to R. Barclay, Esq., West Hill, Highgate, for a collection of plants.

To Messrs. W. Cutbush & Son, Highgate, was awarded an extra prize

for a collection of Heaths, also an extra prize for a collection of Chry-

santhemums. Mr. J. Rusk, gardener to the Earl of Abergavenny,

Eridge Castle, Tunbridge Wells, was awarded an extra prize for cut

flowers of Bougainvillaea speciosa. A collection of Selaginellas and

Dracaenas was sent from the Society's garden at Chiswick.

Mr-. W. Young, gardener to R. Barclay. Esq., obtained a second

prize for a collection of fruit; and -Mr. I!. Murcham, gardener to

E. Oates, Esq., Bydorp House, Hauwell, bad a third prize for a

similar collection. An extra prize was awarded to Mr. Hill. Angel

Row, Highgate, for eight sorts of Onions ; and an extra prize to Mr.

W. Young, gardener to R. Barclay, Esq.

effect in the spring, or at any time. By putting on the gnano
in an undiluted form now, it becomes diluted, and thoroughly
incorporated with the soil. The rains will not wash it out of

the reach of the roots. Cocoa-nut refuse, litter, or dry straw,

are famous excluders of cold. It is astonishing how little straw

will defy a temperature of zero. All my Roses (about 1200), are
protected by horse litter, grass, fern, or leaves. If the roots of

Roses are soddened with wet, and a temperature of 5° below zero

occur, that cold will probably kill them.—W. F. Rajiclyffe."]

LATE PEAS—SCARING RABBITS AND
PARTRIDGES

Mr.. Recodd asks if any one has tried Ne Tins Ultra as a

late Pea. I have not, but on July 3rd I sowed two sorts of

Peas—Bedman's Imperial and Prince of Wales—and they have
j

prospered exceedingly well. 1 have gathered from them fre-

quently for a month or five weeks. I gathered :\ dish on No-

vember 9th, and they were as good as could be expected at this

time of year. I expect to have gatherings from the plants until

Christmas if there be no unusually severe weather. I had

them until late in November last season. I also sowed Daniel

O'Rourke on the 17th of July ; the sowing is now in full bloom.

This is a very good variety for standing frost.

I observe that in your Number of November 13th complaint

is made of the depredations of rabbits, pheasants, and par-

tridges among the Cabbage tribe. I planted out a lot of young

Cabbage plants lately, but the rabbits and partridges took very

nearly all in a few nights ; so I have done as I did in spring,

when they were taking all the Scorzonera and Salsafy—I cut a

lot of sticks or rods about 2 feet in length, and tied a piece of

white paper to each, so that it would dangle about 5 or G inches

ong. The effect was magical. The plants have never been

ouched since. I always find that sticking in the rods with

paper on them at short distances over the ground answers as

well as netting.

—

Thomas Hazlitt, Gardiner, (Jul Hull, Wel-

lington, Salop.

MANURING AND MULCHING ROSES.
Mil. Radclyffe recommends using blood manure or guano

as a top or surface dressing for Roses now. I thought you

always said guano should never be used for plants except when
they are in a growing state. Am I correct, or will Roses be the

better from a surface-dressing now of either nitrophocphate or

Peruvian guano, and which do you recommend ? I suppose

2 ozs. to each tree would not be too much. Being a city man
such manures as the above are more convenient to me, if they

would be as beneficial as a mulching, and for keeping frost from

the roots I would use cocoa-nut refuse.

—

Fiied.

[We abide by our opinion, that manure of any kind is most

economically applied when the plant is just about to commence
growth, or is in a growing state. Mulching is for quite another

object ; it is to exclude cold in winter, and drought in summer.

Such is our practice, but we sent your note to Mr. Radclyffe,

and this is his reply :

—

" Nitrophosphate may be put on at any time. Guano (Pe-

ruvian) is a most powerful manure, and the cheapest of all. If

put on in a solid form, I consider winter to be the best time.

People put it on too thickly, and thus corrode, or " burn " the

roots of their plants. One handful of Peruvian guano to a

stable-bucket of water, well stirred, may be put on with good

NOTES ON VARIOUS PLANTS.
Mr. D. Thomson is quite correct about the Viola cornuta.

There is a very inferior variety not hotanically distinct by any
means, but not worthy of cultivation. My experience has
proved beyond doubt that increasing the plant from cuttings

is better than by sowing the seed. The seedlings are not so free-

flowering and are grosser in their foliage, whereas the cut-

tings of nice fresh young shoots are a certainty, if propagated

for the time when wanted. Divisions and old plants will cer-

tainly prove a comparative disappointment. We have dis-

carded this plant years ago in favour of Pansies.

We have also discarded for the same reason the beautiful

yellow Viola, far superior to Viola cornuta in the richness and
clearness of its kind of colour. We always named this V. uni-

flora, but if our name is wrong perhaps Mr. Freeman, of

Knowsley, from whom we had the plant, will be kind enough
to correct us. The habit of this Viola is also much superior.

There is, however, no yellow equal to the Pansy, nor do I

know any purple for summer beds equal to or near the

colour of a Perpetual Purple Pansy. The old Blue is not so

good for purposes of this sort, as the sun blanches the colour,

but we have a new race coming on with substance sufficient to

meet this difficulty. It should at the same time be borne in

mind that the plants must be propagated for the particular

time of blooming. We have, indeed, found that by occasionally

taking out the old shoots the young ones rise up in the

ribbon ruws and become a clear mass of colour in a few days,

instead of the old shoots falling down and becoming weedy.

Tagetes signata purnila is a useful necessity, but will never

replace our loss in the Calceolaria. It blooms late, and many
ladies object to its bad odour. Its colour appears to be

better in the French gardens than with us—perhaps from the

sun bringing the plant sooner into bloom—a hint which I

intend to put in practice next spring by giving the plants

some forcing before turning out. I obtained the seed3 of this

at Messrs. Vilmorin's live or six years ago, who, if I remem-
ber correctly, informed me that it was a selection from the

older variety, which is proved in the better one by a strong

shoot occasionally starting up.

Your readers must be pretty well tired of Iresine Herbstii,

and a little more practice with" less selfishness would be more
praiseworthy in some of your correspondents ; but I fear the

best management in some places will not induce this plant to

show its colour clearly or make it lively. Our place is very

wide, and while the plant was very passable at one spot, in

another it gave the mixture a dead look ; and such was the

case in most places which I have seen.

I must say your planting correspondent (page 364), was too

hard on "A. D.'s" instructive notice in the "Florist and

Pomologist." I can bear " A. D." out that it is seldom safe

to plant before the middle of the last week in May or first

week in June. On the morning of May 25th, 1865, we had

two beds of Lady Middleton Pelargonium so very much injured

that they were of little use for the season. Covering would

have been a difficulty, as each bed contained upwards of seven

hundred plants. The difference between an inland place and

one near the sea, like Chester, is that the atmosphere of the

latter is not so much affected by the late daybreak frosts which

we so often experience in May.

—

Visdicatob.

WELLLNGTONIA GIGANTEA.
I\- 1862 we transplanted about ninety plants, varying from

6 to 14 feet in height. These were all growing in heavy clay

soil, and were consequently moved with tine large balls. 1865

being a dry, hot season, they did not make much progress.

No. 1 was 14 feet high ; in 1863 it was 15 feet, in 1864 18 feet,

in 18ii5 21 feet 6 inches, and to-day, November 14th, 1866, it

is 24 feet 6 inches high. The others have done equally well.

Some of them have even grov.n 4 feet 2 inches in one year.
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In 1864 wo transplanted about 120 trees varying from 2 to

10 feet in height. These were all growing on rock, so hard that

it made quite a job for the blacksmith. I am pleased to say

they have all done remarkably well. In 1865 wo only removed
about a dozen, from 11 to 18 feot high, but with equally good
results, except in one case, which I can easily account for, as

the tree had been growing in light gravel, and had some large

tap roots, so that in attempting to remove it all the ball was
broken, bit this is the only plant I have lost in all my ex-

perience.

We have had Wellingtonias in most kinds of soil, some
growing in strong clay, others in light vegetable soil, some in

peat, others in leaf mould ; but in no soil with which I am
acquainted does the Wollingtonia succeed so well as in a good

loamy clay, with about one-third loam, and not too much
moisture. Wellingtonias growing in soil of this description,

with a favourable aspect, will more than realise any expectation

that may be formed of them, and will transplant as well as, if

not better than, Aucuba japonica, which every gardener knows
to be easily managed as regards transplanting; but, doubtless,

a good result is greatly dependant on the kind of soil in which
they are growing.

I may state that we have about 700 Wellingtonias, all planted

out, varying from 1 foot up to 24 feet inches iu height. I

am pleased to say we have one with cones containing good
seed. We have had hundreds of cones in former years, but
no good seed.—P. Davie, Gardener to the Marquis of llunthj,
' >rt m Hall.

CONIFERS AT LILLESDEN,
IIAV.KHURST, KENT.

Judging from my own feelings when reading the excellent

articles from Mr, Robson's pen on the species of Conifers
at Linton Park, I conclude that any information relating to

that tribe of plants will be read with interest and benefit :

therefore, I offer a few remarks ou the Conifers growing at

this place. The collection is limited to about thirty species,

and as some have only been recently planted, I shall confine

my remarks to established plants, showing the effects arising

from the different soils and situations in which they are placed,

which in many instances are far from satisfactory. Our place

being new, I have no fine specimens to boast of, but many
promise to become very handsome.

Abies Douglasii.—Of this we have several trees, the highest

10 feet. Some, planted in a soft loamy soil resting on sand-

stone, thrive and keep their colour well ; while others, planted

in a poor, undrained soil resting on a layer of clay and another
of gravel, make very slow and uneven growth, lose their colour

and much of their foliage in winter, and in exposed places be-

come much disfigured by the wind.
Araucaria imbricata, the highest 14 feet. This does not

do well in our wet soil, but where planted in deep loamy ground,

or on mounds f tue same material mixed with sandstone, it is

giving great satisfaction.

Cedrus df.od.uia.—There are about seventy distributed over

the pleasure grounds in different soils, in which they all appear
to thrive ; but those in wet soil make a more slender growth,

causing them to suffer from strong winds. Three of them,
planted in a soil of a dark loamy character mixed with a good
portion of ironstone, are yearly becoming more erect iu habit,

shorter in growth, and darker in foliage, nearly like a distinct

variety.

Ccpressus Lawsoniana is doing well in both heavy and light

loamy soil, and promises to become one of the greatest orna-
ments to the pleasure ground. Its seeding so freely is a check
to its growth, but the cones are considered a great ornament by
my employer. It stands the wind well.

Picea cephalonica and pinsapo are growing in a heavy rich

soil on a gravelly bottom, and are very pretty plants of about
10 feet in height. They are quite exposed.

Picea Weisbiana is doing badly in a rather yellow sandy soil

of some depth. It is stunted and unhealthy, while younger
plants in a more favourable soil are making rapid growth.
Pincs austriaca does not bear the wind well, neither does it

make much progress in the wet soil in which it is placed.

Pints insignis.—Here we have plants standing in a wet and
heavy undrained soil, the foliage nearly battered to pieces every
winter by the wind, in consequence of the growth being made
so late in the season ; while others of the same species, planted
in a loamy soil with a sandstone bottom, and as much exposed
as the former, thrive amazingly, and are not in the least de-

gree affected by the wind. They are 1 handsome specimens, the
highest about 'Ao feet.

Pints kxi-klsa is planted also in a wet soil, in which it makes
a too slender growth, and late in the season. This is also in-
jured by the wind.

Taxodium sempervirens.—Hero we have four plants on an
island, in one of the wettest and poorest soils we have. They
thrive admirably, having made a growth of 2 feet inches this
season, and they are 28 feet high. They appear to stand the
wind well.

Tnujorsis boeealis.—This is planted in a loamy soil in a
sheltered situation, which evidently suits it, from the free
growth and good colour which the plant exhibits.
Wellingtonia oigantea.—Too much cannot be said in praise

of this stately Conifer. We possess many plants in various
soils, and those in the wettest portion make a more slender growth
than others more favoured ; but with that exception they are
all that one can wish. The highest plant is 17 feet high ; and
the next, 14 feet in height, perfect in shape, and much ad-
mired ; it made a growth of 2 feet this season.

—

Thomas Record,
Gardener.

PROGRESS OF HORTICULTURE IX CANADA
EAST.

I noticed in The Journal of Horticulture for the last

week in July, an article entitled " Horticultural Progress in the
United States and Canada," taken from the Canada Farmer.
Now, with all due respect for that periodical, I beg to dissent

in no small degree from the writer of the article in question.
I readily admit that much remains to be done before we can
attain perfection in horticulture ; but to give such pre-emi-
nence to the Americans for their taste iu floriculture is what we
of Lower Canada cannot allow, and that because they choose to

print some flaming advertisement about some novelty, which
(thanks to The Journal of Horticulture for our information),
is probably, if worth anything, already in Canada. As an in-

stance, the Cyanophyllum ruagnificum was advertised in the
American catalogues at the enormous sum of 26 dols., or a
trifle over £5 sterling, while we Canadians very quietly im-
ported it from England for the modest sum of 3s. (jd. Doubt-
less, iu a pomological point of view, they are our superiors,
which seems to be the sum total of the aforesaid writer's idea
of horticulture. Their climate and season are extremely fa-

vourable for fruit-growing, neither of which advantages do we
possess, having ODly five mouths in which to perform all our
out-door operations, the other seven bearing a strong resem-
blance to the same months in the Arctic regions. Moreover,
when we consider that not more than twenty years have elapsed
since horticulture was mooted in this locality by a stranger
visiting Quebec for the first time, it would scarcely be credited

;

and I safely say now, that as regards taste in floral display,

the ancient capital yields to none on this side of the Atlantic.

The great number of prizes annually awarded to us will amply
testify to the quality, and many of the leading English and
French nurserymen can tell of the large orders of new plants,

&c, which they forward to us.

Had the writer confined his remarks to Upper Canada, there
would have been a fair amount of truth in his statement. If

he ever stood in the magnificent Crystal Palace where the Mon-
treal Horticultural Society hell their annual Exhibition in

1862, and again iu the spacious Victoria Skating Rink in 1866,
he might there judge whether progress was perceptible. He
might there have seen Dahlias and Hollyhocks which would have
been no discredit to a Regent's Park or Crystal Palace Show.
Black Hamburgh, Alicante, Lady Downe's, and Muscat of Alex-
andria Grapes, which might have graced a royal board ; Peaches,
Nectarines, Apples, Pears, Plums, and Figs of the first water.
With regard to vegetables there was left nothing more to be
desired. Upwards of one thousand greenhouse and stove plants
were there, their healthy appearance giving abundant evidence
of careful and superior cultivation. Among the stove plants

might have been seen superb specimens of the newest Begonias,
Caladiums, Gymnogramma chrysophylla, Pteris tricolor, Cyano-
phyllums, Dracaenas. Cycads, Marantas, and many other new
and interesting plants.

Did he ever visit the greenhouses of Quebec or Montreal
during the winter and spring months '.' If he did he must
have failed to notice the dense masses of bloom which they
presented, well-grown Camellias, Azaleas, Acacias, &c, among
which may be found almost as fine specimens as can be met
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with in England, notwithstanding that the thermometer often
descends to 36° below zero.

Again, if he had walked through the various flower gardens
in our neighbourhood, and seen the taste displayed in planting,
and the excellent quality of the bedding stuff (thanks again to
The Journal of Horticulture for keeping us up to the scratch
in this respect) he might have exclaimed with J. Jay Smith,
editor »f the •' American Horticulturist," who visited Quebec in
1819 for the express purpose of noting the progress of horti-
culture there, " Well, well, we had no conception of this ; why,
one can almost fancy oneself translated to some stately well-
kept domain in England." And were that gentleman to visit
Quebec now he might pass a still higher encomium, inasmuch
as many of our places have undergone a thorough renovation
since that time, to meet the requirements of the present im-

proved system of bedding out. We can count almost all of the
newest bedding Pelargoniums in our collections, including
Mrs. Pollock and Sunset, many of the new Hoses, Verbenas,
Petunias, Pansies, Dahlias, Hollyhocks (albeit the very cream
of the catalogues), Coleus, which by the way grows to immense
bushes with us when planted but, Centaurea, Cerastium, &c.

I fear that I have trespassed on your space, yet I cannot
look on these few rambling remarks in any other light than as
an act of justice to the gentlemen of Lower Canada, who vie
with each other in a spirit of friendly rivalry in the adornment
of their conservatories and grounds, as well as to the English
people, who might otherwise remain in ignorance of the true
state of things here ; and I doubt much if brother Jonathan
could not take a wrinkle from the bullfrogs without losing caste.
—John Paxton, Gardener, Woodfield, Quebec, Ctwada East.

DINNER-TABLE DECORATION.

S3IALL TABLE FOR TWELVE DISHES OF DESSERT, A LA F.USSE.

In dinner-table decorations rapid strides have been made
during the past few years, affording proof that all ladies and

gentlemen are fond of flowers, and there are but very few gar-

deners who are not equally fond of the beautiful plants and
flowers which decorate our houses and flower gardens.

Many gardeners are musicians, all honour to such, I like

music myself ; and some are poets. It has been said that the

person who has no liking for either flowers, music, or poetry,

is not a fit subject for existence. All three have their charms,

and happy must that person be who takes pleasure in all of

them. I once knew a person, the chief of a kitchen garden,

who had quite an aversion to flowers, and year after year a

small piece of his domain was trespassed upon for new Ver-

benas, and other plants for trial. This non-lover of flowers at

last became so exasperated that he exclaimed, "I suppose

they mean to eat flowers." Truly, that man was very much to

be pitied. Dinner-table decoration would, I should think, be

out of his vocabulary altogether.

Well, as I said "before, rapid strides have been made in

dinner-table decoration, and the prevailing fashion now is, to

have a border of flowers all round the dessert-table, which when
well arranged has a most charming effect.

The following rough sketch will give a slight idea to those

who may not have tried dinner-table decoration on so large a

scale.

Having plenty of

tins, we have some-
times made the whole
chain, thus— but I

think the appearance
is too heavy, and too

much of the table is occupied.

The semicircles and squares are all separate, and are made
of tin, and painted of a bright green. The tins should be

from 1 to 1} inch across, tapering in width to each end, and
about three-quarters of an inch deep. They will answer either

for round or oblong tables. When very long tables are required,

straight tins about a foot or 15 inches long, of the same depth
and width, are very useful. When a sufficient number is de-

cided upon, they should be filled nearly full with sand, and
made tolerably moist, after which they are ready for the flowers.

In choosing flowers for candle-light decoration, bright-

coloured ones should be used as much as possible, avoiding
yellows, purples, and blues. If scarlet is employed for the top

and bottom, and for the two flanks, lighter colours can be used
between. For the squares, nothing looks prettier by daylight

than the lovely Forget-me-not, which is sure to please the
ladies. For the outside border in the tins, the leaves of the
Oak-leaf Pelargonium are very useful, and they may be had in

use all the year round. Fern fronds are very pretty, but too

good to be cut in large quantities.

When flowers begin to be less plentiful, the fruit of various
shrubs may be used with good result, and the most effective are

those of the " Pyracantha," to which I promised to refer. This
fruit will take the place of the Scarlet Pelargoniums, and will

last a long time if kept moderately moist. Then there is

the Alpine Strawberry, which is a very pretty substitute for

flowers, besides several varieties of Crata-gus, Snowberries,

Cotoneasters, Solannms, Capsicums, Arbutus, the fruit from
the Sweet Briar, Juniper, &c. For a change, the top and
bottom tins might have a mixture of fruit, when the acorns of

our brave old Oaks maybe used very appropriately, and for the

square tins some varieties of Crabs or small Apples will be
found useful.

Generally, most flowers and fruits look best when surrounded
with their own foliage.

I shall be very glad to have the opinion of your correspon-

dents on this subject, when, perhaps, some other useful

things may be recommended which may have escaped my
notice, and which would be to the advantage of all who are in

any way interested in dinner-table decoration.

—

John Perkins,
Thornham Hall, Eye.
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EXPERIMENTS IN POTATO CULTURE.
I beg to direct your attention to the accompanying report

from tlio Kilkenny Moderator of the (ith inat. Since its appear-

ance I was requested to examine the crop of Potatoes alluded

to, and it is with much pleasure that I find myself in a position

to corroborate tho statement made with reference to the sound-

ness of that crop.

Mr. Butler informed mo that in raising these Potatoes his

mode of procoduro was to select seed from somo of tho old

varieties, noted for their tendency to resist the blight—such as

tho Skerry Blue—and to select from tho produce of that seed,

seedlings which he found to ho perfectly free from disease, from
which he again saved tho seed and raised other varieties, which
he found to possess still more vigour and less liability to disease.

I may here observe that nearly all tho varieties he found
capable of resisting the disease are dark-skinned. I cannot
vouch for the correctness of the theory upon which he bases bis

success, but I can do so for the success which has attended his

efforts to raise a crop of Potatoes perfectly free from disease, and
which will yield a much greater weight per acre than any other

crop that I have seen in this neighbourhood during the present
season.—H. M'Candless, Kilkenny, October 30, 1866.

" Within the past few days, having been in the country, and
lamenting to an agricultural friend the difference presented in

the aspect of the Potato fields at this season now and that which
they were accustomed to present some twenty years since, when
the stalks used to be green and flourishing, and loaded not
only with leaves, but with blossoms or apples, we were sur-

prised at receiving the information that we might, by making
a slight detour in our homeward journey, behold exactly the
same state of things at the present moment on the lands of John
Butler, Esq., Maiden Hall. We accordingly proceeded to test

the truth of this information, and actually beheld the pheno-
menon ! We entered a field, near the old Castle of Annamult,
in which we found the Potato stalks flourishing, green, and
fresh, and just as we remember having seen them all over the
country in the month of October in the olden time ; and look-

ing to the adjoining fields, to the extent of some four acres,

similar appearances presented themselves. The recollection

was at once suggested of the days when sportsmen going par-
tridge shooting through Potato fields lost sight of their dogs,
from the animals being totally covered in the luxuriant foliage

of the vigorous stalks ; whereas in these modern and woefully
degenerate days there is usually not a Potato stalk, to say
nothing of a leaf or blossom, existing on the surface of the
ground, and the dogs and sportsmen have as open a country
before them as if they were passing through a fallow. But
the question was, How came these things to pass at Maiden
Hall?
Mr. Butler happened to be at hand, and politely gave us all the

information we required. He has been for years engaged in
working out and putting to tangible proof the theory of the re-

vivification of the Potato, from the growing of seedlings ; and he
has on his land the plants of all ages. In bis garden are the
first year's seedlings, and the second and third years' growths.
In his fields are the Potatoes of four and five years' growth,
and we believe some of still more advanced age ; an acre or
lesser portion of land being devoted to a different variety, which
all came first from one single speck of seed grown in his garden.
And all these varieties of new seed, except one only, present
the vigorous stalks, the green leaves, the gay blossoms, or the
bunches of apples with which we were familiar in the days gone
by, but which have so long vanished from the land. Even the
one new variety which we saw withered away in the stalks like

the ordinary old Potatoes in the neighbourhood, however, when
partially dug for our inspection, did not turn out a single dis-

eased tuber. The tubers of the numerous varieties which re-

joiced in the brilliantly green stalks and leaves were all, we need
scarcely say, entirely free from the slightest appearance of the
black plague spot. One field was so planted as to afford at a
glance the most convincing proof of the superiority of the newly
raised varieties of Potato to the old kind in common use amongst
our farmers. The sowing bad been made in alternate strips,

under old and new kinds of Potatoes, of different seeds ; and an
alternate patch of green and of fallow-like land accordingly was
presented to the eye. First there was a strip of land under
Scotch Downs—the Potato, perhaps, in most general use in the
surrounding district. Mr. Butler directed a portion of a drill,

taken at random, to be dug in our presence, and amongst the
produce the occurrence of a diseased tuber was very frequent.
The next strip was of one of his new varieties, a mottled pink

and white coloured tuber. A similar portion of a drill of theBe
was dug, and not a single ' black ' Potato made its appearance,
Next came a strip of Belgian Potatoes, which had been warranted
by the porson from whom the seed bad been bought to be ' free
from disease,' but when now put to tho test, by digging a portion
of a drill, the ' blacks,' although not so numerous as amongst
the Scotch Downs, soon began to manifest their presence.
Again camo another strip of the Potatoes grown from Mr.
Butler's seedlings, and here the result again was totally different,

as not a single diseased tuber turned up in digging. A more
practical or convincing test could scarcely be applied than these
alternate diggings of the seedling varieties and the old or im-
ported kinds, throughout the large field in which they were thus
grown in patches. Of the quality of the tubers of several of

the now varieties as food we are also enabled to speak, having
been kindly permitted to judge of them in a cooked state, and
we must say the result of our investigation in that respect was
equally satisfactory. Some were not quite sufficiently ripe for

present digging, but all, without exception, were most excellent
Potatoes, and vastly superior to the general run of the varieties

which our city market ordinarily supplies.
" Thus we consider that we have ample warrant for declar-

ing not merely the possibility, but the actual facility, which
our agriculturists have of producing a Potato crop all over the
country fully revivified, and free from the taint of the disease."—(Irish Farmers' Gazette).

NOTES AND GLEANINGS
The guarantee fund for the Exhibition of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society at Bury St. Edmunds, in 1867, amounted last

week to £1005.
Mr. D. T. Fish, writing in the Bury and Norwich Post, says,

" No mere money prizeE, although on this occasion they will

be liberal, have such an attractive power as gold or silver cups,

or other prizes in kind : therefore from the Royal Horticultural

Society downwards I hope cups will be given. The local So-

cieties in East Anglia are ready to follow suit with cups for

their special favourites. We have already the promise of five

guineas from Woodbridge for Picotees. Doubtless they will

readily change their guineas into a silver cup if desired ; and
it is almost equally certain that Ipswich, Cambridge, Norwich,
Eye, Ice., will each present their cups. Then there are the

boroughs in East Anglia. Bury will no doubt take the lead
;

Ipswich, Cambridge, Sudbury, Thetford, Norwich, &c, will

follow. Other large towns, such as Stowmarket, Newmarket,
&c, ought to be represented by their cups. The borough and
county members would join in this graceful service to the con-

stituency and the county ; and this is an object in which all

parties might combine. I will receive subscriptions for the

Suffolk gardeners' cup, in postage stamps and money orders.

To allow as many as possible to join in this prize, I suggest

that the subscriptions do not exceed 5s. per gardener."

Slate rock is ground to a fine powder, says the Builder,

and in that state mixed with mastic or any bituminous sub-

stance to the consistency of a thick paint, in which condition it

is applied to canvas, cloth, paper, felt, or any similar substance,

for roofing and other purposes. This is doubtless the " elastic

slate" of which we have already heard from America. It soon

hardens, and by the action of the elements, or by means of

chemical action within itself, becomes, it is said, so indurated

as to be almost as impervious to the action of fire or water as

slate itself, though considerably less brittle. It has been ap-

plied as cement for cisterns, tanks, cellar floors, leaky hydrants,

pipes, and pumps. Ink-stands have been made of it while in a

plastic state, which have become as hard as stone. It has also

been applied as a cheap paint to outbuildings and fences.

All vegetable productions seem to be on a gigantic scale

in California, the native country of the Wellingtonia. We
have recorded the size of some, and have read of more of the

huge dimensions of the fruits and vegetables produced there,

and now we are told that the largest Grape Vine in the world is

there. The Alta Californian newspaper says that this Vine is

at Monticito, four miles from Santa Barbara. " Its dimensions

and yield would be incredible, were it not that my informant is

a man of veracity, and speaks from personal observation. It

is a single Vine, the main stock being 10 feet in circumference.

It is trained upon a trellis CO feet in diameter. My informant,

with another person, counted seven thousand bunches, and the

estimated yield was 18,000 lbs. of fruit
!

"
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WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

The heavy autumn rains have probably retarded the progress
of trenching and other ground operations ; the present weather
offers abundant opportunities for continuing such work. The
garden by this time should be freed from all unnecessary and
exhausted vegetable matter, and put generally in a clean and
orderly state. Asparagus, the beds, if not already attended to,

should be manured and dressed for the winter, and a portion
taken up far forcing-purposes. Articliokes (Globe), must be
protected with a coating of leaves ; a very considerable store
of the same material should be collected for lining hotbeds. A
good stock of roots should always be kept at hand in the vege-
table-shed; Carrots, Turnips, Jerusalem Artichokes, Horse-
radish, Beet, Scorzonera, and Salsafy should be kept in readi-
ness for use. If the vegetable-shed is, as it ought to be,
several feet below the ground level, and has a close-fitting door,
the above-named vegetables may be merely laid in heaps. If,

however, they are likely to shrivel, store them in layers of clean
sand. Let all the remaining Cabbage plants still in the seed-
beds be pricked out forthwith. If time will permit, Rhubarb,
Sea-kale, and Horseradish may be planted now instead of in
spring. In all cases be sure to trench deeply and loosen the
bottom of the trench. As many Lettuces and Endive as pos-
sible should be transplanted into frames where they may be at
least protected from rain. Shutters thatched with reed or
straw should be prepared for the protection of Endive, Parsley,
&C, in snowy weather.

FRUIT GARDES.
Figs against walls will require some protecting material

placed over them, more especially in the midland aud northern
counties. Some wall trees, as Pears, Plums, and Cherries, are
often attacked by scale, in which case the infested trees should
be well washed with a mixture of soft soap, tobacco water, and
lime ; half a pint of spirits of turpentine may be added to
each four gallons of the mixture when they are much infested.
The lime is added to give consistence to the mixture, and to
show that no parts of the trees are missed in dressing. Let
this be applied during dry weather, if possible, that it may re-
main on for some time, aud before the trees are nailed. Goose-
berry, Currant, and Raspberry priming and planting should be
in progress. An adequate quantity of cuttings of the first two
should be put in every season to provide for possible losses.
Examine fruit-stores often, and remove all fruit which exhibits
any symptoms of decay.

FLOWER GARDEN.
The more tender kinds of Roses are found in some places to

be injured by the late frosts
; protection should, therefore, be

applied at once to such plants as are yet safe. Also procure
without delay the stock of Briars for budding upon next year,
for unless they are planted before spring they seldom furnish
strong shoots for early budding. The late frosts have given
the final coup to the declining beauty of the flower garden.
Accustomed to the gay embellishments of the summer flowers,
we are naturally offended at the barren appearance presented
by the stricken beds. If the endeavour be made to repair, in
a degree, the lately banished effect, the utmost caution should
be used in selecting subjects for the purpose. Any attempt at
" make believe " caunot fail to prove offensive to the discrimi-
nating eye of taste. I have seen coloured glass aud painted
stones duly set in Box-edged beds, and lamented over mutilated
evergreens, shorn of their fair proportions for the same ill-

judged purpose. If the beds are now filled with spring- flower-
ing plants, a regular cleaning up of grass and gravel walks
should take place, in order that the whole may have a neat ap-
pearance during the winter. If the walks are much soiled a
surfacing of fresh gravel should be spread over the principal
ones in connection with the flower garden, which will keep up
a degree of freshness at a season when good keeping and neat-
ness are the only equivalents for floral beauty that can be
offered. Finer weather could not be desired for planting ever-
greens, &c, than we have had lately. This sort of work should
be in active progress. The clearing of all decaying matters
from the borders should be unremittingly followed up. It is

rather soon, generally speaking, for Rose-pruning, but the
operation may be performed on some. Transplanting may be
done with safety. Protect the roots of all transplanted Rose
trees with sawdust or wood ashes. A little care may preserve
Chrysanthemums, particularly those trained against a wall,
for some time ; the simple protection of a mat will ward off

the excess of frost likely to injure them. Take up and store

Marvel of Peru and Salvia patens if not already done, and
finish planting bulbs and Anemones.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.
Forcing-houses and pits will very soon require to be kept in

full activity to supply the constant demand that will be made
on them for plants in bloom. Care must, however, be taken
before plants are removed to sitting-rooms, to gradually harden
them for two or three days, either by placing them in the
conservatory or intermediate-house. In addition to keeping
the conservatory gay with blooming plants, let the arrange-
ment of the house be occasionally changed by grouping the
plants somewhat differently, and adding a few Btriking ones,
as some of the hardiest Palms, &c, for effect. Pay attention
to the plants intended for succession-blooming; Azaleas,
Rhododendrons, Eranthemums, Justicias, Luculias, Cape Jas-
mines, Euphorbias, aud Epiphyllums, for forcing, should be
in readiness when wanted. Narcissus, Hyacinths, &c, should
bo proti.-vj by a frame; when they begin to grow remove the
plunging material down to the surface of the pots to prevent
them rouiiug upwards. With the assistance of a garden frame,
and some stable-manure or tan to furnish a gentle heat, the
Hyacinth may be had in flower at Christmas, and with a good
stock of bulbs the display may be kept up till April or May.
For early flowering the bulbs should be planted early in Sep-
tember, those to flower in spring should be planted during the
months of October, November, and December. The best pots
are five-inch (48's) for one bulb, and six or seven-inch (3'2's

and 2-1's) for three bulbs. It may be well to add that three
roots grown together in one pot produce a much finer effect

than single bulbs. The soil used for potting should be as

rich as possible, such as one-half fresh loam cut from a pasture,

with the turf decayed in it, and well-decomposed cow or horse-
manure, with a small portion of clean sand intermixed. U,
however, this soil cannot be obtained, then the lightest and
richest at command must be employed instead. Fill the pots
lightly with the prepared compost, and place the bulb upon the
surface, slightly pressing it into the soil. After giving the
newly-planted bulbs a liberal watering, set the pots out of doors
on a place where perfect drainage is secured, and cover them
with about a foot of old tan, ashes, leaf soil, or any light

material. After remaining there for a month or five weeks
the bulbs will be sufficiently rooted to render it safe to remove
them to a gentle bottom heat of about 55°, introducing the pots

in numbers proportionate to the demand at intervals of about
a fortnight. In forcing Hyacinths the amateur should be care-

ful not to allow the roots to penetrate the fermenting material.

A sitting-room window forms a suitable situation for Hyacinths
while in bloom. Mignonette and Neapolitan Violets will re-

quire abundance of light and air to keep them from damping.
As, with the exception of forced plants, most others are now
in an inactive state, the temperature of plant-houses should
fall to the minimum point consistent with the safety of their

iumates. Nothing can well be worse for the development of a

healthy vigorous habit in plants than subjecting them to a

high temperature at the present season, when light, so impor-

tant to the healthy action of vegetable life, caunot accompany
it. When Achimenes and Gloxinias are required to bloom
early, a few pots may be soon started by plunging them in a

little bottom heat. Every decaying leaf should now be in-

stantly removed from the houses.

COLD PITS AND FRAMES.

Abundance of air must be continued as long as possible,

avoiding, however, the least wet. As long as the weather con-

tinues mild, and a temperature above .32° can be maintained,

give air night as well as day.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK
Until the 19th and 20th the flower garden still presented

attractions. In sheltered places, or on elevated beds, Helio-

tropes were still in bloom, after the more succulent Dahlias

had been blackened
;
yellow Calceolarias were almost as fine

as in the showery weather of September ; Salvia fnlgens was a

mass of bright scarlet ; and Chrysanthemums of various kinds

were very attractive. The frosts have made wrecks of most of

these now ; and after taking out the sticks which have been

used for supports, we shall cut all of the most vigorous and

rampant growers into two or three lengths with an old scythe,

and then all these remains of the flower-beds, which, where

they are, will soon become offensive in mild weather, will

mix up with mowings, sweepings, leaves, &c, to make pre-
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paratory hotbeds, of a slight boating character, for various pur-

poses ; as wo rind that everything that will heat by decom-
position must be made to yield that heat for some useful pur-

pose before it is thoroughly rotten and no more heat can be
obtained from it.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Before the frost cnine took off a two-light box from a bed

that had been used for Cucumbers ; and as tho frame and bed
had sunk too level for the winter's sun, took out the earth,

turned over the half-decayed material below, adding a little

more litter, and raising the bed much higher at the back, so as

to give the frame a rather steep inclination to the south when set

on the bed again. Filled the inside to within a foot of the top
of the frame with half-decayed leaves, and then with G inches
of soil, trod it nil over, levelled it, and sowed with Radishes
to succeed those protected in the open ground. Those fresh

sown being now in the seed-leaf will require light, and air too
in all suitable weather, to prevent their becoming drawn up
weakly. All crops that are cool may be kept covered up for

a time in bad weather ; but whenever artificial heat is applii 'I.

all the light passible must also be given, or the plants will

suffer from the stimulus imparted to mere oxtension, without
being able to obtain the means for consolidating (heir tissues.

We have seen Radishes grown on a slight hotbed destroyed as
to the stubby beauty of their appearance, from being shut and
covered up in severe stormy snowy weather for three days,
whilst those in the open ground with a rough frame thrown
over them, and kept from the light for three weeks, were, when
uncovered, just as fresh as when they were covered up. Twice
or thrice in our experience, in severe weather, we have had
Cauliflower under hand-lights, just after the ground was
crusted and the leaves of the plants a little hardened with
frost, covered up from four to six weeks, night and day, and
after this long enforced sleep the plants looked just as they
would have done had they passed the usual hours of one
winter's night under such protection. Their safety and ulti-

mate hardiness consisted in the dormant state in which they
were kept, and the absence of all stimulus to extension.

Asparagus.—Prom just such another bed as was used for
Radishes took out the soil, and raised the frame at back a foot
higher to give it more [slope. Turned over the old hotbed,
adding enough of grass and leaves to raise the bed to the
greater height of the frame at back

;
put in 4 inches of half-

decayed leaves and 1 inch of soil, and on that packed the
lifted roots of Asparagus, placing them so that the frame
should be pretty well filled, with the crowns close together

;
put

a little fine soil over all. watered with warm water, and then
covered with 2 or 3 inches of leaf mould left loose, and put the
sashes on. The turning of the bed and the addition of a littlo

fresh material have yielded a nice mild heat, such as forced
Asparagus delights in. Light will be of little consequence for
this crop until the shoots are 2 or 3 inches in length. Put a
nice piece of Mint, tc, in a corner. Such a two-light box well
packed will hold a large quantity of roots from the open air,

and will yield in proportion a great amount of cutting.
Rhubarb and Sea-kale.—Made a small hotbed in a corner of

the Mushroom-house, from 12 to 15 inches deep, and on that
placed roots of Rhubarb with good balls, and a number of pots
filled with the roots of Sea-kale well packed together. We

|

prefer at present to havo these roots in pots when placed in
the Mushroom-house, as we can thus have it iu our power to

|

hurry on or retard the cutting. What is rather singular as
!

respects Rhubarb, we find that the large-growing kinds come
earliest when forced at this season, though several of the
smaller kinds produce much the earliest in the open air. To
have forced Rhubarb green, and to have Rhubarb and Sea-kale
in the simplest way t>y a hotbed, and a close wooden box, see a
recent Number.

Cauliflower.—Took up a nice lot with balls, and turned them
into an earth-pit, where they can have the protection of some
old sashes, and where they would do well if we could keep
marauders from them. The very first night the Cauliflowers
were in their new quarters a rat left his leg behind him in a
trap, and that the poor thing had gnawed through with his
teeth to get off. Nearly fifty have been trapped in about a
month, and still they come.

MuthrooTttrhouse.—Earthed down a second piece, and sur-
rounded the spawn heap out of doors with some mowings from
the lawn and litter, as it was becoming too cold, though the
spawn was running. We are now needing much a good quan-
tity of tree leaves for all such heating purposes, but the high
winds have carried Elm and Beech leaves far beyond our juris-

diction, and Oak leaves have not yet fallen sufficiently here
to make it worth while to collect them.
Tho Cjief work, whilst the ground was hard and dry, was

wheeling manure and compost, as it is always important in
doing work not to make work. In places where manure was
wanted, and the ground not cleared, heaps were mado, so that
the work could be done at any suitable time, and no necessity
involved of wheeling on the walks. A barrow should never be
seen on a walk unless as an absolute necessity. In bad weather
the wheel cuts the walks up, and renders future work necessary
to put them right, and in fine weather the wheels leave their
marks behind them, and t'-:us do away with the ideas of pri-
vacy and high-keeping. When much wheeling is done from a
soft heap, a little long litter thrown down will keep tho wheels
of the barrow clean at starting, and thus avoid future brushing
up

;
but this simple expedient, if not insisted on, will run a

good chance of being neglected nine times out of ten.

FECIT GARDEN.
Much the same as iu tho previous week as to Strawberry-

plants in pots for forcing ; as they are now chiefly out of doors
we threw some dry litter all over them, as after such mild and
wet weather they would have been easily injured by frost.

They would have been under protection long ago, but we had
no place to put them iu at liberty, except earth-pits, where we
could keep frost from them well enough, but where last season
we suffered woefully from rats, having had to wheel away
barrowloads that had not a vestige of an eye or a bud left. We
think we must try and house them in the orchard-house, though
that is scarcely ready. We have found they are safer on the
open ground protected as above, than in any earth pit, for the
very appearance of protection seems to bring rats and mice
to them. A good many will be placed in frames now empty, as
soon as we can obtain a few leaves merely to make the plants
semew!.:at warmer than they would be outside, and that will be
a good preparation for placing them afterwards in houses.

ORNAMENTAL DEPARTMENT.
The frost has not yet been severe enough to stop transplant-

ing and planting, but our chief worfi has been clearing up, and
taking the now unsightly materials from flower-beds.

Housing Plants.—By the 18th we managed to have nearly all

tender plants, except Calceolarias, in quarters where, in very
severe weather, a little fire heat could be applied. This has
enabled us to set some old sashes at liberty, which will come in
for such things as mentioned above, and" for early Potatoes,
when we can obtain something a little warm to place beneath
them. This moving of the plants, besides saving time in pro-
tection, prevents the losses that are apt to lake place from
damping in cold pits and cold frames in winter.

Pusiti, n of Plants.—Where there are numbers of houses all

thought on this subject may be reduced to a minimum, but the
matter is of importance where only one house is employed
for ornamental purposes. Then plants that will stand most
air and most cold should be set as far apart as possible from
those requiring more heat. Thus Cape Heaths, New Holland
Acacias, at least a good portion of those grown in greenhou.es,
will bear a rather free current of air, if it ranges from 35° to
40°, and so would Andersonias, Beaufortias, Camellias, Casu-
arina, Clianthus, Coronilla, Cytisus, Dolichos, Eugenia, Lep-
tospermum, Metrosideros, Myoporum, Psoralen. I'ulleiiaa, ,tc,
whilst such families of plants as follow* should stand at the op-
posite end of the house, so as to have no direct current of air
beating on them at that temperature, but enjoy an average
temperature of little less than 45' :—Chorozema, Podolobium,
Platylobium, Gastrolobium, Gompholobiurn, &e., Kennedya,
Leschenaultia, Timelea, and more especially such plants as
Crowea saligna. The Epacris, and the Zonale Pelargoniums,
and softwooded plants, as Cinerarias and Primulas, would well
occupy an intermediate site : and thus, though the air of the
house may be freshened for all, the plants will be exposed to
the force of the current very unequally, and the temperature
at the closer end of the house will be higher than at the other
end.

Watering.—This should now be done with great care, and so
as to spill as little as possible, to prevent an undue quantity
being raised by evaporation to be deposited on the glass, and
thus condensed, to fall over the house like a shower. Even in
greenhouses, if we have a continuance of severe frost, and
much fire heat be wanted, it may be necessary to damp the
paths and shelves that moisture may be easily obtained for
the atmosphere of the house, instead of the dry air sucking
moisture from the stems and leaves ; unless, however, we bo
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visited with a dry, severe frost, we need not trouble ourselves,
after so much rain, with a moist atmosphere among green-
house plants at present. It will be better to keep them com-
fortable with as little fire heat as possible.

Chrysanthemums, now in their beauty, always bloom better
and keep in bloom longer when protected in a cold glass house
and without any fire heat, or very little. At one time we used
to have a fine show almost up to Christmas, and sometimes
beyond it, in a verandah partly roofed with glass and partly
with zinc, and having glass in front. The air inside being
still, we have seen the Chrysanthemums not in the least injured
when the temperature was 10° below the freezing point outside,
and even lower than that.

Shading.—This is little needed at the present season ; but
sometimes it is required when there are sudden changes
from very dull to very bright weather, or the plants are brought
from a moist close place, though cool, to a place more exposed,
where the rays of light will strike them more perpendicularly,
and where the position is drier. For instance : some Cucumbers
began to show distress in a pit on the first bright day after a
week of dull weather, and needed shading for an hour or two,
and a bedewing of the leaves from the syringe. A number of
rather large Cinerarias, that we wished to bloom soon, were
moved from a flat pit, where they were moist, to the shelves of
a Peach-house, at an angle of 45°, and in the first bright day the
sun would have curled up their large lower leaves if they had
not been syringed and a little whitened water put on the glass
outside opposite to them. We might have saved shading the
glass if we had lifted the plants down to the floor for an hour
or two until they became used to the new position ; but wo
had no room on the floor, and the glass could be sprinkled in
a quarter of the time that the moving of the plants would
have required.

Ventilation.—Unless houses are very close little will now be
needed except in bright sunshine, and what little air is given
should come from the highest part of the house, that the cold
air may be heated before it reach the plants. It is best in
every way to make as much use of the sun as possible for
keeping the plants healthy and growing. Keep out as much
cold air as possible, and give no more fire heat at night than
will suffice to keep the plants safe and moving on quietly. It
is better to allow a house kept generally at about 4.3' at night
to sink to 38° in a very cold night than keep up the regular
heat by extra fires.—R. F.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—November 84.
But little alteration has taken place daring the week either in the

supply or demand, and prices have been tullv maintained. Of hothouse
Grapes and Pines there are sufficient for all requirements, but good
dessert Apples are extremely scarce. Of Oranges the arrivals continue
very heavy. Late frame Cucumbers and Radishes are to be had very
good, and of Potatoes there is a fair supply of good quality. All green
vegetables are abundant.

s. d. s. d
Apples 4 sieve 2 OtoS
Apricots doz.
Cherries lb.

Chestnuts bush. 12 20
Currants J sieve

Black do.
Figs doz.
Filberts lb.

Cobs lb.

Gooseberries . . quart
Grapes, Hothouse, .lb. - . _
Lemons 100 8 14 Walnuts bush. 10 20

Melons each 2
Nectarines doz.
Oranges 100 8
Peaches doz.
Pears (dessert) . . doz. 2

kitchen doz. 2
Pine Apples lb. 3
Plums i sieve
Quinces doz. 3
Raspberries lb.

Strawberries lb.

d. 8. d
6to5 o

12 tl

VEGETAELES.

Artichokes each
Asparagus bundle
Beans, Broad. . bushel

ScarletRun.l sieve
Beet, Red doz.
Broccoli bundle
Brus. Sprouts £ sieve
Cabbage doz.
Capsicums loo
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery bundle
Cucumbers each

pickling doz.
Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
Garlic lb.
Herbs bunch
Horseradish . . bundle

s. d. s.

2 too

2
1

4 Leeks bunch
Lettuce per score
Mushrooms pottle

j

Mustd.& Cress, punnet
j
Onions per bushel

6 Parsley.. doz. bunches
Parsnips doz.
Peas per quart

:

Potatoes bushel
6 Kidney do.

\

Radishes doz. bunches
Rhubarb bundle
Savoys doz.
Sea-Kale basket

d. s.

StoO
1

6
2

(l

9

2

Shallots lb.

]
Spinach bushel 2

j
Tomatoes per doz.

,
Turnips bunch

I Vegetable Marrows dz.

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
Jabez J. Chater, Gonville Nurseries, Cambridge.

—

Catalogue

ofNew Pelargoniums, etc.—A Feic Practical Hints on the Culture

of the Pelargonium.

T. S. Ware, Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham.

—

Catalogue,

of Evergreens, Deciduous Trees, Conifers, American and Climb-
ing Plants, Fruit Trees, Roses, tic.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
•»• We request that no one will write privately to the depart-

mental writers of the " Journal of Horticulture, Cottage
Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing they
are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. All

communications should therefore be addressed solely to

The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture, die., 171, Fleet
Street, London, E.C.

We also request that correspondents will not mix up on the
same sheet questions relating to Gardening and those on
Poultry and Bee subjects, if they expect to get them an-
swered promptly and conveniently, but write them on
separate communications. Also never to send more than
two or three questions at once

N B.—Many questions must remain unanswered until next
week.

Queen Anne's Pocket Melon.—We have more of the seeds of this

Melon, and can send three seeds to each of about one hundred appli-
cants if they tend a stamped and directed envelope. We had nearly three
hundred applications before.

Evaporation and Rainfall (31.).—It is quite true that the evapora-
tion, as stated in the " Farmer's Almanac," which is always to be relied
upon, is only 15 inches from the soil annually, whilst the rainfall in the
same time is about 2;J inches. " What becomes of the other 8 inches?"
may be explained by taking into account the evaporation from trees and
other plants.

Plaistes for Trees (IT. 3/.).—To the face of the cut where a branch
of a tive has been sawn off, melted pitch applied when the wound is quite
dry will exclude wet and not prevent healing. Burning with a red-hot
iron, and then applying melted pitch will also stop the bleeding of late -

pruned Vines.

Book (1. Z.).—If you need immediately a work on laying out villa

gardens buy L union's "Villa Gardener." If not in a hurry for such a
work wait until the spring, when we purpose publishing one now
printing. (Dr. J. Carmarthen).—" The Vine Manual," which you can have
free by post from our office if you enclose thirty-two postage stamps with
your address.

Planting Forest Trees (Can).—We know of no work devoted to the
subjects you niuie. Martyu's edition of Miller's " Gardener's Dictionary "

includes them, but it includes much more.

Hays's Constant Stove (8. B. F.).—There is not only no objection
to using a pipe to carry off the fumes from the charcoal, but the stove is

constructed so as to Lave a pipe fitted on for the purpose. Professor
Pepper used one. If the pipe is short, merely passing into a chimney,
it would not increase the consumption of fuel materially.

House for Vines and Plants (a. b. c. d.).—You would see by an
article at page 365 that you may have Vines and plants in the same house.
We can perceivo no impropriety in the proposed plan of planting the Vines
outside and taking them in beiow the wall plate ; we have done the same
ourselves ; but we would prefer planting them inside and letting the
roots out. We would have preferred 6 inches of concrete to 6 inches of

beaten chalk for the bottom of the border. We would make sure that the
water could escape ; and for drainage above the chalk, instead of 3 inches
of loose chalk, we would have preferred from 6 to 12 inches of stones,

brickbats, &c, aud then the reversed turf. As to the rest, we would give

less dung; ami supply its place with lime rubbish, if it could be obtained,

and the quantity of bones you propose.

Planting a Vinery (F. B. N. C. G.).—The Vines will do very well

against the back wall if the pipes are not nearer than 15 inches from the

wall. Do we understand aright that the two pipes are there to be 6 inches
below the surface of the soil intended for the Vines'? Then, if covered,

they will do little good in regard to heating the atmosphere of the

house, and the roots of the Vines will have to be beneath them, li we
knew your object we might advise better ; but for general purposes the

following lists will be found good :—For the first house, with six hot-

water pipe*, for the back wall, one Dutch Sweetwater, one White Frontig-

nan, two Muscat of Alexandria, one Bowood Muscat. For front Vines,

one Muse it Hamburgh, one Royal Muscadine, three Black Hamburgh,
two Trentham Black. For the back of the cool house, one Golden Ham-
burgh, one Bowood Muscat, one Muscat Hamburgh, one Trebbiano, one
Black Prioce, one Barbarossa ; and the seven in front we would divide

among Black Hamburgh, Trentham Black, and Lady Dome's, the latter

chiefly to hang long.

Flower Garden Plan {Soya bclla).—Your flower-garden plan is good
and simple. Much the same plan has been previously given, but without
the sharp points and angles. These points in your figures make the plan

look more artistic ; but for planting they are better when rounded. Your
proposed planting will look very well, but, considering size, we would in-

cline to put Centaurea round Stella, and the variegated Alyssum round
Christine. Saponaria will do very well round your Calceolarias, if you
let it run in among thorn a little ; it is best left to itself, and therefore does

not make such a good edging as Purple Verbena or Iresine. Golden Tom
Thumb Pelargonium will do very well round Ageratum, but something of

the same habit of growth will do better.

Cob Nuts (Mrs. C. T. Parker).—They are from (W. to Is. per lb. La

Covent Garden Market.
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Spiral Cordokb of Peach Tbess (0. JET.).- -We should plant these,

which are 15 inches in diameter, 4 feet from each other in tho rows, and
these 4 feet apart. Hays's constant stove may be Been and purchased at

Mr. H. Maker's, 17, Harp Lane, Great Tower Street, LhikI-oi.

Wall Pears for Winter ill- T. B.).—Against your S.W. wall yon may-

plant Hoiirri' Bosc, Beurre Diel, Colmsx, Duchesse d'AngoulSme, Gan-
I

r.i-i-'^iu-t, N-- 1'ln-. Mcr.ris, l*:i-s,> ».'n!iii;ii', ami Winter Nelis.

Covent Garden Bouquets (Bouquet, Ireland),—:For balls and morning
parties they may be had at any price from 8s. o</. to 31s. They are sold in

tin: Centre Arcade, Covent Garden, by Messrs. Webber & Co., Mr. C. Buck,
Mrs. Bennott, and Mr. Dickson.

TRITELEIA AURBA, ORANDIFLORA, AND LAXA {M. W. -flf.)-—Olir 001X8-

spondent wishes to bo informed where bulbs of these can bo obtained.

Zonale Pelargoniums [E. S.l.—A lengthy list and description of the

best Zonale Pelargoniums i-- in this Journal, page 119, of No. 281. STonr

question is too indefinite for us to make the selection, but you can choose

from the names there given. They will not disappoint yon. Th<
many others perhaps as good, but "none better can bo selected from tho
hundreds now in cultivation.

Seedling oapillus-Veneris (C. S.).—It is a very fine specimen, but
we do not see that it differs fr<im the normal form, except in the leaflets

being rather more crowded and larger than usual.

Pelarooniums {Nil De*perandum).—Wo cannot insert your commen-
dations unless you furnish your name and address for our private
satisfaction.

Prices in France (./. W. B.).—It is quite trim that the prices of some
plants are lower in France than in England ; but when the differences of

climate, of rent, and of labour are considered, there is no avoidable dif-

ference in the charges.

Examination [a. E. IT'.).—If you mean the examination at the Society
of Arts, you had better write to the Secretary of the Society, Adclphi,
London.

Exchanges (H. P., Peterborough).—It has been tried and signally
failed. Few of the parties were satisfied, great trouble was occasioned,
and many absolute frauds occurred.

Forcing Sea-kale (A Greenhorn).—You need not despair of having a
few dishes of Sea-kale fit to cut by Christmas, and all the finer if you
reduce the temperature to 5(^or55°, by taking off the fermenting ma-
terials nearly down to the level of the Sea-kale pots ; but do not disturb
the warm material which is closely packed round them. Should sharp
frost set in see that the top covering is sufficient to keep the frost out.
Mr. Weaver, gardener to the Warden of Winchester College, covers up
with grass and leaves mixed, or with fresh manure from the stable that
has not been previously turned over to sweeten. With either he covers
the pots just enough to give a heat of from GO to 65° to begin with, thus
warming the soil round the plants to start them. This heat naturally
exhausts itself in the course of a few weeks, and the cooling is hastened
by the weather. Ke always inserts a pointed stick in the thickest part of
the bed in order to ascertain the amount of heat. The growing tempera-
ture should be from 5(T to 55-. This will always insure good stocky Sea-
kale. Mr. Weaver says that the plan recommended by Mr. Fish {see

page 371), is excellent. Mr. Weaver filled a box, 2 feet 9 inches deep,
18 inches wide, and 3$ feet long, with strong one-year-old plants to
within 9 inches of the top, put on the lid, placed two small blocks of
wood for the box to stand upon, so a3 not to touch the ground, and then
packed the box all round with a quantity of grass and leaves, so as com-
pletely to bury it. This was done on the 8th of November, and on the
21st he found that the crowns had made about 1 inch of growth in the
fortnight—an easy method of obtaining a dish of Sea-kale.

Sowing Cistus Seed—Moving Pampas Grass (F. 2V.).—If by the
" Alpine Rose " you mean the Rock Rose or Cistus, the seed should be
sown in a pan three-parts rilled with crocks, filled up to the rim with
sandy peat and loam, freely intermixed with pieces of limestone broken
small. Scatter the seeds evenly over the surface, after making it level,

and cover lightly with fine soil. Give a gentle watering, and place in a
frame with the least possible heat, keeping close and moist until the
plants appear ; then admit air gradually, and expose fully, keeping the
soil moist, but avoid making it wet and sour. When sufficiently large to
handle prick off in a warm sheltered situation out of doors, affording a
slight shade from bright sun until established. Sow the seed early in
April. The Pampas Grass may safely be moved between the present time
and May. We prefer March and October, but the plant can be lifted
with such a good ball that it can be removed safely at any time, except
when in active growth.

Raspberries in Wet Ground (Vicar':,—Raspberries do not succeed
in ground such as yours, and the death of the canes we should attribute to
the cold, wet condition of the soil. You will do well to defer planting
the Strawberries until March, and if you lift the plants with a nice ball
they will not suffer from being planted then.

Leaf Mould Infested with Grubs ( Troublesome).—You may drive
away the grubs by turning over the mould twice or thrice, and sprinkling
over it fresh dry soot at each turning, and as the work proceeds.

Camellias and Azaleas Sickly (Idem).—Your Camellias and Azaleas
have been ruined, as many are, by their having been injudiciously placed
out of doors in summer. We have no doubt as to the roots being all but
dead from the exposure of the pots to the drying influences of the atmo-
sphere. Under careful treatment the plants may recover, but do not put
them out of doors at all, but keep the house cool by affording plenty of
ventilation.

Rhododendrons and Gladiolus among*Shrubs {Idem).—The Rhodo-
dendrons and Gladiolus will do in the end of a bed of shrubs if the
roots and foliage of the latter do not interfere with them. The Rhodo-
dendrons should be so far apart as to allow of the Gladioli being grown
between them.

Pruning Apricot, Peach, Nectarine, and Plum Trees (M. L.).—
Now is the time to prune Plum trees. The beginning of February is a
good time for Apricot trees, and from the middle of February to the be-
ginning of March is a good season for general pruning. All pruning
should be done during mild weather, and no winter pruning should be
practised except when growth is desired, or the head requires re-

arranging.

Heating by Gas {ir. n. Shmbsole). - If yon will send four postago
stamps to our office with your address, and order '269, New Series, to bo
sent to you, yon will find in it drawings and descriptions of various modes
of hunting by gas. Your plan wo do not think would answer unless an
extravagant consumption of gas woro incurred.

Vinks (France*),—Tour best plan would be not to move the Vines if

you erect the new on the sito of old conservatory, but to protect their

stems by B covering of haybauds wrapped round them ; the beads should
be protected with mats, so far as they are likely to be Injured by bricks

and mortar falling on them: but if you propose making a new border, or
moving the house, then you may take the Vines up before they commence
growth, plant them against a south wall, and move them to the UflW

bouse in ' >ctober. If the Vines aro at all old it would be preferable to

li.r.r voung ones, which will produco in the second year if liberally

treated during tbe iirst season. Tho old Vines cannot bo expected to do
much, if anything, during tho first year, as it will take them some time
to recover the two removals.

Destroying TEBIPS (B. II.).—The leaves have every appearance of

having been infested with thrips. Your remedy will be to fill the house

with tobacco smoko, choosing a calm evening for tho operation. Take
caro that the house shall be dry when shut up, and tbe foliage as well.

Fill tho house so full of smoko that not a plant shall be seen through
tbe glass. Repeat this the second night, and whenever tho pest presents
Itself fumigate immediately. To prevent the attacks of thrips maintain
a moist healthy atmosphere by affording copious syringings. The
Fuchsia leaves swarm with red spider. The house baa probably been
kept too dry and ill-ventilated. The season of growth in Fuchsias being
now over, little can be done in the way of syringing the phmts, otherwise
thnl. is tho best antidote for red spider. Make a solution of soft soap at

the rate of 2 ozs. to a gallon of water, and, laying tho pots on their sides,

syringe the plants with the (solution, directing it against the under side

of the leaves, and turning the plants over so as to thoroughly wet every

leaf and stem. It would be well if the solution were heated to a tempera-

ture of 140°. The operation should be performed outside the house.

Areca Baueri, Drac.ena ferrea, Seaforthia elegans, and Cordy-
line rubra Culture (F. W.).—The culture of these is tho same as that

of fine-foliaged plants generally—viz., a brisk heat and abundance of

moisture, both in the atmosphere and at the root, during summer, or

when the plants are in active growth, with a moderate amount of air;

and in winter a moderately dry atmosphere, and no more water at tho

root than is sufficient to maintain them in a healthy state. The first,

second, and fourth require the temperature of 65° at night, and from
75° to 90° by day in summer, and one of from 55°to 6a in winter ;

and the

third a temperature of between 55 ^ and 75 in summer, with a rise from
sun heat, and one of between 40 and 45° in winter. A compost of equal

parts of turfy loam, peat, and leaf mould, with a free admixture of silver

sand, suits them well ; it should be chopped with a spade, but not sifted,

' and good drainage must he provided.

Pears and Apples for Bushes and Pyramids ( West of Yorkshire).—

The Pears we recommend are the following, on the Quince : Louise
1 Bonne of Jersey, Beurre Superfin, Beurre d'Amanlis, Beurre Diel,

Alexandre Lambre, Williams's Bon Chretien, Colmar d'Ete, Fondante

d'Automne, Gansel's Late Bergamot, Beurre Hamecker, Doyenne du
Cornice, and Beurre Nautais. Apples on Paradise stock : Red Astrachan,

Rihston Pippin, Stunner Pippin, King of the Pippins, Scarlet Nonpareil,

and Court of Wick. Plume: Kirke's, Jefferson, Early Prolific, Guthrie's

Late Green, Green Gage, and Yellow Magnum Bonum. Your soil being

shallow you may plant the trees on a slightly raised mound, placing a

barrowful of fresh soil to each tree, planting the tree thereon, and cover-

ing the roots with fresh soil. Rivcrs's "Miniature Fruit Garden" will

suit you.

Keeping Grapes when Cut (Alfred).—Let them be cut with 6 inches

or more of the wood attached to each hunch, dip tho cut ends of the wood
in hot sealing-wax, and hang them up in a cool, dry, airy room. We
have also kept them well by sticking the end of each shoot attached to

the bunch in a root of Mangold Wurtzel; but a cool, airy situation, and *

the Grapes in a good condition at the time of cutting, are the most im-

portant points.

Destroying Thrips on Vines and Plants (Idem).—It is easy to

clean the Vines when thev are pruned. They may then be painted with

a rather strong solution of Gishurst compound, tobacco water, sulphur,

and clay. Plants may also be partially cleaned by dipping them over-

head in an ordinary mixture of Gishurst, and giving three or four suc-

cessive smokings. Azaleas are very subject to this pest, and the plan

last mentioned is that which we adopt to free them from it before they

aro housed in the autumn.

White Scale on Heaths and Boronias [H. B., a Subscriber),—If very

much affected throw the plants away, clean the house well, and procure

others. Much good may, however, be done by touching the parts affected

with a camePs-hair pencil or feather dipped in sweet oil. This is the

best remedy which we have tried, it is easy of application, and does no
harm, nor is it offensive or unsightly like some remedies.

Rhododendron Nuttallii Leggy (E. .S.).—We do not advise the

cutting or heading-back of the plant. Its legginess might have been pre-

vented when the plant was a foot or 18 inches high, by the simple

process of taking out its point, which would have caused the side eyes

to have broken more or less. If the shoots from these had had their

points rubbed off after a couple of years' growth, they would have pro-

duced a large branching head. As it is, we would bend down the head so

as to bring it nearly to a level with tho rim of the pot, and tie it thero

with bast matting, taking care not to break it. This may check the sap

and cause some of the dormant eyes to break, and if shoots are pro-

duced near the base, the head may be cut back to that point. \our treat-

ment, wo presume, consists in merely affording the plant the protection of

a cool house in winter, and keeping it in the open air in summer. This

is correct providing the change from the house to the open air is not too

sudden, or effected without well hardening-off the plant, and the removal

should take place either prior to or after the growth. During summer
the pot should be plunged to prevent excessive evaporation from the aides,

and consequent injury to the roots, which are delicate and situated near

the sides. The plants are now losing their leaves from the atmosphere of

the house being drier than the external air. It is usual for plants that

have been placed out of doors in summer to lose their leaves when taken

in-doors.
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MAxrHLSG Ground for Potatoes (J. Ii. Ecyton).—We should apply
the manure now and dig it in. There is less to fear on account of the
rains -washing the " goodness " out into the subsoil, than in throwing the
manure into a heap to heat, in which way most of its fertilising agents
will be lost in the atmosphere. If the manure be applied now they will
be retained in the surrounding soil, and being more thoroughly incorpo-
rated with it than were this done at planting-time, the haulm will not be
so gross, but more sturdy and less liable to disease.

Planting Asparagus (Idem).—Your soil will answer well for Aspara-
gus ii the subsoil is well drained. Trench the ground to the depth of
'2^ or 3 feet, and give a very liberal dressing of manure. Plant three
rows in a bed. allowing 1 foot between the rows, and the same distance
between the plants in the rows. The outside rows should be 1 foot from
the alleys, which ought to he 2 feet wide. The beds may be on the level,
and the plants we recommend are those two years old ; any kind will do,
size depends on culture.

Potatoes (Idem).—You will have seen Mr. Fenn's list. On light sandy
soil we have grown successfully Cheshire Pink Eye, British Queen, and
Sutton's Finest Regent. Your tubers are small from the little distance
which you allow between the plants. The sets should be a foot apart in

the rows, and these not less than 2 feet G inches asunder.

Shrubs and Vegetables for Seaside (fl". Jlf.).—We have seen the
Lauj'ustinutt do remarkably WOU within a stone's throw of low water;
also Euonymu 1-, Axbatns, and most deciduous slirubs ; but we never Baw
Rhododendrons or other American plants in a healthy condition in such
a place. Amongst vegetables, all the Cabbage tribe thrive remarkably
well ; so do Potatoes, Celery, Asparagus, and of course Sea-kale. Peas
and Beans do not succeed so well, nor in general do Onions, Carrots, and
other roots. It is good practice on the part of a fresh resident at such
a place to look out for some of the bet t examples of garden management
in the neighbourhood, and ascertain what succeeds and what fails, he can
then act accordingly ; not that he need not try what another has failed
in accomplishing, but he will be better able to judge of the probable
result.

Planting Scotch and Silver Fir Trees (Constant Subscriber).—As
you mention having dug the holes on high moorland near the coast
during the summer, the soil that will come in immediate contact with
the roots will be to a certain extent sweetened and rendered more tit for
them : we would, therefore, plant at once if the weather continued favour-
able. You are quite right in affording the Silver Firs the best positions,
and we may add that the places we have seen them succeed best in are
the sloping hillsides or gullies where moisture abounds, but is not stag-
nant. In your case we would plant them on the slopes facing the in-

terior of the country, and as far away as possible from the sea spray. A
dwarf Pine, Pinus Mugho, or P. maritima, is said to endure the air ot
the coast best of any, but it seldom or never attains the dimensions of a
timber tree ; and we fear in your case some disapppointment will arise
from the close proximity to the east coast. No amount of care in plant-
ing can prevent this having an effect; but we may remind you of one
evil from which such plantations sometimes suffer, and that is the
attacks of rabbits. AVe once made a plantation of similar extent to
that which you intend forming, and lost all by these vermin ; the locality,

however, was more inland.
Names of Fruit (J. Wilton).—-Your Apple is Downton Pippin. (T. B.

t

an Old Subscriber).—Apples ; 1, Walthum Abbey Seedling ; 2, Winter.
Quoining; 8, Dumelow's Seedling. Peart: 2, GlouMorceau ; 3, Duchesse
d'Augouleme ; 4, Beuxre Diel ; 5, Figue de Naples. Send other specimens
of the two Ferns by post. (J. M. AT.).—Your Pear is Josephine de Marines.
[H.E., Kent).—1, Selwood's Reinette; 2, Beauty of Kent; G, Beacharawell

;

7, Pigeon ; 8, Glory of Wilts ; 9, Sam Young : LO, Bergamotte Esperen Pear,

Names of Plants (J. T.).—Berries of Crataegus coccinea ; 1, Chimo-
Kanthus fragrrns; 2, Escallonia rubra. {J. D.).— 1, Polystichum acule-
atum ; 2, insufficient for determination; S, Aspleniumbulbiferum ; 4, As-
plenium adiantum nigrum. (W. B.R.).—Ehipsalis salicornoides. (F. B.).—
1, Polypodium pectinatum ; 2,G-oniophlebiuin subauricnlatum. (F. W.M.).
—1, licdychium coronarium; 2, Diptcracanthus Herbstii. (E. S.).—Al-
bizzia lophantha, a greenhouse plant. (J. E.\—1, Aspleuium flabelli-

folium; 2, Lastrea decomposita ; 3, Melaleuca hypericifolia; 4, Acacia
dolabriformis.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the Week ending November 2Mb..

Date.
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wore rich in colour, the hackle and saddle being of a very rich

straw colour, with clean black breasts and tails, yellow legs and
beaks. The hens had nearly white hackles, wheat-colourod

backs and shoulders, and light fawn breasts, and the produce

was always true to colour and of well-known courage.

In regard to the superiority of Brown Reds oyer Black Reds,

perhaps " Newmarket " is right. Brown Reds for some time

back have been bred with more care, and have likewise been
more popular ; but I think the Black Reds are fast gaining

ground, as some wonderfully line birds havo been exhibited

lately. I keep both kinds, and they are selections from the

most noted breeds, and I must say that I have more deficient

Brown Reds than Black Beds, such as crooked breasts, weak
joints, and loose drooping wings, nor indeed do they feather

so fast and well. Several breeders are too fond of leggy birds.

I noticed at Halifax and other shows some which could not

bear their own weight—a fault greatly to be reprehended, more
especially in Game fowls.

I am no advocate for large birds, but think that for exhibi-

tion purposes a cockerel should never be less than from 5 lbs.

to 5J lbs., and when a cock should not exceed 6 lbs. It is a

rare occurrence to see a really good Duekwing at any of our
shows. Breeders have confined their efforts more to Reds, and
why this should be so I cannot say. They are truly beautiful

when bred with care. I sincerely wish the committees of

some of our shows would offer a special prize for Duekwings
alone. This might induce breeders to take more interest and
care in the breeding of this much-discarded specimen.

I have often wondered how persistently some exhibitors will

repeatedly show the same fowls, knowing too well the injuri-

ous effects which such a proceeding will have upon the consti-

tution of the birds, as well as how fatal it will be to their

chance of winning. I noticed several this season that were
completely overtaxed, drooping, and spiritless, and most likely

these would be used as breeding stock. Can the offspring of

such birds be free from taint or inherent disease ? If all do
not go well with his birds, let the owner consider every part of

his treatment. Are his birds well housed ? Are their pens dry
and sweet ? Have they had sufficient green food ? Have they
suffered by excitement ? or have they been exhibited too often ?

This concerns those who are anxious to win. A bird in health
will exhibit a proud, defiant bearing, a brilliant eye, firm flesh,

and a powerful contraction of his wings and legs when handled.
By closely watching nature's processes you will soon perceive

where art can assist nature, and by attending to this you will

not suffer your bird's constitution to fail by imprudences and
neglect. The corn given should be the best and of easy diges-

tion. The walks you obtain should be well sheltered, plenty of

pure water should be afforded, and the higher and more choice
your breed the more care the birds require.

My birds have an unlimited run of grass well sheltered with
trees, good clean water, a clean, roomy, well-ventilated roosting-

house. I feed them twice a-day, and sometimes three times.

Their food consists of wheat and barley, the best I can buy. I

also give oat cake steeped in ale, milk, or chamber lye ; to this

I add wheaten bread and meal, and a few potatoes occasionally,

mixed to a nice dry consistency. For a slight indigestion I

Rive coarse sugar and fresh butter formed into large pellets.

The following is very beneficial when birds suffer from
purging or weakness. Boil a little sago in water, sweeten it

with lump sugar, and add a glass of good old port wine. Mix a
little of this warm with a little wheaten bread, and give it to

the bird.

—

Yorkshire.

PRODUCE' OF EGGS.

In December last I bought one cock and throe pullets of the

Silver-spangled Hamburgbs, and three pullets of the Gold-
pencilled Hamburghs. A friend gave me two additional pullets

of the former kind, making eight hens. They began to lay

on the 2nd of February last, and the following table shows
the produce from these eighthena from that date to the 11th

inst. :

—

Oxe of your London correspondents, at page 377 of your
Number of the 18th inst., gives an account of the number of

eggs laid by six hens in the year (I presume he means 1865),
and you invite your readers, without confining it to London, to
furnish you with similar tables.

I live in a tolerably large town in the country. My garden,
a very small one, is forbidden ground for poultry, and I have,
therefore, put up for them a small house 12 feet long, 6 feet

wide, and about 7 feet high, half covered with zinc wire, the
other half boarded, about -1 feet of it close, so as to make a
place for their nests, roosting, Sse. I have moveable frames
eovered with linen and painted, to put on the open wire top in
case of rain or snow ; and if necessary in midwinter, or other-
wise, I cover the exposed sides with cloth, as necessity requires.
I merely keep my fowls for their eggs, and raise no chickens.

February 78
March 126
April 170
May ... .. 169

Brought forward .... G74
JnlT in
August 126
September 22
October 85

Juuo 14'2 i November to 14th

Carried iorward

-S. G. J.

18

1081

CHARACTERISTICS of the PRINCIPAL SORTS
OF GAME FOWLS.

TnE favourite colours of sportsmen have always been as

foUow, all white-skinned birds:—1, Brown-breasted Reds, dark

eyes, dark legs. 2, Grey-breasted Dark Greys, black eyes, black

legs. 3, Red Cheshire Piles, bright red eyes, white legs. 4, Black-

breasted Reds, dark red eyes, white legs. 5, Red-breasted

Ginger Reds, dark red eyes, white legs. 0, Dark Black-breasted

Reds, dark red eyes, dark legs. 7, Red Duns, dark red eyes,

white legs.

The Brown- Red or Red Brown-rreasted Red is the standard

Game fowl of British sportsmen, having been more fought and
having won more battles and mains than any other colour.

Brown Reds appear to have been first called the Shropshire

Reds, from having been first much noticed in that county,

and some assert that they were brought into that county from
Wales.
Brown Reds have been principally matched against the

Cheshire Piles, the Shropshire Reds and Cheshire Piles haying

been at one time the two most celebrated sorts for fighting.

Brown Reds being a stronger and harder bird than the Piles,

though less quick and fiery, generally beat them, though the

Piles were considered a good match for them. The only bird

that has generally beaten the Brown Reds is the Dark Grey, a

still stronger and harder bird than the Brown Red, the very

best of the Brown Reds being only just equal to the average

Dark Greys. The throstle-breasted Brown Reds are not so

good a bird as the Red Brown-breasted, which are the true and
pure-bred Brown Reds.

The best Brown Reds are now found in south and mid Lanca-

shire, Staffordshire, and West Yorkshire, though Shropshire

may have been their original county, or perhaps Wales. They
are plentiful in all manufacturing districts, and in what is

called the Black Country, and are found in and near all the large

towns.

Brown Reds are distinguished by their large, bold, dark eyes

—a very full eye—by their loDg and strong beaks, and by

their "spurred" heus. Brown Reds are an original, wild,

coloured variety, and have been found wild in India of the

same colour, but smaller in size. They are the parent stock of

all the sorts that hatch the dark-coloured young chickens.

Dark Greys or Grey-breasted Dark Greys, which are the

best Dark Greys, were originally bred from the hardest and

strongest of the Brown Reds, throwing first the Grey hens,

and subsequently the Grey cocks. The Dark Greys are the

hardest and strongest of all the Game fowls, and have been

least beaten of any sort, beating all colours in general. They
are not very common, but are found in and near all the large

towns, though not plentifully. They have been most fought

next to the Brown Reds and the Cheshire Piles, and are superior

to both, though, perhaps, a trifle less quick than either. Dark
Greys are also celebrated for their large, full, bold, black eyes,

long and strong beaks, very hard breasts, and for their spurred

hens. Brown Reds are the next hardest-breasted sort. These

two sorts are the gamest of all Game fowls, and stand cutting

or dubbing the best.

Dark Greys stand steel the best of all the sorts, and Brown

Beds the next best. The former will also maintain the longest

battle of any, and Brown Reds the next longest. Dark Greys

when black-breasted with a light silver feather are called the

Dark Silvers, but these are not quite so game as the true Dark

Greys. Dark Greys are sometimes called the Gipsy Greys,

from their dark combs and dark faces, their dark hens and dark

chickens, and their " cutting-out " so dark. The Dark or

Gipsy purple-combed hens always breed the best Game cocks,
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and these always cnt or dnb best. Brown Reds are often called
the Gipsy Reds and Dark Reds for similar reasons.
Red Cheshire Blood Piles.—These birds have been most

fought next to the Brown Reds, and are the quickest, fieriest,

and most active of all the Game fowls. This Pile has the
bright red eye and white leg, and should be of a bright red
colour, the reddest birds being the best. They were celebrated
for sharp fighting and activity, and are very quarrelsome.

—

Newmarket.
(To be continued.)

PAISLEY POULTRY CLUB EXHIBITION.
The first Poultry Club Show took place on the 17th inst., in the

new Drill Hall, which is well lighted, spacions. and in every way
adapted for a poultry show. The Show was confined to birds hatched
in 1866. and nearly two hundred pens competed. Judging from the
number of visitors, the public support was fully insured.
The competition for Spanish was unsurpassable, so far as quality is

concerned, in a chicken show. The cock in the second-prize pen was
perfection, and consequently won the medal. We believe this bird
was bred by Mr. Crawford, of Beith, from his own stock, which is un-
doubtedly the best in Scotland. Game fowls were well represented.
The Grey Dorkings were in remarkablv good condition ; also the
Hamburglus. The Brahma Pootra, Buff Cochins, and the White were
also of great merit. It is rarely that so good a class of Polantls is

found at any show. The Golden-crested were the victors. Of Game
Bantams, any kind, there were twelve entries, and there was much
excitement among local breeders when it was known that some of the
crack breeders from England were competing in this class ; bnt they
had to succumb to the beautiful pen of Black Reds exhibited by Mr.
Sharp, of Johnstone. The cock was a model, although the hen was
not quite a match for him. Blacks and Whites were also excellent.
The Duels were good, more especially the Variety class, in which

many of the rarest and most beautiful-plumaged birds were well
shown.

Spanish. — First, A. Yevill, Airdrie. Second, J. Hamilton, Paisley-
Third, J. Ferguson, Paisley.
Dorkings (Coloured).—First. A. Paterson, Airdrie. Second, J. Hamil-

ton. Third, H. Heys, Barrhead.
Cochin-China (Any colour).—First, J. Stuart, Helensburgh. Second,

E. Brock, Campsie. Third, J. Stuart.
Brahma Pootra (Any colour).—First and Second, A. Campbell, Blyth-

wood. Third. Major Smith, Johnstone.
Old Scotch Breed.—First, S. Young, Nielston. Second, W. Poden,

Hamilton. Third. A. Grant. Kilbarchan.
Hamburgh .Golden-spangled).—First, J. McAdarn, Busbv. Second, J.

R. Rennards. Third, A. Jardon, Irvine.
Hamburgh (Golden-pencilled).—First, J. Smith, Stewarton. Second,

J. Mitchel, Paisley. Third, D. Black, Paisley.
Hamburgh (Silver-spanKled*.—First, J. Stuart, South Arthurlie. Se-

cond. A. Glen. Third, J. McAdam.
Hamburgh I Silver-pencilled).—First, J. Hamilton. Second, W. Park,

Parkhcad. Third. A. Glendinnina. Strablane.
Game (Black-breasted and other Reds).—First and Third, J. H. llcXab,

South Arthurlie. Second, J. C. Neilson, Airdrie.
Game (Duckwin«).—First and Third, G. Mclndoe, Xeilston. Second,

J. Arthur, Barshaw.
Polands (Anv colour). -First, D. Barclav, Kilbarchan. Second, R.

McNab, Cardonald. Third, J. Hamilton.
Any other Ritr.ED.—First. W. R. Menzies, Crossmvloof. Seoond, R.

Abercrombie, Paisley. Third. J. Boyd, Paisley.
Game Bantams.—First, J. Sharp, Johnstone. Second and Third, W. R.

Menzies.
Bantams (Black).—First, J. C. Xeilson. Second, W. R. Menzies.

Third, J. Boyd
Bantams (.Any other kind).—First, W. Morris, Paisley. Second, D.

Morris, Paisley. Third, J. King, Paisley.
Best Pen Bred by a Member of the Club.— Silver Medal, J. Fergu-

son. Second. J. Mclnnes, Paisley.
Best Spanish Cockerel.—Silver Medal, J. Hamilton.
Best Dorking Cockerel.—Silver Medal, A. Patterson.
Best Cochin-china Cockerel.—Silver Medal, J. Stuart.
Best Old Scotch Breed Cockerel.—Silver Medal. A. Grant.
Best Hamburgh Cockerel.—Silver Medal. J. Pollock, Busby.
Best Game Cockerel.—Silver Medal, J. H. McNab.
Best Game Bantam C6ckerel.—Silver Medal, J. Sharp.
Ducks (Aylesbury).— First, J. Dryboroush, Arkleston. Second. J.

Henderson, Motherwell. Third, A. Pollock, Riccartsbar, Paisley.
Ducks (Any other kind).—First, R. Brock. Second, T. M. G. Benton,

Darnlee House. Third, A. Grant.

The following gentlemen officiated as Judges :—Mr. E. C. Benton,
Darnlee House ; Mr. W. Farquhar, Barrhead : Mr. Jas. Miller, Glas-

gow ; Mr. Thos. Bitchie, Glasgow ; Mr. J. Paton, Stewarton ; and
Mr. H. Todd, Paisley.

MANAGEMENT OF STEWARTON HIYES.
I have one Stewarton hive with four boxes, and the two

middle ones are both filled with comb and honey ; the upper
box or super is filled with comb aud some honey, not much ; the

bottom box is filled with comb only. 'Would it be advisable to

take one of the middle boxes, as the season is far advanced, or

leave it till the spring? The reason this was not done before
is, the bees have recently been moved from a long distance

—

about forty miles, and were rather unsettled, but now they
seem quite reconciled.

—

Edward Meachen.
]We should remove the super and nadir, leaving the two

central or body boxes. After extracting the honey, all the
empty combs should be left undisturbed, and the boxes care-
fully put away until spring.]

THE EGYPTL4N BEE.
Upon- the 16th of June I removed the first comb from the

Egyptian colony, and gave it, along with some other spare
combs, to a whole swarm of English bees, minus the queen. Two
royal cells were in due course constructed, but unfortunately
on examining these on one occasion, I slightly injured the apex
of one, if not of both, and the inmates never matured. I again
supplied the bees with a sealed royal cell from another Egyp-
tian nucleus formed on the 23rd of June, but after the lapse of

the usual period no queen appeared, and the cell was de-
molished. I allowed matters to remain in statu quo for some
time, when, on examination, I found eggs had been deposited
in worker cells notwithstanding the absence of a queen ; but
as in course of time the convex coverings appeared on these, I

at once conjectured the presence of what has been termed a
" fertile worker," but which I chose rather to designate by the
more appropriate term—an imperfect female. Contempora-
neously with the hatching of these drones, which turned out to

be pretty well marked Egyptians, appeared two royal cells con-
tiguous to the male brood, and apparently containing drone
larva?. These the bees in due course sealed, but contrary to

Huber's statement they allowed them to remain beyond the
three days after sealing, and until they were almost matured,
when they were also demolished.

Here, then, was an apportunity afforded me which I longed to

possess. I had sometimes before known drones produced in

hives where there was no visible queen, but was never able to

discover the ovipositing bee. I determined, therefore, to ex-

amine this colony with the utmost care. I drew up frame after

frame, and minutely inspected every bee. I noticed one bee
rather peculiar both in its appearance and movements. It

looked an Egypto-Italian, though in reality it could not be so,

as I had no young Egyptian queen as yet to breed such. On
narrowly watching this bee for some minutes, I became con-
vinced I had at last discovered the object of my search.

Wherever it went, it was the object of attention, being fre-

quently fed and fawned upon by the other bees. Timid, like a

queen, it would evade inspection by hiding in every crevice,

or huddling among the bees. Sometimes during my examina-
tions, for I had no difficulty in recognising it, it would enter

the cells as queens do, as if intending to oviposit, but I was
never so fortunate as to detect it in the act. Its abdomen
was very rotund, and tapered rapidly to a point, differing in

this respect from the one described by the Genevese naturalist,

and whose abdomen " seemed less, and more slender than that

of workers." The insect presented no external characteristics

of a queen, and on the whole differed little from the form of a

worker unless minutely examined.
We know that the French naturalist Eiem was the first to

discover the existence of what are called " fertile workers." We
are also aware of Huber's confirmation of this discovery, with

the anatomical investigations of Mademoiselle Jurine, and the

important experiments of Baron Ton Berlepsh and the distin-

guished entomologist Leuckart, of Giessen, as detailed by Ton
Siebold, all with the same results. Still the subject is far from
being exhausted, and I was very anxious that this bee should

he anatomically examined, and its ovaries dissected by a com-
petent party ; and it occurred to me that Mr. F. Smith, of the

British Museum, who, I believed, took a great interest in the

mysteries of bee life, might kindly undertake to do this. Though
personally unknown to that gentleman, I therefore took it

upon me to ask of him this favour. To this request, however,

made on the 20th of July, Mr. Smith has not favoured me with

a reply, and in consequence of my delay in the hopes of hear-

ing from him, the hive in the meantime dwindled away, and
the ovipositing bee disappeared. This caused me some re-

gret and disappointment, as such an opportunity is seldom

offered.

What definite objects in nature are attained by partheno-

genesis in the honey bee is yet an entire mystery. Granting

its truth as established, it has occurred to me that the extra-
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ordinary power thus possessed by the virgin female, whether

in the form of a queen or a worker, of producing males, may
in certain cases be the only means by which, a colony may be

restored from an abnormal to a normal condition ; for is

there any reason to suppose, let me ask, that the queen is

incapable of being fecundated beyond a certain period of her

existence ?

On the 20th of June I dislodged the Egyptian queen and
bees, and put them into a combed Huber hive, using the

combs of the former for queen-rearing, but was much disap-

pointed at the sparseness of my materials, there being but

few ova and young larva'. The drones matured and maturing
were legion.

On the 30th of June and 7th of July, I repeated the same
operation, ultimately domiciling the colony in a full-brooded

Huber of the current year with combs constructed by Italians,

where it has been allowed to remain ever since, and from which
every vestige of the Italian element has at the present time
almost disappeared.

From these manipulations I succeeded in rearing twelve

queens, seven of which were fertilised and became the heads

of so many colonies. Two disappeared, and one of very small

size I found encased and dying in a cluster of bees on the

floor-board, a few days after her birth. Three others I reared

towards the end of August from a small piece of comb. One
of these disappeared, and the other two arc still, to all ap-

pearance, unfertilised. A few days ago I introduced both suc-

cessfully to very strong colonies of English bees deprived of

their queens, and intend to keep them over the winter if

possible.

The following are the periods of the maturing and oviposit-

ing of the qneens reared :

—
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even fall lower than usual without danger of the bees on the

outside of the cluster becoming chilled, just as an oven in a

mild atmosphere needs not so much fuel as during severe cold.

The queen and nurses, therefore, which dwell in the centre of

the cluster, derive from it a greater degree of warmth during

cold than in mild weather, and may in this way be impelled to

the deposit of eggs and to the nurture of brood.

It may be remarked, however, that it is only the hatching

out of brood which can be beneficial to the bee-keeper. Thus,

egg-laying is desired in order that the stocks by its means may
not only be kept from retrograding, but may even make pro-

gress. If, however, breeding stops at this stage by reason of

the stores of honey and pollen falling short before the tempe-

rature of the outer air permits of their being replenished,

then are the disadvantages of early breeding found to be greater

than its advantages.

On the Degree of Warmth Necessary for the Bee.—The
limits of temperature within which a single bee can exist have

been far too widely extended. It cannot be denied that bees

are capable of a short flight with the thermometer at 45°, or

that they may, at any rate when heated, take wing and return

quickly to the hive when it is] even a few degrees colder ; but

the question is, At what temperature can they exist singly for

an extended period outside the hive ? And it is certain that

they may become chilled at aB high a temperature as 62°, whilst

with the thermometer at 52° they gradually lose the use o€

their limbs until they can neither crawl nor eat. When, how-

ever, Herr Schoufield extends the opposite limit to 134°, he

evidently goes much beyond the truth. Such a more than

semi-boiling heat permits very little animated nature to quit

the shade, but least of all is the bee able to withstand it.

Herr Schiinfield has evidently confounded the heat communi-
cated to solid bodies with the temperature of the surrounding

air. Never but once have I seen the thermometer stand so

high as 134°, even when exposed to the full noontide heat, but

even then it was certainly only the adjacent window-frame and
the thermometer-bulb which had become so heated from long

exposure to the sun in a confined situation, as I am satisfied

that the temperature of the surrounding atmosphere did not

exceed 100°. As heated air becomes rarefied, and therefore

lighter, it ascends, its place being constantly supplied by that

which is cooler. Hence the shimmering haze which overspreads

the plains when exposed during a calm day to the glowing heat

of a summer's sun. Thus does continual fluctuation produce

a continual balance of the disturbed equilibrium ; the bees

themselves assisting, when exposed to the burn:ng rays of the

sun, by fanning with their wings and driving the heated air

behind them, and in this way producing a cooler temperature.

That bees do not drown readily is well known, but put tliem

in water heated to 134° and observe the consequence. Herr
Schoufield may convince himself, by careful observation and
experience, that the extremes fixed by him at 45° to 134° are

much too wide, and should be reduced by nearly one-half—to

the Bmits of 59° to 105°.

—

Dzierzon.

(To be continued.)

to a hollow mouthpiece fitting into the entrance of the hive,

and when taken off filled with drones is plunged in boiling

water. —A Devonshire Bee-keefer.

DESTROYING DRONES.
There is no doubt that a multitude of drones is a useless

encumbrance in any hive, and a great drawback to its pros-

perity. Setting aside as exceptional those cases in which
drone-breeding is encouraged, and the drones themselves care-

fully preserved with the view of promoting the true fecundation

of Italian queens, we may, I think, unhesitatingly conclude

that as a general rule a superabundance of the male sex among
bees is merely an unprofitable incubus upon the resources

of the commonwealth. The most economical mode of limit-

ing the number of drones in a hive is to substitute worker
for drone-comb, permitting but little of the latter to remain.

In this way but few drones can be reared, and the food which
would be expended on the brood is of course saved. This mode
of limiting drone-production being only practicable in hives

with moveable combs, a method of destroying adult drones may
sometimes be useful, and I have therefore no doubt that it

would be serviceable to many if " C. H. E." would make public

the contrivance by which he has succeeded in catching drones
without interfering with the workers. I may state that Ger-

man bee-keepers attain the same object by attaching to each
hive a square or globular chamber formed of wire, the meshes
of which are too small to allow a drone to escape, although
they permit the workers to pa?s through them. This is affixed

OUR LETTER BOX.
Incubator (IP. H. M.).—We never before heard of Duncan's. (W. T.).

—Minasi's incubator can be seen at work at the Crystal Palace. It has
been favourably noticed in different papers, and drawings havo been
given of it. The naptha requires to be renewed every forty-eight hours.
Thermometers are supplied with it. Gas cannot be used without the
burners. With only ordinary attention success is certain. They will

not be cheaper at present. It.is about 42 inches long by 36 wide, and
40 high.

Cochin-china's Comb on One Side (Crcive).—The lopping of a Cochin-
china cockerel's comb is a sign either of bad constitution or bad breed-
ing. It is an exceptional case. They are often crooked, but seldom lop

over. Fasten it in an upright position with silver wire. Feed on peas,

oats, and barley, all whole, and dry bread. You may give him milk to
drink, but very little water. This is the treatment, but we doubt of

success. We must add that a Cochin-China cock with a lopping comb is

not worth saving. You must tell ns the breed of the Rabbits you need.

Perches (Cymbeline).—A barred floor, the bars 2 feet apart, rather

rounded, and not less thau 5 inches in diameter, is best for Brahma
Pootras and all others of the Cochiu-China race. If perches are used they
should be of the same size and not more than 2 feet from the ground. It

is a good plan to have perches jointed together so as to form a frame,
moveable for cleaning-purposes, &c as shown in the •' Poultry-Keeper's
Manual." For smaller breeds the perches should not be less than
3 inches in diameter ; fowls merely require to hold, not to clasp their

perch. There is no advantage in' having perches far from the ground,
and so having them is the cause of many injuries. If foxes are feared,

close the loop-hole at night.

Ipswich Poultry Show.—From your report of this Show it appears

that the judging of poultry commenced about 3 p.m. As an exhibitor of

fowls, I should like to know' whether it is fair, either for the judge or ex-

hibitors, that prizes should be awarded so late in the day. It is im-

possible to judge birds of plumage, such as Game, Hamburghs, &c, in

the dusk or by gaslight, which must have been the case at this Show

;

and when we consider that some of the birds would be sent off by the

middle of the day on Monday, and not penned till Wednesday afternoon,

it is not very likely they would show to the best advantage. Although
the schedule was liberal," committees should recollect that the best birds

are not likely to be sent to shows that are mismanaged.—An Exhibitor.

Crushed Oats (.4 .S'l/^rribfi-).—Crushed oats are the best of all food

for poultry. A little Indian corn may be given in severe weather, hut as

a principal food it is too fattening.

Books (J. B. Benton^.—Of works on bees No. 2 certainly. The other

book you name is no authority on poultry.

Pickling Onions (L.E., Novice).—To prevent the acrid fumes affecting

the eyes of the person peeling onions for pickling, let the onions be kept

in boiling water for a few minutes before peeling them.

Cows Remaining a Long TniE Dry (II, M.).-~We fear the case you

mention arises from indifferent feeding rather than from any inherent

fault in the situation. Cows do not always have calves every twelve

months, and supposing one to have gone twenty or twenty-four months
between having calves, to be three months dry previous to calving is not

unusual, especiallv in winter, when the food to encourage milk is less

plentiful than at o'ther times. Cows in uiiik will yield a greater quantity

by having bran mashes, brewer's grains, or similar soft moist food, but

the milk will be poorer in quality. Oats, on the contrary, improve the

quality, but they are expensive. Avoid turnips, as they communicate a

taste to the milk, and cabbages still more so. Carrots are less offensive,

and mangold wurtzel after February does no harm, but the sweetest milk

is obtained from cows not overfed, although, of course, the quantity

is small. We hope to return to this subject at an early opportunity.

Coarse Hay by the Seaside (Idem).—There can be no question that

good well-made hay from upland meadows of the interior is better than

the coarse bentv hay of the salt marshes, or land which not many years

ago was such; "at the same time this hay has its value, and it is very

likely that such hoy is more suitable for the cattle of the neighbourhood

than* that brought "from a distance. Generally speaking, the opinion of

persons on the spot ought to he respected, even when they are ignorant

of the reasons for giving such an opinion. We fear you have not much
chance of turning a salt marsh into an upland meadow; but if it can be

laid dry, a good manuring and sowing a better class of Grass seeds over

it might improve it, but the Grasses common to the coast will to a great

extent prevail ; still when good they arc by many said to possess higher

fattening powers than the inland ones. Cattle brought from a distance

seldom do well on such pr.sture, or, if they do, some disease often sets in.

Seaside cattle. I
ring people, are distinct communities, and it

is seldom an extreme change is beneficial.

POULTRY MAPdvET.—November 20.

A moderate supplv, and a bad trade. Game plentiful, and wild fowl

coming in, principally from Holkind. We have had many winter birds m
Hi, market during the past week. If prognostications are worth any-

thing, there are indications of the return of Snipe* to England. The
sportsman and gourmet will be glad to see the verification of the signs.

s d. E. d I
b. d B.

tj

Large Fowls 2 6 to 3 Pheasants 2 3 to 2 £
Smaller do 2 2 6

|

Partridges 1 J 1 »

Chickens 1 6 1 9 Grouse 1 9 2 "

Geese 5 6 6 I
Hares 2 6 2 9

Ducks 1 9 2 1

Rabbits 1 * \ \
Pigeons U 8 9 Wild do 8 9
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If it is a scarce or good variety, my plan is, immediately on
taking the bulbs up, to separate the young bulbs, and at once
plant them in small pots, using good light soil, and keep them
in a cold pit during the winter. This gives them a great ad-
vantage, and insures, I think, their starting. If the kind is a
common one, and yet increase is wished for, then keep the
young bulbs, and sow them in drills in the spring like Onions

;

and if no increase is desired, simply cut them off and throw
them away.

Varieties.—On this I hope to write more at length next week.
In the meantime I would say, of new kinds Milton, Shakspeare,
Eurydice, Meyerbeer, Fulton, Marechal Vaillant, and Madame
Furtado are excellent. Of those somewhat cheaper, James
Veitch, De Candolle, James Carter, Mons. Lebrun d'Albanne,
Prince of Wales, Stephenson, and Dr. Lindley may safely be
recommended ; and of cheaper kinds, Due de Malakoff, Rem-
brandt, John Bull, Belle Gabrielle, Mac Mahon, Lennu, Le
Poussin, Madame de Vatry, and Brenchleyensis are good. I
hope, however, to give a detailed account of most of these in
my next communication, and only hope I may induce some
others to grow this charming autumnal flower.—D., Deal.

VINE BORDERS.
A few weeks ago I was about making a Vine border, and

therefore felt some interest in an article headed " Vine Borders,
and How to Make Them." I read it through carefully, and, I
confess, felt thoroughly disheartened, for it seemed to me that
no man of moderate means could grow Grapes if borders 3 to

5 feet deep must be made after the expensive directions given
by Mr. Wills. On a second perusal I found that all his words
referred to the future, " to be or not to be," according to cir-

cumstances. As far as I can foretell, I think he will reconsider
some of his propositions and simplify them. I am induced to
think so, from having read in a contemporary an account of

some vineries at Bishop Stortford, one of which seemed to suit
my case. I therefore made my way to the Great Eastern,
otherwise to the garden of Mr. Miiler at Bishop Stortford,
where Mr. Ward, his gardener, kindly told me all I wished to
learn. I have no wish to burden your columns with all I

learnt, but I will endeavour to give an idea of the simplicity of

the structure and of the culture followed.

The house I allude to is span-roofed, 200 feet long, 30 feet

wide, and 15 feet high in the centre, 5 feet at the sides. The roof
is fixed, all the rafters of the same size. Ventilation from below
by sashes suspended, and opened by a crank ; ventilation above
by pieces of glass in slides to every fourth rafter, held in their
places by iron weights.

I fear to weary your readers by a long description of this
fine vinery. No description can convey an accurate picture

;

and so I shall merely try and tell how simple a matter it is to
make a Vine border, and thus cheer those who, like myself,
felt disheartened after reading pages 289 and 290.
The borders, or rather border— for it is one continuous

border—occupies the whole 30 feet width inside of the house,
and has no connection whatever with the outside ; the founda-
tions of the walls are solid brickwork, so that not a root can
pass through ; the soil being a sandy loam resting on gravel,

no drainage was required, and the border was thus simply
made. The turf was pared off the enclosure in which the
vinery stands, and wheeled into the house. To this mass
of turfy sandy loam (always take sandy loam), were added
rich half-rotten stable-manure and one-inch hones, mixed with
larger pieces, the " screenings " of ground bones, nearly in
the following proportions : — To twenty loads of loam (of

twenty bushels each), four loads of manure and one load of
coarse broken hones were added. This compost was well
mixed, and the border when completed and settled was about
30 inches deep ; it now lies about 1 foot above the surface of

the soil outside. It is intended, I believe, to give the border
annual surface-dressings of a richer compost than it was made
with, so as to encourage the roots to come to the surface. The
surface of the border has not been stirred since it was made

;

so that from being much trodden it is quite solid.

The Vines growing in this border are as fine and robust
as can be imagined; for in this, the second year of their
growth, the canes made by a large number of Lady Downe's
Vines average 2i inches in circumference and from 16 to
18 feet in length. There is no doubt but that in soils

not calcareous 4 inches of lime rubbish added to the above
compost would be advantageous ; it is not required at Bishop

Stortford, and so I have confined myself to giving the very
simple mode in which the border haB been formed. In soils

not favoured by a substratum of gravel it would probably be
necessary to place a layer, 9 inches thick, of broken bricks or
stones, or drain-pipes, and on this to form the border ; and I
think, also, the border in such cases should be raised to the
height of the boundary walls, and lie at least 2J or 3 feet above
the surface outside.

In all that I have said I have referred to the border in the
span-roofed house, but I see no reason why the same principle
should not be applied to lean-to houses. All that is required
is to make the front and back walls of a height sufficient to

allow of a border being made 3 feet deep the whole width of the
house ; and this in a house 14 or 16 feet wide would be amply
sufficient for Vines for many, many years, and with annual
surface-dressings, probably as long as a vinery would last.

This method of making Vine borders offers such a contrast
to the complicated recommendations of Mr. Wills as to merit
notice, for simplicity in all gardening operations should be a

leading feature. It seems to me also to do away with the ne-

cessity or quasi-necessity, so expensive, of building the boun-
dary front walls of vineries on arches to allow the roots to go
outside. An inside Vine border requires no protection from
the weather, it is dry and comparatively warm in winter, and
in summer partakes largely of the temperature of the house.
One objection seems to offer itself—the necessity of artificial

watering, for, of course, no rain can ever fall on an inside

border. On iuquiring of Mr. Ward, Mr. Miller's intelligent

gardener, I learut that the border of the span-roofed house,

200 feet long and 30 feet wide, was thoughly watered at the end
of March of the present year, and the same once a-month till

the middle of August. No water has been given since, neither

will any be given till next spring. This is not, therefore, a

heavy objection to an inside border.

One feels surprise that none of our writers on Vine culture

have recommended Vine borders to be entirely inside, after

the mode practised by Mr. Miller. Mr. Thomson, even, the

most acute of our Vine authors, seems to have omitted it.

One feels regret that he has done so, for he could handle the

subject well.

I saw many years since, in a market garden near London,
some Vines planted in the hard clayey floor of a vinery with

little or no preparation of the soil. They were remarkable for

their vigour and productiveness. I have recently seen the

experiment repe.Ued, and am almost inclined to say, " The
climate is the maker of the soil :" therefore the whole of a Vine
border, whether for a lean-to or span-roofed house, should be

inside, and not more than 3 feet deep, trusting rather to

surface-dressings than to deep, dank, five-feet borders for the

proper food of Vines.

There is one peculiarity in the planting of this vinery

worthy of notice. On each side of the central path is a row of

pyramidal Vines attached to upright rods, as they are seen in

the gardens of the south of Europe. These Vines are from
3 to 4 feet apart, and form a most beautiful avenue 200 feet

long. The Vines trained under the roof are planted on each
side in the usual manner. The varieties in the late house are

Lady Downe's and the Black Tokay, /alsely named the Black
Alicante, and now very properly called after Mr. Meredith to

distinguish it from other sorts under the name of Alicante
;

but it must ultimately take its true name of Black Tokay,
under which it has been known in England for some scores of

years. In my opinion this late Grape is not at all equal in

flavour to Lady Downe's, which closely rivals the Black Tokay
in its keeping quality.

—

Vitis.

STRAWBERRY CAPTAIN COOK—GROWING
FOR PROFIT.

As some of your readers appear anxious to know which are

the best and most profitable Strawberries for the market gar-

dener, perhaps you will allow me space in your valuable Journal

for the following account of Strawberry Captain Cook, as re-

lated by a market gardener in the north of Lancashire. He has
grown this delicious fruit on rather an extensive scale for sale

for a great number of years, and as he has tried almost every

variety which has been sent out, I consider his opinion is worthy
of notice. He says that he has never met with any variety that

is so profitable as Captain Cook, as it produces a greater weight
of large, marketable fruit than any sort which has come under
his notice, and always commands a ready sale at the best prices.
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Judging from the above statement, it is evident that Captain

Oook Strawberry has answered remarkably well for tho market
gardonor in that part, yet I cannot affirm that it will do equally

well in every placo in which it may be tried, for it has been

proved beyond doubt, that varieties which will do well in some
situations will not succeed at all in others, hence disappoint-

ments frequently occur. I have no doubt, however, that somo
of your readers in various parts of England have grown this

variety, and perhaps they will bo good enough to give us tho

benelit of their experience with it. I presume it was raised by

the late Mr. Nicholson, as he sent out a seedling under that

name some years ago.

With regard to planting Strawberries for profit, I am in-

clined to think after having tried various ways, that tho most
profitable and most simple method is to plant on land that

has been prepared in the manner so often recommended in this

Journal (in July, if possible), in rows 2 feet apart, and 1 foot

from plant to plant in the row, protecting the roots during

winter by a good top-dressing of half-rotten manure, put on in

November. By tins method I have never failed to secure a

heavy crop of fruit in the following summer. For the second

year, I find that it is bettor to let some of the weaker-growing
kinds run two rows into one—that is, instead of cutting between
every row in the autumn, to leave every alternate row uncut

;

thus nice little narrow beds are formed. I may add, that I

never dig between the rows, which is the practice of some, for

I consider doing so labour in vain.

—

Ecila.

VIOLA CORXTTTA.
I have no wish to continue the Viola controversy beyond

what I consider will interest your readers, or throw a little

light on this mysterious plant, as Mr. Wills and myself have
no hostile feeling in the matter. As stated in a previous com-
munication, should the two Violas differ, we have two really

useful plants instead of one, and should thoy not differ, no
great harm will be done by stating our own individual opinions ;

but if the former prove to be the case, the question to be de-

cided will be, Which is the original and true Viola cornuta ?

Here doctors may differ. My reason in again writing of this

Viola is to refer to a few comments offered by Mr. Wills in

your Journal, at page 38-1. Mr. Wills states that my plants
differ in habit from his, being more procumbent. The plants

sent to Huntroyde were taken up from the edgings that sur-

rounded the Dahlia ground, and were cut down closely in the
end of August, when more care had to be bestowed on the
Dahlias in preparing them for exhibition. This may in some
measure account for the difference of habit. With respect to

the colour of the foliage, I have some plants with darker foliage

grown in other portions of the grounds, in more exposed situa-

tions. Mind, I do not state that the plants grown by Mr. Wills
and myself are identical ; time alone will prove this, for, as Mr.
Wills observes, some of the flowers we have forwarded to each
other are so much alike that no difference could be detected.

Mi-. Wills next states tint Mr. Tillery has a blue variety nearly
as bright as the blue Pansy used at Cliveden. Now, the stock
of this Viola was sent from Worksop Manor to Welbeck, I be-
lieve, and from Osberton to the Manor. Indeed, we have but
the one variety in this part. Now, if the colours vary, and the
soil has no influence in the change of colour, is it the atmo-
sphere that does it ? Certainly they do vary.

I have never raised any plants from seed, but we have it on
the authority of Mr. Miller, that seedlings come perfectly true,

and of the numbers which he raised last year all were identical

and true to colour.

Next, Mr. Wills states that Mr. Tyerman after his visit to

Huntroyde, was of opinion that they had different varieties.

Such I believe was Mr. Tyerman's opinion at one time, for in a
letter which I had from that gentleman he stated as much ; but
after visiting Huutroyde, taking home with him some flowers,

and comparing them with his own, he could not detect any dif-

ference. However, as Mr. Wills has promised to send me some
of his stock, I will adopt his suggestion, and grow his plants
under the name of Mauve Queen, and the other under that of

Purple Queen, side by side, until their merits be satisfactorily

proved. Until then, I trust the Viola question will not be re-

vived, as no definite conclusion can be arrived at before the next
flowering season.

—

Edward Bennett, Osberton Hall, Worksop.

[In answer to a correspondent who inquires if we have seen

the botanist's Viola cornuta growing, we are able to reply in

the affirmative. Many years since we saw it blooming pro-

fusely in the garden at Wolvesey Palace, Winchester, and Mr.

Weaver, gardener to the Warden of Winchester College, drew
our attention to it. Wo have no doubt it is there now.

—

Eds.]

I nAVE here a dry north border -1 feet wide, sixteen yards of

which are planted with Viola cornuta. Tho plant commences
blooming in May, and continues in bloom till September. I

prize it much, and think it justly deserves all that I have heard
said of it. Your correspondents must not, however, depend on
seedlings, for here, as in most other cases, the flowers of the

offspring from seed vary much in size and colour, and the ten-

dency is to deteriorate rather than to improve. I saw last

summer in the garden of W.J.Blake, Esq., at Danesbury, near

Welwyn, a batch of seedlings in bloom, the flowers of which
varied in size and tint, and the habit was not in every case pre-

cisely similar. The best of these seedlings were not superior,

if equal, to the variety I grow and increase annually by division

and cuttings.

—

William Paul, Waliham Cross, N.

VINE-BORDERS—FORCING GRAPES FOR
MARKET.

As my tabular arrangement for the formation of the Vine-

borders at Huntroyde Park is incorrect, will Mr. Wills kindly

oblige by giving us the exact proportions of the different

materials he intends using to make up the 2800 square yards

of compost necessary for the completion of his border ? Any
additional information as to cost of material, size and price of

flags, ttc, that he may be able to give, would I am sure, be

very acceptable to many readers of the Journal, and par-

ticularly so to me, for I should be very willing to double the

cost of my Vine-borders if by so doing I could double the

growth and produce of my Vines. I know very little about

gardening, but I have seen many nooks and corners of the

world not easily accessible to gardeners, and I know something

of the climate of most places where the Vine succeeds beet.

What little knowledge I have acquired in this way I am now
applying to the culture of the Vine on a large scale, intending

to cut early and late Grapes by the ton. Before giving an
account of my first year's experience in Vine-growing, I wish

Mr. Wills to understand that I never before planted a Vine

under glass, neither have I seen them planted nor witnessed

their growth afterwards. It is, therefore, jut possible that the

readers of the Journal may be more amused than instructed by
the statement I am about to make.

I may as well state at once, that my garden was formerly a

part of the great common that extended almost without a break

from Hounslow to Staines. It was enclosed about forty years

ago, and since that time has been used as arable land until

within the last three years. The soil is a stiff loam 9 inches

in depth, upon a clay subsoil. Before the houses were begun
I had the foundations, stokeholes, and patl 1 out, and
the soil taken out down to the clay. This soil was well mixed
with about one-tenth part of stable manure. When the houses

were finished, a concrete bottom was made inside and level with

the ground outside. Upon this was placed the soil without a

particle of drainage of any kind. The Vines were then planted

without breaking the balls, and with no more care than would

have been taken with ordinary bedding plants. They were

well watered and syringed with spring water only, but had no

fire heat. The following table will give a good idea of their

summer's growth :

—

No. of
house.
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from 3 to 14 inches in diameter, 210 Hamburghs, 145 Muscats,

SO Sweetwater, 40 Alicante, 40 Barbarossa, (i Lady Downe's,

and 1 Muscat Hamburgh. The three-inch pots contain plants

struck this spring, about the size of a tobacco-pipe. The
14-inch pots have some fine canes 1? inch in circumference at

56 inches from the rim of the pot. Common garden soil and

stable manure were used for potting, and cinders for drainage.

I have only to add, that the total cost of borders, including

concrete, has been less than £30, and then I think I have said

everything about my Vines, except that I am getting ready to

start them into growth again, and hope to have nearly half a

ton of ripe Grapes from them by the time they have been
planted a year.

I hope Mr. Wills will pardon the error I made in supposing

he intended to make his border witli " oho] '1 is, lime

rubbish, boiled bones, and charcoal, in layers of '.' inches or

1 foot iu thickness, .... well incorporated together." The
mistake could not have occurred had the quantity of each in-

gredient been mentioned. However, I thankfully accept his

explanation, and trust he has made no mistake when he says,
" The quantity of bones I shall use will bo about two pecks for

mixing with each nine-inch layer for a border— say Hi feet

vide and 30 long." Such a layer of earth would contain about
072 peck?. The bones would, therefore, be to the soil as 1 is

i" 336. Rather hoina-opathic this ; and I am sure Mr. Wills

can prescribe a better Vine diet, as well as give us a fair

estimate and plain record of everything connected with the

extensive operations about to be carried out for the formation

of the Vine-borders at Huntroyde Park.—H. S.

FLOWERING AND OTHEE PLANTS IX A
VINERY.

i. to " Vines and Flowering Plants in the Same
House," page 305. you will oblige me much by stating what
modifications I need make in the list of flowering plants there

given, and in their treatment, in a house of similar size, in

which I purpose commencing to force early in February. I

mean, of course, to keep the welfare of the fruit in view as the

main object, and to have nothing in the house that would
seriously injure the quality of the crop.

Hew far, also, could Strawberries and Potatoes in pots be

grown without injury to the Vines, and could one or both be
continued on the shelves under the Vinos after the appearance

of the foliage, by shifting the pots in turn to the shelves in

front of the house close to the glass ? If so, how frequently

should they be shifted ?—W.
[By commencing to force early in February, you will not be

able to cultivate till a late period an equal quantity of fta
plants ; but if you have the Grapes off early, and the wood be
ripe early, you may (ill the house at an earlier period in the

autumn with the plants named, and may do much with the cold

I which you mention in sheltering your hardier flowering

plants. All the plants named at page 3G5 may be kept in the house
so long as the temperature of that house 15° at night

;

but when the average heat reaches from 50° to 55°, then florists'

Pelargoniums, Cinerarias, Primulas, Calceolarias, &c, should

be moved to colder quarters, also all kinds of established bed-

ding plants. Supposing that such plants have been in bloom
in winter and early spring, after the house is fairly started

for Vines, Camellias and Epaerises which have bloomed, along

with Oranges, may be kept in it to make their fresh wood, and
Scarlet Pelargoniums in the open places. If floral ornament
is wanted in the house in summer beneath the Vines, that

should chiefly be supplied by fine-foliaged stove plants, as

Gesneras and Begonias, and tender annuals, as Cockscombs,
Feathered Cockscombs, and Egg Plants. After you commence
forcing, however, when the roof has become pretty well shaded
with foliage, we should deceive you if we led you to think that

beneath that foliage of Vines you were to have stages of flower-

ing plants, and then beneath them Potatoes and Strawberries.

Such plants as w7e have mentioned, Camellias and Epaerises,

whilst making their wood, will sustain no injury from a little

shade and an average temperature of 60°, if hardened off after-

wards.

Your Strawberries and Potatoes in pots will succeed just in

proportion to the light you can give them, and in the case of

Potatoes by not subjecting them to too high a temperature.

To make the most of your house in this respect, we would set

the frames to work now, with a little mild heat beneath them.

Into one we would place Potatoes in pots, a single set in a

small pot, three to be put into a large pot afterwards; or place

two or three sets in a 12 or 14-inch pot at once. Supposing the
heat of the frame to approach 50°, or a little more, the Potatoes

would be advancing, and would do well if removed to the stage

of your vinery when the heat there was averaging 50°, and by
the time it reached 00° the Potatoes would be well advanced, and
could be removed to the front of the house as the shade began
to deepen, bearing in mind that the heat for the Potatoes should
not exceed 60°. Thus by moving them you could have fair

gatherings from the house ; and if the heat was making the

stalks weakly, then you could take them to the frames. Unless
your house is very open in front, so as to secure air for the

Potatoes as well as light, we would not advise you to have any
succession of Potatoes, but to be satisfied with this one early

crop.

We would proceed in the same way with Strawberries. If

your frame will afford the Strawberry plants a temperature of

about 5" higher than the vinery now, it will bring them on
gradually, and when your house is all ready you may set them
at 16 or 1« inches from the glass, in any part of the house where
there is no shade, and where the plants will enjoy a fair circu-

lation of air. Plants thus treated will generally bo in bloom
I
their fruit before the Vines produce much shade, and

the increase of heat given to the Vines will assist the swelling of

the fruit of the Strawberry plants ; but if line flavour is desired

the fruit when swelling must have plenty of light. If this

li 'lit can be afforded them there is no necessity for shifting

lants at all, and, therefore, we can offer no definite in-

structions as to the number of times the plants will require

shifting from place to place. If your roof is at all thickly

c iti ed with Vine foliage, the Strawberries previously set will

swell tinder the foliage, but be deficient in flavour ; and suc-

ms of Strawberry plants will only do well if they have
not set their fruit before being admitted, by affording them
an open space either at the back or the front of the house.

There, from air passing over them, they will set their bloom in

o rather high temperature, but they will do this very im-
perfectly in shade. They will do all the better as successions

when they are forwarded a little in frames beforehand. For
instance, the check or change is too great when Strawberry
plants are taken from the open air into a temperature of 65°,

but if taken from a frame where they had a temperature of

from 55' to 60° the change is little felt.

On the simple principle that all forcing of hardy fruits sue-

best when the forcing proceeds gradually from a low

rature to a high one, in all such cases as the vinery to

which you refer, the first crop of Strawberries in the house will

often be the best, because if the Strawberry plants are placed

in the house before you commence forcing, the temperature
will gradually be increased from 45° to 60°, and in very warm
nights to a little more. Whore people have vineries to come
in m succession to each other, the crops of Strawberries can
receive something like justice by merely taking a crop out of

each house. Bear in mind, that Justin proportion as you place

terries or Potatoes in a high temperature at once, will

be not only the tendency to weakness in the plants, but the

likelihood of their being attacked by insects, which may also

find their way to your Vines. We speak thus unreservedly,

because, though in Peach-houses and vineries, by due prepara-

tion of the plants and affording light spaces to successions,

almost as much fruit has been gathered as would pay for the

expense of forcing the house, we would wish it to be clearly

understood that without that preparation and much shifting

little good will be done except with the first crop, and even

that, flavour will much depend on the light given.

Hence, though Mr. Fish has never had a house which he

could devote to Strawberries, but had to do all that was pos-

sible by shifting, at a great amount of labour, just as you will

have to do, he is fully convinced that the cheapest plan on the

whole would be to have a Strawberry-house in several divisions,

such as was described as existing at Enville
;
then each divi-

sion could have the very treatment and temperature required,

and could be filled several times during the season, and there

would be no trouble with shade or too much heat. When
Strawberries bear in the open air the house could be devoted

to another purpose. Meanwhile you may do much in your

vinery, and without injuring the Vines, if you bear in mind

that, 'at least before the bloom sets, the plants must have light

ami air, and be seldom in a temperature of more than 60° at

night—if not higher than 55° all the better for them.

You may, as you propose, forward the Potatoes under the

shade of Vines, to go out under the protection of cold frames ;
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bnt even in that ensue we would not advise the Bteins of the

Potatoes to bo more advanced than 8 inches in length, fol if

mui'h longer the additional length will he more than 001

balanced by the increased tenderness. At the above li Dgth

much might be done by having the earth in the cold frame well

warmed by the gun before planting.]

PEACHES—TIIEIK TIMES OF UU'ENINC.
AND CULTURE IN POTS.

In your Journal of November 20th is an article on "The
Peach Season of I866j" and the dates are given of the ripening

of some of the difl at sorts of Peaches and Nectarines. In

Lancashire the Early ?ork ripened on the 20th of .Inly; in

the orohard-house here (JESsi I, fed one of large

size, "A by 24 feet, and lofty, it did not ripen until the

Dtb. of August. The fruit was of large size for that sort,

being 8j inches in circumference; it wa3 grown oil

planted in 11-inch pots. The next sort to ripen was Hunt's

Tawny Neatarine OB the 20tfli,; on t he same day I picked one

fruit of the White Nectarine. On the '21st I gathered Early

eMignonne, Ac to al I teorge, and Early Victoria,

Peaches ; on the 25th Murorey Nectarine, and Red Magdalen
Peach; on 4he 27th Senrlel on the 28th Elruge and
Rivers's Orai' " Nectarines^ and on the 30th Violctte Hative

Nectarine, and Girosse Migttoime 1'

On September 1st Claremont [Elruge] Nectarine was ripe;

on tlie 4th, Pine-Apple Nectarine; and on the 12th, Cricket

Nectarine, a very good full-sized fruit of excellent flavour. The
Pitmaston I ton i -tarme came in on the same "lay, and in

pie following week the Barringfon and Bellegarde Peaches in

the order in which they are named, succeeded in the end of the

month by the Victoria Nectarine. The Walburton Admirable
did not carry any fruit this season ; it is a shy hearer here

;

two trees of it had plenty of blossom, but it did not set.

The next was the Salway Peach, which ripened on the

1st of November. The fruit were the admiration of everybody
while they hung on the trees, but, alas ! it was all outside

show ; they were of a beautiful golden colour, and nr38
10 inches in circumference, but they were woolly and tasteless,

and no one would eat them. However, I hope it was only a

result of this sunless season.

All the trees here are grown in pots, and we thus obtain

fruit of the largest size and of good flavour, especially

case of the Nectarines. Some of the Royal George and Red
Magdalen Peaches were 101 inches in circumference. Failures

in growing Peach and Nectarine trees in pots arise from
various causes. With those who top-dress in the autumn one

cause of failure is over-dryness at the roots. Afters-

dressing the soil, and giving it a good watering, the moisture

does not appear to dry up soon, because there are no roots to

extract it fr face soil, but the roots are acting m i

the old soil in the pot and sucking it dry. I examined in the

spring of the present year several trees that did not seem to

start so freely as the others, and in each ease the old soil in

the pot was as dry as possible, while the fresh surface-dress-

ing was nuite wet.

Another cause is over-potting; I have never had good fruit

from trees which had a large shift—for instance, if a tree is in

an 11-inch pot, it ought not to have a larger shift than into a

13-inch pot ; 2 inches wider at each shift is enough, ramming
the soil as firmly as possible round the ball, which ought nut

to be broken except to take out the crocks and scratch away the

loose soil from the surface.

Then there are two enemies of the Peach tree about which
we hear much— namely, the black aphis and red spider. They
are easily enough destroyed if they are taken when they first

make their appearance ; the aphis I treat with tobacco smoke,
and the red spider with rain water. On the first appearance
of aphis bring out the fumigating apparatus, and use good
tobacco ; it is the cheapest in the end. Fumigate three times,

with an interval of four days between each fumigation, and
you will most likely be done with the black aphis for that

season. Red spider is the most insidious enemy, hov.i

the Peach tree, and quite as persevering as the aphis, but it is

never allowed to gain ground. As soon as the fruit !

set, I commence syringing once a-day, for the i'rrst three

weeks in the morning about eight o'clock, but earlier as the
days lengthen ; afterwards the trees are syringed twice a-day,

and in very hot weather three times. I find that without water
in abundance at the roots and on the leaves there will he no

full-sized fruit. I discontinue syringing before the first fruit
arc ripe, and 1 have no trouble with red spider.

I am not an advocate for smothering the trees with mixtures
of clay, sulphur, soft soap, *»., as I find they do just as well,
and arc as free bom in eel pe ts without it, and I have seen
trees very much injured by sucn mixtures.— .1. 1

1

I fkau that the lists suggested by Mr. Breha it,
] 39,

would be of little use, unless the struc
I the

houses were the same. A lean-to again I a ' wall,
and a span-roof running north and south, would produce very
different results. Then, again, the warmth of a house derjends
greatly on tho amount of ventilation given by th
These remarks are illustrated by the fact thu
friend in Lancashire ripened Marly i - this
20th of July. In one of my houses, thong by a
little warmth in the spring, the same variety did not L'i]

the 25th, yet I have the advantage of 2° of latitude t

south of Lancashire.—G. S.

HEATING, VENTILATING, AND SHAD I. !

Wets do we keep our hothouses and forcing-pits at an almost
uniform temperature regardless of weather ? Is lire heat con-
sidered as good as heat from the sun for the growth of plants?
One might be led to think so from the manner in which the
former is used and the latter wasted. If on a frosty night the
temperature of a house falls below the favourite figure the fire

is roused up, although there may be already 50° or 60° of arti-

ficial heat ; and again on a bright day in early spring. • hen it

rises slightly, the top of the house is thrown open, an >M
dry air admitted to replace a warm moist one. As a natural
e hi 1'ipience with tender plants, the foliage soon droops, and
perhaps becomes parched. Shading is therefore applied, and
the sun's rays are excluded just as their benefit ought to be felt.

For growing rapidly in spring many kinds of tender and
half-hardy plants, I believe that ventilating (till we find some
better method), as well as shading, may be advantageously
dispensed with. If no more fire heat is employed during cold
nights and dull days than is necessary merely to keep the
plants in health, and due attention is paid to the hygrometrical

of the atmosphere, the amount of natural heat and light

the plants will bear profitably, and the rate and
their growth under the most favourable conditions, will surprise
those who have not experimented on this subject. As an ex-

I may siate that the smallest-sized cuttings of Verbenas,
lums, c, may be struck as late as the end of April,

and probably at midsummer, in a dung-frame in full sun with-
out a leaf drooping. The dung used for the hotbed must be
sweets—a condition much more rare than is generally supposed.
There is, doubtless, in addition to the vapour of water, some-
thing emitted during the fermentation of stable-dung, to
strengthen the plants in proportion to their rapid elongation,
which we have not yet been able to imitate closely in our
houses, and for which due allowance must be made ; but that

much may be done by water alone is beyond all do.

Having broached a subject which in my in erves
much consideration, I now leave it in the hands of you"
able correspondents.—K. T. V*".

We heartily reiterate the first sentence of your letter, " Why
do we keep our hothouses and forcing-pits at an almost uniform
temperature regardless of weather?" But do experienced gar-
deners do so ? It is many years since Mr. Fish directed par-
ticular attention to this subject, and the regulation of inside

i erature according to outside temperature, and the presence
or absence of sunshine ; and the whole practice of vent i

and shading has been minutely and amply discussed in our
pages. That, however, does not lessen the value or the interest

of your letter. As a^general rule, shading is chiefly nei

in in bs from dull to very bright weather, especially

if plants are near the glass. There is no doubt that there is

much which is genial to tender vegetation in a sweet dung-bed,
and in a sweet tan -bed ; and there can be no question of pro-
pagating as

, or even farther en in summer, under
glass, without a hotbed, and with little or no shading, if the
light is diffused before reaching the cut;'

Prolific Potato.—It will gratify othi , as well as
Mr. Fenn, to know that one of that a us "Home
Growths," the Gryffe Castte Seedling Potato, exhibited by him
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recently at the Royal Horticultural Gardens, and for which he
has been awarded the Society's medal, yielded last season at

Gryffe Castle, Renfrewshire, on a piece of ground measuring
1 imperial acre, 1 rood, and 15 poles, the enormous crop of

223 bags, weighing, net, 22 tons, 5} cwts., quality first-rate,

" flavour excellent," causing quite a run for seed in the spring.

FORCING SEA-KALE.
Not being able to afford the market price frequently for

forced Sea-kale, I wish to try the plan mentioned by Mr. Fish
in your Number of November 13th, and need further infor-

mation.
1. Will a box from a grocer suit ?

2. Do you recommend plants bought from a nurseryman at

Is. dd. per hundred ?

3. At what time of the year should the plants be put in ?

4. How soon after the bed is made ?

5. Leaf mould I cannot easily procure, coal ashes are too
dirty, what can I substitute ?

6. Can the plants be used afterwards ?—M. L. I., Devonshire.

[1. Such a box as you may obtain from a grocer will do, as

an Orange-box, only it must be sound and without cracks,

or you must cover it over. Tou can either make the small hot-

bed, put the plants on it on soil, and then set the bottomless
box over it as stated by Mr. Fish ; or like Mr. Weaver (see page
413), you may put the plants in a box with a bottom, set it

on the hotbed, or where there is a heat of from 50' to 60°, and
cover with the lid. In many cases this will be best for begin-
ners, as by uncovering, or by placing additional covering on
the box, the temperature may be regulated at will. A heat of
55° is a nice average for Sea-kale, and the produce will be
better if it seldom exceed 60°. Mr. Fish detailed some time
ago how a clergyman used to have very early Rhubarb by
putting good roots in barrels and boxes, placing these in his
kitchen, and moving them near the fire at night. Almost any
quantity of Sea-kale could be obtained by the same process.

All that would be required would be the roots, the mild heat,

moderate moisture, and darkness. Just as in the case of Rhu-
barb, the produce depends chiefly on what was stored up in the
root and bud in the previous summer.
The very best Sea-kale which we ever had at Christmas was

thus obtained : A rather large stokehole had been made and
arched over, so as to hold a lot of fuel, and to go into it to the
furnace we had to open a trap door on the level of the walk
and go down a ladder ; all the fuel had also to be tumbled in

at this trap-door. There was rocm enough inside to hold a

couple of loads of fuel. With some rough boards we divided

off a part of it about 6 feet long, 3 feet wide, and 18 inches
deep. The roots were placed at the bottom iu sandy loam,
and a rough lid, with an old bag over it, kept all snug and
clean and the inside dark. By successions there were innu-
merable cuttings of nice stubby heads, averaging 6 or 7 inches
long. Here the heat from the furnace was sufficient. A slight

hotbed in a cellar, stable, or cow-house would do just as well.

2. Tes, such plants as you speak of will do ; but the larger

the'buds or crowns the better, even if you should give a trifle

more money for the roots.

3. To have a dish at Christmas, or rather on New Year's-day,

you must lose no time. The earlier you want to cut the longer
time will the plants take, unless you hasten them on too fast,

when they are apt to come weaker. If the heat is so mild as

to bring on the crop so as to be ready to cut in five or six weeks,
you will like the produce better than if forced on in little more
than half the time.

4. Put the plants in a few days after the bed is made. Set
them to work directly, if you put the plants in a moveable box,

as stated in " Doings of Last Week," or place them in pots

or boxes.

5. Do not trouble yourself with leaf mould if you cannot
obtain it. Any sort of soil will do, if sandy all the better,

even sand itself, for, as stated above, the produce depends
more on the state of the crowus and moisture than upon the

fresh rooting. Sandy soil will do well with or without a little

rotten dung.
6. The plants will be useful afterwards in proportion as you

cut them once, twice, or more. In the latter case they will be
little better than seedlings. If not much cut, by hardening off,

and planting out in March and April, they will make fine plants

for forcing, after they have grown oft of doors for two summers,
if well treated. This is how we generally manage such forced

plants : After being cut—say twice, and if the roots are ia
pots or boxes, we move them first into a shed, with a sprinkling
of litter over them, and in a week or two into the open air,

with a little sprinkling of litter to keep them from severe frost

if it come, for though the plant is hardy enough, it is made
tender by forcing, and must be hardened again gradually.
Then about March or April we take the roots, and if from
9 to 12 inches long, we cut off the crown ends, say, from 4 to

6 inches long, and plant them by themselves, in rows 2 feet

apart, and 6 inches apart in the row. Then we plant all the
budless parts of the roots by themselves, but more closely

together in the rows. The first lot will be rather better next
year than seedlings, sown in the April preceding, a year old

transplanted. The budless parts of the roots will scarcely be
so good. There is, however, frequently a little trouble with
seedlings, owing to mice and other depredators.]

NATURE'S GUIDES FOR GARDENERS."
A correspondent places at the head of his letter the above

sentence, and asks whether there is any work published

enumerating such guides, which he considers would be much
more satisfactory than " the vague directions in gardening

—

' sow end of month,' ' plant middle of the month,' and so on."

It is certain that no such work has been or ever can be pub-
lished ; there are too many operations required weekly in a

garden that have no concurrent natural event.

There are some relative sayings which have been handed
down for ages among gardeners ; but they are so few that we
do not remember more than these two :

" When you have seen

two swallows together sow Kidney Beans ;" " No more frost,

for the Mulberry leaves are opened."
For the following extract, relating to the subject, we are in-

debted to " Johnson & Shaw's Farmers' Almanac " for 1867,

which is even more rich in useful and interesting information

than usual :—" We are obliged to C. M. Caldecott, Esq., Hol-
brook Grange, near Rugby, for the period during six years

when the cereals of his farm came into ear, flowered, and were
harvested.

Ik Ear.
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happy to give a few to any one who would send a stamped

directed envelope to me.

—

Thomas Toop, Gardener, Great Brom-
ley Lodge, Martningtree, Essex.

STOVE INSIDE A VINERY.
The description given in No. 295 ot the manner in which

" B. F." was " served out " by an iron stove, and in which he

states an opinion that a shorter horizontal flue would have

prevented the mischief, induces me to trouble you to show that

even a short horizontal flue will not always prevent iujurious

gases from entering a house where the feeding and ashpit doors

are inside.

In 1863 I built a brick Arnott stove from the directions given

in Mr. Rivera's work " The Orchard-House," in a greenhouse

of mine, with Vines on the roof, the feeding and ashpit doors

being inside the house. It answered well, and all went on right

till the autumn of 1864, when it became necessary to light a tire

to dry the house and ripen the Grapes. The fire had been

lighted on and oft' for a fortnight, when one afternoon I noticed

a peculiar smell, like the odour of fresh green leaves thrown on
a fire. I looked at the fire, which was of coke, but could per-

ceive no smoke issuing from it, although I could detect a slight

sulphurous smell. I likewise glanced up at the Vines, but

could see nothing wrong with the leaves. I guessed, however,

what was going on, and at once opened all the top ventilators,

and put out the fire. The next morning, to my dismay, every

leaf on the roof, except just :it the bottom, was brown and sere,

and in a few days would crumble in the hand like scorched

paper, and the bunches of Grapes hung alone in their glory

unhurt, without a green and with hardly a brown leaf to keep

them company. Now the horizontal pipe of this stove was only

25 inches in length, and there was then 7 feet of perpendicular

pipe (four-inch). None of the plants in the greenhouse were
injured.

I have seen much lately in the Journal about Viola cornuta

as a bedding plant. Am I to understand that it may be planted

out in spring with Pelargoniums, Verbenas, aud so on, and that,

like them, it will bloom continually throughout the summer ?

If so, how many plants must I purchase now to be able to raise

enough by next May to plant the front row of a ribbon-border

50 feet long, and, say, 1 foot wide?—J. R. Beyton.

[If charcoal had been used instead of coke the injury would
not have occurred. Coke as well as coal emits sulphurous acid

when burnt, and that acid is fatal to leaves. Charcoal only

emits carbonic acid when burnt, and that, if not in great excess,

is beneficial to plants.

—

Eds.]

with fresh charcoal, which evidently has the property of ab'

sorbing the noxious gases generated in combustion.
One remarkable feature about this stove is that it produces

a humid heat. When I first lighted it, the iron being all cold,

there was so much condensation of moisture that little pools

formed on the floor in various spots at the base of the stove,

and on looking at the nozzle where the gas-pipe when used is

intended to be fitted for a chimney, I saw steam blowing out

as if from a boiling tea-kettle. After the tiro has been lighted

some time this disappears; but still there is much humidity,

as I discovered by holding a piece of cold iron against the nozzle,

when condensation immediately commenced, and the iron be-

came quite wet.

The more experience I have of this stove the more pleased

I am with it ; and I am convinced that the humid and genial

heat it produces is very beneficial to the health and the

growth of plants. Those in my conservatory from being chilled

and staned-looking, and particularly the Zonale Pelagoniums

which had dropped all their leaves, are now growing fresh and
green. The marvellous power this peat charcoal has of retain-

ing ignition may be illustrated by the following circumstance :

One night I made up the fire at ten o'clock, and the following

morning when I came down at eight o'clock I found the fuel

rather more than half consumed. The day was milder than

usual, and I determined to allow the fire to go out, and, conse-

quently, did not add any more fuel. To my surprise, at eight

o'clock in the evening when I went to light the fire I found it still

alive, and after making it up aud turning on the fuU draught,

the heat was very speedily raised.

So satisfied am I with the working, the cleanliness, and the

portability of this stove, I intend to place one in the hall, and

that, too, without a chimney.—W. H. C.

HAYS'S PATENT STOVE.
Havin'o seen the recommendations you published about a

month ago in The Journal of Horticulture of Hays's patent

stove, I was induced to procure one to heat a conservatory

attached to my house, and which I have not any convenient

means of warming. The conservatory is 20 feet long, 11 feet

vride, and 13 feet high, span-roofed, and exposed on all sides.

I at the same time obtained two bags of the peat charcoal,

which is the fuel this stove is intended to consume. The fire

was lighted on the 28th of October by placing in the stove a

piece of the live charcoal, which had been previously ignited

in tire dining-room fire ; and from that time till the present
(November 28th), it has never been out night or day, but has
kept up a constant and steady heat all the time, aud the ther-

mometer has never been below 45°, except on that severe Tues-
day night, the 20th inst., when the temperature out of doors
was 19% and it registered 10". The ordinary day temperature
ranges from 50' to 55°, and were I to turn on the full draught
it might be increased and maintained at 60°. I have used no
flue, and the stove being stood in the centre of the house is

ornamental as well as useful.

I at first had my doubts about using a stove without a flue,

having from former experiences of them discovered their de>e-

terious effects ; but in this case, though my house may be said

to be hermetically sealed, the laps of the glass being all puttied,

I have sat in it for an hour together reading and enjoying its

genial temperature without suffering any oppression, headache,
or uncomfortable sensation. I find, however, that to secure this

condition care must be taken to keep the chamber at the top

full of the charcoal, and every time the fire is fed that it should
be supplied from this chamber, so as to refill the chamber

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

Weekly Show, December lsJ.—A collection of plants consisting of

Heaths, i-c. was shown by Mr. W. Yonng, gardener to R. Barclay,

Esq., West Hill, Highgate, aud obtained a first prize; another col-

lection of plants consisting of Ferns, Chrysanthemums, &c, from

Mr. W. Bartlett, Shaftesbury Read, Hammersmith, was awarded a

second prize. From the Society's garden, at Chiswick, was exhibited

an interesting collection of plants, comprising Primulas, Cyclamens,

and Heaths. An extra prize was awarded Mr. W. Young for a good

collection of kitchen and dessert Apples. Mr. Hid, Angel Row, High-

gate, contributed a collection of vegetables, to which a first prize was

awarded. Mr. Young also exhibited a collection of vegetables, in-

cluding a specimen of the Sea-kale Beet : a second prize was awarded

this collection.

ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY'S MEETING.
The first November meeting of this Society was held, bypermissita

of the Conned of the Linnean Society, in the apartments of the

latter at Burlington House, on the 5th lilt., the chair being occupied

by Sir John Lubbock, F.It.S., President. A resolution, containing a

vote of thanks to the Linnean Society for the nse of their rooms for

the purpose of meeting, was unanimously carried. The Society's

library still, however, remains at the old apartments in Bedford Row.

where" the Secretary attends regularly every Monday afternoon.

Amongst the donations received since the last meeting were the pub-

lications of the Linnean and Royal Agricultural Societies, the seventh

volume of Lacordaire's work on the Coleoptera, the sixtieth part of

Hewitson's Exotic Butterflies, &c. The President urged the members

who proposed to read papers at the Society's meetings, to give notice

thereof to the Secretary sufficiently early to allow an announcement

to he published in the preceding Saturday's Journal. This would

have the effect of drawing persons conversant with the subject to the

meetings, by which means more important results would be secured

from 'the discussion than at present.

Mr. W. Wdson Saunders exhibited two larvas of Cicada), from

Mexico, each of which presented a fungoid production growing ont of

the frontal region, dissimdar in shape in the two individuals, but sup-

posed to be of the same species of parasitical vegetable. He was

inclined to believe that the fungi grew only on dead specimens of the

insects. Acting on the suggestion of the President, he proposed at a

fojure meeting to bring forward for discussion the " Fungoid growths

upon insects." He also exhibited two beautifully sculptured larvaj

cases from Brazil, probably formed by a Coleopterous larva.

Mr. Bates referred to an excellent article on insect-fungi in Hard-

wicke's " Science Gossip."

Mr. Bakewell sent for exhibition a box containing some new and

interesting Beetles, recently received from Dr. Howitt, of Melbourne,

Australia, chiefly belonging to the family Lueanidae.

Mr. Stainton "exhibited 'Stathenopoda Gnerinii, a remarkable little

Moth, with very thick hind legs, which it does not employ in walking.
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but holds up on each side of the body, like a pair of oars out of

water ; also a drawing of the caterpillar and of the gall upon the

Pistachia (Pistacia terebinthus), within which the larva resides.

These 1 iiad received from Dr. Standinger, of Vienna. From M.
Ledere; . of tho same city, he also exhibited a beautiful series of

Tineid Hooted in the Holy Land, sent to him for collation with

Mr. Pi . » M lambzadge's collection, which was intended for publication.

Mr 1<\ Sniith exhibited some galls be had noticed on the Elm trees

near Deal, which, at a distance, might easily be mistaken for Apples,

being green and rosy in colour. They were, however, rilled with

hundreds of Aphides. [The species is a well-known one, having been

figured by Dr. Geer.]

Mr. Pascoe exhibited two beautiful patella-like objocts with a fluted

surface, from Port Lincoln, supposed to be the cases of females of a

species of Coccus. They were found upon the Eucalyptus.

The President exhibited specimens and highly-magnified drawings

of a minute new Myriapodous insect, which he had detected in his

grounds, at High Elms, Kent, remarkable for the comparative paucity

of the legs, one pair being attached to the first segment, and two pairs

to each of the four following segments. It is extremely active,

although only one-thirtieth of nil inch in length. He proposed to

name it Pauropus. He had observed that it had the habit of cleaning

its legs by drawing them through it Q

The Si i bary exhibited some Beans from Egypt, very much in-

fested i all species of Bruchus ; and Mr. W. Rogers a pale

variety of Hrpparchia janira, and a specimen of Rumia era:

the left fore wing ami the right bind wing were pure white, the re-

mainder of the insect being of tin- usual dark colour.

The Rev. Douglas Timins sent a note on the times of appearance

in France of Argynnis Lathonia, of which he had occasionally ob-

served three broods, the third appearing in September in fine seasons.

A letter was read from Mr. li ' tying an account of his en-

tomological captures in Newfoundland.

Mr. MacLaehlau read u Descriptions of some new exotic Psocidte,"

preserved in the K am at Oxford; and Mr. Edward Saun-
ders read a paper entitled " Descriptions of six new species of Bupres-

tid; . belonging to the tiibe Chaleophorides of Lacordaire. A new
Part of the " Transactions" of the Society was laid upon the table.

NOTES ON THE GARDENS OF THE EMPEKt'Il

OF RUSSIA AT TSARSKOE SELO.
The gardens of the Emperor of Russia at Tsarskoe Selo

are well worth a visit if you are at St. Petersburg!!, but it

would hardly pay to go there on purpose. At the same time

any one having the time and money would do well to see the

botanical gardens of the towns in his route. All the way to

St. Petersburgh the towns have something for the horticul-

turist to see—for instance, the gardens at Brussels are very

nicely kept, and will repay an inspection. At Potsdam there

are the king's gardens, and at Berlin there are beautifully laid

out gardens. I believe Cologne, Frankfort-on-the-Maine, and
Konigsberg all boast gardens ; and one can hardly g<- through

any garden without picking up some hint. If you arc

with the language of the country, and can converse freely with

the gardener, he will exchange ideas, and bo much pleased to

think you have journeyed so far in order to see his garden.

In short, travelling does every one good ; it shakes our pre-

judices, gives us fresh ideas, makes us think better of other

folk, and, lastly, gives us something to think about when we get

home. All this, however, is taking me away from my subject.

I had the good fortune to know an officer in the Imperial

army with whom I easily gained access to all the houses, the

palace as well; a description of this, however, would not suit

the readers of the Journal. The inevitable sentinel touched
his " kepi " as we passed over the bridge into the park. Here
were many promenaders ; for when the Imperial family are not

staying at Tsarski, as it is commonly pronounced, any one
may walk about the grounds. Broad, sandy, curving, undulat-

ing walks, overshadowed by numerous trees and shrubs, make
a delightful change from the hot glaring quays and perspec-

tives of St. Petersburgh ; and hither it is that the Court comes
when it quits the winter palace on the banks of the beautiful

Neva. Here are miniature lakes, surrounded by trees and grassy

slopes, with rowing and sailing boats dancing on their sur-

faces. One of these lakes—the largest—lies immediately below
the palace, and on a sunny breezy day looks beautifully cool.

Here we have a succession of sloping walks and level strips

of gravel. This is a montagne Russe, only now the snow is all

gone, and nothing is seen but a long, long walk about 12 feet

wide, stretching away for hundreds of yards. As we went
along, I noticed a very pretty young lady—she held a pape-
rasse, or cigarette, in her delicately-gloved hand, and begged
a light of a handsome young officer who stood by her side !

Many ladies do such things in this eastern country, but it does
not suit our English notions. At the far end of this long
walk we remarked an artificial rocky bridge. It crossed the
path and rose in the air so high that one was tempted to think
it was too large to have been made by human hands. A walk
led up to it, and, on attaining the summit, the wind was
strong enough to blow one away, had it not been for the
parapet. The view of the lake and palace from this point was
superb ; but the task of describing this I leave for abler pens.
And now to the ranges. The first house we entered was a

half span—a kind of house, by the way, to which I am very
partial for vineries—with Vines planted inside the house, and
running over to the wall at the back. In front was a broad
stage, then a path, followed by another stage for Strawberries
and the like. From this second stage to the rafters was a
trellis screen, which served as a support to some smaller Vines.
On a shelf near the glass fixed to this trellis were Strawberries
bearing nicely; the sorts I was unable to kirn, as the head
gardener was away, and we had only a lad to show us through.

Passing through a glazed corridor, we came into another
house of the same shape, and filled with delicious Apricots.

This was in May, which speaks well for the gardener, when we
think of the fearful climate during the winter months. It

a that winter that a horse trotted into its stable in St.

Petersburgh with its rider frozen to death in the saddle

!

Such cold as this we should be quite unable to cope with, but
necessity is the mother of invention. This house, No. 2, was
about 50 feet long by 15 broad. A path led through it, and on
the right there was a sloping trellis, covered with trees in first-

rate health, extending to the rafters : on the left, wires

stretched to form an arch, over which were trained the fruit

trees. There was a stage under this for various pot plants,

and a pendent stage, close to the glass, for forcing early

Strawberries.

In this range were seven houses, each from 50 to 100 feet

in length, and all constructed and arranged on nearly the

same plan. I regret that I am quite unable to speak in detail

respecting the heating apparatus. In every case flues warmed
the houses, but more I cannot say to be certain of speaking

bt;ietly within the truth.

A second range of houses, numbering five in all, contained

fine healthy specimens of Peaches, Apricots, Vines, and Straw-

berries in all stages of growth. Some were in bud, some
flowering, and some just setting the fruit, and all, I must
say, looked extremely well. I have seen Mr. Rivers's houses
at different seasons of the year, and can fairly say these

would not have been shamed by the great Savs bridgeworth

fruit-houses.

In flie connecting-houses, or vestibules, were kept some
prcu. , hrubs, so that in passing from house to house
the eye was rtuevecl by gay colours. Here were no speci-

mens worth mentioning, only the place deserves notice. In-

of going direct from one house into the next, you pass

through a little conservatory—perhaps 10 or 12 feet in length,

filled with plants, and kept in the most perfect order.

In conclusion I may say that the neatness of the whole es-

tablishment would have struck any gardener. Not a branch

untied or out of place, hardly a leaf lying i a the path, and yet

there was no bustle, no noise ; the men all worked quietly, and
without attracting attention, and, so far as I was able to see,

appeared intelligent.

I trust this rapid sketch may help to show what I have en-

deavoured to point out in my previous letters, that our friends

in the East are both clever and artistic in their horticultural

pursuits. Let us hope the friendship which seems to be

springing up betwixt us may be furthered by a more inti-

mate knowledge of each other's ways, and may we gardeners

help in so desirable a result.

—

Patelix.

Todmobden Botanical Socn-rrv.—Mr. Rogers, of Manchester, sent

specimens of the interesting Crocus nudiflorus, gathered at Xorthenden.

The same gentleman sent, also, a number of specimens of Lady Ferns,

raised from spores by Mr. Glover, an enthusiastic Manchester amateur.

They were mainly' forms of Miss Frizell's Lady Fern. Athyrium

Fmi-fceniina Frizelliae. We remarked one form splendidly crested;

another, which might fitly be named " ramosnm," was very curious.

It was remarked by the President that the varieties of British Ferns

were " evidently breaking up into groups like the genera of other

plants." Referring to Crocus nudiflorus, the Librarian stated that ho

had recently met with a large patch of it—a hundred plants or more

—

near Great House, in Stansfield. This is worthy of note, as being the

first instance of the plant having been found in the neighbourhood.
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( !.( >N STKUCTING ICE-HOUSES.
It may bo interesting and useful at this season to discuss

the various modes of preserving ice. On this subject I fur.one

should like bo beat the experience of othors, so I will now state

tht! different in. thode which I nave tried.

The first Wfl . Etet the old style, as I was instructed by the

old gardener, now, poor man, no more. I well remember his

orders—"Now, lads, you must pack the straw i toot thick

between the house and ice, and wedge it firm, or else the ice

will not keep till Novomber." " But," i say, " sir, by July or

August tho straw is always rotten ; so, wet dirty straw will be

against its beeping." "Oh, that's your idea, is it, young
Broccoli Sprout '.' I can tell you that I have had the charge of

filling this house for nearly forty years, and I should now
know better than you." "Well, sir," I said, "if you will

allow mo to pack one half of the house with straw and tho

other without, we_ shall then see which is best for keeping."

"Very well, ray bo I
ill d i as yon wish ; but remember,

I do not like the e new-fangled ways." So in June the house

was opened, and ! here wa I little or no difference to show which
mode had the adi n age,; but by August the ice which had been

packed with about 12 inches of straw had left the wall ; the ice

at the side without straw was about 6 inches from the wall,

and by November it had the advantage by 1-t inches : so straw

after this was not used except iu the passage.

The best system I ever found was to pack the ice in sawdust,

placing about 1 foot round the ice, beating it solid as the filling

proceeded, and when this was finished to place about the same
thickness at the top.

A very important point respecting which I ask for informa-

tion is this, : ice-house be ventilated? I am aware

that many advocate ventilation, but I could never perceive any
advautago from it, but, on the contrary, the reverse. Ice

always dissolves rapidly to the bottom of the door, and below
the ventilation it always keeps the best. If I were about to

build an ice-house I should have it so arranged as to have a

flat place at the top to break the ice on, also to have the door
at the same plac I

! • 1 all
,:

ie ventilation. On the outside

of the walls I would have ashes packed between them and the

soil to keep the house as dry as possible. The ice-house when
finished I would cove,' with Ivy, not trees, and proper drainage

should not bo forgotten.—R. H.

THE CULTIVATION AND PREPARATION OF
CASTOR OIL IN ITALY.

Two species, or more probably varieties, of Rieinus, are

found growing spontaneously in the kingdom of Italy—R. com-
munis and B. africanns, the distinction being chiefly in the

stigmata, of which the former has three deeply-forked, and the

latter six.

I iiave not been able to learn at what epoch these plants

were introduced, but it would seem probable, from the early

use of castor oil, that they have figured amongst Italian, or at

least Sicilian plants, from a remote period, choosing their

habitat in the moist thickets that abound near the southern
coasts.

The cultivation of Castor-oil plants for the purpose of com-
merce, and especially for export trade, has a comparatively
recent date, and the introduction of one of the most esteemed
varieties i ite back but twelve years.

Although the cultivation is carried on in nearly every pro-

vince in the kingdom of Italy, as well as the Papal States, it is

chiefly from the province of Verona that we draw our supplies

both of seed and oil. There are other large manufactories at

Leghorn, G inoa, ,V .. but both there as in tho Veronese terri-

tory, it is frequently found necessary to purchase foreign seed

to make up for the scarcity of the native supply, which is

regulated iu great measure by the value of Maize and Sagina

—

plants preferring the same soil as that required by the Rieinus.
The two principal varieties cultivated south of Verona are

the black-seeded or Egyptian, and the red-seeded, or American.
The latter yields a greater per-centage of oil than the former,
but the oil is not so pale in colour. The Egyptian variety
differs also in requiring a rich soil, whereas the American
plant prefers a dry soil with plenty of sun.

Speaking generally, the land best adapted for the cultivation
of the Castor-oil plant should not be too argillaceous, but
friable, and well exposed to the sun. In November the ground
is ploughed up and allowed to remain all the winter exposed to

the frosts and north winds, which are frequently severe. By

this means the soil is well broken up, and in the spring a series

of deep furrows aro made, about 5 feet apart for rich soils, or
1 feet for ground of a less fertilo nature. In these furrows are
dopositod beds of stable manure, which aro lightly covered up
by means of a plough. In May, or before, according to the
precocity of tho season, the soil in tho furrow is well mixed,
and the Couch Grass and other weeds b been uprooted,
planting is commenced. The seed, which i carefully selected,
is held in tho aprons worn by the women, who take up three or
four grains between the thumband twofingi i -, and thrust them
into the middle of tho furrow, dexterously earthing-up the
hole in the withdrawal of the fingers. The distance between
the plants should be about '''

Eeet. After fifteen or twenty
days the young plants will liavo sprung up to a height of about
2 inches, and the women again visit the fields for the purpose
of selecting tho strongest plants in each bunch, destroying the
others and earthing-up the chosen one. After another fifteen

days, the plants having attaii ht of about 8 inches, a
plough, usually drawn by two oxen, is passed between them, to
turn more soil into the furrows, and tho women following
earth-up the plants, leaving only the leaves uncovered. Later,
the " incalzation," as it is called, is repeated with the spade, and
the plants being now sufficiently strong, are left to themselves.
The seeds begin to ripen early in September, when women

with baskets on their arms make a daily gathering of the ripe
grains, passing by each plant every two, three, or more days,

according to the intensity of the heat. As soon as gathered
the seeds are spread out on an open floor, to insure their being
dry, and, as they retain the outer covering, are called " Ricino
investito." To obtain the seeds as they aro met with in com-
merce, the following means are adopted:—A layer of about
2 inches of " Ricino investito " is spread over the wooden floor

of the barn, and a man without es an implement
made of a flat piece of wood about 20 inches square, under-
neath which is attached a layer of cork about 2 inches in thick-

ness, fitted with a handle springing at right angles from the
wood so that it may be used by the man standing. This imple-
ment is pushed backwards and forwards, running gently over
the seeds, so as to break up tho integument, which is subse-
quently winnowed away. The seed with double covering yields

about 66 per cent, of the commercial article.

'As soon as the gathering of the Seed is over, the plan

cut down and tied in bundles, which are left out to dry, and
used in the winter for fuel. Trie winnowed integument is also

used for burning in stoves, or for mixing with stable manure
for Vine-dressing. Finally, when the land is ploughed up in
November, the roots are - dried, : for burning.
A certain oleaginous prin ipeasrs to pervade the whole
plant, rendering it usefal e s a he; rilliant com-
bustible.

The height of the -. from g to 10 feet according
to the soil, so that the I men have to take into con-
sideration its probable ifth, in order to al iiicient

space for the develop?,;, branches. It is calculated

that the Veronese terri, el produce of
over five million kilogrammes of ' tons being less

than the quantity requir, ho are thus
obliged to use a portion of foreign seed.

The preparation of the oil is a reat care, so
that even the last ink ,ed is

subjected to pressure. For this purpose the grains are passed
through a machine con two large revolving wooden
rollers, beneath which is pise apo fal winnowing-machine
for the separation of the seed torn the covering, now become
broken by the paction of the cylinders. As a further guarantee, a
number of little girls are employed as sorters, and for this pur-
pose are usually seated, when, placing the seed before them by
small quantities, they reject tij-" from which the seed-coat has
been imperfectly removed, as well as the damaged and rancid
grains, throwing the good ones into baskets placed beneath.
Every manufactory of any importance has at least rive or six

hydraulic presses, which are placed in a room heated in winter
to a temperature of ab g, coarse, hempen
press-bags, about li inches wide, are always kept ready, and
in each is placed about three kiiogrammes of cleaned seed.

The bag, being longer than wide, folds over when in the press,

and between it and the superposed one is placed a sheet of

iron that has been heated to about 90° Fahr. The presses
usually contain from twenty to thirty bags, which have a thick-

ness of rather less than 2 inches each. All the oil which flows

from this pressure is of the first quality. The marc is now
ground in a mill, and again placed in the bags ; the sheet iron,
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as usual, is placed between each layer, and the whole gently

heated up to about 100° Fahr., when it is again subjected to

pressure, the result of which is a further yield of straw-

coloured oil, much used in the manufacture of printer's ink,

&c. The blanched seeds sometimes yield a total of 40 per

cent, of oil. The fiist quality is kept in a warm place (in

summer just beneath the roof), for some days, and deposits a

quantity of mucilaginous and fatty matter, after which it is

filtered. The filtering bags are made of a cloth found in com-

merce, and have a capacity of seven kilogrammes of oil. When
filled, the mouths of these bags being tied up, they are placed

on the tin-lined shelves, disposed in such a manner round a

room that, by the aid of tubes, the filtered oil flows from all

sides into the vessel placed to receive it. Each room usually

contains about 2000 kilogrammes of oil, the temperature being

kept at about 55° Fahr. The exhausted marc is used as a

manure for Hemp and Flax, for which purpose it is supposed

to be well adapted.

Some little while ago it was proposed to use the marc as a

cosmetic in the same way as we employ almond meal, but it

did not answer this purpose, as it was found to possess con-

siderable irritant properties. Might not these qualities render

it a useful counter-irritant applied as cataplasma? As the

marc is readily obtainable in England, it would be as well if

some one were to report on its therapeutical value.

Complaints have been made of the difference of quality in

Italian castor-oils, and of the tendency in some samples to

deposit fatty granules in cold weather ; but the oil prepared

according to the method just described, which is that emplyed
in the Veronese territory, cannot be surpassed in taste or ap-

pearance, and gives little or no deposit in the ordinary tem-
peratures of winter. The deposit complained of is due to

greater heat having been employed in the processes of pressure

and filtration.

From the large doses of the oil used in Italy,—sometimes
2 ozs., simple or mixed with almond oil,—it would seem that

the comparative tastelessness and brilliancy of the oil are

acquired at the expense of its purgative power. I have heard

or read that the Chinese use castor-oil in their salads. Surely

it can possess but feebly the purgative qualities of other

castor-oils, leading one to suppose that climatic influences and
mode of cultivation oppose the development of the purgative

principle, which is still further lessened in the oil by a careful

preparation. It is probable that to some such causes we must
attribute the peculiar blandness of true Italian castor-oil.

—

H. Groves, Florence (in Pharmaceutical Journal).

NEW BOOK.
Being a History of Plants with their Botanical Descriptions and Peculiar Properties. By Loots

Figuieb. Chapman & Hall, London.

old leather breeches, and obtained the approbation of such an
epicure as the old Duke of Queensberry. We referred to recent

works on astronomy, geology, chemistry, and many others. We
went further back, pointed out how, even in law, Coke's Reports

The Vegetable World :

Tee other day we were remarking how science was now
universally popularised, and that men could be found who had

the art of making the driest subjects palatable, just as the

French cook made a ragout, the basis of which was a pair of

had been versified ; and botany had been made a romance in

Darwin's " Loves of the Plants." The friend with whom we
were conversing there interposed, by adding, " All ! but no one

has succeeded in producing a botanical work that is instructive

as well as popular." Our reply was placing in his hand the

volume the title of which we have copied above, and we ob-

tained his assent to our opinion that it is the best book for

imparting botanical knowledge attractively which has hitherto

been published.

M. Figuier is one of those to whom we alluded, who specially

have the art of making dry subjects palatable ; and he is a

master of the art, for whilst making them palatable, he does
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not omit parts which the student must at some time digest

;

but he no introduces, so arranges, and so spices them, that

none are ill-flavoured, and none put on one side. Dropping

our metaphor, this volume is written in untechnical language,

begins by inserting a seed in tho soil, follows it through all its

changes, the growth of the perfect plant, the development and

uses of tho various parts, the phenomena of plant life, tho

various forms plants assume, and by which they are classed

;

shows how they are distributed over the world's surface, and the

scenery they form by their associated groups. All this is told

in readablo language, and illustrated by 44fi woodcuts, and
twenty-four full-page views of the scenery formed by the plants

in their native places. These illustrations are most artistic.

But we have borrowed from Messrs. Chapman it Hall two of

the engravings, and we will enable our readers to form a judg-

ment.
" The flower of Victoria regia is about 40 inches in circum-

ference. The effect produced upon Sir Robert Schomburgk,
when he first saw this magnificent flower on the River Berbice

is thus described :

—

" ' It was on the 1st of January, while contending with the

difficulties nature opposed in different forms to our progress up
the River Berbice, that we arrived at a point where the river

expanded, and formed a currentless basin. Some object on the

southern extremity of this basin attracted my attention ; it

was impossible to form any idea what it could be ; and, ani-

mating the crew to increase the rate of their paddling, we were

shortly afterwards opposite the object that had raised my curi-

osity—a vegetable wonder. All calamities were forgotten ; I

felt as a botanist, and felt myself rewarded : a gigantic leaf,

from 5 to 6 feet in diameter, salver-shaped, with a broad rim,

of a light green above, and a vivid crimson below, rested on

the water. Quite in character with the wonderful leaf was the

luxuriant flower, consisting of many hundred petals, passing in

alternate tints from pure white to rose and pink. The smooth
water was covered with the blossoms, and, as I rowed from one

to the other, I always observed something new to admire.' The
leaves are of an orbicular form, the upper surface is bright

green, and they are furnished with a rim round the margin
from 3 to 5 inches in height ; on the inside the rim has a green

colour, and on the outside, like the under surface of the leaf, it

is of a bright crimson ; they have prominent ribs, which project

an inch high, radiating from a common centre; these are

crossed by a membrane, giving the whole the appearance of a

spider's web ; the whole leaf is set with prickles, and, when
young, is rolled up longitudinally. The stock of the flower is

an inch thick, and studded with prickles; the calyx is four-

leaved, each sepal is 7 inches in length, and 4 inches broad
;

the corolla covers the calyx with hundreds of petals ; when first

opened it is of a white colour, but subsequently changes to

pink ; it is very fragrant. Like all other Water Lilies, its

petals and stamens pass into each other, a petal often being

found surmounted with half an anther. The seeds are nume-
rous, and imbedded in a spongy substance. This plant has by

some botanists been placed in the genus Euryale, whilst Lindley

thinks it is nearer Nyrnphrea, from which it differs in the

sepals and petals being distinct, the papilla of the stigma being

prolonged into a horn, and the changing colour of its petals.

This splendid plant has now been successfully cultivated in

many of the hothouses of this country. Beautiful specimens
are to be seen in the Royal Gardens, at Kew, and at the Crystal

Palace, Sydenham, at Chatsworth, Sion House, and elsewhere.''
" ' There is no order of plants,' says Dr. Lindley, writing of

Orchids, ' the structure of whose flowers is so anomalous as

regards the relation borne to each other by the parts of repro-

duction, or so singular in respect to the form of the floral

envelope. Unlike other endogenous plants, the calyx and
corolla are not similar to each other in form, texture, and
colour; neither have they any similitude to the changes of

outline that are met with in such irregular flowers as are

produced in other parts of the vegetable creation. On the

contrary, by an excessive development and singular conforma-

tion of one of the petals called the labellum or lip, and by
irregularities either of form, size, or direction of the other

sepals and petals, by the peculiar adhesion of these parts to

each other, and by the occasional suppression of a portion of

them, flowers are produced so grotesque in form that it is no
longer with the vegetable kingdom that they can be compared,
but their resemblance must be sought in the animal world.

Hence we see such names among our native plants as the Bee,

Fly, Man, Lizard, and Butterfly Orchis, and appellations of a

like nature in foreign countries.' Of these resemblances some

idea may be formed by tho annexed engraving, where 1 repre-

sents Oncidium raniferum, or the Frog Oncidium, so called

because its lip bears at its baso tho figure of a frog couchant

;

2, Peristeria elata, the Spirito Santo plant of Panama, in whose

flower we find tho likeness of a dovo in tho act of descending

,^-*Tff*~^

on the lip ; 3 is Prescottia colorans, whose lip is a fleshy hood
;

4, Gongorafulva ; 5, Cirrhica tristis ; 6, Cycnoches ventricosum,
singularly like a swan, the arched column forming the head
and neck ; 7, Oncidium pulvinatum ; S, Bolbophyllnm barbi-

gerum ; 9, Catasetum viride ; and 10, Peristeria cerina."

These quotations are sufficient to show that the translator

has done his work well, and we know of no oversight except

one in the preface, which, consequently, has nothing to do
with the book's correctness—we allude to the statement that

plants, the world's "natural ornament, were absent " before the

Deluge.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS,
Mb. Joseph Henderson, who for more than half a century

was the gardener of the Earls Fitzwilham, at Wentworth-
Woodhouse, died on the 22nd of November. He had left the

Earl's service in 1863. Not only was he a good gardener, but

a good botanist. His notes, published in the " Magazine of

Botany," in 1837, on the germination of Ferns, and some other

researches in the same field, obtained for him an Associateship

of the Linnean Society.

We repeat our reminder that the latest date at which

gardeners can send notice of their intention to be examined at

Chiswick on the 18th inst., is the 11th.

In addition to the cups we mentioned as already pro-

mised as prizes, to be awarded at the Royal Horticultural

Society's Exhibition at Bury next July, we are glad to learn

that the £25 for the ladies' cup for the be'st collection of Orchids,

is provided, as well as the Borough Members' and the Town
cups.

In order to control the temperature of hothouses, as we
see by the New York Daily Ne us, Morin has constructed a
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thermometer, as follows :—A platinum wire is fused into the
bulb, and a second wire is inserted at the lowest degree which
can be tolerated in the building. Both wires are connected
with a galvanic battery. As long as the mercury stands at the
proper height, thus indicating sufficient heat, the current is
closed, and a magneto-electrical apparatus, in the dwelling of
the keeper, is kept in motion

; but if the building become cold
the mercury sinks, the current is broken, and the magnetic
apparatus ceases to move. Dr. Kohlrausch has modified this
apparatus so as to be self-regulating. By a similar contrivance
he opens and shuts the ventilators according to the temperature—the whole system being driven by an electro-magnet.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN- GARDEN.

Ix favourable weather carry out whatever digging, trenching,
and draining have been marked out for completion during the
winter

; deferred until a later period severe weather may set in,
and thus the operations may be retarded, and runny advantages
lost - ' .hoe between the earliest-planted, also between
Lettuces. This should be frequently done to growing crops
through the winter, as by keeping the surface loose and open frost
is prevented from penetrating to any great depth, and the roots
are kept in a more active state. Geurots, on a dry warm border
a few beds of Early Frame or Shark-top R disli should be sown,
either singly or with the Short Horn Carrot. Cover the beds
with straw or litter till the seeds vegetate, when they should be
uncovered every day when not frosty. A frame should likewise
be placed on a gentle bottom heat for sowing the above to draw
early.

^
Celery and '

' r,

d

i, ins may have a final earthrng-up when
the soil is dry, if the weather has prevented its being done
sooner. Leeki should likewise have more earth drawn to them
before severe frosts set in. They are an excellent vegetable
when well blanched. Peas, whenever the ground becomes dry
put in a second crop of these and Mazagau Beam, as the first
crop will most likely fail through the wet state of the soil. If
Peas are sown in the open quarters, the drills should 1

tected by a ridge of earth left to the north or east of the
Keep doTvn mice by trapping, they are sometimes troublesome
to early-sown crops of the above. Land intended for i

culture should be rongh-dag, and exposed to the action of the
weathi as much as possible, and manure, if employed at all,

should be most sparingly applied.

rp.riT r.AV

If hitherto delayed, Strawberry-beds should be dressed with
short, rich manure. We are not partial to the practice of dig-
ging between the rows. The manure can remain on the surface
until the spring, when it can be slightly pricked in with a fork.
Remove all unnecessary runners if they have been allowed to
remain. Where ripe fruit is wanted early, a portion of the
most promising pot plants should now be selected and placed
in a pit where they can be afforded a gentle bottom heat, or if

this cannot be commanded, a Peach-house or vinery which has
just been closed for forcing will do. They must, however, be
kept close to the glass, for they require all the light that can be
possibly afforded them at this season, and a free admission of
air on mild days, with a low temperature until the fruit is

fairly set ; and if these conditions can be combined with bottom
heat, success will be more certain than under any other circum-
stances, and this wiR be more easily done in a small pit than
in a house the temperature of which must be regulated by
other things. Finish pruning Currants. Some of the larger
kinds will repay the attention of superior culture ; trained to a
wall and spurred as Vines, they approach some varieties of
Grapes in the size and weight of their bunches. When orchard
trees have been for some years left unpruned, the hand- saw will

be required to thin out the larger branches. Keep the middle
of the trees open to admit air, and to promote the formation of
fruit-buds on the interior branches. It is, however, a bad
practice to leave any description of fruit tree to itself, as it

would in all cases pay the cultivator to prune once a-year at
least.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Let lawns be well rolled when sufficiently dry for the purpose.

Every part of the turf should be frequently swept during the
winter. Nothing adds so much to the enjoyment of pleasure-
ground scenery as well-kept turf; and when connected with
evergreen shrubs, an agreeable relief to the dreariness of the
season is afforded, which renders the loss of more attractive
plants less to be regretted. At the same time see that the walks

are kept dry and firm, in order that they may be traversed with
comfort at all times. While the weather continues mild, the
planting of deciduous trees may be proceeded with, provided
the state of tho land will permit the operation to be profitably
conducted ; with the exception of the more hardy kinds, the
planting of evergreens had better be deferred till April. Deci-
duous trees may be pruned whenever- there is time, except
during severe frost. Many of the larger-growing plants will

only require going over once in two or three years, to reduce
straggling shoots to proper limits, and to thin out where too
thick. Smaller-growing shrubs, as some kinds of Cytisus
and Spiraeas, should, however, be pruned annually, if a good
show of flowers and uniformly shaped bushes are desired. The
pruning and tying-in of climbing plants on trellises, <fcc, may
remain till February. Many of the above plants are partly
evergreen, and when pruned at this season their supports have
a somewhat naked appearance throughout the winter. Any

Ling, loose growths should, however, be cutaway at once.

The l-1. ief anxiety of the amateur as far as Tulips, Dahlias, Car-

nations, and Pinks are concerned, is now brought to a close.

Tulips ought all to be planted, and if the bed has been properly

made, will require but little attention till they are fairly out of

the ground. Dahlias ought to be all taken up by this time,

and their tops cut off, and having been exposed under cover in

B dry, airy place, as recommended lately, they will be ready to

stow away. It is a good plan to put them crown downwards,

for it sometimes happens that an exudation of sap takes place

when the top is removed, and has a prejudicial effect on the

crown of the root, often causing rottenness. Carnations must
be kept hardy—that is to say, if they have been potted early.

If obtained since the middle of October they will require much
more attention, for at this time of year, being comparatively

stationary, it will be found that late-potted layers are more
susceptible of damp and frost than those which are well estab-

lished.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.

Included in the management of plants, if there is one care

that should exceed others, at this season more particularly, it

is that of regulating the temperature—governing, in fact, judi-

. the amount of fire heat. The very variable nature of

ithex lately has made the exact fulfilment of this duty

sufficiently difficult ; but as no great good is ever attained with-

me expenditure of labour, the additional trouble should

be cheerfully undertaken with the belief that the reward will

be commensurate. The supposed necessity of resorting to fires

in greenhouses may often be obviated with real advantage to

plants by the use of night-coverings. Double mats, or whatever

may be devised for the purpose, will, except in extreme cases,

maintain a night temperature of from 35 to l" . which is an

amount of night heat suiiicient for the ordinary occupants of

our mixed greenhouses during the winter months. During duU
weather occasional fires will be required for the conservatory

;

they should be lighted in the morning, in order that the house

may be thrown open during the day to promote a free cir-

culation of air, this will dry up damp, and help to keep the

plants in a healthy state.

STOVE.

This will require a very liberal ventilation now. increasing

fire heat if necessary in order to accomplish it. Still apply

moisture to the air. although in a diminished degree ; but with-

hold moisture entirely from the roots of deciduous Orchids, or

those sinking into a state of repose. Any late specimens, or

importations making late growths, should have the lightest

situation in the house, and receive a little moisture at the roots

occasionally; light, however, is the great desideratum in

order to produce those secretions on which alone depends

the power of going through a long winter successfully. If

there is any prospect of a scarcity of bloom next May, a por-

tion of the Achimenes and Gloxinias should be repotted at once

and placed in a warm part of the stove, choosing such as have

been longest at rest, and a few Clerodendrons, Allamandas, a

plant or two of Echites splendens, and of Dipladenia crassinoda,

may also be started.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

The work has been to a great extent a repetition of that of

last week—wheeling whilst the ground was hard and dry, and

digging and trenching when the reverse, but fair above.

The Dwarf Kidney Beans grown in an earth-pit, and covered
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with old sashes in October, bavo yielded some good gatherings,

which camo in useful for shooting-parties as late as the 27th.

The small pods still showing will not have sun heat enough
to swell, so we shall turn the plants out to afford room for

other tilings, such as Endive. Plants from seeds sown in pots

out of doors in the beginning of October-

, and placed in a pit

where there was heat as the nights became too cold, are now
producing. Potted a lot for succession, turning them out of

four-ir :to eight and ten-inch pots, and sowed a lot

more in four and five-inch pots, to be transferred afterwards to

larger pots. The chief object fur not sowing in the pro.l

pot9 at once is the much less room these small pots take up
at first, and when such pots can be spared, we prefer sowing in

pots to sowing in shallow boxes and transplanting afterwards,

as the plants suffer less check when turned out of the small

pots. With a little add . however, the plants do very

well when transplanted fro; i the soil

should be well aired and warmed before receiving the young
plants. Where room is no great object, it takes much less

labour to sow the seeds in a bed at once, 2 feet from the glass,

or in pots whore the plants are intended to produce their crop.

Where the most is to be made of little room, the transplanting

system must be resorted to. We have done very well with suc-

cessions in a six-light pit, where we i;rew nothing else for the

time, by eowing first three lights in r >ws 2 feet apart, and in

about tiireeweeks sowingthe other three lighl As soon as the

first sowing was C inches in height, the plants were earthed up
a little, leaving a shallow furrow between the rows. When the

plants were in bloom, and setting their fruit, or pods rather,

another sowing was made in the furrow, and covered with leaf

mould ; and by the time the first crop was nearly off and cleaved

away, the second crop was earthed up, and the furrow left for

another sowing, and thus four or a good,

regular supply. For this mode it is J that there

should be the means of commanding a regular bottom heat,

and a dry heat for the atmosphere of the pit, which can be
made into a moist heat as desirable. Under such treatment
the free use of the syringe .ed soot water in

sunny days, constitute a great safi thrips and red

spider, both of which are apt to attack Kidney Beans when in

a dry heat. Soot water may also be put into the evaporating-

pans, and the walls may be whitened with lime and sulphur,

and a dash of soot if they should otherwise be too white and
glaring.

Gave plenty of air to Radish nliflower in

head and young plants, and to As; hrough, and
placed a number of Potatoes in sma. .oot in the

Mn=hroom-house and other places, to prepare them for pots or

for beds.

Took the whole of the clearings from flower-beds to make a
bottom for several frames, placed leaves and mowings from

]

pleasure grounds on the top of them, and covered all with half-

decayed grass and litter that had formed beds for cuttings, lay- ;

ing aside the more rotten part on the surface, to go for manuring
the ground the first frosty morning, and then filled the beds
with Strawberry ' * The place where these frames
stand had been beds for Carrots, Radishes, Cucumbers, Pota-
toes, &c, and served many purposes of that kind in spring and
summer. With the exception of a little fresh litter and leaves,

the beds were formed chiefly of half-decayed materials, and they
were too decayed in the autumn to be of much use for cuttings i

that would be the better of a little heat, and, therefore, what
was on the beds was allowed to remain, and for the cuttings

fresh Blight beds were made a yard or so in front of them, con-
sisting chiefly of a mixture of long grass and litter, and half-

rotten leaf mould, with ashes for the top ; and the frames being
lifted on, a good place was secured for late cuttings. These,
as detailed the other week, have now been housed, and the
frames are at liberty. The beds made last spring, being well

decomposed, were wheeled on the ground for Strawberries
during the first frost which we had, and on their site the
clearings from decayed and frosted flower-beds were used as

a bottom, leaves and mowings from pleasure grounds placed
above them, and as the leave; are dry and loose, for the
purpose of consolidating them, the surface of the beds used
for cuttings is placed aside for wheeling at the first favour-

able opportunity. The grass and litter that formed the base
of the temporary beds are forked on the top of the new
beds at the back, and when well shaken, will, especially with a
sprinkling of coal ashes, form a nice bottom for setting the
Strawberry plants in pots on, merely to give them a little start

before taking them into the houses. It would not be safe to

plunge the pots, as such a mixture in damp weather may at

more violently than would suit the Strawberries ; but with the
pots set merely on the top, the heat can be regulated to a
nicety by the air afforded. Had we the shelves oi the houses
in which we intend to force at liberty, we might with less

future labour as respects moving, fill these shelves at once, but
they are not at liberty ; and if the Strawberry-pots were on the
shelves they would require more labour in watering than wiU
be necessary in frames, where they will need very little for a
month to come.

Before placing the Strawberry-pots in the frames the pots
were washed, the Larger and somewhat spotted leaves twisted

carefully off, the surface of the soil pricked over with a pointed
slick, a little of it turned off, and a rich fresh surfacing

given. If a pot was dry it was watered before the surfacing,

bo that all afterwards should tell their condition as to dryness.

We would not have entered into such details had not several

correspondents requested us to give full particulars wherever
. and from what we have stated it may be seen

—

First, that for some purposes frames are more useful than
pits. Some of our two-light boxes haveafresh place or a fresh

bed to stand on at least six times in a twelvemonth. You can-

not move a ]
on can move the sashes. The moving

of a frame simply set on four bricks enables yon to have air

all round, and through the inside of your box when that ia

desirable. Frames intended to be moved should not be over-

deep, and consequently heavy. From 13 I hes deep at

the Lack, and from 'J to 12 inches at the front, are good aizes

for moving.
Secondly, it is often important, when a piece of ground is

set apart for frames to stand on, if there are beds beneath
them, to have the ground wide enough for two sets of beds.

By this means, when the earliest beds on the north side can
do without protection, or only with that of a few branches, the

frame and sashes may be removed to another bed in front.

Then, as in the present case, when the one set of beds is

thoroughly decayed and removed, what is only partially wasted
in the later bed may form a component part of the new beds,

and being close at hand, can be so used without the trouble of

bringing it from a distance.

Thirdly, it may be seen that everything that will ierment
and give out heat in the process of decomposition may be used
for hotbeds, especially where great heat is not wanted. We
could obtain so few leaves at present, that, but for the clearing3

from flower-beds, we could not have formed a bed for these two
or three frames to stand upon so as to obtain any heat, even
with the assistance of the bottoms of the slight beds made in

autumn. Now there will be as much as will be necessary, and
we must have our early beds in the back row, as the place

where the temporary beds stood in autumn would be too much
shaded for winter and spring. Now, the rough materials of

these beds are rendered perfectly safe by the covering of sweet

decayed materials at the surface. Such rough beginnings also

constitute a sort of nucleus for less or more of hotbeds for

the season—for instance, now they will do what is wanted for

Strawberries. If the heat be not enough we can add a few
leaves, and plunge or part plunge the pots, guarding always
against too much heat. There would also be enough for early

crops of Radishes, and for Turnips if wanted early. If, en re-

moving the Strawberries, we wanted the beds for Asparagus or
Potatoes, we would most likely fork the beds over, and add a
couple of barrowloads of fresh fermenting material to a light.

If, when they were gone, we wished to have long Cucumbers
and Melons, we would take off the soil, turn the bed again,

and add a little more fermenting material. For growing ridge

Cucumbers and Vegetable Marrows these would want nothing
more than to be planted in the soil that suited Radishes, Car-

rots, and early Potatoes, either with the help of the sashes at

first, or a little additional protection if the frames were moved
to some other place. According to the amount of turnings,

and the work done by and the heat obtained from the bed,

would it be thoroughly rotten by the autumn, or a good por-

tion of it would be only so far decayed as to come into use
for mixing and surfacing in another year.

We have found it of great advantage to have such a founda-

tion as that referred to made for a line of beds, and should

have felt more independent if we could have had double or

treble the amount of rough material. We have heard numerous
complaints and repinings from the proprietors and the

managers of little places, as to what could be done with the

litter and droppings from one horse, or two at a time, whilst
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visions of Mushrooms, Sea-kale, Rhubarb, and Asparagus
floated before their mind's eye, only to tantalise them, or to

lead to the conclusion " it is of no use trying ;" whilst in these

small places we have seen heaps of refuse from flower-beds,

grass and leaves from the lawn, steaming away and polluting

the sweet air, that if mixed with the litter from the stable,

using the best part of an old hotbed to mix and to cover with,

would have given the proprietors all they wanted, though, in

small quantities, except Mushrooms ; and these they could have
had in the spare stall of the stable, by saving the most of the

droppings during the summer, and spreading them thinly to

prevent their wasting by decomposition. Where there is abun-
dance of fresh manure, let it be worked up and become half

decayed in the sweetening process by all means, for such is

best for beds of long duration ; but for all beds where a mild
heat only is required, there is no occasion for wasting the

material in much sweetening, as a layer of sweet material

trodden firm at the surface will arrest the ascent of the dele-

terious gases.

Pruned, limed, and tied-up a number of Gooseberry and
Currant bushes, and even before doing so had help that we did

not want from tomtits, bullfinches, and that tribe of troublers.

We were obliged to prune, as some branches, from the buds
being abstracted last year, were next to bare and wanted taking

out. On rough pruning, the bushes were tied-up something
like a loose faggot, and received a good application of lime and
water through a syringe. We have some thought of shaking
a little hay over the bushes and allowing it to remain until the

buds break, or a little later, and then uncovering and untying
the bushes. The mere tying will keep the birds from a good
many of the buds, and the lime we trust will make them some-
what distasteful ; but we mean to thin the birds, and have
already killed a few, though we would not do so if anything
would prevent their causing so much injury. Some fine

bushes that never looked better than last spring, were so

stripped of buds after all our care, that the plants were
almost killed. Some beautiful Thorns just managed to keep
alive, as not only every flower-bud, but almost every wood-bud
was picked out ; and what was, perhaps, most annoying, we
found great quantities of buds of Plums and Pears lying on
the ground, picked off in wantonness, when there was no at-

tempt to eat them. If there are Larch trees near the garden
they generally prove a great resort for bullfinches and tomtits.

They are both so beautiful, and the former so useful in sum-
mer, that it goes against the grain to hurt them, or kill them ;

but in man3- old gardens it is coming to be the question, How
thin the birds, or how go without out-door fruit ? What is

most annoying is to see your own trees and bushes almost
stripped, and to go into the neighbouring villages and see the
trees and bushes untouched. In the latter places there is not

generally the number of shrubs and trees in which to nestle

and shelter ; and there are the boys, not to speak of the
girls, ever on the move, and they help to keep birds away.
We have heard enough and seen something of what birds could

do in a fruit garden, but until the last two or three years we
would scarcely have believed that they would soon leave such
a track of desolation behind them. Were we laying out a
fresh garden in a place where game was highly preserved,

if the kitchen garden had walls, we would have no trees or

bushes, except against the walls, and the fruit we would ehiefly

have from dwarf trees and bushes, each sort in a quarter by
itself, and in a separate garden that could be thoroughly netted
over in the winter and spring. It is almost impossible to

secure trees now if placed round the walks of a kitchen gar-

den. Wire netting, with meshes too small for a fcomtit, would
be the best means, and when it was desirable to let the birds

in in summer to have a look for caterpillars and other insects,

large breadths of the netting could be opened, and replaced
again before the fruit became enticing to them. At present
we know of no limited number of places where birds of all

kinds are so encouraged, that to obtain a crop of fruit is more
a chance than anything else. Besides the loss of fruit, the
trees are greatly injured, for if the wood-buds are left the tree

will grow with more vigour than it ought to do, from having
little fruit to support, and consequently more top and root

cutting will be wanted than would otherwise have been required.

ORNAMENTAL DEPARTMENT.
The chief work has been cleaning up out of doors, and attend-

ing to and regulating plants in the houses. For particulars see

last week. No more water than will keep plants right ; no
more heat than is necessary to keep them in health

;
plenty of

uir in mild weather, as little as possible in frosty weather, and

in houses where a high temperature is kept up ; and as much
clea nliness as possible as respects leaves, stems, stages, pots,

and glass, are the chief things to be considered. In almost
every case use water heated to within 50° or 60°, even for cold

pit an d greenhouse plants when they do want it, and in plant-

stoves let the water be rather higher than the average tempe-
rature of the house.—B. F.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—December 1.

There have lieen no fresh additions to our weekly supplies, which are
all limited to the usual class of goods at this time of year. Kentish
Cobs have slightly advanced in the wholesale market ; Potatoes, also, of

the best quality realise from 3s. to 6a. per ton in advance of last week's
quotations.

FED IT.

s. d. s. d
Apples } Bieve 2 OtoS
Apricots doz.
Cherries lb.

Chestnuts bush. 12
Currants ^ sieve

Black do.
Figs doz.
Filberts lb.

Cobs lb.

Gooseberries ..quart
Grapes, Hothouse, .lb.

Lemons 100

Artichokes each
Asparagus .... bundle
Beans, Broad., bushel

ScarletRun.^ sieve
Beet, Red doz.
Broccoli bundlo
Brus. Sprouts I sieve
Cabbage doz.
Capsicums 100
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery bundle
Cucumbers each

pickling doz.
Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
Garlic lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish . . bundle

s. d. s. d
Melons eaoh 2 6to5 o
Nectarines doz. o
Oranges 100 8 12
Peaches doz.
Pears {dessert) ..doz. 8 6

kitchen doz. 2 4
Pine Apples lb. 8 6
Plums 4 sieve
Quinces doz. 3 4
Raspberries lb.

Strawberries lb.

Walnuts bush. 10 20

VEGETABLES.

B. A. S. d
OtoO

2
1

2
1

2
4

2
1

9

2
3

1

3
2 6

3
1 6
3

4

Leeks bunch
Lettuce perscore
Mushrooms .... pottle
Mustd.& Cress, punnet
Onions. . . . per bushel
Parsley.. doz. bunches
Parsnips doz.
Peas per quart
Potatoes bushel

Kidney do.
Radishes doz. bunches
Rhubarb bundle
Savoys doz.
Sea-kale basket
Shallots lb.

Spinach bushel
Tomatoes. . . . per doz.
Turnips bunch

I Vegetable Marrows dz.

e. d. s. d
8 too

1 6
21

2
2
2

9

2 6
3

6

1

3
8

2

4

4 6
4
1

2
4

8

6

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
B. Bracher, Wincanton, Somerset.— Autumn Catalogue of

Coniferir.

Andre Leroy, Angers, France.— Descriptive Catalogue of

Fruit and Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, Seedlings, Roses, Ca-

mellias, d)c.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
•,» We request that no one will write privately to the depart-

mental writers of the "Journal of Horticulture, Cottage

Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing they

are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. All

communications should therefore be addressed solely to

The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture, etc., 171, Fleet

Street, London, E.C.
We also request that correspondents will not mix up on the

same sheet questions relating to Gardening and those on

Poultry and Bee subjects, if they expect to get them an-

swered promptly and conveniently, but write them on

separate communications. Also never to send more than

two or three questions at once.

N.B.—Many questions must remain unanswered until next

week.

Vinery (.1 Scot).—In the " Vine Manual " are plans recommended by

the best gardeners. You can have it free by post from our office if you

enclose thirty-two postage stamps with your address.

Society of Abts Botanical Examination (A., and A Ycuna Gar-

dener) .—There will be one at the Society of Arts next year. If you write

to the Secretary, Adelphi, London, he will give you information as to

the time, &c. Henfrey's " Elementary Course of Botany," published by

Mr. Van Voorst, will suit you.

Melons.—" In Mr. Hereman's work, detailing the particulars of Sir J.

Paxton's houses, the American Ridge and Onion Melons are described as

very excellent, and succeeding without bottom heat. Can any of your

readers confirm this statement? I inquired for some seeds at Messrs.

Charlwood's, who are great importers of American seeds, and they knew
nothing about them. If they are really as hardy and good as Hereman
represents, they ought to be cultivated in ground vineries.—Q. S."
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Materials for a Geometric Winter Garden (T. T.).—Coal ashes,
black ; ground bricks, rot! ; wine-bottles broken small, green ; Derbyshire
spar broken email, sparkling white ; sholls pounded, dead whito ; sand or
gronnd yellow bricks, yellow.

Various (A, H. 8. W.).—Peat charcoal may be purchased from Mr. II.

Baker, 17, Harp Lane, Great Tower Street, London. Calico or fine

canvas may be waterproofed by tho composition stated at page 874 "f the
present volume Nets are best tanned by lotting them soak for twenty-
four hours in a Strong infusion of Oak bark. Any tanner would allow
you to put a not into one of his tanning pits.

Roses—Maukchal Niel and Austrian Briar {Lady K in$).—Mar t'-chal

Niel will do out of doors in summer. We have not had it long enough to
speak unerringly of its power of winter endurance, but I have no doubt
that it can be wintered out of doors with a covering over its roots, and a
little straw, or fern, placed against its wood. It is a veritable child <>f

either Isabella Gray or the Cloth of Gold. My specimen, sent by Mon-
sieur Eugene Vcrdier two years back, has never given me a flower. The
ends have been invariably blind. Still I shall go on with it on account of
its golden colour, which is its main feature of excellence. I have no
doubt that it is succulent at its tips, like the Cloth of Gold, and re-

quires spring protection to save its bloom. It does not follow because
nurserymen, with their scienco, fine land, and suitable appliances, out of
thousands of plants show a boxful of fine blooms, that it is a good Rose
for the general public. It is difficult without knowing circumstances to
say what would make the Austrian Briar blossom. Probably it wants
manure, or to be cut hard at the laterals, as Hybrid Chinas are cut ; or it

may be the pruner cuts it hard every year, in which latter case it will
not bloom. To bloom these trees in perfection there should be dupli-
cates, one plant should be cut hard at the laterals, which will bloom well
the yeor following; and the other should be only tipped, or thinned out,
and cut hard at the sides in the next year. Instead of having the Austrian
Briars I think it preferable to have a large stock of these most beautiful
and successful Roses: Gloire de Dijon, Triomphe de Rennes, and Celine
Forestier.—W. F. Radclyffe, Okeford Fitzpaine,

Fungus on Peach Tree Roots (M. D.).—We believe it to he a species
of Erysiphe, but it is certainly not a cause of death—it is a result of the
trees being unhealthy. If the border were well drained, the trees pro-
tected through the winter and spring by glass lights leant against the
wall, and the surface of the border mulched in summer, the trees would
not die as you mention.

Pinched-in Shoots of Wall Trees (C. P.).—You had better leave
the pruning-back of your pinched-in shoots a little longer, until you are
more able to cut surely to a wood-bud.

Roots of Sea-kale Plants {Idem).—For forcing we like to take up the
roots of Sea-kale of a good length, but wo have had very good cuttings
from roots 6 inches long. We do not exactly perceive how you feel any
difficulty in disposing of long roots in a Mushroom-house. You might
take them uplong.and packthem in pots 12 inches deep, as mentioned by
Mr. Fish last week, and then if there were light in the Mushroom-house
you could insure blanching by placing an empty pot over the full one.

Pit not Succeeding (L. M. W.).—If you had not told us that you ob-
tain as much heat as you require, we should have snpposed that one
pipe for bottom heat and the return for top heat would not have been
enough for a pit 40 feet long, and 5 feet 9 inches wide, and even now we
question if you have enough of heat, if yon commence usiDg the pit for
Cucumbers before the end of March, in such a pit we would have pre-
ferred your 21-haeh-wide inside pit to have been at the front instead of
the back"; but,- as it is there, we think your failure may be owing to two
causes—having the stems and foliage too near the glass, 15 or 18 inches
would be near enough ; and to the roots becoming too dry. We would ad-
vise in such a narrow pit from 15 to 18 inches depth of soil, an inch of
clean-washed fine gravel on the top of the brickbats, and an open drain-
pipe at every 4 feet, with one end among the clinkers and one above the
soil, furnished with a plug, through which to pour water and keep mois-
ture at the bottom.

Hot-water Pipe Joints (J. R. Proctor).—To do your joints well and
be able to take them to pieces, you may head them with tow or hemp,
and then fill up with that and red lead. After the pipes enter the house
you may pack the sockets as above, and fill up with Portland cement,
which is easily cracked and taken out by applying a dry heat beneath it,

and for such a house will do very well. Your house will heat all the
better from the boiler in the cellar being 6 or 8 feet below the level of the
pipes in the house. There is no necessity for the return-pipe being of
the same length as the flow-pipes; all that is wanted is that the flows
should come from the top of the boiler, and the return enter the bottom.
In fact, in your house, 30 feet by 14, you might take one or two flows
along the end, the front, and the farther end, and along the hack, either
to a cistern or an air-pipe, and from thence take a return-pipe right to
the bottom of the boiler. All that is wanted is a connection.

Canker in Apple Trees (A Gardener, Shepton Mallet'.—If canker
arises from the trees' old age there is no remedy ; but if the trees are
young canker may usually be avoided by keeping all their roots near
the surface, manuring that surface, and mulching it during the summer.

GnAPE {Constant Reader, Lincoln).— It is quite impossible to tell its'

name from three berries. A bunch and a leaf are required to insure
correct identification.

Canaries Aim Plants (K. Grefjson).—The plants will not injure tho
canarioH, but these will disfigure the plants.

Fruit Trees for an Orchard-house {F. T.).—You propose in your
houso, only slighl heated, to have a Peach, a Nectarine, and an
Apricot against the back wall, and in the border in front two Peaches,
two Nectarines, and two Apricots, and to have four Vinos planted outside
to go up the roof. Of the proposed arrangement, without knowing moro
of the house, we can say nothing farther than this, that the less heat
there is in the house the better the Apricots will do, and ns they require
even more free air than Peaches, wo would either have them entirely at
the back of the house, or we would have them back and front at ono
end, so as to keep them more cool and airy. The kinds we would select

are—Apricots : ono Largo Early, one Peach, one Moorpark. Peaches

:

one Noblesse, one Harrington, ono Wnl burton Admirable. Nectarines:
ono Elruge, ono Violette Hative, one Pitmaston Orange. Vine* : one
Buckland Sweetwater, one Royal Muscadine, one Black Hamburgh, ono
Trentham Black. Mr. Rivers, of Sawbridgeworth, is the author of tho
" Orchard-House," &c.

Reflexed Chrysanthemums for Exhibitions (B.,a Constant Reader).

—These are shown at many of the country shows, but seldom near
London. The following are the best :—Invincible, white ; Bixio, crimson ;

Annie Salter, yellow; Nell Gwynne, rose lilac; Triomphe du Nord, red;

Ariadne, blush shaded; Edwin Landseer, rose purple ; Pelagia, orange;
Christine, rose peach ; Progne, crimson ; Cardinal Wiseman, bright red

;

Wonderful, crimson.

Grapes not Keeping (Sevcnoaku).—Owing to the recent heavy rains

your border has no doubt become excessively wet, and that is unfavour-
able to the Grapes hanging, and equally if not more so to filling the

house with bedding plants. For the present crop we fear little can bo
done, and in future cover the border with wooden shutters or tarpaulin,

so as to keep it dry, and maintain a dry atmosphere. Do not fill the

house with plants requiring watering. Your plant is Pernettya empetri-
folia, sometimes called Arbutus pumila.

Daphne indica Leaves Rusted (P.).—The leaf sent appears to us
rusted through being kept in a damp, ill-ventilated structure. We do
not observe any trace of insects. A rather warm greenhouse suits it,

affording plenty of air and a moderate amount of water at the root at

this and indeed at any season. A soil which is too wet, and too much
pot room, are the chief causes of failure.

Weed (Maria).—You expect as much from us as the lover did from tho

wizard, " What is the name of the lady, a lock of whose hair is enclosed ?"

We really cannot say which of the weeds it is from the scraps of root

which you enclosed. If the leaves are grass-like it is probably Twitch,

or Couch-gross, and if so you can only destroy it by having the ground
repeatedly forked over, and every fragment of tho roots picked out and
burned.

Early Spring Flowers for a Renovated Garden {Inquirer).—It is

too late to sow seeds now ; but you may obtain plants of Primulas,
Mimulus, Alyssum saxatile, Aubrietia purpurea, and others, Iberis sem-
pervirens, Cheiranthus Marshalli, and ochroleucus; the variegated forms
of Arabis albida and lucida ; Christmas Rose, Hepaticas, Auriculas, and
Polyanthus, as well as the early-flowering Dutch bulbs, such as Crocus,

Hyacinths, Tulips, and Narcissus. To these you may add Phlox verna
and subulata, and many other plants, as Wallflowers, Giant and Brompton
Stocks, which may be followed by Rockets, Catchfly, Dielytra spectabilis,

and a host of others. You might also, perhaps, be able to raise a few
Calceolarias from cuttings if you had the means to shelter them from

severe frosts and could obtain cuttings now. They grow with very little

trouble.

Plants for a North Border {A Subscriber).—Several herbaceous
plants of great beauty do best on a north border, as Phlox, Primroses,

Rockets, Polyanthus, and Mimulus, of many fine varieties, some Saxifrages

and Veronicas, but most of the Sedums like sun. Of bedding plants

Calceolarias are the most likely to succeed, and Iresine Herbstii is al3o

good. Lobelias will do, but Pelargoniums and Verbenas like sun. That
fine herbaceous plant Dielytra spectabilis will also do well ; and if there

be portions of the border very much shaded and damp, it is not impro-

bable that some of the hardy Ferns might succeed. Most shrubs will

do well iu such a place.

Names of Fruit (J. Scott).—The Apple is Alfriston ; the Pear No. 2,

Beurre de Ranee. We shall be glad to know something further about
" Gansel's New Bergamot." Is it the same as " Late Gansel's?"

(Rodolph).—2, Lewis's Incomparable; 3, Winter Quoining; 4, Nelson

Codlin; (5, Golden Pearmain; 7. Winter Bon Chretien; 8, Catillac

;

9, Sans Pepins. (J. Robinson).—1, Beurre Clairgeau; 2, Gansel's Ber-

gamot ; 4, Swan's Egg. We do not recognise any of the Apples.

Names of Plants {M. Wild).—It is Gilia coronopifolia, by some bota-

nists called Ipomopsis elegans. It is a native of Carolina. You will find

it best cultivated as a biennial, and in a greenhouse.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the Week ending December 1st.
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POULTRY, BEE, and HOUSEHOLD CHRONICLE.

GAME FOWL'S.
I have been reeling with great interest tke papers of " X :w-

maeket " on Game fowls, though I do not 9t All agree with a
great many of his remarks. In the first place, I do not con-
sider that either " Newmarket " or any one else can lay
down as a rale what sort of Game are the best layers, fighters,
&c., as it is a well-known fact to all breeders and fighters of
Game, that good birds are to be met with, of every variety, and
that the very kind which in some parts of England may be
most esteemed for fighting, in another part may be considered
soft, and a different variety preferred.

Again, I do not agree with " Newmarket " as to Game fowls
being such prolific birds. I do not consider them by any
means good layers—certainly not to be compared to Cochins",
Brahmas, Spanish, or Hanrburghs. They seldom lay in the
winter, begin late in the spring, and leave off early in the
autumn, to say nothing of the number of limes tkev'want to
sit in the summer. Their hardiness when reared, I think all
will admit, but as chickens they are frequently very delicate,
and liable to cold.

^

I do not make the: e remarks because I am not a fane:, r of
Game—I delight in them, and keep no other kind of fowls, and
have not done so for some time ; but I hope I am not so bigoted
and narrow-minded as not to see any beauty, aud not to believe
in any good qualities in any othi i aeauae I like Game
best.

I should very much like to meet with the breed of " white-
legged barndoor fowls, bred huge, which are equal in all useful
properties, and superior in some . I specie to Dorkings, Cochins,
Brahmas, Spanish, Hamburghe, or Malays." lam sorry to
say they are not "common" in the north. Perhaps "Ni.w-
maf.ket " could send us a few to improve our breeds.

I should be sorry indeed to be an exhibitor at a show where
" Newmarket " was judge. Fancy a man judging U.mburghs
and Dorkings, who can see no beauty in them.—A Lancashire
Breeder of Gmje.

PROTRACTED TIME OF SHOWS.
While quite appreciating your remarks on the Walsall

Poultry Show, there is one arrangement in that, as well as in
the Manchester and Nautwieh Shows, that might be improved
-^viz., the length of time for which birds are required to be
from home. To each of these Shows you must send off your
fowls on Thursday, aud it will he Tuesday before they are sent
from the Show, and as that is Christmas-day, it is questionable
when exhibitors will receive their birds fr

. Every
breeder of fowls knows how much his hi from two or
three days' confinement in a show, and how m will it

be in the above shows, where they will be confined for nearlv a
week without green or soft food of any kind ? To persons who
have spent months in bringing forward their birds for a show,
to receive them back in such a condition that they scarcely
know them, and to lose their weeks and months of labour by
exhibiting at one show, seems too bad. I think a few words
from you, and a littlo more thought at committee meetings,
would obviate the above just cause of complaint. Allow me to
give friend "Newmarket," who has afforded more real infor-
mation in the description of Game fowls than any •' Standard
of Excellence," a pat on the back.

—

Chamici

FARNWORTH POULTRY SHOW.
Will any of the exhibitors who won silver cups or medals at

the Farnworth Show, inform us through this Journal if they
have been so fortunate as to have received them ? We exhibited
at the above-named Show and won a silver medal, and we think
it is high time the Committee delivered the medals, &c. the
Show having been held in the first week in October, nearly two
months ago. We have written to the Secretary many times,
and it is two or three weeks since he replied that we might look
for a prompt settlement ; he has since sent the money prizes,
but no medal, with a form to be signed and returned as receipt
of medal and prize money, but we wrote to him saying we had
not received the medal, and have not since heard from him.

—

Saul. & Rout. Ashton, Mottram; Manchester-.

BIRMINGHAM POULTRY SHOW.
The following is, we believe, a complete list of the awards m»cte at

this great Show, and next week a fnll report will he given.

Dorking (Coloured, except Silver-Grey).— (7oc&!.— First, Mrs. Ark-
wriEht, Etwall Hall, Derbyshire. Second, Admiral W. Hornby, Enowsley
Cottage, Prescot. Third, Capt. H. B. Lane, Bracknell. Berks. Fonrth,
W. H. Walker, Sbenfield. Brentwood, Essex. Fifth, W. Endall, Beande-
Stert Fark Farm. Henley-in-Avden. Sixth, sir St. G. Gore, Hopton Hall,
Wirksworth, Derbyshire. Highly Commended, Hon. Mrs. Arbuthnott,
Inchmartine, Inehture, N.H. : J. Potts, Banbury; J. Smith, Henley-in-
Arden ; J. Faulkner, Bretbv Farm.Bnrton-upon-Trent. Coekereh.—First,
Mrs. Arkwright. Third, T. Statter, Stand Hall, Manchester. Foarth.Hon.
Mrs. Arbuthnott. Fifth, J. Anderson, Ruthven House. Meiole.N.B. Sixth,
J. Whittington, Yew Tree House, Wocrtton W&wan, u._or Henley-in-.Vrden.
Warwickshire. Highly Commanded, Hon. Mrs. Arbuthnott ; Mrs. Bailey,
Shooter's Hills, Longt'ou, Staffordshire ; Rov.E. Cadogan. Walton Parson-
age, Warwick; J. Faulkner : Mrs. Arkwright : Messrs. Gunson & Jeffer-

son. Whitehaven ; Rev. J. F. Newton, lurbv-in-Clevolaud, Yorkshire ;

J. D. Hcwson, M.D.. Cotou Hill, Stafford.
' Commended, A. Fenton,

Crimble Hall, Rochdale; J. Potts; Admiral W. Hornby; W. W. Bartlam.
IIonlov-in-Arden; G. Mitchell. Newton Mount. Burton-upon-Trcnt.
Dorking (Coloured, except Silvrr-elrevi.— Hem..—First, Admiral \V.

Hornby. Second, I

1

' .<:. Hustler. Stillingfleet Vicarage, York. Third,
Duke of Newcastle. Fourth. Admiral W. Hornby. Fifth, Hon. Mrs. Arbutb-
nott. Sixth. Mrs. Arkwright, Etwall Hall, Derby. Highly Commended,
Mrs. Dale, 1'ie " SoatfborOugh ; Rev. J. F. Newton, Kivl>y-in-

Chvelind, Yorkshire u . Jefi . Ung.Streat, White-
haven: A. Stanford, A-kur-t. Hurstpierpnint, Sussex. Commended, S.

Bnm, Whitby. Yorkshire: .1. D. Hewson, M.D., Colon Hill, Stafford; J.

K.ihins.ii), Garstana: .1. Faulkner, Button upnn-Trent. Pullel'.—First,
Hon. Mrs. Arbuthnott. Second,J. Fox. Third. Mrs. Arkwright. Fourth,
Rev. .1. F. Newton. Filth. H. Lingwood, Barking, Seeanam ouoi,
Suffolk. Sixth, Duke of Newcastle. HighlyCi inded, D. C. Camp-
lull. M.D., County Lunatic Asylum. Brentwood. E-sox : II- Ashton,
Polefield, Prestwich, Manchester; Messrs. Gunson & Jefferson,; Cap-
iiui II. I:. Lane, Lily Hill, Bracknell, Berks ; G. Mitchell, Newton Mount,
Burton-npon-Trent. C e Hon. Mrs. Arbuthnott ; J. Smith,
He-uly-iu-Arueii ; J. F. Lieh
Dobking iSilvcr-Grcy).— Cmvi'«.— First, Countess of Dartmouth. Pat-

shull, Albrighton, Wolverhampton. Second, Lad .- Bagot, Rngeley. Third,

Mrs. Arkwright. Sensor - 1 - -ecemd,

Hon. Mrs. arbuthnott. Third. Hon. LadyBagot. ;;;.hiv Commended,
Lady s. Des Voeux, Drahelow, Bartoh-npon-Trent; W. H. Denison.

i Sands, Bedfoxdshif* J. II. Wilson. St. Bees. Cumberland; J.

o:. h'urt in-unon-Tront. Commended, Miss S. Cotes,
Bicton. :

Dorking (White) 4 and Second. J. Robinson. Third, H.
Lingwood. Highly Commended, J. Taylor, Dawlish, Devon; H. Ling-
wood. Sens or Puit.t-.—First. .1. Robinson. Second and Third, H.
Lingwood. Highly Commended, Mrs. Dale ugh; J. Robinson.
Commended. W. A. Taylor, Manchester; J, iTennens, Birmingham.
Cochin-Chin n -ml Buff).—Cocks.—Erst, H. Yardley., BSr

niingli.un. S. id and Third, H. Tomlinson. Fourth, Hon. Miss D.
Pennant, Penrhvu Casllc, Bangor, Nona Wales. Fifth, A. Fenton, Roch-
dale. Highly Commended. T. Tatham. Kingsthorpe, Northampton; 3.

.T. Cattell, Birmingham. Commended, Mv-. R.

White, Broomhall Pork. Sheffield; :R. \Y. Boyle, Bray, Co. Wicklow.
Cockerels.—Fir-l. I*. Causer, Erdington, Birmingham. Second, H.

e Ifii : ley, Birmingham. Third, A. Fenton.
Fourth, H. Tomlinson. Fifth, T. Stretch. Highly Commended, H. Map-
plebecfc; T. Stretch : G.Fell; Messrs. Gunson & Jefferson, Whitehaven.
Commended, Mrs. White, Sheffield; H. Tomlinson; T. Stretch ; Hon.
Miss D. Pennant : C. H. BakewelL 1 1 H j

.

Cochix-Ciiina (Cinnamon and Buffi.—Hens.—First, G. Fell. Second,
•I. Nelson, Hcaton Mersey, Manchester. Third, R. W. Boyle, Bray, Co.,

Wicklow. Fourth. C. Jehnison. Belle Vue, Manchester. Fifth, H. Bates,
Yardley, Birmingham. Highly Commeneled, H. Tomlinson : W. A. Taylor.

Maneheater; A. Fentoi ; C. rdson. Commended, J. Cattell, Birming-
ham; H. Tomlinson ; C. Jennison ; T. Stretch. Pullets.—First. G. Fell.

Second, T. Boucher, Birmingham. Third, H. Partridge, Metchley,

am. Fourth, If. Nelson; H. Ktapplebeck, Mosoley.
I

::.-,. S. c. Ham.rton, The North Gate,
:

: The Hon. ?! Ne.ntwieh: R.White,
ton, Birmingham; II. Mapnleheck ;

T.

Boucher: A. Dixon, Erdington, Birmingham; T. Stretch. Commended,
Rev. W. 0. If. D'Aeth, Afborfield, Reading; E. Chase, BalsaU Heath,
Birmingham; J. N. Erampton, rthampton; Miss Milward,
Newton St. Loe, Bristol ; D. Yolmg, Leamington : W. Wood. Sheffield.

Coohin-Cuina (Brown and Partridge-featheredi. - toe/, .-. — First, A.

Fenton ; Second. T. Stretch ; Third, J. R. Rodbard, Aldwick Court,

Wrington, near Bristol. Highly Commended, H. Beldon. eh.;:

Bingley, Yorkshire ; E. Tudman, Ash Gi ive, Whitchurch, Sal i
> Com-

niended, J. Stephens, Walsall. Cavkcrch.—First, E. Tudman. Second,
!.- oh. Third. J. Filth, jun., Webster HiU, Dewsbury.
C s-Chinji Browo aud Partridge-feathered). — Sens.—Tirst, A.

Fenton. Second, J. Stephens. Third, J. Shorthoso, Newcastle-upon-
Tyne. Highly Commended, E. Tudman ; T. Stretch, Ormskirk. Com-
mended, Mrs. Herbert, Powick, near Worcester. Pullets.—First and Se-
cond. E. Tudman. Third, J. Stephens. Highly Commended, T. Stretch

;

E. Smith, Middleton. near Manchester.
CocniN-CnixA White .— tor/...—First, and Extra Cup, Second, and

Third, Rev. F. Taylor. Keastwick, Kivkl ly Lonsdale. Cockerels.—First, Rev.
F. Taylor. Second, Miss Biggar, Ecclefechan, Dumfriesshire. Third, R.
Chase. Balsall Heath. Birmingham. Highly Commended, < rs. William-
son, Queniborough Hall, Leicestershire; Rev. F. Taylor; R. Chase.
Commended, Rev. C. H. Lucas, Edith Weston. Stamford ; H. Yardley.
e'oeniN-CrflNA (White).

—

Hens.—First and Third, R. Chase. Second,
F. W. Znrhorst, Btlville, Donnybrook. Dublin. Highly Commended, Rev.
F. Taylor : G. Lamb, Compton, near Wolverhampton. Commended, Rev.
F. Taylor. Pullets.—First, Second, and Third. R. Chase. Highly Com-
mended, Hon. Mrs. Arbuthnott ; G. Lamb ; F. W. Zurhorst. Commended,
Rev. F. Taylor; J. Gardiner. Bristol ; G. Lamb : Mrs. Williamson.
Beahdia'Pootra ( Dark).—Cocks.—First, Hon. Mrs. Arbuthnott. Second,

G. Meares, Bitterne, near Southampton. Third. J. K. Fowler. Fourth.
R. W. Bovlc. Highly -Commended, Rev. A. D. Shafto. Durham ; R. W,
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Boyle; K. Smith; W. Wyken, Hineklev; W. Hargrcave-, tfAsche ti r;

Mrs. ihu'LT, aves, Beading ;
Mrs. Hurt, Ai'li-rw^-ifV, Derby, Come

J. Mnim, M:u i, t, ni
,

ii. ir Manchester; dipt. II. D. Radclyfte, Hitchin;
W. Hargreaves; Mrs. Hint ; Hon. Mis, Arbittiui.'ti : J. Statter, Liscord.
Uv.iw t-r I>ull,t*.-l\v*t, 11. fjirv, Yorkshire. Second, ti. .Ichu , I'Vrn-

hiim, Surrey. Third. Mrs. Hurt. Fourth, Gapt. H. B. Las aigbiyCom-
mended. H. C. Polo-GeULj 11-n. Mrs. ArlMitlni.lt; Capt. S. B. Dane; H.
r.n« y ; R. W. Boyle.

BfeAHMA Pootra (Light).

—

Cork*.—Cup and First, J. Pares, Postfnrd,
Guildford. Second, B Pig t, Lympstona, near Exeter. Highly Cora-
mended, H. Savile, Qllerton, Notts ; r. Crook. Gommend* l,JE.3

Mrs. Clark. The MalLOhiawiek; F. Crook: Hon.Mrs.AiiMiiinu.it. //, mot
Pullets.—Fust, F. Crook. Second, Hon. Mrs. Arbuthnott. Highly Com-
mended, -T. Stevens* Macclesfield ; AV. Pares, odtbrook, Derby ; K. Pigeon.
Commended, J. Pares ; Messrs, R. & F. Ede, Worthing, So as.

m u,av.-<?opU-First and Second! -T. C. Cooper. Cooper Hill, Limerick*
Highly Commended, G. 8. Ballanca, Someiiton, near London, N.E. Com'
mended, Rov. A. G. Brooke, Ruyton XI. To* a . Salop. Hens or Pullet u

First, Rev. A. G. Brooke. Second, Rev. G-. Bustler, Stillingfleet Ties "age,

I or] . Highly Commended, Rei . G. Hustler. Commended, W. tort, jun.,

Kind's Norton ; J. C.Coopi
Ciiivi; Ciin:. Cooks. First and Second, AY. Blinkhor

st, itrKii'., Lancashire. Highly Commended, X C.Cooper; Rev. W.J.
Mellor, Colwick Rectory, near Nottingham ; Hen. Mrs. Aroutlmol t. Com-
manded, The National Poultry Compai v [Li id), Bromley, Kent; Col.
s. Wortley, Grove End Road, Le on. Hens or PuUets. First, Col, S.

Wortlev. Second, AY. Blinkhorn. Highly Commended, AY. Blinkhorn;
J. Dixon, North Pari;, Bmdlord ; Hon. H. Fitzwilllam, Wentworth Wood-
ii"ii- -, itotherham, Yorkshire. Commended, CoL S. "Wortlei

Poultry Company (Li tited); C. Lono, Markyate Street,. near Duj
Beds.
Spam h .;. i: Lane, Bristol. Second, H1

. Beldon. Third,
T. B. Hartley. Hevwood, nan A icb iter. Fonrth, AY. R. Bull, Newport
Pagnell, Bucks. Highly Commended, C. T. Bishop. Birmingham; R.

.! near Preston. Coeh rets.—First and Second, D.Fax Ley,

Third, H. Lane. Fourth. J. R. R idbard. Highlv Commended, Hon. U,

I>. Pennant, Penrlr i Ca tl I tngor, North Wales; W. R Bull; G.
Lamb; R, P. William, Gla alinn, Clontari, Dublin; E. T. I

Walsall. Commended. A. Hi I
i . Wilts.

Spanish.—Sena* -First, H. Beldon. Second, N. Cook, Chowbei I

Manchester. Third, W. S il. Fourth, A. Heath. Highly Com-
mended, E. T. Holden, Walsall. Commended, A. Heal Second,
D. Parsley. Third. W. R. Bull. Fourth, H. Lane. Highly Commended,
\Y. Roberts, Halifax; T. Bamfield, Clifl E. T. Holden. Cora-
mended. T. B. Hartley, Heywood, ;

Hon. Miss D. Pennant.
Hamburgh (Black).—Co iw, Stainland, Halife ,

cond. Sir St. G. Gore, I
• Highly Commei

Freer, The Grauge, Birmingham. Commended, G. Lingard, jun., Bir-
mingham. Hen Pullets. ' cd, jun. Second, Sir St. G.
' tore, Bart. Third. R. F. Goodwin, Middleton, near Manchester. Highly
Commended, R. F. Goodwin.
Hamburgh (Golden-pencilled).

—

Cocks*-—First, T. Wrigley, jun., Tonge,
Middleton, near Manchester. Second, F. Pittis, jun., Newport, Isle of
Wight. Third, Sir St. G. Gore, Bart. Fourth and Fifth, lt( v. II. c. linv.

Skirbeck Rectory, Boston. Highly Commended, C. Tattersall, Newohuroh,
Manchester; F. Pit .

i

, jun. Cos ded, J. Lowe, Whitmore House,
near Birmingham. Hens or Pullets.—First, Mrs. Bailey. Second, F.
Pittis, jun. Third, T. Wriglev, jun. Fourth and Fifth, J. E. P
Biggleswade, Beds. High! i ded, F. S. Bagshaw, The
Uttoxeter; F. Pittis, jun. Commended, W. M >rg m, Qneensville, Stafford.

Hamburgh (Silver-pencilled).—Cocks.—First, J. Preston, AHerton, near
Bradford. Second, J. Log Newport, Men. Third,
S.Shaw. Fourth, Sir Si. > Gor. iart. Fifth, A. Woods, Sefton, Liver-
pool. Sens or Pullets.—First and Second, V.'. B
Third, H. Beldon. Fourth, J. Logan. Fifth, Rev. T I . Beigh-
ton Rectory, Acle, Norwich. Highly Commended, Sir St. G. Gore, Bart.
Hamburgh (Golden-spangled).— Goc s. First. J. Chaddertoi

Lane, Hollinwood, near Oldham. Second, T. Fletcher, Great Malvern.
Third, J. Fox. Fourth, J. Palmer, Wednesbury. Fifth, J. Preston, Al-
lerton, near Bradford. , J. Roe, Hadfield, near

I'
; H. Beldon. Co) !". S-. At "..re. Goteaore, Liver-

pool; F. Greenwood, Rochdoli ti First, J. H. Wilson,
St. Bees', Cumberland. Second, J. Chadderton. Third, J. Palmer. Fourth,
F. Greenwood. Fifth, W. J' tone, Wednesbury.
Hamburgh ( Silver-span ah -d>.< it, Sir St. Gv Gore, Bart. Se-

cond, Mrs. Pettat, Basingstoke.
'

rton, Albrighton. Fourth,
T. Wrigley, jun., Tonge". Fifth, Sir St. G. Gore, Bart. Highly Com-
mended, Mrs. Hurt. Commended,W. Caiman; J. Dixon. Sens or Pullt is.

First, J. Robinson. Second, J. For. Third and Fourth, J. Fielding.
Fifth. Hessrs. Bowman & Feeron^ Whitehaven. Highly Commended,
F. H. Neville. Birminghan i aded, Rev. F. Tearle, Newmarket.
Disqualified. AY. Cannan, Adolphus Works, Bradford, Yorkshire (needle
through comb of bird).
Polish (Black with White Crests).—Cocks.—First, R. Charlesworth.

Second, J. Smith, Keighley. Third. T. P. Edwards. Hem or P
First, T. P. Edwards. Second,.!. Smith. Third, P. Unsworth. Highly
Commended, T. P. Edwards.
Polish (Golden).— £W/,v.—Firsi, W. Silvester, Hampden View. Second

and Third, Mrs. Pet t .—First, H. Beldon. Second, Sir
St. G. Gore, Bart. Third, W. Silvester. Highly Commended, Mrs. Pettat.
Commended, W. Silve i

Polish (-ilver).—Corfr*.—First, Second, and Third, G. C. Adkins The
Lightwoods, near Birmingham. Highly Commended, H. Beldon. Hsm
or Pullets.—First, P, Unsworth, Lowton, near Newton-le-Willov>, Lan,-

cashire. Second, G. C. Adkins. Third, Sir St. G. Gore.
Any. other Distinct Vabiety.—First, Col. S. Wortley, London (La

Fleche). Second, The National Poultry Company, Limited (Houdan).
Third, Countess of Aylesford. The Bury, Leamington Spa (Cnekoo Fork-
ing). Fourth, T. AValmsley, Chester 'Buff Polish!. Highly Commended,
D. Le Souef. Crediton, Devon (La The National Poultry Com-
pany, Limited (La lb ohe) : H. Savile, Ollerton, Notts (Japanese Silkies)

;

F. AY. Zurhorat (Sultans); T. Wairosley {Buff Polish). Commended. Col.
3*. Wortlev iH-.iulaui ; The National Poultrv Company, Limited (Houdan)

;

Rev. G. Hustler.
Game (Black-breasted Reds).

—

Corfu.—First, J. IT. AYilli-vms, Springhank,
AVelshpool. Second, G. AY. Moss, Aigbnrth, Liverpool, Tliird, E. Aykiuyd,

BBBdftordj York hiiv. Fourth. T. Robson, I'enkridge. Fift)i, C. W. Brierloy,
Middbton, near Manchester. Highly Oemnumded, w. Bredtoy, Sovera
Navigation, Worcester. Cockerel. First, F. Bali > Ci • le, Hawtry.
s, eoml. Sir st (i. Gore, Bart. Third, J. H. Williams. Fonrth, T. Robson.
['itth. K. \\krovd.
(iAMi: (BlacU-breiisted Red*). Bmtr-SlfafSt, Sir St. ('.. Gore, Bart.

Second, J, H. Williams. Tliird. T. \Yoo,f. Oa04 toni Worteop, Notts.
Fourth. J. Anderaon, Meigle, N.B. Fifth, Kre, Btay, Sndbury, Derby.
Pullets, First, E. Aykroya. Second and Third, W. J. Pope. Fourth, E,
Ayfcroyd. Fifth, AV. Cox, Derby.
(.-u: (Brown and other Rmb« oxoept Blaek-breasted). - Cotksi —

i
r irst, T. Bnrgesa, Borleydam, WJUtehnreh, Salop. Beeondand Fourth,
Sir st. <i. Gore, Bart. Third, J. UasoDi St. Clement's, Wor i

Highly Commenat I, R, Pashley, Worksop; T. Stattex: Sir St. <•. Qontt
Banb. ''-' - r\ ! . Biset, J. Wood, Wlgsjb Becond, so St, &. Gore, Bnrt.
ii. i, Duke of Newcastle. Fourth, F. Sales, Growle, Bawtry, Highly
Commended, J. Smith; G, i iBmenl

i
Ti BurgeE ; J. Wood. Com-

monded, sir St.. G. Core, Bart.; A. !:. Dyas, Dfadeley, Shropsbirei
Game (Brown and other Reds, except Blacl bi I Hentr First

anA Third; J. Weod. Second, G. W .nth, M. Billing, jun., Wood
End,Er^mgton, Birmingham. Pullets. I b t,Se< i iThird> J. Wood,
Fourth, E. A 1 [hly Commended, W. Bourne, Heaviiev, noar
Stockport; R. Swift, Seuti '' B

i

T. stutter; Sir St.

u. Gere, Bart. Commended^ !;. F
!

.
. and other Greys and Blw I First, Messrs.

J. A A. Brig ] Leed Second, a. Fentonu Third, S.
Mathe-v, str.v,iiiarl:et. Siui .Ik. Highly Commended, G. W. Moas; J.
Hulsiil], luce, near Wigan ; w. Bradley. Cockerels*—First, Messrs, J,.and
A. Briggs. Second, Sir St. G. < rore, Bart. Tliird, AY. Boui-ue.

Game (Duel, —] 'iret, AY. Brad-
ley. s, ,-.

i d, .1. H. Williams. Third, Si St. G. ' PulUt*\~
t'n t, sir St. (i. Gore, Bart. Second, A. Mason, St. Clement's, Worcester.
Third, Duke of Newcastle. Highly- Commended, 3, llalsall, Ince, near
Wigan.

i (Blacks and Brassy-winged, except Greys).

—

Corks.—First, R.
Limbrick, Kenilworth. Second, Me ai , BuUocl 6 Rap m, Leajnjngtoan

.h.— First, A. O. AYorthington, Burton-upon- Trent. Second,
i. 3TS. Bullock & Rapson.( ee (Blacks and Brassy-winged, except Greys).—l-lmy.—Prize, Rev.
W. J. Mellor, Colwick Reel - c Nottingham. Pi.lh-t .—First, R.
Limbrick. Second, Messrs. Bullock & }'>

I i

'

. -First, T. Wert. St. Ann's, Ecelcston,
i"ssing, Kelvedon. F Ojoekr*

. u;v. F. Watson. Seoi Mo9s,TheBeach,Aigbm5Ux,
Liverpool.
Game White and Piles).—Hena, '^t. G. Gore, Bart. Second,

J. Fletcher. PuUets.—First, Sir St. G. < s, Bart. Second, T. West.
Game b.vn b eastod and i Cocks.—First, 3. W,

Morris. Second, G. Smith, Staveley, Derhyshifle. Thud, R. Charles-
worth, Manchester. Highly Commended, J. K. Fowler; A. Fenten;

« ^e, Southwell. Commended, J. Statter; J.E.Shel-
don, Wednesbi
Game Bantam (Anv other varietv).—Cort.t.—First. H. Shumack (Duck-

wing). Second, J. E. Sheldon (Black.. Third, Sir St. G. Gore, Bart.

(Duckwing).
COCK AND TAVO HENS.

Bantams (Gold-laced).—First and Second, M. Leno, Markyate Street,

near Dunstable. Third. Rev. G. s. Cruwys, Tiverton, Devon.
'

: cams ( SUver-laced).—First and Second, U. Spary, Dunstable, Beds.
Third, M. Leno.
Bantams (White, clean-leggi 3).—First, Rev. F. Tearle. Second, H.

I
M . Third, J- R. J , Highly Commended, Sir St. G. Gore,

Bantams (Black, clean-legged).—First, H. Beldon. Second and Third,

T. Davies, Newport, ' hly Commended, Mrs. 1!

Highworth, Wilts; E. i . Bristol; It. Draycott, Humberstone,
near Leicester, i is, Rochdale, Lancashire.
Game Bantam (Black-b ] W, is. Second, H

- tthwell. Third, R. Charlesworth, Brooks Bar, Manchester*
Fourth. Rev. AY. 3. Mellor. Fifth, J. K. Fi

i. & Bantams (Brown as isted).—First
T. Dyson, Hal

Game Bantam (Any other . Sir St. G. Gore, Bart. Se-

c md, J. Crosland, jun. Third, G. Smith.

Ducks (White Aylesbury).—First and Second, Mrs. Seamons. Tliird,

J. K. Fowler. Highly Commended. Duchess of Marlborough, Blenheim
Palace, jWoodstock, Oxon; — Pattison, Maiden, Essex; J. K. Fowler,
i ided, I. X. F

.' .,"!. S. Shaw, Stainland, Halifax. Second,
Sir St. G. Gore. Bart. Fourth, J. Munn, Stacksteads, near Manchester.
Highly Commended, J. Nelson, B ter; F. Parlctt,

Great Baddow, near i. Essex; Hon. Mrs. Arbuthnott; A.
Fenton. Commended, W. SI [Imam Green, Gloucester.

in :
.-, (Black East Indian). First, A. Fenton. Second, Rev. \Y.

Serjeant BurneU ry, Shrewsbury. Highly Commended,
J, R, Jessop, Hull. I d, Major F. D. L. Smith, The Grange,
Hal owt n,

3 i Any other | aril First, J. Dixon, Bradford (Mandarin).
Second. C. W. Brierloy Carolina). Highly Commended, J. Morris,

(Carolina*); H. Savile (Carolina); Ih'ii. Mrs. Colvile (Pure Wild). Com-
mended, Mrs. J. Clarke i Y. i, & Pi

i

.Jo k) ; T. C. Harrison, Hull.

Gebbe (While).—Firet, Mrs. Seaanone. Second, J. Lyeett. GosHrngs,*-*

First aud Third, Mrs. Seamons. Second, J. C. Cooper. Highly Com-
mended, Rev. G. Hustler; Mrs. P. AVolferstan, Tamworthj T. T-
Lawden, Northfield, near Birmingham.

: (Grey and Mottled). —First and S< I
Arbuthnott

Highly Commended, J. K. Fowler (Toulouse). Go ». j-.— Fir-st, Mrs
i itt. Second. Mrs. Seamons. Third. Rev. AY. J. Mellor, Colwick

.. near Nottingham. Highly Commended, J. C. Co per.

Trr.KKVS.- Fir-t. J- Smith i C.nnbridge). Second. Mrs. Dale (Pure

Cambridge). Third, AY. Wright, Fulhonm, Cambridgeabire. Highly
Commended, J. Beasley, Brampton, Northampton (Cambridge); Mra.
Wolferstan, (Cambridge). Commended, Lady E.Isham, Copper-coloured};
S. Lang. Poult*.—Fir-t. 3. Smith (Cambridge . Second, Rev. T. L.

Fellowes (Cambridge!. Third, W. Wright. Highly Commended, Mrsi
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Arbuthnott (AJgiers Imported). Commended, J. N. Beasley (Cam-
bridge) ; Mrs. Arbuthnott (Norfolk).

PIGEONS.
Tumblers (Almond).—First, J. Ford, London. Second, J. Thackray,

York. Third, F. Else, Westbourne Grove, Bayswater, London. Highly
Commended, J. E. Breward, Coventry ; F. Crossley, Elland, Yorkshire ;

F. T. Wiltshire, West Croydon. Very Highly Commended, R. Fulton,
Deptford.
Carries (Black).—Cockt.—First, R. Fulton. Second, Messrs. Siddons

and Sons, Lichfield Road, Aston. Highly Commended, J. Firth, jun.,

Webster Hill, Dewsbury ; M. Hedley, Red Hill, Surrey ; T. CoUey, Shef-
field. Hens.—First, F. Crossley. Second, F. T. Wiltshire. Highly Com-
mended, R. Fulton.
Carrier (Dun).—Cockt.—First, M. Hedley. Second, A. W. Shaw,

Limerick, Ireland. Hens.—First, R. Fnlton. Second, F. Else. Highly
Commended, J. Hawley, Bingley, Yorkshire.
Carriers (Any other colour).—First and Second, J. C. Ord, Pimlico,

London.
Povvter (Red or Blue).

—

Cocke.—First, J. Thackray. Second, F. Cross-

ley. Very Highly Commended, J. Thackray. Highly Commended, A. W.
Shaw. Sens.—First, J. Thackray. Second, J. R. Harvey, M.D., Cork.
Highly Commended, J. R. Harvey, M.D. ; F. Crossley.
Powters (Any other colour).— Cock.—First, E. E. M. Royds (Black).

Second, W. R. Rose, Cransley Hall, near Kettering (Yellow Pied). Veiy
Highly Commended, J. R. Harvey, M.D., Cork (White); A. W. Shaw
(White). Highly Commended, J. E. Breward, Coventry (White) Hem.—
First, A. Heath (White). Second, W. R. Rose (White) Very Highly Com-
mended, R. Fulton.
Balds.—First, T. H. Ridpeth, Rusholme, Manchester. Second, F. T.

Wiltshire. Highly Commended, J. Fielding, jun., Rochdale.
Beards.—First, W. H. C. Oates, Besthorpe, Newark, Notts. Second,

J. Ford. Highly Commended, J. Percivall, Peckham Rye, London. Com-
mended, J Fielding.
Tumblers (Mottled).—First, E. E. M. Royds. Second, R. Fulton,

Deptford. Highly Commended, R. Fulton ; S. Shaw.
Tumblers (Any other colour).—First and .Second, J. Thackray (Red

and Yellow). Very Highly Commended, J. Ford.
Runts.—First, H. Yardley. Second, T. D. Green, Saffron Walden, Essex.

Third, E. E. M. Royds.
Jacobins (Yellow).—First, T. H. Ridpeth. Second, F. Waitt.
Jacobins (Any other colour).— First, E. E. M. Royds (Black). Second,

F. Waitt. Highly Commended, E. Horner, Harewood, Leeds.
Fantails (White).—First, M. Wicking, Blackheath Park, Kent. Second,

J. Thackray. Very Highly Commended, H. E. Emherlin, Humberstone,
Leicester. Highly Commended, F. Else.
Fantails (Any other colour).—First, H. Yardley. Second, F. H. Paget,

Birstall, Leicestershire. Highly Commended, J. W. Edge, Ashton New-
town, Birmingham (Blue). Commended, J. Baily, jun., Mount Street,

London.
Trumpeters (Mottled).—First, S. Shaw. Second, J. Thackray. Very

Highly Ctunmeuded, W. H. C. OateB. Highly Commended, E. Horner.
Trumpeters (Any other colour).—First, "S. Shaw. Second, W. H. C.

Oates. Very Highly Commended, J. Thackray.
Owls (Blue or Silver).—First and Second, J. Fielding, jun. Highly

Commended, J. Baily, jun. Commended, St. J. Coventry, Wirnborne,
Dorsetshire (Powdered).
Owls (Any other colour).—First and Second, J. Fielding, jun. (White).

Nuns.—First, Rev. A. G. Brooke, Salop. Second, C. Bulpin, Riverside,
Bridgewater, Somerset. Third, J. Thackray.
Turbits (Red or Yellow).—First, S. Shaw. Second, E. Mapplebeck.

Highly Commended, J. Thackray.
Turbits (Any other colour).—First, M. Wicking, Kent (Silver). Second,

C. Bulpin.
Barbs (Black).—First, J. Thackray. Second, M. Hedley. Yery Highly

Commended, S. Shaw.
Barbs (Any other colour).—First, J. Thackray. Second, M. Hedley.

Very Highly Commended, J. Fielding, jun.
Dragons" (Blue .—First, F. Crossley. Second, H. Yardley.
Dragons (Any other colour).—First, S. Shaw. Second, C. Bulpin.

Highly Commended. C. Bulpin.
Magpies.—Hrst, H. E. Emherlin. Second, C. Bulpin. Highly Com-

mended, J. Thackray.
Antwerps.—First, J. Hawley, Bingley, Yorkshire. Second, H. Yardley.

Highly Commended, J. Mitchell, llustlcy, Birmingham.
Archangels.—First, S. A. Taylor, Sutton Coldneld. Second, C. Bulpin.

Highly Commended, D. Causer.
Swallows.—First and Second, F. H. Paget, Birstall, Leicestershire.

Highly Commended, J. Baily, jun. (Imported).

Ant Other New or Distinct Varieties.—First, J. Ovens (Frillbacks).

Second, J. Baily. jun. (German Toy). Third, F. H. Paget (Priests).

Highly Commended, F. H. Paget (Frillbacks) ; J. Percivall (Isabels).

Commended, J. Baily, jun. (German Toy).

CHARACTERISTICS of the PRINCIPAL SORTS
OF GAME FOWLS,
(Continued from page 416.)

The best of the Cheshire Piles are still found in Cheshire,

though they are now pretty -well distributed everywhere.

Derbyshire and Leicestershire both breed good Cheshire Piles.

These are not quite so hard as some of the other sorts of Game
fowls, but are a harder bird than the willow-legged Blaek-

breasted Pieds. The Cheshire Pile has not the endurance
possessed by the Dark Greys and Brown Reds, and more
especially by the Dark Grey. The Pile will not stand steel so

well as these birds, and, therefore, generally loses in a long

battle, though winning a short battle quicker than other Game
fowls. Piles do not stand cutting or dubbing so well as the

iarder and darker-coloured birds.

The Cheshire Piles are lighter-fleshed and of a more active
make than any other Game fowls. Piles are looser and softer
in feather than the darker and harder sorts. Pile hens are
very quarrelsome. The Piles are fierce birds, and are first-

class for fighting, though inferior to the Dark Greys and
Brown Reds in all but their extraordinary quickness and
activity, in which qualities they stand first of all the Game
fowls, though now almost given up by sportsmen on account
of their want of endurance. The best of these Piles have now
merged in the Brown Reds, having been much crossed with
them to improve the quickness and activity of the Brown
Reds, which will account for so many of the Brown Reds
having white or light nails. These Piles were probably first

bred in Cheshire, from the white-legged Black-breasted Reds,
with red eyes, and Partridge-coloured hens, and crossed with
other breeds.

Black-breasted Reds.—White legs, dark red eyes, with the
light wheaten-coloured or Cinnamon-Buff hens. These are
now the third favourite sort of sportsmen, standing next in

favour to the Dark Greys and the Brown Reds, and before the
Cheshire Piles, being stronger and possessing more endurance
than the Piles, though slower and less fierce. They are not
an exhibition sort, being purely a cock-fighter's bird, and are
most found in the same districts and places as the Brown
Reds and Dark Greys. There are some of them in all the
large towns, they being chiefly favourites of the smaller inn-
keepers and butchers. These birds often beat the Brown Reds,
though not so good in general ; they are, however, a Game bird

in all respects, and are, perhaps, the best of all the Black-
breasted Red sorts. These and the Dark Greys and Brown
Reds are now the only three sportsmen's sorts. The cocks

are of a most beautiful red colour, but the hens are ugly ; they
are hard, close-feathered, and very good birds.

Red-breasted Ginoer Reds.—Light Partridge hens of a

ginger colour, red eyes, and white legs. These are now very rare,

having merged in the Brown Reds by crossing ; they were, if

anything, a better bird than the preceding, being quicker and
more fierce. They may now, however, be considered as nearly

extinct, the darker colours having absorbed them.
Dark Black-breasted Beds.—Carp-brown legs, and dark

red eyes, with fawn-breasted Dark Brown hens, not Partridge-

coloured. These are good and hard birds, equal to the wheaten-
coloured breed, which have the clean-hackled cocks, while
these have the dark striped-hackled cocks. Dark Black-breasted
Reds are now rather rare, but are still found in Yorkshire, and
in Staffordshire, Shropshire, and Worcestershire ; the hens
olten run much to spur. Nantwich, in Cheshire, has some of

them, and has excellent Brown Reds too. Black and white-

legged Red Partridge hens also breed good Black-breasted Red
Game cocks in general.

Red Duns.—Dark red eyes, white legs ; hens cinnamon-
buff colour, with blue dun breasts and tails. These birds, as

I have heard, were once great favourites at Newcastle-on-Tyne,
Sunderland, and in the adjacent northern districts; they are a

good, hard-feathered bird, light in flesh, and active, and have
been much crossed with the Brown Reds, which cross makes
the Smoky Red Duns, and gives the white leg a dark shape.

Red Duns are not common now, many of them having merged
in the Brown Reds by crossing with them.

—

Newm.-.rket.

THE OAKHAM EXHIBITION OF POULTRY
AND PIGEONS.

This Show was unusually good, far surpassing most local meetings.

The arrangements, taking into consideration the space at command,
were excellent, and the Society is undoubtedly much indebted to their

indefatigable Secretary, Mr. Wellington, for so satisfactory a result.

The Dorking classes were generally most praiseworthy, and many
of the Buff Cochins were also very excellent. It was, however, in

respect to the poultry more generally kept by agriculturists that the

Oakham Show was most worthy of note. A remarkable feature of

the Show may be mentioned—namely, that the first and second prise

pens of Rouen Duels, and the first and second prize Aylesbnrys,

weighed all four pens precisely alike—viz., 19 lbs. a pen of three birds.

Young Geese of 45 lbs. weight were shown, and Turkeys (also of 1866)

weighing 411 lbs. the three, were exhibited ; whdst even single cock

I'm I. ij* of any age weighed from 24 to even 28 lbs. throughout a very

well-filled class.

The exhibition of Piyeom was remarkably good, indeed beyond

general expectation, and the competition such as is rarely surpassed

even at the greatest of onr colunibarian shows. The Extra class for

Piyeons contained extraordinarily good specimens, and although many
of the Pic/eons' pens were unavoidably placed too high from the ground
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to bo'viewed to advantage, this part of the Exhibition proved a leading

feature, and the competition in moat of the classes was exceedingly

good. No doubt in fntnre yoars a fresh arrangement may be made,

bringing all pens closely on a level, as this will not only improve the

general appearance of "the Exhibition, bnt is essential to the proper

awarding of the Society's premiums.

The day was most propitious, and the attendance was very good.

Dorking's (Coloured).—First, J. Longland, Grendon, Northampton.
Second, J. Smith, Breeder Hills, Grantham. Third, Countess of Gains-

borough, Exton Park. Hlgblv Commended, Marchioness of Exeter,

Burghley House. Commended, W. Turner, Slenford. Chickens.—First

Uld Extra Prize, H. Warner, The Elms, Loughborough. Second, J.

Longland. Third, 1R. Wood, Clapton, Thrapston. Highly Commended,
Marchioness of Exeter; Mrs. A. Guy, Eaton, Grantham; H. L. Brad-

shaw, Wakerloy ; W. T. Everard, Alton Grange, Ashby-de.la-Zouch. Com-
mended, Countess of Gainsborough.
DoRKrNGS (White).—First, Mrs. Byflon, Empinghnm, Stamford. Se-

cond, Marchioness of Exeter. Chickens.—First and Second, Mrs. Syson.

Highly Commended, Marchioness of Exeter.

Dorking (Any colour).—Htm.— Prize and Extra Prize, J. Smith.

Highly Commended, G. H. Finch, Burley-on-the-Hill ; J. M. Wellington,

Oakham; J. Longland ; Countess of Gainsborough. Pullet*,—Prize, J.

Longland. Highly Commended, R. Wood; Mrs. A. Guy; Marchioness of

Exeter. Commended, C. Speed, Exton, Oakham.
Spanish.—First and Second, J. Wright, Sysonby. Melton. Commended,

C. Wright, Northampton. Chickens.—First, J. Wright. Second, W. T.

Everard.
Cochin-China (White and Black).—First, Rev. R. H. Montgomery,

Northampton. Second, Rev. C. H. Lucas, Edithweston Rectory. Highly
Commended. Rev. C. H. Lucas. Commended, Rev. R. H. Montgomery.
Cochin-China (Cinnamon, Buff, or Partridge).—First, H. Warner. Se-

cond, G. H. Finch. Highly Commended, J. M. Wellington. Commended
Mrs. Rooke, Weldon Grange, Wansford ; J. Barker, Kettering.

Cockis-Crixa.—Pullet*.—Prize. Marchioness of Exeter. Highly Com-
mended, J. M. Wellington ; W. Kirk, Wymondham, Oakham. Commended,
H. Warner.
Brahma Pootra (Any colour).—First, Withheld. Second, H. E. Em-

berlin, Humberstone.
Hamburgh (Silver-spangled).—First, A. Houghton, Asfordby. Second,

H. Warner. Highly Commended, A. Houghton.
Hamburgh (Silver-pencilled).—First and Second, A. Houghton.
Hamburgh (Gold-spangled).—First, H. E. Emberlin. Second, J. Wright.

Highly Commended. H. E. Emberlin.
Hamburgh (Gold-pencilled).—First, Rev. C. H. Lucas. Second, A.

Houghton. Commended, H. Warner.
Game (White, Piles, and Light Colours).—First, W. T. Everard. Se-

cond, S. Deacon, Polehrook Hall, Oundle. Commended, Mrs. A. Guy.
Game (Red and other Dark Colours).—First, J. Smith. Second, W. T.

Everard. Highly Commended, H. Warner; J. Warner.
Game Hens or Pullets (Any colour).—First, H. Warner. Second, W.

Robinson, Preston.
Bantams (White, Clean Legs).—First, H. Draycott, Humberstone:

Second, H. E. Emberlin. Commended, H. E. Emberlin; H. Draycott.
Lady Berners, Keythorpe Hall.
Bantams (Black, Clean Legs).—First and Second, H. Draycott.
Bantams (Gold-laced).—First, J. Smith. Second, H. Draycott.

Game Bantams (Any colour).—First, withheld. Second, J. Smith.
Pullets.—Prize, J. M. Wellington. Equal extra prize, H. Draycott.
Bantams (Any other variety).—First and Second, H. C. Woodcock,

Rearsby {Japanese Bantams).
Cross-bred Chickens.—First, Mrs. Lucas. Second, Mrs. E. Lucas,

Weston Hall. Third and Fourth, T. Tatham, Kingsthoi-pe. Highly
Commended, C. Chapman. Commended, J. M. Wellington.
Ant other Distinct Variety.—First, Lady Hazlerigg, Xoseley Hall

White Silkies). Second, Hon. Mrs. G. Noel, Barleythorpe (Creve Cceurs).

Highly Commended, Hon. Mrs. G. Noel (Creve Cceurs) ; M. Kew, Market
Overton (Creals). Commended, G. Turner, Alexton Hall (Chittagong).
Guinea Fowls (Any colour).—First, Mrs. Berridge, Burley-on-the-Hill.

Second, G. R. Pearson, South Witham. Highly Commended, W. Kirk.

Turkeys (Anv colour).—First, Mrs. A. Guv, Eaton, Grantham. Second,
W. Kirk. Coetc.—First, J. Smith. Second, G. R. Pearson. Highly Com-
mended, Marchioness of Exeter; Mrs. A. Guy. Commended, W. Kirk;
Countess of Gainsborough. Hens.—Prize, J. Smith. Poults.—Prize, J.

Smith. Highly Commended, Mrs. A. Guy. Commended, G. R Pearson.
Ducks (White Aylesbury*.—First, W." Carver, Ingarsby, Leicester.

Second, H. E. Emberlin. Highly Commended, Marchioness of Exeter.

Ducklings.—First and Second, W. Carver. Highly Commended, Mar-
chioness of Exeter.
Ducks (Rouen).—First, A. Houghton, Melton. Second, J. Wright.

Highly Commended, H. Warner.
Ducks (Any other breed).—First, S. Deacon, Polebrook Hall. Second.

R. Garfoot, Cottesmore. Commended, Rev. C. H. Lucas.
Geese (White).—Prize, J, Clarke, Bruntingthorpe. Goslings.—First,

H. Barrowcliffe. Second, J. Clarke. Highly Commended, Mrs. Berridge.
Geese (Grev or Mottled).—First, W. Kirk. Second, withheld. Goslings.

—First, J. Smith. Second, W. Kirk.

SINGLE COCKS.
Dorking (Any colour).—First, J. Smith. Second, R.Wood. Highly

Commended, Countess of Gainsborough; Rev. C.H. Lucas ; LadyHazel-
rigg ; J. Longland.
Spanish,—First, J. Wright. Second, Rev. W. J. Mellor, Colwick Rectory.
CocHTN-CniNA.—Prize and Silver Cup, H. Warner. Highly Commended,

R. Griffin, Barkby, Leicester ; M. Kew, Market Overton ; Mrs. A. William-
son, Queensborongh Hall.
Game.—First and Extra Prize, W. Robinson. Second, J. Smith. Highly

Commended, H. Warner.
Bantam (Any colour).—Prize, T. Whittaker, Melton.

PIGEONS.
Tumblers.—First, G. Sturgess, Leicester. Second, T. Baker, Leicester.

Highly Commended, G. Sturgess : W. T. Baker. Commended, W. F. Hollis,

Cottesmore ; H. L. Bradshaw, Wakerley ; M. Kew. Market Overton.
Carriers.— First, G. Sturgess. Second, T. Whittaker. Very Highly

Commended, A. Storrar, Peterborough. Highly Commended, T. Whitta

ker; T. C. Marshall, Peterborough; R. SbJlcock, jun., South Witham.
Commended, G. Sturgess.

Powters.—First, J. Taylor, Newark. Second, — Packwood, Leicester

nighly Commended, T. Baker; H. E. Emberlin; — Packwood; R. Pay.

ling, Peterborough. Commended, T. Baker; H. Draycott; Rev. W. J-

MoUor.
Jacobins.—First and Second, G. Sturgess. Highly Commended, M.

Kew.
Fantails.—First, F. H. Paget, Birstall, Leicester. Second, H. Dray-

cott. Highly Commended, G. Sturgess; H. Draycott; J. Wright; J. *

Taylor.
Trumpeters.—First, G. Sturgess. Second, F. H. Paget. Commended,

G. Sturgess ; Rev. W. J. Mellor.

Nuns.—First and Second, H. Dravcott.

Turbits.—First and Second. H. B. Emberlin. Highly Commended,
G. Sturgess ; H. Draycott ; Rev. W. J. Mellor ; H. E. Emberlin ; R. Paylimg.

Blue Rock.—First, W. Sharrad, Langham. Second, Mrs. Berridge.

Commended, W. Sharrad.
Any other New or Distinct Variety.—First and Second, F. H.

Paget (Priests and Swallows). Highly Commended, G. Sturgess (Barbs

and Owls) ; M. Kew (Silver Owls) ; T. Bakor, Leicester (Hyacinths) ; H. E.

Emberlin (Magpies and Dragons). Commended, W. B. Packwood (Black

Barbs).

The Judge was Edward Hewitt, Esq., of Eden Cottage, Sparb-

brook, Birmingham.

NEW SHOREHAM POULTRY SHOW.
It is painful to me to draw attention to neglect on the part

of the officials of any poultry show ; I would much rather bear

testimony to the care they have taken of the specimens com-

mitted to their charge ; but at the same time I think where

gross neglect is allowed it ought to be made public. I sent a

pen of birds to the late South of England Show at New Shore-

ham, a distance of about two hundred miles. They were in

first-rate condition when they left me ; but. alas ! when I

received them again in the middle of Sunday (the Show having

closed on the previous Thursday evening), they were complete

skeletons, and were altogether in such a sorry plight that my
brother at first declared that the pullet had been changed.

The delay may have been caused by the negligence of the rail-

way officials, but that alone could not have brought them down
to what they were. Nor is this a solitary instance. A friend

of mine, who also sent a pen of fowls, received them back on

the Saturday morning after the Show, aud I never in my life

saw a cock returned in such a disgraceful state. Bad as my
birds were on the Sunday, this was far worse ; in fact it appeared

quite a chance whether he would live or die, and the pullet, too,

is in a most disgraceful state. When any of them will be fit

to show again I know not. I shall certainly take good care to

avoid the South of England for the future.

—

Exhibitor.

poultry profitable.
At the dinner of the Hadleigh Farmers' Club, held on the

16th of November, after their annual exhibition of roots,

poultry, &c, the Chairman (Mr. J. Band), said they all knew

the value of a good fowl, and he believed that many people were

of opinion that there was no better paying runner on a farm

than a chicken. Mr. Postans had been very successful with

his fowls that day, and he should like to hear whether he found

it a good paying business, and whether one breed paid better

than another.

Mr. Postans said, as far as the paying went, keeping fowls

was certainly remunerative where a person was careful to select

a stock that was really first-class. Anything ordinary was not

worth having, because they cost just as much to keep as the

best, and first-class fowls would always fetch high prices.

HYBRIDISATION.
In accordance with the request expressed by Mr. West, at

page 399, respecting the comparative influence of drones and

queens on the colour of the progeny, more particularly as re-

gards those cases in which black queens are the mother bees,

crossed by Ligurian drones, I gladly give the results of some

little experience which it was my fortune to have.

In the year 1861, not long after the introduction of Ligurians

into this neighbourhood, Mr. Woodbury, when driving out the

bees of some common stocks kept at the distance of about two

miles and a half from any Ligurian hives, noticed that in a

second swarm of the same season several of the workers were

distinctly marked Italians. This being at that time rather a new

and startling feature in apiarian science, Mr. Woodbury saved

the life of the queen, which he gave to me, with the hore that
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I would establish her at the head of a stock to see whether she

would continue for any length of time to breed yellow-banded

bees. Fixing on a weak stock, I drove out the bees, captured

and destroyed its queen, cut out and fixed the best of the combs

in frames, adding two sealed brood combs from another hive,

inserted between the combs the cage containing the imprisoned

monarch, and returned the bees. On the following day the

queen was liberated, being well received by her new subjects,

and the first appearance of her progeny was awaited. In due

time the young bees appeared, the majority of them being very

well marked. As the original black bees died out, the prepon-

derance became for some time greatly in favour of the yellow-

banded bees. The stock prospered remarkably well, and the

queen proved to be a very prolific breeder ; but, contrary to

Mr. West's hypothesis, the coloured bees gradually diminished,

and although until the end of the hive's existence there were

always some to be seen, yet, to a casual observer, it would have

appeared to have been a colony of ordinary common bees. The
drones were unmistakeably black, and, as may be supposed,

exhibited no taint of Ligurian parentage.

In all observations of this character there must be a certain

amount of uncertainty as to the correctness of the inferences

which may be drawn from them. A queen may become changed

by death or by unnoticed swarming : in my case, supposing

this did happen, the young successor might bo crossed by one

of my own Ligurian drones, of which there were largo numbers

close at hand, so that it would be impossible to state positively

that the queen which was originally placed at the head of the

stock remained alive at the end of two years when the stock

was broken up. Although I do not believe that anything of

this nature did really occur, and although I have no reason to

doubt but that the same queen reigned until the end of the

hive's existence, yet taking the possibility of my having been

mistaken into consideration. I am loth to assert as a positive

fact that the influence of the drone, so far from increasing in

amount as the queen becomes more aged, does really and truly

become gradually more feeble. I merely give the case as it

occurred in my own apiary for as much as it may be worth.

—

S. Bevan Fox, Exeter.

THE EGYPTIAN BEE.
(Continued fnnn page 417.)

Havinx, detailed particulars I must now revert to the period

when I abstracted combs from the Egyptian stock. It was

then that the true character of my foreign friends manifested

itself in right earnest. Decidedly more irascible ! Compari-

sons must be laid aside. Their fury and ferocity were beyond

all parallel. " Nemo me imptme lacessit," the motto which I

have since presented them with, and which now holds a per-

manent place in their family escutcheon, was but too forcibly

exemplified. Panoplied though I was from head to foot, I was

never before so beset. Smarting under the bad usage received

in their journey from Exeter, and by my subsequent manipu-

lations, they were determined, apparently, to resist all future

intermeddling with " their nest," and so I had a literal swarm
about my ears, stinging everything and anything they fancied

vulnerable about the person. My retreat was almost as diffi-

cult as Napoleon's from the Russian hordes that pursued him
from Moscow ; but the enemy, though repulsed, had contrived

to escape, and satisfaction was incomplete. Exploring parties

scoured the ground all around, to the evident danger of the

lieges and my great discomfort. A friend residing with me at

the time, himself an apiarian of considerable experience,

acknowledged he had never witnessed such a fracas. He,

too, was followed to some distance, and had to he in ambush
for a long time ere his relentless persecutors permitted him to

leave ; and the cover imder which I myself took shelter was

long after haunted by these vindictive little foreigners. Mean-
time a family council was held to consider what was best to be

done. My friend urged an immediate removal. I was in a diffi-

culty ; but the bees had been sadly irritated and abused, and I

pleaded a day or two's delay. Fortunately the clear Indian-

like sky, from which a burning sun had shot his cloudless rays

for some days previous, had become gloomy and overcast. My
incensed little foreigners now assumed a somewhat more sub-

dued and pacified aspect. The regimental files hitherto guard-

ing the entrance, heads outwards, and with daggers half drawn,

gradually retired. So, early on the morning of the '26th of

June, while the guards were caught napping, I took their

citadel by storm, deprived it of all its treasures, and trans-

ferred the captive population to a new dwelling, as already

stated, and so after all the Egyptians have remained in Bay

apiary up to the present time. Since then, or, rather, since

the manipulations have ceased, the foreigners are behaving
themselves like their more civilised brethren of the north. I

now know their temper and habits better, and we are better

friends. There is only one stipulation which I must observe

—

I must not interfere upon any account with their " nest."

This I am willing to do, and the "Hem i me impiirie laccssit"

emblazoned on their escutcheon always reminds me of the

paction, and thus peace is maintained.
I would not have it to be inferred from what has been said

that Apis fasciata cannot be kept in the apiary without incon-

venience and danger. Mr. Woodbury has stated, and my ex-

perience confirms the remark, that if the " bees are not

meddled with they are peaceable enough." For experimental

purposes they are certainly very difficult to deal with, and
when interfered with in any way they must be very gently and
cautiously handled. It was only yesterday that I opened three

leaves of the Huber hive, in which the colony is now domi-
ciled, to examine the interior, and though perfectly unpro-

tected, so gently did I deal with them that no resentment was
shown.

At this moment the Egyptian colony is without exception

the most populous in my apiary. The maturing brood is still

plentiful, young drones have again appeared, and during the

recent very mild weather farina loads, forty a-minnte, were

being carried with the utmost vigour, while other hive3 are

half dormant. Can it be that the instinct of the queen is at

fault ?—or, rather, that it is true to her native soil, where the

spring is our winter. Be this as it may, the appearance of

drones at the end of October is a perfect anomaly with me. I

have observed, however, that the young larva? are now being

dragged out.

Of the respective progenies of the young Egyptian queens,

those of two only were similar to the parent, though these,

too, differed a shade. The bees produced by the others were

of a varied and motley character—some Egypto-Italians, and

some of a light leaden colour, forming a variety tud genefja.

Most of the queens, too, differed somewhat from the original.

In appearance they more nearly approximated to the better-

coloured Italians, though more beautiful and gay. Two or

three were especial beauties, and sparkled among the black

population like gems of gold.

I regret that I cannot speak as to their honey-gathering

qualities, the autumn being so bad. The original hive of

course I did not send to the heath, and the young hives

afforded no test, as the Egyptian element formed but a small

proportion of the population. The bee is exceedingly indus-

trious ; is not affected in the least, apparently, by our northern

climate, and I expect no more difficulty in wintering the

Egyptians than the other varieties.—J. Lowe.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Hamburgh Fowls.— Mr. J. H. Beyton wishes to know whether the

eight hens mentioned by " S. G. J." have no run attached to their house
12 feet by 6 feet. The oats enclosed by Mr. Beyton are ground, not
Crushed. * In such a state they must be mixed with water. Crushed oats

are merely flattened by the rollers of the mill they are passed through,
and can be given to the fowls unmixed.
Houdans [Bath).—We do not know what you can desire more than is

stated in the " Poultry-Keepers' Manual." The nearer the fowls approach
to coincidence with the description and drawings there given, the better

your chance of winning. To disqualify any fowl there must be an ab-

sence or defect in some of its most prominent characteristics, such as

the peculiar comb and top-knot of the Houdan. Your garden will do
very well for Houdans, especially if there is a shed of some kind under:

which they can retire, find shelter, and a dry sand-bath in all weathers.
Ipswich Poultry Show [An Exhibitor).—There may be many reasons

why the Judges withheld the second prize for Creve Cceurs at the above
Show, although there was the same pen that was commended at Chelms-
ford shown. The birds may not have been in good condition, or the
Judge? at Ipswich may have a higher standard of excellence than the
Judges at Chelmsford."
Belgian Cock Canary (3/. P.).—Yon must apply to some of the

dealers in Canaries, for you alone can determine what you like, both as
to appearance and price.

POULTRY MARKET.—December 3.

s d. s.

Large Fowls 2 6 to 8

Smaller do 2 2

Chickens 1 6 1

Geese 5 6 G

Ducks 19 2
Pigeons 6

Pheasants 2
Partridges 1

Grouse 1

Hares 2
Raohitg 1

Wild do

d s.

5 to 2
6 1

A 2
6 2
4 1

8 e
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wall, and would be equally acceptable if plentifully produced
over a uniformly well-grown plant in a small pot.

Holly needs no comment ; but whether small-grown plants

or branches of larger ones are more fitting ornaments at Christ-
mas is a matter upon which I am unable to give an opinion.

Privet.—Too common and vulgar, I expect some will say.

Well, if so, reject it ; but I know of nothing so rich as its

clusters of black fruit in the antumn, and being borne at the
extremities of the shoots, they show to great advantage. I think
this would be the most likely of all plants to bear the dwarfing
necessary to pot-culture, and it is certainly worth trying.

Butcher's Broom. — More coarse than the last, and less

productive of fruit, excepting in places favourable to its growth.
I merely throw out the suggestion that it may be useful, but
have less hope of it than of most of the others.

Hawthorn.—There are many beautiful kinds, but I fear none
adapted to the purpose, as they usually shed their leaves about
he time the fruit ripens, and, consequently, are not suitable

for decorative purposes.
Aucubas have been alluded to in the early part of this article.

Their merit is unquestionably of the highest order.

Cratjegus ptracantha, enlisted by Mr. Perkins, than whom it

would be difficult to find one more likely to give a good account
of the forces under his command.

Berberis.—Only ornamental as flowering plants ; although
they fruit freely enough, yet the fruit does not remain fresh
and showy for any length of time. B. Wallichii and Darwinii
are both handsome plants.

Besides the above, there are doubtless other fruit-bearing
shrubs or plants which could be made available, but the num-
ber of such fall short of the long array of those remarkable
for their foliage. In fact, plants for table may be classified

under three divisions :—Flowering plants, plants of remark-
able foliage, and those ornamental by reason of their fruit.

The present communication is more especially directed to the
third. I should like to learn the opinion of other writers on the
first two sections ; and I will at a future time return to the
subject, and probably follow out the ornamentation of the
dinner-table in another direction. There is evidently ample
scope for much improvement, and those who, like Mr. Perkins,
wisely take the counsel of their better halves, have more than
a double advantage over all the inventive genius of bachelor-
hood.—J. Robsox.

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF GLADIOLI.
In accordance with my promise I now give, from notes made

in my own garden at the time of blooming, the description of

some of the best French and English Gladioli. There are

some which are so well known that I do not think it needful to

describe them, and those that I should decidedly reject I shall

leave out altogether. I will first take the more expensive
varieties, the bulbs of which cost from three to nine francs
a-piece abroad, or from 4s. to 10s. here. I would premise that
I hold in this, as in all florists' flowers, form to be the first

point, colour second, size and general appearance third. It is

of no use having a brilliantly coloured flower if the petals be
narrow and pointed; nor, again, is the best-shaped and well-

coloured flower of much use if only two or three blooms on a
spike open at a time. I need not say that winged flowers

—

i.e., flowers having the oppositiflorus blood in them, and pre-

senting no good front to view, are worthless. The best are
those in which the flowers all face one way, and are placed alter-

nately on the spike. Of these Meyerbeer may be considered
a good illustration. Next come those having the flowers placed
in two rows, but still in front—as in Achille ; and lastly those
winged flowers which we must soon discard in i<>u>.

I commence with Souchet's varieties sent out last autumn.
1. Mareclial Vaillaht.—I regret that I was unable to procure

a bulb of this last autumn ; but Mr. Jones. Lord Leeon field's

experienced gardener, who bloomed it, tells me that it well

deserves its character. The flowers are large, well-shaped,
brilliant scarlet, with very large white spot.

2. Lord Bymn.—Fine showy-looking flower, but badly shaped,
with pointed petals. The set-on of the flowers partakes of the
character of Achille, from which, indeed, I should imagine it

ro have been raised.

3. Eurydice.—Fine spike
;

white, beautifully flamed with
crimson purple feathers on a yellowish ground. Sometimes nn-
rlistingnishable from that fine flower of Mr. Standish's, Eleanor
Norman.

4. ShaPspeare.—A noble flower. Spike long ; flowers well-

shaped, white, flamed with light rosy cerise, purple throat, and
large purplish crimson feather on the lower lip.

5. Milton.—Fine spike ; flowers very large, of excellent shape,
creamy white tinted with rose, and deeply flamed with red.

6. Newton.—Flowers large, well shaped, white, with rosy
crimson flakes, deeply lined with white.

These constitute the varieties of last autumn. Of older
flowers there are

—

7. Prince of Wales.—Very dark crimson, brilliant flowers,

with violet stripes and shading, white midrib to side petals.

Spike very long ; flowers not very large, and opening together
well.

8. Dr. Lindley.—Light peach ground, flamed and striped

with rosy carmine, especially on the edge of the petals.

'.). Meyerbeer.—Magnificent spike. Very vigorous grower,

and flowering very freely. Brilliant orange scarlet, with bright

crimson feather.

10. Madame Furtado.—Delicate rose ground colour, passes
into flesh colour, flamed with rose cerise. A beautifully shaped
and very effective flower.

11. Charles Dickens,—Tender rose tinted with salmon rose,

flamed and striped with rosy carmine.
12. Madame Vilnwrin.—Rose with white centre, shaded with

lively rose, with carmine feathers on a white ground.

13. Edulia.—White, with deep violet spots. Not a large

spike, but effective.

I now take those of a lower price.

14. Fulton.—Vermilion red, with purple feathers ; form
good ; colour fine, with purple spot.

15. Rubens.—A large well-formed flower, light scarlet, violet

feather ; spike long. Flowers not quite en face.

Hi. Flore.—White, with deep rosy crimson spot in the side

lower petals
;
petals generally flaked and striped.

17. La Quintinie.—Salmon rose or orange. Fine flower,

with a violet shade at times.

18. Madame Eugene Verdier.—Crimson scarlet, somewhat of

the same shade of colour as Brenchleyensis.

19. De CandoUe.—Fine spike ; clear bright cerise, flaked with

crimson ; bright violet feather on lower petals.

20. Mans. Lebrun d'Albanne.—Very brilliant rosy carmine,

with violet feather.

21. James Carter.—Plant dwarf ; spike not very long ; orange

scarlet, white spot in lower petals ; shape good.

22. Belie Gabrielle.—Fine spike ; very bright lilac rose,

lightly flamed with a deeper shade of rose.

23. Lenne.—Orange cerise ; large yellowish white blotch.

24. Stuart Low.—Violet rose, spotted and flamed with a deeper

shade on a white ground. A good flower.

25. Stephenson.—A pretty shade of carmine cerise. Flower

well formed
;
good spike.

26. Imprratiiee Eugenie.—White, flamed with violet rose.

This variety always seems to me muddly, though so highly

praised.

27. Mad. de SebignA.—Cerise rose, spotted and striped with

white. Very pretty.

28. Walter 'Scot't.—Yery lively rose ; white throat, striped

with rosy carmine.
Of still cheaper but good varieties there are

—

Achille Reine Victoria Vesta

Ceres Eldorado Mac Mahon
Comte de Morny John Bull Madame de Vatry

Diane Le Poussin Marie Dumortier

Due de Malnkoff Lord Raglan Marie

Napoleon III. Peter Lawson I'line

MR. STANDISH'S VARIETIES.

Fnsi>m.—Magnificent spike ; clear bright scarlet ; very closely

and regularly placed.

Sirs. Dombrain.—Lilac rose, with deeper stripes. Somewhat
like Madame Furtado.

Eleanor Norman.—Large flower, shape excellent ; spike good
;

colour very like Eurydice, but on the whole I prefer it.

Basil.—Beaiitiful "carmine, pencilled with a deeper shade

;

white centre, and deep crimson blotch.

Carminata.—Light carmine ; flower large ; shape good.

Lemonade.—Lemon, shaded with carmine
;

petals striped

with the same.
Lord Shaftesbury.—-Pale flesh colour, striped with pink

;
pink

feathers. A very showy flower.

Prime Minister.— Scarlet, with a deep violet throat ; a fine

spike.
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Sainii.l jr,v/»(o(^/(.—Brilliant scarlet, with n yellow throat.

Very fine.

Sir James Clark.—Salmon ; lino carmino throat on a yellowish

ground. A very lino variety.

The Qalonel. Dark .scarlet; good shape, ami lino spike;

white throat-

There aro many other good varieties of Mr. Standish's, hut

these have flowered well with mo this yoar.—D., Deal.

MARKCIIAL NIEL ROSE, AND CArTAIN COOK
STRAWBERRY;

Since writing a reply to Lady King's two questions I have

received six line specimens of Marfchal Niel Rose from Mr.

Keynes. Three of thorn measure from tho point of union

50 inches each, and the six plants average 44 inches. They
are on short briars. I have also planted a fine specimen of

Isabella Gray on its own roots. I shall now see which is better,

the mother or the son.

As " EdiEA " wishes for information about Captain Cook
Strawberry, I am willing to impart what I know about it.

There is only one Captain Cook. It was raised by the late Mr.

Nicholson, of Egglesclifl'e, Yorkshire. He kindly sent it to me
with other Strawberries, including two that I shall still retain

—namely, Scarlet Pine, flavour hors lirjnf, and Wonderful,

which is a great cropper and very good. Captain Cook is a

hardy plant and great cropper, but as its flavour was inferior

I rejected it. It was inferior to the eight which I named for

market purposes—namely. Sir .7. Paxton, Eclipse, Rivers's

Eliza, Empress Eugenie, Wonderful, Dr. Hogg, Cockscomb,
and Frogmore Late Pine. Once more I advise market gar-

deners to select from the above. They are sure cards. They
are not likely to have chalky ground. The Frogmore Pine
does not do so well on chalky ground, unless there is a strong

admixture of clay with the chalk, which is what we call " white

land," and is the best land in the world when the chalk and
clay are half and half. There are but two patches of " white

land " in the county of Dorset. I never saw a failing crop of

any kind on such land.

There are other Strawberries, foreign and English, superior

in flavour and as good croppers as Captain Cook—namely,
Alice Maude, Marquise de la Tour Maubourg, Marguerite, Bonte
de St. Jnlien, a very good Strawberry, and Ne Plus Ultra (Ho

Jonghe), a large sort and a very heavy cropper. These four

are the firmest for travel, and bear large fruit and heavy crops

—Wonderful, Dr. Hogg, Cockscomb, and Frogmore Late Pine :

their flavour is excellent.—W. F. Radcxyffe, Qfceford Titepaine.

ORCHARD-HOUSES IN LANCASHIRE.
In your Journal of November 20th, at page 389, I read an

account of the great success a lady has achieved in orchard-

house cultivation from the pen of the Rev. T. C. Brchaut, who,
after enumerating the different sorts of Teach trees, and the

times at which they matured their fruit, goes on to say—" Now
the situation and general structure of this Lancashire house
must be good, also the management : and, let me repeat it, no
doubt orchard-houses under female management will do very
well indeed."

I do not wish in any way to deny to lady amateurs their full

share of merit, or the possession of some faculties which we
gentlemen are said to want ; but as I live in Lancashire, and
have several times in your pages denied the success of a cer-

tain class of orchard-houses, which denial I founded on my
own experiments, and as no one has come forward to prove,

so far as I have seen, that I am in error in considering that my
own want of success was due not to mismanagement, but, as I

believe, to the physical impossibility of success, I cannot help
wishing that the particulars of the formation of the house, and
"what, if any, artificial heat was used, had been given with as

much care as was taken to tell us the date of ripening for each
individual tree. I know that this part of the subject, the

period at which a crop ripens, has more particularly occupied
the attention of the writer, just as the relative advantages of

different forms of hothouse structures have attracted me ; and
as the matters above referred to undoubtedly have a very
powerful influence upon the success or failure of orchard-houses,
I venture to point out that if they are not considered the writer

may, without intending it, lead ladies to put up houses from
which even the most powerful combination of feminime attri-

butes will fail to obtain success, for the very simple reason that

though ladies do bring sunshine within our houses, it is not

the sort of sunshine that can warm an orchard-house.

In an orchard-houso thero are two methods of growing Peach
trees—as standards and against the wall. I presume no one
will think I need arguo to prove that in Lancashire standard

trees will not ripen their crop in the open air, and I am quite

as sure that they will do no hotter in a span-roofed orchard-

house—that is, not a Peach-house, by which term Peach-house
I mean a houso whoro the ripening of the crop is duo to artifi-

cial heat, quite regardless of the shape of the house, or the

manner in which the treos aro trained. My reason for making
this assertion is, because I know that span-roofed orchard-

houses unassisted with artificial heat, or having only one row
of pipes, are not matorially warmer than tho open air, for they

are dependant on sun heat, and our modicum of sun heat is

too small to enable them to answer ; and I think if the period

at which the fruit ripens in these houses in the south of Eng-
land, where they have greater advantages than here, is com-
pared with the same sort upon the open walls, that my view

will be found to be fully borne out. Of lean-to orchard-houses

without pipes, or with only sufficient piping to enable them to

keep frost out, I have no practical experience, but what infor-

mation I have been able to obtain during this summer leads

me to think that with a row of pipes round them, one could

succeed with the treatment I am about to propose, and I am,
therefore, all the more desirous to know how these Peaches were
grown. Once the rule obtained by which success has been

secured, then it only becomes a question of close attention to

that formula, and I can quite believe that women are the most
capable of that steady, quiet, ever-watchful care which leads to

success.

Now let me hazard a conjecture of how Peach trees in a

lean-to orchard-houso should he treated to command success.

I believe if it has a south aspect, and is not too wide, it will he

found to enjoy a temperature from 20° to 30' higher than that

of the open air, unless this advantage is lost by excessive venti-

lation, and that in ordinary weather if the custom of Peach-

house cultivation is followed—that is, if the house be shut

up in the afternoon, the advantage during the night will be

greater than during the day. Some may say that this will be

a misfortune, but I am of the opinion that it is the greatest

advantage this form of house possesses. But it may be said,

Custom does not say so ; to which I am ready to reply, In how
many cases does custom know what it does? Let is consider

if it is right to treat a Peach tree and a Vine in exactly the

same manner ; a Peach tree when it is exposed to cold, or out

of health, flowers, and sets and forms its fruit before its leaves

come, and then if they delay the fruit drops off, but if it is

forced, and treated kindly, the leaves come out much sooner,

and the result is that the reciprocal action between the roots

and leaves is begun in time to support the young fruit. I

will now consider the habit of the Vine, and shall ask, Does

not the bunch come after the fourth or fifth leaf ? and in this

case should not the proper plan be to treat it, as soon as the

leaves begin fairly to unfold, to rather less temperature, that

the bunch may be kept at a standstill till the leaves have the

roots moving, and then it will be safe to move on faster? and
in both cases as soon as the fruit or berries begin to swell they

should be kept on at a brisk pace till stoning time, as it is at

this period that the size of the fruit is determined. Question,

Which has the more power to do either of these things—forward

or retard a crop—the night or the day temperature ? My ex-

perience tells me unquestionably that the earliness of a crop

depends on the night temperatures, and that in our climate

the warm nights when we sit out of doors and enjoy the air, do

not last long after midsummer day, and that cold nights will

send the trees to rest regardless of the heat of the day, or whether

the crop is ripe or not, and hence the success of lean-to orchard-

houses where nothing is trained under the rafters, that the

sun's rays may have full power on the hack wall, which dots

not fail by radiation to increase the temperature during the

night, and as orchard-house trees are seldom permitted to run

their roots outside, those upon the back wall have all the

benefits of a border warmed by the direct action of the sun,

and never cooled by any current of cold air passing over it.;

and a dry warm border has also a great influence in shortening

the time required to produce a crop.

I am trying to obtain meteorological tables of other climates

to see what light they throw upon this subject, the relative

night and day temperatures in spring and autumn, as I am
firmly of the opinion that in climates where the summer is

short and nature has consequently to move on quickly in pro-
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portion, the same rule is followed in this respect as in hot
climates where we know that the crops are perfected in an
equally short time. I shall, therefore, be very glad if any of
your correspondents can assist me with any information upon
these points.—G. H.

PEAR CULTURE.
If the Pine Apple is worthy of its title, King of Fruits, I

think the Pear has an equal if not greater claim to be called
Prince of Winter Desserts. Why ? Is it not sweet like the
Pine Apple, without being cloying like the Plum, brisk and re-
freshing like the Grape and Cherry, melting like the Peach,
and buttery as well, which is a quality no other fruit can
boast ? Added to these, no small merit is its long continuance
in season, the change of kinds giving a pleasing variation, be-
sides coming into use at a time when most other fruits are over
or scarce. I think the Pear deserving of more extended cultiva-
tion, for unlike some fruits of greater fame but less real
merit, it requires no expensive glass erections, no costly heat-
ing apparatus, but simply a piece of land to grow it on ; and
though attaining the dimensions of a tree, it may be grown so
as to occupy no more ground than a moderate-sized Goose-
berry bush.

Its culture may be best treated of under three heads. 1st,
Bushes and Pyramids ; 2nd, Trained to Walls and Espaliers

;

and 3rd, Orchard Trees.

1st.—BUSHES AND PYRAMIDS.
Vaiuettes.*—For this mode of culture the most suitable of

those requiring Pear stocks, or not succeeding on the Quince,
are :

—

Doyenne d'EU.—Small and handsome. July. As a bush on
the Quince it is most prolific and ornamental, but does not
grow sufficiently for a pyramid.

Seckle.—Small, buttery, very juicy, sweet, and rich ; highly
aromatic and musky, but of an agreeable flavour. October.

Comte de Flandre.— Large, melting, and handsome. De-
cember.

Duchesse d''Orleans.—Large, melting, buttery, and juicy, with
a fine aroma, being rich and vinous. October.

Jargonelle.—Large, juicy, rich piquant flavour. August.
Monarch.—Medium-sized, juicy, rich, and piquant, sugary,

with an agreeably-perfumed flavour. December and January.
Marie Louise.—Large, buttery, and melting, juicy, rich and

vinous
; one of the very best. October and November.

_
Ne Plus Meuris.—Medium-sized, melting, rich, sugary, and

vinous. January to May.
Suffolk Thorn.—Medium-sized, melting, and excellent. Oc-

tober.

Thompson's.— Medium-sized, delicious, highly flavoured, and
melting. October sometimes, but generally November.

Van Mora Leon le Clerc.—Large, melting, and delicious.
November.

Zephirin Grigoire.—Medium-sized, buttery, very juicy, with
a powerful and peculiar aroma ; most delicious.' December
and January.

Succeeding on Quince stocks :

—

Alexandre Lambre.—Medium-sized, juicy, sometimes melt-
ing, at others only half melting ; sweet and aromatic. Decem-
ber and January.

Baronne de Mello.—Medium-sized, sometimes large, melting,
and buttery

; excellent. October and November.
Beurre d'Aremberg. — Medium-sized, melting, juicy, and

buttery, with a rich, vinous, perfumed flavour. December and
January.

Beinrf d'Amanlis.—Large, melting, and excellent. One of
the best autumn Pears. End of September and October.
Beurre Diet.—Very large, melting, rich, and excellent. No-

vember and December. I have had fruit of this 21 ozs. in
weight.

Beuire de Ranee.—Large, sometimes very large, melting,
juicy, and excellent

; first-rate, one of the best late Pears.
January, and often till May.
Beurre Goubault.—Medium-sized, melting, juiev, and sugary

;

excellent. Does equally well on the Pear stock.
'

September.
Beurre Hardy.—Large, melting, very juicy, and sweet, with

a perfume said to resemble Eose-water. October.
Beurre Superfm.—Large, melting, very good. September

and October.

' For full descriptions Dr. Hogg's " Fruit Manual " should be consulted.

Bon Chretien.—Large, buttery, melting, delicious, and sugary,
having a very pleasant musky aroma. One of the best early
autumn Pears. September. Should not be allowed to ripen
on the tree.

Calebasse d'Ete.—Medium-sized, half melting (which some
like), juicy, and sweet, but inferior to

Colmar d'Ete.—Medium-sized, juicy, and agreeable, forming
the most beautiful pyramid I know. End of September.

Conseiller de la Govt.—Medium-sized, but very variable,
being sometimes large, and occasionally below the medium
size. It is also variable as to quality, but when good is most
delicious, having a brisk flavour and a peculiar aroma. No-
vember and December.
Doyenne du Cornice.—Large, melting, and delicious. This

deserves to be more extensively grown. It forms a very hand-
some pyramid. December.

Forellc.—Medium-sized, buttery, and melting, with a rich
and vinous flavour. November and December.

Easter Beurre.—Large, melting, and juicy, with a fine per-
fumed flavour. January to March. Does not succeed against
a wall with me, and is worthless on the Pear as an espalier.

Duchesse d'Angouleme.—Very large, often its chief recom-
mendation ; half melting, and rich. November.

Josepliiiu: de .Valines.—Medium-sized, melting, very juicy,

with a particularly rich aromatic flavour. In my opinion it

has no equal. January to April, sometimes May.
Louise Bonne of Jersey.—Large, but unless the fruit be

thinned medium-sized, delicious, melting. It has no equal in

its season. October.
Yat.—Medium-sized, sometimes small, juicy, melting, and

rich, with a highly perfumed flavour. A great bearer, and a
favourite with many. September.
The above are all good dessert Pears, calculated to furnish

fruit in succession from July to April.

The following are baking and stewing Pears which may be
grown as bushes or pyramids on the Quince, but better as
bushes, as from their large fruit they do not form good
pyramids.

Bcllissime d'Hirer.—Very large, sweet and mellow when
ripe, keeping well. November to April.

C'atillac.—Very large, crisp, often gritty, with a musky
flavour. One of the best. December to April.

Leon le Clerc de Laval.—Large, crisp, juicy, sweet, and per-

fumed. Undoubtedly the longest-keeping Pear known, often
sound in June, and is then tender and agreeable. January to

June.
Vicar of JVinkfield.—Large, handsome, half melting, juicy

and sweet, with a musky aroma. December and January.
Situation.—The situation should be open to the south, and

if sheltered from the north, east, and west, all the better; but
it should be by trees or hills at a distance, and not by walls

or other objects that will deprive the trees of the sun's rays,

or cast a shadow upon them. The situation should be open
in every sense of the word, with no more protection than is

sufficient to prevent its being bleak. In such situations, and
not cold from altitude, nor wet, the kinds named will thrive in

our climate ; but in high and exposed situations few will do
any good. An altitude of 300 feet seems to be the limit of suc-

cessful Pear culture in the open air in our northern counties,

but the fruit attains a fair degree of perfection at an altitude of

500 feet in the southern parts of the kingdom. Much depends
upon local and peculiar circumstances, for a particular spot

may be so sheltered by hills as to render it even warmer than
one at a less elevation. I find that where the Hawthorn
blossoms, and perfects a plentiful crop of " haws," the Pear
will be at home as to climate, and the kinds named succeed in

the open ground with the ordinary protection of gardens.

Soil.—A good deep loamy soil suits the Pear well, providing

the subsoil be efficiently drained, so as to be free of stagnant

water. The Pear stock and Quince alike prefer this descrip-

tion of soil, and especially one containing more or less cal-

careous matter. They do well on marly soils, and such as are

not naturally so are much improved for the growth of the Pear
by the addition of marl. Very strong clay the Pear stock does

not succeed in, or not until the subsoil has been well drained,

and the soil well trenched and exposed to the atmosphere

;

neither will it thrive where the subsoil contains much iron,

nor on light free soils. Dj very heavy land the roots are apt

to go down deep, and the trees grow much, offering a prepon-

derance of wood, and small, cracked, fungus-spotted fruit,

which does not mature, much less keep. If the Pear on the

Pear stock will not thrive on stiff soils with an uncongenial
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subsoil, nor on dry sandy shallow soils, it does not follow that

tho Pear on the Quince stock will not succeed, for though the

Quince prefors a rich and rather light loam, and moist in

character, yet from its roots being shallow it is eligible for

tho soils referred to.

If the soil to be planted is of a good deep loamy character,

it will not require any preparation beyond draining, if the sub-

soil is at all wet. Do not put in manure in tho trenching, as

that is best given on the surface. If the soil is a very strong

clay tho necessity for draining and trenching will be the

greater, and these operations having been completed tho soil

should be thrown up in ridges. It is a good plan in such cold

soils to lay out the ground in lines 8 feet apart, running north

and south, and, taking up tho soil for a space of 3 feet in the

centre between the lines, to place it right and left, which will

form a ridge or elevation on which the trees are to be planted.

For some years the distance between the rows will appear to

be far too great, but I prefer having the lines at their full dis-

tance apart, devoting the intervening space to Strawberries.

By thus ridging or mounding up the ground it will slope

towards the sun, its temperature will be raised, and moisture

will bo more abundant at some distance from tho stem, or

where it is most wanted, rather than immediately under the

tree. Where the soil is thiu nothing can be done beyond
trenching it as deeply as possible, taking care to observe at the

same time whether water lodges in the subsoil, for some shallow

soils have much more water in the subsoil than deep strong

loams.—G. Abbey.
(To be continued.)

STRAWBERRIES FOR MARKET.
Aftee the few very able remarks of the Rev. W. F. Rad-

clyffe, which we are always very glad to see, I am sorry that

I cannot coincide with his list of Strawberries, although in his

enumeration of what they should be for market I think he is

quite right.

I do not know all the Strawberries in his list, but with

Rivers's Eliza I am too well acquainted to grow it, for the fruit

is far too small after the first three pickings, and as to its

being early, I am afraid we should come short to receive 7s. or

8s. per quart for it. I think it is quite a fortnight or three weeks
later than the early varieties named in the list of Strawberries

which I subjoin. It is very productive and bears carriage well,

but, as I have said, it is too small. As to Eclipse it is far from
a good bearer, and will not do for out-door work at all. I do not

know much about the rest, but Frogmore Late Pine is the best

we have in the garden ; it is everything that is good. I have

heard much, about Dr. Hogg Strawberry, which I hope to have
very shortly. Eclipse is one of the best forcers we have. We
have been growing Strawberries from twenty-five to thirty years,

and have about an acre of them, and we generally buy a new
sort every year.

The following is our list :

—

For Early Crop.—Princess William of Prussia is very early,

a good bearer, but the fruit is rather small after the first

picking, but it makes up for this by being about a fortnight

earlier than any variety which we have. We grow this on the

fruit borders for one-year croppers.

Alice Maude is our standard. General Havelock is a very

good early variety, large, and hard ; to be grown in rows ;
comes

in about a week later than the last. We have a new kind

called the Princess of Wales, which is earlier than Princess of

Prussia I believe.

Second Crop.—Kitley's Goliath is an old standard variety, a

good bearer and medium hard. Carolina Superba is a very

good bearer, hard, and would be better with more colour. It will

sell after the people know it. Sir Harry is a good bearer, and
very large. It must be gathered before ripening when sent to

a distance. Sir Charles Napier is very good but rather sharp.

Myatt's Eliza is one of our best market Strawberries. We sell

it mostly for preserving. It is much better than Elton, of

which we grow a few.

Late Crop.—Frogmore Late Pine is, as I have said before,

everything that can be desired. Myatt's Eleanor is very good.

It must have plenty of sun and air.

By growing the varieties named in the above list, and in the

manner already detailed in your valuable Journal (see page

345), we are always in the market first in spring and last in

autumn, and obtain the best demand and the best prices. Thus
I have good grounds to put eight of my sorts against those of

Mr. Radclyffe. I am glad you havo stirred up sorao of tho
market gardeners; there aro many exceptions, especially round
London, but if you go into the country it is different. Even at

Exeter three-fourths of the market gardenors only grow the old
i '.mil mas, and some of the larger growi ito Kitley's

Goliath and Eliza, but very few ; and they grow them mostly in

beds, with the exception of ono or two who cultivate in the way
which I have condemned. I may remark in reference to th9
first runners going too much to leaf, we never iiud it so. Wo
like to see plenty of leaves, it tells us there is a good ball.

—

.1. 'I'. .'.ni> Oihbbs, Newport, Monmouth hire.

l'.S.—It may not bo out of the way for ine to state, that for

amateurs and small gardeners with very wet clayey ground it

would be well to have pots to grow their large Strawberries in.

The pots are liko Bhubarb-pots with both ends out, and about
1 foot or 15 inches high, U) inches wide at tho bottom, and G at

the top. Set them about 2J feet apart, and nearly as close

together in the row as they can staud, of course, placing tho

wider end downwards. One would think this a very expensive
plan, but I will engage that those who adopt it will bo well

repaid in the first year. To use these pots put into them some
good soil and good rotten cowdung, one part of the latter to

three of the former ; the plants are kept clean, no slugs can
get at them, and they look very beautiful. Fill up between
the pots with dung 3 or 1 inches deep.

HORTICULTURE ON THE CONTINENT.
The Pomological Congress held at Melun seems to have been

a success. Among the prizes I notice the gold medal awarded
to the Royal Horticultural Society of London for its collection

of fruits, comprising 35 varieties of Grapes, and 112 varieties

of Pears. This medal was presented to Dr. R. Hogg, " the
distinguished pomologist," by the Mayor of Melun, as a token
also of the " good fellowship existing between the two nations."

The twelfth meeting of the Society will be held next year at

Paris.

The rainy summer just past seems to excite the same com-
plaints on the Continent as here. Various plants having
bloomed this year which had never previously done so, or at

least but rarely, this fact has occasioned some comment.
Among these is the Hibiscus ferox at Paris, and some very
strong Phormium tenax near Brest, which latter all bloomed
this year for the first time.

The Japan Medlar (Eriobotrya japonica), has this year pro-

duced fruit at Agen, at Auch in Guienne, and at Angers, which
is about three hundred miles farther to the north. It had been
cultivated for years at these places, but has only produced fruit

this season, and this on every tree. On the other hand, the
Vines have in general produced an abundant crop, but of in-

ferior quality. The explanations attempted have not satisfied

the growers, unless it be that flowers and fruit are not formed
during the year of their appearance, but in the preceding one.

Last season was very hot, and favourable to vegetation. Local
conditions also have a great influence on such matters. The
Euonymus japonicus produced a fine crop of fruit late in

October in the garden of the Museum at Paris. These fruits

generally ripen in the spring, sometimes very late in autumn.
The question is, Will they withstand the winter frosts ? If,

therefore, the extreme heat of the preceding summer has been
the cause of this crop, it is also certain that after years equally

favourable this species has not produced any fruit. At Vitry

fruit has also appeared for the first time. We must search
deeper for the true causes.

M. F. Jamin asks, Is the Black Mulberry a distinct species

or not ? He thinks not, from the fact of want of permanence
in character during several generations. This year some plants

raised from the first generation retained only the reddish brown
epidermis, which is also slightly rugose and dense. Some
seeds of the White Mulberry from Bulgaria were sown by M.
Carriere, and have produced young trees which are akin to the
common Italian Mulberry. From this can it be argued that

all Mulberries truly so called may be restored to a single type ?

After all, what constitutes a species ? Such are some of the
questions discussed in foreign journals of horticulture at present.

The "Revue Horticole " for November contains a plate of

Anthurium Scherzerianum, which has had a great triumph
abroad. It was exhibited in fine condition at the London In-

ternational Horticultural Exhibition by Messrs. Veitch. The
subject of the other plate is Hydrangea rosalba, so called by
M. Van Houtte, the name haying been formed from the varieties
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rosea and alba. M. Andre, who is known to many English
horticulturists, reports very favourably on a new Pelargonium,
Eleonore Petit, considered nearly equal to Gloire de Paris.

The Committee of the Paris Exhibition hare taken the ground
called Eillancourt. Part of it had been secured by the Society

of the Market Gardeners of Paris for the purpose of exhibiting

their productions, which the French themselves consider a

model of skill ; but by some neglect in breaking up the ground,
augmented by the drenching rains of September, the Society

feared to undertake its share of the work without, as is so

usual in French enterprise, an imperial guarantee. It seems
that heavy autumn rains are very likely to be followed by
winter storms in the latitude of Paris, and this fact decided
the abandonment of the ground. It has, therefore, to the great

disappointment of the Committee, been taken to show agricul-

tural machines in operation. A number of the most able

market gardeners had engaged to occupy the ground in such a

manner that the crops should have been gathered in rapid
succession.

Is it true, asks the " Revue Horticole," that all the male
Gyneriums are more or less of a rosy hue ? No : this suppo-
sition presents many exceptions, many varieties of the darkest
colours being completely female. In fact, Gyneriums present
remarkable variations of every kind. Even stiff and narrow
panicles do not, of necessity, characterise male plants, as
many suppose. One beautiful variety has received the name
of " Marabout."
M. Gloede announces a remarkable variety of the Strawberry,

which, he says, produces a good crop the first season, and con-
tinues to flower and produce fruit until the autumn. Doubt-
less, we shall have an opportunity of judging of its merits, and
Mr. Eadclyffe will give us the advantage of his experience. The
French editors seem rather dubious as to the possibility of this

matter, and " leave to M. Gloede the responsibility of what he
advances."
With respect to a new Peach, Heath Clingstone, which was

beautifully coloured in a former Number of the " Revue," it

would not be difficult to form an opinion. From what is known
of it already, it is only one of a numerous race of yellow
Peaches, which are now just introduced into Fiance, and which
require very careful cultivation and some appliances to bring
them to perfection. Certainly our neighbours have of late years
been completely outstripped by the introduction of orchard-
houses in England. The ensuing Exhibition will be a good
opportunity to test this fact. Intending exhibitors had better
be very careful to fulfil all the required details, and to select

such sorts as will best serve to compete. There are few or no
Peaches in the French markets, except from Algiers, before
the commencement of August. Early Grosse Mignonne is the
very earliest sort sent in from Montreuil, and this usually
ripens about the very end of July, or the commencement of

August. The Algiers Peaches are, however, sometimes very
fine, and well coloured. I should, therefore, recommend in-

tending orchard-house competitors to try very good early sorts,

such as Early York, and Mr. Rivera's early seedlings, of which
Early Silver could not be approached in France. The mere
mid-season Peaches common to both countries should not be
sent, as a rule. Nectarines would be very valuable for exhibition.
Such sorts as Rivers's Victoria cannot be met with, as yet, in

France. This is, therefore, the moment to show it. In Ame-
rican Apples (orchard-house-grown) much might be done, as
also in the numerous varieties of handsome Plums of recent in-

troduction. For Pears it would be well to be very careful in
the selection, as the French and Belgian growers have long
been renowned for their fruit. Doubtless, American fruit will

also compete. In short, it is most desirable that some advice
should be given by experienced persons at this time, and such
I understand, is likely soon to be the case. Many prizes are
also to be awarded to trained forms of trees, and now is evi-

dently the season to decide thereon. Let us not allow our
foreign friends to take the prizes in these classes so easily. At
the International F.xhibition in May last, there were hardly
any English exhibitors in them.

—

Th. Brehaut.

Ne Plus Ultra Pea.—I sowed this Pea in the middle of

the garden in the last week in June, and finished gathering in

the last week in October, and a better Pea I could not wish to

have. I feel confident that the result would have been favour-
able had the sowing been made even much later. Another year
I-mean to try it for much later production.—W. C, Staplehurst.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
December 4th.

Floral Committee.—The last meeting for the season was held
this day, and it proved by no means inferior in interest and display of
plants to many which have taken place daring the closing year. There
were many objects of considerable interest, among them a very 6ne
display of Orchids and other plants from the Society's gardens at
C'hiswick and South Kensington. Mr. Turner exhibited a very hand-
some and beautiful Adiantuni, a seedling from A. farleyeuse ; the
fronds very fertile and of a brilliant green colour, greatly differing in

form and colour from those of the parent. Mnch interest was attached
to the specimens, and farther information respecting them has been
requested. Messrs. Veitch sent a recently imported plant of Deudro-
bium giganteum. to which reference is made beneath. It had beantifnl

spikes of highly scented pale lilac flowers, with a dark under lip. A
first-class certificate was awarded it. From the same firm came also

Odontoglossum ies, sent to he named, a supposed form of 0. mem-
branaceum. Mr. Buchanan, gardener to Capt. Trotter, brought a tine

specimen of Celosia pyraniidalis, called plamosa aurea. The flowers

were rather faded, but the plant had been well grown. Mr. Wilson,
gardener to YYni. Marshall, Esq., Enfield, sent a specimen of Lycaste
Skinneri alba, a pure white flower of great beauty. A first-class cer-

tificate was awarded lor it ; and a like award was made to Mr. Ander-
son, gardener to W. Dawson, Esq., for a similar specimen of Lycaste
alba. Mr. Shefratt, gardener to J. Bateman, Esq., exhibited cut

specimens of Eriopsis rutidohulbon and other Orchids. From Mr.
Bull came a large specimen of Selaginella dc-utienlata variegata.

Should this plant retain it* variegation when planted out of doors it

will lie most useful for edgings of flower-beds. Mr. Anderson, gardener
to Vt'iii. Dawson. Esq., received a special certificate for a superb cut
spike of Odontoglossuin Alexandra1

, also a special certificate for several

other tine cut specimens of Orchids. Mr. Standish introduced quite

a new form of Aucuha japouica (hermaphrodita), producing perfect

flowers on the same plant. Should this seedling afford berries from
flowers fertilised by pollen produced on the same plant it will prove

a great botanical novelty. The Aucuhas, so far as experience goes,

have always been found dioecious plants. Mr. Standish also brought

specimens of a new Yew. Taxns adpressa stricia, a plant of upright

growth, always making a good leader. A first-class certificate was
given it. A small basket of Saxifraga tricolor, which Mr. Standish
informed the Committee was grown in the poorest peat in a cool house,

on a shelf near the glass, ws awarded a special certificate for merit-

orious cultivation. Mr. Wm. Paul exhibited a collection of fifty

varieties of Beaton's Scarlet Pelargoniums; the cut specimens were
very tastefully arranged and were much admired. A special certificate

was awarded them : also to a collection of cut specimens of berry-

bearing shrubs, consisting of Hollies, Cotoneasters, AVc., and shrubs
with coloured bark, likewise contributed by Mr. Wm. Paul : the latter

are quite a new featnre, and worthy of consideration in planting a

shrapbery. George Coopi r, Esq.. Old Kent Road, exhibited a recently

imported specimen of an Epidendrum : it appeared to he quite distinct.

The plant was not in good condition. Mr. Bateman decided upon its

named E. Cooperi. Mr. Pilcher, gardener to S. Rucker, Esq.,

received a special certificate for cut specimens of some lovely Orchids,

which were most kindly sent for Mr. Batenian's illustrations.

We cannot conclude our last report of the season without express-

iug our satisfaction and delight on the great success cf these Tuesday
meetings. The Fir.it and Floral Committees have been fully oc-

cupied, and we trust that the horticultural world will benefit by their

labours. The -iron- unity of feeling which once more seems to be in-

fluencing the Fellows of the Royal Horticultural Society, and the

great success of the past season, secia fall; to augur continued support

and increased success to these most interesting meetings.

I'rrir Committee.—Mr. J. Douglas, gardener to F. Wbitbourn,

Esq., Loxford Hall. Ilford, exhibited two remarkably fine Pine Apples,

perfectly ripened, tor each of which he received a special certificate.

One was a very handsome fruit of Charlotte Rothschild, weighing

8| lbs., the other an equally handsome Smooth-leaved Cayenne, of

7 lbs. 10 ozs. A special certificate was likewise awarded to Mr. Cox,

gardener to W. Wells, Esq., Redleaf, for a collection of eighteen

soil, of Apples, very sound, well grown, and for the most part finely-

coloured. They consisted of Ribston. Feam's, Cox's Orange, and
Blenheim Pippins, the last very hue; Scarlet, and Golden Winter

Pearmaius ; Court of Wick, Sam Young, Golden Russet, Nonpareil

li) i. Golden Harvey, Golden Keinette, Harvey Apple, Christie's

Pippin, Eac&horse, Seek-no-farther, and Bedfordshire Foundling.

From Mr. Jack, gardener to the Dake of Cleveland, Battle Abbey,

came fruit of Stauntouia latifoha, hearing considerable resemblance

to a Purple Brinjal ; on being tasted it proved to be very insipid. Mrs.

Ti nnant, The Glen. Innerleithen. N.B., sent fruit of a Passiflora,

called macrocarpa, measuring about 7 inches across, and 9 inches or

more in length, and to which allusion will be made farther on. Not-

withstanding the large size of the fruit the edible portion was small

in quantity, aud not of very good flavour. Mr. Suialley, gardener to

the Hon. A. Seymour, Norton Hall, Daveutry, exhibited a spike of

the fruit of Bromelia Commelyniana, De Viiese, measuring 21 or

22 inches in length. , The fruit is oval, has much the same size and

appearance as a rather small Yellow Magnum Bonum Plum, and the

I number produced in each cluster is veiy large. Major R. Trevor
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knewn ' id which Mr. Hull tl of as having been

I in this country.

Mr. Bateman n'\i p oc leded to notice the Orchids, the display of

which, ho said, showed that collections of them might In- made to

afford quite .is gay an appearance in winter as in tin- height of sum-
mer; ail he mention ii that those at Mr. Backer's are just i

great b m thai gentleman had come spikes of the hybrid
Calantb iVi i, a mo i fective winter Orchid, in beauty i

stripping its parent - ind L todesrosea; likewise a
plant of tin. Epidendrum vitellinum majus of Lindley's " Sertum
Orchidaceum." From Messrs. Low, of Clapton, there came a plant

of the true Lx'lia furfaracea, under which name many have
autumnolis, whirl! is very different; also one of Eriopsis rutido-

bulbon. .if which Mr. Bateman exhibited a' blooming spike. An un-
named Onciditi by Messrs. Backhouse, was then noticed ai

being deliriously scented ; ami of the new Epidendrum exhibited by
H I ooper, of the Old Kent Road, Mr. Bateman remarked that he
had named it,- aft. if gentlenian, E. Cooperi. Allusion was next
made; ited by Mr. Anderson, of Meadow Bank,

I I'lontoglossum Alexandra}, which Mr. Batoman ob-

served was the finest spike that had been produced in this country, and
tar exceeded the best that had ever been found in the native liV

the plant. Mr. Anderson also exhibited some fino varieties of Lyeasto
Skiimeri. which coi tin i 1 beautifully with the whit,- Lycaste
by Mr. Marshall. u cbnneution with a Masdevallia with v

spicuons flowers, and which, though pretty, was not worth tie- atten-

tion of eiilir.-.itor*. it was remarked that although the species of Mas-
devallia are very numerous, only two aro worth much—one with white
and the other with scarlet flowers; but a drawing was exhibited "f

M. elephant] :eps of Reichenbach, meleagris, and bicolor, the first of
which, in particular, it would be desirable to introduce. Masderallias,
it was observed, require special care in order to import them, and it

was stated the only plant of M. cocciuea that ever reached England
alive was brought over by M. Warseewiez in a cigar-box. There was
one other plant to notice, aud that was the most magnificent of all,

being ono shown by Messrs. Veitch, under the name of Saccoliiliiiim

gigantism, ami respecting-which Messrs. Veitch furnished, in a letter,

the following information :
—" We send for exhibition to-day a fine

new Soccol&binm, imported from India daring the spring of the pre-

r under the name of Sacpolal gi teum. It is evidently

.i ti, ... :- and an abundant ;!
, bi ' which, as will bo

easily discovered, it is most delightfully n at ' The credit of its

due to Lieu the Indian army,

, , ' fortunati i

,

>

: idm '
-

I
I I

; Botanical Mo I asp
labium vi ilacu nm for ... last, Mr. Bate-

it itated, it nearly allied, thou • i infl gave

ISO - led on Dr. !,:
i

i riptions, for adopting the name
ilabium fan iflorum foe tibia fine introduction. Mr. Jlateman

said ho could not conclude hi rwno " K)ngratulating Orchid

istson the nnmbei of fii---f-i.it, >h had appeared at the

during the yea i
'>'> fewer than five.

plendid Dendrob I tu iflorum,

. a in CTune last, an t teandgold; but Mr.
i the time it -.-

i bite • of D. den iflorum,

t proved to he D. thrysiflornm of Reichenbach.

h crmMacCarthiaJ, exhibitedby himself, but he had!

th ii no idea that, :t would pr.o ,- so beautiful and last so long in bloom

as itkml done. The third was Cattleya Dowiflaa, exhibited two months
ago by himself, but which bail 1

i en fl iwerefl by Messrs.

, , ;, ,
, ; , an M, o pinidium sanguinenni, a cool Orchid

,
- ,

- at tho last meeting by Messrs. Backhouse; and
i-. Mi feitch Sai solabium d a inoruni. Ho hoped that the

which was to come would h. as prolific in first-class Orchids as

:
I whi ' had nearly pa ed i way.

The I' iDix aid, that i tl ras the last meeting in. the

-, ar, he would propose a vote of thanks to those who had so liberally

contributed to the success of the Tu tin throughont the

ii seconded tin- motion on the part of the Fruit

l fee. which le- said bml In en equally well supported. A vote

i thanks was likewise accorded to Mr. Bateman for the interest

which he had taken in the aoi a , and for so largely contributing

to their success.

/ —A first prize was awarded to Mr.

vr. Km rtoF. Pryol Esq p jswejl, Welwyn, fpr a col-

lection of flowering plants, amongst which were Dendrobium chrysan-

and Epacris Bicolor aud Delicata; and a second prize to Mr.
1

,n. gardener to 11. H. Wyatt, Esq., Wandsworth Lodge, Upper
Tooting, for a collection of flu-,'

,

, including specimens of

italum Mackayi and Cypripedium insigne. Mr. W. Young,

gardener to R. -Barclay, Esq., Highgate, was awarded a third prize for

a miscellaneous collection of flowering plants. Mr. W. Bartlett,

' ury Road; Hammersmith, contributed a collection of Chry-

santhemums, Primulas, &c, to which a first-class certificate was
1

; lie also exhibited a collection of six plants. A miscellaneous

collection of Tulips. Begonias, Primulas, &c, was sent from the

! garde n : t Chiswick. For the best collection of fruit the first

ivas awar.lt 1 to Mr. Ii. Brown, gardener to R. H. Wyatt, Esq.

Mr. W. Farley, gardener to F. Pryor, Esq.. Digswell, Welwyn, ob-

tahiedth : ! Mr. w. Young, gardener to R. Barclay,

Isq.
1

, the third prize. MY. [archs g rdener to E. Oates, Esq.,

I
..n Honse, Hanwell, received a f'n nficate for a collec-

tion of Apples and Pears ; and a first-class certificate was awarded to

: Webber. Esq:, Winslaud. near Totnes. for a dish of Pears.

Mrs. Inwood Jones, Cadogau Place, Sloane Street, received a first-

: tifieate for a dish of Scarlet Crofton Apple ; this lady also ex-

it specimen of Itali: is of the Comte de

.1, Venice. Mr. Thomas Rivers, Sawbridgeworth, sent two

dishes of home-grown Taugierine Oranges ; and Mr. Hill, Angel Row,

te, a collection of Potatoes and Onions'. Mr. Young, gardener

i ; , was awarded a first-class certificate for a collec-

tion of vegetables.

RENOVATING UNSIGHTLY TRAINED ROSE
TREES.

When against walls of a good height, Rose trees are some-

times very liable to become too naked and unsightly all along

the lower portions; even the most careful cultivator cannot

always ensure a nicely-trained Rose tree, and, at the same time,

one well furnished with leaves all over its lower portions. It

is to be observed, many trees, when trained against wails, are

very liable to run a-head, and thus become too naked about

their stem. A little judicious treatment, at a proper season of

the year, would go a good way to remedy the unsightly appear-

ance, and be a means of giving quite a fresh look to the tree.

There are two ways which we have acted upon, the one differ-

ing somewhat from the other.

Firstly, supposing you have a Rose tree trained against a

wall, covering the latter well for some feet or yards on each

side of the root, upwards to the top of the wall—having been

for years generally well furnished all over with spurs and flower-

buds, but in the course of time the lower portions gradually-

lessened in their leafy covering, as well as in their apparent
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ability to produce flowers—if the spurs are not dead, it may
be recovered by judicious pruning. Wait and sea March well
advanced before you attempt to prune it ; and when you prune
the first portion of it, let this be only the lower part of it, and
let somo weeks elapse ere you attempt to cut in the higher por-

tion. Indeed, perhaps you had better lot all the upper part
break away into life before you prune any of the higher part.

By doing so, you will find that all the buds towards the base of

the shoots or spurs remain dormant ; while those more towards
the points of the shoots burst away into leaf. Well, just let

them do so, and in the end of April, or the beginning of May.
cut back all those upper shoots to their proper position. By
this way of acting, it often happens that all the lower parts,

where first pruned, will have time to burst away and go a-head
before the upper portion can break forth from the eyes, close

along the bottom, where you can cut it back to.

Another way can be acted upon ; and this we have proved, in

several cases, to render great service in restoring unsightly
Rose trees, and to clothe again the lower portions with foliage

and flowers. The mansion-house where we were was about to

be renovated, and a portion of its walls painted outside, where
there were several Rose trees nailed up against the wall. These
had to be unfastened, and laid backwards as far as they would
admit of. A few stakes were firmly driven into the ground,
and the Roses tied slantingly backwards. This was in summer,
and thus they remained, while the wall was painted over several

times ; and before all was ready for the Rose trees being trained
up again, it was pleasing to see all the bare lower parts breaking
out with a healthy and vigorous covering of shoots, which in

due time repaid us with a nice crop of flowers ; and by judicious

management, this kept the trees in very fair condition for

several years. Since then, we have tried the Gloire de Dijon
Rose, as well as several others. It is only to put up with the
unsightliness of the trees being unfastened and brought for-

ward for a few weeks at most : rather this than allow them
to remain unsightly for a yard or two up the wall for years.

—G. Dawson (Scottish Gardener).

SWYNNERTON PARK,
The Residence oe Basil Fitzhekbekt, Esq.

This beautiful residence is situated on an eminence skirted by
rich shrubberies and extensive pleasure grounds, and overlooks

an extensive park chequered with woods and heath, and laid out

with considerable taste. It is about four miles north-west of

the market town of Stone. The Hall, the residence of Basil

Fitzherbert, Esq., lord of the manor, is a handsome stone man-
sion, with a very pleasing exterior. In the reign of Henry VIII.

the daughter of Humphrey Swynnerton carried this extensive

manor in marriage to the Fitzherberts, a very ancient and
honourable family, which has been seated here since the six-

teenth century. Sir Anthony Fitzherbert, the celebrated judge

and author, was of this family.

In the centre of the front a grand entrance opens into a

magnificent hall, between a splendid pair of Corinthian columns.
The internal arrangements are chaste and elegant ; the library

is of great value, and in numerous apartments are many fine

portraits and other paintings. I observed in close proximity

to the mansion a handsome chapel in the Gothic style, enve-

loped by masses of Ivy and luxuriant evergreens. It was built

by the late Thomas Fitzherbert, Esq.
The kitchen gardens and vineries lie to the west of the man-

sion. The kitchen garden proper is about two acres in extent,

nearly square, and enclosed by brick walls. The south-aspect

wall was covered with Peach and Nectarine trees of the varieties

adapted to the climate. They were planted as maiden trees

about ten years ago by Mr. Turner, the head gardener ; they
are fan-trained, each branch being as straight as a rifle barrel,

and on an average in favourable seasons carry heavy crops of

fruit. The east and west walls are covered with Pear trees,

which are very productive. A few years ago Mr. Turner, findiug

they did not bear satisfactorily, had them all taken up, root-

pruned, and replanted, and now they are in the best possible

bearing. The wall with a north aspect was covered chiefly with
Plums. Round the different squares there are many bush Apple
trees about 7 or 8 feet high, and nearly as much in diameter

;

these have also been recently taken up and the roots severely

pruned, and though the stems are as thick as a man's thigh,

yet the trees are now in the highest state of fruitfulness—a fact

of which evidence was afforded by the large quantities of fine

Apples in the fruit-room. In the squares were large beds of

winter vegetables, such as Savoys, Brussels Sprouts, BroccoK,
Borecole, and Cardoons. A large bed of the Triple Curled
Kale looked very ornamental, and is useful for garnishing,
whilst the young sprouts in spring are very tender and good.
I may here add that Mr. Turner obtained the first prize for a
collection of vegetables at the Horticultural Exhibition at New-
castle-under-Lyne in September last.

Leaving the kitchen garden we now enter another square, in
a line with the previous garden, covering nearly an acre, and
surrounded by walls. On the south wall was the range of
vineries. The centre of this garden is devoted to flowers, the
beds being filled withjbedding plants during the summer ; these
beds are encircled with a strip, about 4 feet wide, planted in
the ribbon fashion. In a shady corner there was a piece of
roekwork with many British Ferns growing in the interstices,

and such plants as Saxifraga oppositifolia and Sednms in great
variety, which, creeping over the stones, gave it a very pretty
and natural effect.

We now enter the range of vineries, and I will take them in
rotation as we passed through them. The first I entered was
the early house, started geneially about Christmas

; the Vines
were being dressed and prepared for the next year's campaign.
It was planted with Black Hamburgh, Buckland Sweetwater,
and Muscat of Alexandria. Mr. Turner exhibited fruit out
of this house at Stafford in July, and obtained the first prize
for Black and White Grapes, taking also in the same month
the first prize for Black and White Grapes at Newcastle-under-
Lyne. The day afterwards the same Grapes were exhibited

at Alton Towers ; Mr. Silcock, of Somerford Park, on that occa-

sion bore off the laurels, but it was what our old friend Mr.
Beaton would have called " a neck-and-neck run," the contest

was so very nearly equal. The Vines in this house have been
planted many years, and last season Mr. Turner, considering
that they were deteriorating in vigour, lifted them, and remade
(he border; and now, in addition to the excellent fruit they
have produced this year, there is promise of success for the
future in well-ripened canes and prominent buds. The borders
are on the outside, and the mode adopted in their formation
has been very simple. They are about 5 feet in depth, 2 feet

being drainage, and the other 3 feet chopped turf, broken
bones, mortar rubbish, and stable-manure. The proportions
were three barrowloads of turf to one of bones, mortar rubbish,
and manure. The next house is the centre of the range, but
the last in rotation of cropping, it was full of late Grapes, all

Black Hamburghs ; they were as black as they possibly could
be, and did great credit to Mr. Turner's skill in Grape-growing.
Here we had a little discussion on a point of great interest to

all who cultivate the Vine. Some of the bunches showed
symptoms of shanking, and as Mr. Pearson, in Nc. 294, page
361, had given it as his opinion that one of the most frequent

causes of shanking is the injudicious removal of a large quan-
tity of foliage while the Vies is in a growing state—and one
of the most sensible ideas 1 ever ren_emoer being advanced on
the subject —I was anxious to obtain Mr. Turner's opinion on
this important point. Mr. Turner adopts the long-rod system
of training and pruning, and has occasion to remove very little

foliage ; as a rule his Grapes are not subject to shanking, so he
informed me, but he attributes it in his case to the excessively

wet autumn, and the borders being saturated with rain before

he put on their winter covering.

The last house in the range is the second forced, and the

Vines are Buckland Sweetwater, Royal Muscadine, and Black
Hamburgh. I noticed a rod of the Buckland Sweetwater,

grafted this spring on the Black Hamburgh ; when the graft was
placed on the stock it was like a mere straw, but the shoot had
reached the top of the rafter, and was about 2* inches in girth.

I did not take the dimensions of these houses, but I should

suppose them to be each about 50 feet long, and 18 feet wide.

Stepping out of the houses, we pass through a winding

shrubbery to the pleasure grounds, and pursuing our journey

in the direction of the mansion, we come to the terrace front,

where a glorious landscape presents itself, one of the most ex-

tensive prospects being obtained that any county can boast,

and of its kind the most beautiful. The park falls with a

gentle declivity to a lake in the distance. Its extent is con-

cealed by evergreens and tall trees of varied foliage. To the

left, in the distance, are seen Sandon Hall and park, the resi-

dence of the Earl of Harrowby. In the distance may also be

seen Cannock Chase, a vast tract of land comprising 32,000

acres of heath, the greater part of which has been enclosed

during the present century. It was a favourite hunting-ground

of the early Saxon kings. At that time, and for centuries after-
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wards, it was ooverert with a profusion of majestic Oaks. Be-
yond, on a bold and well-studded eminence, rises Stafford Castle.

To tho south-west may be seen rising in majestic grandeur the

Wrokin in Shopshire, also tho borders of the Cheshire lulls;

while in the west, as far as the eye can reach, rise to tho clouds

the Welsh mountains in all their beauty.

I would gladly linger over the scene, but time forbids ; so,

leaving the mansion behind us. we pursue our course by the east

end, and come to where two walks diverge—one to the right and
the other to the left. As we pass on to the right, near to the

boundary of the pleasure grounds, fresh views of the surround-
ing sceuery are occasionally obtained. In a pleasant retreat to

the left is the croquet ground, encircled with dwarf coniferous

plants, and sheltered in summer by the foliage of tall deciduous
trees. A little further on is one of the finest and most venerable

specimens of the English Oak I ever met with ; it took Mr.
Turner and myself twice each to span round it, but its glory

is now departing. We come again to a branch walk, and re-

tracing our steps round the back part of the grounds, we again

pass the mansion, and I take leave of this venerable seat, feel-

ing satisfied, though my visit was made in the middle of the

dullest month iu the year i November), with the profit and
pleasure derived, and the kindness received from Mr. Turner
in pointing out every object of interest.

—

Quintin Read, Port
Hill Oarder,

TRICOLOR PELARGONIUM SOPHIA
DUMARESQ.

At page 382 of your Journal (Nov. 20), we observe a wrong
statement, to the effect that the writer, " John Aldred," was
the raiser oi that fine variety of tricolor Pelargonium, Sophia
Dumaresq. In justification to ourselves we ask to contradict

the statement. The variety in question was raised in our
nursery three or four years ago, and exhibited previous to, as

well as after it received its name, and prior to our having pur-
chased the small stock of a tricolor Pelargonium from the same
party (J. Aldred), which, when first offered, during the winter
months, exhibited indications of merit ; but on showing its

permanent character in the following spring, proved to be iden-

tical with Sophia Dumaresq. We know nothing more of its

origin than what is here stated.—E. G. Henderson & Soar,

Wellington Nursery, St. Jqlm's Wood.

English summer, or at least to raise further seedlings from
them, so as to obtain still hardier fruit. In the tine season of
! S65 wo heard much of ripe standard Peaches, but the Apricot,
as being less tender, offers greater inducements to the experi-
mentalist who wishes to benefit horticulture.—G. S.

MASTERSS PROLIFIC CUCUMBER.
I can strongly recommend this kind as one of the most use-

ful for winter work. It is, indeed, most prolific, carrying fre-

quently two fruits at a joint.

Some years ago I met with it in Ireland, and from what I

then saw of it, I was determined to give it a trial. This sea-

son I procured a packet of seed from Messrs. Veitch, who, 1

believe, sent it out to the public. It is now in full hearing,

fully justifying the opinion I had of it when I first saw it

growing. It is not one of the 24-inch kinds, but averages about
half that length—amply large enough where a Cucumber is in

demand every day throughout the winter.—J. Edlington,
Wmtham Pat I

HARDY APRICOTS.
It is within the recollection of the present generation that

the best varieties of Pears were so tender that a wall was in-

dispensable. These varieties were of French origin. Of late

years, the attention which the Belgians have paid to raising

new and hardy seedlings has enabled us, in the south of

England at least, to cultivate Pears as pyramids, and to do
without a wall, except for that king of Pears, Winter Nelis,

though in fine seasons even this is good on a standard.

The next fruit which seems now to demand attention is the
Apricot. It wants but little of being hardy. On the banks of

the Seine it may be seen as a standard, and, I presume, ripens

fruit. The Brussels and Breda varieties in favourable locali-

ties in England used to bear, and there is no reason why they
should not do so still, though, in my own garden, the Breda
Apricot never showed fruit till it was placed against a wall. A
few years ago it was said that M. De Jonghe had raised some
seedlings, several of whioh were perfectly hardy at Brussels.

If so, it might be worth while to give them a trial in our cooler

NOTES AND OLEANINGS.
We long since noticed the introduction from Japan of a

male plant of tho Aucuba japonica, and tho consequent pro-
duction of plants bearing fruit in this country. Previously
we had only plants bearing female blossoms. Mr. Staudish,
promptly taking advantage of the production of fruit, has
raised seedlings, and with more than expected success, for one
of them exhibited at the Royal Horticultural Society produced
hermaphrodite flowers—that is, each flower had stamens and
pistil. Many naturalists consider that when either set of

organs is not developed in a flower, yet the rudiments of that
set exist, and only require some particular mode of cultivation
for their development.

At the Exhibition next year at Bury St. Edmunds the
Royal Horticultural Society will give a cup. We hope it will
be the most valuable offered, and for excellence in some depart-
ment of high horticultural art, and not for a mere matter of

taste.

" Twenty years ago," observes a correspondent in
" Science Gossip," " when botany was my hobby, I adopted a
plan for drying my specimens, which was both rapid and very
effectual in preserving colours. I borrowed a tin dripping-pan
from the cook, which was just the size of my sheets of blotting-

paper. In this I laid the produce of the day's excursion between
sheets of blotting-paper, in the usual way, and, when the pile

was complete, I covered it over with a layer of common scour-
ing sand half an inch thick, so that the tin dish appeared to be
simply full of sand. I then placed it on the kitchen fender,
or on the hob, or in the oven, if it were not too hot, and in

three or four hours the whole batch of specimens was perfectly

dried. It required a little care to take them out at the right

moment, when they were baked just enough, and not too much
;

but, this care being given, the success of the plan was perfect.

Many specimens still in my herbarium bear witness to the
superiority of such rapid drying over the old method."

WORK FOR THE WEEK
KITCHEN GAP.DEN.

Should frost prevail, every advantage must be taken of it to

wheel manure and composts to the various quarters requiring
it, and if they cannot be trenched in at once let them be laid in
heaps at convenient distances and covered with soil. Ridged
ground may also be occasionally forked over and knocked about
to expose fresh surfaces to the action of the atmosphere. Col-

lect as many leaves together as possible : they are invaluable
for mixing with green manures for fermenting-purposes, as

they not only correct their rank and violent fermentation, but
preserve a more steady and uniform heat for a greater length
of time. Those of the Oak are much to be preferred, as ther

resist decomposition the longest ; Beech leaves come next ; aftey

these there is little choice. Surface-stirring amongst young
growing crops of Cauliflowers, Cabbages, Lettuces, &c, must
be as diligently followed up now as in the summer, when ve-

getation is more rapid ; indeed there is no season when these
important operations can be neglected with impunity. Fre-
quent pulverisation of the soil acts a3 a great check to the
penetration of frost in winter, and to the evaporation of mois-
ture in summer. One indispensable condition is that the
ground must never be trodden on after the operation is per-

formed. Endive, continue to take up on dry days, also Let
and store them in any dry airy shed ; they will keep much
better there than protected out of doors. If very severe frost

come on, protect Celery, Parsley, and late Endive for spring use.

Potatoes, plant a batch of the Ash-leaf, or any good early sort,

in small pots for turning out into a pit, or into larger pots, in

January. The Mushroom-house will serve to sprout them in.

The first crop of forced lilmbarb and Asparagus, if growing
under glass, should have a little air every tine day after they
are started, the latter especially should be exposed to all the

light possible. Keep up a mild steady heat, and prepare beds
for second crops. Sea-kale should be kept dark and quite dry,

as it is liable to damp off. In cutting the shoots leave the side
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shoots for a second crop. Remember, the more slowly it is

forced the finer and more tender it will he. Give air every
mild day to young Cauliflowers and Lettuces under glass. A
sprinkling of soot now and then will keep out slugs, and help
to improve the growth of the plants.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Proceed with pruning Apples and Pears, taking those in the

open quarters first, and afterwards the espaliers and wall trees.

As soon as the quarters are done let the ground have a dress-

ing of rotten cowdung or fresh loam, and afterwards dig them
over for the winter ; if the land is of a heavy nature leave it as

rough as possible. Espaliers should be looked over after

pruning, the stakes made good, and the trees again securely

tied to them ; where permanent iron-wire railing is used for es-

paliers a coat of mineral black or anti-corrosion paint should
be laid on when the wires are dry before the trees are trained.

Cherries, Gooseberries, and Currants have often their buds
destroyed in severe weather by birds ; take the opportunity
of a damp day, and dust the shoots with a mixture of dry soot

and quicklime sufficiently to cover the buds. "We have found
two or three dustings during the winter prevent in a great

measure the ravages of these pests. Where the Raspberry
grub is troublesome, give a good dressing of gas lime before

digging the ground, taking care to apply it regularly about the

base of the plants. The ground among fruit bushes should be
dug very lightly, especially in the case of Raspberries, which
have their roots near the surface, and it is better in all cases to

dispense with digging where it cannot be performed without
injuring the strong roots. Trees infested with scalo should be

loosened from the wall entirely, the bark well scraped, and
painted with a mixture of soft soap, cowdung, and lime, taking

care to well work the composition into the crevices of the bark.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Except where alterations are in hand, there will be little re-

quiring attention here at present beyond the clearing up of

leaves and putting the borders into neat order for the winter.

Let this he done, however, with the least possible deby, in

order that the place may look neat, clean, and as enjoyable as

the season will permit ; also sweep ar.d roll the walks frequently,

so as to keep these clean and smooth, for without hard, dry

walks pleasure grounds are almost useless at this season of the

year. Turf will also require rolling frequently to keep it

smooth and firm, and prevent its being disfigured by worm-
casts. If any of the turf requires levelling, take advantage of

any leisure time which may occur to do so.

GREENHOUSE AND C0NSERVAT0E7.

The winter flowers will now be making a splendid display in

the conservatory, at least where they have received special at-

tention through the summer to this end. The Euphorbia
jacquiniitflora is one of the foremost of these beauties whi n

properly cultivated. Unless, however, a most healthy root-

action is maintained the leaves are apt to become yellow whilst

the plant is in blossom, and this at once will spoil the effect.

It requires a very moderate amount of water at this season.

Poinsettia pnlcherrima is a bold and effective conservatory

plant, and indispensable at this time of the year. Well-grown
plants of Gesnera bulbosa, or G. lateritia, are equally useful.

This plant should be slightly pot-bound in order to blossom
well early. Gesnera zebrina, under high cultivation, is a most
beautiful winter flower, and equally desirable on account of the

elegant markings of the leaf, which become very rich indeed

in the stove. The old Plumbago rosea and capensis are still

amongst our best plants at this period. In mixed greenhouses

see that the young stock of Heliotropes, Cyclamens, and other

flowers grown especially for winter, have nice light situations

arid regular attention as regards watering.

STOVE.

Many plants will now be sinking into repose here, and from
such water must be entirely withheld. Of these maybe named
the Erythrinas, the Clerodendrons, the Achimenes, the Glox-

inias, and various bulbs. These should have a shelf or divi-

sion of the house to themselves forthwith, and it should be

remembered that the Gloxinia family and the Clerodendrons

are very impatient of low temperature ; even when at rest they

are not considered safe below 50°.

FORCING-PIT.

This is a good time to introduce the following :—Rhododen-
drons, Azaleas, Persian Lilacs, Sweet Briars, Moss and other

Roses, Ledums, Kalmias, Daphnes, Anne Boleyn Pinks, and
Dutch bulbs. Unless, however, they have received the neces-

sary treatment as advised through the summer, it will be labour

in vain, and no mode of forcing or form of pit can compensate
for this. The great secret of success, if the heat is wholly-
produced by fermenting materials, is to keep down accumu-
lating damp and mouldiness by an almost constant ventilation,
increasing the linings in order to raise the necessary tempe-
rature. Those who are fortunate enough to possess pits heated
by means of hot water will of course pursue a somewhat diffe-

rent course.

TITS AND FEA.MES.
Look well to store plants for next summer, and have suffi-

cient protecting material always in readiness with which to
cover them whenever the weather is unfavourable. As many
plants suffer from drip at this season a careful look-out should
be kept, and either the cause remedied or the plants removed.
Take cuttings of Chrysanthemums as soon as possible. By so
doing you insure a strong, healthy plant for next year ; stop
early, and keep a good foliage throughout the summer by at-

tending to watering.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
The weather has been so changeable, from sharp frost to

heavy rains, from clear bracing weather to a close, damp atmo-
sphere of from 50° to jo° of temperature, that work had to be
regulated accordingly. In frosty mornings much wheeling was
done, to top mulch Strawberries, from old hotbeds, as alluded
to last week, to clean what Strawberry-rows had not been quite
cleared of runners, &C, and during the dry days a good deal of

pruning was effected in bush and low standard' fruit trees, pre-
paratory to syringing them with thickish lime water, which
stands the heavy rains wonderfully well. In dull damp days
mowing was resorted to, as the grass has grown wonderfully
of late, and has only been retarded by the frosts, the thorough
sweeping up being reserved for fine days, if possible, as the
grass will longer suffer in appearance if brushed over on a
frosty morning; and if this be done whin it is very wet, what-
ever worm heaps or earth there may be on the surface will

leave a blackish appearance until thoroughly washed off by suc-

ceeding rains. In wet days, as this day week, the work was con-
fined to sheds ami houses, picking off diseolouied leaves, potting,

packing esculent roots, placing Potatoes in small pots for

future planting, looking over Mushroom-beds, and preparing
straw frames for protection.

Straw Corny.— With the exception of wooden shutters,

which we have never of late been able to have, there is nothing
more effectual for covering glass sashes than straw covers. The
mode of making them has been several times stated. Take
three slips of wood from 3 to 4 inches wide, 1 inch thick, and as

long as the frame, one piece for each side, and one for the
centio. Place these square to suit the sash, and then nail on
cross-pieces 3 inches wide, and half on inch thick, at each end,

and similar pieces about 1 foot apart, from top to bottom.
This reversed forms the frame for receiving the straw, which
should be neatly put in, and kept firmly in its place by a cross-

piece at each end, and a tar string from side to side, over each
of the cross-pieces beneath, and securely fixed to them by tacks.

The whole of the upper side of the cover may be secured by
string, but we prefer, in general, one cross-piece of wood at

each end above the straw, though the rain would go off better

if there were merely a string; but then the end of the cover

would not be so suitable for taking hold of when moving the

cover off the glass, and putting it on. As a general rule, this

covering and uncovering are best doue by two men, and then a

great number of covers can be taken off and put on very quickly.

It will be observed that the cross-pieces of wood on the lower

side of the frame will keep the straw from resting on the

glass, or rather the bars of the sash, and thus will keep a con-

siderable body of air between the glass and the straw, which
will still further arrest the conduction and the radiation of

heat from the glass. To render this more effectual, in making
such covers for pits and frames, the width of each cover should

be such that the covers not only take in the space of the sashes,

but tbe spaces between reserved for the rafters, if these are on
the level, and thus the outside air is pretty well excluded.

In taking these covers off or putting them on—that is, partly

sliding them up and sliding them down, the workmen must
learn to keep the covers level, or they may knock a corner into

the glass carelessly. With moderate care, there being no out-

jutting straw below, there need never be a square of glass

broken, the covers being much more safe iu this respect than,

any loose protection, such as mate.
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There is just ono drawback to their use. If the sashes aro

from 5 to or more feet in length, the covers, however care-

fully lifted off and on, must slide less or more on the sides of

the sashes and the tops of the sash-bars, and that would eoi <n

wear oil the paint that might be on them. To prevent this, a

thin slip of wood, as a lath, may bo tacked on the sides of tho

sashes, which will save the paint, and prevent the croBB-pieces

of wood beneath from touching the sash-bars, and thus, too,

raise tho straw farther from the glass. In such a case, we
either run a Blip across the bottom and the top of the sash, to

make the cover moro air-tight, or we place at back and front

close in to tho cover, cats of straw formed by tying straw in a

round rope about 2 inches in diameter, and in eight-feet lengths.

Such covers, with this cat. back and front, willkeep out a :• a!

degree of cold, because they will prevent heat escaping.

Some time ago we noticed a case in point which surprised ft

few of tho less initiated. There had been a sharp frost in the

first part of tho night, and a fall of snow towards morning,
and a milder temperature, though cold, after daybreak. By
eleven o'clock the snow was all gone from the roofs of bouses
and glass exposed, where the inside temperature ranged from
38° to 45'. These straw covers were left on at the front part

of a house where the inside temperature ranged from '"
at

night to l>5 during the day, and the snow remained on the
covers until night, nay, for two or three days, just as it had
fallen, and with so much more heat under the glass. The
straw proved itself such a good non-conductor, that though
the outside of tho glass felt warm to the hand under the cover,

the heat could not pass through the straw, even to have the
smallest effect in melting the snow, and this remained on a num-
ber of days. There is no better protection to be found than
snow, and hence the superiority of such covers or frames in-

stead of loose mats. Before the latter can be moved in a time
of snow, the snow must be shaken or swept oil', whilst, with
such covers, whether of straw, asphalc, or wood, they may be
carefully drawn down with their covering of snow, and slid np
again when it is necessary to do so. One word more. What
is worth doing at all is worth doing well. In looking over,

mending, and fresh filling these frames with straw in wet days,
we have not done the work so well as it might be done, because
the straw was just what we could obtain, and that had passed
through a thrashing-machine. Of course the straw had to be
drawn as if for thatching, was soft and much bruised, and
therefore baggy, and retentive of moisture. Even if thrashed
by the flail in the usual way the straw would be left more
whole, and when tied into bundles it would be no difficulty to

cut off the greater proportion of the empty ears, which are so
retentive of moisture. Straw procured in either way is, how-
ever, a poor substitute compared with that drawn from the
sheaves in a barn, all the wheat heads kept together in little

bundles and these heads then thrashed, or the heads cut off

and thrashed out, without touching the straw with the flail.

Good wheat straw thus treated is better for the purpose than
the best reeds, as every tube of straw unbroken is a good non-
conductor, and on such a cover the rains never go farther than
the surface. Except for such particular purposes, however, we
suppose we must make up our minds to hear but little of the
merry raps of the flail on a winter's morn. We have had
covers so made with drawn straw that were in use for more
than three years, and for at least seven and a half months out
of the twelve. We have tarred the surface of these covers
when finished, straw and woodwork, making the tar thin by
heating it ; but though the surface was thus rendered stiil

moro impervious to water, we think this advantage was counter-
balanced by making the straw more brittle. A cover thus made
of drawn straw we consider better in every way if only half
an inch thick, than one made from machine-dressed straw, if

fully 1 inch thick. Then the first would be light in the wettest
weather, because it would never be wet through, whilst the
second would hold moisture in its broken and bruised tubes.
Farmers who may make such covers for their pits and frames,
or who may thatch hurdles for protection for lambs and other
purposes, if they wish them to be lasting, may well draw as
much wheat straw as they want, and cut off the ears without
bruising the straw. The additional labour will not be lost.

The greater neatness and wear will be more than a counter-
balancing advantage.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
See remarks for several weeks past as to out-door and forced

vegetables. The heavy rains have battered down the ground
considerably, and if frost at all severe should come, the com-
pactness of the soil will cause it to be more felt amongst all

young crops, and therefore as soon as dry enough it will be
advisable to make the surface loose and open, cither with a
hoe or the points of a fork. Peas and Be in - may also now be
sown; for ourselves we generally sow on turf and tiles, and
plant out in spring, which saves much watching and hunting
alter vermin enemies. On light soil with a south exposure
lladishes and Carrots maybe sown nnd protested; but where
it can be Spared it will give less labour at this season to sow
them under glass. We know of nothing more profitable than
a bed of Early Horn Carrots, or of the small Dutch, sown
about tho middle or the end of this month, with a slight hot-
bed beneath them, such as was alluded to last week. As a
little matter, we mention that the Sea-kale put in pots ai I

. i

over a slight hotbed in the Mushroom-house was coming on
faster than we wished it, and therefore the pots were moved
and set on the cool floor of the house, where the average tem-
perature would be about 55°. This confirms what was stated

the other week, that in many cases it is preferable to put tho
roots of these into pots or boxes instead of into a bed at once,
to be covered with a box. Where a good supply is wanted the
latter plan may be adopted ; but when the roots are placed in
a moveable pot or box we can havo the cuttings more under
command.
Mv&kroam bed*:—Our litter from the stables became so wet

before we could obtain it, as to be unfit for the above purpose.
When great and regular crops of Mushrooms are wanted, the
gardener must have the privilege of obtaining droppings before
they are exposed to rains. For want of better material we
have often made our beds of stubble and tree leaves, with two
or three inches of dung on the surface. Such as poor men
and boys collect in dry weather from the highways is very good
for the purpose. We would have made 1 another piece in the
Mushroom-house if we had had the opportunity, but we mutt

j

wait a little for material. The beds in the lean-to, low,

I thatched shed, have done well, and the last part is bearing

[

profusely. Tho bed had about li inches of dry litter oyer it

;

but the front or open part was a little protected with some of

the worst of our straw covers. As we wanted these repaired
to go over glass at night, we placed some hurdles along
instead, with laurel branches drawn through thorn, which will

break the current of air, and added 2 or 3 inches more cover-
ing of dry litter. As a general rule, we gather more from these
shallow beds in the shed than from similar shallow beds in
the Mushroom-house ; and if we can keep mice, rats, and moles
from burrowing, we are little troubled with snails and woodlice.
In fact, the latter are not troublesome in the Mushroom-house

1 until the spring.

rr.VIT GARDEN.
See last week as to pruning, dredging with lime, &c. Looked

! over Grapes in late house, removing mouldy berries when
seen, and taking away the yellow leaves. Old sashes have
been placed over the borders to help to keep the rains from
them. It would have been better if this had been done in

September, but we could not spare them the sashes. For all

such purposes wooden covers, or asphalt ones on frames, are
very useful. When borders are outside it is much against
the Vines when these borders are soaked with cold rains

before resorting to early forcing, and it is very unfavourable to

the keeping of late Grapes when the whole system of the

plants is charged with moisture.
Grapes when dry will not stand much frost without being

injured, hence a little fire will be necessary even in dry frosty

weather. In dull wet weather, as on Tuesday and Wednesday,
a brisk fire should be made in the morning, and as soon as the
heat begins to tell let there be small openings for ventilation

back and front, that there may be a circulation of air all

through the house, the air being rendered dry by the artificial

heat, the dry floor and stages, and the absence of everything
requiring moisture. In mild weather a little air at the highest
point of the roof, if only half an inch, will be of advantage all

night. In very cold weather it is as well to shut close at

night, and dispense with fire heat as much as possible.

All houses intended for early forcing, with borders outside,

should have these borders securely protected from the changes
of our climate. The best way to do this is to cover early in

autumn, say in the middle of September, with iitter or fern,

and then keep off rains by wooden covers, canvas, thatching, &c.
In fact, the early covering of borders and securing them from
autumn and winter rains, is the best system to adopt with late

Vines and early ones as well. Many bunches of late Muscats
might be without a moulded berry, or a shrivelled one at

Christmas, if the cold rains after the 1st of October were
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excluded. We mention this more particularly, as we do not
believe there is yet one gardener among thirty who can obtain
the means so to protect his outside borders in which the great
bulk of the roots are placed.

Inside Borders.—A correspondent last week wonders these
are not more general for Peaches and Vines, and is sur-
prised they have never been recommended for Tines, as they
woidd render all outside covering of no consequence. They
have been alluded to and recommended many times in this
serial alone, but, perhaps, not so particularly and prominently
as they ought to have been. Where a good wide house is to be
devoted almost entirely to Vines, we can think of no better
plan, as the whole plant is so thoroughly under control, and
it would be an easy matter by cross air-drains to have a circu-

lation of heated air passing under the border without any
means of heating there ; but even without that the dry soil of

the house, when forcing commenced, would soon partake some-
what of the internal temperature, and that could be assisted
by watering with heated water—say at 7-5° or 80°. Even when
the border is chiefly outside, we have recommended, where
practicable, that the Vines be planted inside, and we can do so
from painful experience, knowing something of the annoyance
and disappointment of finding some of the best Vines almost
totally destroyed by mice and rats attacking their outside
stems and roots. We have had too many a fine bunch of
Grapes mangled by these marauders finding their way into the
house by the holes below the wall-plate. We recollect of a case
in which, after trapping and poisoning a lot, we felt we should
be worsted until we wrapped each stem in waterproof material,
packed the holes firmly with moss, and then daubed each
opening and all along below the wall-plate liberally with tar.

So long as that remains moist no mouse or rat will go near it,

but they will drive a shaft and try to find a way in underneath
it. They will rarely attempt to enter by arches, the crown of
which is from 6 to 9 inches below the wall-plate. Hence, for

security against all such vermin, it is better to plant inside
and let the roots go out, and it is better still to have a solid

wall and all the roots and stems inside, so that nothing shall
find its way into the house except through the openings for

ventilation.

One reason why we have not more recommended inside
planting in the small, single greenhouse, vinery, and every-
thing, of the keen amateur, who, besides cramming his house
to repletion with plants in pots, wishes also to have Vines on
the rafters, is, that the house being almost always full of plants,

the dropping and splashing from the watering of these plants
is apt to bring the soil beneath the stages into a puddled,
unhealthy state, and mors especially when, owing to the num-
ber of plants in winter and spring, and the dense shade of

the Vines in summer, scarcely a ray of sunlight ever strikes

the surface of the inside soil, and thus one source of fertility is

withheld. We may be told that such inside shaded soil could
be no worse off than soil out of doors covered with flagstones,

tiles, pitched pebbles, &c, underneath which the roots of fruit

trees obtain ail that is necessary to make them continuously
•fertile

; but we do not think the cases are analogous, because
in the latter the fresh air of the atmosphere aud the heat from
the sun will penetrate to the roots, independently of such
covering. In a vinery, where sunlight can reach the soil inside,

owing to the plants beneath the Vines being set thinly, so as
not to present a thick shade between the soil and the sun, we
presume from what has passed under our experience and ob-
servation, that inside borders will be the best. When we have
an outside border, we prefer the surface to slope to the front

rather than to be level, not so much to throw off surface water,
as to command more of the heating rays of the sun in summer.
We might soon go beyond our depth, by speaking of the

chemico-electrical effects of sunbeams, and after all do little

more than reveal our ignorance. Vet the simple conviction
remains, that light and sunbeams do that for our soils which
nothing else does in the same way.

Except when very wet, no better weather could be found for

making fresh borders, planting fruit trees, priming, and nailing,

as respects which see previous numbers. Since pruning and
tying our Gooseberry bushes together, and syringing them with
lime whitewash, we have seen no signs of the birds meddling
with them. We used to wash with a composition, adding clay,

cowdung. and soot to the lime, and certainly the trees were not
so glaring to the eye as when done with lime alone ; but we
think the lime stands better than the mixture, and the white
look of the trees may act as a repellent. The trees have had
nearly forty-eight hours rain, sometimes very heavy, and a

good portion of the lime still clings firmly on. We believe
hardly a trace would yet have been washed off if we had had the
lime fresher. Ours is merely chalk lime, and has been slackened
a long time, and, therefore, is not like that fresh burned. We
mix it with water to resemble thin whitewash, and then as the
quickest way squirt it on the bushes and trees with an old
syringe that is supplied not with a rose, but a single nozzle jet,

and the point of the thumb or finger regulates the discharge.
When the lime is fresh the fingers should be protected with an
old glove, or a thumb-coverer, for if at all up to his work, the
labourer need not let his face or clothes be marked. A new be-
ginner, however, had better use an old sack or overall until he
become used to it, for if the lime is fresher and stronger than
ours, the drops that light on clothes would be apt to take away
the colour of the cloth.

Other matters, as cleaning, potting, &c, much the same as
in previous weeks, and we shall allude to them more in detail

presently.—R. P.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—December 8.

There is a slight improvement in the amount of business doing, but
as we are so well supplied it is scarcely felt, and many articles have to
be carried forward to another dny. There is n steady trade for good
descriptions of Potatoes at last week's advance.

FRUIT.

d. s. d
Apples A sieve 2 Oto 3
Apricots doz.
Cherries lb.

Chestnuts bush. 10 18
Currants A sieve

Black '.
. do.

Fi-^3 doz.
Filberts lb.

Cobs lb. 6
Gooseberries . . quart
Grapes, Hothouse.. lb. 2
Lemons lud 10

VEGETABLES.

Melona each
Nectarines doz.
Oranges 100
Peaches doz.
Pears (dessert) . . doz.

kitchen doz.
Pine Apples lb.

Plums £ sieve
Quinces doz.

Raspberries ll>.

Strawberries lb.

Artichokes each
Asparagus bundlo
Beans, Broad. . bushel

ScarletRun.4 sieve
Beet, Red doz.
Broccoli bundle
Brus. Sprouts i sieve
Cabbage dn~.
Capsicums 100
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery bundle
Cucumbers each

pickling doz.
Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
Garlic lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish . . bundle

S. d. s.

OtoO

2
1

2
1
2

4

1

9

2

|
Leeks bunch
Lettuce per score
Mushrooms pottle
Mustd.& Cress, punnet
Onions per bushel

ti Parsley . . doz. bunches
,
Parsnips doz.
Peas per quart
Potatoes bushel

G Kidney do.
Radishes doz. bunches
Rhubarb bundle
Savoys doz.
Sca-ualo basket
Shallots lb.

Spinach bushel
Tomatoes. . . . per doz.
Turnips bunch

I
Vegetable Marrows dz.

8.
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Heating [W. F.).—Halting a house by a dumber under it would re-

quire a much larger con umption ol fuel than U thi pipi from a boiler,
mill the Que from the Furnace, went direotrj roi nd tl d Inside.

Vim: Bobsbrs A' png* 4JW, Brat c ilumn, -ocond lino from the bottom,
lor "4 inch™" read four loads.

Stove (K.).—We employ Hays's Constant Stove,

Garstox Vine

y

Ann (Petri- Putin), i

1 corrreet. Ii

you have a similar nursery we will readily | .. it a similar n

' m In ml was that it

had divided into two ] rtie

\ NonxH-EAST WalTj (A North
situation bein exposed one, the following an I i in - your
purpose: on'si, Winter Nelis, Forelle, ftonarch,
Doyenne Goubauit, Berg tmotte Bsperen, Beam Btei

Apples and Peabs poi I .—The following ore nil

dessert fruit, and hmeaoVs
Coi i, Cornish G illiflowei

.
1

1 wntoo I ippin, Joanneting,
Kerry Pippin, Margil, Nonpareil, Pitmaston Nonpareil. Sturmer Pippin,
Summer Pearmnin. Pearn : Doyenni d'Ete, Jargonelle, Fondahte de
Cuerne. Willi Bonn Hardy,

1 Es] Victoi ia, Glon
More*.;' peren.

Vi. You maj
sweet oil fl Lth a c in el's-hoir pencil or small brush to the plants affected
with scale; or dissol iphor in half a pinf of spii

wine. You will thus obti i i u powder, to which add half a pound of Scotch
snuff, halie pound I ground blacli pi per, and J flowers
of sulphur. Mix well together and 1> i i bottle.

and with the powd i osally 'lust the parts affected. It will

destroy the w :

i i
< irchids ana i ine pi

Pruning Pka. a Trees (A. if. 8. H'.i.--Yoi r best plan, as the summer
pruning has been neglected, will be to cut out the old wood and tx in in

young wood at 9 menes or 1 foot apart. As yon purpose treating them
on the spur system, we would not shorten the shoots left, unless 1 ho trees
are deficient uf young wood ; if they are so deficient, out them hack to

half their length. The pruning would be best deferred until February.
The shoots are mnch to i close now for any kind of pruning, but thin
them well. Next year stop all the shoots at the third leaf, and at every
leaf after the first growth—that is, the Bhootfl that conic from the first

growth. Make an exception of shoots required for extension, and to
train-in to cover the w. ill, and do not stop them or take out their points,
but stop at the first leaf any laterals or side shoots coming from them.
Never use a knife afterwards at the winter pruning^ except to remove a
worn-out branch and replace it with young bearing wood.

CVPERUS ALTERNirOLIUS VATtlEGATUS CULTURE (An Inquirer).—The
pot in which it is grown should be drained to one-third its depth, and on
that place a thin layer of sphagnum or cocoa-nut fibre. Fill to within
an inch of the rim with very sandy peat and turfy loam in equal parts,

introduce the plant, and fill up with pure sand. Keep the sand moist,
and afford a temperature of 65°. In spring and summer afford a some-
what higher temperature- from 60° to G~,° by night, and set the pot in a
saucer of water, or keep the sand wet. Give plenty of moisture and a
moderate amount of air. The plant will grow freely. In winter keep the
soil moist, but not wet. The points of the leavt die off owing to the
atmosphere being too cool, and the soil not being open enough ; it can
hardly have too much sand in it.

Transplanting a Large Portugal Laurel (H. C.).—The Portugal
Laurel may he transplanted, care being taken to remove it wit";i

but if you cannot obtain a ball yon may remove it and cut in the head
considerably next spring, or you may leave it where it is and cut it down
as much as you like, for no evergreen shoots better from the old wood.
Cut it back in April before it begins to grow.

Covering the Stem of a Rose (Idem).—The stem of the three-feet
standard should not be covered with soil, or be planted so deeply as the
bud. Plant it in the ordinary manner, not covering the stock more than
6 inches above the roots.

Vines Planting ^Pheasant).—Your proposed mode of making the
border is good as to the layer of stones, from 9 inches to 1 foot thick, at
the bottom ; then put in a layer of sods 6 inches thick, a sprinkling of

bones upon the sods, a six-inch layer of turf, another sprinkling of bones,
another layer of sods, bones, and then a nine-inch layer of turf. Plant the
Vine-- in soil from an old Cucumber-bed, in quantity just enough to plant
the Vines in. The bones can he had of any marine-store dealer. No license
is needed to dispose of Gold. Silver, and Versicolor Pheasants. The
whole of the volumes, except YoL II., may be had, nine vols, at 8?. 6d.

and one vol. at 1_ .

House for Ferns (MiuUcus),—Your house, the temperature of which
is never below 50°, will answer for all greenhouse Ferns ; and many of

the so-called stove Ferns will winter safely in a temperature of 50°, if the
soil is not kept very wet. We presume that you can command moisture,
and have means for admitting air ; though little is required by Ferns,
yet a certain amount is necessary to grow them strong and healthy.

Liquid Manure (A.B. A.).—-Stable manure is not fitted for making
liquid manure for conservatory use, its ammoniacal fumes are too per-
manently offensive. Half an ounce of guano to each gallon of water

;

or sheep's dung, a peck to thirty gallons, will make a liquid manure suit-

able for your plants. If you enclose four postage stamps with your
direction, and order " Manures, or Muck for the Many," you will have it

sent free by post. It contains much that you would find useful to you.

Drac\!-;na terminalis Flowering (E. II. II. ,V., Notts).—It is not usual
for this plant to flower, because it is stopped and cut down whenever
disposed to become too tall, in order to have a dwarf compact plant. Its

flowering is an uncommon occurrence, except in botanical collections.

Brushing a Lawn During Frost (One Anxioux to Learn).—The
sweeping of a lawn whilst the ground is frosted will tend to destroy
moss, but it is not a desirable proceeding. Sweeping in frosty weather
is, however, one of the very best ways of destroying moss and small
weeds on gravel walks, the walks being well swept after the frost is gone.

Utilising a Small Propagating-house (H. L.).—Over the fine in the
front of the house you should have 9 inches of rough (Travel or broken
bricks, 3 inches of broken pots or fine gravel, and on this from 3 to

6 inches of sand or sawdust ; the first if you strike the edttingS Without
pot i, or, ii in pots, you will require something to plunge ta< pot "- The
eods would be besl in pai

and, but mo< b id ived from
the case when lick, in < You
may comj ten tings. i h , ,

... ,

,

i in them, and 1

1

j
' u ch, but

all will depend
against the bach wall, bat not both ; and *oni ffnesin front.

training the i
-> to the front and roof, and o~i

Ct would I i

; itc the he I Lrely to Melon 1 1 *
ever you prefer, hiii in pots trained' to the
5 foot apart felons I be bcl
may have Tom trained to the back wall. Your friend can-
not have tasted Scarlet Gem Melon or if he had we think he v ould have
found it inferioi to no ' reen-fleshed Melon in flavour. Beechwood and
Golden I < i*fi i ti iod 6rei n-fleshed Melons.

Tniars on ' .>'/. .
, oover have any troubl

bag this pest.
I idily to tobacco smoke. We fear yon hi

filled the lion ... . to destroy it. ir i dvii

Choose a <

by burn-
i

.!,.' l plant cannot
i

.
,. . Keep thi

t atmo-
On tl

tho first night. Keep the b luring the following day, i

the noxi .

.

forcibly on thi ander side of 1 I i

; -

Be on the Look-out, and whenever an insect is

night with I Tho house is kept too
dry, too close, and too warm, othei ts would not be so
severely attacked with thrips as yours evidently are.

- i (J. B i maybe sown and cultivated like the
common Radish, but the plants must be a foot apart. Queen Anne's
Po< i and cultivated Like other varieties of the

We shall h. .
< Viola cornuta in our next

Gold Fish (IF. II. II.).—If the pond is frozen over, a hole should be
broken through the ice daily.

i s (J. W. W; B.),~Li ndon E erf-Instructor, ' published b;

: n, will teach you the elements of drawing gardens, &c (Amateur).
—The only book on market gardening is Cut hill's. Tho Covent I

Market prices are the retail prices.

Vinery Borders—Orchids in Vinery (Forester).—See what is said
about inside borders in " Doings of the Last Week." Still, if you take

Dl flow-pipes for top heat, you can do no possible harm in re-

turning the pipes in the rubble below the border. You will thus heat the
soil gently, and will, only require to be a little more particular in water-
ing. Orchids growing in a vinery, unless they be the very hardiest, will

have to be removed to another house or pit whilst the Yiucs are at rest,

and when the house would barely average 40 : at night.

Cucumbers amd Melons with Vines (J. Ckadwick),—For your lean-to
house, 18 feet by 10 feet, with a 10-feet back wall, a east-iron saddle
boiler 24 inches in length, 20 inches in width, and 16 or 17 inches in
height, will suit you. and so will a cylinder of about 23 inches in height,
and IB inches in diameter, costing at first hand about £3 Ids. A less
boiler would do if you did not contemplate winter Cucumbers. In such
a house you can grow Cucumbers and Melons, and Grapes too, if you
wish; but you cannot have Grapes and Cucumbers in the same plane.
You could have Vines in pots in an open place, and by keeping your Cu-
cumbers 2 feet from the glass you might introduce three Vines from the
outside, spur prune them, and take three rods, 15 inches from the glass,

and yet the shade would not so much interfere with the Cucumbers
below. To make the best of the house, however, for the three things we
would have one end for Cucumbers, the middle for Melons, and a distinct

part for Vines, and then all could have justice.

Gardeners Selling Plants (Meum et Tuuvi).—See what was said
lately as to gardeners giving or exchanging cuttings. Gardeners have no
right to sell a plant, flower, or seed without the knowledge or sanction of

their employers. When they do so openly it may be inferred either that
they have that right, or rather that they do it as a matter of duty to their
employer. In some large establishments this selling goes on to a large

extent, the selling doing much towards covering the general expenses,
and frequently so far, when things arc sold below the market value, in-

terfering with mercantile arrangements. Whenever selling is resorted to

in any underhand way by a gardener or any other servant, we need not
say more than that the whole system is dishonourable and dishonest in

all connected with it, seller and buyer alike.

Filbert Stubs (Idem).—You cannot do better than treat your cut-

down Filberts as you would a Gooseberry bush. The small twigs that

will be produced the second season will generally be well stored with
fruit-buds.

Boilers fjt\ Turne\ Tf well set, and well worked and regulated as to

draught, there is but little difference between boilers as to securing heat

and economising fuel. In large establishments where several houses
are heated by one boiler, we might prefer an upright tubular one to any
other, and chiefly because it would be easily fed from the top. For such
a house as yours, 36 feet by 14, and which may be increased to double its

we would just as soon have a cast-iron saddle-back as any other,

and if we chose an upright one, we would on the whole prefer .". cylinder

j
to a tubular boiler. Somehow these tubular boilers are more subject to

accidents than cylinder or saddlebacks. We know of a case where
several large ones have been replaced one after another in a few years,

and where ono on the simple locomotive-boiler principle is to replace a

large one again. A cylinder about 24 inches in height, and 18 inches in

width, will suit you." If there is danger of water in the stokehole, we
wouldprefer a cast-iron saddle-back 24 inches long, 19 inches wide, and
16 inches in height.

Vine-eobdebs (Idem),— It does not matter whether the Vine-borders

are made in layers or all at once, further than this, that if made in

each layer may be more consolidated by heating, and the border
aft- rv.irds would sink less. If made at once, allowance must be made
for the sinking.
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Cateepielars on Ferns (Dr Foix).—As the caterpillars arc those of a
species of Noctua which ordinarily secreto themselves in the earth, wo
should rather think they were introduced into your stove in the efjg stftte
in the earth. Se irch c - fully at the roots of your plants, laying slices
of Turnip or Potato there beforehand as trans for them, anil continue
your night watch.—W.
Nambs op Far/iTS (Bro a).—dpsles : 1, Dumelow'a Seedling; 2, Au-tumn Penraiain

; 3,Ca1ebaSSe; 4, Emperor Alexander ; 5, Sussex Scarlet
Pearmainj 12, Scarlet Pearmaiu

; IS, Dumelow's Seedling; 11, Reinette du

Canada; 17, King of the Pippins ; 18, Gravonstein. Penis : 4, Duchesso
d "Angoul.'me

; 0, Beurrc Diel ; 7, Baronne do Hello ; 9, Vicar of Winkfleld
;

lfi, Beurrc Diel.

Names of Plants (S. F.).—A Citrus, but wo cannot from a leaf sav
which of the numerous varieties it is. (A Sulitcrilicri.—l. Phymatodo's
'i ormale; 2, Polypodium appendicul.-.tum ; 3, Aspleuimn Candatum. (Bus-
(feus).—1, Cheilanthes vestita; ;>. Blecbnum, insufficient for determina-
tion

; 3, Asplenium cicutarium ; 4, Cincinalis flavens; 5, Pellsea tcruifolia
;

6, Pellsea liastata-

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the Week endiM December 8th.

Date.
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strong, barn-door cock of the same breed boing struck dead in

less than three minutes, by a Ginger Red Game cock of half his

size and weipht. So much for-Maiays fighting'. My Malaya
were very quiet birds, but I keep none now.

—

Newm.vuket.

BIRMINGHAM POULTK? SHOW.
"Eiohtei i \

. id til i
. There is a history in those

three .words. For eigbtei
I years there has.beep a treat in

aton Foj those who fcaki n in the e matters, and. it is looked
forward to just as the D< times are. K has appealed
to us through oui is, and has found i >nse till we have
identified ourselves with it. Ta misa the annual Exhibition at Bin Ee;

Hall would be to amp on ; and so in fine and bad weather,
iu good mid bad tin itever may be the result of the ironmasters'

monthly meeti •: is up or down, whether war gives an
impetus to the gun trade, or peace makes it languish, like "Master
Walter. ' there it stands and none of the man;, thousands who are ia

the habit of attending ever fail.

But there must bi a acces Royal roads are scarce.

Those who direel I ari men of progress. Every
year we have new arrangements, fld i act change would seem to be
an improvement. People accept them in the proper spirit, testifying

confidence in those who direct : hence the success of the undertaking.
It had small I eginnings, and the subject was not understood. To let

well alone is ofi but in many cases it is wiser to profit by ex-

perience, and to adopt things that are manifest improvements. SThc
Committee have done this. The old pen of cock and three hens has
disappeared to mak :< in for rows of single cocks and pairs of hens
and pullets. The change has been progressive, and after the experi-
ence of this Show, a

The last change of all
: Many had misgivings. It

seemed a pen of poultry could not co] than a cock and two
hens or pullet-; ; others favoured it to encourage and to suit pure]
It was an old compls , t] it in buying a pen it was always or gene-
rally made up in the chicken classes of the most unfavourable of all

elements—a brother and two sisters. Formerly it was a grievance,
that in order to bu] i was n ary.to buy two pullets or liens,

and via vers . Then hen and pallet classes were introduced, and
ingle cock class* 5, to meet the convenience of purchasers. For

1 366 the Poultry Co] sufficiently able and versed in the subject
to originate, and

i trong i aough to carry out an idea, di I c nined all

classes should be made up of pens containing either a single cock, or
two hens or pullets. It certainly caused dismay in the poultry world
when it was announced, and the constant inquiry, " Have you seen
the Birmingham list?" was accompanied by a slow-, melancholy shake
of the head. One who < I ited a pen of Bantams now and then,

said " he should withhold all his entries ;" while another, who, in the
middle of .the Show and in the course of a two-minutes conversation,
tinds time to tell you " he always shaves with cold water, and for

twenty-four years has never missed going to bed as the cl n k struck
ten,'

:

declares all changes to be mistakes, and anticipates the ruin of

the Society. Few approved, and even fiiends lamented the certain
falling off there would be in entries, and the diminished attendance
that would be the result. What wag the result ? Entries of poultry,

1897; of Pigeons, 418; forming an unparalleled show of '2315 pens,
with an attendance that hardly felt the loss of the fat catti

means of attraction.

We have dwelt at length, on this great change, for it is one. Ex-
hibitors can tell the d if making np a pen, and purchasj
rejoice over the opportunity of buying only what they want The
single cock or the two pullets would seem to be within reach of all,

and writing while 1866 is still open, we are looking for a larger entry
:n 1867, It cannot well be otherwise, because every change in the
pens is coupled with an increase in the prizes offered for competition.
Although mere weight cannot determine the merit of a Dorking

cock, yet, as one great element of success, and one of the desiderata
in all food-producing classes, the Judges determined to weigh the
principal pens, which were as follow :—11A lbs., 11 lbs., 10 lbs. 5 ozs.,

four of iM lbs., many of 9 lbs. The heaviest bird in the class was
Capt. Lane's, the best conditioned Admiral Hornby's, the best of all

Mrs. Arkwright's. The same lady took the lead in young cocks.
The prize list and the commendations already published will give the
names, and it will .save both space and time if we pass the classes in
review, mentioning the principal objects and results of each. Thus,
the weights in the cock class, for birds of 1806, were 9 lbs. 3 ozs.,

9 lbs.. S
:
lbs., si lbs., 8| lbs., and many of 8 lbs. Wo were somewhat

disappointed, not in the average weight of these classes, but in that of
the successful pens. We think we have seen them heavier, and we
are sure all will agree with ns when we say they do not hold their

proper position when compared with the hens, which weighed in Ad-
miral Hornby's case 17 lbs. 12 ozs., while Mr. Hustlers readied 17 lbs. ;

the others were 16$ lbs., 15 lbs., and 15 lbs. The pullets weighed
11 lbs., 13J lbs., and many L31bs. It is worthy of remark in this

class, the heaviest bird had travelled from Scotland. There is no doubt
it is difficult to exhibit old Silver-Grey cocks. We should be almost
tempted to believe the white spots on the breast and the silvering of
the sickle feathers of the cocks are the snowy witnesses of age, and in-

separable from it. The Silver-Grey Dorking class is a revival. It ' these classes must be highly spoken of.

was difficult among the adults to find a sufficient number of prize
birds; but the Countess of Dartmouth bwould have been distinguished
:""'.'. h:ie. ;n: | in t IlO face of a 1

1 . I !0 1 1 1 [
'

I
1 1 h -II . The |,itlle|,S of this

ire j
beautiful, and fully justify the favour thej meet at the

bands of the ladies of the aristocracy. The.White Dorkings were
\rvy good ; bnt a few names always take th. , |, n /.

'rim in their different classes were worthy of their best days.
The curi were e > tl< at in colour, pi rfect in ahap and comb, and of

g iod weight. One bird was so beautiful iu all particular . that we
cannot refrain from an

i (genial notice. We allude to the fit I
i

i

cock of 1866, shown by Mr. Causer. Although both classei wei »od

in weight, that which was s;iid of the Dorkings may be rep tated here.
Due allowance; being made for the difference in sex and stature, the
h rei'i much heavier than the cocks. Mr. Fell's first-prize hens
weighed ;'.»} lbs. They were followed by L9 lbs. 2 oz >., L8J Lbs.,

IT ,' lbs., and 17 lbs. The pullets were quite as good. Fift\ i

nominations in the p
: bers as well as

the merits of the Bufl and Cinnamon classes. Brown and Partridge-
coloured Cochins seem exempt from the infirmities of old age. While
th i re undeniable proof i that they are old, they a I hose that are
not inconsistent with what is poetically called " a green old age," or it

may be that as they are longer in coming to uaturity, i they are more
durabL

;
u fact] they arc the oak i of the poult The first-

prize old cock ul this breed was really a grand bird. He belongs now
to Mr. Fenton. He formerly belonged to Capt. Beaton, who does not
appear this year, because his poultry-houses and part of his stock
di sappeared in the disastrous fiopds near Man '

ie time since.

The old birds in tie -.- els were better"than th We do not
know whether we may attribute it to the kind interference of the Rev.
F. Taylor, but there was am a ti aprovement in the White Cochins,

respect. The vulture hock, that came in after Mrs. Herbert
retired, gets. legs every year; at this Show it wi L; perceptible.

Much credit is due to those who bred the prize birds of this year.

Those who prophesied BraJimaS would one day hold their own, and
were laughed at for a time, may now look np. They took and held

their rank among the principal classes. The show of cocks was a dis-

play, and many a highly commended bird deserved a prize. Eighteen
had either prizes or honourable mention among the codes only ; but
they may be shown heavier. The writer of this has had cocks weighing
13^ lbs., without especial care or painstaking. The heaviest in this

class weighed only 11^ lbs. The) were, however, carefully selected,

and the plumage is now well understood. The same may be said of

the pullets and hens. They left nothing to desire. Light Brahmas
arc no longer consigned to the eccentricities, but have two numerous
and well-filled classes. The first prize and a piece of plate went to

Mr. Pares, whose bird deserves especial mention for its perfection.

This breed has established itself, ami from its beauty, purchased at no
sacrifice of useful properties, it will be a favourite whi h ver the atmo-
sphere is favourable to white plum tge.

- I came our old friends, the Malays—eight good birds, but sub-

ject to the same difficulty that besets Scotch terriers, and even some
human beings ; their beauty is deemed ugliness by some. People
should recollect there are different ideas of beauty.

( revi Ca hid two classes to themselves, and justified the gift.

Fifteen pens received honourable mention out of thirty-three entries.

The prizes, both first and second, went to the same yard as last year,

while the first chicken prize was gained by alien of unusual merit,

belonging to Col. Smart Wnrtley.

Spanish were decidedly better than they have been the last two
year-. Most of the prizes, in remembrance of Mr. Rake, and thanks
to his judgment in past years, still hang about Bristol ; but Yorkshire

and Lancashire seem disposed to creep up. The prize fdr the best hens
or pullets went to the former county, with two very remarkable hens.

The question of smooth or rough faces is exciting a good deal of at-

tention, and some controversy. It will remain a difficulty. A young
cock will show as great a depth of face as an old one. The former will

be smooth, the latter wrinkled ; but it is not so in hens. No Spanish

hen attains her full face (ill she has passed her second year. It will

then begin to be wrinkled; but if the eye be still well open, if the face

have lost none of its depth, and the tops of the inequalities have no
red on them, we do not sec why the nnsmooth face should be a dis-

advantage We were much pleased to see the improvement in this

breed.

The Black Mamburglts were very good, and these again have jus-

tified the allotment of separate classes to them. We know few more
stylish fowls. Golden-pencilled Hamburghs were good, but the cocks

were hardly so good as the pullets. We are i mvinced that how-

ever good old birds of these classes may be for breeding, they should

not be exhibited. Their plumage appears to wear out, and the pen-

cilling become mossy. This is truer of the Silver thau the Golden
;

but it applies to both. There is a truth and brilliancy of marking
in the pencillmgs of pullets, that we look for in vain in hens. We
are not wishing to speak lightly of good classes; but we have not the

same equality of merit in both sexes which we had in the days of Mr.

W. Worrall and Mr. Archer. Many pullets were perfect ; but it would

have been difficult to mate them worthily for exhibition. The Golden

and Silver-spangled birds were very beautiful, especially the former.

Among the cocks of the latter, the* lacing and bailing of the wings

have been neglected in the search after clear tails ; but the whole ef
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Polands arc at last increasing in numbers, and are as good as ever in

quality. Every class was meritorious, and they brought fifty-one

pens into competition. Mr. Adkins's Silver and Mrs. Pettat's Golden
deserve especial mention. Mr. Edwards, of Lyndhurst, has tho gift

of breeding Black with white tops.

Our notice of Gamr. classes must be a run of commendation. They
were all good. One thing, however, cannot fail to strike any one
who observes them closely, that is the increase in size and weight.

What would one of the old school think of the average of 51 lbs. in a

class when the same at the end of the last century was ?A lbs. ? Fight-

ing has disappeared, and the cocks are certainly better and stronger

than they ever were. It is almost invidious to mention any, where all

were so evenly meritorious
;
yet some should not be passed over.

Messrs. Williams, Gilbert, Moss, Wood, Burgess, all deserve mention ;

also the Dnke of Newcastle and Sir St. George Gore. The chief

honour of the Game classes must, however, be awarded to Mr. Wood,
who showed the best Brown Red pullets we ever saw. They deservedly

took the piece of plate for the best pen of Game in the Exhibition.

Black and Brown Red hold their own, and produce grand i

Duckwings keep about the same; but the Black . Whites, and Piles

do not increase in numbers.
It is the province of the Various class to ; .1 ground of all

new introductions. They remain there only so long as their entries

are comprised in a certain limit. Last year the Creve Cceurs out-

grew it; we fancy this year the La Heche will do the same, and the

Houdans also. This class was made up of the following :—La Flcche,
Houdan, Cuckoo, Silkies, Sultans, Guelders, Bri da, Black Shangbae,
Magpie Tarifans, Andalusiar.s, White China. White Poland, Buff

Polish, Many-spurred Indian Game, Wild Jungle of India, and Phea-
sant Malays, making forty-five pens.

Gold and Silver-laced Bantams were good, but not numerous. The
old complaint is still made, that the Silvers show too much of the

Golden colour. AY bite and Black were both good. Letter than they

have been of late : but some, even the prize pons of Black, might be

improved by a whiter deaf ear. Game Bantams were very good, es-

pecially the first- prize Duckwing cock.

For the first time in our experience the Rouen Ducks have out-

weighed the Aylesburys. They have gained while the latter have lost.

We cannot better do our duty than by] . that being perfect

in all points they weighed—Ronens, 10 lbs., 18; lbs., 17| lbs. ; Ayles-

burys, 18 lbs.. l\-\ lbs., lGi lbs.

There is no standing still or going back about Geese and Tu
Old White, 57£ lbs., -17} lbs. ; voung, 42Ubs., 40| lbs., 36$ lbs : Grey,

59£ lbs., 50£ lbs. ; young, 421 Ihs., 4&\ lbs,. 37 lbs. Turkeys, old

birds, 49$ lbs., 47£ lbs.. Ai\\ lbs.; young, 39$ 11 ., 36j lbs., 354 lbs.

It must be recollected these pens are composed of two birds only.

The beautiful Buenos Ayrean Ducks were very good, and the Man-
darins and Carolinas showed how lovely plumage may be even in con-

finement.

We do not pretend to say of this great Show that its management is

perfect; but we do not hesitate to say that nothing is neglected that

can reuder it more useful or more attractive. Conducted by men of

the highest standing and position, who do not hesitate to superintend

even the smallest and apparently most trivial details, it has had a

long career of success. It needs no gift of prophecy to foresee a con-

tinuance of it. It is deserved. From the hour the Show opens till

the Hall is empty, the officials remain at their post : no question can
arise that cannot be immediately answered ; no difficulty that cannot
be solved. For months before the Show continued meetings are held,

and there is constant labour. All this is done so cheerfully and so

well, and is so entirely free from any selfish object or result, that we
cannot forbear from offering all parties our hearty congratulation on
their success.

The Judges were :—The Bev.R. Pulleine. Key. G. T. Hodson, G. J.

Andrews, Esq., J. H. Smith, Esq., Mr. Joseph Hindson, Mr. Baily,

and Mr. Teebav-

CHIPPENHAM POULTRY SHOW.
There are some country towns in England which look so very old

that no house seems to have been built this century ; then, they are

so very small, that in whatever street you stand you see right through

to the country beyond. You may often look straight before you, and
behold, there is not a man visible. A small boy whistling gives you
absolute comfort, and takes away the oppressing sense of solitude—twice

solitude, among old bricks and mortar. Even a toddling child playing

in the gutter is better than nothing, and a mother scolding the said

child is quite a relief. In regard to such towns there are said to be

market days ; but it has struck me, not without some proofs at hand,

that the good folks really hold then* markets in the evening—perhaps

when there is no moon, that their smallness may not be visible. There

are shops ; but how do their owners live ?—that is the puzzle. I once

went into one on a summer afternoon. There were two steps down in

order to enter it, so old-fashioned was it. I knocked, no answer ; bell

of course there was none. I belaboured the counter till my knuckles

were sore; when, just as I had grown hopeless, a drowsy-eyed little

man raised a heavy head from behind a pile of drapery goods, and
said, " I beg your pardon, sir, but I was having my afternoon's nap."
*' So it seems," said I, " and the whole town is following your ex-

ample.'' Ah, that was a quiet town ! I used to think that the inha-

bitants sent their orders to the tradesmen through the post (for there
actually was a post office), and then that the goods were delivered, I

fancied, at the dead of night, The inhabitants seemed to have the
spirit and feelings of Tennyson's u

, Lotos Eateis," and to say—
" All things have rest—why should we toil ?

There ts no joy but calm".''

Now, my good town of Chippenham—I do not live there, mind, but
I only have adopted it as my town—is no such sleepy place. It is an
old town, an old borough. It has returned two members to Parliament
since Kiug John's time. It has old buildings, such as an old Town
Hall, old picturesque shambles, a tine old inn—but, Mr. Hotten, the
sign is gone ! A large-cheeked angel no longer blows a long trumpet.
Here and there is a fine old house, and one remarkably fine old house-
front, said to have belonged to a mansion near. Now, Chippenham,
very old and respectable, like a prudent bachelor who marries late,

wedded, some quarter of a century since, a young wealth-bringing
bride, one Miss Great "Western. She succeeded to the fortune of old
Mr. Roods, and greatly added to it. This lady brought new life to

ChippenhLi:.:. She bronght, too, a famous brotherhood who worked
in iron, and cunning Chippenham men said, " You South Wilts, keep
your ehal nd us your cheese ;'

T

and forthwith, by the aid of

Miss Great Western, huge loads of cheese came, till, particularly at
certain seasons. Chippenham is full of cheese, and full of buyers and
sellers, and the old town is well pleased to have it so. Hence it has
come to pass that my town is both old and new. It has its old hall

and new hall, its old church and new church ; and each year it is

running farther and farther into the country, for new houses bright

and clean, made of Bath stone, abound. So Chippenham is now busy,
bustling, and go-ahead, while its old respectable look keeps it from
having the hast touch of Brummagem about it.

Of course Chippenham has its Poultry Show. I should think so,

indeed; and this year's (held November *29th and 30th), was better

than last year's, and next year's will be better still. There were in

all 121 pens. eleven pens. First prize, Mr. Johnson, of

Langley, a new exhibitor, I fancy. Second, Mr. Hawks, of Mahnes-
bury. Spanish, but four pens, and Mr. Heath carried off both prizes.

mned a large class, but the rocks were much better than the

hens—the husbands better than their wives !—this rule does not always
hold good with featherless bipeds. First prize, Mr. Sisum, of Charlton.

Second, Mr. Robert EUing. Out of four pens of White Game, two
were ineligible for prizes, the cocks not being dubbed, and the first

prize was withheld ; the second prize went to Mr. Hawks. For t
'<

the first prize was awarded to Miss Milward's Buffs, which ind< ed

seldom meet with a rebuff ; the second to Mr. W. W. Hulbert, an en-

terprising young tradesman in Chippenham, who won with a good pair

of Partridge. Brahmas.—First, Mr. Hinton. Second, Mr. Maggs.
and here, indeed, I note a change for the better ; three

years ago there were scarcely enough birds for the prizes, and now
they formed the largest class. The Pencilled seemed to be the favour-

ites, es >< ally the Golden. First prize, Mr. Maggs. Second, Mrs.
Yatmar. of l'etbury. Gold and Silver-spangled—First, Mr. W. W.
Hulbert. Second, Mr. Maggs. Polands.—Mr. Hinton first and second,

with Silver-spangled. These birds seem very robust, and of good con-

stitution, as well as of a good strain. Mr. Hinton also showed a pen
of Black Polands, but the birds were evidently of a brave English dis-

position, not intending to show the white feather in front to the enemy.
Tin / - were numerous, and the first prize ones very good

;

they belonged to Mr. E. Bailey, of Chippenham; the second prize went
to Mr. Orledge. Bantams, " Any other variety, but three pens. First

prize, good Sebrights, belonging to Mr. Maggs ; the second, Mr. Cam-
bridge s well-known Blacks. The " Any other distinct breed " were a

middling lot. There were also five pens of cross-breeds, which I cannot

admire, j
'

-
. Miss Milward first. The cool: bird belonging to

Sir. Adney. though not a prize-taker, I must not omit to notice for its

exceeding beauty of plumage. Geese were abundant. DilcIcs ditto, but

the Aylesburys were the best ; of the little Ducks there were but four

pens. Last of all came " Sweepstakes for the best Game cock." Mi*.

Thompson, first : Mr. G. S. Sainsbury, second ; and Mr. Elling, third.

I was very glad to hear the Secretary state on the second day, at, or

rather after the dinner of the Society, that every prizetaker was paid

or would be by that night's post, so I hope there will be no complaints.

—WlLTSHntE Rector.

ERIGHTON2POULTRY SHOW.
This was held on the oth, Oth, and 7th inst., when the following

prizes were awarded :

—

Dorkings (Coloured).—First aud Second, Viscountess Holmesdale,

Linton Park, btarrtehurst, Kent. Third, Messrs. E. & A. r-tanford, Ashurst,

Steyning. Fourth, D. C. Campbell, M.D., Essex Lunatic Asylum, Brent-

wood. Highly Commended, C. Cork, New Shoreham ; Marchioness

Dowager of Bath, Muntham Court, Worthing. Chickens.— First and Fourth,

Viscountess Holmesdale. Second, J. White, Warlaby, Northallerton.

Third, £>. C. Campbell, MJ>. Highly Commended, Miss E. Price, St.

Leonard's-on-Sea ; J. G. Simpson, Springfield, near Chelmsford.

Game.—First, W. W. Pyne, South Lancing. Second, S. Matthow, Stow-

market, Suffolk. Third, H. Gon-inge, Southwick Green. Fourth, J.

Jeken, Eltham, Kent, S.E. Highly Commended, F. Pittis, jun., Newport

;

H. Gorringe. Chickens.—First and Fourth, W. W. Pyne. Second and
Third, S. Matthew.
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SPAHISB ( [Hack).- -First. K. Wright, Holloway Road, Loudon. Second,
A. Heath, Wilts. Third, J. Josser. Fourth, Rev. J. de I.. Simmonds.
Chilcomb Reetory, Winchester. Chicktiu. First, \. Heath. So id,

mi. I Fourth, Messrs. K. ,t E. Ede, Worthing. Third, J. R. Rodbard, Aid-

i Court, Wrlngton. Highly Commended, Rev. J, M. Rice j .J. Jeanev

;

W. n. Walker, Shenfleld, Brentwood.
".n Pootras (Light).—First, F. Crook, Vine Cottage, Forest Hill,

SeoondjT. W. Smith, Bristol. Third, H. Do« Btt, r .1
I ms, PI hey,

Fourth, J. Pares, Postford, Guildford.
I'.K.iiMM i -i \ (Dark) First, Blarosiosess Dowager ol Bath, Worth-

ing. Second, C. Cork, New Shoreham. rhird,J. h. Plokles,Todmordes.
r, until. Ri iv. J. I

iii . Bra< ikm U,
! aly Commended,E. 8h

Chelmsford j
Mi--. Christie, Glyndi b lurne.

Ooohih-Cbvdu.—First and Third, J. R. Rodbard. Second aud Fourth,
C. Jennis ;'. Highly Commended, F. w. Rust, Hastings.
Polish (Any variety). First and Second, T. 1'. Gdwards, Lyndhurst,

Third, J. Hinton, Hinton, Fourth, \V. K. Tiakner, Ipswich,
Suffolk. Highly Commended, 11. Mutton, Brighton.

II \mii i:,.ii (Gold-penoilled or spangled).—First, N. Marlor, Denton.
Sec-, m.l, F. Pittis, jun. Third, F. J. Loversidge, Newark. Fourth, W. YV.

Pyne,
Hauburgh (Silver-pencilled or spangled).—First, W. W. Pyne. Second,

T.J. Saltmarsh, Chelmsford. Third, National Poultry Company, Bromley,
Kent. Fourth, n. Hudson.
Banta:is i Any variety).—First and Second, J. W. Kellcway. Third,IMrs.

Shearman. Fourth, W. W. Pyne. Commended, W. B'outcher, Netting Hill,

L indon; W. W. Pyne; F. Piirlett, Great Baddow, Chelmsford.
Aw \ Aiiir.rv not FiiF.viousi.v Mentioned.—First, Col. S. Wortley,

Grove End Road. Second, T. P.Edwards. Third and Fourth, Nation:.!

Poultry Company. Commended, P. P. t'other, Salisbury : Mi tional Poultry
Company ; J. Pares ; H. M. Maynard, Rydei; F. W. Zurnorst, Donnybrook.

i ':i'ST.\KES for SrNGLE Cocks.—First, S. Matthew. Second, G.
Boniface, jun.. Ford. Third. H. Gorringe. GaekertU—First; J. .Tenner,

Lewi .. Second, C. Cork. New Shoreham. Third, Messrs. E. & A, Stan-
ford.

Geese.—First and Second, Mrs. Scamons, Hortwell, Aylesbnry. Third,

G. Hudson.
In iks (Aylesbury).—First and Second, Mrs. M. Scamons. Third, H.

Dowsett.
Ducks {Anv other variety).—First, Miss E. Price. Second, H. Hum-

phrey, Ashington, Sussex. Third, J. li. Rodbard, Aldwick Court, Wrington.
Highly Commended, W. Stanford, jun.
Turkeys.—Poults.—First and Second, Lady M. Maedonald, Woolmer,

Liphook, Hants. Third, Marchioness of Bath.
Pigeons.—Dragons or Carrier*.— First, C. Cork, New Shoreham. Se-

cond and Third, H. M. Maynard. Commended, C. R. Dames, Chigwell,

Essex; R. C. Weekes, Hiirst. Any other variety.—-First, G. Hudson,
Market, Brighton. Second, A. Heath. Third, H. Loe, Appuldurcomlie,
Isle of Wight. Commended, F. Broemel,Ladywell j A. Heath ; J. Peroiva] ;

F. Pittis
; C. R. Dames ; B. P. Brent ; C. Cork.

Judges.—Mr. Edward Hewitt, Sparkbrook, Birmingham ; and Mr.

J. S. Turner, Chippisgton.

PRODUCE OF EGGS.
In the Number of the Journal published November 27th,

page '115, " S. G. J." states the produce of eight Silver-

spangled and Golden-pencilled Hamburgh hens. I wish he had
given the weight of the eggs, as I wish to compare his produce

with mine, and am anxious to know the breeds or crosses that lay

the greatest weight ; number of eggs gives but a faint idea.

As I wish for information, I send the result of five different

breeds for April, May, and June, 1866, and hope some of your
numerous correspondents will state produce in weight during

the same three months :

—

Buff Cochin laid 48 eggs weight 111 ounces.
Grey Dorking „ 56 , „ l'J'.i

Black-breasted Red Game „ 51 „ „ 95^ „
Creve Cceur „ 48 „ „ 105 „
Cross (Dorking and Cochin) „ 46 , „ 106} ,,

I perceive that " S. G. J.'s " hens averaged fifty-nine eggs

during the same time, but I imagine he is far short of me in

weight.

Please inform me if a Grey Dorking cock's breast changes
from speckled black to white feathers. Mine was hatched
February, 18G1, and is now quite white.

—

Aliquis.

BUFF COCHIN-CHINAS.
I chanced some fifteen months ago to visit one of our well-

known Yorkshire poultry shows, and the idea entered my mind
of becoming a poultry fancier. On reference to your Journal
I found that a well-known and very successful breeder of Buff

Cochins at Manchester had for disposal some "good pens of

Buff Cochins." I wrote to him, and in reply to my com-
munication he very courteously informed me that he could

sell me " a really first-rate pen for £5, quite fit to exhibit

aud take prizes anywhere." I purchased them, and note my
success. They have been exhibited at two small poultry

shows near the place where I live, and at neither could my
"really first-rate pen " be favoured with either prize or com-

mendation ; and yet my birds huvo, no doubt, cost more than

any other pen of tho class exhibited. Still all hope of suc-

cess " with this really first-rate pen " was not yet gone. A
short time ago I advertised in your Journal that I had a num-
ber of chickens on sale, bred from this very pen. A gentle-

man in London answered the advertisement. I sent them,

and in a note just received he says, " They are not Cochins—at

least, not pure bred, and are not at all worth the amount you
ask (5*. <id. each)." So much for " my very fine pen of Buff

Cochins." I, for one, have done with fancy poultry-keeping.

—

J. D., Ji'x.

[We insert this, not because we feel convinced that our corre-

spondent has been wronged, but because it gives us an oppor-

tunity of saying that any one who buys anything of the true

merits of which he knows nothing, must always be liable to

be deceived. Such purchaser commencing poultry-keeping,

should ask advice of others better informed, and go with one

thus better skilled and pick out the pullets from one yard and

the cockerels from another. Although our correspondent writes

from Huddersfield, surely he is not a Yorkshireman !

—

Eds.]

WALSALL POULTRY SHOW.
Allow me a word or two in reference to one of the Shows

—

viz., Walsall, mentioned by " Chanticleer."

1st, As to feeding. At our last Exhibition all the poultry

that soft food would suit had a sufficient supply daily, and
others occasionally. The whole of the birds had a plentiful

supply of green vegetables during the time they were in our

care; the result was they were sent home in good health, to

prove which we hold many letters from exhibitors, thanking us

for the care taken of their specimens, and expressing their

satisfaction at receiving them so soon after the close of the Show.

2nd, As to time. As our town is very central, birds sent on

Thursday night, or even on Friday morning (except in extreme

cases), ought to reach us in time for admission on Friday even-

ing, and we pledge ourselves to have the whole dispatched from

our railway station before 11 A.M. on the Wednesday following

;

so there is no reason why birds should not go back from our

Show in as good condition as from any other, even where the

time is shorter, especially as we have a spacious, lofty, and

well-ventilated building for the E xhibition to be held in.

—

John
Bayliss, Hon. Sec.

PRIZE LIST OF NANTWICH POULTRY
SHOW.

The prize list of the above Show has always been rather

novel, but that for the forthcoming Show is certainly unique.

Hitherto Cinnamon, Buff, and Partridge Cochins have competed

in one class ; but in the prize list just issued there are only

two classes, one for Buff and one for White Cochins, to the

exclusion of the dark birds. Now this appears to me so pointed

that I ask for some explanation, as during the existence of the

Show there have not been half a dozen Yellow or Buff Cochins

exhibited. The question arises, Is the class created for a

patroness of the Show and successful exhibitor now located

near Nantwich, and who probably will have no competition

when it is confined to the limited radius of thirteen miles ?

Pray do not think I make this inquiry for the sake of the

prizes, but on account of the way in which the class for birds

of which I am a breeder, and with which for many years I have

been a prizetaker at Nantwich, has been struck out of the prize

list.

—

Edwaed Tudman, Ash Grove. Whitchurch, Salop.

BRAHMA POOTRAS AS EGGrRODUCERS.
Having observed occasionally in the Journal remarks on the

best egg-producing fowls, I send you my personal experience in

such matters.

Previous to December, 1804, the fowls which were kept here

consisted of Dorkings, Spanish, three varieties of Hamburglis,

Cochins, and Creve Cceurs. In the early part of December,

1864, we procured four Brahma Pootras, one cock and three

hens. One of the hens commenced laying a few days after-

wards, and a few chickens were hatched on the 23rd of January,

1865, some of which commenced laying in the first week in

the following July. Only a few late broods were brought out in

1865 ; but this year several broods were brought out in March

and April.
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We reduced the number of Dorkings, Harnburghs, and
Cochins, parted with the whole of the Crcve Cceurs, and in-

creased the number of Brahma Pootras, so as to keep in 1S66

as nearly as possible the same number of hens as in 1864 and
1865. I herewith send you the exact number of eggs produced
daily in Novenib er, 1864, 1865, and 1866.

November 1 2 6 9 10 11 12 13 11 15 IS 17 18 19 21) 21 23

ISM.
1865..
1866.... 10 12 15 11 10 11 12 10 12 10

8
2 :;
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only 98 . and this brought on ft groat many chicks until they

were ftbout a fortnight old, at which ago they all appeared to

have perished, when the eggs wero opened on the twenty-first

day, probably for want of the additional heat necessary for

their full development.
I shall try again next spring, and, being wiser by experience,

hope for fair sucoess ; but I trust that some of your readers,

knowing what IB wanted, will be able before then to throw fresh

light upon the subject.

—

Investigator.

[The desiderata noticed by our correspondent seem to be
supplied by Schroder's Patent Incubator, of which the accom-
panying are drawings and descriptions :

—

liwrai

b. The inlet.

c. Hot-water tank.
D. The outlet.

E. Egs-drawcrs.
r. Cold-water reservoir or drawer.
G. Perforated zinc.

Mr. Schroder says that " besides being a perfect incubator,

it is a warming apparatus of the best and cheapest construction,

and, by its being made ornamental, it forms a constant hot-

water table, applicable to the heating of halls, nurseries, laun-
dries, and conservatories ; and further, if placed in a kitchen,

it can be used as a steamer for cooking-purposes."
To breeders of Game, Mr. Schroder thinks it will be found

especially advantageous, for every Game breeder knows the

difficulty of procuring broody hens at the time they are most
valuable. It can be heated either with gas or by an improved
oil lamp.]

BEE-KEEPING IN NORTH LINCOLNSHIRE.
Seeing The Journal of Horticulture for the first time

lately, I have been interested in its gardening part, but more
so in that relating to bees, in which I take great interest. Being
now, however, a constant reader, I notice occasional accounts
of apiarian proceedings and honey products, but none from this

part of England, the north of Lincolnshire. These statements,
with the exception of that of your Renfrewshire correspondent,
would not lead me to believe the past to have been a very abun-
dant honey seasou.

1 have been a bee-keeper since the death of my father,

nearly twenty years ago, and he for eighteen previously, and
although no journal or notes have been kept, I have a fair re-

membrance of the best honey years during that period. It

may, therefore, perhaps be interesting to some of your readers
if I mention them as they occurred here. I may also state

that my lot is cast near the banks of the Humber, not con-
sidered a first-class locality for bees, although in the immediate
neighbourhood of large commons and heathy moors of great
extent on the one hand, and on the other of well cultivated

c irn districts, one-fifth being in grass and one-fourth of the
jeiuainder being white clover in alternate husbandry. In such
a situation in <• iod seasons extraordinary results have been
achieved by the busy little workers. For instance, in 184G, with
a friend of my father, five stock? increased to twenty, whilst

my father had live first swarras that gave 1(1(1 lbs. of pure
honeycomb in supers or caps, leaving the stocks heavy enough
for the winter, all this being done with common straw hives.
(Ices after that good year did not do much. It is the cus-

tom of the county to take the swarms with brimstone early in

August, and leave the old stocks for years ; and by theso means
very little honey was obtained during the following years,
there being no extra honey years excepting 1851 and 1854,
which were middling, until lKr>7, which was nearly as good as
L846, This was again followed by bad years until 1800, the
worst of all, so that by the spring of 1801 thoro were very few
stocks of bees remaining, and fewer still that were strong. I
had, however, three large flat-topped hives which had bees in
them since IMS or 181!). They wore I", inches in diameter
inside, and when raised on hoops of straw in the breeding
season their strength became enormous, but they ended by be-
coming queenless in 1803 and 1804, and not being able to ob-
tain other hives of that pattern I began with Stewartons.

I now pass on to the fine season of IMC,:,, when my apiary
was once more fully established, and had its complement of

more than a dozen stocks, somo in common, some in

Stewarton, and somo in Woodbury hives. In the autumn of

that year I introduced into my apiary two stocks of Ligurians,
one from a respectable house in the south, and the other from
a gentleman near Manchester. The former arrived safely, the
latter had a multitude of bees suffocated during the journey.
With nursing they both survived the winter, but I shall leave
an account of their doings to a future paper.

Passing to the spring of the present year, the severe cold
weather at the end of April, and on to the middle of May,
threw the stocks back, it was therefore the middle of June
before the majority became populous, or swarms began to

issue, and surplus honey to be gathered. Having several

stocks in common straw hives, I permitted them to swarm,
and placed them in Woodbury hives ; and here I may state,

that whilst the past season has produced nothing extra in com-
mon hives, those Bwarras placed in Woodbury hives filled them
with combs in one week, and in three weeks some increased to

50 lbs. nett. Thus much for tho Woodbury hive.

With three weeks of fine weather, beginning on the 22nd of

June and ending on the 21st of July (with a break of five or

six days following the 1st of July), which were very favourable
to bees, I have been surprised to find so many stocks queenless
this autumn, particularly amongst the cottagers. All these
soon became a prey to robbers, so that by the end of Septem-
ber the number of stocks in this locality became very much
reduced.

I will now give an account of what has been done by my
two best stocks, which are, of course, common bees.

No. 15. A rather weak stock in two Stewarton-boxes, having
passed the winter safely, I see by my notes was rather weak
in the middle of May, but by the 15th of June it had become
populous, and I then placed a regular-sized super on it, which
was at once taken possession of, and work commenced forth-

with. A third breeding-box being added in the course of a

day or two, and extra fine weather commencing on the 22nd,
work proceeded both at top and bottom, until by the 2nd of

July the first super was filled, sealed, and taken off, nett

weight 20 lbs. Another was at once placed on, which in three

weeks contained 31 lbs. nett, making a total of 51 lbs. The
three breeding-boxes now weigh 57 lbs. nett.

No. 2. Another Stewarton, the best queen I ever possessed.

She led off a swarm on the 11th of June, 1805, which in my
absence was placed in a common straw hive. On the 1st of

July this queen again led off a virgin swarm, which was hived
in two Stewarton-boxes and stored sufficient honey to live

through the winter. One box was completely and the other
about half filled, the stock weighing last autumn 38 lbs. gross,

and in the spring, on the 20th of March, 20 lbs., and by the

27th of April 40 lbs. ; it then decreased, and by the middle of

May weighed only 35 lbs., all gross.

The fecundity of this queen was such that on the 2nd of

June the hive was crowded, so I at once placed a third breed-

ing-box under and a super over. Work was begun in both
simultaneously, and on the 23rd of June, I farced preparations

for swarming had commenced, so I added a fouith Ireeding-

box, yet in spite of this they swaimed on the 28tb, in m
absence, and after a momentary sojourn on a raspberry tree

decamped to the woods, and were, of course, lost. The super

was now nearly full but not sealed, so I was obliged to leave

matters as they were. A second swarm came off on the 5th of

July, weight 5 lbs. ; and a third on tho 8tb, we gbing 3 lbs.,

both °f which are now good fair stocks. The old hive of bfei

now finished its super, 22 lbs. licit, mid combed the fourth

breediDg-box, which I have removed. 22 lbs. of honey, two and
a half breeding-boxes combed, and three swam :-, lea\ing the
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old hive about 5G lbs. nett, constitute, I think, a fair result for

one queen in a season.—J. B., Bracken Hill, Briyg.

[We shall be glad to hear again from you.

—

Eds.]

TAKING HONEY FROM BAR-HIVES.
I was very much amused at reading, at page 380, Mr. J. E.

Beyton's account of taking honey out of his " bar-frame hive."

I can say with truth that he is not the only one who has been

in the 1 same difficulty, and some have been so who are not

amateurs in bee-keeping. I have several hives made after

the style of the Woodbury nine-bar and frame hives, but

would not use them at any price again, if I were without them;
in fact, I never take honey from them except by bell-glasses.

The best hive I now have in use is one made after Huber's

book or leaf hive. The frames are held together by two rods

from each end of the hive ; between each end room is left for

nine frames; which are screwed up, and each end has a glass

in it, so that I can see if the combs are full. The top at one
end is fastened with hinges, at the other end by a rod from top

to bottom, and screws up. The top, when loose, lifts up like

the lid of a box. When I take out a frame I loosen this

from its neighbour with a knife, after having raised the lid a

little, but not so that a bee can escape ; I draw out the frame,

and push up the end of the hive to the remaining bees, and
you still have a full hive. All my hives are full of combs at

the end of the season ; some with six, some with seven, and so

on, according to the season or the quantity taken. All who
have seen the hives which I use say they are the best for

manipulation, with one exception. I shall be glad to show
them to any who are within easy distance of—A South Lanca-
shire Bee-keeper.
P.S.—I hope the readers of "our Journal" will not think

that I in any way consider Mr. Woodbury's hives are useless

—

far from it.

[There can be no doubt that the paraphernalia of bars and
frames are worse than useless to a bee-keeper who does not

possess, and cannot attain, the amount of courage and skill

which would enable him to manipulate them. It is, however,

quite too late in the day to question the value of an invention

of such proved utility. The proprietor of a lot of frame hives

who cannot avail himself of the advantages which they

possess, appears to us to be in somewhat the same predicament

as the cockney who, setting up for a country gentleman,

deemed it the correct thing to keep his stables' full of hunters,

not one of which he ever ventured to mount.]

APIARIAN VARIETIES.
tinned from page 418).

The Winter of 1865-fi.—Although the winter of 1864-5 was
so destructive, that of 1865-6 has been equally favourable.

Scarcely any deaths have taken place within the hives, whilst

the bees have consumed but little food. It is natural that

during a mild season they need exert themselves but little in

order to raise the temperature, but may remain in the quiescent

state which they usually assume only during the latter part of

autumn. This winter affords us also another remarkable proof

of how much the bee-master may contribute to a good and
cheap wintering of his stocks by placing them in a suitable

locality, and thus withdrawing them from the influence of

severe cold. If no destructive second winter follows, and we
have but a moderate spring, the bee-master may take fresh

courage, and looking forward to the augmentation of his stock,

should prepare hives for the reception of numerous swarms.
Feeding,-—I hold continual feeding to be an abuse. Feeding

is an evil that shoidd only be resorted to in the most extreme
cases, and even then the insertion of a plate filled with food is

a far more convenient and natural mode of supplying it than

the repeated substitution of the feeding-trough. But it is said

the use of the latter at the commencement of spring will pro-

mote early breeding and accelerate swarming. To concede the

justice of this assertion is only in accordance with the cus-

tomary mode of bee-keeping in straw hives. Those who use

straw hives must seek to multiply them, otherwise they can

devote none to the brimstone-pit in autumn, and, consequently,

can reap nothing; but it is different with depriving hives,

where it is of little consequence whether the bees swarin or

i
,

remain united ; by removing full honey-boxes the bee-keeper

may obtain as large, nay, sometimes a larger, honey harvest

than by destroying swarms in autumn, at all events he will

obtain finer honey ; but if one wishes for an increase of stocks,

who would try to force swarms by continued feeding and the

expenditure of so much honey during the robbing-time of early

spring, when it is doubtful whether it will ever yield a profit,

when he can get them so safely and so easily at his own time
by artificial means ?

The Egyptian versus the Italian Bee.—I have received so

many letters from persons who imagine that I have already

obtained the Egyptian bee, that in order to prevent similar

inquiries, I wish to state that, interesting as are the observations

which Herr Vogel has already made with regard to this bee, I

have taken no steps whatever to establish it in my apiary,

inasmuch as one cannot keep two races perfectly pure in the

same place ; but I am so firmly convinced that the Italian

bee is the queen of all races, that she is the ne plus ultra

in beauty, good nature, industry, and ability to defend herself,

that for this reason I would exchange her for no other. That
she may be maintained thriving and pure in our climate is

manifested by thirteen years' experience, during which she has

been improved by careful breeding. This was proved at tho

last exhibition at Briinn, where of the four queens brought

from Italy none were equal in beauty to the one found in the

hive exhibited by me.

—

Dzierzon.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Breeding from Related Fowl8 (Brahma).—Breeding from related

fowls, or " breeding in-and-in," as it is termed, usually causes the chickens
to be smaller and weaker than their parents.

Farnworth Poultry Show.—" I beg to state that I have not received

my prize money nor silver medal. I have written twice, and have us y- I

had no reply, t also won a silver cup, but as I went to the Show I brought
vithme.—John Crosland, jun., Wakefield." Mr, James Jackson,

of Garden Street, Bury, Lancashire, also states that he has not yet

received his cups.

United Toes ( ).—Two toes being joined together on the tooi

a fowl is a disadvantage, but not a disqualification. It is not iniportan

.

for breeding-purposes. In an exhibition it is better that the fourth and
fifth toes should be well defined and separate. We have answered fi

Dorkings. It in any other breed that should have but four toes there is

a fifth, it is a disqualification.

Cramming (Mrs. K.).—Cramming should never last more than a fort

night, after that the food is wasted. The bird makes fnt and los<

Shut the birds up now in an outhouse or a large pig-stye which i

enough to allow them to roost. Feed them in a pig-troush three time a

per day, giving each time as much as they eat up clean. Oatmeal mixed
with milk ; a little pea or beanmeal will do good every other day. The
trough must be quite clean before fresh food is put in. If you attend to

this cramming is unnecessary.

Brighton Poultry Show (Fair Play).—Slight apparent discrepancies

will always occur; but the Judges have to make their awards on the total

amount of merit possessed by one pen as compared with the total

merit of other, and a deficiency in one point may be outweighed by
great ex ell nee in other points.

Incubator (H. G. E.).~You must refer to the advertisements or write

to the maters for prices, &c. Eggs for sitting should not be older than a

fortnight. We do not understand your other question.

Book (T. 7».).— As you require information relative to manures, cows
and cattle, you must procure a book on farming, for there is no puhli

cation on those three departments only. Mr. Morton and Mr. Steph ns
have each published on general farming, but their books are expensive.

Management op Bees [A. B.).— 1, We do not feed bees placed in

nucleus-boxes unless their stores run short. 2, In strengthening a

nucleus by adding hrood comb, all the bees should be swept off, unless the-

comb bo taken from the same stock as that employed in the formation of

the little colony, and within a few days of its establishment. 3, We be-

lieve a queen cannot pass through an aperture about one-fifth of an inch

wide. 4, Success in adding a Ligurian queen to a stock of common bee .-.

is always more or less uncertain ; but it is said that if a stock of black

bees be fumigated, and their own queen removed, all that is necessary to

insure success is to bury the Italian queen in the heap of stupefi

when they are beginning to recover, and leave them to ascend togetfa

amongst the combs. 5, Much information may be derived fron

Langstroth's work, as well as from M. Hermann's little pamphlet on the

Italian Alp bee, but we know of no book specially devoted to the subject

of queen-breeding.

POULTRY MARKET.—December 18.

We have larjre supplies and a very dull trade. There is hardly sale at

any price for inferior goods.
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of fronds 1 foot 11 iuehes. This is the deepest yellow of all

the Gymnogrammas, and is of a more compact habit than the

others.

Pteris cretica albo-lineata, 3 feet 7 inches across, length of

Fronds 2 feet 5 inches. This is a desirable variety, but, lite

Pteris tricolor, it is liable to be attacked by a brown scale, which
fastens on the old fronds, and has to be cleared off by washing
them with a sponge and water at 85°.

Pteris scaberula, breadth across 4 feet, length of fronds

1 foot 6 inches. This is a very pretty little Fern, but if there

are any thrips in the house they will surely find it out, as,

indeed, they will almost the whole of the Ferns, except the
Gymnogrammas, which no insect seems to attack. The readiest

way to destroy thrips is by fumigating with tobacco.

Adiantum macrophyllum, 4 feet 4 inches across, length of

fronds 2 feet.

Adiantum colpodes, 2 feet 11 inches across, length of fronds

1 foot 3 inches. This is a very useful Fern in the way of

A. cuneatum, but the fronds are tinged with red like A. tinctum.
It does well in a greenhouse temperature, and is easily' propa-
gated by division.

Adiantum venosum. This is of the most beautiful green of

all, but the fronds are very tender. It requires a stove tempe-
rature.

Adiantum farleyense. A very fine Fern, which seems to be
of free growth,
Adiantum tinctum. A pretty sort, but a bad grower.
Adiantum chilense. Also a bad grower.
Gymnogramma peruviana argyrophy11a. A very fine silvery-

leaved variety which makes a large specimen.
Gymnogramma tartarea and ehrysophylki.
Blechnum brasiliente and corcovadense.
Adiantum cuneatum.
Platycerium alcicorne and grande.
The last two may bo grown on blocks , the former will suc-

ceed in a greenhouse temperature.
Lygodium scandens. A climbing Fern.
Nothoehla?na nivea.

Todea pellucida requires a moist atmosphere, and is more
suitable for a case than a common stove temperature.

I am well aware that a great many more may be added to the
above list of good distinct exotic Ferns, but these are all 1

have had experience with that are worth general cultivation.

To persons who can only grow a limited number such a list will

be, useful ; and if the few remarks which I have made on their

treatment be of any service to those who have not had so much
experience as myself, I shall be amply rewarded.—J. Douglas,
Lo.rfm-d Hall.

VINE-BORDERS.

With respect to arches, or, as we sometimes find, small
openings, to let the rootlets out from the inside to the out-
side border, I question if it would not be better to build
straight upright pillars, say 3 by 2 feet at every o or 8 feet, and
then to place a good block of timber at the top. If we con
sider a Vine growing in a pot, would it not be better to knock
the bottom out cf the pot, and place it in a pan of good rich
compost, than to let the Vine push the young rootlets through
the small hole at the bottom ? I mention this because some
gardeners seem to think it matters little whether the arch it

big or little, if only there is one.
Supposing that the Vines grown by " Vitis " were to show

signs of sickness after being planted two or three years, it would
take three more years to lift them and prepare the border, and
bring them into a good fruiting condition.—J. Gore, Aigburth.

V oi :: correspondent "Vitis" has tempted me to support

Mr. John Wills in all that he has said relative to the making
of Vine-borders.

I consider, from my experience, that Vine-borders ought to

be 3 feet deep below the level of the surrounding ground, and
should be raised 2 or even 3 feet next to the house, and
fall gently at the sides to 1 or 2 feet. I think that on a

span-roofed house running due north and south the sun would
have great influence during the summer months, and that

in the autumn and winter, by a covering of boards, the heavy
rains would run off the border better ; for I do not like from a

new Vine-border to have all the fertilising substances washed
amongst the drainage. The compost I recommend is formed
in these proportions :—Twenty cartloads of maiden loam from
an old pasture (brown turfy loam I like the best), two cartloads

Of thoroughly decayed manure, horse and cow, in equal parts,

two cartloads of oyster-shells, and two cartloads of rough bones,

with half a load of one-inch bones ; the whole to be turned over

three times a-fortnight, so as to be thoroughly incorporated.

I consider this sufficient, with the mixing the materials receive

during the process of wheeling to where the border is being

formed.
The bottom of the border, I think, would be better if con-

creted in a gentle slope from the house, as recommended by
Mr. G. Abbey for his pits for wintering bedding plants. On
the top of this concrete—I mean only to concrete the outside

border—place 1 foot of rough stones and brickbats, inclining to

rather small stones towards the top. On these place 6 inches

of rough bones and oyster-shells in equal parts, a good strong

sod with the grass downwards, and we will say all is ready for

receiving the compost.

PEAR CULTURE.
(Continued from page 443.)

Planting.—The best time to plant Pear trees, whether on
the Pear or Quince stock, is when the foliage has partly or

wholly fallen, or in November. The distance at which I prefer

to plant them is 6 feet apart every way, though it may be reduced
to 4 feet. I like the trees to be 6 feet apart, as when planted
more closely the foliage shades the ground too much to

render their culture successful where the climate is cold, and
the soil adverse ; the absorption of heat by the earth, and its

subsequent radiation, being all-important. I find, also, that

close planting has a tendency to encourage growth rather than
fertility ; for trees, to be fruitful, require all the light we can
give them. Another objection which I have to close planting

is that the trees soon become too crowded, and however well

pinched and frequently lifted, require thinning. I do not wish
it to be understood that I mean 4 feet apart is too close to plant

iiu.-h and pyramid Pear trees on Quince, or even Pear stooks,

but unless there be spare ground to plant thinnings, I think

that distance should be increased, so that the trees may be
planted at the distances at which they are to remain. Those
who can afford room for thinnings may plant 4 feet apart, at

which distance the trees will not be crowded for three or four

and those not having spare ground may plant them at

the distances at which they are to remain. In most gardens

there is, in addition to a walk all round, one through the

centre, dividing the area into two parts, or cross walks divid-

ing it into quarters. Now, I take advantage of the walks all

round to plant, on the opposite side of the walk to that on
which the wall is situated, a row of pyramid and bush fruit

trees. These are planted 3 feet from the walk on a six-feet

border, and at G feet apart. The trees cannot under any cir-

cumstances shade anything but the six-feet border and the

walk ; the idea which some entertain that they shade the fruit

border on the opposite side of the walk is erroneous, unless

they are allowed to attain dimensions more suited to orchard

trees, which is by no means uncommon. A bush or a pyramid
should be no higher than that all its wants can be supplied

without stepping off the ground, and one li feet in diameter at

its base, and 6 or 7 feet high, will produce as much fruit as a

large straggling tree.

Where there are cross walks a 12-feat border may be formed

on each side, and two rows of trees planted in quincunx order

in each border. The effect of these trees is highly pleasing,

both when they are in blossom and when loaded with fruit

;

for Pears on the Quince, and Apples on the Paradise stock, are

usually higher coloured and larger if well fed.

At planting, if the soil is not rich, that the trees may
start vigorously, a barrowful of rich soil should be given to

each. Equal parts of turfy loam and well-rotted manure, well

mixed, constitute a gcod compost for the purpose. Holes

9 feet square should be dug, and of such a depth that the stem

will not only be as deep in the soil as it was before, but so that

the union of the stock and scion will be covered to the depth of

3 inches. This applies to trees on the Quince stock, and to

those on the Pear which have been worked near the surface,

and this th< ; . hould be ; but, if they have been worked high,

do not plant mere deeply than 3 inches above the highest

fibres, for no good results from burying the fibres. I find that

the Quince roots so near the surface that it is desirable to en-

tirely cover the stock with soil. After placing a little fresh

soil at the bottom of the hole, put in the tree, having pre-

viously cut in any thick roots to within a foot of their base,

leaving the fibres untouched, and in filling in around the tree
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spread them out carefully, working in the soil botweon tho

several layors of roots. This being done, gently press the soil

over the roots, but not if it is wet, ami if ilry a good watering
will bo of service; then spread a rrralchmg of littery mannro
18 inches from the stom all round, and let it remain there till

spring, when it should be pointed in. Early in SRiren ia a good
time to do so.

In selecting trees choose thoso bavin:, . ttan, stair, straight

stem, with side shoots near tho base, and eqn illy and ratber

plentifully distributed throughout the length of tho stem.

Trees which have spurs near the stem on the ide Bhfl its are to

be preferred, as it is easier to thin the trees than to furnish

them with spurs, when once the shoots are farmed long and
spurless.

When the buds commence to swell the greatest vigilance

will have to bo exercised to keep the small birds, where plenti-

ful, from taking ont the centre of many of the buds. As a

preventive black worsted may be strung from branch to branch,

so as to envelope them in a net-like covering, having two-inch
meshes. This is tho best protection which I know. Should
the nights be frosty when the blossoms expand, a piece of thin

calico or tiffany thrown over the tree will be sufficient to pro-

toot the blossom from injury.

After the fruit is set, if tho soil is light, a mulching of rich

compost an inch in thickness should be applied for a distance

of a yard around each tree. It may consist of eqnal parts of

rotten manure and turfy loam, and be repeated at monthly in-

tervals up. to August ; or it may be formed of equal parts of

any good unotuous loam and fresh horse or sheep droppings,
laid up and saturated with strong liquid manure or night soil.

Saturated in this manner twice, these ingredients, if laid in a

heap for three months, then turned and well mixed, will in

three months more form a rich and suitable compost for top-

dressings. For heavy soils top-dressings are less necessary than
for those which are light. During dry weather after the fruit

is set, up to September, a good soaking of liquid manure may
be afforded once a-week, which is better than many driblets,

and a copious watering and syringing in the evenings of hot
days will be of great benefit. In good soils a soaking of liquid

manure after the fruit begins to swell, and again during the
first dry weather in July, will mostly be sufficient, if the trees

have had one or more top-dressings of rich compost, with
occasional waterings in dry periods. The nature of the ground
and dryness of the season must be considered, and on this

account no definite rules for the application of water or liquid

manure can be laid down. Manure water may be formed of

1 lb. of guano to twenty gallons of water.

Soils that are rich may not need top-dressing, as in such the
roots will penetrate to a sufficient depth, and to summer top-

dress the trees in their case will only serve to deprive the roots

of air and sun heat. About two quarts of soot strewed around
each tree in a circle, from 2 to 3 feet in diameter, early in

March, and allowed to remain undisturbed throughout the
summer, will prove of greater benefit than top-dressings where
the soil is rich and deep.
The trees should not be allowed to carry more than half a

dozen fruit in the first year ; but in the following season a
dozen and a half will not be too many, and they may be per-

mitted to bear an additional dozen annually until they afford

for a good crop a peck of fruit, which will be about the sixth

year, ordinary-sized trees being planted. The trees will then
be II or 7 feet in height, and 5 to 6 feet in diameter at the base.

I do not v,
; h for larger trees in the open quarters, as then they

shade more grovmd than that on which they stand.

By June shoots will he of sufficient length for stopping,
which should be done when they have made three leaves, then
take out their points at the third leaf, working downwards from
tho upper part of the tree until you reach shoots that are not
nearly so vigorous nor so long, and these must not be stopped
or pinched until they have formed six leaves', then pinch out
their points. A well-disposed shoot should be preserved as a
leader, and this may make six leaves, and th its point
pinched out. Any shoots that come after that during the sea-
son are to have their points taken out above the .bird leaf of

the last growth, and this throughout the season. No knife is

needed, the finger and thumb will do all that is required, and,
better than all, no winter pruning is necessary except to re-

move irregular growths and thin out the branches where they
seem disposed to grow too closely to form a symmetrical head.
The second year's treatment is simply a repetition of that

pursued during the first as to pinching or stopping, top-dress-
ing-, and watering. In the autumn of the first year the ground

should be covered for 2 feet round the stem with a mulching of

littery manure, tho surface having been previously stirred or

loosened with a fork, yet not bo deeply a3 to disturb the roots,

which will be near the surface.

In the autumn of the second year the trees will most likely

require lifting ; but this will be best indicated by their vigour
during tho summer, for should they grow so strongly as to re-

quire much pinching, it will be well to check their tendency to

do so by a judioious and careful lifting and root-pruning in

autumn. This is best performed when tho leaves begin to tail,

digging out a trench 15 or IS inches from tho stem, and lifting

the tree out of tho ground carefully with as much earth ad-
hering to the roots as possible. Any thick straggling roots

may be cut in to within 15 inches of the base of the tree, but
do not interfere with the fibres. If the soil is light and poor
some of the compost recommended fur top-dressing may be
plaeed in the hole, and the tiee planted with half a barrowful
of the same thrown over the roots in the process of replanting

;

but if the soil is so rich that the trees grow too vigorously it

will only be necessary to place some of the surface soil at tho
bottom of the hole, and fill in with the ordinary soil. Avoid
planting too deeply ; the tree should not be deeper than it was
before, and mulch around the stem with littery mannre for a
distance of 2 feet or more, or so as to cover the ground a foot

farther than the roots extend. This will protect the roots from
cold, and the transplantation being done early, they will make
progress during the autumn, and be ready in spring to sup-
port the blossom and fruit as well as those of trees that have
not been moved.
The removal of tho trees in this manner will be necessary

every other year, if the soil be rich, and once in three years
after the first removal if it be light and poor. However, the
best criterion is the growth. When that becomes vigorous, and
can hardly be restrained by summer pinching, the trees should
be lifted in the following autumn. Biennial or triennial re-

moval is the only eligible method of keeping the roots out of

bad soil, and near the surface, where they can be fed by top-

dressings and liquid manure ; where the roots are long and
scantily furnished with fibres, and penetrate deeply into the
soil, or to a distance from the stem into a cold, ungenial me-
dium, the growths are correspondingly gross, long, and devoid
of spurs; whereas judicious lifting and root-pruning cause a

multiplication of fibres near the surface, and the trees bristle

with spurs and fruit-buds, the wood is well ripened, and the
fruit fine and highly coloured. If large trees are desired, then
root-pruning and lifting must not take place so often, but still

the trees may have wholesome checks by these means, when
they seem disposed to grow too vigorously. 'Whenever a tre e
makes much wood, and shows other evidences of becoming un-
fruitful, the tendency will be best overoome by lifting and root-

pruning in November, which may safely be performed until the
trees are twenty years old, and how much longer I am not in a
position to say. It should be borne in mind, that the less fre-

quently the operation is performed, the greater is the risk of

injury to the trees ; also that we must not allow trees to become
barren, and then expect to remedy the evil all at once. Trees
become unfruitful by degrees, and bringing them into a fruitful

state again is a task that must also be effected by degrees.

By the sixth year, stopping annually as advised for the first

season after planting, the trees will be handsome bushes or

pyramids*7 or 8 feet in height, and nearly as much through at

their base or lower branches, and these being as large as they
need be, the trees in future seasons may have the shoots
pinched at the third leaf repeatedly in the course of the year.

The above remarks all apply to trees that are presumed to

be of a fruitful size when planted, nice compact bushes or py-
ramids 4 feet in height set with bloom-buds. The formation of

the trees I shall treat of hereafter, and in conclusion, I would
recommend those having only a limited space, who wish
trees to come into bearing soon, and be handsome and prolific,

to give Pears on Quince stocks a fair trial, and I have no
fear of the result. I know nothing better calculated to interest

and please than Pear trees as bushes or pyramids on the

Quince.—G. Aeeey.
(To bp continued.)

MELONS.
Tee observation of a dressmaker that " there was no

so new as that which had been forgotten,'" is applicable to

many other things besides fashionable attire. The eagerness
with which your readers have accepted your kind offer of seeds
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of the Pocket Melon, is only one example of the truth of the
dictum. The comparative want of flavour in this variety of

Melon has caused it to drop out of general cultivation, and
it is not likely to maintain its new popularity unless the ex-

perience of the succeeding summer shall show that it will ripen
its fruit with less Leat than other and hotter varieties. I trust

that those who may make any experimental trial on this point,

will communicate the result in the autumn.
There is another antiquated Melon, introduced as far hack as

a.d. 1597, hut which would now be a novelty. I allude to the
Banket Melon (Cucumis flexuosus), cultivated at Nagasaki,
and said by Miller to be delicious. Can any of your readers
enlighten us as to the real value of the fruit, or whether it is

still cultivated in England ?—G. S.

A FEW OF THE ZONALE AND VARIEGATED
PELARGONIUMS OF luce.

It is very pleasing to observe the improvement taking place
ill these favourite flowers from season to season ; and when
many are added to the large number we already possess in the
catalogues cent out by the many nurserymen of the present
day, no doubt readers of The Journal of Horticulture
would like to know what are really worth growing for general
purposes.

_
In order of merit, I place first, Le Grand, a fine-habited va-

riety, a good grower and free bloomer, with immense trusses of
carmine scarlet, shaded with rose ; could one throw a white
eye in the centre it would be more beautiful still.

Sir 7?. Peel is another gem of the first water, in colour a fine

orange scarlet, with large trusses of bloom, habit dwarf, and a
free bloomer ; a first-class Zonale in every respect.

Gladiateur, for size of flower, is unequalled in its class ; in
colour it is of a light salmon, fine truss. A magnificent Pelar-
gonium for the conservatory ; of strong habit.

II. W. LontifiUutr.—A pretty dark-shaded salmon, good truss ;

a useful variety.

May Queen.—Habit and truss good, lighter in colour than
Beaute do Surosues, flower-stalks well elevated above the foliage

;

a desirable variety.

I now come to the variegated class, and how beautiful these
varieties are ! Here I place first

Queen of 'i'runhirs.—The flowers of this variety are very large,

and combined with its beautiful foliage and general good habit,

it will take- its stand as one of the best of the tricolor class. Its

foliage has a fine dark centre of green, and a wide edging of

fine yellow, with a rich hand of crimson running into the
yellow.

Bronze Queen is a variety of the Golden-leaf section, of very
dwarf habit, and an excellent bloomer ; trusses of good size, in
colour orange scarlet. It has also a fine bronze zone on the
yellow leaf ; it would make an excellent second row in a ribbon
border. This variety must be grown to be appreciated.

I think many readers of your Journal will join me in thank-
ing Mr. Pearson for his excellent paper on the culture of this

interesting class of plants. I quite coincide with him.

—

Nil
Desperanbuii.

PINCHING FRUIT TREE SHOOTS—PEAS-
POTATOES.

I was both interested and amused some weeks ago by the
first letter of your reverend correspondent, " A Constant
Reader" (see page 140); and I thought what a fortunate man
he was to have been so very successful in such a season as the
ungenial and sunless one we are now splashing through. My
smile, however, was anything but an ill-natured one, for I am
as fond of gardening as anybody, and I think it a pleasant
thing to see a quiet-paced hobby, especially if it be a gardening
one, ridden, and patted on the shoulder with so much pleasure
and contentment.
"A Constant Reader" appears indeed to have gained

wholesome experience and knowledge upon a point respecting
which a little information from him would greatly oblige me.
He says, " Do not be in too great a hurry to pinch in your
young shoots," and he adds that this is an error he has
learned how to rectify. Now this is precisely the mistake I

begin to think I have myself fallen into, and if he will kindly
inform your readers what the error was, what the result of the
wrong-doing, and, finally, what is his practice now, and by

what rules and times he guides it—I, for one, shall feel myself
not a little indebted to him.

I gave you on a former occasion the results of my experience
regarding the early Peas of 1H05. This year I grew for the first

time Dickson's First and Best. It may, perhaps, be a little

earlier than Sangster's No. 1, but I did not find it in any other
respect better, and as it is by no means so good a cropper, I
shall go back to my first love. Laxton's new Pea is just as
large, as handsome, and as free a bearer as its raiser said it

was, but I do not like the flavour, too much Pea, and I shall
not grow it again. For the same reason, and because it is not
in my soil a productive Pea, I dismiss Veitch's Perfection.
Sangster's No. 1, Fairbeard's Surprise (which I prefer to its

twin brother Champion), Advancer, and Wonderful, will quite
content me and keep my family, not a small one, well sup-
plied. The last-named is, as well as Advancer, a seedling of
Dr. Maclean's, and is of good flavour, 2{ feet high, and a profuse
bearer.

Of Potatoes, Mona's Pride, and I speak now from the
experience of several seasons, is first rate ; and Rivers's Boyal
Ashleaf is equally good and prolific, but not quite so early.

—

Theta.

POTATOES.
To those who prefer the useful to the ornamental the root

about which I write to-day is of far greater interest than that
about which I wrote last. It appeals to a more general want.
We can do without a Gladiolus, hut it is very hard to do
without a Potato. " Them Haricot Baines " are but a poor
substitute even at the table of the well-to-do ; while to the
poor man, whether he be John Bull, Sandy McAllister, or Paddy
O'Rourke, it is an indispensable ; and albeit political econo-
mists have told ns that it was Paddy's ruin and Sandy's bane,
yet it will take many a generation of William Cobbetts to per-

suade either of them that they must do without their Potato.

This general want, and the desire consequent thereon of pos-

sessing good kinds of Potatoes, have led to a great multipli-

cation of sorts said to be distinct, but many of which are very
far from it ; in fact, without accusing the sellers of dishonesty,

it is easy to account for the many so-called sorts and the
comparatively few really good ones. There is first of all the
raising of seed. In this way many have been obtained. Like
seedlings generally, they have been vigorous, productive, over-

flowing with juvenescence, and hence have appeared in the
eyes of the raiser superior to any known sort. A few of his

neighbours are led away by his enthusiasm, readily endorse
his opinion, and Brown's Eclipse or Smith's Flourball finds

its way into public notice. There is another cause still more
productive of increase of sorts—viz, that of selected strains.

It frequently happens that some one or two roots are superior

in their produce, size, and goodness to others of the same
variety. These are carefully nurtured, the stock is increased,

and acquires considerable local fame : perhaps this has been
mainly dependant on the character of the soil and situation,

and when the stock is sold and distributed it resumes in

other places its normal character anel the variety is lost.

Again, the same variety exists in different parts of the country

under different names. It has been sent to some friend at

a distance, the name is lost, and it acquires another for the

purpose of distinguishing it : thus, I have known the Red
Kidney under three or four different names.

It is somewhat surprising to me, seeing how universally the

Potato is regarded with favour, that there is so little discrimi-

nation as to flavour. The handsomest-looking Peach in the

world, if it were woolly, would be considered worthless, while,

again, a good-flavoured one might be retained, even though it

were ugly instead of beautiful, but a combination of both is

what is looked on as the desideratum
;

yet I know many
persons who, provided a Potato is mealy (some, Goths in-

deed, like them waxy), care very little whether it is strongly

or delicately flavoured ; and others think nothing of a Potato

looking like a boy who has indulged too much in plum pudding
—"all eye." I must own to liking to see a combination of all

the requisites, and to having a handsome, well-flavoured, and
mealy Potato, steamed in its jacket, and gently laid in a white

napkin when it comes to table. Having in the past season had
sent to me from various quarters several varieties, or so-called

varieties, I gave them all a trial. My object is to obtain, not

a market gardener's Potato, but one that suits my own table

and wants, and I have before this expressed my decided prefer-

ence for the Kidney Potatoes. I may, perhaps, modify my
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former expression as to not using a round one ; but I can only
say that I think we ought to have good, thoroughly good,
varieties of the kidneys to cany as all through, the see i n

The soil on which I have grown them is good friable loam, the
situation dry and open ; we have a good deal of sun and iiik.1i

wind. On this ground, then, I have planted the following
varieties :

—

1. Mona's Pride
2. Milky White
.'.. Gloucestershire Kidney
1. Telegraph fWebb's)
•;. President (Webb's)
". Salmon Kidney
7. iied Ashleaf

8. Unnamed Seedling
'.'. Daintreo's Lapstone

1 '. I III. t, 'Mi-

ll. Rivera's Koyal Ashleaf
•12. Covent Garden Blue
18. Early Don

•11. Covent Garden Prolific

• Round Potatoes.

1. Mona't Pride.—A greatly, and I think unjustly, praised
Potato. It is early, but in no way equal to many we have,
and, although an abundant bearer, coarse in flavour and very
yellow. I have discarded this.

2. MiVcy White.—This I received from tho well-known firm
of Messrs. Wheeler ,<: Son, Gloucester. It is one of the hand-
somest Potatoes grown, and well deserves its name, for it is

most beautifully white, very floury, and as a second early Potato
one that I do not hesitate to rega.'d as first-rate. It is also a
very free bearer.

3. Gloucestershii e Kidney.—This I also obtained from Messrs.
Wheeler ; and although much esteemed in their neighbour-
hood, it does not answer my expectations. It certainly was here
not equal to many others which I have grown.

4. Telegraph.—This seems to be very like a Potato sent out
by Mr. Turner, of Slough, some years ago, called Glory of Eng-
land, which was never good for anything in my soil, although
it grew very large, but it was always close and unpleasant. I
have found Telegraph to be much the same.

5. President.—Bearing a strong family likeness to the pre-
ceding, and, like it, I have condemned it.

G. Salmon Kidney.—An excellent late Potato, a productive
kind, and keeping well on until the end of May. It can
hardly be called kidney-shaped, as it is long and roundish,
with a good many eyes, but it is indispensable.

7. Hid Ashleaf.—An excellent Potato, coming in as a second
early, very prolific, of true Ashleaf flavour and appearance,
save in the colour. This I had from my good friend Mr. Kud-
clyfl'e, and regard it as one of the very best that I have.

8. l'i in ,i- ! Seedling.—This appears to be of the Lapstone
breed. I had it also from Mr. Radojyffe, and although not
equal to the Lapstone, I shall give it another trial.

9. Daintrae's Lapstone.—This I had from Mr. Daintree. It

is a thorough Lapstone, but stronger in the haulm and hardier
than its parent ; it is also more productive and somewhat later,

so that 1 expect it will do to follow it, as it seems a good
keeper.

10. Lapstone.—I still maintain my predilection for this, I

believe the best Potato for a main crop that we have in this

part of England. It is not very hardy, the tops becoming soon
affected by disease, and the produce is not equal to the require-
ments of a market gardener ; but for symmetry, excellence of

flavour, and general good quality, I look upon it as unsurpassed.
It will keep good until the end of March.

11. Eivers's Boyal -' >hleaf,—I wa3 not able to report favour-
ably of this last year, and I have not altered my opinion of it

from this year's experience. It is a second early Potato, fairly

productive, and of average quality, hut it is yellowish when
boiled, and not, I think, equal to others which come in at the
same time.

12. Covt nt Garden Blue.—A round Potato, of the Fortyfold
family I imagine, very prolific and floury. The flavour is also
very good, and it seems tolerably hardy. Would be greatly

liked, I think. I had it from Messrs. Earr & Sugden.
13. Early Don.—An excellent round Potato, introduced, I

believe, from Scotland by Messrs. Downie, Laird, & Laing.
It is an abundant bearer, very good in flavour, and the best of

the second early round Potatoes.

14. Covent Garden Prolific,—This I had also from Messrs.
Barr & Sugden, but I could see nothing in it that merited any
particular notice. It was prolific, but not more so than many
others.

Besides the above, I saw growing in the field next to mine
Prince of Wales, or Boon to the World ! and I must say, greater
rubbish I never saw. It wa3 large and prolific, but, like the
horse that took half a day to catch, and wasn't worth catching i

when you hud liim. si. this Batata is worthless, at le.Kt here.
It turns quite black immediately it is peeled, and was close
and ill-flavoured. My friend and neighbour Mr. Bobltt also
sent me HO-nie Silver-skins to try. They were Very hand-
some, but I did not think them equal in quality to some other.
I bare named.
M> own conclusions are— To grow fur tirtt esrly the old

Ashleaf; for second early, Milky White and Bed Ashleaf; for
the main crop, Lapstone; to be followed by Daintree'ft Seed-
ling Lapstone, and to finish oil with the Salmon Kidney.
V, h ii lad ly paying a short visit to our worthy collab w w
Mr. Baddyifej he gave toe two ether kinds— Yoik-ddre Hero,
and a very late and ugly-looking kind called Grammars, which
he promised to be the latest and beat-keeping at all he knew.
I mean to try them this year.

I hope that your readers will bear in mind that in this
communication my conclusions are drawn only from my own
experience, which may not tally with that of others in different
localities. I know what suits my soil and situation, and what
is agreeable to my own palate, and have written accordingly.
—D., Deal.

HOT AIR FROM A KITCHEN RANGE.
I have a small glass shed at tho back of the wall in which

my kitchen range is set, and thinking to have the benefit, when
occasion may require it, of a quantity of hot air which is con-
stantly in the oven, I had an iron pipe of abont two-inch bore
introduced into the oven from the glass shed, thinking that
when the connection was made, tho hot air would flow in
freely ; but instead of the hot air flowing through the pipe
from the oven into the shed, cold air rushes from the shed into
the oven. Can you suggest a cure ?

—

Rusticus.

[You do not state in what position you made the hole in your
oven ; but to help you we will state the following facts :—Such
an oven as you describe would not act as desired until a hole
was made close to the bottom of the oven from the outside, and
another hole close to the top of the oven, and then the cold air

went in at the bottom, and the heated air came out at the top.

Two iron plugs were in readiness to put into these holes when
heat for culinary purposes was wanted in the oven. In another
case over a large iron, oven in a kitchen range ; not to interfere

with the oven at all, two iron plates, one in front and one
next the fireplace, shut in a hot-air chamber of a good size

above the oven, and openings were made from the outside
house at the bottom and the top of the chamber. These were

2.J inches wide, and G inches long, about the size of an ordi-

nary brick. Much heat was thus obtained, and the Polmaise
system of heating in miniature realised. The dry air was
damped by a woollen cloth in front of the openings, on which
a syphon of woollen list suspended from a small cistern kept
constantly dropping. In muggy, damp weather, the air was
damp enough without any cloth or syphon.

]

DWARF FOLNSETTIAS.
There is, perhaps, no inhabitant of a stove in winter of such

striking beauty as Poinsettia pulcherrima, with its terminal

disk of spreading bracts of the most glowing scarlet ; but it has
one great drawback—the shoots always grow to an unsightly

length before the bracts are formed. I have at length over-

come this difficulty in the following manner ; —Having kept

the store plants in a greenhouse during the summer, that the

growing wood might be hardened, I cut off, at the beginning of

August, about G inches of the tip of each shoot, thrust the cut

end into dry silver sand to stop the bleeding, and immediately

struck them in silver sand, taking special care to prevent the

leaves from flagging. To some I used bottom heat, to others

not : almost every one, however, struck readily ; and by the

first week in November, when they had attained from 8 to

15 inches in height, they began to display the scarlet bracts.

These have since expanded, without any increase of height

;

so that we have at this moment (December 12th), half a dozen

handsome Poinsettias, averaging a foot in height, perfect in

foliage and in colour, the scarlet disks certainly of fair di-

mensions—one measuring in greatest diameter 10), another

11 inches.

Of course the best tops must be selected for striking, and
the process might, perhaps, with advantage be delayed to the

middle of August.—James Chddlei, Gardener to P. Ii. Gos.se,

Esq., Sandhurst, Turquay,
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HOGGS COLDSTREAM POTATO.
In an interesting notice of " Home Growths " (page 386), in

The Journal of Horticulture, the above-named Potato is
classed with frame sorts, and recommended as " suitable as an
only kind for a small garden.'' In reading this it occurs to me
that many who value a good table Potato, and Lave not yet
grown Hogg's, may on the remarks of so good an authority as
referred to pass over this variety, supposing it only fit for
small gardens or frame culture. I crave space to state that this
excellent Potato is equally valuable for large as it is for small
gardens, its shape and size are all that can be desired for a good
table Potato, and it boils well. '• Round " does not correctly
express the shape of Hogg's Potato ; it is a flattened round,
with the least possible eye.
H this Potato prove generally as sound and valuable as it

has done here, it should be a first Potato in every garden, small
or large. Out of about twenty sorts grown here, Hogg's was
the least diseased in the first week of October, when all trial
sorts were dug up ; when washed and picked at that time, I
found about one in eighteen less or more diseased, none actually
rotten. This is far below the number of diseased tubers of any
other variety grown here and lifted at that date.

—

Charles
McDonald, Woodstock Park, Inistioye.

QUEEN ANNE'S POCKET MELON CULTURE.
In answer to several inquiries, the seed may be sown in the

first week in March, in a pot three parts filled with turfy loam.
The seed should be laid on the surface at li or 2 inches apart,
and covered with fine soil half an inch deep. If the soil is moist,
do not water at the time of sowing, but place in a Cucumber
or other frame having a bottom heat of 70°, and an atmospheric
temperature of from 65° to 75°. If the soil is not moist a little

water may be given. The pot should be plunged in the hotbed.
When the seedlings come up keep the soil moist, and the
plants near the glass, so that they may not become drawn, and
when the rough leaves appear pot off singly into three-inch
pots, putting the plants in quite up to the seed-leaves. Before
potting, the soil should be placed in the frame a day or two to

become aired and warmed. The plants are to have shade from
bright sun until established, then admit air on all favourable
Occasions.

When the plants have two rough leaves tako out the growing
point, and prepare a hotbed for planting out. It should be 1 foot
wider than the frame, and 3 feet high in front, and 4 feet at

the back. It may be composed of leaves and litter, or other
fermenting material. Set the frame so as to face the south,
put on the lights, and insert a stick just under the frame, and
reaching to the centre of the bed. In about a week the heat
will have risen in the bed ; if not more than the hand can bear,
on feeling the stick put in the bed, level the surface, and place
under the centre of each light a barrowful of rather strong
loam in the form of a cone, making its top flat, so that the
plant when put in will only be just clear of the lights. If the
heat of the bed, as shown by the test stick, be more than the
hand can bear comfortably, defer placing soil in the frame
until it declines. When the soil is placed under the lights the
bed should be covered all over to a depth of 2 or 3 inches with
the same kind of soil. When the soil is warmed through place
in the centre of each light, and, consequently, on each hillock
a plant, turning it out of the pot, and insert it so that the stem
will be covered with soil up to the seed leaves. Give a gentle
watering, using water of the same temperature as the atmo-
sphere of the frame.
In training rub off all the shoots but two, and train one to

the front, and another to the back of the frame, and when
these have made five leaves take out their points. The stop-
ping will cause the production of three or more side shoots on
each ; reduce them to three upon each main shoot, train them
equally over the surface, and do not stop them until they are
within 6 inohes from the sides of the frame, then take out
their points. The result will be side shoots showing frnit at
the second or third joint. Stop these at the first joint above
the fruit, and when the flowers open impregnate them, choos-
ng a fine morning for the operation. If the fruit set, place a
tile or slate under each fruit, and keep the laterals closely
pinched back to one joint, avoiding too much crowding of the
leaves. If tho fruit do not set, make choice of three shoots
coming from the nearest point to the collar of the plant, cut all

back to these, train them in place of those cut away, and treat
them in the same manner ; the result will be that the fruit

will set well. Afterwards keep the shoots well stopped, and
if they become so rank as to shade and otherwise interfere
with the principal leaves, thin out the small shoots, so as-to
admit air and light.

-

When the roots are coming through the sides of the hills put
soil around these so as to cover the bed 9 inches deep all over,
but the parts where the plants are planted should be somewhat
raised. Tread the soil firmly as it is put on the bed. The
plants are to have water whenever necessary, which will be
twice or thrice a-week according to the weather. During the
setting of the fruit a rather dry atmosphere is essential to the
free distribution of the pollen ; therefore a few days before the
blossoms open, a liberal watering should be afforded in order
to avoid giving any more water till the fruit has set. When
this is completed keep the soil moist, and if watering be per-
formed early in the evening, and the frame be closed, an at-

mosphere favourable to the swelling of the fruit and unfavour-
able to the red spider will be secured.

Watering must be reduced as the fruit swells, and when
ripening begins may be entirely discontinued. Air should be
given whenever the temperature reaches 70°, and there is a
prospect of its rising still higher. A night temperature of from
60° to 65° is suitable. With air, the temperature by day may be
allowed to rise to 85° or U0° by sun heat. In watering, avoid
wetting the stems of the plants ; leave a dry space 6 inches
wide all round the stem. If only one plant be placed under a
light the crop will be larger than where there are more.
The number of fruit to be left on a plant will depend upon its

health, a dozen may be allowed to remain if it be healthy

;

as many as sixty may be left, but they will be small for the
sort, whilst a dozen will be full-sized.

Queen Anne's Pocket Melon does excellently in a frame on a
bed of leaves, generating a gentle heat, and thus giving the
plants a start, sun heat, which must be husbanded, doing the
rest. For the culture of this Melon in pots, Mr. Perkins's;

article at page 327, of No. 202, should be consulted.—G. Abbey.

PORTRAITS OF PLANTS, FLOWERS, AND
FRUITS.

Cypella c.eeulea (Blue-flowered Cypella).

—

Nat. ord., Iri-

daoeae. Linn., Triandria Trigynia. Native of the Brazils.

—

(But. May., t. 5612.)

Heliconia huhilis (Dwarf Heliconia).

—

Nat. ord., Musacere.
Linn., Pentandria Monogynia. Native of Guiana. Spatb.es

scarlet, edged and tipped with pale.green.

—

(Ibid., t. 5613.)

Cypripemum Schlijiii (Schlim's Lady's-slipper).

—

.Nat. ord.,

Orehidaoeas. Limn., Gynandria Mouandria. Native of New
Grenada. Flowers whito, lip blotched, and petals streaked
with crimson.

—

(Ibid., t. 5614.)

Heliotropium cokvolvclaceum (Convolvulus-flowered Helio-

trope).

—

Nat. ord., BoraginacecC. Linn., Pentandria Monogynia.
This annual is a native of Southern United States, New
Mexico, &c Flowers white. Introduced by Mr. Thompson,
Ipswich.

—

(Ibid., 1. ."tll5.)

Lytaste cigantea (Gigantic Lycaste).

—

Nat.ord., Orchidaeeee.

. Gynandria Monandria. Native of Central America,
Santa Martha, forests of Merida, at an elevation of 5-600 feet.

Petals and sepals dull olive-green, shaded with brown ; lip

maroon edged with orange.

—

(Ibid., t. 5616.)

Combretdm mcROPETALUM (Small-petaled Combretum).

—

Nat. ord., Combretacea!. linn., Octandiia Monogynia.—

A

magnificent climber, native of Brazil. Flowers crowded and
showy from their mass of yellow stamens with orange anthers.

-., t. 5617.)

1EN&. — Scarlet flowers.

—

(Florai

pi. 313.)

Delphinium.—Triomphe de Pontoi e. This double Larkspur
is pale blue with a white centre. Introduced by Messrs. Fraser,

Lea Bridge.

—

(Ibid., pi. 314.)

Nosegay PELABOOuruai.

—

I <
tend. Raised by

Mr. Fleming, at Cliveden, to be sent out by Mr. Turner, Slough.

Colour crimson cerise.

—

(Ibid., pi, 315.)

Lobelia.—Progress. In Mr. W. Bull's collection. King's

Road, Chelsea. Flowers purplish crimson.

—

(Ibid., pi. 316.)

Ludwig's Bi '.akreau Cheeky was introduced by Mr. Rivers,

of Sawbridgeworth, and was fruited in one of his orchard-

houses in 1865. " This variety is remarkable on account of its

shape, which is long heart-shaped, being much more so than

any other Cherry with which we are acquainted. It is a fine

eaily Bigarreau, ripening just after the Early Red Bigarreau,
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in the end of .lane ami be [inning of July. The flesh is pale

yellow, very melting and juicy, and much more tender than

Bigarreaus usually are."—\Floriti and PowuHoffiet, v., 267.)

EQTAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Wj.tiil.v Sum, Dec* ni IStll. Thr Slmu lo ,1 we -";." small

one, chiefly made tip of a collection of pit] the Society's

garden at Chiawick. A small planl andstand of cnt blooms of

Pompon Chryaonthemnm Alfred Chapman was sent by Mr. I!. Chap-

man, florist, Great Warley, Essex, but as the plant was onlj :' - idling

flowering for (he Brat time it will be neces arj to i another

season beforo its merits can be finally decided nj ind its i baraeter

for late flowering can be considered established, [n the collection of

plants from Ohiswick were Poinsettia pnlaheramft, Aiienlm ,\" a

t:i in berry, Solannm p ad -enpsienm. ami Cineraria

foLia. Amongst flowering plants to be Bses iBdftie-coaMervator] i - a fine

speoi nof Lncnlia gratii una, nil -.:.-. ' iouat id scents

the wlioli' Iiihi: v.

LARGE OLD APPLE TREES.
ARcnr.or.oou'Ai, societies, as well as many private individuals,

are prosecuting their researches in every direction where any

remains of the past are likely 1 1 be found, and calculations and
conjectures are formed as to the ages of the objects with which
arch eulogists come in contact; occasionally the-extra

dimensions of particular specimens of tin- \< rid are

reported and discussed, especially when associated with some
important event or revelation Of a bygone ap;.?. These vege-

table records are fitting subjects for comment in the pa

The Jour.NAL of Hor.Ticui/m:r, whether they be Oak',

Hawthorns, fruit trees, or any other member of the veq

world ; and notwithstanding the great increase of inq

after objects of this kind, it is probable that there are yet many
very remarkable trees scattered over the country which have
never yet had their features recorded in print.

Not many days ago happening to he in the park of Sir E.

Filmer, Bart., East Sutton, the size of a healthy, noble Oak
attracted my attention. Its bole was short, its root-claws were
on the surface, and it had a wide-spreading top formed by huge
limbs at 8 or 9 feet from the ground. A string was drawn
round what might be called the waist of the tree, or where it was
smallest, yet there it was upwards of 24 feet in circumference.

A similar-shaped tree I noticed a year or two ago in Buck-
inghamshire, in a hedgerow. This tree was 28 feet 8 tm hes i'i

circumference at the smallest part, wl circumference

could be. taken. It was an Oak, and by its appearance was
likely to outlive several generations of the human race.

These examples are not the largest that could be gh
such trees, and I have on more than one occasion m
churchyard Yew tree not far from where I writ'', i

upwards of 32 feet in circumference at the smallest pa,'

bole, the height of which is 8 or 'J fe '. My
is not to describe trees of this kind, but to call attention to

some very old Apple trees at Linton Park, and to request ether

correspondents to report remarkable specimens thai I

under their notice; for although it is not likely an; p-'cimens

of our common fruit trees can be found to compete
quarian point of view with our Oaks and Yews, still there are

many such trees which
deserve to be more fully known.
Taking the cultivated Appl -iry.it is no

easy matter to follow its history backwards thro 13 ages;

but there is a belief that the wild Grab had undere ne some
transformation about the time of the (' is also

a strong belief that at that time the P..

in temperature more nearly than now to the 1 1 ut climate of

Spain, and the south of France, and that the Grape Vino ripened

its fruit out of doors more freely then than it does now. This,

however, is rtained. still the fact of there

baring-been Grapes-grown. in the" landaswel!
the southern counties, gives reason to b

v. armer in those days than at the present lime. Beth:
may, certainly we hear little of tl. i tie period which
succeeded the Conquest was not lit

of articles of luxury, such as it would then be ; and probably it

was not until after the i beeoMfo Luxuries

of nations farther advanced in -

;
' ilisation than our forefathers

that a taste for fruits beca fcel lot us

one of the nearest continental nation I alike in

household comforts and in cultural skill. To the 1

are indebted for manyiofjour most e.-i b .1
'

:

either history or tradition is at fault, if one of our sovereigns

most renowned for encotfragrhg industrial pursuits amongst
his subjects, had not to send ! for a salad for the royal

table. It is not at all unlikely that the messengers .sent for

such productions should acquire the mode of growing them at

home, and Flemish Cress and Flanders Spinach, names not

lost sight of yet, might be associated with many other vegetables

now forgotten.

We ore told that the enterprising cultivators of the Low
Countries were also amongst the first who improved the Apple,
and from them there is reliable information that a gardener to

Henry VIII.. bought a number of trees, which he planted at a
place in tho northern part of Kent. Probably others of the same
kind were plantetl in proximity to some of the royal palaces.

Whether this was so or not, tradition, and, I believe, history,

affirm that an orchard of Flemish Apple trees was planted at

Teynhain, in Kent. We are also told that a number of Cherry
trees reached us about the same time, and that they were
planted at Sittingbourne, which is only a very short distance

from the former place, and thus we have evidence that two
such useful fruits as Apples and Cherries were introduced from
Flanders into Kent.

Such events were not likely to pass without some remem-
brance of them being kept up, and if any remains of these

identical trees are still in existence, it, is hoped that some corre-

spondent will report their condition in the pages of this Journal.

Should the original trees of the Flemish Pippin and Cherries

mentioned above have all passed away, their oldest represen-

tatives must be interesting, and as the remains of a very old

orchard of Apple trees exist here, a description of them, with

the assistance of such notes of their history as can be gleaned,

may, perhaps, induce others having trees of similar antiquity

to contribute to these pages their descriptions.

Within the boundary of Linton Park is an enclosure of about

five acres, which, though now devoted to other purposes, still

retains the name of " The Old Orchard," for some venerable

oid Apple trees exist th< re, and in favourable seasons they bear

a fair proportion of fruit. These trees are of great age, and
the few that now remain must have been of a large size before

decay set in. The accompanying engraving, taken from a fair

specimen, will give some idea of the appearance they now pre-

sent. They would seem to have had clear stems of from to

10 feet high, and the tops assume the ordinary character of aged
trees. They have not in any way been meddled with for many
years, the elements being their only pruners, and now and then
these have been so rude and violent as to break off large limbs,

and sometimes the whole tree has given way.

The situation of "The Old Orchard" is on the southern

slope of a hill, with an elevation of about 300 feet above the

sea level. At present the trees are sheltered from most winds
except that from the north, hut in their best days they do not

seem to have been so protected. The ground has long been in

grass, and about tweuty-fiv: 1

1 a belt and some orna-

mental clumps of trees and shrubs weVe formed out of part of

the ore' wing such trees as then stood within these

enclosure:- to nemain, and Oriental Planes, Sycamores, Tulip
Trees,,. -wing subjects have overtopped the Apple
trees; - i: the death of the latter has

: -1 by the intruders, as some so circumstanced

;.; out in the open ground. It is,

however, like] those now remaining will have passed

away in ten or a dozen yaara ; but the unusual dimensions of

d with the fact that the fruit they bear
- hie—indeed better than that of many trees

ill render some notice of their peculiari-

- ing.

Unfortunately I cannot learn that any record exists -f the

time this orchard was planted ; but old people, who knew the

orchard well upw« . speak of it as being a

very old orchard at that time, many trees having even then

died from old age, but the remaining ones were bearing well.

The i -ears ago had the reputation of being good.

The kinds mentioned as being popular at that time have, how-
ever, all succumbed to ; of time. Nonpareils, which
were r( 1 have 1 a guinea a-bnshel about the

uing of the present century, on some
I

1 1 f bygone days

;

- cimen produced some very good fn mbling
-. laid

the tree on its side half a dozen ye.'i leties

v.'-n-' left are more limited than the number of trees, in fact,
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most of those remaining are of two kinds, one appearing to be
a Pearmain of some sort, the other a large kitchen Apple that

would pass muster very well at the present day in Covent
Garden. This Apple, to which I more particularly call atten-

tion, is called to the present day the Flanders Pippin ; and as

tradition is tolerably trustworthy in matters of local import,
the name may be regarded as established. The question then
arises, Were these venerable trees imported from the country
whose name they bear? History, as I have already noticed,

says that a gardener to Henry VIII. imported trees from

Flanders and planted them at Teynham in this county, and
very likely one or more of the varieties might bear the name
of the country they came from, hence it is not unlikely the trees
at Linton might be planted at a period very nearly as remote
as that alluded to.

These Apple trees are the oldest-looking and the largest I

know anywhere. One of them I find measures in direct per-
pendicular height 46 feet, and the girth of its bole is 75 inches.
The others are much about the same in height ; and in circum-
ference of bole they average 07 inches, the largest being

!ii?§^ «*S^
ATFLE TREE IN " THE OLD ORCHARD AT LINTON PARK.

81 and the smallest 47 inches, passing the string round the

tree at its smallest part below the first branches ; and as the

ends of all the top branches are dead, and have been decaying

for some years, it is not too much to say that the trees may
have been 6 feet higher. Generally the foliage is healthy. No
suckers have ever, to my knowledge, been seen, and the ques-

tion sometimes arises, Have they ever been grafted ? If they

have not, is it the cause of their greater longevity ? The soil

which these trees occupy is a sound, deep, mellow loam, neither

too stiff nor too light ;
yet at no great distance are other orchards

of recent date, soil and situation much the same, where the

trees show indications of dying off, though probably only one-

fourth the age of these patriarchs. How is this to be accounted

for? King of the Pippins and Winter Quoinings show symp-

toms of old age at thirty "or forty years or less, and the Haw-
thornden scarcely lives more than half that time. The Flanders

Pippin trees in " The Old Orchard " were long past their best

sixty years ago
;

yet the fruit they now bear is better than

three-fourths of the Hawthorndens met with, and less spotted

and unsightly. The fruit is not unlike that variety, being of

a pale green, with very little colour, and not so shining in the

skin as Dumelow's Seedling and some other kinds. It usually

keeps well till Christmas.—J. Eobson.

[We have paid some attention to the early history of the

Apple in England, and some day may arrange and publish our

notes. It is very evident that in the days Mr. Eobson has named
there was a distinction between Apples and Pippins. In the

"Privy Purse Expenses" of Princess (afterwards Queen),
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Mary, daughter Of Henry VUI., there aro about thirty ontries

like this :
" Given to a poorinun bringing Apples to my Lady's

grace, 2s.:" but thoro aro only six entries of I ippma, and
almost in each instance they were from persona of note, and
their names are mentioned ; thus, in June, 1543: " Paid to my
Lord Sunt John's messenger for bringing Pippins and Straw-

berries, 5s." That Pippins were a reoent introduction, agree-

ing with the tradition that they were brought to England in

Henry VIII.'s reign, has the negative evidence that in the

"Privy Purse Expenses" of Elizabeth of York, Queen of

Henry VII., there are frequent entries of monies paid for

Apples, such as this, in October, 1502 :
—" To a poor woman

that brought a present of Apples from Hounslow to the Queen,
at Richmond, 20d. ;" but when Pippins aro mentioned, which
they are only thrice, they Beera to havo been foreign rarities,

as, for instance :
—" To a Frenchman that brought a present of

Pippins to the Queen in the Tower. 3s. lit."— Ens.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS
\i the Royal Horticultural Society's Exhibition at Bury

St. Edmunds next year it is proposed to offer the town cups,

the subscriptions for which now amount to 639, for Ferns, in

something like the following manner: — First twelve Ferns,

£15 cup; second twelve, tin ditto; third twelve, £7 ditto.

Mr. D. T. Fish suggests that a three-guinea cup be given by
the town for the best window plant grown by a mechanic or

common labourer living within the boundary of the borough,
gardeners' labourers and nurserymen's men not to be allowed

to compete. Mr. T. G. Youngman, of Stowmarket, but formerly

of Bury, will be worthily represented by a special prize at Bury.
J. A. Hardcastle, Esq.,"M.F., and Edward Greene, Esq., M.P.,

the members for Bury, have subscribed ten guineas, to be
given in two cups, one of six and the other of four, for the

best and second-best hand-bonquets for ladies. The subscrip-

tion for the Suffolk gardeners' cup is progressing ; it now
amounts to £G 12s. For the county cup the sum of £26 6s. 6tZ.

has been already subscribed.

A very successful photograph of the Executive Com-
mittee of the International Exhibition has just been taken by
Mr. Vernon Heath, and is being published by Messrs. Day and
Son. Mr. Richard Dean, of 8, Denmark Villas, Ealing, near
London, has received an agency for the photograph.

In the Revue Horticole M. CarriSre has shown that the
plant called Abies Jezoensis by Lindley, and Abies Fortunei
by A. Murray, is not the Abies Jezoensis of Siebold and Znc-
carini, nor an Abies at all, but a new genus, which he has
named Keteleeria, in honour of M. Keteleer, the eminent nur-
seryman of Puis. The name M. Carriere proposes is Keteleeria
Fortunei, and it is distinguished from Abies and Pieea in

having the erect cones of the latter and the persistent scales of

the former.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

At the commencement of a new year we would suggest that
every article throughout the kitchen -garden department should
be correctly named. In addition to this it should be marked
when sor.n or planted, the kind of manure applied, and whether
true to name and of good quality. The plan we would recom-
mend is, when thinning out the shrubberies in winter, to select

a quantity of elbowed pieces of wood 2 or 3 inches in diameter,
and from 2 to 3 feet in length, and on wet days to have them
pointed at ono end and a smooth face cut at the other, so as to

be in readiness when wanted ; nothing more is required but a
little white paint rubbed on, some cross lines to be drawn with
a black-lead pencil, the date to be placed at the top, and other
particulars, as in the an- -

1867.nexed form. When the crop

is cleared the tally is re-

moved, and the remarks,
whatever they may be, are
entered in a memorandum-
book, the face of the tally is

planed off with a piece of

old glass, and is at once
ready for a similar purpose.

The inferior sorts are struck

out of the next year's seed
list, and the seedsman
spoken to about any spurious varieties.

FEBItU,u:v 14.

Sowx.

Green Marrow Pen.
Ground manured with , t'ec.

Double trenched, or single trenched.
1 Well pulverised and in Rood condition.
I Plants up iu full row, March —
(
In bloom, June —

,
Gathered, Jnly —
True to name, or a few of a spurious

variety amongst them.
Good in general <juaUty or not.
Good yield or not.
Room left here for any other remarks.

Interesting informa-

tion may bo thus gained by amateurs, and also by the young
men employed in this department, ieparagus, the most con-

venient plan of forcing it is to transfer it to a light pit pro-

vided with a moderate bottom hi at, and duly covered with light

soil ; allowed as much sunlight and air as possible, an abundant
supply of excellent Asparagus may be obtained. This BJ

of removal may be considered extravagant when the destruc-

tion of the roots is considered; but its adoption in some
instances could not fail to bo of use, as a system might be
originated' of substituting young and healthy stock in pla I

anciently-established and worn-out plant-, whose occupation i t

tho land has continued for many successive years. '

tako advantage of the (irst dry day that may occur, with thi

ground in a rather dry state, to earth up closely any that may
have outgrown the previous soiling, and be prepared to pro-

tect the ridges in case of severe frost. Dry stubble litter an-

swers very well for this purpose ; but where they can be afforded

light straw or reed shutters are preferable, as being more easily

applied, and causing less litter ; they aro also useful in exclud-

ing wet. Sea-hale, there is no question but that the best-

flavoured and finest is obtained from established plants sub-

ject* 1 to no system of forcing, but merely covered with

earth or sand, and brought forward by tho natural warmth of

the season; but Sea-kale is demanded at Christinas, and a

more active system of procedure is imperative. The old plan

of covering with pots and supplying a stimulating heat by a

body of leaves is still preferred by many ; but where the addi-

tional trouble of half Idling the pots with wood ashes or sand
can be afforded, good-flavoured Sea-kale can be seemed. The
more recent plan of taking up the roots and forcing them in

the Mushroom-house, or any dark place, has its recommenda-
tions, both in regard to economy and rapidity of production

;

only, if the precautions for excluding light be not effectual, the

flavour will be deteriorated. Rhubarb, the last-mentioned plan

is equally advantageous for this.

fruit gat.;

Planting hitherto deferred should be immediately attended

to, otherwise it should be postponed until February. The
roots of all newly planted trees should be secured from the

effects of severe weather by mulching. Fruit trees are in-

jured by the accumulation of moss and lichen on their branches

;

where the hand cannot reach them a das ing of lime will effect

their destruction. In the absence of frost old walls may be

pointed and limewashed.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Whenever the ground is dry let the surface soil about Pinks

be moved; and if the worms throw casts or are other-

wise troublesome, by all means give them a dose of lime water.

Seedlings planted out for next year's blooming, if exposed
to vermin, should have an occasional dusting of soot; this

sprinkled lightly over them will preserve them from snails and
other vermin of a similar character, as well as be a safeguard

against the wholesale encroachments of rabbits and hares where
these sad pests to the florist abound. Auriculas and Polyan-

thuses in frames must have all the air possible ; these plants

generally grow more robust on an open yet well-sheltered border,

but their flowers cannot be protected as in frames, and when the

possessor is an exhibitor this is a point of considerable impor-
tance : it will, therefore, be requisite, knowing their hardiness,

to avoid stewing them up, as is too often the case. Turn the

bed for Ranunculuses well over for the last time previous to

planting, pick out worms of all descriptions, ridge the bed, and
give it, after a few days' exposure, a dressing of lime, then level

it down and allow it to consolidate, in which state it had better

remain until February.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.

Some of the early Chrysanthemums will probably be past

their best, and these should be replaced at once, as the plants

have but a very shabby appearance when the beauty of the

flower is over. Give timely attention to providing a succession

of bloom with which to keep the conservatory gay. Be careful

not to let plants in bloom suffer from want of water. Give
weak, clear manure water to Chrysanthemums, Salvias, Ca-
mellias, Sea., and use every means to preserve the beauty of

specimens in bloom as long as possible. Damp and mildew
are the great enemies to be guarded against in the green-

house in the present state of the weather, and these must be
sharply looked after, especially in the case of plants that have
not well matured their growth, and are in rather a soft state.

If damp prove troublesome it must be dispelled by means of

free ventilation on mild days, using a little fire heat at the
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same time ; and of mildew a dry airy atmosphere is the best

preventive, but the plants .should be frequently examined,
applying sulphur on the first appearance of the enemy. Very
little water will he required here at present, but the plants
should be carefully looked over about twice a-week, so as to

make sure that nothing is allowed to feel the want of it. If

not already done, let the plants be tied with the least possible

delay ; for it is very difficult to tie a plant so that it will not
look somewhat stiff and unnatural, aud the sooner all this kind
of work is done the better the specimens will look when in

bloom.
stovi:.

Some of the early-ripened tall Cacti may now be introduced
either in the stove or forcing-pit,. and receive a liberal watering
to commence with. If, however, the blossom-buds are not well

matured, it is of little use forcing them. Do not encourage
any fresh growth among stove plants at this period, rather aim
at that kind of routine management which will serve to consoli-

date the growths already made and to develope the blossoms of

the late-flowering plants in a proper way.

PITS.

The present is a very trying season for the inmates of these
structures, and every advantage must be taken of mild dry days
to give air freely, and a little must be afforded every day when
the temperature is above freezing. Also carefully look over the
plants at least once a-week, and remove decaying leaves, &c,
which, when left, only encourage damp and mildew. Scarcely
any watering will be necessary here for some time, and the
plants will be all the better of being kept rather dry at the
root; but strong healthy plants will probably be found to

require water occasionally to prevent the balls becoming too dry,

and when water must be gi\en select a dry morning for doing
so, and give air freely during the day. Sec that the frames are
well-banked up, so as to be proof against ordinary frost, and do
not neglect covering up securely at night.—W. Reane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
As to general work, in such changeable weather we can only

refer to what was said of the vegetable and fruit departments
in former notices, similar work being attended to as the weather
would permit.

ORNAMENTAL TIErVKTMENT.
In fine days proceeded with a thorough cleauing-up in the

pleasure grounds, clearing the lawns of all faded leaves, as they

contrast so mournfully at this season with the bright green
grass, which, if kept nice, is one of the greatest attractions of a

demesne in winter. Rolled the grass with a light wooden
roller, heavy enough to give a nice level appearance, and send
wormcasts ought of sight, or have them attached—licked up, as

it were—to the roller, and scraped off at interwals. Such a

roller, made simply from the equally rounded bole of a tree,

and 1 foot in diameter and 4 feet in length, will enable a man
or a stout boy to go over with an 'it a large space of

ground in a short time, when, owing to the wet state of the

ground or a shortness of labour power, it would be found un-

suitable to use a heavier iron roller. We look on this simple

roller as one of the most useful machines far keeping a lawn
in nice trim in winter.

Pulled up the few weeds which were seen on the walk:

gave these a good brushing' with a new birch broom, from
which the slender points had been nipped off with a knife.

There is a little art in thi'S brushing a . as to render it

fresh aud h . ive scarcely a mark of the broom. This
will never ho done by working the broi t ind for-

wards, hut by beginning at one end, aud brushing the walk
regularly and only in one direction. Thus, if you begin at the

north end of a walk you must brush continuously and only to

the south, making no back strokes to the north. In this way,

with a little practice, scarcely a mark of the birch will remain.

Though the walks thus left wen nough for winter

wear, we rolled the most prominent of them with a rather light

iron roller, and chiefly because in pi were small

green marks ; and if we should have a sharp frost ere long, we
would be able from the smoothness to scrub these places with

a hard half-worn broom. After such work the heavy rains of

the morning of the 12th made lawns and bi "lit and

clean. Let it be impressed on the possessors of small gardens

that a few poles of lawn thus nicely kept will afford more satis-

faction than as many roods, or even an acre, left to look after

itself.

Hardy Flm ists' KUsmrs-.—This, with the alternations of cold
and wet, has been rather a trying time for them, not so much
from the cold, as that has hardly been severe enough as yet to
necessitate any protection. . cefjfrs -lass covering, and the sashes
being kept olose as long as the frost was at all severe. The
danger arose from damp when the frost was gone, and any
neglect to give at once a free circulation of air. One great
advantage of having a good collection of Auriculas, Polyanthus,
Heartsease. Pinks, and Carnations in establishments where
young gardeners were kept, was the habit of care and un-
remitting attention thus established. In such wet weather
Auriculu... Polyanthus. Ac, should not only be protected from
the wet, but should have a free current of air by tilting the
sashes securely back and front, and even when the air itself is

almost saturated with moisture it may often be advisable in a
dry day to take oil a little of the surface soil from plants in
pots and replace it with dry compost, which will help a little to

keep the air dry about them. In extreme cases we have found
the atmosphere much improved by placing good lumps of un-
slaked lime in open places.

Bedding Plants.—The weather has been rather trying for

these, if kept in cold pits and frames, and especially in the

I
i n old hotbeds. Damp is the great enemy that we

have lately had to contend with. Frequently we have placed
bedding plants in frames standing on the top of old hotbeds,
btit cold before the bedding plants were placed in them ; but
hardly any worse place could be chosen with glass as a pro-

tecting medium. All the rain that falls, unless the frames
are furnished with spouting, will fall into the linings or the
bed. and be absorbed by them, and thus find its way upwards,
in mild damp weather, among the plants. Whenever a few
leaves, not to say a few plants, begin to damp, if not taken off

at once, the damp will spread like a plague, and ere long leave

nothing but skeletons of plants, if it leave anything at all

above the surface of the ground. Every damped leaf should,

therefore, be removed as soon as perceived. In fine, dry, mild
days the sashes should be entirely removed, at least for some
hours in the middle of the day. Not a drop more water should

be used under such circumstances than can be avoided, and it

is best to removo any plant outside that requires watering, and
let it drain itself before replacing it. In cases where there is

much damp aud the soil in the pots is rather wet, it is a good
plan to remove a little of the surface soil and replace it with
very dry mould, and even to place a dry bottom of ashes or

chalk and lime for the bed.—R. F.

C'OYENT GARDEN" MARKET.—December 15.

jf.s of all rough poods more moderate. Good dessert fruit is

worth Esther more, especially i'.Lu-l; Grapes and Pears ; the latter consist

of BenirG Did, Winter Nelifl, Glou Jttorceau, and Ne Plus Meuris.

Apples compi reil, Blenheim Pippin, and Ribston Pippin.

it last prices.

Fr.UIT.

s. d. s. d
Apples J

, sieve 2 OAo.8
Apricots doz.
Cherries 11..

Chestnut, ImV.i. 10

Currants tsieve o o i)

Black '.. do.
Eigs doz.

lb.

Cobs lb.

Goosebez ie i rt "

Grapes, Hotkou
Lernous 100

i

o lo o

s. d. s.

Melons each 2 otoi
Nectarines doz.

Oranges 100 5

Peaches doz.

Pears (dessert) ..doz. 3

kitchen doz. 2

Pine Apples lb. S

Phrrns i sieve

Juinces <b>z. S
Raspberries lb.

Strawberries lb.

.1

6
4

Walnuts bush. 10 20

VESETA3I2ES.

. ; doz.

Broccoli
Brus. Sprouts
Cabbage doz.
I

Carrots buueu
Cauliflower doz.
Celery
Cucumbers each

pick' 1.

Endive doz.

Fennel
lb.

Herbs I

cadi . . bundle

S. d. s

OtoO

'I

o
o
o
ii

4

9

»

J
1

2
1
•2

2

1

2 ii

1
•i s
2

d
Leeks bunch

il Lettuce per score

Mushrooms pottle

Mustd-& Cress, punnet
Onions per bushel

li Parsnips doz.

ii Peas perquart
Potatoes bushel

.; Kidney do.
inches

Rhubarb bundle
Savoys
- ' basket

Uots lb.

bushel
Tomatoes i»

Turnips bunch
II \ eget&ble Marrows dz.

s. d. s.

o ;: i. 'I

1

2

3
;;

1

1

2
2
2

.i

9

2 6

(I

3

4 6
4
1 e

8
2

n 4 ll (i
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
N.B.— Many »] JJC^tiuils must remain unanswered until next

week.

NAMINO PiilMT I
.'.'). ,. I> ' ..'..'•

I iUQ t\n>u iV

be mapped up separately, aUtl ' '

' ' B aniiin a bun 01 battel,

carriage paid.

Saccolahiuv ..(.: ro thoFloawl-Coi] i

roport, v printed 13 i I un
plant is referred to under its correct name.

Stove (Mrs. Bn/vtt). Wo use }I..y.-,
v a floe to

heat u conservatory of the size you name. Sou can have "

Flowsra " tree !••. posl from our office

with ytraraddiMas. It ofla1 rating the <"

themum.
Slate Cloth—Earth cut.rrs- f. ..'. ft). ;

i

oax* column:-. Cottage s would either use I
' directed

would do* .1. orro na . I ">

on tin! anatu-nspecri a town would mulily limi a marketat
the I.- h in ooop ; but

n. ,p.' '
- , ivon in the absence of any information as to I

and soil.

•:>: Fruit Tkkkm (IT. Borer).—Yum- half-dozen fowls vriU

do no i
i time of

the year; but in the spring they might pick the young leaves and flower-

buds. Thi j viH clear the surface of slogBj &c.

Scmzosryi.. !i OCINJ I CULTURE (IT. -J. 0.),—Plant early in spring in

free sandy loam well manured. A few flowers will appear in June j but
the great show is in autumn, from October to December. The plants are

now beautifully in bloom, but the -talks are turning a little yellow. Tike
up the bulbs as soon as the stalk* Live dead. BoHzoatyilis cocninea ta per-

fectly hardy, and may be left in the ground tor a year or two if planted
for a permanency.

Cotton Peed (Mil <', Wle do not .know of any one who can
furnish Cotton aeedsrfor experiments. Perhaps some of our eotl
dents will oblige as by stating who can furnish such

rsTAira Stove (A JteguVcar&wbaeriber).*--Two bushels of the
charcoal last a month, and it costs 22d. per bushed
Fuchsias Resting (X. Y. Z.).—The old and young plants (if not cut-

tings of the current year) may be placed in the potting-shed, from which
frost must be excluded, and should be kept dry at the roots, and yet not
so dry as to cause the wood to shrivel. In "March the plants maybe
pruned in to two or three eyes, taken out of the pots, and, most of the soil

having been shaken from the roots, placed in pots a size less than those
they were in. Place in a light and airy part of the greenhouse ; bottom
heat is not absolutely needed. Give a gentle syringing morning and
evening, and do not over-water, yet keep the soil moist. When the
plants break, or new shoots are produced, thin or disbud the shoots where
likely to be too close, leaving them evenly distributed, so as to produce a
well-balanced head. Repot when the roots fill the pots without becoming
too closely matted. Stop the shoots when they have made three
joints, and again at every third leaf until within six weeks of the time at
which they are required to be in flower, giving them their last shift a
fortnight prei tons to the last stopping.
Cinerarias Flowering Unseasonably (Idem).—You cannot now do

any good by stopping the plants showing their flower>buds. They must
goto flower, but you may pinch back those not showing buds to three
leaves repeatedly up to the end of February, pegging and tying
shoots so as to produce a compact head. The plants that havi
single stem you may allow to grow as f i to flower in March, or pinch
out their points at the third leaf, and the shoots which they produce in

like manner at the third leaf, up to the end of February. You started or
potted . ^oon. August was early enough for your
purpose. Ai give them more pot room, let every alternate
watering be of liquid manure not very strong.

Herbage Caxceolabxas (Idem).—Shift at once the plants nowin
small pots inl i tj-ineh pots, using a compost of turfy loom and leaf

mould in <<[-. addition of sand. Keep moist and
cool, just free from frost, on a BhelfineartheglasS, and give

air. Pinch out the centre from amongst the leaves, and when the pel 3

become full of roots shift into six-inch pots. Keep free from green
fly by fumigating with tobacco, and if afforded plenty of moisture the
plants will grow well. Shift into eight-inch pots in February, or early iu

March. The while sand is the b
Acacia ar.vata and Cvtisus jmdcemosob BUPBBBtJfl not Flom h

(J. H. Bayly.—These plants should be kept in a light and ai:

house from which frost is excluded. In a sitting-room the atmosphere is

too dry for t i mi I og a free growth, and the light insufficient to
properly ripen that made. Place them in a greenhouse, encourage them
to mal. .-.

. and when it is made place them out of

doors ir may situation—say, in the end of June, and keep them
there, well supplied with water, until the end of September ; we
doubt they would then flower well in the following spring. The
should not ? .<. : they are evergreens, rag.nii ,

" he oil to be
moist:' 1

ill si i in winter,than summer; They may have
the soil to all appe:. i w, only the foliage must not be allowed
to suffer. They should not be cut down i. w, 1 at in Bpring, after flower*

ing, or bef >i

.

. , ,;..wcr from !
;

year, or thai - .- ud not from that of next year. A com
turfy loanxand at suits them well. Avoid manure ; if the
need tol apost may consist of turfy loam,
peat, and Ion ;v I \ arts.

Hibiscus roba*-8xmekbxs Fdem).— There is no means
double-flowering''; igle-fiowcrro

plants will do so, but they are not double-flowered, but only*semi-double,
requiring good cultivation to keep their Loweamg
Hibiscus is not kept bj nurserymen, ae it is i Eeriorto 1 a do Me, and
they grow thai A for.

" You may obtain a pocket of seed

single Hibiseu b ofthe principal si i

Cdttino Hack Cmrodendron Thomsons (Ir.i-m).—So far from pre-

venting your pdini towering you will ensure its di mttingit
back to 4 on-5 1 et. flowers from the shoots rising fi

wood of last year, you will have enougl i i I ad by cutting it in you
will secure a better plant.

Ili'i.v.is Cninr.i i ', ;n I 'i mu '. on . 111 i,k
I

.f, i ', < . a.), -During winter
i he lit > t of thB3S plant 1

; rvijuin.!!! the temperature •! ,-BJ 0M8 f50 to (>0" at
night), andltohaera a daxat«amounl oi ami navi and fl ir, with water
stitiieieiiL tso keep the i

" :

I Dxedst^ bui not wat mar ytA flryi TJ I
I re

quires a like ii en] n i I ok< , and ikj water bngrond a little oocasioaaikjrj to

prevent the ». iod lirivoQmg,
Plantains AMB DAffiXEAZONe OS I 1 1 1

' '
I

The I -.t plan of ex-

tii-patiur i
i to grub them up by ths soot with a spudj and

the DandBlions with a ami :

I
. :

>' ;, qq i ither,

i hie thiek portion «.: |

.

,i LintO i uli hole, which idiuuld be
.. i . . M .

.

.
.

Vines I I
. . . The old vines your Eriend ! madaarnavt

border over will, no doubt, produce a fair crop. The planted
in the oec I den i

il if Qua old Vinea do u«t b

growth,.by shading and otherwise dvuibprng them ol ;i due share of the
roof, or that lii i' bheil growl !i. Tin l'..tatuos uamed may be
had i.f V.

I 6 i i

i
i

i
i

i
- . ,

i. . a Dodi-
caule, CEnothcra macrocarpa, LyUn-um ro-i-iim superbum, L
Haogeana, Eri] . I Bi

I ad an 1 Agrostemma
coronaria. For bar G bo indiflosa, BiJbave Hchafta, and
Plumbago Lai-pcnta?.
AiTiHnv- i , t.l [Idem),—Hemskri l and IX< i

Pelargoniums to Flowbb in July (J lew \< <
. . op them

until the beginning of Ktay, retarding the planta afterwards if necessary
by shading from bright sun, and )• ooi

I
pli oi air. The

i / to bring on young xihints- is to eonrmence \. ., bj in the
season, by cutting tht 1 1 in :

.
i

.
i

'
: on so

as to have them in their blooming pots by Di lember forti trl .. , ;;nd by
February fur a late bloom. Mod. are better than ne large

shift.

Violets for Winter (Cclia).—The bi -t plan is to-take off h- suckers
or runners in May and pot them singly in small pots in a compost of

turfy loam two-thirds, and leaf mould one-third. Place them in a cold
frame, and keep close, moist, and shaded, until established. Remove the
lights gradually, keep the plants well supplied with water, and when the

pots become lull of roots shift into six-inch, pots, draining these well,

and using the Bi me i est as before. The plants require moisture and
coolness during the Bununer, and they will grow well if the pots be
plunged. In September they may be returned to a frame, and remain
plunged in ashes, with the protection of a mat over the lights in severe
weather, drafting them into the greenhouse as they are wanted to flower,

and always selecting the niost promising.
Goodyera discolor Cultcrk (Cl'ricus).—Thc pot ounht to be one-

third filled with crocks, and the compost should consist of turfy or
fibrous peat, and chopped sphagnum, with a free admixture of silver

sand and broken charcoal, from which the dust has been sifted out. The-

sand and charcoal together may form one-third of the compost. If

cocoa-nut refuse can bo had it may be used in place of the sphagnum.
The Goodyera should be potted when it recommences growth, and water
must be somewhat sparingly given at first, hut increased with the growth,
abundance being afforded both at the root and in the atmosphere
when the plant is growing freely. In potting, press the compost firmly.

Free ventilation should be given day and night, and a temperature of

from 60° to 85° in summer, and from 45c to 50° in winter will suit it. It

should be shaded from blight sun. When at rest but little water is

needed, yet the plant should not be allowed to suffer; it should have a
little now and then over the pot—a gentle bedewing to keep it plump and
fresh. Avoid cold currents of air, and do not allow cold air to come in

contact with the leaves whilst wet, as they may thus become discoloured.

Burned Clay (T. Dickson). — Your clay burned until it resembles
lumps as hard as bricks ought to be easily broken. If it cannot, it has
been too much burned. Your burning it was right; but we do not per-

ceive what value it will ho for your light soil, as the latter will only be
rendered still more open by dressing it with the burned clay, which,
however. od ior heavy land. If you were to place lumps of clay

on the ground in spadefuls at about a foot apart, the lumps when frozen
through would crumble on a thaw, and you might then spread the clay

and dig it in. Your land would thus be made more adhesive, and become
better suited for fruit trees. Your leaf mould will do for mixing with
the soil and for mulching the trees. Cool manure, such as that oi i

will be best i ir ;•

"

! ::- soil.

Flower Pots fi?. Smart).—Flower pots are of various sizes and urines.

Thimbles and thumbs are any size under 3 niches in diameter at the top.
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SEtppr PELABiiONiuMb (Rtytila odorata).—Of those you na
Eleanor, Monsieur Martin, Eugenie Mezard, and Madame Va

, name, Clippor,
Vaucher would

give yon variety and answer yoitt conditions for pert culture. For bed-
dina—Clipper, Itoi d'ltalie. Lord Palmerston, Glowworm, Madame
Vaucher, and Madame Barre will do very well, but you give no in-
forcnation as to the colours you require, and limit our selection to
certain varieties. Consult an article at page 119.
Arrangement of Vineey (H. J. C).—We quite approve of the proposed

arrangement of the Vine-border, raising aud transplanting the Vines in I

the house ; but under the circumstances, considering the age «>f the Vines I

now against the wall and trained horizontally, and which showed signs of
mildew last season, we w mid rather leave them where they are, treat
them for mildew there, and plnut some good strong Vines in the house
instead. We feel certain this would be the best plan to pursue.
Old Vinery (.4 Novice).—We would rather Bay nothing of an old vinery

100 feet in length, coating betwten £'3u0and £40'> to take it down, convey
it to its fresh site, and put it up again, and we are doubtful of its being
worth £600 or £700 when done. 1, The transplanted old Vines will do
if the roots have been carefully traced, but if the roots now placed in an
old shed begin to grow before planting in March, it would be well to re-
move without disturbing them. If the roots have not begun to push it

will not matter, but the sooner they are planted the better. If the roots
are much knocked about, we would prefer young Vines to the old ones.
•2, As to your border, if your surface soil is only 18 inches from the water
yon would require to concrete (> inches bclow'the present surface-drain,
cover with 6 inches of clinker*, and place your border of 2 feet or
,iO inches entirely above the surface; but if you have nothing but sand,
and no loam can bo had, we do not know hon you will manage with it for
Vines, though mauure and bones will do much. 3, We would in any case
plant the Vines inside the house

;
if the house is wide, we would be satis-

tied with the inside border ; if the house is narrow, we would have an out-
side border also, and the front wall on arches, aud we would do this in
any case if there were to be fruit trees on the floor of the house.
4, The growing of fruit trees and flowers below the Vines will depend on
how much the Vines shade the roof. See "Doings of the Last Week,"
page 450. 5, See second head. We would advise you to procure from
our office, the "Vine Manual," which you cau have free by post for
thirty-two postage stamps.
VroLA consuTA from SEED (A. B. A.).—Sow Viola cornuta seed at

once, and place the pans in a cold frame: or sow on a warm al

border. It will, how< vei < better in a cold frame. The seed should be
sown thinly and covered about l\ iu^-h deep.

Hepatica Propagating {A Subscrilu-r).—Early in M;irch take up the
root and divide it into as many parts as there are crowns ; if each divi-

sion have some roots attached to it, success will be almost certain.
Plant the divisions in a situation not overhung by trees, and sheltered
from the sun's rays from 10 a.m. to S p.m., or shade with a mat placed
over them during the mid-day hours when the sun's rays are powerful.
Work into the soil a liberal dressing of leaf mould, and if the soil be
heavy, of sand also. Plant quite up to and even bury the crown half an
inch, and put them in lines 6 inches apart, and B inches from plant to

plant in the lines. Keep well supplied with water until established, dis-

continuing it and the shading after May.
Sawdust for Plunging Pots in (J. H.).—Sawdust is a very good plunging

material, and in nowise inj urious to the plants plunged in pots in it, though
it does sometimes foster fungus, and it is then more or less injurious.
Coleus Verschaffelti Sowing (|flj•»;!.—This may be raised from

seed, but it does not come true, as few variegated plants do, and we do
not know that it is so raised, it being so easily propagated by cuttings.
We do not know where seed may be obtained.
Wintering Pelargoniums in a Window {Fred), —You have every-

thing to hope and little to fear in wintering Pelargoniums in a window.
You must not, however, act as you propose with regard to water. You
must not water them as long as the leaves remain fresh, and the stalks

or stems of the cuttings do not shrivel. You cannot keep them too dry,

providing the leaves remain green ; but if these droop water them at

once, giving sufficient water to show itself at the bottom of the pots.
Take advantage of every mild fine day to give them air, and when frost

sets in remove them from the window to a place of safety. Do not water
regularly, only when moisture is required.
Names of Fruit.—(Mr. Tnlhot).—Your Apple is Rosemary Russet.

(W. P., Thirsk.)—Pewrs: 2, Josephine de Milines; '!, Susetto de Bavay

;

4, Beurre Diel ; 5, Red Doyenne ; 6, Dunmore. Apple* : 1, Brookes'

;

2, Pigeon; 4, Grey Leadingtou ; 5, Golden Reinette. [J. Berry).—-Your
extraordinary-shaped Pear is the Bourgmester. It is sometimes curved ;

but we never saw one so long as that you have sent. Have you any
more of the fruit ? and where was it grown .'

Names of Plants (F. B.).—1, Nephrolepis exaltata: 2, Aspidium tri-

foliatum. {Rust i cut).—You must send better specimens. (Ch-ricus).—
1 and 2 are Gymnograramas, but the fragments sent are insufficient to
determine the species ; 8, Adiantum setulosum. (J. SJiephcrd).—1, Kleinia
articulata; 2, probably an Artemisia; o, a Phyllocactus or Cereus, but
without flowers we cannot venture to name it ; 4. Geissomeria longiflora,

proh ioly ; 5, Litobrocma vespertilionie ;
'', Maxifiarta picta.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the Week ending December 15th.

Date.
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drawn up by the lu.rlnlule Committee ami priniutcd to tbo several

compiniii.-s iiy Mr. Fowler, Mr. Dixon, and Capt. Heaton, had becu

answered by the various Secretaries of lines to tbo eiTeet tliat m>

change could be made, and that many Companies already more than

complied with the terms of the memorial."

It was further stated, that Messrs. Routlcdgo had applied for per

mission to print at the end of the " Poultry Hook," published by

them, the " Standard of Excellence ;" and another question was
offered for the consideration of the Club, as to the be&t method of dis-

posing of the remaining copies. It was suggested that the Stewards

should endeavour to make terms with Messrs. Routledgein the matter.

The following new members were elected — Bowman, Esq., White
haven; Tbo West Cumberland Poultry Society ; W. P. Merry, Iv.q.,

Coventry ; Mr. K. K. Clay, Dublin.
After a vote of thanks to the Chairman the meeting separated.

WHAT HAS THE POULTRY CLUB DONE FOR
ITS MEMBERS.1

The above question forcibly suggested itself to me at the

late meeting of the Club in Birmingham, when a member
high in office informed me that the " Standard of Excellence "

had long since been cast aside as useless, and the proposition

afterwards that Messrs. Routledge should publish the

"Standard" in Mr. Tegetmeier's "Poultry Book" confirmed

the statement, and appeared to make the unsold 110 copies

(worth £35 to the Club) useless also.

It is well known that our leading poultry judges have openly

repudiated being bound by any rules or " Standard ;
" yet it

was suggested by (supposed) influential members, and only

lost by the casting vote of the Chairman, that certain of these

leading judges—not members of the Club—should be elected

judges for the Club : thereby openly admitting the failure of the
" Standard of Excellence." At the Rochdale Show everybody
naturally expected to see awards in accordance with the

"Standard," but to the general astonishment there was scarcely

a class so judged.

I am here reminded that the Rochdale Show must have cost

the Club something like £30, and yet another Show is sug-

gested at the Crystal Palace. Surely, if a large company like

the Crystal Palace Company cannot make a show answer, a
small club never will. Birmingham has also been suggested.

Rochdale Show ought to be a lasting lesson ! Will the dupes
of that affair again come forward as guarantors ? From what
I saw and heard at the Birmingham meeting, the working of

the Club costs more than half of the receipts, and the benefit

derived from five years' subscription, amounting to £2 12s. Crf.,

is a book (now said to be worthless), of the supposed value of

5s., and the pleasure of attending two meetings in the year to

hear the Honorary Secretary read a report, and make motions
and suggestions amounting to nothing.

If I recollect rightly Mr. Tudman in tendering his resigna-

tion of the honorary treasurership said something about " bad
treatment, and that not a farthing of the proceeds of the
' Standard of Excellence ' had passed through his hands,"
and this, I observe, is carefully omitted in the reports of the
meeting. How does this arise ? Mr. Tudman and Mr. Ashton
were, I believe, the founders of the Poultry Club, and well

knowing that no member had its interests more at heart than
Mr. Tudman, I therefore think that an explanation is necessary
as to why that gentleman takes so summary a farewell.

—

A Member.

Polish cock, £10 10.s\ ; the l!ev. G. Hustler's second-prize Dork-
ing hens, £10 10*. ; Mr. J. YV. Morris's Game Duiitam cock,

£10; Mr. 1''. Sale's fourth-prizo Brown Red Game cock, £10;
Mr. II. Mapplebeck's highly commended Huff Cochin pullets,

68 8s. ; Mr. Avkroyd's first ptfzG Came pullets, £8 8s. ; Mr. H.
Mapplebeck's Buff Cochin hens, £7 15s. Three pons of Dork
ings sold for £33. Three pens of (lame sold (d Colt. Three
pens of Buff Cochins sold for £55 15s. £25 was refused for

two Game hens. Three first-prize pens of Buff Cochins sold

for £32 IDs. Three pens of same brood, which did not receive

prizes, sold for L'l* "...

RESULTS OF THE BIRMINGHAM FOULTRY
SHOW.

pens were sold for the aggregateThis year 40G pens were sold for the aggregate sum of

£1408 10s. In 1805, the number of pens sold was 259, and
they realised £990 17s. Gd. Among the pens sold were the
following :—Mr. Thos. Burgess's first-prize Brown Red Game
cock, £21 ; Mr. Henry Beldou's first-prize Spanish hens, £20;
Mr. J. C. Ord's first-prize pair of Carrier Pigeons, £20 ; Mr. R.
\V. Boyle's commended Buff Cochin cock, £20 ; Mr. George
Fell's first-prize Buff Cochin hens, £15 ; Mr. H. Mapplebeck's
Buff Cochin cock, £12 10s. ; Mr. J. Nelson's highly commended
Buff Cochin cock, £15 15s. ; the Hon. H. Fitzwilliam's Dork-
ing cock, £12 ; the Hon. H. Fitzwilliam's Creve Coeur cock,

£12 ; Mr. G. Fell's first-prize Buff Cochin pullets, £10 10s.

;

Mr. .las. Dixon's first-prize Mandarin Ducks, £10 10s. ; Mrs.
Arkwright's first-prize Dorking cock, £10 10s. ; Mr. Robert
Chase's first-prize White Cochin pullets, £10 10s. ; Mr. Yardley's
first-prize Runt Pigeons, £10 10s.

; Mr. H. Beldon's highly
commended Polish cock, £10 10;. ; Mr. Silvester's first-prize

j J. W. Carman.

HANLEY (STAFFORDSHIRE) POULTRY AND
PIGEON SHOW.

The Committee of the Hanley Exhibition have this year placed

before the public their second meeting for the exhibition not only of

agricultural products, but also excellent collections of poultry,

Pigeons, Rabbits, and foreign and British song birds. In each of

those departments it has proved a complete success, and the competi-

tion in the poultry was such as is but rarely met with, even at our

exhibitions of longest standing. When it is remembered that £100 in

money, besides at least £100 worth of first-class pottery, was offered

as premiums, such a display of the best of poultry might easily be

accounted for. The services of china, <feev, proved a most acceptable

change from the now-too-general proffer of silver nips alone ; they were

generously presented to the Society by a number of the manufacturers

in the neighbourhood of Hanley.
The show of Grey Darlings was admirable, and not less so was

that of Spanish fowls ; but, strange to say, only a single pen of White
Dorkings was entered. The Ooeldhs were shown irrespective of colour,

and the principal prize (we believe a very handsome china dinner

service), was obtained by a pon of Partridge-coloured that at any show
will not be easily beaten ; they were the well-known pen of Mr.
Joseph Stephens, of "Walsall. Mr. Henry Bates, of Vintage House,
Yaidley, was a very close second with capital Buffs. Excellent White
Cochins were also shown in this class. Cn Brafmuxs, both dark and
light-feathered competed together, the dark were the only prizetakers.

As a kind of practical joke, a pen of White Cochins was exhibited in

this class, to the no little merriment of some visitors, whose predilec-

tions are not favourable to '" the Brahma fancy." There need not be

a butter class than the Black BamburgJis, nor than the Golden and
Silver-spangled Hamburghs, but the Golden-pencilled were not by any
means praiseworthy. Very excellent Polanas, both Silver-spangled

and Black, were shown, with uuexceptionably developed crests. In
the Game classes the show was capital, many of the principal birds

being shown in first-rate plumage, though we could not help noticing

that the majority of these birds were not yet fully moulted, a most
unusual circumstance so late in the season, and one that tells most
unfavourably on Game fowls. The Sebright Bantams, although much
better than usual of late, were a poor apology for those exquisite speci-

mens so generally exhibited at tlu- earlier of the Birmingham Shows.

The Game Bantam*, and the Black and White ones, were scarcely so

good as most parties anticipated.

It was in Dueke; Geeae-, and ']'nrlr>i* % that ttie Hanley Show especially

excelled, and weights were attained which many visitors could scarcely

credit—Aylesbury Ducks, 34 \ lbs. ; Bouen Ducks, 20£ lbs. ; Turkeys

(adults), '.".nibs.; Bingle cock Turkey, 2SJ,bs. ; White Geese, 7j lbs.

6 ozs. ; and Grey Geese. 1'2' lbs!

A "Selling Class" was held, but it would bo decidedly the wisest

policy to restrict this competition to a fixed number of birds in each

pen; as it was, single Geese, single Game cocks, and single Ham-
burgh coi kg were e ihlbited, quite breaking in on the uniformity of the

class.

The Committee were very persevering in their efforts to promote the

comfort of the birds and to please every one, and as the weather was
favourable the neighbouring gentry mustered very strongly.

Dorkings (Coloured).— First, T. Burgess, Burleydam, Whitchurch.
Second, F. S. Arkwright, Etwall Hall, Derby. Commended, Mrs. Bailey,

Shooters Hill, Longton ; W. T. Everard, Alton Grange, near Ashby-de-la-

Zouch.
Dorkings (White).—First, withheld. Second, T. Leech. Newcastle.
Spanish.—First, J. Walker, Wolverhampton. Second, T. Clifl'. Hanley.

Highly Commended, A. O. Worthington, Newton Park, Burton ;
J. Clews,

Walsall j Mrs. J. Mansell, Longton; J. W. Caiman, Bradford. Com-
mended, H. Greenwood, Woodall Hills, neur Bradford.
Cochin-China.—First, J. Stephens, Walsall. Second, H. Bates, Yardley,

Birmingham. Highly Commended, H. Yardley, Birmingham ; J. Nelson,

Heaton Mersey, Manchester; Rev. S. C. Hamerton, Warwick. Com-
mended, T. Sherratt, Bradley Green, Biddulph ; E. Shaw, Plas Wilmot,
Oswestry; H. Yardlev; T. Boucher, Birmingham.
Brahma Pootra.—First, J. Heath, Nantwich. Second, Mrs. M. Sea-

mons, Hartwell, Aylesbury, Bucks. Highly Commended, C. Butler,

Handsworth; J. Stephens. Commended, A. O. Worthington; W. B.

Etches, The Woodhouses, Whitchurch.
Hamburghs (Black).—First, J. W. Caiman. Second, C. Sedgwick,

Keighley. Highly Commended, J. Fielding, Ncwchurch, near Manchester ;

Messrs. Ashton & Booth, Broadbottom, near Mottram. Commended, G.
Prince, Burslcm.
Hamburghs (Golden-pencilled).—First, A. O. Worthington. Second,
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Hameurgus (Silver-pencilled).—First. J. Piatt, Dean, Bolton. Second,
H. Pickles, jmi., Earby, near Skipton, York. Highly Commanded, Duke
of Sutherland, Trentham ; J. Piatt, J. Thresh, Bradford.
H.ymdurghs (Golden-spangled).—First, A. K. Wood, Castlo Douington

Dear Derby. Second, N.Marlor, Denton, near Manchester. Hi^'hlv Com-
mended, H. Mason, Walsall; T. May, Wolverhampton : J. Roe, Hadfield,
near Manchester; T. Bargese. Commended, E. Hall, Leek ; W. Ttrtton,
Leek.
Hambcrghk (Silver-pn:-n»u'd).—First, Duke of Sutherland. Second,

J. Fielding, Newckurcb. near Manchester. Extra Second, Mrs. Flynn.
Hardingswood, Kids-. ,

! ighly Commended, T. Fletcher, Great Mal-
vern. Commended, Rev. \V\ Scrgeantson, Acton Buvnell Rectory, Shrews-
boxy ; A. X. Wood ; J. Canaan ; E. Leech, Rochdale ; F. S. Bag'ehaw, The
Heath, Uttoxeter.
Polish (Black with White Crested—First, R. Charlesworth, Brooks

Bar, Manchester. Second, J. Mansell. Commended, J. Mansell.
Polish [Golden) .—First, withheld. Second, D. Harrison, Fenton.
Polish Silver).—First. J. Percival, HarboiTie,ne:U' Birmingham. Se-

cond and Extra Second, J. Heath. Nantwich. Highly Commended,
Messrs. S. & R. Ashton, Mottram. near Mancbei
Game (Black-breasted Red ),- I ii>t,j.Heath. Second, W. Wainwright.

Highly Commendod, H. Bailey. Commended, G. BagmU, Draj
Game (Brown or other Reds, except Black-breasted!.—First, T. Bur-

gess. Second, W. Wainwright. Highly Commended, G. W.
Hanfeelew, Nantwdcb ; W. Wainwright. Commended, G. F. Ward, Wren-
bury, Nantv.ich

; G. Lunt, Bank House, near Market Drayton.
Game (Duckwings. and other Greys and Bines).— Fr* r, W,

Second. G. Swift, Fulford, Stone. Highly Commend, 1, T. Eobson, Penk-
ridge. Commended, G. A. EdwaTds, Newport, Salop ; G. Bugnall ; J. Field-
ing, Cresewell.
Game (Blacks and Era--

, . , , -Second, A. O. Wor-
tbington. First withl,* Id.

Game (White and Piles).—First, W. Wainwright. Second, A. O. Wor-
thington.
Game (Best single cock of any variety).—First, H. Bailey. Second, W.

Wainwright. Highly Commended, W. Galley, Nantwich; C. Rowley,
Hauley. Commended. G. F. Ward ; T. Bmy
Bantams (Gold-laced}.- -First, T. C. Harrison, Hull. Second, G. W.

Boothby, Louth. Commended, R. Charlesworth, Brooks Bar. Manchester.
Bantams (Silver-laced).—First. BSesfflw 3. and I;. Ashton. Second, T.C.

Harrison. Commended, G. W. Boothby.
Bantams t White, clean-legged}.—First, J. R. Jessop. Second, M

S. & R. Ashton.
Bantams (Black, clean-legged).—FilBt, J. W. Morris, Rochdale. Second,

J. R. Jessop.
Game Bantams (Black-breasted).— First. J. W. Morris. Second, T.

Burgess. Highly Commended, R. Charlesworth. Commended, W. H.
Crewe, Etwall, Derby; W. Hopa ... ', (dns.
Game Bantams (Browner other Reds, except Black-breasted;.—First.

G. F. Ward. Second, no competition,
Bantams iDuckwings).—First, W. Griffiths, Nantwich. Second, Mrs.

Pattison, Maldon. Essex.
Ducks (White Aylesbnry).—First and Second, Mrs. M. Seal

Commended, Mrs. M. Hornby, Darnhall, Winsford; Mrs. M. S,.
Commended, Mrs. M. Hornby ; W. H. Crewe, Etwall, Derby.
Duces [Rouen}.—First. J. Mellor; Stallington, Stone. Second. T. Bir-

gess. Highly Commended, G. Bradford, Hunley ; J. Nelson, '

Mersey, Manchester; H. Ashton, Polerteld, Prestwich, Manchester; H.
Prince, Nantwich ; J. Lycett, Stafford ; G. Bagnall.
Ducks (Any other variety).—First, H. Savile, Ollerton, Not: I

Second, T. Harrison (Grey Call Ducks). Highly Commended, J. R.
Jessop (Buenos Ayrean) ; Rev. J. Sneyd (Grey Call Dnc . . <

T. Whittingkain (Musrovi. .

Turkeys.—First. F. E. Richardson, Bramshall, Utti ..
I lonn^T.

Burgess. Highly Commended, S. H. Stot, Rochdale; W. B
well, Cheadle ; J. Brassington, Barlaston, Stone.
Turkeys. Single Cock.— First, A. O. Wortkington. Second, T.

Burgess. Highly Commended, F. E. Richardson; W. Tarns, D
HildcTstone, Stone; Miss E. Wilkinson, Madeley, Newcastle.
Geese (White .—First, Mrs. M. Seamons. Second, J. Lycett. Si

Highly Commended, H. Savile ; J. Lycett ; T. Burgess.
Geese (Grey and Mottled).—First, S. H. Stot. Second, A> O

ington. Highly Commended, J. Brassington ; Mrs. M. feamons.
selling Class.—First, J. Booth, Church Lawton. Second, T. Cliff.

Third, J. Faulkner, < rown Bank, Hanley. Highly Commended, .1. Faulk-
ner. Commended, F. D. Mort (Golden-pencilled Hamrburghs) ; W.
Wainwright.
Extra Stock.—Commended, G.Bradford, Hanley (Frem— Clarke, CoJ ook).

PIGEONS.
Tumblers.—First, H. Yardley. Second, J. Fielding, fm ..

Highly Commended, J. Percival, Harbome, near Birmingham; H.
Yardley.
Carriers— First and Second, G. C. Holt, Tunstall. Highly Com-

mended, H. Yardley; J. W. Edge, Aston New Town, Birmingham. Com-
mended. H. Yardley.
Powteks.—First, H. Yardley. Second. W. R. Rose, Cranaley Hall, near

Kettering. Highly Commended, V/. E. Rose. Comme
Grant & Toinlinson, Thome, Yorkshire ; G. Tunnicliffe, Hinckley ; E.
Butterworth, Nantwich.
Balds.—First, J. Fielding, jun. Second, no competition.
Beards.—First, J. Percivall, Peckham Rye. Second, J. Fielding, jun.
Runts.—First and Second, H. Yardley.
Jacobins.—First, H. Yardley. Second, Mei rant & Tomlh.
Fantajls.—First, J. R. Jessop. Second, H. Yardley. Highly Com-

mended, B. Van Haansbergen,Newca6tle-off-Tyne-; J. W. 1

Trumpeters. —First, T.Rob&on, Benkri - .Mellor.
Owls.— First, J. F-ielding, jun. Second, Countess of Derby, K.

Hall. Highly Commended, H. Yardley.
Nuns.—First, H. Yardley. Second, Rev. W. J. Mellor. Highly Com-

mended, Messrs. S. & R. Ashton.
Tjdkbtts.—First, J. J. Wilson. Second, J. Percivall. Highly Com-

mended, F, Waitt, Spnvkbrook, Birmingham.
Bares.—First and Second. H. Yardley. Commended, F. Waitt.
Dragons.— First, J. W. Edge. Second. T. Robson. Highly

mended, W. Baker ; E. Yardley.

Mac i ies.—First, J. Percival. Second, H. Yardley.
Antwehps.—First, Second, and Commended, H. Yardlev.
Aiu'hancels.—First, H. Yardley. Second, J. Percival."

Mr. Edward Hewitt, of Birmingham, judged the poultry generally :

and Mr. Bulpin, of Bridgewater, the Pigeons; but the whole of the

classes for Game fowls were judged by these two gentlemen together.

LEEDS POULTRY SHOW.
The following prizes were awarded at this Show, held on the 11th.

12th, and LSth inst. ; but from want of space we must defer tike report
with which we have been furnished till next week.

Single Game Cock (Any varicty).~First, W. Boyes, Beverley (Black
oond, E; :> kroyd, Bradford (Flack Red). Third, J. Hodgson, Brad-

ford (Brown Red). Highly Commended, J. Jackson, Bury ; J. Mason,
Worcester.
Game (Black-breasted and other Red).—Cup and First, E. Aykroyd

(Black Red}. Second, R, BasbJey, Worksop (Black Red). Third, J. Hodg-
son (Brown Red). Clsicke w.—First and Second, E. Aykroyd, Third,
J. Hudson, Baildou Green, Shipley.
Game (White and Piles).—First and Second, R. Butcher, Cresswell,

Chesterfield. Chicken*.—Ebrst and Second. R. Pashley. Third, R. Turner.
Drighlir;

I
i .

(Any other variety).—First, W. Boyes, Eeverley 'Duekwing).
i. A. Briggs, Rawden," Leudt* (Duckwing). Third, A. D. Edwards,

FIxTey Park, Huddersfield (Black). Highly Commended, W. Spencer,
>i (Duckwing). Chickens.—Ftest, J." Firth, Ellensgrove, Halifax

(Dnckwing), Second, T. Y/ilcock, Morley (Dnokwing). Third, J. Word.
Adwalton (Duckwing).
Dorkings (Any variety).—Dorking Cup and Mayor of Leeds' Cup for

the Best Pen in the Show, H. Beldon. Second, J. White, Warlaby, North-
allerton. Third, Mrs. D;tle, Scarborough. CUickms.—First, A. Fenton.
Rochdale. Second, J. White. Third, C. Trerfit, Green Harumerton.
Highly Commended, M. Brooksbank, Manchester; E. Shaw, Plas Wilinot,
' :•>•. Commended, W. H. Walker, Shenfield, Brentwood.
Spanish.—Cup, H. Beldon. Second, R. Teebay, Fulwood, Preston.

Third. J. Threah, Bradford. ChioJoens; l'n-t, H.' Beldon. Second, J.

Thresh, third, W. Cannan, Bradford.
Cochin-china (Cinnamon and Buff).—Cup, A. Fenton. Second, R.

White, Sheffield. Third, J. Nelson. Heaton Mersey, Manchester. Chickens.
First aud Second, A. Fenton. Third, Col. s. Woithy, Grove End Road,
London.
Cochin-China i Any other variety).—First, Second, and Third, A. Fen-

ton. Cfcickvm.—First and Third, A. Fenton. Second, J. Senior, Dews-
bnry.
Haheubuhs (Gold-pencilled).—First. H. Beldon. Second, T. Wrigley,

jun., Tong, lHiddleton, Manchester. Third, S. Smith, Northflwram.
.—First and Third, H. B.-ldon. Second, B. Bee, Goornagh, near

Preston. Highly Commended, W, & J. Harker, AUerton, noar Shipley;
W. R. Park, Abbot's Meadow, Melrose; J. Lancashire, Tongc Lane,

i rton, Manche
HAMBlTKGHS (Silver-pencilled).—First and Second, H. Beldon. Third,

J. Walk- r. Knareshoro'. Chickens.—Gjto, 11. Beldon. Second. H. Pickles,
. Hkipton. Third, 11. Longbottom, Bingley. Highly Commended,

J. Walsh; H. Smith*; H. Beldon; J. Walker; W. Cannan; J. Preston;
W. Barsto'.v; K. Keklesj.jun.
Hambcrg-hs (Gold spangled).—First, H. Beldon. Second, J. Andrew,

Water B lUm-midor-Lvne. Third, G. B. Pritehard. Armley.
i i

. <-ud, J. Walker. Third, X. Hall, Denton
Lane, Hollmgw od.

Hamburghs (Silver-spangled).~First, H. Beldon. Second, W. Cannan.
BMrd, -T. Walker. ClncfaMas*—Biret, H. Beldon. Second. J. Walker.
Third, J. Jackson, Bury, Lancashire. Highly Commended, T. Robinson,
Baildon ; H. Pickles, jun.
Hamburghs (Black).—First, H. Beldon. Second, J. HargreaVeff, Water

Street, Skipton. Third, W. Cannan. Chickens.—First, H. Boldon. Se-
cond, J. Clegg, jun., High Crompton, near Oldham. Third, J. Jackson.
Highly I .1. Fielding, Newchurch, near Manchester ; W. Holt,
Middleton, Manchester.
PonASfis.—First and Second, H. Beldon fSilver and Golden). Third,

P. I'n . v. i Commended, E. Ganiall, Leeds ; H. Belduu (Silver).

Commended, II. Carter, Holmfirth. Chicken,*.—First, H. Beldon (Silver).

Second, E. Garnall (Golden). Third. P. Unsworth. Highly Commended,
P. Unsworth.
Farmyard Cross (Or any other variety not previously classed).—First,

H. Beldon. Second, Col. Stuart Wortley. Third, R. Loft, Woodmansey.
Bantams (Black.).—First, S. Rhodes. Second, J. R. Jessop. Third,

A. Briggs, Rnwden, Leeds.
Bantams (White).—First. H. Beldon. Second, J. R. Jessop. Third,

H. Draycott.
Bantams (Game).—Cop, Second, and Third, Master G. Crosland. Highly

Commended, J. Elam ; R. Allison, Leeds ; J. Walker ; E. Joynson.
Bantams (Any other variety).—First, H. Beldon. Second, S. & R.

Ashton. Third, T. C. Harrison.
Guinea Fowl.—First, H.Merkin, Driffield. Second, J. Walker. Third.

T. C. Harrison.
Turkeys.—First, E. Leech. Roohdale. Second, J. Walker. Third, H.

Merkin. Highly Commended, Mrs. Dale, Scarborough ; T. C. Harrison
;

H. Beldon.
Geese.—First, A. Fenton. Second, Rev. W. J. Mellor. Third, H. Saville.

Ducks (Aylesbury*.—First, E. Leech. Second, M. L. Rawson. Third,

J. Bailev, Leeds.
Ducks (Rouen).—First, A. Fenton. Second, E. Leech. Third, 8. H.

btott, Rochdale.
Ducks (Any other variety).—First, H. Saville. Second, J. Walker.

Third, A. Fenton.
Shlling Class.- First, E. Garnall. Second, A. Banford. Third, J.

Hudson.
PIGEONS.

Carriers.—First and Second, F. Crossley, Eland, Halifax. Highly
Commended, J. Firth, jun., Dewsbury; F. Else, Bayswater, London.
Commended, J. Hawley, Bingley.
Powters.—Cup for the best pen of Pigeons, F. Crossley (Blue). Second,
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W. It. Jtose, Kettering. Highly Commended, Master G. Crosland, Wake
Belli. Commended, W, R. Rose; C. Gcurkumi, Calks Leeds; &<Dedge
Shcllicl.l ; E. Brown. Sheffield.
TlMHLEHS (Almond). • -First, F. 1 'n -.-ley. md, I I :•

Commended, J. Fielding, inn., Rochd.il--. Commended, i

Tohblebs (Anv other 1 inriM, Rirst, F. ^'» 8 id,

J. Porcival, Oakland*. Harboume, Birmini o. Sight; Commended,'IC
Cowburn. Commended, J, lliwloy.
KUtvLs.— First. F. Craaeley. Seoead I BEomer, Bbuewood. Highly
Commended, ,T. Thompson, Bhaglay; J. Fielding, Boohdale; 1'. Else.

Coniiueuded, W. R. P uk, Melrose; .i. Fielding.
Fantails -First, F. Else. Second. W. 11. Park. BigbJ

J. Walker, Newark, Kotts.
Barbs.—First, J. Broiuiloy, Tonge Moor, near Bolton. Seco

Crossley.
Turrits.—First, Y» . lln--l..- . 1 I-. w.-. i. 1;. I >...!,".

Highly Commonded, Mat- G. ii.JinJ, Thoruos Lane, Wakefield.
Commended, F. Else.
Jacobins.—First, J. Kidson, Burley lama, Leeds. Second, J. Thomp-

son.
Trumpeters.—First, 1:. Dodge. Saeoo&cL, Messrs. BEatterslo; & Wilson,

Tliirsk. Highly Commended, •'• Firth, jnn.
i
E. Horner; F. Crossley.

Nous.—First, W. R. Park. Second, J. Walker, Hays Pari, Kuaros-
borough.

I:< '. rs.—First, 11. Y'ardlcy, Rirmin •.•li:'m. Second, S. Robson, Brother-
ton.
Dragons.—First, J. Pensive], Peokham Rye. Second, II. YCardley.

Highly Commended, C. Cow burn ; H. Yardley ; F. Key, Rev. 1

1

Crossley.
Antwerps.—First, J. Kelson, Leeds. Second, Master G. O [and.

Commended, J. R. jessop; II. W. lllingworth, Idle, Leeds; J. Haw ley

;

J. Kidson ; H. Yardley.
Ma- pies.—First, J. R. Jossop, Hull. Second, H. Yardley. Comna

G. Crosland.
Swallows.—First, J. Pcreival. Seoond, H. Yardley. Highly Com-

mended, H. Yardley.
Ant other Variety.—First, J. Hawley (Swiss). Second, J. R. T 1

Hehnsley, York (Black Spots). Highly Commended, J. R. Jessop; C.
Cowburn (Archangels) ; H. Yardley [Blue Brunswick?).

RABBETS.
Longest-eared.—First, W. Newsome, Leeds. Second, E. E.M

Green Hill, R.abdnle.
Y'ellow and White.—First, W. New-some. Second, T. Clarke, Sunder-

land.

Tortoiseshell.—First. W. Newsome. Second, R. Dobson, Y'ork.

Black and White.—First, W. Newsome. Seeond, H. Cawood, Thorne,
Doncaster.
Self-coloured.—First, W. Newsome. Second, J. Waasd, .inn., Don-

oaster.

Grey and White. — First, A. Firth, Hyde, Cheshire. Second, F.
Mosey, Leeds.
Heaviest.—First, J. Clarke, Leeds. Second, J. E. Gay, Doncaster.

Judges.—Poultry: J. Hindson, Esq., Liverpool ; J. Douglas, Esq.,
Worksop; E. Bond, Esq., Leeds. Pigeons and Rabbits : W. B.Ieget-
meier, Esq., London.

. DORKING POULTRY SHOW.
This Show was confined exclusively to the Dorking van- ' of :<>. Is.

It •was held on the 13th inst., in arcapacions m;-: I in the

square called Rose Hill. he Poultry Market.
there was heavy rain al! tin- afternoon, there wa- a g I

visitors. About one hun ill ere ente.el for competition. In
(he two chief classes, open to all England, for which £10 enps were
offered, poultry of a superior description was sent from several parts,

and met with the warm approval of all present. The arrangements were
well managed, and the Show may be considered a successful one. Mr.
E. Butcher, the Secretary, was present all day, ill-

in the work. Mr. John Wood, assisted by three of the Committee, acted
as Judge, and awarded tin- prizes as follows :

—

Dorkings (Coloured) .—Open to all E n -

.

dale. Highly Coum.- i, Stanford. Commended. 31. W. Fell.

Chip, Duch -it Newcastle. Commended, Dr. >'

Brentwood.
LOCAL CLA8SEB.

Dorkinl.s '.H. Ivimy. Second. M. Putnev.
E. T. Bennet. Chir! ' H. Ivimy. Second, E. T. J ;

j. am.
Dorkixos (Blne-speokled).—First, T. Wells. Second, Capt. Calvert.

Chickfn..—First, Miss Nicholson. Second. H. Mills.
Dorking.* (Wbite)i— First, T. s .Hd.Messre.

Highly Commended, Mrs. Forman; W. Wood. Chicken*.—First, Lady
M. Legge. Second: 1 <ied, A. Way.
Ducks (Any breed).—First, J. it. Ivimy." Second, W. Wood. Hiehly

Commended M. King.
Geese.—First, W. Wood. Seoond, H. Wise. Highly Commei.i

Stevens.
Turkeys.—First, .v. k. Bare! I, M. Depear. I,

M. Depear; H. Ellis.

DUBLIN POULTRY SHOW.
ing prizes were

Christmas Show :

—

silver Grey).—Fir-. 1, Mrs. Warbnrton, Kill,

Naas. Third, Mi-- De C -'--•. !>-., par. Hose ]

T. \V. Zurhorst, Belville, Donnybmok. diiekens.—First and See > 1,

Warburton. Commended. 1;. P. Williams, Glasslinn, Clonf
Dorkings (Coloured).—First R. P. Williams. Secon :

mieken: First. 1-'. W. Snrhor t. - rod, R. \v. Boyle; Brw. Com
menddd, it. P. v, ill. n
Smvisii. -First, A. ('..01'. 1... jail . \- dc-n "."-, !'i in', King-ttowi-

l.S.Mowbnty, Kiii-on, Hoiintrrdh. Third, C H'CHntook. MU1
mount. Handalstown. Commended. Mimi De-0 mr- OMektni

First, R, P. Wilhams. Second, .1. 0. Gooper, Limerick. Gommended,

E

Mowbray.
I'.KUIMl I'OOTUA. I'li/.e. R. W. B

in I ,rst, F. W. /..irlior-l. Second. R. P. Williams. Com
mended, Hist L C. Hb 1 a Poj at tpeee. 1 1 W. Zur-

Socond, Mins-A. S. Alexander. Oomn .Zarhomt.
Game. First. C. H. Peaoooke, Carrulo-na-greine, ly. Second, E

'i- i.ingstown. Commended, C. B MtGUntock. CWo*»ni First,

Mrs. Melville, Drumcondra. Boooo !, C. E. M'Oiintoe;.. Oommonded, B

I
1

Hamburgh (Spanslod).—Pi'ize, R P. V\ QUams.
I'm. isii -Prize, Miss Do Courcj D>ew>.
Creve Cq;ur.—Prize, J. C. Oooper.

-
1 i

- - 1,

|).ii:mn«—First, P.iEiall, Old- Conns Hill, I'-rr > . Second, J. OJOonner.

Commended, 8. Muwbi-:iv.

Spanish.—First. A. Oomyns, j':n. Second, W. Perrin, Ballinasloe.

Commended, W. Perrin.
t.-Cinxi First, A. Comyns, jnn. Soecond,.F. W. /nrhorst.

Commended, F. W Zurhorst.
BitAHMji P00TRA.—First, R W. Boyle. Second, Mrs Warlmrton. Com-

mended, E. Wallace, Donnybrpok.

Turkeys.—First, R. W. Boyle. Second, F. W. Zurhorst. Commended,
A. Strahan. Timolin, Uallr First..T C Cooper. Seeond,

W. C.Hamilton, Ballitnr.- C..-ir.i..-ii.l - 1. -I C. C -

Geese.—First and Third, J C. Oooper. Second. Mrs. Warl.urton.

Commended,.Miss Walsli, Kiiig.^wiioil,

0\ 1 1 Rouen).—Fir 1. S id, and Third, R. ?. Wiltiims.

Ducks (Aylesbury. -, 1 F. W. Znrhoi t. Second, Mrs Wnrburton.

Third, R. P. Williams. Highly Commended, S. Mowbray; W. Magrath,

Tilesintou.

Judges.—Dr. HallieM, Dr. Madden, ami Mr. W. O. Merry.

YORKSHIRE SOCIETY S POULTRY SHOW.
The tenth annual Exhibition of this Society-was held in the Cattli

Market, York, on December 12th, 13tfc, and 14th. The following

awards were made :

—

Dorking (Anv colour).—First, J. Kilvington, Aislaby, Pickering. Se-

cond, J. Bell, Thornton-le-Moor, Northallerton. Highly Commended, H.

Beldon, Goitstock, Binglev; G. Hustler, Stillingfleet, Y'ork. C\urkenx.—

First, Mrs. Ledgard, York. Second, J. White, Wallaby, Northallerton.

Highly Commended, Gunson & Jefferson, Whitehaven. Commended, H.

Steward, BishoptUorpe, York.
Spanish—First, II. Beldon. Secand, E. Brum, Sheffield. Highly

Coniinended, J. Thresh, Bradford. • ' First. E. Brown. Second,

H. Beldon. Highly Commended, J. Thresh. Commended, G. Holmes,

Cuciux-CHINA (Eellow or Buff).—First, W. Dawson, Hopton, Mirfield.

Second, H. Beldon. Highly Commended, S. H. Barker, Hovingham,
Mslton.
Cochin-Chixa (Black or White).—First, W. Dawson. Second, G. Cal-

I vert, Darlington.
Cochin-China (Grouse First, H. Beldon. Second, The

! Ladies 'A". Fit/ Uingborough.
1 01 hn-.China (Any col- Pease, South End,

!
Darlington. Second, G.Calvert. Highly Commended. H. Beldon. Com-

- d, The Ladies W. Fit/.williain : J. Braddock, York.
- Mack-breasted or other Beds .—First, J. Smith. Sedgehrook,

m. Second, G. Derbyshire. Green Hanimerton, York. Highl}

Commended, . verley. Commended, W. Kcarpark, Ainderby
Steeple, Northallerton; H. P.eblon.

Game (Duokwingei.—Fh-st, J. Rennison, Holme-on-Spalding-Moor.

Second, J. Mason, Rooker Hill, Boreughbl
-ither varietv).—First, H. Beldon. Second. S. A. Thomp-

son, Kirby Hall, Eoi .—First, H. Beldon. Second, U. M.
i'riargate, Hull. Commend

i Gel, - - o.-illed).—First, T. Crookes, Owlerton, Sheffield.

H. Beldon. Tliird, H. Pickles, jun., Earby, Skipton. Com-
Holmes, Dridield.

Ha:.h;ukgh (Silver-pencilled;.—First, G. Holmes. Second, H. Beldon.

Third, 0. A. Soring, Driffield.

H-.mi: B -Mn f -u-dedl.—First. H. Beldon. Second, G. Sutton

Bootham, York. Third, G. Holmes. Commended, H. Pickles, jun. ; W.
B. Richardson, Y'ork.

Hamburgh [led : *-- Deldon. Second,

Ashton o; Booti.. '

Polish (Gold or Silver-spangled).—First, Mrs. Proctor, Hull. Second,

H. Beldon. Highly Commanded, II. Beldon. Commended, A. O. Young.

Polish (Any other variety I
.—First, Mrs. Proctor. Seeond, H. Beldon.

Any Fatmyarp ob OTHER Cross.—First, 0. A. Youtig. Second, J.

Wells, West Huntingdon, York.
Any colour).—First, < Second. J. R. Robin-

son, Sunderland, Durham.
His (Laced).—First, J. Walker, Halifax. Second. J. Thackray,

Y°i*-
, „ „,

is 'Any other colour).—First, H. Beldon. - ^Hlner,

Bilton. Green Hammerten.
i'TTRE Breed not r: ' ulner, Bel-

lerbv, Levbm-n (Houdan). I
.

. York iP.rahmas).

-.vs.-First. C Seoond, J. S.

York. Poult . . S. Tompson, Moorlands,

Geese.—First, G. Hustler.
iAvi. sburj I

: •' Second,

ung.
(Rouen).—First, H. Beldon. Second, Gunson & Jed
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Docks (Any other variety).—First, H. Beldon. Second, C. Triffit,

Cattal, York.
Selling Class.—First, W. A. G. James, Kirby Lonsdale (Partridge

Cochin). Second, L. Thompson, Sheriff Hutton Park, York (Cr< ve Cceure I.

Third, H. Beldon. Commended, H. Beldon ; A. Smith, Silsden, Leeds
(Golden Polish) ; J. Kilvington (Ducks).

PIGEONS.
< w jers.—First, J. Hawley, Bingley, Bradford. Second, E.Brown,

Sheffield. Highly Commended, J. Thackray, Petcrgate, York. Com-
mended, F. Else, Bayswnter, London. Hen.—First, J. Hawley. Second,
E. E. M. Royds, Greenhead, Rochdale. Highly Commended, F. Else; R.
Place, York.
Powter.—First, J. Thackray. Second, E. E. M. Royds. Highly Com-

mended, J. Hawley. Ihn.— First, J. Thackray. Second, J. Kawley.
Highly Commended, K. E. M. Royds.
Tumblers (Short-faced).—First, J. Thackray. Second, J. Hawley;

Highly Commended, E. E. M. Royds,
Tiuiflers.—First, -T. Hawley. Second, E. E. M. Royds. Highly Com-

mended, J. Hawley.
Fantails.—Firs't, J. Hawley. Second, J. Thiu-kray.
Trumpeters.—First, J. Thackray. Second, J. Hawley.

' Barbs.—First and Second, J. Gell, York. Highly Commended, J.

Thackray. Commended, J. Gell.
•J .u'ltBiNs,—First, E. K. M. Royds. Second, J. Thompson, Bingley.

Highly Commended, J. Thackray.
Tureits.—First, H. Yardlcy, Birmingham. Second, J. Thackray.

Highly Commended, J. Hawley.
Owxs.—First, E. E. M. Royds. Second, J. Thackray. Highly Com-

mended, J. Hawley; E. E. M. Royds.
Any other New or Distinct Variety.—First. -T. Thackray (Swal-

lows). Second, J. Hawley. Highly Commended, National Poultry Com-
pany, Bromley, Kent (Runt? and German Ice) ; J. R. Tivnam, Heiinslev,
York (Spots) ; J. Thackray Nuns).
Selling Class.—First, J. Thackrav (Carrier*;]. Second, E. E. M.

Royds. Third, J. Hawley. Highly Commended, II. Severs, York; J.
Hawley.
Best Pair op Powters.—First, J. Hawley. Highly Commended, J.

Thackray.
Best Pair of Barbs.—First, E. E. M. Royds. Highly Commended,

Mrs. Massey, Bromley, Kent.

Judges.—Poultry : Mr. W. Massey and Mr. Gr. Jackson. P
M. Hedley, Esq., and R. Pickering, Esq.

ULVERSTON POULTRY AND CANARY SHOW.
The ninth annual Exhibition of Poultry and Canaries was held in

tin' Victoria Conceit Hall, Ulverston, on the 12th and loth inst.

The following is a list of the awards :

—

Spanish (Black).—First, J. W. Caiman, Bradford, Second. J. Thresh,
Bradford. Third, Messrs. Bowman & Fearon, Whitehaven. Highly Com-
mended, G. Robinson, Highgate, Kendal; N. Cook.Chowbent near Man-
cluster. Commended, \V. MeMellan, Glossop ; J. H. Wilson, St. Bees.
(Very good class.)

1>i'1;king8 (Any colour).—First. D. Parsons, Cuerden, near Preston.
Second, R. D. Holt, Orrest Head, Windermere. Third, D. Steel, Winder-
mere. Highly Commended, J. H. Wilson ; R. D. Holt : W. W. Kuttledge,
Sunehend, Kent. Commended, J. Rowlaudson, Hawkshead. (Numerous
and good.)
Game (Black-breasted and other Reds).—Cup and First, J, Fletcher,

Stoneclough, near Manchester. Second, J. Hardie, Sorbec, Langholm.
Third, T. Robinson, Ulverston. Highly Commended, G. Furnesa, Wood
Nook, Accrington. Commended, J. S. Butler, Poulton-le-Fylde; J.
Fletcher; T. Robinson. (Very close and good competition.)
Game (Duckwings and other Greys and Bines).—First, J. Fletcher.

Second, L. Casson, Ulverston. Third, J. Pennington, The Park, Birken-
head. ELighly Commended, H. Martin, Ulverston. Commended, J.

Walker, Hay-a-Park, Knaresborongh. (Very close and good competition.)
Game (Any other variety).—First, J. Fletcher. Second, R. Whittam,

Briei tield, near Burnley. (Very close and good competition.)
Cochin-China (Cinnamon and Bun).—Cup and First, Messrs. Gnnson

and Jefferson, Whitehaven. Second, C. W. Brierley, Middleton, near
Manchester. Third, Col. Stuart Wortley, Grove End Road, London.
Highly Commended, Miss Aglionby, Hawkshead; G. Fell, Warrington

;

A. Fcnton, Rochdale. Commended, J. Walker. (Superior class.)

Cochin-China (Brown and Partridge).—First, E. Tudman, White-
church, Salop. Second, A Fenton. Third, Miss Aglionby. Highly Com-
mended, J. K. Hodgson, Ulverston ; A. Fenton ; J. K. Fowler, Prebendal
Farm, Aylesbury, i Superior class).
Cochin-china (White).—First, J. H.Wilson. Second, N. Cook. Third,

J. Poole, Ulverston. (Superior class.)

Brahma Pootra (Any colour).—First, F. Powell, Knaresborou^h, Yorks.
Second, H. Lacy, Hebden Bridge. Third, J. K. Fowler. Highly Com-
mended, W. H. Hellis, Hawkshead ; Col. Stuart Wortley ; Miss Aglionby

;

J. Poole; G. H. Robert, Penwortham, Preston; Messrs. Bowman and
Fearon; M. Brooksbank, Manchester; W. Hargreaves, Bacup ; J. Poole.
Commended, R. Parkinson, Poulton-le-Fjlde. (Numerous entry, and
many very good birds.)

Hamburghs (Golden-pencilled).—Cup, T. Robinson. Second, T. Walker,
jun., Denton, near Manchester. Third, W. Parr, Patricroft, near Man-
chester. Highly Commended, J. Hardie ; J. W. Cannan. (Good birds,

but low in condition.)
Hamburghs (silver-pencilled).—First, H. Pickles, jun., Earby, near

Skipton, Yorks. Second, J. W. Cannan. Third, W. Wilson, Laund, near
Rawtenstall, Lancashire. (Good birds, but low in condition.)

HAMBcnGHS (Gold-spangled).—First, Messrs. R. & S. Ashton, Mottram,
Lancashire. Second, T. Walker, jun. Third, J. Walker. Highly Com-
mended, J. Newton, Silsden, near Leeds. (Not very good.)

Hamburghs (Silver-spangled).—First, J. Fielding, Newchurcb, near
Manchester. Second, A. K. Wood, Castle Donnington.near Derby. Third,
W. Parr. Highly Commended, J. Preston, Allerton, near Preston, Yorks.

Commended, J. Walker.
Any other Distinct Breed.—First, N. Cook (Creve Cceur). Second

and Third, Col. Stuart Wortley. Highly Commended, C. Pittar, Penny

Bridge; T. J. Lancaster, Leigh, Manchester ; W.M. Stamper, Soutergatc,
Ulverston. (Some splendid birds.)
Game Bantams.—First, C. W. Brierley. Second, F. Powell. Third, T.

Eastham, Preston. Highly Commended, J. Crosland, jtin , Wakefield
Miss Aglionby; F. Powell; J. W. Morris, Rochdale, Lancashire; D.
Parsons. Commended, Messrs. Bowman & Fearon-. (Si le very good
birds.)

Bantams (Any other variety).—First, T. C. Harrison. Hull. Second.
S. S. Mossop, Long Sutton, Lincolnshire (Cochins). Third, F. L. Roy,
jun., Kelso, N.B. Highly Commended, Messrs. S. i U. . hton, (Some
very good birds.)

Ducks (White Aylesbury).—First and Second, J. K. Fowler. Third, E.
Leech, Rochdale. Highly Commended, Messrs. Bowman r

1

; Fearon; A.
Fenton. (Excellent class.)

Ducks (Rouen).—First, Messrs. Gunson & Jefferson. Second, E. Leech.
Third, T. Robinson. Highly Commended, J. Nelson; A. Fenton. Com-
mended, T. Robinson. (A superior class.)
Ducks (Any other variety).—First, T. C. Harrison. Second, C. W.

Brierley. Third, E. Hutton, Pndsey, near Leeds. Highly Commended,
T. J. Harrison, Kendal (Wild;; D.' Parsons; J. Dixon; A. Fenton; E.
Hutton ; T. H. D. Bayley, Ickwell House, near Biggleswade , Beds. Com-
mended, J. W. Harrison, Spalding; J. K. Fowler.

EXTRA PRIZES.
Game Cock (Any colour J.—Cup. Third, and Fout th, J. Fletcher.

Second, Cup, C. W. Brierley. Highly Commended, .7. Pennington; J.
Smith, Breeder 'I'll--:, Sedgebrook, Grantham ; H. M. Juliai , Hull; M. W.
Stowbart, Beechburn Grange, Darlington. Commended, J. H. Wilson

;

J. Brough, Carlisle; R. Parkinson. (First prize bird n really splendid
Brown Red, others very gppdO
Game Chickens (Any variety).—Cup, M. Graham, Kend.il. Second, .1.

Gelderd, Collin Croft, Kendal. Third, N. Grimshiw, Pendlc Forest,
Burnley. Commended, J. Barrow, jun.. Bradley Field, near Kendal.
Game Bantam Cock.—First, G. R. Davies, Knutsford, Cheshire,

Second, J. Crossland, jun. Third, F. L. Roy. Highly Commended, H. J.

Nicholson; A. Fenton; T. Eastham. Commended, J. W. Morris; N.
Cook; J. Statter, Liscard, Cheshire; C. Auckland, Chesterfield. (Good
entry, and a very good class.)

Game Pullets (Any colour).—First, E. Swainson, Nibthwaite, Newlon-
in-Cartmel. Second, J. Pennington. Third, J. W. Harrison. Highly
Commended, J. S. Butler; T. Robinson, (A very good class.)

Canaries (Belgian, yellow).—First, J. Moffat, Ulverston. Second, J.

v, illiamson, Ulverston.
Canaries.—First, W. Jones, Nook, near Ulverston. Second, J. Paxton.

Ulverston.
Canaries (Mules).—Prize J. Eriggs, Ulverston.
Canaries (Piebald, Yellow, or Buff).—First, J. Eoulton, Ulverston.

Second, J. Paxton.
Canaries (Gold or Silver-spangled Lizard).— First and Second, T. Ward.

Judge.—Mr. Richard Teebay, Fulwood, near Preston.

GUILDFORD POULTRY SHOW.
There is certainly an awakening in the south and south-west on

the subject of poultry and poultry shows. Reading, Southampton,
Shoreham, and Brighton have all had their meetings, and now Guild-

ford has added poultry toiler agricultural display previous to Christmas.

Surrey has always been famous for its fowls. It had so far the mono-

poly at one time that the distinction still survives in Leadeuhall

Market, and all fowls are classed as Surrey or Rough, the former

representing the choicest. We look on such an alliance as this as

perfectly natural and in place. It is a question whether some com-

petent person should not draw up a list tit for an agricultural show,

and, eschewing classes that are supported by those chiefly who love

beautiful plumage, offer prizes for the ordinary denizens of every

farmyard—thus, fowls, Dorkings, Cochins, Brahmas, and nondescripts

;

Ducks, Geese, and Turkeys. IVe use the term nondescript advisedly ;

it would tinker facility for the exhibition of farmyard or barndoor fowls.

At present the term barndoor fowl represents small shabby buds with

legs of every colour, bred without care, and thriving in spite of every

disadvantage, hut their consumption would beep a better bird ;
and if

a fowl pretending to no breed, but weighing in good raising condition

4 or 5 lbs., with good white legs and full breast, can be produced, and

its merits as to constitution and fertility be endorsed by experience,

we should he glad to see such distinguish) d m competition. A number

of such shows as these would be the feeders of the larger one6 ;
and

as the fowls for competition are to be found on every farm there

would he no lack of entries. Defeat and success would do their work,

and the end and aim of such societies would he accomplished, because

the properties of breeds would be developed; and it would become

plain, that if with the same amount of food and no more painstaking

one breed produces four pounds of meat while another produces only

two, the former must he the better. The principal classes at this Show

have suggested the ideas we have mentioned. Dorkings, Geese, Ducks,

and Turkeys were all excellent in quality—good enough for auy show.

The Dorking prizes went in order to Messrs. John Ellis, W. Willis,

and Edward Holder. The chickens were better than the adults.

Three excellent pens went first and second to Mr. J. C. Ramsden,

third to Mr. John Ellis. Two extra prizes for the best pens shown

were worthily earned by Messrs. Ramsden and Ellis. Game and all

belonging to them seem to belong to certain districts. Worcestershire.

Warwickshire, Cheshire, and Lancashire intuitively know all that

belongs to them. They make no mistakes in penning ; but in Surrey

Game seems to be Game, and Black Red cocks are shown with Duck-

winged hens, and vice rersa. Hence the first prize was withheld, and

the second, given to Mr. Wells, left much to desire in the way of

dubbing.
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Turkeys exc Heat, Lad; Margaret Macdonald took first

followed by avers meritorioas pen shown by Mr. Pepcur. We run

qieak as highly of the Qet Ladj M. Macdonald was again first,

and Mr. Co\ sec ind.

ft»is m« i! inn i' I good class. Aylesbury, Kouen, and
Buenos Ayrenn were all well represented. Messrs. Barge, <'ox, and
Hildov took the prises. All these were excellent pens.

An extra pri . offered for Brahma Poptras, was well deserved and
gained bythe Hon. Prances Scott. This was given by .I. Pares, Esq.,

so well known for ' tBsncoesses in Light BraJbmas.

Mr, l!.iil_ ',
i lb, Judge.

NATIONAL COLUMBARIAN SOCIETY'S SHOW.
Tin,; ninth ai uual Exhibition of this Society was held in the Free-

masons 'l

,

;u,ii Great Qneen Street, 'on the L3th inst, Dpwardsof
seven hundred Pigeons, tin' property of the members, and comprising
nearly every ty, shown, and there was a large attendance of

visitors, who e
i

ressed themselves much gratified by the Exhibition.

Amongst tin' Carriers was Mr. ETcdley's splendid Dun, which recently

took th, 'i
I prize at Birmingham, and which. wag sold during the

day for twenty guineas, Tin- Carriers from Messrs. Corker, Ord, and
Else wire also orach admired ; and remarkably fine Duns and Blacks

came from Mr, Faith. A collection of Antwerps, many of which had
made very long (lights, shown by Mr. Hudson, was also well worthy
of note. Mr, \ olckmaE exhibited a splendid collection of Powters

;

one of the White cocks measured 202 inches in length. Those from
Mr. Bacchus were also remarkably good. Mr. Ford and Mr. Jayne
had some very line Almond Tumblers ; and birds of great excellence

also came from Messrs. Wiltshire, Esden, Claydcm, and others. Of
Barbs, Mr. Jones and Mr. Hedley had birds of first-rate merit. Of
Fantails, Jacobins, and Archangels very excellent specimens were
contributed li; Messrs. Else, Morris, and Betty.

KEEPING POULTRY PROFITABLY.
I am in possession of a house and an acre of land (freehold),

with t':;0 per year income. I am prevented by defective eye-
sight from following any profession. I have hitherto been able

to rub on without much difficulty, but high prices and an in-

creasing family begin to tell, and I find I must increase my
income by some means, and my hopes are centred on making
the most of my acre of land.

The land is enclosed on three sides by a six-feet fence. By
enclosing the fourth side with wire-netting, I propose turning
my land into a poultry-yard—one acre in extent. I am told

that fowls may, and are kept, at the rate of five to a rod of

ground. At that rate my acre will accommodate eight hundred
fowl?. I propose to keep that number to produce eggs and
fowls for market.

I now earnestly ask your candid opinion of my plan, begging
you to remember that the person who asks is looking for some
means of obtaining a living ; help me with your experience
and advice as to the best way of making the most of my land,

i very light soil. I look at in this light : if I can keep eight
huudred fowls, and can make a clear profit of, say, Is. per
auuum on each fowl, that will amount to £40 per annum. If

I can make this of my land, with the £30 I already have, I

should be contented. Now for the questions.
1st, Is my plan practicable ? If so, can I accommodate so

many as eight hundred fowls on an acre, and if not, how many ?

2nd, Presuming the plan to be practicable, what breed or
kiud of fowl would you recommend ? I am within six miles of
a town of 13,000 inhabitants, and think egg-producing would
pay in this neighbourhood better than fowl-rearing.

3rd, Could I clear the profit I mention ? If not, what do
you suppose ' At the present time eggs are sold here at the rate
of twelve fur V'\, when cheapest they are sold at twenty for Is.

1th, What should the eight hundred hens cost, and who
could supply them ?—J. Johnson.

We sent your letter to an authority who has had some ex-
perience in poultry-keeping, and this is his trustworthy reply :— " I should not like to keep so many a3 eight hundred hens in
so small a space, I fear they would soon sicken ; better divide
the space and grow corn and potatoes on one half to feed the
Fowls on the other. You may then in the following 'year
reverse the plots, so B3 to have fresh ground for the fowls,
'\hile thev will have well manured the other portion. A cock

ti n liens of a good, large, hardy cross will produce a large
number of chickens, if you can find a market for them when
they are eight or ten weeks old. If you desire eggs procure two
i i

' k- rind twenty-five or thirty hens of some good laying kind.
• If yem understood the fancy varieties and could take sumc

prizes at the leading shows, then fancy stock would pay well to

dispose of their eggs, but each variety must bo kept separate.
My conclusions are :

—

" 1st, I do not consider it practicable to keep eight hundred
fowls in health on an acre of ground.
"2nd, For egg-producing I like White Dorkings. Others

recommend Spanish, Hamburghs, and Pulauds, but there is

always a difficulty in rearing these varieties, as thoy do not sit,

aro delicate, and are for a long time unproductive in winter
when eggs aro dearest. Except for about a week in November,
my White Dorkings have not left me without eggs for three
years. Cochins are good layers but most persistent sitterB,

which is very annoying when you do not want chickens.
" 3rd, It will take much trouble and considerable experience

to realise the profit you name.
" 4th, The Loudon salesmen could supply you with hens at

from Is. to iis. each, but I must certainly advise you not to

buy nearly so many.
" 5th, I would rather recommend for market chickens, to buy

six or seven large healthy Brahma hens and a Houdan cock.

Save your pullets, and the year after breed from them and a

Dorking cock. This plan will give you good, hardy, healthy
chickens fit to be fattened for market at ten weeks old.

" Do not begin with too many, you will then be gaining ex-

perience at little risk. If twenty hens hatch ten chickens
each four times a-year, that will make eight hundred chickens.

You will find if you have any success they will cost something
to keep, and if you can grow their food it will not cost nearly

so much. When you have gained some experience you will

be better able to judge for yourself than any one else can
instruct you.—B. P. B."I

NANTWICH POULTRY SHOW.
I enclose a prize list of the Nantwich Poultry Show for

February, 18C7, by which you will see that Mr. Edward Tud-
man's statement in your Journal of last week is totally un-

founded. The silver cup presented by the Hon. Mrs. Sugden
is given with the express understanding that the classes for a

Buff-Cochin cockerel and pullet, and for Buff-Cochin pullets

are open to the kingdom.

—

An Exhibitor.

Every one must indeed sympathise with Mr. Edward Tud-
man, for his disappointment and annoyance in finding himself

excluded from taking any more prizes at the Nantwich Poultry

Show, after having done so " for so many years," particularly

as he has never subscribed one shilling towards the funds of

the Show ; but before he again makes charges against a highly

respectable Committee, it will be as well if he will read over

the prize list, as he will then find that two of the classes for

Buff Cochins are open to the kingdom, and until this year

Cochins have been confined to a radius of thirteen miles,

which will, perhaps, account for .Mr. Tudman's always gaining

the prizes until the Show in February last, when his Partridge

Cochins were beaten by a splendid pen of Buff Cochins be-

longing to the Hon. Mrs. Sugien.

—

An Old Subsciubei:.

MiNOHESTEK Poultry Show.—The relative entries for the

Manchester Poultry Show, for three years are as follows :

—

Year. Poultrv. Pigeons.

1864 552

1866 1001 199

(866 1265

This year the Show commences on the 21st of December.

CriinEBLAND ANT. NOKTH "F EnOL Htp PoUI.TIlV SlIOW.—Til?

ninth annual Exhibition will take place in the Elding School,

Whitehaven, on January 8th, 9th, and 10th. The prize m
amounts to nearly £'J.">n. There are also twenty silver cu] I

be awarded, the highest being of the value of £S 8*., an 1 the

lowest £2 2s. The prizes in each class are £2 first, £1 sea

and 10s. third. There are also fifteen classes for Pig <

which £1 is offered for the first prizes, and 10s. for the (COS

besides a two-guinea cup for the most successful exhibitor. I

birds have six classes devoted to them, with two prizes in each.

This Society has been steadily increasing in favour year by

year, and as the forthcoming Show will be held at a time when
not many other exhibitions occur, we make no doubt theoniariJ i

will be very numerous and the Show well worthy of a visit. The

schedule announces the names of the Judges—Edward til ivitt,

Esq. ; Richard Tecbay, Eso. : and W. 13. Tegetmeier, Esq.
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GAME FOWLS.
I hold that " A Lancashire Breeder of Game " is in error

in saying that no one can lay down as a rale which sorts of

Game are the best fighters and layers, as the best colours both

for laying, and more especially for fighting, are well known to all

good judges and breeders in every locality, and some parts of

England have worse breeds than others, as is well known. That

there are some good birds of each colour I readily admit, and

so will every one. Game fowls are generally known as very pro-

lific birds everywhere, I believe, though some of the sorts are

less bo, the Brown Reds being one of them. Game hens when
young lay throughout the winter, and the older hens always

lay early in the spriDg as a rule. They want to sit often, of

course, as all hot birds will do, and their chickens being of a

hotter nature stand cold best of all the breeds, but not damp.
Yorkshire has plenty of good, large, white-legged, barndoor-

fowls such as I described, but Lancashire may have fewer of

them. Many judges despise some of the breeds they judge

and award prizes to, and I flatly deny that there is anything

in the least narrow-minded in so doing. " A Lancashire
Breeder " has a bad-laying stock of Game fowls, perhaps, and
fancies, therefore, that all other Game fowls are bad layers.

I must say I altogether disagree with him in most of his re-

marks.
I beg cordially to thank " Chanticleer " for his little com-

pliment to my rough notes on Game Fowls.

I have known Game fowls well since eleven years old, in

1831, thirty-five years, and have bred Game Bantams from
1832 to 1856, or twenty-four years.

—

Newmarket.

remain in my new hive ? I may mention that the top board is

made of fir, and has a very strong smell.—A. W. B.

[Your concluding remark appears to afford a clue to the
solution of the mystery, although we should have supposed
that the obnoxious smell would have disappeared by the second
season. We are, however, unable to suggest a more probable
expluntion.]

STINGLESS BEES.
Having to go south I went round by Devonshire, and called

on our valued friend the " Devonshire Bee-keeter," who re-

ceived me very kindly, showed me over his apiary, and took

the top off a hive of his Lignrians, lifting out and showing me
every comb, with the bees and queen, without a single bee sting-

ing or annoying us in the least, and without having anything on
to protect us. May I not, therefore, say these bees are practi-

cally stingless? and are we not very much indebted to our
Devonshire friend for introducing these beautiful and valuable

bees into England, as well as for his numerous inventions in

bee-culture, and his ever-ready kindness in giving any of the

numerous readers of " our Journal " every information they

may ask for ?

I also saw our friend Mr. Bevan Fox's apiary, and his

numerous and different kinds of hives, and he was so kind as

to say which he had found most useful either for honey-gather-

ing or increasing the number of stocks. Here I also saw the

Egyptian bees, which appear, at a cursory view, very much like

tne Ligurians, but smaller and more waspish, and therefore

inferior to them. I was much pleased with my visit, and am
sure if any bee-keeper being near Exeter will call on our
apiarian friends there, he will be as delighted with his visit, as

1 was.

I find from the weather being so open, and there being at the

same time nothing for the bees to collect, they have consumed
a very large portion of their winter's store. Most of those stocks

that were sent to the moors are said to have come back, if any-

thing worse than they were when they left, consequently

nearly all require feeding.—A. W.

REGICIDE AMONG BEES.
I :iad a curious case of encasement last year. I had pre-

sented to me an Italian stock hive in the beginning of the

month of August. To my great astonishment, in the latter

part of autumn a young queen was seen emerging from the

hive for the purpose of going to meet the drones. Those in

the apiary had nearly all been extirpated, and in all probability

she had not been rendered fertile.

One evening I noticed commotion among the bees, and on
looking in saw that the queen was encased. She was enclosed

in the centre of a dense cluster of bees ; they were all lashed

round her. This continued for a day or more. Eventually

she was thrust out dead. My impression was that the hive

would go to ruin, but, strange to say, the old Ligurian oy

Italian queen was still in the hive, but she was in an infirm

state. I found her scarcely able to crawl ; she was paralysed

in four of her legs. She died in the course of the winter, and

the hive would have gone to ruin had I not supplied it with

another queen. The bees had, no doubt, perceived that their

queen was becoming old and infirm, and unable to discharge

her maternal duties. They, therefore, had reared a successor

in the event of her demise ; this was the young queen I saw

taking an airing, but she not being fertilised was encased and

ultimately destroyed. Had she become fertile I believe the

bees wouid have despatched the old queen, and permitted the

young one to reign in her stead.—J.

BEES DESERTING ONE OF NEIGHBOUR'S
HIVES.

Earlv last year I purchased one of Neighbour's humane
hives, being unwilling to destroy my bees. My first swarm
was accordingly hived in the lower compartment, hut in about
fifteen minutes out they came again. I succeeded in again

hiving them, but in the course of half an hour, and whilst I

was still watching them, they made a fresh start, and this time
I lost them altogether. I had another swarm the week follow-

ing, which I hived in the same hive, but, to my dismay, they
quitted it within an hour. I did not, however, lose these, for

I put them in a common straw hive, in which they remained.
This year I again tried to stock my unfortunate hive, but the

swarm deserted it on the third day, and alighting on a neigh-

bouring bush was put into a common hive, where it remained,
and in which it has done well.

Can you tell ire why the bees have so persistently refused to

OUR LETTER BOX.
' S hdahd OF Excellence ',' (Peter) .—You will see what is said about,

it in our columns to-day. We believe all tlie eggs laid by fowls at tin

Birmingham Show are broken by a man appointed to collect them. We
have not heard any statement to the contrary.

i vtor [Curio Mi nasi'

.

—Your letter is an advertisement, and if paid

for, soma portion of it migut be inserted in the advertising columns.

Brahma Pootra Cocks at Birmingham.—" In your observations oo
the Birmingham Poultry Show you say that the ' heaviest' Brahma cock
weighed but ll 1 lbs. I beg to assure you I exhibited two cocks, one
weighing almost 14 lbs.—that is, over 13] lbs., the other over 13) II

re still in my possession.—E. W. Boyle, Galtrim Home."

WinEwoRM in Fowl's Excrements (It. C. It.).— We have seen hard
substances which have escaped a fowl's digestion, though rarely. If,

anything organic could defy a fowl's gizzard it is a wireworm. .< n

.
' rove no apprehension of ill consequences, and, probably, will never

again witness such an occurrence.

Poultry Jttdges (An Old Exhibitor).—We are obliged by your

but we do not think it desirable to give the subject p minent publicity,

i -ed that any one pretending to t -i.ei of common
sense and to position in society could have written aganirt three ol

beet poultry Judges. We are glad that the Committees so written to have
left the letter unnoticed.
Dark Brabaias (R. H., A Subscriber).—In buying your Erahmas be CO -

ful to buy both with pea-combs and without vulture hocks. The cock
have light hackle and saddle, dark or speckled breast. The hen

should have striped haoMe, r.nd grey-pencilled plumage all over the body,

The less of buff or white there is in the feather the better. Both should

have yellow legs feathered with black.—B.
Comes of Cockin-Chinas (A. B.).—Your cock has that which is e.il!.

comb. It is not an indication of impurity, but it would be a dis-

ition in exhibiting, and it is by no meass desirable in a breeding

bird. The comb of a Cochin cock should be moderate, rather small than

large, perfectly upright and smooth on both sides. If even the spi'

loose and incline to one side, it is a disqualification in close competition.

Preserving Queen Anne's Pocket Melon. — When the Melon is

nearly ripe, make a small incision at one end, remove all the seeds,

cover it with salt water, changing the latter every day for three days

;

then put it in clear spring water, changing the water twice a-day for

three days. Make a thin syrup.and boil it together with the Melons once

daily for three days. Next make a thick syrup, adding the rind of one or

more Lemons cut into strips, according to the number of Melons, the

juice being squeezed in ; then add some of the best white ginger with the

outside cut off, so as to make the syrup taste strongly of the ginger.

Boil and when cold add to the Melon.—THOtfis Too?, Gardener; Great

ey Lodge, Manningtrce. [Mr. Toop had more than seventy applica-

tions for the above iv '

L/.ld-heaoed Canary (Goddess).—I fear your Canary is suffering from

the richness of his diet. Do not let him have any mawseed for a time :

sprinkle a little flowers of sulphur in his seed, and allow him the daily

use of the bath and plenty of green food. If he hangs near the ceilic

:n well warmed or lighted with gas, it will be as well to remove

him to a more healthy place.—B. P. B.
.

|
,. .

- ... , ).—Toexcinde them from your chicken? whilst young

they might be placed within an enclosure of small-meshed galvat l

i on fin 'at! put phosphorus pills h < i
dins.
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I was very pleased to hear lately that in my county there is

a strong desire to give to all lahourers permanently working on
a farm the addition of a good-sized garden to their present cot-

tages. This is well ; a garden is an ameliorator, it blesses him
that cultivates, it gives not only a pleusant addition to a meal,
but it gives pleasure in the cultivating to the cultivator. I like

to see the hoe-handle worn smooth and polished ; I like to see
the spade bright as a looking-glass, both spade and hoe so
worn by a cottager in his own garden. There is a charm about
one's own ; the little child says of its tiny garden, and says
with delight, " It is my very own."

I am further glad to see that village horticultural shows are

on the increase. The school is the right place for the exhi-
bition, and as I know from being preseut, such gatherings are
promoters of good. A harvest festival and horticultural show
do nicely combined, the fruit of the garden and fruit of the field

axe ripe at the same time. At one such village show I noticed
au old epitaph-looking card standing above a plate of Onions,
its wording ran thus—

" Turn; is OruiiAr.n,
Under'Tound."

I am glad to hear friend Thomas is above ground, aud that his
Onions only are under ground. I wish I could see a Grape
Vine on every cottage—the Sweetwater will ripen seven years
out of eight—there would then be a drop of wine to help to

keep Christmas with. Do not smile at English-made wine
;

why, in olden days even in the fenny Isle of Ely thousands of
gallons were made yearly.

Next, poultry. I am told the fowls did not look so well at

Birmingham as in old days of a cock and two hens. Of course
the-; did not. Gallant gentlemen always show to most advan-
tage in the presence of ladies, and ladies look their best in the
presence of gentlemen; dividing them is a mistake. How un-
happy the ladies look inside the "ladies' carriage" on a railway!
I hope our differences of opinion have been expressed cour-

ly and kindly this year. I think they have; and though
we have been at " Newmarket," there has been no jockeying.
A frieud <A mine was at the same school with an American
boy ; my friend was a big fellow, and he chanced to pelt a stone
or two at young Jonathan, who. given ever to tall talk, ran off

to the master, exclaiming, " Sirre, Sine, Smith, sen., has been
hurling rocks at me." Now, our missiles have been but little

pebbles, not rocks, let them now be only snowballs. (N.B.

—

Don't put a stone in the middle.)

By the way, let not that nun v.ho put that needle into the

comb of the Hamburgh hen. bring his nose near my hand when
I have a needle in it, that's all.

I have this year been on the watch for instances of pet love,

and will record a few. I have been in a room where lay,
j

propped by pillows, a great invalid, one for ; ears a prisoner, ;• t

cheerful and content. Doubtless, high principle was at the
bottom of this ; in a lower sense there was something else.

'

Pets were around in the form of various finches. Each had its

day for exercise, each had its name ; the habits of each were
!

watched with interest, and some were very tame. The pets

added to. if they did not cause, the cheerful demeanour—they
solaced the sick one.

I will give another instance. One of the saddest funerals I

ever saw was that of an old labourer. He was very old , and he
and his wife were a fond couple ; but, alas ! they had never
had a child, and when he died only the wife followed. She had
no son's arm to lean on ; she walked after the husband of her
youth, her middle life, her old age, quite alone. I have valued
my children more than ever since that day. Well, my old
friend, left quite alone, wanted something to love. A neigh-
bour gave her a duckling, which, not being strong, fared ill with
the rest. She was very fond of it, declared it knew her ; she
took it in her basket when she went out, declaring change of

air did it good. One day the poor bird looked up and died. She
has a hen for a pet now, and the motherly old Cochin and the
old widow axe great friends.

Yet anothex story of pet love. I saw in my village lane one
ier afternoon a Bantam cock which was tethered. A

travelling van was near, some kind of show, I fancy. I said to

the woman, "Is that your biro ? " •' Yes, sir, and I put him
out fox a little air, and will you look at my chickens ? " Taking

i a cloth-covered hamper she displayed a young brood
and the hen. The hen had laid, sat, and hatched in that

|

or while the van was moving from place to place.

I would say to lovexs of poultry. Mind you keep good birds,

the keep of well-bred fowls costs uo more than that of bad
ones. Study this subject, it will interest you, and no longer

'

keep mongrels. I would say the same in regard to Pigeons. I

like to visit at a house where pets are kept ; there is then some-
thing to look at after breakfast, something to criticise and ad-
mire- If there be a well-kept garden also, there is, of course,
a vast additional source of pleasure both to guest and host.
We write to instruct and gratify lovers of gardens and poultry,

and some who love, yet have neither, read our pages. Nature
plays odd tricks. I knew a London clerk, born lame, very
lame, who rode to his office, sat there, and rode home again".

Yet what was his hobby ? Strange to say, it was cricket. He
never held a bat at cricket, yet he delighted in books on cricket,
and when he asked for a holiday it was to attend a cricket
match. So I know ladies who love reading about gardens, al-

though they have none; and, I doubt not, "our Journal"
gives pleasure not only to those who have, but those who have
not either garden, or poultry-yard, or pet. This periodical pro-
motes geniality, I trust, and tends to keep up all the year the
feeling we all have at Christmas.

There is a part of Kingsley's "Alton Locke," which I often
think of. It is where Alton, when a boy, a London boy, de-
scribes himself listening in bed of a morning to the country
waggons which brought in to the great city flowers, and fruit,

and vegetables. He heard them come rumbling in before day-
break, or soon after ; and as he lay and listened, he wondered
and wondered what sort of places those were from whence came
the fruits and the flowers. So I often wonder and wonder where
this Journal goes. I know where it comes from ; I know the
old London house in old Fleet Street, not far from Temple
Bar. I know the room where the Editors sit, all unmindful of

the roar of the traffic below them, their thoughts occupied with
furnishing instruction for our readers. I know where some of

the contributors live. I know a gardener's cottage, a very
pretty one, which looks down, at least the great nouse near it

looks down, as Horace Walpole said of it, " like the sentinel of

Kent." I know a country surgeon's home whence issues many
a poultry paper. I know, of course I do. my own quiet study
with its view of church, and shrubbery, and Elms clasped by
Ivy. I know whence come some of the contents of the Journal.

But where do all the Numbers go ? I know some cross the

Channel to France, some another Channel to Ireland, some drop
down among Welsh mountains, many reach Scotland, not a
few remind of "the old country" exiles in far-off lands, and
they aio scattered all oyer Kngland ; but I should like to peep
into the houses of the readers, see them break the covers, cut
the leaves, and begin to read. I fancy I should see grave
fathers with two chins, and round shiny bald heads, with gold

eye-glasses held over pleasant eyes, who on Wednesday morn-
ings put aside tin' Tim -. W*d politics, and leam about their

much-loved Conifers ; and comely matrons who read about
flowers

; and girls and bojs who want to know more about their

pets. Well, I like to fancy that these good people like us and
our labours. I fancy that .humble people though we be, yet

we fulfil our little mission of making life pleasanter, making
country homes brighter, and town homes less town-like. I

—

forgive the " I "—shall be pleased if I can in any way imitate

Christinas in promoting kindliness and geniality.—WmTSHTBE
Bectok.

VINE i:;nPJ>El!S, AND HOW TO MAKE THEM.
My article under the above heading, in the Journal of the

lGth of October, seems to have slightly disturbed the equa-

nimity of three of your correspondents. One thinks me rather

homoeopathic in my mode of prescribing food for my Vines,

another thinks my recommendations very complicated and ex-

pensive, and a third finds fault with the stratified system of

making Vine borders, and expresses his astonishment in the

following rather serious strain: " Allow me to ask Mr. Wills

what benefit he expects to derive from having the bones aud
lime rubbish arranged in layers betwixt every 9 inches of soil,

unless it is to coax the roots down to such awful depths. Would
his object not be gained by just mixing them in the usual way ?

I do not think the stratified system is in accordance with

sound practice, or any recognised theory."

I have quoted the letter of " J. S.," Wortley, in extenso, and I

assure him that none of my articles are founded on theory, but

are simply descriptive of what I practise. My thanks are due

to him for asking this question. I am sorry I omitted giving

my reason for arranging my Vine borders on the stratified

system. In writing an article from memory one often finds

many important matters left out after reading it carefully

through.
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Every one who has had little or much to clo with the culti-

vation of the Vine, will have noticed how readily the Vine finds

anything like loose limo rubbish within reach of its roots, and
that tho most healthy roots are always to be met with in that part

of tho border whore limo rubbish has been liberally used. My
object, then, in making the borders as described at page 290, is

to arrest the leading roots at each layer in their downward
progress through the border, and cause them to spread right

and left along each layer of bones and lime rubbish. This they

will speedily do, and will multiply their feeding roots a thousand-

fold during their progress through the thin and open layer.

As soon as they have permeated through each of these layers

thousands of roots will descend through the next layer of soil,

whero they will rind more solid food in which to become ma-
tured and established previous to reaching tho next open layer.

So they will continue to take firm hold of tho border as they

descend ; and by the time the bottom layer is reached, the whole

of tho border will have become thoroughly tilled with roots. The
main roots of the Vines will be kept in a healthy state in the

open layers of the border, and will be constantly sending out

innumerable rootlets in search of food, which will be supplied

to them in the shape of liquid manure after they have partly

exhausted the food within their reach ; and during their season

of growth they will be copiously supplied with water in a clear

state.

If " H. S." (page 421), can only realise his splendid expec-

tations, he will be fortunate indeed, but there is a wide dif-

ference between expecting and having ; and between now and
next July his idol may be shattered, and his hope of cutting

half a ton of Grapes from Vines that have only been planted

one year, and been grown without any of the aids afforded by
artificial heat, may be a long way from being realised. 1 fear

the fancied large revenue to be derived therefrom will dwindle
down to a very small amount. But this will not be the worst
that may happen to " H. S.'s " Vines. My most serious advice

to " H. S.," is to forbear forcing his Vines this year or next,

unless he is prepared to root them all out next year, and incur
the expense of another I'lid in making borders for a fresh set of

Vines, besides about £20 worth of labour for growing these. I

fear he may find out that his Vines are not perfectly ripe.

He must not fancy because they have made such strong
growths that they are perfectly ripe and fit for forcing at once.

What I should do if I were " H. S.." and had his Vines under
my care, would be to keep the lights and ventilators open as

much as possible until the middle of next April, when the
Vines will begin breaking of their own accord. I should shorten
them back about the end of January to about .

r
> feet, and should

on no account allow them to bear any fruit next year, or if de-

termined to fruit them, I should moderate my expectations to

00 lbs. weight of Grapes, instead of half a ton. The climate of

Hounslow and Staines may be very favourable ; but at those

places, as at many others during the past season, the summer
was not warm enough to bring Vines to a sufficient state of ma-
turity to enable them to bear the severe ordeal of forcing at

such an early period as this, unless they had been growing in

houses where they would have had the benefit of artificial heat

from hot-water pipes or flues.

Flags of all sizes are used for our Vine borders just as they

come to hand. If they are small the pillars will want placing

closer together, and where a flag is found to be too thin to bear

the weight of soil that may be placed on it, a brick is set on
end under the centre of it. Where there are plenty of flags to

he had at no great distance from the gardens, it is only a

question of labour in taking them out of the ground, and carting

them to the gardens ; and as for sods, there are thousands of

broad acres to cut from. I assure " H. S." that I made no
mistake in naming the quantity of bones I should use in each

nine-inch layer of soil. " H. S." has forgotten the bones in

the two-inch layer between the nine inch layers of soil ; and for

each nine-inch layer I use about three barrowfuls of lime

rubbish, and one of charcoal, aud about two pecks of bone. I

trust " H. S." may deem this sufficiently explicit. I never

advocate stable-manure for mixing in the main part of the

Vine border. I only use a little, and this thoroughly decom-

posed, in the top layer in which the Vines are planted, just

to encourage rapid root-action. I fear " H. S." has used too

much of it in his borders, and that it will ultimately prove an

evil rather than a benefit. Will " H. S.," if he still persists in

forcing his ninety Vines, give us a faithful statement of the

results, the condition of the Vines after forcing, and the

prospects for the future ?

This word " future " reminds me that I have yet another

foe to meet, who takes shelter under the spreading branches of

the Vine
1

, and subscribes himself " Vrns." Why not sign his

real namo? I dislike fighting an unknown antagonist. lam
glad, however, to find that his visit In Bishop StoillV.nl afforded

balm to soothe his despondency, and proved of so much pleasure

to him. "Vms" says (speaking of my article), "I read it

through carefully, and, I confess, felt thoroughly disheartened,

for it seemed to me that no man of moderate means could grow
Grapes if borders :! to 6 feet deep must be made after the ex-

pensive directions given by Mr. Wills. On a second perusal I

found that all his words referred to the future, ' to be or not
to be,' according to circumstances. As far as I can foretell, I

think he will reconsider some of his propositions, and simplify

them." Then it struck " Vrns " that he had read some account
of some wonderful Vines (Happy thought !), so off he goes to the

Great Eastern, and soon his doubts are removed, for Mr. Ward
speedily relieves his overburdened mind by describing how the

borders were made ; his idea as to how a Vine border should be

made is at once confirmed, and he hastens to cheer the dis-

heartened readers of Tnrc Journal of Horticulture, whose
senses had been shocked by my expensive propositions.

"Vrns" gives a clear and straightforward account of what
he saw and learnt in the Bishop Stortford vineries. There is

another part of his letter, however, that I must quote. He
says, " All that is required is to make the front and back walls

of a height sufficient to allow of a border being made 3 feet

deep the whole width of the house ; and this, in a house 14 or

16 feet wide, would be amply sufficient for Vines for many,
many years, and with annual surface-dressings, probably as long

as a vinery would last [?] This method of making Vine borders

offers such a contrast to the complicated recommendations of

Mr. Wills as to merit notice, for simplicity in all gardening

operations should be a leading feature." A little further on he
says, " On inquiring of Mr. Ward, Mr. Miller's intelligent

gardener, I learnt that the border of the span-roofed house,

200 feet long and 30 feet wide, was tborouglily watered at the

end of March of the present year, and the same once a-mouth
till the middle of August." How would "Vrns" manage if

his supply of liquid food were only comatable once a-month 1

" No water has been given since, neither will any be given till

next spring."

I should certainly feel very much surprised if I saw any

article by Mr. Thomson, or any other gardener endowed with a

moderate store of common sense, advocating such a barbarous

system of Vine culture as this; and I cannot but think—indeed,

I feel sure, that the Vines at Bishop Stortford will show next

season that the once-a-month system of watering during their

season of growth, and their being so long kept without any, is

highly injurious to them. I should consider this the greatest

objection to an inside border. "Vrns" is almost inclined to

say, " ' The climate is the maker of the soil :' therefore the

whole of a Vine border, whether for a lean-to or span-roofed

house, should be inside, aud not more than 3 feet deep, trust-

ing rather to surface-dressings than to deep, dank, five-feet

borders for the proper food of Vines." " Vms " should see

the Vine borders at Garston. This would dispel his curious

notions of climate making the soil 3 feet deep in inside

borders, and I hope to convey a clear account of some of the

Garston Vine borders to " Vms " and other readers of the

Journal shortly.

Does " Vms " think Mr. Meredith would make outside and
deep Vine borders, when a great portion of his living depends
on the result, if he thought the Vines would not succeed in

them ? Mr. Meredith has to pay for all the sods he obtains

for his future Vine borders. Some idea may be formed of the

magnitude of these, when I state that the outside borders

which he intends adding to the vineries already, built, where
the Vines have been confined inside for three years, will cost

£500 ; but what will be the result when, after the roots of these

magnificent Vines have been confined within the walls of the

vineries for three or four years, the loose bricks are taken

away from between the pillars, and a well-made border is placed

outside the walls ? Why, it will be this : each Vine will be like

a giant refreshed ; the roots will quickly pass into the outside

border and take firm hold of it just as the young Vines have

established themselves, and are wanting extra nourishment to

enable them to bear immense bunches of splendidly coloured

berries. There is at Huntroyde an old Vine which was planted

nearly a hundred years ago ; this is planted outside. Its

branches were growing in what, when I came here, was an old

Pine-stove. Last year it made a shoot upwards of 70 feet long,

aud this year I have cut from it about thirty fine bunches of
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Grapes, averaging 2 lbs. each. How long does " Vitis " think

an inside border, 3 feet deep, would have supplied food enough
for a Tine like this ?

I therefore maintain, that to make a permanent Vine border

the directions given at pages 289 and 290 are correct, and in

accordance with sound practice ; for whether is it easier to

make one good, lasting border, or to be at the trouble and ex-

pense of making a fresh border every seven or ten years, be-

sides the great disadvantage of keeping one's employer's table

badly supplied with Grapes for a year or two after each renova-

tion? The expense is not so great to gentlemen, for there is

generally a piece of land from which the sods can be cut, and
there is* usually plenty of soil that can be spared from the

precincts of a garden for spreading over the ground where the

sods have been taken from. This being done, a few pecks of

grass seeds soon make all right there. Bones cost about

£10 10s. a ton, and one or two tons will go a long way ; as

for lime rubbish, this is generally found in quantities at most
places, and charcoal can easily be made on the spot. In cases

where the whole of the material has to be bought, a visit to

Garston* will satisfy the most confirmed grumbler that it will

pay to make Vine borders permanently and properly, and that

a thing once well done is always done.—J. Wills.

HONEST AS TRUTH ITSELF."
[That should be the motto of every nurseryman's catalogue,

and it should contain no statement not founded on experience.

If it is not so characterised the issuer will lose many such de-

sirable customers as he who wrote to us the following.—Ens.]

Expekiexce seems to have taught some of your correspon-

dents that the descriptions given by French Rose-growers of

their new or untried productions are not strictly to be relied

on. I have small sympathy with dealers of any kind who try

to pass off rubbish for treasure ; but if excuse is to be found
for any of the class, it is for the raisers of new varieties,

whose parental partiality unfits them for criticising fairly the

merits of their own seedlings. No such excuse can be made
for the mere growers of well-known plants

;
yet their cata-

logues often so describe these plants, that purchasers unac-

quainted with them are induced to become their possessors,

and to place them in positions for which they are totally un-

fitted, and in which they eventually die.

I have before me the catalogue of a leading nurseryman in

the midland counties—one who I know from experience is very

particular in supplying good stuff to his customers, and I find

he states that Larix Kn?mpferi is a noble tree, of great commer-
cial value, and is quite hardy ; that Sciadopitys verticillata

grows from 100 to 150 feet high, and has already proved itself

perfectly hardy ; that Mahonia japonica and JIahonia inter-

media are proved to be the hardiest of all plants.

Now, sir, I believe these two Mahonias are tolerably hardy
in many parts of Britain ; that they are not, however, what
they are described to be I venture to assert, since, while many
evergreens and shrubs grow luxuriantly here, these Berberries

are half killed without fail every winter. But what do you say

to Larix Kaampferi towering up in these islands of ours to a size

that shall be of great commercial value ? or Sciadopitys verti-

cillata exceeding the height of our largest forest trees ? Is

there not some stretch of imagination here ? Or is the word
" hardy " used with reference to the native country of the plant

described, and not with reference to the country into which the

trees have been imported ? I have purchased so many plants

described as hardy, which have perished in the winter's frosts,

that I should feel grateful to you if you would impress upon
nurserymon the great advantage of being strictly honest iu

describing their plants. I do not mean to blame all indis-

criminately, but I do say the vice is not uncommon ; and
nothing is so exasperating to any one commencing to plant,

as to find that half the nice things that cost so much money
are dead, although they were sold as " perfectly hardy."

—

Monticola.

Lakge Wellingtoxia gigantea.—I send the dimensions of

one that is in the arboretum here, and which has a very ex-

posed aspect, receiving the full force of the south west wind.

The arboretum slopes gently to the south, and the subsoil is

clay and sand. The height of the Wellingtouia is 24 feet ; its

* la my description of Mr. Meredith's large h*use, page 403, 1st column,
14th line, read, " There are two flank walks, 3 feet wide."

circumference of stem at 3 inches from the ground, 5 feet

2 inches. It is beautifully clothed with branches from the top
to the bottom.
We have also a large Juniperus recurva ; but in July and

August it turned very brown. Is it a tree subject to the attacks
of red spider? if so, how could this be destroyed? or is it a
characteristic of the Junipers to turn brown during those
months?—J. Sharp, Gardener to A. Barton, Esq., Bislwpstoke,
Hants.

ADVANTAGE OF PLANTING EARLY WHOLE
POTATOES.

About twenty-four years ago I planted several rows of the
same variety of Potatoes, some with small cut sets, some with
large cut sets, others with small and large whole Potatoes.

When dug it was ascertained that the largest whole sets yielded

the weightiest crop, and the small cut sets the lightest. Since

that time I have been in favour of planting large whole Pota-

toes, notwithstanding the large proportion of unsaleable Pota-

toes generally produced by planting them. Perhaps this is one
of the reasons that cut sets are generally resorted to by the

great majority of farmers and others. With the view of im-
proving the quality and increasing the quantity of those raised

from large whole sets, about seven years ago I caused all the

stems, except the best one, to be pulled from each of the seta

while the Potatoes were being hoed, and in this I succeeded far

beyond my expectations. From a series of trials 1 have found
that it is most unwise and unprofitable to plant cut Potatoes

of any kind, and more especially those of the early sorts,

which are frequently disbudded twice, and sometimes thrice

before being planted, consequently the sets are so much drained

and weakened by the cutting and disbudding, that many of

them perish from exhaustion or dry rot, and those that grow
are generally weak and unproductive. Besides, cut Potatoes,

although not destroyed by disbudding, are frequently damaged
with dry rot when planted in drills that have been much ex-

posed to the sun, owing to the sap of the Potatoes being ab-

sorbed by the dry material in which they are planted : hence

the propriety of planting whole Potatoes to avoid the risk of

being so damaged. Early Potatoes would be much more pro-

ductive than they usually are if proper means were taken to

prevent them from sprouting before they are planted. This

may be accomplished by storing them in cold cellars, or in dry

ground, sufficiently deep to exclude the heat of the sun from

them, or in an out-house, where they must be frequently turned

to prevent them from sprouting.

I have long been impressed with the idea that good results

would follow from autumn planting, especially in the case of

early Potatoes in dry ground, where the tubers would remain
fresh and without budding until the soil became more or less

heated. If they are planted 5 or 6 inches deep they will not

be injured by frost although they should be frozen ; the frost

would leave the Potatoes undamaged at the same time that it

leaves the ground, provided that they are excluded from the

sun and air. They will, however, not be so early as those of

the same variety taken carefully from a pit or other Potato-

store, with sprouts on them, and planted about the beginning of

April. Some persons may doubt this ; but they have only to

make one fair trial to be convinced of the truth of this assertion.

On the 20th of April of this year I resolved to ascertain by

a fair trial the difference between planting cut sets and whole

sets. The Potatoes used in the trial were Smith's Earliest,

which had been left in the ground during the winter, having

been missed by the digger, consequently they were fresh and

in good condition ; from these I selected seventy-two sets,

twenty-four of them being cut sets, weighing 1J lbs., twenty-

four small whole sets, weighing 2 lbs., and twenty four large

whole sets, weighing 5 lbs. The whole were planted at the

same time and on the same ground, and grown with the same
quantity and strength of liquid manure. The cut sets were

planted in two drills, 10 feet long by 2 wide, and 10 inches

apart. The small whole and large sets were planted respec-

tively in two drills adjoining each other, of the same dimen-

sions in every respect as those referred to, and of course the

large whole sets, as well as the small whole sets, were set only

10 inches apart, the same distance as the cuts. It will thus be

observed that twenty-four of either of the sets only occupied

40 square feet of ground. During the time of hoeing all the

shaws were pulled away from each of the whole sets, except

one, and that one had ample room to grow ;
indeed, I am

convinced that if they had been planted 2 or 3 inches wider
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the crop would not have been so Rood, either in quality or
quantity.

There is little or no danger of damaging the crop in the re-

moving of the superfluous slnuvx, and the cost will not exceed
in any district of this country u\. per imperial acre.

The Potatoes were dugup on the 8th of August last. The
produce of the cut sets weighed 15 lbs., of the small whole sets

23 lbs., and of the large whole sets 31 lbs., each of the lots

being raised on 10 square feet of ground, At the same rates
an acre would produce from the cut sets seventy-two bags (or

1152 stonesi, from the small whole sets 111 bags, and from
the large whole sets 150 bags. The proportion of out seed re-

quired to plant an acre is six bags, of the small whole Potatoes
nearly ten bags, and of the large whole Potatoes twenty-four
bags. The same variety of I'otatoes planted was sold this

year by retail at 3s. per stone. At this rate the cost would be
(per acre), for the cut seed, £14 8s. ; of the small whole seed,
£28; and of the largo whole seed, 857 12s.

Supposing the produce of the different sets to be sold at the
Battle price per acre, they would realise respectively £172 16 .

£2b'(j 8*"., and E360. It will thus be seen that after deducting
the extra price of the seed, labour, and per-eentage thereon
from the latter sums, a handsome balance will be left in favour
of the whole sets.

It has been often asserted by persons who are looked upon
as good authorities that the only way to avert the disease is

to plant no Potatoes but those that are ready for storing in July.
Upon this plan I havo acted for the last sixteen years, and
during that time I have not lost one Potato by the disease
until last year, when I met with a considerable loss, owing to

having been too long in digging them up.
The Potato best suited in my opinion to avert the disease,

and to remunerate the grower is Smith's Early, frequently
called " Smith's Curly," probably from its producing long nar-
row curly leaves similar to those of the Ash-leaf Kidney.
It resists spring frosts better than any other variety known
to me, ami produces a large quantity of Peach-coloured bloom
about the beginning of June, a thing not common to early
Potatoes. It is, however, the earliest Potato that I know of,

being round in form and of a large size.

Some parties in this district, however, have not succeeded
so well as could be desired in the growing of this Potato, hav-
ing cut their sets after the sprouts had been once or twice
broken off them ; therefore, nothing but a poor bhmky crop
could be expected. If growers treat them in the way recom-
mended they will be amply rewarded.

—

James Doebie, llenfreu:

March (or A]>rilj to mark each flower as it comes out, and to
-end the lists to you either at the end of each month or at the
cud of the spring. 1 hope that you will give the lists a place
in your columns.

1 will add that, to make such lists really useful, it will be
necessary to observe three points—to put down every flower as
it eomes out, whether ornamental or not ; to put down tho date
when first seen in flower; and for each writer to give hi L

ftddn ,b ii. ii, il, ,wers an ti ulv oi in,- flowers in some parte,
which are summer flowers in others
The specific name and not the generic only should be given.

In tho Narcissi, for instance, some species flower in February,
or even earlier, and some are as late as May.—H. N. E.,
Bitton licinuh'.

[We will readily devote the necessary space not only for
lists of plants flowering in the spring, but of those flowering in
each of the twelve mouths. Wo shall be obliged by onr readers
—the more, the more useful— sending us a list of the flowers
11 m( the dates of their appearing in each neighbourhood. The
list should be sent at the close of e*ch month, and in this form :

Name.
Snowdrop

—Eds.]

Date of [lowering.

January 5

Place.

Teigmnnuth.

ORCHARD-HOUSE ON A SITE WITHOUT SUN
IN WINTER.

My garden slopes to the south, but almost at the bottom of

it rises a hill very abruptly to the height of 300 or 400 feet,

so that at this season the sun at midday barely touches the
wall farthest away from the hill. All the remaining part of

the garden is without sun, and will be so till February or

March. Do you consider it very disadvantageous for an
orchard-house without artificial heat, or a heated vinery to be
erected in such a garden '.' and do you think that the incon-

venience of having such buildings at some hundreds of yards
from the gardens and gardener's dwelling, would be compen-
sated by having more of the winter sun '.' We have here
(south-west coast of Ireland), very little frost but much raiu,

the fall ranging between 60 and 70 inches in the year.— K. K.

[If you eould do nothing else, we would not hesitate to place

an orchard-house or a late vinery against the wall, which the

sun now barely touches at midday, but which will receive

more sun as the days lengthen ; but having a position some
hundreds of yards from the gardener's dwelling, where you
could command the winter's sun, we would much prefer that

for general purposes.

LISTS OF SPRING-FLOWERING PLANTS.
I believe many of your readers are interested in winter and

spring-flowering plants, and I wish, with your permission, to

propose a plan by which we may obtain a good and complete list

of them. A few years ago I sent you a list, which you published,

but I could now send you a far fuller and more accurate one.

I would ask those of your readers who feel an interest in this

class of plants to put down on the 1st of January the names of

all plants then in flower, and from that date to the end of

VINE BORDERS.
I head in the Journal of the 11th inst., page 449 :

" When
borders are outside it is much against the Vines when these
borders are soaked with cold rains ; and it is very unfavourable
to the keeping of late Gropes when the whole system of the
Vines is charged with moisture." Again, Mr. Fish says in
the next paragraph but one :

" All houses intended for early
forcing, with borders outside, should have these borders securely
protected from the changes of our climate.''

Since reading the account, page 420, of how Mr. Miller, an
amateur gardener at Bishop Stortford, has formed his Vine
borders, I have looked through the books—from Mr. Pearson's
little one, in which he recommends green turf, which from
many soils would make the worst possible Vine border, to
Thompson's big one ("The Gardener's Assistant," a capital

j

book)—and in no book or periodical can I find any method of

making raised Vine borders like those at Mr. Miller's, so as to

occupy the whole area of the inside of the house. No method,
in my opinion, so sound and common-sense-like has ever been
broached, reminding one of the great revolution in Vine cul-

ture brought on by Crawshay, when he, a brewer in Norfolk,
originated or practised successfully the spur system of pruning
Vines. It is curious that to amateurs in science we are often
indebted for great advances. It is, however, very probable that
inside raised borders, having no communication with the out-
side, are in existence. Let us hope that, if so, some one will

tell us, through your columns ; the method of making them
seems so simple.

In page 450 Mr. Fish seems to think that such borders have
been recommended, but would not do for the amateur, who is

in the habit of making his vinery a greenhouse summer and
winter. No amateur with a grain of gardening sense would
keep his greenhouse plants under the shade of Vines in sum-
mer. He may grow a few summer annuals, but not enough to

givo much " splashing and dropping." The truth is, raised
inside borders will be one of the great blessings of the age to

amateur Grape-growers, who often, as I have seen, have their

little vineries neatly paved inside, and a hideous mound
" dressed " with manure outside, probably in or near to their

flower garden, calling forth daily an apology from the educated
amateur gardener as to the necessity of giving food, however
disagreeable, to his Vines to make them bear fine fruit. Out
upon such ways ! Let every lover of Vine culture imitate and
improve upon Mr. Miller's system of border-making, so that
the vinery may be in the centre of the flower garden without
disfiguring it. How slow we gardeners are. If this had been
an improved method of cotton-spinning instead of Vine-border-
makiug, it would have been in a few years spread over the
whole world, and have made two or three Arkwrightean for-

tunes ; but because it is the gardening invention of a clever

man of business, it will be long mumbled about before it is

swallowed.

—

Forwards.

The Royal Ashleaf Kidney Potato.—Allow me as a favour
to ask your correspondents not to place my name to this

' excellent sort. It was raised from seed by the late James
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Ashwin, Esq., of Bretforton Hall, near Evesham, as I published
in the circular sent with it when it was first distributed. I

should have placed his name to it had he been alive at the
time, so as to have given me permission to do so.

—

Thos. Riveks.

STRAWBERRIES FOR THE MARKET.
I ah rather pleased to observe that your correspondents

" J. T. and Others " have thought fit to differ from Mr. Rad-
clyffe respecting his selection of Strawberries for profit. That
Mr. Radclyft'e is a first-rate Strawberry judge I have no doubt
—that is, as regards flavour, <tc. ; but I think that he does
not fully understand which varieties will turn the most money
into the market gardener's pocket. Now, I consider that the
men who have to grow them, and have to make their living

from the sale of their produce at the market—these men, I

think, are best able to impart information to their brethren in
the trade ; and I find that those who attend the market for

the sale of this fruit give it as their opinion that there is not
one buyer in twenty who will not always choose the largest

and best-looking fruit, and that of flavour very little notice is

taken. Such being the case, is it not quite possible that the
varieties which Mr. Kadclyfie rejects on account of being a little

inferior in flavour, may be the most profitable to the market
girdener? Therefore let market gardeners from various parts
of the country come forward and state what sorts they have
found to be the most remunerative, and how they cultivate
them. By so doing I am confident they would confer a great
benefit upon their brother gardeners.
Thanks to " J. T. and Others " for the very valuable infor-

mation given at page 443. My thanks arc also due to Mr.
Kadelyffe for the information which he has afforded us about
Captain Cook Strawberry; he allows it to be "hardy, and a
great cropper," just what a market gardener wants ; surely,
then, he ought not to condemn it as a market-garden sort
because it is not good enough in flavour to be worthy of a place
in his garden ; and from the very flattering accounts that I
have heard of it from a market gardener, I am still inclined to
think that it will prove far more profitable to the market gar-
dener than some of those which Mr. Radclyft'e names in his list

of eight. If Mr. Radclyffe wishes growers for sale to be pos-
sessed of a collection of the best-flavoured varieties, why does
he not include Alice Nicholson in his list ? for, as regards
flavour, I have good reason to believe that this variety is equal,
if not superior, to anything that has hitherto been sent out.

Mr. Dean, writing to a contemporary, speaks thus of it :

—

" Fruit conical, flesh yellowish, solid, and luscious, size medium,
with a very fine pine and Hautbois flavour ;" and adds, " I

regard this as one of the finest Strawberries in the world ;" and
such is the opinion of many others, but notwithstanding this,

I should not recommend it as likely to become one of the most
proiitable kinds for market gardeu purposes.

For the information of market gardeners generally, I will, in
conclusion, give a descriptive list of a dozen varieties, all of

which I consider most profitable market-garden sorts. These
are

—

British Queen.—Of universally acknowledged excellence in
soils which suit it. Too well known to need description.

Captain Cook.—Mr. J. Powell speaks of this as follows:

—

" The fruit is of middle size, roundish figure, pale red colour,
with a darker tinge on the exposed side of the berry ; flesh

pinkish white, spongy, and rather deficient in juice, but when
well ripened it has a peculiar musky flavour, not unlike that of
the Hautbois, and ripens at the first season. The plants are
hardy, and enormously productive, which will doubtless make
it a profitable Strawberry for the market gardener."

Cornucopia.—This resembles Filbert Pine. A very beautiful
cone or heart-shaped fruit, above the middle size, red throughout.
Very hardy, and an abundant bearer : therefore excellent for

the market and preserving.
Conite de '/.unit.— -The best Strawberry for a general crop, and

for market gardeners and cottagers. It is the most wonderful
Strawberry I have ever seen, and I have had much to do with
Strawberry culture. The plant is tolerably hardy ; fruit conical,

but often wedge-shaped, fair in flavour; travels well, and late

fruit comes to a large size. This I consider the best Straw-
berry for those who grow large quantities for sale.

Empress Enqenie.—Very large fruit, and sweet ; colour red
throughout. A first-rate sort ; in fact, I prefer this to Sir
Harry.
Froymnrr Late Pine.—This I can strongly recommend as a

late sort. Fruit large, conical, or wedge-shaped, of a dark red

colour when thoroughly ripe, juicy, solid, and has a very agree-

able flavour ; travels well, and continues in bearing for a long

time. It does not, however, succeed well in every situation.

I.n Constants—The fruit is always regular and beautiful in

shape, large, and firm. It is first-rate in flavour even when
wet, a most desirable property. This variety ought to be in

every collection.

Marnucritc.—This is a really good sort, and worthy of exten-

sive cultivation. The fruit is very large, of a fine long cone
shape, and of a beautiful red colour ; flavour good. A most
abundant cropper. Plant remaikably hardy and vigorous.

Myait's Eleanor.—This is well known as a very large late

kind. Rather acid, but nevertheless an excellent late sort.

Patrick's Seedling.—This is a most excellent and useful

variety, and can be safely recommended. The fruit is large,

very even and handsome, well flavoured, and the plant a most
abundant bearer.

Sir Joseph Paxton.—The fruit is very regular, large and
handsome, and of a beautiful colour. I look upon this as one
of the very best early sorts that have been sent out.

Wonderful.—This is first-rate for dessert, very good in flavour,

beautiful in colour, a great cropper, and altogether a first-class

variety.

If the above twelve sorts will not do well in the same place,

I feel sure that at least eight of them will, that being the num-
ber Mr. Radclyffe recommends.

—

Ecila.

I have read over the communication of " J. T. and Others "

on market Strawberries. I know well all the sorts named
except Princess of Wales. I am glad we agree upon the Frog-

more Late Pine, and I think Alice Maude a good selection.

The reason I did not put it in the place of Eclipse was, I

was not sure of its bearing carriage. I am surprised at what
is said of Rivers's Eliza ; it is always early with me, and
bears a great crop of medium-sized fruit. I gave it to Mr.
Knox, formerly with the Duke of Northumberland, at Alnwick,

and now gardener to Mr. Farquharson, of Langton. He said

to me, when I visited the garden this year, " Come and Eee my
plants of Eliza ; there is nothing here so good as Eliza. What
a crop I have had ! She has beaten them all !

" There is no
accounting for tastes, and circumstances differ much.
Let me now say a word about the others named by " J. T."

Princess Frederick William (Niveiii, was sent to me by Mr.
Nicholson, together with Wonderful, Scarlet Pine, Captain

Cook, Ajax, Ambrosia, Due de Malakcff, Sir C. Napier, the

true Sir Harry, Nannette, Ne Plus Ultra, and a seedling with

polished leaves (unnamed), raised from Fragaria lucida and
the British Queen. I believe this to be the same as that

which now stands in some catalogues as Lucida Perfecta, but

I am not sure. They all lad :i year's grace, but the summer
when I tasted them was wet and unfavourable for flavour.

Princess Frederick William did not crop well, though a very

fine plant ; neither was its flavour more than medium. Sir

C. Napier produced heavily, was very handsome, but more acid

than either Elton or Eleanor. Mr. Rivers told me this spring

that a friend of his near London lost two acres of it. My
impression is it would not stand a severe winter. Kitley's

Goliath is a fitful cropper in some soils. It is not a good

cropper as a plautlet, but when established it crops well for

two or three years, and is a good maiket soit. The flavour is

good, the flesh is firm, but the end of its obtuse cone does

not colour well. That is the one fault of Wonderful, which
is long-coned. As there are two Sir Harrys I cannot tell to

which "J. T." refers. The true Sir Harry did not do at all

well with me, but the false Sir Harry, alias Hooper's Seedling,

was a prodigious bearer. The leaves and fruit were much like

those of Keens' Seedling. As to Myatt's Eliza, it is pronounced

by Dr. Hogg to be the same as Rival Queen and Omar Pacha.

If this is so, the Rival Queen, though rich, handsome, and
first-rate, is a bad setter. I had it of Mr. Tiley, and in four

years I had one heavy and charming crop, and the other three

years it set its blossoms badly, and such fruit as were produced

were malformed, and cancerous-nosed ! The plant was very

hardy, and I was sorry to give it up. I retain the Scarlet Pine,

which is much in its line as to plant, fruit, and flavour, but a

more sure setter, and not subject to malformations. As re-

gards Carolina Superba, too much cannot be said in its praise

as a fruit ; but it will not crop unless it is in very fine land in-

deed. If the above do well with "J. T. and Others" I do not

wish to put him or them out of conceit with them. " Well is

it that well does !
" Let me, to please him, amend my own
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bill. Early? Sir J. Paxton, Marguerite, Alice Maude, lliil-

seaion Empress Eugenie, Late : Wondetful, Cockscomb, Dr.

ll igg, o : .. [more Late Pine, Itfaiiguerite is very trouble-

some under crop with its runners. The same may he said of

Sahspareil.
With regard to the double-cropper referred to by Mr.

BrSnaut, 1 know nothing of it. Except the Alpines, I do not

think tltat a double-crupper would answer in this climate

without the aid of ridge-vinery glass to ripen the second crop.

It migb.1 succeed in France, or in tire soutj^ of the Channel
Island.-. I still retain my high opinion of ihvers's Eliza and

Eclipse, but have no objection to replace them for market

purposes with Marguerite and Alice Maude, the latter a very

gpod Strawberry for every garden, and a capital forcer.

—

W. F. 1'iuhi.m: ;:, Okeford F.itzpuinfi.

Duraaresq, however, will not long be my best production, as I

Intent} to exhrbit a seedling early in the spring far superior to

any in that class in colour, substance, and size of leaves.

—

John Aldhkd, 22, Bridge Street, Kilburn.

PREMIER POTATO.
I have been aslccd to offer a few remark'? on, and to give the

history and origin of the above-named Potato, a seedling of

great met it.

I ought first to state that this valuable early prolific Potato

has been, since it was raised, kept almost in obscurity, being in

the hands of only a few cottagers in this neighbourhood.

Quite as a favour a few were given to me ; I planted them,

and, having succeeded well during the season. I was delighted

to lind not only that they were very superior in appearance,

but the earliest I possess, and I grow must of the earliest kinds

in cultivation.

After having grown Premier three years I became aware of

its sterling worth, and thought what a pity it was that such

a valuable Potato should be lost to the country. I then began
to make inquiries respecting its origin, but could not procure

any definite information for some months. However, even-

tually I was told that a certain person was the raiser; I waited

upon him, when I learnt that he was not so, but could tell me
who was. Having then obtained the proper name and address,

I wrote to the gentleman, asking to be furnished with any in-

formation he thought tit to afford. I received an answer, not

written, but verbally through a friend, stating that I had his

full permission to do what I thought proper with the Potato,

at the same time to give it a name. Hence the present one,

Premier.
I now give the raiser or propagator's name. In 1858, the

Bev. Samuel Charles Laxton, then incumbent of Mayorpool,

Sutton Coldtield, received some seed of a Potato from I'ranee.

It does not appear from what kind of Potato the seed was saved.

However, some seed was handed to Mr. Charles Fttlford, then

gardener to Mrs. Saddler, Sutton Coldtield. Mr. Fulford's own
words are— " i sowed the seed in a common flower-pot. "\\ Hen
the seedlings were large enough, I planted them out in the usual

way, the result heiDg a first-class early Potato."

I wish it to be distinctly understood that although I have
interested myself, or, in other words, have been instrumental

in bringing this Potato before the public. I have no interest

whatever in it. At the same time I have no hesitation in say-

ing, that when this Potato is more widely distributed and better

known it will be highly appreciated.

I am sure all who saw the Premier Potato, as exhibited by
Mr. Fenn at the Royal Horticultural Society's gardens (see

page 380, November 20), must have been pleased with its

symmetrical shape and quality. In August last I saw the

Potatoes, as they grew side by side, of which Mr, Fenn's beau-

tiful collection was composed. His mode of culture is worthy
of notice by those who have strong heavy land to deal with.

As it is well known to the readers of The .Torr.Nvr. of Horti-

culture, I will not refer to it further than merely to state that

it is the ridge-and-trench system—a system by which Mr.
Fenn has earned for himself a lasting reputation.— J. Gakonf.::,

AStOn Hall Gardens, Sutton Coldfi,' '.

TRICOLOR PELARGONIUM SOPHIA DUMARESQ.
In justification of myself, I beg leave to state that the seed-

ling which I sold to Messrs. Henderson was raised by me, and
the plants that I grew were exhibited at the International

Show as Sophia Dumaresq, and Messrs. Henderson have told

me that they have sold it as the same.
As to the origin of my seedling, I raised it by fertilising

Sunset with the pollen of Zonale Excellent, and I think I have
a right to divide the honours with Messrs. Henderson. Sophia

Till-: TREE FERNS OF NEW ZEALAND.
Tin: most interesting section of the Otago Ferns is thu family

of arborescent specifie -the treo Ferns, or " Fern trees of lie

colonists.'' Six out of eighty-eight species, or 6.81 per cent., of

Otago Kerns arearboreous. Those tree Fernsrank, undoubtedly,

as to beauty, and frequently also as to height, girth, aud use-

fulness, with the exogenous forest trees, with which they are

generally more or less intermixed. In addition to the species

observed bv myself, Cvathea Smithii, Hook. ;
Dicksonia squar-

rosa, Swar'tz ; Dicksonia antarctica, Br., are common Otago

Fern trees, the Cyathea Smithii being, indeed, according to

Buchanan, the commonest species of that genus in Otago.
'

Cyathea Smithii is green and smooth-frouded, sometimes

forked into two stems
J
trunks 20 feet high ;

wood hard, close-

grained, and heavy
i
liuchanan).

liirksonia squarrosa is a very dark Fern, with blackish stipes

and rachis ; frequently gregarious, and the most southern tree

Fern in the world. The " wheki ochiakura," or its abbrevia-

tion, "hikaura" >aik dial;, of the North Island Maoris.

Dicksona antarctica is dark green, sometimes forking in the

stem, "the handsomest of all tree Ferns'' (Hooker). This

seems to be the principal tree Fern formerly used in house-

building by the Maoris, preferred to the wood of exogenous

trees, probably from its being more easily cut by their rude

stone adzes aiid knives. Specimens of Maori domestic archi-

tecture are now mainly to be met with in old pahs in the North

Island and the Chatham Islands. The posts of the huts are of

tree Fern trunks, which are frequently locked together with

various "bush ropes," or "Supple-jacks," climbers, creepers,

or forest trees, species of Parsonsia, Metrosideros, Plagianthus,

llubus, Clematis, etc., thatched with " Toi" Grass, (Arnndo

conspicua), while the interior is sometimes lined with tree

Fern fronds interwoven with the leaves of Phormium tenax.

There are several points connected with the climatological

relations and geographical distribution of tree Ferns in the

middle island of New Zealand (provinces of Otago, Canterbury,

and Nelson), which possess special interest. Of these the most

prominent is the association of tree Ferns with glaciers, snows,

and other evidences of an alpine and rigorous climate. Writers

on l.otany and geology, descanting on the beauties of tropical

S

vegetation or the peculiarities of southern insular floras, or on

I
the characteristics of the carboniferous flora lists nearest

I analogous of the present day, have hitherto been in the habit

I

of associating the beautiful tree Fern vegetation of New Zea-

I

land with equability of climate, tropical heat, and stagnant

j

moisture ; but it is no longer possible to hug this pictorial de-

lusion, for there are abundant proofs that in the provinces just

named tree Ferns flourish in a climate in some respects as

fickle and as rigorous as that of Scotland or the Swiss Alps.

Nor are tree Ferns the only hitherto supposed sub-tropical

' tree forms which are there found bordering glaciers : Fuchsia

trees. Cabbage Palms, and I lordylihes are associated with Ara-

liaceous, Myrtaceous, and other trees hitherto regarded as ex-

! clusively the denizens of comparatively warm climates, grow-

ing in the neighbourhood of glaciers as the Firs fringe those of

the, S.'.iss Alps. My friend Dr. Hoist states that the largest

glacier of Mount Cook, which gives rise to the Waihan river,

descends as low as 500 feet above the sea level on the west coast

of Canterbury, within only eight miles of the sea, on both sides

of which glacier luxuriant forests of Fern trees, Cordylmes,

MvitueiF, and other temperate and sub-tropical types are

found. The same distinguished explorer further refers to the

occurrence on the west coast of Nelson, at no great distance from

the glaciers in question, of groves of true Palm, Areca sapida,

with other trees of an equally sub-tropical character.

Comparable to the occurrence of tree Ferns beside New

Zealand glaciers, is the fact recently recorded by Mr. S. cllS°
r

r<L
of Tasmauian tree F'erns covered with snow about Mount \\ el-

lington, near Hobart Town, at elevations of 150O to 2000 feet

above the sea, the Ferns growing 18 to 20 feet high close to-

gether in damp shady gullies, associated with the stately Aus-

tralian Sassafras tree, Atherosperma moschata.

The altitudinal range of tree Ferns in New Zealand is also,

perhaps, somewhat greater than we have hitherto believed.

Mr. Vincent Pike, in his expedition to the west coast of Otago,
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via Lake Wanaka, in 1865, sow on the banks of the Burke River
tree Ferns at an elevation of not less than 1200 feet above
the sea. In the mountain forests and ravines of Nelson they,

according to Haast, ascend to the still greater height of 2000.
The testimony of all explorers points to the fact that tree

Ferns are most abundant and luxuriant in the forests of the
west coast ; this has been noticed especially by Hector, Haast,
and others in regard to " the bush " which fringes the deep
sounds or fiords of that coast

—

e. g., Thompson's Sound and
Charles's Sound, where thev frequently attain a height of

30 feet, while their umbrella-like tops of fronds have a diameter
of 14 or 15 feet. This maximum abundance and luxuriance of

tree Ferns on the west coast is associated by travellers with its

superior moisture and temperature, the atmosphere of the dense,

dark, jungly forest being saturated with damp, while the soil

is a mass of the richest vegetable mould, composed mainly of

the dead and rotting trunks of phaenogamons trees and shrubs,

as well as of arborescent and other Ferns, with soft, rotten tree

trunks and branches covered with Mosses and Hepatic*, the
whole mass soaked in moisture, and forming a deceitful, tangled
compost, into which one may frequently sink to the middle, or

even overhead. There exist as yet no data for the determina-
tion of the precise climatological conditions of the west eoasl ;

and very meagre indeed are the materials obtainable for even
an approximate exhibition of the general meteorology of Otago.

But if Dr. Hooker's remark is correct, that "Ferns are natural

hygrometers, and their luxuriance a certain proof of the dam r-

ness of a climate," the presence of Ferns in such beauty and
plenty in the Otaso bush must be held conelu'-'i-e as to the

humidity of the Otago climate. In connection with this it

must be noticed that, in proportion as the forest is opened up
to light and air by the woodman's axe, tree Ferns disappear,

while the whole climate becomes drier ; hence it happens that

on the east corst, where the patches of bush are scant, and
the bush itself lias been thinned or cleared for the purposes of

colonisation, tree Ferns, which were formerly abundant, are

now rare, and of no great size or beauty.

The acclimatisation of the New Zealand tree Ferns in the

gardens and pleasure'grounds of Britain has lately been attract-

ing the attention of some of our most experienced horticulturists.

Mr. Gorrie appears to regard them as sufficiently hardy to be
suited for out-door growth throughout the year in this country.

The circumstances favourable to the success of such experi-

mental acclimatisation are the following :—Mr. Gorrie mentions
that some of these tree Ferns have in this country successfully

withstood a temperature of 20 =

Fahr. without fire heat, but
under glass. Certain other Ferns and certain lowland phneno-

gams of New Zealand have proved hardy in Britain in the open
air. They occur in New Zealand and Tasmania associated

with ice and snow
; they ascend as high as 2000 feet—altitude

being regarded as so far equalising the difference in latitude

between Otago and Scotland. The Otago and Canterbury Alps

are more than twice as high as those of Scotland—Mount Cook,

the culminating point of the range, lat. 43° 30' S., attaining

13,000 feet the presence of mountains of such elevation, capped
with perpetual snow, and flanked by gigantic glaciers, tending

to modify the insular climate, and. as in the last case, assisting

inthe equalisation of latitudinal differences. Though the winters

in the lowlands and on the coasts appear to he milder than those

of Britain, in the interior they are more rigorous, resembling

those of the Swiss Alps ; while, except in so far as there is a

less marked contrast between summer and winter, the climate

of Otago does not greatly differ from that of Scotland. The ex-

periment of acclimatisation would be assisted in its chances of

success by imitating, as far as possible in this country, the con-

ditions of growth of the Ferns in New Zealand—viz., by se-

lecting as the localities of trial the milder districts of the south

of England, or of the west coasts of Scotland and Ireland,

which latter are at the same time moister, and, like the west

coast of Otago. distinguished by the variety, abundance, and
luxuriance of their native Fern vegetation.

The unfavourable circumstances are, apparently, the growth

of the Otago Fern trees in the dark shade of the dank, dense

jungles, and the difference in latitude between Otngo and Scot-

land, amounting to about 10°. The district of Otago lies be-

tween 44° and 47° S. ; Scotland between 55° and 58° N. ; Dune-
din, 45° 53' S. ; Edinburgh, 55° 57' N. The difference in

temperature—that ofDunedin, summer, 59° ; winter, 42°; mean
annual, 51°; Edinburgh, summer. 5S°; winter, 37°; mean
annual, 47". The isothermal of 50° in the northern hemisphere

passes through central Ireland and the south of England ; but

in the southern hemisphere it passes southward of Otago.

On the whole, though I heartily concur in the desirability of

making all due experiment, I am disposed to doubt whether the
tree Ferns and most other Ferns of New Zealand will be found
hardy enough to stand the severest British winters unprotected
from the unnatural influences of excessive light, cold, and dry-

ness : I have none as to their suitability for growth in conserva-

tories, where their natural condition of existence can be closely

imitated. Mr. Buchanan, whose long experience as an Otago
settler, and whose position as botanist attached to the Geolo-
gical Survey of Otago entitles his opinion to great weight, states

as his belief that the five arborescent Ferns of Otago (Cyathea,
three species, and Dicksonia, two species), would grow in Britain

in the open air if planted in park woods. Experience alone

can decide; and meanwhile let us hope that some of our lead-

ing horticulturists who possess the necessary opportunities will

institute the experiments.

Of the smaller New Zealand Ferns, species more or less

hardy in Britain may be looked for in the genera Leptopteris,

Nephrodium, Aspiuium, Polypodium, Asplenium, Trichomanes,
Hymenophyllum, and Lomaria. Some of these are alpine or

sub-alpine, ascendingto considerable elevations. Haast remarks
on the considerable altitudinal range of species of Lomaria,
Asplenium, and Aspidium, on the western alps of Nelson ; and
Buchanan states that Lycopods in Otago are common in the

higher ranges of the south-eastern districts, at or above 1000 feet,

where snow frequently falls.

—

[Farmer.)

NEW BOOK.
Benedicite: or. the Song of the Tina 1 Children being Illustra-

tion) <>f tin- l'oiccr. Wisdom, and Goodness of God as Manifested

in His Works. By G. Chaplin Ciiii.h', M.D. Two vols.

12mo. London : John Murray.

When we read the title of these volumes we thought that

their contents were on a subject outside our province, but on
perusal rejoiced to find that first impression erroneous.

It is now many years since the great naturalist John Ray
published his celebrated work on the wisdom and goodness of

God as manifested in the works of creation. Science since his

days has made marvellous advances. Year by year fresh dis-

coveries have been recorded, still larger additions to our stock

of knowledge ; but during all these great onward marches that

wisdom and goodness have only been better understood, and
more and more clearly demonstrated. Of such scientific re-

searches the author of these deeply interesting volumes has

carefully and ably availed himself. Ve commend strongly the

work to our readers, and do so with the conviction that it will

have a wide, welcomed, and beneficial circulation. For a spe-

cimen we opened one of the volumes at a venture, and it is at

the page where Dr. Child is commenting on the elevations of

our earth.

" In ascending lofty tropical mountains successive belts of vegetation

are traversed, which represent in miniature the different climates of

i hi : i iii as we pass from the equator towards the poles. At the base

of the Peruvian Andes, for example, the traveller finds himself in the

glowing temperature of the tropics. For the first 5000 feet of ascent

In- way lies among Pine Apples, Cocoas, Bananas and other kinds of

Palms, with bright aud fantastic-looking Orchids clustering on the

trees, and marking the equatorial character of tin licit. While plod-

ding his way up the next 5(100 feet of ascent the traveller sees much
to remind him of the vegetation of temperate climates:—the Vine

flourishes, while crops of Maize and Wheat luxuriantly clothe the

ground, as in southern Europe. In passing through the next 5000 feet

the temperature gradually chills into severe cold. At first vegetation

wears the aspect of the higher ' temperate ' climates. The Wheat has

disappeared, and figuratively the traveller may be said to be as far

north" as John o'Groat's ; but the Potato still thrives, while Barley and

Rye assimilate the climate to that of parts of Norway. The stately

trees of the lower belts have disappeared, and the forests are thin and

degenerate, until at length a scrubby Piue or Birch is their sole repre-

sentative. Here, at an altitude equal to the summit of Mont Blanc,

the first wreaths of perpetual snow aud the last efforts of expiring

vegetation come into contact. Plantal life as usual dies out with the

Moss and the Lichen.
" Mountain ranges and lofty plateaux form a natural sanatorium fre-

quently established by Providence in the midst of hot, unhealthy

tropical countries. The worn-out invalid finds on these cool heights a

climate which soon restores him to health, and enables him again to

encounter the less favourable influences of the plains. Recent im-

provements iu travelling have enhanced the value of this blessing by

enabling many to take advantage of the changewho formerly could not

profit bv it. 'The Madrasian retires to recruit his exhausted vigour

I among the bracing Nejlgherries ; the citizen of Calcutta travels to the
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' upper country ' to seek health among the slopes of the Himalayas ;

the Cingalese leaves the sultry eo&Bt to profit by the more bracing air

of the coffee districts near Adams I\ak ; tin- Mexican leaves the

CaUente (or the Tenvpl&da ox the b'na; and the Perdvian or Chilian
of the coast finds cool air, verdure, ami health on the lofty sides of the

Andes. On the whole, there are few tropical districts BO unfortunately
placed as to be beyond moderately easy access to some mountain sana-

torium.

"Mountains exhibit wonderful proofs of the force displayed in the

arrangement of the surface of the earth, <;.'..|...
;
\ (.dls us that many

of them tike the lofty peaks of the Andes, or Ailsa Craig, or Tenernre
—have been east forth as liquid lava from the interior of the earth by
the force of fire. Others, again, though deposited Originally at the

bottom of the sea, have been lifted as it wore on the book of other rocke,

so as now to form lofty ridges. There are limestone strata of marine
origin, labelled with shells identical with others found in low-lying beds
near Paris, which are now placed at a height of 10,000 feet above the

ocean, crowning the summit of the Diablerets among the Swiss Alps.

Examples of similar elevations are met with among the Himalayas,
in Tahiti, and elsewhere.
"Viewed under another aspect, mountains show forth the power of

the Creator in a way still more marvellous. Many mountain masses
and level strata consist chiefly of the remains of animals that formerly
existed on the globe. The beautiful marbles of Derbyshire, for instance,

owe their variegated markings to the shells which successive genera-
tions of eieaf in. s built up and left behind. One feels astounded at the

profusion of ancient life revealed by those ' medals of creation.' Nearly
the whole city of Paris has been reared out of the consolidated remains
of microscopic Miliolffl quarried from the neighbouring tertiary beds,
and calculations show that every cubic inch of this stone contains not
fewer than 2000 millions of individuals. The most famous of the

pyramids are formed out of the remains of microscopic uummulites,
cemented into a building-stone which is found abundantly in Egypt
and in many other places. One of the most remarkable examples of

the former profusion of life is to be found in the polishing slate of

Bilin, iu Bohemia, which is estimated to contain the remains of

41,000 millions of infusory animals in every cubic inch.
" Look at those distant hills ! We recognise the English Downs by

their soft, wavy outline, by the marvellous brightness of their green, by
their springy turf, by the white sheep-specks that dot their gently sloping

sides, and by the bracing air which sweeps over them with the crisp

freshness of the sea. They undulate in a broad belt through England,
from the shore of Dorset to the cliffs of Flamborough and Dover. In
the north of Ireland the chalk has been broken through and almost
fused by the volcanic tires which once formed the Giant's Causeway.
It extends across the continent of Europe in several directions nearly

from end to end, and in other quarters of the world it is largely de-

veloped. The vast mass is heaped upon thousands of square miles of

the earth's crust. Yet it is but the sepulchre of myriads of creatures

that formerly existed, and the visible evidence of the profusion of life

that issued in ancient times from the Creator's hand. Scattered

throughout are the hones of reptiles and fishes, with corals, sea-urchins,

sponges, and other marine remains. While surveying these relics we
realise and seem to become familiar with the curious forms of life

which then existed. But the tomb of chalk in which they lie is itself

composed partly of crushed, compressed, or metamorphosed shells,

partly of myriads of microscopic animalcules, whose structure and
markings are often as beautiful and perfect, as if they had only died

yesterday. Who can conceive the abundance of the life which thus

built up those hills '.' Yet everything tends to show that there is not an
atom of chalk in the world which did not once form part of a living

animal !

"

other pairs of legs. Ho also exhibited a drawing of an analogous
Indian species, Atkinsouia Clerodcndronolla.

Mr. Crotch exhibited sixty species of Coleopterous insects not hitherto
included in the British lists. Some of these had, however, been pre-

vi. hi \\ known, but confounded with other opeoii

Dr. Knaggs sent tor exhibition several new species of Moths and
other insects; and Mr. Samuel Stevene e . hihited a pair of the very
remarkable Encheirue Dupontianus, the male of which has the fore

legs enormously elongated!
Mr. Hewitson sent a note on the peculiar structure of the plumules

on the wings of tho males of certain ipecies of Pieris (P. Thestylis,
Autothysbe, &C.), observed by Mr. Watson, thus confirming the pro-
priety of their formation into a separate genu , as proposed by Mr.
H< fritson; He also sent for exhibition some masses of eggs found in
great numbers on Ling.

Mr. lausou exhibited a specimen of ftTaorOnyehuB 4-tuberculatns, a
small but very interesting genus of Water Beetles new to this country,
captured by Mr. Harris near Burton -on -Trent.

Professor Westwood described a singular specimen of Pieris Pyrrha,
a Brazilian Butterfly, in the collection of Mr. Hewitson, of which
three of the wings were coloured white and black as in the ordinary
males of that species, whilst the greater portion of the fourth wing was
gaily coloured, as in the female, which greatly resembles one of the

species of Heliconian Butterflies, so common in South America. He
took the opportunity thus afforded of expressing his dissent from the
views as to the nature and origin of these mimetic species propounded
by Mr. Bates in an elaborate memoir published in the " Transactions
of the Liunean Society," considering them simply as exaggerated in-

stances of those analogies which occur in a more or less marked degree
throughout nature.

Mr. Wallace, on the other hand, entirely adopted Mr. BateB's
opinions, considering these mimetic species not only as possessing
(heir powers of mimicry as a defensive element in their existence, but

;
that they had attained thereto by a successive system of development

, from the ordinary form and colour of the group to which they belonged.
He considered that this was more necessary in the females than in
the males, and instanced not only the common walking-leaf insect of

India, hut also several very interesting species of Butterflies of the
genus Diadema collected by himself, the females of which resembled

I various species of Euploea.
Mr. Bates also maintained the views he had laid down, and supported

I them by the instance of Papilio Torquatus, of which he stated that he

i

had observed two forms of the female, each of which mimicked the
1 group of Papilio most dominant in the district where each of the

|

varieties occurred.

Dr. Sharp opposed these views, and suggested several grounds, dis-

! tinct from that of defence maintained by Mr. Bates, to which the

[

development of these mimetic species ought to be attributed.

Mr. McLachlan observed that the veins of the wings in the Psoeidae

!

were very inconstant, whence he was led to infer that all the various
species had descended from one antecedent type.

ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY'S MEETING.
The second Meeting of this Society for the season was held at Bur-

lington House on the 19th of November, Sir John Lubbock, F.K.S.,
President, in the chair.

Professor Westwood exhibited the pupa case of Thecla Betuhe,

reared by Mr. Dembski near Oxford, remarkable for being destitute of

a girth of silk round the middle of the body, which is tho distinctive

character of the family Lyctenidffi, to which it belongs. He also

exhibited several new and rare Brazilian species of Papilio, forming
part of the Burchellian collection lately presented to the University

museum of Oxford.
Mr. .Tenner Weir exhibited portion of the nest of an exotic species

of Ant, the interior of which had a paper-like lining.

Mr. Gregaou sent for exhibition a number of remarkable varieties of

British Butterflies—Pieris Xapi. Cardamines, Siuapis, &c, also an
apparently new British species of Gelechia, a genus of Mxcrolepi-

doptera.

Mr. Stainton exhibited a living specimen of Stratlimopoda Guerinii,

the larva of which had been found by Dr. Standing) r, of Dresden, at

Celles les Bains, in the South of France, inhabiting the interior of

long pod-like galls formed by Aphides (of which they s auetimes con-

tained many hundreds of individuals), at the ends of the twigs of

Pistacia Terebinthus, some of the galls being a foot long. The Motli
is remarkable for the manner in which it elevates its very large hind
legs, which are stuck out sideways like a pair of oars ; whilst in this

position the Moth is able to walk a considerable distance with its two

UNBOILED BONES FOR A VINE-BORDER.
In the spring of last year I had a cartload of broken bones,

not boiled, mixed with four loads of ashes and one of line

earth, and left under cover together, iu order eventually to

mix with the inside earth of a vinery in course of formation.
I have found, however, that the animal matter of the bones
has coagulated the whole mass together; and though dry, and
easily friable when struck, I fear that when put into the vinery
some injury may arise from the animal matter evidently yet
remaining. Would it be better at once to mix a cartload of

quicklime with the whole mass, and let it lie together for two
months under cover, or what would you advise to be done?
I remember reading in the Journal some time since a com-
plaint from some one of her Vines moulding from unboiled
bones being mixed with the soil. The mixture will be required
in March or April.—C. W., Devaniensis.

[We would advise not only mixing the lime with the heap,
but surrounding the whole with a bed of hot dung or ferment-
ing leaves. The heat will cause all to mingle in a rich friable

compost.

Dry Feet.—The present wet weather reminds me of a
receipt for preventing rain water, or, that which is more in-

sidious still, melted snow, from penetrating through boots.

I read it many years ago in the " Mechanics' Magazine," and
have derived much satisfaction from its adoption, for it not
only excludes wet, but makes the soles last much longer. The
composition is very simple—viz., two parts by weight good
tallow to one part of rosin, melted together over the fire in a
pipkin, and stirred so as to become well mixed. The soles of

the boots should be gently warmed previous to applying the
composition, to prevent its " freezing." and to expand the

' pores of the leather, as well as ratify the air which these con-
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tain, so that they may be the more easily and complete ly

filled by the mixture. Care should be taken not to apply it

too hot, otherwise the stitches will stretch or crack, and the

shoemaker's work gape—better err in the opposite extreme,

for then no harm can result beyond the mixture not sinking in.

It may be put on either with a brush or flannel tied on a piece

of stick. I have known the soles of a by-no-means-beavy pair

of boots take up 4 ozs. of the composition ; they would have
absorbed at least an equal weight of water. So much for the

modern rapid system of tanning. I have generally not applied

the composition to the upper-leathers, as it prevents their

being polished for some time, and diminishes their pliability;

but those who have to go among wet grass should do so. I

believe that adding a little carbonate of soda to the composition

I

when used for the upper-leathers prevents these becoming
hard, probably by converting a portion of it into soap, but this

I have not tried. After the boots have been some time in -wear

they should, when dry, have a fresh dose.

Another mode of waterproofing boots which I have found
even more effectual than the above is to do them over with

what is known as pine-varnish, previously warming it ; this,

when it can be obtained good, effectually excludes wet; but it is

some time before the smell of tar disappears. Where this was
not objected to I would use pine-varnish in preference to the

rosin and tallow mixture. Both answer well, and will be found

to increase the comfort and duration of shoe-leather.—H. W.

LITTLECOTE,
The Residence oe A. H. L. PoruAM, Esq.

Neakly a quarter of a century has passed since a wayfarer
was travelling from Hungerford to Ramsbury, and pausing on
high ground looked down upon an Elizabethan mansion at the

foot of the hills on the other side of the valley of the Kennet.

It was a dull evening, the shadows were towards the traveller,

this rendered more sombre that always sombre-looking mass

of dark brickwork, and he thought as he resumed his journey,

" That's a fitting mansion for a mystery ;
" but at the time he

knew nothing of its history, nor even its name.

Years passed and the place had never recurred to his memory,

when an occasion arose rendering it desirable to trace the pedi-

gree of a Darrel. The traveller was once more at Hungerford,

and once more on the road to Ramsbury to search its register,

and he then found that the '.' fitting mansion for a mystery "

was Littlecote, and until the days of the first James the resi-

dence of the Darrels. It came to them by the marriage of

William Darrel, Sub-Treasurer of England in Richard the II. 's

reign, to Elizabeth, daughter and heiress of Thomas Calgtop,

Lord of Littlecote. Those Darrels were an unruly race ; but

let us pass over the evidences of this until Henry the VIII. 's

time, when Edward Darrel, of Littlecote, was summoned before

the King's Council for killing deer in Ramsbury Park, without

the permission of its owner, the Bishop of Sarum. That high

poacher's son William it was who was more usually known

as " Wild Darrel." Nor was the characteristic epithet wrong-

fully prefixed.

In 1585, petitions had been presented to the Council against

him, and "JohnKeene, late of Littlecott," was examined re-

lative to sheep-stealing, and his having been one of a party

who kept possession of the Manor of Andviles, by appoint-

ment of his master, William Darrell.

As is usual the career of evil was precipitate, and the local

tradition preserves the memory of the final fall. Britton in

his ' Beauties of Wiltshire," tells the tale, but the traveller

heard from more than one resident in the vicinity this still-

retained tradition.

Near the close of the reign of Queen Elizabeth, an old

midwife residing at Chilton, a village between Ramsbury

and Hungerford, was roused at night to attend a lady who
needed her midwifery skill. The night was clear and the

moon at the full, so that the midwife could discern that the

messenger was of gentle blood. He told her that she must be

blindfolded and mount on the pillion behind him. The fee

proferred prevailed, she submitted to the terms, and the bandage

was not removed from her eyes until she was in the bedroom

of her patient. That room and its furniture indicated that

she was in no mean mansion. The child was born, but no

sooner bora than murdered by the same gentleman who had
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brought her to the bedside, and the body was burned in the
fire of the chamber. On a following night the midwife was
again blindfolded, placed on the pillion, and put down at her
cottage door. " Wild Darrell " was tried and convicted for

that murder ; the principal witness against him being the mid-
wife. She described the kind of road they seemed to travel,

the apparent distance, tho water thoy forded, and, above all,

she produced a piece of the bed-curtain which she had cut
from it as she watched by the bedside. It corresponded with
and litted a holo in a bed-curtain at Littlecote. She described
the bedroom before she was again taken to it, and she identi-
fied " Wild Darrell " as the murderer of the infant. Its mother
was his wife's waiting woman.
Though convicted he was pardoned, and Sir John Popham,

Lord Chief Justice, who tried him, became the possessor of
Littlecote. " Wild Darrell," as he passed from its domain,
was thrown from his horse and killed at a place still known as
" Darrel's style."

The bedroom in which tho murder was committed is on the
front of the house opposite to that shown in the accompanying
drawing, and the corroborating bed-curtain was not destroyed
until a few years since.

These pages are not a fitting place for discussing for what
consideration Sir John Popham became Lord of Littlecote, nor
will the changes be here traced that time and taste have
wrought in the grounds around.

At present the park is entered through a lodge-gate near
Chilton, up an avenue of very old Elms, now going fast to
decay. Nearly half a mile has to be passed over before coming
to the entrance-gates, from which extends a fine-cut Yew
hedge hiding the boundary-wall. On each side of these gates
is a large circle of turf around which passes the gravelled
carriage approach to the front door. In the centre is about
half an acre of grass-plot, with a sundial in the middle. Each
side of this entrance is very tastefully planted with very old-
fashioned shrubs, and in the centre, near a greenhouse of tho
olden time, is a very tastefully laid-out garden filled with a
fine collection of herbaceous plants. At one end are two very
large Tulip Trees with seats around them. At the back is a
raised terrace commanding a view over all the south-front
ground. Leaving this, let us to the west end of the house which
the engraving shows. This part of the garden is about half
an acre, with a geometrical garden for bedding-out plants ; and
on the south side are two large houses, one a stove, the other
an intermediate house for supplying the greenhouse with
flowering plants.

The south front of the dwelling-house is much covered with
Pears, Figs, Pomegranates, and Roses. Before them is a six-
feet border for bedding-out plants.

_

Next is the chapel-yard. It is a square piece of gravel, each
side, measuring about 20 yards, with a border before each for

evergreens on the north side, and Chrysanthemums on the
south side. The wall is occupied chiefly with Figs. This part
covers about four acres altogether.

Next is a square walled-in garden of two acres more, one
part for bush fruit and Strawberry-ground, and the south part
containing the forcing department with two long ranges of

forcing-houses, one range vineries and Peach-houses, the other
for fruiting Pines, and in each a very choice collection of most
of the best varieties. In the front of these houses are two
ranges, one for succession Pines and suckers, the other range
for Cucumbers and Melons.
The east wall of this garden has Peaches, &c, the west

Pears and Plums. At the west end is the gardener's cottage,
very tastefully built about sixty years since.

On the other side of this garden is the Wilderness, laid out
on a French plan. A few years ago this was quite a thicket,
but now it has been broken up and planted with vegetables
and Filberts standing here and there, but the Wilderness still

remains.
Beyond the Wilderness is the north terrace, which is a very

fine surface of grass covering half an acre.

At the bottom of the Wilderness is a Holly hedge separating
it from two long flower-borders and three long grass walks. A
fine trout stream runs the remaining length of the garden.
Then come three walls. The east is a Pear wall, and the

west is a wall for Plums and Cherries. The south wall has
upon it Apricots, with a 14-feet border for early Strawberries
and early Peas. This part occupies four acres.

Then occurs another square walled-in garden of about two
acres, known as " The Orchard." There is a very large carp
pond in it, qnite hid from the garden by two Filbert hedges,

and Quince trees hanging over tho water. On the north wall
are trained Morello Cherries, on the west wall are Coo's Golden
Drop Plums, and on the east wall a mixture of Peaches, Pears,
and Plums.
There aro two orchards well stocked with very large produc-

tive trees. Something like 150 sacks were gathered from them
at a time when in their prime.
The park is very large and beautifully timbered. About six

hundred deer range within it.

The accompanying drawing shows the old greenhouse, the
library, the chapel, and the billiard-room, with a side view of
King William's room, and three bedrooms in the centre.
" King William's room" is that in which be slept when :

.1

vancing upon London to the dethroning of James the Second.

FIGS.
Two or three years ago I saw at Chiswick a good-sized house

devoted to the examination of all the varieties of the Fig winch
the Royal Horticultural Society were able to procuie. It was
understood that synouymes were to be rectified, and the nomen-
clature of the fruit placed on a satisfactory basis. May 1 ask
whether any report has yet been published, and if so whether
we may hope to see it transferred to your pages ?— G. S.

[We believe some progress has been made at Chiswick in
determining the synonymes of Figs ; but as last year was the
first that was attended with any success, and that only partial,
it is probable that no report will be made till after another
season's experience.]

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S
EXAMINATIONS.

On Tuesday and Wednesday last the first of the examina
tions of gardeners by the Royal Horticultural Society was held
in the council-room at South Kensington. Eighteen "candidates
had sent in their names, but four of these having retired, the
number that appeared was fourteen. Six of these were
students from the garden at Chiswick, four were from the
Royal gardens at Kew, and the remaining four were from
private gardens. Three went in for the examination to qua-
lify them as Associates of the Society, and the others competed
for certificates.

We haVe reason to believe that the result of the examina-
tions has been most satisfactory, and highly encouraging.

SUPPLY OF SEEDS.
In your Number for Jauuary 31st, In:;-",, you have—" Amongst

the wonders of the age is the price at which our leading seed
merchants send out their seeds." True, the moderate price is

wonderful, but amateur gardeners could be further benefited
by a greater reduction—viz., by half the quantity being in the
package, and thus each being sent out at half the price, and
so they could obtain two sorts instead of too much of one.
What is the use of my having two-and-sixpence-worth of

Hibiscus when one-shilling's-worth would be more than
enough?

—

Seeds, Cloyne, Co. Curl;.

WORK FOR THE Yv
rEEK.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Little can be added to previous directions under this head.

The operations one week are but a repetition of what has been,
and still will be, necessary for some weeks to come. It is truly

said that " necessity has no law," and it may as justly be said

that most of our operations at this season have no law as re-

gards the time of performance, that being entirely dependant
on the state of the weather. Common sense will suggest to

every one desirous of excelling, that no opportunity should be
allowed to slip by of getting the soil in a favourable state for

the reception of the various crops which must soon be com-
mitted to it, and as the basis of success is allowed by all good
practical gardeners to be a thorough system of drainage, no
time should he lost in attending to this most material point.

Whatever is done should be done well. We would never allow

a drain to be put down that was likely to become deranged
in its operation, as the good that might otherwise be derived

from it would be nullified by the difficulty of ascertaining where
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the defects were. As this kind of work may be done at any
time when it is dry overhead, it will be well to look to it in
time. It not unfrequently happens that failures or indifferent
crops in small gardens are attributed to the deficiency of
manure, while close at hand ditches are rendered inoperative
by accumulations of matter which could be usefully applied for
the enrichment of the soil, but as the scourings can seldom be
carried on the land as they come from a ditch they should, by
way of preparation, be stored in heaps, which might be turned
over once or twice in the course of the winter, and be mixed with
lime rubbish or road-scrapings. Let manure be wheeled upon
vacant ground when this can be done without injuring the
walks, and let all spare ground be turned up as soon as pos-
sible, so as to expose it to the action of frost. For land that
has been long cropped, a dressing of fresh loam would in
many cases be preferable to manure, and where such is wanted,
and can be obtained, it should be placed at hand in order that
advantage may be taken of frosty days for wheeling it upon the
ground. Where fresh soil cannot be had, charred vegetable
refuse, such as prunings of shrubberies, edgings of walks, and
many things which turn up in the course of the season, may
be cheaply made to form an excellent substitute. Asparagus,
if the beds are not soiled up for the winter, no time ought to
be lost in doing so. Litter or leaves ought likewise to be placed
round the stems of Globe Artichokes. Cauliflowers, pick off
decayed leaves of these and Lettuce plants in frames or hooped
beds. Some quicklime or wood ashes forked lightly in amongst
them will keep dampness, snails, and slugs in check. Peas
and Beam, draw earth to the stems of the first sowings. A
little dry charred earth is excellent, laving it on each side of
the stems. A few branchy sticks, or spruce fir, will defend
them from cold cutting winds.

FRUIT GARDEN.
See that standard trees which have been recently moved or

root-pruned are firmly secured against wind; aiso let any
root-pruning or transplanting remaining to be done this season
be executed before frost set in. Orchard trees of large size are
much neglected about many places as to pruning, the heads
being allowed to become so thick of wood that fruit canuot be
expected save from the points of the outside shoots ; and except
when the fruit is accidentally thinned to something consider-
ably below an average crop, the produce is small and indifferent
in quality. Dry frosty weather offers a favourable opportunity
for thinning the trees properly, as men can work at this with
comfort when nailing would be very cold work, and advantage
should be taken of the first spare time to give them a careful
pruning. The heads should be liberally thinned, cutting out
all branches which cross the others, and dead pieces, and leav-
ing the shoots sufficiently far apart that light and air may
have free play among those left when the foliage is on. In
removing large branches care should be taken to make close
clean cuts, and if the wood is coated with strong thick paint,
this will help to prevent its decaying before the wound is
healed over. Plant all kinds of fruit bushes, clear off the
prunings, and manure the ground so as to be ready for digging
when this can be done. Also take advantage of leisure time
to thoroughly examine the fruit-stores, and remove any that
are found to be decaying. Of course, the frost must be ex-
cluded from here, but on no account use fire heat unless the
temperature cannot otherwise be kept above freezing. Admit
a little air on mild days, especially after keeping the room
shut for some time, but as the fruit will now give off but little

moisture, very little air will suffice to keep the atmosphere dry,
and no more than may be necessary to do this should be given.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Dig or trench all vacant pieces of ground, leaving the sur-

face as rough as possible. Sweep and roll grass lawns and
gravel walks. Afford protection to tender plants by a liberal
supply of suitable materials. Prepare composts, soils, and
manures by frequent turnings.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.
Many of the failures in plant-growing, and the sickly and

drawn character of the inmates of hothouses and greenhouses,
may be fairly traced to the attempt to keep up a degree of arti-
ficial warmth altogether out of proportion to the amount of
light. No axiom is of greater import in gardening than that
the heat as well as the atmospheric moisture should at all

times be regulated by a strict reference to the amount of light.
No prescribed amount of temperature will suffice without some
modifications founded on the character of the weather. For
instance, a general temperature of 55' by day may be recom-

mended for the conservatory during December, supposing it

to be, as a house of the kind ought to be, filled with blooming
Camellias, Hybrid Roses, and a host of other gay-flowering
plants. This recommendation will be very suitable whilst the
weather continues open ; if, however, frost suddenly supervene
the attempt to keep up even this moderate temperature will,

from the construction of most houses, soon produce bad
effects provided the frost continue, more especially if accom-
panied by a dull and lowering sky. In such cases the experi-
enced gardener will betake himself to the minimum amount of
heat, and be content with an average of 45°. The attempt to

maintain an unnatural amount of heat will, of course, require
the assistance of a corresponding amount of moisture, and
this, under ordinary circumstances, will have a tendency to

produce drip, or at least an unnecessary condensation of steam
on the flowers, the delicate texture of which caunot, at this
period especially, be trifled with. Pelargoniums should be
kept rather cool and dry, giving whatever water may be neces-
sary on the mornings of fine days. Cinerarias, for late bloom-
ing, must also be kept cool and airy, and should not be allowed
to suffer for want of pot-room. The decay and removal of

Chrysanthemums and other plants which share the protection
of the conservatory merely during their blooming period, will

gradually give place to the forced flowers. The forcing-pit for

this purpose should be regularly filled from this period with Rho-
dodendrons, Azaleas, Persian Lilacs, Roses, Sweetbriars,
Honeysuckles, Kalmias, Daphnes, Rhodoras, the more advancep
Hyacinths, Narcissus, Tulips, See. Cold frames afford the best
possible accommodation for the culture of greenhouse plants
in the summer ; but unless they are furnished with pipes, so that
a little heat can be had to dry the atmosphere occasionally,

and also to exclude frost, they are not fit quarters for many
things in winter, for plants which are impatient of damp will

not bear being covered and shut up, as, in severe weather,
must be done to exclude frost ; and although in mild winters
most greenhouse plants may with care be wintered in cold

frames, such plants as Boronias, Leschenaultias, and Gompho-
lobiums, should be removed to safer quarters at once. Water
cautiously, keeping all plants rather dry, but not excessively so.

Be prepared with efficient covering against frost, and give air

freely whenever the weather will permit.—W. Eeane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

A rising barometer on the 17th and 18th, heavy rains at

times, and a foggy atmosphere and sunshine on the 19th,

would lead us to hope for a change of weather, were the changes
in the barometer less rapid. It is possible there may yet be
frost before Christmas, and a dry or hard-frozen road is of great

importance for promoting the happiness of thousands at that

season.

From the damp and mildness of the weather everything out

of doors is unusually tender this season, and will require addi-

tional care if severe weather should come, and we may expect

it ere long after the days begin to lengthen. Owing, no doubt,

to the mildness and dampness of the weather, forced vegetables,

as Sea-kale and Asparagus, have come in earlier than usual,

and in a very mild heat, so that we have been obliged to put in

successions of Sea-kale and Rhubarb sooner than we intended,

and we shall be obliged to follow with Asparagus before long.

Where there is much of any of these vegetables to be forced,

it would be worth while to cover the ground in which they are

growing with litter to keep the warmth in, as after an average

temperature for some time of little below 50° in sunless weather

the earth has a genial warmth ; and the litter would even pre-

vent its being much cooled by evaporation, whilst loss of heat

by radiation would be greatly diminished.
Our stiffish soil has been too wet to do much upon it, and

therefore, besides giving abundance of air to everything under
protection, and keeping off the rains and damp as much as

possible, the chief outside work has been collecting all the

leaves in the park that the gales of wind had left us, placing

them in a heap, where they will soon heat strongly, owing to

being so damp, and mending straw covers, washing pots, and
cleaning plants in wet days. When leaves are to be carted

any considerable distance it is well to choose a dry day for

collecting them. Lying on the surface, they soon dry when
there is a day or two of fine weather. Double the quantity

may then be carted with the same horse power, and then the

dry leaves will keep much longer, and be ready to ferment at
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any time when moisture is applied to them. When wanted
to be kept dry and as little heated as possible, the leaves eannot
be trodden too firmly, whether exposed or under a roof. When
collected damp the sooner they are used the better, as if not

placed very thinly they are sure to heat and decompose, and it

is as well to have the use of the heat as it comes. No other

fermenting material needs less preparation. We never knew
the most tender plant suffer from the vapours and gases given
off by the decomposition of even fresh-collected tree leaves.

Nothing will quite take the place of rotten tree leaves in the

shape of leaf mould. Even when used for the manuring of the

kitchen garden the crops will be sweeter, though not so heavy
as those to which farmyard manure lias been applied.

We shall stir the surface soil among all young crops as soon
as the ground is a little drier; but for this and forcing vege-

tables we must refer to previous Numbers.
Put a barrowload of Swedisli Turnips into tho Mushroom-

house, as the tops when blanched yellow may be useful, and
very desirable, if we should have severe frost a few weeks
hence ; the blanching of the fresh tops just leaves enough of the

Turnip-top flavour, and takes away the rankness. Some good
judges have piouounced them better than Sea-kale, but they
are best from December to February, after that they are apt to

have too much stem in proportion to the leaves.

Mushroom-house.—So much having been said on this, and in

answer to inquiries, we notice it just to show that at times we
i

may do with advantage what on the whole we do not consider
j

the best. Our bed in the open shed covered with litter is still ,

doing well. The first piece in the Mushroom-house is just

showing a few whitish spots like the heads of pins, the first

symptoms of what we may expect in eight days or a fortnight.

The second piece has been earthed-down for a short time, and
we wanted a third piece, as these shallow beds, averaging a foot

thick, cannot be expected to bear very long. We find we have no*.
J

enough of materials by 3 or more inches for the third piece, and '

they are quite damp enough. We have some droppings mixed
with a good deal of litter lying in an open shed, and that material,

though fresh, is also too wet, and as we have no hopes of its dry-

ing if spread out in this damp weather, we have thrown it toge-

ther into a heap, where it will soon heat and ferment itself dry.

If it were even too wet to do so, we would cut up with a bill

two or three barrowloads of rather dry litter, into pieces of about
4 inches in length, and mix it with the wet manure; but ours will

do without that, though we frequently resort to that plan rather i

than have our material too wet, or too much decomposed in the
partly-drying process. Now, let it be clearly understood, that

we throw this material into aheap, conical or otherwise, solely
\

for the purpose of having it sufficiently dried, and well knowing ;

that the heat thus produced and given off will take away into I

the air some of the most valuable properties of the manure for

producing good Mushrooms ; but we make the compromise,
j

though well aware that the less horse-droppings, <trc, lose by
I

decomposition before being made into a bed, the better it wiil

he for the Mushrooms, provided the Mushroom-bed nevei be-

comes too hot—say never above 95° to 100°, and never is above
from 75° to 80" after the insertion of the spawn. As an en-
couragement to amateurs with little material at command, we
may mention that we have never seen finer beds than those

that had been made with almost fresh materials, adding merely
from half an inch to an inch depth at a time, and beating every
layer. No great heat was ever thus produced ; a regular mild
temperature was a long time maintained, and the Mushrooms
were fed with the best of the manure, which had not suffered from
its most valuable constituents being driven off by additional
heat or drying before being placed in the bed. We would wish
it to be clearly understood, that when we throw such material
into a heap as above, it is that we may obtain comparative
dryness, even at the loss of fertilising properties.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Besides moving the slight covering on a Vine border, placing

some warm leaves next the soil, and the old covering on the
top, and giving abundance of air to Strawberries in pits and
frames, the chief work has been pruning and nailing, and
treating a row of low bush Pear and Apple trees much as was
described lately for Gooseberries—namely, washing them all

over with thin lime whitewash applied through the nozzle of
an old syringe. The Plums first done, and after deluges of
rain, have still kept the most of this whitening on them, and as
yet no birds have seemed to touch them, though previously
Gooseberries and dwarf Cherry trees that will be a picture if

let alone, were being stripped. It was very distressing to look
below the Pear trees, last season, for with every contrivance

we were nearly conquered, and this lime-washing when mixed
with soot, &c, the birds seemed to care but little about. We
think tho white colour deters them at present. The other
evening, just before roosting-time, we counted on a small Thorn
tree whose top stood above the Laurels, more than three hundred
small birds. Tomtits and bullfinches are our worst enemies
now. We do not know how far the bullfinch may at any time
deserve to be considered a friend to the gardener ; but it goes
against the grain to destroy such pretty birds, and if any one
could devise a plan for keeping it from tho gardens in the
bud season, he would confer a lasting benefit. There can be
no question that the tomtit is a good friend in summer, and
in return for that we would not so much mind his picking
a hole in some of the finest Pears and Apples ; but the clear-
ing off the whole fruit-buds of a tree is a different affair, and a
dozen or a score will soon clear a garden, as if they eat any of
the buds at all, it must be an iufinitesimally small portion, for

thousands of buds gathered up by us did not seem as if they
had a nip taken out of them, but were merely picked out and
thrown down.

ORNAMENTAL DEPARTMENT.
The mild weather furnished a good opportunity for giving

all the air possible to rather hardy plants, and changing the at-

mosphere of warm greenhouses and warm stoves, by giving air,

and to allow of that being done a brisk fire would be desirable
during the day. On such a day as Wednesday, with its cheer-
ful sun, frames, pits, and houses that had to be defended from
damp, had all the lights possible removed that the plants
beneath might receive the full benefit of the sun to harden
their tissues more, wherever that could be done without in-

jury. Such hardening by all the light possible is the best pre-
paration for severe frosty, snowy, or dull weather if it come.
As several times advised, wherever there is danger from

damp, and it is resolved to keep bedding plants in cold frames
and pits, it is best to dispense with everything in the way
of an old hotbed, litter, and moist fermenting materials ; to
have a raised platform several inches above the surrounding
ground level, to have the ground sloping outwards from the
frame or pit, to spread over it a coating of tar in summer to a
width of at least 4 feet, and then to cover with gravel, placing
the finest at the surface, and roll. This will insure all moisture
being thrown off for this width, and secure moderate dryness
for the bottom of the bed inside, if watering and air-giving are
carefully attended to. In damp weather air should be given
back and front, by tilting the sashes a little up, which will
prevent a sudden shower or drizzle wetting the plants. Excess
of wet and damp are the great evils to be guarded against in
such circumstances from November to March. Hence, if

there is room in forcing-houses, when the trees are at rest for
a few months in winter, it often saves labour to take the plants
there in the most gloomy months, and where, though kept cool,

they can have a little fire heat to keep the air in motion in
cold and damp weather. They must be taken out, however,
before they are weakened by heat. The larger the house the
better will the plants thrive, if from nothing else, owing to the
greater quantity of light they will have in the dark days, and
the greater body of air by which they are surrounded. Even
in such houses we find that lots of young plants want looking
over to pick off leaves even slightly damped, to stir the surface
soil, and see that, as respects moisture at the roots, the plants
are neither too wet nor too dry, bearing always in mind that
plants just kept healthy and rather dry than otherwise, will

suffer much less in sudden changes of weather than those
having their tissues charged with moisture.
The other morning presented a fine example of the import-

ance of having glass roofs, &c, of a different pitch in winter
from that which would be found best in summer, so as some-
what to convince those that otherwise would have continued
to argue that the difference of roofs could make no difference

to the plants beneath them. The early sun appeared through
a field of crimson and gold, and the rich-coloured rays were
thrown with great brilliancy on the upright sashes of the con-
servatory and verandahs, striking them almost perpendicularly,
whilst not a single roof besides, flat or steep, showed a trace of

the rich-coloured light. To have produced the same beautiful

phenomenon, even on our steepest roof, the sun would have had
to shine for several hours longer.

Ventilation.—We have spoken of this being given liberally

in the mild weather. If we should have a change before
another week, and if there is no means of heating the air

before it is admitted, then in all houses where a high tempe-
rature is to be maintained in cold weather, it will be safest to
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confine the air-giving to the highest part of the roof, and to

be more particular about giving a little air early than to give

much, lu a dry, parched, keen, frosty air out of doors it will

be safer to allow the heat to rise gradually with the sun 10

more than usual, with a little air previously given, and per-

haps sprinkling the paths, not slushing them, than to admit as

much air as would keep the temperature down to the general

standard. The additional sun heat will do no harm if it raise

the temperature of the house gradually, and if everything like

scorching and scalding has been avoided by giving a little air

early. Whenever a bright day is anticipated the heatiug

medium should be allowed to cool pretty well down before the

sun is powerful in the house, so as not to have sun heat and
(ire heat exerting their forces together. Then, again, in hot-

houses, it would often be better in every way to allow the tem-

perature of the house to fall from 5 to 10° lower than usual,

but within the point of safety, for short periods, than to keep

a house at the same temperature when the air outside was
20° above the freezing-point as when it was 20° below it.

More plants are thus injured by excessive fire heat than
by low temperatures for short periods. AYhen a high tempe-
rature is thus maintained great attention must be paid to at-

mospheric moisture ; but this is of much less importance in a

house of from 55° to 60" than it would be in one of from 65° to

75°. In sunny frosty weather the fires should be so regulated

as to begin to exert an influence in the house just as the sun
heat is gradually leaving it, and no great fires should be put on
in the morning before a good estimate can be formed of what
the day is likely to be.

Window Gardening.— When spare rooms with a fair amount i

of light are set apart for bedding plants, and succession plants

for the windows of the living-rooms, the plants are less liable to
,

damp off than when growing in cold frames and pits, and
|

much may be done in moving them in turns close to the

light, and taking care that at this season they have not only

all the direct, but all the refracted and reflected light possible.

Plants in living-rooms cannot be too near the glass in ordinary
mild weather, and the chief care they require will be to keep
them clean, and to neutralise the dry air of the room by fre-

i

quently sprinkling the stems and foliage with a sponge or

hair-brush. We have no doubt that the time is at hand when
|

the lovers of flowers in towns will have double windows, and a

space of 2 or 8 feat between them in which to grow some of

their pets, so as to be protected alike from the varying outside
temperature and the dry air and dust from the 'living-room.

The little greenhouse might have an iron bottom, and a gas
j

jet, or a drawer for hot water beneath when wanted.
In towrfs where the houses are packed thickly together, ad-

ditional care will be required, as, besides the common dust from
rooms and from the outside streets, there are the noxious
gases from burning gas, those that escape along with the coal

smoke from so many chimneys, and the deposition of sul-

phurous carbonaceous matter in the form of soot, which clogs

up the pores of the plants, and prevents anything like a healthy
perspiration or respiration. Plants cannot remain healthy
with such incrustations on their leaves. When the plants are

of some age, it is less injurious when the stems and trunks are

so encrusted, and hence deciduous trees thrive very fairly in
towns where evergreens become worse instead of better every
year. The reason of this is, that the buds of deciduous trees

do not break into their summer livery until the worst of the
coal and smoke season is past. Hence the poor woman in her
garret or back-kitchen window in a crowded city, will manage a
Fuchsia in her broken teapot better and more easily than she
could a florist's Pelargonium, because the Fuchsia will be al-

most leafless in the dark winter months. On the same principle
a stout old plant of a scarlet Pelargonium, or a plant of the old
favourite Hydrangea, will be more easily managed than such a
Pelargonium as mentioned above, or even a small Camellia,
because though the leaves of the first two fade in winter con-
siderably, yet if the plants be kept dry and at rest in the
darkestmonths.it will not interfere with their blooming if they
be set gently growing after the darkest days are past ; but the
chief secret for keeping window plants healthy in towns is a
continuous use of the sponge and the syringe, or dustings of

water from a clean hair-brush, to keep the foliage clean and
fresh. The next important consideration as respects the safety
of the plants is keeping them from frost, and that is best done
by setting them in frosty nights in the middle of the room, or
in a corner as far as possible from the window and the door-
way, and in very severe weather placing a cloth over them
at night. Oh the whole, the plants are apt to suffer more

from want of cleaning the foliage than from excess of cold or

heat.

One other and very important point is as much light as

possible in winter and spring for growing plants in windows.

Much cannot be done in this direction, but still something may
be done to make the most of what heat a clean window will

give ; and we are reminded of this by having had an inquiry

as to whether a common window or a bow window would be the

better for plants. Of course there can be no comparison of the

amount of light ; the bow window will throw in much more
light than a common window—first, because the whole window
stands out beyond the walls of the house ; £nd secondly, be-

cause light comes streaming from three directions instead of

one. Our common windows do not give so much light (being

generally placed for architectural effect C or 8 inches inside of

the wall I, as they would do if placed almost flush with the out-

side wall, though that would give them an unfinished bare look

when viewed from the outside. Even with windows placed in

the usual way much may be done by keeping them clean, and
the sides of the window or the walls of the opening as white-

coloured as possible, and also having the walls inside of a light

colour, so as to reflect the light. This brings us to what the

inquiry about the bow window reminded us of, and which we
had forgotten to mention. Some years ago a gentleman who
had a small room at the top of his staircase, with a large

window reaching almost to the ground, wished to turn it into

a reading-room, and to grow there during the season some
nice plants in baskets and vases. The plants did not thrive

very well at any time, but they became especially dingy and
sickly in winter. Want of light was the evil. The plants

might almost as well have stood in a cellar. The bricks outside,

up the sides of the window, over its top, and at its sill, were

nearly green with slime and moss. The window itself had
been daubed of a bluish colour, and the walls of the room were

of a greenish hue, to suggest alike cheerfulness, and, we fear,

fumes of arsenic when hot. All round the windows outside

was made as white as fresh lime would make it, the glass was

thoroughly cleaned, a thin white muslin blind was used in

summer, and the walls of the room were made of a whitish

stone colour, lest a pure white should be too distressing to the

eyes, and from that time the plants throve as well as could be

expected. The proprietor said, " Why, the room looks now as

if it were all glass and light ;" and the change from having

I so much reflected light was remarkable. We have understood

I

that the walls and ceiling are whitened every autumn. Need
we say that in all cases where there is little room and little

light, increasing light in this manner will not only be good

for the plants, but good for those who grow- them ? Excess of

light, and heat with it in summer, is easily guarded against.

We should be as glad if this hint were more generally acted

on, as we were pleased some time ago in a warm summer to

find a number of workshops open to the roof, with the slates

and tiles of the roof whitened outside with lime or chalk. On
asking a workman the reason for such a practice, he replied,

" Some of my mates read The Cottage Gaudeneii, and from

that they learned that the white roof would keep the shops

cooler in this warm weather, and if it remained it would make
us warmer in winter. It does keep us cool and comfortable

now." The light colour outside reflected the heat and J ight. and
prevented the slates absorbing the heat and making the space

below like a furnace. The same white colour would greatly

lessen the radiation of heat from the slates in winter, and, there-

fore, the place would be warmer. The light colour of the walls

of a room reflects the light, and, therefore, increases the light

in the confined space.

Mice must be carefully trapped and poisoned, or they will

soon destroy the finest collections of Pinks and Carnations.

Even the common mouse or barn mouse will do this, but the

grass mouse is especially to be dreaded. If the plants are kept

in a frame or pit, one of the most effectual remedies is to run a

little tar outside at the ground line, and if a little oil be mixed
with the tar, the latter will keep longer in a moist condition.

In many places it is becoming a hard matter to keep mice from

Crocuses, Tulips, and other roots in the ground. In growing

some of these in pots last season, we were obliged to cover the

pots with other pots of the same size, with a piece of brick or

heavy tile over the hole in the upper pot. Even with such

care there were not wanting cases in which mice had massed

their forces, and with united efforts done what no single mouse

could have effected—moved the covering placed over the hole

of the upper pot, and left but relics of the bulbs and tubers in

the pots.—K. F.
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COVENT GARDEN MARKET:—DecbSiBER 22.

Prices remain unaltered, and a renews pj the former heavy and con-

tinuous (topplies will prevent nnv aiivainc. Good dessert fruit is i.m-

what scarce, Pinos and Urtipe* being exceptions. The usual Christmas
evergreens are abundant and meet with ready porpoafecKSi from fifteen to

twenty load.-* a-day being disposed of.

s. d.

Apples J sieve 2 0to3
Apricots doz.
Cherries lb.

Chestnuts bush. 10
Currants j sieve

Block do.
Pigs doz
Filberts lb.

Cob9 lb. 9
Goosoberrios . . quart
Grapes, Hothouse . . lb. -t

Lemons loo S

d i

() Melons each
i Nectarines doz.
Oranges 100
Peaches doz.

I) Pears dessert) ..doz.
kitchen doz.

Pino Apples lb.

Plums ^ sieve
Quinces doz.
Raspberries lb.

. Strawberries lb.

. Walnuts bush. 10 20 q

fl.
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Raspberry /£". 2Yi.—There is none better than the Red Antwerp. Any
first-rate nurseryman can supply you.

Mushroom-bed (J. B. K. '.—You made up yonr Mushmom-bed on the

19th of October, but you do not say when you spawned it. A bed gene-

rally takes from six to seven or eight weeks after spawning, and therefore

we would not hurry the matter at "all. As you say the soil is rather damp.
we would not lite to water it. even if the manure below the bed is rather

dry : but if too dry you must contrive to make holes, so as to reach the

manure without much wetting the bed. If the manure is too dry we
almost fear the bed may have been too hot; but as no time is yet lost we
cannot say th Ymi will lind many hints in " Doings of the

Last Week" in late Numl •

Border by a Fi.ce [A Sub*criber for Many Yean Pat).—In addition

to what you propose we would modify what is said at page 451.-

have 4 inches of rough open material and 2 inches of finer gravel over

the flue, for the Cucumbers : and if that is roughly concreted all the

better: on that place from IS tu IS inches of soil. It will be advisable

to have upright drain-tiles t.i pass water int.- the nibble at the sides of

the flue. The same plan would answer for the propagating part ; but

your proposed plan would be better, only we would have the cement a

little above the t p I :::-:• flue, and 3 inches would be enough for water.

Tan or sand will be best for plunging the pots in.

Select Ericas (A Subtc A).—G^inmiicra elegans, Eximia
superba. Ventricosa grandifi r... Yeutric.jsa superba, Tricolor Wilsoni,

Tricolor superua, Devoniana, Suanuoniana. Turnbulli. Scabriuscula,

Massoni major, Sprengelii ; MeXabiana superba, Holfordiana, Ferruginea
major, Depressa multiflora, Cavendishii, Colorans verna. Amabilis, and
NewtMniana.

Cotton Seed t.ViW.<-< <>/.*' ..—If you will send us a stamped directed en-

velope we wid tell you the address of a gentleman willing to aid you.

Frcit Trees for North Wall .4 Subscribe n.~\Iorello Cherries will
best succeed there. We never knew an Apple-tree hedge. There are
many yarieties that can be grown as espaliers.
Painting Hot-water Pipes {A Subscriber}.—The best composition

that we know of is lamp black, brought to the consistency of paint by
mixing it with boiled linseed oil. The pipes should be made quite hot
and then be coated over with the paint, keepingthem hot until it becomes
dry, when the smell will pass away ; but if the pipes are coated overwhen
cold, however well the paint dries, when they become hot an offensive
and injurious vapour will be given off. Two coats are necessary; the
second should be put on when the first becomes dry. The paint should
be well brushed into every part of the pipes. It is desirable that the
composition be black, that being the best colour for the radiation of

heat.
Fire Heat eh a Vxkerx [J. F.).~The Vines would be injured by fire

heat if you were to produce a temperature much too warm for them
whilst at rest ; but your house being for Vines and plants, and not for
Vines exclusively, it may be necessary to light a fire during mild weather
to dry up damp and cause a circulation of air: however, that will do the
Vines no great harm if the temperature be kept down as much as possible
by admitting plenty of air. To dispel damp the fire should be used
by day. and allowed to go out at night. During frosty weather fire heat
will be necessary to keep frost out and secure the safety of the plants,
and durin'-r severe frost lire by day may be needed, but of ibis you will be
the best able to judge when it is necessary, ^o long as you can keep off

frost and damp avoid having a fire, as the plants which you name only
require protection from frost. The. temperatare from fire heat should
not exceed 45 r

, and the nearer it is kept to 40- the better the Vine-i will

fare. The Camellia will flower without fire heat.
Names or Frcit (G. S.).—We believe your Pear is the true Knight's

Monarch. The shape of the false one is very different. Is your soil dry
and sandy ? It likes a good loam.

METEOROLOGICAL
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breeders of Cochins aftorwards saw him, and expressed an
opinion respecting him identical with my own, remarking that

his only defect was a slight stain iu the breast. But what has

the moult revealed'.' The whole of tho fluff on his legs and
thighs, instead of being, as before, perfectly black, consists now
throughout of feathers of a reddish buff colour pencilled with

black. You will agree with me that it took something more
than the native smoke of the region aforesaid to dye tho bird

to the standard colour, and that this is one more among the

many revelations of shameful dishonesty which have been

from time to time brought to light in your pages as a warning

to others.

—

Clericus.

POULTRY SHOW NEGLECTS.
Exhibitors of poultry have, I fear, frequent causo of com-

plaint against managers of shows. May I ask you to open your
columns to a grievance ?

The Secretary of the Newport Poultry Show offers to send a

catalogue of entries and prizes to any one on receipt of eight

stamps. I forwarded the stamps on Monday, and Thursday's

post, even, has brought no catalogue. The Show was only open
Tuesday and Wednesday, and my birds will possibly return

home this evening, and the Secretary iias not the courtesy to

inform me, iu return for my eight stamps, whether I take any
prizes or not.

May I suggest, that exhibitors would be glad if some liberal-

minded Secretary would announce in his schedule that every

prizetaker (or if really liberal, every exhibitor), should receive

a catalogue by the first post after they are printed, so as to

initiate the movement.
I cannot ask for more space, or I would call attention to the

illiberality of the managers of some of the poultry shows in

refusing to exhibitors free tickets of admission.

—

An Exhibitor.

NEW SHOREHAM POULTRY SHOW.
It would have been more courteous if "Exhibitor" (page

437), had applied to me to have ascertained the reason of the

delay in receiving his fowls home. I can assure him they all

left the Shoreham station on the Friday, most of them before

twelve o'clock, and he must blame the railway officials and not

us for their detention. There can be no wonder at the birds

having been in a bad state if they were three days on the road,

with nothing to eat all the time. I enclose for your perusal

letters which I have received from exhibitors, all at a distance,

expressing their thanks for the care and attention their fowls

had evidently received, and I have also upwards of sixty letters

from exhibitors, acknowledging the receipt of prizes, &c, and
not a single complaint is contained in one of them. I can
only say that there was an unlimited supply of food, and that

Mr. Shockley, who superintended and had the sole control and
management of the birds, expressed his satisfaction, and said

that at no show which he had ever attended was there a more
liberal supply of food at his command.

—

Charles Cork, Hon.
Sec.

[The letters enclosed by Mr. Cork were from Essex, War-
wickshire, Suffolk, Somerset, and elsewhere ; all expressive of

satisfaction.

—

Eds.j

LEEDS POULTRY SHOW.
(From a Correspondent.)

The seventh annual Show of the Leeds Srnithfield Club was held in a

splendid new building In the Cattle Market. Owing to the restrictions of

the Cattle Plague Act the Show was this year confined to Pigs, Poultry,

Pigeons, and Kabbits. The building is very suitable for a show of

this kind, being extensive and only one storey in height, light entering

from the roof ; the rows of the pens were neatly arranged, the paths
between them were very wide, and the whole was both well lighted and
warmed with gas.

In comparing the number of entries in the present year in the

poultry department with those made in 1864 and 1865, we find them
as follows :

—

Poultry. Pigeon j. Kabbits.
1864 416 151 None.
1865 702 158 49
1866 437 181 40

Although the prizes were in every respect much higher this year we
find a great falling off in the number of entries in the poultry de-

partment in comparison with last year's Show ; but in Pigeons we
find a slight increase, whilst Rabbits, again, point downwards. Next

comes the quality, which from year to year is a fine point to touch

upon ; but several classes had improved, whilst others wero not so

good as could be desired. Among the former we find Huniburghs and

Black Bantams, and among tho Latter the classes for Game in particular.

The 11th was fine and frosty, and the attendance meagre in the

extreme ; but after six o'clock the visitors seemed to be more nume-
rous and cheerful ; but the impression upon the writer was that it

would be a failure as regards money mattors, and every one Beemed to

participate in it whenever tho balance-sheet was brought in question.

Class 11, for a single QiMM cock of any description, comprised

sixteen entries. Tho first prize was won by a Black lied, belonging to

Mr. Boyes, of Beverley, of fair quality, but rather striped in the

hackle, or, as Yorkshire men term it, " rawkey." Mr. Aykroyd was

second with a Black Red of good colour, whilst Mr. Hodgson was third

with a Brown Red, rather overgrown and weak, although we fancy he

will turn out good with a little time and proper care. In Black-

breasted and other Reds Mr. Aykroyd again took a very prominent

position, winning the cup for the best pen of Game. Mr. Pashley was
second, also with Black Reds ; the cock was a really good bird, and
had he been well supported with a hen most likely he would have won
the cup, as the hen in this pen was very coarse, particularly in the

head. This class was restricted to old birds, and contained thirteen

entries. Next came the class for Black-breasted and other Red chick-

ens, and again Mr. Aykroyd won, this time with Brown Reds, taking the

first prize with a good cockerel, very evenly marked on the breast.

This class consisted of twenty-seven entries, but no less than five

pens were vacant. Classes 14, 15, 16, audi" were for Whites and Piles,

and any other variety in the order named, and consisted of four, six,

eight, and twelve entries respectively. Messrs. Butcher, Pashley,

Boyes, and Firth were the principal winners, with birds of fair average

quality; but the most noteworthy bird was the third-prize Duckwing,

with such a tail as the keenest "Newmarket" critic, or the best

pencil of a Harrison Weir would sketch—such a tail as would have

pleased the most fastidious Dorking-fancier ; and the writer's opinion

is that a heavy, broad-feathered, bob-tail is one of the greatest faults

a Game bird can be possessed of, and cannot stand the slightest chance

of success against a neat and close switch tail, such as is generally met
with in such strains of Game as tho^e of Messrs. Williams, Ayk-

royd, and other Game exhibitors too numerous to mention.

Classes 18 and IU represented the Dorking section, and here Mr.
Beldon was first in the class for old birds with a really splendid cock

and two hens of fair average merit. This pen won the cup as the

best pen of Dorkings, carried their triumph still higher by taking off

the silver cup for tho best pen of poultry in the Exhibition, and finally

ended their Leeds triumph by changing owners for £20. Mr. Bel-

don seems to be quite at home at Leeds, as last year he was equally

successful in winning a similar prize with a pen of Golden Polands.

We must not forget Mr. Albert Fenton's first-prize Dorking chickens.

Classes 20 and 21 were for SjXLnish, old and young respectively, and
consisted of six and thirteen entries in both classes. Mr. Beldon took

the first prize and cup, and Messrs. Thresh, Teebay, and Cannan the

other prizes.

Classes 22, 23, 24, and 25 were for Cochins, and Mr. Fenton was

successful in taking all four first prizes, besides two second and an

equal number of third prizes, and consequently the cup for the best

pen of Cochins, which fell to the Buffs ; but had the Judges given the

cup to their darker-coloured relatives, Mr. Fenton would have been

none the less gratified with the honour. Certainly eight prizes in four

classes, with thirty-seven entries, deserved the cup, even had they not

contained all the first prizes.

Now for Mr. Beldon and the Hamburgks, which consisted of ten

classes, ranging from 26 to 35 inclusive, and in the whole of the

ten classes Mr. Beldon was first. The cup for the best pen of Ham-
burghs fell to his Silver-pencilled, and they well deserved it; but

such was the diversity of opinion, that had Mr. Henry Pickles been

so successful as to win the first prize in this class, it would not have

been disgraced. The opinions of adepts were freely given pro and

COn. with respect to the first and second-prize birds in this class;

some were in favour of Mr. Beldou's birds, but the writer believes that

the best judges were for the pen of Mr. Pickles. His pullets were a

perfect match, and both cockerels were slightly faulty in their combs,

and this point made it a neck-aud-neck race between two really good

pens, backed by every other competing pen being highly commended.
Ou the whole Hamburghs were well and worthily represented.

Polands occupied Classes 36 and 37, and again Mr. Beldon won in

both classes with Silver : but the best Poland cock in these classes

was that exhibited by Mrs. Garnall in Class 36. His crest was really

something wonderful, and although mated with a bad hen he gained

from the Judges a high commendation. Several hens in these classes

were troubled with crooked tails, and particularly one of the first-prize

hens.

In the class for farmyard crosses, or any other variety, Brahmas,

Sultans, and ' '>• ( 'o urs, won in the order named.
The next class was for Black Bantams, and they were good—so

good that Birmingham firstvprize birds could not gain the Judges'

notice. Game Bantams occupied Class 41, aud consisted of twenty-nine

entries, and Master G. Croslaml won nil the three prizes, including the

cup for the best pen of Bantams in the Show ; he took the first and se-

cond prizes with Black Beds, and the third fell to his famous Duclrwings.

This class contained several first-rate birds, and Master Crosland must
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feel proud of Hs Black Red pnllets, as most decidedly they were of

great service to him. Among Bantam varieties was a pen of Buff
Cochins which took the first prize, hut these do not seem to advance
much, and will require several more years of anxious care aud attention

before they are sufficiently hardy to bear the fatigues of winter and
exhibition, as to all present and former uppinnun-.s they seem
troubled with idiocy, and are not yet suitable for the districts in which
they have appeared as competitors for poultry honours. They are both
delicate, difficult to breed, aud as nearly devoid of sense as can possibly

be imagined, hut beautiful to the eye when once in good condition.

Rouen Ducks consisted of eight pens, and, if we except the first and
second prize pens, were bad. Aylesburys were still worse, the second-
prize had yellow beaks and were not too heavy, whilst the third-pri?,e

pen weighed to all appearance not more than 15 lbs. for the three.

The Ducks exhibited in the class for any variety were good, and so

were those in the 30*. selling class.

Now with regard to the many disqualifications which were posted np
for trimming, one case must not be allowed to pass—it was the Black
Hamburgh cock with one sickle feather tied on so clumsily that he
could not keep it straight with his other tail feathers, and Mr.William
Worsley, of Middletoii, ought to feel ashamed of his ownership. This
was the grossest case of disqualification for trimming in the whole
Show, and deserves to be mentioned, as it was a good bird and shame-
fully spoiled.

In rit/t'oits Mr. Frederick Crossley won the cup with Powters.
The Judges, of whom the names will be found at the end of the

prize list published last week, gave general satisfaction, although one or
two cases of grumbling were heard.

NEWPORT (MONMOUTH I TOULTRY
EXHIBITION.

It cannot be denied that although on some former occasions the
entries for the Newport Show were, perhaps, more numerous, the
<]uality of the birds shown this year has never been surpassed. The
Managers of this Show, always desirous to secure pnblic favour, do all '

they can to accommodate their prize schedule to the wishes of exhibi-
tors, and thus year by year the Newport Show increases in the general
estimation of poultry fauciers ; and a glimpse over the prize list will

prove to our readers that most of our noted breeders of exhibition
poultry joined in the competition. That well-known breeder, Mr.
J. H. "Williams, of Spriugbank, Welshpool, was among the most suc-
cessful exhibitors of Game fowls, and it is but justice to remark, that
this gentleman's cup-birds (Duckwmgs) were shown not only true to
feather, but in most unexceptionable condition. Mr. Rodbard"s silvt -v-

cup Spanish were worthy representatives of his celebrated strain,

and the competition was here by no means a small one. Dorkings, as
a class were good, and the third-prize (White), although competing
with Dorkings of all colours, left little to be desired, though strange t.>

say, in these poultry-loving days, they were entered at a guinea the
pen of three birds. In Cochins^ Mr. RoiHerd's well-known Partridge-
coloured birds were the cup pen. Tke Brahmas were good; and in
Ha&nburglis the Golden-spangled, Silver-spangled, and the Silver-

pencilled were the most meritorious. The class for Poltthds (any
variety), brought out some of the best Silver-spangled seen for some
time past. Some very good Silver-laced Sebright* were also shown.
The Aylesbury Duobs were as good as possible, but some of the

very best of the Rouens arrived too late for competition. Mr. Fowler,
of Aylesbury, took the first place for Geese, and it is not too much to

say that every pen of Turkeys was most commendable.
A " Selling Class " of fifty-three pens brought out many excellent

specimens ; Mr. Rogers, of Walsall, winning with a pen of Black
Spanish, that looked like a good investment, even in these troublesome
times, at 'M)s.

The " sweeps " for single cocks were scarcely equal to our wishes,
and it seems that generally these classes cease to be public favourites,
simply on account of the great uncertainty as to the number of entries
that will be attained. Even a single entry of a really good bird caused
its owner to lose Is. by his attempt in this class, though winning.
The classes for Pigeons were many of them very good, though some-

what more limited than heretofore as to numbers. A very fine pair
of White Powters were the winners of the first prize, and a scarcely
less showy pen of Reds were second to them. Mr. Percival, of the
Oaklands, Birmingham, was the winner of both the Tumbler prizes
with very good birds. In Fantails, White were first, and a pen of

very good Red second, both being the property of Mr. Yardley. In
the Any other variety of Pigeons a pair of Spots were first, the second
prize being given to a very good pah* of Blue Runts, shown by the
National Poultry Company, who also exhibited some capital varieties
of French fowls.

The weather was exceedingly fine for this season of the year, and
the attendance of nobility and gentry quite equal to that of former
years.

Gvme (Black or Brown-breasted Reds}.—First. J. H. Williams, Welsh-
poo!. Second, S. Dupe, Bath. Highly Commended, W. Bradley, Worcester.
Game (Duckwings or other Greys and Blues).—First and Cup, J. H.

Williams. Second, W. Dunning, Newport, Salop.
Game (Any other variety).—First, T. Thomas. Second, T. Fletcher,

Great Malvern. Commended, J. W. Jones ; T. Fletcher.

Spa Nrsn.—First and Cup, J. R, Rodbard, Wrington, Bristol. Second, T.
Ace, Ystalyfera, Swanaen. Hiphly Commended, G. Lamb, Compton ; A.
Heath, Catne. Commended, Mrs, J. Drummond, Boyne Hill, Maidenhead.
Dorkings (Coloured).—First and Cup, J. Logan, Penwern, Nuntyderrv.

Second, C.Lyne. Third, H. J. Evans, Cardiff. Highly Commended, R. H.
Nicholas, Malpns; National Poultry Company, Bromley, Kent; W. R.
Peacey, Chelwnrth, Tetbnry; Hon. F. C. Morgan, Ruperra Castle. Com-
mended, Mrs. E. Herbert, Llansantffraed.
CochiN'China {Coloured..—First and Cup, J. R. Rodbard. Second^

Miss J. Milward, Newton St. Loe, Bristol. Highly Commended, J.
Stephens, WalsulL
Cochin-China (White).—Prize, J. Gardiner, Bristol.
Brahma Pootra.—First, J. K. Fowler, Aylesbury. Second, Lord Tre-

degar. Commended, H. Stephenson, Oxford ; A. H. Drummond, Maiden-
head Thicket. Berks.
Hambdrghs (Gold-pencilled).—First, R, H. Nicholas. Second, C.Lyne.

Commended, H. Pickles, jun., >kipton.
Hambdrghs (Silver-pencilled).—First, J. Holland, Worcester. Second,

H. Pickles, jun. Highly Commended, Mrs. Matthews, Tredunnock; J.
Logan. Commended, T.J. Harrison, Kendal.
Hambcrghs (Gold-spangled).—First and Cup, H. Pickles, jun. Second,

T. Fletcher. Highly Commended, S. & R. Ashton, Mottrani; T.Fletcher;
A. K. Wood, Castle Dorrington, near Derby.
Hambcrghs (Silver-spangled).— First. A. K. Wood. Second, J. Fielding,

Newchurch. near Manchester. Highly Commended, N. Barter, Plymouth ;

J. Kilvert, Ludlow. Commended, Hon. F. C.Morgan; National Poultry
Companv; T.Fletcher.
Polands (Any variety^.—First, J. Percival, Harborne, Birmingham.

Sectnd, Mrs. Blay, Worcester. Highly Commended, J. Hinton, Hinton,
near Bath.
Crkve Cceur, La Flkche, or Hoddans.— Fir.^t and Second, National

Poultry Company (La Fh-che, Houdans). Third, Col. Stuart Wurtley,
London. Highly Commended, Col. Stuart Worthy ; National Poultry Com-
pany ('Creve Cd nil.

Bantams (-Game).—First and Cnp, T. Davics, Newport. Second, W.
Bradley. Worcester. Commended, J. K. Fowler.
Bantams (Black or White, clean-legged).—First, E. Cambridge, Bristol.

Second, T. Dp.vies. Highly Commended, E. Cambridge.
Bantams (Any other variety).— First, S. & R. Ashton (Silver-laced Se-

bright). Second, T. Davies (Silver-laced Sebright).
Any Other Distinct Breed.—First, Miss M. E. Lamb, Wolverhamp-

ton (Negroes). Second and Third, R. H. Nicholas. Fourth, National
Poultry Company (Oueldres). Fifth. J. Hinton, Hinton, near Bath (Malays).
Highly Commended, Sirs. Blay, Worcester (Andalusians) ; Ashton and
B ioth, Broadbottom, Mottram (Black Hambm-ghs). Commended, R. H.
Nicholas; J. M. Tolley, Worcester (Silkies).

Guinea Fowls.-—First, R. H. Nicholas. Second, Hon. F. C. Morgan.
Commended, R. H. Nicholas ; Mrs. Blay.
Ducks [Aylesbury).—First and Second. J. K. Fowler. Third, J. LogaD.

Highly Commended, Mrs. Llewellyn; H. J. Evans, Cardiff; J. Logan;
Hon. F. C. Morgan.
Drcrcs (Rouen).—First, 3. Logan. Second, J. K. Fowler. Third, Mrs.

Matthews, Tredunnock.
Geese.—First, J. K. Fowler. Secoutl, Mr?. Matthews. Third, J. Logan.
Turkeys.—First, J.Logan. Second, Miss J. Milward. Third, H. J.

Evans. Highly Commcuded, Lord Tredegar ; Mrs. LlewellyD, Court Cole-
man, Bridgend ; Hon. F. C. Morgan ; E. Everett, Monmouth ; Mrs. Horloek,
Chepstow.
Selling Class.—First, T. Rogers, Wallbouse. Second. National Poultry

Company (Cn ve Cceur). Third, E. Shaw, Plas Wilmot, Oswestry. Highly
Commended, .T. Lmran (Silver-pencilled Hamburghs) ; .7. UardinerfWhite
Cochin). Commended, J. Logan ; Mrs. E. Herbert : T. Fletcher; T. I >-w i< -

(Bantams) ; Mis. E. Everett ; C. Harris. MnindeL- Park, Newport (Brahmas);
R. H. Nicholas (Sebright Bantams, Dorkings, and Silver-pencilled Ham-
burghs); Miss J. Milward (Indian I'

Extra Stock.—Highly Commended, Hon.F. C. Moi gtfn White Peruvian
Musk Ducks .

SWEEPSTAKE-? FOR SINGLE COCK-.
Spanish.—Prize, T. Ace. Highly Commended, G. Lamb.
Dorking-.—Prize, Mrs. Hatthews.
Game.—Prire, S. Dupe, Evercreech, Bath. Commended, G. S. Saiu-

bury, Devizes ; J. H. Williams.
Cochin-China.—Prize, National Poultry Company. Commended, J.

Butler, Ystalvfora.
Game Bantam.— Prize, J. M. Tolley. Commended, E. C. Phillips,

Vermyfach, near Brecon ; J. Percival.

Any other Variety.—Prize, T. Fletcher.

PIGEONS.
Carriers.—First and Second, H. Yardley. Birmingbnm.
Powters.— First, H. Yardley. Second, A. Heath, Calne, Wilts.
Tumblers.—First and Second, J. Percival, Birmingham. Highly Com-

mended, J. Beeston, jun., Machen ; H. Yardley.
Fantails.—First and Second, H. Yardley. Highly Commended, Miss

J. Milward.
Any other Variety.—First, H. Yardley (Spotsl. Second, National

Poultry Company (Black Runts). Third, A. Middleton, Newport, Mon-
mouthshire (Black Magpies). Highly CVmniended, C. D. Phillips (Arch-
angels). Commended. H. Yardley (Black Magpies .

Edward Hewitt, Esq., of Sparkbrook, Birmingham, was the Arbi-

trator.

YORK EXHIBITION OF POULTRY, &c.

(From a Correspondent.]

The Yorkshire Society's annual Exhibition, of which the prize list

was published last week, was this year attended with unusual success.

The poultry classes were well represented from the yards of many
leading exhibitors. DorJnngs headed the list, and comprised many
birds of great merit. Mr. Pease's pen in adults were immediately

claimed at the low price put on them. We particularly noticed some
pens that contained individually excellent specimens, but not matched

as an exhibition pen. In several instances coloured birds and Silver-
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Qrejs wwb BhotnJ together, and conaeqtttntly had ta be passed over by

theVndgfes, although lmd they been otherwise matched they might

have occupied 11 different position in the prize list. {Spanish were not

nimtToiii, but contained some first-rate pens of adult and young birds.

in the t'oniHi' Mr, Beldon fitood pre-eminent, the two bens being espe-

cially worthy of notice. ( a a clAflB W«e not up to the mark
;

the prizc-winiiors were, however, good specimens. Euanbtirghi QamSt

andltho'^thor classes were well filled, and of average merit, and we

noticed before the close of the Si. . jeveral pens had changed' bunds.

In tli.' class for An\ other variety Mr. Thompson would have been

undoubtedly feat with a fine pen ol Cr&ye Cceac bad a pair of birds

been flbowii inBtead of three, Mr. Hustler's Houduns taking first

bonours.

/'r/ro'/s- were numerous and particularly good. The much-coveted

cip, value Lo, given by, the Pigeon -fanciers of York to the most suc-

cessful exhibitor, brought into competition many of the finest speci-

mens in the classes. Mr. Thackray proved the successful competitor,

closely pressed by Mr. Hawlev, to whom was awarded the extra pxiza

of l'\. Carriers' were onlv an indifferent class, the first-prize cock

being a bird almost devoid" of wattle, though long in face and rather

good in style. In hens.ftlr. Hawley's hrst-pri/,e bird we considered

the best ('airier in (be Show. Powters were excellent. Mr. Thaek-

rav s first-prize Blue cock and -hen were remarkable alike lor length

of bather and limb, the two birds measuring at least 40 inches.

Tumblers and Fantails were particularly good; but, perhaps, the

most meritorious class in the Exhibition was that for Barbs, Mr. Gell,

of York, taking both prizes. This gentleman exhibited four pens,

and wo do not hesitate to say. that no exhibitor in this class could

send such a magnificent lot of birds. Mr. Thaekray's highly-com-

mended pen contained the cock whiefc has been so frequently a suc-

cessful prize-winner in other band?. The old champion is now past

his best, and was shown with only an indifferent ben. Jacobins were

good, especially Mr. Boyd's first-prize Blacks. Turbits numbered
twenty-six entries, and we must confess we cannot see that the Judges

in this olas.* came to a correct decision in their awards. A pair of

Silvers, bad in colour and small in frill, took the first honours. Mr.
Thaekray's Yellows and Mr. Hawley's Reds were in our opinion a

very near approach to the standard of excellence. Owls were not

numerous, hut comprised some first-rate specimens ; and in Trumpeters
the competition was .-omewhat severe. The second-prize birds, a pair

of fine Mottles, were undoubtedly the best. The tirst-prize Blacks
were not even in crest and poor in colour. The Black Mottles being

two cocks, first-rate hirds. were passed without notice. The class for
" Any other variety," brought tog slher a large entry of very superior

birds. Messrs. Thackray and Hawlev being first and second, and the

National Poultry Company were highly commended, especially for

Runts and German Ice.

Two silver medals were awarded for the best pair of Powters and
Barbs bred in 1866, the former given by Mr. W. Massey and the latter

by the Society. In Powters, Sir. Hawlev was first, and we noticed a

pair of young Blues, bred and exhibited by Mr. Wilson, of York, well

and evenly matched, and altogether a very promising pair. The
medal for young Barbs was awarded to Mr. K. M. Royds. This pair

of birds were so highly dressed in the eye that at the close of the Show
tkey wore all but blind, and we fear the owner will have cause to re-

gret using such means on otherwise a promising pair. More than one

pair In this class were certainly nearer two years old than birds of the

present season.

Amongst other attractions at the Exhibition was Mr. Schroder's

patent incubator, exhibited under the care of Mr. Massey, and many
connoisseurs in the art of egg-hatching expressed their approbation of

it as a most useful invention.

In conclusion we may congratulate the Committee on the good
management of the Exhibition thro,ughoufo every care and attention

was paid to the valuable collection of birds entrusted to their care,

and we have no doubt exhibitors will 1> atistied with the result.

Another correspondent says that the first and second-prhe Turkeys
had private murks—namely, a red band and a white band.

NANTWICH POULTRY SHOW.
I bee in your issue of the 4th inst. a complaint respecting

the length of time poultry are likely to be kept at the Nant-
wich Show. Your correspondent mentions Tuesday as the
day of their being sent off. He is labouring under a mistake.
All poultry received by rail are to be sent from the Hall on the
Monday morning. Saturday, the second day of showing, is our
Now Market, and to close early in the day (which we should have
to do if the poultry had to be returned that evening), would be
to diminish our receipts very much, and this we are not in a
position to benr. It would save us much trouble if we could so

send them. We tried it one year, but the results were such as
to bring us to our present decision—viz., to keep the birds till

Monday morning. The complaint of their being deprived of
soft food will not apply to us. We give them both soft food
and steeped grain, and the birds have every attention. On the
Sunday they will be quite private ; one or two of the Com-

mittee, and the feeder by turn being with them. As our next

Show is ou the 8tli and IHh of February, 1 867, Christmas-day
will not interfere with the arrangements.—K. H. Kuodks, See.

The prize schedule of tho Nantwioh Poultry Show, fixed to

take place on the Nth and Hth of February next, independently

of a very liberal list of prizes j limited exclusively to residents

within a circle of thirteen miles of Nantwich, offers three

valuable silver cups respectively to the best Buff Cochin cockerel

and pullet, the best pair of Buff Cochin pullets, and the best

Game cock and hen, of any colour. Additional second and
third prizes will also be given in this competition, though these

prizes are open to all comers, The Committee are well known
among exhibitors for the great care taken of the specimens
whilst under their management. Messrs. Hewitt and Teebay
are appointed as the Arbitrators.

NORTH BRITISH COLUMIJAUIAN' SOCIETY'S
snow.

The eighth annual Exhibition of Fancy Pigeon:-., wrid In Id in the

Trades' Hall, Glussford Street, Glasgow, on the 20th and *21st inst.

The following is the prize list:

—

EXTRA. PRIZES.
Members' Challenge Cup, presented by the Society to the most success-

ful exhibitor in 1866, 67, aud 68.—Gained in 1866 by James Montgomery,
Belfast.
An Oil-painted Portrait of Short faced Almond Tumblers.—F. T. Wilt-

shire, Groydon.
Silver medal, presented by A. Pinto Leite, Esq., for the best Powter

Cock.—J. Montgomery.
Silver Medal, presented by J. Muir, Esq., for the best pair of Black

Pied Powters, bred in 18 1i6.-^-Eir.5 t, -T. Montgomery. Second, D. Gordon,
Glasgow. Very Highly Commanded, J. Montgomery. Highly Commended,
J. Wallace, Glasgow. Commended, G. Ure, Dundee.

Silver medal, presented by M. Sanderson, Esq., for the beat pair of

White Powters, bred in 1866.—First, J. Grant, Corstornhine. Second, G.
Ure. Very Highly Commended, J. Montgomery. Highly Commended,
A. Heath, Calne. Commended. T. Short, Glasgow.

Silver medal, presented by John Geddes, jun., Esq., for the best pair of

Blue Pied Powters, bred in 1866.—First, J. Montgomery. Second, G. Ure.

Very Highly Commended, M. Stuart, Glasgow. Highly Commended, J.

Dunoch, Edinburgh. Commended, J. Porteous, Edinburgh.
Silver medal, presented by George Maclean, Esq., for the best pair of

Red Pied Powters, bred in 1866,—First, G. tire. Seeond, J. Montgomery.
Very Highly Commended, J. Montgomery. Highly Commended, G. Ure.
Commended, A. Wright, Edinburgh.

Silver medal, presented by Matthew Stuart, Esq., for the best pair of

Yellow Pied Powters, bred in 1866.—First, G-. Ure. Second, J. Mont-
gomery. Very Highly Commended and Highly Commended, G. Ure.
Commended, J. Montgomery.

Silver medal, presented by James Huio, Esq., for the best pair of Mealy
Pied Barred Powters, bred in lKti'i.— First, W. Lighltbody, Glasgow.
Second, M. Sanderson, Edinburgh. Very Highly Commended, M. Stuart.

Highly Commended, J. Wallace;
Silver medal or £2 2s., presented by a Friend, for the best pair of

Carriers (Black and Dun excepted), bred in 1866.—First, J. C. Ord,
Pimlico, London. Seeond, T. Colley, Sheffield.

Silver medal or £2 2s., presented by Frederick Else, Esq, for the best

pair of Phort-faeed Almonds, bred in 1866.—First, M. Stuart. Second,
J. Ford, Monkwell Street, London.

Silver medal or £2 2*., presented by Joseph Frame, Esq., for the best

pair of Barbs, bred in 1866.—First, J. H. Frame, Carluke. Second, C. W.
Brown, Weetwood. Third, J. Montgomery. Highly Contended and
Commended, H. M. Maclure, Manchesti r.

Silver cup, value £3 8s, presented by J. R. Robinson, Esq., Sunderland,
for the best pair of Jacobins bred in 1866.— Cup, C. Bulpin, Bridgewater.
Seeond, G. A. Brown. Third, E. Horner. Highly Commended, G. Ure.
Commended, G. White.

Silver medal or £2 2.*., presented by George Ure, Esq., for the best pair

Foreign Owl.-..—First and Second, J. Fielding, jun. Third. F. Else. Highly
Commended, J. Montgomery. Commended, E. Horner.

silver medal, presented by J. Wallace, Esq., Glasgow, for the best pair

of Black Carriers^ bred in 1866.—First, E. Horner, Harcwood. Second,
F. Else, Bayswater, London. Third, J. Muir. Highly Commended, J. R.

Reunard, Helensburgh. Commended, G. A. Wherlaud, Cork.
Silver medal or £>2 2s., presented by C. M. Royds, Esq., for the best pair

of Dun Carriers, bred iu 1866. — First, G. A. Wherlaud. fcecoud, IT.

Holmah, Third. F. Else. Highly Commended, G. Ure. Commended, J.

Wallace
1

.

CLASS PRIZES GIVEN BY THE SOCIETY.
Powters (Black).

—

Coefcs.-^-TivsA and Second, J. Montgomery. Third,
G. Ure. Highly Commended, J. Montgomery* Commended, J. Wallace.
Hen*.—First and Second, J. Montgomery- Third, J, Butler, Glasgow.
Highly Commended, J. M ntgowcry Commenced* G. Ure.
Powters (White).— Cocks.—First, J. Montgomery. Seeond, G. Ure.

Third. J. Wallace. Highly Commended; J. Cochran, Glasgow. Com*
mended, J. Grant. Hem.—First and Third, A.Henth. Second; G I' re.

Highly Commended, J. Grant. Commend id, J. Cochran.
. as (Blue).—Cocto—First, M. Stuart. Second, G. Ure. Third,

F. Keir. Edinburgh. Highly I aded, G. Ure. Commended, J. Mont-
gomery. Herts.—First and Third, J. Montgomery. Second, G. Ure.

Highly Commended, J. Lui > t. Commended, W. Lightbody.
Powtb&s (Jbed^—tCock&.-T-Fixat and Third, J. Montgomery. Second,

M. Stuart. Highly Commended and Commended, J. Montgomery, 11 1-.

1

i< 1, Second; and Third, J. Montgomery, Highly Commended, G. Ure.
Commended. T. C. & E. Newbitt, ! pwi >'

Powters (Yellow).— locks.— First, G. Ure. Second, J. M'Farbine,
Tollcross. Third, J. Montgomery. Highly Commended, G. Ure. Com-
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mended, G. Ure. Bens.—First, .1. Wallace. Second, J. Huthven. Third,
G. Mackenzie. Highly Commended nnd Commended, J. Montgomery.
Powtehs (Mealy).—Cocks—First. G. Ure. Second, G. STKenzie. Third,

J. Porteous. Highly Commended, M. Stuart. Commended, W. Light-
body. Hens.—First, M. Sanderson. Second, G. Ure. Third, G. White,
Paisley. Highly Commended, J. A. Thomas, Glasgow. Commended,
G. Ure.
Powters (Any other markings).—CocAm.—First, J. Ruthyen CWhite

marked). Secoud, J. Montgomery. Third, G. Ure (Splash). Highly
Commended, F. Keir. Commended, G. Ure (Splash). Hens.—First, J.
Muir, Glasgow. Second, G. White, Paisley. Third, M. Stuart (Checker).
Highly Commended, J. Montgomery. Commended, M. Stuart (Checker).
Carriers (Blacki.—CocAs.—First and Second, T. Colley, Sheffield.

Third, G. Ure. Highly Commended, G. Ure. Commended", J. Wallace.
Hens.—First, J. Montgomery. Second, G. Ure. Third, H. Holman.
Highly Commended and Commended, G. Ure.
Carriers (Don;.

—

Cocks.—First, J. Montgomery. Second, G. Ure.
Third, J. Wallace. Highly Commended, F. Else. Commended, G. Ure.
Hens.—First and Second, G. Ure. Third, F. Else. Highly Commended,
J. Montgomery. Commended. T. Colley.
Carriers (Any other colour).— Cocks.— First and Third, T. Colley.

Second, Highly Commended, and Commended, J. C Ord. Hens.—
First and Second, T. Colley. Third, Highly Commended, and Com-
mended, J. C. Ord.
Axmonds (Short-faced).—First, Portrait, and Third. F. T. Wiltshire

Croydon. Second, J. Wallace. Highly Commended, J. Ford. Com-
mended, F. Else.
Mottles (9hort-faced).—FirBt, G. Ure. Second, W. H. C. Oates, Bes-

thorpe. Third, H. Yardley, Birmingham.
Agates (Short-faced).—First, J. Ford. Second, T. Short. Third, J.

Fielding, jun., Rochdale. Highly Commended, G. Ure. Commended, J.
Muir.
Barbs.—Silyer medal or £2 2s., presented by a Friend.—First, J.

Montgomery. Second, J. Bromily, Tongmoor. Third, G. W. Brown.
Highly Commended, G. W. Brown. Commended, H. Yardley.
Fantails.—Silyer medal, or £2 2s . presented by George White, Esq.

—

First, F. Else. Second, J. Sharpe, Johnstone. Third, H. Yardley. Highly
Commended, G. Ure. Commended, G. W. Brown.
Jacobins.—Silyer medal or £2 2s., preFented by James Muir, Esq.

—

First, E. Horner. Second, J. R. Rennards, Helensburgh. Third, J. Sharpe.
Highly Commended, G. White. Commended, J. G. A. Spence, Mussel-
burgh.
Trumpeters (Mottled or Black).—Silyer medal or £2 2s., presented by

a friend.—First, J. Montgomery. Second, J. Wallace. Third, E. Horner.
Highly Commended, G. White. Commended, J. Lang, Iryine.
Trumpeters (White).—Silyer medal or £2 2s., presented by A. B. Boyd,

Esq.—First, W. H. C. Oates, Besthorpe. Second and Third, 0. Bulpin.
Highly Commended, A. B. Boyd, Trinity, Edinburgh. Commended, F.
Else.
Turbits.—eilver medal or £2 2s., presented by J. R. Rennards, Esq.—

First, G. W. Brown. Second, R. Paterson, Melrose. Third, J. Percival,
Peckham Rye, London. Highly Commended, G. W. Brown. Commended,
J. Montgomery.
Owls (Not foreign).—Silver medal or £2 2s., presented by Thomas

Short, Esq.—First, J. Percival. Second and Third, C. Bulpin. Highly
Commended H. Yardley. Commended, J. H. Frame.
Nuns.—First, W. Cheyne, Selkirk. Second, W. R. Park, Melrose. Third,

J. & D. Gray, Kilbarchan. Highly Commeaded, M. Richard, Dumbarton.
Commended, T. C. Benson.
Beards and Balds.— First. J. Percival. Second, W. H. C. Oates (Beards).

Third, J. Sharpe (Beards). Highly Commended, J. Fielding, jun.
Dragons.—First, H. Yardley. Second, J. Wallace. Third, J. Bell, New-

castle-on-Tyne. Highly Commended, J. Wallace. Commended, H.
Yardley.
Tumblers (Common).—First, J. Sharpe. Second, G. W. Brown. Third,

J. Percival. Highly Commended, C. Bulpin. Commended, T. Rule,
Durham.
Any Other Breed.—First and Second, J. Montgomery (Lace Fantails).

Third, J. Wallace (Lahores). Highly Commended, G. W. Brown. Com-
mended, A. B. Boyd (Schillers).

Judges.—W. B. Tegetmeier, Esq., E. L. Corker, Esq., James
Miller, Esq.

HYBRIDISATION.
I AM just now interested in the subject of hybridisation,

which seems to me to deserve more attention than it has yet
received. I am endeavouring to obtain from careful observers
the history of as many hybrid stocks as possible, tracing, how-
ever, the history of each from year to year rather than giving
general impressions. I believe that you have had more ex-

perience of hybrids than any other English bee-keeper, and
I should feel myself under great obligation if you would favour
me with any particulars of one or more stocks that you think
may be serviceable.

The points on which I chiefly seek information are :

—

First, as to bees which in appearance take decidedly after

one or other of the parents. Whether the proportions vary,
either during the same season, as described by one observer,
or from year to year, as described by others,—and if so,

following which parent ?—and to what extent ?

Secondly, as to bees which are " intermediate between the
two." Whether they take exclusively the shape of one parent
and the colour of the other, or whether these intermediate bees
follow the rule of hybrids among the higher animals, and
unite indiscriminately and irregularly the characteristics of

both parents ? Also what proportion these intermediates bear
to the whole population ?

There is one case especially described by you in January last
of a queen which bred perfectly pure bees for two seasons, if
not more, and then degenerated, which is very remarkable, and
from a scientific point of view is worthy of some detailed
history. Though I have as yet adopted no hypothesis, but am
merely seeking information on which to ground a theory, this
case seems to show that the influence of the mother first pre-
ponderated, and then gave way more or less to that of the
drone, but as I understand the influence of the drone gra-
dually increased.—F. H. West.

[The foregoing letter was addressed to our correspondent
" B. & W.," and to it he replied as follows :

—

" I am afraid I cannot satisfactorily reply to your questions
relative to the hybridisation of beeB, although I have had, as
you remark, considerable acquaintance with hybrids. The fact
is, that Mr. Woodbury sent me at first one or two imperfect'
queens with which I laboured for two years endeavouring to
Italianise my apiary in vain. Their offspring was, on the
whole (the second especially), so well marked that I was thrown
off my guard, and it was only as time passed that I found my
bees degenerating instead of improving, as they ought to have
done on the parthenogenesis theory. The fact was, the drones
bred by my presumed Italians were nearly all, if not all, com-
mon black drones, and hence in the next generation the Italian
bees were only as one to three instead of three to one as they
had been. The degeneracy was in fact more rapid than this
ratio of figures would indicate.

" To your first query I can give no reply at all, not having
watched with sufficient closeness the progress of the taint. I

doubt, indeed, whether any closeness of observation would have
enabled me to reply to it, because I had no satisfactory data to

go upon.
" For a like reason I cannot satisfy your curiosity on the second

point. One only matter struck me as remarkable—that is, the
extraordinary rapidity of the downward progress. For instance,

let A represent Mr. Woodbury's best queen (No. 2), B a
swarm from it, and C a swarm out of B. A's offspring, the
queen of B, would give as three yellow-jackets, more or less

beautifully marked, to one black bee, but the offspring of C
would breed as five black to one imperfectly-marked Italian

!

In the next generation the yellow would have disappeared or

been hardly perceptible ! Other experience I have none to

relate.
" You have, however, to be corrected in respect to the case

described by me in January last. I ought to have stated that

the hive had degenerated, not its queen. My observation has
not led me to believe or suspect that any change takes place in

the purity of the brood of any given queen.
" As I think my reply may interest others as well as yourself,

I send your letter and mine to the Editors of The Journal op
Horticulture by to-day's post.

" I hope, with the help of the queens since supplied to me by
Mr. Woodbury, to carry on operations more successfully in

future.—B. & W."]

OUR LETTER BOX.
SchruDee's Incubator.—"A Spanish Breeder "doubts Mr. Schroder's

statement of his incubator being " perfect,'' and wishes for a detail of

results.

Crowing Hen (H.).—It is not very uncommon for a hen t<» crow, and
it is usually an intimation that she is ceasing to be productive. Sickle

feathers in the tail will probably be developed, and other changes charac-
teristic of what is known to poultry-keepers as " a hen cock."

Muddy Field (S. W.).—The portion railed off for your fowls ought to

be well drained, and, when the surface haw dried, a part of it covered 2 or

3 inches deep with sand or fine gravel.

Poultry Company {H. Wilcocks).—There is such a Company Wo
cannot tell you why its Secretary, Mr. Massey, does not answer your
letters.

Black Bantams at the Birmingham Show.—Mr. Jessop, of Hull, in-

forms us that the second prize was awarded to birds belonging to him.

Nantwich Poultry Show.—Mr. Tudman writes to us, that he declines

a controversy with anonymous correspondents.

Stewarton HrvES {A. £.).—They are octagonal in shape, and are

13$ inches in diam ' r by 5£ inches deep inside measure. Three boxes

of this size, called "body boxes," and one "honey box" of the same
diameter, but shallower, constitute a set, the price of which and all failher

particulars may be readily obtained by applying to Mr. Robt. Eaglesham,
Stewarton, Ayrshire. These hives are less expensive than those of Mr.

Taylor, and arejustas likelvto obviate swarming. You maywith a littlo

care drive the inhabitants but of one of Neighbour's Improved CotUge
Hives without injuring either the hive or the bees.

* Imperfect only in the sense that in my then incomplete knowledge of

the subject I was unable to insure their absolute purity.—A Devonshire

Bee-keeper.
f/\fl,
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